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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
) 
Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant 
vs 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
















Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs 
The Wallace Family Trust; Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family 
Trust, 












Supreme Court Docket #41077-2013 
Kootenai County CV2003-7690 
(consolidated with CV09-3915) 
Clerk's Record 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State ofldaho, in and for the 
County of Kootenai. 
HONORABLE Rich Christensen 
District Judge 
Erik Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 
Joel Hazel 
608 Northwest Blvd, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 
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Time: 09:42 AM 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 








































































New Case Filed John P. Luster 
Filing: A1 - Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No John P. Luster 
Prior Appearance Paid by: Vasseur & 
Schlotthauer Receipt number: 0584820 Dated: 
10/24/2003 Amount: $77.00 (Check) 
Summons Issued 
Affidavit & Motn for Order Allowing Service by 
Publication 
Three Day Notice of Intent to Take Default 
Affidavit Of Service/Found/Mary Jo 
Wallace/December 18, 2003 
Order allowing service by publication 
John P. Lusier 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
Filing: I1A- Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than John P. Luster 
$1000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: Jeff 
Andrews Receipt number: 0591793 Dated: 
12/30/2003 Amount: $47.00 (Check) 
Notice Of Appearance ONLY John P. Luster 
Three Day Notice Of Intent To Take Default John P. Luster 
Answer/Jeff Andrews John P. Luster 
Notice Of Serving Plaintiffs first Interrogatories John P. Luster 
and Request for Production to Defendant, Mary 
Jo Wallace 
Substitution Of Counsel -- A Bistline in/B John P. Luster 
Scholtthauer out for Plaintiff 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference John P. Luster 
06/22/2004 03:30 PM) 
Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
2nd Notice of Serving Plaintitrs 1st 
Interrogatories & Request for Production to 
Defendant 
Motion To Compel 
Hearing result for Status Conference held on 
06/22/2004 03:30 PM: Interim Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled 
01/04/2005 09:00 AM) 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
Notice Of Taking Deposition of Mary Jo Wallace John P. Luster 
Re-Notice Of Taking Deposition of Mary Jo John P. Luster 
Wallace 
Notice Of Service of Defendant's First Set of John P. Luster 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production 
Response to request for Admissions John P. Luster 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/22/2004 03:30 John P. Luster 
PM) 
Order in re: priority of Trial Settings- #3 of 4 John P. Luster 
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Motion to Shorten Time 
Motion For Continuance 
Notice Of Hearing 
Affidavit in Support of Motion to Continue 
Notice Of Hearing 
Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
Motion for Relief From Pretrial Order and Motion John P. Luster 
to Shorten Time 
Plaintiffs Witness and Exhibit List John P. Luster 
Hearing result for Motion held on 12/22/2004 John P. Luster 
03:30 PM: Interim Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled held on John P. Luster 
01/04/2005 09:00 AM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
05/09/2005 09:00 AM) 
Order to shorten time John P. Luster 
Order to continue trial (reset to 5/9/5) John P. Luster 
Order on Plaintiffs Motion to Amend Complaint John P. Luster 
Filing: J8B - Special Motions Counterclaim With John P. Luster 
Prior Appearance Paid by: Jeff Andrews 
Receipt number: 0638588 Dated: 01/24/2005 
Amount: $8.00 (Check) 
Answer to Amended Complaint & Counterclaim John P. Luster 
Answer to Amended Complaint & Counterclaim John P. Luster 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw John P. Luster 
03/08/2005 03:30 PM) 
Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of John P. Luster 
Record and Notice of Hearing 
Affidavit of Attorney in Support of Motion to John P. Luster 
Withdraw 
Notice of No Objection to Withdrawal of Counsel John P. Luster 
for Defendant 
Hearing result for Motion to Withdraw held on John P. Luster 
03/08/2005 03:30 PM: Motion Granted 
Withdrawal Of Attorney/Jeff Andrews John P. Luster 
Affidavit Of Mailing- Mary Jo Wallace- 3/8/05 John P. Luster 
Notice Of Appearance - Mary Jo Wallace Pro Se John P. Luster 
MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Witness and Exhibits List John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 





Plaintiffs Trial Brief 
Findings Of Fact, Conclusions Of Law 
Affidavit in Support of Motion to Continue 
Motion To Continue 
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Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
5/4/2005 MOTN BOOTH Motion to Continue John P. Luster 
AFFD BOOTH Affidavit in support of Motion to Continue John P. Luster 
5/9/2005 HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled held on John P. Luster 
05/09/2005 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 3 Day 
Court Trial 
6/13/2005 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
08/01/2005 09:00 AM) 
BOOTH Notice of Trial John P. Luster 
BOOTH Notice of Trial John P. Luster 
7/12/2005 AFFD MO'REILLY Affidavit In Support Motion To Continue John P. Luster 
MOTN MO'REILLY Motion To Continue John P. Luster 
8/1/2005 HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled held on John P. Luster 
08/01/2005 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
8/10/2005 ORDR BOOTH Order Permitting Motion to Continue John P. Luster 
8/12/2005 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
12/12/2005 09:00 AM) 
8/16/2005 BOOTH Notice of Trial John P. Luster 
11/29/2005 AFFD ROBINSON Affidavit in support of motion to countinue John P. Luster 
MOTN ROBINSON Motion to continue John P. Luster 
MOTN BOOTH Motion to Continue John P. Luster 
AFFD BOOTH Affidavit in Support of Motion to Continue John P. Luster 
12/5/2005 ORDR BOOTH Order denying motion to continue John P. Luster 
12/12/2005 INHD BOOTH Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled held on John P. Luster 
12/12/2005 09:00 AM: Interim Hearing Held 
1/31/2006 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference John P. Luster 
03/13/2006 03:30 PM) 
BOOTH Notice of Hearing John P. Luster 
3/13/2006 INHD BOOTH Hearing result for Status Conference held on John P. Luster 
03/13/2006 03:30 PM: Interim Hearing Held 
HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference John P. Luster 
04/26/2006 03:30 PM) 
BOOTH Notice of Hearing John P. Luster 
4/7/2006 AFFD ROHRBACH Affidavit of Arthur Bistline in Support of Motion for John P. Luster 
Entry of Judgment 
MOTN ROHRBACH Motion for Entry of Judgment John P. Luster 
4/18/2006 NOHG MO'REILLY Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
MOTN HUTCHINSON Motion to Shorten Time John P. Luster 
MOTN HUTCHINSON Motion for Entry Of Judgement John P. Luster 
AFFD HUTCHINSON Affidavit of Arthur M Bistline in Support of Motion John P. Luster 
for Entry of Judgement 
4/26/2006 MOTN BOOTH Motion to continue John P. Luster 
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Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
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Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
4/26/2006 INHD BOOTH Hearing result for Status Conference held on John P. Luster 
04/26/2006 03:30 PM: Interim Hearing Held 
5/4/2006 DPWO BOOTH Disposition Without Trial Or Hearing John P. Luster 
FJDE BOOTH Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered John P. Luster 
STAT BOOTH Case status changed: Closed John P. Luster 
CVDI BOOTH Civil Disposition entered for: Wallace, Mary Jo, John P. Luster 
Defendant; Sherman Self Storage Inc, Plaintiff. 
order date: 5/4/2006 
FJDE BOOTH Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered John P. Luster 
8/10/2007 SCAN BURRINGTON Scanned - File recreated 3/18/10 John P. Luster 
1/15/2010 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/18/2010 03:00 John P. Luster 
PM) for relief from judgment 
STAT BOOTH Case status changed: Closed pending clerk John P. Luster 
action 
1/26/2010 SUBC SHEDLOCK Substitution Of Counsel John P. Luster 
MISC SHEDLOCK Association Of Counsel John P. Luster 
AFFD SHEDLOCK Affidavit Of Arthur M. Bistline In Suport Of Motion John P. Luster 
For Relief From Judgment 
AFFD SHEDLOCK Affidavit Of Erik P. Smith In Support Of Motion John P. Luster 
For Relief From Judgment 
MEMO SHEDLOCK Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Relief John P. Luster 
From Judgment 
NOTC SHEDLOCK Notice Of Filing Pursuant To IRE 201 John P. Luster 
NOTC SHEDLOCK Notice Of Taking Eepostion Duces Tecum Of John P. Luster 
Mary Jo Wallace 
MOTN SHEDLOCK Motion For Relief from Judgment And Motion For John P. Luster 
Amendment Of Judgment 
NOTH SHEDLOCK Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
2/9/2010 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/30/2010 03:00 John P. Luster 
PM) FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
2/10/2010 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary John P. Luster 
Judgment 04/15/201 O 03:00 PM) 
2/11/2010 SDTI PARKER Amended Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued John P. Luster 
NOTO PARKER Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces John P. Luster 
Tecum of Mary Jo Wallace individually and as 
Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust 
NOTH PARKER Amended Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
OBJT CRUMPACKER Defendants Objection to Plaintiffs Motion for John P. Luster 
Relief from Judgment & Motion for Amendment of 
Judgment 
CONS VICTORIN Order Granting Consolidation w/CV09-3915 - John P. Luster 
ALL FILINGS IN THIS CASE 
MOTN RICKARD Motion To Strike "Stipulation" And Motion For A John P. Luster 
More Definite Statement 
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Motion To Shorten Time John P. Luster 




Affidavit Of Service By Mail to Mary Jo Wallace 
Hearing result for Motion held on 02/18/2010 
03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: TO STRIKE STIPULATION - under 
100 pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
03/30/2010 03:00 PM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary 
Judgment 07/29/2010 03:00 PM) 
Second AMENDED Notice Of Hearing on 
04/15/10 at 3:00 pm RE Motion for Relief 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
Second Motion To Amend Answer, Motion To John P. Luster 
Join Involuntary Party And Notice Of Hearing -
April 15, 2010 - 3:00 PM 
CORRECTED Second Motion to Amend Answer, John P. Luster 
Rule 19(a)(1) Motion to Join Involuntary Party 
and Notice of Hearing 
Stipulation to Continue Status Conference John P. Luster 
Hearing 3/30/2010 3:00 pm 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary John P. Luster 
Judgment 06/15/2010 03:00 PM) 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John P. Luster 
held on 07/29/2010 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
CRUMPACKER Notice of I.R.C.P. 45(b) Subpoena Duces Tecum John P. Luster 
to Joel Hazel, Jason Wing & Mirna Pleines 
BOOTH Hearing result for Motion held on 03/30/201 O John P. Luster 







Hearing result for Status Conference held on 
03/30/201 O 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
04/15/2010 03:00 PM) 
Amended Notice of Hearing 
Affidavit of Jason S. Wing in Support of 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff's Motion for 
Protective Order 
Motion for Protective Order, Memorandum in 
Support Thereof, and Notice of Hearing 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
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Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
3/23/2010 NTSV SREED Notice Of Service of Defendants' Second Set of John P. Luster 
Interrogatories and Request for Production of 
Documents Propounded to Plaintiffs Michael and 
Lisa May 
FILE SHEDLOCK New File Created ****File #3**** John P. Luster 
3/31/2010 NOTO CRUMPACKER Notice Of Intent to Take Deposition of Corporate John P. Luster 
Designees of Global Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC 
NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs 3rd Set of John P. Luster 
Requests for Production 
STIP PARKER Stipulation for Order Requiring Mediation John P. Luster 
4/1/2010 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs Third Set of John P. Luster 
Requests for Production 
NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice of Service of Second Requests for John P. Luster 
Admissions Propounded to Global Acquisitiions 
II, LLC 
NOTD CRUMPACKER Notice Of Intent to Take 30(b)(6) Deposition of John P. Luster 
Corporate Designees of Globabl Signal 
Acquisitions II, LLC 
4/2/2010 ORDR BOOTH Order continuing status conference hearing (to John P. Luster 
4/15/10) 
4/9/2010 ORDR BOOTH Order requiring mediation John P. Luster 
OBJT COCHRAN Objection to Defendant's Motion for Protective John P. Luster 
Order 
AFFD COCHRAN Affidavit of Kirk Evans in Opposition to John P. Luster 
Defendant's Motion for Protective Order 
4/15/2010 DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Status Conference held on John P. Luster 
04/15/2010 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Motion to Amend held on John P. Luster 
04/15/2010 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
SDTI CRUMPACKER Subpoena Duces Tecum to Mary Jo Wallace John P. Luster 
NOTO CRUMPACKER Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces John P. Luster 
Tecum of mary Jo Wallace, individually, and as 
Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust 
4/16/2010 ANSW HUFFMAN Amended Answer, Affirmative Defenses, John P. Luster 
Counterclaim, And Third Party Complaint 
4/19/2010 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
01/10/2011 09:00 AM) 4 DAY JURY TRIAL 
BOOTH Notice of Trial John P. Luster 
NOTC HUFFMAN Notice of Service of Plaintiffs Fourth Set of John P. Luster 
Requests for Production 
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Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
4/20/2010 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC's Second Set of Requests for Admissions 
Propounded to Plaintiff Sherman Storage LLC 
4/22/2010 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service of Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC' Response To Plaintiff's Third Set Of 
Requests For Production 
4/29/2010 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC's Response to Plaintiffs Second Set of 
Request for Admissions 
4/30/2010 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC's Response To Plaintiff's FOURTH Set Of 
Requests For Production 
5/10/2010 ORDR BOOTH Order Granting Defendant, Global Signal John P. Luster 
Acquiisitions, II, LLC's Motion for Protective 
order, motion to amend answer and Motion to 
Join Involuntary party 
5/14/2010 NOHG COCHRAN Amended Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
MEMO COCHRAN Supplemental Memorandum Supporting John P. Luster 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD COCHRAN Affidavit of Jason S Wing Supporting Defendants John P. Luster 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
FILE SHEDLOCK New File Created ****File #4**** John P. Luster 
5/18/2010 NOHG COCHRAN Third Amended Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Plaintiff's Responses To John P. Luster 
Second Requests For Admission 
5/21/2010 RSCC SREED Response To Counterclaim - Erik Smith 080 John P. Luster 
Plaintiff 
5/24/2010 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary John P. Luster 
Judgment 08/11/2010 03:00 PM) 2 X + relief 
from judgment 
HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John P. Luster 
held on 06/15/2010 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
+ relief from judgment 
5/25/2010 ANHR VICTORIN Second Amended Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
6/8/2010 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC's supplemental Response to Plaintiffs Fourth 
Set of Requests for Production 
6/9/2010 NOHG SREED AMENDED Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
6/17/2010 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC's Suplemental Response to Plaintiffs Third 
Set of Requests for Production 
NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants Third Set of John P. Luster 
Interrogatories & Requests for Production of 
Documents Propounded to Plaintiff Sherman 
Storage LLC 
6/18/2010 NOTR BAXLEY Notice Of Transcript Delivery - Deponent John John P. Luster 
Tyke - Global Signal Acquisitions - 30(b)(6) 
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Date Code User Judge 
6/22/2010 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC's Third Supplemental Response To Plaintiffs 
Fourth Set Of Requests For Production 
6/23/2010 SUMI VICTORIN Another Summons Issued John P. Luster 
6/24/2010 NTSV SHANKLIN Notice Of Service Of Third Requests for John P. Luster 
Admissions Propounded to Global Acquisitions Ii, 
LLC 
7/2/2010 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC's Third Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs 
First SEt of Requests for Production 
7/7/2010 MOTN VICTORIN Motion to Amend Complaint John P. Luster 
NOHG VICTORIN Notice of Hearing on Motion to Amend Complaint John P. Luster 
7/13/2010 AFFD SREED Affidavit of Scott Rasor in Support of Motion for John P. Luster 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD SREED Affidavit of Steve Cooney in Support of Plaintiffs John P. Luster 
Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD SREED Affidavit of Sam Johnson in Support of Motion for John P. Luster 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD SREED Affidavit of Erik P. Smith in Support of Motion for John P. Luster 
Summary Judgment 
AFFD SREED Affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace in Support of John P. Luster 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD SREED Affidavit of Kirk Evans in Support of Motion for John P. Luster 
Summary Judgment 
MEMS SREED Memorandum In Support Of Motion for Summary John P. Luster 
Judgment 
MNSJ SREED Motion FOi Summary Judgment John P. Luster 
NOHG SREED Notice Of Hearing on Motion for Summary John P. Luster 
Judgment 
7/21/2010 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Plaintiff's Responses To John P. Luster 
Defendant's Third Set Of Interrogatories And 
Requests For Production 
7/26/2010 RICKARD Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other John P. Luster 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Wallace, 
Mary Jo (defendant) Receipt number: 0032502 
Dated: 7/26/2010 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: 
Wallace, Mary Jo (defendant) 
ANSW RICKARD The Wallace Family Trust's Answer To The Third John P. Luster 
Party Complaint 
7/28/2010 AFFD HUFFMAN Third Affidavit Of Jason S Wing Supporting John P. Luster 
Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment 
MEMO HUFFMAN Defendant's Global Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC's John P. Luster 
Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Strike 
MOTN HUFFMAN Defendant's Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's John P. Luster 
Motion To Strike And Notice Of Hearing 
MISC HUFFMAN Defendant's Response Memorandum To John P. Luster 
Plaintiff's Motion For Summary Judgment 
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Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
7/29/2010 AFIS BAXLEY Affidavit Of Walter O Dale Supporting John P. Luster 
Defendant's Reply To Plaintiff's Response To 
Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment 
7/30/2010 MOTN SREED Motion for Order to Set Aside Default John P. Luster 
8/3/2010 OBJT SREED Objection to Motion to Set Aside Default John P. Luster 
MNAM SREED Another Motion To Amend Complaint John P. Luster 
NOHG SREED Notice Of Hearing on Another Motion to Amend John P. Luster 
Complaint 
8/4/2010 OBJT BAXLEY Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC's John P. Luster 
Objection To Plaintiff's Motion To Amend 
Complaint 
MOTN CRUMPACKER Plaintiffs Motion to Strike Portions of Affidavit of John P. Luster 
Walter O Dale & Notice of Hearing 
MEMO CRUMPACKER Plaintiffs Reply Memorandum John P. Luster 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Supplemental Affidavit of Erik P Smith John P. Luster 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Supplemental Affidavit of Sam Johnson in John P. Luster 
Support of Motion for Summary Judgment 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Supplemental Affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace in John P. Luster 
Support of Plaintiffs Motion for Summary 
Judgment 
AFFD CRUMPACKER Supplemental Affidavit of Kirk Evans in Support John P. Luster 
of Motion for Summary Judgment 
8/10/2010 OBJT LISONBEE Objection To Motion To Set Aside Default John P. Luster 
AFFD LISONBEE Fourth Affidavit Of Jason S. Wing Supporting John P. Luster 
Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment 
8/11/2010 AFIS BAXLEY FIFTH Affidavit Of Jason S Wing Supporting John P. Luster 
Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment 
DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment John P. Luster 
held on 08/11/2010 03:00 PM: District Court 
Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 2 X + relief from judgment - under 
100 pages 
8/17/2010 AFSV ROSEN BUSCH Affidavit of Service/Mary Jo Wallace by Guy John P. Luster 
Wester/served 07-12-10 
10/4/2010 DEOP BOOTH Decision On Motion for Relief from Judgment John P. Luster 
/decision on summary judgment 
10/10/2010 FILE BIELEC File 5 Created John P. Luster 
10/12/2010 DFWL BAXLEY Defendant Global Signal's Disclosure Of Expert John P. Luster 
Witnesses 
10/15/2010 MOTN CRUMPACKER Motion for Reconsideration John P. Luster 
COMP LISONBEE Amended Complaint Filed John P. Luster 
10/19/2010 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Reconsider John P. Luster 
12/28/2010 03:00 PM) 
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Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
10/20/2010 NTSV ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Service of Global Signal's First Set of John P. Luster 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents Propounded to Mary Jo Wallace, 
Individually and as Trustee 
NTSV ROSEN BUSCH Notice Of Service of Global Signal's First Set of John P. Luster 
Requests for Admissions Propounded to Mary Jo 
Wallace, Individually and as Trustee 
10/26/2010 MOTN BIELEC Defendant Global Signal Aquisitions 11, LLC's John P. Luster 
Motion To Strike Answer And Notice Of Hearing 
MEMO BIELEC Memorandum Supporting Defendant Global John P. Luster 
Signal Aquisitions 11, LLC's Motion To Strike 
Answer And Notice Of Hearing 
10/28/2010 NOHG CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing on Motion for Reconsideration John P. Luster 
PLWL CRUMPACKER Plaintiff Sherman Storage LLC Disclosure of John P. Luster 
Expert Witnesses 
10/29/2010 ANSW VICTORIN Global Signal's Answer and Affirmative Defenses John P. Luster 
to Sherman Storage's Amended Complaint 
MOTN VICTORIN Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC John P. Luster 
Motion to Strike Answer and Notice of Hearing 
11/1/2010 NTSV ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Service of Defendant's Fourth John P. Luster 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogatories and Request for Production of 
Documents 
11/2/2010 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants 4th Set of John P. Luster 
Interrogatories & Requests for Production of 
Documents Propounded to Plaintiff Sherman 
Storage LLC 
11/4/2010 ANSW CLEVELAND Global Signal's AMENDED Answer and John P. Luster 
Affirmative Defenses to Sherman Storage's 
AMENDED Complaint 
NOTO CRUMPACKER Notice Of Video Deposition of Mary Jo Wallace & John P. Luster 
Subpoena Duces Tecum 
11/10/2010 NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum of John P. Luster 
Lisa Wardian on 12/07/10 at 9:00 am 
STIP BAXLEY Stipulation John P. Luster 
11/12/2010 AFSV ROSEN BUSCH Affidavit Of Service/Lisa Wardian/11-11-10 John P. Luster 
DFWL ROSEN BUSCH Defendant Global Signal's Supplemental John P. Luster 
Disclosure of Expert Witnesses 
NTSV ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Service of Defendant's Fifth John P. Luster 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogatories and Request for Production of 
Documents 
NOTO ROSEN BUSCH Amended Notice of Audio Video Deposition of John P. Luster 
Mary Jo Wallace and Subpoena Duces Tecum 
11/17/2010 STIP LEU Stipulation To Continue Trial And Continue John P. Luster 
Court's Pretrial Deadline 
NOTO ROSEN BUSCH 2nd Notice of Taking Deposition of Kirk Evans John P. Luster 
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ROA Report 
Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
11/17/2010 NOTO ROSEN BUSCH 2nd Amended Notice Of Audio Video Deposition John P. Luster 
of Mary Jo Wallace and Subpoena Duces Tecum 
11/18/2010 FILE ROSEN BUSCH *******************File #6 Created****************** John P. Luster 
11/19/2010 BIELEC Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other John P. Luster 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Parker, 
Michael M. (attorney for Wallace Family Trust) 
Receipt number: 0049958 Dated: 11/19/2010 
Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Wallace Family 
Trust (defendant) 
NOAP BIELEC Notice Of Appearance---Michael Parker for the John P. Luster 
Wallace Family Trust 
11/22/2010 NTSV ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Service John P. Luster 
NTSV ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Service John P. Luster 
NTSV ROSEN BUSCH Notice Of Service of Defendant The Wallace John P. Luster 
Family Trust's Responses to Global Signal's First 
Set of Requests for Admission 
11/24/2010 NTSV ROSEN BUSCH Notice Of Service of Plaintiff's Third Set of John P. Luster 
Interrogatories and Fifth Requests for Production 
of Documents 
12/3/2010 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Reconsider John P. Luster 
02/17/2011 03:00 PM) set by Joel Hazel 
12/8/2010 ORDR BOOTH Order continuing trial setting and continue court's John P. Luster 
pretrial deadlines 
CONT BOOTH Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled held on John P. Luster 
01/10/2011 09:00 AM: Continued 4 DAY JURY 
TRIAL 
HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
04/04/2011 09:00 AM) 4 DAY COURT TRIAL 
BOOTH Notice of Trial John P. Luster 
12/16/2010 NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Doug Black For John P. Luster 
Perpetuation Of Trial Testimony on 12/21/10 at 
3:00 pm 
12/21/2010 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Plaintiff's Response To John P. Luster 
Defendant's Fourth Set Of Interrogatories And 
Requests For Production 
12/28/2010 DCHH BUTLER Hearing result for Motion to Reconsider held on John P. Luster 
12/28/2010 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Anne McManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages - Denied 
1/6/2011 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants 6th John P. Luster 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interrogatories 
1/7/2011 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Defendant's Response To John P. Luster 
Plantiff's Third Set Of Interrogatories and Fifth 
Set Of Requests For Production Of Document 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
1/10/2011 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Deendants 1st Supplemental John P. Luster 
Response to Plaintiffs 5th Set of Requests for 
Production of Documents 
NOTD CRUMPACKER Amended 2nd Notice Of Taking Deposition of John P. Luster 
Kirk Evans 
1/12/2011 HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Motion to Reconsider held on John P. Luster 
02/17/2011 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated set by 
Joel Hazel 
DFWL CRUMPACKER Defendant Global Signal's 2nd Supplemental John P. Luster 
Disclosure of Expert Witness es 
1/13/2011 ORDR BOOTH Order Denying Plaintiffs Motion for John P. Luster 
Reconsideration 
NOTC BAXLEY Notice Of IRCP 45(b) Subpoena Duces Tecum John P. Luster 
To Spring Spectrum 
1/19/2011 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel John P. Luster 
02/09/2011 03:00 PM) 
1/20/2011 NOTR BAXLEY Notice Of Transcript Delivery - Deponent Doug John P. Luster 
Black PLS 
MEMO LISONBEE Memorandum In Support Of Defendant Global John P. Luster 
Signal Acquisition's Motion To Compel Mary Jo 
Wallace To Attend Deposition, And To Respond 
To Descovery Requests 
MOTN LISONBEE Defendant Global Signal Acquisition's Motion To John P. Luster 
Compel Mary Jo Wallace, As Trustee Of The 
Wallace Family Trust To Attend Deposition, And 
To Respond To Discovery Requests, And Notice 
Of Hearing 
1/21/2011 NOTR CRUMPACKER Notice Of Transcript Delivery Kirk Evans John P. Luster 
1/25/2011 AFSV ROSEN BUSCH Affidavit Of Service/S.J. Tharp obo Verizon John P. Luster 
Wireless, LLC/01-24-11 
AFSV ROSEN BUSCH Affidavit Of Service/Alice Beattie obo Sprint John P. Luster 
Spectrum L.P./01-24-11 
AFSV ROSEN BUSCH Affidavit Of Service/Alice Beattie obo Cricket John P. Luster 
Communications, lnc./01-24-11 
2/2/2011 NOTD ROSENBUSCH 3rd Amended Notice of Audio Video Perpetuation John P. Luster 
Deposition of Mary Jo Wallace and Subpoena 
Duces Tecum 
2/9/2011 DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on John P. Luster 
02/09/2011 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
ORDR BOOTH Order to Compel John P. Luster 
STIP BOOTH Stipulation John P. Luster 
2/10/2011 NOTD CRUMPACKER Amended Notice Of Intent to Take 30(b)(6) John P. Luster 
Deposition of Dawn Krein, Corporate Designee 
of Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
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Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
2/10/2011 PLWL CRUMPACKER Amended Plaintiff Sherman Storage LLC John P. Luster 
Disclosure of Expert Witnesses 
2/11/2011 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants 7th John P. Luster 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs 1st Set of 
Interrogatories 
2/14/2011 DFWL CRUMPACKER Defendant Global Signal's Supplemental John P. Lustei 
Disclosure of Expert Witnesses 
2/15/2011 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine John P. Luster 
03/31/2011 03:00 PM) set by Erik Smith 
2/22/2011 AFFD BIELEC Affidavit Of Attorneys' Fees And Costs Pursuant John P. Luster 
To Motion And Order To Compel 
2/23/2011 NOTC HUFFMAN Notice of Intent to Take 30(b)(6) Deposition of John P. Luster 
Jonathon Arrowood, Corporate Designee of 
Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
2/24/2011 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Defendant The Wallace John P. Luster 
Family Trust, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee Of The 
Wallace Family Trust's Responses To Global 
Signal's Second Set of Requests For Production 
Of Documents Propounded To Mary Jo Wallace 
Individually And As Trustee 
NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Defendant The Wallace John P. Luster 
Family Trust, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee Of The 
Wallace Family Trust's Answers And Responses 
To Global Signal's First Set of Interrogatories And 
Requests For Production Of Documents 
Propounded To Mary Jo Wallace Individually And 
As Trustee 
NOTC BIELEC Second Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Scott John P. Luster 
Rasor 
SUBI BIELEC Subpoena Duces Tecum To Scott Rasor John P. Luster 
NOTC BIELEC Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Sam Johnson John P. Luster 
SUBI BIELEC Subpoena Duces Tecum To Sam Johnson John P. Luster 
2/28/2011 AFFD BIELEC Affidavit Of Michael M Parker In Response To John P. Luster 
Affidavit Of Attorney Fees And Costs Pursuant To 
Motion And Order To Compel 
OBJT BIELEC The Wallace Family Trust's Objection To John P. Luster 
Proposed Order Awarding Attorney's Fees On 
Motion To Compel 
NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants 2nd John P. Luster 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs 5th Set of 
Requests for Production of Documents 
3/1/2011 ORDR BOOTH Order awarding attorneys' fees on motion to John P. Luster 
compel 
SDTI BAXLEY AMENDED Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued TO John P. Luster 
Scott Rasor 
NOTO BAXLEY AMENDED Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Scott John P. Luster 
Rasor on 03/11 /11 at 10:30 am 
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Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
3/1/2011 SDTI BAXLEY AMENDED Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued To John P. Luster 
Sam Johnson 
NOTO BAXLEY AMENDED Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Sam John P. Luster 
Johnson on 03/11/11 at 9:00 am 
SDTI BAXLEY 2nd AMENDED Subpoena Duces Tecum Issued John P. Luster 
To Sam Johnson 
NOTO BAXLEY 2nd AMENDED Notice Of Taking Deposition Of John P. Luster 
Sam Johnson on 03/11/11 at 9:00 am 
3/2/2011 FILE BAXLEY **************New File #7 Created************** John P. Luster 
3/3/2011 STIP CRUMPACKER Revocation of Assignment/Stipulation John P. Luster 
STIP CRUMPACKER Stipulation & Assignment of The Wallace Family John P. Luster 
Trust to Sherman Storage LLC 
NOHG CRUMPACKER Note for Hearing John P. Luster 
NOTC CRUMPACKER Notice of Motion for ReconsiderationNacation of John P. Luster 
Order & Judgment Pursuant to I.C. 60(b )(1) & (6) 
MOTN CRUMPACKER Motion for REconsiderationNacation of Order & John P. Luster 
Judgment Pursuant to I.C. 60(b)(1) & (6) 
3/7/2011 NOTH ROSEN BUSCH Note for Hearing John P. Luster 
NOTC ROSEN BUSCH Notice of Motion for ReconsiderationNacation of John P. Luster 
Order and Judgment Pursuant to I.C. 60(b )(1) & 
(6) 
MOTN ROSEN BUSCH Motion for ReconsiderationNacation of Order and John P. Luster 
Judgment Pursuant to I.C. 60(b)(1) & (6) 
AFFD ROSEN BUSCH Supplemental Affidavit of Michael M. Parker John P. Luster 
3/8/2011 NOTR ROSEN BUSCH Notice Of Transcript Delivery/Dawn Krein-Global John P. Luster 
Signal Acquisitions-30(b)(6)/Deposition Taken 
02-18-11 
NOTR ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Transcript Delivery/Kirk John P. Luster 
Evans/Deposition Taken 02-10-11 
ANSW SREED Answer and Affirmative Defenses to Defendant John P. Luster 
Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC's Third Party 
Complaint Filed April 16, 2010 - Michael Palmer 
080 The Wallace Family Trust 
ANSW SREED Answer and Affirmative Defenses to Defendant John P. Luster 
Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC'S Third Party 
Complaint Dated June 30, 2009 - Michael Palmer 
080 The Wallace Family Trust 
AFFD SREED Affidavit of mary Jo Wallce in Support of Motion John P. Luster 
to Vacate Default Order Dated December 1, 2009 
MOTN SREED Motion to Vacate Default Order Dated December John P. Luster 
1,2009 
NOTC SREED Notice of Motion to Vacate Default Order Entered John P. Luster 
December 1, 2009 
NOHG SREED Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
3/9/2011 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Defendant The Wallace John P. Luster 
Family Trust, Mary Jo Wallace Trustee Of The 
Wallace Family Trust's Supplemental Responses 
To Global Signal's First Set Of Requests For 
Admissions 
NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Defendant The Wallace John P. Luster 
Family Trust, Mary Jo Wallace Trustee Of The 
Wallace Family Trust's Supplemental Answers 
And Responses To Global Signal's First Set Of 
Interrogatories And Requests For Production Of 
Documents 
3/10/2011 NTSV ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Service of Defendants Fourth John P. Luster 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's Fifth Set of 
Requests for Production of Documents 
NTSV ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Service of Defendant's Third John P. Luster 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiff's Fifth Set of 
Requests for Production of Documents 
3/14/2011 MOTN ROSEN BUSCH Defendant Global Signal Acquisition's Motion for John P. Luster 
Sanctions, and Notice of Hearing 
MOTN ROSEN BUSCH Defendant Global Signal Acquisition's Motion for John P. Luster 
Court to View Premises and Notice of Hearing 
MEMS ROSENBUSCH Memorandum in Support of Defendant Global John P. Luster 
Signal Acquisition's Motion for Sanctions 
MEMS ROSENBUSCH Memorandum in Support of Defendant Global John P. Luster 
Signal Acquisition's Motion for Court to View 
Premises 
AFIS ROSEN BUSCH Affidavit of Jason S. Wing in Support of John P. Luster 
Defendant Global Signal Acquisition's Motion for 
Sanctions 
AFFD SREED Affidavit of Jason S Wing in Support of Defendant John P. Luster 
Global Signal Acquisitions Response and 
Objection to the Wallace Family Trusts Motion to 
Reconsider Order to Compel 
MISC SREED Global Signals Response and Objection to the John P. Luster 
Wallace Family Trusts Motion to Reconsider and 
Order to Compel 
3/15/2011 FILE BAXLEY ****************New File #8 Created*************** John P. Luster 
3/16/2011 NOHG HUFFMAN Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
MISC HUFFMAN Defendant Global Signal Acquisition's Motions in John P. Luster 
Limine 
3/17/2011 NOTR ROSENBUSCH Notice Of Transcript Delivery/Jonathan John P. Luster 
Arrowood-Global Signal Acq.-30(b)(6)/Deposition 
Taken 06-04-10 
AFFD CLEVELAND Affidavit of Michael M. Parker in Support of John P. Luster 
Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of 
Record for the Wallace Family Trust 
NOTH CLEVELAND Notice Of Hearing -Michael M. Parker John P. Luster 
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Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
3/17/2011 NOTC CLEVELAND Notice of Intent to Withdraw as Attorney of John P. Luster 
Record for the Wallace Family Trust 
MOTN CLEVELAND Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of John P. Luster 
Record for the Wallace Family Trust 
3/21/2011 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference John P. Luster 
05/18/2011 03:00 PM) 
BOOTH Notice of Hearing John P. Luster 
3/31/2011 DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Motion in Limine held on John P. Luster 
03/31/2011 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: set by Erik Smith + Mtn In Limine set 
by Joel Hazel and Objection to atty fees order + 
motion to reconsider - filed Michael Parker + 
motion for court to view premises (set by Joel 
Hazel) Under 100 pages - no one present -
hearing vacated 
HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled held on John P. Luster 
04/04/2011 09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 4 DAY 
COURT TRIAL 
NOTC ROSEN BUSCH Notice Pursuant to I.C. 116(b)(2)(3) RE Order John P. Luster 
Granting Michael M. Parker Leave to Withdraw 
as Attorney for the Wallace Family Trust 
STIP ROSENBUSCH Stipulation RE: Withdrawal of Michael M. Parker John P. Luster 
as Attorney for the Wallace Family Trust 
4/1/2011 NOTR BAXLEY Notice Of Transcript Delivery - Deponent Sam John P. Luster 
Johnson 
4/14/2011 ORDR BOOTH Order RE: Withdrawal of Michael M. Parker as John P. Luster 
Attorney for the Wallace Family Trust 
4/15/2011 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Notice of Intent to Withdraw John P. Luster 
as Attorney of Record for the Wallace Family 
Trust & Copy of Order re Withdrawal of Michael 
M Parker as Attorney for the Wallace Family 
Trust 
4/26/2011 LETO LEU Letter From Defendant John P. Luster 
5/16/2011 APPL LISONBEE Second Application For Order For Default Entry John P. Luster 
5/19/2011 DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Status Conference held on John P. Luster 
05/18/2011 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Anne MacManus Brownell 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
01/30/2012 09:00 AM) 3 DAY COURT TRIAL 
BOOTH Notice of Trial John P. Luster 
NOTC BAXLEY Notice Of Certificate of Witness and Change John P. Luster 
Sheet for Deponent Kirk Evans 
NOTC BAXLEY Notice Of Certificate of Witness and Change John P. Luster 
Sheet for Deponent Sam Johnson 
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Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
6/1/2011 ORDF BOOTH Second Order For Clerks Entry of Default Against John P. Luster 
Defendant Wallace Family Trust 
CLEO BOOTH Second Clerk's Entry Of Default (Wallace Family John P. Luster 
Trust) 
6/6/2011 MEMO CLEVELAND Memorandum in Support of Second Motion for John P. Luster 
Entry of Default Judgment against Defendant the 
Wallace Family Trust 
MOTN CLEVELAND Second Motion for Entry of Default Judgment John P. Luster 
against Defendant the Wallace Family Trust 
6/21/2011 ORDR BOOTH Order for entry of default judgment against John P. Luster 
defendant The Wallace Family Trust 
CVDI BOOTH Civil Disposition entered for: Wallace Family John P. Luster 
Trust, Defendant; Sherman Self Storage Inc, 
Plaintiff. Filing date: 6/21/2011 
7/29/2011 NOTR BAXLEY Notice Of Certificate Of Witness Delivery for John P. Luster 
Deponent Dawn Krein 
8/19/2011 MISC BAXLEY Certificate Of Witness for Deponent Mary Jo John P. Luster 
Wallace 
1/9/2012 MNLI LEU Defendant Global Signal Acquisition's Motions In John P. Luster 
Limine 
1/17/2012 DFWL BAXLEY Trial Witness List (Defendant Global Signal) John P. Luster 
DEFX BAXLEY Defendant's Exhibit List John P. Luster 
PLWL BAXLEY Plaintiff's List Of Witnesses John P. Luster 
PLTX BAXLEY Plaintiff's List Of Exhibits John P. Luster 
STIP BAXLEY Stipulation RE Exhibits John P. Luster 
1/18/2012 FILE CRUMPACKER New File Created #9 Expando John P. Luster 
***Big White Binder Returned to Erik Smith office. 
Expando destroyed!*** 
PLTX CRUMPACKER Plaintiff's List Of Exhibits John P. Luster 
1/19/2012 HRSC LARSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine Benjamin R. Simpson 
01/30/2012 09:00 AM) Hazel-45 min 
1/20/2012 NOTH HODGE Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
1/23/2012 DBRF CRUMPACKER Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions Trial Brief John P. Luster 
MNLI CRUMPACKER Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions Motions In John P. Luster 
Limine Concerning Designated Witnesses & 
Exhibits 
MOTN CRUMPACKER Global Signal Acquisitions II LLCs Motion to John P. Luster 
Reconsider Decision on Summary Judgment 
FACT CRUMPACKER Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions Proposed John P. Luster 
Findings Of Fact, Conclusions Of Law 
NOHG CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
NOHG CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing (1/30/12) John P. Luster 
PBRF CRUMPACKER Plaintiff's Trial Brief John P. Luster 
MNLI CRUMPACKER Plaintiffs Motion In Limine John P. Luster 
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Notice Of Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion in Limine 
Objection to Global Signal Acquistions II LLC's 
Motion to Reconsider Decision on Summary 
Judgment 
Amended List Of Exhibits 
Judge 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
****************New File Created************** John P. Luster 
file# 9 
Hearing result for Motion in Limine scheduled on Benjamin R. Simpson 
01/30/2012 09:00 AM: Interim Hearing Held 
Hazel-45 min 
District Court Hearing Held Benjamin R. Simpson 
Court Reporter: JoAnn Schaller 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: under 100 pages 
Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled Benjamin R. Simpson 
scheduled on 01/30/2012 09:00 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 3 DAY COURT TRIAL 
Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Mary Jo Wallace John P. Luster 
For Perpetuation of Trial Testimony (02/01/12 at 
9:00 pm) 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
02/23/2012 04:00 PM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Reconsider 
04/10/2012 03:00 PM) set by Joel Hazel 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled John P. Luster 
on 02/23/2012 04:00 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference John P. Luster 
03/05/2012 03:00 PM) 
Notice of Hearing 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
John P. Luster 
John P. Luster 
Affidavit of Jason S Wing Supporting Defendant's John P. Luster 
Motion to Reconsider Decision on Summary 
Judgment 
Global Signal Acquistions II, LLC's Motion to John P. Luster 
Reconsider Decision on Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
Memorandum in support of Motion to Reconsider John P. Luster 
Decision on Summary Judgment 
Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled John P. Luster 
on 03/05/2012 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Under 100 pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
06/04/2012 09:00 AM) 1 Priority setting 
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Date Code User Judge 
3/6/2012 BOOTH Notice of Hearing John P. Luster 
NOTH HODGE Second Amended Notice Of Hearing John P. Luster 
3/12/2012 NOTR ROBBINS Notice Of Transcript Delivery John P. Luster 
3/26/2012 NOHG CRUMPACKER Amended Notice Of Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion John P. Luster 
in Limine 
3/28/2012 OBJT BAXLEY AMENDED Objection To Defendant's Motion For John P. Luster 
Reconsideration 
AFIS BAXLEY Affidavit Of Erik P Smith In Support Of John P. Luster 
AMENDED Objection To Defendant's Motion For 
Reconsideration 
3/29/2012 ORDR BOOTH Order of Conditional Dismissal of Appeal John P. Luster 
4/3/2012 MISC HUFFMAN Defendant's Reply To Plaintiffs Amended John P. Luster 
Objection To Defendant's Motion To Reconsider 
Decision On Summary Judgment 
4/10/2012 DCHH BUTLER Hearing result for Motion to Reconsider John P. Luster 
scheduled on 04/10/2012 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: set by Joel Hazel + Motions in 
Limine set by Erik Smith - less than 100 pages 
4/17/2012 FILE VIGIL New File Created ***File No. 1 0*** John P. Luster 
5/3/2012 DEOP BOOTH Memorandum Decision and Orderre; Global John P. Luster 
Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC's Motion to 
Reconsider Decision on Summary Judgment 
5/8/2012 NOTR CRUMPACKER Notice Of Transcript Delivery Mary Jo Wallace John P. Luster 
5/29/2012 PLTX CRUMPACKER Plaintiffs List Of Exhibits John P. Luster 
NOHG CRUMPACKER Amended Notice Of Hearing of Defendant Global John P. Luster 
Signal Acquisitions II LLC's Motions in Limine A& 
Motion for Court to View Premises 
6/4/2012 CTST BOOTH Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
scheduled on 06/04/2012 09:00 AM: Court Trial 
Started - 2 1 /2 day trial 
DCHH BOOTH Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled John P. Luster 
scheduled on 06/04/2012 09:00 AM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Amy Wilkins - CDA Reporting 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: over 500 pages 
6/6/2012 NOTO HERSHEY Notice Of Deposition Deposition of Randy Lebeff John P. Luster 
6/13/2012 STIP LEU Stipulation To Admission Of Exhibit John P. Luster 
7/3/2012 MISC HUFFMAN Plaintiffs Proposed Finding Of Fact And John P. Luster 
Conclusions Of Law 
8/1/2012 DBRF CRUMPACKER Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC's Closing John P. Luster 
Argument Brief 
FACT CRUMPACKER Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions Prooposed John P. Luster 
Findings Of Fact, Conclusions Of Law 
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Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
8/15/2012 BRIE CLEVELAND Plaintiffs Reply Brief John P. Luster 
9/19/2012 DEOP BOOTH Decision re: Court Trial John P. Luster 
10/4/2012 MOTN BAXLEY Motion For Entry Of Judgment John P. Luster 
10/5/2012 MOTN BAXLEY Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC's Motion For John P. Luster 
Award Of Attorney's Fees And Costs 
MEMS BAXLEY Memorandum In Support Of Global Signal John P. Luster 
Acquisitions II LLC's Motion For Award Of 
Attorney's Fees And Costs 
AFAF BAXLEY Affidavit Of Joel P Hazel And Memorandum Of John P. Luster 
Attorney's Fees And Costs 
10/9/2012 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion 11/21/2012 03:00 John P. Luster 
PM) 
HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/17/2012 03:00 John P. Luster 
PM) for attorney fees 
FILE CRUMPACKER New File Created ******** #11 ********* John P. Luster 
10/10/2012 NOHG CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing on Motion for Entry of John P. Luster 
Judgment 
NOHG CRUMPACKER Notice Of Hearing on Global Signal Acquisitions II John P. Luster 
LLC's Motion for Award of Attorneys Fees & 
Costs 
10/11/2012 HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John P. Luster 
11/21/2012 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated for 
entry of judgment and attorney fees - set by Joel 
Hazel 
10/15/2012 NOHG CRUMPACKER Amended Notice Of Hearing on Global Signal John P. Luster 
Acquisitions II LLCs Motion for Award of 
Attorneys Fees & Costs 
NOHG CRUMPACKER Amended Notice Of Hearing on Motion for entry John P. Luster 
of Judgment 
10/16/2012 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/04/2012 03:00 John P. Luster 
PM) for entry of judgment 
10/17/2012 HRVC BOOTH Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John P. Luster 
12/17/2012 03:00 PM: Hearing Vacated for 
attorney fees 
10/18/2012 OBJT MCKEON Objection to motion for entry of judgment John P. Luster 
OBJT MCKEON Objection to costs/motion to disallow costs John P. Luster 
MCAF MCKEON Memorandum in support of plaintiffs objection to John P. Luster 
award Of Costs And Attorney Fees 
11/26/2012 MEMS BAXLEY Global's Reply Memorandum In Support Of Entry John P. Luster 
Of Judgment And Award of Attorneys' Fees And 
Costs 
12/4/2012 DCHH BUTLER Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John P. Luster 
12/04/2012 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: for entry of judgment and attorney 
fee  - less than 100 pages 
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Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
12/18/2012 DEOP BOOTH Memorandum Decision and Order re: Global John P. Luster 
Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's Motion for Award of 
Attorney's Fees and Costs 
JDMT BOOTH Judgment John P. Luster 
FJDE BOOTH Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered John P. Luster 
STAT BOOTH Case status changed: Closed pending clerk John P. Luster 
action 
STAT BOOTH Case status changed: Closed John P. Luster 
CVDI BOOTH Civil Disposition entered for: Does, John & Jane John P. Luster 
1-100, Defendant; Global Signal Acquisitions II 
LLC, Defendant; Wallace Family Trust, 
Defendant; Wallace, Mary Jo, Defendant; 
Sherman Self Storage Inc, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
12/18/2012 
FJDE BOOTH Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered John P. Luster 
12/19/2012 AFFD MCKEON Amended Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel And John P. Luster 
Memorandum Of Attorney's Fees And Costs 
1/2/2013 MOTN CRUMPACKER Motion to Reconsider John P. Luster 
MOTN CRUMPACKER Motion Contesting Requested Attorney Fees John P. Luster 
1/4/2013 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/19/2013 03:00 John P. Luster 
PM) attorney fees 
STAT BOOTH Case status changed: Closed pending clerk John P. Luster 
action 
NOHG BAXLEY Notice Of Hearing Of Sherman Storage LLC's John P. Luster 
Motion Contesting Requested Attorney's Fees 
(02/19/13 at 3:00 pm) 
1/16/2013 MEMS BAXLEY Memorandum In Support Of Motion To John P. Luster 
Reconsider 
1/28/2013 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Reconsider John P. Luster 
02/19/2013 03:00 PM) set by Erik Smith 
NOHG BAXLEY Notice Of Hearing On Motion For John P. Luster 
Reconsideration (02/19/13 at 3:00 pm) 
1/30/2013 HRSC BOOTH Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Reconsider John P. Luster 
02/19/2013 03:00 PM) set by Joel Hazel 
2/11/2013 AFFD HUFFMAN Second Amended Affidavit Of Joel P Hazel And John P. Luster 
Memorandum Of Attorney's Fees And Costs 
MISC HUFFMAN Response Memorandum In Opposition To Motion John P. Luster 
To Reconsider 
MISC HUFFMAN Reply Memorandum To Motion Contesting John P. Luster 
Requested Attorneys' Fees 
2/19/2013 DCHH BURRINGTON Hearing result for Motion to Reconsider John P. Luster 
scheduled on 02/19/2013 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: set by Joel Hazel 
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BURRINGTON Hearing result for Motion to Reconsider 
scheduled on 02/19/2013 03:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
John P. Luster 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages set by Erik 
Smith 















02/19/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 pages attorney fees 
Memorandum Decision re: Sherman Self Storage John P. Luster 
Motion to Reconsider and Globals' Attorney fee 
award 
Civil Disposition entered for: Does, John & Jane John P. Luster 
1-100, Defendant; Global Signal Acquisitions II 
LLC, Defendant; Wallace Family Trust, 
Defendant; Wallace, Mary Jo, Defendant; 
Sherman Self Storage Inc, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
4/17/2013 
Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered John P. Luster 
Civil Disposition entered for: Global Signal John P. Luster 
Acquisitions II LLC, Defendant; Wallace Family 
Trust, Defendant; Wallace, Mary Jo, Defendant; 
Sherman Self Storage Inc, Plaintiff. Filing date: 
4/17/2013 
Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered John P. Luster 
Amended Final Judgment Dismissing Plaintiff's John P. Luster 
Case Against Defendnat and Awarding Attorney 
fees and Costs as Against Sherman Storage LLC 
and the Wallace Family Trust 
Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered John P. Luster 
Case status changed: Closed John P. Luster 
Motion for Bank Garnishment and Issuance of John P. Luster 
Writ of Execution 
Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel in Support of Motion for John P. Luster 
Bank Garnishment and Issuance of Writ of 
Execution 
Administrative assignment of Judge Rich Christensen 
Order For Bank Garnishment and Issuance of Rich Christensen 
Writ of Execution 
Writ Issued $260,743.81 Rich Christensen 
Miscellaneous Payment: Writs Of Execution Paid Rich Christensen 
by: Witherspoon, kelley, Davenport & Toole, PS 
Receipt number: 0022263 Dated: 5/24/2013 
Amount: $2.00 {Check) 
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First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2003-0007690 Current Judge: Rich Christensen 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, John & Jane 1-100 Does, Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, Wallace 
Family Trust 
Date Code User Judge 
5/28/2013 BNDC LEU Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 22636 Dated Rich Christensen 
5/28/2013 for 100.00) 
STAT LEU Case status changed: Closed pending clerk Rich Christensen 
action 
LEU Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal Rich Christensen 
to Supieme Court Paid by: Smith, Erik P. 
(attorney for Sherman Self Storage Inc) Receipt 
number: 0022637 Dated: 5/28/2013 Amount: 
$109.00 (Check) For: Sherman Self Storage Inc 
(plaintiff) 
BNDC LEU Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 22640 Dated Rich Christensen 
5/28/2013 for 1186.25) 
APSC VICTORIN Appealed To The Supreme Court Rich Christensen 
6/5/2013 CERT VICTORIN Clerk's Certificate of Appeal sent to Supreme Rich Christensen 
Court 
6/7/2013 MISC VICTORIN Request of Additional Transcript/Record Rich Christensen 
7/15/2013 PSAT LEGARD Partial Satisfaction Of Judgment Rich Christensen 
7/22/2013 NOTC DIXON Notice Of Association Of Counsel Rich Christensen 
7/25/2013 AMOR BOOTH Second Amended Final Judgment Dismissing Rich Christensen 
Plaintiff's Case Against Defendant and Awarding 
Attorney's Fees and Costs as Against Sherman 
Storage LLC and the Wallace Family Trust 
7/26/2013 PSAT BAXLEY AMENDED Partial Satisfaction Of Judgment Rich Christensen 
9/18/2013 NLTR VICTORIN Notice of Lodging Transcript - 45 Pages Rich Christensen 
9/20/2013 BNDV LEU Bond Converted (Transaction number 1953 dated Rich Christensen 
9/20/2013 amount 146.25) 
9/26/2013 NLTR MCCOY Notice of Lodging Transcript - 336 Pages Rich Christensen 
10/8/2013 BNDV MITCHELL Bond Converted (Transaction number 2085 dated Rich Christensen 
10/8/2013 amount 1,040.00) - Amy Wilkens 
BNDV MITCHELL Bond Converted (Transaction number 2086 dated Rich Christensen 
10/8/2013 amount 52.00) - Amy Wilkens 
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Case: CV-2009-0003915 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
1/29/2009 AFFD CRUMPACKER Affidavit of Jason S Wing in Support of Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten 
Time & Motion to Consolidate 
5/19/2009 NCOC LEU New Case Filed - Other Claims Lansing L. Haynes 
LEU Filing: A - Civil Complaint for more than Lansing L. Haynes 
$1,000.00 Paid by: Arthur M. Bistline Receipt 
number: 0848621 Dated: 5/19/2009 Amount: 
$88.00 (Check) For: 
SUMI PARKER Summons Issued Lansing L. Haynes 
6/15/2009 AFSV BAXLEY Affidavit Of Service on 06/09/09 served Global Lansing L. Haynes 
Signal Acquisitions by leaving with Judy Laing for 
Stan Thorp Registered Agent 
6/22/2009 HUFFMAN Filing: 17 - All Other Cases Paid by: Witherspoon Lansing L. Haynes 
& Kelley Receipt number: 0853832 Dated: 
6/22/2009 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Global 
Signal Acquisitions II LLC (defendant) 
NOAP HUFFMAN Notice Of Appearance-Joel P Hazel on behalf of Lansing L. Haynes 
Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
7/23/2009 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 09/28/2009 10:00 AM) and Mtn for 
Default, Bistline, 1 hr 
7/30/2009 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/26/2009 03:30 Lansing L. Haynes 
PM) Motion for Default, Bistline 
LEU Filing: K4 - Cross Claim (defendant v defendant Lansing L. Haynes 
or plaintiff v. plaintiff) This fee is in addition to any 
fee filed as a plaintiff to initiate the case or as a 
defendant appearing in the case Paid by: Hazel, 
Joel Patrick (attorney for Global Signal 
Acquisitions II LLC) Receipt number: 0859521 
Dated: 7/30/2009 Amount: $14.00 (Check) For: 
Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC (defendant) 
SUMI LEU Summons Issued Lansing L. Haynes 
ANSW LEU Defendant's Answer, Affirmative Defenses, Lansing L. Haynes 
Counterclaim, And Third Party Complaint 
7/31/2009 NOTC RICKARD Notice Of Address Change Lansing L. Haynes 
8/13/2009 HRVC TAYLOR Hearing result for Motion held on 08/26/2009 Lansing L. Haynes 
03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion for Default, 
Bistline 
HRVC TAYLOR Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 09/28/2009 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
and Mtn for Default, Bistline, 1 hr 
8/17/2009 SUBC SREED Substitution Of Counsel - Erik Smith Substitutes Lansing L. Haynes 
for Arthur Bistline 
8/26/2009 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 11/04/2009 03:30 PM) Smith, 1 hr 
9/3/2009 NOTC HARPER Notice of Service Lansing L. Haynes 
NOTC HARPER Notice of Service Lansing L. Haynes 
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Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
9/23/2009 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Plaintiff's First Set Of Lansing L. Haynes 
Discovery Requests 
9/25/2009 NTSV HARPER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs Responses to Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendants First Set of Interrogatories and 
Request for Production 
NTSV HARPER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs Responses to Lansing L. Haynes 
Requests for Admission 
9/28/2009 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 12/03/2009 03:30 PM) Smith, 1 hr 
HRVC TAYLOR Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 11/04/2009 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Smith, 1 hr 
10/14/2009 NTSV COCHRAN Notice Of Service--Erik Smith--10/14/09 Lansing L. Haynes 
10/23/2009 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service of Plaintiff's Second Set of Lansing L. Haynes 
Discovery Requests 
10/27/2009 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants Response to Lansing L. Haynes 
Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories & Requests 
for Production of Documents 
10/28/2009 AFSV COCHRAN Affidavit Of Service--Mary Jo Wallace--10/5/09 Lansing L. Haynes 
11/10/2009 HRSC JOKELA Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel Lansing L. Haynes 
12/03/2009 03:30 PM) Smith 
HRVC JOKELA Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 12/03/2009 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Smith, 1 hr - Laura - 11/10/09 @ 1 :45 pm 
HRSC JOKELA Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 02/02/2010 03:30 PM) Smith - 1 Hr 
11/20/2009 NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Kirk Evans on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/08/09 at 10:00 AM 
NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Scott Rasor on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/08/09 at 1 :00 PM 
NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Scott Skolrud on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/08/09 at 2:30 PM 
NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Intent To Take 30(b)(6) Deposition Of Lansing L. Haynes 
Corporate Designees of Sherman Storage LLC 
11/24/2009 NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service of Defendant's Supplemental Lansing L. Haynes 
Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Requests for 
Admissions 
NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service of Defendant's Supplemental Lansing L. Haynes 
Response to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories 
& Requests for Production of Documents 
APPL HUFFMAN Application for Order for Default Entry Lansing L. Haynes 
11/25/2009 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service of Defendant's Response To Lansing L. Haynes 
Plaintiff's Second Set of Interrogatories and 
Request for Production of Documents 
11/30/2009 HRVC SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/03/2009 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Smith -
1/2 hr 
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Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
12/1/2009 ORDF SREED Order For Entry Of Default of the Wallace Family Lansing L. Haynes 
Trust 
CLEO SREED Clerk's Entry Of Default Lansing L. Haynes 
12/2/2009 NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service of Defendant's Supplemental Lansing L. Haynes 
Response to Plaintitrs Second Set of 
Interrogatories & Requests for Production of 
Documents 
NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service of Defendant's Second Lansing L. Haynes 
Supplemental Response to Plaintitrs First Set of 
Interrogatories & Requests for Production of 
Documents 
STIP HUFFMAN Stipulation for Protective Order Lansing L. Haynes 
12/3/2009 NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Kirk Evans on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/08/09 at 10:00 AM 
12/7/2009 ORDR SREED Protective Order Lansing L. Haynes 
12/10/2009 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants Second Set of Lansing L. Haynes 
Requests for Production of Documents 
Propounded to Plaintiff Sherman Storage LLC 
12/17/2009 NOTR CRUMPACKER Notice Of Transcript Delivery Lansing L. Haynes 
SDTI CRUMPACKER I.R.C.P. 45(b) Subpoena Duces Tecum to Arthur Lansing L. Haynes 
Bistline 
1/4/2010 STIP BAXLEY Stipulation Lansing L. Haynes 
STIP BAXLEY Stipulation Lansing L. Haynes 
MNSJ BAXLEY Motion For Summary Judgment And Notice Of Lansing L. Haynes 
Hearing on 02/02/10 at 3:30 PM 
MEMS BAXLEY Memorandum Supporting Defendant's Motion For Lansing L. Haynes 
Summary Judgment 
AFIS BAXLEY Affidavit Of Jason S Wing Supporting defendant's Lansing L. Haynes 
Motion For Summary Judgment 
MNAM BAXLEY Rule 19(a)(1) Motion to Join Involuntary Party, Lansing L. Haynes 
Motion To Amend Complaint and Notice of 
Hearing on 02/02/10 at 3:30 PM 
MEMS BAXLEY Memorandum Supporting Defendant's Rule Lansing L. Haynes 
19(a)(1) Motion to Join Involuntary Party and 
Motion To Amend Complaint 
AFIS BAXLEY Affidavit Of Jason S Wing Supporting Defendant's Lansing L. Haynes 
Rule 19(a)(1) Motion to Join Involuntary Party 
and Motion To Amend Complaint 
1/5/2010 HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 02/02/2010 03:30 PM) Hazel, and 
Mtn to Join Party and Amend Complaint 
1/8/2010 HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/02/2010 03:30 Lansing L. Haynes 
PM) Mtn to Join Party and Amend Complaint, 
Hazel 
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SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 02/02/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hazel, and Mtn to Join Party and Amend 
Complaint 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 02/02/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Smith - 1 Hr 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 03/10/2010 03:30 PM) MSJ, Hazel 
MSJ, Smith 
CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs First Supplemental Lansing L. Haynes 
Responses to Defendants First Set of 
Interrogatories & Requests for Production 
CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs Responses to Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendants Second Set of Requests for 
Production 
SREED New File Created *********FILE #2*********** Lansing L. Haynes 
SREED Stipulation to Continue Hearing on Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
SVERDSTEN Order to Continue Hearing on Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
CRUMPACKER Response to Defendants Motions Pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 19(a) and 1 S(a) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 












Motion To Consolidate & Amended Notice of 
Hearing 
Hearing result for Motion held on 02/02/2010 
03:30 PM: Hearing Held Mtn to Join Party and 
Amend Complaint, Hazel 
Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment 
held on 03/10/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
MSJ, Hazel 
MSJ, Smith VACATED PER HAZEL 2/2/10 
Hearing 
Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel 
Association Of Counsel 
Order Granting Consolidation with CV03-7690 
ALL FILINGS IN CV03-7690 
Case status changed: closed 
ALL FUTURE FILINGS IN CV03-7690 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Lansing L. Haynes 
Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
by: Wm Powell Receipt number: 0010184 Dated: 
3/10/2011 Amount: $1.00 (E-payment) 
Scanned 
Notice Of Association Of Counsel 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
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Case: CV-2009-0003915 Current Judge: Lansing L. Haynes 
Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
User: VICTORIN 
Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
1/29/2009 AFFD CRUMPACKER Affidavit of Jason S Wing in Support of Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten 
Time & Motion to Consolidate 
5/19/2009 NCOC LEU New Case Filed - Other Claims Lansing L. Haynes 
LEU Filing: A - Civil Complaint for more than Lansing L. Haynes 
$1,000.00 Paid by: Arthur M. Bistline Receipt 
number: 0848621 Dated: 5/19/2009 Amount: 
$88.00 (Check) For: 
SUMI PARKER Summons Issued Lansing L. Haynes 
6/15/2009 AFSV BAXLEY Affidavit Of Service on 06/09/09 served Global Lansing L. Haynes 
Signal Acquisitions by leaving with Judy Laing for 
Stan Thorp Registered Agent 
6/22/2009 HUFFMAN Filing: 17 -All Other Cases Paid by: Witherspoon Lansing L. Haynes 
& Kelley Receipt number: 0853832 Dated: 
6/22/2009 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: Global 
Signal Acquisitions II LLC (defendant) 
NOAP HUFFMAN Notice Of Appearance-Joel P Hazel on behalf of Lansing L. Haynes 
Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
7/23/2009 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 09/28/2009 10:00 AM) and Mtn for 
Default, Bistline, 1 hr 
7/30/2009 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/26/2009 03:30 Lansing L. Haynes 
PM) Motion for Default, Bistline 
LEU Filing: K4 - Cross Claim (defendant v defendant Lansing L. Haynes 
or plaintiff v. plaintiff) This fee is in addition to any 
fee filed as a plaintiff to initiate the case or as a 
defendant appearing in the case Paid by: Hazel, 
Joel Patrick (attorney for Global Signal 
Acquisitions II LLC) Receipt number: 0859521 
Dated: 7/30/2009 Amount: $14.00 (Check) For: 
Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC (defendant) 
SUMI LEU Summons Issued Lansing L. Haynes 
ANSW LEU Defendant's Answer, Affirmative Defenses, Lansing L. Haynes 
Counterclaim, And Third Party Complaint 
7/31/2009 NOTC RICKARD Notice Of Address Change Lansing L. Haynes 
8/13/2009 HRVC TAYLOR Hearing result for Motion held on 08/26/2009 Lansing L. Haynes 
03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motion for Default, 
Bistline 
HRVC TAYLOR Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 09/28/2009 10:00 AM: Hearing Vacated 
and Mtn for Default, Bistline, 1 hr 
8/17/2009 SUBC SREED Substitution Of Counsel - Erik Smith Substitutes Lansing L. Haynes 
for Arthur Bistline 
8/26/2009 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 11/04/2009 03:30 PM) Smith, 1 hr 
9/3/2009 NOTC HARPER Notice of Service Lansing L. Haynes 
NOTC HARPER Notice of Service Lansing L. Haynes 
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Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
9/23/2009 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service Of Plaintiffs First Set Of Lansing L. Haynes 
Discovery Requests 
9/25/2009 NTSV HARPER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs Responses to Lansing L. Haynes 
Defendants First Set of Interrogatories and 
Request for Production 
NTSV HARPER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs Responses to Lansing L. Haynes 
Requests for Admission 
9/28/2009 HRSC TAYLOR Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 12/03/2009 03:30 PM) Smith, 1 hr 
HRVC TAYLOR Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 11/04/2009 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Smith, 1 hr 
10/14/2009 NTSV COCHRAN Notice Of Service--Erik Smith--10/14/09 Lansing L. Haynes 
10/23/2009 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs Second Set of Lansing L. Haynes 
Discovery Requests 
10/27/2009 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants Response to Lansing L. Haynes 
Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories & Requests 
for Production of Documents 
10/28/2009 AFSV COCHRAN Affidavit Of Service--Mary Jo Wallace--10/5/09 Lansing L. Haynes 
11/10/2009 HRSC JOKELA Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Compel Lansing L. Haynes 
12/03/2009 03:30 PM) Smith 
HRVC JOKELA Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 12/03/2009 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Smith, 1 hr- Laura-11/10/09@ 1:45 pm 
HRSC JOKELA Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 02/02/2010 03:30 PM) Smith - 1 Hr 
11/20/2009 NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Kirk Evans on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/08/09 at 10:00 AM 
NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Scott Rasor on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/08/09 at 1 :00 PM 
NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Scott Skolrud on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/08/09 at 2:30 PM 
NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Intent To Take 30(b)(6) Deposition Of Lansing L. Haynes 
Corporate Designees of Sherman Storage LLC 
11/24/2009 NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service of Defendant's Supplemental Lansing L. Haynes 
Response to Plaintiffs First Set of Requests for 
Admissions 
NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service of Defendant's Supplemental Lansing L. Haynes 
Response to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories 
& Requests for Production of Documents 
APPL HUFFMAN Application for Order for Default Entry Lansing L. Haynes 
11/25/2009 NTSV BAXLEY Notice Of Service of Defendant's Response To Lansing L. Haynes 
Plaintiffs Second Set of Interrogatories and 
Request for Production of Documents 
11/30/2009 HRVC SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion to Compel held on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/03/2009 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Smith -
1/2 hr 
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Sherman Storage LLC vs. Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC 
Date Code User Judge 
12/1/2009 ORDF SREED Order For Entry Of Default of the Wallace Family Lansing L. Haynes 
Trust 
CLEO SREED Clerk's Entry Of Default Lansing L. Haynes 
12/2/2009 NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service of Defendant's Supplemental Lansing L. Haynes 
Response to Plaintiffs Second Set of 
Interrogatories & Requests for Production of 
Documents 
NTSV HUFFMAN Notice Of Service of Defendant's Second Lansing L. Haynes 
Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interrogatories & Requests for Production of 
Documents 
STIP HUFFMAN Stipulation for Protective Order Lansing L. Haynes 
12/3/2009 NOTO BAXLEY Notice Of Taking Deposition Of Kirk Evans on Lansing L. Haynes 
12/08/09 at 10:00 AM 
12/7/2009 ORDR SREED Protective Order Lansing L. Haynes 
12/10/2009 NTSV CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Defendants Second Set of Lansing L. Haynes 
Requests for Production of Documents 
Propounded to Plaintiff Sherman Storage LLC 
12/17/2009 NOTR CRUMPACKER Notice Of Transcript Delivery Lansing L. Haynes 
SDTI CRUMPACKER I.R.C.P. 45(b) Subpoena Duces Tecum to Arthur Lansing L. Haynes 
Bistline 
1/4/2010 STIP BAXLEY Stipulation Lansing L. Haynes 
STIP BAXLEY Stipulation Lansing L. Haynes 
MNSJ BAXLEY Motion For Summary Judgment And Notice Of Lansing L. Haynes 
Hearing on 02/02/10 at 3:30 PM 
MEMS BAXLEY Memorandum Supporting Defendant's Motion For Lansing L. Haynes 
Summary Judgment 
AFIS BAXLEY Affidavit Of Jason S Wing Supporting defendant's Lansing L. Haynes 
Motion For Summary Judgment 
MNAM BAXLEY Rule 19(a)(1) Motion to Join Involuntary Party, Lansing L. Haynes 
Motion To Amend Complaint and Notice of 
Hearing on 02/02/10 at 3:30 PM 
MEMS BAXLEY Memorandum Supporting Defendant's Rule Lansing L. Haynes 
19(a)(1) Motion to Join Involuntary Party and 
Motion To Amend Complaint 
AFIS BAXLEY Affidavit Of Jason S Wing Supporting Defendant's Lansing L. Haynes 
Rule 19(a)(1) Motion to Join Involuntary Party 
and Motion To Amend Complaint 
1/5/2010 HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 02/02/201 O 03:30 PM) Hazel, and 
Mtn to Join Party and Amend Complaint 
1/8/2010 HRSC SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 02/02/201 O 03:30 Lansing L. Haynes 
PM) Mtn to Join Party and Amend Complaint, 
Hazel 
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SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 02/02/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Hazel, and Mtn to Join Party and Amend 
Complaint 
SVERDSTEN Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Lansing L. Haynes 
held on 02/02/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Smith - 1 Hr 
SVERDSTEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary Lansing L. Haynes 
Judgment 03/10/2010 03:30 PM) MSJ, Hazel 
MSJ, Smith 
CRUMPACKER Notice Of Service of Plaintiffs First Supplemental Lansing L. Haynes 
Responses to Defendants First Set of 
Interrogatories & Requests for Production 




Defendants Second Set of Requests for 
Production 
New File Created *********FILE #2*********** 
Stipulation to Continue Hearing on Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
Order to Continue Hearing on Motion for 
Summary Judgment 
CRUMPACKER Response to Defendants Motions Pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 19(a) and 1 S(a) 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
CRUMPACKER Memorandum Supporting Motion to Consolidate Lansing L. Haynes 
CRUMPACKER Motion To Consolidate & Amended Notice of 
Hearing 
BURRINGTON Hearing result for Motion held on 02/02/2010 
03:30 PM: Hearing Held Mtn to Join Party and 
Amend Complaint, Hazel 
BURRINGTON Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment 
held on 03/10/2010 03:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
MSJ, Hazel 
MSJ, Smith VACATED PER HAZEL 2/2/10 
Hearing 
SVERDSTEN Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel 
SHEDLOCK Association Of Counsel 
VICTORIN Order Granting Consolidation with CV03-7690 
ALL FILINGS IN CV03-7690 
VICTORIN Case status changed: closed 
HARWOOD ALL FUTURE FILINGS IN CV03-7690 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
LEU Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Lansing L. Haynes 
ANDERSON 
DIXON 
Any File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
by: Wm Powell Receipt number: 0010184 Dated: 
3/10/2011 Amount: $1.00 (E-payment) 
Scanned 
Notice Of Association Of Counsel 
Lansing L. Haynes 
Lansing L. Haynes 
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CV03-7690 
COMPLAINT - FILED 10-24-03 PURGED 5-4-2006 
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CV 03-7690 
ANSWER - FILED 2-12-2004 PURGED 5-4-2006 
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CV 03-7690 
AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
WITHDRAW - FILEDZ-15-2005 PURGED 5-4-2006 
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CV03-7690 
NOTICE OF NO OBJECTION TO WITHDRAW OF COUNSEL FOR 
DEFENDANT - FILED 3-7-2005 PURGED 5-4-2006 
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CV03-7690 
WITHDRAWAL OF ATTORNEY /JEFF ANDREWS - FILED 3-8-2005 
PURGED 5-4-2006 
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CV03-7690 
AFFIDAVIT OF MAILING - MARY JO WALLACE - FILED 3-9-2005 
PURGED 5-4-2006 
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CV03-7690 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - MARY JO WALLACE(PRO SE) FILED 3-
23-2005 PURGED 5-4-2006 
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CV 03-7690 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME - FILED 4-18-2006 PURGED 5-4-
2006 
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CV03-7690 
ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT & COUNTERCLAIM - FILED 
1-25-2005 - PURGED 5-4-2006 
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CV03-7690 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARTHUR BISTLINE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ENTRY OF JUDGMENT- FILED 4-7-2006 PURGED 5-4-2006 
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MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - FILED 4-7-2006 PURGED 
5-4-2006 
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AFFIDAVIT OF ARTHUR BISTLINE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR 
ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - FILED 4-18-2006 PURGED 5-4-2006 
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ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Layman, Layman & Robinson, PLLP 
110 Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 665-7270 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
Idaho State Bar Number: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 











MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES l through ) 
100, and all other persons claiming any ) 
interest in the real property which is the ) 
subject of this action, ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) ______________ ) 
,~ "';@' V -~);· 
CASE NO.: c-..o, - 690 
JUDGMENT 
THIS CAUSE, having come to be heard on Wednesday, April 26, 2006 at 3:30 p.m., and 
the Court, having heard argument of counsel and being otherwise fully advised in the premises, 
it is thereupon 
ORDERED AND ADJUDGED as follows: 
Based on the settlement oftbe parties which was examined in open Court, and Plaintiffs 
representation that the monetary consideration recited in the settlement agreement will be paid to 
- I -
C:\Documcnls and Scnlngs\AII Uscrs\Documcnls\Lnw Office Docs\Shcrman Storngc\Plondings\O Amend Complnint,wpd 
Received Apr-27-06 01 :43pm From-208 665 7290 To-JUDGE LUSTER Page 01 
p. 1 
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Mary Jo Wallace without delay after the entry of this Order, title to the easterly 1/2 of vacated 
24th Street lying south of the north boundary of vacated Lakeside Avenue, in Glenmore 
Addition, within the City of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, recorded in Book B of Plats, page 140, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho, be quieted in Plaintiff; and 
Each party shall bear their own fees and costs incurred in this matter. 




I hereby certify that on the~ day of · , 2006, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ms. Mary Jo Wallace 
3966 Pamplona Street 
__....--.Las.Ye a 89103 
( · -362-0355 
-------------
Arthur M. Bistline 
Layman, Layman & Robinson, PLLP 
110 Wallace A venue 
ur d'Alene Idaho 83814 





















Inte office Mail -........ , ... 
/ \ 
/..--------------1:\._CL~~~~ THE c\uRT 
/ --~-)' , _ _... By: -,_ . , -.,.,_ 
~ _J)E 'l:l1,'Y CL .. ,_ ----- ',\..\ 
-2- \,. 
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STATE OF IOAHO I SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTEHAlf 
FILED· Q. ti o . 
ARTHUR BISTLINE ------- ·--- . D { tJ ~c)) 
5431 N. Government Way, Ste. lOlBIUMMONS ISSUED200Hti y 19 PM ~: 29 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 815 MAY 1 9 IOI 
(208) 665-7270 CLE DISTRICfqO 
(208) 665-7290 (fax) ·· lvta ,1) 
ISB: 5216 EPUTY f-ltt1 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC., an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No. CV-09- 3 ~ \. S 
COMPLAINT 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC., an Idaho limited liability company, for a cause of 
action, alleges as follows: 
For a cause of action, Plaintiff alleges as follows: 
1) Plaintiff is an Idaho limited liability company which owns real property located in 
Kootenai County, State ofldaho. 
2) Defendant is a Delaware Corporation authorized to do business in Idaho. 
3) Defendant has a lease for a cell phone tower facility. By the terms of the lease, 
the cell phone tower facility lease does not encompass any of Plaintiffs property. 
COMPLAINT -1- QORIGINAL 
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4) Defendant's cell phone tower facility is encroaching on Plaintiffs property, and 
Defendant, therefore, is possessing part of Plaintiffs property. Defendant has 
refused to surrender said property. 
5) Plaintiff is entitled to an order ejecting Defendant from said property, and to 
confine its improvements to within the leased area. 
6) Plaintiff has had to acquire the services of an attorney and is entitled to an award 
of its reasonable attorneys fees and costs incurred in this matter with a reasonable 
sum in the even to of default being $40,000, subject to adjustment pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 54. 
Wherefore, Plaintiff prays that this Court: 
1) Enter Judgment requiring Defendant to remove any encroachments from 
Plaintiffs property; 
2) Enter Judgment awarding Plaintiff its reasonable attorneys fees and costs 
incurred in this action; and 
3) Enter Judgment providing Plaintiff any other relief that this Court deems fair 
and equitable. 
DATED this Ji.!i_ay of May, 2009. 
COMPLAINT 
~-----.J 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
-2-
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•· 
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
6 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
STATE OF /OAHO · Pl~if Y OF KOOTEN. 
~ Jt 5 








IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV-09-3915 




16 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, i: 
Delaware limited liability company, 
17 
18 Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
19 Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
















COMES NOW Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
28 LLC (hereafter "Global Signal") by and through its attorneys, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT - 1 . . s.r., 
Q:\CLIENTS-JPH\Crown Casll• 16239\Ploadings\Answor and Def. Cross-claim.doc 
ORIGINAL 




























of Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., and hereby submits the following answer, 
affirmative defenses and counterclaim to the Complaint of Plaintiff Sherman Storage, 
(hereinafter "Plaintiff'). 
Global Signal denies each and every claim and allegation unless expressly an 
specifically admitted herein. 
I. ANSWER 
1.1 In answer to paragraph 1, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
1.2 In answer to paragraph 2, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
1.3. In answer to paragraph 3, Global Signal admits the existence of a lease for 
certain cell phone tower facility, and that said lease provides for an access easement over an 





In answer to paragraph 4, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 5, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 6, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
II. AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
In further answer to Plaintiffs Complaint, and by way of affirmative defenses, Globa 
Signal alleges as follows: 
2.1 Plaintiffs Complaint, in whole or in part, fails to state a claim upon which relie 
can be granted. 
2.2 Plaintiffs Complaint is barred for failure to mitigate its damages, and Plaintiff 
alleged damages, if any, were caused, in whole or in part, by its own actions, omissions, and/o 
negligence. 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT - 2 
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2.3 Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense of laches. 
2.4 Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense estoppel. 
2.5 Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense of unclean hands. 
2.6 Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the statute oflimitations. 
2.7 Plaintiffs Complaint is barred because Plaintiff had actual and constructive notic 
of Global Signal's and its predecessor's Leases. 
2.8 Plaintiffs Complaint is barred because, notwithstanding the courts judgmen 
entered on or about May 1, 2006, as any interest Plaintiff may have acquired in the property a 
issue by way of said judgment was acquired subject to the Lease recorded July 9, 1996 
Instrument No. 1453059, and June 7, 2005 as Instrument No. 1955026. 
2.9 Global Signal reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses 
discovery progresses. 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal prays for relief as follows: 
1. 
2. 
or equity; and 
3. 
circumstances. 
That Plaintiffs Complaint be denied in full; 
That Global Signal have judgment for attorneys' fees and costs as allowed at la 
For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under th 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT - 3 
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COMES NOW, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereafter "Global Signal"), by an 
through its attorneys, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing, and for its claims against Sherm 
Storage, LLC (hereinafter "Sherman") states as follows: 
PARTIES 
3.1 Sherman is an Idaho limited liability company owning real property in the Count 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho. 
3.2 Global Signal is a Delaware limited liability company authorized to do business i 
Idaho and possessing a leasehold interested in certain real property located in the County o 
Kootenai, State of Idaho. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
3.4 On or about June 24, 1996, Sprint Spectrum L.P. entered into a PCS Sit 
Agreement (hereinafter "Lease") with Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust. 
true and correct copy of the Lease, recorded as instrument number 1453059, records ofKootena· 
County, Idaho, is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
3.5 Pursuant to the Lease, Sprint Spectrum leased certain real property owned by th 
Wallace Family Trust, together with an express easement over and across property owned b 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
3.6 Sherman is the successor in interest to Sherman Self Storage, Inc., and owner o 
the property subject to the easement. 
3.7 Global Signal is the successor in interest to Sprint Spectrum and has all rights an 
interests granted under the Lease. 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT - 4 
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COUNT I -TRESPASS/ INTERFERENCE WITH EASMENT 
Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all paragraphs herein. 
3.9 Global Signal has an "unrestricted right of access" over and across Sherman' 
property. (Exhibit A, page 1). 
3.10 Sherman has interfered with and obstructed Global Signal's access to and use an 
enjoyment of the easement guaranteed under the Lease. 
3.11 Sherman's interference with and obstruction of Global Signal's easement an 
rights thereto has been deliberate, willful and malicious. 
3.12 Global Signal has been damaged in an amount to be determined at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal respectfully requests this Court grant its claim for trespas 
and issue a permanent injunction as against Sherman, and afforded such other relief to whic 
Global Signal may be entitled, including but not limited to, damages, costs and attorney's fees. 
Further, Sherman's conduct has been oppressive, fraudulent, malicious and/or outrageous an 
Global Signal therefore reserves the right to amend this Defendant's Answer, Affirmativ 
Defenses, Counterclaim, and Third Party Complaint to include a prayer for relief seekin 
punitive damages. 
IV. THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereafter "Global Signal") alleges the followin 




The Wallace Family Trust owns certain real property in County of Kootenai, Stat 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT - 5 
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4.2 Global Signal is a Delaware limited liability company authorized to do business i 
Idaho and possessing a leasehold interested in certain real property owned by the Wallace Trust 
located in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
4.3 On or about June 24, 1996, Sprint ~pectrum L.P. entered into a PCS Sit 
\ 
Agreement (hereinafter "Lease") with Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust. 
true and correct copy of the Lease, recorded as instrument number 1453059, records of Kootena· 
County, Idaho, is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
4.4 Pursuant to the Lease, Sprint Spectrum leased certain real property from th 

















4.5 Global Signal is the successor in interest to the Sprint Spectrum Lease. 
COUNT I-INDEMNITY 
4.6 Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all paragraphs herein. 
4.7 The Lease to which Global Signal is a successor in interest grants Global Signal 
leasehold interest in property located entirely within property owned by the Wallace Trust, a 
described in the Lease and exhibit attached thereto. 
4.8 The term of the Lease is for five (5) years commencing on June 24, 1996, whic 
term is subject to four (4) additional five (5) year extension periods, by Global Signal. 
4.9 Global Signal has been sued by Sherman Storage, LLC for encroachment of it 
property. 
4.10. If the Wallace Trust is not the owner of any portion of the property to whic 
Global Signal has a leasehold interest in, Global Signal may incur costs and fees for an 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT - 6 
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resulting encroachment to property which the Wallace Trust does not own but sought to lease t 
Global Signal. 
4.11 Where Global Signal incurs costs and fees for any resulting encroachment t 
property which the Wallace Trust does not own but leased to Global Signal, Global Signa 
should be indemnified by the Wallace Trust. 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal respectfully requests this Court grant its claim for 
indemnification, and afforded such other relief to which Global Signal may be entitled, including 
but not limited to, damages, costs and attorney's fees. 
DATED this '3 C> day ofJuly, 2009. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Joel P{Haze 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300, 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT - 7 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the __ day of July, 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
DEFENDANT'S ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM AND THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT to be forwarded, with all requited charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Arthur Bistline 
5431 N. Government Way, Suite 101B 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83815 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
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. to .. . ~ 
Sile Namo: ·rubbs'. HIii PCS Site Agreement Sile I, D. Sp03xc024 
,'.emo~ndum of PCS Site Agreement 
This memorandum evidences lhal a lease was made and enterecJ Into.by w1illen .. PCS,.Sile Agreement dated .J1e.,.,'..: . ?,f < .. · 
t9'fh, between The Wallace Family TrusF("Owner"), and Sprint Spectrum,,a Delaware limited partnership._("SSLP~). cJ/b/a Sprint. 
Spectrum, the termS and conditions of which are Incorporated herein by reference~ · · · ::"· 
Such Agreement pr~vldas In part that Owne( leases to ~SLP. a certain sit~ (·~it&--; · foo.at~d tci the ~a,t oi and adJ~ce~t to th~ 
abandoned 24th St. right .of way al the Sherman Ave.11-90 ov~rpass., C'.IJy'of. ~o& ..... G'.Alena • County of Kootenai , St;!le_of Idaho , . 
wllhin the property o, owner Y!hlch Is descrll)ecf In Exhlbil A. allac~ed her~to, Y~ilh grant of ~!se(llenl for ~reslricled dghls of access 
thereto and lo electric and telephone facilities for a lerm of five (5) years ~mmenclng on ·:JI.<.,,,._ ~ , , 19~ which 1errrf!s 
subjectto lour (4) additlonalflv~ (5) year extension periods byJ;SLP. · • ... , .•. -- .-.. .. · · 
IN WITNESS WHER~OF, the parties have executed this Mein~randum as ,,1 the day and _year ilrsl abov~ wrlllen. · 
. ·: . . . .. . . . ·.· 
'~PWNER''. 
The Wallace Famlly Trust 
By. . Jv7.u-~~ A. -
Name: Gary A. Wallace 
Tille: Trustee 
&:I See Exhibit 81 for con~1nuallon of Owner signatures 
·Address: P.O. Box 1101 
Hayden, ID 83~5 
Attach Exhlbil A - Site Description 
"S~LP" 
aware· limiled parlners'itp ,,,, .. 
Name: 
TIile: tor, Engineering and Operallons·: 
Address: E. f 1707 Sprague Ave., Bldg. F.- Suire 201 
SJJQkane,WA 99206 
. ) .. 
'( . 
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STATE OF· -:::C P/l,.~o 
COUNTY OF (<l>OtE,._,,-..i 
The foregoing Instrument was acknowledged before me lhls _-'1'-4._"t""-:b _____ day of JI..(. rtE. ·, 19qt,. 
by Gary A. Wallace , as Trustee on behall of The Wallace Family Trust • an Idaho registered trus1. 
STATEOF ~«Y\ 
COUNTY OF . 
. . . 
· .u:i.;~.c.v .Jui..n-1~ 
(OFFICIAL NOTARY 7GNATURE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF -::C: .v A ,I 1-· 
,_G,WlrE,2,- SE?q-,rMnl 
(PRINTED. TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPIONNUMBER; ______ _ 
~: .·: 
. . . . &~ ~ . ·OJ-
The foregoing lnstrume_"ll was acknowledged before me this ; ~ V day ofl/'llO_ , 19~. 
by Steve Klngwell , as MTA Director, Engineering and Operal!oris • on behalf ~I Sprint Speclrum, L.P. • a Delaware limited . . . . . : . . 
~Dw,D ·.· . 
(()FFiciMiorARYSIGNATU,R~EnklJ/i.1111 ih"'A 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF~.,... , "--
.. · ::K,g/_, u · 2»wo · 
(PRl~TED;ff PED OR STAM~ME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION "NUMBER: . · 
,•,' ' 
'• .i·· ' 
.. .. ···.' 





Site Name: Tubbs' HIii Memorandum of PCS SIie Agr,iement Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Continuation of Owner Sf gnal!ures 
"OWNF.R": Mary J. Wallace 
By: 2Yt rt a)'.,'1t,, \. Ma,y J. Wallace 
Its: Tru'ltee 








SSLP Initials · _____ J="'-~----
"OWNER": 
By._·--------------
lls: ________________ _ 
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STATE OF :J,:.Pt-\. t·I o 
COUNTY OF [<co c-ev,O.·; 
The roregoing instrument was acknowledged berore me this /L(T.b.. day or...,, ... &~ ... o'""t::"'-----~· 19..U., 
by Marv J, Wallace , as Trustee on behalf of The Wallace Family Trust , an Idaho registered 1rus1. 
(OFFICt.AlNOTA SIGNATURE) 
NOTARY PUBLIG--STATE OF .:z:;;::,/-1-J/ tJ-
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
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1'1S30 ti!J 
V111s10n2.1 
Site Name: Tubbs' HIii 
EXHIBIT A 
10 
Memorandum ol SIie Agreement 
Site Description 
2-27•96 
Sile 1; 0. Sp03xc024 · 
Sile siluared in lhe City of Coeur d'Alene • County of Kootenai • Stale or Idaho • commonly described as follows: 
Legal Oescrlpllon: 
A parcel of land being Loi 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, according to the plal recorded In lhe office of the · 
County Recorder In Book B of Plats at Page 123, records of Kootenai County, Idaho excepllng therefrom that portion lying 
within the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 90 as described In that certain Second Judgment a.nd Decr~e of · 
Condemnation No, 17866 dated Septembers, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 In Book 26 al Page 304, records of said Kootenai.- · -
County. ..---..... ----,---,----------------------------, · · · 
Site ID: F·34J Tuuus HILL 
Skelch of Site: 23 IS Shem1an Hill 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Existing Building 














I I. _t, .. 
I so·-o· 1~-o- s :, 
S~erman A venue 
7 
,._., _____ ..... .._._ 
I :""'' 
Sile Pbut NOR H 
,, 
· No~e: Owner nnd SSI.P may, al SSLP's op11011. reµl;ice 1h1s Exh1bil will1 an oxhibil selling lorlh 111111110121 dascr,p11on ol lhe properlf ~" wh,c~ the s,1e ,s · / 
tocatad and/or an as-bu,n drawing dep1c1tng Iha Sire. , . : · · · . 
'IU~e this E,rh11>11 'A for PCS Sile Agreetnenr. Mu111or1211dum of Pcs·s11u AIJl~C!rn~nt, Op(ion A!)111e111e111 and Memornnrlurn or Opl~~ :~o(eemu•!( I ·.: .. :· · .: 
. ,, ~ . ' . . . .... . , . . . . ' . ' ~:·. 
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SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - ERIK SMITH FOR ARTHUR BISTLINE, 
FILED 8-17-2009 - PURGED 
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STATE ,JF 10,\HO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAlr_SS 





Acquisitions II LLC 
STATE OF NEVADA 
COUNTY OF CLARK 
of the State of Idaho 






Jim Baker, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: That affiant is, and was a citizen of the 
United States, over 18 years of age, and not a party to, nor interested in the proceeding in 
which tr,is affidavit is made. That affiant received copies of the Summons and Complaint, on 
September 24, 2009 and served the same on October 5, 2009 at 4:09 PM, in the following manner: 
By serving Mary Jo Wallace by personally delivering an eavi a copy with Guy Wester, Son, 
a person of suitable age and discretion residing at Ma Jo W lace's usual place of abode. 
Said service was effected at: 1112 Maserati Drive, 
Jim Baker, Process Server 
License No: 999A 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me 
today Tues.da>.':--9-ctober ~_._?0.09; 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF NEVADA 
County of Clark 
. PAMELA DUDLEY 
... Appl. No. 04-90439-1, l I 
-My Appl. Expires Jul 23, 22_!~ 
Prepared for: 
Legal Express 
911 S. 1st St. 
Las Vegas, NV, 89101 
(702) 877-0200, (702) 384-8170 Fax 
mailto:legex@aol.com 
License No(s): 999/999A 
Witherspoon Kelley Davenport & Toole PS 
608 Northwest Blvd 
Ste 300 
Coeur D'Alene, ID 83814 
Legex Slip# 70139-Mlrna 
Service Fees: $42. 50 
ORIGINAL 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
6 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
STAf E OF iOt,.HO } 
COUNTY CF l<OC!T :\,13 S 
FILED 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV-09-3915 
13 liability company, 
14 Plaintiff, 
15 vs. 
16 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
17 
18 Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
19 Delaware limited liability company, 
20 
21 vs. 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
WALLA CE, Trustee of The Wallace Family 
Trust, 
23 
Third P Defendant. 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT OF THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST 
24 
25 
26 The Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
27 having filed herein an application for the Court to enter its order directing the entry of default of 
28 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT OF THEW ALLACE FAMILY TRUST - 1 -
K:\wdocs\cdamain\1623P\0003\C0001716,DOC 




























the Third Party Defendant, THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, in the above entitled matter 
and good cause appearing therefore, 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above named Third Party 
Defendant is in default. 
DATED this __iQ_ day of November, 2009. 
Hon. Lansing L. Haynes -
ORDER FOR DEFAULT OF THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST -2-
K:lwdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\COOOl716.DOC 




























CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the L day of~ 2009, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the ORDER FOR DEF AULT OF THEW ALLACE FAMILY TRUST to be forwarded, with all 
required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
/ 
U.S. Mail 
Erik Smith Hand Delivered 
607 Lakeside Avenue Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 Facsimile: 
~ U.S. Mail 
The Wallace Family Trust Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 30332 Overnight Mail 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 Facsimile: 
./ U.S.Mail 
The Wallace Family Trust Hand Delivered 
1112 Maserati Drive Overnight Mail 
Las Vegas, NV 89117 
Facsimile: 
i/ U.S. Mail 
Joel P. Hazel Hand Delivered 
Witherspoon Kelley Davenport & Toole, P.S. Overnight Mail 
608 Northwest Blvd. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83854 Facsimile: 
Clerk of Court 
ORDER FOR DEFAULT OF THEW ALLACE FAMILY TRUST - 3 -
K:lwdocslcdamain\16239\0003\COOOl 716.DOC 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
6 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
8 Attorneys for Defendant/Third-Party Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions JI, LLC 
9 
···1·~··· ' I) ,,,IE(,{: •[ 1.!lL/'"' C V, ,,,,~.__! } QI 1:,,N ('r. !I'"~-~- SS 
...,, •• ' ·1 f\1 II 'r ..... \/ 
FILF"J ~ ··- ··' · ·· '"· 
10 
11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV-09-3915 
13 liability company, 
14 Plaintiff, 
15 vs. 
16 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
17 
18 Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
19 Delaware limited liability company, 
20 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
21 vs. 
22 THE WALLACEFAMILYTRUST;MARY JO 







Third Party Defendant. 
CLERK'S ENTRY OF DEFAULT 
K:\wdocslcd1111ainll6239\0003\C0001766.DOC 
- 1 -
CLERK'S ENTRY OF DEFAULT 





























In this action, the Third Party Defendant THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, having 
been served with process and having failed to appear and answer or plead to the Complaint 
of Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC., an 
Delaware limited liability corporation, which has been filed herein and the time allowed by 
law therefore having expired, the default of said Third Party Defendant is hereby duly 
entered according·to law and pursuant to Order of the Court. 
~LC~ 
ATTEST my hand and Seal of said Court this _I day o~er, 2009. 
Deputy 
CLERK'S ENTRY OF DEFAULT -2-
K:\wdocslcdamaln\16239\0003\COOOl 766.DOC 






























CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the .i- day ofN~{o9, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the CLERK'S ENTRY OF DEFAULT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the 
method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
/ U.S. Mail 
Erik Smith Hand Delivered 
607 Lakeside Avenue Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 Facsimile: 
/ U.S. Mail 
The Wallace Family Trust Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 30332 Overnight Mail 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 Facsimile: 
The Wallace Family Trust 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
1112 Maserati Drive Overnight Mail 
Las Vegas, NV 89117 
Facsimile: 
/ U.S. Mail 
Joel P. Hazel Hand Delivered 
Witherspoon Kelley Davenport & Toole, P.S. Overnight Mail 
608 Northwest Blvd. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83854 Facsimile: 
CLERK'S ENTRY OF DEFAULT -3-
K:lwdocslcdamlin\16239\0003\C000!766.DOC 
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\'V ITHER -:;1.'()ON. KELLEY, 
DAVENPORT & TOOLE- P.S. 
608 N011J11Ncst Bonlev8!.rd. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Akne, ID 83814 
- Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
:, I FacsimilE:: (208) 667--8470 
6 I 
EF:H( P SMITH PAGE 01/07 
WM DF.C -2 M 3: 20 
Attom.evs _for De(endant, Global Si.:c~nal Acauisitions IL LLC 








IN THE DISTRTCT COURT F(}R THE FiRST .TuDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF JD AHO, rN ,1\;:<0 FOR THE COU>:TY OF KOOTENAI 
SHEl"tivlAl-J STORAGE._. LLC. aE fdaho 
limited bi.bilit:/ comp;_;.ny, 
\';'., 
GLOBAL )IC"NAt .i\CQUISffTONS IL 
I L 'f ,~. "' ·1··~ ; r - ) ; •• 't ,l } ; • i- . 1, n, .·, " . . . .. 
Case No. CV-09-3915 
STIPULATION FOR PROTECT[VE ORDER 




Defendant.. ! -·-·------------------_J 
16 
The und::r 0.ig-nd c:ow.s-e·J fm plaintiff and for defendants, hereby stipulate and agree a~ follows: 
17 1 l. ··confidentiar·_ D0l'.um1:nts ~-and Inforination. This order shall govern all 
l 8 document~: marked as '·CorifalE'-liti.al'' by Defendants, their attorneys, consultants, agents and. 
10. rep-cesf::::tr::h,c:·, ;ind 1:'\ .?bir,t:ffs. ~heir attorneys, consultant~., ag<::nts. ernpl.oyees and 
20 repre~--:~_1H2.th cs. ''Confider;ti.=tl Dc,cumems" shall be limited t() business infom1ati<m of Global 
2: SigM..1 A.c.qu.isit':or:s, I.LC (including w1ih1:>ut 1imitation customer lists, custorner contracts and 
22 p·rici.ng it1f,mr,ati011\ foi:~.r·cisJ ,;k·c:lll.D~t-1.lts not already public, proprietary doc·uments, and any 
23 other docun:ents the pa:rties agre1:: or the court shall detennine arc confidential. "Confidential 
24 
ORIGINAi 
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ERH: P SMITH PAGE 02/Ci-;; 
information'' also includes testimony involving confidential documents and information relating 
2 to social sec:J.rity number, home addresses, medical or health information, counseling, personal 





















2. ~~-- of ··C-0nfidenti21" _ lfits_ignation. The special treatment accorded to 
documents designated '"con.fiJe11tiar· under this Order shall reach: 
a. All documents. previously or hereafter designated "confidrntial" as defined m 
Paragrapl'.t J: 
b. AJl copies, extracts, and complete or partial summaries prepared from such 
documents; 
C. Any deposir.ion trans,::ript or exhibit, or portion thereof: that discusses or refers to 
such doc1.1J.Jl(!nts, copi~;s, extracts or summaries; and 
d. Any portion ;Jf a.ny discov~ry answer or response~ affidavit declaration, brief, or 
othe:r papc-r fik:d with rhe Court. or exhibit thereto, that discusses or refers to such 
documents, :~opks, extracts or surnmaries. 
'No Party concedes that any Material designated by any other Person as Confidential 
Material does 111 fact contain or reflect confidentiai information. or has be~n properly designated 
~s Con:fidcmial ;1,fa.terial. /\ Pat1y shali not be obligated to challenge the propriety of tbe 
designa1ion of l.\.faterial as Co:r.J1dential M:ateria'i at the time made, and failure to do so shall not 
predudE-~ a subs~quent challenge rliereo( If a Party challenges such designation: it shall send or 
g.ive notic~· to the designating Person, and they shall attempt to resolve any challenge in good 
faith tm ,m expedited aml informal basis. If the challenge can.not be expeditiously and 
STITUJ ,ATHJN PROTECT!:YE OR.DER .... PAGE 2 
1,"'.;v::i 111::.; or~-
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1 informaliy resolved, either the designating Person or the challenging Party may) on reasonable 
2 ·notice, apply f.:,r appropriate ru\ing(s) from the Court. The Material in issue shall continue to be 
I 
























3. Inadvertent_ or_ __ Criintentior.a.1 Disclosure. The inadvertent or unintentional 
disclosu.n~ by the produc.ing party of cont1dential documents or information without a 
designation as such shall not be deemed a \Vaiver in whole or in part of that party's claim of 
confidentiaiity. The inadvertent production of any document claimed to be protected from 
disclosure as ·work product or by the attorney-client or other privilege shall not waive or impair 
any cla.im of prlvikge or inmr1.~n1ty. In the event of inadvertent production of any document 
claimed. to be protected, and upon receiving written notice that such document has been 
inadvertenCy pc)duced, such document and airy copies thereof shall be returned to the producing 
party viithb three 0) business day~; of receipt of ,vritten notice from the producing party. Any 
written :.iolice 1YctfSU:ant tt'.i thi::, provisic,n must be provided at least thirty (30) days before the 
cemm,~:r,ce ,r1ent of trial or such notice shali be of no effect. 
4. Restrictions on . Di::-:dosur::; 0f "Confidential" DocumenJ_~. Except upor! prior 
\.Witten consent cf all parti.,:s and. nonparties asserting confidential treatment, as provided 
elsewhere in this Order, or as required by court order or subpoena, documents designated 
"confidential," 2.nd all infom1ation contained therein or derived therefrom, may not be disclosed 




The pa11ies t(1 th..i~ Htigation, i:heir officers, directors, and employees; 
Counsel for the. parties in this action; 
3ecreti:rrie:-: p,u-alegai assistants, and other employees or contractors of such 
STL'PULA.lH)N PROTECTIVE ORDER-· PAGE 3 
,~.~,:11,).S)2 l"'i(,:: 
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d. Actual or pGtential de,position or trial witnesses in this action (and such person's 
counseL if ,~y_}, to the f~xtent deemed reasonably necessary to prepare the ,:vitness to testify 
concerning this case or to question the witness about knov,,Jedge he or ::;he might have which is 
perti11ent to thi; case: 
e. Outside.: consuh.artts and e:l{perts, and their officers, directors, and employees, 
retained for the purpose of a<::sisting counsel and the parties in the prosecution andlor defense of 
this action: 
f Insurers for any of the parties, and their offfo:rs, directors. and employees, who 





The C<mrt, thE:ir officers, administrators.. and employees; and 
Court n:porters and their staff 
R.evir5v of Ow1) __ ~Conf1,Qefilj_~l" Document~. The restrictions of this Order shal.1 
no~ apply h) parries or no.npa:tie~. and their employees. attorneys'. experts or other authorized 
i,gents, ·when revie"tving their ov1m "confidential" documents. 
6. Notice of Brea,ch. Any party, upon hearing of any breach or threatened breach of 
this Order by any person,. sh.al I promptly notify counsel for the opposing and producing parties 
of such breach or threatelled breach. 
7. Cse of ___ "Confidential" J;>ocuraents at Depositions. Documents designated 
"cori.fidential." and all informc1tion contained therein. or derived therefrom. mav onlv be used or . ., ., 
referred to al dcpo:;iticms. or n:1a.rkcd as deposition exrubits, in accordance with the provisions of 
STTPl)LATION PROTECTIVE ORDER···· PAGE 4 
{".0.')t;'l,".t2 1)0(.' 
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})se 9J..:!'.:;_9_f)flli~mi?!)'.'.__Poc:ume:nts in Papers Filed Will!. or Used In the Court. 
d~signated "con.fide;'\iial,'' and all information contained therein or derived 
therefrom, may he discus:-:;~d or referred to in pleadings, motions, affidavits, briefs and other 
papers filed 'Nith the Court or 2Jtad1ed ns exhibits ihereto, in accordance \Vith the provisions of 
this Order. 
0 L.iJigJ:i~m-t!.;l{~_Q,rJy. All "confidential documents" produced in this litigation.~ 
whether ·by a party or nonparty, and whether pursuant to Civil Rule 34, subpoena, agreement or 
10 · other.:vi~r::, and rJl informatiun rontained. th~rein or derived therefrom. shall be used solely for 
11 the prepararizm a;1d trial of tbr~; actic,n (i11cluding any depositions, motions, hearings, mediations. 
12 arbitrati<)ns, appeals and r2trial:s), and rnay not be used for any oth,::r purpose, including 
13 business. F-~1-. e:n1memal or commercial, or any other unrelated acmini.stratiYe Cli judicial 












10. Use. of docurncnt~:...m:..11e:rwns listed in Paragraph 3. 1\11y non-party viritness 
listed ,n Pwtgr::iph 3 may· view the documents marked "confidential" outside of Counsel's 
physical tYeSence if they first read this agreement. Anyone viewing documents marked 
"con:fldentia!'' outside- of Co:.F1.sel's phy~;icaj presence will be deemed to have accepted the tem1s 
1)ereof n.l'!li to have agrel:'.d to be b(1und by the tem1s hereof. 
j i. l)Qon t,ermimrtion u(_pro,;,:~edi~. The provision of this Order shall continue to 
apply to all "c;onfidc:ntial" documents and in:formatiol"I after this action has been terminated. 
Within six m1mtbs of the end of tltls litig<1tic:>n, including all appeals or re-trials~ all parties shall 
STIP1-1L ATIOX PROTECTIVE ORDER··· PAGE 5 
ti~~O:i;;i DOt' 
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rerum or destroy the d.ocurnents,. as well as all c.opies, ex.tracts and summaries thereof, except 
that c(mt1sd for each party may maintain in its files one copy of each pleading or other paper 
filed with the Court. \'-,,' ork prodnct: and attorney client p:ti.vileged material is exempt from this 
provision. 
12. No .Admissions. Nothing ;~ontained jn this Order. nor any action taken in 
compliance ,vi.th it, ~-hali: 
a. Opt.'Tate a:: an admission by any party that any particular document or 
inforrnation is, u;. is not, confid(~ntial.:. 
'o. Op,:rate as an a<l..rrjsi;ion by any party that any particular document i5, or 
11 is not, sucjt·ct to discovery ot zidmissible in evidence at the trial of this action. 
12 13. Jr.1t~imJ~g?'.•s'.~tjg_r}. "Cor1iidemial" doc·uments produced by any party or nonparty 
13 
1 
through dis·.'.:overy in- 1fos a..ctic,n prior to the entry· of this Order by the Court shall be subject to 
i 












14. Non.-\tVaiver. Subject to approval by the court, the parties may agree in ·writing 
to modif'ic.ations to this Protective Order or may agree to relief from provisions of t!1e Order with 
respect to c-ertaia 1'fatE:rial. A Party seeking a modificati()n or relief shall notify th1~ other Party, 
and the parties shall confer in good fa;_th in an attempt to come to m1. agreement as to the sought-
after mcdifi.cation cir relief ln the event that the parties camJOt agree on the $Ought-after 
moditk,at-ion or relief the Pa:rty se1~king the modification or relief may apply for such relief to 
the Co\irt oo. not·ice to the other Parties here.to and on a showing of good cause. 
STTPl.TL.--\TIO>l PROTECTIVE ORDER. ... P.-i\GE 6 
Coe,,, i,:.~ !'QC 
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Nothing herein shall b1:': construed to require or authorize plaintiff or any defendant to 
waive a thfrd party's privilege protection, which may exist under either state stati...\te or federal 
regulation. All parties to this agreement n:serve the right to seek a protective order andior other 
appropria.-te court orders, 8.S may be permincd under federal regulation or state statute, whic.h 
would p<::rmit. contwL res'lrict or prohibit disclosure of a third party's privileged information. 
15. 0.!i:1$:1:, T11t: co:!,rt may i:nler an Order consistent with this stip~il~tion,1__ 
( k).~~ 
DATED th1s ..... _;._ --j~).~Q'.t'·tmbcr. 2009. DA TED this _2 __ day of~rnber. 2009 
7~1 ;:> ~<;/ 
/ / -:z.t·-·-·---------
ERIK s~Jrfff··- --------
Attome:ys for Plaintiff A 
snnn . A TlON PROTECTJ.YE ORDER ... PAGE 7 
C~JOf.'!IJ:1: tit'•(.' 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
3 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
4 608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
5 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 





Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
10 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 




13 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant. 







The Court having considered the foregoing Stipulation for Protective Order and 
18 Confidentiality Agreement of the parties, 
19 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Stipulation of the parties is confirmed in all of its 






DATED this~ day of '1:)e..c.. , 2009. 
ruk•EJ'iNt~ot ~f' 
PROTECTIVE ORDER-PAGE 1 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
2 I do hereby certify this _j_ day of ~ , 2009, that I served the within 
























607 East Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, PS 
608 Northwest Blvd. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
6 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV-09-3915 






GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
17 Delaware limited liability company, 
18 
Defendant. 
19 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
23 THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace Family 
24 Trust, 
Third Party Defendant. 
RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN 
INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT, AND NOTICE OF 
HEARING 
Judge: Honorable Lansing L. Haynes 
Date: February 2, 2010 




COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through its attorneys of record, Joel P. Hazel and 
28 Jason S. Wing of the firm of Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. and pursuant to 
RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT, AND .. 
NOTICE OF HEARING - I 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002648,DOC ORI GINA 
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1 Rule 19(a)(l), of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, respectfully moves this Court for an order 
2 joining The Wallace Family Trust as an involuntary Third Party Plaintiff. Further, pursuant to 
3 Rule 15( a), of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant respectfully moves that this Court 
4 grant it leave to amend its Third Party Complaint to add a cause of action to quiet title to the east 
5 half of vacated 24th Street, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, in Third Party Plaintiff The Wallace Family 























The Wallace Family Trust should be joined as an involuntary party because complete 
relief cannot be accorded in its absence, and/or because its interest may be impaired or impeded 
should the Court proceed in its absence, and/or the parties hereto are at risk of incurring 
inconsistent obligations. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a proposed Amended Complaint. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file herein, the Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiff's Rule 19(a)(l) Motion to Join Involuntary Party, and Motion to Amend Complaint, 
and the Affidavit of Jason S. Wing, filed herewith. Notice is given that Defendant intends to 
introduce oral argument at the hearing upon this Motion. 
DATED this~ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
RULE 19(a){l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT, AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\00031C0002648.DOC 
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NOTICE OF HEARING 
2 YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing on Defendant's RULE 19(a)(l) 
3 MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
4 will be held at the Kootenai County Court House, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on the 2nd day of 
5 February, 2010, at the hour of 3:30 p.m. before Judge Lansing L. Haynes at the Kootenai 
County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, or as soon 
6 























DATED this~ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the _1__ day of January, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT, AND NOTICE OF HEARING to be forwarded, with all required 
charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Q U.S.Mail 
~ Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
~ 
RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT, AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 3 
K:lwdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002648,DOC 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 79S1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




Plaintiff, PROPOSED AMENDED l"HIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT 
16 vs. 
17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
1a Delaware limited liability company, 
19 Defendant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
21 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 vs. 
23 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
24 liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMJLYTRUST;MARY JO WALLACE, 




Third PartY Defendants. 
PROPOSED AMENDED THJRD PARTY COMPLAlNT-1 
l:111docNd1Nlnl161!1\000:1\Q000)'1I l)OC 
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01/08/2010 15:15 WITHERSPOON KELLY DAVENPORT~ 4461188 NO,104 [il04 
COMES NOW the Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, 
2 by and through its attorney of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm of 
3 
4 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. and for third•party causes of action against 
s Plaintiff/fhird Pany Defendant Sbennan Storage, LLC, and againsl Third Party Defendant The 







4.1 The Wallace Family Trust owns certain real property in County of Kootenai, 
State of Idaho. 
4.2 Sherman Storage, LLC, is an Idaho limited ljability company owning real 




4.3 Oloba1 Signal is a Delaware limited liability company authorized to do business 
in Idaho and possessing a leasehold interested in certain real property owned by the Wallace 








4.4 On or about June 24, 1996, Sprint Spectrum L.P. entered into a PCS Site 
Agreement (hereinafter "Lease'') with Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, 
recorded as instrument number 1453059, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
4.5 Pursuant to the Lease, Sprint Spectnun leased certain real property from the 




4.6 Global Signal is the successor in interest to the Sprint Spectrum Lease. 
4. 7 Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest was Sherman Self Storage, Inc.. a 
Mon1ana corporation (hereinafter "Self Storage"). 
27 
28 
PROPOSED AMENDED THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT~ 2 
X:""11°""411nialnl16319\000l1COOOJS71.DOC 
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01/08/2010 15:15 WITHERSPOON KELLY DAVENPORT 7 4461188 NO.104 005 
4.8 Self Storage allegedly acquired title to the east half of vacated 24t11 Street through 
2 a quiet title action involving Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
) 
4.9 Mary Jo Wallace, however, did not hold title to the subject property at the time of 
4 
5 said quiet title action, or ever. 
6 4.10 At the time of the quiet title action, title to the east half of vacated 24111 Street was 
7 vested in The Wallace Family Trust. 
8 4.11 The Wallace Family Trust was never made a party to the quiet title acdon which 
9 
purponedly quieted tide to the east half of vacated 24th Street in Self Storage. 
10 
ll 
4.12 The court's order quieting title in Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest is a 




4.13 Because the property to which Global Signal possesses a leasehold inte1·est in has 
a clouded title, Global Signal has sought and obtained assignment of the Wallace Family Trust's 
16 





COUNT 1- INDEMNITY 
4.14 Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all paragraphs herein, 
4.1 S The Lease to which Global Signal is a successor in interest grants Global SignaJ a 
22 Jeasebold interest in property located entirely within property owned by the Wallace Trust, as 





4.16 The term of the Lease is for five (5) years eommencing on June 24, 1996, which 
tennis subject to four (4) additional five (5) year extension periods, by Global Signal. 
4.17 Global Signal has been sued by Sherman Storage, LLC for encroachment of its 
28 property. 
PROPOSED AMENDED THIRD PAR.TY COMPLAINT - 3 
IC:\MIOCl'Cd=llllli•\16:!)9\000)\C000)5'1,DOC 
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01/08/2010 15:15 WITHERSPOON KELLY DAVENPORT? 4461188 N0.104 G06 
4. t 8 If the Wallace Trust is not the owner of any ponion of the property to which 
2 Global Signal has a leasehold interest in, Global Signal may incur costs and fees for any 
3 
4 
resulting encro-achment to property which the Wallace Trust does not own but sought to lease to 
s Global Signal. 
6 4.19 Where Global Signal incurs costs and fees for any resulting encroachment to 
7 property which the Wallace Trust does not own but Jeased to Global Signal, Global Signal 
8 










COUNT Il - QUIET TITLE 
4.20 Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all paragraphs herein. 
4.21 On April JO, 1987, The Wallace Family Trust was established. 
4.22 On FebNAry 19, )988 the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the 
Wallace Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 1114099, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
4.23 On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th Street and the east 
1a and west halves of said vacated street reverted to the respective adjacent property owners, by 
19 Ordinance No. 2245, recorded as Instrument No. 1164732, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
20 
4.24 At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 24th Street, the adjacent 
21 
22 propeny owner to the west of vacated 24th Street (Lot I and Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore 
23 Addition) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. The adjacent property owner to the east of 
24 vacated 241h Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4J Block 22, Glenmore Addition) was the Wallace Trust. 
25 4.2S Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest, Self Storage, allegedly acquired title to 
26 
the east half of vacated 24'h Street through a quiet title action involving Mary Jo Wallace, 
21 
28 individually. 
PROPOSED AMBND.ED THIRD PAR.TV COMPt.AlNT • 4 
ll:l'IIIIIOcalCGIIIIIIQll6Z3910003\Cll003"1.00C 
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4.26 The WaUace Trust was never made a party to the quiet title action. 
4.27 The quiet title action is a nulHty as against the Wallace Trust's title to the east half 
of vacated 24th Stteet. 
4.28 The Wallace Trust possesses an unbroken chain of title to the east half of vacated 
6 24th Street as it abuts Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, 01enmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
7 4.29 Possessing an unbroken chain of title to the east half of vacated 241h Street as it 
8 abuts Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'A1ene, tide to said east half of 
9 
vacated 24th Street should be quieted in The Wallace Family Trust, 
10 
11 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal respectfully requests this Cowt grant its claim for 
12 indemnification. Further, Global Signal respectfully requests this Court quiet title to the east 
13 half of vacated 24"' Street in The Wallace family Trust. Finally, Global Signal respectfully 
14 
15 
requests this Court afforded such other relief to which Global Signal may be entitled, including 














DATEDthis_dayof _____ _;,2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVBNPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Joel P. Hazel 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal 
Acquisitions JI, LLC 
PROPOSED AMENDED THW> PA'R.TV COMPLAINT- S 
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I, the undersigned, certify that on the _ day of ______ ~ 201 O, I cause 
a true and correct copy of AMENDED THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT to be forwarded, with al 
required charges ptepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the fo11owing person(s): 
5 Erik Smith 
. _ ~Q7 ~t Lakeside ~v~~e 























PROPOS£D AMENDSD THJllD PARTY COMPLAINT • 6 




Via Fax: (208) 76S-9110 
Mima Pleines 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV-09-3915 






GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
17 Delaware limited liability company, 
18 
Defendant. 
19 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
23 THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 






Third P Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING 
DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION 
TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY AND 
MOTIONTOAMENDCO:MPLAINT 
:MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY 
PARTY ANDMOTIONTOAMENDCOMPLAINT-1 0 RIG I AL 
K:\wdocs\edamain\J6239\0003\C0002741.DOC 




























Pursuant to Rule 19(a)(l), Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC should be 
permitted to join The Wallace Family Trust as an involuntary party because complete relief 
cannot be accorded in its absence. 
Because "leave to amend shall be freely given when justice so requires", Defendant 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC should be granted leave of Court to amend its Third Party 
Complaint to add the quiet title action assigned to it by The Wallace Family Trust. Farmers 
Ins. Exchange v. Tucker, 142 Idaho 191, 194 (2005); See also, Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
15(a). 
I. NATURE OF CASE AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho limited liability company 
(hereinafter "Sherman Storage"), filed suit against Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter "Global Signal"). The nature of the complaint 
filed by Sherman Storage was to eject Global Signal from property allegedly owned by 
Sherman Storage. The property in question is the eastern half of vacated 24th Street, located in 
the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai _County, Idaho as it abuts Lots 3 & 4, Block 22, 0-lenmore 
Addition, which said Lots are owned by The Wallace Family Trust. 
Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest was Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana 
corporation (hereinafter "Self Storage"). Self Storage allegedly acquired title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street through a quiet title action involving Mary Jo Wallace, individually. Mary 
Jo Wallace, however, did not hold title to the subject property at the time of said quiet title 
action. At all relevant times and currently title to the east half of vacated 124th Street was and is 
held by The Wallace Family Trust. The Wallace family Trust was never made a party to the 
quiet title action which purportedly quieted title to the subject property in Self Storage. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE l9(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY 
PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 2 
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Therefore, the court's Order quieting title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in Sherman 
Storage's predecessor in interest, in Kootenai County Case No. CR-03-7690, is a nullity, and 
Sherman Storage is unable to prove an unbroken chain oftitle as to the subject real property. 
Because the property to which Global Signal has a lease hold interest in has a clouded 
title, Global Signal hereby seeks to add The Wallace Family Trust (hereinafter "Wallace 
Trust"), as an involuntary party. 
Further, Defendant Global Signal hereby seeks to amend its Third Party Complaint to 
add an assigned cause of action quieting title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in The 
Wallace Family Trust. 
A. 
Il. UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
Sherman Storage, LLC cannot prove an unbroken chain of title to the East half of 
vacated 24th Street. 
1. On or about April 10, 1987, the Wallace Trust was established. (Wing Affidavit, 
Exhibit A). 
2. On or about February 19, 1988 the Idaho Transportation Department transferred 
to the Wallace Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 1114099, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit B). 
3. On or about October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th Street 
whereby the east and west halves of said vacated street reverted to the respective adjacent 
property owners, by Ordinance No. 2245, recorded as Instrument No. 1164732, records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit C). 
4. At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 24th Street, the adjacent 
:MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY 
PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 3 
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property owner to the west of vacated 24th Street (Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore 
Addition) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. The adjacent property owner to the east of 
vacated 24th Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition) was the Wallace Trust. 
(Rasor Depo, p. 16). 1 
5. On or about June 24, 1996, the Wallace Trust entered into a PCS Site Agreement 
with Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint Spectrum, for a ground lease respecting Lot 
4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, together with an easement for ingress thereto 
and egress therefrom, as evidenced by that Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, recorded as 
Instrument No. 1453059, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit E and 
Exhibit F). 
6. On or about September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred to 
Self Storage, by Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, 
recorded as Instrument No. 1753361, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Affidavit, 
Exhibit G). 
7. The Warranty Deed by and between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self 
Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 32). 
8. On or about October 24, 2003, Self Storage filed a quiet title action against Mary 
Jo Wallace, individually, respecting the east half of vacated 24th Street which had attached by 
operation of law to Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, in the City 
of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of said Street by Ordinance No. 2245. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit H). 
9. In the quiet title action by Self Storage, against Mary Jo Wallace, individually, 
1 The Deposition Transcript of Scott Rasor, expert for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, is attached to 
the Affidavit of Jason S. Wing as Exhibit D. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY 
PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 4 
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Mary Jo Wallace appeared prose. 
10. In the quiet title action by Self Storage, against Mary Jo Wallace, individually, 
neither the Wallace Trust nor Global Signal or its predecessor in interest was ever served notice 
of or made a party to said action. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit H, see also court file in Kootenai 
6 County Case No. CR-03-7690)2. 
7 11. On or about April 7, 2006, Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by 
8 
Corporate Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded 
9 
as Instrument No. 2032643000, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit I). 
10 
11 12. Plaintiffs expert admits that the Corporate Warranty Deed by and between Self 
12 Storage and Sherman Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, 




13. On or about May 4, 2006, the District Court for the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, County of Kootenai entered a final Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, quieting title 
17 to the east half of vacated 24th Street, in Self Storage as against Mary Jo Wallace, an individual, 
18 recorded as Instrument No. 2029609000, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Affidavit, 





14. At the time Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred Lots 1-12, Block 21, to 
Self Storage, and the time Self Storage institution the quiet title action against Mary Jo Wallace, 
and at the time of the District Court's Order, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street was in 
24 the Wallace Trust, and was not owned by Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
25 
26 
15. On or about June 7, 2006, pursuant to the Court's final Order in Case No. CR-03-
27 
2 Request is made that the Court take Judicial Notice of Kootenai County Case No CR 03-7690 
28 pursuant to I.R.E. 201. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY 
PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 5 
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7690, Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim Deed, the east half of vacated 
24th Street, recorded as Instrument No. 2037064000, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit K). 
16. Plaintiffs expert admits that the Quitclaim Deed by and Between Self Storage 
and Sherman Storage did not transfer the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 36 -
37). 
17. On or about May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage filed its Complaint for ejection, 
against Global Signal, as to the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
18. There is a cloud on the title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, to which 
Global Signal claims a long-term lease hold interest in, and to which both the Wallace Trust and 
Sherman Storage claim title to .. 
19. The Wallace Family Trust has assigned to Global Signal, its right to pursue a 
quiet title action against Sherman Storage, as to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit L). 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. Standards. 
1. Rule 19{a)(l) Standard. 
"The district court should liberally grant joinder because the absence of an indispensable 
party is considered a significant defect." Deer Creek, Inc. v. Clarendon Hot Springs Ranch, Inc., 
107 Idaho 286, 293, 688 P.2d 1191 (Crt. App. 1984). "[T]he district court should feel free to 
direct the addition of a Rule 19(a) absentee ... when his presence in the action would further the 
purposes of the joinder rule and the original parties will not be prejudiced thereby." Id. The 
Court's analysis will involve three separate questions: (1) is the party to be joined a rule 19(a)(l) 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY 
PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 6 
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1 absentee, (2) will the purposes of the rule be furthered by his joinder, and (3) will the original 
2 
parties be prejudiced by his joinder. Id. If the policies of the rule would be furthered by the 
3 
4 
joinder of a Rule 19(a)(l) absentee, the prejudice to the original parties must be significant to 
























2. Rule 15(a) Standard. 
As is familiar to this Court, "leave to amend shall be freely given when justice so 
requires." Farmers Ins. Exchange v. Tucker, 142 Idaho 191, 194 (2005); See also, Idaho Rule 
of Civil Procedure 15(a). 
B. The Wallace Family Trust should be joined as an involuntary party because 
complete relief cannot be accorded in its absence, disposition in its absence may 
impair or impede its ability to protect its interest, and/or leave Global Signal 
subiect to inconsistent obligations. 
1. The Wallace Family Trust is a Rule 19(a)(l) absentee. 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 19(a)(l) provides in relevant part that: 
A person who is subject to service of process shall be joined as a 
party in the action if . . . in [its] absence complete relief cannot be 
accorded among those already parties, or ... [it] claims an interest 
relating to the subject of the action ... and disposition of the action 
in [its] absence may . . . impair or impede [its] ability to protect 
that interest or ... leave any of the persons already parties subject 
to a substantial risk of incurring double, multiple, or otherwise 
inconsistent obligations by reason of the claimed interest ... " 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 19(a)(l) (emphasis added). 
In this case, The Wallace Family Trust is not only subject to service of process, but has 
stipulated to their joinder in this action and has assigned to Global Signal its right to pursue a 
quiet title action against Shennan Storage. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit L). Further, should 
Shennan Storage prevail in its action to eject Global Signal from the east half of vacated 24th 
Street, it would further cloud The Wallace Family Trust's title to said east half of vacated 24th 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY 
PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 7 
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Street. For this reason, disposition in its absence would impair or impede its ability to protect 
its interest, and would subject Global Signal to inconsistent obligations. The Wallace Family 
Trust is a Rule 19(a)(l) absentee. 
2. The DUIJ)Ose of the Rule will be furthered by the joinder of The Wallace Family 
Trust. 
Joining The Wallace Family Trust as a party would further the purposes of Rule 
19(a)(l). The three purposes behind Rule 19(a)(l) are "to protect the absentee from prejudice 
resulting from the judgment, to protect the parties from harassment by successive suits and to 
advance judicial economy by avoiding multiple litigation ... " Deer Creek, Inc. v. Clarendon Hot 
Springs Ranch, Inc., 107 Idaho at 292. 
If The Wallace Family Trust were not joined in this action, it would be forced to pursue 
a separate action to quiet title to the east half of vacated 24th Street. During the pendency of any 
separate quiet title action, Global Signal's lease hold interest in the east half of vacated 24th 
Street would be in question. Sherman Storage, Plaintiff in this action, would necessarily be 
made a party defendant to any subsequent quiet title action, further harassing the parties hereto. 
Proceeding with this present action in the absence of The Wallace Family Trust would be 
prejudicial to said Trust, and would be a waste of resources, failing to advance judicial economy 
by encouraging further litigation. 
3. The original parties to this action will not be prejudiced by the joinder of The 
Wallace Family Trust. 
"[P]rejudice to the original parties must be significant to justify denial of the joinder." 
Id. at 293. In this case, neither Shennan Storage, nor Global Signal will be prejudiced by the 
joinder of The Wallace Family Trust. Through discovery herein, Shennan Storage has become 
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well apprised of the cloud on its alleged title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, and of its 
inability to establish an unbroken chain of title to said east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor 
Depo, p. 36 - 37). Further, joinder of The Wallace Family Trust to pursue a quiet title action 
will further the interests of Defendant Global Signal, and save Sherman Storage the time and 
expense of defending a subsequent quiet title action. (See, Rasor Depo, p. 36, line 13 -14). 
C. 
For these reasons, The Wallace Family Trust should be joined as an involuntary party. 
Defendant Global Signal should be granted leave to amend its Third Party 
Complaint to add a quiet title claim because iustice so requires, and because 
Plaintiff will not be preiudiced by said leave and amendment. 
As this Court is familiar, "leave to amend shall be freely given when justice so requires." 
Farmers Ins. Exchange v. Tucker, 142 Idaho 191, 194 (2005); See also, Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 15(a). In this case, justice requires that Global Signal be granted leave to amend its 
Third Party Complaint, and Sherman Storage will not be prejudiced by the granting of said leave 
and amendment. 
In the course of discovery, it has been revealed that Sherman Storage cannot establish an 
unbroken chain of title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, the property which Sherman 
Storage hopes to eject Global Signal from. (Rasor Depo, p. 36, p. 37, line 5 - 10). Title to the 
east half of 24th Street was not quieted in Self Storage in the court Order dated on or about May 
4, 2006, in Kootenai County Case No. CR-03-7690. (Rasor Depo, p. 36). In turn, title to the east 
half of vacated 24th Street was not transferred by Self Storage to Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim 
Deed dated on or about June 7, 2006 since Self Storage had no valid title to convey. (See, Rasor 
Depo, p. 37). Rather, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street remains in The Wallace Family 
Trust, owner of Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, the lots to 
which the east half of vacated 24th Street attached by operation of law. (See, Rasor Depo, p. 16). 
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Global Signal has a long term lease hold interest in Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition 




law. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibits E and F, and Rasor Depo, p. 16). There is, however, a cloud on 
the title to the east half of vacated 24th Street. In light of said cloud, and Global Signal's interest 











sought and obtained an Assignment of Right of Action from The Wallace Trust. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit L). Further, by this Motion Global Signal seeks to add The Wallace Family 
Trust as an involuntary party. The Assignment grants to Global Signal the right to prosecute a 
quiet title action as to the east half of vacated 24th Street. Id. 
Plaintiff will not be prejudiced by this amended to Global Signal's Third Party Complaint 
as Plaintiff is already well apprised of the cloud on the title to the east half of vacated 24th street, 
and there remains ample time to prepare a defense to Global Signal's quiet title action. 
For these reasons, Global Signal should be granted leave to amend its Complaint to add a 













Because complete relief cannot be accorded without joining The Wallace Family Trust, 
and because its interest may be impaired or impeded, and/or due to the risk to Global Signal and 
Sherman Storage of incurring inconsistent obligations, this Court should grant Global Signal's 
Rule 19(a)(l) Motion to Join Involuntary Party. 
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Further, because justice so requires, and because Plaintiff will not be prejudiced by the 
amendment to Global Signal's Third Party Complaint, Global Signal should be granted leave to 
amend said Complaint. 
DATED this __:i__ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Joel~flrrL_ 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the _.1_ day of January, 2010, I caused a true and 
17 correct copy of MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION 
18 TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT to be 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
I 8 Delaware limited liability company, 
19 Defendant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, c 
Delaware limited liability company, 
21 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 vs. 
23 
THEW ALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 






Third Party Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-3915 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING 
SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 
19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN 
INVOLUNTARY PARTY AND MOTION 
TO AMEND COMPLAINT 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE l 9(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN 
INVOLUNTARY PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- I 
K:lwdocslcdamain\1623910003\C0003232.DOC ORIG\NA 




























STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Jason S. Wing, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am a member of the firm of WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S., attorneys for Defendant/Counter-Claiment Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, 
and have personal knowledge of the files and records in this case and of the matters set forth 
herein. 
2. That attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of The Wallace 
Family Trust document, recorded as Instrument No. 870416-826, records of Clark County, 
Nevada. 
3. That attached hereto as Exhibit B, is a true and correct copy of the Warranty 
Deed by and between the Idaho Transportation Department and the Wallace Trust, transferring 
Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 
1114099, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
4. That attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of Ordinance No. 
2245, City of Coeur d'Alene, whereby the City vacated 24th Street, recorded as Instrument No. 
1164732, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
5. That attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of relevant portions 
of the deposition transcript of Scott Rasor, taken on December 8, 2009 at the office of 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. 
6. That attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the PCS Site 
Agreement by and between the Wallace Trust and Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN 
INVOLUNTARY PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 2 
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Spectrum, for a ground lease respecting Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, 
together with an easement for ingress thereto and egress therefrom. 
7. That attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of a Memorandum of 
PCS Site Agreement, evidencing the PCS Site Agreement by and between the Wallace Trust and 
Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint Spectrum, recorded as Instrument No. 1453059, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
8. That attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of the Warranty Deed 
by and between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self Storage, transferring Lots 1-12, Block 
21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 1753361, records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
9. That attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of 
Service in Case No. CR-03-7690, evidencing Self Storage's quiet title action as only against 
Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
10. That attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of the Corporate 
Warranty Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage, transferring Lots 1-12, 
Block 21 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 2032643000, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
11. That attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of the final Order in 






12. That attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of that certain 
Quitclaim Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage, purportedly transferring title 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S RULE 19(a)(I) MOTION TO JOIN 
INVOLUNTARY PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT- 3 
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to the east half of vacated 24th Street, recorded as Instrument No. 2037064000, records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
13. That attached hereto as Exhibit Lis a true and correct copy of the Stipulation and 
Assignment by and between The Wallace Family Trust and Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, 
whereby the Wallace Trust assigns to Global Signal its right to pursue a quiet title action against 
Sherman Storage. 
DATED this _!J_ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
&TO ,P.S. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO efore me this -1 day of January, 2010. 
otary Publi~or fhe State of Idaho 
Residingat:-ti)St ffills ID 
My commission expires: Lj \iw\ 10 
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CEnTIFICATE OF iEVOCABLR FlHILt TRUST 
Contemporaneously with the execution of thio 
certificate, the undersigned GARY A. VALLA.CE and HAR? JO UALI.ACK 
bave executed that certain restated document entitled "THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST" dated /lpn.,__J__j_o___ 198Z, which 
provides in pertinent part as f•>llows: 
A. T)lUSTf;ES 
1. Durl~g tb~ Trustpcs' Lifetime§. 
During the J~!nt l!.fet!iaea or the Tru::itors, the 
Trustees shall be: CARY A. VALLACE and HABY JO VALLACI. If one 
is unable or unwilling to serve then the other may serve as sole 
Trustee. It neither is willing or able to serve, then GUY 
WALLACB·.and LORRAINE VALL.lCE shall serve as Successor 
. . 
Co-Trustees, or if one is unable or unwilling to serve, then the 
other may serve as $Ole Trustee. I~ neither is willing or able 
to serve, then FIRST IHTBISTlTE_ DAil OF RIV.ADA, H.A., shall 
serve as sole Trustee. 
2. After Death 2r Flrst Tcuatoc, 
Arter the death of' the f'irst Trustor, the Trustees 
shall be as follows: 
/' 
/ 
(a) Survivor• a Truut, Tbe surYiving spouse shall 
serve as sole Trustee. If ,he or she is· unable to 
serve, then the successor Co-Trustees shall be GUY 
VALLACK and LORDAIHE VA.LLlCK. If one is unable or 
unwilling to serve, then the other may serve as 
sole Trustee. It neither is able or willing to 
serve, then FIRST IRTEBSTATE nAN[ OF NEVADA, N.A., 
shall serve as sole Trustee. 
PATRICIA l,. OROWH, LTD •. 
Jrn 7<.,v 
Page 1 ~ 
/ 
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STAIE Of lliAIH, J 
~Ol'NTY or W0.,ltiAI ) ss 
1753361 • Plb.~e~~11.1ritrr::co. A Pioneer Compan)' PIONEER TITLE COMPANY 
OF KOOTl:NAI (:0\1!'11'\' 
I 00 Wallace A 1•enuc/ Coeur d'Alene, ld11ho 83814 / (208) 664-8254 
Order l\"o. 103864l>M 
WARRANTY DEED 
For Value Received 
Mary Jo Wallace, an umnarriL-d person 
hereinafter refe1Ted IQ as Gra1111>_r, do~.s llt)crehy grant, bargtiin, sell, warrant and convey un10 
Sherman SclrStorage, J11c. , a Montana Corporation 
hereinafter referred to as Grantee, whose currenl address is 
· ,,oc Mo~~ \l \<\\,\,~-\. \m,.,,'$()1&.,,, m:r sci,O'\ 
the following described premises, 10-wit: 
·Sep 20 2 12 PH '02 
tw, a 1 .•. ; rnca.1sH 
-·-M•••• • o. 0• .,.,., .. .,.M,. ____ ':j//,__ 
[:[.f.'l1··· 
'f:F:<; ............... '. ... }.::..9~ 
Lots 1 through 12, In Block 21, GI.ENMOltE ADDJ'l"ION TO 1'1ilt; CITY OF COlmR I>' AI,J,;NE, 
according to the plat r~orded In Book "D" of Phlls al Page 140. 
TOGJo:THER WITH the vacated alley lying \\ithln Block 21; also together will! those portions of 
vacated Lakeside Avenu11 and vacated 241h Street, tba1 auacbed by operation of law. 
SUBJECT TO; That cenain Deed of Trust dated November 14, 1995 and recorded November l 5, 1995 as 
Instrument no. 1422604, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Deed of Trust 1he Oranlees named 
herein hereby assume and agree to pay according toils leans and conditions. 
SUBJEC'I' TO; 'J11at eenain Deed of Trust dated February S, 1996 and recorded February 5, 1996 as 
Jnstrwnent no. 1432935, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Deed of Trust shall remain the 
obligation of the Grantor named herein, 
SUBJECT TO: That certain Claim of Lien for labor a11d/(1r material recorded Ja11uary 3, 2001 as 
lns1rumen1 no. 1661399, ree9rds of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Claim of Liem shall remain 1he 
obligation oftbe Orantormmied herein. 
SUBJEC]' TO: Tbat ccnain Financing Statement recorded January 4, 2001 as Instrument no. 166]535, 
records ofK~tenai Counly, ldaho, which Financing Stalemcnt shall re11111in the obligalion of the Or11n1or 
named herein. · 
SUBJEC1' TO: 111at cer1ai11 Notice offedcral Tax l.ien re~orded June 7, 2002 11s lnslrument no. 
1736888, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Ft>derul Tai,. l,ien shall remain the obligation oflhe 
Granlor named herein. 
To HAVH AN[) TO BOLi> the said premises, with their appwtena11cr-s unto the said Onntee, his heirs and 
assigns Corel'ef. And the said Granlor does l1ereby t"-Ovenanl lo and with the said Grantee, that Grantor is the owner 
in fee simple l>f said pref11ises; that said premisi,,s are free from all encumbrances e>.cept curren1 years taxes, levies, 
and assessments, and except U.S. Patent reservations, restrictions, easements of record, and easemen1s visible upon 
the premises, and that Grantor will warrant and defend the same from all claims wha1SOC\'er. 
STATEOFmAttO 
ss. 
COl!Nl'Y OF KOOTHNAl 
On lhis.~y of September, hi the year of 2002, before me Debbie K. Mauhews, no111ry public 
~sonally appeared Mt~JP. Wallaccr, known ar identified to me to be 1he ~1vpersons whose name 
e,re subserib~tticl\e:1'(it~fnltm111enl, and ac:knowlcdg~'<I to me that l1~y eKectlled the same. 
l .. ~t..i ······~~~~, . .. o ..,. , \,\\".\w · ~ ::)N\'*"5:t,,n f ")\'\&llct ~ Debbie K. Maiibews 
r • ••• • Notary Public ofldaho 
\ ";. 1a. -r .,V ,1,0~ i Residing at C'.ocur d'Alene, Jdal1O 
,. ·~:--., .. - Commission expires: Mctrch 30, 200S 
'V:1 ............ "'j; ~-- ... " .,ff •"j ... ~., .,.,., .......... ,, .. 
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STAfE Of' ll.lAM, l 
~Ol'NTY c,r t;OO'f.NAI ss 
1753361 . PJONE~lf0ritrr.=co. 
r, 
A Pioneer Company 
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY 
OF KOOTt:NAI C:Oll'.111"\' 
I 00 Wallace Avenue/ Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 83814 / (208) 664-8254 
Order No.103864DM 
WARRANTY DEED 
For Value Received 
Mary Jo W ul111cc, an unmarric.d person 
hereinafter referred to as Grantor, does bcereby grant, bargain, sell, warrant and convey unto 
Shermnn SclrStorage, Inc .• a Montana Corporation 
hereinafter referred to as Clrantcc, whose CUITClll address is 
the following described premises, 10-wi1:' 
Sep 20 2 12 PM '02 
Cit,•,:1. 1 • .; t'l!Cl.lSH 
--~, ... - ... O• , ............... M .. , •• _'L 
r:u·u .. .. 
:F:n ................... ' ... ?.~.P~ 
Lots I through 12, In Bl~k 21, Gl,ENMORE ADDJTION TO THE CITY OF COlWR I)' AU:NE, 
according to the plat recorded In Book "D" of Plals at Page 140. 
TOGt:THER WITH the vacated alley lying within Block 21; also togetller will, those portions of 
ncated Lakeside Avenue and vacated 241h Street, lllat au ached by operation or la'!\', 
SUBJECT TO; That certaioJ>eed ofTrusl dated November 14, 1995 and recorded November IS, 1995 as 
Instrument no. 1422604, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Deed of Trust the Grantees named 
herein hereby assume and agree to pay according to ils tc-mlS and conditions. 
SUBJECT TO: 'l11at certain Deed of Trust dated February S, 1996 and recorded February 5, 1996 as 
lnstrument no. I 432935, records of Kootenai County, Ida 110, which Deed of Trust shall remain tile 
obligation of the Grantor named herein. 
SUBJECT TO: That certain Claim of Lien for labor and/or material rec.orded January 3, 2001 as 
Instrument no. 1661399, reeprds ofKoote11ai County, Idaho, which Claim of Lien shall remain the 
obligation of the Orantor named herein. 
SUBJECT TO: 111at cenain Financing Statemcmt recorded January 4, 200 I as lnstru1111mt no. I 661535, 
records ofK~tenai County, Idaho, which Financing Statement shall remain the obligation of the Grantor 
named hereii,. · 
SUBJ1>;c1· TO; 111a1 certain Notke ofl'cdcral Tax Lien recorded June 7, 2002 as lnstmment no. 
]736888, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Federal TaK Lien shall remain the obligation oftbe 
Gramor named herein. 
To HA VE AND TO BOLD the snid premises, with their appu1tena11ces u1110 the said Gnmtee, his heirs and 
assigns fore\·er. And the said Granlor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that Grantor is the owner 
in fee simple ·of said premises; that said premises are free from all encumbrances ei,:cept c.urrent years taxes, levies, 
and assessments, and except U.S. Patent rcsen·ations, rcstriclions, easements of record, and casements visible upon 
the premises, and that Gra111or will warrant and defend the same from all claims whatsoever. 
Dated: September 19, 2002 
~~-,. 
~J 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
On lhis.~y of September, hi lhe year of 2002, before me Debbie K. Matthews, notary public 
~rsonally appeared M•w.J,o Wallace, kno\\11 or identified Ill me to be 1bc P.!!,Olllpersons whose 11anie 
~re subscrib.,t~l~ei1'(it~!fl5J!'1111en1, and acknowledged 10 me tl1at hc~y e.Kccutcd the same. 
~· ~~······· ,.,t.,~"' • l 0/ '\&1J~11> \Si"t\\P· ~~C\Wg .. :4 E l ?\ f/ Debbie K. Matlliews 
i • k ••• • Notary Public ofldaho i.\~ -r.-v.i.o~ /i Residing at C--oe11r d'Ale11e, Jdalio 
~- • ti;~ Commission expires: March 30, 200S 
~., ·~-i,1 .. ••••"' ~ ... . ,,,_ "'" . .,. ... ~ ,., ........... , 
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BRENT G. SCHLOTTHAUER 
VASSEUR & SCIU.,OTTHAUER, PLLC 
409 Coeur d'Alene Avenue 
P.O. Box 1560 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1560 
Telephone: (208) 664-4457 
Facsimile: (208) 765-4702 
Idaho State Bar No. 6104 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
2003 DEC I 8 AM 10: 28 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
JOHNandJANEDOES 1 through 100,andall 
other persons claiming any interest in the real 
property which is the subject of this action; 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 













Case No. CV 03-7690 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
LOIS HAZEL, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That she is over the age of eighteen years, and is not a party to the above-entitled action; that she 
received the Summons and Complaint in said action on the 24th day of October, 2003, and served said 
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i \ 
I._ ·' 
Smnmons and Complaint upon defendant MARY JO WALLA CE by mailing copies of the Summons and 
Complaint via regular mail, postage prepaid and certified mail to said defendant on the 1st day of 
December, 2003, addressed as follows: 
MARY JOE WALLACE 
9741 Easy Street 
Coeur d'Alene ID 81814 
DATED this J<f 0 day of December, 2003. 
~~J_Q 
'ft; 
SUBSCRIBED-and SWORN to before me this jJ:_ day of December, 2003. 
-(SEAL) 
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\ 
BRENT G. SCHLOTHAUER 
VASSEUR & SCHLOTTHAUER, PLLC 
409 Coeur d' Alene Avenue 
P.O. Box 1560 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1560 
Telephone: (208) 664-4457 
Facsimile: (208) 765-4702 
Idaho State Bar No. 6104 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
· IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF 'l'HE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., a ) · 






MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, ) 
JOHNandJANEDOES 1 through 100,andall ) 
other persons claiming any interest in the real ) 




ORDER ALLOWING SERVICE BY 
PUBLICATION 
Upon reading and filing theAffidavit of STEPHEN J. COONEY, the General Manager of 
the above-named plaintiff, and it satisfactorily appearing that defendant MARY JO WALLA CE is 
·a necessary, proper and indispensable party to this action, and it further appearing that it will be 
impossible for the Sheriff or any person to make service against said defendant in the State ofldaho, 
for the reason that said defendant's whereabouts are Wlknown, 
ORDER ALLOWING SERVICE BY PUBLICATION -1 
GSA00041 
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! ~.\ 
l ; 
-·, : ) 
NOW. UPON MOTION OF BRENT 0. SCHLOTTHAUER. Attorney for the Plaintiffs, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to Idaho Code § 5-509, that service of the Summons 
be served upon defendant MARY JO WALLA CE by publication thereof in a newspaper most likely 
· to give notice to said defendant, once a week for four (4) consecutive weeks. 
DATED this '2.G,~y of December, 2003. 
THE HONORABLE JOHN LUSTER 
District Court Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on +~C) day of 
December, 2003, to the following: .,~ 
BRENT G. SCHLOTTHAUER 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
PO Box 1560 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Fax: (208) 765-4702 
ORDER ALLOWING SERVICE BY PUBLICATION· 2 
GSA 00042 
/ 
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11ft., LandAr ,~~ica· 
.. Lawye1 s Title 
Escrow No. 05-8501 SRS 
CORPORATE WARRANTY DEED . 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
a corporation organized and exlsUng under the laws of the State of Idaho, with Its principal office at 
1821 South Avenue West 
of County of MINoula · , State of Montana, 
GRANTOR{s), does(do) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: 
Shennan Storage, LLC an Idaho Limited Uablllty Company 
GRANTEES{s), whose current address is: 5'-1'1 ~ bri~ Lu.t. 1~r, $6Y\ , J:D idi 53 
the following describad real property In Kootenai County, State of Idaho, more particularly described as 
follows, to wit 
See Exhibit "A" attached hereto and made apart hereof for legal description 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said Grantee(s), and Grantee(s) 
heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor(s) does(do) hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee(s), that 
Grantor(s) ls/are the owner(&) in fee simple of said premises: that said premises are free from all encumbrances, 
EXCEPT those to which this conveyance is expressly made subject and those made, suffered or done by the 
Grantee(s); and subject to reservations, restrictions, dedications, easements,.rlghts of way.and agreements,(lf 
any) of record, and general taxes and assessments, (Including irrigation and utlllty assessments, If any) for the 
current year, which are not yet due and payable, and that Grantor(s) will warrant and defend the same from all 
lawful claims whatsoever. 
The officers who sign this deed hereby certify that this deed and the transfer represented thereby was duly 
authorized under a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors of the Grantor at a lawful meeting duly held 
and attended by a quorum. 
In witness whereof, the Granter has caused Its corporate name to be hereunto affixed by Its duly authorized 
.......... , .... dayof April ,., ... ,,..,.,~ 
/' 
STATE OF Idaho 





Its: Vi President 
By:~7"2 
Its: CEO 
On this _:r::. day of April , in the year of 2006, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public 
in and for said State, personally appeared 
Tim France, Denny Anderson and Lee Snider 
who acknowledged to me to be the President, Vice President and Secretary of 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
a corporation, and who further acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their 
authorized capaclty(ies) as President, \lice president and Secretary of said corporation, and that 
by his/het Ir slgnature(s) on the foregoing instrument, the corporation executed the instrument and 
ack ame for the purposes therein contained. 
0~ 
reunto set my hand and official seal. 
.A&:::>-
· Residing at: Coeur D'Alene, ID 
Commission Expires: _0 __ 1""'/3 __ 1 __ /2 __ 0~09 ____ _ 
Corporate Notaiy Acknowledgment 
GSA00012 
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STATE OF Idaho ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF Kootenai ) 
-.-..... ti\ . 
On this .:1_ day of nlt , in the year of~. before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public · 
In and for said State, person Hy appeared 
Stephen Cooney 
who acknowledged to me to be the CEO of 
Sherman Self Storage 
a corporation, and who -further acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their 
authorized capacity(ies) as CEO of said corporation, and that by his/her/their. 
slgnature(s) on the foregoing instrument, the corporation executed the instrument and acknowledged 
the same for the purposes therein contained. 
In witness whereof, I hereunto set my hand and official s al. · 
Notary blic and for said State 
Residii'I at: Coeur D'Alene, ID 
Commission Expires: _Oa...1_/3;;..;1.;.;:/2_0_09 ______ _ 
GSA00013 
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PARCEL I; 
EXHIBIT fl A" 
LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
Ordet No. 05-8501 
Version 2 
AMEND 
LOTS 1 TIIROTOH 12, BLOCK 21, AMENDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDmON TO COEUR 
D'ALENE, ACCORDJNG TO 11IE PLAT RECORDED 1N BOOK 11B" OF PLATS AT PAGE HO, 
RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH 11IE VACATED ALLEY LYING WITHIN BLOCK 21; ALSO TOGE'mER WITH 
. THOSE PORTIONS OF VACATED LAKESIDE AVENUE AND VACATED 24ffl STREET, THAT 
A.'ITACHES BY OPERATION OF LAW. 
PA,RCEL2; 
LOTS 7 AND s. BLOCK 24, AMENDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDfflON TO COEUR D'ALENE, 
ACCORDING TO nm PLAT RECORDED IN BOOK 11B11 OF PLATS AT PAGE 140, RECORDS 
OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH THE VACATED STREET THAT AITACHES BY OPERATION OF LAW. 
PARCEL3; 
LOTS 9, 10, 11 AND 12. LESS 'IHAT PORTION DEEDED TO THE STATE OF IDAHO IN 
BOOK 170, PAGE 430, RECORDED NOVEMBER 4, 1957, ALL IN BLOCK 24, AMENDED 
PLAT OF GLENMORE Al>DfflON TO COEUR D'ALENE. ACCORDING TO nm PLAT RECORDED 
IN BOOK "B" OF PLATS AT PAGE 140, RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, 
IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH mAT PORTION OF VACATED LAKESIDE A VENUE AND 24TH STREET, 
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..• _: •• - .•.• :'o., .•.. · •. 
! 
AR.THUR. M. BISTLINE 
Layman. Layman & Robinson, Pl.LP 
110 Will.:• AVDDUe 
Cowrd'AlODO, Idaho 83814 
l'elepboat: (208) 665-7270 
Pacaiml1e: (208)66S-72!l0 
Idaho State Bar Number. ,216 
AtlOmoY tor :Plaintiff 
2DB-S&S-7280 p.1 
IN TBE DIST.RICI" COURT OF TBB l'IRST J"Ol)ICIAL J>ISTRlCT O'J! TUE 
STATE OF lOABO, IN AND POR 111B COUNTY OF KOOTMAI 
SHERMAN SE1.f' STO~GE. INC.. a ) 








MAllY 10 WALLACE. en unmenied ) 
parson. JOHN tnd JANE OO1:S 1 tbcougb ) 
too. and alt other pc,nons clainuns PY ) 
intcnst in tbr: ~1 propeny whiob i& the ) 
Sllbjoct oftbia action, ) 
) 
) ______________ ) 
o:l 
CASE NO.: CB.-04-7690 
IUBfll.i ··~GkilRoH 1,='te:?81 
HI Dat.e IS/le/2111 Ti•• 12:18181 
REc-REG 0, LAYflAN &.AYMN AND ROBINS 
RECORDING l'f.1 8. N 
--~}111111.11 z.. 
THIS CAUSE. ba.ving ooine to be beard 011 Wedneadal),, April 26, 2006 at 3:30 p.m., a11d 
die Court, bavini board argumealt of counsel aad bviDI otherwise ftilly advbrxl in the pn:nusc.s, 
11 I& thmwpo.a 
OIU>BR.ED AND ADJUDGE!) as follows: 
Baaed Oil the settlcmcni of'tbo paruc.,s which was cxazninad i:a opc.o CC>\Jf\ and PlaJDdirs 
RJ)l1*nC&don that tho monetuy consideration reoircd iJJ tbo se:cdemeat asn,emeut will bo pa.id to 
l1C1IYH APr-21-Gt D1 ;41PII frllll-ZDB 111 rz1a To-JUDIE LU.TEI hp 01 
011-~ ZD/lG'd 1!£-l IIIIBttlH 
-·········--· ..... _, _ _ ·--- ------· .. ---·-.. ,---· --· 
GSA 00027 




Mmy Jo W&llaca without dcslay after tho euay of this Or4er, title w the CNtcrl:y 112 of vaoatod 
24th Strcct lying south of tho aonh bouadaiy of vaauo¢ L&la::sidu Aveuuc. in Olemnott: 
Addition, within tM City of Coeur d'Alono, Idaho, recorded iD Book B of,-PIIICIS, page: 140, /t' 
rcoords of l:ootenet County. Idaho, be quieted in Plaintiff. and 
Eaob pony &hall bear thoir owu :recs aad costs in~urred fD this JrJattcr, 




I heniby Hrtifythat on tbo ~ day of • , 2006, I caused to be mved a tnJ.eand correct 
copy oftbc torogoing doannentby the lDdhod fn 
0£1•d ZD/JO'd 8££•i 811tett8DI 
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/ 
~~ LandAa,,erica· 
.. Lawyers Title 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. a Montana Corporation 
do(es) hereby convey, release and forever quitclaim unto: 
Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
whose current address is: 547 East Driftwood Lane, Harrison, ID 83833 
the following described premises, to-wit: 
THE EASTERLY 1/2 OF VACATED 24™ STREET LYING SOUTH OF THE NORTH 
BOUNDARY OF VACATED LAKESIDE AVENUE, IN GLENMORE ADDITION, WITHIN THE 
CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO, RECORDED IN BOOK B OF PLATS, PAGE 140, 
RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
Date: June 7, 2006 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
fr-: 
Notary Acknowledgment 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI I 
on thls<f;,,y of..,Ju,..ne.._ __ ~ in the year of Mil§, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public In and fOr said State, personally 
appeared· 
Slephen Cooney 
who acknawledged to me to be the CEO of 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
a corporation, and who further acknowledged to me that he/shellhey executed Iha ssme In hll/her/the~ authorized capaelty(ies) as ___g§Q___ 
_____ of said c:orparation, and lhat by his/her/their slgnature{s) on the foregoing lnst,umi,nt, the c:orporation executed thi, 
insl!Ument and acknowledged the same for the purposes therein contained. 








On this 1'l,say of _3'......,._..,1 IO<><R.__-~ in the year of Zl!!m, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Publle In and for said State, personally 
appeared 
Tim France 
who aeknowtedged to me to be the P@sid&nl of 
Sherman Sell Storage, Inc. 
GSA00015 
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1 
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
3 DAVENJ>ORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
4 608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
5 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 





Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
10 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 





13 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 




16 COMES NOW the parties to this stipulation and hereby stipulate and agree as follows: 
17 1. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho limited liability company, 
18 filed suit against Global Signal Acqµisitions II, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
19 (hereinafter "Global Signal") defendant. 
20 
21 
2. The nature of the complaint filed by Sherman Storage, LLC v. Global Signal was 
to eject Global Signal from property allegedly owned by Plaintiff. The property in question is 
22 the eastern half of vacated 24th Street, located· in the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, 
23 Idaho as it abuts Lots 3 & 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition. 
24 
25 
STIPULATION- PAGE 1 
COOD2285.DOC 
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I 3. On July 30, 2009, Global Signal filed its Answer, Affirmative Defenses, 
2 Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint. 
3 4. One of the defenses asserted by Global Signal is that Global Signal also brought a 
4 third party complaint against the true owner of the property, the Wallace Family Trust and Mary 










5. The Wallace Family Trust, via Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee, hereby stipulates to 
assign its cause of action to quiet title to the vacated 24th Street to _Global Signal for purposes of 
this lawsuit. 
6. The Wallace Family Trust also understand that Global Signal will list it as an 
involuntary counter claimant against Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
on the sole issue of quieting title to the above disputed property as The Wallace Family Trust is 
not in a position to prosecute that claim. 
6. The Wallace Family Trust also agrees and consents to Global Signal prosecuting 
15 the counter-claim to quiet title to the disputed property in the Wallace Family Trust. 














DATED this '2V day of December, 2009 
JOijt P. RAZ L, 
Attorney for Global Signal Acquisitions, II 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 · Telephone: {208J 667-40-00 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
STATE OF IOAHO ' 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAlf SS 
FILED: 
20!0 JAN -I+ PH 3: 29 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
1s Delaware limited liability company, 
19 Defendant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
21 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 vs. 
23 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 






Third P Defendant. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
Judge: Honorable Lansing L. Haynes 
Date: February 2, 1010 
Time: 3:30 p.m. <t) tJ 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002663.DOC 
OR\G\NAL 





COMES NOW the Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, by 
and through its attorney of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm of Witherspoon, 
Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. and pursuant to Rule 56, of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
respectfully moves this Court for an order granting Defendant summary judgment as against 























Defendant. Further, Defendant respectfully moves this Court for an order quieting title to the 
east half of vacated 24th Street, in The Wallace Family Trust. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file herein, the Memorandum in Support of 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, and the Affidavit of Jason S. Wing. Notice is 
given that Defendant intends to introduce oral argument at the hearing upon this Motion. 
DATED this j_ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
JasonS Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY ruDGMENT AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002663.DOC 
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NOTICE OF HEARING 
2 YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing on Defendant's MOTION FOR 
3 SUMMARY JUDGMENT will be held at the Kootenai County Court House, Coeur d'Alene, 
4 Idaho, on the 2nd day of February, 2010, at the hour of 3:30 p.m. before Judge Lansing L. 
5 
Haynes at the Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, 

























DATED this j_ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
JasonS Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the 1--/ day of January, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND NOTICE OF HEARING to be 
forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following 
person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside Avenue 







Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 3 
K:\wdocslcdamain\16239\0003\C0002663.DOC 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
6 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: · (208) 667:4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
STATE OF tOAHO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTEHAtf SS 
FILED: · . 
WIO JAN .. 4 PM 3: 29 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
18 Delaware limited liability company, 
19 Defendant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
21 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 vs. 
23 
THEW ALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 






Third Party Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
:MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDG:MENT - 1 
K:\wdocslcdamain\16239\0003\C0002S98.DOC 
OR\G\NA 









Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC is entitled to Summary Judgment against 
Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC, because Plaintiff is unable to prove an unbroken chain of title 
to the real property from which it seeks to eject Defendant. 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Global Signal is entitled to Summary Judgment as against 
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant Sherman Storage, LLC, because Third Party Plaintiff, The Wallace 
Family Trust, was not a party to the action purportedly quieting title in Plaintiff/Counter-
Defendant Sherman Storage, LLC's predecessor in interest. 1 There are no material issues of fact 
which would require a trial, and this matter is appropriate for adjudication by summary 
10 judgment. 
II 


















On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho limited liability company 
(hereinafter "Sherman Storage"), filed suit against Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter "Global Signal"). The nature of the complaint 
filed by Sherman Storage was to eject Global Signal from property allegedly owned by 
Sherman Storage. The property in question is the east half of vacated 24th Street, located in the 
City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, Idaho as it abuts Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene. Said Lots are owned by The Wallace Family Trust. 
Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest was Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana 
corporation (hereinafter "Self Storage"). Self Storage allegedly acquired title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street through a quiet title action involving Mary Jo Wallace, individually. Mary 
Jo Wallace, however, did not hold title to the subject property at the time of said quiet title 
1 This Motion for Summary Judgment is partially made under the assumption that this Court will 
grant Defendant's Rule 19(a)(l) Motion to Join The Wallace Family Trust, and Motion to Amen 
Complaint, filed contemporaneously with this Motion for Summary Judgment. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY ruDGMENT- 2 
K:lwdocslcdamain\16239\0003\C0002598,DOC 





action, or ever. At the time of the quiet title action, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street 
was vested in The Wallace Family Trust. The Wallace Family Trust was never made a party to 
the quiet title action which purportedly quieted title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in Self 
Storage. Therefore, the court's order quieting title in Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest . 













Because the property to which Global Signal possesses a lease hold interest has a 
clouded title, Global Signal has sought to join The Wallace Family Trust (hereinafter the 
"Wallace Trust"), as an involuntary party, it has obtained assignment of the Wallace Trust's 
right to quiet title, and is proceeding to quite title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in the 
Wallace Trust. 
Further, Defendant Global Signal hereby seeks an order of summary judgment 
dismissing Plaintiffs claim as against Defendant Global Signal. 
II. UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
18 A. Sherman Storage, LLC cannot prove an unbroken chain of title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street. 
19 
20 1. On April 10, 1987, The Wallace Family Trust was established. (Wing Affidavit, 








2. On February 19, 1988 the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the 
Wallace Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 1114099, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit B). 
3. On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th Street and the east 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 3 
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and west halves of said vacated street reverted to the respective adjacent property owners, by 
Ordinance No. 2245, recorded as Instrument No. 1164732, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
(Wing Affidavit, Exhibit C). 
4. At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 24th Street, the adjacent 

















Addition) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. The adjacent property owner to the east of 
vacated 24th Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition) was the Wallace Trust. 
(Wing Affidavit, Exhibit D, Rasor Depo, p. 16). 2 
5. On June 24, 1996, the Wallace Trust entered into a PCS Site Agreement with 
Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint Spectrum, for a ground lease respecting Lot 4, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, together with an easement for ingress thereto 
and egress therefrom, as evidenced by that Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, recorded as 
Instrument No. 1453059, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit E and 
Exhibit F). 
6. On January 22, 1997, a Record of Survey was recorded in Kootenai County as 
Instrument No. 1478042 for the purpose of monumenting Global Signal's lease site. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit G) 
7. On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred to Self 
23 Storage, by Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, 





2 All further references made herein to the Deposition Transcript of Scott Rasor, expert for 
Plaintiff Sherman Storage, shall be to said Transcript which is attached to the Affidavit of Jason 
S. Wing as Exhibit D. 
lvlEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 4 
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8. The Warranty Deed by and between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self 
Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 32). 
9. On October 24, 2003, Self Storage filed a quiet title action only against Mary Jo 











operation of law to Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, in the City 
of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of said Street by Ordinance No. 2245. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit I). 
10. In the quiet title action by Sherman Self Storage, Inc., against Mary Jo Wallace, 
individually, Mary Jo Wallace appeared prose. (See Court File in CR 03-7690)3 
11. In the quiet title action by Self Storage, against Mary Jo Wallace, individually, 
neither the Wallace Trust nor Global Signal or its predecessor in interest was ever served or 
made a party to said action. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit I). 
12. On April 7, 2006, Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Corporate 
17 Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as 





13. The Corporate Warranty Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman 
Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 30 - 32). 
14. On May 4, 2006, the District Court for the First Judicial District of the State of 
23 Idaho, County of Kootenai entered a final Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, quieting title to the 





3 Global Signal requests the Court take Judicial Notice of the court file in Kootenai County Case 
No. CR 03-7690 for purposes of this motion pursuant to I.R.E. 201. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY ruDGMENT - 5 
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records of Kootenai County, Idaho, as against Mary Jo Wallace individually. (Wing Affidavit, 
ExhibitK). 
15. At the time Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred Lots 1-12, Block 21, to 
Self Storage, and the time Self Storage institution the quiet title action against Mary Jo Wallace, 
6 ---and at the time of the -Bistriet Court's- Order, title to the east half of vacated-24th Street was 






















16. On June 7, 2006, pursuant to the Court's final Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, 
Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim Deed, the east half of vacated 24th 
Street, recorded as Instrument No.· 2037064000, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit L). 
17. The Quitclaim Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage did not 
transfer valid title to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 36- 37). 
18. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage filed its Complaint for ejection, against 
Global Signal, as to the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
19. There is a cloud on the title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, which is 
subject to Global Signal's possesses long-term lease hold interest, and to which both the 
Wallace Trust and Sherman Storage claim title to. 
20. The Wallace Family Trust has assigned to Global Signal its right to pursue a 
quiet title· action against Sherman Storage, as to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit M). 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. Summary Judgment Standard. 
"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery documents 
J\IBMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGJ\IBNT - 6 
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on file with the court, read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party, demonstrate no 
material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." 
Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 16 P.3d 263, 170 (2000)(citing I.R.C.P. 56(c)). When a party 
moves for summary judgment, the opposing party's case must not rest on mere speculation, 
because a mere scintilla of evidence is not enQugh to create a genuine issue of fact. McCoy v. 
Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 820 P.id 360 (1991). While the moving party bears the burden of 
proving the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, this burden may be met by establishing 
absence of evidence of an element that the nonmoving party will have to prove at trial. Dunnick 
v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311, 882 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct. App. 1994). An absence of said evidence 
may be proven through either the moving party's own evidence or by a review of all the 
nonmoving party's evidence and assertions that such evidence concerning a material element is 
lacking. Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712, 8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct. App. 
2000). 
B. Plaintiff Sherman Storage cannot eiect Defendant Global Signal from the east half 
of vacated 24th Street because Sherman Storage cannot establish an unbroken 
chain of title to said east half of vacated 24th Street, as a matter of law. 
In an action of ejectment, the plaintiff must prove "first, the right of possession in the 
plaintiff; second, possession in the plaintiff; and, third, ouster of the plaintiff by the defendants." 
Law v. Fowler, 45 Idaho 1, 3,261 P. 667 (1927) (citing, McMasters v. Torsen, 5 Idaho 536, 51 
P. 100 (1897)). In this case, Plaintiff Sherman Storage cannot establish the very first element: 
the right of possession in the plaintiff. 
As indicated above, Self Storage allegedly obtained title to the east half of vacated 24th 
Street by court order from the wrong party. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit K). In turn, Sherman 
Storage allegedly obtained title to the east half of vacated 24th Street by Quitclaim Deed, from 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 7 
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Self Storage. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit L ). The Court's Order was the product of an action by 
Self Storage, against Mary Jo Wallace, individually. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit I). Mary Jo 
Wallace, however, did not hold title to the east half of vacated 24th Street. Rather, title to the 
east half of vacated 24th Street was and is held in the Wallace Trust. (Rasor Depo, p. 16; Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibits B and C). That is, the east half of vacated 24th Street attached to Lot 3 and 
Lot 4, by operation of law, when the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th Street by Ordinance 
No. 2245, on or about October 17, 1989. (Rasor Depo, p. 16). The Wallace Trust held and 
continues to hold title to Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
Sherman Storage's own expert, Scott Rasor, concedes that the Warranty Deed by and 
between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self Storage did not include the east half of vacated 
24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 32). Mr. Rasor concedes that the Corporate Warranty Deed by and 
between Self Storage and Sherman Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
(Rasor Depo, p. 32). Mr. Rasor concedes that the Quitclaim Deed by and between Self Storage 
and Sherman Storage did not transfer clear title to Sherman Storage. (Rasor Depo, p. 36). 
The Court's Order entered on or about May 4, 2006, did not and could not have 
transferred good title to Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest, Self Storage, because the 
Wallace Trust was never a party to said action and Mary Jo Wallace did not hold title to the real 
property purportedly transferred by the Court's Order. For these reasons, Sherman Storage 
cannot establish a right of possession in the east half of vacated 24th Street and Global Signal 
should thus be granted summary judgment, and Sherman Storage's prayer for ejection should be 
dismissed with prejudice. 
c. Sherman Storage, LLC had actual and constructive notice of Global Signal's 
leasehold at the time it obtained any title to the property in question and thus 
cannot eiect Global Signal from the lease site it has occupied since 1996. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 8 
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Based on the discussion above, Sherman Storage has no valid interest in the real 
property known as the east half of vacated 24th Street in the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai 
County, Idaho. Even assuming arguendo , that Sherman Storage somehow holds title to the 
east half of the vacated 24th Street, it took said property with actual and constructive notice of 
Global Signal's leasehold interest. As such, Sherman Storage is bound by the terms of the lease 
of the PCS Site Agreement and cannot eject Global Signal until the expiration of said 
agreement. The PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996 at paragraph 15 provides: 
1bis agreement applies to and binds the heirs, successors, executors, 
administrators and assigns of the parties to this agreement. 
On July 9, 1996, a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement was recorded as Instrument 
No. 1453059, in the records of Kootenai County. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit F). 
On January 22, 1997, a Record of Survey was recorded as Instrument No. 1478042, 
records of Kootenai County. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit G). The January 22, 1997, Record of 
Survey was made "for the purpose of monumenting a lease site" and has a meets and bounds 
description with a map showing the exact location of Global Signal's current cell tower site. 
(Wing Affidavit, Exhibit G). 
The PCS Site Agreement is a 25 year lease commencing June 24, 1996 and the last 5 
year extension will expire on June 24, 2021. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit F). The term of the PCS 
Site Agreement was recorded in Kootenai County in the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
It is axiomatic in the law of title to real property that first in time is first in right. Idaho's 
notice statute is found in I.C. § 55-811 and provides as follows: 
55-811 RECORD AS NOTICE. Every conveyance of real property 
acknowledged or proved, and certified, and recorded as prescribed by 
law, from the time it is filed with the recorder for record, is constructive 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 9 
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notice of the contents thereof to subsequent purchasers and 
mortgage( e )es. 
It is beyond dispute that the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement was recorded with 
the county recorder on July 9, 1996. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit F). A Record of Survey 
depicting the exact location for the express purpose of monumenting the lease site was also 
recorded on January 22, 1997, as Instrument No. 1476042. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit G). 
The current Plaintiff, Sherman Storage, was on at least constructive notice of Global 
Signal's leasehold interest which is valid until June 24, 2021. The Idaho Supreme Court has 
recently held that purchasers were not bonafide purchasers when they had constructive 
knowledge of the record of survey that was properly recorded to a previous property interest. 
Adams v. Anderson, i42 Id 208, 127 P. 3d 111 (2005). Indeed, a record of survey constitutes a 
properly recorded conveyance. Id If it obtains any title at all, Sherman Storage took title to the 
eastern half of vacated 24th Street subject to Global Signal's twenty-five year lease. Sherman 
Storage, therefore, cannot eject Global Signal from the leasehold. 
18 D. 
19 
Title to the east half of vacated 24th Street should be quieted in the Wallace Family 
Trust because the Trust was neither a party to the sale transaction allegedly 
transferring title to said vacated 24th Street, to Sherman Self Storage, Inc., nor was 
made a party to the action purportedly quieting title to said east half of vacated 




I.C. § 6-401 relates to actions to quiet title and provides in relevant part that "[a]n action 
23 may be brought by any person against another who claims an estate or interest in real or 
24 personal property adverse to him, for the purpose of determining such adverse claim ... " I.C. § 
25 
26 
6-401. "Although a quiet title action challenges the title of an adversary, the plaintiff 
necessarily asserts his own estate in bringing a quiet title action." Aldape v. Akins, 105 Idaho 
27 
28 254, 260, 668 P.2d 130 (1983) (citing, Dickerson v. Brewster, 88 Idaho 330, 399 P.2d 407 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGlvIBNT- 10 
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(1965)). "Thus, a party seeking to quiet title against another must succeed on the strength of his 
own title, and may not rely merely upon the weakness of his adversary." Id. In this case, not 
only can Sherman Storage not establish an unbroken chain of title, in itself the Wallace Trust 
can clearly establish an unbroken chain of title and thus rely upon the strength of said unbroken 























The Wallace Trust was established on April 10, 1987. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit A). 
Thereafter, on February 19, 1988, the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the 
Wallace Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit B). On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 
24th Street. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit C). Relevant to the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 
24th Street, I.C. § 50-311 provides that "whenever any street, avenue, alley or lane shall be 
vacated, the same shall revert to the owner of the adjacent real estate, one-half (1/2) on each 
side thereof ... " I.e. § 50-311. 
At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 24th Street, the adjacent property 
owner to the west of vacated 24th Street (Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. (See, Wing Affidavit, Exhibit H). The 
adjacent property owner to the east of vacated 24th Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene) was the Wallace Trust. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit B). Therefore, by 
City Ordinance No. 2245, in conjunction with I.C. § 50-311, the east half of vacated 24th Street 
reverted to the adjacent owner of Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene: the Wallace Trust. (Rasor Depo, p. 16; Wing Affidavit, Exhibit C). Similarly, the west 
half of vacated 24th Street reverted to the adjacent owner of Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene: Mary Jo Wallace, individually. Id. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 11 
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On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred to Self Storage, by 
Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Wing Affidavit, 
Exhibit H) .. Thereafter, on October 24, 2003, Self Storage filed a quiet title action against Mary 
Jo Wallace, individually, respecting the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit 




2006, Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Corporate Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, 
Block 21 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit J). Acting pro se, a 




















east half of vacated 24th Street was quieted in Self Storage only as against Mary Jo Wallace, an 
individual. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit K). Thereafter, on June 7, 2006, Self Storage transferred to 
Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim Deed, the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Affidavit, 
ExhibitL). 
The Court's Order quieting title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in Self Storage, and 
the subsequent Quitclaim Deed, have created a cloud on the Wallace Trust's title to the east half 
of vacated 24th Street. Broadly stated, "a cloud on title is an outstanding instrument, record, 
claim, or encumbrance which is actually invalid or inoperative, but which may nevertheless 
impair the title to property." Beal v. Mars Larsen Ranch Corp., 99 Idaho 662, 667, 586 P.2d 
1378 (1978). A court will not generally "allow an otherwise clear title to be clouded by a claim 
unenforceable at law or in equity." 
The Wallace Trust has assigned to Global Signal, its right to pursue a quiet title action 
against Sherman Storage, as to the east ~alf of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit M). 
For this reason, Global Signal should be granted summary judgment against Sherman Storage 
whereby title to the east half of vacated 24th Street is quieted in The Wallace Family Trust, as a 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 12 
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Because Plaintiff Sherman Storage cannot prove an unbroken chain of title to the east 
5 half of vacated 24th Street, Defendant Global Signal is entitled to Summary Judgment, as a 
6 matter of law. Because the Wallace Family Trust in fact has an unbroken chain of title to the 








DATED this j_ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jo~¥ 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
15 ·CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
16 I, the undersigned, certify that on the Ji day ·of January, 2010, I caused a true and 
17 correct copy of MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
18 SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 






11 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
18 
19 Defendant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
24 THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 





Third Partv Defendant. 
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County of Kootenai ) 
Jason S. Wing, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am a member of the firm of WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 






and have personal knowledge of the files and records in this case and of the matters set forth 
herein. 
2. That attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of The Wallace 


















3. That attached hereto as Exhibit B, is a true and correct copy of the Warranty 
Deed by and between the Idaho Transportation Department and the Wallace Trust, transferring 
Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 
1114099, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
4. That attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of Ordinance No. 
2245, City of Coeur d'Alene, whereby the City vacated 24th Street, recorded as Instrument No. 
1164732, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
5. That attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of relevant portions 
of the deposition transcript of Scott Rasor, taken on December 8, 2009 at the office of 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. 
6. That attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the PCS Site 
Agreement by and between the Wallace Trust and Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- 2 
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Spectrum, for a ground lease respecting Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, 
together with an easement for ingress thereto and egress therefrom. 
7. That attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of a Memorandum of 
PCS Site Agreement, evidencing the PCS Site Agreement by and between the Wallace Trust and 
Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint Spectrum, recorded as Instrument No. 1453059, 






















8. That attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of the Record of 
Survey dated January 22, 1997, recorded as Instrument No. 1478072, records of Kootenai 
County, Idaho. 
9. That attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of the Warranty Deed 
by and between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self Storage, transferring Lots 1-12, Block 
21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 1753361, records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
10. That attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of 
Service in Case No. CR-03-7690, evidencing Self Storage's quiet title action as only against 
Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
11. That attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of the Corporate 
Warranty Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage, transferring Lots 1-12, 
Block 21 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 2032643000, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
12. That attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the final Order in 
Case No. CR-03-7690, recorded as Instrument No. 2029609000, records of Kootenai County, 
Idaho. 
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13. That attached hereto as Exhibit L is a true and correct copy of that certain 
Quitclaim Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage, purportedly transferring title 
to the east half of vacated 24th Street, recorded as Instrument No. 2037064000, records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
14. That attached hereto as Exhibit M is a true and correct copy of the Stipulation 
and Assignment by and between The Wallace Family Trust and Global Signal Acquisitions II, 
LLC, whereby the Wallace Trust assigns to Global Signal its right to pursue a quiet title action 
against Sherman Storage. 
DATED this~ day of January, 2010. 
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FIRST AHRNDKD 
CERTIFICATE OF BEVOCADLR FAHil. Y TRUST 
Contemporaneously with the execution of thi3 
certificate, the undersigned GAl!I A. \lALLACE and HARY JO VALl.ACK 
have executed that certain restated document entitled "THE 
1 9BZ, which WALLACE FAMILY TRUST" dated .jl.pn..J._,_o_ __ 
provides in pertinent part as ft>llows: 
A. TllUSTEES 
1. Ducips the Trustocs• Li(Pct1mes. 
During the J-;>int lJ.fet:!.me:i of the Tru:itors, the 
. -- ... 
1'rust·ees shall be: GARY A. VALi.ACE and HlBY JO WALLACK. If one 
is unable or unwilling to serve then the other may serve ·as sole 
Trustee. If neither is willing or able to serve, then GUY 
VA.LLACB .and LOBRAIHE VALL.LC£ shall serve as Successor 
Co-Trustees, or if one is unable or unwilling to serve, then the 
other may serve as sole Trustee. Ir neither is willing or able 
to serve, then FIRST IHTBBSTlTK BARI: OF NEVADA, H.A., shall 
serve as sole Trustee. 
2. After Death or Fl~at Iru~~oc, 
After the death of' the f'irst Trustor, the· Trustees 
shall be aa follows: 
/ 
(a) Surv !voe,' s Trust, Tbe aurvivlng spouse shall 
serve as sole Trustee. If he or she is unable to 
serve, then the successor Co-Trustees shall be GU? 
VALLACB and LOBRAIHE VAi.LACE. If one is unable or 
unwilling to serve, then the other may serve as 
sole Trustee. If neither is able or willing to 
serve, then FIRST IHTKBSTATB llANK OF NEVADA, ff.A., 
shall serve as sole Trustee. 
PI\TRICIA t,. DROWH, LTD. 
m ::Ju .. , 
Page 1 ~ 
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{b) Decedent's Trust. · The successor Co-Trustees shall 
be GUI WALLACK and LOBRIINB VALLACK. If one ls 
unable or unwilling t.o aea•ve, then the ot.hor may 
serve as sole Trustee. If neither 1s able or 
W 111 ing to serve, t.hen FIRST INTERSTATE DAHi: OF 
NEVADA, N.A., shall serve as sole Trustee. 
( c ) · C h i ·1 d re n ' e Ir u s t-~ GU I II ALL .& CK a n d L O I RA IN E 
VALLlCK. If one is unable.or unwilling to serve, 
then the other may serve as sole Trustee. If 
neither is ·able c,r willing to serve, then FIRST 
INTBBSTATB BAIi OP NEVADA, If.&., shall serve as 
sole Truste.e_. 
(d) Marital Income Trust. GUI VALL&CB and LORRAIHE 
VlLL&CK. If one is unable or unwilling to serve, 
then the other may serv·e as sole Tr us tee. If 
neither is able or willing to serve, then FI:RST 
IBTBBS'l'ATB BARZ: CIF BB'l'ADA, I.A., shall serve as 
sole Trust.ee. 
B. FOWER TO AMEND OB REVOKE .. 
The Truatora may at any t.ime during their joint l.1ves 
amend any or the terms or the Trust Agreement by an 
instruiaent in writing signed )Y tlie Truatora and 
delivered to the Trustees. 
On tbe deatb or one Truator, the Surviving &pouse shall 
. have the power to amend, revoke, or terminate the 
Survivor• a Trust, but the Decedent' a Trust, the 
Children's Truat, and the Marital Income Trust may not 
be amended, revoked, or terminated. On the death of 
PATRICIA L. BROWN, LTD. Page 2 
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- I • 
the Surviving Spouse, no Trust under Lhe Trust 
Agreement may be amended, revoked, or terminated. 
C. POWERS OF IU& TRUSTEES, 
1. To hold and retain, without 1 iabil ity for such 
retention and without regard to diversificat.1.on, 
any and all property ( including stock or Lhe 
Trustee) whether or not of the character 
permitted by law for the investment or trust runda 
(including, but not by way or limitation, asset.a 
which yield a high income or no current income, 
leverage ty~pe aecuri ti es, secur 1 ty opt.ions, put. s 
and calls, participation in limited partnerships, 
tax shelter, etc.), and to operate any property or 
business received in trust for so long as it may 
deem adv isa bl e. 
2. To have all the rights, power and privileges of an 
owner with reapect to securities held in Trust, 
including, but not limited to, the ·powers to vote, 
and to_give proxies t.o vote, any securities 
(including stock of the Trustee) having voting 
rights, to pay any assessment levied upon stock 
and to exercise any right or option ol." 
subscription, conversion or ot1ierw ise which may at 
any time attach, belong or be given to the ~alders 
of any stocks, bonds, securities, or other 
instruments in the natu~e thereof forming part of 
the Trust estate. 
3. To Join in any plan of lease, mortgage, 
co n sol 1 d a ti on , com b 1 n a t 1 on , r e o r g a n 1 z a· t 1 on , 
dissolution, foreclosure, change of capitalization 
PATRICIA L. DROWII, LTD. 
h,....YvJ 
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or ot.her change or structure· of any corporat.ion, 
trust or organization, or t.he property or assetn 
thereof; to deposit bonds, stocks or other 
securities held by it with any protective or 
similar committee, and to take and hold any 
securities issued in connection therewith and to 
pay any assessments thereunder. 
11. To enforce any mortgage or deed oft.rust or pledge 
held hereunder and to purchase at any sale 
thereunder any property subject thereto. 
5. To purchase 
de term 1 n e d by 
at its fair market value as 
the Trustee in the Trustees• 
. discretion securities or other property from and 
to make loans and advancements to the Executor or 
other representative of' the estate of either 
Trust.or. 
6. To manage, control, sell at public or private sale 
for cash or on credit, eith.er with or without 
notice, to convey, exchange, partition, divide, 
subdivide, mortgage, pledge, improve and repair; 
to grant options i to lease for terms w 1 thin or 
extending beyond the duration of any Trust, for 
any purposes, J.noluding exploration for and 
removal of gas or oil, and r:"o · enter into any 
covenants or agreements relati~g to the property 
so leased or any improvements which may then or 
thereafter be erected thereon. 
7. To compromise, submit to arbitration, release with 
or llithout coneideration or otherwise adjust 
claims in favor of or against any Trust. i to 
rATRICIA L. DROWN, I.TD. Page '' 
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institute, comprc,mlse, and defend actions and 
proceedings. 
8. To carry such insurance or such kinds and in :Juch 
a1J1ouot.s as lt may deem advisable as an expen3c of 
the Trust, to pay premiums and other assessments 
of any insurance contract which may at any time be 
held hereunder; 
9. To invest and reinvest any property held 
hereunder, includ.lng accumui'at.ed income, in such 
amounts and in auch property, real or personal, 
including b~t not by way of limitation, any common 
trust fund maintained by any bank l ioensed to do 
business in any ata te of the United States, as the 
Trustee shall deem fit and proper, without being 
restricted by any statutor~ limitations on 
investments by Trustees now in effect or 
subsequently impo,sed. 
10. To borrow money from any person, firm or 
corporation, including the Trustee hereunder, for 
any Trust purpose, upon such terms and conditions 
as the Trustees 111ay deem proper, and to obli.gate 
the Trust for repayment.; to encumber any or the 
Trust property by mortgage, deed or trust, p1edge 
/ 
or otherwise. 
11, To hold any property in his or her name as 
Trustee, or in his or her own name, or in the name 
of his or her nominee, or unregistered in such 
condition that title shall pass by delivery. 
PA.TRICIA L. DROWN, LTD. - Paae 5 
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12. Upon any division or partial or final distribution 
of any Trust hereunder, to partition or distribute 
lhe same in kind or in .money or partly in each, at 
values to be determined by t.he Trustees, unlcs:J 
otherwise heroin specifically directed, and in any 
case in which division or partition of property 
into shares or parts ls required, to allot 
specific securities or other property, real or 
personal, or_ an undivided interest therein, to any 
such share or pa:rt, and to sell such property as 
it shall deem ad,•isable to make such distribution 
or div isl on. 
13. To employ counsel and corporate or other agents 
and to pay them~ reasonable compensation; to act 
on advice of co\lnsel and incur no liability for 
any action taken or refrained from pursuant to 
such adv ice. 
Pl~ To retain or acquire proper t.y with out regard to 
diversification and without risk of loss for not 
diversifying. 
15. To exercise or not exercise or otherwise deal w 1th 
any and all options or any kind, 
/ 
16. To consolidate, :ror purposes of administration and 
1 nvestm e nt, the property or the several True ts 
hereby created and to allocate undivided interest 
in such consolidated fund to the several Trusts, 
provided, however, that such con·aolidation shall 
not deat:roy the separate identity or such Trusts. 
PATRICIA L, DROWN, LTD. Page 6 
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17. To do all such acts, ·consolidate all such 
proceedings and exercise all such rights and 
privileges, although neither specifically 
hereinabove mentioned nor conferred upon it by 
law, with relation to such property as the 
absolute owner thereof and in connection therewith 
to enter into any covenanta or agreements binding 
the Trust estate. 
18. To act hereunder through an agent or 
attorney-in-fact, by and under power or attorney 
duly executed by the Trustee, in carrying out any 
·of the powers and duties herein authorized. 
19. To engage in bus.l ne ss With the property of the 
Truat as sole proprietor_, or as a general or 
limited partner, with al 1 of the _powers 
customarlly exercised by an individual so engaged 
in business, and to hold an undivided interest in 
any property as tE1 nant-in-common. 
20. To releaile or to restrict the scope of any power 
that the Trustee may hold in oonneation w 1th the 
Trust Agreement., whether suoh po1fer is expressly 
granted in t.he instrument or i.mplied _by law. The 
Trustee shall exercise this power in a written 
instruafent executed by the Trustee, spl°oifying the 
power or powers to be rel eased or restricted and 
the nature of the restriction. 
21. To incorporate a part or all or a business with 
the property of the Trust, with whatever capital 
structure the Trustees may deem ~ppropriate, ·alone 
or with others, in any jurisdiction, and conduct 
PAT n IC I A L • n Row H ' LTD • Page '/ 
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the business on such terms and conditions as may 
be a p pr o pr i a t e • 
22. After the death or one ( 1) of the Trustors, to 
sell on behalf or the Survivor's Trust and to 
purchase on behalf of the Decedent's Trust or the 
Children's Trust at its then fair market value, 
and property .whlch becomes an asset of the 
Survivor':, Trust. Said purchase can be under a 
11 privaten or 11 nonoommerclal" annuity arrangement, 
but upon the terms and c_onditions which a life 
insurance company selling annuities would enter 
·1nto, e;Xce~I?~ that the Survivor• s Truat would be 
transferr 1 ng pr o,1er ty rather th an ca sh as the 
purchase price o!' the private or noncommercial 
annuity. 
23. The Trustees may freely act under any of the 
powers herein granted to him or her in all matters 
concerning the Trust estate. ar~er !orming his or 
her. judgment baaed upon all the circumat.ances of 
any particular situation as to the wisest and best 
courae to pursue in the interest of the Trust and 
the be nef 1c1 aries hereunder, without the ne ce s si ty 
or obtaining the consent .or approval of an;y Court, 
and notw1jhstand1ng that he or she may be acting 
in his or her individual capacity, or as Trustee 
of other Trusts, or as an agent for other persons, 
or interested in connection with the same matters 
as an agent, shareholder, director or otherwise; 
provided, however, that he or she shall exercise 
such pollers at al.l times in a fiduciary capacity 
pr imarU y in the 1 nterest of the B enef 1 c1 ari es 
hereunder. 
PATRICIA L. DROWN, LTD. . Page 8 
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211. The powers herein granted to the Trustee may be 
exercised in whole or in part, from time to time, 
and shall be deemed to be supplementary to and· not 
exclusive of the general powers of Trustees 
pursuant to .law, and shall include all powers 
. necessary to carry the same into effect. 
25. The Trustee shall not be responsible or liable in 
any way for any action taken with respect to any 
investment of the Trust estate, or for any Loss or 
depreciation resulting from the purchase, 
retention, sale, exchange, lease, or alterati.on of 
~ny inve~tment, or rr·om any want of 
.diversific:iation or investments of the Trust 
estate, and shall have no duty to advise anyone 
with. respect to the desirability of any such 
action. Further, the Trustee :ihall not be liable 
for any mistake or error of judgment in the 
admiriistration of the Trust property resulting in 
a loss to the Trust by reason of investments or 
otherwise, aav e c,nly for willful· 111 isconduc t or 
fraud. 
?6. In addition to t.he Trustee rights and powers 
herein enumerated, and not by way of limitati.on, 
the Trustee has the exclusive right and power to 
invest all or any part· of the 'trust estate in 
gaming stock, although it would not otherwise be 
authorized or prudent to dG so. 
27. The Trustee(s) are authorized to buy, sell, and 
trade in securities of whatsoever nature, 
including short se1les, on margin or otherwise, and 
tor such purposE1s may maintain and operate a 
PATRICI'A L. DROW H, LTD. Page 9 
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·- • margin account with any broker and may pledge any 
securities held 01• purchased by them with such 
broker as security for loans and/or advance:, made 
to t.he Trustee(s). In connect.ion with I.he 
foregoing, the Trustee(s) are authorized to hold 
.stock·s, "'nds or ot.her securities in the name of a 
nominee or· in other forM without disclosure of the 
Trust so that title tot.he property may pass by 
delivery. 
28. All or the powers now or hereafter conferred by 
law. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Trustors ·have hereunto set 
their hands this /attt day or Apu:il , 19sz. 
TRUSTORS: 
·41.:«~ 
~ARY A. ~LLACE . 
/ 
PATRICIA 1 •• BROWN, LTD, Page 1 o 
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__,.. 
- , StATE OF NEVADA ) 
COUNTY OF CLARK 
!zJ I...., ·17 i On this _,_,t_1..., ___ _ day of J1"~1-<..·· , 198·; before 
me the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said County and 
State, personally _appeared GARY A. WALLACE, known to me t.o be 
Lhe person described in and who executed the foregoing 
CERTIFICATE OF REVOCABLE FA KIL Y TRUST, and duly ao know led ged to 
me that. he executed the same freely and voluntarily and for the 
uses and purposes therein mentioned • 
•
.. ,,.. C.YNNETTE B. JENSEN 
Notary Public·Slale of Nenda 
CLARI( COUNTY 
Mr Appolotm,~I &pi,u Oct. 1, IHI 
STATE OF NEVADA 




On this /{) day of · ~ , 198.t; before. 
me the undersigned, a Notary Public, in and for said County and 
State, personally appeared MARY Jo· 51ALLACE, known to me to be 
the person described in and who executed the foregoing 
CERTIFICATE OF REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST, and duly acknowledged to 
me that she executed the same freely and voluntarily and for the 
uses·and purposes therein mentioned. 
-··-· (YNNE:TTE 8. JENSEN 
Notary Public•Slile of Nevada 
CLARK COUNTY 
Mr Appolnlm,nt up1, .. Oct. 7, 1988 
PATRICIA L. BROWN 
Attorney for Trustora 
t>TO~UBLIC 
/ 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 
· JOAN L SWIFT. RECORDER 
RECORDED AT REQUEST OF: 
PATRICIA L DROWN LTD 
04/16/87 16104 SSl 11 
BOOK: f:170416 INST: 00826 
PATRICIA L. DROW H, LTD. FEE: 15. 00 llPrT: • 00 
AM TRUST 
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1114099 
Project No. i-190-1(138)14 
P.a~cel Nos. 54-R i 57-a 
I<ey No. 2GOl 
WARRANTY PEED 
Coe,u- d'Alene East, Koot.e1'\ai Co1.1nty 
/ ·()'If• THIS lNDBNTURt, M~de this 7 -- day of 
.. - . - ... ·-··--- ____ _._,_r .. __._ __ 
/i!:t1-u.tl!!f H jf, 
between !:he STATE OF lOAHO, acti1ig by and thxough the IDAHO TRANSPOR'l'A 
TION BOARD for the DIVISION OF atGHWAYS, Grantorr and WAL~ACB FAMILY 
'I'RUST, 9741 Easy Stteet, Hayden Lake, Idaho, 83835, Grantee, 
W'I'l'NE5SE'l'H: 
'l'hat the Gt:anto:c, for and in consider;a-tion of the exchange of 
certain real proP.t!l'tJI' rights, does by tbeee presents heteby grant 
bargain, seU, and convey unto the Grantee, its successors and assigns 
f.c,rever, the :following desci::i.bed parcels of lalld sit~ated i.t'l the County 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
PARCEL NO. 5~-R 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat tecorded in the office 
of the County Recorder in Sook B of Plats at Page 123, -
records ,if I(ootenai County, Idaho excepting tbei:efrom that 
pocHon lyil'!,g within the dgk,t of way boundaries of Inter-
state Highway 90 as desc~ibed in that cettain Second Judgment 
anQ Dectee of Condemnation N¢. 17866 dated Septembet s, 1958, 
recorded J1.ine 16, 1960 :ln Book 26 at page 304 recor:ds of said 
Kootenai county. 
PAQ.Cl:.L NO. 57-R 
A pa~cel of land being Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, according to the Plat recorded i~ the off.ice 
of the County :Recc>,:der in .Book B of Plats at page 123 rei:::or.ds 
of Kootenai County~ Idaho eJCoepting thetefrom that pottlon 
lying within the right of way boundaries of Interst:.at~ 
Bi.ghway 90 as deaoribea in that certain Seconfl Jttdgment ano 
Peeree of condemnation No._17866 oatea Septembers, 1958, 
r:ecoi:ded .1un8 16, 196CI in Book 26 at page 304 reeo,:-ds of said 
ttootenai County. 
The Grantor excepts and reserves unto itself, its Gucceeeors or. 
a$11,igns, all e"isting, future ,,r potenti.al c:Om\\1on law or st:.atut:ory 
eaet.!lment.s o~ acc$'111S, ingress or. eg.r:ess to, f.cotn, or between the pi=op 
GSA 00166 
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, .-** •• w #AAI ,au, w111 ~lt~tlmMZ AIAW..16,nJ1lisMMtffllWl!tl1dbiiiJi~WJA&idW?5ii111llflllb.l.£Sj Jiil!iBI 
1.11.~099 
P~ojeet No. l-190-1(138)14. 
Patoel Nos. 54-R & 57-R 
Key No. 2601 
' . 
WARRAJ>11'1 .OllisD 
er ty hei:e:i,n conveyed and the dght of way of I-90 as shown on the plans . 
of Interstate 90, Project No. X-90-1(138)14. 
TOGETHER with all and singular the tenements, be,::editaments and 
appu~tenances thereunto belonging to and in anywise appertaining, the 
reversion and reversions, remaindet 1;1nd remainders, rents, _issues, i;llnd 
profit:s thereof; and estate, right., title .and interest in and to the 
said pcoper ty, aei well in law as in equity, of the G,:-an·to,;. 
'l'O. HAVE AND TO ttor.o all and singular, the above mentio-ned i;U.'\d 
descrlbeel premises, together -witl'l ·t.he appurtenances, unto the G.umtee, 
its su?eessors and assigns forever, and tbe said Gr.ant.or, and :tts suc-
cessors eind assigns, and the premises in the quiet and peaceable pos-
sessi<>n •?£ said Gr;anteer its successors and assigns, and all. and e·very 
person and persons whomsoever, lawfully claiming or to claim by, 
through or under the Gremtor, the same shall and will warrant and by 
these presents forever defend. 
Page 2 of~ 
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••• ,. -- :·. '"! -· ~ 
•' " 
WARRAN'!'¥ DEEP 
Proj~et No~ l-190-1(138)14 
Parc~l Nos~ 54-R & 57-R 
teer ~o .. 2601 
l'.N WITNESS WHS~EOh", T.he_ G}!i!~! .. ~a~ het~unto 
presents on the _/1_~ay of Jil"~·l-988 .. .. , ~ :} .. ' -~-:-
llECOMMBNDE.D ! . / / .. 
itibtof}if~ 
--~ -~ ~_........,.__,..._ 
gfa& Bigbway Admin!strator 
APPROVED AS '.rO FORM= 
STATE OP IDA80) 
. ) r.;s. 
Cotm ty of; Ada ) 
e,cecu ted th.Else 
V}#. ... ~~. 
On. this .., day of .11:tftttary;,, 1988, before me, thca und·ersig-ned,. a 
Notary Publ:l.c:i nd for said State, ,personally appeared. JOSN .M .. OHMAN,. 
l,I,On> f!. l3ARRON, and MARION DAV:rDSOH,\'~known to 11\e to be the Chairm,.,n .. 
Vice Chairman, and Member, ,:espeatively, of the Idi..ho TranOporta.tie>n 
Soard, who,;,e names are subscribed .. to·the f0re9oin9 instrunre.nt:~ a.nu 
acknowl.edged to me that they e:icec:uted the saffl.e as aucb Idaho 'l'i:-a-nspot-
tation Board. 
IN WITNESS WHERROF, I have hereunto set my hand and affi~ed my 
~~~t;i!l seal. the c;Jay a.nd year; in ~~i!,:·-~.ertificate fii:st ~bQVP. written. 
•:.'''' I~ ii I '~,,... · ' ' '' i 
• - ·'.:1 ... ·~# .. 7'· • .1,1,.+..,; ... , .;,, ' .. . , ........ ,,,. ~ 
• ·,. ':';i 
/,:~ 'liJMr'i.J\ , .. \ 
0 l : "t' ~ :; -~ . . ", : i 
... , IJ D\ '\ "'!,./~; 
•,,:;.. ' I o -t~ ... ~ 
. "ff' 0:; '·.'\>·' Page 3 of 3 
., ' .,, .. 
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ORDINANtE NO. 2245 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, VACATING A 
PORTION OF LAKESIDE AVENUE AND TWENTY-FOURTH STREET IN COEUR 
D'ALENE, KOOTENAI COUNTY,. IDAHO, GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS A 
PARCEL OF LAND BEING PART OF ~AKESIOE AVENUE AND TWENTY-FOURTH 
STREET AS SHOWN IN THE AMENDED PLAT, GLENMORE ADDITION TO 
COEUR D'ALENE DATED 1907 AND RECORDED lN BOOK B OF PLATS AT 
PAGE 140, RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHOJ REPEALING ALL 
ORDINANCES AND PARTS OF ORDINANCES IN CONFLICT HEREWITH; AND 
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE HEaEOF. 
BE IT ORDAINED, by the Mayor and City Council of the City 
of Coeur d'Alene: 
Se.:tion l 
That the following described property, to wit: 
A PARCEL OF LAND BEING PART OF LAKESIDE 
AVENUE AND TWENTY-FOURTH STREET AS SHOHN 
IN THE AMENDED PLAT, GLENMORE ADDITION TO 
COEUR D'ALENE DATED 1907 AND RECORDED IN 
BOOK B OF PLATS AT PAGE 140, RECORDS OF 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHOr MORE PARTICULARLY 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS, TO WIT: 
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNE~ OF 
BLOCK 24 OF SAID AMENDED PLAT, GLENMORE 
ADDITION TO COEUR D'ALENE, KOOTENAI 
COUNTY , IDAHO; 
THENCE EAST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 24 A DISTANCE OF 300.0 FEET TO THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID BLOCK 24; 
THENCE NORTH ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 24 TO A POINT IN THE SOUTHWESTERLY 
RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF EXISTING INTERSTATE 
90 HIGHWAl_ PROJEC'l' NO. I-90-1 ( 2) 11; 
THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID 
SOUTHWE5'1'ERI,Y RIGHT-OF-5'AY I,[NE, BEING 
3689.72 FOOT RADIUS CURVE RIGHT, TO A 
POINT IN THE WEST LINE OF BLOCK 22 OF 
SAID AMENDED PLAT, GLENMORE ADDITION TO 
COEUR 0 1 ALENE, KOOTEHAl COUNTY, lDAHO; 
flATE OF IOAKO } 
A IOUNTY OF KOOTENAI SS 
ORDINANCE NO. 2245: Page 1 
AT THE REQUEST OF 
Cl:rl OF. COE-UR-0-'A-LE_N_E_ 
At .3 in,inutes paat...f_o·croctd.M 
Shider O.ia -~-7 L) · Deputy 
, .. , -z_.t:! 
n,turn II ' 
GSA00016 




THENCE SOOTH ALONG THE SAID WEST LINE OF 
BLOCK 22 TO THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID 
BLOCK 221 
THENCE WEST 60.0 FEET ~O THE SOUTHEAST 
CORNER OF SAID BLOCK 211 
THENCE NORTH ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 21 A DISTANCE OF 230.0 FEET TO THE 
NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID BLOCK 211 
THENCE WEST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 21 A DISTANCE OF 300.0 FEET TO THE 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID BLOCK 211 
THENCE NORTH 60.0 FEET TO THE REAL PLACE 
OF BEGINNING 
be and the same is hereby vacated. 
section 2 
That said vacated property shall revert to the adjacent 
property owners. 
Section 3 
That the existing rights-of-way, easements, and franchise 
rights .of any lot owners, public utility, or the city of Coeur 
d'Alene shall not be impaired by this vacation, as provided by 
law, and· that the adjoining property owners shall in no manner 
pave or place any obstruction over any public utilities. / 
Section 4 
All ordinances and parts of ordinances in conflict with 
this ordinance are hereby repealed. 
Section J. 
Thls ordinance shall take effect and be in full force 
upon its passage, approval and publication in one (1) lssue of 
the Coeur d'Alene Press, a newspaper 9f general circulation 
published within the City of Coeur d'Alene and the official 
newspaper thereof. 
GSA00017 
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1.164732 
Pa·ssed under suspension of rules upon which a roll call vote· was 
duly taken and duly enacted an Ordinance of the City of Coeur d1 Alene 
at a regular session of the City Council, October 17, 1989. 
A.PP:ROVED by the 
A~TEST: 
~ •. ·: \ .. :· .. , •: : '· _:~·-. ., 
: --:· ·' l • ,:' -~· : -..... _.~. ·~.r .. .. ~ . . : . . . 
'!~ 1' •• ,., , •• : : ••• 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
. THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL AQUISITIONS II, 












) _______________ ) 
Case No. CV 09-3915 
DEPOSITION OF SCOTT M. RASOR, PLS 
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT 
AT COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 
DECEMBER 8, 2009, AT 1:10 P.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
PATRICIA L. PULLO, CSR 
Notary Public 
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1 Q. All right. 1 
Page 16 
loud or read i,t to yourself. 
2 A. Yes. 2 A. That said vacated property shall revert to the 
adjacent property owners. 3 Q. Now, if you look at Exhibit 1, which was used 3 
4 in the previous deposition and is at the top of your 4 Q. What does that mean to you as a professional 
land surveyor or a professional boundary surveyor? 5 pile. And would you recognize this to be not a scale 5 
6 map but a general depiction, probably an assessor's map, 6 A. That means by operation of law, when a street 
is vacated, the rights of the vacated portion go to the 
adjoining property owners. 
7 of portions of Glenmore Addition, Block 21 and 22? 7 
8 A. This is an assessor's map. And, yes, it does 8 
9 show that area in question. 9 Q. So In this case, as of the date of this 
10 Q. Okay. 0 ordinance, which was October 26th, 1989, what reverted 
to the owner of Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 11 A. At a certain date. Of course, this is -- this 1 
12 Is an older one. 2 A. That's what you would see on this Exhibit 1, 
the assessor's map showing those carets attaching half 
of vacated 24th Street going to Block 22 and half of it 
going to 21. 
13 Q. Sometime between 1907 and present day the 3 
14 federal government put Interstate 90 in and took out 
15 part of Block 22 of Glenmore Addition, correct? 
16 A. Right. Yes. 6 Q. So the eastern half of vacated 24th Street 
reverted to Lot 4 of Block 22, correct? 17 Q. And a portion of Lot 4 remains of Block 22, 7 
18 correct? 8 A. Correct. 
19 A. Also part of Lot 3. 9 Q. And the western half of vacated 24th Street 
reverted to Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition? 20 Q. Right. 0 
21 A. Yes. 1 A. That's correct. 
22 Q. All right. Have you looked at the chain of 2 Q. All right. Given the reversionary interest 
23 title of the property ownership of the property in 
24 question, specifically vacated 24th Street and Lot 4 of 
25 Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
Page 15 
1 A. Enough of the chain to know what you're 
2 speaking of, yes. 
3 Q. All right. In front of you is Exhibit 2 in 
4 which the Wallace Family Trust acquired Lot 4 and Lot 3 
5 of Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
6 A. Correct. Yes. 
7 Q. Is it also your understanding that at some 
8 point the Wallace Family Trust also owned most of Block 
9 21, Glenmore Addition? 
10 A. That's my understanding, yes. 
11 Q. So Block 21, 22 in the vacated portions of 
12 24th Street was commonly owned at one point is your 
13 understanding? 
14 A. I think there was some Lakeside Avenue in 
15 that, too, and the alleys as well, yes. 
16 Q. All right. If you'd turn to Exhibit 3, I'll 
17 submit to you that this Is the ordinance whereby the 
18 City of Coeur d'Alene vacated Lakeside Avenue and 
19 portions of 24th Street. If you'll turn to the second 
20 page. 
21 A. Was that a question? Yes, this is --
22 Q. Is it --
23 A. Is it? It is. 
24 Q. Yeah. Do you agree with me that that's what 
25 It Is? Will you read section 2. You can read It out 
of the eastern half of vacated 24th Street to Lot 4, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition, is it necessary to further 
reference vacated 24th Street or is simply referring to 
Page 17 
1 Lot 4 enough to include reference to the reversionary 
2 Interest? 
3 A. As you can see, this document becomes a public 
4 record as instrument 1164732. 
5 Q. You're talking about Exhibit 3, the ordinance? 
6 A. The Exhibit 3, the ordinance of vacation. So 
7 in that situation, having a document and a legal 
8 description that describes the part that's vacated, I 
9 would think that you'd want to refer to that somehow in 
0 any future legal descriptions. 
1 Q. If I told you the day after October 26th, 
2 1989, to go find for me and survey me Lot 4 of Block 22, 
3 Glenmore Addition, what would you survey for me? 
4 A. I would go back to the original plat, which is 
5 this Exhibit 14, and try to put that -- reproduce that 
6 on the ground. 
7 Q. Okay. Would you include to the center line of 
8 vacated 24th Street as part of Lot 4? 
9 A. Only If I knew that It was vacated. 
0 Q. And you know that It's vacated because It's 
1 the day after October -- it's October 27th, 1989, and 
2 I've handed you this ordinance. 
3 A. Okay. 
4 Q, Would you --
5 A. Yes. But then I would also have to have in a 
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1 Trust at the time they built the cell tower site, 
2 correct? 
3 A. Yes, I believe so. Yes. 
Q. And it's been there for several years? 
A. Yes. 







8 Q. And Exhibit 9 Is a warranty deed from Mary Jo 
9 Wallace to Sherman Self Storage, Inc., in 2002. 
10 A. Okay. 
11 Q. Use whatever map makes the most sense to you. 
12 But can you tell me what the legal description -- what 
13 property Is composed of the legal description that is 
14 set forth in the warranty deed that's Exhibit 9? And 
15 you're looking at Exhibit 1 for your map; Is that right? 
16 A. Yes. And that's the drawing that I would say 
17 represents what this legal description is describing. 
18 Q. Okay. Hold on for just a second. All right. 
19 Go ahead and tell me what it is describing. 
20 A. Lots 1 through 12 in Block 21 --
21 Q. Right. 
22 A. -- of Glenmore Addition, and together with the 
23 vacated alley which is lying within the Block 21. And 
24 you can see the -- on this drawing the connections by 
25 these carets --
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1 Q. Right. 
2 A. -- of the actual lot with those -- this 
3 vacated alley in this case. 
4 Q. Right. 
5 A. And also together with those portions of 
6 vacated Lakeside Avenue and 24th Street that attach by 
7 operation of law. And you also see those carets 
8 attached to the street around these Lots 1 through 6 and 
9 12. 
10 Q. All right. And so those portions of vacated 
11 24th Street that attach by operation of law are to the 
12 center line of vacated 24th Street, are they not? 
13 A. That's the way I would interpret it, yes. 
14 Q. In fact, there's a caret on -- even though 
15 it's obscured by the number 22, there's a caret on what 
16 Is Lot 3 of Block 22, correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And so that would attach by operation of 
19 law -- that portion of vacated 24th Street would attach 
20 to Lot 4 -- or 3, correct? 
21 A. Correct. 
22 Q, And presumably, although It's obscured by the 
23 property number, that portion of vacated 24th Street 
24 would attach by operation of law to Lot 4? 





Q. So th,is Jarranty deed, Exhibit 9, did not 
transfer, In your opinion as a professional land 
surveyor, the eastern half of vacated 24th Street, did 
4 it? 
5 A. No. 
6 Q. Take a look at Exhibit 10. 
7 A. (Complying.) 
8 Q. This is a warranty deed that was recorded on 
9 May 22nd, 2009, from Sherman Self Storage, Inc., to 
0 Sherman Storage, LLC, the current owner. And if you 
1 look at the legal description, what was transferred by 
2 way of this deed? 
3 A. Parcel 1 is the same thing as we just went 
4 through In Exhibit 9. And Parcel 2 is in Block 24, 
5 Lots 7 and 8. 
6 Q. Doesn't relate to what's at issue in this 
7 case, does it? 
8 A. And Parcel 3 is also in Block 24. 
9 Q. Okay. Would this deed and legal description, 
in your opinion as a professional land surveyor, convey 
the eastern half of vacated 24th Street as it is 
adjacent to Lots 3 and 4 of Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you reviewed Exhibit 11 in your 
preparation of this case? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And that is a judgment entered by Judge 
3 Luster, correct, in a case --
4 A. Right. 
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5 Q. -- not involving my client and not involving 
6 any current parties to the litigation. 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. Did Mary Jo Wallace own Lot 4 or was it the 
9 Mary Jo Wallace Trust? 
0 Didn't the Wallace Family Trust own Lots 3 and 
1 4 of Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
2 A. Say that again. 
3 Q. Didn't Wallace Family Trust own Lots 3 and 4? 
4 A. I believe that's correct. Yes. 
5 Q. Mary Jo Wallace individually did not own Lots 
6 3 and 4, did she? 
7 A. Okay. I don't know what the connection is 
8 between her and the Trust, so I, you know, don't ... 
9 Q. You understand that a trust Is different than 
O an Individual? 
1 A. Sure. But there could be somebody within the 
2 trust that has the authority to do things, depending on 
3 how the trust documents are set up, right? 
4 Q. But this judgment was against -- this lawsuit 
5 was against only Mary Jo Wallace, an Individual, not the 
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1 Mary Jo Wallace Trust. 
2 A. Well, that's what this says. 
3 Q. Yeah. And this judgment did attempt to quiet 
4 title to the easterly half of vacated 24th Street as it 
5 is adjacent to Lots 3 and 4, correct? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. All right. And if you'll look at Exhibit 12. 
8 A. (Complying.) 
9 Q. That is a quitclaim deed from Sherman Self 
10 Storage, Inc., to Sherman Storage, LLC, that purports to 
11 transfer the easterly half of vacated 24th Street, 
12 correct? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. Would you agree that Sherman Self Storage --
15 that there is a break in the chain of title between the 
16 Mary Jo Wallace Trust and Sherman· Self Storage, Inc., 
17 and Sherman Storage because there is no link between 
18 Mary Jo Wallace, an unmarried person, and the owner of. 
19 the property, the Wallace Family Trust, as to the 
20 eastern half of vacated 24th Street? 
21 A. I don't know that. Can I look at one more 
22 document? 
23 Q. Please do. 
24 (Brief pause.) 
25 THE WITNESS: I think that was in the same 
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1 case. Is this ... 
2 (Document tendered.) 
3 BY MR. HAZEL: 
4 Q. Yeah, this is not signed by a judge. It's 
5 just signed by a lawyer, which doesn't mean anything In 
6 the case. 
7 A. Yeah, yeah. Okay. I see that. So what Is --
8 what Is It that's being referred to In -- which I don't 
9 see In your exhibits here -- the survey by Walt Dale 
10 that refers to eastern portion of vacated 24th Street 
11 according to judgment recorded under instrument 
12 number -- let me find it here -- oh, judgment in case 
13 No. CR 037890. Yeah. So that's ... 
14 Q. They quieted title against the wrong party is 
15 what I say. 
16 A, Mm-hmm. 
17 Q, They did not quiet title as to the owner of 
18 the property, Mr. Rasor, If I didn't own property and I 
19 gave you a deed to property I didn't own, what would you 
20 believe Its legal effect to be as a professional land 
21 surveyor? 
22 A. Would I necessarily have to have the full 
23 understanding of those kinds of Issues if I was asked to 
24 go out and stake --
25 Q, I'm not asking you to go out and stake. I'm 
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; 
1 asking you as -- you think in your expert opinion --
2 A. I'm just -- I'm just throwing that out as a --
3 Q. I contend that there is a break in the chain 
4 of title between the owner of the property and that the 
5 property is currently still titled in the Wallace Family 
6 Trust. 
7 A. I see that's where you're going, yeah. 
8 Q. And Mary Jo Wallace, while title was quieted 
9 in someone else"s favor as against a non-owner --
0 A. Mm-hmm. 
1 Q. -- in my opinion that's a nullity. What do 
2 you say as a professional land surveyor? 
3 A. I say it's an issue that my clients would have 
4 to take somewhere else to resolve. 
5 Q. And that's where we're heading. Can you take 
6 a look at Exhibit 13 which is a title report. You rely 
7 on title commitments? 
8 A. All the time. 
9 Q. All right. And would you agree with me that 
O Parcel 2 and Parcel 1 are the properties -- as described 
1 in Exhibit A, are the properties at issue In this case? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And according to the title report, as of 
December 1st, 2008, what entity had title? The Wallace 
5 Family Trust, to Parcel 2? 
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1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. And the title report indicates that Sherman 
3 Storage, LLC, has title to Parcel 1, right? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And that's the eastern half vacated. 
6 Where is the document that shows the clear 
7 chain of title between the Wallace Family Trust -- the 
8 entity the Wallace Family Trust and Sherman Storage, 
9 LLC? 
0 A. I haven't seen one. 
1 Q. You're relying on the judgment, correct? 
2 A. Well, that's --
3 Q. The judgment and the quitclaim deed? 
A. -- that's all I have in my file. So if 
there's anything else existing out there, I don't have 
6 it. I haven't seen It. 
7 Q. Would you agree with me that there is not a 
8 clear chain of title between the Wallace Family Trust as 
9 It relates to the easterly half of vacated 24th Street 
O and Sherman Storage, LLC? 
1 A. Well, baser;! on what you've -- what you've 
explained here, there seems to be some kind of question. 
Q. You would agree that there Is a break in the 
chain of title, absent some other document that we 
s haven't seen? 
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.- . .., 
Vet110n 2.1 
Site Name: Tubbs' Hill 
PCS SITE AGREEMEN,0 K f G /NA L 2-27-96 
Site I, D. Sp03xc024 
t. Premise& end Use. Owner leaSeS to Sprint Spec1rum, LP •• a Oetaware 
fimhad partnership ("SSLPj, 0,1),la Sprint Spec:ttum, tile site deseribed beio-': 
{ Check app,cp,iale box(11SJ) 
l!!I Real prope,ty consisllng of approxlmatalt 2,500 square feel of land; 
a Building Interior space consisling of approltimately ___ square feet; 
c Building e>Cterlor splCe for attachment of anlellnaS: 
o Suildbg merlor space tor placffllent of base statlan equipmtnl; 
o Tower antenna spa1;9; 
l!ll Space required tor cablt1 runa to connect PCS ~ent and amennas. 
in lht IDCalion(s) c-s11e1 shown on Exhibit A. toQether wilh a non-exwslva 
easement lot raasonable access Che,eto and to the aiipropriate. In the 
· cbclellon of SSl.P, 110uica of elecUIC and telephone facilities. The Sile will be 
used by SSLP for lhe w1pose ot lnsta111ng. removing, ~. maintaining 
and operating, 11 ils expanse. a personal communications service system 
faclllly rPCS1, ~. wilnout limitatc,n, related an1anna equipment and 
rix1ur11. SSt.P wil use the Site In a manner which v.'111 not unreasonablr 
ciSIUlb the OCCUf)aflCy ol Owner's otfler tenants. 
2. Tlffll, 'The tann ol lhis AQteemeni (lhe "lnlllal Term") Is fNe years. 
eomm~ on ,~ date ("Commencement Dale1 SSl.P signs thlS 
Agraement. This Agreement will be automa1icat/ renewed for four addilianal 
terms (each a "Renewal Term1 of five years each, unlesa SSLP prcwldes 
Ownar noliee ol Intention not IO renew not leSS 1han 90 days prior to the 
expiration ol lhe Initial Term or any Renewal Term. 
s. Rent. Rent will 11e paid monthly in aclvaice l)eginnlng on 111a 
Commencemanl Date. un111 Ille earlier or (a) Iha date wt.ch is 30 days aher 
the iSSUanCe or a bullCllng pennb tor lnslallatlon ol Ille PCS, or (b) the !Im oar 
ol lhe monlh tolowing cornmeni:eml!ll ol phySicel preparation of 11111 Sile. Ille 
rent \Iii! be $100.00, the receiPI of which Owner ac:knowledges. Thereafter 
the monthly rent will be. Five Hundred Dollars .i No Cent& (S 500,00 ), 
pallial mol'llhs to be prorated. The rnontnly rent tor each Aenewal Term wiH be 
Ille monthly rent in effect tor Ille 01181 year ol ine tn"lal Term or p,lor Renewal 
Temi. as the case may be, inCl'eased by Flfteal peroent ( 15 %). 
4. Titlt anll Quiet PossesslOn. Owner represenlS and agrlllil& (a) 1llal II I& 
the Owner ol the Site; (b) that ii has the right to t111ter i!IIO this Agreement: 
(c) ttiat Ille petSOn $1gnlng this Ag(eement has the au1110ri1Y to sign; (c:t) that 
SSLP is entitled lo acc.ess 10 the Slla at all tlmM and to Iha quiet possession 
ot lite Sita lhnlugtlout the lnl.lial T11m and eacn Renewal Tenn so lonQ as 
$SLP is not In clelault beyond the ~ration DI any wre parlocl; and (e) Iha! 
o«ner shall not have unsupervlse-(1 ac:cess to tile SIie or 10 the PCS 
~nl, 
5. ASSlgnmentlSub19ttlng. SSLP will not 8$Slgn or transfer lhl& Agreement 
or IIUbl8t all or any portion ol the SIie wltllOUt Iha !)liar wrillen consent ol 
OWner. which consent will no1 ba unreasonably withheld, dellyed « 
oorditiOned; piov/c:led, however, SSLP may assign or sµblet wi1hou1 Owrlel's 
p,lor written COMenl to any party conlrollng, c:ontrolled b)' or under common 
contra! wllh SSLP or to any party wlliell accpres substantlal!Y al ol lhe assets 
OISSLP. 
&. Notices. All notices must be 111 writing and are effective when oeposifecl ill 
Ille U.S. mall, celtffied and postage p,epu,, or WIien senl via overnight 
dellvory. to Ille adelreSs set !01111 below. or as olllet'Wise p!O'Jided by laW, 
7. Improvements. SSLP may, at Its exl*'Sf), make &UCh imJIR)Vlllllenl& on 
the Site as II deems necessary from lime to time tor the operation of a 
transmilter BIie for win!less voice and data 00M1111J11k:alion5. Owner agreas to 
cooperate with SSLP wilh rt1spect to obtaining any required zoning approvals 
tor the Site ano such lmpm9111en1s. Upon lenninalion or expiration ol tnis 
Agreemenc, ssLP· inay remove lls equipment and lmpn,vements and will 
restore Ille Sile IO Iha condition exisling on the Cornm811Cement Date, except 
1or Oldillaly Wllir AJld lear. 
8. Compliance with Laws. Owner represents 1i.1 Owner's p,opel'ly 
(inc:ludlng the Site), and an irnp10vemenli localecl thereon, are in substantial 
compUant:e wlOI blllfdlnO, llltl&alety, dsabll~ and other laws, codes and 
regulations or app1IC8l)le govemmemat authorltleS. SSLP wiR SUbSlantially 
comply will'I all appfiCilble laWs 1elatina to iis pc,ssessloll and use OI Ille SIie: 
9. Interference. SSLP wftl resolve technical intelference pr0blam$ with Olhel' 
equlpmenl IOCalad at Ille Sile on Iha Comment:ern8tll Date or a,iy 91Jllpmant 
that becomes attacl1ed to Ille Sile al any future dale when SSLP desires to 
ac:tcl additiOnal equipmelll 10 Iha Site. Likewise, OWl!llt wilt not plllfflll the 
lnsrallatlon ol any future e~ent whiel\ resul1s in teellnical inl81ferance 
problems with $SLP's then existing equipment 
10. Ulllltlel, Owner represents that utillles ldllqual& 1o, SSLP's use of the 
Site are available. SSLP will pay tor al utllties used by il at 1he Si"le. Owner 
wm cooperate whh SSLP in SSLP's enons lo Obtain Ullilie5 trom Ml'/ loealion 
provided by Owner 011he seNicing ulilit)', 
, ,. TetmlnetlOn. SSLP may terminate this Agreement al any time by notice 
IO OWnet wlhotll fulther liability ii SSLP cbes rol obtain all permits or other 
approvals tc:ollectivaly, ·approval'J required lrom any governmental authority 
01 any easemen1& rGQl,lired lrom an, third pat1y to operate the PCS S)'Slem, or 
I any &UCh approval is canceled, expires or is willidrawn or terminated, or H 
Owner laRs to have proper ownerShlp ol lhe Site or autllOrity 10 enter Into lhis 
Agreement, or ii SSLP, fOr any other reason, In 11$ $Ole discretion, determines 
that it YriH be unable to u,e the SIie for 1111 intended pull)OSe. Upon terminalion, 
al prepaid rent shall be relained by Owner. 
12. Default. U either party Is In defaull under this Agreement for a period Of 
(a) 10 days lo~ng receipt of nol"ce from tne non-oefaulllng pany with 
respeet to a dlllaul which may be cured solely by Ille payment of monay, or 
(b) 30 days lolloWlng receipt ol notic:e trom the 1'101\-<!ellUlling pany wltn 
l'flSf)8CI to a delaul whleh may not be cured solely by lhe payment ot money, 
lhen, in eilher eveni. the non-oelaultlng party may pursue any remedies 
avalable to II against lhe delaultlng party 11nder applleable law, inckJclirv, but 
not firnlled &o, the righl to ~rmlnaw this ~r•rnent It the non-monetary 
delaJII may not reasooab!y be cured wlthill 11 30 day period, thll Agreement 
may not be 1erminated ii the delaulling party commences ac:tion to ane the 
delaull within sueh 30 day periocf and proceedS with due diligence to fully a.ire 
111e ClelaUII. 
13. Indemnity. Owner and SSLP each Indemnifies Iha other agains1 and 
holdS lie other hannlesS from any Ind al COIi$ (lnclJdlng flllllCIRable 
anomays tees) and clalrns or liablllty ~ toss wllleh ariSe out of 1h11 use and/Of 
occupancy or the Slllt by the indemnifying party. This Indemnity does' 1101 
apply to any clalli)s arising lrom 1he sole negligence or lntentlonal mlsconducl 
ol lhe indemnHTed pany. · 
· 14, HazardoU1 SUbllBnC:eS. Owner represents that It has no knowledge or 
any sut>stance, chemical or waste {collectively, "substance1 on tile Site lha1 is 
iClefllified as haDll:loul, 10xlc or dangerous In any applicable federal, state or 
local law or regulation. SSLP shaft 1'101 lnlro!Juce or use any such substance 
on the Sile in vlola1ion of q app&cable laW. 
15. Mlsc:1!llaneous. (ai This Agteement applies 10 and binds the heifs, 
successors, executors. admlnlslrl!Ors and assigns of the parties to this 
Agreement; (b) This Agreement is governed by the laws of the S1a1e in which 
tilt Sile Is IOCatecl; (c:) II requested ~ SSLP. Owner agrees promptly to 
ellecutt and deliver 10 SSLP a recordable Memorandum ol lhlS Agreement In 
. the torm of Exhibit 8; (d) Thi$ Agreement (including lhe Edlibits) constllules 
the entire agreement between the parties and superseoes all pr'IOI' written and 
verbal agreements, represenlaliOns, pn,mlses or unclerstandlngs belWeen 1he 
partie&. /Vry amendmenlS to this Agreemellt must be in writing and executed 
b)' bOIII panlta: (e) II any piovlsiOn ol this Agreement is lnllalld or 
unenfQ!ceabte wllh respect lo any party, the remainder of this Agreement or 
the applieatlon of sucn provision to persons other than those as to whom II is 
held lnvafid or unenforceable. wll not be allllClad and eac:h provision of thiS 
Agr""18flt wll be valid and enfolceabla lO 1!111 fullest extent permitted by law: 
ano (1) The prevailing party in any action or proceeding 1n court or m!IUalJy 
agreed lll)On aitllllation proceeding to enlorctl the terms OI thiS Agreement Is 
entitled to riealve. ils reasonable attOPleyS' lees and other reasonable 
entorcement cost& and expenses from the non-prevailing party. 
The following ExhlbllS ant altac:hecl IO an<J made a part of this 
Agreement: Exnlblls A, A1, a, 91, c, D, and E. 
oWNER~wa•acepm~r~/ . 
By: ~1....£L,_UJ.~Gary A. Wallace 
1ts; Trusiee 
S.S/Tax No.: 116-36-8017 
li!I See Exhibit Al tor continuation ol Owner signall.lres 
Address: P.O. Box 1 tOI 
HB)'(len. IO 83835 Date: la U 'I-/ fik 
:i / 
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... ., f 
.. . . 
STATE OF ~(2,0.-lfo 
COUNTYOF · K~o'T"E.fJP.•. 
The foregoing Instrument was acknowledged before me thls __ f_Lf ___ :r __ h _______ day of #t:I E , 19..:U._. 
(OFFICIALNOTARY$1NATlJRE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE: OF ,g;::-01+HI-
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER; _____ _ 
The---~--... 1111$ .oft' dayol~ ,19~ 
by Sieve Klngwell , as· MTA Director, Engineering and Operations , on behalf of Sprint Spectrum, L.P; , a Delaware limited 
~m)~'~""' NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE 0, . ---
cKet l ~ ffi,JQ 
(PRINTEO, PED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: ... N.._fa ...... ----
GSA 00174 





Site Na,ne: Tubbs' Hilt PCS Site Agreement SIie I. 0. Sp03xc024 
Site Description 
Site situated in ll'le City ot Coeur d' Alane , County of Kootenai • Stale of Idaho • commonly describect as follows: 
Legal Description: 
A._pan:el of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addlllon to Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded in the office ol the 
Count, Recorder In Sook B of Plats at Page 123, records or Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion tying 
within the right of war boundaries of lntetttate Highway 90 as described In (hat certain Second Judgment and Decree or 
Condemnadon No. 17868 dated septamber 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 in Sook 26 at Page 304, records of said Kootenai 
County. --------------------------------, -
Skelch ot Site: 
Site JD: F~343 TUBBS HILL 
2315 Sherman Hill 
Coeur d'Alene, CD 83814 
Existing Building 




(!"OT TO SCALE) 
Ownerlnltlal~  





Not,: 0wr1'I' 111d SSLP may, 11 SSI.P's OPllon. replace this Exhibit with a11 exlllbil saning lorlh 11111 legal dacc,ipllon ot lht lHOPlttl' on wllien 1111 Site iS 
loealld and/or an IS-bull! drawino depicting Thi Slit, 
•1use this Elltllll A to, PCS Silt i'greamenl, Memorandum of PCS Sill Agreement. Opllon Agreemeni and MeMOranctum of Option Agr,emenl,I 
GSA 00175 
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VIISlon2. 1 EXHIBIT A1 
10 
Site Name: Tubbs' HIii PCS Sile Agreement Site I. 0. Sp03xc024 
Continuation of Owner Signatures 
"OWNER•: 
By._·-------------
Its:. ______________ _ 
S.S/T1,11 No,: 51&-54-9607 S.S./TaxNo.: _ _..:,.. _________ _ 
8y: _____________ _ By:. ____________ _ 
Its:, ______________ _ Its: ______________ _ 
S.S/TaxNo.: ______ ~----- S.SJTaxNo.: ___________ _ 
By: ___________ _ By:. ______________ _ 
Its: ______________ _ Its: ______________ _ 
S.S.IT'ax No.: ___________ _ S.S/TaxNo.: ___________ _ 
Owner Initials g;.? -
SSLP lnltlall ~ 
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'• 
STATEOF :::t=-PA14t. 
COUNTY OF fS•org...,~i 
, 19.!f!.,. 
(OFFICIAL NOTARY~TIJRE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF .:::z:'.Z:,/4 ff~ 
(PRINTED, 'JYPEOOR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
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Site Name: Tubbs' HIii PCS Site Agreement 
2-27-96 
Site I. D, Sp03xc024 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
Th!!t._memorandum evidences that a lease was made and entered Into by written PCS Site Agreement dated ..l"-.-1'.. Gt , 
19.:!?, between The Wallace Family Trust ("Owner1, and Sprint Spectrum, a Delaware limited partnership ("SSLP"). d/b/a Sprint 
Spectrum. the terms and conditions of which are Incorporated herein by reference. 
Such Agreement provides In part that Owner leases to SSLP a certain site ("Site") located to the east of and adjacent to the 
abandoned 24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave.Jl.9O overpass , City of CCie&n' d'Alene , County of Koolenal , Stale of Idaho , 
within the property ol Owner which Is described In Exhibit A attached hereto, with grant ol eitsement for_y_nrestricted..[jghts of access 
thereto and 10 electric and telephone faclllties for a term of !Ive (5) years commencing on J1c..l'-. ~ Y' • 19~. which term is 
subject to four (4) additional live (5) year extension periods by SSLP. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Memorandum as of the day and year first abOve written. 
"OWNER" 
The Wallace Faml(y Trust 
.,, Ju1A ~,r •. w.11, •• 
. Name: Gary A. Wallace 
Title: Trustee 
lilf See Exhibit B1 for continuation of Owner signatures 
Address: P.O. Box 1101 
Hayden, ID 83835 
Attach Exhibit A - SHe Description 
"SSLP" 
Name: 
TIiie: tor, Engineering and Operations 
:· ~!' . .. 
Address: E. 11]Jl1'-Spragu·e Ave., Bldg. F, Suite 201 
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1453059 
VefSion2.1 
Site Name: Tubbs' HIii 
EXHIBITB1 
to 
Memorandum of PCS SIie Agreement 
Continuation of Owner Signatures 
·owNeR·: Mary J. Wallace ·OWNER": 
2•27•96 
Site I, D. Sp03xc024 
By: ~ f ar:u....-\. M,ry J. Wallace By._· ____________ _ 
Its: Trustee O Hs:, ______________ _ 
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1453059 
Vers10n 2.1 
Sile Name: Tubbs' Hill 
EXHIBIT A 
10 
Memorandum ol Site Agreement 
Site Description 
2-27-96 
Sile I, D. Sp03xc024 
Sile situated in the City or Coeur d'Alene , County or Kootenai • Stare of Idaho , commonly described as follows: 
Legal Description: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded In the omce of lhe 
County Recorder In Book B of Plats at Page 123, records 01 Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom thal/ortlon lying 
within the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 90 as described In that certain Second Judgment an Decree of 
Condemnation No, 178&6 dated September 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 In Book 26 at Page 304, records or said Kootenai 
County. 
She ID: 
Sketch of Site: 
F-343 TUBBS HILL 
2315 Shennan Hill 
Coeurd'Alene, lD83814 
Existing 8uilC1i119 




I I  ._ __ _. ____ , 




(SOT 'rO .!IC'AU) 
Slee: Phan 
Ownerlnihal~~ .• 
SSLP lnilials JL 
N H 
NOie: Owne, and SSLP may, at SSLP's op110n, 1epl11c111111 E•h1bll w1111 an eMh1b1t sen,ng 101111 the hlgal dascnpuon Ol lhe propetty 011 whicn tne s,,e is 
localed alldfor an as-built drawing depicting 111e S111t. 
·tuse this Ed11b11 A tor PCS Site Agreemenl, Mt!111orondum ol PCS s,u, Agreement, Opuon A1J10e1nen1 anci Memora11tJum ol ()ptian Agreemon1 1 
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STATE OF -:X:-AA t+o 
COUNTY OF f4oU:2::,I,....; 
The foregoing Instrument was acknowledged before me this I 41-.!l day or.:::.Ji=I..L;.;.fl:..:'E==-----· 1 s t:1b , 
by Gary A. Wallace , as Trustee on behalf of The wanace Famlly Trust , an Idaho registered trust. · 
STATEOF ~{DD,, 
COUNTYOF~ .... --.-.'"'-'-=-.J.Jo------
~~~11:N (OFFICIAL NOTAfllGNATURE) 
NOTARYPUBLIC-STATEOF -::r::.PA-tl~ 
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: _______ _ 
The - lnstlUmenl - -eel bolore me,,,. · cf2S-th clay al 9-JOIIZ. , ,&,o 
by Steve Klngwell , as MTA Director, Engineering and Operations , on behalf of Sprint Spectrum, L,P. , a Delaware limbed 
partnership, ,1111111,. • ~ Dw Q ~,\\\ A 1111; 
(AF"'~~) iomci,\i,NOTAAY S1<3HATIJA' [y.~.llVI tl,,-,,.. ~ ..,oi:;'$ ·1 1 NOTARY PUBLIC-6TATE OF ----:r . ~ a~ PU81.\C ,_.:, 
~ ., ... "+ ... •'.A. ,J 
~~e~~,~,~~ 1\,eJI~ 'J;)owa 
My comm ~-~,•"· ""(P,L-R-"IN"!!,TE;.,;;D.:., ..;ffi~p'""'eo"'"o.;::R:::;S.::::;t,11:AM_,~~E~D-uJAM_E_OF_N _ O __ T_A ... RY) ____ _ 
. . lllHl\\1 • ·, COMMISSLPION NUMBER: -"~~~----
GSA00008 
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14S30::-.. , 
STATEOF ::CPA-M;o 
COUNTY OF l<oo te,,lt'--: 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this /L/l.t!. · day of ..,,, .... 'Ii<.-,o ... e:------· 19..16_, 
by Mary J. Wallace , as Trustee on behalf of The Wallace Famlly Trust , an Idaho registered trust. 
(OFFICIALNOTASIGNATURE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF ::::CJ:::>A-Hd-
(PAINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
/ 
GSA 00009 
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Sun Valley Company • Sun Valley, Idaho 83353 • Telephone: 208.622.4111 
------www.sunvalley.com------
\ 








A PORTION OF il'HE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 18. TOWNSHlP SO HORTH, 
RANGE 3 WEST. BPISE MERIDIAN, ClTY OF COEUR D'ALENE. KOOTENAI COUNTY, lDAHO 
--------------~ .. ~~=~-------------llE:!JJn-------"F--,......,.,. "-'"'W 
,._,._,., .... (IIO 
PURPOSE OF SUR'V&Y 
--wrrw41~··--CFCOIITIL'-"'Dllllllm!!!!,..' 1'111 ~~--Al&IOll,m,.11-1111 ___ I«~ 
NOTES: 
GRAPHIC SCMB 
i T i j 
LEGEND 
~cM{=~.,I~ LtSiAUlD 
N=.1S8ED atMIID IHI/Olf. ~»a. 
=-=-~..,'%~....:. 
""'"""'!11---/fllt-
v. . 8URWY0118 CERTFICATE 
~- ...... A.~UNO Dl'Wil.lf""llt,;DA:tQ. .. D.9':-r~ . ,:~,:~ 5573 ir11 a1 111nt sr.m: er - __ ., u-. 
..L•CZ·'7· ••• 
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EXHIBITH 
EXHIBITH EXHIBITH EXHIBITH 
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/ 
i ~ .... 
STAIE Of ll.lAP1(, I 
~0l1NTY c,r t;OC,1f.tiAI ss 
1753361 1b·m:.,al:,(!UI;,!'tf'r. . pj !l'i!:tl:1 . .1 I Lt.:CO. 
A Pioneer Company 
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY 
()F KO0Tl:NAI cousn· 
100 Wallace A\'cnue/ Coeur d'Alene, ldaho 8~814 / (208) 664·8254 
Order No. 103864DM 
WARRANTY DEED 
For Value Received 
Mary Jo Wallace, an unmarried person 
hereinafter referred 10 es-Granlor, does hereby grant, bargain, sell,-warrant and convey unto 
Shermnn Self Storage, Inc., a Montana Corporation 
hereinafter referred to as Grantee, whose current address is 
· \!\:DC ffiom~u,,i,....~\: tt\J,i'S(W.\\. lY\1' S';totl 
the following described premises, to.wit: ' ' 
Sep 20 2 12 PH '02 
vt,1·: 1. 1 •. ; rnet.lSH 
-·-··"-···· ............... ~ ..... _:!//,._ 
:i:r.1 l::Lf'lij'-• >~Ob 
~H .... ~ .. -~ .. •• 0 ••• ,, • p, .... __ _ 
Lots J t11rough 12, In Block 21, Gl,ENMOIU<: ADDITION TO nu,: CITY Of,' COl-:UR D' AI,t,:NE, 
according to the plat rctorded In Book "8" of Plats a1 Page 140, 
TOGt:THER WITH the vacated alley lying wltliln Block 21; also together will, those portions of 
ncated Lakeside Avenue and vacated 241~ Street, llla1 aU11chcd by operation ot law. 
SUBJECT TO: That certain Deed ofTrusl dated November 14, 199Sand recorded November 15, 1995 as 
Instrument no. 1422604, records of Kootenai County, ldabo, wl1ich Deed of Trust lhe Grantees named 
herein hereby assume and agree to pay according to its temis and conditions. 
SUBJEC]" TO; 111at certain Deed of Trust dated February S, 1996 and recorded February 5, 1996 as 
lnstrunienl no. 1432935, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Deed of Trust shall remain the 
obligation of the Grantor named herein. 
SUBJECT TO: That certain Claim of Lien for labor and/or malerial rec.orded January 3, 2001 as 
Instrument no. 1661399, recprds ofKoote11ai County, Idaho, which Claim of Lien shall remain the 
obliga1ion of the Grantor named herein. 
SUBJECT TO: 111at oenain Financing Stalement recorded J1munry 4, 2001 as Instrument no. 1661535, 
records of K~lenai County, Jdaho, which Financing Statemcn1 shall remain the obligation of the Grantor 
named hereii1. 
SUBJI<:Cl'TO; 111a1 certain Notic-e ofl'cdcral Tax l..ien recorded June 7, 200211s lnstrument no. 
1736888, records of Kootenai Coun1y, ldaho. which Federal Tax l.ien shall remain the obligation oftbe 
Grontor named herein. 
To HA VE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with 1heir appu1tena11cc-s unto lhc said Grantee, his heirs and 
assigns forc,•er. And lhc said Granlor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that Grantor is the owner 
in fee simple -of said premises; that said premises arc free from all encumbrances eKcept c.urrenl years taxes, levies, 
and assessments, and except U.S. Patent rcsen•ations, restrictions, easements of record. and casements visible upon 
1hc premises, and that Granlor will warrant and defend the same from all claims whatsoc,•er. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
COUNTY OF KOOTHNAl 
On this. ~y of Seplember , h1 the year of 2002, before me I>cbbie K. Ma11hews, notary public 
~sonally appeared Mnr.J,, Wallace, known or identified to m11 to be the ~~nlpersons whose name 
~re subscribe~d\ezl'dt~!~mmenl, and acknowlcdsed to me tl1at l1cQ1.15P11Cy executed the same. 
"~':!.-~ ••••••• ,. ~ • l r; 8 ,(IP \Sa\\i\u,1,.. ~~uA 
E ?\'\ 11" Debbie K. Matt.hews 
• • ••• • Notary Public ofldaho 
\ ". \. ..... o~.e' ..,.,... """"' •••~• ,,.,, \~..... !,.!4 Commission expires: March 30, 200S ~ •r-l,1 .. ••••.,. ,.~ ll 
''••« .,IV '"l ... ~~ . .. , ....... ., .. , 
GSA00026 
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EXHIBIT I 
EXHIBIT I EXHIBIT I EXHIBIT I 




BRENT G. SCHLOTTHAUER 
VASSEUR & SCHLOTTHAUER, PLLC 
409 Coeur d'Alene Avenue 
P.O. Box 1560 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1560 
Telephone: (208) 664-4457 
Facsimile: (208) 765-4702 
Idaho State Bar No. 6104 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
2003 DEC 18 AH IQ: 28 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
JOHNandJANEDOES 1 through 100,andall 
other persons claiming any interest in the real 
property which is the subject of this action; 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 













Case No. CV 03-7690 
AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
LOIS HAZEL, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
That she is over the age of eighteen years, and is not a party to the above-entitled action; that she 
received the Summons and Complaint in said action on the 24th day of October, 2003, and served said 












Smnmons and Complaint upon defendant MARY JO WALLA CE by mailing copies of the Summons and 
Complaint via regular mail, postage prepaid and certified mail to said defendant 9n the 1st day of 
December, 2003, addressed as follows: 
MARY JOE WALLACE 
97~ l Easy Street 
Coeur d'Alene ID 81814 








Residing at: rJf ta.u 'lf/,tu_,,L 
My Commission Expires: 3-B / -d:O 0~ 
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' 
\ 
BRENT G. SCHLOTHAUER 
VASSEUR & SCHLOTTHAUER, PLLC 
409 Coeur d' Alene Avenue 
P.O. Box 1560 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1560 
Telephone: (208) 664-4457 
Facsimile: (208) 765-4702 
Idaho State-Bar No. 6104 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
("') 
· IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF l'HE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., a ) · 






MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, ) 
JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through 100, and all ) 
other persons claiming any interest in the real ) 




ORDER ALLOWING SERVICE BY 
PUBLICATION 
Upon reading and filing theAffidavit of STEPHEN J. COONEY, the General Manager of 
the above-named plaintiff, and it satisfactorily appearing that defendant MARY JO WALLA CE is 
-a necessary, proper and indispensable party to this action, and it further appearing that it will be 
impossible for the Sheriff or any person to make service against said defendant in the State ofldaho, 
for the reason that said defendant's whereabouts are unknown, 
ORDER ALLOWING SERVICE BY PUBLICATION -1 
GSA00041 
/' 
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' .--_,. -·-: ) 
NOW, UPON MOTION OF BRENT G. SCHLOTTHAUER, Attorney for the Plaintiffs, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuantto Idaho Code§ 5-509, that service of the Summons 
be served upon defendant MARY JO WALLA CE by publication thereofin a newspaper most likely 
· to give notice to said defendant, once a week for four ( 4) consecutive weeks. 
DATED this '2.~"day of December, 2003. 
THE HONORABLE JOHN LUSTER 
District Court Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was served on ~i.ACJ day of 
December, 200_3, to the following: ,.,~ 
BRENT G. SCfilOTIHAUER 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
PO Box 1560 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
Fax: (208) 765-4702 
ORDER ALLOWING SERVICE BY PUBLICATION· 2 
................................. , ....................... . 
GSA 00042 
/ 
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ar.., LandAr·,fl!rica· 
.. Lawye, s Title 
Escrow No. 05-8501 SRS 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 3P I 2032643000 
· KOOTENAI CO •. RECORDER Pa-. 1 of 3 
AAA Datr1/22/2001 Tlu 13:47:42 
. REC-REQl iUINDAltERICA LAWYERS TITL 
Ih .. FEE: 8.00 
11,•111111111101 ct 
CORPORATE WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Shennan Self Storage, Inc. 
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho, with Its principc:11 office at 
1821 South Avenue West 
of County of MINoula · , State of Montana, 
GRANTOR(s), does(do) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: 
Shannan Storage, LLC an Idaho Limited Uablllty Company 
GRANTEES(s), whose current address is: 5'-1'1 8"4-l,r-i~ LAM. ,.[.\cu-r, $6Y\ ,:CC idi 83 
the following described real property In Kootenai County, State of Idaho, more particularly described as 
follows, to wit 
See Exhibit "A" attached heretQ and made apart hereoffor legal dNcriptlon 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, With their appurtenances unto the said Grantee(s), and Grantee(s) 
heirs and assigns forever. And the said Grantor(s) does(do) hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee(s), that 
Grantor(s) ls/are the owner(&) in fee simple of said premises; that said premises are free from all encumbrances, 
EXCEPT those to which this conveyance is expressly made subject and those made, suffered or done by the 
Grantee(s); and subject to reservations, restrictions, dedications, easements, .rights of way.and agreements,(if 
any) of record, and general taxes and assessments, (Including irrigation and utillty assessments, If any) for the 
current year, which are not yet due and payable, and that Grantor(s) will warrant and defend the same from all 
lawful claims whatsoever. 
The officers who sign this deed hereby certify that this deed and the transfer represented thereby was duly 
authorized under a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors of the Grantor at a lawful meeting duly held 
and attended by a quorum. 
In witness whereof, the Grantor has caUSed Its corporate name to be hereunto affixed by Its duly authorized 
officers this 1,1:"'- day of April , in the year of 2006. 
/ 
STATE OF Idaho 




~ Its: Vi President 
By.~472 
Its: CEO 
On this _:t:::. day of April , in the year of 2008, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public 
In and for said State, personally appeared 
Tim France. Denny Anderson and lee Snider 
who acknowledged to me to be the President, Vice President and Secretary of 
Sherman Self Slorage, Inc. 
a corporation, and who further acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their 
. authorized capaclty(les) as president, Vice President and Secretary of said corporation, and that 
by his/her. Ir signatwre(s) on the foregoing Instrument, the corporation executed the Instrument and 
ack , _......., .. _ ame for the purposes therein contained. 
reunto set my hand and official seal. 
.~~ 
· Residing at: Coeur D'Alene, ID 
Commission Expires: _0 __ 1 __ /3 __ 1_/2_0_09 ____ _ 
Corporate NOlllry Acknowledgment 
GSA 00012 
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STATE OF Idaho ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF Kootenai ) 
'\\.... ti\ . 
On this j__ day of nli , in the year of 29.Q§, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public · 
In and for said State, person fly appeared 
Stephen Cooney 
who acknowledged to me to be the CEO of 
Sherman Self Storage 
a_corporatlon,_anctwhoJurtheracknowledged to me that helshelthey_exec_utedJhe sameJo hllllberltheir 
authorized capacity(ies) as CEO of said corporation, and that by his/her/their . 
slgnature(s) on the foregoing instrument, the corporation executed the instrument and acknowledged 
the same for the purposes therein contained. 
Notary blic and for said State 
Residli'l at: Coeur D'Alene, ID 
Commission Expires: _0"'"1'"'"/3a...;1=/2 ___ 0 __ 09'"-___ _ 
/ 
GSA00013 




Order No. 05-8501 
Version 2 
AMEND 
LOTSl THROTOH12. BLOCK 21, AMENDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDfflON TOCOEUR-
D'ALENE. ACCORDING TO TIIE PLAT RECORDED IN BOOK 11B11 OF PLATS AT PACE 140, 
RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH THE VACATED ALLEY LYING WITHIN BLOCK 21; ALSO TOGETHER wrrH 
. fflOSE PORnONS OF VACATED LAKESIDE A VENUE AND VACATED 24m STREET. mAT 
A1TACHES BY OPERATION OF LAW. 
fAB,CELZ: 
LOTS 7 AND 8, BLOCK 24, AMENDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDmON TO COEUR D'ALENE, 
ACCORDING TO 1llE PLAT RECORDED IN BOOK 11B11 OF PLATS AT PAGE 140, RECORDS 
OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH THE VACATED STREET THAT AITACHF.S BY OPERATION OF LAW. 
PARC£L3: 
LOTS 9, 10. 11 AND 12, LESS TIIAT PORTION DEEDED TO 1llE STATE OF IDAHO IN 
BOOK 170, PAGE 430, RECORDED NOVEMBER 4, 1957, ALL IN BLOCK 24, AMENDED 
PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDfflON TO COEUR D'ALENE,° ACCORDING TO THE PLAT RECORDED 
IN BOOK "B" OF PLATS AT PAGE 140, RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, 
IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WlTII TIIAT PORTION OF VACATED LAKESIDE A VENUE AND 24TH STREET, 
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! 
··--· ·----· -•': ... . : ........... - .. 
·Ap~ 2~ OS 01Z3~p 
AR.THUR. M. BlSTLINB 
Layman. Layman & :Rubinson, PLLP 
110 Wlll&e9 A'YIIDUe 
Coflrd'Aloao, Idaho 83814 
Telepboat: (.208) 665-7270 
P'"'8DDl1e: (208)665-7290 
Idabo State Bar Number. 5216 
Auomey tor !lmnnft' 
21JB-SGS-'?280 p.t 
IN TBE DISTlUCT COURT OF TBB J'IRST .n:n>ICIAL J>ISTR.IC'l' OP TUE 
STATE OP lOABO, IN AND FOR TBE COONTY OF KOOTBNAI 
SHEltMAN S21,F STORAGE. INC.. a ) 







MARY 10 WAU.ACE. en unmarried ) 
panon. IOHN aid JANE DOES 1 through ) 
1 oo. and all other persons claimlns IDlY ) 
mtcraat in tht: ""l property wbiob jg the ) 
Sld,Joot of 'Chia llction, ) 
. ) 
t>efandant:s. . ) ______________ ) 
o:l 
CASE NO.: CR-04-7G90 
ilfl.i ··c'-°hlM 1,='18'81 
NI Dat.e 15/15/2881 TA•• 1i:1810I 
REc--REQ Of' LAYfllN LAYl'IAN AND ROBINS 
RECORDING l'f.1 I, 18 
.. ,~,.········ Z-
THIS CAUSE. ba.ving oome to be heard on Wedn~, April 26, 2006 at 3:30 p.m., and 
die Court, havin1 heard argumezlt of counsel ,ad beiq otharwise ftllly advf:si:id m tho pn:nusos. 
it la th~n 
OIU>BRBD AND ADJUDGlm as follows: 
Buod on tbe settlemcni oftbe parties which was examined in opcu Court, and PlalDdff's 
lepnlllCnCadoa that tho monelaly consideration reoJrcd iJJ tbo sectlemeut asn,emeut will bo pajd to 
IICIIYH APMJ-11 D1 ;411111 frllll-ZDB 111 n,u To-JUNI LV.TEJI hn 01 
Gll-d ZD/LG'4 1£1-L IIIIBttlH 
-······· .. --....... --- --- _______ ,, _____ ,, ____ --· 
GSA 00027 
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____ .-__ , ------
~r~hur N. Bistline 208-665-7280 
, 
Mvy Jo Wallaca without dolay after tho entry of this Order, title to the n.stcrl)' 112 of-vaoatad 
24th Stn,ct lying south of the nonla boundary of vacat~ IAla::&idu Aveuuc. in Olemnorc 
Addldon, within thG City ofCoour d'Alono, ldabo, recorded in Book B of PtldlS, pa~ 140, -,Jt 
reootdl of l:ootenel County. Idaho, be quictc.d in PlaintifP. and 
Baob pariy lhall bcar-thoir owu-t'ccs udcosu ln~-m thiunauer.-
DONB ANl> OlIDBREJ.l this __j ~r day of (1',"'fr" , 2006 • 
. . · JO~-~ 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
p.2 
I hcniby "1tit'ythat on tho ~day of • ,2006, I caused to be saved a ttueand correct 
c,opy of the ft>rogoing doeutnentby the UJafhod fn 
811 tlttrDI 
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/ 
~ LandA,-, .~rica· 
.. Lawyers Title 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. a Montana Corporation 
do(es) hereby convey, release and forever quitclaim unto: 
Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
whose current address Is: 547 East Driftwood Lane, Harrison, ID 83833 
the following described premises, to-wit 
THE EASTERLY 1/2 OF VACATED 24TH STREET LYING SOUTH OF THE NORTH 
BOUNDARY OF VACATED LAKESIDE AVENUE, IN GLENMORE ADDITION, WITHIN THE 
CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO, RECORDED IN SOOK B OF PLATS, PAGE 140, 
RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
Date: June 7, 2006 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
~~ 
Notary Acknowledgment 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI ) 
on this cf:, ot .. Ju..,n•..,__ _ _, In the year of .2l!l!§. before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public In and for said State, 1111rsonally 
appeared· 
Stephen Cooney 
who acknawladged to me to lie Iha ¢eo of 
Shannan Self Slonlg•tnc. 
STATE OF MONTANA 




On Ibis ,n.iay of ~>=""""-"'l01&s--_.in Ille year of 211111, befole 11111, lho undersigned. a Notaiy Public In and far Hid State, pelSDllally 
appealld 
T1m France 
who acknowledged ta me to be !ht President al 
Shannan Self Staraae, Inc. 
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1 
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
3 DAVENJ>ORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
4 608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
5 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 





Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
10 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 




13 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 




Case No. CV-09-3915 
STIPULATION 
16 COMES NOW the parties to this stipulation and hereby stipulate and agree as follows: 
17 1. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho limited liability company, 
18 filed suit against Global Signal Acqµisitions II, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
19 (hereinafter "Global Signal") defendant. 
20 2. The nature of the complaint filed by Sherman Storage, LLC v. Global Signal was 
21 to eject Global Signal from property allegedly owned by Plaintiff. The property in question is 
22 the eastern half of vacated 24th Street, located· in the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, 
23 Idaho as it abuts Lots 3 & 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition. 
24 
25 
STJPULATION- PAOE 1 
C0002285.DOC 
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.. 
1 3. On July 30, 2009, Global Signal filed its Answer, Affirmative Defenses, 
2 Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint. 
3 4. One of the defenses asserted by Global Signal is that Global Signal also brought a 
4 third party complaint against the true owner of the property, the Wallace Family Trust and Mary 
5 Jo Wallace as trustee of the Wallace Family Trust. 
6 
7 
5. The Wallace Family Trust, via Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee, hereby stipulates to 
assign its cause of action to quiet title to the vacated 24th Street to .Global Signal for purposes of 







6. The Wallace Family Trust also understand that Global Signal will list it as an 
involuntary counter claimant against Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
on the sole issue of quieting title to the above disputed property as The Wallace Family Trust is 
not in a position to prosecute that claim. 
6. The Wallace Family Trust also agrees and consents to Global Signal prosecuting 
15 the counter-claim to quiet title to the disputed property in the Wallace Family Trust. 














DATED this '2V day of December, 2009 
JOit, P. HAZ L, 
Attorney for Global Signal Acquisitions, II 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
CHARLES M. DODSON , Attorney at Law 
DODSON & RAE ON LAW OFFICES 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Tel. (208) 664-1577 
Fax: (208) 666-9211 
I.S.B.N. 2134 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
f OUN TY OF KOOTENAI> SS 
r ILEO: 1 
201D JAN 26 PM 4: 48 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 








MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ~ 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in the real property ~ 
which is the subject of this action, ) 
Defendant. ) _____________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
ASSOCIATION OF COUNSEL 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the CHARLES M. DOBSON, hereby 
associates with ERIK P. SMITH, as counsel of record for the above named 
Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. All future pleadings and correspondence 
ASSOCIATION OF COUNSEL-1 
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addresses. /'J ~ 
DA TED this .i!l!:day of January, 2010~ _ 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney for Plaintiff 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE Or IDAHO 1 
CO!.lNTY OF KOOTENA!l SS 
FILtO: 
2010 JAN 26 PH 4: 4a 
~~JRT, J 
OEPIITY ~oL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 








MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ~ 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in the real property ~ 
which is the subject of this action, ) 
Defendant. ) _____________ ) 
/ . 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the ERIK P. SMITH, hereby substitutes in for 
ARTHUR BISTLINE, as counsel of record for the above named Plaintiff, 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. All future pleadings and correspondence should be 
directed to ERIK P. SMITH at the above address. 
DATED this 4ay of January, 2010 . 
.----i.,.--_ 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL - 1 
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:v t.'> DATED this~ day of January, 2010. 
,,,. •• ,-o: . 
~----· 
ARTHUR BISTLINE, Withdrawing Attorney 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL· 2 
·---·· __ ,, __ _ 
:'!· ! ,, ' 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
CHARLES M. DODSON, Attorney at Law 
DODSON & RAEON LAW OFFICES 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Tel. (208) 664-1577 
Fax: (208) 666-9211 
I.S.B.N. 2134 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
ST/l,T£ GF IDAHO 1 ~ 
COUNTY OF KOO TENA If S:i 
FILED: 
2010 JAN 26 PH 4: 48 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 










MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 ) 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in the real property ~ 
which is the subject of this action, ) 
Defendant. ) _____________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RELIEF 
FROM JUDGMENT 
Arthur M. Bistline, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM 
JUDGMENT-1 
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1. That I am former counsel of record for the Plaintiff, Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc., and have personal knowledge of the files and records in 
this case and the matters set forth herein. 
2. That attached hereto as Exhibit 1, is a true and correct copy of the 
Complaint for Quiet Title, entered herein on October 24, 2003. 
3. That attached hereto as Exhibit 2, is a true and correct copy of the 
Answer filed by Mary Jo Wallace, entered herein on February 12, 
2004. 
4. That attached hereto as Exhibit 3, is a true and correct copy of the First 
Amended Certificate of Revocable Family Trust, dated April 10, 1987. 
5. That attached hereto as Exhibit 4, is a true and correct copy of the 
Motion, Affidavit, and Order allowing Withdrawal of Attorney of Record, 
entered herein on March 8, 2005, and Pro Se Notice of Appearance. 
6. That attached hereto as Exhibit 5, is a true and correct copy of the 
Motion and Affidavit for Entry of Judgment and Notice of Hearing, 
entered herein April 18, 2006. 
7. That attached hereto as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the 
minutes from the April 26, 2006 hearing. 
8. That attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the 
Stipulation for Dismissal. 
9. Judge Luster agreed that the parties had resolved the lawsuit by way 
of a settlement, and upon my representation that the $750 would be 
paid, he entered judgment requiring Mary Jo Wallace to comply with 
her end of the bargain to transfer the property. 
10. That attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the 
Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement, dated April 26, 2006. 
11. That attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the 
payment of $750.00 payment made to Mary Jo Wallace, dated April 
27, 2006. 
12. That attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the 
Judgment, entered herein on May 4, 2006. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM 
JUDGMENT-2 
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Jan 26 10 03:44p BISTLINE LAW 
12086657290 
01/25/2010 16:26 2087559110 ERIK P SMITH 
DATED this ~6~ day of January, 2010. 
Arthur M. Bistline 
p. 1 
PAGE 03/03 
SUBSCRIBED AND_xW~ to before me, the undersigned Notary Public 




AFFIDAVIT OF ARTHUR M, BISTLINE IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FfOR RELIEF FROM 
JUDGMENT - 3 I 
f -. . ., 
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I 
EXHIBIT 1 
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BRENT G. SCHLOTTHAUER 
VASSEUR & SCHLOTTHAUER, PLLC 
409 Coeur d'Alene A venue 
P.O. Box 1560 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1560 
Telephone: (208) 664-4457 
Facsimile: (208) 765-4702 
Idaho State Bar No. 6104 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
r:nr,'!G"'T"'- D'J! 3 LULJ 'L t4 I (1 : 20 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through 100, and all 
other persons claiming any interest in the real 














Case No. CV 03-1 f.tfl 0 
C01\1PLAINT FOR QUIET TITLE 
Fee Category: Al 
Fee: $77.00 
COMES NOW, SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., the above-named plaintiff, by and through 
itsattorneyBRENTG.SCHLOTTHAUERofthefirmVASSEUR&SCHLOTTHAUER,PLLC,and 
for a cause of action against defendants MARY JO WALLA CE, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through 100, 
and all other persons claiming any interest in the real property which is the subject of this action, and each 
of them, hereby complain and allege as follows: 
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PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
I. 
Plaintiff SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., is, and at all times relevant to this action was, a 
Montana corporation authorized to do business the State of Idaho. 
II. 
Plaintiff is informed and believes, and on that basis alleges, defendant MARY JO WALLA CE, an 
unmarried person (herein defendant "Wallace") is, and at all times relevant to this action was, a resident 
of the city of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, State ofldaho. 
III. 
The true names or capacities of those heirs, devisees and/or owners named as Does 1 through 100, 
inclusive, are unknown to plaintiffs, who sue them by these fictitious names, and will seek leave of the Court 
to amend this Complaint to allege the true names or capacities of such defendants when the same are 
ascertained. 
IV. 
Based on their information and belief, plaintiffs allege that those defendants named as Does 1 
through 100, inclusive, claim an interest adverse to that of Plaintiff in the disputed property which is the 
subject matter of this litigation. Defendants' claims are without any right or foundation, and defendants' 
have n0°right,·title, -lien or-other interest in or to the subject property or any part thereof. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
V. 
The real property which is the subject matter of this action is located within the County of Kootenai, 
State of Idaho. 
COMPLAINT FOR QUIET TITLE - 2 
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VI. 
This is an action to quiet title to real property situated within the County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, as more specifically stated herein. 
VII. 
The Cou.,.rt has ju..ri.sdiction to try tl-ie plaintiffs cause of action against the defendwJ.t. Each of t.½.e 
defendants are subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of this state for the causes of action alleged in this 
Complaint which arose from the defendants' transacting business and/ or the ownership of real property 
located within Kootenai County, Idaho. 
VIII. 
The fair market value of the subject real property is in excess of Ten Thousai.,d Dollars 
($10,000.00). 
IX. 
Venue in this Court is proper pursuant to I.C. § 5-401, in that the real property which is the subject 
of this action, or some part thereof, is located in Kootenai County, Idaho. 
COMMON ALLEGATIONS 
x. 
The following described parcel of real property was deeded to defendant Wallace via an 
Administrator's Deed, dated March 29th, 1983, and recorded as Instrument No. 932474: 
Lots 1-12, togetherwithvacatedalley, allinBlock21, GLENMOREADDITION 
to the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, Idaho, including the building and 
parking area constructed thereon. [herein "Parcel l "] 
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XI. 
Said Administrator's Deed respected the estate of Josephine A. Wester, of which defendant Wallace was 
the personal representative. A true and correct copy of said Administrator's Deed is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "A" and by this reference made part hereof. 
XII. 
The following described parcel of real property was deeded to defendant Wallace via a Warranty 
Deed, dated February 19th, 1988, and recorded as Instrument No. 1114099: 
A parcel of land being Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene, according to the plat recorded in the office of the County Recorder in 
Book B of plats at page 123 records of Kootenai County, Idaho, excepting 
therefrom that portion lying. within the right of way boundaries of Interstate 
Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgment and Decree of 
Condemnation No. 17886 dated September 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 in 
Book 26 at page 304 records of said Kootenai County. [herein "Parcel 211 ] 
A true and correct copy of said Wananty Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and by this reference 
made part hereof. 
XIIT. 
The City of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, vacated that portion of 24th street running between Parcel 1 
and Parcel 2 via city Ordinance No. 2245, dated October 17, 1989, and recorded as Instrument No. 
1164 732. A true and correct copy of said Ordinance is attached hereto as Exhibit "C" and by this 
reference made part hereof. 
XIV. 
As a result of said street vacation, the westerly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th Street reverted 
to defendant Wallace as the owner of Parcel 1. Similarly, as a result of said street vacation, the easterly 
one-half(½) of said vacated 24th Street reverted to defendant Wallace as the owner of Parcel 2. 
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xv. 
On or about August 16, 2003, the parties entered into a Buy-Sell Agreement respecting plaintiff's 
purchase of Parcel 1 and all of adjacent vacated 24th Street from defendant Wallace. A true and correct 
copy of said Buy-Sell Agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "D" and by this reference made part hereof. 
XVI. 
Said Buy-Sell Agreement expressly and unambiguously stated that the subject sale ofreal property 
from defendant Wallace to plaintiff was to include "ALL of 24th ST. (60')". 
XVII. 
On or about September 19, 2002, the parties closed the sale of the subject real property. The 
Warranty Deed, dated September 19, 2002, failed to transfer title to the entirety of said vacated portion 
of 24th street. Said deed convened only that portion of 24th Street "that attached by operation oflaw". 
The portion that attached by operation oflaw is only the westerly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th Street, 
a thirty foot (3 O') portion. A true and correct copy of said Warranty Deed is attached hereto as Exhibit 
"E" and by this reference included herein. 
XVIII. 
A true and correct copy of a portion of the Assessors map depicting the real property which is the 
subject of this action is attached hereto as Exhibit "F" and by this reference included herein. 
XIX. 
Defendant Wallace, despite a clear expression ofintent to the contrary as set forth in the parties' 
Buy-Sell Agreement, claims a remaining interest in the easterly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th Street. 
Defendant's claim is without any right, and defendant has no estate, right, title, lien or interest in or to the 
easterly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th Street, or any part thereof. 
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xx. 
Plaintiff claims an ownership interest in the easterly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th Street. 
Plaintiffs claim is adverse to defendant Wallace's possession and interest therein. 
XXI. 
Plaintiff is informed and believes and upon such basis alleges that defendants, and each of them, 
do not claim any interest in Parcel 1 which would be deemed adverse to plaintiffs ownership, possession 
and interest therein. However, in the event any such claims are in fact declared by defendants, plaintiff 
asserts that any such claims of said defendants are without any legal right or merit whatsoever, and said 
defendants have no legal right, claim or interest in any portion of Parcel 1. 
XXII. 
Plaintiff therefore seeks a declaration that the title to the easterly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th 
Street is vested in plaintiff alone and that defendants, and each of them, be declared to have no right, estate 
or interest in the easterly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th and that said defendants, and each of them, be 
forever enjoined from claiming or asserting any future estate, right, title or interest in the easterly one-half 
(½) of said vacated 24th adverse to plaintiff and/or plaintiff's successors and assigns. 
XXIII. 
Plaintiff has made repeated demand upon defendant Wallace that defendant Wallace fully perform 
each of the contractual obligations required ofher pursuant to the terms of the parties' Buy-Sell Agreement, 
namely convey to plaintiff the remaining easterly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th Street. Defendant 
Wallace has at all times failed and refused to so perform. 
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FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Quiet Title) 
XXIV. 
For a first cause of action against the defendants, and each of them, plaintiff restates all material 
paragraphs ofthis Complaint as though said allegations were fully set forth herein. 
XXV. 
This action is to quiet title to real property under Idaho Code § 6-401. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Specific Performance) 
XXVI. 
For an second cause of action against the defendant, plaintiff restates all material paragraphs of this 
Complaint as though said allegations were fully set forth herein. 
XXVII. 
On or about September 19, 2003 to date, Plaintiff has tendered full performance under the terms 
of the parties' Buy-Sell Agreement. 
XXVIII. 
Defendant Wallace has failed and refused to tender full performance under the terms of said Buy-
Sell Agreement. 
XXIX. 
In the event Defendant Wallace is allowed to continue to fail and refuse to tender full performance 
thereunder, plaintiff will be caused to suffer irreparable harm in that plaintiff will be deprived of certain real 
property essential to the continuing improvement and development of Parcel 1 and money damages will 
not be sufficient to compensate plaintiff for such a loss. 
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XXX. 
Plaintiff has no plain, speedy or adequate remedy at law. 
XXXI. 
Plaintiff requests that the Court order Defendant Wallace to specifically perform each of the terms 
and conditions required of Defendant Wallace under the parties' Buy-Sell Agreement. 
TillRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Attorney Fees) 
XXXII. 
For a third cause of action against the defendants, and each of them, plaintiff restates all material 
paragraphs of this Complaint as though said allegations were fully set forth herein. 
XXXIII. 
Plaintiff has been compelled to retain an attorney to prosecute this action, and reasonable attorney 
fees for such services in the event of defendant's default are Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00). 
PRAYERS FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff respectfully requests judgment in favor of plaintiff and against the 
defendant, and all persons claiming thereunder, as follows: 
WITH RESPECT TO THE FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
1. That defendants be required to set forth the nature of their claims to the Disputed Property; 
2. That any and all such claims set forth by defendants be declared null and void and without 
any basis in law or in equity; 
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3. Quieting plaintiff's title to the entirety of easterly one-half(½) of said vacated 24th Street; 
4. That plaintiffs be declared and adjudged the true owners of east-erly one-half(½) of said 
vacated 24th Street in fee simple, free of any and all claims of each and every defendant and that plaintiff is 
en ti tied to quiet and peacefui possession of the Disputed Property; 
5. That defendants and all persons claiming therelm.der be declared to have no estate, title, lien, 
right or other interest in the Disputed Property or any part thereof; 
6. Declaring that plaintiffs interest in the Disputed Property is unencumbered by any estate, 
right, title, lien or other interest of the defendants; 
7. That said decree permanently enjoin defendants from asserting any further adverse claims 
whatsoever in or to the Disputed Property' 
WITH RESPECT TO THE SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
8. For an order that Defendant specifically perform each ofits continuing obligations owed to 
plaintiff pursuant to the parties' Buy-Sell agreement; 
9. For an order that Defendant be required to execute a Warranty Deed in favor of Plaintiffs 
respecting the Subject Property; 
WITH RESPECT TO ALL CA USES OF ACTION 
10. For an award to plaintiffs of attorney fees in the amount of Five Thousand Dollars 
($5,000.00) in the event this matteris determined by default, and thereafter such additional sums as the court 
may deem just and proper; 
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11. For the costs of suit incurred herein; and 
12. For such other and further relief, at law or in equity, as the Court deems just and proper. 
DATED this 2il.--day of October, 2003. 
COMPLAINT FOR QUIET TITLE - 10 
VASSEUR & SCHLOTTHAUER, PLLC 
By~ 
BRENT G. SCHLOTTHAUER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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VERIFICATION 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Kootenai ) 
LEE SNIDER, the Secretary/Treasurer of plaintiff SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, 
INC., being authorized to act on plaintiffs behalf, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
That I have read the forgoing Complaint for Quiet Title, that I know the contents thereof, and that 
I believe the same to be true to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. 
COMPLAINT FOR QUIET TITLE - 11 
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!1JZ4?4.::.- · 
. ADM-INXSTRii·roil 'S '. DEED:· . ,•• ,· -~ . . ... 
bet.ween- Ml'iRY JO WALLACE·, Pcrso.:1ci:l. Represent.ative of· 
::-~- JOSEP!UNE .,;.., . _WJ;;S'l'_BR; deceased, 
:?:._ 
;_:_:_!_:_i_i,l,~_:_· _ :_F ::":,:: :~:::::. ~:::":::•:::.:: ::• sole and ,,,, ·•· 
Sec·ond Part. 
It.... . ::':;:::~~:::,:::'.::::::~:::::.:::t:~~:: ·::r::zi::r .. ··· .... 
i~t.d .·:::~=~=:::;:::::::::::::::-::::::::.:::::::::: •::::1:r~f ~::~·· · ..• ·~ 
tfi.--· .. ,:e;~~-t:le,i,:i~--,-;~~e~ve all of the estate interest. ,.,, 
f<· Nb}{, 'l'HEREfORE, Witnesseth, that the said Party of the First -;'<J 
':'.~} ParJ:_:,.::·~or-·a ._:valuable consic.eration, and for the purpos·e of 
distribut·ing· certain real property from the Estate of J6sep!1_ine ·JJ •• 
Wester, deceased, does by these pres{;!nts hereby distribute-,·gr-_~nt, 
bargain, sell, convey, and confirm unto the said Party of. the 
Second Part, individually, and as her sole and separate proper.ty_, 
and to her heirs and assigns forever, all that c~rtain parcel of: 
land sitl'.atc, lying, and being in Coeur d'Ale:ie, County of Kootenai·, 
State: of Idaho, and more [JQrticularly described as follows: 
Lots 1-12, together with vacated alley, all in Block 
21, GLENMORE ADDITION to the City of Coeur d'Alene, 
Kootenai County, Idaho,·including the building and 
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. . ... -.·.-
_ .. •._. . -.-_,r· ._ .. _\ .. 
·, :~: . : __ :.::~~){~:~{::·. ,: L' :. · ... 
. . . a.~:~dea ·tp. t,he. St:at,-!=; :of; :l;_9<;!°10 J.n_ BC?Ok ;J:70' _p3:g'e :430; : 
. :r;ecc5l::ded':·No.vefiil:?er. ·"4.·,; )!9'.57./i. ,all .. in ;;Block 24; G·lerimo,:e· 
,~.0:q_1.t:{cin. to. t-h'e· Ci'ty, ·01:.: '._co·eur: d'Alene, Kootenai' 
Co.unty·, 'Idaf!O; "acciofd_i:ng :to 'the· plat recorded in 
BQ"gk., ·B o{Pl0!:,s, pagi? :1!10~-
t .;·· . . · ... ·. . . ~: ;, ·· ... 
. ..- . .- ~ . ) .. -/; __ :~ ,:-. ' . '.: \/f ~~J:!~~r·:~ tJ· .'~~-~:/~/ ~5~:~t~~~-r :·the tenements, 
an~:,:,a:fa:i,urtien~n-c~!" :- th_er:<=t;]1'j::O.:·.b.e·longing or in anywise-
and remainders, rents.,.: 
; .·. 
said premises/ 
Part·, ,~fl~.; to ···her c.hei-rs a11d, as sighs forever. ::·.·· 
Ik·-WITNESS WHE·REOP' the said Party of the First Par.t bas-'.· . 
. -·:-> 
hereunto set her hand and s·eal the- day and year first abov:e 
wr~tt.ei:i;' 
JO WALLACE)· 
P•::rsonal p senta'f'i ve · of ·the 
·.: -~ .. 
~--· 
E$tate of J-OSephin~ A. Wes~e.r , .. Dec·. 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
On thisc:?J.9'~af of /'/??Mctf , 1983, before me, a 
Notary Public in and for said St.:ite, personally appeared MARY JO ., 
WALLACE, Personal Representative of the Estate of Josephine A, 
Wester, Deceased, known to me to be the person whose name is 
suhscribed to the within 
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'1114099 
ProjP.ct No. I-190-1(138)14 
Parcel Nos. 54-R & 57-R 
Key No. 2601 
'WARRANTY DEED 
Coeur d'Alene East, ~ootenai County 
THIS INDENTURE, Made this ;qVJ: day of /~~Of U ti K /, 19 b½', 
J 
between the STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through the IDAHO TRANSPORTA 
TION BOARD for the DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS, Granter, and WALLACE FAMlLY 
TRUST, 9'/41 Easy Street, Hnyden Lake, Idaho, 83835, Grantee, 
WITNESSETH1 
That the Grantor, for and in consideratinn of the exchange of 
c~rtaln real property rights, does by these presents hereby grant 
bargain, sell, and conviy unto the Grantee, its successors and assigns 
forever, the following described parcels of land situated in the County 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho, to-wit: 
PARCEL NO. 54-R 
A parcel·of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d 1 Alene, accor~ir~ to the plat recorded in the of(ice 
of the County Recorder in Rook B of Plats at Page 123, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that 
portion lying within the right of way boundaries of Inter-
state Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgment 
and Decree of C0ndemnation No. 17866 dated September 5, 1958, 
recorded June lfi, 1960 in Book 26 at page 304 records of said 
Kootenni County. 
PhRCEL NO. 57-R 
A parcel of land being Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore Addition _to 
Coeur d'Alene, according to the Plat recorded in the c,ffice 
of the County Recorder in Book B of Plats at page 123 records 
of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that pnrtion 
lying within the right of way boundaries of Interstate 
Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgme11t and 
Decree of Cond~mnation No. 17866 dated September 5, 1958, 
recorded June 16, 1960 in Book 26 at page 304 records of said 
Kootcnni County, 
The Granter excepts and reserves unto itself, its successors or 
assigns, all existing, future c.1r potential common law or statutory 
easements of access, lngress oc egress to, from, or between 
EXHIBIT 
,, B'' 
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Project No. I-190-1(138)14 
Parcel Nos. 54-R ~ 57-R 
Key No. 2601 
WARRANTY DEED 
erty hecein conveyed and the right of way of I-90 as shown on the plans 
of Interstate 90, Project No. 1-90-1(138)14. 
TOGETHER with all and sJngul~r the tenements, heredltaments and 
appurtenances thereunto belonging to and in anywise appertaining, the 
reversion and reversions, remainder and remainders, rents, lssues, and 
profits thereof1 and estate, right, title and interest in and to the 
Raid property, as well in law as in equity, of the Grantor. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD all and singular, the above mentioned and 
described premises, together with the appurtenances, unto the Grantee, 
its successors and assigns forever, and the said Grantor, and its suc-
cessors and assigns, and the premises in the quiet and peaceable pos-
session of said Grante~. its successors and assigns,· and all and every 
person 2nd persons whomsoever, lawfully claiming or to claim by, 
through or under the Granter, the same shall and will warrant and by 
these presents forever defend. 
Page 2 of 3 
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111~099 
Project No. I-190-1(138)14 
Parcel Nos. 54-R & 57-R 
Key No .. 2601 
WARRANTY DEED 
II WITNESS WHEREOF, The G;ftrt~~ ~as hereunto executed these 
-U; ~
pres€nts on the H~ay of ~r:;1at~fl"·lS88. 
RECOMMENDED1 / / ~ 
Right of w~ Ji;?Jgft...., 
APPROVED: 
?tote Highway Administrator 
APUROVED AS TO FORM: 
I,egal Counsel 
STATE OF IDAHO l 
) ss. 







On this /{/t_'- day of . .Jar.ue1ry,d'l988, betore me, t~he undersigned, a 
Notary Public~nd for said State, ?ersonally appeared JOHN M. OHMAN, 
LLOYD f. B>-.R.RON, and H.ARION DAVIDSON, known to roe tr• be the Chairman, 
Vice Chairman, and Member, respectively, of the Ida~o Transportation 
Board, whose names are subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and 
acknowledged to me that they executed the same as such Idaho Transpor-
tation Board. 
lN WITNESS WHEREOF, i hi,ve hereunto· set m.y hand and affixed my 
~f.ficial se~l the day and: ar in this certificate first above written. , ..... , .. , . 
•.. \\ 'I I,.,, 
. . ' ;.., i ~., ;-.,,. • 
• ·"' -~.-:,: •. • 11'' ....... • • 
.... ·•. 
' • 
06 ~ ~'r,.l j' ._ \ 
? ' , ", . ff 1.:.-; ·II· ?'?J , · :) J \. I .• :'> / _,;:,£. -- L. 
' .. . .. .. '.. .... ... .. 
fr:~~·:-.:· ?age 3 of 3 
.... : ..• !,,,····· 
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ORDINANCE NO. 2245 
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, VACATING A 
PORTION OF LAKESIDE AVENUE AND TWEN'I'Y-FOORTH STREET lN COEUR 
D1 ALENE, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO, GENERALLY DESCRIBED AS A 
PARCEL OF LAND BEING PART OF LAKESIDE AVENUE AND TWENTY-FOURTH 
STREET AS SHOWN IN THE AMENDED PLAT, GLENMORE ADDI'rION 'fO 
COEUR D'ALENE DATED 1907 AND RECORDED IN BOOK B OF PLATS AT 
PAGE 140, RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO; REPEALING ALL 
ORDINANCES AND PARTS OF ORDINANCES IN CONFLICT HEREWITH; AND 
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE HEREOF. 
BE IT ORDAINED, by the Mayor and City Council of the City 
of Coeur d'Alene: 
Section 1 
That the following described property, to wit: 
A PARCEL OF LAND BEING PART OF LAKESIDE 
AVENUE AND 'l'WEN'l'Y-FOURTH STREE1' AS SHOWN 
IN THE AMENDED PLAT, GLENMORE ADDITION TO 
COEUR D'ALENE DATED 1907 AND RECORDED IN 
BOOK B OF PLATS AT PAGE 140, RECORDS OF 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO; MORE PARTICULARLY 
DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS, TO WIT: 
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF 
BLOCK 24 OF SAID AMENDED PLAT, GLENMORE 
ADDITION TO COEUR D1 ALENE, KOOTENAI 
COUNTY, IDAHO; 
THENCE EAST ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 24 A DISTANCE OF 300.0 FEET TO THE 
SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID BLOCK 24; 
THENCE NORTH ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 24 TO A POINT IN THE SOUTHWESTERLY 
RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF EXISTING INTERSTATE 
90 HIGHWAY PROJECT NO .. 1-90-1(2)11; 
THENCE SOUTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID 
SOUTHWESTERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE, BEING 
3689.72 FOOT RADIOS CURVE RIGHT, TO A 
POINT IN THE WEST LINE OF BLOCK 22 OF 
SAID AMENDED PLAT, GLENMORE ADDITION TO 
COEUR D'ALENE, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO; 
if ATE- OF IOAHO } S 
A '°UfHY OF KOOTENAI S 
EXHIBIT 
ORDINANCE NO. 2245: Page 1 \\ C. t, 
~TTilE REQUEST OF ____ _ 
.CID'.: .OF. COEUR D'ALENE. 




Fee$ :?~ . ... 
Return to 
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THENCE SOUTH ALONG THE SAID WEST LINE OF 
BLOCK 22 TO THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF SAID 
BLOCK 22; 
THENCE WEST 60.0 PEET ~O THE SOUTHEAST 
CORNER OF SAID BLOCK 21; 
THENCE NORTH ALONG THE EAST LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 21 A DISTANCE OF 230.0 FEET TO THE 
NORTHEAST CORNER OF SAID BLOCK 2li 
THENCE WEST ALONG THE NORTH LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 21 A DISTANCE OF 300.0 FEET TO THE 
NORTHWEST CORNER OF SAID BLOCK 2li 
THENCE NORTH 60.0 FEET TO THE REAL PLACE 
OF BEGINNING 
be and the same is hereby vacated. 
Section 2 
That said vacated property shall revert to the adjacent 
property owners. 
Section 3 
That the existing rights-of-way, easements, and franchise 
rights of any lot owners, public utility, or the city of Coeur 
d 1 Alene shall not be impaired by this vacation, as provided by 
law, and that the adjoining property owners shall in no manner 
pave or place any obstruction over any public utilities. 
Section 4 
All ordinances and parts of ordinances in conflict with 
this ordinance are hereby repealed. 
Section 5 
This ordinance shall take effect and be in full force 
upon its passage, approval and publication in one (1) issue of 
the Coeur dtAlene Press, a newspaper of general circulation 
published within the City of Coeur dtAlene and the official 
newspaper thereof. 
ORDINANCE NO. 2245: Page 2 
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Passed under suspension of rules upon 1-1hich a roll call vote was 
duly taken and duly enacted an Ordinance of the City of Coeur d 1Alene 
at a regular session of the City Council, Gctober 17, 19-89. 
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OP.:lDW; CE NO •• c2o) L{ 5' 
Motion by · /f;ziJ 1 Soconrl by (}1 C ~ 
t-o pas~ t!-ie lrl r-ea.:ilng of 0:-di.r,ance i . -------- Boll call: 
1fotion by _ _.£...,sJ==------to euapend tJ-,e :r-uJ.ea S....'1d ba.-e tr,e 2nd & 3rd 
~ea.dints by title only. Se-: end ed. by _ _,__~ ...... ==~-=-------• 
~ct.ion by ---------- soccr~ed by to ------------
a;:-;,rove tJ-,e second reo. .. d.ing. Roll callt 
:Hot.ion by _________ , ee-conde-d by ___________ _ 
Motion by _________ , e econded by ___________ _ 
a.do pt O rcliJ::, a. '1-C e I\ o • • ----- Roll oa.11 t 
Y,ay-or d~lro-e-d orcl.:l..na..")Ce No. a. d:u.1.y e:::a::tel ----------- ----
ordinance of the city of Coeur d 1J.J..ene. 
C ou.nd 1, .an 
/ 
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nil es 2nd 
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· .... 
FAX t-0. : 40&5427484 
BUY-SELL AGREEMENT 
(lnciudlng Eam&St Money Receipt) 
(.1G67847D 
;• 
9. 17 2002 05:"JOPM Pl 
1 Thll AgretrM1U IIIJ'UL'1M 1he l•nM, &f ~1 .. ,,( lhl<. l"~Y- R~~d c1r.luRy IMfD/'9 cltr1l11g. Tl,le 11 • loga:ly hlndlng cor11,..c:1. If 
2 not unden;lood. sttk eontS"tffll advio-e. 
p. l 
:i ~ ue '2 ~_f.,_ ~- (date) ~Z:. /.5i.i. ~QQ-;t... 
, Z~i &;: s;;.u4-H? ;,;;;;e Pt?. : ,4:ss 1r,&s ~.:t~-o..J s&z"i:-sm/245'~.;z;;,. 
5 u Ojo1nt tenants with rights of a $V.rv1Vcrtbip. b tooantsmGGlmloo~ flslnglein1mlther own nght, 
6 EiOffier __________________ (hentinafter c11llod "Buyer") agrees lo purchase, end the 
7 Seller agrees to sell the following described real propert; (heretnatter referred IO ac •property'") comrr.only known · 
8 as vtf:- C..O v:e. &wt- :;2 31 ;5 g. :S rt f & 07 fl-&' ,1 ·U f , · · 
9 




1'4 TO ER wilh an inter&$! of Sellar In vacated 9fntets and eneys edjac:en thereto. all easements end other 
15 appurtenances thereto, and an Improvements thereon. All perman9ntly installed fiXlure~ arid rrttings that are allached 
16 to lho Propcr1y ore lnoluded in tho puroha~ price, suoh 83 elecirlcel, plumbing end hNting fixtures, wO<XJ stoves, 
17 bullt·in appflances, SC!'!!etiS, :r\9ffll doer:., storm windows, curlain rods ano hardware, attached noor coverlngs;T.V. 
18 antennas, air cooler or conditioner, ~ra_ge dQC>r o~Mel a/'ld controls, attached- fireplace equ!;,menl, mailbox, end 
1g !rees enc slirubs attached fo tile Properly and attached ~b idings or structures eiu:.ept: 
20 1--.1 t;,µ.c.;/2. b 1c f:,VSf: · ~ 5c,,wL, N/e t. fru.rem tNT 
21 . . 
22 PERSONAL PROPERTY: The followiig items of personal property, rree of liens and withOu! .warranty of condition. 
2.3 arelm:luded: --~N..;...c-.r...,_ ___________________________ _ 24 ______________________________________ _ 
2!S ______________________________________ _ 
26 ______________________________________ _ 
27 PURCHASE PRICE AND TERMS: 
28 Tot~~prlce le A ut fh;d.Nr.J(2 f: 0 MO sf u r "-'q&Ur ~~-S. Donar:s 
29 (S ~Q ~ petyi'ble as follCW111: 
30 $ I 00 CJ ~arnest money lo bfl applied at closing. · 
31 S -0 - es addiliorual cas~ payment, payable on or before closing. 
32 $ -57'/ oa o 00 balance of!he pt,rchese price will be financed a_9 follow,: 
33 Cl Convenliooel O M BOH 
34 0 FHA O USDA-RD 
35 0 YA }lJ Other lnsti!utbnal Financing 
0 Seller Financing 
fJ A$$Umption or Existing loans 
36 ________________________ _ 
37 ______________________________________ _ 
38 ______________________________________ _ 
39 ______________________________________ _ 
40 Thie Agreement I• contlnsenl uf)'Jn Buyer obwolnlng the f1C1~nclng apoclfled her,;ln. If financing Cflnnot be obtained 
41 w\lhln the time set forth in Iha TIME FOR. COMPLETION section, this Agreement ls lennlna1ed and the aarnesi 
42 money will be refunded to lhe 9uyer. · · 
43 CLOS!NG DATE: The dalo of closing shall be (date) ON Q~ BE-fc£t,. NQUfrnBe.£:. 15 .~:l...-The 
44 parties may, by mutual agr8'1ment, eios4 the lransacllon aiticipate<S by !his Agreement at any timeprior lo the dale 
-4~ specified. Toe Buyer and Seller wlR d~posit wtth the c-losing_ agent all ln:rtn.imenl~ and monleft neceuary lo complele 
46 the purch&se In accordance with 1h11 Agr~me1nt. 
47 P088t!SSfON: Seaer shall d.rh,er to B~r pl)!Ssesslon of lhe property end allow occupancy: 
45'til when all ll!quired doa.Jrnents have betm signed by all parti~ and delivered lo closlng agent. OR 
49 b on 11e date of recording the deed or notice of pun:he&er's intercat, OR · 
MD . 
51 Property shan be vttcant unless otherwise agreed in wrilln~ Seller :shan provide key:s and/or means to operate locks, 
5~es, secuity syatcmD, efanns, garage de-or C>P'lr'l•r(e), end Homeowner's Association facilities9, if appllcable. • .. • - - Pago1of7 tc: ff'Vr 
' . . -- Soilo?i lnillal~ 
... - ... .. ... ,_. 
•• l:-• .. Tl&lld20-Z:1'X 
,__ 111n tun,m• '1' llf ,.....,.~ LI.C non l'\\w,_LUt ~ ~ T-.no, ~~ ~ l"lOl .,_ 
EXHIBIT 
,, D rr 
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,' FAX l-0. 
,):-:796670 4 78 . ., p.2 
.9. ! 7 2082 05:"JBPH P2 
53 RECEIPT OF EARNEST MONEY: The undersigfled: S t-£.L 'c /L . her9oy acknowledge$ receipt from B•Jyer 
54 of ciar:iost money In the amount of ON f- 77-ff.;4 ':"rlt,J{.) 0 ('.; L£ -4-/"2...S 
55 U.S. Donar, {$ /CX./0 .Jd.:.._ ) as evidenced by D cash~ check O or 
SG ---------------
57 AN pertiu to this lransactio11 rigree, unlc:i:i othcrwhc pro~cd herein. that the eynest monies will be dep~lteci 
58 pursuaot to Montana lflW OR withg] ( tfrf./ l:,. l busJneu .d3¥S-of Ule -da\e---alf--part1tt rurtt t~d th4 is.gr"menl or 
59- .. . ... - . 
604ll~h-~llwti-cld"r. a·frost8Ctootitby --6{(112:ri'r r'D !i:H:O 77 hf. Co, 
61 Partl9' agr&G that Interest accruing oo 9arnest monoy, If any, while depooi1ed shaH be payable to: 
62 . ~ f_ f_ Gr SN r;:J £R... 
63 lfinlereat Is p.3yc1ble lo the Bruker· is agreed that sums !o paid arc con:iideralion for ser,ice5·rencered. 
M /J A- by . . IY I& . 
65 (Sal~ Raal Estate Firm' Phone N.Jmhilr) {Signature af S•i~p~n; 
66 FINANCING CONDITIONS ANO O~LIGATION!'I: 
67 BUYER'S REPRESEITTATION OF FUNDS: Buyer represent& that they have suflicier:t funds for the down 
sa payment end dosing casts to close th!s s.1le In accordance wit.'l this Agreement and are not r~lylng upon any 
69 conllngent source or iiueh funds unless otherwl:se expressly set forth h&fein. 
70 Ta1E FOR COMPLETION: If third party fmanclng of the type speclf\ed herein ls required by the terms of this 
71 Agreemet1I (includes waumpllon,, -contract, fer deed, and lender financing), the ·clo&ir,g 3ha[I occur on tlie· 
72 dat• cpeclfied ot as coon thereett« at finet'lcing h: CL>mpl,ud. but no taler than 30 days artor 
7J th• staled closing-d-ete. 
7'1 LOAN Al'"PLICATION: lf Buyer febs to make written appllcatlcn for Onanalng and pay lo lhll tender My 
75 required fees, epply for assumption of en exlsllng loen or contract, or lnitlete eey action req•Jlred f0< 
76 completion of a coolracl for dud by 5:00 P .M. (Mountain Time) (dale) OC.z:t, ,St A:' I 5' c';? c;,c..~ 
77 Duyer wDI be In breech or this Agreement end Seller can oxsrci:se Sellcf':i remedie~ under !hlo Agreement. 
78 DISCOUNT POINTS: If e Buyer obtalna financing from a lender requlrll'lg discount points:, Seller agree• to 
79 pty d!1co1.1nt points up to a maximum of ________ percent { ___ % ) of the 8uyer'a loan. Seller's 
80 obllgetlon WIii not excGgd S _________ . Any fJnds oald by S'11114!r as set forth 8bove shall not be usad 
81 for the orlglnaUon fe¢, closing costs, re$el'ie,, °' any othor e°'t&. Buyer cMU p:iy en other discount points. 
82 VA BUYERS: It Is expressly agreed that, notwllh3tanding any other provblon:i of lhls contract, the F.luyer 
83 shall no! lnCIJr any ponalty by forfeiture of earnest mcney o, otherwise be oblig!ted lo complete the purchase 
8-4 of the Property If the contract purchase price or cos1• exceeds !he reasonat:le v.alue of the Property established 
BS by the Veteran's Admini:slralico. The Buyer shall, howcv~r. have the prlvili,ge and opUon of proceeding with 
86 the consummation of this Agreement witnout rg~rd to th<:! amount of the r!asonable value established by 
87 U\e Vetera,rs Administration. 
ea F.M..A. BUYERS: In ~he :vent runds for the transaction entlclpeted by this Agreemgnt are to b1J derive<f from 
89 an F.H.A. h,\Jred loen, It b ~p,cssly agreed lhet, notwlthGlandlng eny olhor provisions or this Agreement, 
oo the Buyer shaR not be obligated to compl11t11 the purche~e or lhe propertt described herein or· to Incur any 
91 penalty by forfeiture or earne5t money deposits or otherwi$e, 1;.1nless lhe Buyer has recelved e wnllen 
92 statement issl.H1d by the Federal Housl~ Commissioner, Veteran's Admlnlstr;:itlon, or a Direct Endorsement 
93 lender setllng forth the 21pprelsed value of the Property for mortgage in3urance purposes of not le:ss than lhe 
g4 amount set for11'1 In the APPRAISAL PROVISION section, which amount is Incorporated hertin by re~e!'\CE. 
s, The Buyer :sl,cll hcve the privilc-gc and option or prooeading wtlh tha consummation of lhi~ Agrtement wllhout 
96 . regerd to the amount or the appraised v~luadon made by the Federal Housing CorTYnlssioner. The appraised 
97 'ietu@lion is en-ived al to determine the maximum mortgage the Oopertment of Housing and Urban 
98 ORVwlopmenl (HUD) wlll Insure. HUD doe!! not werrant the value nor the condhion of Iha Property. "Th@ Buyer 
99 should satisfy him~elf/herself lhat the price and condition of the Pro;>erty are acceptable. 
101J APPRAISAL PROVi$ION: PropGrty must 2pPraln fur at least (S 5 75 CXIO., fA'./ ) 
101 If the property does no! appral!e :or al least the specified amount. lh!s Agreement i:i \err.nlnated and earns:sl mor.ey 
102 ntfun<jed 1Q the Buyet unlesv th~ Buy~r el11cls to proceed wllh do!.lng thl& Agr90014lnt without rtgard to apprais«I 
103 value. Written notic;,, of Bvyer's ala<;tian to proceed shaft be given lo Sell11r or Seller'$ Brokr.r/Selespen.::,n within 
104 _5_ dll)'S er Buyer or Au,·er's 8roker/Sala!'lper:son receiving notice of appraised velsJe. 
105 SMOKE OETl:CTOR(S): Property has 1f _____ Smoke ~t~to~s). 
106 MO!ULE HOME(S)! 1/,f a MOBILE HOME Is lnclud: ~ !he sere or lhls Properly: 1iUe wl!I be cor:vr~yed <1t time 
107 of closing. Year N A- ~~e/Model N.lll:::.. . __ 
108 · I Number Air.Lz. Till• Nt..rnber -----'~'-=-i/r-..1.d:...._. __________ _ 
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109 WAfER: Oei;cr,plio" or ~ler, if any, to bo tnm;tqrr~ :il closlng: N / /r 
1t0 ---~-----'--'-----------
11 t Th& CO$! of tram1fening will b4' paid by O Seller, D Buyet. D spilt equalty between Bvy~r and Seller. 
112 Documents for lransfarwlll oo pru;.,lff~<l und filed by---,------------- ____ . 
113 CONTINGENCIES: The contrngencle& il~led berow or on attachtd addenda ,h~II be d9t'311'Gd to !\ave beer, relea:sBd, 
1 l"- walved, or~ -8AO--tt\~-A§r-eement-shall--cenlimie \o·doslnq. unle.s, -by lhe--d~ ~rolifid ior each conllng11ncy. 
115 the .P~rt.Y rcqJ,J_~J]n_g thet ~nti':lg.M!cy h~.J o.oll!'.le.d 1h11 ottw .p.my Dr L"le o1tl4C .pvty'.s .Br..ok..er&~ 1A \Wit~!":§ 
116 that ttte contingency Is not release<!, waived, or satisfied. If~ party ha& noU1ied the olher party pf.or to the release 
117 date that e contingency Is not rek3as<1d, walwd, or satisfied, this A.91"eemen1 Is lermlni!ted. end the ~me;t ~ney 
118 wlD be returned to the Buy~. unle$S the pa~ie.s negoll11la olher1emis or provb!ons. 
1 HI ffiLE CONTINGENCY: This Agreem~nt ia contingent upon Buyer's receipt arid appr~val (to Buyer's 
120 utisfaction} of the preliminary tltle commHmenl. Releeise Date: · 5 oosine1;s days f;-om 
i:21 Buyer·s or Buyer's repre~talfve':s receipt oi preliminary iiUe commitment. 
122 This AijrHmant Is C<>ntlng,nt upon --"-""-'-=-'--"--.,,..;."-v ... /_..._,~..J---"..u.fL...!C...:....,c..:<..;:=-~-!:.-l-------123 ______________________ ..,_ _________ -,,J.-------
p. ::J 
124 -------------------------------~-- --=-------....... 
125 ::fel~~~ .oeu,: &p: ~J/Y'-d--.. m "~r.-~ Wi~I ii tj ,-;;;;:i,. r~ 
12g Rote~$& Date: ___________ _ 
130 Thi• Agrtement is ~ntlngent upon _______________________ _ 
131 -----------------------------------------
132 -------------------------------- ---------3 ______________________ RMa~e D.ato: ____________ _ 
134 PROPERTIES INSPECTIONS: Th~ Buyer Is aware that.any Brok.eragt F11m(s) and S11lesper3o_ns involved In lhe 
t 35 lmnsiacUon antlclpaled by this Agresment hcve not conducted an expert inspection !:>f analysts or the Property or it<; 
138 condition end meko r.o repreHntations to the Buyer as to Hs condition. do not assure -that the house and/ex buildings 
137 wilt be utisfactory to :he Buyer in all resP13cts, thet ell equipment will operate properly or that th, Property Md/or 
13-8 improvements comply wllh CUl'T9nt building and zoning codes and ARE NOT building ir.sp~~or::i.'.·~uadir.g eonlrv.lQr,, 
139 structt.ral engineers, electricians. plumber;,, ~enlterion:;, septic or c~pool ro-.perts, wgll drillel"'$ · or Willi exp11rts, land 
1-40 ,urveycn, civil engineers, flood plain or water dralnaQe experts. roofing conlractcr:s or roofing experts, accounta1,ts, 
g 1 attorneys, or title examiners, or exports in identifying hazardous waste and/or toxic rr.ateriof3_ 
142 INSPECTION CONTtN~ENCY: 
·143 OThis Agreeme:nt Is contingent upoo Buyer's acceptance or tho Proper1y conditions identified through eny 
14.4 ins;,eclions or ad't'ice requesled bol'>W, Buygr agrees to acquire, at Buyer·.s own expens'3, independent 
145 lntpociions or advice from qualh'led inspectors or advisors of the Buyer's choice. 
140 O Home lnapectlon l:rZoning Determination 
147 0 SePer's Property Disclosure O Review and App~i of Pro~lve Covenanb 
148 0 Roof lnapeetlon" D Ea,omcnb 
140 0 StructuraVFoundation Inspection• D Flood Plain Dtttrmln:ation 
150 D Electrical Inspection• 0 Water Sample Test 
151 0 Pa.Jmblng Inspection• · 0- Septio or Cei1spool lnspe<;tion 
1S2 D H@atlng. ventllalioo, cooling !y:slcm - lnsp@clion · 
153 0 Wood Stove/Flrepiac1tlnspec\ion° 
1 S4 0 P~t/Rodent l~ecllon 
165 0 W911 lnspocilon ror condition of WeU and Ousnlity of Water 
156 D Accou,lng Advice 
157 0 Survey Requl111d or Corner Pins 
158 D Locetcd O ReQet 
1 &ii tJ Acc.;ss 10 Property 
160 D Vertlcatlon of# of code comi:,rient bedroom$ 
O~n 
IB'" Asbesto8 
0 Wi!d Fire Risk 
D J..ega! Advce 
IB"" .]oKlc WaslelHazardous M3terial 
!B"~rground Storage TElllks 
D Sanitary ,¾)pr:wal 
161 D Oth~--------------------------------
162 ·Generally covered by a home lnape<:llon along wlih other ilema loo numerous lo li$t. 
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163 Unless Bu)'er deliver:, writlen notice of Buyer"s disapproval of the Property conditions by (date) /1./(/ cl. I .;)..vD,?-
164 rhlt contingency shall be of no further force or effect. Jf Buy,r <llupproves or !he property condltkln. Buyar shall 
185 deliver wrhten notice to the Seier or lhe Sflller':1 Brolcer/St1lc:1pcrson on or before the dale :1pecified obove 
186 !~her with a copy of the inspection or report upon which the dlupprov:ar Is bas&<l. Buyer shaU also stat~ 
1157 Wh11th9r Buyer elects to Imrn~t.Ie1y klrmlnale lhe Agreemenlor negotli1le a te!!!olutlon of !ho conditions noted. 
161. -l!&yer •l~ti- lo-n~«-i.-te- s-rM-Olution-or 1hQ·-condl11ons rot&d; "1he- nottc• mutT coril:ain· all-oT"Buyers ob]"edlon~ 
169 ;;ind r!lq~..md r.emedi&.s. If !h.9 .. p.atti.e.s .ente: Ji:i!o a.. Wfitten ~~m~l iA "tW-aetioo ef th~ -eonditi-om note-d, 1hl:i 
170 mntingency shell be or no further r~ or effe-ci. If tt-e parliee ctnnol comlJ to writlen !gr~ment rn uhfaetion of 
171 the conditions not~ or ir thG Buyer does not wHhdraw, In writing, hlsfher disapproval rJ( the ccndltlon noted. on r.r 
172 befor~ {data)~. ll-\e earnest money shan bt retumelJ lo the Buyer. or.d the agreement thtn 
173 termlnalad. 
174 
ii5 Wl\iVER OF iNSPECTION: 0 I DO NOT REQUEST ANY INSPECTION OR ADVICE. My waiver of any 
176 lns~on or advice Is not based upon any assurance, by a Sal~peraon 81'.d/or lhe S&ller as to the cOf\dlUon of 
1TT the Fl~ or that if I were to request such Inspections or a<rvlCIJ, 1t-w(J1Jk! reduce_ lhe poten:ial Uiat my offer 
178 would be accepted. · 
17i 1ao __________________ _ 
181 {Bwcr's Signature) (Buyer's Signature) 
182 
tBJ AOOrrlONAL PROVISIONS:--------------------------'-
. 18-4 ---------------=-------------------------185 _______________________________________ _ 
18ij ________________________________________ _ 
187 ---------------------------------------168 ____________ ,-____________________________ _ 
1~-----------------------------·--------90 ______ _._ ________ _ 
191. ___________________ --:--::--,x-=.----:--=-~ -------
192 CONVEYANCE: The SeHer wll convey lhe Property by 11,J(t-(2.R ftcJ ry deed. free c~ 
193 ell lien& and encurnbral\Ces ex.ctpt those described In the preUmlni,I) tl11e commitment, 8:S epprcv9d by the Buyer. 
194 The Seller shaR convey the ptsrr;ona! property by bill of sale. · 
195 TITLE INSURANCE: Sellar, at Seller's l'l~~nw. shall furnish Buyer with ~n ALTA Standard Coverage Owner:; Title 
196 111'tlrance Policy (as e'llc!enced by a st.;indard form American Land Tilie Association tiUe insu~ commilment) in an 
197 amount equal to the l)\Jrchese price. Buyer may purchas'l addllloncil owner's title insuraflCfl coverag,:, In the form of 
198 "Extended CO'lel'age" or ·Enh~nced Covereige· for an addiUonal c:ost to lhe buyer: II i$ recorr.mern;l<:d that buyer oblaln 
1gg d•lails trom e liUe company. · 
200 CONOTTIOl'f OF TITT.E: All mortgeges. Judgamants end liens shall be peld or :satisfied by the S~or et or prior to 
201 closing unless othtsrwl:ic: provided horoin. Seller egroos: th.:at no. ecldltton:<111 aricumbr.incoi:, re.strlcllons. e.ca1temen!5 
202 or other advgraa li!le conditions wlll be placed ag11lnst the liUe to lhe Property tubsequent to the elfoctive dete of 
203 the preliminary tI11e oommitmenl approved by lhe Buyer. 
204 SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS: All Special Improvement D~trict3 (ineludlng rural SIOs), including those 
20S . that have been noticed lo Seller by City/County but not yet spread or currontly uses ied, wtn be: 
206 '8 peld off by Selier at cl0$ng; 
207 D L~umed by Buyer al d0$lng; OR 20s o __________________________________ _ 
208 ell porp43tual S1D1 triau bG a11um•d by Buyer. 
210 PRORATION Of TAXES ANO ASSE"MENTS: Seller end Buyer agr&& lo pror.itg tax•~. Sp~lal Improvement 
:--····211 District a:1,es3mer:b for the current tJx year, ~s wen as prepaid rents, water and sewer !iystem chorge~. h~ir)g, _ 
212 fuel and tank rentel, nlgalion a&:;eumont,, Homeowner's As-socialion due.~ w,d/or common maintenance feH, 
213 as of the date or closing unless otherwise agreed as set forth In !he addiliomil provf:s:or.:s. 
21'4 CONDITION Ofl P~P!R.TY: Sener agrees that the Pr«mty ahall b~ In the aeme c;ondlt:on, nonnal wear and 
~15 leer OlCCepled, from tha dllle of th~ GX&C\Jbon of this Agrffment up lo the lime ~uyar takes posse.sslon of the 
2,8 Pro;:,erty. Sener aoree:s to le.ave the Property in broom clean or bQtter condition and Allow Buyer a welk-throvgh 
217 I ecllon of eaid Propo~ prior to rJoslng kl lncure Iha! wn appurtenancH and appllance.s Included In the sale 
2 on roperty. 
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219 NOXIOUS WEEDS DISCLOSURE: Buyers o( property in the St.ale of Montana shot.:ld be aware lh;il some 
220 propertic, contain noxious wGeds. The laws of the State of Moolana reQuire ow~rs of property within this sl~tc t~ 
221 control, end lo the extent p1113ible. eradic..atO' noxious weed:,. For info,-melion co11ceming noxious weeds arid y()(.-
222 obffgallons ai an own4\r or property, contact ellh&r your loc:il County extension ag•nt or VVHd control Board. 
22J 
224 ~EGAN'S LAW ·DISCLOSURE: P~rwant to the provisions or Titte 46, Chap.iAt 23, PN-t 6 of It-IQ J..-tonlan-a Coo~ 
226 Anlfoi!ted, oertm ln<frnduals are required to regls\er their address with lhe local law enfo<cor.ient agcnclos es 
226 part of Montana·; Sexual and Violent orrandar Reglstratron Aet. In sornFJ commun:u~s. law enfOfcement offices 
227 wm make the lnformatiO!'I concerning reglslercd olTenders avallable lo the public. If you desire further Information 
22B please conla<:I the local County Sherltl's office, tho Montana Depar1me:11 or Juslice, in Helena, Mon~ana, and/or 
22Q the probation offi0.1"$ euigoed to lhfl araa. 
'230 
231 RADOM DISCLOSURE STATEMENl; The lol!cwing d1'dosuie Is s;lven pur:11.Jant to the Montana Radon Control 
232 Act, Montsna Code Annotated Section 75-3-608. RADON GAS: RADON 1S A NATURALLY OCCURRING 
233 RADIOACTIVE GAS THAT, WHEN IT HAS ACCUMULATED IN A. B1,JILOING IN SUFFICIENT QUANTITIES, 
234 MAY PRESENT HE:ALTii RISKS TO PERSONS VvHO ARE EXPOSED TO IT OVER TIME. LEVELS OF RADON 
23~ THAT ~CEEO FEDERAL GUIDELINES HAVE BEEN FOUND IN BUILDINGS IN MONTANA. ADOrrtONAL 
230 INFORMATION REGARDING R/\OON AND RADON TESTING MAY BE O8TArNE0 FROM YOUR COUNTY OR -
237 STATE PUBLIC H~ TH UWT. If the Properly hu been t!!3ted rC!r r~d90, II-~ S~r will prov!c.e e copy of -the teJ{ 
238-~-eoncurrenl With an executed copy ofihis AgnMmenC. f(tne property has mcalved ra~n rraliga\ion tr&alment, the 
239 ~eHer wRI provide the ovk:lence of the miligallon treatment concurrent with an axecutad copy of this Agreement. 
240 
241 BUYER'S REMEDIES: 
242 (A) Jf the Seller taas to aCGapt tho offer contained in thl:s Agreement within tho limo per1oi1 provided ii, lhe 
243 BUYER'S COMMITME"'T section, all •amm:t monle, sh:a!I be returned to the Buyer. 
244 (B) If the Seller eccepla the ofrer contained in this Agr.oment, b:JI refcses o: neglects to consumrnalv !he 
245 transaction anticipated by.this AQrc&men! within lhe line period provided In !his A<)reernent. the Buywr may: 
246 (1) Oemand lmmediete repeyment of all mO!'lies that BtJyer has paid as earnest money, and upon the 
24 7 retum of such money, the rights and duties or Buyer and Seller under this Agr~merit shall b-! terminated; 
248 OR (2) Demand that Sell or speclfl~ly perform Seller's obllgalion under !hi~ Agrooment: 
249 OR (3) Demand mOl'\etary damages from Sener ror Seller's fa:Jure to perform the terms of this. Ag~eement. 
250 
251 SELLER'S REMEDIES: 
252 If ihe Seller accepts the offer contained In this Agreem::int and 8vyer refuses or neglect~ to con1ummotc the 
253 traosadlon antlclpalad by this Agre.men! within lht Ume period providf!d In this AgreemEJnt; the Sell!!" may: 
254 (1) Declare the eatne$t money paid by Buyer be forlelled; 
255 OR (2) Demand that Bvyer spee~lly ~orm Buyer's dut~ and obligations und~r :his Agreemel'\I; 
2515 OR (3) Demand !hat Buyer pay monetary damages for Buyer's failur& tc perform !he terms of lhls Agreement. 
257 _ 
258 BUYER'S ANO SELLER'S CERTIFICATION: By entering nto !his AQT"eemenl, aacll person or persons execulirlQ 
259 this Ag~eement, a& Buyer or Senor, r.pre.s~ts that he/she Is elQhteen (18) Y83r$ of age or oldqr, of sound mind, 
250 and legaffy compclcnl lo oYtn or tren:,fe,r re?il property In !ho State of Mon\ana; end, if' ecling on behalf of ll 
261 corporation, partnerahlp, or olher non-homsn entity, ltlat ha/she is auiy a~'lhorlzoo to enter into this AgrMmen( on 
2~2 behall' or sucti entity. 
263 
264 CONSENT TO DISCLOSE INFORMATION: Buyer and S'31Ier h'!feby C0'1Sen! to Iha prt.'Cl.lremP.,11 and dis.closure 
263 by Buyer, Seller, and Sale:iperoonc and lhoir attorneys, agMt, and other pertle.s hevlng interests essential to this 
2/16 Agn!gment. or .Bny and al[ information re,asonably r.ece""IY to _ccn.,ummel~ the tr~m&ac!lon 1mticipated. by this 
267 Ag~emcn~ ~fically lnduding ae~;..,; to escrows for ,-ell'lew or conti-:ae1S, deeds, tr.isl fr.de~ures, or" simhr 
268 documenb ooncemlng this property or ~rlyhg obligations f)'Jrtaining lh~reto. 
269 
270 Rl~K OF LOSS: All loss or darna11e lo any of the above-described Properiy or personal pm;>arty \o any cause is 
271 assumed by Seller through the time of closing unless othcrwi&e specified. 
212 
273 E ~ OF THE ESSENCE: Time Is of the uurice as to ttie terms a"d pro'fisions of lhio Agr!lar,1onl. 
ed.inrilal~ 
f,5 
...... , )~ 
,.,or:.--"' z;;,,,,...., br q ,_,,,..._ UC ~l'll\W\MII """"- Ololon r--. ~ ~16. II00!-1 TltlllQllUX 
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274 BINOfNG EFFECT ANO NON-ASSIGNABILlfY: The Agreement is bincing upon the heirs, St:CC9!1SO(S 811<1 
276 as~lgns or each of the parties hereto; however, Buy$!''~ r!gti!S vndor thi~ AgrMmenl are no! assignable wahout the 
2711 SAUec'i: ":-cpce~, written COf\Ht'lt. 
'2.77 
278 ATTORNEY fl!r!; 111 any action brought by the Buyer or the Seller to enforc~ .any of th<: terms of this Agreemetit, 
2_I9 __ lti~ _pr-'y_a.!!log_ party lo llUCh set-km s-MI- be enllifed to ruch l'ea3oneb!e aftomey fae.5 a.s the court or arbltralor shall 
280 determine j.Jst. 
2t1 
282 COMMISSION: The Seller's o1nd/or Buyer's cornmilmeot lo pay a commnu.ion in conr.eclion with the traniuictlon 
283 antlcfpated.by this Agreement :.I ·S· N.:0..r-· part of th!~ Agreement 
284 . 
265 FACSIMILE: The parties agree that c fe~imile ccpy ot lhl:i A~reement to Serr cind Purcha3e ~h!d: contains ihe 
2a6 p=1J:-s' :lgnatur.r~ may oe U$CO u 111& or1gtna1. . 
287 
268 ENTIRE AGREEMEh'T: Thls Ag~emen~ 1ogether with any atlaChed 9xhlbits and any add9nda or nmendments 
289 signed by the parties, shell consiitute the entira agreement b&tw~en Seifer and Buyer, ac1d sup9r3edes any other 
2QO written or oral agr&emGn~ between StUtr and Buyer. This Agreement can ~ modified only in writing, aigned by 
291 the Seller and Buyer. · 
2'il2 
293 COUNTERPARTS: A ~PY Qr lh!i Agreement may be executed by eadl lndl\llcuaVentlly s~eralefy, end when 
::zg-4 ocii:f; n~c o><ix:i.iteo • copy thereof, such copi•c, taken to9ether, ch:1II bG dQen,ed to be a rua ond oompleto 
295 Aarcemeot betwe-en Uie 1)8rtie.. 
296 
297 EARNEST MONEY OfSPUTES: Buyer and Seller agree thaL in Iha event of any controversy regarding \he 
298 eamesl mooey end things or value held by lh~ Brol<or or closing ages,~ unless mutual written in3tnJction3 ere 
299 recelVl!d by tha holder of the earne:sl money and U1ings of value, Broktir or closing egenl shall not bs required 10 
300 t:Jko any ac11on, but may await :my proceedings, or, at Brol<er's or closing agenrs option and sole discretion. may 
301 lnterplead all pertJes and d~sll eny monies or things or value In a Court of competent Jurisdiction and may 
302 utilize as much of !ha .oarneat mc,ney depos:il a$ may bG no~s:s:~ry to ~dvanec, ttw eo;t.:;and fees l'l)<\Ulroo ror tlling 
303 s11ch scUon. 
304 
305 ALT!RNATIVE DISPUTE kf!SOLUTION: At any lime, lhe psrtles may agree to submit any dispute arising out oi 
306 th!~ Ag.--aemenl lo mecia!lor. or B!'bitraUon. Parties, by a!lreemenl, shall 11pecify me<liation OR t-indlng arbitralion. 
30~ The cos.I oi medhillon/arbittetlon shall be paid equally by the partl!!s. 
308 . 
309 ADO!!!!NOA ATTACHED: (Check all 1hat apply.) 
310 D Lead Based Paint Dlsdo~re 
0 Addendum for Additional Provisions 
D Sack-up ONer 
D Sale of Buyer'& Property 
D 10:S f Tax Deferred Ex:change 






o __________________________________ _ 
o __________________________________ _ 
~16 BUYER'S ACKNOWLEOGMEN"T: Buyer acknowledQes that prior verb81 reprP.sentations by lhe SGller or Sel~t'$ 
317 reprMentatlves do not modify or al'fect lhb Agreomenl Buyer acknowledges lhal by ,igning !his_ AgrBWn1rii 
31a he/she has ~lnod lhe subject real and personal Pro~rty; has entered Into this Agrl!ilme~t In run reliance upon 
319 hWher independent lnvesHgetion and judgment$; and hlls read end understood lhla entini Agreement. 
320 . 
321 BUYER."S COMMITMENT: I/We ~ree to purchase the above-described Property on tht tem,3 end tondilions set 
322 fcc1h In~ AQ!ll1lrn.nt and grant to? ·--sit½ ~:.R.: \11'\til {date} B<-{.(p §2. / 2.oc, 2= -- · .• '· . , 
323 at 9: 00 ~ sm O pm(Mounlaln Time) to secure $el(er'l V:r1tten occeptsr.ce. Buyer may 
324 withdraw hl3'her ofter at any time prior lo Buyer's being notified of Seller's wnlten eo;:eplance. If SellP.r has not 
325 eccep!cd by the lime specified, lhe Buyer', offer is atrtome!icel!y withdrawn. 
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34:Z I/WE HEREBY ACKNOWLEDGE recolpt of a copy of lhi:s ~reement bearing my/our slgnalurg(s). 
~3 . 
344 Bu)ler"s Address: / BW mCtNrt4 VI=:> r~. er. City C?2 / 5 Sou ~,9-
345 
346 -Stale (Yl. uA/ fil/J 11: . Z"ip Code .ti.. 9 tic, Y Phone N\Jm~r :::z1:,ES 5 5::S 5 -5 -5 5 
p.7 
Ei · s~Pnnted, • ~ E. c;, • -:s N , .o ue. ,,,,.,,., ,,, ,,_ =,.,,., <¼_ 
;~~ ~
352 (Buyer': Signature) · (Buyer's Signature) 
353 
364 6ELLliiR'S COMMITMENT: W/e agree to .acll end convey to Buyer the abova-des.crbed Prop~rty on the terms 
355 and conditions hareln above staled. lNJe acknowlodge a rece~t of a copy of thls Agreement bearing my/our 
356 signalg"T~~ end Iha! of 1h11 Buyer(~) named above. Dated this - _Ll:._~- :..L. 
357 el '1 -~ O a.m. Qtp.m. (P~ntelr, Time). PS. , 
. -ss 
. ~59 Sollors Addre$3: 8 0 a &x ~ 3 ~ 7 City ft.4-1/' 0 f {V 
360 
361 Stale L DA-1-fo __ , Zip Code 63~-3$Phooe Numter 2..C,8-77~- 5107 
362 . -r I J 
363 SeUer'sNamePrlnled; .m a-e.,, ,...Jo J .. o. LJ-1t"'"< .... ~;..... __________________ _ 
3f;..4 ~~ / 
~~Y-Y\n11. / c01-'~½=~~..,.._ ___ _ 
367 (Sc:rller'~ Signatu~) 
3GB 
3S!il Data/Time Presented: _______ _,_ _______ by ---------------
370 (Slgne1uNJ fer Pers()n Pruenling} 
371 ACTION TAKEN, IF OTHER THAN ACCEPTANC!: 
:1n 
373 0 Rejocl&d by Seller I 
374 • ·-··· · ~?. inklals 
0 Modified per Attached Countar __ ..,,_,---/f~---
Sei,~, lniliels 
NOTE: 
MY 1Htlfllrmance ,riil<;ti i. reqvncl lo be c.omplcl~ 01111 S,t-Jtday, Sunday or, Holiday c:tn b'I pH1crmed on tie n,uttusae,111.iy. 
Pag41 7 af 7 
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w · Y,. KOC,1(t1Ll ) SS 
1753361 P}b~EE~)IJ£:l·r pr. -. . .I TLE_GO. 
A Pioneer Company 
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY 
01' KOOTl:NAI C:Oll.Sl-Y 
100 Wallace A\'enul:I Coeurd'Alc11c, Idaho 83814 / (20S) 664-8254 
Order l\o.103864DM 
WARRANTY BEED 
For Value Re-eeivcd 
Mary Jo Wallace, an unmarried person 
hercinaflcr referred 10 as Granlor, doe.s hl'rehy granl, bargain, sell. warrant and convey unlo 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana Corporation 
hereinafter rcfcrr<--d to as Grantee, whose current address is 
rhc following described premises, to-wit: ' 
SEr 20 2 12 PM 'OZ 
C•f,!, :1. 1. __ ; c"HCLISH 
--·-·············· :;JI/. 
'r:ri ____ mAri·· .. 3~ct> 
Lots! through 12, In Block2l,GLENMOIU: ADDITION TO THE CITY OF COEUR I>'ALE:'IE, 
according to the plat recorded In Book "ll" ofl'lals al Page 140. 
TOGETHER WITH the vacated alley lying wltliln Block 21; also together with those portions or 
,·acatcd Lakeddc Avcnur and vacated 24th Strcel, that allachcd by operation or law. 
- .~- .,. ..... _ -----·- ·-. ·····-··""•"'··-·· 
SUBJECT TO: 111a1 certain Deed of Trust dated November 14, l 995 and rc.,cordcd November l 5, 1995 as 
Instrument no. 1422604, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Deed of Trust the Grantees named 
herein hereby assume and agree to pay according to its terms and conditions. 
SUBJf,;CT TO; 111at certain Deed of Trust dated February 5, l 996 and recorded Fcbnmy 5, 1996 as 
Instrument no. 1432935, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Deed ofTnist shall remain the 
obligation of the Grantornamed herein. 
SUIU!<:CT TO; That certain Claim of Lien for labor and'or mataial recorded January 3, 2001 as 
lnslrument no. 1661399, records ofKoole11ai Conmy. Idaho, which Claim of Lien shall remain the 
obligation of the Grantor named herein. 
SUBJ.ECT TO: 111at certain Financing Statcmc111 recorded January 4, 2001 as Instrument no. 1661535, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Financing Stat<,mcnl shall remain the obligation of the Grantor 
named herein. 
SUBJRCT TO; That certain Notice ofl'cdcral Tax Lien recorded June 7, 2002 as lnstrumcnl no. 
1736888, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, which Federal Tax l.ien shall remain the obligation of the 
Granlor named herein. 
To HAVE AND TO EIO!.D the said premises, with !heir appurtenances unto the said Grantee, his heirs and 
assigns forever. And the said Granter docs hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee, that Grantor is the owner 
in fee simple of said premises; that sa.id premisL-s arc free from all encumbrances except current years taxes, levies, 
and assessments, and except U.S. Patent rcscr\'atio11s. restrictions, casements of record, and ea:r.cments ,•isiblc upon 
th.: premises, and that Grantor will warrant and de.fend the same from all claims whatsoever. 
Dated: September 19, 2002 
~oY~. Ma J 
STATE OF rDAHO 
ss. 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
On lhis ~y of September, in the year of 2002, before me l>ehbic K. Matthews. notary public 
@)sonally appearc.d ~m;.1o Wallace, kno,111 or identified lo me to be thc~son/pcrsons whose name b 'b ...... ~·1,, re su sen cji-ru:JI C:J lll§trument, and ac:knowlcdt!ed 10 me that l1e h y executed the P.me • ... ~u. ,i, •• , .. ~•• .. ••••rt,f!P• , 
/ 0 •• •• "\Ill j"' \ \\)1.\i\u,1. ~';)N\crs;fy;p,u1 f { ~\ <I ) Debbie: K. Matlhews 
L Jf- i -·- • Notary Public of Idaho 
\ ~ \ .f 1'VJ,0~ /;, Residing at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 
\ .s>;,:•. .,,,.. ~~ l Commission expires: March 30, 2005 




,, E ., 
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be COI.IPLETE CONVERSION 
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All lot.a Ot' parcels wtth ghmn bearings and diatancea waro 
caleuLatcd by tn:rvena:e closure.. All other _r.arcela were cob.dated 
by the mo:st accU'f'Gi:.c .meanz pos:s:..-aic with the given information 
{;.. length multlproed by •ldth, triangulation. planlmeter, 1ear.ng 
from existin9 map. and coonfinatc geometry). Acrcage=i. shown 
are net asseaable: right-of-way. where applioable. has bun 
nomovod, llialanea and arc lengths lus than 50' may not IHI 
•hown due to apace Hmlt.atJona. Dlmonmone In paranthe:si:s 
clcnate =:ard an~/o, plotted lo\ Wne dlmemlons. 
* CAA£A (TAX# 17075) IN SEC. 17 50N03W ASSESSED WITH 
LOTS IN BLOCKS 2-3-4-5 ll-!EIS ADD 
Records of Survey used: 
BK/PG DESCRIPTION 








Glenmore Add (C-4320) 
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JEFF ANDREWS, l' .C. 
JEFFREY H. ANDREWS 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coenr d'Alene, Idah<> 83814 
. (208)667p2142 
ISB #4935 
Attomey for Defendaut 
20011 FEB 12 PM li~ 02 
·CLF.nl<. Di6'\'!1\CT COURT 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT 01<' THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., 








o~-- 1 loq\J 
CASE NO. CV m0Sblzl25 
vs. 
.MARY JO WALLACE an u1m1arried ) 
perso11, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through 0 ) 
100, and all other persons claiming any ) 
interest in the real property which is the ) 
~mbject t>f this action, ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) ____________ ) 
ANSWER 
COMES NOW, the ~1bove named. Defendant, Mary Jo Wallace, by and through 
her attomey of record, JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, and in respon~e to Plaintiffs complaint 
on file admits, denies, and affirmatively stateii as follows: 
L 
. ' 
Defendants expressly denies all allegations contained in Plaintiff's Complaint 
unless specifically admitted herein. 
II. 
Defendant lacks sufficient infom1ation n11d belief to either admit or deny the 
£illega.tions contained in Para.graph I~ Ill, l.V, (>f the Complaint und therefort;: denies the 
same fot lack of information and belief. Defendant affirmatively states with respect to 
Paragraph Ill and IV that Spri11l. communications has ru.1 easen,ent to 
property that is the subject of this a~tion. 
ANSWEll 
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·' 
HI. 
f)1jfe11dant admits the allegatio11s contained in Paragraphs 11. 
IV. 
Defondant admit::; the allegations contained in Paragraph V. 
\l ! • 
Defendant affirmatively states that '.Paragraph VI of the complaint is nothing but 
mere recital and does require a response to the extent that it does Defendant den.ie::; the 
same. 
:,II. 
Defendant admits that portion of Paragraph of Vil which assert that thi!; 
answering defendant is subject to the jurisdiction of this court. 
VII. 
Defend,u1t admits the allegations contained in Paragraphs Vlll and IX. 
VIH. 
Defondant admits the allegations contained in Paragraphs X, XI, XII, XIII, and 
XIV. 
lX. 
Defendant admits that on or about August 16, 2003, that the parties entered into a 
buy~sell agreement that was condition",,! upon approval and 1·eview by counsel. 
Defoudant denies that this was the final contract for sale affecting the real property 
Defendant affirmatively ~tates that i.he a subsequent Contract of Sale ngreement was 
dnfiled by Plaintiff'i:; Montana counsel which unambigtiously state::: the prop~rty to be 
co1weyed as that which was conveyed by ·wa:rranty Deed. A copy of thC:l draft prepared 
by Plairiti:ff's Montana counsel is attached heret<.l as Exhibit A. Defondruit Turthcr denies 
tl1(1t her _intent at sale was to cl)1wcy the portion of property that is the subject of th.is 
action io wit: "all of 24u1 Street." As cvide~1ce of this prop?sition Defendant offers that 
tht result of conveying this property would have been to land lock property owned by 
Defendant. The property intended to be conveyed by Defendant incident to the sale is 
described and t:m1bodied within the four corners uf the finaJ documents i11cludin.g those 
prepared by Plaintiff's cot111sel. 
ANSWER 2 
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X. 
Defendant admits thn.t the preliminary Buy Sell Agreement referenced in 
Paragraphs XV.I included the described property. Said agreement WQS cottditional iipon 
approval by counsel. 
XI. 
l)efondant admits the all.egations contained in Paragraph XVII of the complaint. 
Defendant affirmatively states 
XII. 
Defendant believes that Paragraph_ XVIII of the complaint does 11ot require a 
re:::;ponse btit to the extent one is required denies the same. 
xm. 
Defendant admits that she claims an interest i11 the easterly oncwhalf ½ c,f said 
vacated 24th street. Defendant denies the remaining allegations contained in ParagTaph 
XIX of the complaint.. 
XIV. 
Defendant admits that Plaintiff clair.~. is adverse to Defcndimt. Defendant asserts 
that said claim ls without right and therefore. 
xv. 
Defendant lacks sufficient information and belief to eitht;}r admit C>r deny th<:1 
allegatic>ns conl:ained in Paragraph XXI o{ the complaint and therefore denies the same 
for Jack of i11formatio11 and belief. 
XVL 
Defendant denies the allegation!:l contained in Pmagraphs XXH, XXIH. 
XVII. 
first Cause of Action 
(Quiet Title) . 
1n rcspon;S<c to 1>-arag,aph XXIV llefendant incorporntes all prior admissions, 
denials, and affirmative statements. 
ANSWER 3 
........ 
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XVIII. 
Defendant belitwes thnt Paragraph XXV of the complaint contains noth.i..ng but 
mere recital un<l does not require a response but to the exLer1t one is rcq1-1h:ed Defendant 
denies the same. 
Second Cause of Action 
(SpecHic P ::rformancc) 
XIX. 
In response to Paragraph XXVI Defendant incorporates all prior admissions, 
denials, nnd aflirmative statements. 
xx. 
Defendant denies the allegations contained in Paragraph XXVII, XXVIII 1 XXIX, 
XXX and XXXI of the Complaint. Defendant affinnatively states that the Buy~Sell 
Agreement Jeferenced in the Complaint w,1s not the final agreement of the pat'ties. 




Defendant denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs XXXII and XXXIII. 
XXII. 
Defendant gives notice of her intent to amend thhi answer ·and to file a 
counterclaim agafost the Plaintiff herein. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
I. 
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V. 




WHEREFORE, Dcfondant prays for relief from the Countercla.imant m, follow~: 
1. FCJr an Order ihat Plaintiff take nothing by way of its complaint and that it 
be dismissed with prejudice. 
2. For an Order that Plaintiff p~y all attorney fees and co~ts of incmTtld by 
Defendant. 
3. For such other and fu1ther relief as the court deems just and equitable. 
DATED this JZ,.. day of February, 2004. 
~4'.~ f-R H.0.R.EWS 
Attorney for Defendants 
CERTlFlCATH OF MALLING 
l hereby certify that on the -1£::, day of February, 2004, a true copy of the 
foregohig, was forwarded by __ mailing postage prepaid, .At. .. _. facsimile to: 
Darrin L. Murphey, Esq. 
Pc:dne, Hamblen, Coffin, Brooke and Miller 
P.O. Bo.cE 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-0328 
~~ Jg:,r·-,;~ 
ANSWER 5 
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ADDENDUM TO REAL ESTATE CONTRACT OF SALE 
This Adc.hmdtm1 lo the Real Estate Contract uf Sale cnt,:red .into by and betwe~:n 
Mary Jo Wallace, a single wornan, whose mailing ud<lrcss is PO Box 2347, Ha.yd.en, 
Idaho, hereinaft~r roferred lo a'> 11SELLER 11, agrees Lo s~ll and Sh(,Trnan Self 8torngc, 11lc., 
a Montana Corporntion and its personal guarantors: Lee G. Snider and Brandy C. Snider, 
Hu~b,:111d an<l Wife, whose address fa 1800 Vista Court, Missoula~ Montana, and Dem.tis 
'P. Anderson and ___ Anderson, Husband and Wifo, whose atldrc8S is 
_______ , no.d TIM FRANCE and____ , whm;c ,iddn.:sci is 
___________ _, hereinafter reforred t<) as 11BtJYER11 , th.is --·--· clay of 
June, 2001. 
RECfl'ALS 
Wbe,-cas, the parties herein execule<l that cerlai.t1 Cont.J:act of Sale on the ..... _ .. -·· 
day of September, 2002, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A 
uud inco:rporaled herein by this reference as though set f01:U1 at length. 
Wh~re;is, the parti~s agree that l3uye1' is lu the process of obtal11i.t1g long~tetm 
financing the effect of which will result in the satisfaction of all terms un<l conditic,ns of 
that certain Note and Deed of Trust c11tcred into between St;llCL' and. Lloyd Rob(:)rl H.:mso.n 
and on behalf of the Hanson Living Trust. the terms and conditiom; of which pursu,mt 
t 
were assumed l:>y Buyer incident tn tho Contract of Sale and related documentation. 
Additionally, said financing will result in satisfaction of -U1e terms and conditions of tbal 
certain Note ~Uld Deed of Trust cxcc1.1ted by Seller atld Huyer incident to the Contract of 
Sale a:'.! well as discharge of certain additional liens and encumbrances more particularly 
identified on the Preliminary Title Report. 
Whereas, the parties admowledge and agrc<:: that certain mudi:ficati.<ms be made to 
the sUl").1~ to clarify the parties.intent and i;ub~tantivcly reflect 1:he parties .f1.:1l.l. agrnemc.:.:rit. 
NOW THElU~.i!'ORE, for the reai:;ons cited above and in considerution of the 
mutual covenants contained herein, the parties hereto iJJtending to he legally bound, do 
hereby fmthi:t· ag1·e(;l us follows: 
1. P~tragrn.ph 2. Payment of Purchase Price, Subpamgrnph (C)(i) shall be and 
is hurcby deleted. The partlcs pursu.anl Lo Agreement with Lloyd Robc1t Ha.nsc:>n and on 
behl.ltf of the Hanscm Living Trust. wherein Hanstm-d~sircs after cloi,ing t>f thu transaction 
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as hetweun Buyer and Seller that he rect:i ve a minimum of six. months intc!'est pu.yrn.errl:s 
prior to Buyers satisfaction of the assumr.:d Note and Deed Trust. In th~~ event that t11c 
as~utncd Note and Dee<l of Trust is satisfied aftel' slx (6) Mo111l1s the original prepayment. 
penalty shall !'Cl11ctin in force and effect. With respect to any p.repffymcnt penalties 
resulting fi:o.m paymenl of the assumed Note and imposc<l by Lloyd Rubert ffrmsor1., 
Buyer and SeUer agree that the cost,:; shall be borne eqmiHy by Buye.l' and Seller. The 
mmJunt paid to Seller hy Buyer at the lime Buyer has obtaint!d s-ubstit.ute long-t0rm 
financing shall be redncetl in nn amount ·equal to Seller's o.ne-ht1.If share of any prcw 
payment penalty. 
2. At Paragraph 2 J>aymcut of ·Purchase P1'ice: AU sums due antl owing 
here,mder Nha.ll be paid when Buyer obtains subslitule, long-term financing an<l no latcJ 
th<Ul September 20, 2004. 
:3. At Pnragrapb 3 Sellt:r's Lease; The secur1d s~ntence shall read as ibllows: 
Fl'Dm ::.10d al."ter the date her~of and until such time as all S\.UJ1s due hereunder are paid, 
Sdit..1.· shall be entitlt'.d to all proceeds gcr;erated from the lease. (new thlr<l sentence 
conclud(!~ paragraph) Upon the payment of th~ foll purchase.: price by Buy-er. Sdl(:lt shatl 
exec:ute au assi1,rnment of lease tramd.erri.1:1g all right, title and intern~t iti an.d to said lease 
to Buyer. 
3. New Paragt'aph 4. Rcmoval,c,f 1'1.:.u-sonal Property. '[1)e parties agree thitt 
Seller ~hall have s1xty (60) days from the d~~te of closing to rc:trwver all porsonal properly, 
fon1ilu1·c. fixtilres, equipment, and related bowling alley improvcmenl8 from the property 
belng. ::.iold hereun.dL"T. All personal property, furniture, fix turns, equipment, and related 
bowling all~y improvements remaining on the property o:t the expiration of said si~ly (60) 
days wlH be.d~etned to b~ the property of Buyer an<l shall be disposed of in. Buyer'~ 
discretion.. Seller is under 110 obligation to pa.y rents, storage foes, or oth~r compensation 
to B'uyer prior to her re1ncwal of said property. Buyer shall in all 1mmner cooperntc with 
Seller in allowing Seller access to lh~ building and real propeity for the purpose of 
removing said property. Buyer has inspected the property to be removed and assess~tl 
the physical and at:i::thetic effect that the r:mmval of thd above stated properly on the 
building and r.eal propct'ty will have; and so, Huyer agr(:c:=:, provided Sdler uses 
reasonable. ca.re in the removal process, thal. it is not c:ntitled to any co.mpensi~tion 
what.<;oe·vcr resultirtg fron1. Scllel',s rcmoval'ofthe·ubovc state<.f property. . . 
4. 
he ndded). 
Maintenance and lilsw:ance ( The parties agr0e that the following 1ang1.1.tige . . 
5.1 Buyer further agrees that from the date of posses8ion hy B'\.lyer, 
Buyer will carry and mainLain, al Buyer'$ sole cost mid expense, im:u.rancc, in such an.1.oi:mls 
as arc sufficient to 1mtisfy all financial obligations owing here'l.lnderto Seller. Seller shall be 
nmned a!:; ru.1 additional loss payee on any insurance policy rclatd to the buildiug and rcml 
properly. 
ADDENDUM TO REAL EST ATE CONTRACT OF SALE -2 
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5.2. Proof of such insurance shall be ·fornished to Seller upon clm:ing. En.ch 
policy 1,hall require 11ia.t notice of tem1ination of insurnnco be cfo.\lvernd to Seller. lo the 
event Huyer changc~s it1S\.m~rs, Buyt::r agrees to irnmctliatcly .o.otiiy Seller and pl'ovid.e new 
proof of jnsuranc.u. Failure to do su constitutes, at the elcctio1l of' Se1ler, a 1r1a:terial breach 
of tli1s J\greement. 
5.3. The pa.rti~s agree that Buy~r is und<:!1' no obligation l<> maintain insun.1,ncc 
on the personal property of Selle:3r more particulaJ"ly de~cribcd above an<l which is to bo 
removed by Seller, 
5.4. Buyel' cove11m1t::; -that Sdlcr shall not be lic1blc for any damage or .1iahiliLy uf any 
ldnd <h1ri11g the tenn of this Agreemt;;nt, from any cm.1sc whatsoewr related. to Buyer's 
possession und ownc.:rshlp of the 1mbject rcnl property ancl that Buyer will in.dc.nmify ~mtl 
save .ham1k:ss Seller from all liability <)r lm;se::i (including altorncy's foes and l:o-i:ut costs) 
wl:mtsoevcr, incl.ud.ing, but not tin1ited to, uny breach of cunlruct or other liability resultir1g 
frcnn Buyer a.5::;i1mpliun of the Note and Deed of Tru:::.'t in favor of Lloyd Robert Hanson 
and/()r Har.1.~011 Living Trust, but excepting any liability and/or damage which is a 
coascquence of the ownership of the si1bjeci rnal property and ir.npl'ovement.:i by Seller pri01· 
1.() BLrycr1s purchase. 
5.5. Sellt'r covenanL-; that Buyer shall not be liable fol' any dtunage or liability of uny 
kind from any cause whatsoever related to Seller's possession oftl1(~ Property and thal Seller 
will indemnify and srrvc hm·mle~s Buyer from all liability <>r losses (including a:ttom.ey's fees 
and court costs) as a consequence of the ownership of the Business, building and real 
property, by Sell~r pdor to Buyer's purchase. 
~ 
6. MUTUAL COVE".NAN'TS TO H.OJ ,D HAR.MLBSS. (.Replac~s paragraph 6. 
Indemnity) 8e'l1er covcmmL~ and agrees to defend> indemnify and h()ld Bu:yc.t· hmmles~: fron~ 
any il11d all ch1ims, suit<; ~ll law or equity, loss<::s or damage.$, of any-kind or natt.ire, in fiivor 
of any third pe,:son, cc.11·pm-ution, pm:!.ncrship. or other entity including local., state or foderal 
agcnC'ies m"isi11g o,1t of or connected with S~%-,r's ownership and operation prio1.· to ·U1c dale 
or closing of this transact.ion. · 
Huy1.:r covemu1ts and .:tgrees to defend, i.ndemni1y nnd hold Seller harmless from any 
m1d ·an clrtl!l.1.S, <.1t.~n:1ancii., StlitS nt faW oi:·in ·equity, loSSCS oi: °dnmagb:,, of'any k11id QC" hattire 
it1 favor of any third person, corporution, partnership or other entity, including local, ~tate or 
fodcral tigcncie::. which iuise out or or are connected.with Buyer's opc:ra:ti<m of the l:k1sh1css 
being sold hereunder which arise or occur on t)r after the date of closing. 
7. Title Iusim.incc: The parties ugre~ that Buyer shall be responsible J~-:ir any 
and all costs assucinted with Lhe opening of 1;:scrow at North l.daho Title Cornpuny at1d the 
same shall include but may not be limited to any cancellation foes, or the costs of any 
pl'olhninary title reports issued by that company. 
_,.--.. 
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7. TAXES AND ASSESSMENTS: It is agreed lhnt all. l,rx:.es, a~s~ssmcnts, 
utilities, etc., shall be promted between thi; pmfo~s with Sclk:r paying all !:lUch t.~1.xes> 
m;::;esstncn.ts, utilities, and other costs properly bol'.ne by seller prior to closing and 
execution ofthis contracl and l311yer paying all such taxes, asscssrnents, utilities, etc., due 
()r accrued after the date of closing. Provided ~hat the Huyt..-r ack110wlcdge:-; fhat Seller i!; 
:o<>l receiving any money from the clo~i11g and has limited financial resources. To the 
ex:ten.t that l31Jyer or Sellers proporti.onah:: sho.re or Hny costs cannol be deterrni11ecl at 
closing the parties ugree to make the appropriate allocations outside of closing. In tl-.1e 
furllwr event that the Buye-r pays any cost which should be properly home by Selll1r clue to 
Seller's hi.ability to pay the sa111e, snitl amounl shall be dcclucteu 'frorn the principal 
b,ilancc owing cm the Pr()mb:sory Nolt: and sha.B thus be a cnxlit to Buyer. 
8. New Poragrllph 17. DISCLOSURE STATEMl'..,'NTS: 
17 .1 BUYER'S INSPECTION RJG I ITS: Buyer acknowledges aml agrees that 
they hav<:, had adequate time and opportunity to conchlct an inspection t.o verity the 
co11dit.i.on of the subj~1.:t real property and ·::rnprovemcmis, including but not limited to 
structural intcgdly of the imp.rovcmcnts as wdl as the internal integrity ~,f the pluinbing 
and tilectdca.l systems of the improvements. 
17.2. ACCESS TO PROPE"llTY: Buyer further acknowledges and agrel;s the.it 
they .have had the right to reasonable ac~css to the !'ea! property 1hr the purpose of 
ve1'ifying the condition of the renl properly and imprnvemcnts situated thereon. 
17 .3. NO W ARRANTffiS BY SELLER: Buyer acknowledg~s after having folly 
examined and inspected lhc real property and irnprovcmenls, that Seller has made 11.<> 
reprnscntation::i or war:r:.mtfos as to the condition of the improvcme.ols sitnnted un the rnal 
properly. 1n this connection, Buyer is pmchm,ing the real prnperty and imptoverni:;nts 
"AS lS" with no warranties. 
9. 15. Noti~--s: ·A duplicate nolicc will be provldetl to Seller's attorney, 
Jeffrey H. A.ndrc:·ws, Attorney at Law, 607 La!,cside Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
10. New Paragraph 18 .. PERSONAL G1JARANTEES· ·oF -BUY.11.R, · Buyer 
acknowledges in connection with the Contract of Sa.le ,uid Addendum thereto, that Seller's 
remedies as against Buyer and in the event ~f defa.ult by Buyer of the terms and conditions 
of this contract or any olher document executed incident to closing, are not lim.itetl to the 
present cur,pQt-a,te entity~ Sb~r.rn~ Self SlQ:nig_e. Inc-~ a Montrm.1 Corporatio..11. but c_ari. be 
addilionally enforced individually und severally> against the pri11ciples. shareholders m 
othc1' ownc.,"!s of the business. In this C()nncction. each individual tixccuting this cc,m.tract 
on behalf of Buyer acknowledges is personally gw1n.mlet:ing it8 enforcement. 
ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT OF SALE ·--4 
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11. New l-1aragrnph 19, !.2:6.TR Q_,E;t?OSS"HS~rQN. 'l'.be date of poSSl~ssion of the 
shall be th<:: closlng date, and Buyer ~hall. tftlce ovei: and become rnsponi;ibfo :fur the real 
prope.rLy ~md irnprovemenls sold hereunder on and after such cl.at<.:. 
12. New Pmagraph 20. Th~ parties l.lck.nowlcdge <.md agree that they may 
have certain conlraciual obHg~itlons that appuur in this Contract of Sale ioge11rer with this 
ADDENDUM U1at may not appear in any subsequent clocun,ents cxecL[Led by the pactk!l 
to cffoct this trnns,iction. It is the parlies intenl and agreement thnt this Contract of Sf!lc 
togdh(;lr· with this ADDENDUM be enforc~ahle and survive the: c.1.clttal closing of this 
trnm;aclion. As a re:mlt n new Paragraph 2C• will be addetl llu:it will reuc.l as foHows: 
AGRE.EMF.NT NOT TO IUC M'ERGl!3D: Thi:; Contract of ~falc together with 
this AD])'KNDUM shall maintain its indc1>ende11t legal significaute and .su:nrivc the 
closing date of this b'ansaction., aml such sh.all be jndc.~r,cndcntly nml ~cpin:atety· 
cnforcet.l by either pa.ty be:reto irrespective of the provisions l'.ontnined in any other 
documents executed by tile parties uecci;sary to effect this tnmsuction. 
13. New PamgraJJh 21 which will be added that wiU read as follows: 
That the parties ngrcc that i:n the c-;vcut any pa.rt, provision, or portion of tMs 
agreement conflicts with applicable faw, or is otherwise beld to be unei!ifol"ceable, 
the l"Cm~ining p1·ovisions shall nevertheless be enforceable and carried into effect, 
14. OTHER: The parties ackr1ow1edgc and ~tgree that clue t<) geographical 
11.tn.itations and time constraints that securing the signatures for the perscm.a! guarnnLe!:!s 
may not be effected <.m the closing date. The parties agree lh~1t this shall not delay lhe 
closing and that securing the signatures for th~ personal guarantees will be effected as 
~oon as practicable after closing 
-----------· .. ··-·- .,,,, ____ _ 
---~---·--~ 
----~·---·---
---- ----·r ------ ------
--·~·,.,, _____ -----
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THE PARTrns ACK.NOWT ,EDGE THHLR UNDER.8TAND1NG TH.IS 
AGREEMENT J\ND RECEII-'T OF A TRUE AND CORRECT COPY OIi THIS 
ADDENDUM AGREEMENT . 
DATED this-~ day of September, 2002 
SELLER 
By: Le:.~t:. 0. Snider 
Title: Sect"d:,11y Trc:a:::rnrer 
-··-----
BRANO'Y C. SNIDER 
DENNJ.8 P. ANDER.SON 
ANDERSON ---
TlMFRANCE 
_ .. ,, ... ,_ ... ___ ,,.. -----
FRANCE 
ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT OF SALTI -6 
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-/6, 0RIGlNAL 
ADDb'NDUM TO REAL ES'f A1 E CONTRACT 01• SALB 
'This Addendum to lhe Real Est-ak Contract of Sale t;lltcred into by and 'between 
MaI;' Jo Wallace, a sing.le womi.-ui, whose m.a31ing ru:ld:ress is 'PO Box 2347 ~ Haydon, 
Idaho, herdnafu..7 referred to as ··SELLER", agrees tQ sell and Sh~rroan Self Stoni.eei Inc.~ 
a Montana. Co:r:poration and its personal guarantors: Lee G. Snider i:llJ.u Brandy C. Snider, 
Husbancl and Wi:fe, whose addrutis is 1800 Vista Coi1rt, Missoula., MonL1:1I1.f:l.1 fi;o..d Dermis 
P. Ande:rson and ,, .. --~ Anderson1 Husb331d ~4 Wifi:!, whose:: addr~ss ig 
--·~---·' m1d TIM FRANCE and .61 .. 11i 1-titAJ<!.;£;:.._, whose address is 
_;;)_x(~s> ?.>ttit-JUJtJ fiiL&t-f/fr":Jr,J'oyhereinafter .t'~fetred to us 11BUYER11, this _ day of 
June1 2001. 
RECITALS 
Whereas, .the patties he1·eto exvc.~ut~o that certain Contract of Snk un the _,:____,. 
d,1y of September, 2002> o. tn1e and oo.m;ct copy ofwhi.ch fa ntt.achi.;d h.ereto as Exhibit A 
a.ncl incorporat~d herein by this :r~ference as tlto'ltgh set forth at lc:,ngth. 
Whereas, the pru-ties agree that Buy·er is in 'th<:. process of obtaining lo:ug~t.;.r.rn 
fin:.u1cing the cffo:ct of wb.i.cb will resi.1lt ixi. the satisfaction of all terms and c.onditions of 
that certai.rl Note and Deed of Trust entered h}to 1.,~twecn Seller m.1d Lloyd Robert Hmison 
and on behalf of the Hanson Living Trnst,:; 1he ttmx~s and conditio.ns r>f which pursmu1t 
were assm11ed by Buyer incident to the Contract of Sale and related doc,1mentatio11. 
Additionally, st-rid tiruu'l.cio.g will resil1t iP. satisfoction of the te1·ms and cQ.o.tlltions of th .. -it 
ce1iain Note and Deed of Trust executed by Seller and Buyer incident to the Contract of 
Sn.le .as well as discharge of certain additional liens and encwnbrnnces more particularly 
idcntH.fod on the Preliminary Title Report. 
Whereas1 the pw:ties aclo.1owledge and agree thnt certain ;tuodificaLions he 111.ad1~ tc, 
the sai:n,t,· to darity the parties intent -and subi::'tantively reflect the pt~tdes·· .full cig't·t"bifotxt. · 
NOvV THEREii'ORE, for the reasons cited abuve ::ind in co1'l.sid.eratio:i.l. of the 
nn1tual cr.rv-c:aaut:$ contained herein> the parties hertto iutending to be legally bou . ud, do 
hereby fuxl11cr ~igre~ as follows: 
· 1. Parag-l'aph 2. Payment of P-urclL.<J.se Price, Su'bpamgrnph (C)(i) shall be and 
i.s hereby delet~d. The parties pursuant to Ag:reen1emt with Lloyd Robe1t Hanson and on 
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as betwer~n B11yt:l.t' and Seller that he recdve ~ minim:i.m.). 0£' sJx ntonths intexest :payments 
p:dor to Buyers satis:fo.ct[on of the assumed Note anc.l Ik:ed Trust.. Itt the ciVet1t that ·the 
a.ssmned Nott! and Deed of Tn1st is satisfied ,t.fler six (6) Morit:h~ the origina1 prepc.1yn1ciJ.t 
penalty sh31l remain in force and effect. \Vith respect to any prepayment pcn:;i1tks 
.retn.tlting from payment of the assumed Note attd fo1posed by Lloyd Robert Hanson, 
Buy~r a,;_1d Seller agree th.at the coatc; shall be borne equally by 'Bt1yer m-1d Sell~,:. The 
amount paid to Selle,; by Buyer at the time Buyer has obtained substitute long--te1m 
:financing shall be redi.icerl h'l &.n iunount equal to SeJler's onc-h'1J.f sh::ire n:f i-lUY pr!!-
paym~1J.t penalty. 
2. At P~1rag.n1ph 2 JJuyment of I1w:cfa1se I>ric;c; All snrris due and owing 
herr~rnnder shall be: paid when Buyer obtains substitute, lox1g-tc~rtn fo1ancing and no later 
than Se.p~cm.b~r 20i 2004. 
3. At Paragt·aph 3 Sdkr's Lease: The second sentence shall read as follows: 
r,~·01:i.1 and ufter the datr: hc:reof and until such thnC'J a.~ .all ~ums due hereunder are paid, 
Sdlcr shall be emitled to ull px-oc:eecls ge11erated from the le~tSe. (n.ew third sente11cc 
conc.ludei; pati:tgra.ph) Upon the payment o{the full purchase pric~ by .Buyer, Seller shall 
execute au assignment of lease trai1s.ferring all right, title and interest in and to said foasE: 
to Buyer. 
3. New Paragxaph 4. Removal~of Personal J.¾·~lJt::rly. The pru·ties ngree that 
Sdlor shall have sixty (60) days .froi:n the date of closing to xemover all personal property, 
f urniturn, fixtures, equipment, and .t<::frtted bowling alley hnproyements from the property 
being sold hereunder, All personal propeL'ty1 furlliture, fixtur~s, c;iq\\ipm.ent, and rela!ed 
bowli.ng alley improvements remaining till U-1.b property at the expiration of said sixty (60) 
duy5 wHl be deemed to be the property of Buyer and shall ·be disposed of in Buyer's 
disc:re·tion. St!lfot is "ltuder no obligntion to pay ,:e11ts, storage fees, or other. com.pe:t~sation 
to B uycr pl'ior to her removal of said property .. Buyer shall in all maru1cr ct)Opt!rate with 
Sellc~r in Hllowing Selll!r access to the buildiilg and real property for tb,1;) purpose of 
nm:i.oving said _property. Buyer has inspected th~ property tCI be rer.noved a~id ::1ssessed 
the,. physical and aestJ1etic effect that flJ.e r;.uno-val of the. ~bove stated p,:,;,perty o:o. the 
l11:1.il<liu1_1, and real property will hnvt:.; and s01 Duyer agree:;, provided Sdkr uses 
reasonable Cate" lfi the reruo·vaJ process~ that it is faJt erititle'd l<J nny . Ct)i'i"i_pB°xfaalfoh 
whrttsocver resulting from Seller's 1·emoval of the above: stated prope1ty. 
4. 
be addecl). 
M.:unte:na:o.ce and lnsunmcc ( The parties ag:r~·i; that the following fougmige 
. 5.1 B_uye~· tb.dh.e.r agt·1::c:s ·U1at fo)J.u the- dute of pnsse.ssion by Buyt.r> 
Buyer will c~-:irry and 1:1a.mtam, al Buyi::r'.s :;ole cost and ex1x:nse, fos-urnnce, in :;t1ch amow.its 
::is ,:m, suffic1c11t 10 sat.1.sfy all finatJ.cial obllgations owing h~reunder to Seller. Seller shall be 
ru.'l..lnt·,d as an ack1itlonal lo~m payei: OJ.A ru.1:y i1L')trrance 1mlicy .related to the building and real 
property. 
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5.2. P1·oof of such insurill'l.Ce. sha.ll be fumished to Seller upon closing. Each 
JJolicy iJ1:,ilJ 1·~l1uirL~ thi=i:l ncrlice of termlnation of insurmiee be delivered to Seller. fo thl', 
c:vent Buyer chunges insurers, Buyer agrees to immediately notify Seller m1.d pxovic\.e new 
proof of it)nu.rnnce. Failure to do so con!>I.H:utes, at the election of Seller, a m~\teri~ br,~a.ch 
of this Agreement. 
· 5.3. The _parties agree that Buyex is 1md.er no o'bllgatiol). to 111n:i11tai11 in.sura11ce 
on the personal property of Seller 111ore ;particularly desci·ibed above and which is to be 
removed by Seller. · 
SA.' Ut1ycr coveJ.l~t.s that Seller shall not be liable far any fuu11.age or liability of any 
kind during the tenn of tl1is Agree-.mc~nt, fro:r.:u u.o.y cau~t'l whi:it-sot;vcr rdati!rl to Buyer's 
possession and ownership of the subje<:t rc~n1 p;topi~rty ,1.ad U1at Huy~r wlll in.dem;nify and 
save ham1less Seller from all liabili:ty or losses (including attomeis fees a:ud court co$ts) 
whatsoever, including, but not limited ·co, uriy- b1'each of contract ot· other liability resulting 
from Buyer iissu:ux_pti.vu of ihc Note ru:).d D~ed of Trust in favor of Lloyd R.ohe1-t Hanson 
and/or Hanson Living Trost~ l,ut c:.xct~ptln.g any liability and/ox: t:km:i.age wl,icb. i:-; a 
consequeiJee <)f·ihe ownership of the subject real property tuid jmprovcmtnts by Seller prior 
to Y$nye{, pur~1:n~.1.se. 
5.5. s~Uer covenants thit·c J)uy<.:;: sh~lll not be liable fo( ~my dH.u.1~\g,~ or llabilit)' of a1iy 
kJnd from ~iny cause whatsoever re1att:d to Sellcr1s possession of th1;: Pxopel'ty and that. Sell~r 
will i:ndc.l1inify and save harmless Buyer from all liability or losses (including nttomey's r,ee3 
M.d co1ut costs) as a consequence of the o,vncrshlp of the Busines~, buildfog and real 
pi-up~rty1 by Seller prior to Buyer's purchase. 
" 
6. MUTUAL COVE'NAN'fS TO HOLD HARMLESS. (Replaces pa.ragraph 6. 
lnde1u.11ity) Selle,: ~-:ove1Jants and agre~s to defend, i:rJ.demnify and hold DHyer hannle!:s from 
any untl ~111 claims, sillt'S ut law or eq\lity1 lo:;:;es or dm:nag~s1 of any k.iud or natu.r:e, in favor 
of a.ny thlrd perso.1:11 corporation, partnership or other entity incl-uding local, state or federal 
~1gcnci0s arising out of or connected with S':11ler1s OWL\ership and·ope.nrti1.n-1 prior to "the date 
of closing oftl1i~ transaction, · 
Buyer covell.ant::; and E1grees to dtfon<l, indemnify and lwkl Sellel'· llarr.nkos-from -~ny-
and a11 claims) <lemamfo, suits at law or in eqi..tity, losses or 1.hmages, of ruiy kintl or na:ture 
b11:wor of a1,.y third pe.i:~on., cotpo~atlon, pro:lne:rsbip or other entity~ tncludin.g local, st,itv or. 
fode~-al agmcies which arise. out of or are c01mects:d 'Nith Buyer1.s OJ)emtion of the Business 
1,eir1g sold hereunder which f.1tise or oe-c1u- on or after the date of closit1g. 
7. Title Insl.ll;".utce: The parties agree that Buyer shall be responsfblt.: for iUJ.Y 
and aU co:,;ts a.ssociated vvitll the op,m.1ng of escrow at North Idaho T·itle: Cc>;mpany .ancl. t.ue 
same shall include 'but may not be limited to a11y cancellation fees, ot the costs of u.r1y-
p,:elin:iim1J":y title ;r(~l)<;>ris isS1.led by tha.t company. 
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?. T~S AND ASSESSMENTS: ll its a.~·eed that all ~es, assessments> 
utilities, etc., sh.al] be proruted between the panies with Sel1t1· paying all such taxes, 
assessment~. utilities, and othi:.x costs properly bOl'nt by seller prior 'lo closing and 
e:,i:er.utlon oft1ris contract and Buyer paying all such taxi:,$, assessments, utilities, etc., due 
1).r ru:cru~ after the date r:>f closfo~. Provided that the Buyer ack.nowll';uges that Seller is 
zwt receiving any money from the closfn.r:; and has limited .fill.UI1cial resouxces. To tbe 
extent that' Buyer or Sellers proportiona.ii share of any costs cannot be tletcnnined at 
closing the patties agree to mokc the appropriate allocatlox,.ij ont!'-:ide of closing. In fhe 
further event that the Buyer pays any cost which should be prop~A"ly 'bnme 'by Seller due 1:o 
8e.ll~, s inability to pay the saroe, said amount shall be deducted froi.n the principal 
bafa.nce owing on the Promisso1-y Note and shall thus 'be a credit to Buy~r. 
8. N~~w Pa.ragntph 17. DISCLOSURE STATBMENTS: 
17.1 BUYER'S INSPECTION RIGl-TI"S: Buyt:r acknowledge$ and agrees tfolt 
they have had adequ.1tc timi: ~llld opportunity to co11duct · an inspection to verify the 
condition of the subject xeal propt~i-1.y and {mprovements, including but not Hmitl':d to 
::;Uuci.tU'al integrity of the improvements as wel1 as the it1tcrnal iutegrity of the plumbing 
and electrical syst~s of the improvements. 
17.2. ACCESS TO l>ROP£RTY: Buyer further a.cknowledges and agrees that 
·dley hiwt had tlle ri~ht to reaso11able a~ess to the real property for the pt.7l1:.>osi:: of 
vr-rifying the condition of·the real property and in1provements situated thereon. 
17.3. NO WARRAN'fl£S HY SELLUR.: B1'l.ycr ~lcknowlcdg~~1 ~i.tfox havhlS fully 
exainined aud b1spected th~ n:al properly and improvements1 that Selle1· l1as made 110 
1·epres~ntations or warranties .is to the condition of the improvements situ..,ted 011 the real 
property. I.xi this COll.l'lec;tton, Buye1: is purchasing lhi:: .ri:al property and hnprovei1uei1ts 
"AS IS" ·wi:th no warranties. 
9. 15. Notic~is: A duplicate notice will be provided to Sellex's a:tto11"ley1 
Jeffrey H. Andrews, Attol"ney at Law, 607 La.',:eside Avenue~ Co~ur <l'Akm\ JD &3814 
10. New Par-4gt11ph 18. PERSONAL GUARANTEES Of BUYE.ll: Buyer 
acknowledges in connection with the Co11tract of Sale a.nd Addendum thcr1:.o1.o, that Si;llcr1 s 
:remedies as against Bu.yer and m the event ~f default by Buyer of the te.rms and conditions 
of !;bis coutr~ct or any other .d.oc.uroent executed incident to .closing) are not limited to the 
present corporate entity, Shei'lJlatl Self Storagt:, Inc,s a Montana Corporation, b\tt ca.n be 
additionally enforcc:d i.ndividually and severally, ngainst the princ.ipk-s, shan:hold.exs or 
othe1· owners of the busiuess. In this co1mection, enoh il':1djviduill o-xec'\lting this co:ntJ:ac::t 
on bi;;hi'tlf of Bnyer acknowledges is personally guaranteeing its ~ri.fo:rcen:\~.ffl 
ADDENDUM TO CONTRAC,'T OJi' SALE._,., 
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11. New Paragraph 19, P..AT.B OF POSSESSION. The date of po.sse~sion of the 
shaH l)e U1e closing date, and Buyer shall tnlce over and become respo.u.s~ble for this real 
pxopt:irty Rnd itnptovements sold hereunder on an.d aft.er s·u.ch date. 
12. New Pilrng,wph 20. Thr; parties aclmowledge and agree that the.y may 
have certam contractual obligatio11s tfoJt appi::ar in this Co.rxtr,:1.ct of Sale together wi-tll thi!i 
ADDENDUM that may not appear u~ any subsequent documents e:icecuted by the parties 
to effect this trans.:ictiou. It is 1hc parties intent aud agreement thi:lt L1lis Contract 1;1f Slue 
together with this ADDENDUM bt enforceable and survive the aomal clos~ng of this 
transaction. As a result a 110w }luragru_ph 20· will be added that will rem! irn folkiws: 
AGREEMENT NOT 'IO }lE MERGED: Th.is Conti·.act 0£ 81,fo fog<~ther with 
this ADDENDUM slmll llli\inbd.u its iude-pendeut log,,! signi.fic:1ncc aud 1>u.rvlve the 
closi'ug date of this tl'~u1sattio1~, and su.ch shall be hlilc1,entlcntly n.ud $1,~p,u-ately 
e1tf<)l'~ed by ~ithcr pal'fy hereto i!•tcs1)e(':t1ve of the proYisions c,.mtai;ued. in any oih<!l" 
cloc-lu.l:lents executed by the ~~.('tie8 :ncccse;acy to effect this transactlun, 
1.3. New l'aragraph 21 which will be a.ctd~~d tl:mt will read as follows: 
Tllat the parties ag:rce thsit in the e,vent imy part, ·provision> or portion of this 
agremHmt conflicts with ftppHc)al,lc litw, or is otlHmviSc b.cld tu be uucnforccublir., 
tl1e remaining 1wo,-'i~io1.1s sh~tll noverthelc~s be enforecabfo ~inrl car.ded into effect. 
14. OTHER: The 1,rn.(tkis acknowledge and aga:~ ·that due to geographical 
limitations and time CCllsi.1,·i:1.i:Ut:s that securing the sign~rl.urts for the persoxl~l gun:rai.1tecs 
m.~y 11ot be effected on the closing date. Toe parties agree. that this shall not delay foe 
(;fosing <1.nd that securing the sigrtulurt:s for ih.e personal guarantees will be t.f.fe.cte.d as 
soo11 as pni.cticabk: aftm· closing 
--------·-·-·---
~----·~--,----------------------
-~ .. ~ ..~ ..-. .,....,, ,.,,...., .,..._ ---.,·•: ... ,:, .. ,-.-,-.. ------------,----------" ··- ..... , ......... . 
------"··~-.- ... ~ 
------,,.,--,------~--····-----
_,.. ____ , ______________________ , .. _,_\ _____ , _______ ,. _____________ , ------------
--··------' 
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THE PARTIES ACKNOWI.,EOGE THEIR ONDERSTANPTNG TII!S 
AGREEMENT AND RECEIPT OF A. TRUE AND CORRECT COPY 017 THIS 
ADDENDUM AGREEMENT 
DATED this~ day of September 1 2002 
SELLER 
By: J .. i::c G. Snider 
Title: S~1,;l'etary Treasun:r 
BRANDY C. Sr..11DER 
DENNIS})_ ANDERSON 
ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT OF SALE -6 
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AGREEMENT mack: September. __ , 2002 by and betwl;)en MARY JO 
WALL.ACE ("Seller") and S'FIT·'.RMAN SHLF-ST< >RAG.E, INC., <l Monl:fi1.1a corponrtiou, 
("Buyer,,). 
~e'llr..}r agrees to sell. l.o Bny1.~r and Buyer agree~: lo pn,:chase from Scllc~r lhe real 
pIOJ)erty and improvements iu t11t: city of Cot:tll' d'Alene, lthho located at :nJ SE. 
Shcu:n:m. Coeur d' /\}t!ne, I<folw and more purticularly ckscdbecl l'L"i follows: 
Lots 1 .... i 2, Block· 21 GLI<:NMORl.t ADD.ITlON, accordi.o~•; to the 
plat teconb:I. i'l'1 ·Book ''lV~ of Plals nt~Pagc 140, reGord.s of"'Koc.rtenai. 
Connt.y, Idaho. 
'f OGE'l'lllm. with th<:: vacat(:d al ky lying with.in Block 21; 
ALSO 'l'OG'Kf'HER W1TU1hosc: portions of vacated Lakesid1:~Avenue 
f1 . nd vm.~atecl 24th 81:reut, tlml attach by opernLion of law .. 
conm:ctio.n with the ope:ralion of the real .Pl'OJH:)rty (colk:ctively the "property"). 
1. :PURCHAS:&!; PRICK The purchasl: pdce for th<:! property shall be 1..-ive 
H11ndred Se-vcrrty-Fivc:: Thoi.:r..c:imicl Dollars ($575,000). 
2. PA YMJ~NT O"F J~lTT.lCHASE :PlUC:ic:. The purchas~ price for t.he pwperLy 
shall be pai.d in the fol.lowing manni:r: 
(a) 'fh1.: sum Fi:fty-17i:vc Thousand D~11lars ($55,000) to be: paid t:o Ll<>yd l<!.()best 
Haru;on t.o cure atJd t·m.t.if;fy St.:ikr's default under tht; tem1::i of that cerlt1iJ1 Pwrnis:::ory 
Note dated Novcrnber 111, 1995 wh.en:in COVE HOWL, INC., GARY A. 'WALLACE~ 
and MARY JO WALT.ACE were Mak.em f-l)l<l Lloyd Roh<::rt llan!>OU was Payc:e, 
(b) The sum ofT!m;~ lhmdn;d Tho!isand Dollars ($300,000) by Buyer nssur.ni.u.g 
and p.1ying, according to its l.~rm~, the unpaid principal balance oJth.e pror.rri:-:soty note 
icierir.i:t1ed iii.bovl~;dml i~; i::e(iu,·~u by'a: D(i':d of Trust: OH the },ll'Op<.:rty·exc;<;ule,l No:-.rr.::ml?e:..r ' 
'14, 1995, in favor of Ll<,yd Robert Hanson, or hi~ successor i.n lnlst und(~L' '.l HE 
HANSON LIV ING· TRUST dat~d April 4, l.995, rin.d uuy mncn.dmi.:.:nti.: thc,;r(:to w~ nwned 
lk11diciaty and Tc:corded Novembc:r 15, J. 995 tis instnm1ent 1422605 in the ofiici:-11 
wcoeds of K.oote.i'lai CmmJy, kfah,;,. 
(c) The b('l..lanCt,; of Two Ilurn.lred Twenly Th<,us,rnd Dolfors ($2.7.0,000) with 
inrc:rest. thc::reon r.Lt the rate of five n.nd one-half perct:nt. (5 1 /2%) per mrnnm to comn1enc(: 
thirty (30) days 1:i:orn the clatt: :l1t.::reof, shall be paid to Sclll~r a::; follows: 
(i) the sunf'(}l:.Ei{~t1Je~~~1:~911.~antl Dc:,llars ($18,0UO) rt:Lained by Huyer mid 
paid to Lloyd R~~i1r.1t.+Hfosorrns :-ind for the prepaym,.:mt penally caller! for 
iri the Prn.nii~ciiy Note reforn~tl Lo above; 
(ii) tl'l'lch amounl as is ow~~d (_principal ~md ac(;rut~d intt:rcst) 'to Lukius ,u.:i.d 
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Am1is, P.S. a WashingtoJ.1 C(>tpnm!.icrn r:tnd sccn.r(:d by a Deed of Trust. 
di.t!(:d rebnmry 5; 1!)~)6 and n:cordt:d F(:bruary 5, 1996 t\~; imnrurnenl 
· 1'132935 in lht: of.Heinl records of Koul.t~J.iai County, ldab.o; 
(.iji) mtch H.UlC>Unt ..1.s is owed (priIJcipa.1 and at~crm;d i1itere1-.:I) to P!tI!.h...inu.k: 
Flocn· Cuvc:dng (J::1uic~ E. Wy,'11e1) aild secur(:d by a .rm:l:hauic~ Iii-..:u 
rcco.rcfocl .Tanr1ary 3, 2001 as in.stmrnent J Ci(i1399 .iu the o.ffi.cial rec:o:rds 
ofKoolemii Cinm.ty, Idaho; 
(iv) such a.monnt a~ is owc::cl (principal, pennltfo:-; and ;1t:emed i.o.ten;::-t) 
to l'he United Sta(C$_J)ep::irlrxH:JJL ofTr<:asury, Iutc:rnal R1;vcnue S<.:rvke 
and s~~curcc! by a C~cforal tax lieu recorded .hmc: 7~ 2002 as iuslrnment. 
1736888 in the offi.cial records ofKc>oler1(1i C()lmly, ldahn, 
The~ bala11ct::s to he paicl pur!)Ui.lnt to p_:-imgraphs 2(t~)(ii), 2(c)(iii.), aoc.l 2(c)(iv) sh<Lll be in 
such amomrl.::; as <:~xlst at the lime of payment as sud1 are rct1e(;ted ir1 writing s.ien~tf by 
the <m::clitor to he paid. 
All s1:i1.ns tlue and uwiug hc:n)tmdcr shall be paid wheo Buyer (ii';farni:i t,tJbstitute, long·· 
term, finandng awi no lat.~:r than Novcmbt!r 15, 2005. 
Thi.s Contra.cl arid tbe :-:ums evideuced her~by ,ire ~,!:!CL!r(;,~ by a D1.1t~d of Trust of e:ven d::1:t.(~ 
hen.with execut.~d aud ddivcl'c.~d by Buyer to Selkr, which Dl~~:d ofTrnst encumber The 
n:al prop<..:rt.y being conwyecl hl:r·ehy. Buyer agr~~::s Lo pl;tfonn nnd comply wi'th RU ()f the 
;,tgn:.:crnenti;, tenns aud conditions of tht Deed of Trnst. · 
3. t;J4:LLRR'S l,K/\S.ES. It is understood and agl'C~ed thal Sell.er prese.utly leases 
a portion of lhc premises heiue :-;old ~ind pn:·,;ha.:;ed unc.k.:1· t.ht~ l.erm~ ht;rco( l.C> ml<.)ther fr.11· 
the location, opera.ti on and maintenimc~; of a coffee cart. From an.<l ~i1Jcr lh<::; dir~t; hc_i);:;~; f, 
Huyc;r shall be 1:.·ntit.le<l to all proce<::ds generated from H!tid lease and sli::11! p;iy 'Seirer the 
sum cif Four Urm<lrcd DoUnrs ($400) per mouth in lieu ttwn.:nt The~ firsL (>f such 
- pa.ym,:nt<;; ::.h;:11.I be .rnad<.: t:hirly ('.W) day~: frorn the dl'l.te of this Contract with t\ simik.1r 
paymc;11t rna(k on the .same day of e.uch suci)eeding month unlil snch time a::: the: ~.a.tin:: 
·purchase priced called for herein l'ws he(~n paid. Tli~~eaflci;.uo .l'i.1rtherpayrnc:nt':': ~:ha11 be 
made or required. . · · · · · 
4. Jffi.MOVALOJI' ·p1t:RSO},l'AL l~ROPli:RTY~ Si;.lkr s1wll hri:v.t! .thil.'t) 
q.ays fron-1 tbe date (,ftbis Contract witl1in wMch t<) remove all perno.ual property, 
fm:ni1ure, :fixtures, i.:qnipment and re.late.d bowline alley imp.rovcmenl.s from tbi.; property''. 
b<:ing soJ.d ,u..1d pm:chased hereunder. All persorwl property, famitnre, fixl.u1w::, eqoipme1'fr. 
and r<:fr.tk:dt),-ttwl-tng a11-<:iy i-n1p1~Jvrn1~nts rernain.iug on the prnperty a:t lhe ,':xpin1.tion of 
said th:irty (lw:} chrys sfa~ll he de~mecJ to 'be. tbc 'property of Y,1,;yer amj sh.all bf-: d~t,:pc,s_ed ~~f 
in Hr1yer':5 discrct:i.0r1. ~ . ,.. · ,,.. · 
5. MAIN'i'ENANCE :AND 'TNSURANC:it. · u;~til irnr.h lim~: ttf; po~~:e~;sion of'lhe 
prope1:t..~ j;:; trausf~;-retl to Buyer, Selk:r ~:1Hil.l mnil'ltain tht.: prc,pcrty in p;oocl repr:1jr and_ 
sha\1 k(:ep the property insured to its foll in:mwble valne. Risk. oflo;-;s shall n:~nrnin with 
Sc.~ller until suc:.h time as posses:~ion. on.h~ propc.1:tt fa t~~nsfr:rred tn B'Lryer. __ , r 
, ... 
. Exhibit _._. ___ ,4 _ _ 
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6. l.ND'.1.1-:MNJTY. Seiler shall indt.!ll1nify und holtl Buyer f111d the p.t:r>pc;rty free 
and hnrmlc!,S from f1.oy liabili:ly ari~in.g froi;.1, hreilch o.f le~tsc, bt1.:mch of coulwct or :-my 
~the: n::i.a:!ter rela_tec.l ;O fbe prnperly l~:nt. occi.1rrcd o~ i:, r;lleged to haw t)ccur-r<:cl prior to 
th~~ t11111..: r:pr._i,w~$101l 'JiS 1.J."l}TlSforrcct to Buyc:J'. fY' • .- . . · 
... '.,. . . : ·. . ... ,, .. ·· . 
7. l!:SCR:ow AGJi:NT. The partic;s hc:rd.ry nominnte uud appoint l'ione~r Title 
Com1xmy ofK.oot:em:1i Couoly. 1.00 Wal.lac\'.: Av,~n.ue. C(.)eur d'Abw, Jdaho fl.S tht;ii: 
escrow agc11.t. It i.£ agrec.:d that Seller ~lu~ll pay lh<: op1mi11g l~:0:crow foe 11.0.d Buyer ~:hall 
1,ay all rerm1i1ring eharg1.:s of the ~::=:,:row agent. The escww agent i~: spc:eifically 
instruc:ted to make ill.e Vityments cal.led for nnclcr paraµ,rn.ph:s 2(c)(,ii), 2((:)(iii) and 
2(c)(jv), ~il)ove, fro1:n fo.nds pl'OVidt:d by Sell~:!'. , l'po-r1 fnll.ml,4 fi~Kl' p,'))'~r!,<.;Jlt _of ~J)e_ 
purcl1ase price, t<~gcther with a.ccru1::cl intcre~;t tu the elate of final paymi.~n.t., said escrow 
i1.gt;11t h; 'l:i~l'eby mrl:horized aml directed to th;liver to lhiyer 1.h.,~ ct>11i1!nl:, c.ithti t::$1.~row. 
S. Tl'l'lJ~ INSlJRANCE. lt is 1.mdersluod that Seller h~t-:; hen:;tnforL: ca-t1Sod. a 
preli.n:rinary connnitmcrrl: for title iUSUJ'Z.l.ncc t.ci be issued couct.":miug the n:al properly 
whi.d1 is the 1n.1bject hereof: Huyer has inspected th!.! ~moe and nen:es to aocc-}pt title to the-
property j nvo1vt!tl, ·su-b}eot e-nly to th-Ot;C ~xt ~ptit,H.:i~i sbown in said pnilimll!H"ty 
co111.mitm(,nt. for tlt1i;. in:;;tl.i'fillt~c:. Sdlcr fihall causl.! the final policy of titk~ JJJ.sura.nce to be 
i.s:rn(:cl Jn Bn.yer's 111m1,~ as soon as rea:mnably possible after elosi.J.1['. :.1ud Lo depo::;it the 
sam4..: with the escrow agent named a.bove. . .. ,.,- · ·· ·· · ·-:..-- : • ··-! ··.:··· -·~-- ,·. -D 
~ ~u .. ... .. :::: :, (.,~t'..,h::. ... ,.-· ..... 
9. 1" IEN S AND ENC fJM BRAN C ES. Hnyer neiet;~ to keep all of the rt:a.l 
· property covered hei:eby free from all liens, mortgag(;:s or encumbrance.;::; not :mbordir:w:t.e 
to thh; Co11t1:act wj thout the pdor wl'i'llen permission of Selh:r being first had and 
obtafocd. 
lO. CONTl~_GENCY. Seller 1mdcr:.tmd:,; and ucktl<>Wfodgcs that Bnyer' s 
'perfonn.ance hlm::unckr is cXJ>1-essly contingent upon its abjlity lo 01'itai11 ~111 Hgreem~:nt (in. 
fom::i. ~ind f:ubstanc~: ,1g,recablc..~ l<> Ht1yer) from Llc,y<l Reibert llanso.o allowin.g Buyer to 
assume tho .Pro1nissoty Note rmd Deed ofTnist id~':nlified nbove a.ud further agreeing to 
waive, re.l.i.nqnish and n~lei.tsc 4n of S~lle.t"s ckfaults and aneara.ges in exchaogt: for the: 
payment ;md ·ru~S'llinptio11 provided for in p't1!'~tgmphs 2(«) and (b), above. 
.. . . 
11. T.L\Xl!:S AND A..~Sl~SSM.KNT~~ It i~: agreed th.al ~ill tax.~s and a.s~:e~,~;1nent.~; 
sh,il.1 he J>ro.ra.tcd between the parties with Scller:pnyin.g all such t.,1.xe8 and aS$c-::-:smel1t:o 
due or ;:we.rue.cl prior. to the cl.rte of I.his Coutract Md with Buyer paying all ~:uch taxes an<l 
a.s~:ess.n:wt1ts cluc, or nccrut>d froa} au<l aftt.~ sai.d d.~1.k:. ~~ ih,t .: , ·:!,i( f/) Jl-4 
:t.2. JMVROVElVfENTS. Any improvet.nents of fmy k1nd plae~:rl LLpon the 
prem.h;es byDuyei: whHe this Cmtt.ract ix in fi:m:t: shall be cl~e~11e~ 'to he attache:l _t.o _tb.0 
:real property and must \Je kfl in thcit: normal ~!atl~ (i:nd ccmd1tton m the event ol· <lefault 
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13. )"HJYRR NOT TO ~~OMMIT\Y,~ST.l!.:. Buyer ngrc;cs to keep !ht.: propc.rly 
111 good repair nod to prt'.:::1;rve. thl~ ~:um: in at lctu;I: as good u r.ondition as it was as Clftb.e 
di·ltc of this Contract., rc1:1~;01mbh: wear ,md tear alone excl:pt.~d. Buyr:r :fi,rrt.hr;r agrcr;~!..thn.t 
il wil.l nci1ht\r !J(:.nnit nor cm-1/'ic any waste~ cm lhc property or wi:th n:.-:.sp<;;Cl to tmy < 
iro.provt:me:::nts which 11m <>r which may ,._ubs0qul~nlly be placec.l then::ou. 
14. LF~GAJ .~:A.ND RRGULAT(tRY COMl).l .lAN <:;E. H uycr shall comJily with 
<lll i:ipplicable n:.:~_;t.rictive covt:n.,mts, bylaw:::, ;,.oning ,md s1.lbd:ivi.sio11 or:d.in~tn.ce:,; an.cl 
building cock~s, h<..:,·1lt:h and e11virnn111c:u\:,il lavt!).and n.:gulutions awl :ill nther ~1pplicuble. 
laws, rnlc::::; and regulHtinm;, requirements. direction.<:., order::; c1nd notice!:: of viofotion::i 
issu(;d by auy i<.:deral .• ~t,.'l.te, county 01· loL:nJ. 3ovemmental agcJ.Jcy, 'body oJ:·c,.f:ficcr, in ,in.y 
tmil:i'ner af.feotiug lhc: l'eal property or any (tqtivity b~i.ug condm~l.1:xl th_ert:on by l~_p.y~:r. 
:15. NOTICRR. AU n(ltices lx~twc<..~il lhe partie~ c11· between ~1. l')m:ly and the'! 
escrow n.gent:, whclh~r fa;n::un<l<..:l' or titherwi:-:c l'equitcd by law, t~hall be i:n wriT.iJ1g W'..ld be 
dc(a:ned duly setvl:d and given when personally delivered. to tht: party or, in lieu of 
personal service::, when <lcpos"itcd in the lJnilcd Si.ates mail, first dass po::;tagt:: prepriid 
addressed, if t.o Buyer c/o William R.. Raldassin at 1821 South Av(:m1e:: West> Fifth Floor~ 
Misso11l~t, Moi1tana 59801, ~ind if to St.,ller at P-of>t Office Bo-x 23,17, Ifayden, Idaho 
Q7.W-<S n:t~tCr nm·tXT rm1y ,-1-,:.;;i{>i:; 1'ts ~1(klrer;3 fi(\1" Ofl'•"[l<'(:;$ ~.r..,.~'1°$ t"• 1":u1·,·apl• t,,, oiV1•H)' -tht~ • V•J--'• • ~,,,,,,. ,1-'11 ••· .. J ,.,.,_ ,.#~.----c, • . . . " -~ & , •' 1,1'- w VJ, 1..1.a. .,,,,.._..,.:..,,., ~ , L,.,/ t:.•• • ~-f., -.-.-
Otllt::,( party wrjiteu !J(>licc of the change in t.h!! mtmnei: provi<fod above . 
.16. GI~NERAL f>,RO VISIONS. In the <.went Buyi..~r .i!-, fat.e. in fli,'tyirig t1.lxes or 
a.~;SGS$1IWnts or fails I.Cl p1;omptly cl~ar au:y ~m~\Hnbrances, Selk:!' may pa:y said taxes or 
11.$Sessn1t~:t1ts or de::tr sncb c.,-r1ctunbrnnc~s and all ~unouuts so expcudt:d by Sell.er shtt.l1 be 
due aod payable by Buye1· tu Se.Her fi.1rlhwith., with interest thereon at th~ ra.te of five and 
(me--half perc.~en t ( 5 W½i) pel' annnrn tmt:il pafrl and wiil1o·ut prejudice to any other J::i gh~ <>.f 
SellcJ'. 
'ft is ar:r;rc:ed that in the event eilh(~J: party finds it nccessm·y lo insti'l.n:te an fiction al. 
law or to employ m1 attomc:y LO prolcct or enforce ::my of Ll:11:.1ir rights c;r1::ated herc.:ut)der or 
to Lake an appeal conccrnlng fl11Y isimc n1i!><:tl lll:rounclcr, the pr1::vai!ing party stmll be 
entitled i.o recover fro.1.n th~~ olh~>:x party a rea..:;tlI.\t:1.hlc at.tomey''s fee and all cunrt costs, 
plus ~~11 otber remwm1blo expe1.rncs neccst:trrily ineun:ecl in any sudJ prOl~eedi1.1.g.s. 
Neitb.o.l' the exlc:nsiou of .tune for paym~nt of any mouey to be paid l,.en:tmdi::r, nor 
any waiVer by s·(~ller <:.1fl.)1:.:r .right to dcd::rrc this Contract dMmtl:t.t~d or .. fo:rf~frted by-1:et::1~<.m ... 
of any breach ofth:is Conl'rnct slmll in any mann\::r affect lho right of Selk.r to declare l}iis 
Contract defaulted o·r forfeited bec,ms(: of auy defi:iutt suh8equently occurring, and no 
e.x:.tcn:-.:ion of thne nr wai v(:r of a11y of the terms or provision.!; h<~reof shall 1)t: va.li.d or 
c:nforedtble \.I,We.r.;-s evtdcnCl.-d by tt duty sitFK~rl ugnxirnent. 
The 1mrtit.:s ,:nut.ua'lly (if.rec: that lhii~ Cnntrat.t rmpe.rcede.:; any a.nd all o'lher wxitte.n 
or verbal H.gre.cm.ents 11ertHi.ning to this lrm1sac.:tion., and the terms nnd provisions o.f Lhc-:: 
1n1wmcti.on tn't! a.:; specified here::in, and .neither Seller nor Bnye:r is relying upnn any 
,;1.gn:e<l pcrfonnanc~: or a<~tion ()f lhc n(her outside the terms and 1m>visiou.s ol'tl1is 
Co 1.1 trn.c.t in entt:~dng lilt<:> rhis Contract. 
No 1110dfficat.ion or altL~J'ill:ion or Lhi~ Contra.cl slw.1 l lK: vnlid unlc~);s evidenc1.:: by a 
writing signed by the parties herdo. 
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.\ 
'J'hl::: Contnwt shall be bin<ling upon th1.; heirx, personal represcJ1tatives ~1.ml assigns 
of tho parlie:-; b.er<:10. 
IN Wl'l'NRS$ .WfIBREOf, the _parties lwve hereunto set. their hands tl1<; cfay and 
yea:r first above wdtteu. 
SELTJ!'..R: 
... -·--···-··-·----
Mary Jo Wallace 
BUYER: 
Sher.tntlll Scl.f-S"toi·iig'°e, Inc. . .. ,• ....... . 
Dy Timothy H. Frnnce> Pr~skfont 
ArrEST: 
---~-·---
Lt':t: G. Snider 
· s~crctary Treatimcr 
v!T. r.i:.cq; QDl7 • •n1,.1 vw J 
---····--
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EXHIBIT 3 





CERTIFICATE OF REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST 
Contemporaneously with the execution of thi~ 
certificate, the undersigned GAIi! A.· VALLA.CE and HARY JO WALi.ACK 
have executed that· certain r,astated document entitled "THE 
19az. which WALLACE FAMILY TRUST" dated .jlpn..J.._,_r;i_ __ 
provides in pertinent part as fc,llows: 
A. TnU STE;ES 
1. During tb~ T~ustQrs' Lifetimes. 
During the j-J!nt l.lfeti!!:e.D of the Tru::itors, the 
Trustees shall be: GARY A. VALLACE and HABI JO. VALLACR. If one 
is unable or unwilling to serve then the ·other may :serve a:s sole 
Trustee • If n e i th er 1 s w i l 11 n g or a bl e to .serve , th e n GUY 
·WALLACE· and LORRAINE WALLACE shall serve as Successor 
Co-Trustees, or if one is unable or unwilling to serve, then the 
other roay serve as sole Trustee. If. neither is willing or able 
to serve, then FIRST lHTIBSTI.TE. BAR[ OF REV ADA, H.A., ah all 
/ 
serve as sole Trustee. 
2 • After Death or Flrst Tru~tor. 
After the death of the first Trust.or, the Trustees 
shall be as follows: 
{a) Survivor's. Tru:1_t..,._ Tbe surviving spouse shall 
serve as sole Trustee. Ir' he or she is unable to 
serve, then. the successor Co-Tru5tees shall be GUI 
WJ.LLAC'B and LOBJIAIHE VALLACE, If one is unable or 
unwilling to serve, then the other may serve a:i 
sole Trustee. If neither is able or willing to 
serve, then FIB:ST IHTEBSTATK nAH[ OF NEVADA, H. A. I 
shall serve as sole ·Trustee. 
P fl T R I C I A 1,. 13 n OW N , LTD • 
yY\;/C."'--'· 
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(b) Decede..n..t...!....B-1..1:.u.3.!u... The successor Co-Trustees shall 
be GUY WALLACK and LOHRAINK WALLACE. If one 13 
unable or unwilling to :iei•ve, then the other may 
serve as sole Trustee. If neither is able or 
w 111 ~ng to serve I th en FIRST INTERST_ATE DANK: OF 
NEVADA, N.A., shall serve as sole Trustee. 
(c) Chi"ldren' a Trust . .._ GUY WALLACK and LORRAINE 
WALLACE. If one is unable or unwilling to serve, 
then the other may serve as sole Trustee. If 
neither is ·able cir willing· to serve, then FIRST 
INTERSTATE BABIC OF HEYAD.!, Y.A., shall serve as 
sole Truste.e,. 
(d) Harltal Income IrJu1..t ... GUI \l ALLA CR and LORRAIHE 
WALLACE. If one is unable or unwilling to serve, 
then the other may serv·e as sole Trustee. If 
neither is able 1)r willing to serve, then FIRST 
Iii!EBSTJ.TE nun: ClF IEVADA, ll. A. 1 shal 1 serve as 
sole Trustee. 
B. POWER TO AMEND OR BEVOKEL 
The Trust.ors may at. a:ny time during their joint lJ.ve5 
amend any of the ter111s of the Trust Agreement by an 
instrument in writing signed .,PY the Trust.ors and 
delivered to the Trustees. 
On the death of one Trustor, the Surviving Spouse 5hall 
. have the power to a1nend, revoke, or terminate the 
Survivor•s· Trust, 
Children's Trust., and 
be amended, revoked, 
l' AT n IC I A L • B now N I LTD. 
t,ut the Deoedent•.s Trust, the 
the Marital Income Trust. may not. 
or termitiated. On the deatn of 
-::rv-1 · . fr. 
Pa ge 2 r-lJ!ilr 
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- I • 
t h e ·. S u r v i v i n g S p o u s e , n o T 1· u s t u n d e r L h e T 1· u s t 
Agreement may be amended, revoked, or terminated. 
c. POWERS OF THE TRUSTEES. 
1. To hold and retain, without liability for such 
retention and without regard to diversification, 
any and all property (including stock or the 
Trustee) whether or not of the character 
per~itted by law for the investment of trust funds 
(including, but not by way of limitation, assets 
which yield a high income or no current income, 
leverage ty_pe se1,urit1es, security options, puts 
and calls, partic:ipation ln limited partnership·s, 
tax shelter, etc.), and to operate any property or 
business received in trust for so long as it may 
deem advisable. 
2. To have all the rights, power and privileges of an 
owner with respect to se,curities held in Trust, 
including, but not lil!lited to·, the ·powers to vote, 
and to give pr 1:>xie.9 to vote, any secur1t.1·es 
(including stock or the Trustee) having voting 
rights, to pay any assessment levied upon stock 
and to exercise any right or option or 
subscription, conversion or ot:1ierwise Which may at 
any time attach, belong or be given to the holders 
of .any stocks, bonds, securities, or other 
instruments in the natu1·e thereof f<>rming part of 
the Trust estate. 
3. To join.in any plan of lease, JIJort.gage, 
c o n s o l 1 d a t i o n , co m b i n a t i on , r e o r g a n i z a· t i o n , 
dissolution, foreclosure, change of capitalization 
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or other change or structure· or any corporation, 
trust or organization, or the property or asset::; 
thereof; to deposit bonds, stocks or other 
securities held by it with any protective or 
similar committee, and to take and hold any 
securities issued in connection therewith and t.o 
pay any assessments thereunder. 
11. To enforce any mortgage or deed or trust or pledge 
held hereunder and to purchase at any sale 
thereunder any prc,perty subject thereto. 
5. To purchase at its fair market value as 
determined by the Trustee in .the Trustees' 
discretion securities or other property from and 
to make loans and advancements to the Executor or 
other representative of the. estate of either 
Trustor. 
6. To manage, controi., sell at public or private sale 
for cash or on credit., eith,er with or without 
notice, to convey, exchange, 
subdivide, mortgage, pledge, 
to grant optionsj to leaae 
part-!tion, divide, 
improve and repair; 
for terms within or 
extending beyond the duration or any Truat. 
any purposes,_· lnoluding exploration for 
ror 
removal of gas or oil, and ~·enter 
covenants or agr19ements relati!lg to the 
so leased or any improvements which may 
thereafter be erected thereon. 
i nt.o any 
property 
then or 
7. To compromise, submit to arbitration, release with 
or without cOnl:!,iderat!on or otherwise adjust 
claims in favor• of or against any Trust i to 
r AT R IC I A L • D now N ' LTD • Page J1 
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,, 
institute, co111.prc1mise, and defend actions and 
proceedings. 
8. To carry such lnsi.irance of such kinds and in ::iuch 
amounts as it may deem advisable as ·an expen:;c of 
the Trust, to pay premiums and other assessment:3 
of any insurance contract which may at any time be 
held hereunder; 
9. To invest and reinvest any property held 
hereunder, includ.1.ng acoumui'ated income, . in such 
amounts and in such property, real or personal, 
including b~t not by way of limitation, any common 
trust. fund mainta.tned ·by any bank licensed to do 
business in any state of the United States, as the 
Trustee shall deem fit and proper, without being 
restricted by any statutorr limitations on 
investments by Trustees now in effect or 
subsequently impo.,ed. 
10. To borrow mqney rroin any person, firm or 
corporation, including the Trustee hereunder, for 
any Trust purpose, upon such terms and conditions 
as the Trust·ees :aay deem proper, and to obligate 
j;. h e Tr us t for r e pay me n t. ; t o e n cum be r . a n y or the 
Trust property by mortgage, 
or o(herwise. 
deed or trust, 
/ 
pledge 
11. To hold any property in his or her na1J1e as 
Trustee, or in bi~ or her own name, or in the name 
of his or h.e.r 11.ominee, or u.nregistere..d. in such 
condition that title shall pass by delivery. 
rA.TRICIA . DROWN, LTD.· }'Y1 ":}(). 
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12. Upon any division orpartial or final distrloutlon 
of any Trust hereunder, to partition or distribute 
t.he same in kind or in .money or partly in each, at: 
values to be determined by the Trustee:,, unless 
otherwise herein specifically directed, and in any 
case in which di.vision or partition or property 
into shares or parts ls required, to allot 
specific securities or other property, real or 
personal, or_ an undivided interest therein, to. any 
such share or pa;rt, and· to sell such pr.operty as 
it shall deem adv·isable to make such distribution 
or division. 
13. To employ counsel and corporate or other agents 
and to pay them ,a rea:,onable compensation; to act 
on advice of counsel and incur no liability for 
any act.ion taken or refrained from pursuant to 
such adv ice. 
14~ To retain or acquire properly without regard to 
diversification and -withQut risk of loss tor not 
diversifying. 
15. To exercise or not exerci:ie or otherwise deal with 
any and all options or any kind, 
/' 
16. To consolidate, :ror purposes of administration and 
investment,. the property of the several Tru11ts 
hereby created and to allocate ·undivided interest 
in such con:iolidated fund to the several Trusts, 
provided, however, that such consolidation .shall 
_not dest:roy the :separate identity or such Trusts. 
PAT R I C I A L • D n OW N , LTD • Page 6 
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17, To do all such acts, ·consolidate all such 
proceedings· and ·exercise all su1:h rights and 
privileges, although neither 3pecifically 
herei.nabove mentioned nor conferred upon it by 
law, with relation to such property as the 
absolute owner thereof and in connection therewith 
to enter into any covenant:J or agreements binding 
the Trust estat~. 
18, To act hereunder through an agent or 
attorney-in-fact., by and under power of attorney 
duly executed by l~he Tru5tee, in carrying out any·. 
·of the powers and duties herein authorized, 
1 9, To engage in bus.L ne ss with tho property ·of the 
Tru:it as so 1 e pr• o pr 1 et or_, or as a general or 
limited partner, with all of the powers 
customarily exercised by an i nd1 v idual so engaged 
in business,. and to hold an undivided interest in 
any property as tEinant-in-common. 
20. To release or. to :restrict the scope of any power 
that the Trustee may hold in connection with the 
Trust Agreement, whether suoh po~er is expres5ly 
granted in the instrument or implied _by law. The 
Trustee shall exercise this power in a written 
inst.ruaf'ent executed by the Trustee, sp/oify!.ng the 
power or powers t:.o be released or restricted and 
the nature of the restriction. 
21. To incorporate a part or all of a business with 
the property or the Trust, with whatever capital 
structure the Trustees may deem a·ppropriate, ·al.one 
or with others, 1n any jurisdiction, and conduct 
r AT n IC t A I. • n n ow u ' LT D • Page '{ 




the business on such terms and conditions as may 
be a ppr o pr i ate. 
Af'ter the de a th of one ( 1 ) of the Trust ors, to· 
se 11 on behalf or the Survivor' :J Trust and to 
p-ur chase on behalf of the Decedent's Trust or t.h e 
Children's Trust at its then fair market value, 
and property .W h L ch becomes an asset of the 
Survivor I s Trust. Said purchase can be under a 
"private" or 11 nonc)ommercial" annuity arrangement, 
but upon the ter1ns. and conditions which a 1 ife 
1n:,urance company selling annuities would enter 
·1nt;.o, e_xce_l?~ that the Survivor's Trust would be 
transrerring · property ·rather than cash aa the 
purchase price ·of the prJ.vate or noncommercial 
annuity.· 
The Trustees may freely. act under any of the 
powers herein granted to him or her in all matters 
concerning the Trust estate, af~er __ forming hi:3 or 
her judgment based upon all the circumstances of 
any particular sit.uation as to the.wisest and best 
' . 
course to pursue in the interest of 
the beneficiaries hereunder, without 
or obtaining the consent.or approval 
and notwiJhstandi:ng that he or she 







ne ce s 5i ty 
any Court, 
be acting 
as T r-u 3 tee 
or other Trusts, ()r as an agent for other per3ons, 
or interested in connection ~1th the saMe matters 
as an agent, shareholder, director or otherwise; 
provided, ho'rleVer, that he or ~he shall exercise 
such power3 at all times in a fiduciary capacity 
primarily in the interest of the Dene!'iciaries 
hereunder. 
r AT n IC I A L • DR ow N t LTD • Page 8 
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211. The powers herein granted to the ·Trustee may be 
e x e r cl s e d i n w ha l e or !. n pa r t I f r 0111 ti me ta t 1 me , 
and shall be deemed to be supplementary to and· not 
exclusive or the general powers or· Trust.ec:i 
pursuant to .law, and shall include. all powers 
. necessary to carry the same into effect. 
25. The Trustee shall not be rE1sponsible or liable in 
any way for any a,::tion tak,~n with respect to any 
investment of the Trust estate, or for any Loss or 
depreciation resulti~g from the purchase, 
retention, sale, exohange, lease, or alterati.on of 
.a n y 1 n v e :; t m e n t , o r r r · o m a n y w a n t · o f 
. d i V e r s 1 t: i c· a· ti O n o f . i n V e a t m e n t s o f t h e T r u s t 
estate, and .shall have no duty to advise anyone 
with,. re_apect to the desirability of any such 
action. Further, the Trustee shall not be liable 
for any mist~ke or error of judgment in the 
admirii strati on of the Trust property resulting 1 n 
a loss to the Trust by rea·son of i nv estme nt s or 
. . 
otherwise, save c>nly for willful· misconduct. or 
fraud. 
? 6 • I n a d d 1 t i o n t o t. h e Tr u s t e e r 1 gh t s a n d pow e r s 
herein enumerated, a·nd not by \lay or limitation, 
t.ne Trustee has the exol uai ve right and power to 
invest. al 1 
./ 
part or the ').'rust estate in or any 
gaming stock, al though it voul d not o th erw ise be 
authorized or_ pruclent to do- so. 
2-7. 'fhe !fr-u-s-te_e(s) -ar-e a·uther:lzed te> .bu-y, s-ell, an.d 
trade in securities of whatsoever natur~, 
including short :rnles, on n1argin or otherwise,· and 
for such purposeis may maintain and operate a 
J:l A TR I C n. l.. • B Il OW H , l.. TD • Page 9 
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·-marsin account ·with any broker and may pledge any 
securities held or purchased by them with such 
broker as security for loans and/or advance,3 made 
to the Trustee(:.). In connection with I.he 
r ore go 1 n g, the Tr us tee ( s ) are au t ho r 1 z e d t o h o l d · 
stock·a, 9'nds or ol~her securities in the name of a 
nominee .or· in other rorm without disclosure of the 
Tru:it so that title to the property may paas by 
delivery. 
28. All or the powers now or hereafter conferred by 
law. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Trust.ors ·have hereunto set 




GAit~( A: ~LL ACE . -= 
/ 
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S1ATE OF NEVADA ) 
COUNTY OF CLARK 
..... • 7 
On this /t) _day of {11,:1,,-1--< . .l 190}; before 
rue the undersigned, .a Notary Public, in and for said County and 
State, personally ,appeared GARY A. WALLACE, known to me to be 
Lhe person described in and who executed the foregoing 
CERTIFICATE OF REVOCABLE FAMILY TRUST, and duly acknowledged· to 
me that he executed the same freely and voluntarily and for the 
uses and purposes therein mentioned • 
... .,.. C.YNNETTE B. JENSEN 
Notary Public-Slate ol Ne't$da 
CLARI( COUNT'!' 
•ty Appointment £zpi1111 ed. 7, l~ . 
STATE OF NEV ADA ) 
) ss. 
COUNTY OF CLARK· ) 
On this /[) day of · ~ , 198.Z. before. 
me the undersigned, a Notary Public·, in and for said County and 
State, personally appeared MARY Jo· WALLACE, known to me to be 
the person described in and who executed the foregoing 
CERTIFICATE OF R.EVOCABLE FA MIL! T~_U ST, and duly ac knowledge d to 
me that she _executed the ·same freely and voluntarily· and for the 
uses·and purposes therein mentioned. 
•
... .,... LYNNETTE 8. JENSEl-4 
/j"7:o• Notary Public· Slate of Nevada 
' CLARK COUNTY . \· . 
' My Appolnlm,nl bplraa Ott. 7, 19118 
TO FORM: 
PAT RI CI A L , BR OW N 
Attorney for Trust.ors 
.,,,, 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 
· JOAN L SWIFT RECORDER 
RECORDED AT REQUEST OF: 
PAT.RIC IA L BROWN LTD 
04/16/87 16104 S91 11 
BOOK; 870416 INST; 00826 
P A T R I C I A L • El R OW ll I LTD , FEE: l S. 00 nPrT: • 00 
AM. TRUST 
COtl'OA.IED CO,•t-1111\S 1«:it EEEN COl,illf'WIIE D 10 Tl E CR(ljf W. 









JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, Attorney at Law 
ANDREWS & SMITH, PLLC 
607 La."keside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
· I.S.B.N. 4935 
Attorney fot Maxy Jo Wallace 
ANDREWSSMITH PAGE 01 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 









MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person; JOHN and JANE DOES l ) 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in the real property ~ 
which is the subject of this action. ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) ____________ ) 
Case No. CV03-7690 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF 
RECORD AND NOTICE OF 
HEAR.ING 
COMES NOW, JEFFREY H. ANDREWS~ attorney of record for the Defendant, 
ivi/.\RY JO WALLACE, herein, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 l(b), hereby moves the Court 
for the issuan.ce of an Order permitting JEFFREY H. ANDREWS to withdraw as the 
attorney of record for Defendant, MARY JO WALLACE, in the above-entitled matter. 
This Motion is made on the grounds and for the reasons that: 
. - .. -··- ··-· - -·· -- - -·· -· .. - ... - --·- - - --- . -
1. Breakdown in attorney/client communication. 
2. Failure of Defendant to honor the financial agreement with attorney. 
The Defendant's last know:n address is; 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WTTHDRA W AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD • 1 
I 
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02/15/2005 04:57 20876L :0·- . 
MARY JO WALLACE 
3966 Pamplona Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89103 
ANDREWSSMITH PAGE 02 
Therefore, it is hereby ;respectfully requested that the Court issue an Order 
pennitting the withdrawal of JEFFREY H. ANDREWS as the attorney of record for the 
Defendant~ MARY JO WALLACE, in the above-entitled matter, and respectfully 
requests the right to present oral argument in support of this Motion. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the attorney for the above-named Defendant, 
JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, will present in a hearing before the above-entitled Court, The 
Honorable John P. Luster, Dis1.tict Judge, presiding on the 8th day of March, 2005, at the 
hour of 3:30 o'clock, p.m., or as soon thereafter' as counsel may be heard his MOTION 
TO WITHDRAW. 
DATED this /Sr"aay of February, 2005. 
~L 0F ~WS, Attorney for 
Defendant 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD - 2 




20876E. .-0··- .·. ANDREWSSMITH 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
PAGE 03 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the :foregoing was, on the ;¢ 
day of February, 2005: 
[ ] mailed, with first class postage prepaid thereon: 
[X] faxed to: 
Arthur M. Bistline, Attorney at Law 
110 Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Fax: (208) 665-7290 
[Xl mailed, with first class postage prepaid thereon to: 
Mary Jo Wallace, Defendant 
3966 Pamplona Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89103 
Chris Allen 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD • 3 
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02/15/2005 04:57 20876E. 0 
JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, Attorney at Law 
ANDREWS & SMITH, PLLC 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 4935 
Attorney for Mary Jo Wallace 
) 
ANDREWSSMITH PAGE 04 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., a ) Case No. CV03-7690 
Montana Corporation, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) ORDER PERMITTING 
) WITHDRAWAL OF 
vs. ) ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
) 
MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN an.d JANE DOES 1 ) 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in tb.e real property ) 
which is the subject of this action, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) 
The attorney of record for the Defendant, MARY JO WALLACE~ herein, 
JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, having filed a MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WITHDRAW AS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD pursuant to Rule 1 l(b)(2) and 11(b)(3), the Court bav:ing 
considered said Motion, having held a hearing thereon on March 8, 2005, at 3:30 o'clock, 
p.m., or as soon thereafter and good cause appearing, now, 
THAT: 
. - .. . . . - . - - - - . . . . . - .. ·- . . . 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED 
] , JEFFREY I-I. ANDREWS hereby is, and shall be, permitted to withdraw 
as the attorney of record for the Defendant, MARY JO WALLACE, in the 
above-entitled matter; 
ORDER PERMlTTINO WITHORA WAL OF A TIORNEY OF RECORD - l 
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2. The Defendant, MARY JO WALLA CE, shall appoint another attomey to 
appear on her behalf in the above-entitled matter or, within twenty days 
(20) of the mailing of this Order, file a written noti.ce with the Court 
:stating how she will proceed with<{llt an attorney; 
3. If the Defendant, MARY JO W~LLACE, or representing counsel fail to 
file and serve an additional written appear.an.ce in tbis action within such 
20 day period, such failure shall be sufficient ground for entry of default 
and default judgment against suoh party or dismissal of the action of such 
party, with prejudice, against the Defendant herein without further. notice 
to sai.d Defendant. 
4. No further proceedings which will affect the right of the Defendant may 
be had in the above-entitled matt~r for a period of twenty (20) days after 
the mailing of this Order. 
5. The withdrawing attorney, JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, shall forthwith, and 
·with due diligence, serve copies of this Order upon the Defendant. either 
by personal service or certified mail to her 1.ast known address .of 3966 
Pa:mplona Street, Las Vegas, NV 89103, which service shall be complete 
upon mailing, and JEFFREY H. _ANDREWS shall file proof of suoh 
service with the court. 
Dated this __ day of March~ 2005. 
John P. Luster, District Judge 
ORDER PERMITTING WITHDRAW AL OF A'ITORNEY OF RECORD - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was, on the __ _ 
day of December, 2004: 
[X] faxed to: 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, Attorney at Law 
110 Wallace A venue 
Coem d'Alene, ID 83814 
Fax: 665-7290 
JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, Attorney at Law 
Attorney at Law 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Fax: 765-911 O 
[X] Mailed to: 
Mary Jo Wallace, Defendant 
3966 PampJona Street 
Las Vegas, NV Wi DS 
Deputy Clerk 
ORDER PERMITTING WITHDRAW AL OF A'ITORNEY OF RECORD· 3 
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JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, Attorney at Law 
ANDREWS & SMITH, PLLC 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 4935 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SI-IERMAN SELF STORAGE~ INC., A 
Montana Corporation, 





) AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY 
) IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
) . TO WITHDRAW 
) 
MARY JO WALLACE~ an unmarried person, ) 
JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through 100, and all) 
other persons claiming any ir1.terest in the real ) 
property which is the subject of this action, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) _______________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 




I, JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, being first dully sworn upon oath, depose and state 
1. I am the·attorney of record fort~ Defendant, MARY JO WALLACE'I'" in 
the above entitled matter. 
2. Counsel is a material witness. 
3. As of the date hereofi Defendant has not complied ·with the agreement to 
obtain new counsel. 
AFFIDA VlT OF ATTORNEY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO WITHDRAW AL~ 1 
PAGE 01 
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SUBSCRlBED AND SWORN to before me this L S~ay of February, 200S. 
~ Public :for Idaho 
Residing at: Osburn, Idaho 
My Commission Expires: 05-13-08 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was, on the __ _ 
day of February, 2005: 
[ J mailed, with first class postage prepaid thereon: 
[X] faxed to: 
Arthur M. Bistline, Attorney at Law 
110 Wallace A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Fax: (208) 665-7290 
[.X] mailed, with first class postage prepaid thereon to: 
Mary Jo Wallace, Defendant 
3966 Pamplona Street 
I.as Vegas, NY .821.03 
Chris Allen 
AFFIPAVIT OF A TTO:RNEY IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO WITHDRAWAL. 2 
PAGE 02 
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ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
LAW OFFICE OF ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
110 Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 665-7270 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
Idaho State Bar Number: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., a ) 






MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through ) 
100, and all other_persons claiming any ) 
interest in the real property which is the ) 
subject of this action, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ______________ ) 
CASE NO.: CR-04-7690 
NOTICE OF NO OBJECTION TO 
WITHDRAW AL OF COUNSEL FOR 
DEFENDANT 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff, SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., by and through its 
undersigned counsel _and states that Plaintiff has no objection to the withdrawal of JEFFREY H. 
ANDREWS as c~unsel for Defendap.!, MARY JO WALLJ\.CE. Un~ess.furthE;_r directed by this 
Court,' counsel for Plaintiff does not intend to appear at the hearing in this matter on March 8, . 
2005. 
- 1 -
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DATED this _1_ day of March, 2005. 
.,, 
c::·::.~---· ____ .... ---.. .... _________ _ 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the _1_ day of March, 2005, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the 
following: 
Jeffrey H. Andrews 
Jeff Andrews, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Fax: (208) 765-9110 
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[ vJ Facsimile 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
/.,-1 
BY: c_.......-_______ _ 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
- 2 -
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JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, Attorney at Law 
ANDREWS & SMITH~ PLLC 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d1 Alene; Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N.4935 
-- - - -
Attomey for Mw:y Jo Wallace 
) 
i 
IN THE DISTRIC1 COURT OF THE FIRST .JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
! 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE~ INC., a ) 







MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 ) 
through. 100, and all other penons ) 
claiming any interest in the ii,aJ property ) 
wh.ioh is the subject ofthls action, ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ____ .,..._ _____ _ 
Case No. CV0S-7690 
ORDER PERMITTING 
-wITHDRA WAL OF 





The attorney of record for the Defendant, MARY JO WALLACE, herein, 
I 
JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, having :filed a MOTION FOR LEAVE TO WIT".dDR/1.,V AS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD punuant to Rule 11(b)(2) .and ll(b)(3), the Court having 
I 
considered said Motion, havin~ held a hearing thereon on March 8) 2005, at 3:30 0 1~lock, 
p.rri.~ or-~ s~~n ~~e_re~er ~~ _¥';~0~ ~~~~ 3l-PP.~~~,_ n~wb _ 
I 
THAT: 
THEREFORE, J.T IS HEREBY ORDERED, AD.JUDGED AND DEC~ED 
l 
1. JEFFREY H. ANDREWS hereby is> and shall be~ pennitted to witndraw 
I 
as the attorney of record for the Defendant, MARY JO WALLACE, F the 









............... J/.l. .. .J .... J~n. :9.t ......................... N.QH~~l~99J~.I. ~.:-.9t:rJU. JttJ9t .t ......... -~-~ J ..t.: f .. ~.9.Q .~. t J.Y.~ ............... . 
..r 







The Defendant> MARY JO WALLACE, shall appoint another attom~ to 
appear on her behalf in the above-entitled matter orJ within twenty J days 
(20) of the mailing of this Order, filf;: a Mitten notice w.itb the fourt: 
stating how she 'Will proceed with~µt an attorney; I 
I 
If the Defendant, MARY JO W ALLACB, or representing counsel fail to 
: - ---- - I -
f1le and serve-an additional written appearance in this action withinJ such 
20 day period, such failure shall be suffioient gxound for entry of d~fault 
I 
and default judgment against such party or dismissal of the action ofi such 
I 
party, with prejudi.:e, against the Defendant herein without further ~otice 
I 
to said Defendant. j 
I 
No further prooeedinas which will affect the right of ~e Defendan, may 
be had in the abovc: .. entitled matt~ for a period of twenty (20) dayJ aft~r 
i 
the mailing of this Order. 
The withdrawing attorney~ JEFFREY H. ANDREWS~ shall forthwitl;i, and 
with due diligence, serve copies of this O:r:der upon. the Defendant, ~ither 
by pe:cso;i1al service or certified m.ail to her last known address. of~396.6 
i 
Pamplona Str.eet~ Laa Vegas~ NV 89103, which service sh.all be complete 
I 
upon mailing, and JEFFREY H. ANDREWS shall file proof of: such 
- I 
service ~ith the court. 
Dated this £f!: day of Marc~ 2005. 
John P. LustcrJ District Judge 
ORDER PERMITTING WlTimRA WAL OF. ATTO:RNEY OF RECORD· 2 
Vi 'd E9t9 'ON NOSlYM~NOSd~Is-or-tlll-9tt-80i-l 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERYICE 
I hereby certify That a true and correct copy of the foregoing was, on the: 
da.y of Decembef, z:004: .. l7J(Vl &l ~5' . 
[X] faxed to: 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE, Attorney at Law 
110 Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Fax: 665-7290 
JEFFREY H. ANDREWS, Attorney at Law 
Attorney at Law 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 838J4 
Fax: 765-Sll 1 O 
[X] Mailed to: 
Mary Jo Wallace, Defendant 
3966 Pamplona Street 
Las-Vegas1 NV 89103 
OlDER PERMlTTlNG WlTEPRAWAL OF A T'TOR.NEY OF RECORD - l 
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P.3/23/2005 WED 11: 44 FAX 702 873,,Q423 POSTAL ANNEX #47 
' ( I 
\., .. ~/ 
._,.!,, ,;.,1 ,<1i.11:10 /..1: r1., :tl:lti Jl llj 
Mary Jo Wallaee, Pro Se 
3966 Pamplonl.\ Street 
Las Veges, NV 89103 
telephone: (702) 362~1939 
lN THE DISTRICT COCRT OF THE FTRST JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE STA TE OF 
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COl}NTY OF lCOOTENA.l 











MARY 10 WALtACE, an unmaniP.d pers<m~ ~ 
.JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through J 00, and all) 
other pijrsons claiming any jnrerest in the real ) 
property which is the .subject of this action, ) 
Def.eJ1.dauts. 
) 
) _____________ ) 
Case No: CV·0.3-7690 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
NOTICE JS HEREBY given that MARY .TO WAU,ACE docs h~reby ~pear ;,rose, a11d 
requests that all further pleadings and other notices in tl'lis rnatter be directed to the above-stated 
address. 
DA TED this~ day of ffi/1.J!C ,k. _. 200S. 
'::cc,,11, ,~-t 
MARY O wdCcf.iiefendant \ · 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCfi, I 
~001/002 
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°'3/23/2005 WED 11:44 FAX 702 873/ 423 POSTAL ANNEX #47 
\ 
ANDRE:1-JSSMI TH 
r hereby certify that on thi:: ~ay of ~\a!./y_C.£,~--.. _1 2005, ii- ttue and complete . _ - copy o-f tlie :foregoing\\/$-. - - -- - - -- - - --- - -- - -- - - --- · · - -
[ ) hand delivered 
[X) foxed to: (2CS) 665-7290 and (20~) 446-1188 
[ ] rr.l\tled1 poswge prepaid 
lO the following: 
Arthur M. Bistline, Attorney ut La\v 
110 Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
District Court Clerk 
Kootenai CoWlty 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d' Aletie1 ID 83816-9000 
NOTIGe OF APPEARANCE • 2 
~002/002 
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- -- - -- - --- ~X-~-1-B-1+- 5- -- -- - - - -- -
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04-18~06 03:16PM FROM-KC DISTRICT r.Q" 
\ 
MTl"fUR M. BlSl'UNE 
Layman1 ~yman & Robinson. PLLP 
110 W&ll~c Avc.iuc 
Coliur d'Al(!;ie, Idaho 83814 
_T~l'Phmie_: __ (ZOS)-6.6.~'2210- -
F!lcsinule: (208) 6155· 72510 
Idaho State BarNuml:>er: 5216 
Attomey for Pla.iJ:lti.ff 




20D6 APR I 8 PM ~: 14 
CL~Rr<. D!STRiCT COIJRJ 
LiEPUTY 
IN THE DlSTRTCT COURT OF '1"HE Fl.RST JUDICIAL l>ISTRJCT OF 'l'Ht: 
STATE OF lDAJIO, 1N AND :f'OR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SlmRMAN SELF STORAGE, 11'/C., a ) CASE NO.: CV-03-76510 
Montanil Corporation, ) 





MARY JO WALLACE, an 1uimarri~d ) 
perso~. JOHN and JANE POBS 1 tbrol.l-gh ) 
100, a.ad all oth~ ,pci-acms ela;Jiming any ) 
in~ei;st in the real property whicb is the ) 
subje~ of this ac:tion1 ) 
) 
Defendants- ) _______________ ) 
Plaintiff, SHERMAN S:SLF STORAGE, INC., by and through its att:omey of record, 
-l-
C;1Puc:1.1mt111lUl•II 511114ll!Pi~II Uilffll"'IP~w D#ll:C: Dac#ISllcrman Slar1111c\l'l~1J11<\M R1111) 11fI11J,:inQ1.Lwpil 
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vacated Lakeside Avenue lying east of vacated 23rd Street, in Glenmore Addition, within the City 
of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, recorded in Book B of Plats, page 140, records of Kootenai County, 
Idaho, be quieted in Plaintiff and that each party bear their own fees and costs incurred in this 
matter, other than those attorneys' fees which are the subject of Plaintiffs Motion for Fees 
pursuant to Idaho_C~e_§l~-113,_ 
This motion is based on the Affidavit of Arthur M. Bistline filed herewith. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
0 
I hereby certify that on the J1.: day of April, 2006, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ms. Mary Jo Wallace 
3966 Pamplona Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89103 
BY: 
-2-
[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified niail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
["T Facsimile 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Documents\Law Office Docs\Sberman Storage\Pleadings\M Entry of Judgment.wpd 
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D4-18-,06 03: l 8PM 
/ .. "'-,, 
FROM-KC DISTRICT r( '1 
ARTHUR M. BlSTLlNE 
Uym:m, Layrrum &. Robinson1 PLLP 
l l O W ~Ha.cc A vcrrnc 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 665-7270 
F~imile: (20li) 665-7290 
IdahQ State Bar Number: 5216 
12084461188 T-549 P.01/01 F-478 
20fl6 APP. 18 PH 4: 09 
CL[R~~ '°· ·-:1 ::.-,,..,. c-111:::.7 L.,_ hrv, u\.,,\ 
IN THE DtSTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA'rE OF IDAl:lO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHE.Rl\.iAN SELF STORAGE1 L1\fC., a ) CASE NO.: CR-03-76O0 
Montana Corpor.i.tion, ) 
) NOTICE OF HEARING 




MARY JO WALLACE, ~n tmmanied ) 
p~~on, J0h1i aud jJ\NE DOES 1 thro\.l.gh ) 
1001 and all other persons cJ.aim,ing any ) 
interest in the real_propt:rty which is the:: ) 
Sllbjeci o!tl:w! action~ ) 
) 
Pefendants. ) ______________ ) 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE !bat tb.e undersigned has called up fot hearing Q...,J 
before The Honorable Jobn F, Luster, an Wedne!ilduy, April 26, 2006 at 3:30 p.JD.. or as soon 
thereaft~ a:S cow-;::si:::l ma.y be: h~arc!, at the Kootenai County Cuu.rtho\lsc. 3?4 West Garden, 
Cueur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, the following maner(s): 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOB. ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 
AND 
PLAINTIFF'S .MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME 
.. l -
C:.\ll0CIIIIIC111¥ Olld ScC&nl!)l\AII u~111\f.Jl),;1fflTClflo\1.,,.., Ortiw 13_,£)ioj-ft1Bll ~u-,~~M !4=>-af~nt '- llllDnom Ti,11 ... "'ll\l 
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If this matter is resolved, the moving party shall contact the judge's office to cancel this hearing. 
DATED this l~ day of April, 2006. 
~---
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the Ji_ day of April, 2006, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ms. Mary Jo Wallace 
3966 Pamplona Street 




[ ] Hand-delivered 
[ ] Regular mail 
[ ] Certified mail 
[ ] Overnight mail 
[ vr- Facsimile 
[ ] Interoffice Mail 
ARTHURM. BISTLINE 
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Documents\Law Office Docs\Sherman Storage\Pleadings\NOH M Entry of Judgment & Shorten Time. wpd 
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4/20/20~6 THU 13: 56 FAX 1 208/-'')5 7290 
-----'---"--------..:_ Layman Lay-11 Robinson '41001 \. r-----------=----- i ,------------
JOB NO. 
********************* 













04-18-06 D$:18PM FROM--KC PISTRICT COURT 
AR TH'UR M. :SISTUNE 
Uyiuan, Layro:m 8f. J,t0binson1 PLU' 
l 10 Wellacc Av,;;mlc 
C0&WT cl'Ale;ue, Ii:lahc 83814 
Tcl.c;phoni::: (208) 66S•7270 
F~tmUe! (2DlS) 66:S-i290 
lda.hci State BarNum.bc:r: 5216 







T-549 P.OJ/01 F-478 
2036 ~.PR 18 PH ~: 09 
ruW-::Optr1ur1vy~-----
IN THE 'DtSTRlCT COOll.'l' OF 'l'BE FlRST JD'.DICIAl.. l>lSTlUC'r OF TllE 
STA':J:'E OF IPAJiO, 1N ANO 'FOR THE COt.JNl'¥ OF KOOTENAI 
Sl-tn'MAN Slil.F STOR.A.0~ tNC., a ) CASE NO.~ c:a~Ol-i GPO 
,Mopta.na Corpcn"tion, ) 





MARY JO WAJ..t.ACB1 an ~ed ) 
p~on, J"OHN Wld JANE t)OES 1 ~rougb ) 
100, and all otherpe:i:i;ans etauning any ) 
in~es~ in thi resal :prop~,. which is th= ) 
sµbject o! ttm :actiC1n, ) 
) 
'Pe:Cendmlu. ) _____________ ) 
YOtJ WlU. P-I..2.ASB. T.A.ICE NOTICE. lbat tile Ulld.miill.~ ~ called u_p for beartng 
b~fore 'l~he 'flonO?al:lle Jo.Im :r. Luster, oa WednJtSct.ay, o('\prn 2G~ 20DG 11,1 3:J0 p.m, or~ sooi.i. 
th~afl:ffl' ~ cat.m;si,:l mq.y be ~d, -D:t The l(oQt~11I Co11n.ty Cciul1bouin=, 3i-4 W~t Ga.rdeu, 
CQCUr d' Al,eJl~ ld11bo 838161 llle fcllowtng ms:r:ter{s): , 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOJl:s:'t\l'rB.¥ Oli' Jl.11lGMENT 
~ 
PLAINTIFF'S MO'I'!ON TO SHORTEN TIME 
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)4/18/20,06 TUE.16: 02 FAX 1 20!'/ 'iS 7290 Layman La(· n Robinson 
_:_ _ __!_ _ ~------ ( ------------/ ------------, 
f.41001 
********************* 












ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Laymani Layman & Robinsoni PLLP 
110 Wallace A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 665-7270 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
Idaho State Bar Number: 5216 








IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 











MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through ) 
100, and all other persons claiming any ) 
interest in the real property which is the ) 




CASE NO.: CR-03-7690 
NOTICE OF BEARING 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned has called up for heari11g 
before The Honorable John P. Luster, on Wednesday, April 26, 2006 at 3:30 p.m. or as soon 
thereafter as counsel may be heard, at the Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 West Garden, 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, the following ma.tter(s): . 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 303 of 1621
, _4_/ 1_8_/2_0..;_0_6'-' T_U_E_l_5_: _5_6 ___ F_AX_l 20 ~;-~_5 7 2 9 0 Layman Lat' n_Ro_b_i_ns_o_n ______ Ial_. 0_0-,1 
\ ." l ; 
********************* 












ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Layman, Layman & Robinson, PLLP 
110 Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 665-7270 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
Idaho State Bar Number: 5216 








IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC.2 a ) CASE NO.: CR-03-7690 
Montana Corporation, ) 





MARY JO WALLA CE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through ) 
100, and all other persons claiming any ) 
interest in the real property which is the ) 
subject of this actioni ) 
) 
Defendants. ) ____________ ) 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersignw has called up for hearing 
before The flonornble John P, Luster, on Wednesday, April 26, 2006 at 3:30 p,m, or as soon 
thereafter as counsel mny be heard, at the Kootenai County Courthouse, 324 West Garden, 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816, the followlng matter(s): · 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT 
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04-18-06 03:16PM FROM-KC DISTRICT 'l ) 
AR.Tmm, ~- BISTLlNE 
LAW OF'fIC:ij OF ARTI·!UR.M. BIST.I...INl! 
Jl0 W~Uae!~ Avenue 
Coeiu- d'Ale:pe, ldaho lB814 
Telepoone: (:?08) 665 .. 7270 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
Idaho SJate Bar Number: 5216 
Arrorne:yfor Plaimifr 
12084461188 ~ T-546 P.03/03 F-471 
I 
ST-6.7,: 0~ co,.Jtj r /QN-fc 
FILED· TY" f<CC!£Nl,J j SS . J,/ 
2006 4PR I 8 
PM4:13 
CL£Rro 
\ ISTR,cr C 
OJAT 
~
- -lN-TRE-DISTlUCT-COURT OF THE FIRST .JUDICIAL f)lSTlUCT OF TEIB 
STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND ~OR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 










MARY JO WALLACE. an unmarried ) 
pl'Jtao~ JOHN and JANE DOES 1 tbTOugh ) 
I 00. ~mi ~l other :p~o~ claiming ailY ) 
interest in The real property wbich is tbe ) 
subject of this ac:tion, ) 
Dcfcndim.ts. 
) 
) ______________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
Couuzy of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO.: CV-03-7690 
AFFIDA. VIT OF ARTHUll M. BISTLtNE 
1N SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR ENTRY 
OF JUDGl\mNT 
1, AR.THUR M. BISTLINE. having been first d1.1l:y swom1 upon path oepase and st.ate 
] . ram the ~nomi;y for th.;: Plai.Qtiff in the. above-captioned ~;2U.J.:it: of action. 
2. I am familiar with the facts and circumstances surrounding 'this man:er and. am 
• 1 -
C"\DO~~~Ji Jlllll $t:lli!!ilf\All 1.IR~\D!le1Jinl:Ilf/l'4w en-~ tlOl:IC\$1..i-~1"'1 swr"'l\4'1Gi1ll11li11-'Nr ~ M "r:)'QC Jll~al!C.'i,'Jlll 
. . ..•. ·---- . -·-·· .......... -
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" \ 
competent to testify as to the matters herein contained. 
3. I am over the age of eighteen (I 8) years and am a resident of Kootenai County, 
State ofidaho. 
4. Mary Jo Wallace and I agreed to settle this case by Sherman Self Storage paying 
her $750.00 and providing her ~it~ a~ e<1sement to h~!Pro~efiflyingeas1~fthe subj~c"lproRerty, 
and her stipulating to quiet title to the subject property. 
5. Since the settlement, Mary Jo Wallace has refused to execute the settlement 
agreement because she wants to resolve the easement issue first. She is not entitled to resolve the 
easement issue first and, in any event, she has not responded to my efforts to resolve the 
easement issue per her own request. \ 
6. If the easement issue is not resolved to her satisfaction, she may bring an6ther 
suit, but the issues in this lawsuit have been settled. 
FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this lt_ day of_A_e_(_\ _\ -~' 2006. 
~-~----
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _l_L day of __ --'-+-----'--'--__, 2006. 
OTARY PUBLIC in and for Id 
Residing at: C.d..14 
Commission Expires: } Z.-1"5" ~c~ 
- 2 -
C:\Documents and Settings\All Users\Documents\Law Office Docs\Sherman Storage\Pleadings\Aff AMB M Entry of Judgment.wpd 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the J_[_ day of April, 2006, I caused to be served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
Ms. Mary Jo Wallace 
3966 Pamplona Street 















ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
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EXHIBIT 6 
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Session: Luster04262006P 
Session: Luster04262006P 
Session Date: 2006/04/26 
Judge: Luster, John 
Reporter: Rush, BIii 
Clerk(s): 








Session Time: 14:49 
Page 1 
Courtroom: Courtroom4 
............. _________ ......,... _________ -·--··------·--···· ... -· .......... -··. - ·-· .... . 
Case ID: 0005 · 
2006/04/26 
Case number: CV2003-7690 
Plalntiff: 
Plaintiff Attorney: 
Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
Co-Defendant( s ): 
Pers. Attorney: 
State Attorney: 
Pu bile Defender: 
· 15:54:26 • Operator 
Recording: 
15:54:26 - New case 
Wallace, Mary Jo 
15:55:'5? - Judge: Luster, John . 
Calls case - DA via phone - PA Bistline Is here for plaintiff and Atty Jeff 
15:56:10-Judge: Luster, John 
Andrews Is present but not formally appeared simply to help with. the process 
. 15:56:33 • Judge: Luster, John 
- this matter was scheduled for a. status conference. This case was set for a 
15:56:49 -Judge: Luster-, John 
trial with continuance denied and I was then advised that the case had 
15:57:03 - Judge: Luster, John 
settled - no-settlement paperwork has been received and now PA has noticed up 
15:57:20 - Judge: L,uster, John 
a motion for entry of Judgment · 
15:57:31 • Other: Bistline, Art 
I have a sig~ed settlement agreement - l:ihe signed l;>u_t inter_llneated portions 
GSA 00055 
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) 
Session: Luster04262006P 
15:58:02 - Other: Bistline, Art . 
- we have no problem with that lnterllneatlon. ·The only thing I don't have 
15:58:20 - Other: Blstllne, Art 
Is a warranty deed - while I'm wllllng to modify my motion today - I'd line 
15:58:41 - Other: Bistline, Art 
to hav.e a quiet title and don't want to risk walking out of court without It. 
15:59:09 - Other: Andrews, Jeff · . · 
.1 discussed with defendant that It would be In her best Interests to conclude 
15:59:25 - Other: Andrews, Jeff 
the' matter and that It was something she agreed to and that the agreement Is 
15:59:35"· Other: Andrews, Jeff 
as the parties understand lt today. 
15:59:56 - Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
The agreement sent to me didn't have anything outlined and I didn't get the 
16;00:10 • Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo · · 
actual pictorial and legal description-· didn't arrive until one week later. 
16:00:32 - Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo · 
The property Is leased out and ttiere are certain things that need to be 
16:00:54 -Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo . 
complid with for the FCC - access to tower and also lot 3 - they may need the 
16:01:11 - Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
extra land.' I have had no way to get to my property at all for the last year 
16:01 :28 - Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
with the property locked up. I was Insistent that th.ere be· some sort of an 
16:01:4Z - Defendant .Walla@~ Mary Jo . . 
eqsement In place and not have It go on and one. ·My other concern Is that 
16:02:12 - Defendant: Wallace, Mary·Jo · · 
they had been using the land parking trucks, trailers and refuge on my land' 
16:02:28- Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
. and I had no way to get in to the land. · At one point I told them if they 
~42--·eefendanr.Watlat:'EF,"Mary= d'cY-· · · 
wanted to rent lot 3 I gave them a figure for rental. I've been paying the 
16:03:04 - Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
taxes on the land and they've been using It. That ls a cost that I've had to 
16:03:16- Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
bear. 
16:04:22 - Other: Bistline, Art 
· I Just want an order quieting title ~ no fees or anything else. The money Is 
16:04:44 - Other: Bistline, Art 
in my trust account 
16:04:50 - Judge: Luster, John 
Submit order for quiet title. 
16:05:00 - Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
Am I to expect that the title company ·or .someone else wlll prepare the 
16:05:13 - Defendant: Wallace, Mary Jo 
warranty .deed? 
16:05:17-Judge: Luster, John 
· We'll do an order quieting title which takes care of that. 
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EXHIBIT 7 
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ff. ._.,,, ' • 
10 39tid 
AllTHlTR 'M. lUSTI.~t'. 
La~1 Llymaa & R.riblnson, PU,"P 
110 W allao~ A Vetiit<i 
Coeur d'/J~, ldaho 8.1814 
'f~~pl11,)'llC: (2Qlt) !!65-7210 
FnCiu:'.ltilc,: (2PB) 665-725>0 
Idih¢ Szate»ur Number: 5216 
1N TH.£ DliTR1CT COVR'l' OF THE Fi8$T JV D!CIA.L DlU'f!UC"!' O~· TJ!E 
ST A'l'li! O'i' 1DAH01 IN Al\/D f'l'Oll 1".l.U: CO'ON'l'Y OF )COO'l'ENAl 
SHSltMA'N SmJl STOM0:8. Tl\lC,1 a ) CASe NO.: CV-0J-7~!0 
Mv'!m~ COfpon.ttion1 ) 





MARY 10 WAJ,t,ACB, an wunt.i:iTiOd ) 
peraon1 JOHN and JANS l'lOtS l ih."Ollf'h ) 
1 oo. 111d au ilCArr pers(l1u1 owm1na auy ) 
.u:ucr~ in lht- i~i pl'tlperty whwh >R fbo } 
11ubjet.'t of this ~on, ) 
) 
Oe,tlmdlUl.tlt. ) 
--·..--=, _____ -,.;.-.-'-____ ) 
The PWmiff St-!ERMA'N S2Ll.1 STOAAOE, JNC., oy •"'d. thtouib' iu attom¢)' ot'fCCOrd. • r 
A~THU.R M. BIS'l'LlWE, m:l.d tht:~n4 'MAAY JO WAU.AC~,itM .sB, he.roby 11tipulat(;t.0 
th~ "1i•m1$*3l ofl.hll v.1.)0vi-c~~ ~ of ~n wi6l p~u®c:e ll!ld r~otf\111>1 r~oJt t~il.t 
. ' ~ 
l~~UAlCt\111 w,:_ ~1,\ll ~1-;i.'llllllllffll\l,a.,-,llt..,;~il'Sw.'JJllf!> l\lllftt\\\)l!r'<ll•11rllllF '01MO!llr,l'I"' 
HlIWSSM3~GNti 
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ubaU bAr" rhoir own 1t\Qt11cysi .fi:o,e Jnd co11tY. 
?---~-·-- 1z/1~Jr;s-
A11mu M', 'Biatline •• Oa.ti, - . 
I..a.yma:a1 1.a.yman & l\a\.,INon, PL1.l' 
11 O Wa~ A.venue 
C".oeQT d1 Alcno, ldano 83814 
'lilax.: 66S•7270 
-2-
c,1,~111-1& 1114 !Of.ln!ll'l\ll 1,111111\lla:wmlill,.,w Olllto ~llr:m,,,, 111•""""2'1,_j~ liui'11i;1A1,11"i 
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TtllS AOlUIBME',lT ~ l1l* 1111d. el\imd illl:O tbl• _dJiYo!' ........ ___,_.,...,. ,__,200j, 
by and bd~WOlltl P1amd.."f SJra1UdAN SU.r' STOR.1\06. lNC •• un beball' of itself, ~J. ha 
alwollolfflR. amplo'y11aa, ~Is, hc1m. oicocoWU1, ~craro", Afttligiu, ~. 
~GA'lltif'rffl, &~ in,.inr,, TOilWl1'tltll, ftidenunco:a. SUbrD~. amli&iei, Pf.mlt:Tli. 
p:od~ .uia ~ ii\ inlKO!I, md tlnY nm1 I'll!~ gr ;ntiti-JC cm wh.aliC bch:lllfit 
l'I\&)' hA~ aetcd <'I' Wb,Q a:lir,!l~ Qlaim Tlp tbrouiU it,joinlly 1111d NIV'Sl'IUly, then:laa1tar 
i:.o!.l ;:iollvcly rcfim,;cl co SA "SHJ!!Ud.AN"} And~~ MARV JO w .1\.l.l,ACE. Qr, bellili ot 
~ffauuL ~t ~ and l'\t.turo caployc;I:&. ~qrila, hei.tl, ox~~ adminiltl'UOt~. ~tM, 
r,pn151ent&t.ivgs, etw~,y11. il$,I&~, rem,~ lnd«:mltol'&. tabrQte~c;. affiliaco1, 
r,Al'ln~ pra*CSIIOt! and a.uceeasors ici .inl=i.t. lll'ld arr; .11..'ld all gcr&(Jn:, o:- cn1~ on whoao 
~fhc nl&)' 12.t.V# e~ r:Jr who miJ:ht olai::ii ri~h(ii thro'l!ah \wr, joi,,,tly arid 11cvcrally, 
(lll!Yeinafl:ct collccli~ty toftmed to :i~ 1•w ALl ,AC'EM). 
na:r.Al-S 
w~s. il dii;pvn, W eda~in ix,w~ t\c parde!:l, ("ill.1p11tc'~; lll1d 
W'H~ 1u:rcauh1.1rlbe d-hputo~~-e-:!! tbcp-ltlie!, S....~MA'N iiled s law-0ul1, 
.!5ainst WAl.t.>.Cf. Jn-~Pilltricf.Caurt. {If tllc.b11n.Judli:llll 'Clifttri~ Slate of Idaho, CaQtttf ot 
.l(Ootcnllf; :mo · · -
WlU!R!-AS 1ho ~l wilb 10 ,ct!lo. relGllac 4nd it>~ e.xuua,11*l. OD tho Wl11II a'1l 
fortb iu tbii; ~t., all ~l~illU illid couOfl!?Ol:iim& which arc ur coulc.. b:i 1hi: 11U\J,ica of \hi: 
l,:#dlr. ar which othawiso ~"ilw ar ~ trite from Ibo~ bo.,1,oi,n lne J*'.!Cl; 
'NOW, Tl~FOR'!, JT .tS 1!1:'.Rh'BY A.aRJ!ED Afl FOLLOW::: 
l, w.mu1lQC.lio,, of'LaMUil, 
Th&-J~ aoknowl~ge !hat i!mzc r.ow D)!!li11i ona u 1)Cliding in w Oiitrill'tCo!lrc of tile 
.flln;t JiJAlu:ial :cillrict, Stuto ul'ldahq, t:.~111mty of r;c,o~, 1. 11-=il ~ lh11 l)Arti~1 w lhi.1: 
Agrcw-.ml ~QUOGU!lati;;il » Xe~ Coum:y CM& No.: cv.03.-,c500 (b,:!Nlm~ ·die .c...wsuu~ 
Tit.& M1rwQ1.P.e!nitt w s.ttlffllellt Af.1:=ment :i!W~ 10 Ill alalml a:nc. ci,nntcmw.m.i; ~wal\y 
~mu amhll "W1im1 ct cauntel'ICOOm9 that could or miiM bav'~ bor» mcttco in t'bo .l..&nrl!tsit. 
.nd &n,Y wan e~i1:111 tt:1'1 ~~laimstlsllt Qri~ Qt rebM m.imy w~ co 1tle Vttml6. 
n•n111etlona1 fl001m'cncu, or nria1 of trnn,111,,1:icnr. ()l' aacun:cn~ wbid: ll"O 1r.11Di$ Of nriaiit 
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H, ~nur n • .t11s~i1ne 
2. A$ttffil~m 11! lb~ l'an.iQ,. 
lr.i crdQr M) i4ttlt; t,o Lawsuit. Ole p!lr:ti~ hC;fC.by ii,oe ~ ai&\\'3! 
:a. WAt.I..ACB 'Sllill ~WIie a: Wllffll'llty ~cd f-ot i\Xtt:rly ~ uCva~ 24"' 5~ 
il'I C:oollt" d"Al;m,, lclaho, as pn,,yt>CI fur in !-IHBRM..a..."i'S COffli)lt®t. 
b. WALLA.CE &ball &:a.,-= llfl. eusenwu 1a IIO;:&Sll Iha ~iillia(( 1)011 t(Jt,;'cr °" ~,,, 
=.almng pniJ:1~ eonN1cn1 whb 1b.-: r;)lil!W~ ,~f.ihtl ptM«lt e~m.i:ll!.%'cr \hat 
11ur~~ ,,.:s, ,5,e.-r t'o~M "N 6'"11 A<.: 14~.f!• $Xl,1ta,7 "'ii " 
c. WALJ.,it,.CE ab!LU haw an -41Ctael1t w 11CCC8i; lier rca~·mttg ?l'oPerfY lyin3 caar 
g_fvac:it~ 24,b SIIUlt c:on11i1ffflll witb lhc 11Y11ilible uacs onbliL propc:st)' ~ As- ... -er 
roit.-r;., o"1 ATTA c~ Exfvair "A-"' 
~- tl}l(m retiw c,f lh~~ dou.imMts c:,i.~,.e.i by W .~.u.M:R. SRBR.lii!A.'?-.' 1,h~I 
Jay~ WALLAC!:!. 'Im :$um of'$7SO.OO and ehf.11 di.wits •:tu, 'ltlwct.it wirll 
pi;fu,dio,: v.iLh ia,.;b pm.ey _p11ylilg lhcir own faoA ~ CIQl'!II. 
fur good 11DO ·i5l.lalbl11 =--~t!~::_ tnel•tA:"&. ~!!Snot ~ifniii:-! 10,. ~ AMJ:~.t of 
1h~p,tltties..£etiortbilt~p1'.,~~-~~r:g;.i IJU.fficiwnc:y of.ui491,.nAi~r1~hel~& 
lleroby n<:1:nowltd$01l, SJ.~AN, &cs 11eJ"C~ fiiliV, liMlty ·a:'llii'o~~.b:arp-, a:i!Cll'Ue el1d 
~lit W!<~~~CS-~~tm:¥ 11114 .al1..c!aim11. 1,.-,,\Jl'll~imli. 111,1µana:,_ ca_\t.!~ ~'11,.>tiim,judi*tm, 
iintmge af facL uid ~;;uiilcmc crn•;~rt~n&; ·U~i~ $\Ji~. ii;:rJ:, d=i'.$ (il.'1¢Ll!IWII 
g~apCQl!.l, comp~. l.ftd. pimi.tiv~ dumlg<1s), ~t..~caLion 1111d wlll'opllom cbin.i1, 
collTS, DJes. ~~M4 ~miiatlonof U1y tlllJ urtll!uro1 ~bMed, 011. cozmuut, ~ Qt 
oth:.~~,n)' of.reaavr.y. wl:wthr11dmown <ir'llOknown., whi.'l'b. SHaRMAlll llOW u. btsnayhavu 
on ac<:0un, I)(: ct' in~ way ~ 0111.ur, ar Vlbld\ 1, tno &;2.bji;ct of t.,c d\11p~~ 'ba~ !he 
par.ies. mc\Ullin.r; but ntit limitld t.o, Ill}" iU'IC 1U c'loic:i5, r,,o\lP~, ;iio ca~ of 11cno1; w\u~ = :.!leged. or ~01.-id be ~11..,ge>i :n tho ptndin,g t.A-.vi11.iL 
. f~r go::i4 ad w.J~\o-«)»admtinrl, including, but D~ I~ 1a. thc;i .~ltlt of w 
pua.,~ ~ !brth iii hnl~ l abolio. tho ier,al ,ufflcil!IIC)' or maid.Cl0£111: ®ttuau. bc:ln1t horliltit 
aolcnbwl~ W.\l..1..,1\,CE, ~ ~ fully, finuUy .&nd ibtevcr di:ld ~J:Dl-~ IMlqllit 
S~l-iN fuw.4cy ""4 all o~, CDU!\L«c'wlllS, t:.Qtil.ll\i, cwai:ri of u,til)II., jud;iimon1s, 
iindl.og8 af fact Md c:onal1111iom of 1.z.w, dcnuln~ li;,,hlli~M, Riiu,, lioiw- dAnmp (ii:iolL&d~ng 
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i:oetsi, toe,, ~iicm~ ~ ~ctJ. <>t i,ey liind.~r 1'ial~ wh&lher b~ on ~mi.cl. ll)r\ r,r 
=er w:,oey qcf tO!GOveey, "11,et'hu J:noW!\ oi.- !.'mknOWn. w'lliot'i W~CB nc,w hu or may havo 
1)111\Cl)lt\llolt()f. or~ q"wa.y an,wil•~ o~af, c.,rwhich i:- tho lll.lbji,ct1>h:i11 di!lfl~W b1:1Cwa;,wn1b~ 
pu.."tii,s, 'inclulting, bul l'IOl \imncd. to. 2'l3' 1:nd at c~. couiiu,rclabni;, x cwsci or acliOll wbi;h 
m all~ r:tt eo~ld be alleged in. ll1c pCDdiA~ !Aw&uit. 
Thl:i ~~ between S1ffl'ttMA'N !Bld W At."..,ACS ~ dt:icUffle~ !n il.l!&A.gi:11~ 
a~ ~t mctisputt.,dcll!m bcllwcc:i Ibo-~ io 1biaA~ ~ccpt M ~-
provide(! bcrcin. oothing ~'*1nod ill Oris A$fetm'!Cl'lt ~ ccnsiitut.c u adAllerion o1ta-G!t or 
:i11nmtyby m)' )W'ty mitoa.a13Yciai1n~()t' uUapi. Tnepal1,ii.,a lo I.hi$ A~1inren.d 
by this Agreemon~ \tJ !u11yt 15aclly ~ :forever J'C'5C>lve all 1:11UD,', anchh: pwiiets miend L'>nly tt> 
bu~ thtir pe:acc And avoid fur1hor liitpllon. Thir; .Ai(ll(ltUcat lll24 lh~ eot.alcleration prov~~ 
made .-nd ~d iu l!ood .faith with tl11: l,lll~ndfag 1>y th.a i,=tiCli of lho rias J.lfJ>Jldant u, 
furlh=r llt.iiatio~. 
6. A,ohorlY.f m: io.S~ cl' AllCltdn1,. 
Th" plll'ti'-9 h~~a repro~ ~ wunw tbat r.o other Pffifll or Mi.y A!ll1 or hllS had all)' 
i:it~Cllt in or li~n :iipina& \ti" clllsr..i, ccu1Ua.relaimi. dcml'ld•, e11.111as a.f J1.C:tion ot 1\liu b:, o-., 
11~m"1! rolomid l!l in tltir, ~~11-1; fillt ~o J)Ollio• h~cto havothc.i 1101, ri¥Jll 11t1d oxi:l!lliivc:i 
@UumJYW QK~""ll_la_tl-i!T!_~~~i~ :ht= b.vi*ms sp~l!'l~ h~ as ccm,idotauon; 
!Ulif~ci~ pGrl)' 'l,ii11 ic,ld, usfp:d; umct1,mid,.:onvcY'l,l-« ut!l~-d~ of aay-g(-tho 
o:laims, ~Ql,llltcrGl!ittli, ~ffllliMI', ooflgllti~11• (lr ca11tc, or $Cllan ze,ferrct !.Qin th1s ~~1. 
' 7. ~l:Cc>v~1.o Do!ond llnC1 lnd«tnify. 
~ jlQcy apes to illdetnnif,r imd AO\d 1M albm-~~ ot11uJ .-my~ all 
claims, COM1ttml~i11111, or ~Di or Mtioi:i., incl.ll&J -.:ny ~ ia11 su.broa:ISiQS4 ind~tioa.. 
""4 f!OlttributicJl cl.aims, whic:b.m)·'be Jlor0&1Wbroupt or~ by my PQllOl.l or imtity 
c1etndll1 a11y inler~l il\or Ucn !.piQit tbc alllmli, ~=taisna. 4ornazul4, cav,i:s Gf action 11:r 
80-"s ari11.mg from ot'llfhmli may i.fl ribll ~ ~- fuam the 4isrm10 'ikm-'t'ICA Wl ~. 
incll.1c!lfl& \>ut llOl ltmiLGd to, all c!aima brov1i1t I>,- 'Chll J>Orti~ m- wluoh CQQl4 lwtt bocJi bl'~nl 
by ,ho pi1ni~, tu &ltC Lawsuit. IIDd all iwl!Dmw !IY ~ny JJGISOl\ oc ~i,, "Iba:: w: p1riie,i h11ralJQ Jid 
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B. :entiffl A~,. 
All QJQ1 Ind wtlitml tc_pn:scDtaijQJlll, eovGfflll'la., ~u; and contrams dUM.:WSscd or 
entered into 1zy me panio11 h~w lff '!heir r~reseo.t.ti-Joi. priono iblg A&~ re!&tmg do.:tly 
« i~ir!ICll}' to 1bc trmaaotia~ wei forth iu lhi~ Aga»11111n1t~ l¥10fAe:d ir tc> l!ld w11ime.icd by 
lhll A;Tocmatt. arul llli4 ~ aad •II diX:uinenU 1:11.61:u~ ii. con11e:;1.ion tb.ucwi1h, 
1101:1ttih$ die llCllc and the ~ ~~t oetwccn the patties rollUin~ lo tho ua,ii;ucti!nll> s~t 
fimbhc=. 
Y. Adv~ 11111! .ApP1,'C'V11.\ or CMJJIMl. 
The JIQl1ies h~reb;- 2di:liowled&o and lljn:t: .ha~ they- IU'l:I, or liavi: hoo the ~ppc,tt.ni\y «> 
be, r:aprcseme.i by COUil.SCi nt"'thc!r i=wu ohouidn2 during iny and lllL nqo&i11tio11Jo w:bl;b lut\e ltll 
10 chi$ A~t. a.nd wt they bl.Ve bt!llm t\11,I.~ advi~cl co~ tlw ~l'icct ofth.iis ~
ttw totKI$ of~ Gt1.tlcinmt, md thck c'bti11'1.i011$ eoPlailkld tn UU$ ~i:cmcr.t. 'Tb!) P*tfi~ h.l'iLI 
llllkcd .&11 ~\Wdlioria cktm«i J\Beiotaa.ry ai: cll,sirabk by tbfni ar tbalt lgpl GOUnlit\ in ardor to 
w:v1dt.lli$ ~ 1;nn, hefcctto their i»rrr,'11Qte :wa.iifllction. The~-~ n:a4 thi:l Aifeemcllt, 
~',In~,!~ c:on~, md 'Ylll.antari!yac:i:cpt the: 1um.,.-af1bia A;rcem=t 
In ~oculing t!ii11 ~ 011G11 porcy'l::u r~iecl CTll;,q~~ UlJOII 1ht:ir ow:ij1ufal1Joniand 
kn,:iw~, .amHhe ~wlcdge,J114J!!\*L ~11M111i ont.-. ~s. Nc:i~ patty 11111 nili6d 
ug>otl lll'ly fln}tlWc ~ indllcemcllt try ,:Ii~ other, AAd, boll\ pume, ~cfa::sti11JJ tllat b)' ~11!ul; 
1.bii _A.Bl'lli:!Tllll'I! lbey ha.YO ~Yu» the 01MI' & gcnimil~lcase of lfflY and Iii claim, urisit:S ii°'li'il the 
-dispiite "111"thhtt-[~w.lii~ -w~l.Mwn r,1' ll~ (ll' ~er 111.ey 11h·~ ~fu~ sri~ 
pmecLly ;,ui:t_ or mt.)" b.cRQf\1,r 1iri~e. 
lO. Cw~t ::.-.ot t<J Siia. 
TI1et partit,a bcreby ape U1'11i1gVCDIUlt tbat U\6)' will 11.lrt li\lC m' i:otameiice .il.\ll' &c:~ a1 
14w. cquit,Y«Olher\\li$'t aglliJ:IA 1:~ olhct !er ill)' c~h-11., OdU.D,IC/.'alibn, c:aQJ;C ofeo\jo\i, or 
<llwal2d. 'l\mll.lMQ~ md<0fw~c:naw1ci, arwng outoror in !11."t:1 nay rel:it~ to !l:ie 
OJ$PUW. tbe La~t or il'IIJolaima re!C9&1:d by~~~. 
T'\\c ,P~i;& m~ apee ~ 'lllldcrataml, hcn\'ev«, 1batt.'iioy ,.~, iuitiau: B11 ~ 
1113iWit~ oUtlil!' for btQ4h Df10ia ~t #~of the tlbl!~ ~' 
~Onlla& QG'VCllanta mx'!«llrl• A~!. 
11. l!nt'orocmmn ~an&e of the 'hrtlOY. 
Tho. party~ wb~ ii.1lre pro"4!.liaig puny l:l llll)' i.:owt AC!:i~ ')t(JUJ:{ln 10 air~ JJ11Y ltr 
1bc prov!AiOM 0£:tbil Ai~l :ih11.n w:ovor frim'l ~'huan-ple'Jw1in_s:*1;Y or psmes 11& cc~:. 
0tt6S9l80Z .. zt:et 90BZ/9Z/-;0 
p.4 
p.4 
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and 111,~I' f~, ~j ~U CXJ)CI:~ whno:<S .OO~i:li, lmru.tt~ in all tru:. awl ~ppe'ilAto 
J11'QQ~r:,'1ina1 in fflll eoun 11Ction. 
14. All Modlft1)11~i~ to be WTlucn. 
'the- pa1-tles m1y rnodlfy tM tar¢rt, ~~1 risb,r& lil"ld o~~c~s or Iba ~men1. 
H.~wo-:1ir, nc fDJ:lditication& ctar,.y kind l)r I\Ulln<, o·r M.Y term. c:ondit~on, ri.gbt L)T 1,1bl1gat1t11.1 
llffil!."t, w nl) 'lll'IJ\I« of •nY ~ eondi1ion, risJ)t or obt1ptlor, JM:Nrin sbisll be: of lln)I rorr.e or 
,sffi:;ct ww:n 1he sanii; ill in 'ttltin.g and 11-ip,tl by lhll ~111, rn,td.g. 
U. Oovcmint Law. 
This A&rci:~t Is entor11d Into in lhc StAit'. of'kWif.} ai1cl sb:&11 bi: c:unslnl#Cl atld 
imct_p.tetcd m icroJq.;1J1Ce with its 11\W-
Hi. SW.,.i"."-1 oi~11C111'-t.l.ionunQ Warrant:!. 
The p~~ aa~ ~d thkt all ~.r41_p,-'11tkiw.~. ~ «,~mant. l'l',ade 
licrdm shall 5w-;,iv~ ~ ffltlaitt f\llly 0~11e cllw an comi~ to·~ paid ot received 
tllld=r t1116 Agree1'1111nt 11~ been. paic;I er received and n~ all dneu.rncni& 11cc~ io !mall)' 
!!C'ttk lhi::t me.tt~ ,~d 'tO h&.VII SvdlJmllllt oat.c:m icr. lhe Lllwsl&iL hall8 'beer. flllly m:id duly i:ipd 
ssd~x~ · 
- - -
17 _ afnd\~g, Bfn,ot. 
'"l'l)il ~1 Shall~ binqlng, 'Qj)Oll. tha pl'Ollffli ~d iu~te Niafdwl~ d~, 
Dtl!t:1$1 M!Plc10C4, ~, t'..£111'8, ~~ffl, ~s!AtOr;, u,ip,s., ~'VaatS, 11:~VOI:, 
11tt<1rne~, llil~L'I!, fdinaUMZ11, ~lwni. li~~c._ ~ffll.l.aiot, parmi:1-s. prcdix-.c.asat'l '4l'Ui 
sui:t:~rs in in~,t, -end 111y 11.11d Ill perJ;oni; orc.·11111.i:d OlZ. wholte tlShal!lhc:y have aetl:'1Qr \11116 
mi tbt e;lalm rl"1llll ,,im,ugh iJ. jo1ntly und S$vt:nd'ly, a aJJ¥ Mild. 11! fll.cewotio-la..-lmeri:~t ~r CAtb 
Vllrt)'. 
18. Coopa:ation 
Thci paniC!! 1111d lbclr att:omoya ~c Tl) ~~6 tully awi eoo!!Oai,, llllJ' and. #.ll 
wpPl~tal docii~ ai,d. IC tab aA,Y arid tll additfon:d ~ wbiob may ba neeesaJY-or 
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\~, OQpti~ Orii;~s. 
Toe p11tlie& hacto w\1 ~tc ~,liate on,~ \'If ihi1! A8l'Wlwt'lt, 111io-t Cl.ch PM'Y to 
rtillml ane of the duplleat;: orlgineils. lbo CW})lil:IUo 0"1igin.a1ufudl bci ,cOll!id"'rd.1111 I\ 
si~'ltt. ru11~ axcc:utcd orlalMl d«U1M11. 
2-0. Paniera:pb Mil Haad!nv;. 
'Iho~h heacl~ llsi:d mrroin, 1.!Mf lhe ur&Jr a!~ itro fur COllV'1lio:icc 
otlly, ru~ lS01. IL pen of lh!il A~ •l'ld All.ail AOt ~ ~ il'I ml~5 it, 
~ <ai:ms m Ibis docutnm1 11N1t1 he giv-cin tht,ir pl6ii1 an ol'd1111'.11')' ~g ~d sball .110t 
be mbjcot to ch;ruk ~ 11111mpY11 ~~cni.: apimt ~ dnl&r. 
IN WlTJlll!SS WilER'EiO'f, the pllrt!~ bereco htJ.ve ~ii)' 1101 l'h.e ir !iiuuls tQ.d &cal& "thii 
day an4 :,oar fkl1 ~bo11o,,wrlitcn. 
~.t,~IRM . tJ ~ ~ 
. 
S'!ATE OF UMHO ) 
9$, 
County c,r ) 
Ori 1bii. _ i:la:,r <it ______ -· :zon-s. bc;lbm m~ ill noll.cy pimlic. 
per3onafu, ti.JI poatt:d MARY JO WALLAc'..'.l!, kntn1-n u, ~ ta bo ~ Jl«.ICl!'lli wboi~ .. 11~ 1• 
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C.<111.r,cy!)f ) • 
On "!bi1,'J}J) day af ~il._ .... ~dhrl.l me a :10t8ly publio, peracm!ljt 
119P~ S'rRVf. coo,w, JmQW?l to n1e tti be~ pemon& whoac IIUlC: is Sllbacrlbed lo the 
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EXHIBIT 9 
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316 Occidental Avenues. 
Suite500 
Seattle, WA 98104 
(206) 340-1314 
Fax(206)292-1790 
JOHN G. IAYMAN+ 
JOHN R IAYMAN* 
RICHARD C. ROBINSON+ 
PATTIJOFOS'IER+ 
ASHI.EY A RICHARDS+ 
ANDREW A SCHllilNGER.+ 
ARTHURM BISTIJNE" 
AMIEL 1EEIER0 
AARON M. NACCARATO+ 
Ms. Mary Jo Wallace 
3966 Pamplona Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89103 
IAWOFFICES 
LAYMAN, IAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
60 l South Division Street 
Spokane, WA99202-l335 
(509) 455-8883 
Fax (509) 624-2902 
_Please n:plyto Coeur d'Alene 
April 27, 2006 
Re: Sherman Self Storage v. Wallace 
Our File: 27052 
Dear Ms. Wallace: 
110 Wallace Avenue 
Coeurd'Alene, ID 83814 
(208) 665-7270 
Fax (208) 665-7290 
OFCOUNSEL 
*BRIAN C. BALCH 
+Admitted in Washington 
*Admitted in Washington and Idaho 
0 Admitted in Idaho 
via Overnight Mail 
Enclosed is Sherman Self Storage Check No. 2423 in the amount of $750.00 representing 
full and final settlement of the above-captioned cause of action. You should be receiving a copy 
of the judgment directly from the Court in the near future. 
AMB/sld 
Enclosure 
cc: Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
Very truly yours, 
LAYMAN, LAYMAN & ROBINSON, PLLP 
, .. ~· .-,,------
~·~· ... ____ ... ~-.. ---
"·-
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
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PAY TO THE $ ,,. O 
oRDEROF MAr/e.y .:ro IAl~LL14Ge I 7StJ":""' ~'------'-----I,'-----~~~----~ 
• - J 
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Sender Account Number Preprint Format No, Sen~:riw~~tllled Origin 3WOayb8ill N2umober4 816 4 6 
7 85216007 1,3171:Jlf ,s? ; unless marked otherwise 1 tiff; : 
FROM (Company_)_______ ------- Bill~: --..---AmuntNo.(Requlrcdtt3rdPart'/) • 
LAY-MAM l.AYMAW MCKINl[Y & Rct Srtj~- . ~3tl:lt.7Zll1 f 
Street-4.il-afflON 
110 r·vAtlACf'AVE· Amount 
City State ZIP CODE (AEl(!Uired) 
CO£UR ·» A LENE 
Sent by (Name/Dept) 
c.. 
Phone (Required) 
2o)e~tt. s-=·1270 : 
Payment Details ( Credit Card) 
Description No .. ________________ _ 








ABSENT A HIGHER SHIPMENT VALUATION, 
CARRIER'S LIABILITY IS LIMITED TO 
$100 PER PACKAGE, OR ACTUAl. VALUE, 
WHICHEVER IS LESS, SPECIAL QR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARI: NOT 
RECOVERABLE. SEE TERMS ANO 
CONDffiONS ON REVERSE SIDE OF nos 
NON•NEGOTIABLE WAYBILL 
• - - -:: .-:-:.".--~,, .... _ .•• !'"· ,,,.~~-~z 
£X'l'RESS 
OHL Worldwide Express, Inc., 
1200 South Pine Island Road, 
Plantation, FL 33324 
1 800 Call-OHL 
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EXHIBIT 10 
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Apr 2~ 06 01:34p Ar;, ur M. Bis-r.line p.1 
ARTHUR M. BISTLINE 
Layman, Layman & Robinson, PLLP 
110 Wallace Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Telephone: (208) 665-7270 
Facsimile: (208) 665-7290 
Idaho State Bar Number: 5216 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, Il'T AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 











MARY JO WALLACE. an unmanied ) 
person. JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through ) 
1 00, and all other persons claiming any ) 
interest in the real property whlch is the ) 
subject of this action, ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) ______________ ) 
02> 
CASE NO.: CR-04-7690 
JUl>GMENT 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH 2P I 2029609000 
KOOTENAI CO. RECORDER Page 1 of 2 
, BBB Date 05/05/2006 Time 12:08:09 
, REC"'!'REQ OF LAYMAN LAYMAN AND ROBINS 
RECORDING FEE: 6.00 
111111111111 11111 lllli lilll 11111 illli 11111 HIii 11111 illl ilill 11111111111111 2-
202es0s000 · xJ 
THIS CAUSE, having come to be heard on Wednesday, April 26, 2006 at 3:30 p.m., and 
the Court, having 11eard argument of counsel and being otherwise fully a.dvised in the premises, 
it is thereupon 
ORDERED AND ADJUDGED as follows: 
Based on the settlement of the parties which was exru:nined in open Courtj and Plaintiff's 
representation that the monetary consideration recited in the settlement agreement will he paid to 
- 1 -
C:\l)ocun1~11,~ ~nd s~111ni~\i\ll 1JSCT&\Do~um~ISiLnw Orflcl! Docs\Shcnllllll Stol"llt:Q\l'lcndinss\O .Amend Complnlnt.wpd 
Received Apr-21-os 01 :43pm From-Z08 665 7290 To-JUDGE LUSTER Page 01 
086-d ZO/lO'd BEE-l 6lll9ttBOZ 
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AF~ 2~ 06 Ol;34p Ar( u~ M- Bistline 
',, __ ,., ·-{ 
I J 
2~ ·665-7290 
; _· J 
Mary Jo Wallace without delay after the entry of this Order, title to the easterly 1/2 of vacated 
24th Street lying south of the north boundary of vacated Lakeside Avenue, in Glenmore 
Addition, within the City of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, recorded in Book B of Plats) page 1401 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho, be quieted in Plaintiff; and 
Each party shall bear their own fees and costs incurred in this matter. 
DONE AND ORDERED this J ~r day of • 2006. 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
I hereby certify that on the~- day of · , 2006, I caused to be served a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below1 and addressed to the following: 
Ms. Mary Jo Wallace 
396<5 '.Pamplona Street 
,--.Las . .V.e -S9103 
, -362-0355 
Arthur M. Bistline 
Layman., Layman & Robinson, PLLP 
110 Wallace A venue 
etUr d'Alene Idaho 83814 
08) 665-7290 
Received 
OE6-~ ZO/ZO"d BEE-! 6lll9VVBOZ 
[ ] 
[ ] 
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) 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
CHARLES M. DODSON , Attorney at Law 
DODSON & RAEON LAW OFFICES 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Tel. (208) 664-1577 
Fax: (208) 666-9211 
I.S.B.N. 2134 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
.~TA;{_ GF IDAHO 1 ;;,~ii: y or KOOTENAI[ ss 
2010 JAN 26 PM 4: 48 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 










MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 ) 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in the real property ~ 
which is the subject of this action, ) 
Defendant. ) _________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO 




Case No. CV-03-7690 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK P. SMITH IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RELIEF 
FROM JUDGMENT 
Erik P. Smith, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK P. SMITH IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT- 1 
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1. That I am counsel of record for the Plaintiff, Sherman Self Storage, 
Inc., and I am counsel of record for Plaintiff in Kootenai County Case 
No. CV09-3915, and I have personal knowledge of the files and 
records in those cases and the matters set forth herein. 
2. That attached hereto as Exhibit 1, is a true and correct copy of the 
Stipulation between Mary Jo Wallace and Global Signal, filed in 
Kootenai County Case No. CV09-3915, filed on or around January 4, 
2010. 
3. That attached hereto as Exhibit 2, is a true and correct copy of the 
Defendant's Motions Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 19(a) and 15(a), in Kootenai 
County Case No. CV-09-3915, filed on or around January 4, 2010. 
4. That attached hereto as Exhibit 3, is a true and correct copy of the 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, Notice of Hearing, and 
Memorandum in Support thereof, filed in Kootenai County Case No. 
CV09-3915, on or around January 4, 2010. 
5. That attached hereto as Exhibit 4, is a true and correct copy of a letter 
received from Defendant's attorney of record Joel Hazel, stating that 
Mr. Hazel does not represent Mary Jo Wallace or The Wallace Family 
Trust, in CV09-3915. 
6. That attached hereto as Exhibit 5, is a true and correct copy of a letter I 
caused to be prepared and mailed to Mary Jo Wallace and The 
Wallace Family Trust on or about January 13, 2010. No reply has 
been received either from Mary Jo Wallace or the Wallace Family 
Trust. 
7. That I, as counsel for Sherman Self Storage tried to contact by 
telephone number 702-256-0776, Mary Jo Wallace. I left my name 
and number and have not received a return phone call from Mary Jo 
Wallace on January 21, 2010, concerning her deposition in this matter. 
8. That I again unsuccessfully tried to contact Mary Jo Wallace at 702-
256-0776, on January 25, 2010, regarding her deposition. I have not 
received a return call. 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK P. SMITH IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT- 2 
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DATED this~ day of January, 201~ .. 
Erik P. Smith 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, the undersigned Notary Public 
for the State of Idaho this~ day of January, 2010. 
,,,1111,,,, f /' I , ,.,, , 
,''i~o~.~~0~11/,,,, ~ ~ 2--~____) 
}" ~. · ·· · 0'l · · · ~ Notary Public for Idaho 
~cf.: o-<-~ ·.. ~ Residing at: ,~~{,,__ o \ 
:: '3: ~ .,, • .,, ,o : ~ = Bond expires: t o - ~ s- - 1 o 
::. . ,fo.....,, : ~ ~ 
~ ·. " .· -8~ ,,,, ...... ·~ ,' 
//1 8 7ATE O ,,, 111,,1,,1111'' 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK P. SMITH IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT- 3 
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EXHIBIT 1 












Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF ID.AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV-09-3915 
STIPULATION 
12 vs. 
13 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 






COMES NOW the parties to this stipulation and hereby stipulate and agree as follows: 
1. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho limited liability company, 
18 . filed suit against Global Sig_nal Acqu~tions II, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
19 (hereinafter "Global Signal") defendant. 
20 
21 
2. The nature of the complaint filed by Sherman Storage, LLC v. Global Signal was 
to eject Global Signal from property allegedly ovvned by Plaintiff. The property in question is 




Idaho as it abuts Lots 3 & 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition. 
STIPULATION- PAGE 1 
C000228S.DOC 
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I \ 
1 3. On July 30, 2009, Global Signal filed its Answer, Affirmative Defenses, 
2 Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint. 
3 4. One of the defenses asserted by Global Signal is that Global Signal also brought a 
4 third party complaint against the true owner of the property, the Wallace Family Trust and Mary 










5. The Wallace Family Trust, via Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee, hereby stipulates to 
assign its cause of action to quiet title to the vacated 24th Street to Global Signal for purposes of 
this lawsuit. 
6. The Wallace Family Trust also· understand that Global Signal will list it as an 
involuntary counter claimant against Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
on the sole issue of quieting title to the above disputed property as The Wallace Family Trust is 
not in a position to prosecute that claim. 
6. The Wallace Family Trust also agrees and consents to Global Signal prosecuting 
15 the counter-claim to quiet title to·the disputed property in the Wallace Family·Trust. 
16 DATED this ~(hay of December, 2009. 











DATED this '2? day of December, 2009 
Attorney for Global Signal Acquisitions, II 
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1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on the A_ day of January, 2010, I caused a true and 
3 correct copy of STIPULATION to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the 























607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Aiene, ID 83814 
STIPULATION-PAGE 3 
C0002285.DOC 
--- --------- ------ tJ-.S-;-Mail---------- -- - - - -------- -- --- -
~ Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
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1 ,, 
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
6 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
-- -------'Felephone:- -f208)-669-4000-- ---
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
13 liability company, 





Plaintiff, RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN 
INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT, AND NOTICE OF 
HEARING 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
17 Delaware limited liability company, 
18 
Defendant. 
19 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
23 THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace Family 
24 Trust, 
Third Party Defendant. 
Judge: Honorable Lansing L. Haynes 
Date: February 2, 2010 




27 COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through its attorneys of record, Joel P. Hazel and 
28 Jason S. Wing of the firm of Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. and pursuant to 
' 
RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT, AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
K:\wdacs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002648.DOC 
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I Rule 19(a)(l), of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, respectfully moves this Court for an order 
2 joining The Wallace Family Trust as an involuntary Third Party Plaintiff. Furth.er, pursuant to 
3 Rule 15(a), of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant respectfully moves that this Court 
4 grant it leave to amend its Third Party Complaint to add a cause of action to quiet title to the east 
5 half of vacated 24th Street, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, in Third Party Plaintiff The Wallace Family 























The Wallace Family Trust should be joined as an involuntary party because complete 
relief cannot be accorded in its absence, and/or because its interest may be impaired or impeded 
should the Court proceed in its absence, and/or the parties hereto are at risk of incurring 
inconsistent obligations. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a proposed Amended Complaint. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file herein, the Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs Rule 19(a)(l) Motion to Join fuvoluntary Pai'iy, and Motion to Amend Complaint, 
and the Affidavit of Jason S. Wing, filed herewith. Notice is given that Defendant intends to 
introduce oral argument at the hearing upon this Motion. 
DATED this _j_ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT, AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING • 2 
K:\wdocslcdamain\16239\0003\C0002648DOC 
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1 ' NOTICE OF HEARING 
2 YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing on Defendant's RULE 19(a)(l) 
3 MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY AND MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT 

























February, 2010, at the hour of 3:30 p.m. -before Judge Lansing L. Haynes at the Kootenai 
County Courthouse located at 324 .W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, or as soon 
thereafter as counsel may be heard at which time said motion will be considered. 
DATED this~ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned,. certify that on the _1_ day of January, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO 
AMEND COMPLAINT, AND NOTICE OF HEARING to be forwarded, with all required .,-
charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to _the following person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
D.- U.S.Mail 
~ Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
RULE 19(a)(l) MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY, MOTION TO AMEND COMPLAINT, AND. 
NOTICE OF HEARING • 3 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002648.DOC 
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EXHIBIT 3 








Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 








IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 












GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liabily;y company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace Family 
Trust, 
Third Party Defendant. 
Case No. CV-09-3915 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
Judge: Honorable Lansing L. Haynes 
Date: February 2, 1010 
Time: 3 :30 p.m. 
MOTION FOR SUMivlARY JUDGMENT AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 1 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002663 .DOC 





























COMES NOW the Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, by 
and through its attorney ofrecord, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm of Witherspoon, 
Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. and pursuant to Rule 56, of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
respectfully moves this Court for an order granting Defendant summary judgment as against 
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant Sherman Storage, LLC, dismissing all of Plaintiffs claims against 
Defendant. Further, Defendant respectfully moves this Court for an order quieting title to the 
east half of vacated 24th Street, in The Wallace Family Trust. 
· This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file herein, the Memorandum in Support of -
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, and the Affidavit of Jason S. Wing. Notice is 
given that Defendant intends to introduce oral argument at the hearing upon this Motion. 
DATED this j_ day of January, 2010. 
/ 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
MOTION FOR SUMJ'v!ARY JUDGMENT AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
K:lwdocslcdamain\16239\0003\C0002663.DOC 
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1 ' NOTICE OF HEARING 
2 YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing on Defendant's MOTION FOR 
3 SUMMARY JUDGMENT will be held at the Kootenai County Court House, Coeur d'Alene, 
4 Idaho, on the 2nd daV of February, 2010, at the hour of 3:30 p.m. before Judge Lansing L. 
5 Haynes at the Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, 















DATED this j_ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the 4 day of January, 2010, I caused a true and 











forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following 
person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 








Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
MOTION FOR SUN.1:MARY JUDGNIBNT AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 3 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002663.DOC 
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1 
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT&TOOLE,P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, tdaho 83814-2146 
6 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 





17 .. ,GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
18 Delaware limited liability company, 
19 Defendant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, . / 
21 
22 vs. 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff ., 
23 
THE WALLACEFAf/JLYTRUST; I'v1ARY JO 






Third Party Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
:MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR S1.JNIMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
K:lwdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0002S98.DOC 
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Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC is entitled to Summary Judgment against 








to the real property from which it seeks to eject Defendant. 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Global Signal is entitled to Summary Judgment as against 
Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant Sherman Storage, LLC, because Third Party Plaintiff, The Wallace 
Family Trust, was not a party to the action purportedly quieting title in Plaintiff/Counter-
Defendant Sherman Storage, LLC's predecessor in interest.1 There are no material issues of fact 







I. NATURE OF CASE AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, LLC · an -Idaho limited liability company 
(hereinafter "Sherman Storage")," filed suit agains!. Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter "Global Signal"). The nature of the complaint 













Sherman Storage.· The property in question is the east half of vacated 24th Street, located in the 
City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, Idaho as it abuts Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene. Said Lots are owned by The Wallace Family Trust. 
/ 
. Sherman St~r~ge's predecessor in interest was Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana 
corporation (hereinafter "Self Storage"). Self Storage allegedly acquired title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street through a quiet title action involving Mary Jo Wallace, individually. Mary 
Jo Wallace, however, did not hold title to the subject property at the time of said quiet title 
1 This Motion for Summary Judgment is partially made under the assumption that this Court will 
grant Defendant's Rule 19(a)(l) Motion to Join The Wallace Family Trust, and Motion to Amen 
Complaint, filed contemporaneously with this Motion for Summary Judgment. 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
K:lwdocslcdamain\16239\0003\C0002598.DOC 

















action, or ever. At the time of the quiet title action, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street 
was vested in The Wallace Family Trust. The Wallace Family Trust was never made a party to. 
the quiet title action which purportedly quieted title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in Self 
Storage. Therefore, the court's order quieting title in Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest. 
is a nullity and Sherman Storage is unable to prove an unbroken chain of title as to the subject 
real property. 
Because the property to which Global Signal possesses a lease hold interest has a 
clouded title, Global Signal has sought to join The Wallace Family Trust (hereinafter the 
"Wallace Trust"),· as an involuntary party, it has obtained assignment of the Wallace Trust's 
right to quiet title, and is proceeding to quite title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in the 
Wallace Trust. 
Further, Defendant Global Signal hereby seeks an order of summary judgment 
dismissing Plaintiffs claim as against Defendant Global Signal. 
........... - •··•········ ..... ·-··· ..... . 
. . TI. UNDISPUTEDMATEPJALFACTS 
18 A. Sherman Storage, LLC cannot prove an unbroken chain of title to the east half of 
19 
20 
vacated 24th Street. . · 
1. On April 10, 1987, The Wallace Fan1ily Trust was established. (Wing Affidavit, 
/ 








2. On February 19, 1988 the Idaho Transportation Department tr&1sferred to the 
Wallace Trust, by Wananty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Gienmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 1114099, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit B). 
3. On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th Street and the east 
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and west halves of said vacated street reverted to the respective adjacent property owners, by 
Ordinance No. 2245, recorded as Instrument No. 1164732, records of Kootenai County, Idaho.· 
(Wing Affidavit, Exhibit C). 
4. At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 24th Street, the adjacent 
property owner to the west of vacated 24th Street (Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore 
Addition) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. The adjacent property owner to the east of 
vacated 24th Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition) was the Wallace Trust. 
(Wing Affidavit, Exhibit D, Rasor Depo, p. 16). 2 
5. On June 24, 1996, the Wallace Trust entered into a PCS Site Agreement with 
12 Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint Spectrum, for a ground lease respecting Lot 4, 
13 Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, together with an easement for ingress thereto 
14 
15 
. and egress therefrom, as evidenced by that Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, recorded as 













6. On January 22, 1997, a Record of Survey was recorded in Kootenai County as 
Instrument No. 1478042 for the purpose of monumenting Global Signal's lease site. (Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibit G) / 
7. On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred to Self 
Storage, by Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, 
recorded as Instrument No. 1753361, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Affidavit, 
2 All further references made herein to the Deposition Transcript of Scott Rasor, expert for 
Plaintiff Shennan Storage, shall be to said Transcript which is attached to ;the Affidavit of Jason 
S. Wing as Exhibit D. 
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8. The Warranty Deed by and between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self 
Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 32). 
9. On October 24, 2003, Self Storage filed a quiet title action only against Mary Jo 
Wallace, individually, respecting the east half of vacated 24th Street which had attached by 
operation of law to Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, in the City 
of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of said Street by Ordinance No. 2245. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit I). 
10. In the quiet title action by Sherman Self Storage, Inc., against Mary Jo Wallace, 
individually, Mary Jo Wallace appeared prose. (See Court File in CR 03-7690)3 
11. In the quiet title action by Self Storage, against Mary Jo Wallace, individually, 
neither the Wallace· Trust nor Global Signal or its predecessor in interest was ever served or 
made a party to said action. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit I). 
12. On April 7, 2006, Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Corporate 
.. 
. . .... , . -~. • ... . . ~ ..... 
17 . WaiTanty ·need, Lots ·_1-12,. Block 21 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alerie, recorded as 





13. The Corporate Warranty Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman 
Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. ~asor Depo, ·p. 30 - 32). 
14. On May 4, 2006, the District Court for the First Judicial District of the State of 
23 Idaho, County of Kootenai entered a final Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, quieting title to the 
24 east half of vacated 24th Street, in Self Storage, recorded as Instrument No. 2029609000, 
25 
26 
27 J" Global Signal requests the Court take Judicial Notice of the court file in Kootenai County Case 
No. CR 03-7690 for purposes of this motion pursuant to I.RE. 201. 
28 
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records of Kootenai County, Idaho, as against Mary Jo Wallace individually. (Wing Affidavit, 
ExhibitK). 
15. At the time Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred Lots 1-12, Block 21, to 
Self Storage,. and the time Self Storage institution the quiet title action against Mary Jo Wallace, 
and at the time of the District Court's Order, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street was 
property vestedin.1the Wallace Trust, and was not owned by Mar:Y Jo Wallace, individually. 
16 . . · On June 7, 2006, pursuant to the Court's final Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, 
Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim Deed, ~e east half of vacated 24th 
Street, recorded as Instrument No.· 2037064000, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing 
Affidavit,Exhibit L). 
17. The Quitclaim Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage did not 
transfer valid title to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 36- 37). 
18. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage filed its Complaint for ejection, against 
. . . . . . . . . . ....... .- .. : .. ···:· .......... ····.· ·:· .... to" 












19. There is a cloud on the title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, which is 
subject to Global Signal's possesses long-term lease hold interest, and to which both the 
Wallace Trust and Sherman Storage claim title to. / 
20. The Wallace Family Trust has assigned to Global Signal its right to pursue a 
quiet title· action against Sherman Storage, as to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (\Vfag 
Affidavit, Exhibit M). 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. Summary Judgment Standard. 
"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery documents 
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on file with the court, read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party, demonstrate no 
material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." 
Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 16 P.3d 263, 170 (2000) (citing I.R.C.P. 56(c)). When a party 
moves for summary judgment, the opposing party's case must not rest on mere speculation, 
because a mere. scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. McCoy v. 






















proving the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, this burden may be met by establishing 
absence of evidence of an element that the nonmoving party will have to prove at trial. Dunnick 
v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311, 882 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct. App. 1994). An absence of said evidence 
may be proven through either the moving party's ovvn evidence or by a review of all the 
nonmoving party's evidence and assertions that such evidence concerning· a material element is 
lacking. Heath v. Honker's lviini-A1art, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712, 8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct. App. 
2000) . 
. - ....... ········-···-······ ·.- ·-- .. •·. 
B. Plaintiff Sherman Sto:r~ge· cannot eject Defendant Global Signal from the east half 
· · . .· of vacated 24th .Street ·because Sherman Storage cannot establish an unbroken 
chain of title to said east half of vacated 24th Street, as a matter oflaw. 
In an action of ejectrnent, the plaintiff must prove "first, the right of possession in the 
plaintiff; second, pOB'Session in the plaintiff; and, third, ouster of the plaintiff by the ·defendants." 
Law v. Fowler, 45 Idaho 1, 3, 261 P. 667 (1927) (citing, McMasters v. Torsen, 5 Idaho 536, 51 
P. 100 (1897)). In this case,.Plaintiff Sherman Storage cannot establish the very first element: 
the right of possession in the plaintiff. 
As indicated above, Self Storage allegedly obtained title to the east half of vacated 24th 
Street by court order from the wrong party. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit K). In turn, Sherman 
Storage allegedly obtained title to the east half of vacated 24th Street by Quitclaim Deed, from 
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Self Storage. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit L). The Court's Order was the product of an action by 
Self Storage, against Mary Jo Wallace, individually. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit I). Mary Jo 
Wallace, however, did not hold title to the east half of vacated 24th Street. Rather, title to the 
east half of vacated 24th Street was and is held in the Wallace Trust. (Rasor Depo, p. 16; Wing 
Affidavit, Exhibits B and C). That is, the east half of vacated 24th Street attached to Lot 3 and 
Lot 4, by operation of law, when the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th Street by Ordinance 
No. 2245, on or about October ·11, 1989. (Rasor Depo, p. 16). The Wallace Trust held and 
continues to hold title to Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
Sherma..n Storage's own expert, Scott Rasor, concedes that the Warranty Deed by and 
between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self Storage did not include the east half of vacated 
24th Street (Rasor Depo, p. 32). Mr. Rasor concedes that the Corporate Warranty Deed by and 
between Self Storage and Sherman Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
(Rasor Depo, p. 32). Mr. Rasor concedes that the Quitclaim Deed by and between Self Storage 
.. -
, ...................... ,. 
arid Sherman Storage did not transfer clear title.to Sherman Storage_. (Rasor bep6, p. 36). _ . 
The Court's Order entered on or about May 4, 2006, did not and could not have 
transferred good title to Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest, Self Storage; because the 
~allace Trust was never a party to said action and Mary Jo Wallace did not hold title to the real 
property purportedly transferred by the, Court's Order. For these reasons, Sherman Storage 
cannot establish a right of possession in the east half of vacated 24th Street and Global Signal 
should thus be granted summary judgment, and Sherman Storage's prayer for ejection should be 
dismissed with prejudice. 
C. Sherman Storage, LLC had actual and constructive notice of Global Signal's 
leasehold at the time it obtained any title to the property in question and thus 
cannot eject Global Signal from the lease site it has occupied since 1996. 
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Based on the discussion above, Sherman Storage has no valid interest in the real 
property known as the east half of vacated 24th Street in the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai 
County, Idaho. Even assuming arguendo , that Sherman Storage somehow holds _title to the 
east half of the vacated 24th Street, it took said property with actual and constructive notice of 
Global Signal's leasehold interest. As such, Shennan Storage is bound by the terms of the lease 
of the PCS Site Agreement and cannot eject Global Signal until the expiration of said 
agreement. The PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996 at paragraph 15 provides: 
· This agreement applies to and binds the heirs, successors, executors, 
administrators and assigns of the parties to this agreement. 
On July 9, 1996, a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement was recorded as Instrument 
















On January 22, 1997, a Record of Survey was recorded as Instrument No. 1478042, 
records of Kootenai County. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit G). The January 22, 1997, Record of
 
. . . -
- .. ' ' ... ' ...... ·- ' ..... --~. _, .-..... -· . . . . . . . . . . 
Survey -was in.ade ;'for the purpose of nionumenting a lease site" and has a meets ·and bounds. 
description with a map showing the exact location of Global Signal's current cell tower site. 
(Wing Affidavit, Exhibit G). 
The PCS Site Agreement is a 25 year lease commencing June 24, 1996 and the last 5 
year extension will expire on June 24, 2021. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit F). The term of the PCS 
Site Agreement was recorded in Kootenai County in the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
It is axiomatic in the law of title to real property that first in time is first in right. Idaho's 
notice statute is found in I.C. § 55-811 and provides as follows: 
55-811 RECORD AS NOTICE. Every conveyance of real property 
acknowledged or proved, and certified, and recorded as prescribed by 
law, from the time it is filed with the recorder for record, is constructive 
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notice of the contents thereof to subsequent purchasers and 
mortgage( e )es. 
It is beyond dispute that the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement was recorded with 











depicting the exact location for the express purpose of monumenting the lease site was also 
recorded on January 22, 1997, as Instrument No. 1476042. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit G). 
The current. Plaintiff, Sherman Storage, was on at least constructive notice of Global 
Signal's leasehold interest which is valid until June 24, 2021. The Idaho Supreme Court has 
recently held that purchasers were not bonafide purchasers when they had constructive 
knowledge of the record of survey that was properly recorded to a previous property interest. 
Adams v. Anderson, 142 Id 208, 127 P. 3d 111 (2005). Indeed, a record of survey constitutes a 
properly recorded conveyance. Id If it obtains any title at all, Sherman Storage,took title to the 
/ 
15 eastern half of vacated 24th Street subject to Global Signal's twenty-five·--year lease. Sherman 
16 · 
. Storage,therefore, cannot.ejectCtlobal ~i~nal frointhe_leasehold. 
17 
18 D. Title to the east half of vacated 24th Street should be quieted in the Wallace Family 
Trust because· the Trust was neither a party to the sale transaction allegedly 
transferring title to said vacated 24th Street, to Sherman Self Storage. Inc., nor was 











24th Street in Sherman Self Storage, Inc. · / 
I.C. § 6-401 relates to actions to quief title and provides in relevant part that "[a]n action 
may be brought by any person against another who claims an estate or interest in real or 
personal property adverse to him, for the purpose of detennining such adverse claim ... " I.C. § 
6-401. "Although a quiet title action challenges the title of an adversary, the plaintiff 
necessarily asserts his own estate in bringing a quiet title action." Aldape v. Akins, 1 O 5 Idaho 
254, 260, 668 P.2d 130 (1983) (citing, Dickerson v. Brewster, 88 Idaho 330, 399 P.2d 407 
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(1965)). "Thus, a party seeking to quiet title against another must succeed on the strength of his 
own title, and may not rely merely upon the weakness of his adversary. 11 Id. In this case, not 
only can Sherman Storage not establish an unbroken chain of title, in itself the Wallace Trust 
can clearly establish an unbroken chain of title and thus rely upon the strength of said unbroken 
chain of title. 
The Wallace Trust was established on April 10, 1987. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit A). 
Thereafter, on February 19, 1988, the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the· 
Wallace Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit B). On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 




24th Street, LC. § 50-311 provides that· "whenever any street, avenue, alley or lane shall be 
vacated, the same shall revert to the owner of the adjacent real estate, one-half (1/2) on each 








'At the tlllle. of the City. oicoe~ d'Aliri~'s ·;~6atio~:or'24-th ·sfteet~ the-~djacentproperty 
owner to the west of vacated 24th Street (Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. (See, Wing Affidavit, Exhibit H). The 
adjacent property owner to the east of vacated 24th Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene) was the Wallace Trust. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit B). Therefore, by 
22 
23 City Ordinance No. 2245, in conjunction withl.C. § 50-311, the east half of vacated 24th Street 





d'Alene: the Wallace Trust. (Rasor Depo, p. 16; Wing Affidavit, Exhibit C). Similarly, the west 
half of vacated 24th Street reverted to the adjacent owner of Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene: Mary Jo Wallace, individually. Id. 
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On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Waliace, individually, transferred to Self Storage, by 
Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Wing Affidavit, 
Exhibit H)., Thereafter, on October 24, 2003, Self Storage filed a quiet title action against Mary 
Jo Wallace, individually, respecting the east half of vac~ted 24th Street. (Wing Affidavit,_ Exhibit 
I). The Wallace Trust was not made a party to Self Storage's quiet title action. Id. On April 7, 
2006, Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Corporate Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, 
Block_21 Gle11.J.-n.ore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit J). Acting prose, a 












east half of vacated 24th Street was quieted in Self Storage only as against Mary Jo Wallace, an ---i 
individual. (Wing A~davit, Exhibit K). Thereafter, on June 7, 2006, Self Storage transferred to 
Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim Deed, the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Affidavit, 
Exhibit L). 
The Court's Order quieting title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in Self Storage, and 
.. 
... ... -.. , ...... ······-······· ... . 
the sU:bsequerif Quitclaim Deed, have created.a cloud on the Wallace tiust's_title iothe east half _ -
of vacated 24th Street. Broadly stated, "a cloud on title is an outstanding :instrument, record, 
claim, or -encumbrance which is actually invalid or inoperative, but which may nevertheless 









1378 (1978). A court will not generally "allow an otherwise clear title to be clouded by a claim 
unenforceable at law or in equity. 11 
The Wallace Trust has assigned to Global Signal, its right to pursue a quiet title action 
against Sherman Storage, as to the east ~alf of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit M). 
For this reason, Global Signal should be granted summary judgment against Sherman Storage 
whereby title to tbe east half of vacated 24th Street is quieted in The Wallace Family Trust, as a 
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matter of law. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Because Plaintiff Sherman Storage cannot prove an unbroken chain of title to the east 
half of vacated 24th Street, Defendant Global Signal is entitled to Summary· Judgment, as a 
matter of law. Because the Wallace Family Trust in fact has an unbroken chain of title to the 
east half of vacated 24th Street, title should be quieted in favor of the Trust, as a matter of law. 
DATED this j_ day of January, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jo~~ 
JasonS Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
··CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, ~ µn(l<l)"~illI!edd;ertify \h!!t on the Ji day ofJanuary, 2010, I caused a true and 
correct . cqpy of .. MEMORANDUM . SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S · MOTION FOR · 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with ·an required charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 







Via Fax: (208 65-9110 
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fl! WITHERSPOON•KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
JOEL P. HAZEL 
licensed to practica in Idaho and Wamington 
[ph@witherspoonkelley.com 
Via Facsimile 765-9110 
and Regular Mail 
Erik Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
January 7, 2010 
SPOKANE I SEATTLE I COEUR D'ALENE j PORTLAND 
Re: Sherman Storage v. Global Signal Acquisition 
Dear Erik: 
This correspondence responds to your two letters dated January 6, 2010. 
You indicate that you want to depose Mary Jo Wallace on either January 12, 2010 or 
January 14, 2010. You requested that I coordinate with her. I do not represent Mary Jo Wallace 
nor do I represent the Wallace Family Trust. I have always and continue to only represent 
Global Signal Acquisitions. In fact, I have filed an action against Ms. Wallace and the Wallace 
Family Trust and served said action upon them. I have also recently sought to add the Wallace 
Family Trust as an involuntary plaintiff pursuant to I.R.C.P. 19. The fact that I entered into a 
stipulation whereby the Wallace Family Trust transferred a chose in action to quiet title to the 
eastern half of vacated 24th Street makes it quite clear that I do not represent either Mary Jo 
Wallace individually or the Wallace Family Trust. Indeed, I would be ethically prohibited from 
representing either as my client is currently directly adverse to both the Trust and Mary Jo 
Wallace in that I filed a third party claim in the present lawsuit. For your convenience, Mary Jo 
Wallace's mailing address is 1112 Maserati Drive, Las Vegas, NV 89117. Ms. Wallace's 
telephone number is 702-256-0776. You are free to attempt to secure Ms. Wallace's deposition 
attendance for next week. 
Please also note that you, in effect, chose "the timelines of my motion for summary 
judgment" in that you secured the summa.7 judgment heai.--i.ng date of February 2, 2010 and have 
scheduled several previous summary judgment hearing dates. I simply seized on to your 
previously scheduled motion date and filed my motion for summary judgment in a timely 
fashion. 
I am quite confident your client knows how to reach Ms. Wallace as she informs me that 
he has called her sometimes three times a day in the last several weeks. I can certainly make 
myself available for the depositions you set on January 12, 2010, or January 14, 2010, at 9:00 
a.m., if you can secure Ms. Wallace's presence. I am also available for either January 12, 2010, 
608 Northwest Boulevard. Suite 300 Tel: 208.667.4000 
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814-2174 Fax: 208.667.8470 
www.witherspo nkelley.com 
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or January 14, 2010, for Mr. Bistline's deposition. Please provide me with the time that you 
intend to depose Mr. Bistline. 
You also requested copies of all documents provided by Attorney Bistline pursuant to my 
client's Subpoena Duces Tecum. Enclosed you will find correspondence dated December 14, 
2009, with one document Mr. Bistline produced in response to my subpoena. Mr. Bistline 
informs me that the remainder of his file is in storage in Spokane and he should have access to it 
shortly. I will certainly provide you with whatever I obtain from Mr. Bistline. 
Your second letter dated January 6, 2010, inquires whether or not I will be making a 
written appearance in Case No. CV 03-7690. It is my understanding that said case is a closed 
case with a final judgment obtained, albeit against a party who is a stranger to the title of the 
property in question. As an aside, I do not understand what you hope to accomplish by 
appearing in the closed case as neither my client, your client, nor the Wallace Family Trust have 
ever been a party to it. It would seem that our current lawsuit, in which all relevant parties are 
soon to be joined, is sufficient to adjudicate our client's rights regarding the eastern half of 
vacated 24th Street. . 
Please note that I previously informed Art Bistline, who originally represented Sherman 
Storage, LLC, that he was required to add Mary Jo Wallace and/or the Wallace Family Trust as a 
necessary and indispensible party to get complete relief in this case. Mr. Bistline refused to do 
so. I assumed that was on the instructions of your client given his deposition testimony. To 
date, you and your client have made no effort, to add Mary Jo Wallace as a party defendant in 
this case nor have you sought to secure her attendance at a deposition through subpoena or 
otherwise other than your January 6, 2010, correspondence attempting me to do it. 
Your client commenced this litigation on May 19, 2009, attempting to remove my client 
from a lease site it has occupied since 1996, and has options to extend until 2021. It has always 
been your client's burden of proof to prove it has rights superior to my client to the eastern half 
of vacated 24th Street. 
{S0060544; 1 } 
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Based upon our recent phone conversation I have agreed to move this Summary 
Judgment hearing from February 2, 2010 to a date to be determined in consultation with the 






& TOOLE, P.S. 
Joel P. Hazel 
{S0060544; 1 } 
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ERIK Po SMITH? PoCo 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
January 13, 2010 
Mary Jo Wallace 
Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
1112 Maserati Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89771 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 667-2000 
Facsimile: (208) 765-911 0 
Re: Sherman Storage v. Global Signal Acquisition 
Dear Ms. Wallace: 
I represent Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana corporation (with member 
Steve Cooney), with regards to Kootenai County Case No. CV03-7690, and 
Sherman Storage, LLC (with member Kirk Evans), with regards to Kootenai 
County Case No. CV09-3915. As you may know, there is currently litigation in 
each of these cases pending. As you may further know, there is a dispute as to 
the validity of Judge Luster's final Judgment in CV03-7690. 
The dispute can be simply stated that you failed to act as a fiduciary and trustee 
of the Wallace Family Trust in your representations to Judge Lustei in September 
2006, including your signature and assent to the Mutual Release and Settlement 
Agreement. That Agreement was clear that you agreed to sell the property to 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc., and you received monies for this sale. Further, if 
you choose to refuse to comply with that Agreement, the Agreement permits us 
to obtain legal fees from you personally 
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I will be noticing your deposition, and would like to hear from you dates that are 
convenient for you. If you are planning to be in North Idaho in the next week or 
so, I could work around your schedule as much as is possible. If you will not 
make yourself available personally, I would settle for a telephonic deposition. 
Could you please provide me your available dates for next week or as soon as is 
possible for a live or telephonic deposition? 
On another point, if you have obtained counsel, I would appreciate you providing 
me your attorney's name and contact information. I am aware of a Stipulation 
you entered into with Global Signal assigning your rights in the quiet title action. l 
have researched your previous litigation and see your inexplicable pattern of 
appearing pro se. I point this out at this time only to highlight that your failLiie to 
obtain counsel in the past clearly produced poor results that were not in your best 
interests, and were a breach of your fiduciary duty as a Trustee. 
I am concerned you are again heading down that familiar path. I cannot help but 
wonder what promises were made to you for such a stipulation. You must realize 
you have entered into an agreement with the party that has a default Judgment 
against you, and the dollar figure for such Judgment is increasing each day of the 
litigation. Essentially, you will continue to pay for Global's attorney's fees and 
costs as we litigate this matter. 
When this is all over, we are confident that the result of the current litigation will 
be to quiet title in all of 24th Street in the name of Sherman Self Storage, LLC. 
However, we are offering you an opportunity to do the right thing and avoid any 
further litigation by signing the attached Warranty Deed on behalf of the Wallace 
Family Trust. The effect would be to better memorialize what all parties intended 
in 2006: to pay the rightful owner (the Trust) money in exchange for clear title to 
the easterly one-half of the vacated 24th Street. If this is an agreeable 
resolution, please sign the Warranty Deed on behalf of the Wallace Family Trust, 
in the presence of a NOTARY PUBLIC FOR NEVADA, and return to my office in 
the self-addressed envelope. lf you have any expenses associated with this 
item please let me know and we will reimburse you such costs. 
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Should you fail to properly sign the Warranty Deed, we will proceed to sue you 
personally, and sue the Wallace Family Trust, and seek all attorney's fees and 
costs. Once obtaining a Judgment against you personally and the Wallace 
Family Trust, we will seek to execute the Judgment on the properties owned by 
you personally, and the Trust, namely lots 3 and 4 of Block 22. In other words, 




cc: Kirk Evans 
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WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECElVED 
Mary Jo!waHace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust 
GRANTOR(s), do(J) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: 
; . 
Sherman Stfrage, LLC. an Idaho Limited LiabTiity Company 
GRANTEES(s), who~e current address is: 
the following descr\bed-real property in 
more particularly d~cribed as follows, to wit: 
Legal description: j 
9281 Shadwell Drive, Huntington Beach, CA 92646 
Kootenai County, State of Idaho, 
THE EASTERLY 1h(OFVACATED 24TH STREET LYING SOUTH OF THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF. 
VACATED LAKESI~E AVENUE, IN GLENMORE ADDIDON, WIDIIN THE CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, 
IDAHO, R.ECORDEp IN BOOK B OF PLATS, PAGE 140, RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUN"TY, IDAHO. 
' 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said heirs and assigns forever. And 
the said Grantor(s) dbes(do) hereby covenant ~o and with the said Grantee(s), that Grantor(s) isfare the owner(s) 
In fee slmple of said premises; that said premls·es are free from an encumbrances EXCEPT those to which this 
conveyance is expres~ly made subject and those made, suffered or done bytlie Grantee(s); and subject to 
reservations, restricti(:ms, dedications, easements, rights of way and agreements, (if any) of reco1·d, and general 
taxes and assessmen):s, (including Irrigation and utility assessments, if any) for the current year, which are not 
yet due and payable,(and that Grantor(s) will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Date: -~J..,,a.,_,_nu,.,,a.,_rv,,_: ..,.1""3,w2""0""1""0 ____ _ 
Wallace Family Ti'Ust 
! 






On this __ day/of , in the year of 2010, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public 
in and for said State, personally appeared 
Mary Jo Wallace J 
known or identified[to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument. 
as Trustee{s) of '. 
the Wallace Family Trust 
and acknowledged1to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies) 
as Trustee{s) of sai,d Trust, and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the foregoing instrument, the Trust 
executed the instrument and acknowledged the same for the purposes therein containecl. 
In witness whereof/ I hereunto set my hand and official seal. 
Trustee Nclary Ac:knowledrment 
Courtesy Form 
., 
Notary Public In and for said State 
Residing at: 
Cpmmlsston Expires: 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
CHARLES M. DODSON , Attorney at Law 
DODSON & RAEON LAW OFFICES 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Tel. (208) 664-1577 
Fax: (208) 666-9211 
I.S.B.N. 2134 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
STA~"E OF IDAHO l 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAlt SS 
FILED: 
2010 JM~ 26 PM ~: 48 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 










MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 ) 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in the real property ~ 
which is the subject of this action, ) 
Defendant. ) __________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, by and through its attorneys of 
record, ERIK P. SMITH, and CHARLES M. DODSON, and hereby submits the 
following Memorandum in Support of its Motion For Relief From Judgment. 
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Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 60(a), 17(d), 12(g), 15(a), and 15(c), the Plaintiff 
should be granted relief from the Judgment entered by this Court on May 4, 
2006, by way of an Amended Judgment because the parties litigated this matter 
by way of a full and final settlement that resulted in a Final Judgment. However, 
the settlement was under the mistaken belief that the property in question was 
entirely owned by Mary Jo Wallace, individually, when in fact the property was 
owned by her trust, The Wallace Family Trust. This mistake has created a cloud 
on title and the Plaintiff seeks an Amended Judgment to clear title. 
I. MATERIAL FACTS 
1. On or about August 16, 2002, the Plaintiff entered into a Buy-Sell 
Agreement with Mary Jo Wallace to purchase: 
Lots 1 - 12 Glenmore Addition, Block 21 and vacated 
roadways all of 24th St. (60 ') & ½ of Lakeside Avenue (30 
feet). 
( See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 1 D) 
2. Upon the eventual close of the real estate sale, a Warranty Deed was 
prepared by Pioneer Title Company, recorded on September 20, 2002. 
(See Bisteline Affidavit, Exhibit 1 E, Warranty Deed). The Warranty 
Deed failed to transfer title to all the property specified in the Buy-Sell 
Agreement, more specifically the entirety of the vacated portion of 24th 
Street. This alleged ambiguity created a cloud on title. 
3. The Warranty Deed purported to convey only the portion of 24th Street 
"that attached by operation of law". As written in the Warranty Deed, 
that portion which attached by operation of law was limited to only the 
westerly one-half of vacated 24th Street, being a thirty-foot portion. Id. 
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4. As a result of the possible cloud on title, the Plaintiff filed the Complaint 
for Quiet Title in this matter on or about October 24, 2003. (See 
Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 1). 
5. The Complaint sought to quiet title in two parcels. "Parcel 1" was 
described as lots 1 through 12, together with vacated alley in Block 21, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. "Parcel 2" was described as lots 
3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (See Bistline 
Affidavit, Exhibit 1, pages 3-4). 
6. On or about February 12, 2004, Mary Jo Wallace caused an Answer to 
be filed on her behalf to the Complaint for Quiet Title. ( See Bistline 
Affidavit, Exhibit 2). 
7. In her Answer to the Complaint for Quite Title, Mary Jo Wallace 
admitted the following: 
(a) That she was the owner of "Parcel 1" described as Lots 1 
through 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to the City of Coeur d'Alene 
(See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 2, paragraph VIII of Answer, admitting 
paragraphs X and XI of Complaint); 
(b) That she was the owner of "Parcel 2" described as Lots 3 and 4, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition to the City of Coeur d'Alene (See Bistline 
Affidavit, Exhibit 2, paragraph VIII of Answer, admitting paragraph XII 
of Complaint); 
(c) That as a result of the City of Coeur d'Alene vacating a portion 
of 24th Street, that both the westerly one-half and the easterly one-half 
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of vacated 24th Street reverted to Mary Jo Wallace as the owner ( See 
Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 2, paragraph VIII of Answer, admitting 
paragraph XIV of Complaint); and 
(d) That she is the owner of the easterly one-half of vacated 24th 
Street (See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 2, paragraph VIII of Answer, 
admitting paragraph XX of Complaint). 
8. Additionally, in her Answer to the Complaint for Quiet Title, Defendant 
Mary Jo Wallace alleged seven Affirmative Defenses. However, she 
did not raise the affirmative defenses of lack of jurisdiction over the 
person, insufficiency of process, or insufficiency of service of process. 
(See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 2). 
9. In no part of her Answer to the Complaint for Quiet Title, did Mary Jo 
Wallace state that The Wallace Family Trust was in fact the true owner 
of Lots 3 and 4 of Block 22. Id. 
10. Mary Jo Wallace is the only trustee of The Wallace Family Trust and 
empowered to take any action in all matters concerning the Trust. ( See 
Bistline affidavit, Exhibit 3). 
11. Later in the litigation, the attorney of record for Mary Jo Wallace filed a 
Motion and Affidavit for leave to Withdraw as her attorney of record. 
The Motion was granted, and an Order Permitting Withdrawal As 
Attorney Of Record was entered on May 8, 2005. In response, Mary 
Jo Wallace filed a Notice of Appearance, pro se. (See Bistline Affidavit, 
Exhibit 4). 
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12. On or around April 18, 2006, counsel for Plaintiff caused to be filed a 
Motion for an Entry of Judgment. (See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 5). 
13. On April 26, 2006, a hearing was held on the Motion for Entry of 
Judgment. Attorney Bistline appeared for the Plaintiff, Attorney Jeff 
Andrews was present, however, did not formally appear, and Mary Jo 
Wallace appeared pro se by telephone. ( See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 
6). 
14. The result of such hearing was this Court's request that the Plaintiff 
submit an Order for Quiet Title. Defendant Mary Jo Wallace inquired 
whether or not a title company would prepare a Warranty Deed, and 
the minutes of the hearing show that instead of a Warranty Deed from 
Mary Jo Wallace, the Court requested an Order Quieting Title. Id. 
15. On April 26, 2006, the Plaintiff and Mary Jo Wallace executed a 
Stipulation for a Dismissal of the matter based upon the agreement of 
the parties. ( See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 7). 
16. Also, on April 26, 2006, Mary Jo Wallace caused to be signed, and 
initialed on each page, the Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement. 
(See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 8). 
17. In that Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement, Wallace agreed to 
execute a Warranty Deed for the easterly one-half of vacated 24th 
Street as prayed for in the Complaint For Quiet Title. Finally, the 
Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement stated that Wallace would 
receive as consideration for the Mutual Release and Settlement 
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Agreement Seven Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($750.00) from the 
Plaintiff. Id. 
18. On or around April 27, 2006, the Plaintiff caused to be paid 
consideration in the amount of Seven Hundred and Fifty Dollars 
($750.00) to Mary Jo Wallace. (See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 9). 
19. On or about May 4, 2006, this Court entered the final Judgment. The 
Judgment states that "Title to the easterly one-half of vacated 24th 
Street ... be quieted in Sherman Self Storage." The Judgment was 
recorded at the Kootenai County Recorder's Office on April 5, 2006. 
(See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 10). 
20. Thereafter, the Plaintiff transferred the property in question to its 
successor in interest, Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company. 
21. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, LLC, filed suit in Kootenai County 
Case No. CV09-3915 against Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter referred to as "Global 
Signal"). 
22. Pursuant to I.R.E. 201 and I.R.C.P. 44(d), Plaintiff requests that this 
Court takes judicial notice of the entire Court file in Kootenai County 
Case No. CV-09-3915, Sherman Storage, LLC v. Global Signal 
Acquisitions II, LLC, currently assigned to District Judge Lansing 
Haynes. 
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23. The nature of the Complaint in CV-09-3915 is to eject Global Signal 
and some of its improvements from the property owned by Sherman 
Storage, LLC. The real property in dispute on the ejectment cause of 
action is a portion of the east half of the vacated 24th Street, that 
property being adjacent to Lots 3 and 4 of Block 22 of the Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene. This is the subject property of this case. 
24. Recently in the ejectment claim, Mary Jo Wallace, as trustee of The 
Wallace Family Trust, stipulated to the entry of an assignment to 
Global Signal, on behalf of The Wallace Family Trust, of its cause of 
action to quiet title to the vacated 24th Street. (See Smith Affidavit, 
Exhibit 1). 
25. Global Signal has now taken the position that the result of this suit and 
the parties' Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement was ineffective 
to transfer the east half of the vacated 24th Street from The Wallace 
Family Trust to the Plaintiff. 
26. On or around January 4, 2010, in CV-09-3915, Global Signal has 
caused to be filed a Rule 19(a)(1) Motion to Join The Wallace Family 
Trust as a party. Additionally, Global Signal moved pursuant I.R.C.P. 
15(a) that Judge Lansing Haynes allow Global Signal to amend its third 
party complaint to add a cause of action to quiet title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street in the name of The Wallace Family Trust. (See 
Smith Affidavit, Exhibit 2). 
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27. On or around January 4, 2010, Global Signal caused to be filed in CV-
09-3915 a Motion for Summary Judgment based upon the allegation 
that because of a cloud on title, Sherman Storage, LLC cannot 
establish an unbroken change of title to the east half of vacated 24th 
Street, and that the real property should be quieted back in the name 
of The Wallace Family Trust. (See Smith Affidavit, Exhibit 3). 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. The Plaintiff Should Be Granted Relief From the Judgment 
That Created a Cloud on Title. 
I.R.C.P. 60(a) states that: 
Relief from judgment or order - Clerical mistakes. Clerical 
mistakes in judgments, orders or other parts of the record and errors 
therein arising from oversight or omission may be corrected by the 
court at any time of its own initiative or on the motion of any party and 
after such notice, if any, as the court orders. During the pendency of 
an appeal, such mistakes may be so corrected before the appeal is 
docketed in the Supreme Court or the district court, as the case may 
be, and thereafter while the appeal is pending may be so corrected. 
The Idaho Supreme Court stated in Silsby v. Kepner, 140 Idaho 410 
(2004), that: 
Rule 60(a) applies to those errors in which the "type of mistake or 
omission [is] mechanical in nature which is apparent in the record 
and which does not involve a legal decision or judgment by an 
attorney. The clerical mistake under Rule 60(a) may be differentiated 
from the mistake or inadvertence referred to in Rule 60(b)(1), upon 
the ground that the latter applies primarily to errors or omissions 
committed by an attorney or by the court which are not apparent on 
the record." (citation omitted) Dursteler v. Dursteler, 112 Idaho 594, 
597, 733 P.2d 815, 818 (Ct.App. 1987). "Errors of a more substantial 
nature are to be corrected by a motion under Rules 59(e) or 60(b). 
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Thus a motion under Rule 60(a) can only be used to make the 
judgment or record speak the truth and cannot be used to make it 
say something other than what originally was pronounced." (citation 
omitted) Dursteler, 112 Idaho at 597, 733 P.2d at 818. Silsby, relying 
on Dursteler, argues that the mistake at issue is not a clerical error or 
omission and not subject to correction under l.R.C.P. 60(a). In that 
case, the Court of Appeals found that where postjudgment interest is 
a matter of right and therefore mandatory, the failure to include the 
interest was a clerical error and correctable under Rule 60(a). 
Silsby at 411. 
The Court in Silsby further stated that: 
The basic distinction between "clerical mistakes" and mistakes that 
cannot be corrected pursuant to Rule 60(a) is that the former consist 
of "blunders in execution" whereas the latter consist of instances 
where the court changes its mind, either because it made a legal or 
factual mistake in making its original determination, or because on 
second thought it has decided to exercise its discretion in a manner 
different from the way it was exercised in the original determination. 
Id. at 412 
In the case at hand, the Plaintiff is seeking relief of a clerical mistake 
because it does not affect the rights of any party , but simply clarifies the chain of 
title. The transfer of title in this case occurred pursuant to the parties' Mutual 
Release and Settlement Agreement. Mary Jo Wallace did not sign the 
settlement agreement in her capacity as trustee and that fact is not relevant to 
whether or not she had the ability to transfer the property. 
Paragraph 11 of The Certificate of Revocable Trust specifically provides 
that Mary Jo Wallace may hold property subject to trust in her own name. 
Paragraph 17 provides she is empowered to do all such acts and exercise all 
such rights and privileges binding the Trust estate. Paragraph 23 of that 
document directly addresses the issue herein and provides, 
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The Trustee may freely act under any of the powers granted to him 
or her in all matters concerning the Trust estate, after forming his or 
her judgment based upon all the circumstances of any particular 
situation as to the wisest and best course to pursue in the interest 
of the Trust and the beneficiaries hereunder, without the necessity 
of obtaining consent or approval of any Court, and 
notwithstanding that he or she may be acting in his or her 
individual capacity, or as Trustee ... (emphasis supplied) 
Paragraph 25 provides that the Trustee cannot be held liable for any 
mistake or error of judgment in the administration of the Trust property which 
results in a loss to the trust. 
Mary Jo Wallace did not execute the settlement agreement in this case in 
her representative capacity and was not required to do so in order to transfer the 
disputed property. Mary Jo Wallace agreed to transfer the property, and she did 
transfer it, by not objecting to the Court's order effectuating the parties settlement 
agreement. The failure of Mary Jo Wallace to sign the settlement agreement in 
her capacity as trustee would not prevent Court enforcement of that settlement 
agreement by reforming it to add the words "as trustee for The Wallace Family 
Trust" after Mary Jo Wallace. It was Mary Jo Wallace's intent to transfer the 
property. 
In Ames v. Fallert, 61 Or.App. 415, 657 P.2d 224 (Or.App.,1983) the 
Oregon Court of Appeals considered whether the failure of a party to a mortgage 
to sign in his capacity as trustee invalidated the mortgage as regards the 
property subject to the trust. The trial Court had reformed the mortgage to reflect 
that it did apply to the property subject to the trust. That Court stated, "[u]nder 
the circumstances in this case, we have no doubt that Ames intended to convey 
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his interest in the real property in question in 1965, despite his self-serving 
testimony to the contrary. Id at 61 Or.App. 415, 420, 657 P.2d 224, 
227 (Or.App.1983) 
The failure to name Mary Jo Wallace in her representative capacity would 
not affect the Court's Judgment. In Galdjie v. Darwish, 13 Cal.App. 4th , 1331 
(2003), the California Court of Appeals considered the question of whether the 
failure to name the trustee in the capacity as trustee in a suit for specific 
performance rendered the judgment for specific performance ineffectual. Galdjie 
involved a suit to compel a trustee to transfer trust property, but the suit failed to 
name the trustee in that capacity. That Court held that while it would have been 
proper to name the trustee in that capacity, it did not render the judgment 
ineffectual. The judgment did not affect the trustees' personal property, it just 
required the trustee to transfer property owned by the trust which the trustee had 
agreed to sell. Id. at 1349. 
In the Galdjie case, that Court noted that a trust is not a legal entity 
capable of owning property and the the Trustee is the legal owner of the property 
subject to the trust. These legal conclusions have been adopted by the Idaho 
Supreme Court. "Thus the only difference between an individual and a trustee 
owning property is that the trustee is also subject to an equitable obligation to 
account to the beneficiary." Indian Springs LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC 
215 P.3d 457,465 (2009). 
The operative facts of this case are almost the same as the Ga/djie case --
a trustee was named without indicating the capacity as trustee. The trustee did 
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not object to that fact and the Court entered judgment that did not name the 
trustee in that capacity. 
The Wallace Family Trust is a revocable trust. At the time of The Mutual 
Release and Settlement Agreement, Mary Jo Wallace was empowered to take 
any action, in her representative or individual capacity as regards property 
subject to that trust. Mary Jo Wallace agreed to transfer the disputed property, 
went to Court and affirmed on the record her agreement, and then accepted the 
$750 settlement funds. The parties' settlement agreement and subsequent Court 
Order effectuating that settlement effectively transferred the disputed property to 
the Plaintiff and this Judgment should be clarified in that regard. 
Clearly in this case, the Plaintiff, the Defendant, and the Court all intended 
to transfer the easterly one-half of 24th Street from its rightful owner to the 
Plaintiff. 
B. The Pleadings, Judgment, and Settlement Agreement Were 
Sufficient to Transfer Title, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 17(d). 
Unknown owners or heirs as parties. In all actions or 
proceedings to obtain title or possession, or to remove adverse 
claim of title, or to quiet title, or for partition, or for sale, or for 
foreclosure of any encumbrance, or enforcement of any trust, or 
specific performance of any contract, or for any other disposition of 
any property, real, personal, or mixed, situated within the state of 
Idaho including chooses in action either situated within or due or 
claimed to be due from persons, firms or corporations resident 
within the state of Idaho, persons may be made parties defendant 
either on the filing of the complaint, counterclaim or cross-claim, as 
the case may be, or at any time thereafter by amendment thereof, 
by the name and description of unknown owners, or unknown heirs 
or unknown devisees of any deceased person, or by any of such 
designations. 
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In this matter, the Complaint for Quiet Title, Answer, and final Judgment, 
all state that the Defendants included: 
"MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, JOHN and JANE 
DOES 1 through 100, and all other persons claiming any interest in 
the real property which is the subject of this action." 
The Pleadings and Judgment in this matter properly complied with 
I.R.C.P. 17(d), which states that "in an action to quiet title ... persons may be 
made parties defendant either on the filing of the complaint. ... or anytime 
thereafter or by amendment thereof ... by the name and description of unknown 
owners .... " 
In this case, The Wallace Family Trust may be one of those "other 
persons claiming an interest in the real property", and were therefore properly 
named and provided sufficient notice through Mary Jo Wallace. 
In addition the Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement specifically 
stated in its introductory paragraph that Defendant Mary Jo Wallace entered into 
the agreement: 
On behalf of herself and her present and future employees, agents, 
heirs, executors, administrators, assigns, servants, representatives, 
attorneys, insurers, reinsurers, indemnitors, subrogees, affiliates, 
partners, predecessors and successors in interest, and any and all 
persons and entities on whose behalf she may have acted or who 
might claim rights through her, jointly and severely, (hereafter 
collectively referred to as "WALLACE"). (emphasis added) 
Further in paragraph 1 the Agreement states that the settlement: 
... relates to all claims and counterclaims actually asserted and all 
claims or counterclaims that could or might have been asserted in the 
lawsuit, and any and all claims and counterclaims that arise or relate 
in any way to the event, transactions, occurrences, or series of 
transactions or occurrences which are alleged or might have been 
alleged in or form the basis of the lawsuit. 
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On page 2 of the Agreement under paragraph 4, it states that: 
For good and valuable consideration, including, but not limited to, the 
agreement of the parties as set forth in paragraph 2 above, the legal 
sufficiency of said consideration being hereby acknowledged, 
WALLACE does hereby fully, finally, and forever discharge, release, 
and acquit SHERMAN from any and all claims, counterclaims, 
motions, causes of action, judgments, findings of fact and 
conclusions of law, demands, liabilities, suits, liens, damages 
(including general, special, compensatory, and punitive damages), 
indemnification and subrogation claims, costs, fees, expenses and 
compensation of any kind or nature, whether based on contract, law, 
or other theory of recovery, whether known or unknown, which 
WALLACE now has or may have on account of, or in any way 
growing out of, or which is the subject of the dispute between the 
parties .... (emphasis added) 
In paragraph 6 of the Agreement it states: 
The parties hereto represent and warrant that no other person or 
entity has or had any interest or lien against the · claims, 
counterclaims, demands, cause of action or suits by the parties 
referred to in this Agreement that the parties hereto have the sole 
right and exclusive authority to execute this Agreement and receive 
the benefits specified herein as consideration; and neither party has 
sold, assigned, transferred, conveyed or otherwise disposed of any 
other claims, counterclaims, demands, obligations or cause of action 
referred to in this Agreement. (emphasis added) 
Additionally, paragraph 17 concerns the binding effect of the Agreement 
and it states: 
This Agreement shall be binding upon the present and future share 
holders, directors, officers, employees, agents, heirs, executors, 
administrators, assigns, servants, representatives, attorneys, 
insurers, reinsurers, indemnitors, subrogees, affiliates, partners, 
predecessors and successors in interest, and any and all persons 
and entities on whose behalf they acted or who might claim rights 
through it, jointly and severely, and any and all successor in interest 
of such party. ( emphasis added) 
(See Bistline Affidavit, Exhibit 8). 
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C. Mary Jo Wallace Never Raised The Defense That The Wallace 
Family Trust Was The True Owner of The Property. 
In her Answer to the Complaint for Quiet Title, Mary Jo Wallace 
affirmatively claimed that she was individually the owner of both Parcel 1 and 
Parcel 2, and she failed to raise the fact that the true owner of Parcel 2 may have 
been The Wallace Family Trust. In her Answer, Mary Jo Wallace failed to raise 
the affirmative defense that she was not the owner of the property. 
I. R. C. P. 12(g) states: 
Waiver or Preservation of Certain Defenses. (1) A defense of 
lack of jurisdiction over the person, insufficiency of process, or 
insufficiency of service of process is waived unless it is made by 
motion prior to filing a responsive pleading and prior to filing any 
other motion, other than a motion for an extension of time to answer 
or otherwise appear or a motion under Rule 40(d)(1) or (2). It is not 
waived, however, by being joined with one or more other motions or 
by filing a special appearance as provided in Rule 4(i)(2). 
Because Mary Jo Wallace failed to raise the lack of jurisdiction over 
herself individually, lack of jurisdiction over The Wallace Family Trust, or failure 
to serve the Trust prior to filing her Answer, she has waived those defenses. 
D. The Plaintiff Should Be Allowed To Amend Its Motion For The 
Entry of The Judgment Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 15(a). 
I.R.C.P. 15(a) states that: 
Amended and supplemental pleadings - Amendments. 
A party may amend the party's pleading once as a matter of course 
at any time before a responsive pleading is served or, if the pleading 
is one to which no responsive pleading is permitted and the action 
has not been placed upon the trial calendar, the party may so amend 
it at any time within twenty (20) days after it is served. Otherwise a 
party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or by written 
consent of the adverse party; and leave shall be freely given when 
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justice so requires, and the court may make such order for the 
payment of costs as it deems proper. A party shall plead in response 
to an amended pleading within the time remaining for response to the 
original pleading or within ten (10) days after service of the amended 
pleading, whichever period may be the longer, unless the court 
otherwise orders. 
The Plaintiff should be allowed to amend its Motion for the Entry of the 
Judgment to include The Wallace Family Trust as a defendant to eliminate any 
ambiguity. I.R.C.P. 15(a) states that (absent consent from the adverse party) 
that the Plaintiff may amend its motion only by leave of Court and such "leave 
shall be freely given when justice so requires". With the Court apprised by a new 
Motion for the Entry of a Judgment, an Amended Judgment could be entered. 
E. The Amended Judgment Should Relate Back Nunc Pro Tune to 
May 4, 2006. 
Rule 15(c). Relation back of amendments. Whenever the claim or 
defense asserted in the amended pleading arose out of the conduct, 
transaction, or occurrence set forth or attempted to be set forth in the 
original pleading, the amendment relates back to the date of the 
original pleading. An amendment changing the party against whom a 
claim is asserted relates back if the foregoing provision is satisfied 
and, within the period provided by law for commencing the action 
against the party, the party to be brought in by amendment (1) has 
received such notice of the institution of the action that the party will 
not be prejudiced in maintaining a defense on the merits, and (2) 
knew or should have known that, but for a mistake concerning the 
identity of the proper party, the action would have been brought 
against the party. The relation back of an amendment joining or 
substituting a real party in interest shall be as provided in Rule 17(a). 
Clearly, the Plaintiff in this matter is entitled to an Amended Motion and 
Judgment properly naming The Wallace Family Trust to eliminate any cloud on 
title, and the Amended Judgment should relate back to May 4, 2006. 
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The Idaho Supreme Court stated that the purpose of the rule is, in part, "to 
allow the best chance for each claim to be determined on its merits rather than 
on some procedural technicality." Clark v. Olsen, 110 Idaho 323, 326, (1986) 
(citation omitted). Clark quoted, with approval, the following language of the 
United States Supreme Court: 
Rule 15(a) declares that leave to amend 'shall be freely given 
where justice so requires'; this mandate is to be heeded. See 
generally, 3 Moore, Federal Practice (2nd ed.1948), ,T,T 15.08, 
15.10. If the underlying facts or circumstances relied upon by 
a plaintiff may be a proper subject of relief, he ought to be 
afforded an opportunity to test his claim on the merits. In the 
absence of any apparent or declared reason-such as undue 
delay, bad faith or dilatory motive on the part of the movant, 
repeated failure to cure deficiencies by amendments 
previously allowed, undue prejudice to the opposing party by 
virtue of the allowance of the amendment, futility of 
amendment, etc.-the leave sought should, as the rules require, 
'be freely given.' Of course, the grant or denial of an 
opportunity to amend is within the discretion of the District 
Court, but outright refusal to grant the leave without any 
justifying reason appearing for the denial is not an exercise of 
discretion; it is merely abuse of that discretion and inconsistent 
with the spirit of the Federal Rules. 
Id. (emphasis added) (quoting Foman v. Davis, 371 U.S. 178, 182, 83 S.Ct. 
227, 230, 9 L.Ed.2d 222, 226 (1962)). See also Drennon v. Fisher, 141 Idaho 
942, 945-46 (2005). 
Clearly, the amendment in this case arose out of the same transaction and 
occurrence as was the parties' Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement of 
2006. Secondly, The Wallace Family Trust and Mary Jo Wallace, individually, 
have received notice of the proposed amendment and will not be prejudiced in 
any way. And clearly, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, knew or should have known 
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that for her mistake concerning "the identity of the proper party, the action would 
have been brought against the party". I.R.C.P. 15(c). 
F. Mary Jo Wallace Should Be Estopped From Claiming The 
Wallace Family Trust Retains an Interest in The Property. 
The issues of Collateral Estoppel and Res Judicata have been examined 
by the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho, most recently in the case of State of 
Idaho vs. Dempsey, 146 Idaho 327 (2008). The court announced in that case 
that the test for Collateral Estoppel and when it should apply is: 
1. Whether the party had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue, 
2. Whether the issue decided in the previous litigation is identical to the 
current issue presented, and 
3. Whether the issue was actually decided in previous litigation and 
whether the issue is necessary to the prior Judgment. 
4. Whether the final Judgment was on the merits. 
5. Whether the party to who the Judgment is asserted against was a party 
or in privity with a party to the prior Judgment. (Id. at 876 and 877). 
In the instant action Mary Jo Wallace individually, who also happens to be 
the Grantor/Settlor, the Trustee, and the beneficiary of the Mary Jo Wallace Trust 
participated in the litigation and ultimately participated in a resolution before the 
court. The issue decided therein (ownership of property) was fully and finally 
resolved on the merits. The question then only remains as to whether or not The 
Wallace Family Trust was in privity with a party to the prior Judgment. As noted 
in the portion of this brief dealing with the privity of the parties and the identical 
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nature of the parties (Mary Jo Wallace and her Trust), it therefore naturally flows, 
based upon the Affidavit submitted in support of the Motion pending before the 
court to amend the Judgment that the Trust was in privity to Mary Jo Wallace, the 
"active" Defendant in this matter. 
The facts in this case are separate and distinct from facts in Brown vs. 
State of Idaho Industrial Special Indemnity Fund, 138 Idaho 493, 65 P3d 515 
(2003) wherein the Supreme Court determined that Collateral Estoppel/Res 
Judicata did not apply as against the State of Idaho Industrial Special Indemnity 
Fund because it was not a party to prior actions. In the Brown case (supra), the 
Supreme Court ruled that the Industrial Commission could not apply the doctrine 
of Res Judicata to conclude that a Workers Compensation Claimed benefit and 
benefit rate was not foreclosed against the Industrial Special Indemnity Fund by 
virtue of a payment settlement with an employer surety because the Industrial 
Special Indemnity Fund was neither a party, nor in privity to the prior action. In 
this instance Mary Jo Wallace and The Wallace Family Trust were one in the 
same person, as referenced in the section of this brief dealing with the identical 
nature of Mary Jo Wallace and her Trust. 
Further the Court of Appeals in the case of Robertson Supply, Inc., vs. 
Nicholls, 131 Idaho 99, 952P2d 914 (1998) held that the doctrine of Judicial 
Estoppel prevents a party from assuming the position in one proceeding and then 
taking an inconsistent position in the subsequent proceeding. While this instant 
case does not deal with a subsequent proceeding, as noted above Mary Jo 
Wallace and her Trust are one in the same, participated in the instant 
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proceeding, and therefore are barred by Judicial Estoppel and Collateral 
Estoppel from taking a position opposed to the Plaintiff in the above-entitled 
matter. The Plaintiff is entitled to an amendment of the Judgment reflecting the 
Judgment's application as against the Trust. 
It is interesting to note in the Robertson case that Nicholls was a principal 
in a corporation as well as an individual against whom an action was sought. 
The Idaho Court of Appeals distinguished the difference between two separate 
causes of action, which is not the case in the instant action. In the instant action 
the original action was brought for the purposes of quieting title against Mary Jo 
Wallace, and "all other persons having an interest" in the property described. 
Because Mary Jo Wallace was and is the Grantorrrrustee/ Beneficiary of her 
Trust, and she did appear and contest in the matter and subsequently consented 
to the entry of Judgment, the Trust must also be bound. It is interesting to note 
that the Court of Appeals in a 1990 case Safeco Insurance Company vs. Yon, 
118 Idaho 367, 796 P2d 1040, 1042 (1990), determined that Collateral Estoppel 
applies if a party against whom an earlier decision is asserted had full and fair 
opportunity to litigate that issue, if the issue decided in the prior litigation is 
identical to the one presented in the second action ( or in this case the 
amendment of the Judgment as against the Trust), if the issue is actually decided 
in the prior litigation and there is a final Judgment on the merits, and if the party 
against whom the plea is asserted is a party in privity with a party to the prior 
adjudication. Based upon the facts shown by the supporting Affidavits, and the 
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court record, all of those requirements have been addressed and met for the 
purposes of amending the Judgment to include The Wallace Family Trust. 
G. The Plaintiff is Entitled to Indemnity and Attorney's Fees 
Pursuant to the Parties' Contract. 
The parties Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement states in 
paragraph 12 that: 
The party hereto who is the prevailing party in any court action 
brought to enforce any of the provisions of this Agreement shall 
recover from the non-prevailing party or parties its costs and 
attorney's fees, including all expert witness costs, incurred in all trials 
and appellate proceedings in said court action. 
Ill. CONCLUSION 
As set forth above, the intent of the parties to transfer the east half of 
vacated 24th street is clear and unequivocal. Mary Jo Wallace was empowered 
in her individual capacity to transfer that property. The Judgment in this matter 
should be clarified to reflect that Mary Jo Wallace, in either her individual 
capacity or that as trustee, did in fact transfer the disputed property to the 
Plaintiff. The Plaintiff should not suffer this purported cloud on title, and is 
entitled to an amended final Judgment that relates back to May 4, 2006, that 
finally quiets title. 
DATED !hi~ day of January, 2010. 
ERIK~for Plaintiff 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
CHARLES M. DODSON , Attorney at Law 
DODSON & RAEON LAW OFFICES 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
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Tel. (208) 664-1577 
Fax: (208) 666-9211 
I.S.B.N. 2134 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
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MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 ) 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in the real property ~ 
which is the subject of this action, ) 
Defendant. ) _________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
AND MOTION FOR AMENDMENT OF 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, by and through its attorney of 
record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby moves this Court pursuant to I.R.C.P. 60(a), 
17(d), 12(g), 15(a) and 15(c), for an Order relieving it from the Judgment entered 
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herein on May 5, 2006, as written and amend it to include The Wallace Family 
Trust as a defendant. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file herein, the Affidavit of 
Arthur Bistline, the Affidavit of Erik P. Smith, and the Memorandum in Support of 
this Motion. 
The Plaintiff requests the right to present oral argument, testimony and 
evidence and to cross-examine the other party, their witnesses and affiants at 
any hearing hereon. 
DATED this~ day of January, 2010~--
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney for Plaintiff 
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16 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
17 
18 Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
19 Delaware limited liability company, 
20 
21 vs. 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
23 liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 





Third P Defendants. 
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On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred to Self Storage, by 
Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as 
Instrument No. 1753361, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. The Warranty Deed by and 
between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self Storage did not include the east half of vacated 
24th Street. On October 24, 2003, Self Storage filed a quiet title action against Mary Jo 
Wallace, individually, respecting the east half of vacated 24th Street which had attached by 
operation of law to Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, in the City 
of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of said Street by Ordinance No. 2245. Title to Lot 3 and Lot 4, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene was and vested in The Wallace Family Trust. 
In the quiet title action by Sherman Self Storage, Inc., against Mary Jo Wallace, individually, 
Mary Jo Wallace appeared pro se at all times relevant. In the quiet title action by Self Storage, 
against Mary Jo Wallace, individually, neither The Wallace Trust nor Global Signal or its 
predecessor in interest was ever served or made a party to CR 03-7690. 
On May 4, 2006, the District Court for the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, 
County of Kootenai entered a fmal Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, quieting title to the east half 
of vacated 24th Street, in Self Storage, recorded as Instrument No. 2029609000, records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho, as against Mary Jo Wallace individually. At the time Mary Jo 
Wallace, individually, transferred Lots 1-12, Block 21, to Self Storage, and the time Self 
Storage instituted the quiet title action against Mary Jo Wallace, and at the time of the District 
Court's Order, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street was properly vested in the Wallace 
Trust, and was not owned by Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
On June 7, 2006, pursuant to the Court's final Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, Self 
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Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim Deed, the east half of vacated 24th Street, 
recorded as Instrument No. 2037064000, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. The Quitclaim 
Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage, however, did not transfer valid title to 
the east half of vacated 24th Street. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, successor in interest to 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. filed its Complaint for ejection, against Global Signal, as to the east 
half of vacated 24th Street, Kootenai County Case No. CV 09-3915. 
II.ARGUMENT 
The Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure provide for consolidation of separate hearings or 
trials under Rule I.R.C.P. 42(a). 
I.R.C.P. 42(a) provides as follows: 
When actions involving a common question of law or fact are 
pending before the court, it may order a joint hearing or trial of any 
or all the matters in issue in the actions; it may order all the actions 
consolidated; and it may make such orders concerning proceedings 
therein as may tend to avoid necessary costs or delay. 
Thus, I.R.C.P. 42(a) permits a court to consolidate cases when the actions involve a 
common question of law or fact. The Idaho Supreme Court has further held that "whenever the 
court is of the opinion that consolidation will expedite a matter and will minimize expense upon 
the public and the parties, an order of consolidation should be made." Harrison v. Taylor, 115 
Idaho at 597, 768 P.2d 1321. 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. v. Mary Jo Wallace, Kootenai County Case No. CV 03-7690 
involved a quiet title action as to ownership of the east half of vacated 24th Street as it abuts Lot 
4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. Similarly, Sherman Storage, LLC v. Global 
Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, Kootenai County Case No. CV 09-3915, involves an action for 
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ejection from and to quite title to the east half of vacated 24th Street as it abuts Lot 4, Block 22, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
Sherman Storage, LLC, Plaintiff is this matter, is the predecessor in interest to Sherman 
Self Storage, Inc., Plaintiff in Case No. 03-7690. Further, Sherman Storage, LLC has sought to 
amend and or seek relief from the judgment entered for its predecessor in interest, Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc. If Sherman Storage, LLC is successful in amending said judgment, it may 
produce an insistent results as between Case No. 03-7690 and Case No. CV 09-3915. 
Because the actions involve a common question of law or fact, separately may produce 
inconsistent results, and because consolidation would expedite the matters, minimize expense 
upon the public and the parties, and maximize judicial economy, an order of consolidation 
should be entered. 
ill. CONCLUSION 
Pursuant to I.RC.P. 42(a) the case of Sherman Self Storage, Inc. v. Mary Jo Wallace, 
Kootenai County Case No. CV 03-7690, should be consolidated with this case, Sherman 
Storage, LLC v. Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, Kootenai County Case No. CV 09-3915, 










DATED this~ day of January, 2010. 
Joel . Hazel 
Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Phone: (208) 667-4000 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
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I, the undersigned, certify that on the&Q.~y of:ij:2~2010, I cause 
a true and correct copy of MEMORANDUM SUPPORMGMO~ C SOLIDATE t 
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Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside Avenue 
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17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, E 
18 Delaware limited liability company, 
111 Defendant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUlSITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaw~e Iimiled liability company, 
21 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 'VS. 
23 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, em Idaho Jimited 
24 liability companyi and THEW ALLACB 
FAMll. Y TRUST; MAP.Y JO WALLACE, 
2S Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
26 
27 
Third PartY Defendants. 
Case No. CV.09-391S 
MOTION TO CONSOLJDA TE AND 
AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
Hearin1 Date: February 2. 2010 \. 
Time: 3:00 p.m. 
Jadp: Lansing L. Haynes 
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14:35 WITHERSPOON KELLY DAVENPORT? KOOTENAI CLERK ;:a-- .---·' NO.214 
COMES NOW, Defendantll1tird Party Plaintiff, Global Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC, by 
and through its attorneys of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm Witherspoon, 
Kelley, Davenpon & Toole, P.S., move this Court pursuant to l.R.C.P. 42(a) for an order 
s consolidating the case of Sherman Self Storage, Inc. v. Mary Jo Wallace, Kootenai County Case 
6 No. CV 03-7690, with this case, Sherman Storage, LLC v. Global Signal Acquisitions JI. LLC, 




The issues in the above entitled cases involve a ~ommon question of fact and law. 
Specifically, Shennan Storage, J.,LC, Plaintiff in this matter, is the predecessoi· in interest to 
10 
II 
Sherman Self Storage, LLC, Plaintiff in Case No. CV 03-7690. Further, Case No. CV 03-7690 
12 was an action to quiet title to the east half of vacated 24'h Street as it abuts Lot 4> BJock 22, 
13 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and the issues of law and fact revolved around title to said 
14 
IS 
vacated street. Similarly, Case No. CV 09~3915 is an action for ejection from the east half of 
vacated 24•h Street as it abuts Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and an 
16 
17 action to quiet title to said vacated street. Actiordingly, in the interest of judicial economy, 
18 Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff contends that the actions should be consolidated under existing 





cases should be had. 
Furthermore, good cause exists to consolidate these matters in order to avoid potentially 
ineonsistent rulings on these issues pending before the Court. That is, Plaintiff' in this m.aner 
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WHEREFORE, the Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, 
2 by and through its undersigned attorneys, hereby moves the Court for an Order Consolidating 
) Case No. CV 09-3915, and Case No. CV 03-7690, under Case No. CV 09-3915. 
4 
This Motion is supported by me Memorandum Supporting Motion to Consolidate, 
s Affidavit of Jason S: Wing filed in support of this Motion and the arguments to be presented at 























argument at the hearing on this Motion 
DATED this _L day of February, 2010. 
Joe . Hazel 
Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 · 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Ph011e: (208) 667-4000 
Attorneys for Defendantllhird Pony Plainriff. 
Global Signal Acquisirions ll LLC 
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AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING 
2 YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED THAT a hearing on Plaintift's Motion to Consolidat 
3 will be held on the lnd day of February, 2010, at 3:00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counse 
4 may be heard, before Judge Lansing L. Haynes at the Kootenai County Courthouse located a 
s 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard a 























DATED this L day ofFebnwry, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Attorneys for Defendantnhird Parl~ Plaintiff. 
Global Signal Acquisitions JI, LLC 
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IN THE DISTIUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
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(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
15 MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
JOHN and JANE DOES lthrough 100, and. all 
16 other persons claiming an interest in the real 


















GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant/ 
Third Party Plaintiff 
OR.DER GRANTING CONSOLIDATION - l 
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vs. 
2 
3 SHER.MAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
_liability company; and THE WALLACE 
4 FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACEl 




Third P Defendants. 
This matter came on for hearing on Defendant Global Signal Acquisition II~ LLC's 
9 ("Global Signal") Motion to Consolidate, Motion to Join an Involuntary Party, Motion to 





represented by attorneys Erik Smith and Charles Dodson. Defendant was represented by Joel 
Hazel. 






1. Global Signal's Rule 19(a)(l) Motion to Join an Involuntary Party and Amend 
Complaint filed on January 4, 2010, 
2. Global Signal's Memorandum Supporting its Rule 19(a)(l) Motion filed on 









3. The Affidavit of Jason Wing in Support of its R1.1le 19 (a)(l) Motion filed on 
January 4, 2010. 
4. Plaintiffs Response to Defend.ant's Motion filed on January 27, 2010. 
5. 
6. 
Global Signal's Motion to Shorten Time filed on January 29, 2010. 
Global Signal's Motion to Consolidate filed on January 29, 2010. 
OR.DER GRANTING CONSOLIPA. TlON - 2 
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7. Global Signal's Memorandum Supporting Motion to Consolidate filed January 29, 
2010. 
8. Affidavit of Jason Wing in Support of Motion to Shorten Time and Consolidate 
filed on Januazy 29, 2010. 
9. 
10. 
Affidavit ofJoel P. Hazel filed on February 2, 2010. 
Demonstrative Exhibit 1, 2 and 3 referred to at the hearing. 
Defendant's Motion to Shorten Time to hear the Motion to Consolidate 1s hereby 
GRANTED. 
Defendant's Motion to Consolidate is hereby GRANTED. After consultation with Judge 
John Luster, who is assigned to case CV 03-7690, these consolidated cases will be assigned to 
the Judge Luster for all future proceedings. Both cases will be referred to under case number 
CV 03-7690 an.d all further filings shall use the caption contained on this Order. 
Given the co\.ut1s order to consolidate these cases and reassign CV 09-3915 matter to 
Judge Luster, this court defers ruling on Defendant's Motions to Join an Involuntary Party and to 
Amend its Complaint and leaves those issues to Judge Luster. 
DATED th.is _g_ day of February, 2010. 
Honorable· 
ORDER GRANTING· CONSOLIDATION · 3 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the Jl day. of J~- . 2010, I cause 
a true and correct copy of ORDER GRANTING CONSOLIDATION to be forwarded, with al 
required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
6 . Erik Smith D U.S. Mail 
7 607 East Lakeside Avenue 





















Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Shennan. Avenue) Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon Kelley 
608 Northwest B]vd, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
1112 Maserati Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89117 






















Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 




Via Fax: (208) 667-8470 
·?-b'° 
U.S.Mail ~()'" 
Hand Delivered ~ ~ 
Overnight Mail S 
Via Fax: 







Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON• KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
JOHN and JANE DOES lthrough 100, and all 
other persons claiming an interest in the real 
property which is the subject of this action, 
Defendant. 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF 
FROM JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR 
AMENDMENT OF JUDGMENT 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C000S6S4.DOC 
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SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 
Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
COMES NOW Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereafter "Global 
Signal"), by and through its attorneys of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm of 
Witherspoon • Kelley hereby objects to Plaintiff Sherman Storage LLC and/or Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc's Motion for Relief from Judgment and Motion for Amendment of Judgment. 






NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is a quiet title action, filed in 2003, consolidated with an action for ejection, filed in 
2009. The 2003 quiet title action was instituted by Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana 









respecting Mary Jo Wallace's sale of her personal property, Lots 1 - 12, Block 21, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene, to Sherman Self Storage, Inc., and the alleged inclusion of certain 
additional property in said sale that was owned by The Wallace Family Trust (namely that 
portion of vacated 24th Street that attached by operation of law to Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene). Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint Spectrum, 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ruDGMENT AND 
MOTION FOR AMENDMENT OF ruDGMENT - 2 
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possessed a lease-hold interest in Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and that 
portion of vacated 24th Street that attached to Lot 4 by operation oflaw. 
Neither The Wallace Family Trust, nor Sprint Spectrum was made a party to the 2003 
action. Mary Jo Wallace was initially represented by Jeffrey Andrews, colleague to Plaintiff 
Sherman Storage's current counsel Erik Smith. Early in the 2003 action, however, Mr. Andrews 
withdrew as counsel for Mary Jo Wallace. Thereafter, Mary Jo Wallace proceeded in the action 
pro se. A stipulated agreement was apparently reached as between pro se Defendant Mary Jo 
Wallace, and Sherman Self Storage, Inc., as represented to the Court by Arthur Bistline, attorney 
for Plaintiff Sherman Self Storage; the terms of which did not entirely reflect the intent of the 
parties. (See, Bistline Aff., Exhibit 11611). 
The consolidated 2009 action was instituted by Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, as against Global Signal, for ejection from property allegedly obtained in the 
2003 action (that portion of vacated 24th Street that attached by operation of law to Lot 4, Block 
22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene). Sherman Storage purchased Lots 1 - 12, Block 21, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, from Sherman Self Storage, Inc. The Wallace Family 
Trust owns Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and that portion of 
vacated 24th Street that attached to Lots 3 and 4 by operation oflaw. Global Signal has a long-
term lease-hold interest in Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and that 
portion of vacated 24th Street that attached to Lot 4 by operation of law. 
UNDISPUTED FACTS 
1. On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred by Warranty 
Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, to Sherman Self Storage. 
(Wing Aff., Exhibit "H"). 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
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2. Brent Schlotthauer, attorney for Sherman Self Storage, Inc., obtained an Old 
Republic National Title Insurance Litigation Guarantee dated August 13, 2003, identifying the 
owner of Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and that portion of 
vacated 24th Street that attached thereto by operation oflaw, as The Wallace Family Trust, and 
lists as exceptions to the policy: a Record of Survey recorded on January 31, 1997, by Sprint 
Spectrum, predecessor in interest to Global Signal, and Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
recorded July 9, 1996. (Hazel Aff., Exhibit "N"; Wing Aff. Exhibits "F" and "G"). 
3. On October 24, 2003, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, was served with the 
Summons and Complaint in Plaintiff Sherman Self Storage's quiet title action. (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "I"). 
4. On April 7, 2006, Sherman Self Storage transferred, by Corporate Warranty Deed, 
Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, to Sherman Storage. (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit II J"). 
5. On or about May 4, 2006, this Court entered its Judgment in Case No. CV 03-
7690. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "K"). 
A. 
ARGUMENT 
PLAINTIFF SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED RELIEF FROM THE JUDGMENT 
UNDER I.R.C.P. 60(a), BECAUSE PLAINTIFF'S FAILURE TO SUE THE CORRECT 
PARTY IS NOT A MERE CLERICAL MIST AKE. 
I. Failure to sue the correct party is not a mere clerical mistake. 
Plaintiffs attempted use of Rule 60(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure to seek relief 
from this Court's Judgment is inappropriate. Rule 60(a) may only be used to correct "Clerical 
mistakes in judgments, orders or other parts of the record ... " In contrast, Rule 5 9( e) is used to 
alter or amend the judgment to "correct legal or factual errors occurring in proceedings" before 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
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the Court. Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 979 P.2d 107 (1999). Similarly, Rule 
60(b)(l) is used to correct "errors or omissions committed by an attorney ... " Silsby v. Kepner, 
140 Idaho 410 (2004 ). 
A clerical mistake "is a type of mistake or omission mechanical in nature which is 























Dursteler v. Dursteler, 112 Idaho 594, 597, 733 P.2d 815 (Crt. App. 1987). The mistake or 
inadvertence described under Rule 60(b) "applies primarily to errors or omissions committed by 
an attorney or by the court which are not apparent on the record." Id. Rule 59(e) is used to 
correct errors of a similar "substantial nature." Id. 
The failure of Plaintiff to join and proceed against The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint 
Spectrum, Global Signal's predecessor in interest, is not a mere clerical mistake but a legal 
decision, error or omission of Plaintiffs attorney. Prior to the initiation of the instant action, 
Plaintiffs attorney obtained a Litigation Guarantee from Old Republic National Title Insurance 
Company respecting the subject property. In that Litigation Guarantee, the owner of record is 
unambiguously identified in Schedule A, Page 1, as The Wallace Family Trust, not Mary Jo 
Wallace. (Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit N). In fact, no reference whatsoever is made to 
Mary Jo Wallace in Plaintiffs Litigation Guarantee. See, Id. What is more, Global Signal's lease-
hold interest in the subject property is clearly identified in Schedule B, Page 2. Id. 
Plaintiff and its counsel had actual knowledge that The Wallace Family Trust and Global 
Signal's predecessor in interest were necessary parties to its quiet title action, and simply failed 
or omitted to name said parties, apparently for some tactical reason. Plaintiffs failure to name 
The Wallace Family Trust and Global Signal's predecessor in interest is neither apparent on the 
record, nor the product of a mechanical error on the part of the Court. Rather, Plaintiffs failure 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
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wholly involves a decision by or judgment of its attorney, is not a mere clerical mistake, and can 
thus only be cured under Rule 59(e) or 60(b). 
A motion to alter or amend a judgment under Rule 59(e) "shall be served not later than 
fourteen (14) days after entry of the judgment." I.R.C.P. 59(e). Relief from a judgment under 
Rule_ 60(b) shall be made by motion "not more than six (6) months after the judgment." I.R.C.P. 
60(b). The judgment was entered in the 2003 action on May 4, 2006. (Bistline Aff., 'if 12). As 
such, Plaintiffs opportunity to seek relief from or amend the judgment has long since passed. 
2. A trustee cannot represent a trust pro se. 
Assuming the Court finds that the Judgment rendered against Mary Jo Wallace was a 
clerical error, Plaintiff should not be granted relief because Plaintiffs proposed "corrected" 
judgment would result in judgment being rendered against a Trust, impermissibly represented by 
a pro se Defendant Trustee. 
As the Idaho Supreme Court recently noted, "[i]t is fairly well-established that a trustee's 
duties in connection with his or her office do not include the right to present an argument pro se 
in the courts." Indian Springs, LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC, 147 Idaho 737, 215 P.3d 
457, 465 (2009). The Court went on to note that "[a]lthough a non-attorney may appear prose 
on his own behalf, that privilege is personal to him. By representing the trust pro se, the trustee 
would be representing the interests of other, i.e. the beneficiaries, and would therefore be 






representing and could not have represented The Wallace Family Trust, pro se, as Plaintiff 
argues. 
For these reasons, Plaintiffs Motion should be denied. 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
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B. PLAINTIFF'S USE OF RULE 17(d) IS IMPROPER BECAUSE NEITHER THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, NOR GLOBAL SIGNAL'S PREDECESSOR IN 
INTEREST, WERE "UNKNOWN PARTIES" TO PLAINTIFF. 
Plaintiffs use of Rule 17( d) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure to justify its failure to 
name The Wallace Family Trust and Global Signal's predecessor in interest as Defendants is 
both disingenuous and improper. First, neither The Wallace Family Trust, nor Sprint Spectrum, 
Global Signal's predecessor in interest, were an "unknown party". As described above, Plaintiff 
obtained a Litigation Guarantee prior to the institution of its quiet title action against Mary Jo 
Wallace. Plaintiffs Litigation Guarantee unambiguously identified the owner of the subject 
property as The Wallace Family Trust, not Mary Jo Wallace. (Hazel Aff., Exhibit "N"). Further, 
Plaintiffs Litigation Guarantee clearly identified the lease-hold interest of Sprint Spectrum, 
Global Signal's predecessor in interest. 
Second, assuming arguendo, that The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum, Global 
Signal's predecessor in interest, were unknown parties to Plaintiff, Plaintiffs simple inclusion of 
"John and Jane Does 1 through 100" did not provide adequate notice of Plaintiffs quiet title 
action to effectuate a judgment against said parties. Companion to Rule 17 ( d) is Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 10(a)(5). Cluffv. Bonner County, 121 Idaho 184, 186, 824 P.2d 115 (1991). 
Rule 10(a)(5) provides that "[w]hen persons are made parties by the designation of unknown 
owners, there shall be added to such designation a brief description of the property of which 
such persons are claimed or supposed to be unknown owners." 
Plaintiff failed to include a description of the subject property, brief or otherwise, in its 
complaint. Having failed to provide even a brief description of the property of which The 
Wallace Family Trust was a supposed unknown owner, Plaintiff cannot avail itself of Rule 17(d) 
of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
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For these reasons, Plaintiffs Motion should be denied. 
MARY JO WALLACE'S FAILURE TO RAISE THE AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE OF 
LACK OF PERSONAL illRISDICTION IS NEITHER RELEVANT NOR DOES IT 
CURE PLAINTIFF'S FAILURE TO SUE THE CORRECT PARTIES. 
Plaintiff attempts to argue that Mary J Wallace's individual failure to raise the affirmative 
defense of lack of personal jurisdiction is imputed to The Wallace Family Trust and/or Sprint 
Spectrum. Similarly, Plaintiff argues that Mary J Wallace's individual failure to raise the 
affirmative defense of insufficiency of process is imputed to The Wallace Family Trust and/or 
Sprint Spectrum. These arguments are unavailing. 
First, it is likely that Mary Jo Wallace chose not to raise the affirmative defense of 
personal jurisdiction or adequacy of service, simply because said defenses were unavailable. 
That is, the record reveals no deficiency in service upon Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
Similarly, since Plaintiffs quiet title claim arose out of a property transaction respecting 
property individually owned by Mary Jo Wallace, Lots 1 - 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, personal jurisdiction was not in dispute as to Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
Second, assuming for the sake of argument that Mary Jo Wallace failed to raise the 
affirmative defense of personal jurisdiction or adequacy of service, said failure was personal 
only as to Mary Jo Wallace. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum were never 
properly joined as parties to Plaintiffs quiet title action and could not therefore have waive their 
affirmative defenses. To hold otherwise would require a party defendant to perform the work of 
plaintiffs counsel by notifying plaintiff of each necessary defendant to be joined. Surely it is not 
the case that Mary Jo Wallace, or any other party defendant, is under any obligation to assist 
Plaintiff in prosecuting its claim, which is why Plaintiffs counsel obtained the Litigation 
Guaranty in this matter, to identify necessary party defendants. 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
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For these reasons, Plaintiffs Motion should be denied. 
PLAINTIFF SHOULD NOT BE PERMITTED TO AMEND ITS MOTION FOR THE 
ENTRY OF JUDGMENT UNDER I.R.C.P. 15{a) BECAUSE A "MOTION" IS NOT A 
"PLEADING" AS DEFINED UNDER RULE 7{a). 
Plaintiffs attempt to "Amend its Motion" pursuant to Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure is fatally flawed. Rule 15(a) provides in relevant part that "[a] party may amend 






















served... Otherwise a party may amend a pleading only by leave of court or by written 
consent. .. " What Plaintiff wishes to amend, however, is not a pleading but a motion. 
"Pleading" is defined under Rule 7(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. Rule 7(a) provides: 
There shall be a complaint and an answer; and there shall be a reply 
to a counterclaim denominated as such; an answer to a cross-claim, 
if the answer contains a cross-claim; a third-party complaint, if a 
person who was not an original party is summoned under Rule 14 
and there shall be a third-party answer, if a third-party complaint is 
served. No other pleading shall be allowed, except that the court 
may order a reply to an answer or a third-party answer 
As is clear from Rule 7(a), a motion is not a "pleading". As such, Plaintiffs Motion for 
the Entry of Judgment may not be amended under Rule 15(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure. 
E. 
For these reasons, Plaintiffs Motion should be denied. 
PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED AMENDMENT AND/OR JUDGMENT SHOULD NOT 
RELATE BACK BECAUSE A "MOTION" AND/OR JUDGMENT IS NOT A 
"PLEADING", NEITHER CAN BE AMENDED UNDER RULE 15(a). AND SHOULD 
.NOT THEREFORE RELATE BACK UNDER RULE 15(c). 
Plaintiff seeks to amend its Motion and/or the Judgment under Rule 15(a), and have said 
motion and/or judgment relate back under Rule 15( c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. As 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
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argued above, however, only pleadings may be amended under Rule 15(a). Because Plaintiffs 
Motion for the Entry of Judgment is not a pleading, and because an Amended Judgment is not a 
pleading, neither can be amended under Rule 15(a). Similarly, only pleadings may relate back 
under Rule 15(c). Rule 15(c) provides in relevant party that "[w]henever the claim or defense 
asserted in the amended pleading arose out of the conduct, transaction, or occurrence ... the 
amendment relates back ... " 
Because Plaintiffs Motion for the Entry of Judgment and Plaintiffs proposed Amended 
Judgment are not "pleadings", neither may relate back under Rule 15(c) of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure. 
F. 
For these reasons, Plaintiffs Motion should be denied. 
THE DEFENSE OF COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL IS NOT PROPERLY BEFORE THE 
COURT BY WAY OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION, AND COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL AS 
TO MARY JO WALLACE, INDIVIDUALLY, IS NOT IMPUTED TO THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST AND/OR GLOBAL SIGNAL. 
"The plea of res judicata is an affirmative defense." Foster v. City of St. Anthony, 122 
Idaho 883, 890 841 P.2d 413 (1992) (citing, Collard v. Universal Auto. Ins. Co., 55 Idaho 560, 
45 P.2d 288 (1935)). Addressing affirmative defenses, Idaho Rule of Civil procedure 8(c) 
provides: 
Affirmative Defenses - In pleading to a preceding pleading, a 
party shall set forth affirmatively accord and satisfaction, 
arbitration and award, assumption of risk, contributory or 
comparative negligence, discharge in bankruptcy, duress, estoppel, 
failure of consideration, fraud, illegality, injury by fellow servant, 
laches, license, payment, release, res judicata, statute of frauds, 
statute of limitations, waiver and any other matter constituting an 
avoidance or affirmative defense. When a party has mistakenly 
designated a defense as a counterclaim or a counterclaim as a 
defense, the court on terms, if justice so requires, shall treat the 
pleading as if there had been a proper designation. 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND 
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As such, the affirmative defense of res judicata must be contained in a pleading. A pleading, as 
argued above, does not include a motion such as Plaintiffs Motion for Relief from Judgment. 
Not only is it improper for Plaintiff, Sherman Self Storage, Inc., to assert an affirmative 
defense disguised as a claim, against Defendant Mary Jo Wallace, but the record is void of any 
evidence of Plaintiff properly pleading the affirmative defense of res judicata in either Case No. 
CV 03-7690, or Case No. CV 09-3915. 
Further, Plaintiff hopes to use an amended judgment obtained in the 2003 case, Case No. 
CV 03-7690, as a sword against Global Signal in the 2009 case, Case No. CV 09-3915, to eject 
it from the real property it has leased and occupied since 1996, pursuant to a 25 year lease 
evidenced by a PCS Site Agreement and Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, recorded as 
Instrument No. 1453059, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Aff., Exhibits "E" and "F"). 
Res judicata, however, may not be used in these respective cases because the claims and parties 
are both dissimilar. The 2003 case was solely an action to quiet title as against Mary Jo 
Wallace. In contrast, the 2009 case was solely an action to eject Global Signal from certain real 
property. What is more, in each case, the only common party is the party seeking to assert the 
defense of res judicata: Plaintiff Sherman Self Storage, Inc. in Case No. CV 03-7690, and 
Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC in Case No. CV 09-3915. 
Finally, assuming for the sake of argument that Mary Jo Wallace, individually, is 
estopped, estoppel is not imputed to Global Signal who was not a party to or in privity with a 
party to the 2003 action. 
G. 
For these reasons, Plaintiffs Motion should be denied. 
PLAINTIFF IS NOT ENTITLED TO INDEMNITY FROM THE WALLACE FAMILY 
TRUST OR FROM GLOBAL SIGNAL BECAUSE NEITHER WERE PARTY TO ANY 
CONTRACT OR AGREEMENT WITH PLAINTIFF. 
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The alleged Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement identified by Plaintiff was by and 
between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Plaintiff Sherman Self Storage, Inc. The Wallace 
Family Trust was not a party to the Settlement Agreement. Global Signal's predecessor in 
interest, Sprint Spectrum, was not a party to the Settlement Agreement. As such, neither The 
Wallace Family Trust, not Global Signal may be held accountable for or required to indemnify 
Plaintiff for its attorneys' fees. 
For these reasons, Plaintiffs Motion should be denied. 
CONCLUSION 
Because each of Plaintiffs proposed procedural maneuvers is fatally flawed, Plaintiffs 
Motion for Relief from Judgment and/or Motion to Amend Jud 
DATED this~ day of February, 2010. 
azel 
Jaso S. Wing 
ent should be denied. 
Att rneys for Defendant, 
GI bal Signal Acquisitions JI, LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the JL day of February, 2010, I caused a true an 
correct copy of DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RELIE 
FROM JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR AMENDMENT OF JUDGMENT to be forwarded, 
with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik Smith -
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
n~,.,..,,-
t:: ... / U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 






Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 
\~ '-MimaPle1s 
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MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
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other persons claiming an interest in the real 











GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 





Third Party Plaintiff 
ORDER REQUIRING MEDIATION! 
~~W0-IOO&INITI116Z3ll\DOO;l\QI00134l,PQI; 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated. with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
ORDER REQUIRING MEDIATION 








SHERMA.N STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 
Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Pan Defendants. 
The: parties hereto having stipulated for an order req\.tlring mediation in this action, an 
8 · good ca~e appearing therefor; 
g l! JS HEREBY ORDERED that the parties to this lawsuit are hereby ordered t 


















writing setting forth the results of the mediation session . 
.,..., .£h.;\ 
DATED this _3__ day of MJat, 2010. 
ORDER REQUilUNG MEDIATION2 
lC.~wws1m111Wn\162l!NIOOJ\C0001341J:10c 
JUDOE JOHN P. LUSTER 
DISTRICT COURT ruDGE 




CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the -9!i day of____,_~~~_, 20 I 0, I caused a true and correct 
4 copy of the ORDER to be fo1wardcd, with all rcq · d charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
























Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S. 
Toe Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
OIU>'ER ABQUIJUNO MEDIA TION3 
IC:1Mioolcdlmairil162.!9lll0031C00O1!141,D0C 
U.S. Mail 
_ Hand DeHvery 
Overnight Mail f Faosimile: (208) 765-9110 
U.S. Mail 
_ Hand Delivery 
Overnight Mail 
~ Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 420 of 1621
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
_ 6 _Co_eur_d' Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-3915) 
16 vs. AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSES,COUNTERCLAIM,AND 
17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT 
18 Delaware limited liability company, 
19 Defendant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
21 




SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
24 liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 




Third Party Defendants, 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, AND TIDRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT- 1 
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COMES NOW the Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, 
by and through its attorney of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm of 
Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., and hereby submits the following answer, 
affirmative defenses, and counterclaims to the Complaint of Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
(hereinafter "Plaintiff')., and for third-party causes of action against Third Party Defendant The 
~allace Family Trust, and Plaintiff/Third Party Defendant Sherman Storage, LLC, and alleges 
as follows: 
Global Signal denies each and every claim and allegation unless expressly and 
specifically admitted herein. 
I. ANSWER 
1.1 In answer to paragraph 1, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
1.2 In answer to paragraph 2, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
1.3. In answer to paragraph 3, Global Signal admits the existence of a lease for a 
certain cell phone tower facility, and that said lease provides for an access easement over and 





In answer to paragraph 4, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 5, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 6, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
II. AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
/ 
In further answer to Plaintiff's Complaint, and by way of affirmative defenses, Global 
Signal alleges as follows: 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - 2 
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2.1 Plaintiff's Complaint, in whole or in part, fails to state a claim upon which relief 
can be granted. 
2.2 Plaintiff's Complaint is barred for failure to mitigate its.damages, and Plaintiff's 




Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense of laches. 
Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense estoppel. 
2.5 Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense of unclean hands. 
Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the statute of limitations. 2.6 
2.7 Plaintiff's Complaint is barred because Plaintiff had actual and constructive 
notice of Global Signal's and its predecessor's Leases. 
2.8 Plaintiff's Complaint is barred because, notwithstanding the courts judgment 
entered on or about May 1, 2006, as any interest Plaintiff may have acquired in the property at 
issue by way of said judgment was acquired subject to the Lease recorded July 9, 1996 as 
Instrument No. 1453059, and June 7, 2005 as Instrument No. 1955026. 
2.9 Plaintiffs Complaint should be denied because Plaintiff does not hold title to the 
property from which it seeks to evict Defendant. / 
2.10 Global Signal reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as 
discovery progresses. 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal prays for relief as follows: 
1. That Plaintiff's Complaint be denied in full; 
2. That Global Signal have judgment for attorneys' fees and costs as allowed at law 
or equity; and 
DEFENDANT'S. AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT- 3 
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3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 
4. That title to the east half of vacated 24th Street as it abuts Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, Idaho, be quieted in favor of the 
Wallace Family Trust. 
III. COUNTERCLAIMS 
COMES NOW, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereafter "Global Signal"), by and 
through its attorneys, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing, and for its claims against Sherman 
Storage, LLC (hereinafter "Sherman") states as follows: 
PARTIES 
3.1 Sherman is an Idaho limited liability company owning real property in the 
County of Kootenai, State ofldaho. 
3.2 Global Signal is a Delaware limited liability company authorized to do business 
in Idaho and possessing a leasehold interested in certain real property located in the County of 
Kootenai, State of Idaho. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
3.3 On or about June 24, 1996, Sprint Spectrum L.P. entered into a PCS Site ,,. 
Agreement (hereinafter "Lease") with the Wallace Family Trust. A Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement was recorded as instrument number 1453059 on July 9, 1996 in the records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
3.4 Pursuant to the Lease, Sprint Spectrum leased certain real property from the 
Wallace Trust including a small portion of the east half of vacated 24th Street in Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho. , 
DEFENDANT'S.. · AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - 4 
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3 .5 Sherman is the successor in interest to Sherman Self Storage, Inc., and owner of 
the property subject to the easement. 
3.6 Global Signal is the successor in interest to Sprint Spectrum and has all rights and 





COUNT I-TRESPASS I INTERFERENCE WITH EASEMENT 
Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all paragraphs herein. 
Global Signal has an "unrestricted right of access" over and across Sherman's 
Sherman has interfered with and obstructed Global Signal's access to and use and 
enjoyment of the easement guaranteed under the Lease. 
3.10 Sherman has built improvements directly upon Global Signal's easement. 
3 .11 Sherman's interference with and obstruction of Global Signal's easement and 










3.12 Global Signal has been damaged in an amount to be determined at trial. 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal respectfully requests this Court grant its claim for trespass 
and issue a permanent injunction as against Sherman, and afforded such other relief to which / 
Global Signal may be entitled, including but not limited to, damages, costs and attorney's fees. 
Further, Sherman's conduct has been oppressive, fraudulent, malicious and/or outrageous and 
Global Signal therefore reserves the right to amend this Defendant's Answer, Affirmative 




DEFENDANT'S. AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - 5 
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COUNT II - BREACH OF LEASE AND 
VIOLATION OF COVENANT OF QUIET POSSESSION 
3 .13 Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all paragraphs herein. 
3.14 Global Signal has held a lease-hold interest in Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
. Add1tion to Coeur d'Alene, and that portion of vacated 24th Street that attached thereto by 
operation of law, since 1996. 
3 .15 On or about September 20, 2002, Sherman Self Storage, Inc. acquired Lots 1 -
12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, by warranty deed from Mary Jo Wallace, 
individually, recorded as Instrument No. 1753361, Records of Kootenai County. 
3 .16 On or about May 1, 2006, Sherman Self Storage allegedly acquired an interest in 
that portion of vacated 24th Street that had attached by operation of law to Lot 4, Block 22, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
3.17 On or about May 22, 2006, Sherman Storage, LLC acquired from Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc., by corporate warranty deed, Lots 1 - 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. 
3.18 On or about June 13, 2006, Sherman Storage, LLC allegedly acquired from 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc., by quitclaim deed, the eastern half of vacated 24th Street that had 
attached by operation of law to Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
3.19 Since 1996, Global Signal's lease-hold interest has been physically manifest and 
evidenced . by a cell tower facility consisting of a concrete shelter structure measuring 
approximately 40' x 20', adjacent to the facilities approximately 120' antenna array, cabling, 
conduit, electronic switching equipment, and backup generator, all-together consuming the 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT· 6 
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entirety of the nearly 2,500 square feet of leased property, all completely encircled by a 6' chain 
link and barbed wire fence. 
3.20 Global Signal's physical presence on Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, and that portion of vacated 24th Street that attached thereto by operation of law, 
provided actual notice of Global Signal's lease-hold interest, to both Shennan Self Storage, Inc., 
and Sherman Storage, LLC. 
3.21 Global Signal's lease-hold interest is evidenced by that certain Memorandum of 
PSC Site Agreement, recorded on July 9, 1996 as Instrument No. 1453059, Records of Kootenai 
County. 
3.22 Global Signal's lease-hold interest is evidenced by that certain Record of Survey, 
recorded on January 22, 1997 as Instrument No. 1478072, Records of Kootenai County. 
3.23 The recorded Memorandum of PSC Site Agreement, and Record of Survey 
provided actual and constructive notice of Global Signal's lease-hold interest, to both Sherman 
Self Storage, Inc., and Sherman Storage, LLC. 
3.24 Having both actual and constructive notice of Global Signal's lease-hold interest 
in Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and that portion of the east half of 
vacated 24th Street that attached thereto by operation of law, any interested in said property 
acquired by Sherman Self Storage, Inc., and/or Sherman Storage, LLC, was taken subject to 
Global Signal's lease-hold interest. 
3.25 Global Signal's lease-hold interest is governed by that certain PSC Site 
Agreement, Memorandum of PSC Site Agreement, and any amendments thereto ( collectively 
hereinafter the "Lease"). 
DEFENDANT'S_ AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - 7 
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3.26 The Lease expressly provides that it applies to and binds the heirs, successors, 
executors, administrators and assigns of the parties to the agreement. 
3.27 The Wallace Family Trust was a party to the Lease. 
3.28 Sherman Self Storage, Inc. claimed, by its quiet title action, and Sherman 
Storage, LLC claims, by its action for ejection, that they acquired an interest in the subject 
property from The Wallace Family Trust. Therefore, if it is determined that Sherman Storage, 
LLC has title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, it is a successor or assign to The Wallace 
Family Trust under the Lease and is thus bound by the terms of the Lease. 
3.29 The Lease provides that it is for a term of five (5) years commencing on June 24, 
1996, which term is subject to four (4) additional five (5) year extension periods. Therefore, the 
Lease expires in June of 2021. 
3.30 The Lease provides that Global Signal is entitled to access to the leased site at all 
times and is entitled to quiet possession of the lease site. 
3.31 Failure to provide access to and/or quiet possession of the leased site is an event 





3.32 The Lease provides that Global Signal is entitled to indemnification by Sherman 
Storage, LLC, as successor, for any default under the Lease. / 
3.33 Sherman Storage, LLC's action to eject Global Signal from the leased property 
23 has deprived Global Signal of its quiet possession of the leased site and Sherman Storage, LLC 





3.34 Global Signal has been damaged by Sherman Storage, LLC's breach of the Lease 
in an amount to be proven at trial. 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - 8 
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3.35 Global Signal is entitled to indemnification from Sherman Storage, LLC for its 
deprivation of Global Signal's quiet possession of the leased site, including attorneys fees, costs, 
and losses arising therefrom. 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal respectfully prays for relief as follows, including costs 
and attorney's fees: 
1. For a money judgment against Sherman Storage, LLC for breach of the Lease 
and breach of the covenant of quiet enjoyment in an arriount to be proven at trial. 





For an award of attorney's fees and costs for breach of the Lease and pursuant to 
If judgment is taken by default, attorneys' fees should be awarded in the amount of 
For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable. 
COUNT III - QUIET TITLE 
3.36 Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all paragraphs herein. 
3.37 On April 10, 1987, The Wallace Family Trust was established. 
3.38 On February 19, 1988 the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the 
Wallace Trust, by' Warranty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 1114099, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
3.39 On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th Street and the east 
and west halves of said vacated street reverted to the respective adjacent property owners, by 
Ordinance No. 2245, recorded as Instrument No. 1164732, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
3.40 At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 24th Street, the adjacent 
property owner to the west of vacated 24th Street (Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore 
DEFENDANT'S.. _ AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT - 9 
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Addition) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. The adjacent property owner to the east of 
vacated 24th Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition) was the Wallace Family 
Trust. 
3.41 Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest, Self Storage, allegedly acquired title to 
























3.42 The Wallace Family Trust was never made a party to the quiet title action. 
3.43 The quiet title action is a nullity as against the Wallace Family Trust's title to the 
east half of vacated 24th Street. 
3.44 The Wallace Family Trust possesses an unbroken chain of title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street as it abuts Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
3.45 Since the Wallace Family Trust possesses an unbroken chain of title to the east 
half of vacated 24th Street as it abuts Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene, title to said east half of vacated 24th Street should be quieted in The Wallace Family 
Trust. 
IV. THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereafter "Global Signal") alleges the following 
Third Party Complaint against The Wallace Family Trust (hereinafter "Wallace Trust"), and 
Sherman Storage, LLC (hereinafter "Sherman Storage"): 
PARTIES 
4.1 The Wallace Family Trust owns certain real property in Kootenai County, Idaho. 
4.2 Sherman Storage, LLC, is an Idaho limited liability company owning real 
property in the Kootenai County, Idaho. 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT- 10 
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4.3 Global Signal is a Delaware limited liability company authorized to do business 
in Idaho and possessing a leasehold interested in certain real property ovmed by the Wallace 
Trust, located in the Kootenai County, Idaho. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
4.4 On or about June 24, 1996, Sprint Spectrum L.P. entered into a PCS Site 
Agreement (hereinafter "Lease11 ) with the Wallace Family Trust. A Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement was recorded as instrument number 1453059 on July 9, 1996 in the records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
4.5 Pursuant to the Lease, Sprint Spectrum leased certain real property from the 
Wallace Trust including a small portion of the east half of vacated 24th Street in Coeur d'Alene, 
Idaho. 
4.6 Global Signal is the successor in interest to the Sprint Spectrum Lease. 
4.7 Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest was Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a 












4.8 Self Storage allegedly acquired title to the east half of vacated 24th Street through 
a quiet title action involving Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
4.9 Mary Jo Wallace, however, did not hold title to the subject property at the time of 
said quiet title action, or ever. 
4.10 At the time of the quiet title action, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street was 
vested in The Wallace Family Trust. 
4.11 The Wallace Family Trust was never made a party to the quiet title action which 
purportedly quieted title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in Self Storage. 
DEFENDANT'S', AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
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4.12 The court's order quieting title in Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest is a 
nullity and Sherman Storage is unable to prove ari unbroken chain of title as to the subject real 
property. 
4.13 Because the property to which Global Signal possesses a leasehold interest in has 
a clouded title, Global Signal has sought and obtained assignment of the Wallace Family Trust's 
right to quiet title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, in said Trust. 
COUNT I - INDEMNITY 
4.14 Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all paragraphs herein. 
4.15 The Lease to which Global Signal is a successor in interest grants Global Signal a 
leasehold interest in property located entirely within property owned by the Wallace Family 
Trust, as described in the Lease. 
4.16 The term of the Lease is for five (5) years commencing on June 24, 1996, which 
term is subject to four (4) additional five (5) year extension periods, by Global Signal. 












4.18 If the Wallace Family Trust has conveyed any portion of the property to which 
Global Signal has a leasehold interest in, Global Signal has incurred costs -and fees for any 
resulting encroachment to property which the Wallace Family Trust conveyed but leased to 
Global Signal. 
4.19 Where Global Signal has incurred costs and fees for any resulting encroachment 
to property which the Wallace Family Trust does not own but leased to Global Signal, Global 
Signal should be indemnified by the Wallace Trust. 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
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WHEREFORE, Global Signal respectfully prays for relief as follows, including costs 
and attorney's fees: 
1. For a money judgment against the Wallace Family Trust for breach of the Lease 
and breach of the covenant of quiet enjoyment in an amount to be proven at trial. 
2. 
3. 
For an award of pre and post judgment interest on any liquidated amounts. 
For an award of attorney's fees and costs for breach of the Lease and pursuant to 
Idaho law. If judgment is taken by default, attorneys' fees should be awarded in the amount of 
$20,000.00. 
4. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable. 
DATEDthis+b-dayofl ~~til 2010. 
/ 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
Jofl p. Haze(~ 
Jason S Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal 
Acquisitions II, LLC 
DEFENDANT'S. .. AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the l /t day of 9g21l , 2010, I caused 
a true and correct copy of AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, 
COUNTERCLAIM, AND THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT to be forwarded, with all required 
charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
G,,-- U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
~US.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWER, AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES, COUNTERCLAIM, AND THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT-14 
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Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON • KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions IL LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through 100, and all 
other persons claiming an interest in the real 
property which is the subject of this action, 
Defendant. 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, THE 
WALLACEFAMILYTRUST,MARY JO 
WALLA CE, Trustee of The Wallace Family 
Trust, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT, 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, 
LLC'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE 
ORDER, MOTION TO AMEND 
ANSWER AND MOTION TO JOIN 
INVOLUNTARY PARTY 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORD 
MOTION TO AlvIBND ANSWER AND MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY - 1 
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Claimant/ Third Party 
Plaintiff I Involuntary 
Third Party Plaintiff 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 
Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party 
Defendants. 
This matter crune on for hearing on Global Signal Acquisitions, LLC's (hereinafte 
"Global Signal") Motion for Protective Order, Motion to Amend Answer, Affirmative Defenses 
Counterclaims and Third Party Complaint, and Motion to Join Involuntary Party pursuant t 
Rule19 (a)(l) on April 15, 2000. Global Signal was represented by Joel P. Hazel ofWitherspoo 
Kelley, Sherman Storage, LLC, was represented by Erik Smith and Charles Dodson, Th 
Wallace Family Trust was not present nor represented by counsel. The Court having considere 
the arguments of counsel thereon, and good cause appearing therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
1. That Global Signal's Protective Order is granted, the above entitled Plaintiff shall 
not take the depositions of Joel P. Hazel, Jason S. Wing, and Mirna Pleines, nor seek discovery 
respecting said individuals conversations or communications with Mary Jo Wallace. 
2. That Global Signal is hereby granted leave to file its Amended Answer, 
Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaims and Third Party Complaint; and 
II 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORD 
MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY - 2 
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3. Global Signal is authorized to join The Wallace Family Trust as an Involuntary 
Thirty Party Plaintiff. 
DATED this ~~ay of--LA~p~ ...... i_.__\ __ 2010. 
J:).,e__ '?..:LJc_of ~ 
HONORABLE JOHN P. LUSTER 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORD 
MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY - 3 
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I, the undersigned, certify that on the / 0 day o -L--'-"'-''---1--' 2010, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the ORDER GRANTING DEFE T, GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S MOTION FOR PROTECT! ORDER, MOTION TO 
AMEND ANSWER AND MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY to be forwarded, 
with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon • Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 


















Via Fax: (208) 666-9 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORD 
MOTION TO AMEND ANSWER AND MOTION TO JOIN INVOLUNTARY PARTY - 4 
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Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON • KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
\,t-._;·: GF l [l ,.\HO ~ !;S 
;Jll:·! I\' OF i·\J:~;-'.ENAlf" 
IL.'.:.> 
'i0'n I'''! I 1, r•\,1 1: Lil 
(.,'.: .i I .. '. t , -r 111 u ,4 
Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions IL LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
JOHN and JANE DOES !through 100, and all 
other persons claiming an interest in the real 
property which is the subject of this action, 
Defendant. 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, THE 
WALLACEFAMILYTRUST, MARY JO 
WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace Family 
Trust, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. 
WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - ] 
K:lwdocslcdamainl I 6239\0003\C0009463 .DOC 
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Claimant/ Third Party 
Plaintiff/ Involuntary 
Third Party Plaintiff 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLA CE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 
Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Jason S. Wing, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am a member of the firm of WITHERSPOON • KELLEY attorneys for 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, and have personal knowledge 
of the files and records in this case and of the matters set forth herein. 
2. That attached hereto as Exhibit "O" is a true and correct copy of Notice of Lis 










3. That attached hereto as Exhibit "P" is a true and correct copy of relevant portions 
of the deposition transcript of Kirk Evans, taken on December 8, 2009, at the office of 
Witherspoon Kelley, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. 
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4. That attached hereto as Exhibit "Q" is a true and correct copy of the Contract of 
Sale and Addendum Contract of Sale relating to the sale of the property that is the subject to this 
litigation between Mary Jo Wallace and Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana corporation. 
DATED this 4 day of May, 2010. 
WITHERSP 0 , KELL:JNPORT 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me 
Notary Public or the State of Idaho 
Residing at: Po~r F{J/ {~ ID 
My commission expires: 4 /'Zfl jf {p 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the l~~ day of \J\ff (;l,,.. , 2010, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF J~WING SUPPORTING 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required 
charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman A venue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Ef' U.S.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
~ U.S.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D ViaFax: 
~ U.S.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 
SECOND AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 
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RECORDED AT THE REQUEST OF: 
(Please Retum a Copy to:) 
Brent G. Schlotthauer 
Vasseur & Schlotthauer, PLLC 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
PO Box 1560 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-1560 
STATE OF IOAHO 
COUHTY 9F KOOTENAI 
2003 DEC -8 P 2! 52 
DANIEL J. ENGLISH D/) 
DEPUTY 9. m) 
FEE$ . 
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS 
The undersigned, gives notice that legal action has been commenced and is pending in the 
in the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of 
Kootenai, as Case No. CV 03-7690, by plaintiff SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., against 
defendants MARY JO WALLACE, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 through 100 and all other persons 
unknown, claiming any right, title, estate, lien or interest in the following described real property 
located in Kootenai County, Idaho, to wit: 
That portion of abandoned 24'" Street which attaches by operation of law to Lots 
3 all(/ 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, according to the pltlt 
recordetl in tlte office of the County Recorder in Book B of Plats at Page 123, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion lying within 
the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 90 as described in that certain 
Second Judgment and Decree of Condemnation No. 17866 dated September 
5,1958, recorded J11ne 16, 1960 in Book 26 at page 304 records of said Kootenai 
County. 
The nature qfthe lien, right or interest sought to be enforced is as set forth herein: Plaintiff 
brings this action to confirm title, remove clouds from title and to compel Defendant to convey title 
to the above-described real property based on Plaintiffs' allegation that: (i) Plaintiff lawfully 
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS ~ 1 
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purchased said property from defendant Wallace, yet defendant Wallace has improperly failed and 
refused to transfer and convey title to said parcel to Plaintiff. 
Defendant is without legal right to encumber, sell, transfer or otherwise convey any legal 
interest to all or any portion of the above-described property. 
iL-DATED this __ day of December, 2003. 
HLOTTHA UER, PLLC 
BRENT G. SCHLOTIHAUER 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
ST A TE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
County of Kootenai ) 
--/0 
On this~ day of December, 2003, before me, a notary public in and for said State, 
personally appeared BRENT G. SCHLOTTHAUER, known or identified to me to be the person 
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the 
same. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal the day and year first 
above written. J , , 
---.· V-~'L-lLl_£~1 ___ -;h--=-;: le/:-··· _ 
-NotaryThblic in and.for Idaho 
Residing at: Coeur d'Alene 
My Commission Expires: 03~31-2006 
NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 2 
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.. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
. I BER EBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of December, 2003, I caused to be served a true 
and correct copy of the forgoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
MARY JO WALLACE 
97 41 Easy Street 









NOTICE OF LIS PENDENS - 3 
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I IN THE DISTRICT Cv'..JRT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 














) _________________ ) 
DEPOSITION OF KIRK EVANS 
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT 
AT COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 
DECEMBER 8, 2009, AT 10:10 A.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
PATRICIA L. PULLO, CSR 
Notary Public 
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1 A. I doubt it. 
2 Q. I think I -- you know, I don't want to go 
3 . through it again. But I did ask you in interrogatory 
4 and request for production of documents. You said you 
5 didn't have them. What did you do to find those 
6 documents? 
7 A. I didn't look for them because I knew I threw 
8 them away. I have an office in my home. And so stuff 
9 that I don't need to keep I throw away. 
10 Q. Did you contact Lundy to try to get those 
11 documents? 
12 A. No. 
13 Q. Why not? 
14 A. Didn't think about -- think of it. 
15 Q. Okay. Did you contact TW Fisher to get those 
16 documents? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. All right. Do you recall what those 
19 documents said about what it was that was for sale? 
20 A. I believe it mentioned -- it identified the 
21 businesses that were on the property. 
22 Q. What were the businesses on the property? 
23 A. There was a U-Haul, the mini storage, the 
24 espresso bar, of course the storage units and carwash. 
25 Q. And you met.with Mr. Cooney, is it, about 
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1 this property at all? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q. You didn't meet with him at all? 
4 A. Never spoke to him. Never met with him. 
5 Q. So you went through the realtors? 
6 A. Only Lundy. 
7 Q. Only Lundy. And theoretically, he went to 
8 Fisher or to Cooney directly? 
9 A. Theoretically. 
10 Q. So you had no direct communications with 
11 Cooney before consummating this sale? 
12 A. No, I did not. 
13 Q. Were you aware of the lawsuit filed by 
14 Sherman Self Storage, Inc., versus Mary Jo Wallace or 
15 the Wallace Family Trust before you bought the 
16 property? 
17 A. I believe just prior to closing, Steve 
18 mentioned something about there's a piece of property 
19 he's trying to acquire or something like that. But it 
20 was never presented to me as a lawsuit or anything 
21 else. I didn't know anything about It. 
22 Q, Who's -- Steve Cooney? 
23 A. Yeah. 
















































A. Only at the closing. 
Q. Only at the closing. You were in the same 
room at the closing? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did you get a title commitment prior to 
closing on this real estate transaction? 
A. I would have, yes. 
Q. Where is that title commitment? 
A. It might be in my loan file. 
Q. You did not produce that particular title 
commitment in discovery in this case, did you? 
A. No. 
Q. Why hot? 
A. I didn't think it was asked. 
Q. All right. Is that something that Steve 
Skoland (phonetic) --
MR. SMITH: Scott Skolrud. 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. (Continuing.) -- Scott Skolrud would have? 
A. Yes. He was the -- yes, he would. 
Q. Did you receive a copy of that title 
commitment in 2006 before you closed? 
A. I would have received a preliminary title 
report, yes. 
Q. Did you review it before you closed? 
A. Probably. 
Q. What do you recall as to what that title 
report revealed about the property? 
A. I don't recall anything that jumped out at 
me. 
Q. Do you recall any lis pendens giving you 
notification of the lawsuit? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you recall notification of this record of 
survey that was in that title commitment? 
A. Do not recall that, no. 
Q. Or the abandonment of -- the ordinance 
abandoning the 24th Street right of way? 
A. No, I don't recall it. 
Q. You don't recall. But it's possible it was 
in there? 
A. It's possible. I typically don't look that 
detail on legal descriptions. 
Page 73 
Q. All right. Did you have any -- did you look 
at the -- did the title commitment reveal the lease 
that my client has for the -- for its cell tower 
facility? 
A. No. 
Q. Do you recall what the -- if the real 
property description in the title commitment from 2006 
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1 dealt with any property that was located within Block 
2 22 of Glenmore Addition or whether -- or whether or not 
3 all the property was in Block 21? 
4 A. I couldn't tell you. 
5 Q. You couldn't tell. You just don't remember? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. All right. But nothing about your review of 
8 the title commitment before closing gave you any alarm 
9 about there being a dispute as to ownership or 
10 encroachment? 
11 A. No, not at all. 
12 Q. All right. How was it communicated to you at 
13 closing? You said Mr. Cooney said something about the 
14 lawsuit. To the best of your recollection, what did he 
15 say? 
16 A. I didn't say he said anything about a 
17 lawsuit. I -- I'm trying to -- we went around -- I'm 
18 trying to think exactly when we met. I know it was at 
19 the closing. But it was something that was so 
20 insignificant, I didn't have a clue what he was talking 
21 about. And I didn't even care. 
22 Q. What did he say? 
23 A. I think he mentioned something about he's 
24 still working on another piece of land or something 
25 like that. But I just -- it's one of those things that 
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1 went right over my head. And I have no idea what he 
2 was talking about. 
3 Q. Why didn't you care? 
4 A. Because I didn't think it had anything to do 
5 with me. It sounded like what he was -- Steve had more 
6 than one holdings out in that area. And he was trying 
7 to get me to buy another piece of land that he had just 
8 before we closed. And I remember him saying 
9 something -- I don't recall anything mentioned about a 
10 lawsuit or anything. I just remember him saying 
11 something about, I'm still working on this other piece, 
12 or something like that. 
13 And to be honest with you, I was on the phone 
14 and I don't even remember -- I was shocked, frankly, a 
15 few weeks later -- I can't remember how long -- when --
16 when he said, hey, by the way, I just quitclaimed the 
17 property to you that I was talking about. And I said, 
18 Oh, cool. I didn't think a thing about it. 
19 Q, Okay. 
20 (Brief interruption.) 
21 (Whereupon, D~posltlon Exhibit No. 10 was 
22 marked for identification.) 
23 BY MR. HAZEL: 
24 Q. You recognize this corporate warranty deed 



























property from Sherman Self Storage, Inc., on May 22nd, 
2006? 
A. I believe so. 
Q. It appears that the deed was in fact signed 
on April 7th, 2006, correct; is that when the closing 
was? 
A. I'd be more inclined to think the recorded 
date was the closing day which says May 22nd. But I 
don't know for sure. 
Q. But it looks like the notary acknowledgment 
says May 8th, correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. On the third page? 
A. Right. 
Q. So do you know why there was a delay between 
the closing and the recording? 
A. I have -- no, I don't know. 
Q. Did you have anything to do with the delay 
between the execution of the deed and the closing? 
A. I don't know. It's not unusual to sign deeds 
weeks before you close, because both buyer and seller 
have to get things done. So I have no idea if there 
was a delay or anything else. I don't recall there 
being a delay. 
Q. Was there anything that Steve Cooney needed 
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1 to get done before you were willing to go forward on 
2 this transaction? 
3 A. Not that I'm aware of. 
4 Q. What was the purchase price of this property? 
5 A. I think -- I'm not real sure. It was -- I 
6 think it was around 4 million. But I'm not positive. 
7 Q. Did you finance all or part of it? 
8 A. Part of it. 
9 Q. How much of it did you finance? 
O A. That much I can remember because I saw it on 
1 a title report somewhere. I think it was a million 
2 650. 
3 Q. All right. And the rest of it you just paid 
4 cash? 
5 A. Yeah, It would have been. 
6 Q. There was -- did you actually exchange cash 
7 or was there some other form of consideration 
8 exchanged? 
9 A. I wired funds, If that's what you mean. 
O Q, No. There wasn't any other side deal or 
1 anything like that? 
2 A. No. 
3 Q, All right. So approximate $4 million 
purchase price. 1.6 approximately was financed, 
whatever the loan documents show? 
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1 A, I believe so. 
2 Q. Who's your lender? 
3 A. I don't remember. 
4 Q, You don't remember. 
5 And the legal description that's attached to 
6 this corporation warranty deed, who provided that? 
7 A. I don't know. 
8 Q, Probably your title company maybe? 
9 You just don't know? 
10 A. Don't know. 
11 Q. Do you know why It's version 2, amended, on 
12 page 3 of Exhibit 10? 
13 A. No. 
14 Q. Do you recall the legal description being 
15 amended or there being different versions of the legal 
16 description? 
17 A. No. 
18 Q. You just came in and signed what they put in 
19 front of you? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. All right. What was your understanding at 
22 the time of closing of what real property you were 
23 obtaining as it relates to the center line of 24th 
24 Street depicted on Exhibit 7? 
25 A. I didn't have any understanding one way or 
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1 the other. It was never discussed. 
2 Q. So you didn't know where the property line 
3 was of what you were buying exactly? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Did it matter to you at that point? 
6 A. I wouldn't -- I don't want to say it didn't 
7 matter. I'm just saying that I walked the site, and I 
8 made assumptions that it was frankly the property that 
9 I could see. But I didn't know exactly what anything 
10 was, no. 
11 Q. Did you make any assumptions about whether or 
12 not you were buying the property upon which the cell 
13 tower site was sitting that's depicted on Exhibit 7? 
14 A. I don't know that I consciously made any 
15 assumptions. I just would have been aware if the title 
16 report had a -- had a lease on it. And there wasn't 
17 any identification of a lease. So -- but -- so it's 
18 not a matter of assuming anything or not. 
19 I certainly can assume that it was not on the 
20 property I was buying, because I knew there was no 
21 income from it. I knew there was no -- nothing in the 
22 title report that would have said there was anything 
23 like that. 
24 Q. Okay. So you didn't think you were buying 



















































A. That::, correct. 
Q. -- is that right? Then why do you care now? 
A. Because it sits on my property. And the 
reason -- one of the main reasons I purchased this land 
is also for a temporary hold for the future development 
rights to the property. Temporary storage units are 
exactly that, temporary. And I felt some day I'm going 
to scrape everything off and develop that property. 
And each square footage of the land has value both in 
development rights, but also has value. 
Q. Okay. Do you agree that my clients or its 
predecessor in interest were not parties to the 
previous lawsuit, correct? 
A. I don't know. 
Q. Do you think they were? 
A. I have no idea. 
Q. All right. Why do you believe you have the 
right to kick my client off the property for the -- the 
current cell tower site? 
A. I believe your client has -- or Sprint, 
whomever, for whatever reason, chose to build a portion 
of the cell tower site within 24th Street. And I don't 
know why. The legal description in the lease is --
can't be any more clear than what it says. The legal 
description that your client has utilized for even 
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their most recent recordings can't be any more clear. 
That they for whatever reason chose not to 
include any portion of 24th Street within the -- every 
legal document I've seen, with the exception of an 
offer to commit title with First American Title -- I'm 
assuming if you had a policy, you would have produced 
it. And you didn't. If there is such a policy that 
shows 24th Street, then you have to ask why did 
Global's own title company, when they spent $850 
million or whatever, choose to ignore 24th Street? 
And so now all I've ever asked -- and if you 
go through my communication with Global, I didn't say, 
Get off. I said, Do you have any legal documentation, 
anything at all that can show me why you are on my 
property; do you have some legal right to be on my 
property? They had nothing. And I kept asking. 
After your client did their own investigation 
from what they told me they were going to do, they came 
up with a lease. I didn't ask them for a lease. They 
came up with a lease and said, Here. After verifying 
that I owned that property, they produced a 30-year 
lease that had restrictions on even the development 
rights of my own land at $200 a month, which was 
ridiculous. 
I went back to them and said, No, I have no 
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Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON • KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimite:- -{20-8)-669-·8470 --· 
Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried person, 
JOHN and JANE DOES lthrough 100, and all 
other persons claiming an interest in the real 
property which is the subject of this action, 
Defendant. 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, THE 
WALLA CE FAMILY TRUST, MARY JO 
WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace Family 
Trust, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM 
SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - I 
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Claimant/ Third Party 
Plaintiff/ Involuntary 
Third Party Plaintiff 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLA CE 
FA.MIL Y TRUST; MARY JO WAI.LACE, 
Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party 
Defendants. 
Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC ("Global Signal") is entitled to Summary 
Judgment against Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC, ("Sherman Storage") because Sherman 
Storage is unable to prove an unbroken chain of title to the real property from which it seeks to 
eject Global Signal. 
Global Signal is entitled to Summary Judgment against Sherman Storage because Third 
Party Plaintiff, The Wallace Family Trust ("Wallace Trust"), was not a party to the action which 
purportedly quieted title to Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest. There are no contested 
material issues of fact which would require a trial. This matter is, therefore, appropriate for 
adjudication by summary judgment. 
I. NATURE OF CASE AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage filed suit against Global Signal. The nature of the 
complaint filed by Sherman Storage was to eject Global Signal from property allegedly owned 
by Sherman Storage. The property in question is the east half of vacated 24111 Street, located in 
the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, Idaho as it abuts Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. Said Lots are owned by the Wallace Trust and have been 
SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
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Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest was Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana 
corporation (hereinafter "Self Storage"). Self Storage allegedly acquired title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street through a quiet title action involving Mary Jo Wallace, individually. Mary 
Jo Wallace, however, did not hold title to the subject property at the time of said quiet title 
action, or ever. At the time of the quiet title action, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street 
was vested in the Wallace Trust. Despite clear notice to Self Storage, the Wallace Trust was 
never made a party to the quiet title action which purportedly quieted title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street in Self Storage. Therefore, the court's order quieting title in Sherman 
Storage's predecessor in interest is a nullity and Sherman Storage is unable to prove an 
unbroken chain of title as to the subject real property. 
Because the property to which Global Signal possesses a lease hold interest has a 
clouded title, Global Signal has joined Wallace Trust as an involuntary party, it has obtained an 
assignment of the Wallace Trust's right to quiet title, and is proceeding to quite title to the east 
half of vacated 24th Street in the Wallace Trust'. 
Further, Global Signal hereby seeks an order of summary judgment dismissing Sherman 
Storage's claim as against Global Signal. 
A. 
II. UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
Sherman Storage, LLC cannot prove an unbroken chain of title to the east half 
of vacated 24th Street. 
1 This Comt granted Global Signal's Motion to Add the Wallace Family Trust as an Involuntary Pa1ty on May 10, 
28 2010. 
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1. On April 10, 1987, the Wallace Trust was established. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "A"). 2 
2. On February 19, 1988 the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the 
Wallace Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene, recorded as Instrument No. 1114099, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "B"). 
3. On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th Street and the east 
and west halves of the vacated street reverted to the respective adjacent property owners, by 
Ordinance No. 2245, recorded as Instrument No. 1164732, records of Kootenai County, Idaho, 
and by operation of LC. § 50-311. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "C"). 
4. At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 24th Street, the adjacent 
property owner to the west of vacated 24th Street (Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore 
Addition) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. The adjacent property owner to the east of 
vacated 24th Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition) was the Wallace Trust. 
(Wing Aff., Exhibit "D", Rasor Depo, p. 16). 3 
5. On June 24, 1996, the Wallace Trust entered into a PCS Site Agreement with 
Global Signal's predecessor in interest, Sprint Spectrum, for a ground lease on the property at 
issue, together with an easement for ingress thereto and egress therefrom, as evidenced by that 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, recorded as Instrument No. 1453059, records of 





2 The Wing Affidavit was originally filed on January 4, 20 I 0, and a courtesy copy of said Affidavit is attached to the 
chamber's copy of the memorandum. 
3 All further references made herein to the Deposition Transcript of Scott Rasor, expert for Plaintiff Sherman 
Storage, shall be to the Transcript which is attached to the Affidavit of Jason S. Wing as Exhibit D. 
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PCS Site Agreement specifically allowed Sprint, at its option, to replace recorded site drawing 
and the site description contained in the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement with "an as built 
drawing depicting the Site." (Wing Aff., Exhibit "F"). 
6. On January 22, 1997, an "as built" Record of Survey was recorded in Kootenai 
County as Instrument No. 1478042 for the specific purpose of monumenting Global Signal's as 
built lease site. The recorded Record of Survey clearly depicts the lease the site extending into 
the eastern half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "G"). 
7. On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred to Self 
Storage, by Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, 
recorded as Instrument No. 1753361, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Aff., Exhibit 
"H"). 
8. The Warranty Deed by and between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self 
Storage did not include the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo, p. 32). 
9. Brent Schlotthauer, then attorney for Self Storage obtained an Old Republic 
National Title Insurance Litigation Guarantee dated August 13, 2003, identifying the owner of 
Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and that portion of vacated 24th 
Street that attached thereto by operation oflaw, as the Wallace Trust, and lists as exceptions to 
the policy: a Record of Survey recorded on January 31, 1997, by Sprint Spectrum, predecessor 
in interest to Global Signal, and the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement recorded July 9, 
1996. (Hazel Aff., Exhibit "N"4, Wing Aff., Exhibits "F" and "G"). 
10. On October 24, 2003, Self Storage filed a quiet title action only against Mary Jo 
4 The Affidavit ofJoel Hazel was filed on February 2, 2010 and a courtesy copy is attached to the chamber's copy of 
28 this memorandum. 
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Wallace, individually, respecting the east half of vacated 24th Street which had attached by 
operation of law to Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, in the City 
of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of said Street by Ordinance No. 2245. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "I"). 
11. In the quiet title action by Self Storage only against Mary Jo Wallace, 






















12. In the quiet title action by Self Storage, against Mary Jo Wallace, individually, 
neither the Wallace Trust nor Global Signal nor its predecessor in interest was ever served or 
made a party to the action. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "I"). 
13. A Lis Pendens providing notice of the Quite Title case in CR 03-7690 was 
recorded in the records of Kootenai County on December 8, 2003, as Instrument No. 1847201. 
(Second Wing Aff., Exhibit "0"5). 
14. On April 7, 2006, Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Corporate 
Warranty Deed, only Lots 1-12, Block 21 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, recorded as 
Instrument No. 2032643000, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "J"). 
15. Neither the Corporate Warranty Deed nor the Purchase and Sale Agreement by 
and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage included the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
(Second Wing Aff., Exhibit "Q", Wing Aff., Exhibit "D", Rasor Depo, p. 30 - 32). 
16. On May 4, 2006, the District Court for the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, County of Kootenai entered a final Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, quieting title to the 
east half of vacated 24th Street, in Self Storage, recorded as Instrument No. 2029609000, 
records of Kootenai County, Idaho, only as against Mary Jo Wallace individually. (Wing Aff., 
5 The Second Affidavit of Jason Wing was filed contemporaneously with this Memorandum and a courtesy copy is 
28 attached to the chamber's copy of this Memorandum. 
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17. At the time Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred Lots 1-12, Block 21, to 
Self Storage, at the time Self Storage institution the quiet title action against Mary Jo Wallace, 
and at the time of the District Court's Order, title to the east half of vacated 24th Street was 
property vested in the Wallace Trust, and was never owned by Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
18. On June 7, 2006, based on the Court's Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, Self 
Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim Deed, the east half of vacated 24th Street, 
recorded as Instrument No. 2037064000, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. Sherman Storage 
paid no additional consideration for the Quit Claim Deed. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "L", Second 
Wing Aff., Exhibit "P", Evans Depa, pp. 74-80). 
19. The Quitclaim Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage did not 
transfer valid title to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "D", Rasor Depo, 
pp. 36-37). 
20. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage filed its Complaint for ejection, against 











21. A cloud exists on the title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, which is subject 
to Global Signal's long-term lease hold interest, and to which both the Wallace Trust and 
Sherman Storage claim title to. 
23. The Wallace Trust has assigned its right to pursue a quiet title action against 
Sherman Storage to Global Signal, as to the east half of vacated 24th Street and the court has 
allowed Global Signal to add the Wallace Trust as an involuntary party and assert the Quit Title 
action on the Trust's behalf. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "M", Order Granting Motion to Amend 
Answer and Join Involuntary Party). 
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A. Summary Judgment Standard. 
"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery documents 
on file with the court, read in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party, demonstrate no 
material issue of fact such that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law." 
Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 16 P.3d 263, 170 (2000) (citing I.R.C.P. 56(c)). When a party 
moves for summary judgment, the opposing party's case must not rest on mere speculation, 
because a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. McCoy v. 
Lyons, 120 Idaho 765, 820 P.2d 360 (1991). While the moving party bears the burden of 
proving the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, this burden may be met by establishing 
absence of evidence of an element that the nonmoving party will have to prove at trial. Dunnick 
v. Elder, 126 Idaho 308, 311, 882 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct. App. 1994). An absence of said evidence 
may be proven through either the moving party's own evidence or by a review of all the 
nonmoving party's evidence and assertions that such evidence concerning a material element is 
lacking. Heath v. Honker's Mini-Mart, Inc., 134 Idaho 711, 712, 8 P.3d 1254, 1255 (Ct. App. 
2000). 
B. Plaintiff Sherman Storage Cannot Eject Defendant Global Signal From The East 
Half of Vacated 24th Street because It Doesn't Have Valid Title As a Matter of Law. 
In an action of ejectment, the plaintiff must prove "first, the right of possession in the 
plaintiff; second, possession in the plaintiff; and, third, ouster of the plaintiff by the defendants." 
Law v. Fowler, 45 Idaho 1, 3, 261 P. 667 (1927) (citing, McMasters v. Torsen, 5 Idaho 536, 51 
P. 100 (1897)). In this case, Sherman Storage cannot establish the very first element: the right 
of possession in the plaintiff. 
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Self Storage's flawed title to the east half of vacated 24th Street was obtained by an 
Order entered against the wrong party. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "K"). In turn, Sherman Storage 
allegedly obtained title to the east half of vacated 24th Street by Quitclaim Deed, from Self 
Storage. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "L"). The Court's Order was the product of an action by Self 
Storage, against Mary Jo Wallace, individually. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "I"). Mary Jo Wallace has 
never held title to the east half of vacated 24th Street however. Rather, title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street has been held by the Wallace Trust, without interruption since 1989. (Wing 
Aff., Exhibit "D", Rasor Depo, p. 16; Wing Aff., Exhibits "B" and "C"). The east half of 
vacated 24th Street attached to Lot 3 and Lot 4, by operation of law, when the City of Coeur 
d'Alene vacated 24th Street by Ordinance No. 2245, on or about October 17, 1989. (Rasor Depo, 
p. 16). The Wallace Trust continues to hold title to Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
Sherman Storage's own survey expert, Scott Rasor, concedes that the Warranty Deed by 
and between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Self Storage did not include the east half of 
vacated 24th Street. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "D", Rasor Depo, p. 32). Mr. Rasor concedes that the 
Corporate Warranty Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage did not include the 
east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "D", Rasor Depo, p. 32). Mr. Rasor 
concedes that the Quitclaim Deed by and between Self Storage and Sherman Storage did not 
transfer clear title to Sherman Storage because said property has always been held by the trust 
during the relevant time period. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "D", Rasor Depo, p. 36). 
The Court's Order, entered on or about May 4, 2006, did not and could not have 
transferred good title to Sherman Storage's predecessor in interest, Self Storage, because the 
Wallace Trust was never a party to said action and Mary Jo Wallace did not hold title to the real 
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property purportedly transferred by the Court's Order. For these reasons Sherman Storage 
cannot establish a right of possession in the east half of vacated 24th Street and Global Signal 
should thus be granted summary judgment and Sherman Storage's prayer for ejection should be 
dismissed with prejudice. 
























Based on the discussion above, Sherman Storage has no valid interest in the real 
property known as the east half of vacated 24th Street in the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai 
County, Idaho. Even assuming arguendo, that Sherman Storage somehow holds title to the east 
half of vacated 24th Street, it took said property with actual and constructive notice of Global 
Signal's leasehold interest. As such, Sherman Storage is bound by the terms of the lease of the 
PCS Site Agreement and cannot eject Global Signal until the expiration of said agreement. The 
PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996 at paragraph 15 provides: 
This agreement applies to and binds the heirs, successors, executors, 
administrators and assigns of the parties to this agreement. 
On July 9, 1996, a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement was recorded as Instrument 
No. 1453059, in the records of Kootenai County. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit F). The recorded 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement specifically allowed the lessee, at its option, to replace 
site drawing and .site description with "an as built drawing depicting the Site." (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "F"). 
Global Signal's predecessor did in fact record an "as built drawing depicting the Site". 
On January 22, 1997, a Record of Survey was recorded as Instrument No. 1478042, records of 
Kootenai County. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "G"). The January 22, 1997, "as built" Record of Survey 
was made specifically "for the purpose of monumenting a lease site" and has a metes and 
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bounds description with a map depicting the exact location of Global Signal's current cell tower 
site. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit G). 
The PCS Site Agreement is a 25 year lease commencing June 24, 1996 and the last 5 
year extension will expire on June 24, 2021. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "F"). The term of the PCS 
Site Agreement was recorded in Kootenai County in the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
It is axiomatic in the law oftitle to real property that first in time is first in right. Idaho's 
notice statute is found in LC. § 55-811 and provides as follows: 
55-811 RECORD AS NOTICE. Every conveyance of real 
property acknowledged or proved, and certified, and recorded as 
prescribed by law, from the time it is filed with the recorder for 
record, is constructive notice of the contents thereof to subsequent 
purchasers and mortgage( e )es. · 
It is beyond dispute that the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement was recorded with 
the county recorder on July 9, 1996. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "F"). An as built Record of Survey 
depicting the exact location for the express purpose of monumenting the lease site was also 
recorded on January 22, 1997, as Instrument No. 1476042. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "G"). 
Sherman Storage was on, at very least, constructive notice of Global Signal's leasehold 
interest which is valid until June 24, 2021. The Idaho Supreme Court has recently held that 
purchasers were not bonafide purchasers when they had constructive knowledge of the record of 
survey that was properly recorded to a previous property interest. Adams v. Anderson, 142 Id 






conveyance. Id. If it obtained any title at all, Sherman Storage took title to the eastern half of 
vacated 24th Street subject to Global Signal's twenty-five year lease. 
therefore, cannot eject Global Signal from the leasehold. 
Sherman Storage, 
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1. Sherman Storage was on Inquiry Notice of Global Signal's Twenty-
five Year Lease. 
Inquiry notice has been characterized as "whatever is notice enough to excite th 
attention of a man of ordinary prudence and prompt him to further inquiry ... " Hill v. Federa 
Land Bank, 59 Idaho 136, 141, 80 P.2d 789 (1938); see also, Farrell v. Brown, 111 Idaho 1027 
1033, 729 P.2d 1090 (Idaho App. 1986). Such notice, "amounts to notice of all such facts as 
reasonable investigation would disclose. 11 Id. 
In Hill v. Federal Land Bank, the Supreme Court of Idaho first articulated the d standar 
of what constitutes notice enough to be placed on inquiry notice, in the context of a mortgagee' 
alleged duty to determine whether a mortgagor actually paid for the mortgaged property whe 
initially purchased at a guardian's sale. The Court held that "whatever is notice enough to excit 
the attention of a man of ordinary prudence and prompt him to further inquiry, amounts to notic 
of all such facts as a reasonable investigation would disclose. 11 Id. Hill v. Federal Land Bank, 5 
Idaho 136, 141, 80 P.2d 789 (1938). 
In Farrell v. Brown, the Idaho Court of Appeals held that service of a complaint for quie 
title, containing an erroneous legal description, was sufficient notice to excite the attention of th 
party served, and put them on inquiry notice. Farrell v. Brown, 111 Idaho at 1033 (citing, Hill v. 
Federal Land Bank, 59 Idaho 136, 141, 80 P.2d 789 (1938)). 
In Seccombe v. Weeks, the Idaho Court of Appeals held that the purchaser of re 
property was on at least inquiry notice of the easement at issue in the matter. The Cou 
reasoned that "the language of the deeds in the chain or title, the notice of lis pendens, and th 
information contained in the title report should have at least put the [purchaser] on inquiry notic 
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that a servitude either was present or was being sought on the parcel they were purchasing." 
Seccombe v. Weeks, 115 Idaho 433,437, 767 P.2d 276 (Idaho App. 1989). 
In Villager Condominium Ass'n, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., the question posed to th 
Supreme Court of Idaho was whether a utility company may expand its easement by relocatin 
underground utilities, above ground. While the Court's majority did not address the issue o 
notice or inquiry notice, Chief Justice Bakes' dissenting opinion is informative of the appropriat 
standard. In disagreeing with the opinion of the majority for failing to consider an unrecorde 
agreement by and between Idaho Power and the Village Condominium Association's predecesso 
in interest, respecting the easement, Chief Justice Bakes describes, that notice which would plac 
a party on inquiry notice. That is, a recorded plat depicting the easement put the Association o 
constructive notice that said easement existed. Further, an inspection of the property would hav 
revealed power being supplied to the property, thus putting the Association on actual notice. 
Justice Bakes reasoned that because the Association had actual and constructive notice of th 
utility easement, they were on inquiry notice and had the responsibility to determine the natur 
and scope of the easement. Villager Condominium Ass'n, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 121 Idaho 
986, 990, 829 P.2d 1335 (1992) (citing, Hill v. Federal Land Bank, 59 Idaho 136, 141, 80 P.2 
789 (1938)). 
Together, these numerous cases support a finding that Sherman Storage was on inquir 
notice of Global Signal's leasehold interest in the subject property. First the Record of Survey, 
and Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, put Sherman Storage on constructive notice of th 
exact location of Global Signal's leasehold interest. The Memorandum of PCS Site Agreemen 
was recorded on July 9, 1996, as Instrument No. 1453059, Records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
The Record of Survey monumenting Global Signal's "as built" cell tower cite was recorded o 
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January 22, 1997, as Instrument No. 1478042, Records of Kootenai County, Idaho. Sherm 
Storage's predecessor in interest, Self Storage did not acquire title to Lots 1-12, Block 21, or an 
of 24th Street, until September 19, 2002. Similarly, Sherman Storage did not acquire an interes 
in Lots 1-12, Block 21, or any of 24th Street, until April 7, 2006; more than nine (9) years afte 
recordation of the Record of Survey and Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
constructive notice put Sherman Storage on inquiry notice of Global Signal's interest. 
Further, a Notice of Lis Pendens relating to Self Storage's quiet title action was filed o 
December 8, 2003, and recorded as Instrument No. 1847201, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
(Second Wing Aff., Exhibit "N"). Not only was the Lis Pendens filed long before Sherma 
Storage's April 7, 2006, purchase of Lots 1-12, Block 21, from Self Storage, but a final order i 
the action relating to the Lis Pendens was not entered until May 4, 2006, almost a month afte 
Sherman Storage acquired Lots 1-12, Block 21. As such, Self Storage's Notice of the Li 
Pendens should have at least put Sherman Storage on inquiry notice of matters relating to th 
east half of 24th Street. See, Seccombe v. Weeks, 115 Idaho 433,437, 767 P.2d 276 (Idaho App. 
1989). What is more, Sherman Storage's managing member Kirk Evans conceded in depositio 
that prior to acquiring Lots 1-12, Block 21, or any of 24th Street, he was made aware, by Stev 
Cooney of Self Storage of Kootenai County Case No. CV 03-7690, and/or at least the fact tha 
there was a disputed piece of property involved in the transaction. (Second Wing Aff., Exhibi 
"P", Evans Depo, pp. 71, 74-75 and 79-80). 
At a very basic level even a cursory inspection of the property at issue would hav 
revealed the obvious physical presence of Defendant's cell tower site, including a chain linl 
fence surrounding the site, a power building and a large tower, and put Sherman Storage o 
actual notice of Global Signal's Leasehold. See Villager Condominium Ass'n, Inc. v. Jdah 
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Power Co., 121 Idaho at 990. Since it is undisputed that Sherman Storage had both actual an 
constructive notice of Global Signal's cell tower site, Idaho law provides that Sherman Storag 
had the responsibility to determine the nature and scope of Global Signal's interest. Id. 
Being on inquiry notice, Sherman Storage is deemed to have notice of all such facts as 
reasonable investigation would disclose. Hill v. Federal Land Bank, 59 Idaho at 141. In this cas 
a reasonable investigation of the subject property would have revealed the physical presence an 
location of Global Signal's cell tower cite, and thus the leasehold interest. A reasonabl 
investigation of Kootenai County Records respecting the subject property would have reveale 
the Record of Survey, Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, a Notice of Lis Pendens, and thu 
Global Signal's interest. If Sherman Storage had simply acquired a title report on the east half o 
vacated 24th Street, such as that obtained by counsel of record to Self Storage in Kootena· 
County Case No. CV 03-7690, Sherman Storage would have been informed of the true owner o 
the subject property, The Wallace Trust, the Record of Survey, the Memorandum of PCS Sit 
Agreement, the Notice of Lis Pendens, and thus Sherman Storage would have been apprised o 
Global Signal's interest. 
For these reasons, the facts are uncontested that Sherman Storage was on inquiry notic 
and is deemed to have notice of all facts a reasonable investigation would disclose, includin 
Global Signal's leasehold interest. Sherman Storage therefore took any interest in the east half o 
vacated 24th Street, subject to Global Signal's leasehold interest as a matter of law, even if i 
acquired title to the same. 
2. Sherman Stora e Was Not a Bona Fide Purchaser For Value of The East Hal 
of Vacated 24t Street. 
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A party acquiring property without exchanging valuable considerations, 
property with actual or constructive notice of any outstanding adverse right of another, is not 
bona fide purchase, and thus takes said property subject to said outstanding adverse right. See, 
Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc., v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866, 853 P.2d 607 (Idaho App. 
1993). That is, as articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court, "[o]ne who relies for protection upo 
the doctrine of being a bona fide purchaser must show that at the time of the purchase they paid 
valuable consideration and upon the belief and the validity of the vendor's claim of title withou 
notice, actual or constructive, of any outstanding adverse right of another." Haugh v. Smelick, 
126 Idaho 481, 483, 887 P.2d 26 (Idaho 1993). Where no consideration is exchanged, as here, 
the acquiring party takes the property subject to all adverse interests whether recorded or secret. 
For example, in Boller v. Sun Valley Shamrock Resources, Inc., the Idaho Court of Appeal 
found Plaintiff-Respondent Boller to have parted with noting in consideration for the subjec 
property, and that under those circumstances, was not even protected against secret interests. 
Boller v. Sun Valley Shamrock Resources, Inc., 119 Idaho 1060, 1063, 812 P.2d 1221 (Idaho 
App. 1990). 
In this case, not only did Sherman Storage have both actual and constructive notice o 
Global Signal's leasehold interest, as argued above, but Sherman Storage exchanged n 
consideration, valuable or otherwise, for the east half of vacated 24th Street. Kirk Evans, 
managing member of Sherman Storage conceded as much in deposition. (Second Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "P", Evans Depo, pp 74-75 and 79-80). Having exchanged nothing for the east half o 
vacated 24th Street, Sherman Storage cannot claim the protection of being a bona fide purchaser. 
Therefore, any interest Sherman Storage may have in vacated 24th Street is subject to Globa 
Signal's leasehold interest 
D. Title to The East Half of Vacated 24th Street Should be Quieted in the Wallace 
Trust. 
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I.C. § 6-401 relates to actions t0 quiet title and provides, in relevant part, that "[a]n 
action may be brought by any person against another who claims an estate or interest in real or 
personal property adverse to him, for the purpose of determining such adverse claim ... 11 LC. § 
6-401. "Although a quiet title action challenges the title of an adversary, the plaintiff 
necessarily asserts his own estate in bringing a quiet title action." Aldape v. Akins, 105 Idaho 
254, 260, 668 P.2d 130 (1983) (citing, Dickerson v. Brewster, 88 Idaho 330, 399 P.2d 407 
(1965)). "Thus, a party seeking to quiet title against another must succeed on the strength of his 
own title, and may not rely merely upon the weakness of his adversary." Id. In this case, not 
only can Sherman Storage not establish an unbroken chain of title in itself, the Wallace Trust 
can clearly establish its own unbroken chain of title. 
The Wallace Trust was established on April 10, 1987. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "A"). 
Thereafter, on February 19, 1988, the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the 
Wallace Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "B"). On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th 
Street. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "C"). LC. § 50-311 provides that "whenever any street, avenue, 
alley or lane shall be vacated, the same shall revert to the owner of the adjacent real estate, one-
half (1/2) on each side thereof..." I.C. § 50-311. 
At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's vacation of 24th Street, the adjacent property 
owner to the west of vacated 24th Street (Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene) was Mary Jo Wallace, an individual. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "H"). The adjacent 
property owner to the east of vacated 24th Street (Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition 
to Coeur d'Alene) was the Wallace Trust. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "B"). Therefore, by City 
Ordinance No. 2245, in conjunction with LC. § 50-311, the east half of vacated 24th Street 
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reverted to the adjacent owner of Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene: the Wallace Trust. (Rasor Depa, p. 16; Wing Aff., Exhibit "C"). Similarly, the west 
half of vacated 24th Street reverted to the adjacent owner of Lot 1 and Lot 12, Block 21, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene: Mary Jo Wallace, individually. Id. 
On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, transferred to Self Storage, by 
Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Wing Aff., Exhibit 
"H"). Mary Jo Wallace did not convey either lots 3 or 4 or the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
Indeed Mary Jo Wallace, an individual, did not have title to convey in the east half of vacated 
24th street or lots 3 or 4. 
On October 24, 2003, Self Storage filed a quiet title action against Mary Jo Wallace, 
individually, respecting the east half of vacated 24th Street even though she did not own the 
property. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "I"). The Wallace Trust was not made a party to Self Storage's 
quiet title action. Id. On April 7, 2006, Self Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by 
Corporate Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Wing 
Aff., Exhibit "J"). A judgment was rendered against Mary Jo Wallace individually on May 4, 
2006, and title to the east half of vacated 24th Street was quieted in Self Storage only as against 
Mary Jo Wallace, an individual. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "K"). Thereafter, on June 7, 2006, Self 
Storage transferred to Sherman Storage, by Quitclaim Deed, the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
(Wing Aff., Exhibit "L"). 
The Court's Order quieting title to the east half of vacated 24th Street in Self Storage, and 
the subsequent Quitclaim Deed, have created a cloud on the Wallace Trust's title to the east half 
of vacated 24th Street. Broadly stated, "a cloud on title is an outstanding instrument, record, 
claim, or encumbrance which is actually invalid or inoperative, but which may nevertheless 
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impair the title to property." Beal v. Mars Larsen Ranch Corp., 99 Idaho 662, 667, 586 P.2d 
1378 (1978). A court should not "allow an otherwise clear title to be clouded by a claim 
unenforceable at law or in equity." 
The Wallace Trust has assigned Global Signal its right to pursue a quiet title action 
against Sherman Storage to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "M"). The 
court has also allowed Global Signal to add the Wallace Trust as an involuntary party to assert 
this quiet title claim. Global Signal should be granted summary judgment against Sherman 
Storage whereby title to the east half of vacated 24th Street is quieted in the Wallace Trust, as a 
matter oflaw. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Because Plaintiff Sherman Storage cannot prove an unbroken chain of title to the east 
half of vacated 24th Street, Defendant Global Signal is entitled to Summary Judgment of 
dismissal of the ejectment action as a matter of law. Even if Sherman Storage has some title to 
the east half of vacated 24th street, it took such interest subject to Global Signal's lease. 
Finally, the undisputed facts establish that the Wallace Trust has an unbroken chain of title to 
the east half of vacated 24th Street and title should be quieted in favor of the Trust as a matter of 
law. 
DATED this J!:i day of May, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY,DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S. 
J q/lP. Hazel 
Jason S Wing 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the / Jf fA day of &l@ , 2010, I caused a true 
and correct copy of the SUPPLEMENTAL MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, 
by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith ~ U.S. Mail 
607 Lakeside A venue D Hand Delivered 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 D Overnight Mail 
Mary Jo Wallace 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 














Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765~9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
CHARLES M. DODSON , Attorney at Law 
DODSON & RAEON LAW OFFICES 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Tel. (208) 664-1577 
Fax: (208) 666-9211 
I.S.B.N. 2134 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF .THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, Inc., a ) 







MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried ) 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 ) 
through 100, and all other persons ) 
claiming any interest in the real property ; 
which is the subject of this action, ) 
Defendant. } ____________ )
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited Liability Company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 





Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
REPLY TO COUNTERCLAIM 
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GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS ·11, 







Defendant/Counter- . ) 
Claimant/Third Party Plaintiff.) _____________ ) 
COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, by and through its attorney of 
record, ERIK P. SMITH, and in response to Defendant's Counterclaim, filed 
herein, answers, denies, and affirmatively states as follows: 
1. With regard to paragraph 3.1, Sherman Storage admits. 
2. With regard to paragraph .3.2, Sherman Storage admits. 
3. With regard to paragraph 3.3, Sherman Storage admits. 
4. With regard to paragraph 3.4, Sherman Storage denies any inclusion of 
the easterly half of vacated 24th Street in such lease. 
5. With regard to paragraph 3.5, Sherman Storage admits it is the 
successor in interest and denies owning any property subject to the 
lease. 
6. With regard to paragraph 3.6, Sherman Storage admits. 
7. With regard to paragraph 3.8, Sherman Storage admits only that Global 
has an ingress and egress easement according to the recorded 
document. 
8. With regard to paragraph 3.9, Sherman Storage denies. 
9. With regard to paragraph 3.10, Sherman Storage denies. 
10. With regard to paragraph 3.11, Sherman Storage denies. 
11. With regard to paragraph 3.12, Sherman Storage denies. 
12. With regard to paragraph 3.14, Sherman Storage admits Global has a 
leasehold interest and denies that Global has any rights or interest to 
any portion of vacated 24th Street. 
13. With regard to paragraph 3.15, Sherman Storage admits, and alleges 
they also acquired the west half of 24th street. 
14. With regard to paragraph 3.16, Sherman Storage admits. 
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15. With regard to paragraph. 3.17, Sherman Storage admits. 
16. With regard to paragraph 3.18, Sherman Storage admits it acquired the 
easterly half of vacated 24th Street. 
17. With regard to paragrap_h 3.19, Sherman Storage denies the leasehold 
was physically manifest and denies the structures existed in 1996. 
18. With regard to paragraph_ 3.20, Sherman Storage denies it had actual 
notice of the Jeasehold interest or boundaries of the vacated 24th 
Street. 
19. With regard to paragraph 3.21, Sherman Storage admits. 
20. With regard to paragraph 3.22, Sherman Storage denies, in that while a 
survey was completed, it was not done to provide "evidence of any 
leasehold interest." A record of survey cannot change the legal 
descriptions that are created as a part of the Lease. The survey was 
not a part of the leas.e and as such has no bearing upon that lease. 
21. With regard to paragraph 3.23, Sherman Storage denies i1 has "actual" 
or constructive notice of the encroachment into the vacated 24th Street. 
22. With regard to paragraph 3.24, Sherman Storage denies. 
23. With regard to paragraph 3.25, Sherman Storage admits only that 
Global has a lease, and denies knowledge of any amendments. 
24. With regard to paragraph 3.26, Sherman Storage admits that the 
document speaks for itself. 
25. With regard to paragraph 3.27, Sherman Storage admits that the 
document speaks for itself. 
26. With regard to paragraph 3.28, Sherman Storage denies that the Lease 
grants any right, title· or interest to 24th Street. 
27. With regard to paragraph 3.291 Sherman Storage admits that the 
document speaks for itself. 
28. With regard to paragraph 3.30, Sherman Storage admits that the 
document speaks f?r itself. The lessor is required to provide a 
nonexclusive reasonable access for the lessee. 
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29. With regard to paragraph 3.31, Sherman Storage is without sufficient 
information or belief to address the allegation and therefore denies the 
same. 
30. With regard to paragraph 3.32, Sherman Storage denies and the 
document speaks for Itself. 
31. With regard to paragraph 3.33, Sherman Storage denies. 
32. With regard to paragraph 3.34, Sherman Storage denies. 
33. With regard to parag~aph 3.35, Sherman Storage denies. 
34. With regard to paragrap~ 3.37, Sherman Storage denies. 
35. With regard to paragraph 3.38, Sherman Storage admits. 
36. With regard to paragraph ~.39, Sherman Storage admits. 
37. With regard to paragraph 3.40, Sherman Storage denies, because at 
the time of the vacation, both the east and west sides of 24th Street 
were under the own~rship of The Wallace Family Trust. 
38. With regard to paragraph 3.41, Sherman Storage admits that its 
predecessor in interest . acquired title to 24th Street by way of a 
Judgment and Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement. 
39. With regard to paragraph 3.42, Sherman Storage denies. 
40. With regard to paragraph 3.43, Sherman Storage denies. 
41. With regard to paragraph 3.44, Sherman Storage denies. 
42. With regard to paragraph 3.45, Sherman Storage denies. 
43. Any assertion or other matter addressed in Defendant's Counterclaim, 
not specifically· admitted herein, is hereby denied. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for relief from the Defendant as follows: 
1. For an Order that Defendant take nothing by way of the Counterclaim; 
2. For an Order granting the relief set forth in Plaintiff's Complaint: 
For such other and further relief as the Court deems equitable and proper. 
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,Ma~ 21 10 08:49a l<il"k. 71-l;;J'/tlUtlt::ti 
DATED this 2 ( day of May, 2010. 
ERIKP. 
DATED this _'8.[_ day of May, 2010. 
RePLY TO COUNTERCLAIM - S 
KIRf<VANS. Member1 
Sherman Storage, LLC. 
1 - -
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 2 t day of May, 2010, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter~office: 
l>ffaxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-84 70 
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. . 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
STATE OF IDAH('J i 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI? SS 
FILED: 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
2010 JUL 13 PM 4: 17 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho )) Case No. CV-09-3915 ! 0 3- 7Wf 0 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 











Defendant. ) __________ ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Kootenai, ) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT RASOR IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
SCOTT RASOR, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify to the matters set 
forth below based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am a licensed provisional land surveyor in the State of Idaho. 
3. In 2008, I was hired by the Plaintiff to complete a preliminary survey of 
its property in order to delineate Plaintiff's property line. 
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4. Attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "1" to my Affidavit, is a 
document titled "PCS Site Agreement Between Wallace Family Trust 
and Sprint". 
5. Exhibit "1" designates by hatching the "LEASED AREA" in reference to 
the legal description contained in Defendant's Leasehold, as set forth 
in Kootenai County Instrument No. 1967338. 
6. Attached and incorporated hereto is Exhibit "2", titled "24th STREET 
ABONDONMENT" which I created to designate the area of land 
vacated by the City of Coeur d'Alene as set forth in Kootenai County 
Instrument No. 1114441 and City of Coeur d'Alene Ordinance, 2245, 
recorded as Kootenai County Instrument No. 1164732. 
7. Attached and incorporated hereto is Exhibit "3", titled "WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST PROPERY", which I created to show by hatching the 
property owned by the Wallace Family Trust at the time of the 
execution of the PCS Site Agreement, designated as Kootenai County 
Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
8. Attached and incorporated hereto is Exhibit "4" titled "FENCED CELL 
TOWER SITE" which I created to designate the area actually occupied 
by the Defendant's cell tower, fence, and improvements. 
9. Attached and incorporated hereto is Exhibit "5" titled 
"ENCROACHMENT UPON SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC PROPERTY", 
to designate by shading the land occupied by the Fenced Cell Tower 
Site and encroaching onto the land owned by Sherman Storage, LLC., 
that is outside the legal descriptions found in the PCS Site Agreement. 
10. Attached and incorporated hereto is Exhibit "6", the legend and line 
tables for Exhibits "1 - 5". 
11. I have reviewed the Record of Survey prepared by Welch Comer and 
filed in the Records of Kootenai County, Idaho, on January 22, 1997, 
as Instrument No. 1478042. 
12. The Record of Survey is based upon two prior records of survey and 
the Amended Plat of Glenmore Addition. The contract in dispute, the 
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PCS Site Agreement and the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, 
are not listed as references in this Record of Survey. 
13. I understand the Defendant claims the Record of Survey is an "as-built 
drawing". 
14. I have created as-built drawings and am familiar with the same. 
15. I disagree that the Record of Survey, Instrument No. 1478042, is an 
"as-built" drawing. 
16. An "as-built" drawing is just that, a drawing to show any and all 
physical features of the subject property and improvements that may 
have been installed. On this site, the physical features that might be 
surveyed would be the cell-tower antenna, fences, and buildings. 
17. The Record of Survey Instrument No. 1478042, does not show a single 
feature that should be located in an as-built drawing. 
18. As an example of an as-built drawing, I attach and incorporate to this 
Affidavit as Exhibit "7" a drawing prepared by RFK Land Survey and 
Kaufman Engineers. 
19. Exhibit "7" is an as-built drawing of this site and seems to depict 
existing structures. 
20. I understand that the Defendant in this matter is claiming that the 
wording "that which attaches by operation of law" would apply to the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, as Instrument No. 1453059, 
Records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
21. in my experience, the wording "that which attaches by operation of law" 
applies to the first conveyance by the sovereign entity, City of Cd"A in 
this case. 
22. Once the City deeds the property in this fashion, thereafter it is up to 
the private land owner to use the appropriate wording to include or 
exclude "that which attaches by operation of law" in future 
conveyances. 
23. Therefore, a simple legal description Lot 4 with nothing more would 
NOT include the east side of 24th street. 
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17/12/2B10 12J 53 2337659110 . ERIK P SFffTH 
24. One of the main teQSOn:i, for using the "that 1-.rnlch attadles by 
oparatbn of law" wording is to avottt ra, e oeed for a surveyor 1o 
OQ!"llpJefe a mates sna' bou.•ula deacripfioll e-verytime! ihey EU& Vaostin3 
a Street, wh'i:h wo~ld be tm 1.111due linand'a1 burden for lhe Git}l1o pay 
a ~un.-1BYOreaon fime. • 
25. S(I once lhe private pst1ytak&3 owne~hip-iram the so'l&re1gn, tt fa. up 
lt> th~m H1ereat1er to have either a surveye.d me.tea and bou11::ls 
des~;,:,tion .or to oonlinua usi.1g ~s wordlng ''that wh~ attacl,913 by 
opera.Don of lavl'. 
D;\TEO!hl•L&_"'da,, of J,Tv., 2010 ~-. a: 
Aftiant 
SUBSCRISED AND SWORN to be:fore m-e, the undersigned No1ary 
PtJblic. tills ..f21!d may of July, 2010. 
N-otaiy Publrc for Ida~ 
Resldittg ~t: 'Poot: o1o.Jl1¼. 
My Commi~sf::m Exp:res: 1j1s /-:1Dll-/--
Affl D.A.Vrr OF SCOTT RASOR fN 8UF>PO~T OF M0110N FOR SUM M~R:'i J UDGM =NT - 4 
~ line Jul. n, '.JOIO 12:%HA No. 91f.B 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the I 3 day of July, 2010, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
,tfinter-office: kt.AJ~ ~; ~cJ' 
_ [J fc1_xed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
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8.47' FROM 5/8" IRON 
ROD, WELCH COMER 
PLS 5573 TO LINE 
DATE 
EXHIBIT #J PCS Site Agreement between Wallace Family Trust and Sprint 
LEASED AREA IDENTIFIED IN SAID LEASE AND FURTHER IDENTIFIED IN LEASEHOLD DEED 
OF TRUST, ASSIGNMENT OF LEASES AND RENTS, SECURITY AGREEMENT AND FINANCING 
STATEMENT AND AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS RELATING TO 111LE RECORDED AS INSTRUMENT 
NO. 1988802 AND 1967338 BY GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS. 
MECKEL ENGINEERING SCALE: I"'" 30' DRAWN BY: SAO JOB NO.: SHEOB.089 
8 SURYEYI.NG DATE: NOV, 2, 2009 CHECKED BY: SHE08089X,OWG 
Jl(JI /I. stlllllR 1ft. t(lJI/ D' ,MJJf; OW,, 111/$ ~ _. REVISED: CREW: EJR/DEG1/TAB SHEET: 1 OF 6 
Exhibit_ ......... __ _ 
Page l fl_) ] 
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2 
)' 
. . I ..... 
~ 7-· 
24TH STR ET 
8.47' FROM 5/8" IRON 
ROD, WELCH COMER 
PLS 5573 TO LINE 
11 Vacated by Ordinance 
2245 and recorded i--;----,, 
as Instrument No. 
11114099 
/ ALUMINUM CAP, 
FD 0.19' NORTH 2-1/2" DIA. 
OF LINE ITD, BM 
\..+.'---- CDC 103 
EXHIBIT #2 24TH STREET ABANDONMENT 
By City of Coeur DAiene by City Ordinance 2245 
MECKEL ENGINEERING 
&SURVEYING 
SCALE: I" = 30' 
DATE: NOV. 2, 2009 
JO II. SDIEllll llY. Cl1JR D' IIIJE. ~ IJ1615 le REVISt:O: 
JOB NO.: SHEOS.089 
SHEOB089X.DWCl 
SHEET: 2 Or 6 
Exhibit_"-;;2_--=~-
page l "b 1 








8.47' FROM 5/8" IRON 
ROD, WELCH COMER 
PLS 5573 TO LINE 
11 (Land area outside of Wallace 
Boundary and outside leased 
area as defined by the PCS 
Site Agreement 
WALLACE F AMIL 
Property Line 
.~..,_--+-~- _/' ALUMINUM CAP, 
FD 0.19' NORTH 2-1/2" DIA. 
OF LINE ITD, BM 
\._+,L----- CDC 103 
// SCOTT M. RASOR, PLS 6374 I DATE 
i:.,-XHIBIT #3 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST PROPERTY 
As Identified In Instrument No. 1955026 
SCAl.E: 1 • • 30' CRAWN BY: SAO 
DATE: NOV. 2, 2009 CHECKED BY: 
RtvrSEO: CREW: EJR/OEG 1 /TAB 
JOB NO.: SHEOB.089 
SHEOSOB9X.OWG 
SHEET: 3 Of' 6 
Exhibit_.,.;;3;__,__--
( A ·1 Page_~ .... P'"+(j'·~-- -
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8.47' FROM 5/8" IRON 
ROD, WELCH COMER 
PLS 5573 TO LINE 
RECORD LINE TABLE Per Inst. 
No. 1967338 
LINE BEAR/NC DISTANCE 
L13 N00'0 1 '54 'W 50.00 R3 
L14 589'52 '11 ''£ 35.00 R3 
L15 S16'43'03''£ 52.24 RJ 
L16 S89'52'11 ''£ 50.00 R3 
L17 
DATE 
EXHIBIT #4 FENCED CELL TOWER SITE 
Identified by Welch Comer & Associates Record of Survey, Book 1B, Page 404 
MECKEL ENGINEERING 
&SURVEYING 
Jl(Jd N. StHl11R II>: «BIi D' Mii( ~ 11615 :.#Of*'= 
SCALE: 1 • • 30' 
DATE: NOV. 2, 2009 
REVISED: 
DRAWN BV: SAO JOB NO.: SHEOB.089 
CHECKED BY: SHEOB089X,OWG 
CREW: EJR/OEG1/TA8 SHEET: 4 OF 6 
Exhibit~ 
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8.47' FROM 5/8" IRON 
ROD, WELCH COMER 
PLS 5573 TO LINE 
~ 1~ 60~0' r 
30. oo~· 30. oo · <D 
ENCR A MENT 
AREA 
(Land area outside of Wallace 1 
area as defined by the PCS 1 46 • 
Boundary and outside leased t 
Site Agreement) · a,,,b,11~.;;;c_--__\,( 
Area owned by Sherman 
Storage, LLC, which is 




•+r--,...,-.,..f---+----=- / ALUMINUM CAP, 
0.19' NORTH 2-1/2n DIA. 
OF LINE ITD, BM 
----- CDC 103 
EXHIBIT #5 Encroachment upon Sherman Storage, LLC Property 
Owned by Sherman Storage, LLC, which Is Identified as Instrument No. 2037064000 
.MECKEL ENGINEERING 
&SURVEYING 
Jl(JI N. 9'8BEII IIIY, rtl1ll D' MIJE, AW,Q 815 
SCALE: 1 • ., JO' 









FOUND AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INCH DIAMETER, 
WITH A PLASTIC CAP .MARKED •WELCH 
COMER PLS 5573", OR AS N01ED 
FOUND AN IRON PIPE, AS N01ED 
SET AN IRON ROD, 30 INCHES LONG, 5/8 
INCH DIAMETER, WITH A PLASTIC CAP 
MARKED PLS ~74 
SET AN IRON ROD, 24 INCHES LONG, 1/2 
INCH DIAME1ER, WITH A PLASTIC CAP 
MARKED LINE POINT PLS 6374 
FOUND A CONCRE1E MONUMENT, 6 INCH 
DIAMETER, WITH A BRASS CAP, 3--1/4 
INCHES DIAMETER, MARKED "IDAHO STATE 






























• FOUND A DRILL STEEL RECORD LINE TABLE 
0 FOUND A NAIL & BRASS TAG, MARKED 
"PLS 4565" 
FOUND AN IRON ROD, 1/2 INCH DIAMETER, 








NOO'O 1 '54 'W 50.00 R3 
S89'52'11 "£ 35.00 RJ 
S16'43'03"£ 52.24 RJ 
S89'52'11 "£ 50.00 RJ 
N83'33 '.3 l"E 5.22 RJ 
D FOUND A BOLT, 1• SQUARE. EMBEDDED IN A CONCRETE MONUMENT RECORD LINE TABLE Per Ins!. 
0 CALCULATED POINT (NOTHING FOUND OR SET) 







sag·52 • 1 1 "£ 
EDGE OF EXISTING ASPHALT 







EB GATE POST, GALVANIZED IRON PIPE 
DENOTES PCS SllE AGREEMENT BETWEEN WALLACE 
FAMILY musr AND SPRINT (EXHIBIT 1) 
DENOTES VACATED TWENTY FOURTH (24TH) 
smEET PER WARRANTY DEED 1114099 (EXHIBIT 2) 
DENOTES LOTS 3 & 4, BLOCK 22 GLENMORE 
ADDITION TO COEUR D'ALNE PER INST. NO. 1955026 
(EXHIBIT 3) 
DEN01ES CELL TOWER SITE AS CONSTRUCTED 
(EXHIBIT 4) 
DENOTES ENCROACHMENT AREA INTO 
24TH STREET 
EXHIBIT #6 LEGEND & LINE TABLES 
FOR A PORTION OF LOTS 1-12, BLOCK 21. INCL. VACATED ALLEY & LOTS 7-12, 
BLOCK 24, AMENDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDlllON TO COEUR D'ALENE, PART OF 
VACA1ED 24TH STREET & PART OF VACATED LAKESIDE AVENUE, SE 1/4, SEC. 18, 
T.50N., R.3W., B.M., CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
MECKEL ENGINEERING SCALE: ,. c 3o' DRAWN BY: SAO 
8 SURVEYING DATE: NOV. 2, 2009 CHECKED BY: 







JOB NO.: SHEOB.089 
SHE08089X.OWG 
SHEET: 6 OF 6 
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12.00· SEE SHEET 1 
O' 10' 
,-..•c• 
LEGEND ,_....,., __ .. 
.,. found ., lho dnnilng. 5'573 
e RXNJ I/a" R£IWI IS lS578 
• IWIBRIIRISER 
• ll0IIOPOLt 10WDI 
... Clll'NICIIOR 




1. REPAIR AND REPLACE CHAINUNK FENCE TO 
MATCH EXISTING. 
2. REMOVE EXISTING CONCRETE CURB AND 
PROV1DE CONCREIE CURB CUT. REPAIR AND 
PATCH ASPHALT AS REQUIRED. COMPLY WITH 
LOCAL GOVERNING STANDARDS. ASPHALT 
RAMP TO ACCESS FENCE ENCLOSURE FROM 




















S 00'25'41 • W 50.00' 
( RECORD S 00'01 '54" E ) 
FOUND 5/8" REBAR W/ YELLOW 




( RECORD N B9"52'11 • W ) 
N B9"24'36" W 35.00' 
,., l$ 
) ::JR EXIST.>'"'"""-r--..::. -,,=--""--_ -_ -_ -_ -.., - ----l PAO CONCRETE 
o PAD EXIST.ELECTRIC 











THE BASIS OF !!EARING IS 
GEODEllC NORnl BY APPLYING 
THE OBSERVED CONVERGENCE 
ANGLE OF -00' 46'27" TO THE 
GRID BEARING OF THE IDAHO 
STATE Pl»IE COORDINATE WEST 
SYSTEM. THE CONTROL 
MONUMENTS BLACK AND ID'!D 1 




EXIST, MONOPOLE W/ 
PROPOSED ANTENNA 
ARRAY 




( RECORD N B9'52'11" W ) 








COEUR D' ALENE 
IDAHO 
DRAWING ffil.E: 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITHj P.C. 
607 Lakeside ·Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE OF IDAHO ·' SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAtl 
FILED: 
2010 JUL 13 PM Lt: 17 
RK DISTRICT(¥~T . 
~ 
'D PUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 11 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS-II, 

















DefendanVThird Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 





) _____________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09~3915) 
AFFIDAVIT OF SAM JOHNSON IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
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SAM JOHNSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. ~ an, over the age of eighteen { 18) and competent to testify to the matters 
contained herein based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am familiar with the title issues in this case and have issued title policies 
to the Plaintiff concerning Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition, Lots 3 
and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition, and the vacated 24th Street. 
3. I am also familiar with thei Defendant's recorded lease, the Memorandum 
of PCS Site Agreement, ana its other subsequently recorded documents. 
4. I understand that there is .a dispute whether the wording "that which 
attaches by operation of law" would apply to the Memorandum of PCS 
Site Agreement (Exhibit "B"), as Instrument No. 1453059, Records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
5. Vacated 24th street was never referred to in the legal description contained 
in the Memorandum (Exhibit "Bil). 
6. It is true that Lot 4 only exists as it was platted in Bk B of Plats, pgs 123 
and 140, of the Records of Kootenai County. 
7. In my opinion, the vacated street is not, nor has it ever been, a part of Lot 
4, Block 22. It was always a separate parcel since the City recorded the 
vacation, which was merely attached to said Lot 4. 
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8. Therefore, a simple legal description Lot 4, Block 22, with nothing more 
would NOT include that portion of 24th Street that attaches by operation of 
law. 
9. If that parcel was to be encumbered by the lease, then 24th Street should 
have been included in the legal description contained in the lease 
document. 
10. lt seems to me that the legal descriptions contained in those documents 
are very precise and well written, and specifically encumber only Lot 4 
(and Lot 3 in the later documents) of Block 22 except the portion lying 
within the highway right-of-way. 
11. The first instance I see in Kootenai County Records showing that the lease 
area was encroaching onto 24th Street was a Record of Survey done by 
Welch Comer in Jan 1997 (bk 18, pg 404), where they set the pins 
establishing the corners of the lease area. 
12.1 have to assume that from that point forward the cell tower company was 
aware of the encroachment, but still failed to correct their legal 
descriptions to include the vacated street, not only on the documents 
already of record, but also on all subsequent documents. 
13.A Record of Survey alone cannot alter a legal description or a previously 
recorded document. 
14. When the Plaintiff and the Plaintiff's predecessor in interest purchased 
Lots 1-12, Block 21,and any part of vacated 24th Street, the Memorandum 
of PCS Site Agreement (Exhibit "B"), Instrument No. 1453059, would not 
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show on the property index. This is for the simple reason that the 
Memorandum (Exhibit "B'') was only recorded on Lot 4 of Block 22, not 
Block 21 or vacated 24th Street. 




Kootenai County Title 
SUBSCRI~ AND SWORN to before me, the undersigned Notary 
Public, this ~ day of July, 20~0. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the l ~ 
of the foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
Hinter-office: ~t,.nJ-J~ 11 ~,,;1 
[_] f~x~d to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
day of 3, ._t1,= , 2010, a true copy 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE OF fDAHO I 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAll SS 
FILED: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 














GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, ) 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability ) 
company, ) 
) 




THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 
Third Party Defendant 
) 
) __________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK P. SMITH IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
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STATE OF IDAHO 





ERIK P. SMITH, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify to the matters set 
forth below based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am the attorney of record for Plaintiff herein. 
3. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and 
correct copy of relevant portions of the deposition transcript of John 
Tyke, Property Specialist for Global Signal, dated June 3, 2010. 
4. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and 
correct copy of "The Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement", recorded 
on July 9, 1996, as Instrument No. 1453059 on the Records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho; 
5. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and 
correct copy of the "Record of Survey" commissioned by the Defendant 
and recorded on January 22, 1997, as Instrument No. 1478042 on the 
Records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
6. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and 
correct copy of the relevant portions of the "Leasehold Deed of Trust 
Assignment of Leases and Rents, Security Agreement and Financing 
Statement", recorded on July 25, 2005, as Instrument No. 1967338 on 
the Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho. 
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7. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and 
correct copy of the relevant portions of the "Affidavit of Facts Relating 
to Title", recorded on October 17, 2005, as Instrument No. 1988802 on 
the Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho. 
8. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and 
correct copy of the relevant portions of the "Assignment Agreement", 
recorded on May 23, 2006, as Instrument No. 2032972000 on the 
Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho. 
9. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "G" is a true and 
correct copy of the "Agreement Regarding Ground Lease", dated 
May 10, 2005. 
DATED this~ day of July, 2010. 
ERIK P. SMITH 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me a Notary Public, on the _j_ 
day of July, 2010. 
y~b<J~~ 
Notary Public f9r Idaho 
Resides at: 1-r ~z; [ 
Commission Expires:/ o -.,.:2 s--r o 
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' 
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).:[inter-office: i1tv'\J -M11,~ .J-
[] faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
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Go ahead and answer. 1 BY MR. SMITH: 
Page 28 
THE WITNESS: I can make changes to it, but 
anything that I submit has to be approved by someone 
higher up, so I can do whatever I want to it, but it 
doesn't go anywhere unless it's approved later. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. I understand. But I'm saying --
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. -- you got this, you manipulated it and 
tried to make it applicable to the situation, and you 
sent it to Mr. Evans; is that true? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Under the definitions it says Lessor's 
Property. Do you see that? "Lessor's Property means 
the parcel of land," and then it has a tax parcel 
number. 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Did you put that tax parcel number in the 
documents? 
A. I could have. 
Q. Would anybody else at Global Signal have 
done it other than you? 
A. I don't think anybody helped me with this 
one. The problem -- at this point in time -- I don't 
know. 
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Should I say? 
I handle over a thousand sites, so how we do 
it is if I need help, some people help me out who has 
lesser work. But as I recall, I don't believe, after 
Dave left, anybody helped me with this, so it was 
probably all me. 
Q. So either you did it or someone -- a lateral 
person in Global. Is it lots or can you name the 
people you wo~k with? 
A. There's probably 15. 
Q. Okay. Now, do you remember prior to sending 
him this ground lease that you proposed that Global 
Signal and Mr. Evans enter into a perpetual easement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Have you looked at your e-mails recently 
between you and Mr. -- over this file, the documents 
in this file? 
A. No, I have not. 
Q. Well, I have some, so I'll share them with 
you. I got them from Kirk. 
MR. SMITH: I'll have this marked. I'll 
mark the whole thing as Exhibit 3, just because It's 
a variety of e-mails. 
(Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 3 was 
marked for identification.) 
2 Q. So if you look at them, I'll just kind of 
3 walk you through so I understand, and you can help 
4 me. 
5 Page 1, the e-mail came from -- it says, 
6 david.yates.contractor@crowncastle.com. Is that, 
7 more than likely, David Yates' e-mail address? 
8 A. Yes. 
9 Q. And is yours pretty similar to that? 
10 A. Yeah. At that point in time the only 
11 difference was that David was a contractor and I'm an 
12 employee. 
13 Q. Okay. Oh, meaning his employment situation 
14 was a contractor. Oh, okay. All riQh~. 
15 And the subject line is: 880670 Tubbs Hill 
16 Lease. Is that how you kind of refer to this? Is 
17 that your file number? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. That still is your file number? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Okay. And so I'm just trying to get an 
22 idea. This is our best guess as to one of the 
23 earlier communications between Global and Mr. Evans, 
24 around December 1st, 2008. Do you have any reason to 
25 dispute that? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. Do you know if Dave Yates did, in fact, 
3 order a title report and a survey around December 1st 
4 of 2008? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. Okay. If you look at the next page, it's a 
7 three-string of e-mails. The bottom one might be the 
8 first one from Dave, and it's dated the very next 
9 day, and he taJks about there's certain rules that we 
10 have to live by. Do you know what the rules might 
11 be? 
12 MR. HAZEL: Object to the form. 
13 Speculation. 
14 Go ahead and answer if you know. 
15 THE WITNESS: Basically, I think -- not 
16 100 percent, but as I recall we were trying to get a 
17 survey company validated in our system to be paid. 
18 They have to have -- basically anyone has to have 
19 certain insurance requirements, and it was hard to 
20 find someone that had the insurance requirements. 
21 BY MR. SMITH: 
22 Q. Okay. And his last statement says that 
23 we're the victim of the encroachment. What does that 
24 mean to you? 
25 MR. HAZEL: Object to the form. 
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Go ahead and answer. 
THE WITNESS: Actually, I don't know. 
'(eah, I -- I see it. 
MR. HAZEL: Okay. 
THE WITNESS: Are you asking me -- I guess 
I'm not clear on the question. Are you asking me 
what he was thinking on that? 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. I'm not asking what he was thinking. Did 
you or Dave -- did you and Dave talk about being the 
victim of the encroachment? Did you ever use those 
words? Did he ever use those words with you? 
A. No. Like I said, I didn't have that much 
contact with this when it was with Dave. I think I 
helped him with the survey and to get that in. 
Dave was 70 years old and he was ready to 
retire, so basically when he retired it was just a 
stack of stuff with not too much follow-up on what 
has happened up to t~is point. 
Q. If you go -- there's a short e-mail from 
Kirk in the middle, then the top one is another one 
from Dave and it says, "We are as frustrated as you 
are." 
Do you see that? 
A. Uh-huh. 
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Q. I guess I'm just asking, what was the 
frustration? This is early on in the process --
A. Yeah. 
Q. -- I'm wondering what the frustration was 
with Global. 
A. The only thing I re·member is Dave was really 
trying to get the survey completed because I think it 
took us a long time. I think it took us like two or 
three months, just the systems that we have in place 
to get' a P.O. cut. And we've had this problem before 
when people have done work and trying to get them 
paid later. 
I -- that is the only thing that I am aware 
of on this issue with Dave, what he could be talking 
about, because it is a tenuous process to get 
someone -- a new vendor into the system. 
Q. Okay. Page 3 we think may be one of the 
first e-mails from yourself to Kirk. 
A. Okay. 
Q. If you look at that, does it look like an 
e-mail you sent to Kirk? 
A. Yes. 
Q. At that time, just before your Christmas 
vacation, did you have the survey yet? 




















































Q. Okay. What have you done to prepare for 
today's deposition? 
A. Just met with Joel yesterday and went over a 
few items and spoke with -- who was it? -- I think, 
Lance a week ago --
Q. Okay. 
A. -- couple weeks ago, that was about it. 
Q. Didn't review your file, though? 
A. No. I didn't review my e-mails, no. 
Q. Okay. And Lance is an attorney in Crown 
Castle? 
A. Correct. 
Q. In the legal department in Florida? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. And you mentioned Joel. Did you meet 
with anybody else to prepare for this deposition? 
A. No. No. 
Q. Okay. I'll have you turn to the fourth page 
of Exhibit 3. You stated in an e-mail to Kirk that 
I 
you were waiting on some paperwork. Do you remember 
what you were waiting for? 
A. I'm guessing -- I'm not 100 percent sure, 
but I'm guessing it was either the survey or the 
title. 
Q. Okay. And had a title report been ordered? 
A. A title, yes. 
Q. By Dave Yates? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. So it had already been done? 
A. Yes. It was already ordered. Our title 
usually takes six weeks. 
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Q. Okay. Do you remember any issues in paying 
for the title report? 
A. No, because they were already approved. 
Q: Okay. Who did you use to obtain that report 
from? 
A. It was -- Dave probably uses -- there's only 
two approved vendors, and it's either, I think, First 
American or Stewart. 
Q. Is that in your file, that title report? 
A. It should be. 
Q. Can you give me a copy of that? 
A. Sure. 
MR. HAZEL: Are you sure you haven't been 
provided with a copy of that? 
MR. SMITH: Positive, yeah. 
BY MR. SMITH: . 
Q. Did you prepare -- like Exhibit 2 was a 
proposed ground lease, kind of a draft. Did you 
prepare something like that that was a perpetual 
--· ••• __ ,,_ -·""'- ... I ,,....,.,,.,._,." I ... A,,...,...,. IT~"T"Tnr..1r, ____ ,,..,ntl-\./C. ... >--------J:::. /.~./.,n.1 ..... ____ _ 
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1 easement as well, to send to Mr. Evans_? 
2 A. I do not recall. I do not believe so. I 
3 don't recall. 
4 Q. Because the next page of Exhibit 3, you talk 
5 about a PE, and by "PE" you mean perpetual easement, 
6 correct? 
7 A. Correct. 
8 Q. So you and Mr. Evans did talk about a 
9 perpetual easement? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. Had you seen -- at this time when you're 
12 talking about a PE, had you already received the --
13 the title report? 
14 A. I don't -- I don't remember. 
15 Q. Well, would it have been -- you said you 
16 needed to do some things --
17 A. Uh-huh. 
18 Q, -- do some paperwork 
19 A. Uh-huh. 
20 Q. -- and your best memory is that it was to 
21 obtain a title report and a survey. Would you have 
22 moved forward with proposals on PEs and ground leases 
23 without having those two documents? 
24 A. Sometimes, yes. 



























MR. HAZEL: Object to the form. That's not 
a question. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. So you said you had two things to do, but 
you would go ahead and enter into negotiations before 
you accomplished your due diligence? 
MR. HAZEL: Asked and answered. 
Go ahead and answer. 
THE WITNESS: There's n;iany times that we do 
do that. We contact -- we contact landlords all the 
time to get initial ground spaces for customers that 
might come on. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Okay. 
A. So that's just basically how Crown is, is 
they want it done yesterday, so there's no harm 
according to -- from what we've been told to contact 
someone beforehand, and if it falls apart, it falls 
apart. 
Q. No, I understand. Okay. 
On this one, this e-mail from you dated 
February 4th of 2009, it says, "I am attaching a copy 
of our standard lease for your review," and then you 
say that the lease terms would match the current 
le se we have with Mrs. Wall ce. 
1 Do you remember writing that? 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. And was it true at that time that you had a 
4 lease with an expiration date of 6/23/2041? 
5 A. Not signed. What I think -- PEP was --
6 Jon Arrowood was negotiating a lease extension at 
7 that point. 
8 Q. Okay. What does the initials BSA mean? 
9 A. BSA is business summary affidavit. 
10 Q. What is a business summary affidavit? 
11 A. Basically it's just an affidavit of what the 
12 current rent is on the site. 
13 Q. I don't understand. Explain some more, 
14 could you? 
15 A. It's just saying -- we're just certifying 
16 this is the rent that we are paying Mrs. Wallace or 
17 whoever. 
18 Q. Oh, okay. I understand. It's just -- it's 
19 notarized. 
20 A. Yeah. 
21 Q. Okay. All right. 
22 The next page of Exhibit 3 you shared some 
23 information about the eight closest sites. Were 
24 those eight sites in Kootenai County? 
25 A. Kootenai County. How big is Kootenai 
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1 County? 
2 Q. Well, where are the other eight sites? 
3 A. Usually -- the eight closest sites, usually 
4 how I pull that up -- and hopefully this answers your 
5 question -- is we just pull it up in a 5-mile block. 
6 So if there was eight sites in that 5-mile block, 
7 then that's what we used. We can also kick it out to 
8 a 10-miie block. 
9 Q. Is there -- so it was eitt,er a 5-mile radius 
10 or a 10-mile radius --
11 A. Correct. 
12 Q. Okay. 
13 -- where you found these two. All right. 
14 Is this how you would usually go about 
15 pricing a lease? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And I see it there, but explain it to me a 
18 little more. I'm math challenged. 
19 A. Basically what we do is we take what we are 
20 paying the landlord per square foot and then we 
21 divide it by -- so if it was $100, 400 square feet, 
22 it would be a dollar a square foot. 
23 Q. So in other words, all your new leases, you 
24 try to do it based on what your existing closest 
25 towers are? 
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A. Yeah. On any new leases that they are 1 
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that we were looking for. But it's -- it was just, 
obtaining, yes. 2 you know, documentation that Sprint has. I think 
Q. Okay. There must be some other variables, 3 their system is called SYTERA, and they have their 
though. 4 
A. Yeah, there is. That would probably -- I 5 
mean, I guess I don't do that for Crown. I can tell 6 
own database that obviously we can't get into, so 
sometimes we just ask for additional documentation, 
then we'll find stuff that helps us out, so --
you how it's done when I did it at T-Mobile. 7 
Q. No, it's not necessary. 8 
Q. You said that "they," does that mean Sprint 
were able to provide us? 
A. Okay. 9 
Q. So did somebody else give you these numbers 10 
to pass on? 11 
A. No. I just took what I knew from T-Mobile 12. 
and applied it here. 13 
A. Yes. 
Q. And does that mean landlord approved 
construction drawings? 
A. Correct. 

















Q. Okay. And were-you authorized to make the 14 
offer that you did at the price you did? 15 
like it's towards the end of your negotiations with 
Mr. Evans; is that true? 
A. I -- yeah. How it runs is that we do our 16 A. Yes. 
best judgment, and once a deal is agreed upon, then 17 Q. Was that -- $550 a month, was that approved 
we take it to the manager, and the manager can either 18 
approve it or deny. And sometimes they will deny and 19 
we have to go back, so it kind of hurts us after we 20 
have agreed on an amount and go, we've got to give . 21 
you less. 22 
Q. Right. 23 
MR. EVANS: Can I take a couple minutes 24 
break? 25 
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by anybody or was that offer just from you? 
A. That offer was just from me. 
Q. And was that the last offer you made? 
A. I believe so, yes. 
Q. Okay. 
MR. SMITH: Could we take a short little 
break? 
(Whereupon, a recess was taken.) 
1 MR. SMITH: Let me finish this. 1 BY MR. SMITH: 
2 MR. EVANS: Okay. 2 Q. So, Mr. Tyke, we're going through the 
3 BY MR. SMITH: 3 e-mails. I think this is the last e-mail, and then 
4 Q. So do you have any -- do you have any 4 you didn't have any more contact with Mr. Evans, 
5 opinions about like the value of this lease in 5 correct? 
6 general with either the Wallace Family Trust, the 6 A. I do not believe so. 
7 value of what the extension would be? 7 Q. And it happened rather abruptly. Was that 
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8 A. That would be Jon Arrowood. 8 your choice, or were you instructed not to have any 
9 Q. Yeah, okay. 9 more contact with --
10 The next page of Exhibit 3 says you were 10 MR. HAZEL: Object -- go ahead and finish 
11 waiting on some information from Sprint because you 11 your question. 
12 had acquired this site from Sprint. 12 BY MR. SMITH: 
13 Do you remember writing that? 13 Q. -- contact with Mr. Evans? 
14 A. Yes. 14 MR. HAZEL: Objection to the extent it calls 
15 Q. What were you waiting for? 15 for any communication between Crown Castle and Global 
16 A. We were waiting for, I think -- sometimes 16 Signal attorneys. 
17 Sprint does not provide us all the documentation, so 17 So if you were instructed by an attorney, 
18 they might have a memorandum that we don't have. 18 I'm instructing you not to answer the question. If 
19 Sometimes there's five pages of lease missing, so 19 you were instructed by somebody else, you can answer. 
20 when the issues pop up, we usually contact Sprint and 20 THE WITNESS: Yeah, I think at that point it 
21 say, hey, is there anything else? Here's what we 21 was instructed by our attorneys. 
22 have. Do you have anything additional? 22 BY MR. SMITH: 
23 Q. So you don't remember specifically what it 23 Q. Okay. But prior to this time you had tried 
24 was? 24 to negotiate a perpetual easement and a ground lease, 
25 A. I don't remember specifically what it was 25 and you had already seen the title report before you 
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Site Name: Tubbs' HIii 
EXHIBITS 
to 
PCS Site Agreement 
2-27-96 
Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Memorandum of PCS SIie Agreement 
This memorandum evidences that a lease was made and entered Into by wrillen PCS Sile Agreement dated ...:i ... ,.it ~ f , 
19<-ib, between The Wallace Family Trust ("OWnerj, and Sprint Spectrum, a Delaware limited partnership ("SSLP"), d/b/a Sprint 
Spectrum, the terms and conditions ot which are Incorporated herein by relerence. 
Such Agreement provides In part that Owner leases to SSLP a certain site ("Site"} located to the east of and adjacent to the 
abandoned 24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave,/1-90 overpass , City of Coeur d'Alene , County of Kootenai , Slate ol Idaho , 
wilhln lhe property of Owner which Is described In Exhibit A attached hereto, with grant ol easement tor 'fnreslrfcted rights of access 
thereto and to electric and telephone facllllies lor a term of five (5) years commencing on J~.J•. ~ 19~ which term is 
subject to lour (4) additional five (5) year extension periods by SSLP. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Memorandum as of the day and year first above written. 
"OWNER" 
The Wallace Family Trust 
By: 441.Y W~ary A. Wallace 
Name: Gary A. Wallace 
Tille: Trustee 
@ See Exhibit B1 for continuation of Owner signatures 
Address: P.O. Box 1101 
Hayden, ID 83835 
Qwnerlnitlals~  
SSLP Initials ~ 




Tltfe: ctor, Engineering and Operations 
Address: E. 11707 Sprague Ave.,-Bldg. F, Suite 201 
Spokane, WA 99206 · 
Exhibit j3 
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11\5305~ 
STATE OF -:::CPP..t-10 
COUNTY OF (<-oore,_., ~ 
The loregoing Instrument was acknowledged be lore me this _~I Lf~-t-_:b ____ day of JLL rrs 
by Gary A. Wallace , as Trustee on behall of The Wallace Family Trust • an Idaho registered trust. 
STATEOF /~~([V\ 
COUNTY OF~----~(--"-"-''--'""'--'-="-----
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this 
(OFFICIAL NOTARYIGNATURE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF -;:r: .JJ A-ti Ir' 
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: ______ _ 
cQS+h- day of 9IL'(l[l___ 
. 1st:?(, 
.. 1&.o 
by Steve Kingwell , as MTA Director, Engineering and Operations , on behalf of Sprint Spectrum, LP. , a Delaware limited 
NOTARY PUBLIC-:-5T A TE OF 
i(e,/t~ Tuwo 
(PRINTED.PED OR STAM~AME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: ~~""'f--'.J<'------
---------------· . 
Exhibit D . 
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STATE OF ::::C:.VAt-1 o 
COUNTY OF f{oo C~-: 
The foregoing Instrument was acknowledged before me thls _ _._fl-l..i.-1:_..!l. _____ day of $,.0 G ,19..:U_. 
by Mary J. Wallace , as Trustee on behalf of The Wallace Family Trust • an Idaho registered trust. 
(OFFICIAL NOTASIGNATURE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF .::z::.04t-/ d-
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
Exhibit~~ • Page ~ 9 
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1453053 
Vc:rs,on 2.1 
Sile Name: Tubbs' HIii 
EXHIBIT A 
lo 
Memorandum of Sile Agreement 
Site Description 
2-27-96 
SIie I. D. Sp03xc024 
Sile situated in the City of Coeur d'Alene , County of Kootenai . State of Idaho , commonly described as follows: 
Legal Description: 
A parcel of land being Loi 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded In lhe olllce of lhe 
County Recorder In Boak B of Plats at Page 123, records of Kootenai Counly, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion lying 
within the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 90 as described In Iha! certain Second Judgment and Decree of 
Condemnation Na. 17866 dated September 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 In Book 26 al Page 304, records ol said Kootenai 
County. 
Sketch of Sile: 
Sile ID: F-343 Tueos HILL 
2315 Shennan Hill 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 










Site Pl:111 NORTH 
Note: Owner and SSLP may. at SSLP's oplton, replace this Exh1b11 will• an exhibit sethng lortn Ille legal desc11p11on ol lhe properly on which lhe Sile ,s 
1oca1ec1 and/or an as-bu,n drawing dep1c11ng lhe Sile. · 
·1use 1h1s Exh1bil A lor PCS Sile Ag_reemenl, M~morundum ol PCS Silo llgrcemenl. Opl10n lluroemenl and MemornncJum of Oplio1i Agcee!nenl I 
Exhibit J3 _ 
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A PORTION OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 50 NORTH, 
RANGE 3 WEST, BOISE MERl>IAN, CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
NOTES: 
1. IID.ATI'IIE ACCURAC'I' Fm DIIIOISCJtS IIG~ NEASUADIENlS NOltD HEREDH MAY BE 
:tOO'OO'ld", F'Ofl AHQll.,M DATA. AND :t:0.05', RJl DISTAHCt DATA. 
2. 1HDtE .S NO ATTDIPT UME 1D SHOW HJ. PHYSICM. F'EAlUIIES 
fT K l'tlOPD1Y, CII 1D SHOW JU. RCC:0ftDED tll NONI-IIUORIXD 
IASDIMIS, bCEPT FGlt 1MOSE 1MAT ME SPEClnCM.I.Y NOTED ...,._ 
& ~!c'.!!!"!".!! .. 'J!. NOR1" MIIDW, llfG N01!D II 1ttl PSIS 0/ 
A CON~ ANCLI ntOlil 1HE ID»IO STA1t PLJM: 
A CON\IRCDICE MIU FKON A LOCAL CRID 11111M c:Dl1'RM. 
STATX:IN DESIGNATID AS -mm , CCilU onr, Sl1UA11D 
...... 40•. 
REFERENCES: 
In ~~~·~,:r-:-4r.~~ ~~:: =wrcaun 
Ill ~UMY~ff:,:-2. :"·,~~ ==r ~~S r,SUR\ff, 
,a ~":~~~~• RECORDID .U.Y 3. IID7, ti 800K I, PAGl 1.0. 
GRAPIDC SCALE 
---CM.CUUlED SUll'IEY POINT 
SET 5/11' • YI' REBM IOI CAP MSCR18ED 
.NJ.CH,.C1*1RPl55'73" 
IIEASURID 91:NIING IK>/Olf. DISllliNC[ 
RECCAt IIEMllHC MD/0« OISTNtCf.. SEE 
CCllRE9'0NtllNO AEJ'EllE)tC%. NOTE HEREON. 
CMD.ll.AlED llt....C NIIJ/f:lt DISTNG: 
RECORD or SURVEY 
&l'IIIQlatSSl/4atSll:.lltl8. l!I., 
llll. cm or COD tr&lill1 IDDIIIUI cwm: 111&111 
.,. r•• 
j 
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~ -,, 
STATE Of IOAHO 
coU~TY OF l\bOTENr..l ~,:uSmti$:· 
' 
1tt11S JUL 2s P '-'1 ts· 
OA.N\EL J.ENGUSH@l, 
DEPutY q lo.-_ 
FEES----~···• 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II LLC, as debtor 
(Debtor) 
LAWYERS TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, as tmstee 
(Tmstee) 
MORGAN STANLEY ASSET FUNDING INC., as secured party 
(Secured Party) 
LEASEHOWDEED OF TRUST,ASSIGNMBNTOF LEASES AND RENTS, 
SECURITY 
AGRBBMBNT AND FlNANCJNGSTATBM.BNT 
THIS LEASEHOLD DEED OF TRUST CONSTITUTES A FIXTURE FINANCING 
PR.BP.ARBO BY: 
Mark A. Poole., Esq. 
Sidley ADStiQ Brown&. WoodLLP 
787 Seventh Avenue 
New York, New York 10019 
UPONRECOlU>ATION REIURN TO: 
Andrea Weber 
~ca Comtneroial Services 
Comm~al Lender Serv.ices .. 
101 Gateway Centre Parkway 




Page { 'Q d--
~ 
~ ._;;; -------- _ ......... _ ... 
r:- • d 
d~~:c:n ~n c::n 
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'· 
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·: "j_967338 · 
·Eslu"bit:A 
· KOOTENAI,,ID 
· "TaxID: 137539 
A lease by and between Wallace Family Trost, as lessor ("Lessor"). and Sprint Spectrum L.P., a DeJaware 
limited partnership, as lessee ("l.essee") as ev:ideoced by a{n) Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
recorded 7/9/1996 in Insttmrumt No. 1430S9. 
Said leasehold intaest was assigned to STC FIVE LLC and -further subleased by such entity to Global 
Signal Acquisitions D LLC by a Site .Designation Supplement to Master Lease and Sublease Agt=ment 
dated May26,. 2005 and 1he pn:,pelfy is more partipu)aiiydescribed as fullows: 
A ~Id Bstaie~ said lease mes. being a portion of the followmi described parent parcel: 
Parcel No. 54-R: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22,Glenmore Addition to C.oeur d'Alene, according to the plat 
recorded .in the office of 1he County .Recorder in Book B of Plats at Page 123, recoros of Kootenai 
·c.ounty; Idaho excepting therefrom that portion lying with in 4ie right of way boundaries of Inteistaki 
Highways 90 as descnoed in ~ certain Second Judgment and Decree of Condemnation No. 17866 
dated September 5, 1958, recorded June 16~ 1960 in Book 226 at page 304 iecords of said Kootenai 
·eounzy. . 
Parcel Not-57-R: 
A parcel of land being Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d' Alen~ according· to ihe Plat 
recorded to the office of-die County Recorder in Book B of Plats at page 123 records of Kootenai Counf;y, 
Idaho excepting thereftom that portion lying within the right of way boundaries of Jntmstatc Highway 90 
as desen'"bed in that cedsin Second Judgment and Decree_of Co.ndemnafion No. 17866 dated September 5,. 
1958 recorded June 16, 196:() in.Book 26 at page 304 records of said Kootenai Councy 
When :rccor~ return to: 
GSProject . 
LandAmerica CLS 
9011.Arboretuin Parkway, Ste. 300 
Richmond, VA 2323(; 
Connection Number 10623922 
Exhibit b 
Page ;;Ji,;;;_ 
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Prepared by~ Return to; 
_in Walter A. Wilson, ill. Esq. 
~erica Commercial Serv.wes 
101 Gateway Centre Parkway 
Richmond, VA 23235 
STATE Of IOAHO 
COUNTY Of KOOTENAI 
~T=0~~-:~ 
2005 OCT 11 P l.\i 30 
DANIEL J, ENGLIS 
AFFIDAVIT OF FACTS RELATING TO TffLE 
STATE OF KANSAS } 
} 
COUNTY OF JOHNSON } 
Before me, a Notary Public in and for the said County and State personally appeared 
Monica E. Rademacher, Assistant Vice Pres.ident of S.PRINTCOM, INC., a Kansas 
corporation, (hereinafter referred to as the "Undersigned") on behalf of said entity, who first 
being sworn says that: 
1. The Undersigned was the holder of certain leasehold interest or other rights in and to certain 
real property as more particularly described on and evidenced by Memoranda referenced on the 
attached Exhibit A {hereinafter collectively refened to as the •'Leased Properties"); and 
2. The Undersigned did by unrecorded assignment documents (hereinafter referred to as 
"ASSIGNMENTS") convey all of its right, title an.d interest in and to the Leased Properties to a 
wholly owned subsidia:Iy, STC FIVE LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter 
referred to as "STC"); and 
3. Said rights were subleased by STC to GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter referred to as "GLOBAL"). by recorded SITE 
DESIGNATION SUPPLEMENT TO MASTER LEASE AND SUBLEASE AGREEMENTS 
{hereinafter referred to as the "AGREEMENTS"); and 
4. Whereas, the original AGREEMENTS did not contain references to said ASSIGNMENTS; 
and 
5. Whereas, the Undersigned desires to clarify the record chain of leasehold ownership. 
NOW TIIBRBFORE, the Undersigned does hereby make this Affidavit attaching hereto, as a 
part hereof, Exhibit A describing all properties in the subject county to which this Affidavit 
pertains, and which were subleased by STC to GLOBAL. · 
~ Exhibit_::::::_-=---
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1988802 
Affiant further saith not. 
State of Kansas } 
} 
SPRINTCOM, INC, a Kansas corporation 
County of Johnson } 
On this e;th day of ~".S, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and 
fur the Cotmty and State aforesaid, personally appeared Monica E. Rademacher, Assistant 
Vice President of SprintCom, Inc.. to me known to be the ~s) described in and who · 
ex~ the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that h~ey executed the same M 
hi~ir free act and deed. 
IN WTINESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my notarial seal at my 








Tax ID: 137539 
A lease by and between Wallace Family Trost, as lessor ("Lessot"}. and Sprint Speotrum Realty Company, L.P., a 
Delaware limited partnt'.tllhip, a& successor in in~ to Sprint Spectnnn L.P., a Delaware limited partnfflhlp, as lessu 
("Lessee") u evidenced by a(n) Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement reoonled in Instrument No. 143059. 
Said leasehold Jnterest was assigned. to STC FIVB LLC and further subleased by sm,h entity to Global Signal 
Aequbfflons JI LLC by a Site De:rignation Supplement to Master Lease and Sublease Agreement dated.May 26, 2005 
and 1hepropm1y is more pmlicularly descn"bed u follows: 
A Leasehold Estate. said lease area being a portion of the following described parent parcel: 
Parcel No. ,54.R: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22.Glemnore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded in the 
office of the County Recorder in Book B of PlA1S at Page 123, records of Kootenai County; Idaho excepting 
therefrom that portion lying with in the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highways 90 as described in 'th.at 
cert1lln Second Judgment and Decree of Condemnation No. 17866 dated Sept.ember 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 
ln Book 226 at page 304 recoids of said.Kootenai County, 
Parcel No: 57-'k 
A pan:el of land being Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d' Alene, according to the Plat I13COrded to the 
office of tho County Reconier in Book B of Plats at page 1.23 records of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting 
tbereftom tb11t portion lying within the right of way boundaries of Intcmate Highway 90 as described in that certain 
Second Judgment and Decree of Condemnation No. 17866 dated September S, 1958 recorded June 16, 1960 In Book 








c.JP Date 06/23/'2fl& TillMI 1!h23i24 
REC..flEO OF MlL 
REC NG Pl!Et 39 et 
lf'IIIIIIIIIHl/11111 . 
. ---··· -- ··- ··- -·' 
MORGAN STANLEY ASSET FUNDING, INC., AS AGENT, 
as Assignor, 
in favor of 
LASALLE BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, AS TRUSTEE, AS AGENT, 
as Assignee 
ID, KOOTENAI COUNTY• RUUlld 1 
ASSIGNMENT AGREEMEN"I' 
Dated: As of the earliest notarization date, 
but effective as of Febrmuy 28, 2006 
Premises: See Exhibjt A attached hereto 
Exhibit F 
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.~·· 
Exhibit A 
KOOTENAI COUNTY, ID 
Tax ID: 137539 
_-,. ... 
A lease by and between Wallace Family Trust, and Sprint Spectrum Realty Company, L.P., a Delaware 
limited partnership, as successor in in~st to Sprint Spectrum L.P., a Delaware limited partnership, as 
evidenced by a(n) Mmnorandwn of PCS Site Agreement recorded Instrument No. 143059. 
Said leasehold interest was assigned to STC FIVE LLC, ( .. Lessor"} and further subleased by such entity to 
Global Si1nal Ac:quisition11 . D LLC, {" Assignee") by a Site Designation Supplement to Master Lease 
and Sublease Agreement dated May 26, 2005 and the property is more particularly descn'bed as follows: 
A Leasehold Estate, said leaw area being a portion of the following described parent parcel: 
Parcel No. 54--R: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22,Giemnore Addition.to Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded 
in the office of the County Recorder in Book B of Plats at Page 123, records of Kootenai County; Idaho 
excepth1g therefrom that portion lying with in the right of way boundaries of Inwrstate IDghways 90 as 
described in that certain Second Judgment and Decree of Condemnation No, 17866 dated September 5, 
1958, recorded /lllle 16, 1960 in Book 226 at page 304 records of said Kootenai County. 
Parcel No: 57-R; 
A pan:el of land being Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore .Arldition to Coeur d' Alene, aCQOl'ding to the Plat 
recorded to the offioe of the County Recorder In Book B of Plats at page 123 records of Kootenai County, 
1daho excepting therefrom that portion lying within the right of way boundaries ofinterstate Highway 90 as 
described in that certain Second Judgment and Decree of Condemnation No. 17866 dated September 5, 
1958 :recorded June 16,' 1960 in Book 26 at page 304 records of said Kootenai County 
When recorded, retum to: 
GS Project 
LandAmerica CLS 
90 l 1 Arboretum Paoovay, Ste. 300 
Richmond, VA 23236 
Connection Number 10623922 
Exhibit F 
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... .. 
Recording requested by 
and when recorded 
return to: 
Global Signal Inc. 
301 North Cattleman Road 
Suite 300 
Sarasota, FL 34232 
Attn: General Counsel 
,. ~·· I 
AGREEMENT REGARDING GROUND LEASE 
THIS AGREE:rv.tENT REGARDING GROUND LEASE (this "Agreement") is made as 
of 2005, between the party identified as "Landlord" on the signature page hereof 
("L ) and SPRINT SPECTRUM REALTY COMPANY, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership 
("Tenant"). 
A. Landlord and Tenant are now parties to that certain PCS SITE AGREEMENT 
dated June 24, 1996, a copy of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit A (the "Lease"), coyering certain real 
property more particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Property"); 
B. Pursuant to an agreement dated February 14, 2005 by and among Tenant, certain 
subsidiaries of Tenant and Global Signal, Inc., the Lease and the property related t.liereto (the "Premises") 
will be assigned to an affiliate of Tenant ("Tenant Affiliate"); and, after such assignmen~ the references 
to Tenant herein shall apply to Tenant Affiliate; 
C. Pursuant to a sublease (the "Sublease"), Tenant Affiliate will sublease its entire 
interest in the Lease to an affiliate of Global Signal ("Subtenant") in exchange for certain prepaid 
consideration and Subtenant will then leaseback to Tenant (and/or one or more of its affiliates) the portion 
of the leased premises on which Tenant's te]ecommunications equipment is currently located in exchange 
for certain ongoing payments (collectively, the "Lease and Lease Back Transactions"); 
D. Certain lenders (each, together with their successors and assigns, a "Lender") 
may make a loan to Subtenant or certain of its affiliates secured by a mortgage or other security 
instrument encumbering Subtenant's interest in the Sublease; and 
For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are 
hereby acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as follows: 
1 TUBBS HILL (SP03XC024_ 4_21_05revl) 
(5660-lD) 
Exhibit_G_-=--
Page _.,_( 4'9-,-='6 __ 
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I. Consent. To the extent any such consent is required by the Lease, Landlord hereby 
consents (a) to the assignment of the Lease from the original tenant under the Lease. (an affiliate of 
Tenant) to Tenant (b) to the acquisition by Tenant Affiliate (or any affiliate thereof), directly or indirectly, 
of Tenant's interest in the Lease, (c) to the Sublease (and the recording of a memorandum of the 
Sublease) and (d) to the Lease and Lease Back Transaction. 
2. Estoppel Certificate. Landlord certifies that (and Lender may rely on such 
representations) the following statements are true as of the date hereof: 
(a) Tenant is the current tenant under the Lease (a full copy of which, including all 
amendments thereto, is annexed as Exhibit A), and the Lease is in full force and effect and contains the 
entire agreement between Landlord and Tenant with respect to the Property. Landlord is either the owner 
of the fee simple interest in the Property or the holder of a valid leasehold interest in the property and the 
person or entity signing on behalf of Landlord is authorized to do so and no other person or entity's 
signature is required to bind Landlord. 
(b) No default exists under the Lease on the part of Tenant, and, to Landlord's knowledge, no 
event or condition has occurred or exists which, with notice or the passage of time or both, would 
constitute a default by Tenant under the Lease. 
(c) No payments to Landlord are required under the Lease for the Lease and Lease Back 
Transactions or otherwise in connection with the above consents. 
3. Agreement with Respect to the Lease and Sublease. Landlord hereby agrees with respect 
to the Lease as follows: 
(a) Lender and Subtenant shall have all of the rights of Tenant under the Lease, including the 
right to exercise any renewal option(s) or purchase option(s) set forth in the Lease, and shall have t.'1-ie 
right to assign the Sublease subject to Landlord's consent which shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed. 
(b) Landlord shall deliver to any Lender and Subtenant (in each case at such address as shall 
be designated in writing to .Landlord) a copy of any default notice given by Landlord to Tenant under the 
Lease. No default notice from Landlord to Tenant shall be deemed effective as against any Lender or 
Subtenant unless received by such Lender or Subtenant. · 
(c) If Tenant defaults on any monetary obligations under the Lease, Landlord shall accept a 
cure thereof by any Lender or Subtenant within ten (10) days, pursuant to paragraph 12 of the Lease, after 
delivery of notice of such defaults. For non-monetary defaults, Landlord shall not 1.erminate the Lease for 
so long as a Lender. or Subtenant is diligently pursuing a cure of the default, and if curing such non-
monetary default requires possession of the Property, then Landlord agrees to give the Lender or 
Subtenant a reasonable time ~o obtain possession of the Property and to cure such default. 
( d) Landlord acknowledges none of Tenant or Tenant Affiliate may terminate, surrender or 
cancel the Lease except as provided in the Lease and may not amend the Lease in a manner that 
materially increases the liability or obligations of Tenant or Tenant Affiliate or decreases the rights of 
Tenant or Tenant Affiliate without the prior written consent of Lender. 
(e) If the Lease is terminated by Landlord for any reason, or otherwise rejected in 
bankruptcy, Landlord will enter into a new lease with either Lender or Subtenant on the same terms as the 
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Lease, provided that all past due amounts under the Lease are paid to Landlord within 30 days of notice to 
Lender and Subtenant of such termination. 
4. Memorandum of Lease. To the ex.tent the Lease or a memorandum thereof has not 
previously been recorded, this Agreement shall constitute a "memorandum of lease" under applicable 
State law and may be recorded in the applicable public records, the provisions of the Lease (with certain 
financial terms redacted therefrom) being as set forth on Exhibit A annexed hereto and made a part 
. hereof. 
5. Notices. All notices sent to any Lender or Subtenant shall be in writing and sent by 
United States _mail postage prepaid or other reputable courier service at the following address: c/o Global 
Signal Inc., 301 North Cattleman Road, Suite 300, Sarasota, FL 34232, Attn: General Counsel; or to such 
other address as Lender or Subtenant shall have notified Landlord in writing. 
6. Miscellaneous. 
(a) If this Agreement is inconsistent with the Lease, this Agreement shall control. 
(b) This Agreement shall be binding upon Landlord and its successors and shall benefit each 
of Lender and Subtenant and their respective successors and assigns. 
(c) This Agreement may not be amended or modified except by a written agreement 
executed bi Landlor~ any Lender and Subtenant. This Agreement may be executed in any number of 
separate counterparts and all signatures need not be on the same counterpart. 
3 
[SJGNATIJRE PAGES FOLLOW] 
TUBBS HILL (SP03XC024_ 4_21_05revl) 
(5660-lD) 
Exhibit_,,_(;...__ __ _ 
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TENANT 
IN' WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, pursuant to proper authority, has duly 
executed, acknowledged and delivered this mstrument as· its true act and deed. 
SPRJNT SPECTRUM REALTY COMP ANY, 
L.P ., a Delaware limited partnership, successor 
by assignment to Sprint Spectrum L.P. 
£Tu ~jfl.ffi ~ 
Name: Monica E. Rademacher 
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LANDLORD 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has duly executed, acknowledged and delivered this 





5 TUBBS HILL (SP03XC024_ 4_2!_05revl) 
(5660-ID) 
Exhibit__..G_-"'-·---
Page S::: ct ,'8 
GSA 00190 
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Lease and Legal Description 
(see attached) 
TUBBS HILL (SP03XC024_ 4_21_05revl) 
(5660-1D) 
Exhibit G _c;c ___ _ 
Page fa 'V '.6 
GSA 00191 





Site Name: Tubbs' Hill PCS Sitw Agreement Site L 0. Sp03xc024 
Reloc:alion Right 
A. Owner will have the one-time right lo relocate the acceS$ easemen~ as defined In Exhibit A, to an· alternate ground location on 
Owner's property provided, however, that such relocation will (1) be at Owner's sole cost and expense, (2} be perfocmed eicclusiv.ely 
by SSLP or Its agents, (3) not resull In any interruption ol the communications service provided by $$LP on Cmner's property, (4) not 
impair, or in any manner alter, the quality or communications service provided by SSLP on and from ONner's property. and (5) be done 
in accordance with the terms and conditions contained in paragraphs Band C below. 
B. Owner will exercise its relocation right under Paragraph A., above, by (and only by) delivering written notice (the "notice; to SSLP . 
. In the notice, Owner will propose an alternate site on Owner's property to which SSLP may relocate its aceess easement. Any 
relocation site which Owner and SSLP agree upon in wrlUng is referred to hereinafter as the "Relocation Site8 , SSLP will have a period 
of sixty (60) days alter execution of a written agreement between the parties concerning the locaUon and dimensions of the Relocation 
Site to relocate (at Owner's expense) its access easement · · 
C. Upon relocatlon of the access easement of SSLP. or any part thereor, to the Relocation Site, all references to the access easement 
in the Agreement will be deemed to be references lo the Relocated access easement. Owner and SSLP hereby agree that the 
AEtlocated access easement may be surveyed by a licensed surveyor al the sole cost of SSLP, and such survey wiU then replace 
Exhibit A and become a part hereof and will control or describe the Site. Except as expressly provided in this Exhibit, Owner and SSLP 
hereby agree that in no event will the relocation of the access easement, or any part thereof, under Paragraph A., above, affect, alter, 
modify or otherwise change any or the terms and conditions of the foregoing Agreement. 
awn .. ,,.,,,-~· ~ 
SSLP Initials ~ 
Exhibit _ _:G=--=--
Page _7 ...... _ -'<f:J_ ...... CZ...__ 
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Sit" N11me: Tubbs' Hill PCS Site Agreement Site J.D. $p03xc024 · 
Satisfaction of Encumbrances in Lieu of Rent 
.. 
Owner hereby agrees that, as partial consideration or rent for the first year of the initial five year term as defined ln paragraph two of 
lhe PCS Site Agreement, SSLP will pay to the government agencies li$1ed below the following amounts required to curs the following 
outst~ing property tax liens now encumbering the Site In lleu of rent, payable as or the date that SSLP executes the Site Agreement. 
SSLP Shall pay directly to C>.Yner the difference between the total amount required to cure such liens and lhe total amount equal to the 
first years' rent, In ona Installment, as lull consideration of rent for the first year. After the first year of the initial live year term, SSLP 
shall make all future rent payments to Owner. payable monthly as defined in paragraph three of the PCS Site Agreement, partial 
months to be prorated. ONner also agrees to pay, when due and payable, any Mure property taxes or such other taxes not direcHy 
assessed tor or attributable to SSL P's use of the site. . 
Schedul& cf Delinquent Taxes (pro-rated daily) 
Kootenai County Generaf T .v:es { 1993) 
Kootenai County General Taxes (1994) 
Kootenai County General Taxes (first half of 1995) 
Total amount equal to first years' ren 5 hvr month 
as defined in paragraph three) 
Less totaf amount due to cure tax liens (from above} 
Balance to Owner 
SSLP Initials 
owner Initials~ _.hl)1r, 
~L~(J 
$ 
(Billing No. 137539} 
(Billing No. 137539) 
(Bilfing No. 137539) 
TotaJ 
Exhibit ~0::::.11--=--=.,..--
Page ~ 1) cg' 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue. 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-911 O 
1.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
! ) 
STATE OF !DAHO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAtf SS 
FILED: 
20 IO JUL I 3 PM 4: I 7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE .FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
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MARY JO WALLACE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and 
states as follows: 
1 . I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify to the matters set 
forth below based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I was the sole trustee for The Wallace Family Trust. 
3. The Wallace Family Trust was the former owner of the Kootenai 
County real estate at issue in this matter known as Lot 3 and Lot 4 of 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition. 
4. The Wallace Family Trust, as owners of Lots 3 and 4, entered into the 
PCS Site Agreement on June 14, 1996. A true and correct copy of 
which is attached and incorporated to this Affidavit as Exhibit "A". 
5. At that time, I personally owned Lots 1 through 12, Block 21 of the 
Glenmore Addition. That property was sold to Sherman Self Storage, 
Inc., in 2002. 
6. Subsequently, there was a dispute between myself, The Wallace 
Family Trust and Sherman Self Storage, Inc., over the conveyance of 
vacated 24th Street, and a Quite Title action was filed by Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc. 
7. That lawsuit was resolved and as a result of The Mutual Release and 
Settlement Agreement, I transferred on behalf of the Wallace Family 
Trust, the remaining easterly one-half of the vacated 24th Street to 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. A true and correct copy of The Mutual 
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Release and Settlement Agreement is attached and incorporated 
herein as Exhibit "B". 
8. I since have become aware that there is an encroachment onto 
vacated 24th Street by Global Signal's cell tower and improvements. I 
first became aware of this in 2008 through Kirk Evans and Sherman 
Storage, LLC. 
9. Prior to Mr. Evans informing me of the encroachment, I was not aware 
of any encroachment. At no time during the litigation to quiet title with 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc., was I aware that there was an actual 
encroachment by the cell tower site onto vacated 24th Street. 
10. Not only did I not know of the encroachment, but as trustee of The 
Wallace Family Trust, I ·would not have permitted or acquiesced in the 
cell tower and its improv_ements being placed on anything other than 
Lot 4, Block 22 of Glenmore Addition. I am absolutely positive the 
lease was to be located only on Lot 4 and not on any portion of 24th 
street because I had plans drawn up prior to entering into this lease, 
for a proposed miniature golf course in conjunction with my existing 
bowling alley. 
11. I have become aware that in 1997 Sprint caused to be recorded a 
Record of Survey concerning the cell tower cite. I was not aware of 
the Record of Survey,· and The Wallace Family Trust was not 
consulted prior to its recording and the Record of Survey was not sent 
to me. 
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12. In December, 2009, I had several telephone conversations with Global 
Signal's attorney, Joel Hazel. I phoned him after receiving copies of a 
default obtained by him against The Wallace Family Trust. I voiced my 
objection to the default as I had not been served by any process server 
any documents and asked the default to be removed. He presented 
the idea for me to sign a "stipulation" that he would prepare. He did 
ask me to sign a "stipulation" giving Global Signal a certain position or 
right to re-open the Quiet Title Action on the easterly side of the 
abandoned 24th street. As an inducement to sign the "stipulation", Mr. 
Hazel promised he would advise Global Signal to release the default 
recorded against The Wallace Family Trust. I was told this would for 
certain remove The Wallace Family Trust from all future and current 
costs that could be created by Global Signal. As The Wallace Family 
Trust had not been involved with the prior actions that were made by 
Global Signal or its co-locators in the act of placing equipment, 
buildings or fencing beyond the area where it was supposed to be 
placed, Lot 4 only. 
13. The Wallace Family Trust was named by Global Signal in this recent 
lawsuit as a third-party defendant. 
14. I became aware that The Wallace Family Trust had been defaulted in 
early December 2009, just before I signed the Stipulation for the 
Assignment. 
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15. This was a surprise to me, because I had not been served with any 
documents from Global Signal, despite the telephone calls with Mr. 
Hazel and having re.ceived various correspondences from them over 
the years as the landlord for their cell tower lease. 
16. I was told by attorney Hazel that I did not have to talk to Kirk Evans or 
Kirk Evans' attorney, and in fact, I could avoid them. 
17. Eventually, again I confronted attorney Hazel on the fact that Global 
Signal had taken a default against The Wallace Family Trust but this 
time he promised to set aside the default in this lawsuit if I were to 
make an appearance on behalf of The Wallace Family Trust at a 
mediation scheduled. Later, he promised to set aside the default if I 
would appear at mediation with Peter Erbland in April of 2010. 
18. Just prior to my attending the mediation in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, Mr. 
Hazel sent a letter to my attorney Alyssa Swartz, a true and correct 
copy of that letter is attached and incorporated in my Affidavit as 
Exhibit "C". 
19. Global Signal had been corresponding with me over the last few years 
in order to negotiate either a perpetual easement or a long-term 
extended ground lease for the current cell tower site. Initially I had 
previously refused the offers for both the perpetual easement and any 
extensions on the ground lease, but subsequently did agree to 
negotiate a long term extension. This suit ceased any further 
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communication from Global concerning any extension and thereby no 
extension was ever consummated. 
20. In May of 2010, Sherman Storage, LLC, through Kirk Evans, its 
managing member, made an offer to purchase from The Wallace 
Family Trust, Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition. On behalf of 
The Wallace Family Trust, I accepted his offer and the sale was 
completed in June of 2010. 
21. Also in May of 2010, through conversations with Kirk Evans, I came to 
realize that Global Signal was continuing to accrue damages in their 
suit against The Wallace Family Trust for indemnification. Therefore, 
as a result, I agreed to execute a Warranty Deed on behalf of The 
Wallace Family Trust for the easterly half of 24th Street for the benefit 
of Sherman Storage, LLC, in order to once and forever put to rest any 
Quiet Title claims to vacated 24th Street. 
22. Recently, I have also become aware that Global Signal and its 
predecessor in interest have over the years filed at the Kootenai 
County Recorder's Office documents subsequent to the original PCS 
Site Agreement, but that purport to amend our 1996 Agreement. The 
subsequent recordings also purport to encumber Lot 3 of Block 22, 
Glenmore Addition. I object to the encumbrance of Lot 3, as it was 
never a part of the PCS Site Agreement. 
23. Prior to conveying Lots 3 and 4 and easterly one-half of 24th Street to 
the Plaintiff, I sent notice to Global Signal that The Wallace Family 
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Tru$t was relooating the Defendant's acceBe easement pursuant to the 
PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit D. The relocation Of the access 
easement seemed to make the most sense, because Global Signal 
had been using the current gate and driveway for more than five years, 
24. Global Signal lias reoently filed an Amended Third Party Complaint 
against The Wallace Family Trust on or about April 18, 2010. I have 
not been served a copy of this from the Defendant Global Signal, and I 
only became aware of It through the court file located in Coeur 
d'Alene, Idaho. 
DATED this jrl -;-ay of :Gia. ( ...t , 2010. 
. I 
~-Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, the undersigned Nct.ary 
rHl.:lC. tJ If tJO 
Public, this 1a?,~dayof .~4 \{S , 2010. 
~~c~ N . Ho / 
Residing at: · 
My Commiseion Expires: ~d-c,k_y.. ~ Q 1 9-0 l l 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 13 day of 1 ¾ , 2010, a true copy 
of the foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid •to: 
)<linter-office: t,........__l -d--c l ,...-.,.__..c\ · 
[] faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
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::irsion 2.1 
ite;Name: Tubbs' Hill 
PCS SITE AGREEMENT o .R'I GI NA L 
Site I. D. 
2-27-96 
Sp03xc024 
Premises and Use. Owner leases to Sprint Spectrum, L.P., a Delaware 
nited partnership ("SSLP"), d/b/a Sprint Spectrum, the site described below: 
;heck appropriate box(es)] 
Real property consisting of approximately 2,500 square feet of land; 
Building interior space consisting of approximately ____ square feet; 
Building exterior space for attachment of antennas; 
Building exterior space for placement of base station equipment; 
Tower antenna space; 
Space required for cable runs to connect PCS equipment and antennas, 
the location(s) ("Site") shown on Exhibit A, together with a non-exclusive 
1sement for reasonable access thereto and to the appropriate, in the 
scretion of SSLP, source of electric and telephone facilities. The Site will be 
;ed by SSLP for the purpose of installing, removing, replacing, maintaining 
1d operating, at its expense, a personal communications service system 
cility ("PCS"), including, without limitation, related antenna equipment and 
:tures. SSLP will use the Site in a manner which will not unreasonably 
sturb the occupancy of Owner's other tenants. 
Term. The term of this Agreement (the "Initial Term") is five years, 
,mmencing on the date ("Commencement Date") SSLP signs this 
Jreement. This Agreement will be automatically renewed for four additional 
rms (each a "Renewal Term") of five years each, unless SSLP provides 
wner notice of intention not to renew not less than 90 days prior to the 
:piration of the Initial Term or any Renewal Term. 
Rent. Rent will be paid monthly in advance beginning on the 
Jmmencement Date. Until the earlier of (a) the date which is 30 days after 
e issuance of a building permit for installation of the PCS, or (b) the first day 
the month following commencement of physical preparation of the Site, the 
nt will be $100.00, the receipt of which Owner acknowledges. Thereafter 
e monthly rent will be Five Hundred Dollars and No Cents ($ 500.00 ), 
1rtial months to be prorated. The monthly rent for each Renewal Term will be 
e monthly rent in effect for the final year of the Initial Term or prior Renewal 
irm, as the case may be, increased by Fifteen percent ( 15 %). 
Title and Quiet Possession. Owner represents and agrees (a) that it is 
e Owner of the Site; (b) that it has the right to enter into this Agreement; 
) that the person signing this Agreement has the authority to sign; (d) that 
3LP is entitled to access to the Site at all times and. to the quiet possession 
the Site throughout the Initial Term and each Renewal Term so long as 
3LP is not in default beyond the expiration of any cure period; and (e) that 
Nner shall not have unsupervised access to the Site or to the PCS 
1uipment. 
Assignment/Subletting. SSLP will not assign or transfer this Agreement 
sublet all or any portion of the Site without the prior written consent of 
.vner, which consent will not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
1nditioned; provided, however, SSLP may assign or sublet without Owner's 
ior written consent to any party controlling, controlled by or under common 
mtrol with SSLP or to any party which acquires substantially all of the assets 
SSLP. 
Notices. All notices must be in writing and are effective when deposited in 
e U.S. mail, certified and postage prepaid, or when sent via overnight 
ilivery, tQJhe address set torth.below,.or..as.otberwJse..pro\lided-by-law. · · 
Improvements. SSLP may, at its expense, make such improvements on 
e Site as it deems necessary from time to time for the operation of a 
msmitter site for wireless voice and data communications. Owner agrees to 
,operate with SSLP with respect to obtaining any required zoning approvals 
r the Site and such improvements. Upon termination or expiration of this 
Jreement, SSLP may remove its equipment and improvements and will 
store the Site to the condition existing on the Commencement Date, except 
r ordinary wear and tear. 
Compliance with Laws. Owner represents that Owner's property 
1cluding the Site), and all improvements located thereon, are in substantial 
,mpliance with building, life/safety, disability and other laws, codes and 
gulations of applicable governmental authorities. SSLP will substantially 
,mply with all applicable laws relating to its possession and use of the Site. 
Interference. SSLP will resolve technical interference problems with other 
1uipment located at the Site on the Commencement Date or any equipment 
at becomes attached to the Site at any future date when SSLP desires to 
Jd additional equipment to the Site. Likewise, Owner will not permit the 
stallation of any future equipment which results in technical interference 
oblems with SSLP's then existing equipment. 
11. Termination. SSLP may terminate this Agreement at any time by notice 
to Owner without further liability If SSLP does not obtain all permits or other 
approvals (collectively, "approval") required from any governmental authority 
or any easements required from any third party to operate the PCS system, or 
if any such approval is canceled, expires or is withdrawn or terminated, or i1 
Owner fails to have proper ownership of the Site or authority to enter into this 
Agreement, or if SSLP, for any other reason, in its sole discretion, determines 
that it will be unable to use the Site for its intended purpose. Upon termination, 
all prepaid rent shall be retained by Owner. 
12. Default. If either party is in default under this Agreement for a period of 
(a) 10 days following receipt of notice from the non-defaulting party with 
respect to a default which may be cured solely by the payment of money, or 
(b) 30 days following receipt of notice from the non-defaulting party with 
respect to a default which may not be cured solely by the payment of money, 
then, in either event, the non-defaulting party may pursue any remedies 
available to it against the defaulting party under applicable law, including, but 
not limited to, the right to terminate this Agreement. If the non-monetary 
default may not reasonably be cured within a 30 day period, this Agreement 
may not be terminated if the defaulting party commences action to cure the 
default within such 30 day period and proceeds with due diligence to fully cure 
the default. 
13. Indemnity. Owner and SSLP each indemnifies the other against and 
holds the other harmless from any and all costs (including reasonable 
attorneys fees) and claims of liability or loss which arise out of the use and/or 
occupancy of the Site by the indemnifying party. This indemnity does not 
apply to any' claims arising from the sole negligence or intentional misconduct 
of the indemnified party. 
14. Hazardous Substances. Owner represents that it has no knowledge of 
any substance, chemical or waste (collectively, "substance") on the Site that is 
identified as hazardous, toxic or dangerous in any applicable federal, state or 
local law or regulation. SSLP shall not introduce or use any such substance 
on the Site in violation of any applicable law. 
15. Miscellaneous. (a) This Agreement applies to and binds the heirs, 
successors, executors, administrators and assigns of the parties to this 
Agreement; (b) This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State in which 
the Site is located; (c) If requested by SSLP, Owner agrees promptly to 
execute and deliver to SSLP a recordable Memorandum of this Agreement in 
the form oi Exhibit B; (d) This Agreement (including the Exhibits) constitutes 
the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior written and 
verbal agreements, representations, promises or understandings between the 
parties. Any amendments to this Agreement must be in writing and executed 
by both parties; (e) If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or 
unenforceable with respect to any party, the remainder of this Agreement or 
the application of such provision to persons other than those as to whom it is 
held invalid or unenforceable, will not be affected and each provision of this 
Agreement will be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law; 
and (f) The prevailing party in any action or proceeding in court or mutually 
agreed upon arbitration proceeding to enforce the terms of this Agreement is 
entitled to receive its reasonable attorneys' fees and other reasonable 
.enfQrsemeAt-sests--aAEI-B*fc)enses-from-the-norr-prevaittng-party. 
The following Exhibits are attached to and made a part of this 
Agreement: Exhibits A, A 1, B, B1, C, D, and E. 
116-36-8017 
0 See Exhibit A 1 for continuation of Owner signatures 
Address: P.O. Box 1101 
Hayden, ID 83835 
Date:.__,_.~'-1-/-1-/ lf--+-f-L-/9~~-
' ~ I 
.... 
SPRINT UM, LP., a Delaware limited partnership 
By: -~'-=-----t7~-F-T--r------ Steve Kingwell 
Its: Market Director, 
Address: E. 11707 
gineering d Operations 
rague Ave., Bldg. F, Suite 201 
). Utilities. Owner represents that utilities adequate for SSLP's use of the 
te are available. SSLP will pay for all utilities used by it at the Site. Owner A 
ill cooperate with SSLP in SSL P's efforts to obtain utilities from any locatiO!xJiiblt ..,...._.,,.........,..=--- A 
99206Date: ~4.~,;.... ~f /t 
,ovided by Owner or the servicing utility. p / /1/..... / ;i.. 
Attach Exhibit A - Site Description and Exhibit B - Memorandum ~C~S1t™reement 
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. -----i ------ ... ---------·----------------------------·- . 
STATEOF :J:°"DA++c::, 
COUNTY OF f<oo-rs,.___iA; 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _ ___._l_Lf---'--T_h ____ day of (Ju.. n E • 19..9..b._. 
by Gary A. Wallace • as Trustee on behalf of The Wallace Family Trust • an Idaho registered trust. .,,,,.---------.. 
/' - ,· 'i '-... 
(AFFIX ~~-ffii1t~-_i:~:1'~1· (OFFICIAL ~AF(y~u-&bAY\?Lf\,./ 
' / ',. 0 tj.J R 'j,, NOT ARY PUBLIC-STATE OF IP 4-,+fy.... 
. ,,_ : }' 
i ·, : ..... *, 
·, .. \ f ... •,,_ I 
. . _;. \ ,. :J J.. IC /! 
. ~ ' * 
My commissi~·h.f~p1r,0f. ~!,JG ~ ~ I qq b 
··,··~ - i-: ID '' -----
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: __ ' ____ _ 
STATE OF (~/fV\ 
COUNTY OF -~.,,.,._,,..,_,_,c....i-:,<"-=:=-.------
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this e5'--lh day of ~II)\ I_ , 1f11e 
by Steve Kingwell , as MTA Director, Engineering and Operations • on behalf of Sprint Sp:: um, LP •• a Delaware limited 
(OFic!AL ~OT ARY SIGNATURE 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF ,._.,,,..,'-'-"'-'V-!-J..H-{=;;O........,._ 
(PRINTED, Tf PED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: __._J\)-=-1/_.A...._ __ _ 
Exhibit _H:...-,.__,-=:---
Page "@i5f;;L_ 
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Version 2.1 
Site Name: Tubbs' Hill 
EXHIBIT A 
to 
PCS Site Agreement 
Site Description 
2-27-96 
Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Site situated in the City of Coeur d'Alene , County of Kootenai , State of Idaho , commonly described as follows: 
Legal Description: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'.Alene, according to the plat recorded in the office of the 
County Recorder in Book B of Plats at Page 123, records of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion lying 
within the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgment and Decree of 
Condemnation No.17866 dated September 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 in Book 26 at Page 304, records of said Kootenai 
County. 
Sketch of Site: 
Site ID: F -343 TUBBS HILL 
2315 Sherman Hill 





(NOT TO SCALE) 
Ownerlnitial~ ~ 
SSLP Initials &. 
Lakeside Avenue 
Site Plan 
' ' I 





:fl I ~· ('II' 
I 
~ 







Exhibit _...:/:.....'q __ _ 
Page 3t, (;2_ 
Note: Owner and SSLP may, al SSLP's option, replace this Exhibit with an exhibit setting forth the legal description of the property on which the Sile is 
located and/or an as-buill drawing depicting the Sile. 
'[Use this Exhibil A lor PCS Sile Agreement, Memorandum ol PCS Sile Agreement, Option Agreement and Memorandum of Option Agreemenl.] 
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Version 2.1 EXHIBIT A1 
to 
2-27-96 
Site Name: Tubbs' Hill PCS Site Agreement Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Continuation of Owner Signatures 
:~Mrl?~ - ~· 
Its: Trustee 
Mary J. Wallace 
"OWNER": 
By: _________________ _ 
Its: _________________ _ 
s.s.rrax No.: 518-54-9607 S.S.rrax No.: ______________ _ 
By:-----------------
By: _________________ _ 
Its: _________________ _ Its: _________________ _ 
S.S.rrax No.: ______________ _ S.S.rrax No.: ______________ _ 
By:-----------------
By: ________________ _ 
Its: _________________ _ Its: _________________ _ 
S.S.rrax No.: ______________ _ S.S.rrax No.: ______________ _ 
Owner Initials ..,,,xJ;;r'--->.,dc...lG...J-L ___ h_,__._,oi,i~cv+-'-. 
SSLP lnitials ____ --=CCC-------
Exhibit A 
Page -rL.....-/ -'f)~(-:2__=-
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Si A TE OF -::i:::=- .DA rl 0 
COUNTY OF t\M1£.r.!A; 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this _ ___,!_4~t_l,) _____ day of Tu._ n-e.... .19 qt,, 
by Mary J. Wallace . ~- :r-_ftl.s~e~n behalf of The Wallace Family Trust 
,,,,,·,_., '.: ;../ 1·11,l.'l,i1:\ ,. . · .. >··-- ···-,..; 
, an Idaho registered trust. 
/ ' .·· ' 
' • ,· .. 1 
(AF Ff x=NqT-AR[~i:. s ~~ 




'·._ ~:c._f:i: TE 
My commission ex'r5ires:--'-'/A.hl 
(OFFICIAL NOTARY SIGNlJRE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF ~DAH-~ 
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
Exhibit A---------
Page 5":4) (2 
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Version 2.1 EXHIBIT 8 
to 
2-27-96 
Site Name: Tubbs' Hill PCS Site Agreement Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
This memorandum evidences that a lease was made and entered into by written PCS Site Agreement dated -...lL(_,J(.. '-''f . 
19'1b, between The Wallace Family Trust ("Owner"), and Sprint Spectrum, a Delaware limited partnership ("SSLP"), d/b/a Sprint 
Spectrum, the terms and conditions of which are incorporated herein by reference. 
Such Agreement provides in part that Owner leases to SSLP a certain site ("Site") located to the east of and adjacent to the 
abandoned 24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./1-90 overpass , City of Coeur d'Alene • County of Kootenai • State of Idaho , 
within the property of Owner which is described in Exhibit A attached hereto. with grant of e.:lement for UJY,estricted_r;ights of access 
thereto and to electric and telephone facilities for a term of five (5) years commencing on 1.tMS ~ 't' . 19~. which term is 
subject to four (4) additional five (5) year extension periods by SSLP. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF. the parties have executed this Memorandum as of the day and year first above written. 
"OWNER" 
The 4 FamUy Trust 
By:~7 {j, U/4~ Gary A. Wallace 
Name: Gary A. Wallace 
Title: Trustee 
0 See Exhibit B 1 for continuation of Owner signatures 
Address: P.O. Box 1101 
Hayden, ID 83835 
Owner Initials _~--~-ff-'--
SSLP triifiats ____ ~--------
Attach Exhibit A - Site Description 
"SSLP" 
Name: Steve Ki 
Title: MTA Director, Engineering and Operations 
Address: E. 11707 Sprague Ave., Bldg. F, Suite 201 
Spokane, WA 99206 
Exhibit lt 
Page r; f, I ;i_ 
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-----· ·----······· . ·-------·--·-·-----------·-~------·- -~ .. ~·-~---------------·. 
STATE OF :;r;-.DA-clo 
cou NTY OF KD/!) rG:-N ,A: '1 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this __ ~/ ~Lf:~r __ h ____ day of -:Y-l.Lt1 I; 19..!lb_, 
by Gary A. Wallace , as Tr~%~ft~~~f of The Wallace Family Trust , an Idaho registered trust. 
(AFFIX NOf;;}~ ~E;~ft' '1_,z,. (OFFICIAL N~UR~ ~ d 
1 ! ' .. , 1 h Fir' NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF -:::Z:::-.1)/J-rh-' 
• l -+-
. ··~ ·. • . J 
.. \ i·)UC!L!C~*f 
·. ·- _; .. ,'- 0 
My commission expir~·s:;~· .,?J:-, .::;.d·:f :3 If 9 .b /.:,:::7_:_.,. ,,, (PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: ______ _ 
STATEOF 1~5144~ 
COUNTY OF -~"'-~.-41'='1..LJ..-e~=-cu..c,-,,::; _____ _ 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ (X'-'<-~~----day of _-+l-'..A-J...I.;,<...----' 1991., 
by Steve Kingwell , as MT A Director, Engineering and Operations , on behalf of Sprint Spec 
partnership. 4,A.'i{'~~- ., 
S~·~~,ss1ons-1;o~·~~ 
l:: ·r!' 11 ~ ~ 
(A!FIX NOTARl·AL S~L) = -:::w :: -- .,, .... ;:~ ,,. "•· o~ ~.,.. •'. C!l·1;,;.S7 
~/~ •,,~i;;!~.'~~G. s"1~,.01: w>.s~" · 
'IIIIUII ·(. 
My' commission ~ltpiT s: ......,." · .. 
nJ ··~···· 
~JOTARY SIGNATYR."J',,,Ql, at 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE O~ill I~ vv--, 
c(e,( ly Towo 
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: __,_N-><+(+f1..,__ _ _ 
Exhibit A 
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Version 2.1 
Site Name: Tubbs' Hill 
"OWNER": Mary J. Wallace 
By~ t}JKRp., ~ 
Its: Trustee 









Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
Continuation of Owner Signatures 
"OWNER": 
2-27-96 
Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Mary J. Wallace By: _______________ _ 
Its: _________________ _ 







Owner Initials ~ ~ 
SSLP Initials __ ....::;u_;L=---:; ____ _ 
Exhibit ___ti___ 
Page~ 
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... --------·-·····-· -' .. ·----·---·----------------·--. ------------------- ·-·- ---- -- - ---- ----- ...... ------ --······---···-· ------ - - - -··· ...... ------· --·· 
STATE OF --:::r::-vf'rl-1-o 
COUNTY OF KDD,t:::"NA-; 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this ___ I_Lf_T_h _____ day of · J°v<... 11 G: 19qt,, 
by Mary J. Wallace , as Trust~~-.QQ behalf of The Wallace Family Trust , an Idaho registered trust. 
,,,.,-· -..... 
//,: -~j:...::.:..~-i1.,1/it· ·' -- ... ·,v 
(AFFIX N6'r/4R;AL SHALi 
' __ .,,__ ;1</ 
,,,_'.'~{uc 
. :··: .. ',,. ' , .. ·- -<-0 
-. ,_. ·,, --....,.__/ '-i· 
-' ·' ,;· -- ,, ) 
. . i ;-.., r, C '""' 
My commission expires<~ c::::?~ JtJCJ1, 
(OFFICIAL NC>TAefJGNATURE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STATE OF ;;:z:zJ tfl ,Hty 
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
Exhibit A 
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Memorandum of Site Agreement 
Site Description 
2-27-96 
Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Site situated in the City of Coeur d'Alene , County of Kootenai , State of Idaho , commonly described as follows: 
Legal Description: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded in the office of the 
County Recorder in Book B of Plats at Page 123, records of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion lying 
within the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgment and Decree of 
Condemnation No. 17866 dated September 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 in Book 26 at Page 304, records of said Kootenai 
County. 
Site ID: 
Sketch of Site: 
F-343 TUBBS HILL 
23 15 Sherman HiH 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Existing Building 
Perking Lot 
Lakeside A venue 
I 




(NOT TO SCALE) 
Owner lniUalsffi~ • 





,__ __ __,.;...., -----! 
"=========_Li I; 








Page {O '1/J /;:). 
Note: Owner and SSLP may, al SSLP's option, replnce this Exh1b1l with an exhibit selling lorth tile legal descriplion ol lhe properly on which !he Sile 1s 
located and/or an as-buili drawing depic11ng lhe Sile. 
'(Use this Exh1b1l A !or PCS Sile Agr eme t. Memorandum ol PCS Sile Agreement. Op11on Agreement and Memorundum ol Option Agreemenl.] 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 549 of 1621
Version 2.1 
Site Name: Tubbs' Hill 
EXHIBIT C 
to 
PCS Site Agreement 
Taxes 
2-27-96 
Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
SSLP will be responsible for payment of all personal property taxes assessed directly upon and arising solely from its use of the 
communications facility on the Site. Owner will be responsible for payment of all real property taxes . 
Owner Initials . tJilc ~ 
SSLP lnitials ____ ~-=------"""c.._-----
Exhibit y.+ 
Page / { rflJ ! d 
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PCS Site Agreement 
Relocation Right 
2-27-96 
Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
A. Owner will have the one-time right to relocate the access easement, as defined in Exhibit A, to an alternate ground location on 
Owner's property provided, however, that such relocation will (1) be at Owner's sole cost and expense, (2) be performed exclusively 
by SSLP or its agents, (3) not result in any interruption of the communications service provided by SSLP on Owner's property, (4) not 
impair, or in any manner alter, the quality of communications service provided by SSLP on and from Owner's property, and (5) be done 
in accordance with the terms and conditions contained in paragraphs Band C below. 
B. Owner will exer-cise-its-rel0cation right under Paragraph A., above, by (and only by) delivering written notiee (the "notice") to SSLP. 
In the notice, Owner will propose an alternate site on Owner's property to which SSLP may relocate its access easement. Any 
relocation site which Owner and SSLP agree upon in writing is referred to hereinafter as the "Relocation Site". SSLP will have a period 
of sixty (60) days after execution of a written agreement between the parties concerning the location and dimensions of the Relocation 
Site to relocate (at Owner's expense) its access easement. 
C. Upon relocation of the access easement of SSLP, or any part thereof, to the Relocation Site, all references to the access easement 
in the Agreement will be deemed to be references to the Relocated access easement. Owner and SSLP hereby agree that the 
Relocated access easement may be surveyed by a licensed surveyor at the sole cost of SSLP, and such survey will then replace 
Exhibit A and become a part hereof and will control or describe the Site. Except as expressly provided in this Exhibit, Owner and SSLP 
hereby agree that in no event will the relocation of the access easement, or any part thereof, under Paragraph A., above, affect, alter, 
modify or otherwise change any of the terms and conditions of the foregoing Agreement. 
Owner Initials _x}l7J-=-_____ ):n_·L.C..'""~._.___ 
SSLP lnitials ____ <L..:....=-------
Exhibit _L(+_!_---=--=-
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) 
S, .nen Coone:::i 
h, ~hur M. Bistline 
20b 37-8479 
208-665-7290 
TI-US AOWM'SNT is made attd el\u:rcd into ltili _$yof....,,.,..__,,,,,_,....,_,200j, 
by and bl!~WOl)Q PJDind..."fSfftl.lUdAN SEI.'F S'TOMOB, lNC •• on 'oeball' of Itself, ~J.1ta 
ah&1:ilzolder11, am_plc,y1:11111, .,_is. h:.i3, oJCOCGwt ... ~i:.rAro,,, audgtii, ~. 
~Clsrlltfw«, attomoys. im-llM',, rai!Ulll.'«11, fo&tnni.eota. sumo~. amlla.~. Pamttir11. 
pi:od~ i11'1l ~ ½ri inllll:Olr, and any n;id. Kl!~ w tntitrlll Oil wha110 bah.aUit 
l'l\8.Y hA~ s1etcd "' Who midi~ o'hlinnighu tbrouih it, joinlly ~ llll'M&Uly, thercllla&r 
~Ueolivoly r¢mrtld IO Q "SHmU.{AW) 1t11d~~ MARV ,TO WALLACE. Q1) btlu1:" ot 
b~Jfiu,cl. het ~ anti ruiurc Clp~5. ~911!11., heirs, a:~$, admlnisttuetn, assiii\11, 
~entativcs. aliDmeJr!I. il'ISl,ll:ca, ~inf~ ~tor&. ~ahtQJell-t;,. affiliaco1, 
?~er.I', pro®e~tl ud e.uceeasors in ins="' imd ~i a.<id al! !)«&(JI!:•~ ~1~ on wboae 
~fhc nl&)' llavr: *lt(l(i ~ MU) mil:ht olii::zi rlgn(li llu'O'II~ bin, joinll)' and ACll~ly, 
{lldl'Alnaftct col}cctl.~ly rol'affld m :11? 1•w Af.1,ACE"). 
?.ECJ;r ,/LI..S 
W ~S. ll ,!i~m:i bu arla,n bl:lwffll tllc pm.ffl!!:I, ("dllfu!e'~; lll1d 
WH'EiUlAS, au J'Cllldr. 1.1 r &he d·lsputo b@ll1"lsi the ~rlil!!l, SHmlMAN .filed ~ la will.ii 
ltga.inst WAl..t..ACE Jn 'lbti Pi!!trici C011rt<ift.tLc fine Jud.let Ill 'District, Slate ofJdaho. C-<'u11'1t'1 ut 
.1<,ootcnai; :wd 
Wwm!-AS &JC> ~1 wtlb ttt ,~ttlo. rel.QQ11: IUld i'l>=v« ~1iall, Oil tho Wfflli a.ir 
forlb iu 1bi5 ~t, 1111 ~ltiiSU 111d ~oui:iffl?Ol~imc ~h IU'C urcolll~. ha 1hc lllltlioa of iii.-: 
laMlltr. ar which l'&ht:zwiso llrlso or~ 11ri~ fumi lbc ~ bt,iw~ lli\$ pr.let; 
'NOW, Tl,iEREliOF.'E, JT 1.S UEREBY A.CJIU!ED .AS FOLLOW:S: 
l, Wimt!JlQClioD of"LaMUil, 
111~,~ aoknowt«lg! Ulat ibllze llow C)!!tilJi ll1lli u ~duig il\ the DiatrictCourt oftl'lc 
fli.t&t 1u.llil:ial J;)inict, Stute> uf"Idu.o, t.,~t;v of i.::cioWIIU!J, a b'Wffllit 1,cst,~ the JlQlti"1 w thii.: 
.Agrtcnlenl ~mxomina1£1il ai Kc~ Coumy CM~ :No.: C Y;.o3-'1690 (h,ll'Clna~ '"the Ll.wsu.it"'). 
.,,r .a M1nu~lte!eM1; e.nd Stttll.'Dlel'l1 :imi:~ ~ all ala!ml &1111!. cD'IU\tom1aimii ~!Willy 
2$Se~ and all cwimr er C(!Qoten:Wms lbai c:Ollld or mi&;bl hl¥\l ~ 011~ in tbc ~uil. 
~ 11JLY 8Jld. all claims 111'1 ooun~iailru 1lsllt iniiia or re* m. IIZIY way '° t!1r: ~~t~ 
1r$muliom1, ~lm':JlCH, or cericu cftrllX!.111!.,i:ionr. oOl' QQcun:ollCCIJ wbid: aro ,11ai.MI- Ill' mialii 
ba\'C lit:eh e.!1~~ JI\ ot fCln'n fbo b&1U ti! the UlWSUit. 
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S, ,.en Coone~ 
M, -nur n. l:llS"C11ne 20!:. 57-8479 
i:::ut:1 -ab.::. - ·1c!:lu 
,,i,,_ :!11 ~ 03:~ P8 
a. 'WAt.L\CE will ti:twitc" Wllm,uy ~ 1'~ twa«ly ii uCva~ 24• StmeI 
lri Coeur a•A1;nli, Iclaho, llll -pn,.ytid for h1 SRERMA."1.'S CMltJ)'lai.ru, 
b. W A.UACE ob111I ha.,·c: !111- eu:.en'll!n1 JD iw.:as11 i:!Ja cxi!lti11i;c ccll wwcr on~,,, 
i=-.almn8JltcJJerly eonN1=n, will, Ui<: <.;>ti11t1:11e>: 1~fLhn ptMMt 1~mc11ticr !hat 
-pur~..> />,,S, .;5,e:r ~O~M 0~ i''l"tA,~s:,.:) eXJ,10,7'"')1,, 
t. WAU4"CB abAll lla\11., ~I\ tlll!lC?Dellt 10 ?!c.:xil~ her ~llL·nhig p;OJ)c::ny lyint \!GI 
~fvac:;i,~ 241b Sll'CQt coruiillie'nl witb the Hni1,ible Wit& ortb&tl propt:r'I)) As se, 
rott.T~ t>N ATT"AC~ E;</t,·air "A- 1 
~- t.Jpcn f~ <tflh!IS~ dc~ts =tmr,ad by WALLAf:R, SRBR.¼\..'-:' -~II 
)lay~ WAL'tJ\Ct!. 'tm ~um of$7.S0.OO 111nd diall di.amiu ·:tu;, 1aw¢it wl.rh 
imJudio,: \llfiUl ~~b pney _p11yiilg lbeir' ovm f&aa ~ coatl. 
for good and valv.blil cffl!lideration,. lncl~ b11tnot limli,:,! to> th;- A.M,~..t of 
tht J>!!Ttles ~ct forth l'll ~pb.U&ovc., fac Jcg;.i u:ul'ficiillllty oflllid91,~~dcratit.uheing 
b=rcey 11<:\:nowltdaciJ, i.tth~AN, &es hen::~ fully. finally aml fu"'v« dl,,cb:arj1:1, n;J~ end 
&XJU!t WAt.LA.Cii bu.~ r.n:,, ~nd aU clalmw.. ~.,,unla-o!Aimi, ~(fona, O&!;t!-,a ot''"'--noo, judpbU, 
l'inc.iugs of facL ~d t.o®\\111\01'11 gf le•, lk11;0.nde1 l~il~ !iu:its. \i1ms, dl!m!!gc$ (tt\l:L~lfuls 
g~ api:c;iJil, comp~. and punitive ~es}, ~ .. ~~ion uxi !Ubro91bo111 cfainill, 
com, fiies. ci-pt:JlBeii and ~~on of u,y Jci:kl ur na~, ~ bllted. ou. connuar, \~ Ct' 
oth:l: ll.~<11·y of' .rcaovr.y. ~ ifflown <ir \ll1known, wbiilh. SHi:!RMA I\T naw w 0t may nave 
on a.ccoun, l)r, oi: i.n aay way ~ 0111. ur, or wbkh 1, £no subject of t.'JC d.twp~~ b1~ me 
p4ttlcs, \ncluilin_a:; but not limitbd to, lily and 11,U e~ OQi,anlCl'Clibm. :It' ca~ ot 111:mi.ll' wh1~ 
3:C ~egi,d Qr ,cp1,.{d be, all\:iged in th.~ ptnuin-g t.'.vn11L 
_ for g«:14 allli ,>slwi~-oonndtJatinn, fnclumng, but CIGl Ummxi 1a, tho.~ of1he 
pmi11~ Ill'! rtlr& 1*~nignph 'l a'oo'I'-,. ~ letal ,uff!ci~..:r of lllid.WT111:d$uou tx;ma:: hol~:>' 
IIQ~Wl~ W,<\1.1.."CE, ~ ~ tillly, fitllllly .an(i futcvcrm~ stp.J:~l ... ~.wqult 
Sl:U'.!M(1,1'-l' ttQll2.4:ty "114 a.JI Qlai,;z,s, ,;cw111.«c'Wms, i:<illjJtli, ~i:a. ofu;titm,juop:)i:>llt~. 
!illdJ.o&s of fact &t.d conol1111~ of ~'Ill,~~ liilnli~~. wita, 1io11.s. dllnmp (molLldt~g 
gener11l, spcciul.. ~~. ~ ll!Wtive d.:m\agcs), ~ifl=tioo wd ,.ibrcpiion s;iaim,;. 
M'(ITUAt. UU:,~ ..\Nb ~&fgl',"t A.Gftl.)$411.Nl' -!l 
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c1>etii, ice,, vitpcm~ Qd ~on c>t' 11W lliuc.« r.al-.irc:, wh&iher b~ on ctlll~i. ~n or 
1't!l.e.r ~ ~ ~'W:IY, wnerher bloWl\ Ol' l'IDknOWn, wbl.® W.AX.t.ACls ntiw h~ or may havo 
M l\Cett\l»t of,-or i»-~ -w-yaiv,v-ii1~ oijt a f, Qi wh~lt l:-_ tho IIIWj_~ uf t:ii= dii;pu."te bmw<rmi 1b11 
pu!"tl~ foclud.;ug, bul not. \h'nit.cd. in.~ -tad at ~liuns, counu:rclaimio, ~Cfl\JS()§ ofacliOli wbi;h 
m all~ ar eo~ld be alleged in 111.c pCD!liAa:; Law&lJit. 
5. Llnbil\iy Con'-t=d a:nd De:il~ 
'Thts ;;etll.emcnt, be~ Slrn~MA'N imd WAL~ACP. ~ dccutn ~ntcd !a. il.lll.Agm:mmt 
i& t, ~t aidisputW C~imi belwco:1 tbo-panle. IQ~ A~ Bxecpt u ~at; 
provided hcn:i,-,. ootlun& co'*111~ irt Oris Asr~cnt.il'l&.il consututc u wn.\eril»1t o!f.lroft or 
:i11hility by my pucy m ito11 aay clai1n~ ~ uUoiiad, Toe parU!lll lo t1lie A~I rt1tend 
by lhi, A~mo-n~ 1,t:i full)\ fuelly ~ furever 1=oive rill ~1~im.\ 8d 1h= ~ rnwntl lmly lo 
buy their p¢aee and 1tvoid funher li,tsa,!lon. Thi~ Aa~ ~ lh~ C(),11111.deration provilkd .ae 
ulade'1Uf ~d iu good.faith with tl11: 1UJ~t.andfagby 1hcspcnics oflho riuuito.aaantlO 
furlhl:!I' lltl~at\on.. 
l'i. A111hm{ty 11S to.Senl~ cl' All Cltt.ni,. 
Th~ partie:a h~ei;r, rep,11~ ~ wUitlllt mat r.g o!..her PffiGtl or ~loll ~ or h!IS h~d llll)' 
in~~ in er M1111pin~t 1.i,i, cl•lrr.i, ocua.tor:~ dcm&'ld•. e11.1Hcs D!1LCtion or ~uru l;J:, ~ 
JllliUllj! N~ tg in thl1 Aat;CIIIUUll; U1&'( Ibo pa.nio, hOCC'tO havo 'lh'i! MOit riJhl 11ttd ox1;lllidv1:1 
AUthority-W 0111:C11\o tbiv ~ utul ~!vt1 :ht: btltl~ltts speol!'lfd h!lt1M ,t\s cons.idOJalioll; 
lllld .l:ICi~ plltt)' ·h1n aold, usip::d, tAna&md, convciyOl.l {If 1.1thbl"Wi.9o d~ of a11y gf du: 
o:laims, 40\!MttGltlmi, ~Ol'il!Uld', Obl1'4ti~11i (IT CIIU'Cl at' $Ctlo1J. le!fertce Lr, in this ~t. 
' 7. Mirml,Q)v~to Doiond undJndcnmify. 
£a.ch JlBey ~ t0 ind9fflllif,r ~ bOW. tmmhm-~ otaud.fi= my~ alt 
clalml;, co11n~l~in111, or (lliUiD'i or ~oii, mclutl.ii.w. 11J1)' and l:lll su.broa,:~ indc;itmWCatioa;. 
Md flOlttribul:1011 claima, wbicl:unoy 'be ber~i~broupt or piu,w:d by my~ or imti~:Y 
cleit1\in1 any inlel'Cl!t ill or lica ~ llx: oloiJni, ~I.Ol'Claiini. d011U111dA, Clllll:I Gf ~on l,ll' 
!!Oils ami 1rom Ol' 'l'o'hhlll m11r iis thtl Mure= ~-mim til"' 4i&'puto ~~ 'lJ)C paniQ, 
inclUdir>.i,. \>ur ool UmiLOd tl:I, all 'llaima bto\if..'11 hy #la p011i11~, ~ wm ~4 ~c ba~Ja brin,:'hl 
by d1t, p111'tit1S, m Che Lawsuit, 111d tll cllo11111 llY uny pa1IOl\ (IC cati~ 1lia:; tlD: .PJ'C'liD<I horallQ Jid 
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B. Enti~ .-.~,. 
All o,a1 aJld Wr\iten 1:1:,PBSCDtatil:inll, C:OVOfflltlQi, l:IIP'.e¢!t1QlfS ar,.iJ COJltral:lS di31.c~,;od or 
entered into by me p aniot btn\O or 1hcir r~r~li-J°' priono ihl11 Ar;~ ~ d~~ly 
111: ir.<l.treclly I01bc ira'M1.0tian.1 ~I (onh fa lhh P.!l:0Clm\lnt ~ 'l'Allri«l ir«- md imvi,r&edcd by 
lhll Aatocwcnr. and. \bl& ~ a,;d tdl <lUCL)lrl(:nU oi.~u\od w. con11r.;;1.ion 1h.crewi1h, 
~•ti~ the i:ak n the entire ~llllt between tile pani~ rotiui11,1¥ lO tho ;ra11i;ucti!mll s~t 
fi:.,rtbh~ 
Y. Adv~ jl\li A9p..'OV11,\ or Caunaal 
The JlQ!ties here'by icbowl~ and llil'l~ \ha'! tbty ll;d, orliavc hro the oppc,rt.;llit)' ro 
lie, rop,:csenleii 'by couriscl afthcir own ohixudni d.utfug Any uill ell nq oti11t.ilJ11Jo wlll;h M\c l ell 
to ebb A~t. IU1d ibal: they bave b1!lm t\JlL}' adv1~d co~ tl1G ~l'rcot of'tb.itl ~
!\Jo tolRlS ~(1h~ 6t1.tlcmmt, ~rid tl:\clu 0bl111"1.i0!2$ coima\ll«l in~ J\$i:cmcr.1.. Th11 P*,l'f1~ Jta.,.,LI 
11.'lkcd "11 ~~liodi cle~cd, J\~o~ cir dl,:iiri'b\l? by thtm. ar tllllr lop aouni.et in order to 
cv¥luaut ~ wrni, hcze.ctco their CO"U)lotc Y!ii.fsmion, Tho~ hi.V( read thi:i Aareemcn1, 
llllzy 'lffl~Q i1lf con~, and '\'Ul~t.ari!y IICCtpl the t~.ofthia A$~t. 
ffl ~lin,g ttli11 ~ «!ffll1i ~baa rolled el'l.-qb• upon lb~ 0W!l.j11dginontand 
~~. and the lrmlwled;c, jud~l ffldidvi.ou ~r~Li ~i;. N,:i.ii~ puty hu niliod 
upon imy p!WIWC' (If inchlctmcat b)' QI& ether, .l,.J1d, boll\ purliei widcmwJ tll$t by ~utint 
'Ibid Asr=m11n1 th::';' hll'VC ~v"1! iooclber a p,DnJLrclcase of ,my lttr1 all claims uns•~s ft'oi'II tho 
disp&Jte ID.Ii mt:- l:.iw,uil, whcth«- 'litlown or~~ ar whether th9Y 1,c . .,.6' °hr;:totQfurtt IIJ'i~, 
r,meriay t:xi$l. or m•r ~af\1:,r 11.ri~e. 
lO. Co-Y~t Not ti'J Sue. 
Tue pin:tica llcrcby ape a.t11i Q1;1V~Antlblit ·thfl)' 111.lu ll0t ~~ gr con)ZII~ .:1y a.:&io:. a1 
law. eqi.il.f« ()lher,'11$e agaizig t:IIM i;,tnet !or~ c~fril.. octunlemll/.inl, c:a~ 0fG-Qti«m, or 
-dc.ma.cd, wfi111Jjl)\Wtf ~d-of'w~c:rnawn,. arising outoror in !IQ)' ,;iay ret,ned to tht 
dispuw, -me La~t or i!llJcloimo rcl'*"'d by~ put10CI ~. 
7'be _p"-QI; m~ ~ !!l'l(l 'IIJl/:klrlltltlll. hoWevcr, lbai:t.'\ID)' 1'14)' jmtjau: IITI IJCQ.0!1 
l(!lli~~ cdill!' for btQOh Df tkzia ~t 0:: ~ of lhe ti&ll~ ~• 
~OM-lUIII ric~tl mx"ki;-lld• A~t. 
t!!.. Eroro~ ~amie of the l"artl0$. 
Tho. l'arty b,n:t.o wh~ ii; 1M prc"\'ai.t~g party l:l cay ciowt ..:tiat1. 31'()J)_f!ln %0 Cll!otcc: '/JI\Y iir 
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April 7, 2010 
VIA FACSIMILE AND REGULAR MAIL 
-Fa #-6'7-654ti 
Alyssa Swartz 
118 N. 71h Street, C-16 
P.O. Box 1813 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816 
P.E: Claim.r of Mary Jo Walk:ce 
Dear Alyssa: 
i 
As I know now that you represent Mary Jo Wallace individually, I'm directing this 
1 
cou-espondence to you. : 
It has come to my attention that Mary Jo Wal1ace is claiming that I promised her a release 
of Crown Castle's claims against her. This is not the case. What actually ~ is in 
discussio!'.S related to the assignment of a cl!ose in actlon to quiet title to the ea.-rem half of 
vacated 24JII Street, I did tell Mary Jo Wallace that if she appeared either pro .re or with counsel 
in the current lawsuit, l would set aside the default Global Signal has taken against her. That 
offer still S1ands aad I urge you and Mary Jo Wallace to seriously consider actively participating i 
in this litigation. ' 
I 
Enclosed please find conespondence I recently received from Erik Smith in which he is . 
amending the·original complaint to add various ca.uses of action against Mary Jo Wallace and 
The Wallace Family Trust. It is my understanding fiom. convetsalions wi1h Mr. Smith, that he 
will serve Ms. Wallace and The Wallace Family Tr.ist by publication u he claia-ns Mary Jo 
Wallace is actively avoiding service of process in Ia Vegas. 
Also please be advised that Erik Smith and I have agreed to attempt to settle this dispute 
by mediation with Pete Erbland on April 14, 2010, at9:00 a.m. at Mr, Erbland's office. l also 
urge you attend this mediation as Mary Jo Wallace's and The Wallace Family Trust's 
involvement would very likely further a resolution of the entire case. My client will want the 
entire lawsuit dismissed with prejudfoe, including claims against Mary Jo Wallace and the 
Wallace Family Trust iii order to resolve the issues once and for all. Again, I urge you to contact 
Ms. Wallace as her rights and the rights of The Widlace Family Trust will very likely be 
i.wnp=ted by \'\-'hate-Ver n:soliition comes 01&"1 of this lawsuit. 
60B Norihwe&1 eou1ev.,,c1, Suite 300 Tel: 208,167.4000 
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814-2174 f.ai;: 208.667.14'70 
www.wi1nerspoonkclley.com 
Exhibit _L~~-
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. ,v1ary Jo Wallace, Trustee 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
-------· -~---- -·-----·--- ---· -----·---·------~------ ------------·--· ·-···-· - .. - -
June 3, 2010 
Global Signal Inc. 
301 North Cattleman Road 
Suite 300 
Sarasota, FL 34232 
Atttn: General Counsel 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
\ .... 
Re: PCS SITE AGREEMENT dated June 24, 1996; Tubbs Hill 880670 
To whom it may concern: 
In May of 2005 I was informed through a document titled AGREEMENT REGARDING 
GROUND LEASE that you would be the Subtenant of that certain above described 
lease and as such would be responsible for all future communications between me and 
you as the tenant on my property. 
As you are undoubtedly aware, the original lease had a provision identified as Exhibit D 
whereby is was .written: Owner will have the one-time right to relocate the access 
easement, as defined in Exhibit A. 
Obviously both the tenant and subtenants over the years have made their own changes 
to the access and as such presently utilize an access acceptable to all concerned. As I 
understand it all of the sublease tenants as well have been utilizing the same private 
access point through a locked gate to which you and all your subtenants maintain either 
a key or combination to the locked gate. 
This access has been going on for years, but most recently due to other issues, I have 
determined it would be best to more ·formalize the new access point. I have caused to 
be prepared an exhibit which will clearly identify the access point for you and your 
subtenants· and -as -such beHeve this d.ocument should be·come a part of the PCS Site 
Agreement. 
Attached, herewith is a copy of the Exhibit which I have indicated as still being 
Preliminary until you have an opportunity to review. My intention would be to have this 
access easement not only become a.part of the lease, (per Exhibit D), but record same 
as well in Kootenai County. 
Inasmuch as the access has been improved and utilized for the past few years I don't 
believe there would be any issues with my wishing to formalize this particular item, but 
feel free to contact me at the address above should you require any further clarification. 
Yours truly, 
J~_e w~rr~~ust 
M~~ ~11fce ~ ' Exhibit i::, 
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Cell Tower Site 
per PCS Site 
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AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INCH DIAMETER, WITH A PLASTIC CAP MARKED •Wc:LCH 
COMER PLS 5573•, OR AS N01ED 
AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INCH DIAMETER, WITH A PLASTIC CAP MARKED •pLs 
5374• 
AN IRON ROD, 1/2 INCH DIAMETER, WITH A PLASTIC CAP MARKED •uNE 
POINT PLS 6374" 
A-CONCRE-lE-MONUMENt 6 mCH-DIAME:liR, WI-TH-A- EIRASS CAP, 3-1/4 
INCHES DIAME1ER, MARKED •10AHO STAiE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAY" 
CALCULA1ED POINT (NOTHING FOUND OR SET) 
POINT OF BEGINNING 
RECORDS OF SURVEY 
DENOTES ACCESS EASEMENT AREA 
OTHERS AS N01ED 
EXHIBIT FOR ACCESS EASEMENT 
FOR TUBBS HILL SITE I.D. Sp03xc024 
FOR A PART OF VACATED 24TH STREET ALONG LOT 4, BLOCK 22, GLENMORE ADDlllON, 
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( -) 
·,.--
--··--------·---------------·-- ... ------- ---·-·· -- -----·--·----··-- -
Sec. 18, T50N, R3W 
ACCESS EASEMENT FOR 
TUBBS HILL SITE I.D. Sp03xc024 
· LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
A parcel of land for ingress and egress purposes, lying over, under and across a portion of 
the vacated 24th Street, on file under Instrument Number 1114441, along the West boundary 
of Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition, ~:m file in Plat Book B, at Page 140, located in the 
Southeast Quarter of Section 18, Township 50 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, 
Kootenai County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: 
Beginning at the point of intersection at the centerline of the said vacated 24th Street and the 
North right of way line of Sherman Avenue; 
thence around the subject parcel in a clockwise manner, the following four (4) courses: 
1. leaving said right of way line and along said centerline of Vacated 24th Street, North 
00°10'04" West, a distance of 105.00 feet; 
2. thence leaving said centerline, South 89°58'00" East, a distance of 30.00 feet to the 
East right of way of said vacated 24th Street on the West boundary line of said Lot 4; 
3. thence along said West boundary line, South 00°10'04" East, a distance of 105.00 
feet, to an existing iron rod, 5/8 inch diameter with a plastic cap marked PLS 6374, on 
the said north right of way line of Sherman Avenue, as shown on Record of Survey on 
file under Instrument Number 2201883000; 
4. thence along said right of way line, North 89°58'00" West, a distance of 30.00 feet to 
the Point of Beginning, containing 0.072 acres of land more or less. 
Exhibit b 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE OF IDAHO ,, SS 
COUH'fY OF KOOTENAlf · 
FILED: 
2010 JUL 13 PM 4: 17 
ct;;;;kftr1 
OEPIITY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE STATE OF 
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 














GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, ) 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability ) 
company, ) 
) 




THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 
Third Party Defendant 
) 
) 
) _____________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRK EVANS IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRK EVANS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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STATE OF IDAHO 




KIRK EVANS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) and competent to testify to the matters 
contained herein based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I make this Affidavit in Opposition to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and in support of Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
3. I am the managing member of the Plaintiff, Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, which purchased Lots 1 through 12, Block 21 of 
Glenmore Addition, and the vacated portions of Lakeside Avenue and 24th 
Street in 2006 from Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana corporation, 
through its CEO Steve Cooney. 
4. At the closing of the sale, Steve Cooney informed me that he was "working to 
clear up a problem" concerning the ownership of a portion of vacated 24th 
Street, and that upon the resolution of the problem he would contact me. 
5. One month later, I did receive a Quitclaim Deed from Sherman Self Storage, 
Inc. CEO Steve Cooney, transferring another portion of vacated 24th Street to 
the Plaintiff. At that time, I did not know that there had been a quiet title 
action or that there was a possible encroachment by the cell tower 
improvements. 
6. In August of 2008, I received word from Sherman Storage that the previous 
owner had left an "abandoned" vehicle on my property and left her phone 
number with my manager_. I phoned Mary Jo Wallace, and explained that I 
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was the new owner of the property. She thought she owned the land where it 
had been left and would provide me all the necessary documents to prove 
ownership. 
7. I sent Mary Jo Wallace a request for a survey since I doubted she would 
accept any survey commissioned by me. I also offered to purchase her land 
in an attempt to resolve this issue. 
8. I did commission a survey of my property and became aware of the 12-foot 
encroachment by the cell tower's infrastructure. 
9. I then informed Mary Jo Wallace that a portion of the cell tower improvement 
is in fact located on my property and requested that she contact her tenant as 
I had planned to fence off my property and the encroachment would keep me 
from running a fence line along my entire boundary. 
1 O. I then contacted the Arizona office for Global Signal as a phone number was 
located on the cell tower fence. I exchanged several letters and emails with 
Global Signal. I was very direct with Global Signal, and requested any 
documentation in their possession that would show that the cell tower site 
had any legal authority to be located on the vacated 24th Street. (Attached 
and incorporated hereto is Exibit "A", true and correct copies of various 
correspondence from the Plaintiff and Defendant). 
11. Although I pleaded with Global to show me anything that would have given 
them the right to be located on my property, they have never produced such a 
document, nor to this day has Global been able to provide such 
documentation. 
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12. I continued to correspond with the Defendant, through their agent John Tyke 
and other employees of Global and even though I had provided a Record of 
Survey showing the property lines and a Title Report showing my ownership I 
was told that Global could not resolve the encroachment issue without 
completing their own independent title report and their own independent 
survey. (Attached and incorporated hereto is Exibit "B", true and correct 
copies of various correspondence from the Plaintiff and Defendant). 
13. At that time, John Tyke did not provide me with the title insurance report nor 
their survey of the property. 
14. Finally after a few months John Tyke confimed that he had obtained their own 
title report and survey, and not surprisingly to me he asked if I would consider 
selling Global a perpetual easement on my property. He had explained that 
Global preferred perpetual easements, but would consider other options. 
After many months I felt relieved that Global had finally completed their 
independent studies and surely recognized my ownership and were prepared 
to negotiate options with me for having a portion of the cell tower 
improvements being located on my property. 
15. I respectfully declined to enter into a perpetual easement as I had future plans 
to redevelop this property. 
16. Realizing I would not accept the perpetual easement for this encroachment, 
John Tyke then sent me a 30-year ground-lease for my review and approval. 
(Attached and incorporated hereto is Exhibit "C", a true and correct copy of 
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the Ground Lease). I again chose to respectfully decline the offer to enter 
into this 30-year ground-lease that Global had proposed. 
17. I continued to negotiate the value of the ground-lease, and finally I made a 
counter-offer for a ground-lease that would resolve the encroachment issue. 
While the cost was certainly an issue, my biggest concern was the length of 
the term, twenty more years than that which was in the existing lease. I had 
purchased this property for its initial income stream, but more importantly for 
the future development opportunities and would not consider any lease term 
greater than the original lease which expired twenty years prior. 
18. John Tyke rejected the counter-offer and ceased communications upon the 
advice of his attorney. It soon became quite apparent that Mr. Tyke would no 
longer be involved in any negotiations as apparently it was Global's practice 
to utilize attorneys, and frankly, the court system to conduct their 
"negotiations" when dealing with an uncooperative landowner. 
19. Thereafter, the attorneys took over and the litigation that ensued has become 
bizarre and focused on everything except resolving the central issue: Does 
Global Signal have the right to have their cell tower and infrastructure on 24th 
Street. 
20. Both Global and I knew their cell tower site extended beyond the property line 
identified in the lease and they also knew that this encroachment was on my 
property. I felt if Global had any documentation providing for this 
encroachment they would have produced it and instead initially tried to do the 
right thing by negotiating a lease with me for their continued use of my 
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property. Negotiations broke down as I had future plans of development and I 
quickly learned I had but one option, to ask the court to make the simple 
decision as to whether or not Global had the right to continue using my 
property. I felt it should be pretty simple to look at a legal description in a 
lease and thereby make the determination of leasehold interest. 
21. At about the same time, Mary Jo Wallace stopped communicating with me 
entirely, and I set forth those circumstances in my Affidavit Of Kirk Evans In 
Opposition To Defendant's Motion For Protective Order, submitted to this 
Court earlier in the proceedings. 
22. It is obvious from my communications with Mary Jo Wallace, that she chose 
to stop all communication with me after entering into the Assignment with 
Global Signal. 
23. However, to my surprise, Mary Jo Wallace showed up in person at our 
mediation session. For many weeks we had tried to serve a subpoena upon 
Ms. Wallace, but our efforts were fruitless. Yet, the day before we are to have 
a hearing on whether or not we can depose opposing counsel as to how the 
Assignment came to be, she mysteriously shows up in Coeur d' Alene, Idaho, 
at a mediation in which she was not served notice and was not required to 
attend since she would have had nothing to offer after the Assignment. 
24. I took the opporutnity to communicate with her, and we came to an 
understanding about this whole case. I explained to Mary Jo Wallace how 
she had previously signed a Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement 
agreeing to sell the property in question in the current Quiet Title Action and 
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that the very judge that presided over her original case was the same judge in 
our current case. I asked her how she could possibly think that a company 
that sues her and even obtains a Notice of Default, could be trusted to "undo" 
the Judgment and her Settlement Agreement from four years prior. 
25. Somehow Ms. Wallace permitted Global (who had a Default against her) to 
use her name to sue me and somehow void the Mutual Release and 
Settlement Agreement, even though she had signed it and received money. 
26. This occurred four years after this court issued its Judgment and Ms. Wallace 
agreed to a Settlement, Now, Ms. Wallace comes forward and through her 
Assignment again files a quiet title suit to get her property back, after it has 
been sold to a party not involved in her previous litigation. Absolutely bizarre. 
27. Frankly, I was at a loss to understand how Global could have been involved in 
what I personally believed was an attempt to commit fraud. Ms. Wallace 
knew what she had previously agreed to, certainly knew she had accepted 
money for the transfer of the property, and also remembered she had testified 
before this court to her agreement. 
28. Yet somehow she was convinced that after four-years, the party that held a 
Notice of Default over her head (Global) would void the courts judgment and 
the Settlement Agreement, and take property that I now owned and pay taxes 
upon, and deliver it to Ms. Wallace. 
29. As a result of these conversations, in June of 2010, Mary Jo Wallace, on 
behalf of The Wallace Family Trust, conveyed to Sherman Storage, LLC, by 
Warranty Deed, the easterly one-half of vacated 24th Street. 
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30. I asked her for this to eliminate the continued litigation caused by the 
Defendant's quiet title claims pursuant to the Assignment from The Wallace 
Family Trust. 
31. In June of 2010, The Wallace Family Trust also conveyed to Sherman 
Storage, LLC, by Warranty Deed, Lots 3 and 4 of Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition. 
32. in October 2008, I learned that there was an encroachement upon my 
property. My reaction was simply to ask the individuals responsible for the 
encroachment to provide me with ANY documentation permitting the 
encroachment. I never received anything for the simple reason that none 
exists. Global's own recordings bear this out since even two weeks after I 
purchased the property they caused to be recorded a document once again 
indicating their lease had no permission to be located on property not 
mentioned ANYWHERE in any lease document nor their own Assignment 
documents. 
33. If Global had believed that their lease had permitted the encroachment upon 
this particular piece of land, surely they would have included some mention of 
this parcel in the numerous public recordings so that the public, and in this 
case the property owner, would have had notice. I would not think one would 
encumber a leasehold estate with a $850,000,000.00 debt without thoroughly 
investigating the properties involved as collateral. The drafters of the various 
Global recordings apparently understood the legal description within the lease 
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and thereby chose not to even mention the area to which I o~n and in which 
the encroachment occurred. 
34. Now, Sherman Storage, LLC, owns all the real property in question, and I 
believe these purchases will simplify this lawsuit by the August 11th hearings. 
DATED this /d.... day of July, 2010. 
Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, the undersigned Notary Public, this 
( ~ day of July, 2010. 
sf~~~ 
Notary Public 
Residing at: A-+luJ I 
My Commission Expires: 1 o - ;;;,~ - I u 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ! 3 day of j v~ , 2010, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
yf inter-office:l,e..".J ci,J i .......,._., d 
[] faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
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From: david.yates.contractor@crowncastle.com 
To: kirkbldr@msn.com 
Date: Mon, 1 Dec 2008 11:07:28 -0500 
Subject: RE: 880670 Tubbs Hill Lease 
Thanks Kirk 
We were closed over the weekend. We have ordered a title 
report and a survey. 
Get back to you as soon as something happens. 




::~b-it:, =~=\--·-. :,:,_-_-_-..... 
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From: david. yates. contractor@crowncastle.com 
To: kirkbldr@msn.com 
Date: Tue, 2 Dec 2008 15:45:35 -0500 
Subject: RE: 880670 Tubbs Hill Lease 
We are as frustrated as you are. 
From: Kirk Evans 
[ mailto:kirkbldr@msn. com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 2008 1 :34 PM 
To: Yates, David (Contractor) 
Subject: RE: 880670 Tubbs Hill Lease 
Thanks for the update and again my 





Date: Tue, 2 Dec 2008 15:08:23 -0500 
Subject: RE: 880670 Tubbs Hill Lease 
Hi Kirk. 
We are moving as fast as we can. We have rules that we 
have live by. As I said before, we were having a survey done 
on the property and a title report done so that we are on the same page. 
We are told that we will have the survey before the end of the week. We 
will get the problem resolved. 
We bot the lease in good faith are we are also the victim 









Date: Mon, 22 Dec 2008 20:52:46 -0500 
Subject: RE: 880670 Sprint Tower; Tubbs Hill 
HI Kirk, 
I just wanted to inform you that Dave retired and that I will be taking over for 
him. Dave did bring me up to speed on the current situation and I was copied on 
all the emails between you both. I will be out of the state on Vacation till 
January 5. So I will follow up with you then. I have also been promised that 
our survey and title work will have been completed by the time I get back. 
Happy holidays 
Thank you for your time, 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Specialist/Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chandler, AZ 85226 
Tel-480-735-693 8 
Fax-724-416-6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use 
or disclosure of it by anyone other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
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From: John. Tyke@crowncastle.com 
To: kirkbldr@msn.com 
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 2009 17:54:49 -0500 
Subject: RE: 880670 Sprint Tower; Tubbs Hill 
Hi Kirk, 
I wanted to schedule a call with you on Thursday the 29th 
if that is ok. I have been waiting on some paper work but hope to have it by 
~nli~~~- -------
Thank you for your time, 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Specialist/Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chandler, AZ 85226 
Tel-480-735-6938 
Fax-724-416-6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use 
or disclosure of it by anyone other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
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From: John. Tyke@crowncastle.com 
To: kirkbldr@msn.com 
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 13:02:37 -0500 
Subject: 880670 
Hi Kirk, 
If you are not iiiterested~in aPE1liaf lS ok . I run attacliing a copy of our standard~ ~ ~ 
lease for your review. The lease terms would match the current lease we have 
with Ms. Wallace with an expiration date of 6-23-2041. Also, I am just waiting on the 
BSA to come in once I receive it I will forward it on to you. Please don't 
hesitate to contact me if you have any questions. 
Thank 













This email may contain confidential or privileged material. 
Use or disclosure of it by anyone other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
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From: John.Tyke@crowncastle.com 
To: kirkbldr@msn.com 
Date: Mon, 23 Feb 2009 19:42:22 -0500 
Subject: FW:880670 Coeur d'Alene Sprint Tower 
Hi Kirk, 
--- ---- - - ----- ----- ----------- --- -- -- -- - ---- - -- --- --- --
I will call you tomorrow but I just wanted to share this information with you. We 
pulled the 8 closest sites to you and took the price per sqf we are currently 
paying them. 
The price per sqf and then for 600 sqf = 
The 4 highest $0.627= $376.50 
An average of $0.381 = $228.60 
Taking the 4 lowest$ 0.135 =$ 81.00 
Thank you for your time, 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Specialist/Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chandler, AZ 85226 
Tel-480-735-6938 
Fax-724-416-6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use 
or disclosure of it by anyone other than the intended recipient is 
unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
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I 
From: Kirk Evans [mailto:klrkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 1:05 PM 
To: Yates, David (Contractor) 
Cc: Tyke, John 
Subject: Sprint Tower; Tubbs Hill 
David, 
Anything new to report? By now you and your firm are either in agreement with me that 
the Sprint tower has encroached upon property that Is not Included In the lease. While they 
may have done so Innocently enough, the facts should be clear that unless you have a lease 
amendment, which apparently we cannot find either, something needs to be done about this 
encroachment. 
I appreciate this was an existing situation that you inherited from your purchase of the 
Sprint Tower, but never the less it Is a situation that needs to be rectified by I assume you, 
since you have recorded this lease ownership on my property. 
Again, if you have anything that points to the contrary, please let me know now or if you are 
In agreement, then I guess we need to take this to the next phase and that being what Is to 
be done. 
I would feel a lot better and even more patient if I could at least have some formal reply as 
to whether or not your findings agree with mine. Once we are In agreement with the 
findings then I will be patient enough to work with you on what to do. 
The weeks are turning into months and whatever negotiations you might have with Sprint 
has noting to do with me. 
Thanks and Merry Christmas, 
Klik 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone 
other than the recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this 
email. 
--- Message from "Tyke, John" <John.Tyke@crowncastle.com> on Mon, 22 Dec 2008 15: 14:33 -0500 
T . Kris Bailey 
0• <kbailey@lakeandcobb.com> 
Subject:FW: 880670 Sprint Tower; Tubbs Hill 
Exhibit ~lt-'-,-....,....,.--
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-- .. ..--'-··----~--- -----~~- -··-~------· -·-----. --·~-- ---- , ...._ .... -- .... , ... --- -----· ... --···------h---~- .. ,. _,.._ .. --
Hey Kris, 
FYI - This is an email from the neighbor next door. 
Thank you for your time, 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Specialist/Seattle District 
-- -- - ---- ----5350-N.4&th-Street,Suite-a05-- - - -- -
Chandler, AZ 85226 
Tel-480-735-6938 
Fax-724-416-6202 
This ema(I may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone other than 
the intended recipient is unauthorized. ff you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
From: Kirk Evans [rnailto:kirkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2008 1:05 PM 
To: Yates, David (Contractor) 
Cc: Tyke, John 
Subject: Sprint Tower; Tubbs Hill 
David, 
Anything new to report? By now you and your firm are either In agreement with me that 
the Sprint tower has encroached upon property that ls not Included in the lease. While they 
may have done so innocently enough, the facts should be clear that unless you have a lease 
amendment, which apparently we cannot find either, something needs to be done about this 
encroachment. 
I appreciate this was an existing situation that you inherited from your purchase of the 
Sprint Tower, but never the less it is a situation that needs to be rectified by I assume you, 
since you have recorded this lease ownership on my property. 
Again, If you have anything that points to the contrary, please let me know now or If you are 
In agreement, then I guess we need to take this to the next phase and that being what ls to 
be done. 
I would feel a lot better and even more patient If I could at least have some formal reply as 
to whether or not your findings agree with mine. Once we are in agreement with the 
findings then I will be patient enough to work with you on what to do. 
The weeks are turning Into months and whatever negotiations you might have with Sprint 
has noting to do with me. 
Thanks and Merry Christmas, 
Kirk 
Exhibit A I I 
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From: Tyke, John 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02, 20081:17 PM 
To: Yates, David (Contractor) 
Subject: FW: 880670 title for survey Document Delivery Notice - Order #11466 961 Ref 1: 880670 Ref 
2: Kootenai 
From: Tyke, John 
Sent: Friday, November 14, 2008 3:37 PM 
To: scott.emerson@cascadlapm.com 
Subject: 880670 tltle for survey Document Delivery Notice - Order #11466 961 Ref 1: 880670 Ref 2: 
Kootenai 
Hi Scott, 




'Property ~eciaCist - 'West Jtlrea 
5350 :Nortfi 4gl' Street 
Suite 305 Cfiandler, .:AZ 85226 
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Chandler, AZ 85226 
Tel-480-735-6938 
Fax-724-416-6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone other than 
the intended recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
From: Yates, David (Contractor) 
-Sent: Iuesda',',December_o2, 2008_1:QS_eM ________ _ ------------ --
To: Kirk Evans 
Cc: Tyke, John 
Subject: RE: 880670 Tubbs Hill Lease 
Hi Kirk. 
We are moving.as fast as we can. We have rules that we have live by. As I said before, we were having 
a survey done on the property and a title report done so that we are on the same page. We are told 
that we will have the survey before the end of the week. We will get the problem resolved. 
We bot the lease in good faith are we are also the victim of the encroachment. 
Cheers .. 
Dave 
From: Kirk Evans [mailto:kirkbidr@msn.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 02., 2008 12:53 PM 
To: Yates, David (Contractor) 
Subject: RE: 880670 Tubbs Hill Lease 
David, 
I am sorry, I forgot to mention In my last e-mail my frustration was further exacerbated by 
your statement, "Get bgck to you as soon as something happens." Please appreciate I 
cannot wait for something to happen as you state. It has already happened and apparently 
happened without notice and without any compensation to me as the property owner. My 
assumption and my title companies assumption is that this encroachment is not there 




Date: Mon, 1 Dec 2008 11:07:28 -0500 
Subject: RE: 880670 Tubbs HIii Lease 
Thanks Kirk 
We were closed over the weekend. We have ordered a title report and a survey. 
Exhibit f} 
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thereof. Thank you. 
. . . 
From: Yates, David {Contractor) [mallto:davld.yates.contractor@crowncastle.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 10:04 AM 
To: Scott Emerson 
Cc: Tyke, John 
Subject: Tubbs Hill Survey 
Scotts 
We are having a problem with this site, because the owner of the Storage company to the west of the 
• Ill 
site says that we are encroaching on his property which Is In the Vacant Alley which used to be 24 
street. We need to know where the property lines are. Not just our lease area. 
Thanks and Cheers 
Dave Vates 
480-735-6951 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone 
other than the recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this 
email. 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone 
other than the recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this 
~ m 
email. Tubbs PARCEL HISTORY 121soax1s Tubbs Hill Survev 12190B 08-82 PRELIM.pdf 
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.. 
\ 
S b,; t• 880670 title for survey Document Delivery Notice - Order #11 466 961 Ref 1: 880670 Ref 2: u :,ec •v. t . -oo eruu 
Hi Scott, 




Property Specia.l.ist - -West .Jlrea 
5350 :N"ortfi 48tri Street 
Suite 305 Cfiandfer. J!LZ 85226 
Office: (480) 735 • 6938 
:fax (724)416-6202 
From: Leslie Crowley [mailto:LCrowley@landam.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 14, 2008 3:14 PM 
To: Tyke, John 
Subject: Document Delivery Notice - Order #11466 961 Ref 1: 880670 Ref 2: Kootenai 
ii\ Iz..ll\,ersTitle 1 ·~~·,,.o··m·-m· -nw· e-·th ~, __ .... ~::...!J---·----·- I ,.\.. 0 a1.,., 
., INSUR~NCli CORPORATION .· . WI01110II-A"t'coM.i11¥ 
DOCUMENT DELIVERY NOTICE 
Please click on the attachment(s) above to access your documents. 
Good Afternoon John, 
Attached please find the updated title report & supporting documents for the above site. 
Exhibit .B 
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Please let me know If you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Leslie 
. . . - - ... -· ·-·· -·- . .. . . . .. .. -·- ...... ,_ .. ·-·-
This transaction involves: 
Opened Date: Friday, November 7 2008 3:25 PM ET 
-----.-Project~Name:~&78225 ~tubbs~hm~ ~~ 
Customer Ref: 880670 
Property: 234 7 sherman Ave, coeur d'alene ID 83814 
Buyer: 
Seller: 
Target Order Number: Complete Closing - 11466961 
Connection Order Number: 11 466 961 
Problems? Call customer service (8AM to 8PM ET) at 1-866-LANDAMl option 2 or email 
connectionsu1wort@landam.com 
Leslie Crowley 
Client Manager D Cell Team 
LandAmerica Commercial Services 
5600 Cox Road, Glen Allen, VA 23060 
Phone: (804) 267-2294 I Fax: (804) 267-2330 j lcrowley@landam.com 
Your Solution For Real Estate Transaction Services 
Title and Escrow I Property Condition & Environmental Assessments I Valuations I Surveys 
Zoning I Tax and Flood I UCC Insurance I 1031 Exchanges I International I TIC 
LandAmerica -A Fortune 2007 Most Admired Company . 
~ ~ ~ ,i, m 
CLSS-TR • 11466961.DOC Supporling Docs 11 466 961.pdf 880670 tille.1:1rl RRl1F:7n 1it1 .. ? ... Ai 00nc--,n .,.._.., _.,, 
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To: Kirk Evans <kirkbldr@msn.com> 
S b
. t FW:880670 Coeur d'Alene Sprint 
u Jee :T ower 
Hi Kirk, 
1 call you tomorrow but I just wanted to share this information with you. We pulled the 8 
closest sites to you and took the price per sqf we are currently paying them. 
The price per sqf and then for 600 sqf = 
The 4 highest $0.627= $376.50 
An average of $0.381 = $228.60 
Taking the 4 lowest $ 0.135 =$ 81.00 
Thank you foryourtime, 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Speclallst/Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chan_ttler, A1. ~~226 
Tel-480· 735-6938 
Fax· 724-416-6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone other than 
the intended recipient Is unautho;lzed. lfyou are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
From: Kirk Evans [mallto:klrkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2009 12:16 PM 
To: Sedgwick, Lisa 
Subject: Coeur d'Alene Sprint Tower 
Lisa, · 
lfustwarifed to check In to see where we might be with what your firm is contemplating 
regarding the encroachment onto my property. 
Exhibit _D ['E' 
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Don't need an answer today per se, but I would like to know what might be your status If 
possible. 
Kirk Evans , 
••••• Message from ''Tyke, John" <John.Tyke@crowncastle.com> on Mon, 2 Feb 2009 12:17:52 -0500 -···· 
To: Kris Bailey <kbailey@lakeandcobb.com> 
S bj t,FW:880670 Emailing: Quiet Title findings and u ec .. d JU gement 
Thank you for your time, 
John Tyke. 
Crown Castle 
Property Specialist/Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Streeti Suite 305 
Chandler, JU. 85226 
Tel-480-735-6938 
Fax-724·416-6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone other than 
the intended recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an lntend~d redpient, please delete this email. 
From: Kirk Evans [mallto:klrkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 19, 2009 9:23 AM 
To: Tyke, John 
Subject: FW: Emailing: Quiet Title findings and judgement 
John, 
Assuming I have done this correctly, the attached is the final judgment that I had previously 
sent to David and may have additionally previously sent to your office. 
Again, I thank you for your willingness to work with me In getting this 1-riatter resolved. 
Have you had an opportunity to speak to your manager regarding sharing the terms of the 
lease with me? Should you not wish to do so, I would be happy to respond to a new lease 
with you. Frankly, If there Is the slightest discomfort sharing with me the terms of the 
lease, you can choose to not do so, but I would like to discuss a new lease with your firm In 
the Interim. 
That said, again I am compelled to remind you that I don't have any problem with any 
decision whereby you choose to relocate your facilities in a manner that complies with the 
original language and I believe Intent In the Wallace lease. 
Thanks very much and please let me know if this attached document does come through • . , 
li 
Kirk Quiel Title flncings and judgemenl.pdf 
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' 
-----·-·- .. _. _ _._ -· -~--- " 
From: Kirk Evans [mallto:klrkbldr@msn.com) 
Sent: Monday, March 02, 2009 11:33 AM 
To: Tyke, John 
Subject: RE: tubbs hill 
/ 
John, 
Thanks for the explanation of how you can arrive at a $550.OO per month fee for the 
property you wish you utilize In CDA. While I can appreciate your taking the time to provide 
this explanation, It actually puts me Into a position of thinking I too, should explain why this 
amount Is not sufficient, 
I don't know if this makes any difference but as an example your rationale that you should 
simply taks 33% cf en arbitrary amount I provided makes no sense to me. First of all, the 
33% number comes from the leased area that comprises what you presently have fenced In 
at the site and without question my property is clearly more valuable than that which Is 
located directly next the the freeway right of way. Simply stated It is highly doubtful this 
particular area of the Wallace property can even be developed. Without your particular 
easemeFl-t, 1-t ~s a- rand losked par-sel unless the city would provide access to Sherman Ave. 
My.area, .bow.ev.er, is a.flat.parcel o.f land with full d.eveJoP-rrumt right$. 
John, I could If necessary explain also how we had arrived at the rent on top of our building 
Exhibit t5 \ 1S 
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in Huntington Park, CA. Actually we are receiving 2,500 per month and the 1500 dollar 
number came from my conversation with you on what I would want on the property In 
Idaho, (sorry for the misunderstanding). 
As I mentioned earlier and will do so again. My preference would be to have your 
Improvements and fence removed entirely from my property. Its location lops off 12 feet of 
the property bordering my eastern property line. As such any future development plans for 
this area will be restricted by losing as an example 50% of a typical drive way width and will 
be further compounded by the setback requirements being considered by the City of Coeur 
d'Alene. While I have not created any site plan for developing this parcel it would be easy 
~~ ~ ~ ~ toexfrapolatTihenegative lmpai:t~orlcrsrn~r~~2~feet~orside~rontage~on~thts~1Jropfil'ty. 
Additionally, as you may be aware the City utillzes floor area ratios to determine allowable 
square footage and as such the total allowable development square footage might also be 
reduced by this area. 
I might also mention that while this might seem like a small area to you since it is but 622 
square feet, the actual Impact on my property is far greater. As you know 24th street ran 
north and south and as such your 12 foot encroachment In actuality would create a 
substantial jog along my easter property line. 
As respectful as both you and Lisa have been, It Is apparent we are at an lmpass because it 
would appear that the manner In which you value the lease Is quite different than how I as a 
real estate developer value the potential loss to my property. While I presently have no 
Immediate plans to develop the property, without question my future plans are to do so and 
as such your encroachment is one in which I would have never had agreed to if I had had 
the opportunity to do so previously. That said, I do believe this might have been an honest 
mistake and as such am willing to permit the encroachment as long as I receive some value 
for my obvious future Impacts, (as well as the present impacts to my inability to utilize this 
area for outside storage). 
I am willing to lease this area to you for $1500.00 per month, but in light of your apparent 
inability to enter into such a lease, I would prefer to simply have you remove the 
encroachment. 
Thanks again for your cooperation, 
Kirk Evans 
/ 
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From: Kirk Evans [mailto:kirkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 25, 2009 11:38 AM 
-To;Tyke,-John- - - -- -
Subject: RE: tubbs hill 
John, 
While I see a document that indicates why Sprint may have decided to encroach onto 24th 
street, the fact remains this was not the legal description in the lease and nor Is this 
property owned by the Wallace Family Trust. This Is getting frustrating from the standpoint 
that I have yet to hear you guys make the claim that you have a nlegal" right to be on my 
property. 
The lease Is clear in that the leased area does NOT Include any portion of the 24th street 
abandoned right of way. It is also clear that I own the property In which Sprint has caused 
to be located a fence and storage building. While I appreciate the attached layout as to how 
Sprint could have Installed the improvements erroneously, the fact still remains the same as 
to what the lease covers and what It does not. 





Date: Wed, 25 Feb 2009 12:31:15 wQSOO 
Subject: tubbs hill 
Thanks much John. I did not doubt for a second you would be taking advantage of me and 
never questioned your honesty in what you were paying Wallace. While I appreciate your 
other leases, I am a bit surprised at the values, but only because I don't know of their 
locations. Although the economy would presently be a detriment to many land values, at 
the time I purchased the property, raw land was selling for I believe around 12.00 per 
square foot In this area. 
I don't know how this equates to what prices you are leasing at other sites, but am aware of 
how much a Cellular Tower company Is paying my partners and I for a site In CA. At this 
point the leased values don't equate to the potential loss of a very valuable piece of 
property for my future endeavors. I have no plans presently, but I am certain you could 
appreciate what Impact losing 12 feet of boundary could be on a future overall 
redevelopment. Because of the requirement that I continue to provide an access easement, 
it can be assumed that this area would be some access area for any development or as a 
minimum part of a required setback, which would directly Impact any site development 
plans. 
I wm be around tomorrow so just give me a call. 
Thanks for your understanding, 
Kirk 
'C 
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-·· ... ···-- ·--·--·.,._. ...... __._., .... ~---..,, --····-·····- ,.., ___ . -~ .. -......... ,.,_.. ·~·. - ... -,,·----·~-·--.... -.... -... _,.. "'··-----~~-· 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property SpeclallsVSeattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chandler, AZ 85226 
Tel-480-735-6938 
Fax-724-416-6202 
___ ___ This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of It by anyone other than 
the intended recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
/' 
fl'.Dm: Yates, David (Contractor) 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 9:43 AM 
To: Tyke, John 
Subject: FW: Emalling: #22 
And again 
From: Kirk Evans [mallto:klrkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 9:40 AM 
To: Yates, David (Contractor) 
Subject: FW: Emalllng: #22 
David, 
Again, I am hopeful this forward will come through for you. I thought your office might also 
appreciate seeing the latest document that had also been recorded regarding the 
assignment of the lease to Global. Please note on Page 13 the Lease for the Wallace Family 
Trust Is Identified clearly as being on Lot 4 and further on Lot 3. You will also note that the 
description is very clear, (at least to my personal reading), the area In question Is only on 
these two lots and NOT any land Identified outside of these two lots, (like 121 of the 
abandoned 24th street). 
My reasons for sending you as much information as I can obtain is to assist your 
Investigation so please don't hesitate to contact me should you need any clarification. 
Thanks for your consideration. 
Kirk 
> From: scotts@kootenaltltle.com 
> To: klrkbldr@msn.com 
> Subject: Emailing: #22 
> Date: Wed, 3 Dec 2008 08:21:42 -0800 
> 
> Here Is a copy of #22 
> 
> Let me know if you need anything else. 
> 
> Scott Skolrud 
> MAKE A REQUEST FOR THE BEST 
> Kootenai Title company 
> P-:- 208-667-9431 
> F: 208-765-1654 
"":7 
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., .... ,- .. - ....... --·•--•- . __ ,,. ___ ···--·-----····----------··.,..,·-•·· r•-- ... ·-----. ----
From: Kirk Evans [mailto:kirkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2009 12:56 PM 
To: Tyke, John 
Subject: Sprint Tower 
.. · 
John, 
-----~------------~--- ·····----··· --· .. ··-- --·- '"·····--- ___ .. , .......•. 
\ 
I wanted to take the time and think about your proposal and not respond too quickly, even 
though I was quite surprised. 
That said, first of all I can't imagine a situation whereby I would evei be comfortable 
creating a perpetual easement for this encroachment. I would hope you can see how I 
would not be willing to have anything less than what you would have had with Ms. Wallace. 
That said, I believe the proper thing to do would be to approach this Issue as you might be 
when approaching a new property owner where you wish to locate a tower, I further believe 
if you approached It In this manner we both might be able to look at this with fresh eyes. 
The bottom line Is that the property In question can generate currently a bit more than you 
have been able to offer and of course without any question for me to give up land that I 
may or may not be able to use In any future plans I might generate for any redevelopment 
Exhibit D 
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would not be prudent for such a minimal amount of Income. 
John, I own blllboards and know how much I have to pay property owners for areas much 
smaller than this encroachment. I don't have anything else to relate too, but If you were to 
approach me today about wanting a small corner of my property, rest assured your less 
than 200 dollars per month offer would not be acceptable. 
It Is possible my ignorance on cell tower leases Is making me unreasonable, but then again 
It is also possible that I would never lease any property for a cell tower because of both my 
Ignorance as well as property values. I am a developer and this property was purchased for 
-------,net-jt1st-lt~~11Frent~se~alJHt1tlfr~-use-as~wel,-c-,------------.---------- -- -- ---
; 
,: 
John, thanks very much for letting me know what you can do, but at this point, rather than 
spending any of your company's time drawing up any kind of easement, it would probably 
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.. . ....................... ·········-··-···--···-· ········· ·············-··----
copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication In error, 
please notify me Immediately by replying to this message and deleting it and all copies and backups 
thereof. Thank you. 
. . . - . .. 
From: Yates, David (Contractor) [mailto:david.yates.contractor@crowncastle.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 10, 2008 3:11 PM 
To: Scott Emerson 
Cc: Tyke, John 
Subject: FW: Tubbs Hill Survey 
-- --- - - - --- ---- -- ---
Hi Scott 
How are we doing with this problem child? 
Cheers 
Dave Yates 
From: Tyke, John 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 11:24 AM 
To: Scott Emerson; Yates, David (Contractor) 
Subject: RE: Tubbs HIii Survey 
Thanks Scott, Here is a little additional information. 
Thank you for your time, 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Specialist/Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chandler, AZ 85226 
Tel-480-735-6938 
Fax-724-416·6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of It by anyone other than 
the intended recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
From: Scott Emerson [mailto:ScottEmerson@cascadlaPM.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 031 2008 11:20 AM 
To: Yates, David (Contractor) 
Cc: Tyke, John 
Subject: RE: Tubbs Hill Survey 
The property lines wlll be part of the survey. Survey.or is heading out tomorrow, and we should have the 
survey in hand by the end of next week. · 
Respectfully, 
Exhibit D 
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. ----~ ______ .,._. ·---·--·-···-.. ---·· .. ·---··-··--·------------·--···--
FYI-
Thank you foryourtlme, 
JohnTyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Speclalist;Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chandler, AZ 85226 
Tel-480-735-6938 
Fax-724-416-6202 
--- - --- -- -----
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone other than 
the intended recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an intended recipient, please delete this email. 
From: Kirk Evans [mallto:ldrkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2009 12:55 PM 
To: Tyke, John 
Cc: Shawn Smith 
Subject: RE: 880670 
Thanks John for your understanding as to why I would not be Interested In any PE on my 
property. I have reviewed the attached lease and again I am not able to provide you any 
approval. I have taken the time to review the lease and cannot enter Into any agreement 
as outlined in your lease. 
As I mentioned, prior, while I might be uneducated In the values of this type of lease, I am 
In the least somewhat knowledgeable in the values of real estate and the Impacts imposed 
on those values by being encumbered with a lease like that provided. 
Therefore, would you kindly let me know when you might be able to relocate your 
Improvements onto the Wallace property. I can appreciate the weather causing any 
immediate correction, but also understand you might need some planning efforts In order to 
have this relocation accomplished as soon as the weather permits. 
John, I appreciate your openness in our discussions and trust we will continue this dialogue 
while this situation Is corrected. I have a manager on the premises dally and will be happy 
to assist you In any way he can with the work that will be required to relocate any of your 
facllltles and likewlse the fence that was erroneously Installed on the Sherman Storage 
property. I am assuming you might need more access than just the easement area and as 
such If you could provide me with at least a 48-hour notice prior to any work being done, ! 
will make certain my manager is notified for any assistance he might be able to offer. 
Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you soon, 
Kirk Evans, Owner 
Sherman Storage, LLC 
. . . 
From: John.Tyke@t:rowncastle.com 
To: klrkbldr@msn.com 
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 13:02:37 -0500 
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··-·~'·--"·------- ·----.. ·--·-.. --... -.. ---·- ........ -····-·-·-··· ..................... ---·- .. ------------------·--·-·--·- --- -----···--··· ...... . ... 
Subject: 880670 
Hi Kirk, 
If you are not interested in a PE that is ok • I am attaching a copy of our standard 
lease for your review. The lease terms would match the current lease we have with Ms. 
Wallace with an expiration date of 6-23-2041. Also, I am just waiting on the BSA to come In 
once I receive It I will forward It on to you. Please don't hesitate to contact me If you have 
any questions. 
Thank you for your time, 




5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chandler, AZ. 85226 
Tel-480-735·6938 
Fax-724-416-6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone 
other than the Intended recipient: Is unauthorized. If you are not an intended redpient, 
please delete this email, 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of it by anyone 
other than the recipient is unauthorized," If you are not an Intended recipient, please delete 
t-hlc: ~m11II 
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---~ --- - - - ------------------------------------ -------
.. ---· -·-·-. --···-· 
. . - .. . . . - .. ·-· -- . .. .. 
From: Kirk Evans [mailto:klrkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 26, 2009 4:54 PM 
To: John Tyke; Usa Sedgwick; Janna Charlton 
Subject: Tubbs HIii 
John, 
-. ---·- -·-··- -·--
Due to the lack of your reply, I can only assume you have sent our Issue over to your legal 
department in TX. That is fine of course, but I needed some clarlflcation that would assist 
both of us. Speclfically, I want to make certain we both are In agreement In regards to the 
termination date of the orlglnal lease. 
The termination date you had previously wanted me to sign was June 24, 2041 and yet this 
date is 20-years beyond that which was In the original Wallace lease. I only bring this issue 
up now, because I am concerned that either of us may have been operating under Incorrect 
Information and as such the current lease expires June 24, 2021 or 12-years from now. 
Do you have a lease other than that you sent me, which was for a maximum term of 
2.5-years? As you know the original lease term was for 5-years and 4 5-year options for a 
total of 25-years. I can assume, that you were asking me for an additional 20-years based 
upon your desire to have an extended term for both a lease on the Wallace property as well 
as a lease on my property. 
I mention this to you now to make certain that you don't mistakenly negotiate a lease 
Exhibit J3 
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/ 
extension with Mary Wallace on property to which she does not own and to darlfy the 
termination date. 
Thanks John and again I would appreciate knowing your correcting me as to the term of the 
lease should I be mistaken. Incidentally, it is not my intention to get In between you and 
your legal department so If it is preferred, I certainly would have no problem receiving a 
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----·-·--···-·-···-··-----·-··--·--··-·---···--·--- --·-- ·--· ·-·-·-··· ....... ,, ....... ---·-·-· .. . 
\ 
Subject: RE: 880670 
Thanks John for your understanding as to why I would not be interested In any PE on my 
property. I have reviewed the attached lease and again I am not able to provide you any 
approval. I have taken the time to review the lease and cannot enter Into any agreement 
as outlined In your lease. 
As I mentioned, prior, while I might be uneducated in the values of this type of lease, I am 
In the least somewhat knowledgeable in the values of real estate and the impacts imposed 
on those values by being encumbered with a lease like that provided. 
---------<-herefore,-W.ould-you-ki-Adly-let-me-k-now-w-hel'l--¥0U-migJ'lt-be-a-ble-t0-reloGate-youF------~- - - - ----
Improvements onto the Wallace property. I can appreciate the weather causing any 
Immediate correction, but also understand you might need some planning efforts In order to 
have this relocation accomplished as soon as the weather permits. 
John, I appreciate your openness in our discussions and trust we will continue this dialogue 
while this situation Is corrected. I have a manager on the premises daily and will be happy 
to assist you in any way he can with the work that will be required to relocate any of your 
facilities and likewise the fence that was erroneously installed on the Sherman Storage 
property. I am assuming you might need more access than just the easement area and as 
such if you could provide me with at least a 48-hour notice prior to any work being done, I 
will make certain my manager is notified for any assistance he might be able to offer. 
Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you soon, 
Kirk Evans, Owner 




Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2009 13:02:37 -0500 
Subject: 880670 
Hi Kirk, 
If you are not interested In a PE that Is ok • I am attaching a copy of our standard 
lease for your review. The lease terms would match the current lease we have with Ms. 
Wallace with an expiration date of 6-23-2041. Also, I am just waiting on the BSA to come In 
once I receive It I will forward It on to you. Please don't hesitate to contact me If you have 
any questions. 
Thank you for your time, 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Speclallst/Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
Chandler, AZ 85228 
Tel-480° 735-8938 
Fax-724-410;.821»2 
This email may contain confident/a/ or privl/eged material. Use or disclosure of It by anyone 
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• . ., ___ -------··-~-- •••••••~·-••••-•••- 0 •,.....-., •MS'-····---~·-----··----·----·---·--·-··-----·--···~---··---·-··-·-~·--·"·------,--,---
other than the intended recipient is unauthorized. If you are riot an intended recipient, 
please delete this email. 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of It by anyone 
other than the recipient Is unauthorized. If you are not an Intended recipient, please delete 
this email. 
----- Message from Kirk Evans <kirkbldr@msn.com> on Tue, 24 Feb 2009 01 :45:35 -0500 ----
"Tyke John" To· ' ------- -~~·-<;fohn-;-1'yke@crowncastle;eom->------------ -.---- --- -
Subject: RE: 880670 Coeur d'Alene Sprint Tower 
Thanks much John. I did not doubt for a second you would be taking advantage of me and 
never questioned your honesty in what you were paying Wallace. While I appreciate your 
other leases, I am a bit surprised at the values, but only because I don't know of their 
locations. Although the economy would presently be a detriment to many land values, at 
the time I purchased the property, raw land was selling for I believe around 12.00 per 
square foot in this area. 
I don't know how this equates to what prices you are leasing at other sites, but am aware of 
how much a Cellular Tower company Is paying my partners and I for a site in CA. At this 
point the leased values don't equate to the potential loss of a very valuable piece of 
property for my future endeavors. I have no plans presently, but I am certain you could 
appreciate what Impact losing 12 feet of boundary could be on a future overall 
redevelopment. Because of the requirement that I continue to provide an access easement, 
it can be assumed that this area would be some access area for any development or as a 
minimum part of a required setback, which would directly impact any site development 
plans. 
I will be around tomorrow so just give me a call. 




Date: Mon,· 23 Feb 2009 19:42:22 -0500 
Subject: FW:880670 Coeur d'Alene Sprint Tower 
Hi Kirk, 
I call you tomorrow but I just wanted to share this information with you. We puiled the 8 
closest sites to you and took the price per sqf we are currently paying them. 
The price per sqf and then for 600 sqf = 
The 4 highest $0.627= $376.50 
An average of $0.381 = $228.60 
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Taking the 4 lowest$ 0.135 =$ 81.00 
Thank you for your time, 
John Tyke 
Crown Castle 
Property Specialist/Seattle District 
5350 N. 48th Street, Suite 305 
~~ .. - -- ·---- ----·--- -··--·-··-, -· - . -·· .. -· -·---· ---· ·- -----·-----·--··-·~ ...... ,.,.... -
Chandler, A1. 85226 
Tiil;ff0~73T-6-S-38-------------------------------~ 
Fax· 724-416-6202 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of It by anyone other than 
the intended recipient is unauthorized. If you are not on intended recipient, please delete this email. 
From: Kirk Evans [mailto:kirkbldr@msn.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 20, 2009 12:16 PM 
To: Sedgwick, Lisa 
Subject: Coeur d'Alene Sprint Tower 
Lisa, 
I just wanted to check in to see where we might be with what your firm is contemplating 
regarding the encroachment onto my property. 
Don't need an answer today per se, but I would like to know what might be your status if 
possible. 
Kirk Evans 
This email may contain confidential or privileged material. Use or disclosure of It by anyone 
other than the recipient is unauthorized. If you are not an Intended recipient, please delete 
this email. 
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__ ......,.. ________________________ -;.,...._-.. ........... ,. 
·<'J:.. 
' GROUND LEASE AGREEMEN1 
STATE OF IDAHO 
THIS GROUND LEASE AGREEMENT (the "Agreement';) 
is made as of the date of the final signature below, by and 
between SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, having a mailing address of 9281 Shadwell 
Drive. Huntington Beach, CA 92646 ("Lessor") and STC 
FIVE LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, by and 
through its Attorney In Fact, Global Signal Acquisitions II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability company, with its principal 
place of business located at 2000 Corporate Drive, Canonsburg, 
Pennsylvania 15317-8564 ("Lessee"). 
1. Definitions. 
"Agreement" means this Ground Lease Agreement. 
"Approvals" means all certificates, permits, licenses and 
other approvals that Lessee, in its sole discretion, deems 
necessary for its intended use of the Leased Premises. 
"Commencement Date" means the first day of the month 
following the month in which this Agreement was fully 
executed. 
"Defaulting Party" means the party to this Agreement that 
has defaulted as provided for in Section 23 of this Agreement. 
"Easements" and "Utility Easement" have the meanings 
set forth in Section 6 of this Agreement. 
"Hazardous Material" means any substance which is (i) 
designated, defined, classified or regulated as a hazardous 
substance, hazardous material, hazardous waste, pollutant or 
contaminant under any Environmental Law, as currently in 
effect or as hereafter amended or enacted, (ii) a petroleum 
hydrocarbon, including crude oil or any fraction thereof and all 
petroleum products, (iii) PCBs, (iv) lead, •(v) asbestos, (vi) 
flammable explosives, (vii) infectious materials, or (viii) 
radioactive materials. "Environmental Law(s)" means the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and 
Liability Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. Sections 9601, et seq., the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. 
Sections 6901, et seq., the Toxic Substances Control Act, 15 
U.S.C. Sections 2601, et seq., the Hazardous Materials 
Transportation Act, 49 U.S.C. 5101, et seq., and the Clean 
Water Act, 33 U.S.C. Sections 1251, et seq., as said laws have 
been supplemented or amended to date, the regulations 
promulgated pursuant to said laws and any other federal, state 
or local law, statute, rule, regulation or ordinance which 
regulates or proscribes the use, storage, disposal, presence, 
clean-up, transportation or release or threatened release into the 
environment of Hazardous Material. 
"Improvements" means an equipment building for 
Lessee's wireless communications facility·located on the parcel 
adjacent to Lessor's Property and related improvements and 
structures and uses incidental thereto. 
Site Name: Tubbs Hill 
Business Unit#: 880670 
"Initial Term" means from the Commencement Date until 
June 23, 2011. 
"Lease Term" means the Initial Term and any Renewal 
Te1ms. 
"Leased Premises" means that portion of Lessor's Property 
consisting of a parcel of approximately ** feet by ** feet as 
described in the sketch attached hereto as Exhibit "B". 
"Lessee's Notice Address'' means c/o Crown Castle USA 
Inc., E. Blake Hawk, General Counsel, Attn: Real Estate 
Department, 2000 Corporate Drive, Canonsburg, PA 15317-
8564, 1-866-482-8890. 
"Lessor's Notice Address" means 9281 Shadwell Drive. 
Huntington Beach, CA 92646. 
"Lessor's Property" means the parcel of land located in the 
City of Coeur D'Alene, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, as 
shown on the Tax Map of said County as Tax Parcel Number 
C4320021000A, being further described in the instrument 
recorded in the Office of the Kootenai County Recorder, a copy 
of said instrument being attached hereto as Exhibit "A". 
"Non-Defaulting Party'' means the party to this Agreement 
that has not defaulted as provided for in Section 23 of this 
Agreement. 
"Renewal Term" means a period of five years, 
commencing upon the expiration of the Initial Term or prior 
Renewal Term, as the case may be. 
"Rent" means the consideration payable by Lessee to 
Lessor in exchange for the Leasl:d Premises in the amount of 
__ twenty four hundered ($_2400.00_) per year to be 
paid in equal monthly installments of ___ two hundered 
Dollars ($_200.00__J. After the first five (5) years of the 
Lease Term and every five . (5) years thereafter (the 
"Adjustment Date"), the Rent shall increase based on the 
Consumer 1Price Index published by the Bureau of Labor and 
Statistics of the United States Department of Labor for all 
Urban Consumers, US City Average ("CPI-U") indicator and 
shall be determined by dividing the CPI-U indicator published 
3 months prior to the Adjustment Date, by the CPI-U indicator 
published 5 years and 3 months prior to the Adjustment Date, 
and multiply the resultant number by the monthly lease rental 
amount of the most recent past rent. In no event shall the 
increase in rent calculated for any 5-year period exceed 15% of 
the most recent past rent. 
2. Lessor's Cooperation. During the Lease Term, Lessor 
shall: (i) cooperate with Lessee in its efforts to obtain all of the 
Approvals, including all appeals; and (ii) take no action that 
would adversely affect the Leased Premises. Lessor 
acknowledges that Lessee's ability to use the Leased Premises 
is contingent upon Lessee obtaining and maintaining the 
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Approvals. Additionally, Lessor gn. ·to Lessee and its 
employees, representatives, agents, and consultants a limited 
power of attorney to prepare, execute, submit, file and present 
on behalf of Lessor building, permitting, zoning or land-use 
applications with the appropriate local, state and/or federal 
agencies necessary to obtain land use changes, special 
exceptions, zoning variances, conditional use permits, special 
use permits, administrative permits, construction permits, 
operation permits and/or building permits. Lessor understands 
that any such application and/or the satisfaction of any 
requirements thereof may require Lessor's cooperation, which 
Lessor hereby agrees to provide. Lessor shall not "knowingly" 
do or permit anything that will interfere with or negate any 
Approvals pertaining to the Improvements or Leased Premises 
or cause them to be in nonconformance with applicable local, 
state or federal laws. Lessor agrees to execute such documents 
as · may be necessary to obtain and thereafter maintain the 
Approvals, and agrees to be named as the applicant for said 
Approvals. 
3. Lease Term. Effective as of the Commencement Date, 
Lessor leases the Leased Premises to Lessee for the Initial 
Term. The term of this Agreement shall automatically be 
extended for six successive Renewal Terms, unless this 
Agreement is terminated pursuant to the provisions set forth 
herein. 
4. Rent. Beginning on the Commencement Date, Lessee 
shall pay Rent for the Leased Premises. 
5. Leased Premises; Survey. Following the 
Commencement Date, Lessee may obtain an "as-built" survey, 
which shall depict and identify the boundaries of the Leased 
Premises and the Easements, and replace and supersede the 
sketch attached hereto as Exhibit "B". The "as-built" survey 
shall be deemed to be incorporated into this Agreement as 
Exhibit "C" even if not physically affixed hereto. The 
description of the Leased Premises set forth in Exhibit "C" 
shall control in the event of discrepancies between Exhibit "B" 
and Exhibit "C". 
6. Easements. Conditioned upon and subject to 
commencement of the Lease Tenn Lessor grants the following 
easements and rights-of-way over, under and upon Lessor's 
Property to Lessee, Lessee's employees, agents, contractors, 
sublessees, licensees and their employees, agents and 
contractors: (i) an easement over such portions of Lessor's 
Property as is reasonably necessary for the construction, repair, 
maintenance, replacement, demolition and removal of the 
facility located upon Leased Premises; (ii) an easement over 
such portion of Lessor's Property as is reasonably necessary to 
obtain or comply with any Approvals; (iii) a thirty foot (30') 
wide easement in the location shown in Exhibit "B", as may 
be amended by Exhibit "C", for ingress and egress seven (7) 
days per week, twenty-four (24) hours per day, for pedestrians 
and all types of motor vehicles, to extend from the nearest 
public right-of-way to the Leased Premises; (iv) a utility 
easement (the "Utility Easement") in the location shown in 
Exhibit "B", as may be amended by Exhibit "C", for the 
installation, repair, replacement and maintenance of utility 
wires, poles, cables, conduits and pipes, provided that in the 
Site Name: Tubbs Hill 
Business Unit#: 880670 
2 
event that any pu. ;utility is unable or unwilling to use the 
Utility Easement in the location shown in Exhibit "B" as may 
be amended by Exhibit "C", at the sole option of Lessee, 
Lessor shall grant an alternate easement either to Lessee or 
directly to the public utility at no cost and in a location 
acceptable to Lessee and the public utility, as shown in Exhibit 
"B" as may be amended by Exhibit "C" (collectively, the 
"Easements"). TO HA VE AND TO HOLD the Easements for 
the purposes provided during the Lease Tenn and thereafter for 
a reasonable period of time for Lessee to remove its 
improvements. 
7. Lessee's Right to Terminate; Effect of Termination by 
Lessee. Lessee shall have the right to terminate this 
Agreement, at any time, without cause, by providing Lessor 
with one hundred eighty (180) days' prior written notice. Upon 
such termination, this Agreement shall become null and void 
and neither party shall have any further rights or duties 
hereunder, except that any monies owed by either party to the 
other up to the date of termination shall be paid within thirty 
(30) days of the termination date. 
8. Use of Property. The Leased Premises and the Easements 
shall be used for the purpose of constructing, maintaining and 
operating the Improvements and uses incidental thereto. 
Lessee may place a security fence around the perimeter of the 
Leased Premises. All Improvements shall be constructed at 
Lessee's sole expense. Lessee will maintain the Leased 
Premises in a safe condition. It is the intent of the parties that 
Lessee's wireless communications facility shall not constitute a 
fixture. 
9. Removal of Obstructions. Lessee has ·the right to remove 
obstructions from Lessor's Property, including but not limited 
to vegetation, which may encroach upon, interfere with or 
present a hazard to Lessee's use of the Leased Premises or the 
Easements. Lessee shall dispose of any materials removed. 
10. Hazardous Materials. 
(A) Lessee's Obligation and Indemnity. Lessee shall not 
( either with or without negligence) cause or permit the 
escape, disposal or release of any Hazardous Materials on 
or from the Leased Premises in any manner prohibited by 
law. Lessee shall indemnify and hold Lessor hannless 
from any and all claims, damages, fines, judgments, 
penalties, costs, liabilities or losses (including, without 
limitation, any and all sums paid for settlement of claims, 
attorneys' fees, and consultants' and experts' fees) from 
the release of any Hazardous Materials on the Leased 
Premises if caused by Lessee or persons acting under 
Lessee. 
(B) Lessor's Obligation and Indemnity. Lessor shall not 
( either with or without negligence) cause or permit the 
escape, disposal or release of any Hazardous Materials on 
or from Lessor's Property or Leased Premises in any 
manner prohibited by law. Lessor shall indemnify and 
hold Lessee harmless from any and all claims, damages, 
fines, judgments, penalties, costs, liabilities or losses 
(including, without limitation, any and all sums paid for 
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settlement of claims, attorneys' fe~ .nd consultants' and 
experts' fees) from the presence or release of any 
Hazardous Materials on Lessor's Property or Leased 
Premises unless caused by Lessee or persons acting under 
Lessee. 
11. Real Estate Taxes. Lessor shall pay all real estate taxes 
on Lessor's Property. Lessee agrees to reimburse Lessor for 
any documented increase in real estate or personal property 
taxes levied against Lessor's Property that are directly 
attributable to the Improvements constructed by Lessee. 
Lessor agrees to provide Lessee any documentation evidencing 
the increase and how such increase is attributable to Lessee's 
use. Lessee reserves the right to challenge any such 
assessment, and Lessor agrees to cooperate with Lessee in 
connection with any such challenge. 
12. Insurance. Lessee, at its sole expense, shall obtain and 
keep in force insurance which may be required by any federal, 
state or local statute or ordinance of any governmental body 
having jurisdiction in connection with the operation of Lessee's 
business upon the Leased Premises. 
13. Waiver of Claims and Ri2hts of Subrogation. The 
parties hereby waive any and all rights of action for negligence 
against the other on account of damage to the Improvements, 
Lessor's Property or to the Leased Premises resulting from any 
fire or other casualty of the kind covered by property insurance 
policies with extended coverage, regardless of whether or not, 
or in what amount, such insurance is carried by the parties. All 
policies of property insurance carried by either party for the 
Improvements, Lessor's Property or the Leased Premises shall 
include a clause or endorsement denying to the insurer rights 
by way of subrogation against the other party to the extent 
rights have been waived by the insured before the occurrence 
of injury or loss. 
14. Eminent Domain. If Lessor receives notice of a proposed 
talcing by eminent domain of any part of the Leased Premises 
or the Easements, Lessor will notify Lessee of the proposed 
talcing within five (5) days of receiving said notice and Lessee 
will have the option to: (i) declare this Agreement null and 
void and thereafter neither party will have any liabilitf or 
obligation hereunder; or (ii) remain in possession of that 
portion of the Leased Premises and Easements that will not be 
talcen, in which event there shall be an equitable adjustment in 
rent on account of the portion of the Leased Premises and 
Easements so taken. With either option Lessee shall have the 
right to contest the taking and directly pursue an award. 
15. Right of First Refusal. If, during Lease term, Lessor 
receives an offer to purchase, make a loan, or give any 
consideration in exchange for any of the following interests in 
all or a portion of the Premises: (i) fee title, (ii) a perpetual or 
other easement, (iii) a lease, (iv) any present or future 
possessory interest, (v) any or all portions of Lessor's interest 
in this Lease Agreement including rent or (vi) an option to 
acquire any of the foregoing, Lessor shall provide written 
notice to Lessee of said offer ("Lessor's Noti~e"). Lessor's 
Notice shall include the prospective buyer's name, the purchase 
price being offered, and other consideration being offered, the 
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other terms and !litions of the offer, the due diligence 
period, the proposed closing date and, if a portion of Lessor's 
property of which the Premises is a part ("Lessor's Property") 
is to be sold, a description of said portion. Lessee shall have a 
right of first refusal to purchase, at its election and on the terms 
and conditions as in Lessor's Notice a fee simple interest in 
Lessor's Property or Premises or a perpetual easement for the 
Premises. If the Lessor's Notice is for more than the Premises 
and Lessee elects to purchase in fee or acquire a perpetual 
easement in only the Premises, the terms and conditions of said 
acquisition shall be the same terms and conditions as in 
Lessor's Notice but the purchase price shall be pro-rated on an 
acreage basis. If Lessee does not exercise its right of first 
refusal by written notice to Lessor given within thirty (30) 
days, Lessor may sell the property described in the Lessor's 
Notice. If Lessee declines to exercise its right of first refusal, 
then this Lease Agreement shall continue in full force and 
effect and Lessee's right of first refusal shall survive any such 
conveyance. 
16. Sale of Property. If Lessor sells all or part of Lessor's 
Property, of which the Leased Premises is a part then such sale 
shall be under and subject to this Agreement. 
17. Surrender of Property. Upon expiration or termination 
of this Agreement, Lessee shall, within a reasonable time, 
remove all above ground Improvements and restore the Leased 
Premises as nearly as reasonably possible to its original 
condition, without, however, being required to replace any 
trees or other plants removed, or alter the then existing grading. 
18. Hold Harmless. Each party shall indemnify and defend 
the other party against, and hold the other party harmless from, 
any claim of liability or loss from personal injury or property 
damage arising from the use and occupancy of the Leased 
Premises or Lessor's Property by such indemnifying party, its 
employees, contractors, servants or agents, except to the extent 
such claims are caused by the intentional misconduct or 
negligent acts or omissions of the other party, its employees, 
contractors, servants or agents. 
19. Lessor's Covenant of Title. Lessor covenants that Lessor 
holds good and marketable fee simple title to Lessor's Property 
and the Leased Premises and has full authority to enter into and 
execute this Agreement. Lessor further covenants that there are 
no encumbrances or other impediments of title that might 
interfere with or be adverse to Lessee. 
20. Interference with Lessee's Business. Lessee shall have 
the exclusive right to construct, install and operate wireless 
communications facilities that emit radio frequencies on 
Lessor's Property. Lessor agrees that it will not permit the 
construction, installation or operation on Lessor's Property of 
(i) any additional wireless communications facilities or (ii) any 
equipment or device that interferes with Lessee's use of the 
Leased Property for a wireless communications facility. Each 
of the covenants made by Lessor in this Section is a covenant 
running with the land for the benefit of the Leased Premises. 
21. Quiet Enjoyment. Lessor covenants that Lessee, on 
paying Rent and performing the covenants of this Agreement, 
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shall peaceably and quietly have, hoh. . .:l enjoy the Leased 
Premises and Easements. 
22. Mortgages. This Agreement, Lessee's leasehold interest 
and the Easements shall be subordinate to any mortgage given 
by Lessor which currently encumbers the Leased Premises, 
provided that any mortgagee shall recognize the validity of this 
Agreement in the event of foreclosure. In the event that the 
Leased Premises is or shall be encumbered by such a mortgage, 
Lessor shall obtain and furnish to Lessee a non-disturbance 
agreement for each such mortgage, in recordable form. If 
Lessor fails to provide any non-disturbance agreement Lessee, 
may withhold and accrue, without interest, the Rent until such 
time as Lessee receives all such documentation. 
23. Default. 
(A) Notice of Default; Cure Period. In the event that there 
is a default by Lessor or Lessee (the "Defaulting Party") 
with respect to any of the provisions of this Agreement or 
Lessor's or Lessee's obligations under this Agreement, the 
other party (the "Non-Defaulting Party") shall give the 
Defaulting Party written notice of such default. After 
receipt of such written notice, the Defaulting Party shall 
have thirty (30) days in which to cure any monetary 
default and sixty (60) days in which to cure any non-
monetary default. The Defaulting Party shall have such 
extended periods as may be required beyond the sixty (60) 
day cure period to cure any non-monetary default if the 
nature of the cure is such that it reasonably requires more 
than sixty (60) days to cure, and Defaulting Party 
commences the cure within the sixty (60) day period and 
thereafter continuously and diligently pursues the cure to 
completion. The Non-Defaulting Party may not maintain 
any action or effect any remedies for default against the 
Defaulting Party unless and until the Defaulting Party has 
failed to cure the same within the time periods provided in 
this Section. 
(B) Consequences of Lessee's Default Lessor 
acknowledges that under the terms of this Agreement, 
Lessee has the right to terminate this Agreement at any 
time upon one hundred eighty (180) days' notice. 
Accordingly, in the event that Lessor maintains any action 
or effects any remedies for default against Lessee, 
resulting in Lessee's dispossession or removal, (i) the Rent 
shall be paid up to the date of such dispossession or 
removal and (ii) Lessor shall be entitled to recover from 
Lessee, in lieu of any other damages, as liquidated, final 
damages, a sum equal to six months Rent. In no event 
shall Lessee be liable to Lessor for consequential, indirect, 
speculative or punitive damages in connection with or 
arising out of any default. 
(C) Consequences of Lessor's Default. In the event that 
Lessor is in default beyond the applicable periods set forth 
above, Lessee may, at its option, upon written notice: (i) 
tenninate the Lease, vacate the Leased Premises and be 
relieved from all further obligations under this Agreement; 
(ii) perform the obligation(s) of Lessor specified in such 
notice, in which case any expenditures reasonably made by 
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Lessee in so c. j shall be deemed paid for the account of 
Lessor and Lessor agrees to reimburse Lessee for said 
expenditures upon demand; (iii) take any actions that are 
consistent with Lessee's rights; (iv) sue for injunctive 
relief, and/or sue for specific performance, and/or sue for 
damages, and/or set-off from Rent any amount reasonably 
expended by Lessee as a result of such default. 
24. Lessor's Waiver. Lessor hereby waives and releases any 
and all liens, whether statutory or under common law, with 
respect to any of Lessee's Property now or hereafter located on 
the Leased Premises. 
25. Applicable Law. This Agreement and the performance 
thereof shall be governed, interpreted, construed and regulated 
by the laws of the State where the Leased Premises is located. 
The parties agree that the venue for any litigation regarding this 
Agreement shall be Allegheny County, Pennsylvania. 
26. Assignment, Sublease, Licensing and Encumbrance. 
Lessee has the right, at its sole discretion, to assign its interest 
in this Agreement and to sublease or license use of the Leased 
Premises, Easements and Improvements. Assignment of this 
Agreement by Lessee shall be effective upon Lessee sending 
written notice to Lessor and shall relieve Lessee from any 
further liability or obligation. Lessee has the further right to 
pledge or encumber its interest in this Agreement. Upon 
request to Lessor from any leasehold mortgagee, Lessor agrees 
to give the holder of such leasehold mortgage written notice of 
any default by Lessee and an opportunity to cure any such 
default within fifteen (15) days after such notice with respect to 
monetary defaults and within a commercially reasonable period 
of time after such notice with respect to any non-monetary 
default. 
27. Miscellaneous. 
Recording. Lessee shall have the right to record a 
memorandum of this Agreement with the appropriate recording 
officer. Lessor shall execute and deliver such a memorandum, 
for no additional consideration, promptly upon Lessee's 
request. 
Entire Agreement. Lessor and Lessee agree that this 
Agreement contains all of the agreements, promises and 
understandings between Lessor and Lessee. No oral 
agreements, promises or understandings shall be binding upon 
either Lessor or Lessee in any dispute, controversy or 
proceeding at law. Any addition, variation or modification to 
this Agreement shall be void and ineffective unless made in 
writing and signed by the parties hereto. 
Captions. The captions preceding the Sections of this 
Agreement are intended only for convenience of reference and 
in no way define, limit or describe the scope of this Agreement 
or the intent of any provision hereof. 
Construction of Document. Lessor and Lessee 
acknowledge that this document shall not be construed in favor 
of or against the drafter by virtue of said party being the drafter 
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and that this Agreement shall not be 
offer until signed by Lessee. 
}trued as a binding 
Notices. All notices hereunder shall be in writing and shall 
be given by (i) established national courier service which 
maintains delivery records, (ii) hand delivery, or (iii) certified 
or registered mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested. 
Notices are effective upon receipt, or upon attempted delivery 
if delivery is refused or if delivery is impossible because of 
failure to provide reasonable means for accomplishing delivery. 
The notices shall be sent to Lessor at Lessor's Notice Address 
and to Lessee at Lessee's Notice Address. 
IRS Form W-9. Lessor agrees to provide Lessee with a 
completed IRS Form W-9, or its equivalent, upon execution of 
this Agreement and at such other times as may be reasonably 
requested by Lessee. In the event the Property is transferred, 
the succeeding Lessor shall have a duty at the time of such 
transfer to provide Lessee with a completed IRS Form W-9, or 
its equivalent, and other related paper work to effect a transfer 
in Rent to the new Lessor. Lessor's failure to provide the IRS 
Form W-9 within thirty (30) days after Lessee's request shall 
be considered a default and Lessee may take any reasonable 
action necessary to comply with IRS regulations including, but 
not limited to, withholding applicable taxes from Rent 
Partial Invalidity. If any term of this Agreement is found payments. 
to be void or invalid, then such invalidity shall not affect the 
remaining terms of this Agreement, which shall continue in full 
force and effect. 
Site Name: Tubbs Hill 5 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Lessor an. ssee having read the foregoing and intending i legally bound hereby, have executed 
this Agreement as of the day and year this Agreement is fully executed. 
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LESSOR: 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited liability 
company 
By: _____________ _ 
Print Name: _____________ _ 
Print Title: ______________ _ 
Date: ________________ _ 
LESSEE: 
STC FIVE LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
By: Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company 
Its: Attorney In Fact 
By: Global Signal Services LLC, a Delaware limited 
liability company 
lts:Manager 
By: _____________ _ 
Print Name: _____________ _ 
Print Title: ______________ _ 
Date: ________________ _ 
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Site Name: Tubbs Hill 
Business Unit#: 880670 
EXHIBIT "B" 
[Site sketch, including access road to Leased Premises] 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law · 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667 -2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE OF IDAHO ·~ss 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI! 
FIL£0: 
2010 JUL 13 PM 4: 17 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





















THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, · · ) 





) _____________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AND OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. 
("Sherman"), by and through its counsel of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and pursuant 
to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56, moves this Court for an Order dismissing 
Defendant's Answer, Affirmative Defenses, and Counterclaim with prejudice, on 
the grounds that there are no genuine issues of material fact, and the Plaintiff is 
entitled to Summary Judgment as a matter of law on all of Plaintiff's claims. 
This Motion is based upon the Affidavits and Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment, filed herewith, as well as the pleadings 
and records on file herein. 
Should the Court deny Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment in whole 
or in part, Plaintiff requests, as an alternative, that the Court enter an Order, 
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(d), specifying what facts appear 
without substantial controversy. 
The Plaintiff requests the right to present oral argument, testimony and 
evidence and to cross-examine the other party, their witnesses and affiants at 
any hearing hereon. 
DATED this _1 day of July, 2010. 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney for Plaintiff 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
SUMMARYJUDGMENT-2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the l3 day of July, 2010, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
;[:finter-office: lA.cv'\...l - ,LJ. l...............a .:..I 
[] faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STA"1"E Of IDAHO ·}ss 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
FILED: 
20!0 JUL 13 PM 4: 17 
~ 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 














GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, ) 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability ) 
company, ) 
) 




THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 





) _____________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT-1 
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COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. 
("Sherman") by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and submits 
this Memorandum in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment, seeking this 
Court's Order dismissing Defendant's Answer, Affirmative Defenses, and 
Counterclaim with prejudice on the grounds that there are no genuine issues of 
material fact, and that Plaintiff is entitled to Summary Judgment as a matter of 
law. 
PARTIES, SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT, AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
1. The Plaintiff, Sherman Storage, LLC, is an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company which owns real estate and businesses in Kootenai County, 
specifically those located on the northeast corner of Sherman Avenue 
and 23rd Street in Coeur d'Alene (hereinafter referred to as "Plaintiff"). 
The managing member of Sherman Storage, LLC, is Mr. Kirk Evans. 
2. Sherman Self Storage, Inc., a Montana corporation, through its CEO 
Steve Cooney, and Mary Jo Wallace previously litigated their 
differences in Kootenai County Case No. CV 03-7690, which resulted 
in a Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement and the final Judgment 
entered in this matter on May 4, 2006. 
3. The Defendant, Global Signal Acquisition II, is a successor in interest 
to Sprint Spectrum, LP. The Defendant is the attorney in fact and 
assignee of a lease for the use of a cell phone tower that was entered 
into with The Wallace Family Trust in 1996. A Memorandum of the 
lease was created and recorded. 
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4. The Memorandum of the PCS Site Agreement (Exhibit B) describes 
the site as that "located to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 
24th Street right of way at the Sherman Avenue/1-90 overpass". 
5. In Exhibit "A" to the Agreement, there is a legal description that only 
refers to Lot 4 of Block 22, but there is also a non-surveyed pictorial 
representation of the "Site Description". That pictorial clearly 
delineates the leased area without any encroachment onto 24th Street. 
6. As it currently lies, the Defendant's cell tower infrastructure, although 
not the cell tower itself, encroaches onto the Plaintiff's real property 
over twelve feet and is therefore possessing Plaintiff's property. 
7. The Plaintiff has requested that the Defendant remedy the 
encroachment since October 2008, by way of correspondence to the 
Defendant. The Defendant refuses to surrender the property. 
8. Because the Plaintiff has provided proof of its ownership of the real 
property, the encroachment by the Defendant, and the Defendant's 
refusal to surrender possession of the real property to Plaintiff, the 
Plaintiff is entitled to a Writ of Ejectment. Ada County Highway District 
v. TS/, 179 P.3d 323, 332, 145 Idaho 360; Pro lndiviso, Inc. v. Mid-Mile 
Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 741, 745 (1998). 
UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
9. On or around May 10, 2006, the Plaintiff purchased Lots 1 through 12, 
Block 21 of Glenmore Addition, and the vacated portions of Lakeside 
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Avenue and 24th Street. At the closing of the real estate transaction, 
the seller's CEO, Steve Cooney, represented to Kirk Evans that he 
was working to clear up a problem concerning the ownership of a 
portion of vacated 24th Street, and that upon the resolution of the 
problem Steve Cooney would notify Kirk Evans. (See Affidavit of 
Steve Cooney). 
10. One month later, on or around June 12, 2006, the Plaintiff did in fact 
receive a Quitclaim Deed from Sherman Self Storage, Inc. CEO Steve 
Cooney, transferring the remaining and disputed portion of vacated 
24th Street to the Plaintiff. 
11. The conveyance occurred shortly after the entry of the final Judgment 
in Kootenai County Case No. CV 03-7690 (now consolidated in this 
matter). The Quitclaim Deed stated that the conveyance was received 
"FOR VALUE RECEIVED". The value received was the total purchase 
price for the original transaction. (See Affidavits of Steve Cooney and 
Kirk Evans). 
12. On or around October, 2008, the Plaintiff became aware of a boundary 
dispute with Mary Jo Wallace, as the Trustee of The Wallace Family 
Trust. Thereafter, the Plaintiff caused a survey to be completed of 
Plaintiff's property by Meckel Engineering in order to construct a fence 
to delineate Plaintiff's property line. (See Affidavit of Kirk Evans and 
Scott Rasor). 
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13. Upon completion of the survey, it was clear to the Plaintiff that the 
Defendant's cell tower site was encroaching onto Plaintiff's property. 
(See Affidavit of Scott Rasor). 
14. Immediately upon discovering the encroachment, Plaintiff repeatedly 
contacted various agents and employees of the Defendant. The 
Plaintiff even provided to the Defendant its own survey from Meckel 
Engineering. (See Affidavit of Kirk Evans). 
15. Throughout the correspondence, the Plaintiff repeatedly requested 
from the Defendant any documentation to show that the cell tower site 
had authority to be located on vacated 24th Street, which would 
presumably end the matter. 
16. No such document has ever been produced by the Defendant to date. 
17. After much correspondence, the Defendant communicated that it could 
not resolve the encroachment. In order to resolve the problem, the 
Defendant needed to order a title report and prepare its own additional 
survey before it would concede the encroachment. 
18. The Defendant did in fact order a policy of title insurance in December, 
2008. The Defendant did in fact order a survey of the property in 
December, 2008. 
19. The Defendant did not share the title report or survey with the Plaintiff 
at that time. (See Affidavit of Kirk Evans). 
20. After the Defendant obtained a title report and its own survey, the 
Defendant made the decision to enter into negotiations with Plaintiff. 
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The Defendant sought a perpetual easement from the Plaintiff for the 
portion of Plaintiff's land upon which the cell tower infrastructure 
encroached. See Affidavits of Erik P. Smith and of Kirk Evans). 
21. The Plaintiff refused to enter into a perpetual easement with the 
Defendant. Thereafter, the Defendant offered to the Plaintiff a 30-year 
ground-lease. (See Affidavit of Kirk Evans). 
22. The Plaintiff refused to execute the ground-lease as written. The 
Plaintiff and Defendant had further negotiations concerning the value 
of the ground-lease and an extension that exceeded the PCS Site 
Agreement by 20 years. (See Affidavit of Kirk Evans). 
23. Finally, the Plaintiff made a counter-offer for a ground-lease that would 
resolve the encroachment issue. The Defendant rejected the counter-
offer and ceased communications with the Plaintiff upon the advice of 
their attorney. (See Affidavits of Erik P. Smith and Kirk Evans). 
24. In June of 2010, The Wallace Family Trust conveyed by Warranty 
Deed the easterly one-half of vacated 24th Street. The Plaintiff sought 
such a Warranty Deed to eliminate any cloud on title caused by the 
Defendant's quiet title claims pursuant to the Assignment from The 
Wallace Family Trust. (See Affidavit of Kirk Evans). 
25. In June of 2010, The Wallace Family Trust also conveyed to the 
Plaintiff by Warranty Deed Lots 3 and 4 of Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition. (See Affidavit of Kirk Evans). 
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I. The PCS Site Agreement 
26. The Defendant entered into the PCS Site Agreement with The Wallace 
Family Trust on or around June 24, 1996. The PCS Site Agreement is 
a ground-lease for the maintenance of a cell tower and its 
infrastructure and an easement to access the same. (See Affidavit of 
Mary Jo Wallace). It is the only written contract at issue in this matter. 
27. The PCS Site Agreement was not recorded. 
28. The Defendant caused to be recorded a Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement, as Exhibit B, Instrument No. 1453059 on the Records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. (See Affidavit of Erik P. Smith). 
29. The PCS Site Agreement refers to Exhibit A and Exhibit B only once in 
the body of the Agreement. 
30. Concerning Exhibit A, in paragraph No. 1 of the PCS Site Agreement, 
the Agreement states that: 
"Space required for cable runs to connect PCS equipment 
and antennas, in the location(s) ("Site") shown on Exhibit A, 
together with a non-exclusive easement for reasonable 
access thereto and to the appropriate, in the discretion of 
SSLP, source of electric and telephone facilities." 
31. Concerning Exhibit B, the PCS Site Agreement states in paragraph 15: 
"(c) If requested by SSLP, Owner agrees promptly to 
execute and deliver to SSLP a recordable Memorandum of 
this Agreement in the form of Exhibit B". 
32. Further, the bottom unnumbered sentence located on the PCS Site 
Agreement states "Attached Exhibit A - Site Description and Exhibit B 
- Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement". 
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33. The one-page PCS Site Agreement does not provide a legal 
description for the lease area. 
II. Exhibit 8: Memorandum of Site Agreement 
34. Exhibit B of the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement is titled: 
"Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement". 
35. The other part of the recorded document No. 1453059 is titled: "Site 
Description". 
36. The Memorandum (Exhibit "B'') was recorded in lieu of the entire PCS 
Site Agreement, and is the only document to provide record notice as 
to this ground lease. 
37. Additionally, the Memorandum (Exhibit "B") is the only document that 
contains a legal description for the actual cell tower lease. 
38. That legal description states that the lease site is: 
"located to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 
24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./1-90 overpass, 
City of Coeur d'Alene, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, 
within the property of Owner which is described in Exhibit A 
attached hereto ... ". (emphasis in original) 
39. The Defendant's own legal description uses the term "abandoned" in 
reference to 24th Street. Therefore, the Defendant had knowledge that 
24th Street was vacated at the time it executed the PCS Site 
Agreement. With that knowledge, the Defendant, as the drafter of the 
Agreement, chose to omit the language "that which attaches by 
operation of law" to Lot 4. (See Affidavit of Scott Rasor). 
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40. The Memorandum includes a reference to Exhibit A. It equates Exhibit 
A with the total real property of Owner, as follows, "within the property 
of owner which is described in Exhibit A attached hereto ... ". 
Therefore, Exhibit A is merely a "Site Description" for Defendant's 
access and utility easements. That property is described in Exhibit A 
as: "A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition". 
41. The clear legal description found in the Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement (Exhibit B) using the language of "east of and adjacent to 
the abandoned 24th Street", is never again used by the Defendant in its 
multiple recordings of this site. (See Section V, below) 
Ill. Exhibit A: Site Description 
42. Exhibit A to the Agreement has a legal description and a pictorial 
representation, although not drawn to scale. As referenced in 
paragraph 1 of the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit A is merely to show 
the Site Agreement necessary for the Defendant's infrastructure: 
(cable runs, antennas, electric, and telephone facilities). It does not 
describe the actual lease site. 
43. The legal description in Exhibit A includes only a portion of Lot 4. 
Vacated 24th Street was not mentioned. That which attaches by 
operation of law to Lot 4 was not mentioned. 
44. The pictorial clearly shows that the lease area is not encroaching onto 
vacated 24th Street. The central purpose of the pictorial in Exhibit A is 
to show the utility and access easements. 
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) 
IV. Record of Survey 
45. The note on the bottom of Exhibit A states that: 
"Owner and SSLP may, at SSLP's option, replace this 
exhibit with an exhibit setting forth the legal description of the 
property on which the site is located and/or an as-built 
drawing depicting the site". 
46. On January 22, 1997, the Defendant commissioned a Record of 
Survey and filed the same on the Records of Kootenai County, Idaho, 
as Instrument No. 1478042. (See Affidavit of Erik P. Smith). The 
Record of Survey states as its only references (foundational 
documents), to be two prior records of survey and the Amended Plat of 
Glenmore Addition. Curiously, the PCS Site Agreement and the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement were not listed as references to 
create the Record of Survey. 
47. Now, for the first time the Defendant states that the Record of Survey 
is an "as-built drawing" (See Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment). The Record of Survey did not refer to Exhibit A or state 
that its purpose was to replace Exhibit A. Exhibit A says that both 
owner and SSLP could replace the exhibit. The Wallace Family Trust 
did not consent to or participate in the recording of the Record of 
Survey. (See Affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace). 
48. The Record of Survey is not an "as-built" drawing. The very purpose of 
the survey as listed was to monument a lease site, however, the lease 
itself was not considered by the surveyor. (See Affidavit of Scott 
Rasor). 
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49. In addition, under the Survey Note, 2, the Record of Survey states 
"there was no attempt made to show all physical features of the 
property, or to show all recorded or non-recorded easements, except 
for those that are specifically noted herein." This disclaimer makes it 
clear this is not an "as-built" drawing. 
50. The purpose of an as-built drawing is to show all the physical features 
of a particular site, for example, the actual location of the cell-tower 
antenna, fences, buildings, and structures. (See Affidavit of Scott 
Rasor). 
51. Exhibit A does not show one physical feature that would be located on 
an as-built drawing. 
52. Obviously, the January 22, 1997 Record of Survey, did not change the 
legal description of the PCS Site Agreement. 
53. However, the Defendant's Record of Survey from January 22, 1997, 
did have one legal effect: It placed the Defendant on notice of its 
encroachment. 
54. The Defendant did create an as-built drawing in 2001, and hired RFK 
Land Survey and Kaufman Engineers, to create the as-built drawing 
which clearly attempts to show all existing structures. (See Affidavit of 
Scott Rasor). 
55. It is interesting to note that this as-built drawing was created to relocate 
the existing gate for the Defendant's ingress/egress easement. The 
ingress/egress easement was never permitted by the landlord, 
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however the Defendant moved the location of their gate and changed 
their usage of the easement. For some unknown reason, the 
Defendant chose not to record this as-built document. 
V. Other Recordings By Defendant 
56. Starting in 2005, the Defendant and Defendant's predecessor in 
interest recorded several documents concerning this lease. 
57. On July 25, 2005, the Defendant caused to be recorded on the 
Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho as Instrument No. 
1967338, a "Leasehold Deed of Trust Assignment of Leases and 
Rents, Security Agreement and Financing Statement". (See Affidavit of 
Erik P. Smith). 
58. On October 17, 2005, the Defendant caused to be recorded on the 
Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho as Instrument No. 
1988802, "Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title". (See Affidavit of Erik P. 
Smith). 
59. These 2005 documents describe the ground lease as follows: 
"A leasehold estate, said lease being a portion of the 
following described parcel: Lot 4 and Lot 3". 
60. Now the Defendant is including and encumbering Lot 3 in the legal 
description of the leasehold. 
61. The Defendant used a legal description for the leasehold estate as 
being portions of Lot 4 and Lot 3, without any reference to abandoned 
24th Street, and without any reference to those portions that may attach 
by operation of law. 
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62. On May 23, 2006, the Defendant caused to be recorded in the Records 
of Kootenai County, State of Idaho, as Instrument No. 2032972000, an 
"Assignment Agreement". Again, the Defendant stated that the legal 
description (as evidenced by a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement) 
is a portion of Lot 4 and Lot 3, without reference to the vacated 24th 
Street or those portions that may attach by operation of law to Lot 4. 
(See Affidavit of Erik P. Smith). 
63. All of these recordings occurred after the Defendant had knowledge 
that 24th Street was "abandoned". Additionally, all of the recordings 
occurred after the Defendant had knowledge of the encroachment 
according to their own record of survey. 
64. To summarize the recordings of the Defendant, only one document 
defines the very leasehold in question here, and that is Exhibit B as 
recorded in the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. All of the 
Defendant's subsequent recordings fail to correctly identify the 
Defendant's leasehold interest as described in Exhibit B. All of the 
Defendant's subsequent recordings use additional and incorrect legal 
descriptions. 
65. One document from this time-period is different from those listed 
above. On May 10, 2005, the Defendant's predecessor in interest and 
The Wallace Family Trust entered into an Agreement Regarding 
Ground Lease. This Agreement properly described the leasehold 
property as that "contained in the PCS Site Agreement". However, the 
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Defendant chose not to record the Agreement Regarding Ground 
Lease. (See Affidavit of Erik P. Smith). 
COURSE OF LITIGATION 
66. On May 19, 2009, the Plaintiff filed the Complaint in this matter, 
seeking an Order of Ejectment, simply stating that the Defendant's cell 
phone tower facility is encroaching on Plaintiff's property, and that the 
Defendant has refused to surrender the property. 
67. On July 30, 2009, the Defendant filed its Answer, Affirmative Defenses, 
and Counterclaim, and Third Party Complaint. The Defendant's 
Counterclaim alleged interference with its easement by Plaintiff. 
Additionally, the Defendant filed a Third Party Complaint for 
Indemnification against The Wallace Family Trust. 
68. On December 1, 2009, the Order for Default of The Wallace Family 
Trust was entered in this matter. 
69. Then, on or around the 23rd day of December, 2009, the Defendant 
entered into a Stipulation with the Wallace Family Trust and received 
an assignment of the cause of action to again quiet title to the vacated 
24th Street. Ever since the Assignment, the Defendant has sought to 
re-litigate the quite title action concerning the abandoned 24th Street by 
way of its Counterclaim and by its Motion for Summary Judgment. 
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ARGUMENT 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Rule 56(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows that summary 
judgment "shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings, dispositions and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no 
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a 
judgment as a matter of law." Smith v. Meridian Joint School District No. 2, 128 
Idaho 714, 718, 918 P.2d, 583, 587 (1996); see also Idaho Building Contractors 
Association v. City of Coeur d'Alene, 126 Idaho 740, 890 P.2d 326 (1995); Avila 
v. Wahlquist, 126 Idaho 7 45, 890 P .2d 331 ( 1995). If the evidence reveals no 
disputed issues of material fact, then summary judgment should be granted. Id. 
at 718-19, 918 P.2d at 587-88 (citing Loomis v. City of Hailey), 119 Idaho 434, 
437, 807 P.2d 1272 (1991)). If the moving party challenges an element of the 
nonmoving party's case on the basis that no genuine issue of material fact exists, 
the burden then shifts to the nonmoving party to come forward with sufficient 
evidence to create a genuine issue of fact. Id. at 719, 918 P.2d at 588 (citing 
Tingley v. Harrison, 125 Idaho 86, 89, 867 P.2d, 960, 963 (1994)). 
Summary judgment is properly granted in favor of the moving party when 
the nonmoving party fails to establish the existence of an element essential to 
that party's case upon which that party bears the burden of proof at trial. Id. 
( citing Thomson v. Idaho Ins. Agency, Inc, 126 Idaho 527, 530-31, 887 P .2d 
1 034, 1037-38 ( 1994 ), and Bade/I v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 102, 765 P .2d 126 
(1988)). The party opposing the summary judgment motion "may not rest upon 
the mere allegations or denials of that party's pleadings, but the party's response, 
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by affidavits or as otherwise provided in this rule, must set forth specific facts 
showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." Id. The non moving party's case 
must be anchored in something more than speculation, and a mere scintilla of 
evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue of fact. Tuttle v. Sudenga 
Industries, Inc., 125 Idaho 145, 868 P.2d 473 (1994) (plaintiff who produces mere 
scintilla of evidence, or otherwise raised only slight doubt as to facts, will not 
withstand summary judgment); Nelson v. Steer, 118 Idaho 409, 797 P.2d 117 
(1990). If the nonmoving party does not come forward as provided in the rule, 
then summary judgment should be entered against that party. State v. Shama 
Resources Ltd. Partnership, 127 Idaho 267, 270, 899 P.2d 977, 980 (1995). 
EJECTMENT 
The Plaintiff Should Be Granted A Writ Of Ejectment Because The 
Defendant Does Not Have A Leasehold Interest In Any Part Of Vacated 24th 
Street or Lot 3. 
In an action for ejectment, the plaintiff must allege and prove (1) 
ownership of the property, (2) possession of the property by the defendants, and 
(3) refusal of the defendants to surrender possession. Petty v. Petty, 70 Idaho 
473, 223 P.2d 158 (1950); Pro lndiviso, Inc. v. Mid-Mile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 
741, 745 (1998). It is necessary to determine the quiet title portion of a suit 
before reaching the issue of ejectment. Ada County Highway Dist. v. Total 
Success Investments, LLC, 145 Idaho 360, 369 (2008). The Idaho supreme 
Court determined that suits for quiet title and ejectment are both equitable in 
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nature. Loomis v. Union Pac. R.R. Co., 97 Idaho 341, 346 (1975); Ada County 
Highway Dist. v. Total Success Investments, LLC, 145 Idaho 360, 369 (2008). 
A. The Plaintiff has proven ownership of vacated 24th street. 
1. The Plaintiff was a bona fide purchaser for value. 
The Plaintiff has filed its Motion for Relief from Judgment, and that Motion 
is noticed to be heard concurrently with both parties Motions for Summary 
Judgment. The Motion for Relief from Judgment is a dispositive motion 
regarding the quiet title claim that was originally filed in 2003. That motion seeks 
to quiet title in 24th Street to Plaintiff's predecessor in interest back to the date of 
the final Judgment of June 4, 2006, and create an unbroken claim of title to the 
Plaintiff in the disputed property. (See Motion for Relief From Judgment, 
Affidavits, and Memorandum in support thereof). 
In 2006, the Plaintiff purchased Lots 1 through 12 in Block 21 of the 
Glenmore addition from Sherman Self Storage, Inc. Shortly thereafter, the 
Plaintiff received that parcel which had been the subject of the first litigation in 
this matter, i.e., the remaining portions of 24th Street. The Plaintiff did not receive 
a Gift Deed, but a Quitclaim Deed. The entirety of 24th Street could not be 
transferred to the Plaintiff in May of 2006 only because of the litigation. It was 
the clear intent of the parties to transfer all of 24th Street to the Plaintiff. This just 
occurred in two different deeds. 
A bona fide purchaser is one who, at the time of the purchase, paid 
valuable consideration without actual or constructive notice of any outstanding 
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adverse rights of another. Haugh v. Smelick, 126 Idaho 481, 483, 887 P.2d 26, 
28 (1993). Adams v. Anderson, 142 Idaho 208, 213, 127 P.3d 111, 116 (2005). 
One who relies for protection upon the doctrine of being a bona fide 
purchaser must show that at the time of the purchase he paid a valuable 
consideration and upon the belief and the validity of the vendor's claim of title 
without notice, actual or constructive, of any outstanding adverse rights of 
another. Imig v. McDonald, 77 Idaho 314, 318-319 (1955). Further, one who 
purchases property with sufficient knowledge to put him, or a reasonably prudent 
person, on inquiry is not a bona fide purchaser. Imig v. McDonald, 77 Idaho 314, 
318-319 (1955) citing Froman v. Madden, 13 Idaho 138 ("One who has notice or 
knowledge of a previous sale of real property, or who has notice or knowledge of 
such facts and circumstances as would lead a reasonably prudent man to 
discover that a previous sale had been made, is not a purchaser in good faith"). 
The Plaintiff has proven clear ownership of the disputed property, as set 
forth in Plaintiff's Motion for Relief from Judgment. The Mutual Release and 
Settlement Agreement and this Court's Judgment entered June 4, 2006, are valid 
and enforceable. The Plaintiff purchased the property concurrently with the final 
Judgment. The Plaintiff had no knowledge of the encroachment or the quiet title 
action. 
As a final measure, the Plaintiff received the Warranty Deed for the 
easterly one-half of 24th Street from The Wallace Family Trust in June 2010. 
B. The Plaintiff has proven ownership of Lot 3 and the Defendant should be 
Ejected from Lot 3. 
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The Plaintiff is now the undisputed owner of Lot 3 and 4, the Glenmore 
Addition. In the Defendant's recordings after the PCS Site Agreement, they have 
encumbered Lot 3, and on one occasion for Eight Hundred and Fifty Million 
Dollars ($850,000,000.00). All of these encumbrances are in error by the 
Defendant. The Defendant has never had any leasehold interest or security 
interest in Lot 3. The Defendant should also be ejected from Lot 3, and they 
should be forced to re-file all of their security documents on Lot 4 only. 
C. The Plaintiff can show possession of vacated 24th Street by the 
Defendants, and the Defendant's have refused to surrender possession of 
Plaintiff's property. 
The Defendant has not provided to the Plaintiff one document that shows 
that it is entitled to possess any part of "abandoned 24th Street". Additionally, 
the Defendant has not made a claim that the Agreement between the parties 
gives any interest in 24th Street. In effect, the Defendants concede that their cell 
tower is located approximately twelve and one-half feet into the abandoned 24th 
Street. The Defendants have raised several arguments that concede that they 
are located on 24th Street, but seek to justify possession of 24th Street. 
1. The Plaintiff Was Not On Constructive Notice Of The Defendant's 
Encroachment Because The Record Of Survey Is Not A Conveyance Of 
Property. 
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Idaho code § 55-811 sets the statutory standard to determine if the 
Plaintiff or any other person dealing with the Defendant is on notice of their 
encroachment: 
§ 55-811. Record as notice 
Every conveyance of real property acknowledged or proved, and 
certified, and recorded as prescribed by law, from the time it is filed 
with the recorder for record, is constructive notice of the contents 
thereof to subsequent purchasers and mortgag(e)es. 
Every conveyance of real property acknowledged or proved, and 
certified, and recorded as prescribed by law, and which is executed 
by one who thereafter acquires an interest in said real property by a 
conveyance which is constructive notice as aforesaid, is, from the 
time such latter conveyance is filed with the recorder for record, 
constructive notice of the contents thereof to subsequent 
purchasers and mortgagees. Idaho Code § 55-811. 
The Defendants are not claiming that the ground lease, as found in the 
recorded Memorandum (Exhibit B) is a "conveyance" of property, according to 
I.C. § 55-811. If they were, then the Plaintiff may be on constructive notice of the 
contents of the Memorandum. However, the Memorandum is notice only as to 
Lot 4, not the abandoned 24th Street. The error of Defendant's Motion is that the 
Defendant's Record of Survey is not a conveyance according to I.C. § 55-811. 
The Defendant's record of survey was recorded only because of the following 
statutory requirement: 
§ 55-1904. Records of survey--When filing required 
After making a survey in conformity with established principles of 
land surveying, a surveyor shall file a record of survey with the 
county recorder in the county or counties wherein the lands 
surveyed are situated. A record of survey shall be filed within ninety 
(90) days after completing any survey which: 
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(1) Discloses a material discrepancy with previous surveys of 
record; 
(2) Establishes boundary lines and/or corners not previously 
existing or of record; 
(3) Results in the setting of monuments at corners of record which 
were not previously monumented; or 
(4) Produces evidence or information which varies from, or is not 
contained in, surveys of record relating to the public land survey, 
lost public land corners or obliterated land survey corners. Idaho 
Code§ 55-1904. 
The Defendant cites only one Idaho case for the idea that their record of 
survey is a "conveyance" to qualify as constructive notice under I.C. § 55-811. 
The Defendant cites Adams v. Anderson, 142 Idaho 208, 127 P.3d 111 
(2005) as the sole authority that their record of survey should be constructive 
notice to Plaintiff. Adams v. Anderson concerned disputed ownership of a small 
parcel of land that lies along the common boundary of the parties' property lots. 
A portion of the real property was sold and a lot line readjustment survey was 
commissioned, and evidenced by a Record of Survey, which was recorded. 
However, both owners of the effected real property signed the Record of Survey, 
acknowledging that it adjusted the lot line between the two properties. Adams at 
209. 
Subsequently, the real property was sold, and the warranty deed 
contained a reference to the Record of Survey. The property description in their 
deed recited: 
Lot 3 in Block 1 of DuMars Subdivision, according to the official plat 
thereof, filed in Book 39 of Plats at Pages 3290 and 3291, official 
records of Ada County, Idaho; amended by record of survey 
recorded May 20, 1982, as Instrument No. 8221580. Id. (italics 
added). 
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Both parties to the subsequent real estate transaction inquired about the 
disputed property at the time they purchased their respective lots. Adams at 21 0. 
The Adams Court stated that: 
Under the facts in the current case, the Record of Survey was a 
valid conveyance. A conveyance is an "instrument in writing by 
which any estate or interest in real property is created, alienated, 
mortgaged or encumbered, or by which the title to any real property 
may be affected, except wills." I.C. § 55-813. A conveyance may be 
made "by an instrument in writing, subscribed by the party 
disposing of the same," and containing "[t]he name of the grantee 
and his complete mailing address." I.C. § 55-601. The conveyance 
must also contain a sufficient description of the property being 
conveyed. City of Kellogg v. Mission Mountain Interests Ltd., Co., 
135 Idaho 239, 244, 16 P.3d 915, 920 (2000). Id. 
The Court stated that "All of these elements are found in the Record of 
Survey." Id. The Court noted that it is necessary for the party disposing of the 
property to subscribe, or sign, the document, and that the property owner in 
Adams actually signed the Record of Survey and therefore accepted the lot line 
readjustment. Adams at 211. 
2. The Defendant's Record of Survey was not acknowledged or proved by 
The Wallace Family Trust. 
Idaho Code §§ 55-809 and 55-811 state that a conveyance provides 
constructive notice of its contents to subsequent purchasers when it has been 
acknowledged or proved, and certified, and deposited with the recorder's office. 
Adams v. Anderson, 142 Idaho 208, 211 (2005); See also Miller v. Simonson, 
140 Idaho 287, 290 (2004). A conveyance is properly acknowledged when a 
notary, judge, clerk of the court, or county recorder, certifies he has personal 
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knowledge or satisfactory evidence that the individual making the 
acknowledgment is the individual described within the document. See I.C. §§ 55-
701, 55-702, 55-707, 55-709. Adams v. Anderson, 142 Idaho at 211-212. 
In Adams, the Court stated: 
In the case before us, the Record of Survey lacked such an 
acknowledgment. However, the Record of Survey was properly 
proved and recorded under I.C. §§ 55-809 and 55-811. Idaho Code 
Section 55-718 states "[p]roof of the execution of an instrument, 
when not acknowledged, may be made ... [b]y the parties executing 
it, or either of them ... " I.C. § 55-718(1). Id. 
In Adams, the Record of Survey was adequately proven because it had 
the signature of the effected party, in the form of a signed "Certificate of Property 
Owners" on the Record of Survey, which states "We, the undersigned, do hereby 
certify that we are the owners of Lots 2 and 3, Block 1, DuMars Subdivision, and 
that this lot line readjustment is acceptable." Id. In other words, this particular 
record of survey was signed by the property owners so it could be recorded and 
effect the readjustment of the boundary line between the parties. 
The rationale for constructive notice is that subsequent purchasers are 
provided notice through their chain of title under the index of deeds. The Adams 
Court stated that while this Record of Survey was not in the grantor-grantee 
index, the Andersons had actual knowledge of it because it was referenced in 
their deed. Adams at 212. Finally, the Court stated that: 
It would obviously be the preferred practice to follow up a lot line 
adjustment with an exchange of quitclaim deeds, utilizing metes 
and bounds descriptions so that the change of the boundaries 
would also be reflected in the index of deeds. However, that is not 
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necessary in this case since Myers and Oberbillig certified on the 
Record of Survey that they agreed to the lot line readjustment, the 
portion of Lot 3 that Myers was giving up and Oberbillig was 
acquiring was clearly identified and described on the Record of 
Survey, and all subsequent conveyances of both lots were made by 
reference to lot, block and subdivision. Adams at 212-213. 
However, it is important to distinguish that the Court did not rule that .§.1! records 
of survey are considered conveyances for the purposes of constructive notice 
under Idaho Code§ 55-811. 
It is important to explain that while we are ruling that the current 
Record of Survey was a valid conveyance, we are not holding that 
all records of survey are conveyances. The Record of Survey 
before us is a conveyance only because it meets all of the statutory 
requirements contained in I.C. § 55-601 and I.C. § 55-813. Adams 
at 211. 
Those provisions of the Idaho code are as follows: 
Conveyance--How made 
A conveyance of an estate in real property may be made by an 
instrument in writing, subscribed by the party disposing of the 
same, or by his agent thereunto authorized by writing. The name of 
the grantee and his complete mailing address must appear on such 
instrument. Idaho Code § 55-601. 
Conveyance defined 
The term "conveyance" as used in this chapter, embraces every 
instrument in writing by which any estate or interest in real property 
is created, alienated, mortgaged or encumbered, or by which the 
title to any real property may be affected, except wills. Idaho Code 
§ 55-813. 
In the case at hand, the Defendant's Record of Survey does not meet any 
of the statutory requirements to provide notice to the Plaintiff. It is not a 
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conveyance of real property, it is not signed by the grantee, it does not identify 
the grantee, it is not subscribed by the other party, it is not acknowledged, and it 
is not proven. 
The Record of Survey is just that, a survey. The Defendant cannot 
change the parties' contract as set forth in the PCS Site Agreement. The survey 
cannot alter the legal description of the lease as set forth in the Memorandum 
(Exhibit "B"). 
3. The Plaintiff Is Not On Inquiry Notice Of The Defendant's Encroachment. 
Inquiry notice is whatever notice would be enough to excite the 
attention of a man of ordinary prudence and prompt him to further inquiry, 
and would amount to notice of all such facts as a reasonable investigation 
would disclose. Hill v. Fed. Land Bank, 59 Idaho 136 (1938). The case of 
Hill v. Fed. Land Bank, concerned an action setting aside a decree of 
foreclosure and sale of certain real property, on the ground that fraud was 
perpetrated on the probate court on account of irregularities in the 
proceedings of which the defendant had knowledge. The Court held that 
the probate court proceedings were regular and furnished no cause to 
arouse the suspicion of a prospective purchaser of the property, and that 
the probate code does not require a mortgagee of lands to go beyond the 
record and investigate extrinsic facts and circumstances which the record 
or actual knowledge does not reasonably require a prudent man to 
investigate in ordinary business transactions. Id. 
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In this matter, the Plaintiff only knew that he received the property 
in two deeds. The Plaintiff was not a party to the prior quiet title action. 
The Plaintiff did not know of the encroachment when it purchased the 
property. Steve Cooney, Mary Jo Wallace, their attorneys, and this Court 
had no knowledge of the encroachment throughout the quiet title action 
that resulted in the final Judgment. 
The Defendants also claim the Plaintiff is on inquiring notice 
because the cell tower is "manifest" or in other words, because it is there. 
However, this is not inquiry notice pursuant to Idaho law. The mere 
physical presence of an encroachment is not inquiry notice. In Seccombe 
v. Weeks, the Court held that an easement "in view" existed, but that was 
because the easement was reserved by conveyances referring to such an 
easement, the chain of title reflected the transaction. The parties signed a 
separate instrument reserving a right of access on the existing road to 
owners of the adjoining property, and this instrument was recorded. 
Seccombe v. Weeks, 115 Idaho 433, 435-436 (Idaho Ct. App. 1989). 
Inquiry Notice is clearly limited to the record of title and anything the 
record alerts: 
One claiming title to lands is chargeable with notice of every matter 
affecting the estate, which appears on the face of any recorded 
deed forming an essential link in his chain of title, and also with 
notice of such matters as might be learned by inquiry which the 
recitals in such instruments made it a duty to pursue. 
* * * 
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) 
The primary purpose of the recording statutes is to give notice to 
others that an interest is claimed in real property. The design of the 
recording statutes compels the recording of instruments affecting 
title, for the ultimate purpose of permitting purchasers to rely upon 
the record title. In addition to giving notice to others that an interest 
is claimed in real property, the recording statutes give protection 
against bona fide third parties who may be dealing in the same 
property. Ka/ange v. Rencher, 136 Idaho 192, 195-196 (2001). 
The Memorandum (Exhibit B), the Record of Survey, and the Defendant's 
subsequent recordings did not provide notice to the Plaintiff or Plaintiff's 
predecessors in interest. 
4. The Memorandum Clearly Restricts Defendant's Ground Lease to Lot 4. 
The clear intent of the four corners of the recorded Memorandum is that 
the Defendant only has the right to locate their lease on Lot 4. A description 
contained in a deed is sufficient so long as quantity, identity or boundaries of 
property can be determined from the face of the instrument or by extrinsic 
evidence to which it refers. Haney v. Mo/ko, 123 Idaho 132 (Ct.App.1992). 
The Defendant's own legal description in the Memorandum (Exhibit "B") 
uses the term "abandoned" in reference to 24th Street. Therefore, the Defendant 
had knowledge that 24th Street was vacated at the time it executed the PCS Site 
Agreement. With that knowledge, to omit the language "that which attaches by 
operation of law" is clear intent to confine the lease to Lot 4 only. In construing 
this Agreement, the Court should give effect to the intent of the parties. When 
issues arise concerning the meaning of language, the general rule is that the 
intent of a plain and unambiguous deed must be ascertained from the deed, and 
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parol evidence is not admissible. Vanoski v. Thomson, 114 Idaho 381, 382 
(Ct.App.1988); City of Kellogg v. Mission Mountain Interests Ltd., Co., 135 Idaho 
239, 243-244 (2000). To determine whether an agreement is ambiguous, the 
task is to ascertain whether the contract is reasonably subject to conflicting 
interpretations. Bondy v. Levy, 121 Idaho 993, 996-97 ( 1992). 
In the case at hand, no reasonable interpretation of language "east of and 
adjacent to the abandoned 24th St. right of way" can be imagined that would 
allow the encroachment to be on the abandoned 24th Street. The parties' 
Agreement, as found in the Memorandum (Exhibit "B"), is clear that the 
Defendant does not have the right to be on 24th Street. 
D. The Plaintiff Has Not Restricted The Defendant's Access To Its Cell Tower 
Site And Is Not In Breach Of The Agreement. 
The Defendant alleges in Count I of its Amended Answer, Affirmative 
Defenses, Counterclaim, and Third Party Complaint, filed on or around April 16, 
2010, that the Plaintiff has trespassed and/or interfered with Defendant's 
easement. 
As is set forth above, the Defendant has already unilaterally changed the 
location of the way they access their cell tower site, having prepared an as-built 
drawing, and relocated their gate to the improvements. They have accessed 
their site in this manner for more than five years. (See Affidavit of Steve 
Cooney). 
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In addition, the former owner of Lot 4, The Wallace Family Trust, relocated 
the Defendant's access easement pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit 
D. Exhibit D states that the Owner will have the one-time right to relocate the 
access easement as is defined in Exhibit A. Therefore, The Wallace Family 
Trust, pursuant to Exhibit D, did in fact change the Defendant's access to the 
site. (See Affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace). This relocation of the access easement 
was in accordance with the Defendant's long-time practice of unhindered access 
and eliminates any argument otherwise. Therefore, the Plaintiff should be 
granted Summary Judgment on the trespass/interference claim, and that cause 
of action should be dismissed. 
ALTERNATIVE REQUEST (I.R.C.P. 56(d) 
In the event that this Court denies Plaintiff's Motion for Summary 
Judgment in whole or in part, Plaintiff requests, as an alternative, that the Court 
enter an Order, pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(d), specifying what 
facts appear without substantial controversy. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated above, Plaintiff should be granted summary 
judgment, and the appropriate portions of Defendant's Amended Answer, 
Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim, and Third Party Complaint, should be 
dismissed with prejudice. 
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1/ DATED this _!/--day of_~~_____,,,__ __ , 2010. 
~ 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the I ::> day of 1 ~ , 2011l9, a true copy 
of the foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid,to: 
[xJ inter-office: k - d - .J < l ' v--v'--"d 
[] faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
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MARY JO WALLACE 
1112 Maserate Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89117 
Phone: 702-256-0776 
STA~'£ Of IDAHO I 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAd SS 
FILE0:.5 ,/ q--o:z 
20!0 JUL 26 PM 3: 45 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUD I 
DEPl!Ty --
FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE CO TY OF 
KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) Case No. CV-03-7690 
j (Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-
) 3915) 
;~OBAL SIGNAL ACQIBSITIONS ~ THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST'S 







GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS ) 
II, LLC, a Delaware limited liability ) 
company, ) 
) 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. 
THE WALLA CE FAMILY TRUST; 
MARY JO WALLACE, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 







) ________ ) 
COMES NOW, MARY JO WALLACE, as former Trustee of THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, hereby answers GLOBAL SIGNAL'S Third 
Party Complaint as follows: 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST'S ANSWER TO THE THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT- I 
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J. With regard to paragraph 4.1, the Third Party Defendant denies the 
claim because The Wallace Family Trust is dissolved, and owns n.o 
property in Kootenai County. 
2. With regard to paragraph 4.2, the Third Party Defendant admits. 
3. With regard to paragraph 4.3, the Third Party Defendant admits 
only that Global has a Lease, and that the Lease speaks for itself. 
4. With regard to paragraph 4.4, the Third Party Defendant admits, 
and that the Lease speaks for itself. 
5. With regard to paragraph 4.5, the Third Party Defendant denies. 
6. With regard to paragraph 4.6, the Third Party Defendant admits. 
7. With regard to paragraph 4. 7, the Third Party Defendant admits. 
8. With regard to paragraph 4.8, the Third Party Defendant denies. · 
9. With regard to paragraph 4.9, the Third Party Defendant denies. 
10. With regard to paragraph 4. l 0, th~ Third Party Defendant denies. 
11. With regard to paragraph 4.11, the Third Party Defendant denies. 
12. With regard to paragraph 4.12, the Third Party Defendant denies. 
13. With regard to paragraph 4.13, the Third Party Defendant denies, 
in that the Assignment to quiet title was obtained by fraud and 
deception. See attached' letter from. Joel Hazel. 
14. With regard to paragraph 4.15, the Lease speaks for itself. 
15. With regard to paragraph 4.16, the Lease speaks for itself. 
16. With regard to paragraph 4.17, the Third Party Defendant admits 
this lawsuit exists, the tenns of which are contained in the filings. 
17. With regard to paragraph 4.18~ the Third Party Defendant denies. 
18. With regard to paragraph 4.19, the Third Party Defendant denies. 
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WHEREFORE, the Third Party Defendant prays for relief from the 
Third Party Plaintiff as follows: 
l. For an Order that the Third Party Plaintiff take nothing by way of 
its Complaint; 
2, That The Wallace Family Trust should be awarded its attorney fees 
and costs pursuant to J.C.§§ 12 ... 120 and 12-121. 




County of C i" r: lL ) 
I, MARY JO WALLACE, being first duly sworn upon oath, depose 
and state that: 
1. I am the fonner Trustee for the Third Party Defendant, in the 
above-entitled matter. 
2. I have read the foregoing ANSWER, know the contents thereof; 
and 
3. The matters set forth herein are true to the best of my personal 
. knowledge, information., and belief. 
DATEDthis~dayofJuly, 2010. 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, the undersigned Notary 
Public, this ..,24 ~day of July, 2010. 
~ 
Residing at: 8330 ;-o ~ ~Q, p,;, ~'l:D l-v 
1
f..)v ict1q 
Bond expires: Q :k:n'>n e.r: .:;;,g3., 1 A<'>,, 
CERTIFiCATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the oZM day of ....._j __ ~....,_(.,.....}{~------' 2010, a true 
copy of the foregoing was: / 
p<J mailed postage prepaid to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene; J.D 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
nm WALLACE·FAMILY TRUST'S ANSWER TO TilE THIRD J)AR.tY COMPLAINT-4 
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n, 
2 
3 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
4 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
6 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
STA;[ DF !DM-iO \ i::n 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI{ ,::i 
FILL[': 
20!0 JUL 28 PM 3: 13 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV 03-7690 
liability company, 




16 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 





20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
21 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 vs. 
23 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
24 liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 




Third Party Defendants. 
TIDRD AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING 
SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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County of Kootenai ) 
Jason S. Wing, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am a member of the firm of WITHERSPOON KELLEY attorneys for 
6 Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, and have personal knowledge 






















2. That attached hereto as Exhibit "R" is a true and correct copy of the Warranty 
Deed executed by Mary J Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust on April 16, 2010 and 
recorded on June 9, 2010 as Instrument Number 2268439000, transferring to Sherman Storage, 
LLC, the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
3. That attached hereto as Exhibit "S" is a true and correct copy of the Purchase and 
Sale Agreement by and between Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, and 
Sherman Storage, LLC on May 11, 2010, for the sale of Lots 3 and 4, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene to Sherman Storage, LLC for the sum of$300,000.00. 
4. That attached hereto as Exhibit "T" is a true and correct copy of the Warranty 
Deed executed by Mary J Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust on May 28, 2010 and 
recorded on June 9, 2010 as Instrument Number 2268438000, transferring to Sherman Storage, 
LLC, Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
5. That attached hereto as Exhibit "U" is a true and correct copy of the Agreement 
Regarding Ground Lease executed by Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust on 
May 5, 2005, which among other things included an Estoppel Certificate. 
6. That attached hereto as Exhibit "V" is a true and correct copy of the Commitment 
for Title Insurance dated December 12, 2005, obtained by Kirk Evans, managing member of 
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Sherman Storage, LLC, respecting Lot 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, 
and Lots 7-12, Block 24, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
7. That attached hereto as Exhibit "W" is a complete, true and correct copy of 
deposition transcript of Scott Rasor, taken on December 8, 2009, at the office of Witherspoon 
Kelley, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. 
8. That attached hereto as Exhibit "X" is a true and correct copy of the letter from 
The Wallace Family Trust, to Global Signal, dated June 3, 2010 and sent June 8, 2010, 
purporting to relocate Global Signal's access easement. 
9. That attached hereto as Exhibit "Y" is a true and correct copy of the letter from 
The Wallace Family Trust, to Global Signal, dated June 3, 2010 and sent June 11, 2010, 
notifying Global Signal that the subject property had recently been sold to Sherman Storage, 
LLC. 
DATED this rz_,{3 day of July, 2010. 
J~on s. wing 
I 
/ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the ~y of July, 2010, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the TIDRD AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, 
by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
ErikP. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman A venue, Suite 300 







Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
[2(" U.S.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 








Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 
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KOOTENAI COUNTY TITLE COMPANY 
has not examined this document, 
assumes no liability as to Its validity 
and Its affe~t! upon the title. 
~IO-~ 
WARRANTY DEED 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED 
Mary Jo Wallace. Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust 
GRANTOR(s), do(es) hereby GRANT, BARGAIN, SELL AND CONVEY unto: 
Sherman Storage. LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
GRANTEES(s), whose current address ls: 
the following described real property In 
more particularly described as follows, to wit: 
Legal description: 
9281 Shadwell Drive. Huntington Beach. CA 92646 
Kootenai County, State of Idaho, 
THE EASTERLY½ OF VACATED 24™ STREET LYING SOUTH OF THE NORTH BOUNDARY OF 
VACATED LAKESIDE AVENUE, IN GLENMORE ADDITTON, WITHIN THE CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, 
IDAHO, RECORDED IN BOOK B OF PLATS, PAGE 140, RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the said premises, with their appurtenances unto the said heirs and assigns forever. And 
the said Grantor(s) does(do) hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee(s), that Grantor(s) ls/are the owner(s) 
In fee simple of said premises; that said premises are free from all encumbrances EXCEPT those to which this 
conveyance is expressly made subject and those made, suffered or done by the Grantee(s); and subject to 
reseivatlons, restrictions, dedications, easements, rights of way and agreements, (If any) of record, and general 
taxes and assessments, (Including Irrigation and utlllty assessments, if any) for the current year, which are not 
yet due and payable, and that Grantor(s) will warrant and defend the same from all lawful claims whatsoever. 
Date: April 16, 2010 
Wallace Family Trust 
~3"i~ )y'..Rf.,St 1,.,,t.,, 
Mary a 
STATE OF \~o-.\...o ) 
1/ ) ss. 
COUNTY OF h¢0"tt..'°'"~ ) 
On this \ ~....._ day of fh;, ( ; \ , in the year of l.QlQ, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public 
in and for said State, personally appeared 
Mary Jo Wallace 
known or identified to me to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument, 
as Trustee(s)"of 
the Wallace Family Trust 
and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies) 
as Trustee(s) of said Trust, and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the foregoing instrument, the Trust 
executed the instrument and acknowledged the same for the purposes therein contained. 
In YAU1ess Whe\9:~:::•nto sat my hand and~a~ 
· ~,••'~~OLR{!~ ,,,,,,. . 
~ ~ ........ ~", 
1 I~,•· ti. y •-.. '~ Notary Pubcln adforsaldState ) \ 
:·· i 8/ 0-<-"' \ \ · Residing at: · (o~ J, Ir ~ 
_ · i r,i i ~ ,•' ,c., J O i Commission Expires: O\ C -i.o \ 
Truatee NotartAckllowledgmM!Y • :r: : -. ----,~- p~Y • I 
··: \ '•• ••• •~"('I 
i'' ·········~~~ .... '•,,, .r:,, A TE O ,,,,~ ,,,.,, ...... ,,,, 
.- .. ,; ,~ ...... 
Courtesy Form 
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File No. 74078 SS 
For Value Received 
Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust dated April 10, 1987, who acquired 
title as the Wallace Family Trust · 
The Grantor, does hereby grant, bargain, sell and convey unto 
Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho Limited Liability Company 
Address: 9281 Shadwell Drive, Huntington Beach, CA 92646, 
The Grantee, the following described premises, in Kootenai County, Idaho, to wit: 
A parcel of land being Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, GLENMORE ADDfflON TO COEUR 
D'ALENE, according to the plat recorded in the office of the County Recorder in Book B of 
Plats at Page 140 records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
TOGETHER WITH the vacated alley lying within said Block 22. 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM that portion lying within the right of way boundaries of 
Interstate Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgment and Decree of 
Condemnation No. 17866 dated September 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 in Book 26 of 
Judgments at Page 304 records of said Kootenai County, Idaho. 
SUBJECT TO: That certain Leasehold Deed of Trust dated July 19, 2005 and recorded July 25, 
2005 as Instrument No. 1967338 records ofKootenai County, Idaho, and :furthermore assigned 
under Instrument No. 2032972000 
To have and to hold the said premises, with their appurtenances, unto the said-Grantee, their heirs 
and assigns forever. And the said Grantor does hereby covenant to and with the said Grantee that 
they are the owner in fee simple of said premises; that they are free from all encumbrances, 
EXCEPT current taxes and easements of record, and that they will warrant and defend the same 
from all lawful clmms whatsoever. Subject to Easements, reservations, and restrictions of record. 
Dated: May 25, 2010 
The Wallace Family Trust 
BY:~ a½ PO..u ,::fs "~ 
Mary Jo , Trustee 
STATE OF /JwtJ1i 
COUNTY OF C/,,,.1<, 
Onthis~dayof JAe.t ,2010, beforeme, kJ,lUe.w S Dv,, .. ti- , 
a Notary Public in and for said State, personally appeared Mary Jo Wallace. known or identified to 
me to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument as Trustee, and 
acknowledged to me that she executed the same as such Trustee. 
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Recording requested by 
and when recorded 
return to: 
Global Signal Inc. 
301 North Cattleman Road 
Suite 300 
Sarasota, FL 34232 
Attn: General Counsel 
AGREEMENT REGARDING GROUND LEASE 
THIS AGREEMENT REGARDING GROUND LEASE (this "Agreement") is made as 
of , 2005, between the party identified as "Landlord" on the signature page hereof 
("Lan ) and SPRJNT SPECTRUM REALTY COMPANY, L.P., a Delaware limited partnership 
("Tenant"). 
A. Landlord and Tenant are now parties to that certain PCS SITE AGREEMENT 
dated June 24, 1996, a copy of which is annexed hereto as Exhibit A (the "Lease"), covering certain real 
property more particularly described on Exhibit A attached hereto (the "Property"); 
B. Pursuant to an agreement dated February 14, 2005 by and among Tenant, certain 
subsidiaries of Tenant and Global Signal, Inc., the Lease and the property related thereto (the "Premises") 
will be assigned to an affiliate of Tenant ("'Tenant Affiliate"); and, after such assignmen~ the references 
to Tenant herein shall apply to Tenant Affiliate; 
C. Pursuant to a sublease (the "Sublease"), Tenant Affiliate will sublease its entire 
interest in the Lease to an affiliate of Global Signal ("Subtenant") in exchange for certain prepaid 
consideration and Subtenant will then leaseback to Tenant (and/or one or more of its affiliates) the portion 
of the leased premises on which Tenant's telecommunications equipment is currently located in exchange 
for certain ongoing payments (collectively, the "Lease and Lease Back Transactions"); 
D. Certain lenders (each, together with their successors and assigns, a '"Lender") 
may make a loan to Subtenant or certain of its affiliates secured by a mortgage or other security 
instrument encumbering Subtenant's interest in the Sublease; and 
For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are 
hereby acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as follows: 
1 TUBBS HILL (SP03XC024_4_21_05revl) 
(5660-lD) 
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I. Consent. To the extent any such consent is required by the Lease, Landlord hereby 
consents (a) to the assignment of the Lease from the original tenant under the Lease (an affiliate of 
Tenant) to Tenant (b) to the acquisition by Tenant Affiliate (or any affiliate thereof), directly or indirectly, 
of Tenant's interest in the Lease, (c) to the Sublease (and the recording of a memorandum of the 
Sublease) and (d) to the Lease and Lease Back Transaction. 
2. Estoppel Certificate. Landlord certifies that (and Lender may rely on such 
representations) the following statements are true as of the date hereof: 
(a) Tenant is the current tenant under the Lease (a full copy of which, including all 
amendments thereto, is annexed as Exhibit A), and the Lease is in full force and effect and contains the 
entire agreement between Landlord and Tenant with respect to the Property. Landlord is either the owner 
of the fee simple interest in the Property or the holder of a valid leasehold interest in the property and the 
person or entity signing on behalf of Landlord is authorized to do so and no other person or entity's 
signature is required to bind Landlord. 
(b) No default exists under the Lease on the part of Tenant, and, to Landlord's knowledge, no 
event or condition has occurred or exists which, with notice or the passage of time or both, would 
constitute a default by Tenant under the Lease. 
(c) No payments to Landlord are required under the Lease for the Lease and Lease Back 
Transactions or otherwise in connection with the above consents. 
3. Agreement with Respect to the Lease and Sublease. Landlord hereby agrees with respect 
to the Lease as follows: 
(a) Lender and Subtenant shall have all of the rights of Tenant under the Lease, including the 
right to exercise any renewal option(s) or purchase option(s) set forth in the Lease, and shall have the 
right to assign the Sublease subject to Landlord's consent which shall not be unreasonably withheld, 
conditioned or delayed. 
(b) Landlord shall deliver to any Lender and Subtenant (in each case at such address as shall 
be designated in writing to .Landlord) a copy of any default notice given by Landlord to Tenant under the 
Lease. No default notice from Landlord to Tenant shall be deemed effective as against any Lender or 
Subtenant unless received by such Lender or Subtenant. · 
(c) If Tenant defaults on any monetary obligations under the Lease, Landlord shall accept a 
cure thereof by any Lender or Subtenant within ten (10) days, pursuant to paragraph 12 of the Lease, after 
delivery of notice of such defaults. For non-monetary defaults, Landlord shall not terminate the Lease for 
so long as a Lender or Subtenant is diligently pursuing a cure of the default, and if curing such non-
monetary default requires possession of the Property, then Landlord agrees to give the Lender or 
Subtenant a reasonable time to obtain possession of the Property and to cure such default. 
(d) Landlord acknowledges none of Tenant or Tenant Affiliate may terminate, surrender or 
cancel the Lease except as provided in the Lease and may not amend the Lease in a manner that 
materially increases the liability or obligations of Tenant or Tenant Affiliate or decreases the rights of 
Tenant or Tenant Affiliate without the prior written consent of Lender. 
( e) If the Lease is terminated by Landlord for any reason, or otherwise rejected in 
bankruptcy, Landlord will enter into a new lease with either Lender or Subtenant on the same terms as the 
2 TUBBS HILL (SP03XC024_ 4_21_05revl) 
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Lease, provided that all past due amounts under the Lease are paid to Landlord within 30 days of notice to 
Lender and Subtenant of such termination. 
4. Memorandum of Lease. To the extent the Lease or a memorandum thereof has not 
previously been recorded, this Agreement shall constitute a "memorandum of lease" under applicable 
State law and may be recorded in the applicable public records, the provisions of the Lease (wjth certain 
financial terms redacted therefrom) being as set forth on Exhibit A annexed hereto and made a part 
hereof. 
5. Notices. All notices sent to any Lender or Subtenant shall be in writing and sent by 
United States mail postage prepaid or other reputable courier service at the following address: c/o Global 
Signal Inc., 301 North Cattleman Road, Suite 300, Sarasota, FL 34232, Attn: General Counsel; or to such 




If this Agreement is inconsistent with the Lease, this Agreement shall control. 
(b) This Agreement shall be binding upon Landlord and its successors and shall benefit each 
of Lender and Subtenant and their respective successors and assigns. 
( c) This Agreement may not be amended or modified except by a written agreement 
executed by Landlord, any Lender and Subtenant. This Agreement may be executed in any number of 
separate counterparts and all signatures need not be on the same counterpart. 
3 
[SIGNATURE PAGES FOLLOW] 
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TENANT 
JN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned, pursuant to proper authority, has duly 
executed, aclmowledged and delivered this instrument as" its true act and deed. 
SPRINT SPECTRUM REAL TY COMP ANY, 
L.P ., a Delaware limited partnership, successor 
by assignment to Sprint Spectrum L.P. 
411~if:QQ~ 
Name: Monica E. Rademacher 
Title: Lease Specialist II, EPS -T&PS 
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\. 
LANDLORD 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned has duly executed, acknowledged and delivered this 






TUBBS HILL (SPD3XCD24_ 4_21_05rcvl) 
(5660-lD) 




Lease and Legal Description 
(see attached) 
TUBBS HILL (SP03XC024_ 4_21_05rcvl) 
(5660-ID) 
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i 
version 2.1 
Site Name: Tubbs' Hill 
PCS SITE AGREEMENi() K l GIN A L 2,27•96 
Site I, D. Sp03xc024 
t. Premises and Use. Owner leases to Sprint Spectn.un. LP •• a Oetaware 
limited pa.rtne1$hip ("SSLP"). d/hfa Sprinl Spectrum, the site described below: 
[ Check sppmpriate tm(esJJ 
Ii'! Real property consislini;> of approiclmalelY 2,600 square leel of land; 
a Bullding Interior space consisting 01 appro)Cimately ____ square feet; 
a Building e)Clerlor space for attachment of antenna~; . 
D Building e)Clerlor space tor placement of base sIaI10n equipment; 
D Tower antenna space; 
~ Space required tor cable ruos to connect PCS equipment and am&Mas, 
in the IOCation(s) ("Silej shOwn on Exhibit A, IO{lether with a non-exClusive 
easement for reasonable access thereto and to the appropriate, in lhe 
disc1etion of SSLP. source of electric and telephone facaities. The Site will be 
used by SSLP for the purpose of instatlina. removing, replacing, maintaining 
and operating. at its expense. a personal commurucations service system 
taclllly ("PCs;, including. without limitation, related antenna equipment and 
fixtures. SSLP wiD use the Site in a manner which wm not unreasonably 
disturb the OCCl.lpancy ol Owner·s other tenants. 
2. ienn. The term ol this Agreement (lhe "lnllial ierm1 is live years, 
commencing on !ht dale ("Commencement Daiei SS\.P signs this 
Agreement. This Agreement wrn be automaIically renswea tor IOur additional 
tenns (each a ·Renewal Termj of livei years each, unlesS SSLP_ provides 
0wl18f llDtice o1 Intention not 10 renew not less than 90 days prior to the 
expiration ol lhe Initial Term or any Renewal Term. 
3. Rent. Rent wiU be paid monthly in ad~ance beginning on I1\e 
Commencement Dale. Until the earlier of (a) th& dale which is 30 days alter 
the iSSuance ol a building perm~ tor installation of the PCS, or {b) lhe first oay 
of the month following commenceme(lt of physical preparation ol the Site, the 
reoi wa1 be $100.00, the receipt of which Owner ackoowt~s. Thereatter 
lhe monthly rent will be Five Hundred Ooll;srs and No Cents {S 500.00 ). 
pal1ial monlh& 10 be prorated. The monthly rent tor each Renewal Term wm be 
tne monthly rent in effect tor Iha final year Of ll'M! Initial Term or prior Renewal 
Term, as the case may be, increased by Fifteen percent ( 15 %). 
4. Title and Quiet Possession. Owner represents and agreei; (a) that n is 
rhe Owner ol the Site; (b) that it has 1he right 10 enler into this Agreement; 
(c) that the person signing this Agreement has the authOrity to sign; (d) Iha! 
SSLP is entttled 10 access to the Sile at all Umes and to the quiet possession 
of the Site 1hl'Dllgh0ut !he Initial Term and eaeh Renewal Term so long as 
SSLP is not in default beyond the expiration of any cure period: and (e) that 
O.Vner shaft not have unsuperviS~ access to !he Site or to !he PCS 
equipment. 
s. A$$lgnment/Subtettlng, SSLP wiU not 11$Slgn or transfer this Agreement 
or sublet au or any portion of the Site without the prior wrinen consent o1 
0.Vner. which consent will not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned; provided, however, SSLP may assign or sublet wi1houl ONne(s 
prior writwl consent to any party controlling. controlled by or under common 
control with SSLP or to any party which acquires substantially an ol lhe asset$ 
or SSLP. 
6. Notices. All notices must be in writing and are eH9CtlvB when tleposiled in 
the U.S. mail, certified and postage prepaid, or when sent via overnight 
Clellveiy. to the address set lorth below. or as olhe!Wise pro\lidec:t by Law. 
7. lmprovem,nts. SSLP may, at Its expense, rnake such improvements on 
the Stte as It deems necessary from lime to time tor the operation of a 
transminer she tor ¥Wireless voice and data cornmunlc;ations. Owner agrees to 
cooperate with SSLP with respect lo obtaining any required :zoning approvals 
tor the SIie and such Improvements. Upon termination or e~iration ol this 
Agreement. SSLP may remove its equipment and Improvements and will 
restore the Sile to the condition existing on the Commencement Date, except 
1or orcfinary wear and tear. 
8. Compliance Wllh Laws. Owner represents thal Ownafs p,opertf 
(including the Site), and all improvements loc:ated thereon, are in 1,ubslantlal 
compllllnce with building, lilel&alety, disability and other laws. codes and 
regulalions of app11ca01e govemm&ntal authorities. SSLP wlR substanliany 
comply wiltl all applicable laws relating to its possession and use of the SIie .. 
9, lnlerference. SSLP wnl resolve technical interference problems with Olhet 
equipment located at lhe Site on the Commencement Date or any eq.Jipment 
that becomes attaehed to lhe Sile al any future date when SSLP desires to 
acid additional equipment to lhe Site, LikewiSe, Ownar wlll not permit the 
insG1llalion of any future equipment whicil resutts in technical inlel1erenc:e 
problems wlu, SSLP's then existing equipment. 
10. Ulilities. Owner represents lhal ut~itles adequate 1or SSLP's use of the 
She are avaijable. SSLP will pay tor au utffllies ui;ed by it at the Sile. Ownef 
will cooperate with SSLP in SSLP's ettons lo obtain utilities from any location 
provided by Owner or the seJVicing utility, 
11. Ttrminatlon. SSLP may terminate this Agreement at any time by notice 
to OwntJt with0uI further liabmty ii SSLP does not obtain all permits or other 
ilpptovals {ce>llectively, ·approva'l required lrom any governmental authority 
or any easements reQuired from any third par1y to operate lhe PCS system, or 
~ any such approval is canceled, expires or is wilhdrawn or terminated, or II 
Owner fails to have proper ownership of the Site or authOritY to enter into 1his 
Agreement, or H SSL?, lor any other reason, in ii$ sole discretion, determines 
llJat it wlll be unable to use !he Site for it11 intended purpose. Upon termination, 
al prepaid rent shall be retained by Owner. 
12. Oelault. II either party is in default under this Agreement for a period of 
[a) 10 oayi; following receipt of notice from lhe non-oefaulllng party with 
respect to a d1::fauU which may be cured solely by 1he payment of money, or 
{b) 30 c:tays lo/lowing receipt of notice tram lhe l'!OO-<lerautting party with 
respe<:1 to a defaul which may not be cured solely by lhe payment ol money, 
then, in eitner evenL the non-delaulti119 party may pursue any remedies 
available to It against the defaulting party under applicable law, including. but 
not fimiled 10, the right 10 1ennIna1e this Agreement II ll'le non-monetary 
clelautt may not reasonably be cured within a 30 tiay period, this Agreement 
may not be 1erminated ii the delaul!inc party commences action to cure the 
defaull within sueh 30 day period and proceedS with due diligence lo fully cure 
the delaun. 
13. Indemnity. Owner and SSLP each indemnifies the other againi;l and 
holds the other harmless lrom any and all costs (including reasonable 
attorneys tees) and claims of liability or loss which arise out ot ths use and/or 
occupancy of the Site by the indemnifying party. This Indemnity c1oes· not 
apply 10 any clalril& arising from the sole negligence or Intentional misconduct 
Of lhe indemnified party. 
· , 4. Haxardous Substances. Owner represents that it has no knowledge ol 
any substance, chemical or waste {collectively, ·substance") on the Site tha1 is 
i"8ntified as llaZardous, IO>dc or dilf19erOus In any applicable federal, stale or 
local law or regulation. SSLP shall not introduce or use any $\JC:h substance 
on lhe Site in violation of any applicable law. 
15. Mlscenaneous. (a) This Agreement applies to and binds Iha heirs. 
successors, executor:.. administrators and assigns of the parties to this 
Agreement; (b) This Agreement is governed by the laws ol the State in which 
the Sile is IOcated; {C} II requested by SSLP. Owner agrees promptly to 
ex~ute and deliver 10 SSLP a recordable Memorandum of this Agreement in 
. the form of Exhibh B; {ct} This Agreement (including the Exhibits) constitutes 
the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior written and 
verbal agreements. represen1at1ons, promises or understandings between the 
patties. Any amendments to this Agreement m~t be in wrlting and executed 
by bOth parties: (el II any provision of this Agreement is invalid or 
unenforceable with respect to any party, the remainder of this Agreement or 
the appficatlon of suen provision to persons other than those as 10 whom It is 
held invalid or unenforceable, wlA not be 11llected and each provision ol this 
Agreement wiR be valid and enforceable to ttie fullast extent permitted by law; 
and {f) The prevaifing party in any action or proceealng 1n coun or mutually 
agreed upon art>ltralion pltlCeecling to enlorce the terms Of this. Agreement is 
enti~ed to receive Its reasonable attorneys' lees and other rea&onable 
enlorcement costs. and expenses from lhe non-pravailitlg party. 
The tonowing Exhibits are attached to and made a pan 01 this 
Aareement: Exnibl1s A, A1, B, 81, C, o, ancf E. 
By:-)!::::::mll.L.:t.-e:U..,J.,'1...!!'U.~~ Gary A. Wallace 
lts: 
S.SJTax No.: 116,36-8017 
li!l See Exhibit A 1 for continuation ol Owner signatures 
Address; P.O. Box 1101 
Hayden, ID 83B35 Dale: &, //cf/ fb 
~I 
SPRI TRU , L.f' .. a Delaware limited partnership 
By: ~-L...=..1---J.::...c\.-----,,,... ----- Steve Kingwell 
hs: Mar1<et Dir r. En eerlng and Operations 
Address: E. 1 7 7 Sprague Ave., Bldg. F, Suite 201 
Spa , WA 99206 \ 1 ,1..,/2~ 
Date:.~':-'-~:__.::Z::...s..L--~=---
Attach Exhibit A - Site Description and fahit>il S · Memorandum of PCS Sile Agreement 
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STATE OF ~Qf'<-lto 
COUNTYOF K1.>o"f"fE-,JA.•. 
The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me this __ f_u; ____ :r"'"h _____ day of ;J;.,,J e: , 19..52£.. 
(PRINTED, TYPED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSI.PION NUMBER: ______ _ 
The ''""'°"" '"""""'"' wa, acknoWiedged belora me !his cQ$!!; day ol ~Q , 10Qa 
by Steve Klngwell , as· MTA Direclor, Engineering and Operations • on behaU of Sprint Spectrum, LP, , a Delaware limited 
~DT~~,M~I~ 
NOTARY PUBLIC-STAT£;0, ~- ._ 
er<. e.(I ~ ffi{J.)o 
(PRINTED.PED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
COMMISSLPION NUMBER: --'-'N ... fel-+-L..-----





Site Name: Tubbs" Hill PCS Site Agreement Site I. 0. Sp03xc024 
Site Description 
Site situated in the City of Coeurd'Alane • County of Kootenai , Stale or Idaho . commonly described as follows: 
Legal Description: 
A.parcel of lancf being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, according lo the plat recorded in the office ol the 
County Recorder In Book B or Pl.'lts at Page 123, records ol Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion lying 
within the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 90 as described In Iha! certain Setcond Judgmttnt sod Decree of 
Condemnatlt>n No. 17866 dated September 5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1960 in Book 26 at Page 304, records ol said Kootenai 
County. 
Site ID: 
Sketch of Site: 
F-343 TUBBS HILL 
2315 Shennan Hill 
Coeur d'Alene, fD 83814 
Existing Building 











(NO'r TO SCALE) 
Own,, Initial~ ~ 
SSLP Initials J'-._ 
Site Pion NORTH 
Not,: Owner and SSLP may, ar SSLP's op1ion. replace !his Exhibil wilh an eihibil selling torlh lhe legal detetiplion 01 lhe property on which the Site iS 
IOCated anl1JQr an as-oulU drawing depicting the Sile. 
'(Use this E.w:hibil A tor PCS Slit Agreement. Memorandum ol PCS Sile Agreement, Op1ion Agreement and Memorandum of Option Agreemenl,I 
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Exhibit V 
ExhibitV Exhibit V Exhibit V 
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L.UUfU.J . ., L-1,.LI' I -..Jl"I.L. I I I 
,. . ' . 
COMMITMENT FOR 11 fLE INSURANCE 
Issued by Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation 
9l.-, LandAmerica 
.. Lawyers Title 
Lawyars Title lnsur.mcfl Cotporat/on is a member of the LandAmerlce family of tltJe insurance undarwritera 
LAWYERS TITLE INSURANCE CORPORATION, a Virginia corporation. herein called the Company, for valuable consideration, 
hereby commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as identified in Schedule A, in favor of the proposed Insured 
named in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interest cov~red hereby In the land described or referred to in 
Schedule A, upon payment of the premiums and charges therefor: all subject to the pl"C)visions of Schedules A and B and to the 
Conditions and Stipulations hereof. 
This Commitment shall be effective only when the . identity of the proposed Insured and the amount of the policy or policies 
committed for have been inserted in Schedule A hereof by the Company, either at the time of the issuance of this Commitment 
or by subsequent endorsement. 
This Commitment is preliminary to the issuance of such policy or policies of title Insurance and all liability and obligations 
hereunder shall cease .and terminate six (6) months after the effective date hereof or when the policy or policies committed for 
shall issue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure to issue such policy or policies is not the fault of the Company. This 
Commitment shall not be valid or bi~ding until countersigned by an authorized officer or agent. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, LAWYERS TITLE: INSURANCE CORPORATION has caused its corporate name and seal to be 
hereunto affixed by its duly ~uthorized officers, the Commitment to become valid when countersigned by an authorized officer or 
agent of the Company. 
LAWYERS TJTLE INSURANCE CORPORATION 
Attest: 
Conditions and Stipulations 
1. The term "mortgage,· when used herein, shall include deed of trust, trust deed, or other security instrument. 
2. If the proposed Insured has or acquires actual knowledge of any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter 
affecting the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment other than those shown in Schedule B 
hereof, and shall fail to disclose such knowledge to the Company in writing, the Company shall be relieved from liability for 
any loss or damage resulting from any act of reliance hereon to the extent the Company is prejudiced by failure to so 
disclose such knowledge_ If the proposed Insured shall disclose such knowledge to the Company, or if the Company 
otherwise iiicquires actual knowledge of any such defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter, the Company at 
its option may amend Schedule B of this Commitment-accordingly, but such amendment shall not relieve the Company from 
liability previously incurred pursuant to paragraph 3 of these Conditions and Stlpuletions. 
3. Liability of the Company under this Commitment shall be only to the named proposed Insured and such parties included 
under the definition of Insured in· the form of policy or policies committed for and only for actual loss incurred in reliance 
hereon in under taking in good faith (a) to comply with the requirements hereof, or (b) to eliminate exceptions shown in 
Schedule B, or (c) to acquire or create the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment. In no event 
shall such liability exceed the amount stated in Schedule A 1or _the policy or policies committed for and $UCh liability is 
subject to the insuring provisions and Conditions and Stipulations and the Exclusions from Coverage of the form of policy or 
policies committed for in favor of the proposed Insured which are here~y incorporated by reference and are made a part of 
this Commitment except as expressly modified herein. 
4. Any action or.actions or rights of action that the propo&ed Insured may have or may bring against the Company arising out 
of the status of the title to the estate or interest or the stat1,1s of the mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment must be 
based on and are subject to the provisions of this Commitment. 
ALTA .Commitment- 1966 
Cover Page 
Form 10D4,268 ORIGINAL 
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LUU f U..J. "J 
1. Commi.tment Date: 
Schedule A 
December 12, 2005 a.t 7:30 a .. m. 
Z. Policy or Policies to be Issued: 
Standard ALTA Owners Policy 1992 Form 
Proposed Insured: 
KJRK S. EVANS AND/OR ASSIGNS 
,L-1 ,.J-1, I -'~"1.L I I 1 
Order No. 05.-8501 
LiabiHty 
Promi'l.lffl 
3. The interest in the land described or referred to in this Commitment and covered herein i!'i: 
A FEE SIMPLE 
· 4. Title to the estate or interest covered herein j_s at the effective date hereof vested in: 
/ 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC., A CORPORATION 
5. The land referred to in this Commitment is described a:,; follows: 
SEE EXHIBIT "A" ATTACHED HEREIN 
Inquiries llihO\dd be directed to: 
$4,250,000.00 
$11,280.00 
LandAmerica, Lawyers Title of Kootenai County 
301 N. 3RD STREET 
COEUR DALENE, ID 83814 
Escrow Officer: .Scott Skolrud 
Tldr. Officer: Julie L. Myer~ 
Phone: 208-667 -7885 
·. Fax: 208-667-8748 
65-3263 
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LOTS 1 THROTOH 12, BLOCK 21, AMENDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDITION TO COEUR 
D'ALENE, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT RECORDED IN BOOK "B" OF PLATS AT PAGE 140, 
RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETIIER W1Til THE VACATED ALLEY' LYING W1THIN BLOCK Zl; ALSO TOGETHER WITH 
THOSE PORTIONS OF VACA.TED LAKESIDE AVENUE AND VACATED l4TH STREET·, THAT 
ATTACHES BY OPERATION OF LAW. 
U,.RCEL2: 
LOTS 7 AND 8, BLOCK 24, AMENDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDITION TO COEUR D'ALENE, 
ACCORDING TO TIIE PLAT RECORDED IN BOOK "B" OF PLATS AT PAGE 140, RECORDS 
OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH THE VACATED STREET THAT ATTACHES BY OPERATION OF LAW. 
~CEL3: 
LOTS 9, 10, 11 AND lZ, LESS THAT PORTION DEEDED TO rnE STATE OF IDAHO IN 
BOOK 170, PAGE 430, RECORDED NOVEMBER 4, 1957, ALL IN BLOCK Z4. AMENDED 
PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDITION TO COEVR D'ALENE, ACCORDING TO THE PLAT RECORDED 
IN BOOK "B" OF PLATS AT PA.GE 140. RECORDS OF KOOTENAI COUNTY. 
IDAHO. 
TOGETHER WITH THAT PORTION OFVACATEDLAKESIDE AVENUE AND 24TH STREET, 
WHICH ATTACHES BY OPERATION OF LAW. 
CCN1U't.S,IMS,, l.'1J 65-3263 
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SCHEDULE B - SECTION I 
REQlJJREMENTS 
Order No. 05-8501 
The following requirements must be met and completed to the satisfaction of the Company before its Policy 
of Title Insurance will be issued: 
1. INSTRUMENTS NECESSARY TO CREATE THE ESTATE OR INTEREST TO :SE INSURED 
MUST BE PROPERLY EXECUTED, DELIVERED AND DULY FILED FOR RECORD. 
2. . BECAUSE OF THE PROVISIONS OF THE IDAHO HOMESTEAD LAW (CllAPTER 10, TITLE 
55, I.C.). THE COMPANYWIUREQUJRE: 
1. THE PERSONAL EXECUTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ANY DEED, DEED OF 
TRUST, MORTGAGE OR SPECIAL POWER OF ATTORNEY TO CONVEY OR ENCUMBER Tl{E 
HOMESTEAD BY THE VESTED OWNER AND SPOUSE, IF ANY; 
OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE 
2. AN AFFIDAVIT, SIGNED BY THE VESTED OWNER AND SPOUSE WHICH STATES: 
A. THAT THE LAND DESCRIBED HEREIN IS NOT THEIR PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE; 
B. THE LAND IS NOT CLAIMED AS HOMESTEAD PROPERTY, AND 
C; THEIR PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE IS _______ _ 
(AND IF APPLICABLE, THE VESTED OWNER IS NOT MARRIED.) 
rHUC. J. :JI .::JO 
3. THIS COMP ANY WILL REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING TO INSURE A LOAN BY OR A CONVEYANCE 
FROM THE VESTEE CORPORATION NAM.ED HEREIN: . 
AN ORIGINAL OR CERTIFIED COPY OF THE RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE SUBJECT 
TRANSACTION. 
/ 
L,andAme:rica, Lawyers Title of Kootenai Cnunty 
Policy biiui.ng Agent for Lawyen Title Insurance Corporation 65-3263 
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Orde:r No. 05-8501 
SCHEDULE B - SECTION II 
STANDARD EXCEPTIONS 
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be Issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the 
same are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Coropany. 
A. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adver:.e claims or other matters, if any, cre2tted, first appearing in the 
public records, or attaching subsequent to the effective date hereof but prior to the date the proposed 
Insured acquires for value of record the estate or interest or mortgage_th~reon covered by 
this commitment. · · · 
B. STANDARD EXCEPTIONS: 
(l) Rights nr claims of parties in possession or claiming to be in possession not shown by the public 
records. 
(2) Easementr., or claims of easements, not shown by the public records. 
(3) Enc,-oachments, ~r questions of location, boundary and area which are dependant upon a correct 
survey or inspection of the prem3ses for determination. 
(4) Any lien. or right to a lien, fur ser'Yices, labor, or material heretofore or hereafter 
fu,:-nished, imposed by law and not shown by the public records. 
(5) Unpatented mining claims; reservations or exceptions in patents or in acts authori2>ing the 
issuance thereof; water rights clainu or title t.o water. . · · . 
(6) Any service, installation or connectin11 charge for sewer, water o,:- electricity. 
(7) General taxes not now payable; matters relating to speclal lcvi_~s or assessmeJJts, if any, 
p,:-eceeding the same becoming a lien. 
..... 
L.andAmerica, Lawyers Title of Kootenai County · · 
Policy Issuing Agent for Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation 
/ 
65-3263 
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Order No. 05-8501 
SCHEDULE B - SECTION II 
EXCEPTIONS continued 
REAL PROPERT.Y FOR RELOCATION OF ALL IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE DITCHES AND 
S-TROCTURES AND SUCH SURFACE DRAIN DITCHES AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO THE 
PRO FER CONSTRUCTlON OF THE HIGHWAY TO BE CONSTRUCTED ON SAID REAL PROPERTY 
CONS1RUCTION OR RELOCATION OF RIGITT OF WAY FENCING SHALL BE BY AND AT THE 
SOLE EXPENSE OF THE STATE. GRANrORS FURTHER AGREE THAT NO BILLBOARDS OR 
OTHER ADVERTISINC SIGNS WILL l3E PERMITTED CLOSER TilAN 100 FEET FROM THE 
REAL PROPERTY ABOVE DESCRIBED, EXCEPTING SIGNS PERTAINING TO BUSINESS 
ESTABLISHED ON LANDS ADJACENT TO THE DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY" 
AFFECTS: LOTS L 2 AND 12, BLOCK 24, GLENMORE ADDITION TOTI-IE TOWl'fOF COEUR 
D'ALENE 
8. AN EASEMENT AFFECTING THE PORTION OF SAID PREMISES AND FOR TIIE PURPOSES 
STATED HEREIN, AND INCIDENTAL PURPOSES, AS DISCLOSED IN INSTRUMENT ORB)' 
ACTION HEREIN SET FORTI!: IN FAVOR OF: IDAHO TRANSPORTATION BOARD FOR THE 
DfVISION OF HIGHWAYS DISCLOSED BY: QUlTCLAIM DEED RECORDED MARCH 17, 1989 
AS INS1RUMENT NO. 1143477 PURPOSE: EASEMENTS OF ACCESS, INGRESS AND EGRESS 
FOR VElllCULAR TRAVEL BETWEEN LOTS 11 AND 12, BLOCK 21, GLENMORE ADDITION, 
EXCEPT FOR ACCESS TO 24TH STREET NORTIIERL Y FROM THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID 
BLOCK 21. G~TORS AGREE THAT NO BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES EXCEPT IRRIGATION 
OR DRAINAGE STRUCTURES WILt BE PERMITTED TO BE CONSTRUCTED WlTIIlN 20 FEET 
OF THE RIGHT OF WAY OF SAID PROJECT 
9. AN EASEMENT CONTAINING CERTAIN TERMS, CONDITIONS AND PROVISIONS AFFECTING A 
PORTION OF SAID PREMISES AND FOR THE PURPOSES STATED HEREIN: FOR: TO 
ERECT, CONSTRUCT, RECONSTRUCT AND MAINTAIN AN ELECTRIC DlSTRIBUTION LINE 
CONSISTING OF WIRES, POLES, AND ASSOCIATED FIXTUltES, TOGETHER WITH THE 
RJ.GHT TO INSPECT SAID LlNE. IN FAVOR OF: TilE WASHINGTON WATER POWER 
COMPANY RECORDED: JULY 7, 1989 INSTRUMENT NO.: 1153634 . 
/ 
10. EASEMENTS FOR UTILITIES OR PIPELINES IN TI{AT PORTION OF THE LAND THAT IS AN 
ABANDONED OR VACATED ROAD OR RIGHT-OF-WAY. 
11. RESERVATION AS CONTAINED IN DEED FROM LEE G. SNIDER AND BRANDY C. SNIDER. 
HUSBAND AND WlFE, TIMOTHY H. FRANCE AND EXIE S. FRANCE, HUSBAND AND WIFE, 
TO SHERMAN SELF STORACE, INC., RECORDED JANUARY 3l, 2003, INSTRUMENT NO. 
1779182, -OFFICIAL RECORDS. AS FOLLOWS: . 
"ALL OIL. GAS AND MINERALS, ON AND UNDER THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY OWNED 
BY GRANTOR$, IF ANY. WHICH ARE RESERVED BY GRANTO.RS" 
AFFECTS: PARCEJ .. 3 
12. DEED OF TRUST TO SECURE AN INDEBTEDNESS OF Sl ,800,000.00, DATED JANUARY 15, 
2003, RECORDED JANUARY 31, 2003, INSTRUMENT NO. 1779l.84, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
LandAmerica., Lawycn Title of Kootenai County 
Pnlicy Issuing Agent for Lawye~ Title Insurance Corporation 65-3263 
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SCHEDULE B - SECTION II 
EXCEPTIONS continued 
TRUSTOR: SHERMAN SELF-STORAGE. INC. 
TRUSTEE: PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BENEFICIARY: FIRST mTERST ATE BANK 
LOAN NO.: NIA 
Order No. 05-8501 
AN AGREEMENT TO MODIFY TIIE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF SAID DEED OF TRUST 
RECORDED NOVEMBER 12, 2003, INSTRUMENT NO. _1842Z3LOFFICIAL .RECORDS. 
AN AGREEMENT TO MODIFY THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF SAID DEED OF TRUST 
RECORDED)UL Y 19, 2004, INSTRUMENT NO. 1889053, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
AN AGREEMENT TO MODIFY THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF SAID DEED OF TRUST 
RECORDED NOVEMBER 04, 2004, INSTRUMENT NO. 1910962, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
l.3. DEED OF TRUST TO SECURE AN INDEBTEDNESS OF $185,000.00, DATED JULY 13, 
2004, RECORDED JULY 19. 2004, INSTRUMENT NO. 1889052, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
TRUSTOR: SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC. 
CD101IT • DII .. O d, l'I 
TRUSTEE: PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BENEFICIARY: Fill.ST INTERSTATE BANK 
LOAN NO.: NIA 
AN AGREEMENT TO MODIFY THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF SAID DEED OF TRUST 
RECORDED NOVEMBER 04, Z004, INSTRUMENT NO. 1910963, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
***"'"'"'"''"'"***"'*"'"""'"""*'"* END OF SCHEDULE B .., .... *****"'"'"''""'******"'**"' 
'""'* INFORMATIONAL NOTES: 
WE HAVE MADE A. JUDGEMENT SEARCH AGAINST .KlRK S. EVANS, AND FIND NONE. 
/ 
IN THE EVENT THAT THIS TRANSACTION FAILS TO CLOSE, A FEE WITH A MINIMUM OF 
$100. 00 Will BE CHARGED TO COMPLY WITH THE STATE INSURANCE CODE. 
THERE IS NO NOTICE OF RECORD AND THEREFORE NO SEARCll HAS BEEN MADE FOR ANY 
UNPAID ASSESSMENTS, CHARGES OR FEES FOR SEWER. WATER, GARBAGE, IRRICATION 
AND OTHER POSSIBLE UTILITY SERVICES. 
IF THE PROPOSED INSURED UNDER THE POLICY TO·JSSUE HAS ANY QUESTIONS 
CONCERNING THE SCHEDULE B REQUIREMF..NTS OR EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE 
COMPANY WILL BE PLEASED TO PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION. PLEASE CONTACT THE 
TITLE OFFICER NAMED ON SCHEDULE A OF THIS COMMITMENT. 
ADDRESS: Z315 E. SHERMAN AVENUE. COEUR DALENE, ID 83814 
LandAmerica, Lawyers Title of Kootenai County 
Polley h!ming Agent for Lawye~ Title Insurance Corporation 65-3263 





t:.KlK r ;:wl.l., r., 
PRIVACY POLICY NOTICE 
Dear LandAmerica Customer: 
The Financial Services Modernization Act, known as the Gramrn-Leach-Bliley Act, 
requires us to explain to our customers the ways in which we collect and use 
customer information. 
The statement attached to or on 'the reverse side of this letter is the privacy policy 
of the LandAmerica family of companies. The three largest members of the family 
"."" Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company, Lawyers Title Insurance 
Corporation, and Transnation Title Insurance Company ~ may issue policies and 
handle real estate closings in virtually every part of the country. -Some companies 
in the family provide other real estate services, and some operate rnore locally. 
You may review a list of LandAmerica companies on our website (www.fandam.com). 
You may also visit our website for an explanation of our privacy practices relating 
to electronic communication. 
Our concern with the protection of your information has been a part of our business 
since 1876, when the company that is now Commonwealth Land Title Insurance 
Company issued its ·first policy. We will continue to protect the privacy, accuracy, 
and security of customer information given to us. 
No response to this notice is required, but if you have questions, please write to us: 
LandAmerica Privacy 
P.O. Box 27567 . 
Richmond, VA 23261-7567. 
LandAmarlca Insurance Companie~: Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company, Commonwealth Land Title Insurance 
Company of New Jerseiy, lnd1.1strial Valley Title Insurance Company, Land TIiie Insurance Company. Lawyers Titfa 
Insurance Corporation, Tltle Insurance Company of America, Transnatlon Title Insurance Company, Transnation Title 
Insurance Company of New York . • 
LandAmerica Title Agents(wholly-owi'led); American Title Company of Dallas and Fort Worth, Austin Title Company, 
ATACO, Inc .. Albuquerque Title Company, Atlantic TIiie & Abstract Company, Capitol City Title Services, Inc .. Commercial 
Settlements, Inc., Commonwealth Land Title Company; Commonwealth Land Tille Company of Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, 
Houston, Puget Sound, and Washington; Congress Abs1racl Corp., Gulf Atlantic, Lawyers Title Company; Lawyers Title of 
Arizona, El Paso, Nevada, and San Antonio; Nevv Mexico Tl!le Co., Partners Title Company, Pikes Peak Title Services, 
Property Title Ins. Co., RainiBr Title Company, Texas OneStop, Texas Title Company, Title Transfer Service, inc., 
Transnation Title & Escrow, Wilson 11tle Company · · 
LandAmerica Title Agents (partieyl/y owneg'.): Bankers AllianceTltle AgBncy, Biltmore Abstract, CFS Title Insurance Agency, 
Charleston Title Agency, Charter Title Company of Fort Bend, Chatham Settlement, E. Title Agency, Firs! Growth· 
Commonwealth Title Agency, Flrst Title & Escrow, Inc .• Four Star Title Agency, HL Title Agency, Jones & Tatom Title & 
Trust, Land Canada LTD., Land Title Associates, Lawyers Title Galveston, Lion Abstract, Longworth Insured, MIi Title 
Agency, Mand M Title Servlct!s, National Land Transfer (NJ and PA), NIA/ Lawyers Title Agency, R!;/Aiflrm Title Agency, 
Residential Abstract, Residential Title, Sibcy Cline Tille Agency, fitle Affiliates of Central Florida, Naples, Cleaiwater, 
Graham, Indian River. Ortando, Polk County, Tampa Bay, and West Central Florida; TransOhio Residential Title Agency. 
TRI Title Agency, TRI-County TiUe Agency-Michigan, Tri.State Tlt!e Agency, University Title Services, 
lnsesctlons, Apprai§els. Mortgw;e Servicing, and Ancillary Servicss: lnspBctech, Inc., LandAmerica OneStop, Inc., 
LandAmerica Account Servicing, Inc .• LandAmerica Default Service Co., REalitics, TremsAccount Services, Inc. 
Form 3391"8 (September 2002) 
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show all matters related to the property. 
The Compeny assumes NO UAB1LITY 
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COMMITMENT FOR Tl'1 LE INSURANCE 
Issued by Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation 
r.., LandAmerica 
.. Lawyers Title 
Lawyers Title Insurance Corporslion Is a memb11i- of the l..andAmerlea family or l!t/11. insu;snc11 underwriters . 
LAWYERS TITLE INSURANCE CORPORATION, a Virginia corporation, herein call~d the Company, for valuable consideration, 
hereby commits to issue its policy or policies of title insurance, as identified in Schedule A, in favor of the proposed Insured. 
narned in Schedule A, as owner or mortgagee of the estate or interast covere_d hereby in the land described or referred 10 in 
Schedule A, upon payment of the premiums and charges therefor; all subjeGt to the provisions of Schedules A and S and to the 
Conditions and Stipulations hereof. 
This Commitment shall be effective only when the identity of the proposed Insured and the amount of the policy or policies 
committed for have been Inserted in Schedule A hereof by the Company, either at the time of the i~suance of this Commitment 
or by subsequent endorsement. 
This Commltment is preliminary to the issuance of such policy or policies of title insurance and all liability and obljgations 
hereunder shall cease and terminate six (6) months after the effective date hereof or when the policy or policies committed for 
shall i:;;sue, whichever first occurs, provided that the failure to issue such policy or policies is not the fault of the Company. This 
Commitment shall not be valid or binding until countersigned by an authorized officer or agent. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, LAWYERS TITLE INSURANCE CORPORATION has caused its corporate name and seal to be 
hereunto affixed by its duly authorized officers. the Commitment to become valid when countersigned by an authorized officer or 
agent of the Company. 
LAWYERS TITLE INSURANCE CORPORATION 
Attest: 
Conditions and Stipulations 
1. The term "mortgage," when used herein, shall include deed oftrust, trust deed, or other security instrument. 
2. If the proposed Insured has or acquires actual knowledge of any defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or other matter 
,:1ffectlng the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment other than those shown in Schedule B 
hereof, and shall fail to disclose such knowledge to the Company in writing, the Company shall be relieved from liability for 
any loss or damage resulting from any act of reliance hereon to the extent the Company is prejudiced t,y failure to so 
disclose such knowledge. If the proposed Insured shall disclose such knowledge to the Company, or if the Company 
otherwise acquires actual knowledge of any such defect, lien, encumbrance, adverse claim or _other matter, the Company at 
its option m:;;iy amend Schedule B of this Commitment accordingly, but such amendment sh?tll not relieve the Company from 
liability previously incurred pursuant to paragraph 3 of these Conditions and Stipulations. 
· :3. Liability of the Company under this Commitment shall be only to the named proposed Insured and such parties included 
under the definition of Insured in the form of policy or policies committed for and only for actual loss Incurred in reliance 
hereon in under taking in good faith (a) to comply with the requirements hereof, or (b) to eliminate exceptions shown in 
Schedule 8, or (c) to acquire or create the estate or interest or mortgage thereon co11ered by this Commitment. In no event 
shall such liability exceed the amount stated in Schedule A for the policy or policies committed for and such liability i& 
subject to the insuring provisions and Conditions and Stipulations and the Exclusions from Coverage of the form of policy or 
policies committed for in favor of the proposed Insured which are hereby incorporated by reference and are made a part of 
thi$ Commitment except as expressly modified herein. 
4. Any aetion or aetlons or rights of action that the proposed Insured may have or may bring against the Company arising out 
of the status of the title to the estate or interest or the status of the mortgage thereon covered by this Commitment must be 
based on and are subject to the provisions of this Commitment. 
ALTA Commitment- 1966 
Cover P&ge 
· ORIGINAL 
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Order No. 05-8501 
AMEND Vernion 2 
SCHEDULE :8 - SECTION I 
REQUIREMENTS 
The following requirements must be met and completed to the satisfaction of the Company before its Policy 
of Title Insurance will be issued: 
1. INSTRUMENTS NECESSARY TO CREATE THE ESTATE OR INTEREST TO BE INSURED 
MUST BE PROPERLY EXECUTED, DELIVERED AND DULY FILED FOR RECORD. 
2. BECAUSE OF THE PROVISIONS OF 1llE IDAHO HOMESTEAD LAW (CHAPTER 10, TITLE 
55, I.C.), THE COMPANY WIJ..L REQUIRE: 
1. THE PERSONAL EXECUTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ANY DEED, DEED OF 
. TRUST. MORTGAGE OR SPECIAL POWER OF. ATTORNEY TO CONV£Y OR ENC.UMBER TilE 
HOMESTEAD BY TIIE VESTED OWNER AND SPOUSE, IF ANY: 
.. 
OR IN THE ALTERNATIVE 
2. AN AFFIDAVIT, SIGNED BY THE VESTED OWNER AND SPOUSE WIDCH STATES: 
A. THAT TIIE LAND .DESCRIBED HEREIN IS NOT TIIEIR PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE; 
B. THE LAND IS NO't CLAIMED AS HOMESTEAD PROPERTY, AND 
C. THEIR PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE IS _______ _ 
(AND lF APPLICABLE, THE VESTED OWNER IS NOT MARRIED.) 
3. nns COMPANY WILL REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING TO INSURE A LOAN BY OR A CONVEYANCE 
FROM THE VESTEE CORPORATION NAMED HEREIN: 
AN ORIGrnAL OR CER11FIED COPY OF THE RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE SUBJECT 
TRANSACTION. 
4. THE REQUIREMENT TIIAT WE BE PROVIDED WITH A COPY OF TIIE OPERATING.AGREEMENr 
AND ANY AMENDMENTS THERETO FOR SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, A LIMITED LIABILITY 
COMPANY. 
LandAmerica, Lawyers Title of Kootenai County 
Policy Issuing Agent for Lawyers Title Insu.mnce Corporation 65-3263 





Order No. 05-85()1 
AMEND Version 2 
SCHEDULE B - SECTION II 
STANDARD EXCEPTIONS 
Schedule B of the policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions to the following matters unless the 
same are disposed of to the satisfaction of the Company. 
A. Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other ma.tters, if any, created. first appearing jn the 
public records, {ff attaching sub,equent to the effective date hereof but prii,r to the date the proposed 
Insured acquires for value of record the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by 
this commitment. 
B. STANDARD EXCEPTIONS: 
(1) fUghts or claims of parties in pt1ssession or claiming to be in possession not shown by the. public 
records. 
(2) Easements. or claims of easements. not !ibown by the public records. 
(3) Encroachments, or questions oflocatfon, boundary and area which are dependant upon a correct 
su.nrey or jn~pection of the premises for detenninatlo:n. 
(4) Any lien, or right to a lien. for services. labor, or material heretofore or hereafter 
furnished, imposed by Jaw and not shown by the public records. 
(5) Unpatented mining claims; reservations or exceptions in patents or in acts authorizing the 
j~uance thereof; water rights claims o:r title to water. 
(6) Any service, installation or connection charge for sewer. water or electricity. 
(7) General taxes not, now pl\y:11ble; matters relating to special levies or assessment,, if any. 
preceeding the same becoming a lien. 
LandAmerica, Lawyers Title of Kootenai County . 
Policy Issuing Agent for Lawyers Title Insurance Corporation 65-3263 
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SCHEDULE B • SECTION Il 
SPECIAL EXCEPTIONS 
\ 
Order No. 05·8501 
AMEND Version 2 
At the elate hereof exceptious to coverage in addition to the printed Exceptions and Exclusions fa said policy form 
would be as follows: 
J.. GENERAL TAXES FOR THE YEAR 2006. A LlEN IN THE PROCESS OF ASSESSMENT, NOT 
YET DUE OR PAYABLE. 
2. TAXES, SPECJAL AND GENERAL. ASSESSMENT DISTRJCTS AND SERVICE AREAS FOR THE 
YEAR 2005: 
l.ST INSTALLMENT: $11,649.65 PAID 
ZND INSTALLMENT: $11,649.65 OPEN 
EXEMPTION(S): NONE 
PARCEL NO.: .C-4320-021-000-A 
BILLI.NG NO.: 110068 
NOTE: FIRST INSTALLMENT IS DELINQUENT DECEMBER 20. SECOND INSTALLMENT IS 
DELINQUENT JUNE 20. 
3. ASSESSMENTS FOR THE CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, IF ANY, WHIC:H ARE EXCLUDED FROM 
THE COVERAGE AFFORDED HEREBY. 
4.. UNRECORDED LEASEHOLDS, IF ANY, RlGHTS OF PARTIES IN POSSESSION OTHER THAN 
THE VESTEE(S) HEREIN, RIGHTS OF SECURED PARTIES UNDER FINANCING·STATEMENTS 
AS TO PERSONAL PROPERTY LOCATED ON THE PREMISES HEREIN AND THE RIGHTS OF 
TENANTS TO REMOVE TRADE FIXTURES. 
5. COVENANTS, CONDITIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND EASEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE 
RECORDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDITION TO COEUR D'ALENE IDAHO. AT BOOK "B". 
PAGE 123, BUT DELETING ANY COVENANTS, CONDITIONS OR RESTRICTIONS 
INDICATING A PREFERENCE, L1MITATJON OR DISCRIMINATION BASED ON RACE, 
COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, HANDICAP, FAMILIAL STATUS OR NATIONAL ORIGIN TO THE 
EXTENT SUCH COVENANTS. CONDITIONS OR RESTRICTIONS VIOLATE 42 USC 3604 (C). 
6. COVENANTS. CONDITIONS, RESTRICTIONS AND EASEMENTS CONTAINED IN THE 
RECORDED PLAT OF AMENDED PLAT OF GLENMORE ADDWON TO COEUR D'ALENE. AT 
BOOK "B". PAGE 140, BUT DELETING ANY COVENANTS, CONDmONS OR RESTRICTIONS 
INDICATING A PREFERENCE, LIMITATION OR DISCRIMINATION BASED ON RACE, 
COLOR, RELIGION, SEX, HANDICAP, FAMILIAL STATUS OR NATIONAL ORIGIN TO THE 
EXTENT SUCH COVENANTS, CONDmONS OR RESTRICTIONS VlOLATE 42 use 3604 (C). 
7. EASEMENT AND RESTRICTIONS AS CONTAINED IN DEED FROM JAMES BURNS AND DONNA 
BURNS, HIS WIFE, TO STATE OF IDAHO, RECORDED NOVEMBER 04, 1957, :SOOK 170, 
PAGE 430, OFFICJ.AL RECORDS, AS F.OLLOWS: 
"THERE IS ALSO GRANTED HEREBY AN EASEMENT ADJACENT TO THE ABOVE DESCRIBED 
Lat1dAmcrica, Lawyers Title of Kootenai County 
Policy Issuing Agent for J..awyers Title Insurance Corporation 65-3263 
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SCHEDULE B - SECTION II 
EXCEPTIONS continued 
REAL PROPERTY FOR RELOCATION OF ALL IRRIGATION AND DRAINAGE DITCHES AND 
STRUCTURES AND SUCH SURF.ACE DRAlN DITCHES AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO TI-fE 
PROPER CONSTRUCT.ION OF THE HIGHWAY TO BE CONSTRUCTED ON SAlD REAL PROPERTY 
CONSTRUCTION OR RELOCATION OF RIGHT OF WAY FENCING SHALL BE BY AND AT THE 
SOLE EXPENSE OF THE STATE. GRA.NTORS FURTHER AGREE THAT NO BILLBOARDS OR 
. OTHER ADVERTISING SIGNS WILL BE PERMITTED CLOSE.R TBAN 100 FEET FROM THE 
REAL PROPERTY ABOVE DESCRJBED. EXCEPTING SIGNS PERTAINING TO BUSINESS 
ESTABLISHED ON LANDS ADJACENT TO THE DESCRIBED REAL PROPERTY" 
AFFECTS: LOTS l. 2 AND 1.2, BLOCK 24. GLENMORE ADDITION TO THE TOWN OF COEUR 
D'ALENE 
8. AN EASEMENT AFFECTING THE PORTION OF. SAID PREMISES AND FOR THE PURPOSES 
STATED HEREIN, AND INCIDENTAL PURPOSES, AS DISCLOSED IN.INSTRUMENT OR BY 
ACTION HEREIN SET FORTH: IN FAVOR OF: IDAHO TRANSPORTATION :SOARD FOR THE 
DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS DISCLOSED BY: QUITCLAIM DEED RECORDED MARCH 17, 1989 
AS INSTRUMENT NO. 1143477 PURPOSE: EASEMENTS OF ACCESS, INGRESS AND EGRESS 
FOR VEHICULAR TRAVEL BEnvEEN LOTS 1.l AND 12, BLOCK 21, GLENMORE ADDIDON. 
EXCEPT FOR ACCESS TO 24TH STREET NORTI-1ERJ .. Y FROM THE SOVTH LINE OF SAlD 
BLOCK 21. GRANT0RS AGREE ntAT NO BUILDINGS OR STRUCTURES EXCEPT IRRIGATION 
OR DRAINAGE STRUCTURES WILL BE PERMITTED TO BE CONSTRUCTED WintIN ZO FEET 
OF THt RIGHT OF WAY OF SAID PROJECT._ . 
9. AN EASEMENT CONTAINING CERTAIN TERMS, CONDITIONS AND PROVISlONS AFFECTING A 
PORTION OF SAJD PREMISES AND FORT.HE PURPOSES STATED HEREIN: FOR: TO 
ERECT, CONSTRUCT, RECONSTRUCT AND MAINTAIN AN ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION LINE 
CONSISTING OF WIRES, POLES. AND ASSOCIATED FIXTURES, TOGEUIERWITH TI-fE 
RIGHT TO INSPECT SAID LINE. TN FAVOR OF: THE WASIBNGTON WATER POWER 
COJvlPANY RECORDED: JULY 7, 1989 INSTRUMENT NO.: 1153634 
10. EASEMENTS FOR UTILITIES OR PIPELINES IN THAT PORTION OF THE LAND THAT IS AN 
ABANDONED OR VACATED ROAD OR RJGHT-OF-WAY. 
11. RESERVATION AS CONTAINED IN DEED FROM LEE G. SNIDER AND BRANDY C. SNIDER, 
HUSBAND AND WIFE. TIMOTHY H. FRANCE AND EXIE S. FRANCE, HUSBAND AND WJFE, 
TO SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC .. RECORDED JANUARY 31, Z003. INSTRUMENT NO. 
1779182, OFFICIAL RECORDS. AS FOLLOWS: 
"ALL OIL, GAS AND. MINERALS. ON AND UNDER THE ABOVE DESCRIBED PROPERTY O\T\JNED 
BY GRANTORS, IF ANY. WHICH ARE RESERVED BY CRANTORS" 
AFFECTS: PARCEL 3 
12. DEED OF TRUST TO SECURE AN INDEBTEDNESS OF $1.800,000.00, DATED JANUARY 15, 
2003, RECORDED JANUARY 31. Z003, INSTRUMENT NO. 1779134, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
LandAmerica. Lawyers Title of Kootenai County 
&:Ol-n'a'Z'.DZX,9,1,"t'l Polley Issuing Agent for Lawyers Title lnmrancc Corporation 65-3263 
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SCHEDULE B - SECTION Il 
EXCEPTIONS continued 
TRUSTOR: SHERMAN SELF-STORAGE, INC. 
TRUSTEE: PIONEER TITLE COMP ANY Of KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BENEFlCIARY: FIRST INTERSTATE BANK 
LOAN NO.: NIA . 
Order No. 05-8501 
AMEND Versjon 2 
AN AGREEMENT TO MODIFY THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF SAID DEED OF TRUST 
RECORDED NOVEMBER 12, 2003, INSTRUMENT NO. l.842231, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
AN AGREEMENT TO MODIFY THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF SAID DEED OF TRUST 
RECORDED JULY 19, 2004, INSTRUMENT NO. 1889053, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
AN AGREEMENT TO MODIFYTII.E TERMS AND PROV!SIONS OF SAID DEED OF TRUST 
RECORDED NOVEMBER 04, 2004, INSTRUMENT NO. 1910962, OfFICIAL RECORDS. 
13: DEED OF TRUST TO SECURl! AN INDEBTEDNESS OF $l85,000.00, DATED JULY 13, 
. 2004, RECORDED JULY 19, 2004. INSTRUMENT NO. 1889052, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
TRUSTOR: SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, INC. 
ct)tW-T., ~n .o.i.'tt 
TRUSTEE: PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BENEFICIARY: FIRST INTERSTATE BANK 
LOAN NO.: NIA 
AN AGREEMENT TO MODIFY THE TERMS AND PROVISIONS OF SAID DEED OF TRUST 
RECORDED NOVEMBER 04, ·2004. INSTRUMENT NO. 1910963, OFFIClAL RECORDS. 
,.,.,. INFORMATIONAL NOTES: 
WE HAVE MADE A JUDGEMENT SEARCH AGAINST SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, AND FIND 
NONE. 
IN THE EVENT IBAT THIS TRANSACTION FAILS TO CLOSE, A FEE WITH A MINIMUM OF 
$100.00 WILL BE CHARGED TO COMPLY WITH IBE STATE INSURANCE CODE. 
THERE lS NO NOTICE OF RECORD AND THEREFORE NO SEARCH HAS BEEN MADE FOR ANY 
UNPAID ASSESSMENTS, CHARGES OR FEES FORS.EWER, WATER. GARBAGE, IRRIGATION 
AND OTHER POSSIBLE UTILITY SERVICES. . 
IF THE PROPOSED INSURED UNDER THE POLICY TO ISSUE HAS ANY QUESTIONS 
CONCERNING THE SCHEDULE B REQUIREMENTS OR EXCEPTIONS FROM COVERAGE, THE 
COMPANY 'WILL BE PLEASED TO PROVIDE AN EXPLANATION. PLEASE CONTACT THE 
TITLE OFFICER NAMED ON SCHEDULE A OF THIS COMMITMENT. 
LandAmerica. Lawyen Title of Kootenai County 
Policy !ssuing Agent for Lawyers Title Ini.urancc Corpo:ration 65-3263 
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SCHEDULE B • SECTION n 
EXCEPTIONS continued 
ADDRESS: 2315 E. SHERMAN AVENUE, COEUR :0 ALENE, 1D 83814 
co,non, tm .. o . .,,.: 
LandAmerica, J..av.yen Tide of Kootenai County 
Policy J:cisuing Agent for Lawyers Title Insurance Corporatlon 65-3263 
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g LandAmerica 
PRIVACY POLICY NOTICE 
Dear LandAmerica Customer: 
The Financial Services Modernization Act, known as the Gramm~Leach-Bli!~y Act, 
requires us to explain to our customers the ways in which we collect and use 
customer information. 
The statement attached to or on the reverse side of this letter is the privacy policy 
of the LandAmerica family of companies. The three largest members of the family 
"'.""" Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Company, Lawyers Title Insurance 
Corporation, and Transnation Title Insurance Company - may issue policies and 
handle real estate closings in virtually every part of the country. Some companies 
in the family provide other real estate services, and some operate more locally. 
You may review a list of LandAmerica companies on our website (www.tandam.com). 
You may also visit our website for an explanation of our privacy practices relating 
to electronic communication . 
. Our concern with the protection of your information has been a part of our business 
since 1876, when the company that is now Commonwealth Land Title Insurance 
· Company lssued its first policy. We will continue to protect the privacy, accuracy, 
and security of customer information given to us. 
No response to this notice is required, but if you have questions, please write to us: 
LandAmerica Privacy 
P.O. Box 27567 
Richmond, VA 23261-7567. 
LandAmerica lnsuronoe Compani~: Commonwealth Land Title Insurance Cornpany, Commonwealth L.ind Title Insurance 
Company of New Jersey, Industrial Valley Title Insurance Company, Land Title Insurance Company. Lav,,-yers Title 
l11surance Corporation, Title Insurance Company of America, Transnatlon Title lnsuranc~ Company, Transnation Title 
Insurance C.Ompany of New York 
LandAmfiltca Tale Ag_1;mts(wh0Jly.owneidj: American Title Company of Dallas and Fort Worth, Austin Ti1Ie Company, 
ATACO, Inc., Albuquerque Title Company, Atlantic Title & Abstract Company. Capitol City Title Services, Inc., Commercial 
Settlements, Inc., Commonwealth Land Title Company; Corntnonwealth Land Title Company of Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, 
Houston, Puget Sound, and Washington; Congress Abstract Corp., Gulf Atlantic, Lawyers Title Company; Lawyers Title of 
Arizona, El Paso, Nevada, and San Aritonio; New Mexico Title Co., Partners Title Company, Pikes Peak Title Services, 
Property Tltle Ins. Co., Rainier Title Company, Texas OneStop, Texas Title Company. Title Transfer Service, Inc., 
Transnation Title & Escrow, Wilson Title Company 
LandAmerica Tft/1; Agent§ (.Partially own&d}: Bankers A11ianceTltle Agency, Biltmore Abstract, CFS Title Insurance Agency, 
Charleston Title Agency, Charter Title Company of Fort Bend, Chathatn Settlement, E. Title Ageincy. First Growth-
Commonwealth Title Agency, First Title & Escrow, Inc., Four Star Tille Agency, HL Title Agency, Jones & Tatom Title & 
Trust, Land Canada LTD., Land Title Associates, Lawyers Title Galveston, Lion Abstract, Longworth Insured, M/1 Title 
Agency, M .and M Tltle services, National Land Transfer (NJ and PA), NIA/ Lawyers Title Agency, RE/Affirm Title Agency, 
Residential Abstract, Residential Title, Sibcy Cline Title Agency, Tills Affiliates of Central Florida, Naples, Clear.vater. 
Graham, Indian Riv@r, Orlando, Polk County, Tarnpa Bay, and West Central Florida; TransOhio Residential Title Agency, 
TRI Title Agency, iRI-County Title Agency-Michigan, Tri-Slate Title Agency, University Title Services, 
lnspect'/ons, Appraisals, _Mortgage Servicing, and Ancillary Satvices: lnspectech, Inc., LandAmerica One:Stop, Inc., 
LandAmerica Account Sel"llicing, Inc .. LandAmerica Default Service Co .• REalltlcs, TransAccount Services, Inc. 
Form 339~-6 (September 2002) 
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~ This sketch is provided, without charge1 for your information. It is not intended to sl1ow all matters rotated to the property. 
The Company assumes NO LIABILITY 
~l for any matter related to this sketch. 
.#20722 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL AQUISITIONS II, 












) ________________ ) 
Case No. CV 09-3915 
DEPOSITION OF SCOTT M. RASOR, PLS 
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE DEFENDANT 
AT COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 
DECEMBER 8, 2009, AT 1:10 P.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
PATRICIA L. PULLO, CSR 
Notary Public 




MR. ERIK SMITH, Attorney at Law, 607 East Lakeside 
3 · Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, appearing for and on 
behalf of the Plaintiff; 
4 
5 MR. JOEL P. HAZEL and MR. JASON S. WING, Attorneys at 
Law, of the firm of Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & 
6 Toole, P.S., The Spokesman Review Building, 608 
Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 












































ALSO PRESENT: Mr. Kirk Evans 
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THE DEPOSITION OF SCOTT M. RASOR, PLS, was 




December, 2009, at the law offices of Witherspoon, 
Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, 
before M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc., by Patricia 
6 L. Pullo, Court Reporter and Notary Public within and 
7 for the Statl;! of Idaho, to be used in an action pending 
8 in the District Court of the First Judicial District for 
9 the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, 
0 said cause being Case No. CV 09-3915 in said Court. 
1 AND THEREUPON, the following testimony was 
2 adduced, to wit: 
3 SCOTT M. RASOR, PLS, 
4 having been first duly sworn to tell the truth, the 
5 whole truth, and nothing but the truth, relating to said 
6 cause, deposes and says: 
7 EXAMINATION 
8 QUESTIONS BY MR. HAZEL: 
9 Q. Mr. Rasor, I'm Joel Hazel. I represent Global 
O Slgnal Acquisitions, LLC, also known as Crown Castle. 
1 My client likes to be referred to as Crown Castle, so 
2 that's how I refer to them. So If I use Crown Castle, 
3 I'm just letting you know that -- to not ... 
4 A. Okay. Yeah, I saw that name on the -- some of 
5 the documents. 
www .mmcourt.com RASOR, PLS, SCOTT M. 12/8/2009 
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1 Q. But It's the same as the property the -- the 
2 people that lease the cell tower site that Is the 
3 . subject of this dispute. 
4 A. They currently lease It. It's been under 
5 others before that, Sprint and •.. 
6 Q. It has been other names before. 
7 A. Okay. All right. 
8 Q. But they are the successors In Interest to the 
9 original lease. 
10 A. Right. 
11 Q. I know you've been deposed before. I'm not 
12 sure If I've deposed you before. But I know I've had 
13 you on the witness stand before. Just a couple of brief 
14 ground rules. It will be easy for you to anticipate 
15 where my question is going. 
16 A. Oh. 
17 Q. If you give me the courtesy of waiting until I 
18 spit my question out before you answer it, that will 
19 make for a cleaner record. I will try to extend the 
20 same courtesy to you. 
21 A. Okay. 
22 Q. If you don't understand the question, please 
23 ask me to repeat it because I'll assume that you 
24 understood It when you answer. 
25 Uh-huhs and uh-uhs don't show up very well in 
Page 7 
1 the record. So if you can answer audibly and with 
2 words, it will make for a cleaner record. This isn't a 
3 marathon. If you need to take a break, just let me 
4 know. And I'll be fine with it so long as there's not a 
5 question pending. 
6 A. Okay. 
7 Q. Is that fair? 
8 A. Yes. And I'll apologize in advance for uh-huh 
9 and uh-uh. 
10 Q. Everyone does it. We all strive to do that 
11 but don't get to it. 
12 I take it you've been retained by Sherman 
13 Storage, LLC, in this case to conduct a survey? 
14 A. That's correct. 
15 Q, Have you been retained in this litigation --
16 on behalf of the plaintiffs In this litigation? Or is 
17 that ... 
18 A. I guess you would say I was, yes. 
19 Q. I've been told to treat you as an expert for 
20 Sherman Storage, LLC. So that's what I Intend to do. 
21 A. Okay. I think that would be in line with what 
22 I've been doing so far. 
23 Q. When did you first -- give me a quick overview 
24 of your background, training, education and experience 




















too far in-depth. 
A. Started in '79, just out of college, two years 
of college for surveying. I was licensed in Idaho in 
1990, and also licensed in Montana and Washington. And 
I've been doing mostly boundary surveying for that whole 
time, as opposed to a lot of surveyors might do 
construction. And I've done this a few times as well, 
this kind of ... 
Q. Are you familiar with legal descriptions in 
your capacity as a professional land surveyor? 
A. As a boundary surveyor, yes. That's the first 
thing you learn. 
Q .. Ali right. Are you familiar with the vagaries 
of the operation of Idaho law as it relates to land use 
issues? 
A. Vagaries? 
Q. In particular -- I'll get right to the point. 
/ 
Are you aware of general Idaho law as it relates to what 
happens to -- when a street is vacated or right of way 
is vacated? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And how did you become aware of that? 
A. Through encountering those kinds of documents 
over the years and having to decipher them and mark them 
on the ground. 
Page 9 
1 Q. And as a professional land surveyor, what is 
2 it that you do when you conduct a survey? What's the 
3 purpose of a survey? 
4 A. Generally speaking, it's to mark the corners 
5 of the property on the ground. Put the legal 
6 description on the ground. And, of course, it gets into 
7 a lot of -- a lot more than that because there's rarely 
8 a situation where it's that simple. 
9 Q. What is the purpose from a land surveyor 
0 standpoint of setting monuments or pins in the ground in 
1 relationship to a survey? 
2 A. Say that again -- first part of that again. 
3 Q. What is the purpose of --
4 A. The purpose of --
5 Q. -- of monuments? 
6 A. Well, there's different types of monuments. 
7 Sometimes you might have a creek or a -- you know, a 
8 stream or other natural feature that is called for as a 
9 monument. But generally when a surveyor is placing a 
0 monument, you put some kind of a steel, permanent marker 
1 in the ground. 
2 Q. Is the purpose for that for people a hundred 
3 years from now to go and potentially find that and 
understand where your work was or what -- what you were 
doing at'that time? 
www.mmcourt.com RASOR, PLS, SCOTT M. 12/8/2009 
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1 A. Well, you would hope It would last that long. 
2 Don't always. 
3 Q. But sometimes they do? 
4 A. Sometimes they get moved, too, so ... 
5 Q. All right. What Is the purpose in your 
6 opinion as a professional land surveyor and boundary 
7 surveyor of recording a record of_survey with the County 
8 recorder? 
9 A. That was required In Idaho since 1978. Prior 
10 to that, they just stayed with the surveyor and a copy 
11 to the client, And in '78 they realized that it was 
12 important to have those records, those survey records on 
13 file in a permanent fashion so that anyone following 
14 that surveyor or -- or resurveying, surveying next-door 
15 to it or whatever it might be, would have access to 
16 those records. And quite often those, in the past, 
17 before that, those records were lost when someone 
18 retired or died and records just disappear. So it was 
19 an important thing the legislature thought to have those 
20 permanently on file at the recorder's office. 
21 Q. Are recorded records of survey something you 
22 rely on as a professional land surveyor when -- what 
23 somebody has done before something you rely on when you 
24 go to survey a property that is partially impacted by a 
25 previous survey? 
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1 A. That reliance is something we have to be 
2 careful of. Because If you accept the work of a prior 
3 registrant, blindly accept, you take on the full 
4 liability for that work that you've accepted. So 
5 although it's helpful to us to have those records, we 
6 don't always rely upon them a hundred percent. 
7 Q. Okay. Would it be fair to say that you use 
8 those as a guide, but you can sometimes stray from those 
9 if they -- If you find them to be incorrect? 
10 A. Well, it's always helpful to have it because 
11 they've done a lot of work -- the groundwork that you 
12 would otherwise have to start from scratch with. But 
13 you're always verifying what the previous surveyor 
14 has -- surveyors have done before you make the final 
15 decisions on where to set your monuments. 
16 MR. HAZEL: I'm going to have this marked. 
17 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 14 was 
18 marked for identification.) 
19 BY MR. HAZEL: 
20 Q, You've been handed Exhibit 14 which Is 
21 something I found digging through your file before your 
22 deposition. What Is Exhibit 14? 
23 A. It's a copy of the plat of GIimore Addition to 
24 Coeur d'Alene as It was filed In the public record. 
25 Q. Glenmore or GIimore? 























Q. And this was a -- this was platted or recorded 
or approved on May 1907, correct? 
A. That's the date that it was drawn. The 
recording information is in this little box here. I'm 
not sure I can read what that says, if that's the same 
or not. 
Q. I guess what I'm trying to get at is this is 
old; circa 1907? 
A. This says July 1907. 
Q. All right. 
A. The recording date. 
Q. All right. And the property in question is 
somewhat depicted on this original plat of Glenmore 
Addition in that the property in dispute is near Block 
22 of Glenmore Addition. Would you agree with me? 
A. Yes. 
/ 
Q. And then there's also Block 21 of Glenmore 
Addition that is sort of implicated in this case 
although not in dispute? 
A. Right. 
Q. What is the demarcation, at least back in 
1907, of where does Block 21 end and Block 22 start of 
Glenmore Addition? 
A. The street -- 24th Street defines the 
Page 13 
1 separation between those two blocks. 
2 Q. Would it be the center line of 24th Street? 
. 3 A. Well, when the plat's recorded, the street is 
4 dedicated and was out of private ownership subject to a 
5 future vacation, but ... 
6 Q. You would agree that there is a reversionary 
7 right of the adjoining lot owners to the dedicated 
8 public right of way, would you not? 
9 A. Within the boundaries of the -- of the 
0 subdivision plat, yes. 
1 Q. All right. 
2 A. On the exterior it's treated maybe 
3 differently. 
4 Q. But on the Interior, for purposes of this 
5 particular case, say Lot 12 of Block 21 and Lot 4 of 
6 Block 22 had a reversionary interest in 24th Street. 
7 Would you agree with that? 
8 A. That was subject to the authorities making 
9 that kind of decision, you know, the City and so forth. 
O But yes. 
1 Q. Whoever -- if It's abandoned --
2 A. Yes. Right. 
3 Q. -- you would agree that there's a reversionary · 
4 interest in those particular two lots? 
5 A. Right. Yes. 
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1 Q. All right. 
2 A. Yes. 
3 Q. Now, if you look at Exhibit 1, which was used 
4 in the previous deposition and is at the top of your 
5 pile. And would you recognize this to be not a scale 
6 map but a general depiction, probably an assessor's map, 
7 of portions of Glenmore Addition, Block 21 and 22? 
8 A. This is an assessor's map. And, yes, It does 
9 show that area in question. 
10 Q. Okay. 
11 A. At a certain date. Of course, this is -- this 
12 is an older one. 
13 Q. Sometime between 1907 and present day the 
14 federal government put Interstate 90 in and took out 
15 part of Block 22 of Glenmore Addition, correct? 
16 A. Right. Yes. 
17 Q. And a portion of Lot 4 remains of Block 22, 
18 correct? 
19 A. Also part of Lot 3. 
20 Q. Right. 
21 A. Yes. 
22 Q. All right. Have you looked at the chain of 
23 title of the property ownership of the property in 
24 question, specifically vacated 24th Street and Lot 4 of 
25 Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
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1 A. Enough of the chain to know what you're 
2 speaking of, yes. 
3 Q. All right. In front of you is Exhibit 2 in 
4 which the Wallace Family Trust acquired Lot 4 and Lot 3 
5 of Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
6 A. Correct. Yes. 
7 Q. Is it also your understanding that at some 
8 point the Wallace Family Trust also owned most of Block 
9 21, Glenmore Addition? 
10 A. That's my understanding, yes. 
11 Q. So Block 21, 22 in the vacated portions of 
12 24th Street was commonly owned at one point is your 
13 understanding? 
14 A. I think there was some Lakeside Avenue in 
15 that, too, and the alleys as well, yes. 
16 Q. All right. If you'd turn to Exhibit 3, I'll 
17 submit to you that this Is the ordinance whereby the 
18 City of Coeur d'Alene vacated Lakeside Avenue and 
19 portions of 24th Street. If you'll turn to the second 
20 page. 
21 A. Was that a question? Yes, this is --
22 Q. Is It --
23 A. Is It? It is. 
24 Q. Yeah. Do you agree with me that that's what 
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loud or read it to yourself. 
A. That said vacated property shall revert to the 
adjacent property owners. 
Q. What does that mean to you as a professional 
land surveyor or a professional boundary surveyor? 
A. That means by operation of law, when a street 
is vacated, the rights of the vacated portion go to the 
adjoining property owners. 
Q. So in this case, as of the date of this 
ordinance, which was October 26th, 1989, what reverted 
to the owner of Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
A. That's what you would see on this Exhibit 1, 
the assessor's map showing those carets attaching half 
of vacated 24th Street going to Block 22 and half of it 
going to 21. 
Q. So the eastern half of vacated 24th Street 
reverted to Lot 4 of Block 22, correct? 
/ 
A. Correct. 
Q. And the western half of vacated 24th Street 
reverted to Lot 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. All right. Given the reversionary interest 
of the eastern half of vacated 24th Street to Lot 4, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition, is it necessary to further 
reference vacated 24th Street or is simply referring to 
Page 17 
Lot 4 enough to include reference to the reversionary 
interest? 
A. As you can see, this document becomes a public 
record as instrument 1164732. 
Q. You're talking about Exhibit 3, the ordinance? 
A. The Exhibit 3, the·ordinance of vacation. So 
in that situation, having a document and a legal 
description that describes the part that's vacated, I 
would think that you'd want to refer to that somehow in 
any future legal descriptions. 
Q. If I told you the day after October 26th, 
1989, to go find for me and survey me Lot 4 of Block 22, 
Glenmore Addition, what would you survey for me? 
A. I would go back to the original plat, which is 
this Exhibit 14, and try to put that -- reproduce that 
on the ground. 
Q. Okay. Would you include to the center line of 
vacated 24th Street as part of Lot 4? 
A. Only if I knew that it was vacated. 
Q. And you know that it's vacated because it's 
the day after October -- it's October 27th, 1989, and 
I've handed you this ordinance. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Would you --
A. Yes. But then I would also have to have in a 
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1 deed something saying that my client owns that and my 
2 client instructing me to include that in the survey. 
3 . Because they could have deeded it off to somebody else. 
4 Q. Okay. But would you agree with me that after 
5 October 26, 1989, If no one had deeded off the eastern 
6 half of vacated 24th Street, that reference of Lot 4 
7 would include up to the center line of vacated 24th 
8 Street? 
9 A. Not necessarily. 
10 Q. Why not? 
11 A. I'd still have to have instructions from the 
12 client that owns Lot 4 telling me "I also own the 
13 vacated street, and I'd like you to put monuments 
14 defining everything I own." He could be asking me to 
15 just stake the lot corners of Lot 4 and leave out the 
16 right of way because they have other plans for it. 
17 Q. You don't know? 
18 A. I don't know that. 
19 Q. So just reference to Lot 4 in your opinion 
20 isn't enough to get you to the center line? 
21 A. No, it is not. 
22 Q. Why not? 
23 A. Just from what I said. 
24 Q. They could have given it away? 
25 A. It could go anywhere. Yeah. 
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1 Q, All right. Let's take a look at Exhibit 4. I 
2 take it you've reviewed this document? 
3 A. I've seen this, yes. 
4 Q. And it references Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
5 Addition, correct? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. And it has a depiction of leased area, 
8 correct? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Have you measured where the center line of 
11 vacated 24th Street is in relation to my client's cell 
12 tower site? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q, How many feet from the center line of vacated 
15 24th Street Is It to where my client's cell tower site 
16 begins? And If you need to refer to other documents, 
17 please do. 
18 A. I will have to, yes. 
19 Q. Just let me know what you're referring to. 
20 (Brief pause.) 
21 THE WITNESS: So I'll refer to a record of 
22 survey that I filed in book 6, page 145. 
23 BY MR. HAZEL: 
24 Q, And that was filed on when? March 19th, 2009? 












































A. Yeah, March 20th. 
MR. HAZEL: Just go off the record. 
(Discussion off the record.) 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
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Q. Let's go ahead and continue with the 
questioning. We'll get a copy of the March 19th, 2009, 
record of survey that's been filed with the County. 
What is the distance between the center line 
of vacated 24th Street and measuring eastward towards my 
client's cell tower site? How many feet is that to 
where it starts? 
A. Let me refer to another one of these 
documents, if I may --
Q. Please do. 
A. -- that I have. 
(Brief pause.) 
THE WITNESS: Well, there's no place that I 
/ 
actually show that measurement. But I can tell you that 
it's about 17 feet. 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. It's about 17 feet to where the --
A. From the center. 
Q. -- from the center line to where my client's 
cell tower site commences, correct? 
A. And those -- that dimension is not going to be 
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exact because I understand they built the cell tower 
according to -- according to where the street was paved 
previously. 
Q. All right. 
A. And so there was a curb line there that they 
built up to. 
Q. There was a curb line where? 
A. That the cell tower site was built westward up 
to It. 
Q. That was potentially within the right of way 
but wasn't the exact street, correct? 
A. It was within the right of way, yes. It 
wasn't on the right of way. It was inside the right of 
way by -- by what dimension I do show which is 12 and a 
half feet. 
Q. All right. All right. So looking at Exhibit 
4, If one were to look at Exhibit A, which Is the PCS 
site agreement --
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q, -- and the diagram there on Exhibit 4 -- well, 
let me find the exhibit that's actually recorded. Hold 
on real quick. 
A. That's Exhibit 6? 
Q, Right. If you turn to page 3 of Exhibit 6, 
which Is the same diagram as Exhibit 4, and you went out 
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1 and measured 17 feet from the center line, you would be 
2 within the vacated 24th Street right of way, would you 
3 not? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q. And this document was recorded in Kootenai 
6 County in 1996, was it not? If you look at the front 
7 page right there. (Pointing.) 
8 A. Oh. That's correct. 
9 Q. Take a look at Exhibit No. 7 which Is the 
10 larger record of survey. 
11 A. All right. 
12 Q. What is this document? 
13 A. This is a record of survey by Welch-Corner, 
14 Doug Black. 
15 Q. And the date on it is? 
16 A. January 22nd, 1997. 
17 Q. What was the purpose of this survey? 
18 A. This survey was performed at the request of 
19 Capital Land Services, Inc., for the purpose of 
20 monumenting a lease site, their project name Tubbs Hill, 
21 cascade number so and so. 
22 Q. And does this survey in fact monument a lease 
23 site? 
24 MR. SMITH: Object to the form of the 
25 question. 
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1 THE WITNESS: It monuments something. I don't 
2 know. It doesn't tell you on here what they're 
3 monumenting as far as a legal description. 
4 BY MR. HAZEL: 
5 Q. But looking in the center of It near what we 
6 know to be Lot 4, Block 22, It monuments an area, does 
7 it not? 
8 A. Yes. And once again, looking at someone 
9 else's record of survey, it becomes my responsibility as 
10 a surveyor following in the footsteps of everyone that 
11 came before me to check out their work. And I could not 
12 find a deed it represented with a legal description what 
13 he monumented. 
14 Q. But it's a lease. There wouldn't be a deed, 
15 would there? 
16 A. A deed -- well, okay. A document on file with 
17 a legal description that represented what he monumented. 
18 Q, All right. But this was in -- this Is a 
19 record of survey. And do you agree that a record of 
20 survey can be construed under Idaho law as a conveyance? 
21 A. My understanding of record of surveys and the 
22 purpose that the record of survey law was created was 
23 not for title purposes, just for Information purposes. 
24 Q, Okay. 
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generation, the next surveyor, whatever. Whenever 
someone else Is In that area doing other surveys, this 
is for them to pick up and use. And to extend that use 
Into the pseudo plats, which some people try to do and 
some jurisdictions, some counties or cities try to do 
that by putting, you know, other things on here, really 
goes beyond the scope of what a record of survey was 
intended for. 
And so for me to look at this and say this has 
somehow validity with regard to transfer of title or 
creating title, you know, It doesn't. 
Q. I'm not-arguing that It creates any title. 
Would you agree that this survey properly monuments the 
current location of the cell tower site my client has on 
the property In question? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And had someone bothered to look, after 
January 22nd, 1997, one would have found this record of 
survey presumably, correct? 
A. I found It. 
Q. Right. 
So certainly while as a professional land 
surveyor I'm not asking you to say that this constitutes 
any conveyance. But it certainly puts someone on notice 
that there is a monumented lease site on the property in 
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question as of January 22nd, 1997. 
A. Well, you know, that's -- that's kind of the 
point I was trying to make earlier when I said that you 
need to check out what others have done, because there 
are surveys that get recorded with an intent or a 
purpose in mind which never really -- sometimes never 
really happens. In other words, he could have been told 
to go monument this certain legal description, which I 
couldn't find, and then they actually end up 
recording --
Q. Building something --
A. -- building something different, recording 
documents that represent something different. So that's 
why I say the record of survey is only valuable to 
another surveyor with regards to the measurements and 
other geometry and so forth that's shown on them. 
Because It doesn't -- it isn't really representative of 
a title kind of search or any kind of --
Q. I think you're missing my point. I'm not 
asking about title to the underlying real property. 
A. Yeah. But I did get your point when you asked 
me when I look at this, do I think that that's where 
that cell tower is going to be If I go out and 
physically inspect and look on the ground. I'm going to 
say not necessarily. 
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1 Q. Well, you've looked at and specifically 
2 measured where this particular cell tower Is, haven't 
3 . you? 
4 A. Yes. Yes. And in this case --
5 Q. Does It comport with this record of survey 
6 which Is Exhibit 77 
7 A. It does. But just looking at the paperwork, 
8 without going on the ground and knowing how to find 
9 these corner monuments, you wouldn't necessarily come to 
10 that conclusion. 
11 Q, Well, I understand that. 
12 A. Okay. 
13 Q. But this is In the record and at least would 
14 lead you to go talk to someone like you and say, hey, 
15 will you verify where this Is on the ground, right? 
16 A. If you understood -- you know, as a layperson 
17 If you understood what that represents and how to read 
18 It. 
19 Q. Right. 
20 A. It's like reading blueprints, you know, 
21 architects and builders can but a layperson can't 
22 always. 
23 Q. You've looked at chain of title of Lot 4 and 
24 vacated 24th Street and Lots 12 and 1 in this case, have 
25 you not? And I might be get the blocks wrong. 
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1 A. I've looked at? 
2 Q. You've looked at -- you have an understanding 
3 of who owned the property in question at what time, 
4 don't you, from looking at documents? 
5 A. Well, I understood that my client, Sherman 
6 Storage, owned what they were asking me to survey and 
7 mark on the ground, yes. 
8 Q. All right. Do you know who owned the property 
9 in question on January 22nd, 19977 And by "the property 
10 In question," I'll just as a shorthand reference talk 
11 about vacated 24th Street and Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, 
12 Glenmore Addition. So do you know who owned it as of 
13 19977 
14 A. Didn't we talk about that earlier? 
15 Q. Yes. 
16 A. With regards to the Wallace Family Trust. 
17 Q. Right. So as of January 22nd, 1997, the 
18 Wallace Family Trust owned all of vacated 24th Street 
19 and Lot 4, correct? 
20 A. That's my understanding. 
21 Q. All right, 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And I think the title documents would bear 
24 that out. 



























Q. Do you know how long the cell tower site has 
been In place at Its current location? 
A. I did have some other documents --
Q. Okay. 
A. -- that might -- I don't know that exactly. 
But just from other things I've seen. 
Did you mix this up? 
Q. I didn't try to. 
A. This was supplied to me --
Q. When you say "this," can you just Identify 
what it is. 
A. Which Is some kind of a -- a --
MR. SMITH: Use the GSA number. That's 
Mr. Hazel's numbers. Down at the very bottom there, the 
Bates stamp. 
THE WITNESS: Oh, GSA 00002. 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. Those are documents that my clients provided 
in discovery if it has that Bates number. 
A. Okay. 
Q. And that Is a Coffman Engineers' document? 
A. Right. 
Q, All right. 
A. And so this was 2001. And I think it's a plan 
modification to the site. 
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1 Q. So at some point it was in place, and then it 
2 was modified -- how was it modified according to those 
3 documents, as you read them? 
4 A. Well, they're marking things on here that were 
5 existing and proposed. 
6 Q. Did they expand the footprint of the cell 
7 tower site in those 2001 documents? 
8 A. Maybe. If you consider the legal description 
9 that describes the cell tower site and the PCS and other 
O documents. 
1 Q. And what legal description are you referring 
2 to? That they referto as Lot 4 7 
3 A. Lot -- yeah. 
4 Q, Lot 4. 
5 A. (Nodding.) 
6 Q, And as we discussed before, you don't believe 
7 that Lot 4 is a shorthand version that includes up to 
8 the center line of 24th Street? 
9 A. No, I don't. 
O So if you see on this drawing some proposed 
1 equipment, backboard and new chain-link fence, gates and 
2 accessories and so forth, you know, maybe they did some 
3 Improvements within that right of way -- that vacated 
right of way that extended beyond Lot 4's boundary. 
Q. But It was all owned by the Wallace Family 
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1 Trust at the time they built the cell tower site, 1 
2 correct? 2 
3 A. Yes, I believe so. Yes. 3 
4 Q. And it's been there for several years? 4 
5 A. Yes. 5 
6 Q. If you'll take a look at Exhibit 9. 6 
7 A. (Complying.) 7 
8 Q. And Exhibit 9 is a warranty deed from Mary Jo 8 
9 Wallace to Sherman Self Storage, Inc., in 2002. 9 
10 A. Okay. 0 
11 Q. Use whatever map makes the most sense to you. 1 
12 But can you tell me what the legal description -- what 2 
13 property is composed of the legal description that is 3 
14 set forth in the warranty deed that's Exhibit 9? And 4 
15 you're looking at Exhibit 1 for your map; is that right? 5 
16 A. Yes. And that's the drawing that I would say 6 
17 represents what this legal description is describing. 
/ 
7 
18 Q. Okay. Hold on for just a second. All right. 8 
19 Go ahead and tell me what it is describing. 
20 A. Lots 1 through 12 in Block 21 -- 0 
21 Q. Right. 
22 A. -- of Glenmore Addition, and together with the 
23 vacated alley which is lying within the Block 21. And 
24 you can see the -- on this drawing the connections by 
25 these carets --
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1 Q. Right. 1 
2 A. -- of the actual lot with those -- this 2 
3 vacated alley in this case. 3 
4 Q. Right. 4 
5 A. And also together with those portions of 5 
6 vacated Lakeside Avenue and 24th Street .that attach by 6 
7 operation of law. And you also see those carets 7 
8 attached to the street around these Lots 1 through 6 and 8 
9 12. 9 
10 Q. All right. And so.those portions of vacated 0 
11 24th Street that attach by operation of law are to the 1 
12 center line of vacated 24th Street, are they not? .2 
13 A. That's the way I would interpret it, yes. 3 
14 Q. In fact, there's a caret on -- even though 4 
15 it's obscured by the number 22, there's a caret on what 5 
16 is Lot 3 of Block 22, correct? 6 
17 A. Yes. 7 
18 Q, And so that would attach by operation of 8 
19 law -- that portion of vacated 24th Street would attach 9 
20 to Lot 4 -- or 3, correct? 0 
21 A. Correct. 1 
22 Q, And presumably, although it's obscured by the 2 
23 property number, that portion of vacated 24th Street 3 
24 would attach by operation of law to Lot 4? 4 
25 A. Correct. 5 
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Q. So this warranty deed, Exhibit 9, did not 
transfer, in your opinion as a professional land 
surveyor, the eastern half of vacated 24th Street, did 
it? 
A. No. 
Q. Take a look at Exhibit 10. 
A. (Complying.) 
Q. This is a warranty deed that was recorded on 
May 22nd, 2009, from Sherman Self Storage, Inc., to 
Sherman Storage, LLC, the current owner. And if you 
look at the legal description, what was transferred by 
way of this deed? 
A. Parcel 1 is the same thing as we just went 
through in Exhibit 9. And Parcel 2 is in Block 24, 
Lots 7 and 8. 
Q. Doesn't relate to what's at issue in this 
case, does it? 
A. And Parcel 3 is also in Block 24. 
Q. Okay. Would this deed and legal description, 
in your opinion as a professional land surveyor, convey 
the eastern half of vacated 24th Street as it is 
adjacent to Lots 3 and 4 of Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
A. No. 
Q. Have you reviewed Exhibit 11 in your 
preparation of this case? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And that is a judgment entered by Judge 
Luster, correct, in a case --
A. Right. 
Q. -- not involving my client and not involving 
any current parties to the litigation. 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did Mary Jo Wallace own Lot 4 or was it the 
Mary Jo Wallace Trust? 
Didn't the Wallace Family Trust own Lots 3 and 
4 of Block 22, Glenmore Addition? 
A. Say that again. 
Q. Didn't Wallace Family Trust own Lots 3 and 4? 
A. I believe that's correct. Yes. 
Q. Mary Jo Wallace Individually did not own Lots 
3 and 4, did she? 
A. Okay. I don't know what the connection is 
between her and the Trust, so I, you know, don't ... 
Q. You understand that a trust is different than 
an individual? 
A. Sure. But there could be somebody within the 
trust that has the authority to do things, depending on 
how the trust documents are set up, right? 
Q. But this judgment was against -- this lawsuit 
was against only Mary Jo Wallace, an individual, not the 
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1 Mary Jo Wallace Trust. 
2 A. Well, that's what this says. 
3 Q. Yeah. And this judgment did attempt to quiet 
4 title to the easterly half of vacated 24th Street as it 
5 is adjacent to Lots 3 and 4, correct? 
6 A. Correct. 
7 Q. All right. And if you'll look at Exhibit 12. 
8 A. (Complying.) 
9 Q. That is a quitclaim deed from Sherman Self 
10 Storage, Inc., to Sherman Storage, LLC, that purports to 
11 transfer the easterly half of vacated 24th Street, 
12 correct? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. Would you agree that Sherman Self Storage --
15 that there is a break in the chain of title between the 
16 Mary Jo Wallace Trust and Sherman Self Storage, Inc., 
17 and Sherman Storage because there is no link between 
18 Mary Jo Wallace, an unmarried person, and the owner of 
19 the property, the Wallace Family Trust, as to the 
20 eastern half of vacated 24th Street? 






























Q. Please do. 
(Brief pause.) 
THE WITNESS: I think that was in the same 
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case. Is this ... 
(Document tendered.) 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. Yeah, this is not signed by a judge. It's 
just signed by a lawyer, which doesn't mean anything in 
the case. 
A. Yeah, yeah. Okay. I see that. So what is --
what is it that's being referred to In -- which I don't 
see in your exhibits here -- the survey by Walt Dale 
that refers to eastern portion of vacated 24th Street 
according to judgment recorded under instrument 
number -- let me find It here -- oh, judgment in case 
No. CR 037890. Yeah. So that's ... 
Q. They quieted title against the wrong party Is 
what I say. 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. They did not quiet title as to the owner of 
the property. Mr. Rasor, If I didn't own property and I 
gave you a deed to property I didn't own, what would you 
believe Its legal effect to be as a professional land 
surveyor? 
A. Would I necessarily have to have the full 
understanding of those kinds of Issues If I was asked to 
go out and stake --
Q. I'm not asking you to go out and stake. I'm 
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1 asking you as -- you think in your expert opinion --
2 A. I'm just -- I'm just throwing that out as a --
3 Q. I contend that there is a break in the chain 
4 of title between the owner of the property and that the 
5 property Is currently still titled in the Wallace Family 
6 Trust. 
7 A. I see that's where you're going, yeah. 
8 Q. And Mary Jo Wallace, while title was quieted 
9 in someone else's favor as against a non-owner --
0 A. Mm-hmm. 
1 Q. -- in my opinion that's a nullity. What do 
2 you say as a professional land surveyor? 
3 A. I say it's an issue that my clients would have 
4 to take somewhere else to resolve. 
5 Q. And that's where we're heading. Can you take 
6 a look at Exhibit 13 which is a title report. You rely 
7 on title commitments? 
/ 
8 A. All the time. 
9 Q. All right. And would you agree with me that 
0 Parcel 2 and Parcel 1 are the properties -- as described 



























Q. And according to the title report, as of 
December 1st, 2008, what entity had title? The Wallace 
Family Trust, to Parcel 2? 
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A. Yes. 
Q. And the title report indicates that Sherman 
Storage, LLC, has title to Parcel 1, right? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And that's the eastern half vacated. 
Where is the document that shows the clear 
chain of title between the Wallace Family Trust -- the 
entity the Wallace Family Trust and Sherman Storage, 
LLC? 
A. I haven't seen one. 
Q. You're relying on the judgment, correct? 
A. Well, that's --
Q. The judgment and the quitclaim deed? 
A. -- that's all I have in my file. So if 
there's anything else existing out there, I don't have 
it. I haven't seen it. 
Q. Would you agree with me that there is not a 
clear chain of title between the Wallace Family Trust as 
it relates to the easterly half of vacated 24th Street 
and Sherman Storage, LLC? 
A. Well, based on what you've -- what you've 
explained here, there seems to be some kind of question. 
Q. You would agree that there Is a break in the 
chain of title, absent some other document that we 
haven't seen? 
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1 A. Absent some other document. 
2 MR. HAZEL: Thank you. I'm just going to 
3 make ... 
4 MR. SMITH: Are you going to start Into his? 
5 MR. HAZEL: Hmm? 
6 MR. SMITH: Five-minute break before you start 
7 with his? 
8 MR. HAZEL: Start who? 
9 MR. SMITH: Are you going to start his 
10 documents now? 
11 MR. HAZEL: Yeah. We can take a five-minute 
12 break. 
13 (A short break was taken.) 
14 (Whereupon, Deposition Exhibit No. 15 was 
15 marked for identification.) 
16 THE WITNESS: Can I go back to the previous 
17 question? 
18 MR. HAZEL: Sure. 
19 THE WITNESS: And show you the current 
20 assessor's map? 
21 MR. HAZEL: Sure. 
22 (Document tendered.) 
23 THE WITNESS: And how they are depicting 
24 ownership of that. 
25 MR. HAZEL: You may. 
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1 BY MR. HAZEL: 
2 Q. Is the assessor always right? 
3 A. No. No. Of course not. 
4 Q. Okay. 
5 A. Just an interesting --
6 Q. Your point is the assessor is showing 
7 ownership of -- to the lot line of Lot 4 in Sherman 
8 Storage, LLC, correct? 
9 A. Correct. 
10 Q. All right. But we've established that there's 
11 a break in the chain of custody -- or the chain of 
12 title. Sorry. I used to be a prosecutor. 
13 A. With the documents that you've shown me, yes. 
14 Q. Right. 
15 Let's take a look at Exhibit 15, which is 
16 something I obtained from your file. 
17 A. Okay. 
18 Q. Why don't you go ahead and tell me what 
19 Exhibit 15 is designed for. What caused you to create 
20 Exhibit 15? 
21 A. Our client asked us to make this exhibit to 
22 show as a visual his understanding of what he owns and 
23 where the cell tower site --
24 
25 
Q. And by "he" do you mean Mr. Evans? 



























Q. Who is the managing member of Sherman Self 
Storage, LLC? 
A. Okay. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And the, you know, relationship between the 
street -- 24th Street, the cell tower site legal 
description and various documents that were provided to 
me to note on these, you know, different pages of this 
exhibit, to try and demonstrate a point that -- that the 
cell tower site was built outside of the legally 
described boundaries. 
Q. Contained in the lease agreement? 
A. Right. And that it encroaches onto, arguably 
at this point, I suppose, what Mr. Evans thought he 
owned, which is ail of 24th Street vacated. 
Q. Including the easterly half? 
A. Yes. And at that point in time, I tended to 
,; 
agree with him. So we produced these exhibits showing 
the effects of the encroachment of the cell tower site 
onto his -- what he thought he owned, Mr. Evans. 
Q. Is it your opinion now that he doesn't own the 
eastern half of vacated 24th Street? 
A. No. I don't think I would be the one to say 
that. You know, it's not my -- I think that goes beyond 
my expertise to be able to interpret those documents to 
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1 that level. You know, I mean, there's a judgment there 
2 that clearly tries to do something. Is there an intent 
3 that they missed the mark on? I don't know. 
4 Q. They sued the wrong party. 
5 A. You know, that very weUmay be true. But 
6 it's deceived several of us, if that's the way it ends 
7 up. So ... 
8 Q. Is it your opinion as a professional land 
9 surveyor that Crown Castle or any of its predecessors 
0 built the cell tower site outside the legal description 
1 set forth in the lease? 
2 A. Is it my opinion that they did? 
3 Q. Yes. 
4 A. The legal description as it's worded, they 
5 definitely have. 
6 Q. Will you show me where? Show me how you 
7 arrive at that opinion. 
8 A. So going back to Exhibits 3 -- no -- 4 and 5. 
9 And 5 is the one you said was recorded. 
O Q. Correct. 
1 A. The legal description on the Exhibit A --
2 Q. Mm-hmm. 
3 A. -- says a parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 
22 --
Q. Hold on. What are you looking at, 6? 
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A. 5. 
Q. All right. 5. Hold on. 6 has a record 
3 . number. 5 might not. So we might as well use the right 
4 one. 
5 A. Okay. Then we'll go to Exhibit 6. 
6 MR. SMITH: Just for my information, 4 and 5 
7 weren't recorded, just 6 was recorded? 
8 MR. HAZEL: As I understand it, the only one 
9 in my possession that I have is 6. Although it is 
10 duplicative and redundant of documents that are 
11 contained in 5. 
12 MR. SMITH: Right. 
13 MR. HAZEL: Only Exhibit B to the PCS site 
14 agreement was recorded. And, you know, all pages of 
15 that were recorded. All pages that have the record 
16 stamp on it were recorded. 
17 MR. SMITH: Four pages, okay -- five. Sorry. 
18 GSA 5 through 9. 
19 MR. HAZEL: Correct. 
20 MR. SMITH: Okay. 
21 MR. HAZEL: That is my understanding. 
22 MR. SMITH: All right. And that's Exhibit 6? 
23 MR. HAZEL: That is Exhibit 6. 
24 THE WITNESS: So on Exhibit A of that 
25 document --
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1 BY MR. HAZEL: 
2 Q. Right. 
3 A. -- there is a legal description. 
4 Q. That talks about Lot 4, Block 22? 
5 A. Parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
6 Addition to Coeur d'Alene according to the plat so and 
7 so. 
8 Q. And so your contention is that does not 
9 include the easterly half of vacated 24th? 
10 A. Well, I mean, take it for yourself. That it 
11 says according to the plat recorded in book B, page 123. 
12 Go back to the plat. 
13 Q. And the plat shows Lot 4? 
14 A. Yeah. 
15 Q. Okay. 
16 A. And then it goes on in this one to say, 
17 Excepting therefrom that portion lying within the right 
18 of way boundaries of highway -- Interstate 90. So if 
19 you see that they do include that kind of language, why 
20 would they exclude this vacated street if It intended to 
21 include it? 
22 And then -- now, to back that up, there's 
23 other documents that I have --
24 Q. Let me -- while we're still on Exhibit 6 --
25 and I do want to know why your opinions are. But you 
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1 would agree with me that there's a schematic, a sketch 
2 that's not to scale but that does show the leased area 
3 17 feet from the center line, which you indicated 
4 encroaches into the right of way, right? 
5 A. Well, once again, you know, who's drawing the 
6 sketch, and was It the intent to convey that to what 
7 they've drawn or to build it there? I mean, is -- is --
8 Q. I think this is just --
9 A. -- was there a disconnect between what was 
O legally described and what was actually designed and 
1 built? Because this --
2 Q. There's no conveyance --
3 A. -- because this comes out of -- comes out of 
4 some site plan --
5 Q. Right. 
6 A. -- this drawing. 
7 Q. This is just notice that there's a lease on 
8 the real property. Would you agree, as a professional 
9 land surveyor? 
O A. Yes. 
1 Q. There's a lease on the property set forth in 
2 the sketch and as described, right? 
3 A. Well, you know, arguably on Lot 4 only. 
4 Q. Okay. But the sketch extends outside the 



























A. I only know that because I know what the line 
that's this -- this double dashed line --
Q. The crosshatched line on the right side? 
A. No. This one in the center of 24th Street --
Q. Okay. 
A. -- is intended to represent a center line of 
the street. 
Q. Okay. 
A. And that there's a dimension of 17 feet. 
Q. Right. 
A. Which is about half of a 34-foot paved 
curb-to-curb street. 
Q. Right. 
A. Which does not Include the total 60-foot right 
of way. 
Q. Correct. 
A. Well, now, who looking at this would know that 
besides ... 
Q. It would certainly make you wonder, Is 
there -- is the property I'm buying subject to a lease, 
wouldn't it? 
A. Well, if It was me looking at it, I would 
question that, but -- you know. 
Q, All right. 
A. Anyway, so --
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1 Q. That's the point. 
2 A. -- so here you have other documents, that I 
3 . don't see in your exhibits, which were provided to me at 
4 some point. 
5 Q. Go ahead and tell me. 
6 A. Now, these are marked as 20 and 21. And they 
7 must have come from exceptions in title reports at some 
8 point. 
9 Q. All right. 
10 A. Instrument Nos. 1988802, 1967338. And within 
11 those you have legal descriptions that describe this 
12 Kootenai, Idaho, site, Parcel No. 54R and 57R. And 
13 those two descriptions are describing only Lots 3 and 
14 Lot 4 except the Interstate 90 right of way. Nothing 
15 about a vacated 24th Street. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. So the conclusion being the intent of the 
/ 
18 document that you're referring to as this PCS site 
19 agreement in your group of exhibits here, you know, they 
20 followed through in the future descriptions with that 
21 same description of Lot 4 on Block 22 with no mention of 
22 the vacated right of way. So all you have to indicate 
23 that is this drawing, that intent, if that's what it 
24 was. 
25 Q. Right. And the --
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1 A. And where it's built. And where it's actually 
2 built. 
3 Q. -- and the physical location --
4 A. Sure. 
5 Q. -- If you were to look at a piece of real 
6 property and you see that there's a big cell tower site 
7 with a chain-link fence on property you thought was 
8 yours, you might ask some questions, right? 
9 A. If you thought It was yours and you didn't 
10 think that was part of -- actually part of Lot 4. 
11 Q. All right. And we know from the deeds that 
12 you've looked at that Sherman Self Storage did not 
13 initially acquire the eastern half of 24th Street, if it 
14 ever did? 
15 A. Right. It was through that judgment --
16 Q. And quitclaim deed. 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. Okay. 
19 A. And so therefore the --
20 Q. And there was a lls pendens about that lawsuit 
21 In the chain of title; isn't that right? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q, So you understand what constructive notice is? 
24 A. Sure. 
25 Q. Whoever was purchasing this property, In this 
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1 case Sherman Self Storage, is on constructive notice of 
2 all the documents in the chain of title, right? That's 
3 your understanding as a professional land surveyor? 
4 A. Yeah. I guess if we weren't relying on title 
5 companies and we were still using abstracts, we would 
6 have that passed to the next owner. But we rely on 
7 title companies so much that we don't always --
8 Q. Have you seen the title report that was issued 
9 prior to the closing In which Sherman Self Storage 
0 acquired the property in question? Because the only one 
1 I have is the one asked for In anticipation of this 
2 litigation in 2008. I understand there was one in 2006. 
3 A. Yeah. This is it here. 
4 MR. HAZEL: All right. May I see that? 
5 (Document tendered.) 
6 BY MR. HAZEL: 
7 Q. And you got this from Scott Skolrud from the 
8 title company? 
9 A. Yes. 
0 Q. On September 24th, 2008? 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Would you agree with me that the legal 

























report that you've just provided me does not include the 
eastern half of vacated 24th Street? 
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A. That's correct. 
Q. You would agree with me that typically a 
property purchaser will have the title company insure 
what he thinks he's buying, correct? 
A. Yes, of course. Unless there was some pending 
issue on the part that was in -- in a court case and 
maybe there was representations that once the court case 
Is resolved, you know, transfer of that title will 
occur. 
Q. Okay. All right. 
A. So, anyway, that was -- I was going to say 
that's -- based on those arguments from my side of 
understanding how I understood this, that's why I 
produced these exhibits to show. 
Q. Looking at page 2 of Exhibit 15 --
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. -- Is there any way to tell measurement-wise 
exactly how far it is from the western end of the cell . 
tower site to the center line of vacated 24th Street? 
It looks llke this Is to scale. 
A. Yeah. I could get Into the geometry of this 
in the coordinate geometry file or the CAD file and 
extract that distance exactly. 
Q. So It's 30 feet to the boundary line of Lot 3 
and 4, It appears to me, from the center line of 24th 
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1 Street, correct? 
2 A. Right. 
3 Q. And how much is the encroachment? Did you 
4 calculate the length of the encroachment? 
5 A. The length Is --
6 Q. Yeah, the length of the encroachment along 
7 Sherman. 
8 A. I think that would be that L1, 50.14 feet. 
9 MR. SMITH: Which page? 
10 MR. HAZEL: The encroachment's is 50 feet? 
11 MR. WING: The last page -- the last page has 
12 a table. North to south is 50 feet. 
13 MR. HAZEL: Wouldn't it be LS? 
14 MR. WING: It would be LS. 
15 BY MR. HAZEL: 
16 Q. Oh, it's 50 feet by 12.38? 
17 A.,,, 12.46 on the north side. 
18 Q. So it's about 17 feet --
19 A. Mm-hmm. 
20 Q. -- from the center line to --
21 A. Which is what I said earlier. 
22 Q. Right. Which was depicted on the --
23 A. That's right. 
24 Q. -- the site description agreement that's 
25 recorded at the County recorder's office? 
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1 A. Yeah. And it's also shown on those 
2 construction plans as --
3 Q, And the record of survey that's in -- in --
4 A. As -- well, the construction plans and the PCS 
5 site agreement agree. They were building out to the 
6 curb line. 
7 Q. All right. 
8 A. Which would be that 34-foot paved portion that 
9 they obviously interpreted as the street. They didn't 
10 count that it was 60 foot wide. 
11 Q. They just thought -- they just built to the 
12 curb? 
13 A. Yeah. 
14 Q. Take a look at any of these Exhibit A's to the 
15 memorandum -- the sketch that's of record. So I think 
16 we're looking at Exhibit 6. 
17 A. (Complying.) 
18 Q. Have you done anything to calculate the 
19 parameters of this 12-foot-wlde access easement that is 
20 depicted on the memorandum of site agreement? 
21 A. Nothing at all. 
22 Q. Do you know if there are buildings currently 
23 In that easement? 
24 A. I don't. 
25 Q. You just haven't looked at that issue? 
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1 A. No. 
2 MR. HAZEL: Okay. Thank you for your time. I 
3 don't have further questions at this point. 
4 THE COURT REPORTER: Do you have questions? 
5 MR. SMITH: I do not. 
6 THE COURT REPORTER: And does someone want to 
7 tell him about signature? 
8 MR. HAZEL: You have been deposed before. 
9 THE WITNESS: Mm-hmm. 
0 MR. HAZEL: You have the opportunity to review 
1 the -- I'm going to order It and --
2 THE WITNESS: Do you want to e-mail It to me? 
3 THE COURT REPORTER: Sure. 
4 MR. HAZEL: You have the ability to review It, 
5 read and sign, make any corrections. 
6 THE WITNESS: Sure. 
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Exhibit X 
Exhibit X Exhibit X ExhibitX 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 710 of 1621
June 3, 2010 
Global Signal Inc. 
301 North Cattleman Road 
Suite 300 
Sarasota, FL 34232 
Atttn: General Counsel 
Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Re: PCS SITE AGREEMENT dated June 24, 1996; Tubbs Hill 880670 
To whom it may concern: 
In May of 2005 I was informed through a document titled AGREEMENT REGARDING 
GROUND LEASE that you would be the Subtenant of that certain above described 
lease and as such would be responsible for all future communications between me and 
you as the tenant on my property. 
As you are undoubtedly aware, the original lease had a provision identified as Exhibit D 
whereby is was .written: Owner will have the one-time right to relocate the access 
easement, as defined in Exhibit A. 
Obviously both the tenant and subtenants over the years have made their own changes 
to the access and as such presently utilize an access acceptable to all concerned. As I 
understand it all of the sublease tenants as well have been utilizing the same private 
access point through a locked gate to which you and all your subtenants maintain either 
a key or combination to the locked gate. 
This access has been going on for years, but most recently due to other issues, I have 
determined it would be best to more ·formalize the new access point. I have caused to 
be prepared an exhibit which will clearly identify the access point for you and your 
subtenants and as such believe this document should becorr(e a part of the PCS Site 
Agreement. 
Attached, herewith is a copy of the Exhibit which I have indicated as still being 
Preliminary until you have an opportunity to review. My intention would be to have this 
access easement not only become a.part of the lease, (per Exhibit D), but record same 
as well in Kootenai County. 
Inasmuch as the access has been improved and utilized for the past few years I don't 
believe there would be any issues with my wishing to formalize this particular item, but 
feel free to contact me at the address above should you require any further clarification. 
Yours truly, 
Jp_e W~t'i~~ust 
M~~ W>iifce ~ • 
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AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INCH DIAMElER, WllH A PLASTIC CAP MARKED •M:LCH 
COMER PLS 5573•, OR AS NOlED 
AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INCH OIAMElER, WllH A PLASTIC CAP MARKED •pLS 
5374• 
AN IRON ROD, 1/2 INCH DIAMmR, Will-I A PLASTIC CAP MARKED •uNE 
POINT PLS 5374• 
A CONCRETE MONUMENT, 6 INCH DIAMETER, WITH A BRASS CAP, 3-1/4-
INCHES DIAMETER, MARKED •IDAHO STAlE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAY" 
CALCULATED POINT (NOlHING FOUND dR SET) 
P.0.8. POINT OF BEGINNING 
RECORDS OF SURVEY 
DENOTES ACCESS EASEMENT AAEA 
OlHERS AS NOlED 
EXHIBIT FOR ACCESS EASEMENT 
FOR TUBBS HILL SITE I.D. Sp03xc024 
FOR A PART OF VACAlED 241H STREET ALONG LOT 4, BLOCK 22, GLENMORE ADDITION, 
SE 1/4, SEC. 18, T.SON., R.3W., _ B.M., CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
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,, ( ' , _ _) 
Sec. 18, T50N, R3W 
ACCESS EASEMENT FOR 
TUBBS HILL SITE I.D. Sp03xc024 
-LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
A parcel of land for ingress and egress purposes, lying over, under and across a portion of 
the vacated-24th Street, on file under Instrument Number 1114441, along the West boundary 
of Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition, 9n file in Plat Book B, at Page 140, located in the 
Southeast Quarter of Section 18, Township 50 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, 
Kootenai County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: 
Beginning at the point of intersection at the centerline of the said vacated 24th Street and the 
North right of way line of Sherman Avenue; 
thence around the subject parcel in a clockwise manner, the following four (4) courses: 
1. leaving said right of way line and along said centerline of Vacated 24th Street, North 
00°10'04" West, a distance of 105.00 feet; 
2. thence leaving said centerline, South 89°58'00" East, a distance of 30.00 feet to the 
East right of way of said vacated 24th Street on the West boundary line of said Lot 4; 
3. thence along said West boundary line, South 00°10'04" East, a distance of 105.00 
feet, to an existing iron rod, 5/8 inch diameter with a plastic cap marked PLS 6374, on 
the said north right of way line of Sherman Avenue, as shown on Record of Survey on 
file under Instrument Number 2201883000; 
4. thence along said right of w.ay line, North 89°58'00" West, a distance of 30.00 feet to 
the Point of Beginning, containing 0.072 acres of land more or less. 
/ 
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June 3, 2010 
Global Signal Inc. 
301-Nor-th-Cattleman Road 
Suite 300 
Sarasota, FL 34232 
Atttn: General Counsel 
) 
Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Re: PCS SITE AGREEMENT dated June 24, 1996; Tubbs Hill 880670 
To whom it may concern: 
Please accept this letter as my formal notification that have I recently sold the property involved 
in the above-identified PCS Site Agreement dated June 24, 1996 and more commonly referred 
to as Tubbs Hill 880670. 
Eff~ctive immediately the property is under the ownership of Sherman Storage, LLC and as 
such the compensation you normally deposit directly into my account should now be sent by 
check to Sherman Storage, LLC. 
The following address should be used for ~herman Storage, LLC: 
Sherman Storage, LLC 
2315 E. Sherman Ave. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attn: Kirk Evans 
I am also told that should you need to contact Mr. Evans personally he can be reached at 714-
504-5600. / 
Thanks so much for your consideration and please don't hesitate to contact either me or Mr. 
Evans for any further clarification. 
Respectfully, 
The Wallace Family Trust 
--"l'y,,.. .... a' ;n r. , ~-- · o v~e,-'-\ . 
Mary Jo all ce, Trustee 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON•KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8¥70-
Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
STA)E OF IOAHO 1 " 
COUNTY OF KOO TEN Alf S:> 
Film: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV 03-7690 
liability company, 




16 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 





20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
21 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
22 vs. 
23 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
24 liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 




Third Party Defendants. 
DEFENDANT'S GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE 
DEFENDANT'S GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO STRIKE - 1 
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I. LEGAL STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AFFIDAVITS 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that Affidavit's containing general or conclusory 
allegations unsupported by facts are not sufficient to preclude or support summary judgment 
Cameron v. Niel, 130 Id 898, 901, 950, P.2d 1237 (1997). Only material contained in affidavits 
or depo~itions which is based upon personal knowledge or that would be admissible at trial 
should be considered to be determined whether summary judgment is appropriate. See I.R.C.P. 
56(e) and State v. Shama, 127 Id. 267, 899 P.2d 977 (1995). 
Indeed the first sentence of I.R.C.P 56(e) provides, "Supporting and opposing affidavits 
shall be made on personal knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible in 
evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant is confident to testify to the matter stated 
therein." 
For the reason stated below the following portions of the affidavits filed in support of 
Plaintiffs Motion for Summary Judgment set forth below should be stricken from the record 
and not considered by the court at summary judgment. 
II. MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT MARY JO WALLACE 
The following portions of the Affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace should be stricken: 
Paragraph 6, reads "Subsequently there was a dispute between myself, The Wallace 
Family Trust, and Sherman Storage Inc., over the conveyance of vacated 24th Street, and a 
Quiet Title action was filed by Sherman Storage, Inc." 
That portion of paragraph 6 would suggest that the Wallace Family Trust was part of the 
Quiet Title Action filed by Sherman Self Storage, Inc., should be stricken as it lacks foundation, 
is an incorrect legal conclusion and is in fact contrary to the pleadings set forth in Kootenai 
DEFENDANT'S GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
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County case No. CV -03-7690 as Mary Jo Wallace, an individual, was the sole defendant in 
said action. I.R.E. 401, 701. 
The following portions of paragraph 7 of the Affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace should be 
stricken: "The lawsuit was resolved and as a result of The Mutual Release and Settlement 























one-half of the vacated 24th Street to Sherman Self Storage, Inc." 
The emphasized portion of paragraph 7 should be stricken in that it is a legal conclusion 
and is contrary to the pleadings set forth in Kootenai County Case CV-03-7690. I.R.E. 401, 
701. 
Global signal moves to strike the following portion of paragraph 23 of the Affidavit of 
Mary Jo Wallace: "Prior to conveying lots 3 and 4 and the easterly half of 24th Street to the 
Plaintiff, I sent notice to Global Signal that The Wallace Family Trust was relocating the 
Defendant's access easement pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit D." 
Global Signal moves to strike the highlighted portion of Paragraph 23 in that it 
constitutes a legal conclusion and in fact conflicts with the documents of record in this case. In 
fact Mary Jo Wallace executed a Warranty Deed in favor of Sherman Storage for the eastern 
half of vacated 24th Street on April 16, 2010, and in fact signed a Warranty Deed conveying lots 
3 and 4 on May 24, 2010. Assertions to the contrary lack foundation and are an improper legal 
conclusion. On June 8, 2010, Mary Jo Wallace sent Global Signal a letter dated June 3, 2010, 
informing Global Signal that she had previously conveyed the properties in question. (Third 
WingAff.) 
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III. MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE COONEY 
Global Signal moves to strike the following portions of the Affidavit of Steve Cooney 
for the reason set forth below. 
Paragraph 7: "At the same time of the litigation with The Wallace Family Trust and 
Mary Jo W~lla.9e,J entered into a con_tract to sell the same property with Kirk Evans and 
Sherman Storage, LLC." 
Reference that The Wallace Family Trust was a party defendant to Kootenai County 
Case No. CV 03-7690 as the pleadings therein make it quite clear that The Wallace Family 
Trust was never a party. This reference should be stricken from the record as it lacks 
foundation and is an improper legal conclusion. I.RE. 701,401. 
IV. MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT OF SCOTT RASOR 
Global Signal moves to strike the following portions of the Affidavit of Scott Rasor: 
Global Signal moves to strike the conclusion in paragraph 7 of Mr. Rasor's Affidavit that 
Exhibit 3 to his Affidavit shows all of the property owned by The Wallace Family Trust at the 
time of the execution of the PCS Site Agreement. 
In fact, The Wallace Family Trust owned lots 3 and 4 Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene and that portion of the eastern half of vacated 24th Street which attached by 
operation of law. (See Wing Aff., Exhibits "B" and "C"). 
Global Signal moves to strike the opinions contained in paragraph 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25 
of Scott Rasor as lacking foundation and contrary to Idaho law. See Carney v. Heinson, 133 Id. 
275, 985 P.2d, 1137 (1999). 
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V. MOTION TO STRIKE THE ENTIRE AFFIDAVIT OF SAM JOHNSON 
Global Signal moves to strike the entirety of the Affidavit of Sam Johnson as all 
conclusions and statements therein lack foundation as there is absolutely no information 
contained in the Affidavit as to Mr. Johnson's qualifications to testify and or his basis or 
knC>_wledge in !hi~ case._ I.RE. 601, I.RE. 707. Mr. Johnson's legal conclusions are also 
contrary to Idaho law. See Carney v. Heinson, 133 Id. 275,985 P.2d, 1137 (1999). 
VI. MOTION TO STRIKE CERTAIN PORTIONS OF THE AFFIDAVIT 
OF KIRK EV ANS 
Global Signal moves to strike paragraphs 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 because said paragraphs 
violated Idaho Rule of Evidence 408, which provides that evidence of offers of compromise and 
settlement are not admissible to prove liability for any claim. In addition, said Rule provides 
that evidence of conduct or statements made in compromised negotiations are likewise not 
admissible. 
Global Signal moves to strike that portion of paragraph 20 of Kirk Evan's Affidavit that 
indicates that "Both Global and I knew their cell tower site extended beyond the property line 
identified in the lease and they also knew that this encroachment was on my property." This 
portion of paragraph 20 should be stricken in that it is speculation and an improper conclusion 
by Mr. Evans as to what Global Signal knew. 
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Because the above portions of the Affidavits sited herein do not meet the Standards set 
forth in I.R.C.P. 56(e), they should be stricken from the record and not considered by the court 























DATED this 1 i day of July, 2010. 
Joel P( Hazel 
Jason S. Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the ~ay of July, 2010, I caused a true and correct 
copy of DEFENDANT'S GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, 
by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
U.S. Mail 
~ Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
U.S. Mail 
V Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON • KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: - (208) 667-84 70 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
17 Delaware limited liability company, THE 
l8 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
19 Defendant'Counter Claimant. 
20 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
21 Delaware limited liability company, 
22 Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
23 vs. 
24 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
25 FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 
26 Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
27 
28 
Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE 
MEMORANDUM TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE MEMORANDUM TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT -1 
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Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC ("Global Signal") is entitled to Summary 
Judgment against Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC, ("Sherman Storage") because reference to 
Lot 4 in the lease at issue conveyed that portion of vacated 24th Street which attached by 
operation of law under established Idaho precedent. 
Global Signal is also entitled to summary judgment because Sherman Storage had actual 
notice, constructive notice and was on inquiry notice of the current location of Global Signal's 
lease site before it came into title to the property at issue. 
I. NATURE OF CASE AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
This case remains a single cause of action to eject Global Signal from real property it 
has occupied, leased and for which it has paid rent continuously since 1996. On May 19, 2009, 
Sherman Storage filed suit against Global Signal alleging a single cause of action to eject 
Global Signal from the east half of vacated 24th Street, located in the City of Coeur d'Alene. 
Summary Judgment is appropriate in favor of Global Signal and not Sherman Storage based on 
the uncontested facts and as a matter of law as set forth below. 
II. ADDITIONAL UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
The following facts are in addition to the statement of undisputed material facts set forth 
I 
in Global Signal's Supplemental Memorandum Supporting Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
1. On April 16, 2010, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
transferred by Warranty Deed, to Sherman Storage, LLC, the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
This Warranty Deed executed on April 16, 2010 was recorded on June 9, 2010 as Instrument 
DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE MEMORANDUM TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT -2 
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2. On May 11, 2010, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
entered into a Purchase and Sale Agreement with Sherman Storage, LLC, for the sale of Lots 3 
and 4, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene to Sherman Storage for the price of $300,000.00. 

















(Third Wing Aff., "S "). 
3. On May 28, 2010, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
transferred by Warranty Deed, to Sherman Storage, LLC, Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene. This May 28, 2010 Warranty Deed was recorded on June 9, 2010 as 
lnstrwnent Number 2268438000. (Third Wing Aff., "T"). 
4. Sherman Storage, LLC took both Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street in 
April and May of 2010 with full and actual knowledge of every matter respecting said 
properties, the PCS Site Agreement, Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, Record of Survey, 
every amendment to said Agreements, Defendant's cell tower cite and its manifest location, 
every claim and defense plead and briefed in this matter, and subject to Defendant's rights under 
the Lease.2 
5. Sherman Storage's recent purchase of both Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th 
1 Recall that just two days before this deed was executed, Plaintiff served a subpoena on Mary Jo Wallace at the 
23 mediation requested by Plaintiff, and just one day before this deed was executed, at one of the several hearings set to 
hear Defendant's motion for summary judgment, Plaintiff sought leave of Court to depose opposing counsel because 
24 Plaintiff allegedly lacked access to Mary Jo Wallace. Clearly, Plaintiff did not lack access to Mary Jo Wallace. 
What is more,the Affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace filed in support of Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment states 
25 that an agreement to transfer the property was not even reached until May of 2010, and the Affidavit of Kirk Evans 
states that this property was not transferred until June of 2010. 
26 2 Recall that Plaintiff requested Defendant's motion for summary judgment to be moved from April 15, 2010. 
Global Signal complied and re-noted the Summary Judgment Hearing to June 15, 2010, and again to August 11, 
27 2010 at the request of Plaintiff. In light of Plaintiffs recent acquisitions, it seems disingenuous for Plaintiff to argue 
that the basis of its requests were anything other than an effort to buy more time to consummate the property 
28 acquisitions and thwart Defendants 8 month effort to resolve this matter by summary judgment on the merits. 
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Street from The Wallace Family Trust for $300,000.00, and its acceptance and recordation of 
two Warranty Deeds is a tacit if not actual acknowledgment of The Wallace Family Trust's 
("Wallace Trust") continuous ownership of said properties until said recent transfers. 
6. The Site Plan contained in the Site Description which is Exhibit A to the 1996, 
PCS Site Agi-eement and recorded with the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement depicts the 
current actual lease area always occupied by Global Signal. (Dale Aff., 'j['j[ 5, 6 and 7; Rasor 
Aff., Exhibit "2"; Rasor Depo, p. 20-21).3 
7. The Memorandum and Site Plan were recorded on July 9, 1996. (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "F"). 
8. The Lease provides that the Wallace Trust was leasing "Real property consisting 




The lease site occupies just less than 2,200 square feet. (Dale Aff., 'if 8). 
The location shown on the Exhibit "A" to the Lease, which was also recorded 
with the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, depicts the lease area commencing seventeen 
(17) feet east of the center line of 24th Street. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "F", p. 3.) 
11. Exhibit "A" to the Lease also allowed the lessee, at lessee's option to "replace 
this exhibit with an exhibit setting for the legal description of the property on which the site is 
located and/or an as built drawing depicting the site." (Wing Aff., Exhibit "F", p. 3). 
12. Global Signal's predecessor recorded a Record of Survey for the express purpose 
of monumenting a lease site, on or about January 21, 1997. The Record of Survey depicts the 
3 The entire Deposition of Scott Rasor taken on December 8, 2009, is attached as Exhibit "W" to the Third Affidavit 
28 of Jason S. Wing. 
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13. The Record of Survey accurately depicts the lease area now occupied by Global 
Signal, which was undertaken for the specific purpose of monumenting the lease site. (Dale 
Aff., ,r 6, Rasor Depo., p 24; Wing; Aff., Exhibit "G"). 
14. On May 10, 2005, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust 
executed an Estoppel Certificate, certifying among other things that "the lease is in full force 
and effect" and that "[n]o default exists under the lease ... [and that] "[t]his Agreement shall be 
binding upon Landlord and its successors ... " (Third Wing Aff., Exhibit "U"). 
15. On December 23, 2005, Kirk Evans, managing member of Sherman Storage, 
entered into a purchase and sale agreement to purchase real property referred to as: "Glenmore 
Add. All ofBlk 21 & Vac. Alley, Lts 7-12 Blk 24, Ptns ofVac Lakeside Ave & 24th". (Second 
Wing Aff., Exhibit "Q"). 
16. Sherman Storage also purchased a policy of title insurance from LandAmerica 
Lawyers Title with a commitment date of December 12, 2005. The Title policy commissioned 
by Sherman Storage only related to the portions of vacated 24th Street that attached by operation 
of law to lots 1-12 Block 21 of the Amended plat of Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, not 
the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Third Wing Aff., Exhibit "V"). 
17. The Corporate Warranty Deed between Sherman Self Storage Inc., and Sherman 
Storage, LLC only conveyed Lots 1-12, Block 21, and those portions of vacated streets and 
alleys that attached to said real property by operation of law. The map attached to Sherman 
Storage's Title Commitment obtained respecting its purchase of Lot 1-12 is not shaded to 
include Lots 3 or 4 nor the eastern half of vacated 24th Street, and in fact specifically depicts the 
east half of vacated 24th Street as attaching to Lot 3 and Lot 4, not to Lot 1 or 12. (Wing Aff., 
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18. While Sherman Storage obtained title insurance for its purchase of Lots 1-12, 
Block 21, from Sherman Self Storage, Inc., it did not obtain title insurance respecting any other 
property. Had Sherman Storage intended to purchase and thus obtained title insurance related 
to the eastern half of vacated 24th Street, said policy would have revealed the Record of Survey 
showing the exact location of the cell tower site as well as the Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement recorded on July 9, 1996, just as Sherman Self Storage, Inc.'s attorney's litigation 
guarantee revealed in 2003. (Hazel Aff., Exhibit "N"). 
19. Sherman Storage's storage buildings and fences are currently located over, on, 
and across Global Signal's access easement as depicted in the Site Description attached as 
Exhibit A to the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. (Dale Aff., 1 11 ). 
III. ARGUMENT 
A. Summary Judgment Standard. 
This court is well aware of the standard on summary judgment and said standard will 
not be repeated here. The court is reminded, however, that this matter is set for a nonjury trial 
so the court is not constrained to draw inferences in favor of the party opposing a motion for 
summary judgment but rather the trial judge is free to arrive at the most probable inferences to 
be drawn from uncontroverted evidentiary facts. Loomis v. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 434, 807 
P.2d 1272 (1991). 
B. A Conveyance of Land Abutting a Vacated Street Conveys Title to the Center of 
the Vacated Right of Way by Reference Only To Lot and Block Number Under 
Idaho Law. 
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1 Sherman Storage contends the legal description in the Lease describing Lot 4, Block 22 
2 did not convey any portion of the east half of vacated 24th Street. This contention is contrary to 
3 established Idaho Law. 
4 In Carney v. Heinson, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the trial court and adopted the 
5 common law presumption that a conveyance of land abutting a vacated street or alley conveys 
6 title to the center of the vacated· street. Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275, 985 P.2d 1137 
7 (1999). In Carney v. Heinson, the plaintiffs sought a temporary restraining order enjoining the 
8 construction of a garage near a vacated alley and an action to quiet title to the entirety of the 
9 vacated alley. The trial court held that Idaho follows the common law presumption that upon 
10 vacation of an alleyway, a subsequent conveyance of the abutting lot includes on-half of the 
11 alleyway up to the center line unless there is a clear intention otherwise from the granting 
12 instrument or the surrounding circumstances. Id at 278. 
13 The facts of Carney v. Heinson are instructive to the present case. The City of 
14 American Falls passed an ordinance vacating a portion of an alley in 1975. At the time of the 
15 vacation, Lot 1 and Lot 13, adjoining opposing sides of the alley, were owned by the persons 
l6 with the unfortunate last name of Smuts. In 1989, the Carney's received Lot 13 by warranty 
17 deed which described only Lot 13 by lot and block reference. Said deed did not describe the 
18 one half of the vacated alley which attached to Lot 13 by operation of law. The Heinsons 
19 received a Warranty Deed describing only Lot 1 by lot and block number in 1994. Said deed 
20 did not mclude reference to the half of the vacated alley which attached to Lot 1 by operation of 
21 law. In 1997 the Carney's obtained quitclaim deeds to each half of the vacated alley from prior 
22 owners. The Carneys then asserted that the entire vacated alley was their property and as a 
23 result a garage being built by the Heinsons violated a set back ordinance. Id 
24 In analyzing the trial court's adoption of the common law rule related to vacated areas, 
25 the court found "[i]n determining ownership of the vacated alleyway in question, both LC.§ 50-
26 311 and [the vacation ordinance] support the position that on-half of the vacated alleyway was 
27 conveyed with Lot 1 as of the initial transfer of the lot by the Smuts." Id. 
28 
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The court found that "the primary intent of both [LC. § 50-311 and the ordinance 
vacating the alley] is to settle ownership of the property after vacation and provided that the 
newly vacated parcel becomes part of the adjoining property rather than becoming an 
independent parcel owned by the landowner." Id. (Emphasis added). It is clear that the 
"vacated parcel is intended to become part of the adjoining property." Id at 278-279. 
The Idaho Supreme Court further held that the common law presumption should be 
applied to resolve disputes of this nature in Idaho: 
The presumption provides that a conveyance of land abutting a 
vacated alley conveys title to the center of the alleyway, unless the 
granting instrument or surrounding circumstances illustrate a 
contrary intent. 
Id. at 279. The court adopted the rationale of the Missouri Supreme Court in explaining that 
the rational behind the common law rule is the "prevention of afterthought litigation over 
detached strips of land of generally no value to anyone except the for the lot owner." Id. 
(citing, Prewitt v. Whittaker, 432 S.W.2d 240 (Mo. 1968)). The Idaho court also cited with 
authority the Florida case Joseph v. Duran, 436 So.2d 316 (Fla.Dist.Ct.App. 1983) for the 
proposition "that when lots abutting a vacated alley were conveyed by lot and block number 
only, the owners had conveyed not only title to the lots described in the deed, but also title to 
the center line of the alley abutting the lots." (internal citations omitted) Id. at 279-280. 
The Carney v. Heinson court noted that other states have taken a contrary approach. For 
example Washington law provides that the grantee is deemed to have notice of the fact of 
vacation and only describing the lot and block conveyed does not include the vacated street or 
alley. Id at 280. 
In rejecting the Washington approach in Idaho the Carney v. Heinson court held: 
We agree with those jurisdictions following the common law 
presumption for the following reasons. The presumption ... 
prevents litigation and also prevents "detached strips and gores of 
land." Moreover, the presumption prevents the situation that the 
district judge cautioned against, where the original owner of the 
abutting property is allowed to, after any number of years, convey 
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1 property that surrounding landowners have put to use. 
























Finally the Idaho Supreme Court succinctly stated the rule in Idaho as follows: 
where land adjoining a previously vacated area (street, alley, or 
other land dedicated to public use) is conveyed without 
mentioning the area, half ... of the vacated area is presumed to be 
included in the grant, which presumption is subject to being 
rebutted by surrounding facts and circumstances clearly and 
convincingly showing an intention to the contrary. 
Id ( emphasis added). 
1. Reference to Lot 4 In the Lease Is Presumed To Include The Eastern Half of 
Vacated 24th Street As a Matter of Law. 
In the present case the Wallace Farnily Trust owned Lot 4 at the time of the vacation of 
24th Street in 1989. (Wing Aff., Exhibits "C" and "D"). The Ordinance vacating 24th Street 
provided that "said vacated property shall revert to the adjacent property owners." (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "C" p. 2). LC. § 50-311 provides the same result. On June 16, 1996, the Wallace 
Family Trust and Global Signal's predecessor entered into the PCS Site Agreement. (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "E"). As in Carney v. Heinson, the legal description describes the lease area by 
reference to lot and block number: Lot 4, Block 22 Glenmore Addition. Id. The sketch of the 
lease site shows the "Lease Area" starting 17 feet east of the former centerline of vacated 24th 
Street. Sherman Storage admits that the Lease itself constitutes a conveyance of real property. 
(Plaintiffs Memo in Support of SJ, p. 20). 
Applying the rule set forth in Carney v. Heinson, establishes that a portion of the east 
half of previously vacated 24th Street was presumptively conveyed along with Lot 4 without 
specific reference to the vacated area. 
2. Sherman Storage Cannot Rebut By Clear and Convincing Evidence Th 
Presumption That Reference to Lot 4 Included Half of Vacated 24th Street. 
26 In order to rebut the presumption that the east half of vacated 24th Street was conveye 
27 along with Lot 4, Sherman has the burden of proving, by clear and convincing evidence, tha 
28 
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evidence is defined in IDil 1.20.2 as follows: 
When I say a party has the burden of proof on a proposition by 
clear and convincing evidence, I mean you must be persuaded that 
it is highly probably that such proposition is true. This is a higher 
burden than the general burden that the proposition is more 
probably true than not. 
In this case the evidence is clear that the PCS Site Agreement intended to convey 
leasehold on a portion of vacated 24th Street that attached to Lot 4 by operation oflaw. As such 
Sherman Storage cannot meet its burden of proof to overcome the presumption that a portion o 
east half of vacated 24th Street was conveyed along with Lot 4 for a leasehold. 
The legal description in Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement4 itself refers to Lot 4 
Block 22 Glenmore addition. This legal description is exactly like those referenced in Carney v. 
Heinson which were deemed by the Idaho Supreme Court to have included the relevant portio 
of the vacated street or alley. In fact, the court held that the "newly vacated parcel become 
part of the adjoining property rather than becoming an independent parcel owned by th 
landowner." Id (Emphasis added). It is clear that the "vacated parcel is intended to become p 
of the adjoining property." Id. at 278-279. As such, the vacated portion of 24th Street abuttin 
Lot 4 became part of Lot 4 as a matter of law at the time of the vacation. 
The graphic depiction contained in Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement establishes th 
clear intent of the parties that the lease area is to be located 1 7 feet east of the center line o 
vacated 24th Street. (Wing Af£ Exhibits "E" and "F", p. 3). The cell tower site was built in 199 
and has remained 17 feet east of the center line of vacated 24th Street surrounded by a chain Ii 
fence. (Wing Aff. Exhibit "G"; Dale Aff. ~ 6; Rasor Aff. Exhibit "3"; Rasor Depo. p. 20). Th 
PCS Site Agreement describes the lease area as consisting of approximately twenty five hundre 
(2500) square feet. (Wing Aff. Exhibit "E"). In fact, the lease area currently and alway 
27 4 On multiple occasions Sherman Storage refers to the recorded Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement as the Lease. 
The Lease is in fact the PSC Site Agreement itself. The recorded Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
28 incorporates the entire lease by reference. (Wing Aff., Exhibits "E" and "F"). 
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1 occupied by Global Signal is just less than twenty two hundred (2,200) squarefeet. (Dale Aff., 
2 8). Global Signal and its predecessors have occupied the lease area at its present location sine 
3 approximately 1996. (Wing Aff. Exhibit "U"). A record of survey commissioned for th 
4 specific purpose of monumenting the four comers of the lease site was completed and recorde 
5 in 1997. (Wing Aff. Exhibit "G"). 
6 These undisputed facts make it impossible for Sherman Storage to establish that the PC 
7 Site Agreement did not convey a portion of the east half of vacated 24th Street as part of th 
8 lease. It is anticipated that Sherman Storage will point to the Memorandum of PCS Sit 
9 Agreement as evidence that the Agreement only conveyed the property "adjacent" to abandone 
10 24th Street. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "F"). This one reference is not sufficient to overcome Sherm 
11 Storage's clear and convincing burden of proof given the surround circumstances. 
12 foremost, the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement is not itself the Agreement. By its o 
13 language, the Memorandum only references "part" of the Agreement. The Memorandum o 
14 PCS Site Agreement also contains Exhibit "A" to the Agreement itself with the legal descriptio 
15 by lot and block number with no limiting language referencing vacated 24th Street. (Wing Aff. 
16 Exhibit "F" p. 3). As pointed out above, Exhibit A depicts the exact current location of the leas 
17 area which all parties agree is twelve (12) feet into vacated 24th Street or seventeen (17) feet eas 
18 of the former center line. Based upon all the undisputed facts it is clear that the descriptio 
19 contained on the first page of the Memorandum of PCS Site was a scrivener's error and does no 
20 overcome over fourteen (14) years of uninterrupted occupation of the lease site at its curren 
21 location. 
22 Under Idaho law Global Signal is entitled to the legal presumption that the PSC Sit 
23 Agreement conveyed Lot 4, Block 22 along with that portion of vacated 24th Street that attache 
24 to said lot by operation of law. As such, Global Signal is entitled to Summary Judgmen 
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C. Sherman Stora e Had Actual And Constructive Notice of Global Si nal' 
Leasehold. 
1. Sherman Storage had actual knowledge of the Lease, Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement and Record of Survey when it acquired title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street and Lot 4 in June of 2010. 
Sherman Storage recently purchased both Lot 3 and 4 from The Wallace Family Trust 
for $300,000.00. (Third Wing Aff. Exhibit "S"). The record does not establish whether or not 
Sherman storage paid any value for the deed to the eastern half of vacated 24th Street executed 
on April 16, 2010. Sherman Storage first acquired title to the east half of vacated 24th Street no 
sooner than April 16, 2010, and acquired title to Lot 4 no sooner than May 28, 2010 recording 
each respective Warranty Deed on June 9, 2010. Sherman Storage's recent purchase of Lot 4 
from the Wallace Trust for $300,000.00, and its acceptance and recordation of two Warranty 
Deeds is an acknowledgment of the Wallace Trust's continuous ownership of said properties, 
and said Trust's ability to transfer valid title thereto. Having obtained no title to Lot 4 or the 
east half of vacated 24th Street until some time in 2010, Sherman Storage acquired title subject 




The Wallace Family Trust had been the sole owner of Lot 4 since 1988, until the 
recent transfer. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "B"). 
The east half of vacated 24th Street attached by operation oflaw to Lot 4 in 1989, 
pursuant to LC. § 50-311. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "C"). According to Idaho law, the 
east half of vacated 24th Street became part of Lot 4 in 1989. Carney v. Heinson, 
133 Idaho 275, 985 P.2d 1137 (1999). 
On July 9, 1996 a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement was recorded that made 
reference to a PCS Site Agreement entered into on June 24, 1996. (Wing Aff., 
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Exhibit "F''). Sherman Storage has actual knowledge of the terms of the 
Agreement itself as opposed to the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
4. The recorded Memorandum of PCS Sit Agreement contains a legal description 
of Lot 4 and a graphic depiction of the lease area being 17 feet east of the 
centerline of vacated 24th Street, being 50 feet by 50 feet wide and 6 feet west of 
Lot 4's eastern property line. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "F"). 
5. A Record of Survey recorded on January 22, 1997, commissioned for the express 
purpose of monumenting a lease site, depicted said lease site 17 feet east of the 
centerline of vacated 24th Street, and 50 feet by 50 feet wide. (Wing Aff., Exhibit 
"G"). 
6. A physical inspection of the site itself reveals a cell tower site and associated 
equipment and buildings surrounded by a six foot tall chain link fence, all 
together located on both Lot 4 and 12 feet of the east half of vacated 24th Street, 
being 17 feet east of the centerline of said vacated Street as depicted in both the 
recorded Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement and Record of Survey. (Dale 
Aff., ,r,r 5-7; Rasor Depo., p 20, 24, and 44-45). 
7. Mary Jo Wallace, an individual, owned Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition 
to Coeur d'Alene, together with the west portions of vacated 24th Street that 
attached by operation of law, until she conveyed the same to Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc., by warranty Deed on or about September 20, 2002. (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "H"). 
8. Mary Jo Wallace, an individual, never owned Lot 3 and 4, Block 22, and that 
portion of vacated 24th Street that attached thereto by operation of law. 
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The Warranty Deed dated September 19, 2002, by Mary Jo Wallace, an 
individual, conveying certain property to Sherman Self Storage, Inc. did NOT 
convey the east half of vacated 24th Street (Wing Aff., Exhibit "H"; Rasor Depo., 
p 36-40). 
A litigation guarantee dated August 13, 2003 revealed that title to Lot 4, Block 
22, and that portion of vacated 24th Street that attached thereto by operation of 
law was vested in The Wallace Family Trust. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "N"). 
11. The August 13, 2003, Litigation Guarantee listed the January 31, 1997, Record 
of Survey and the July 9, 1996, Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement as 
affecting title to Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "N"). 
12. Despite its attorney's knowledge that title to the subject property was vested in 
The Wallace Family Trust, Sherman Self Storage, Inc. only named Mary Jo 
Wallace, an unmarried person, as a party defendant in Kootenai County Case No. 
CV 03-7690. (See, Court File; Hazel Aff., Exhibit "N"). 
13. 
14. 
On December 8, 2003, Sherman Self Storage recorded a Lis Pendens against 
"That portion of abandoned 24th Street which attaches by operation of law to Lot 
3 and 4, Block 22 ... " (Second Wing Aff., Exhibit "0"). 
On December 23, 2005, while Kootenai Court Case Number 03-7690 was 
pending and the Lis Pendens was still in place, Sherman Self Storage, Inc. and 
Kirk Evans entered into a Purchase and Sale Agreement for property described 
as "Glenmore Add. All of Blk 21 & Vac. Alley, Lts 7-12 Blk 24, Ptns 
[Portions] ofVac Lakeside Ave & 24th." (Second Wing Aff., Exhibit "Q"). 
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15. Prior to closing, Kirk Evans was informed there was a legal dispute over the east 
half of vacated 24th Street. (Evans Aff., ,r 4; Cooney Aff. ,r 9). 
16. In fact, Mr. Evans thought Mr. Cooney's reference to the eastern half of vacated 
24th Street was an attempt to get Mr. Evans to buy another piece of land and that 
Mr. Evans "was shocked, frankly, a few weeks later when [Steve Cooney] said, 
hey, by the way, I just quitclaimed the property to you that I was talking about. 
And [Kirk Evans] said, Oh cool. ... [and] didn't think a thing about it." (Exhibit 
"P"; Evans Depo., pp. 74-75). 
17. On April 7, 2006, Sherman Self Storage Inc., transferred Lots 1-12, Block 21, 
Glenmore Addition to Sherman Storage (Wing Aff., Exhibit "J"). This Warranty 
Deed did not convey the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Rasor Depo., p 36-40). 
18. On May 4, 2006, this court entered a Judgment Quieting Title to the eastern half 
of vacated 24th Street adjacent to Lots 3 and 4. Unfortunately the Quiet Title 
Judgment was against the wrong party. 5 (Wing Aff. Exhibit "K"). 
19. 
20. 
On June 7, 2006, Sherman Self Storage attempted to transfer title to the east half 
of vacated 24th Street adjacent to Lots 3 and 4 to Sherman Storage by Quitclaim 
Deed. (Wing Aff. Exhibit "L"). 
Sherman Storage's own surveyor, Scott Rasor agrees that there was a break in the 
chain of title from The Wallace Family Trust and the purported transfer of the 
east half of vacated 24th Street adjacent to Lots 3 and 4. (Rasor Depo., p 36-40). 
26 5 Sherman Storage has accused Global Signal of attempting to re-litigate the prior quiet title action. In fact, Global 
Signal is simply arguing that the legal effect of the Judgment in CV 03-7690 was a nullity because it was directed 
27 toward parties not in title to the property in question. Sherman Storage's own survey expert agrees that this flaw 
creates a break in the chain of title to the property in question. (Rasor Depo., p. 37-38.) This break in the chain of 
28 title was not repaired until the recent deed from the Wallace Family Trust executed on April 16, 2010. 
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Having actual knowledge of Global Signal's cell tower site and the Lease prior to 
acquiring title to the underlying property in 2010, Sherman Storage took said property subject to 
the lease at its current location and cannot eject Defendant from said property until expiration of 
the lease. Based upon all of these facts, Sherman Storage's motion for summary judgment 
should be denied as a matter of law and Sherman Storage's complaint should be dismissed with 
prejudice. 
2. The Lease, Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement and Record of Survey are all 
"conveyances" for purposed of the Recording Statute. 
Assuming Sherman Storage came into title to the east half of vacated 24th Street, prior to 
June 9, 2010 or April 16, 2010, it took such property with actual and constructive notice of 
Global Signal's leasehold interest. As such, Sherman Storage is bound by the terms of the 
Lease embodied in the PCS Site Agreement and cannot eject Global Signal until the expiration 
of the Lease in 2021. 
Idaho's notice statute is found in LC. § 55-811 and provides as follows: 
55-811 RECORD AS NOTICE. Every conveyance of real 
property acknowledged or proved, and certified, and recorded as 
prescribed by law, from the time it is filed with the recorder for 
record, is constructive notice of the contents thereof to subsequent 
purchasers and mortgage( e )es. 
LC. § 55-813 goes on to define the term "conveyance", as used in the recording statute, 
quite broadly: 
55-813 Conveyance defined. The term "conveyance" as used in 
this chapter, embraces every instrument in writing by which any 
estate or interest in real property is created, alienated, 
mortgaged or encumbered or by which the title to any real 
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property may be affected, except wills. (Emphasis added)6. 
In this case the PCS Site Agreement, and Exhibit "A" to the Agreement containing a 
graphic depiction of the exact location of the lease site, and the 1997 Record of Survey 
specifically referenced in Exhibit "A" to the Lease are all "conveyances" for purposes of the 
recording statute. 
3. The Record of Survey recorded in this matter is a "conveyance" because it is 
part and parcel to the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, which is 
indisputably a conveyance. 
Plaintiff is in error in claiming that the Record of Survey filed in the Records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho as Instrument Number 1478042 is not a "conveyance". 
While the facts and order in which the relevant documents in this case were recorded are 
not identical to the facts and time line in Adams v. Anderson, the Court's reasoning remains 
instructive. In Adams v. Anderson, it is important to note that the record of survey was 
commissioned to evidence a lot line adjustment and was recorded in 1982, and later referenced 
by a subsequent owner in a deed recorded in 1996. In contrast, in this case the PCS Site 
Agreement, which is undisputably a "conveyance", was incorporated by reference to the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement dated July 9, 1996 and made specific reference to an as 
built depiction to be later filed in the County Records. The as built depiction to be later filed 
pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement was in fact the Record of Survey which was recorded just 
over six (6) months later on January 31, 1997, and which was expressly commissioned to 
"Monument a Lease Site". The "Lease Site" is the very same lease site described in the 
6 Since the issue is what notice did recorded documents give Sherman Storage, the definition of conveyance to be 
27 applied to all of Title 55 chapter 8 should be applied, and in this case I.C. § 55-813, not I.C. § 55-601 which controls 
how a conveyance can be made. To the extent those statutes conflict the statute specifically written to apply to I.C. 
28 § 55-811 should control. 
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Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement and the PCS Site Agreement. 
The Record of Survey was not commissioned to adjust the boundaries of the leasehold 
interest conveyed by the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement or to change the parties' contract 
as Plaintiff contends, but to monument more specifically what had already been conveyed and 
leased. Since the Record of Survey was not conveying anything new or different, it did not 
require an acknowledgement on it face by the Wallace Trust; the Trust had already 
acknowledged the relevant conveyance, the PCS Site Agreement and Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement. 
For purposes of this case, Adams v. Anderson stands for the preposition that a record of 
survey is not always, necessarily and simply a "survey" as asserted by Plaintiff, but can be a 
conveyance or part and parcel to a conveyance; that a record of survey can serve other purposes 
if intended and if appropriately denoted or referenced. The Record of Survey filed in this 
matter expressly supplements the PCS Site Agreement and the Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement, which is a conveyance, further defines and specifies the leasehold already conveyed 
on Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street to Sprint Spectrum and thereby its successor, 
Global Signal. What is more, a search of Kootenai County Records respecting Lot 4 reveals 
both the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement and the Record of Survey referenced by the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. Interestingly, Sherman Self Storage, Inc's counsel 
discovered as much by the litigation guarantee obtained before initiating Case No. CV 03-7690 
in 2003. (Hazel Aff., Exhibit "N"). Finally, the Court in Adams v. Anderson held that actual 
notice was provided because the record of survey was referenced in the deed, despite the record 
of survey not appearing in the granter-grantee index or in the chain of title. Adams v. Anderson, 
127 P.3d at 115. Similarly, in this case, there was notice of the Record of Survey because it was 
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both referenced in the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, and was present in the County 
Records respecting Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
4. Several recorded documents gave Sherman Storage notice of the location of 
Global Signal's leasehold. 
Inquiry notice has been characterized as "whatever is notice enough to excite the 
attention of a man of ordinary prudence and prompt him to further inquiry ... " Hill v. Federal 
Land Bank, 59 Idaho 136, 141 (1938); see also, Farrell v. Brown, 111 Idaho 1027, 1033 (Idaho 
App .. 1986). Such notice, "amounts to notice of all such facts as a reasonable investigation 
would disclose." Id. In Hill v. Federal Land Bank, the Supreme Court of Idaho first articulated 
the standard of what constitutes notice enough to be placed on inquiry notice, in the context of a 
mortgagee's alleged duty to determine whether a mortgagor actually paid for the mortgaged 
property when initially purchased at a guardian's sale. The Court held that "whatever is notice 
enough to excite the attention of a man of ordinary prudence and prompt him to further inquiry, 
amounts to notice of all such facts as a reasonable investigation would disclose." Id. 
A reasonably investigation would have disclosed each of the 20 points outlined above 
under Section C.1. with the exception of events in 2010. What is more, the recorded 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement which incorporates by reference the PCS Site Agreement, 
and Record of Survey, along with the physical presence of the cell tower site seventeen (17) feet 
east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street as identified in both recorded documents, placed 
Sherman Storage on actual notice that the Wallace Trust had entered into a lease with Sprint 
Spectrum, a telecommunications company, with options to renew until 2021 at the present 
location. 
The Idaho Supreme Court, as noted above, has recently held that purchasers were not 
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bona fide purchasers when they had constructive knowledge of the record of survey that was 
properly recorded as to a previous property interest. Adams v. Anderson, 142 Idaho 208 (2005). 
Indeed, a record of survey may constitute a conveyance. Id Therefore, Sherman Storage was 
on, at the very least, constructive notice of Global Signal's leasehold interest which is valid until 
June 24, 2021. If Sherman Storage obtained any title at all in 2006, it took title to the eastern 
half of vacated 24th Street subject to Global Signal's twenty-five year lease. Sherman Storage, 
therefore, cannot eject Global Signal from the leasehold. 
5. Sherman Storage was on inquiry notice of Global Signal's twenty-five year 
Lease. 
The PCS Site Agreement was entered into on June 14, 1996 between Global Signal's 
predecessor, Sprint Spectrum L.P and Gary Wallace as Trustee for The Wallace Family Trust. 














property consisting of 2,500 square feet of land . . . in the locations shown on Exhibit A". 
Exhibit "A" is attached to the Original PCS Site Agreement. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "E"). The 
location shown on Exhibit "A" depicts a lease area 17 feet east of the center line of vacated 24th 
Street. Pursuant to the drawing done by Sherman Storage's expert Scott Rasor of Meckel 
Engineering, the current lease site is approximately 17.54 feet from the center line of vacated 
24th Street. (Rasor Aff., Exhibits "2" and "4"). 
On July 9, 1996, a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement was recorded, in the Records 
of Kootenai County. (Wing Affidavit, Exhibit "F"). The recorded documents specifically 
allowed the lessee, at its option, to replace the site drawing and site description with "an as built 
drawing depicting the Site." (Wing Aff., Exhibit "F"). Global Signal's predecessor did in fact 
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recorded in the Records of Kootenai County. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "G"). Sherman Storage's 
expert, Scott Rasor refers to the Record of Survey as an "as constructed" depiction of the lease 
site. (Rasor Aff., Exhibit "4"). The January 22, 1997, "as built" or "as constructed" Record of 
Survey was made specifically "for the purpose of monumenting a lease site" and has a metes 
and bounds description with a map depicting the exact location of Global Signal's current cell 
tower site. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "G"; Rasor Aff., Exhibit "4"). 
Together, these recorded documents support a finding that Sherman Storage was on 
inquiry notice of Global Signal's leasehold interest in the subject property. First, the Record of 
Survey, and Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, put Sherman Storage on constructive notice 
of the exact location of Global Signal's leasehold interest. That is, Sherman Storage's 
predecessor in interest, Self Storage did not acquire title to Lots 1-12, Block 21, or any of 24th 
Street until September 19, 2002; more than six years after recordation of the Record of Survey 
and Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, and whatever interest was acquired was from the 
individual property holdings of Mary Jo Wallace, not from The Wallace Family Trust.. 
Similarly, Sherman Storage did not acquire an interest in Lots 1-12, Block 21, or any of 24th 
Street until April 7, 2006; more than nine years after recordation of the Record of Survey and 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement and whatever interest was acquired excluded any holding 
of The Wallace Family Trust. Such constructive notice put Sherman Storage on inquiry notice of 
Global Signal's interest. 
Further, a Notice of Lis Pendens relating to Self Storage's quiet title action was filed on 
December 8, 2003. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "N"). Not only was the Lis Pendens filed long before 
Sherman Storage's April 7, 2006 purchase of Lots 1-12, Block 21, from Self Storage, but a final 
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order in the action relating to the Lis Pendens was not entered until May 4, 2006, almost a 
month after Sherman Storage acquired Lots 1-12, Block 21. As such, Self Storage's Notice of 
Lis Pendens should have at least put Sherman Storage on inquiry notice of matters relating to the 
east half of 24th Street. See, Seccombe v. Weeks, 115 Idaho 433, 437, 767 P.2d 276 (Idaho App. 
1989). What is more, Sherman Storage's managing member Kirk Evans conceded in deposition 
and in his recent affidavit that prior to acquiring Lots 1-12, Block 21, or any of 24th Street, he 
was made aware, by Steve Cooney of Self Storage that there was "a problem concerning the 
ownership of a portion of vacated 24th Street". (Evans Aff., ,r 4; Second Wing Aff., Exhibit "P", 
Evans Depo, pp. 71, 74-75 and 79-80; Cooney Aff., ,r 9). 
At a very basic level even a cursory inspection of the property at issue would have 
revealed the obvious physical presence of Global Signal's cell tower site, including a chain link 
fence surrounding the site, a power building and a large tower, putting Sherman Storage on 
actual notice of Global Signal's leasehold. See, Villager Condominium Ass'n, Inc. v. Idaho 
Power Co., 121 Idaho at 990. Since Sherman Storage had both actual and constructive notice of 
Global Signal's cell tower site, Idaho law provides that Sherman Storage had the responsibility 
to determine the nature and scope of Global Signal's interest. Id. 
Being on inquiry notice, Sherman Storage is deemed to have notice of all such facts as a 
reasonable investigation would disclose. Hill v. Federal Land Bank, 59 Idaho at 141. In this 
case a reasonable investigation would have revealed all the facts set forth above. 
For these reasons, the facts are uncontested that Sherman Storage was on inquiry notice 
and is deemed to have notice of all facts a reasonable investigation would disclose, including 
Global Signal's leasehold interest. Therefore, assuming Sherman Storage acquired an interest in 
the east half of vacated 24th Street prior to 2010, it took said interest subject to Global Signal's 
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D. Sherman Storage was not a Bona Fide Purchaser for Value of the east half of 
vacated 24th Street. 
Assuming, for the sake of argument, Sherman Storage acquired title to the east half of 
vacated 24th Street prior to 2010, it acquired title subject to all interests, even secret interests. A 
party acquiring property without exchanging valuable considerations, or acquiring property with 
actual or constructive notice of any outstanding adverse right of another, is not a bona fide 
purchase, and thus takes said property subject to said outstanding adverse rights. See, Sun 
Valley Land and Minerals, Inc., v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866 (Idaho App. 1993). That is, as 
articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court, " [ o ]ne who relies for protection upon the doctrine of 
being a bona fide purchaser must show that at the time of the purchase they paid a valuable 
consideration and upon the belief and the validity of the vendor's claim of title without notice, 
actual or constructive, of any outstanding adverse right of another." Haugh v. Smelick, 126 Idaho 
481, 483 (Idaho 1993). Not only did Sherman Storage not "purchase" the east half of vacated 
24th Street but paid no consideration for said Street. Where no consideration is exchanged, as 
here, the acquiring party takes the property subject to all adverse interests whether recorded or 
secret. For example, in Boller v. Sun Valley Shamrock Resources, Inc., the Idaho Court of 
Appeals found Plaintiff-Respondent Boller to have parted with nothing in consideration for the 
subject property, and that under those circumstances, was not even protected against secret 
interests. Boller v. Sun Valley Shamrock Resources, Inc., 119 Idaho 1060, 1063 (Idaho App. 
1990). 
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In this case, not only did Sherman Storage have both actual and constructive notice of 
Global Signal's leasehold interest, as argued above, but prior to Sherman Storage's recent 2010 
purchase of Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street no consideration was exchanged, 
valuable or otherwise, for the east half of vacated 24th Street. Despite Plaintiffs new affidavits 
filed in support of its motion for summary judgment contending consideration had previously 
been exchanged, Kirk Evans, managing member of Sherman Storage previously conceded in 
deposition that in purchasing Lots 1-12, there was no intent to purchase or intent for the 
purchase to include the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Second Wing Aff., Exhibit "P", Evans 
Depo, pp 71, 74-75 and 79-80). More specifically, at the time of closing Kirk Evans merely 
thought that "Steve had more than one holdings out in that area. And he was trying to get me to 
buy another piece of land ... " (Evans Depo., p 75). 
The 2006 Purchase and Sale Agreement, title work, and warranty deed also support the 
fact that Sherman Storage had no intent in 2006 to purchase the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
First, while the quitclaim deed states "for value received", it must be noted that the deed was 
received after closing and after this Court's judgment. It must also be noted that Kirk Evans 
"was _shocked, frankly, a few weeks later ... when [Steve Cooney] said, hey, by the way, I just 
quitclaimed the property to you that I was talking about. And [Kirk Evans] said, Oh, cool. .. 
[and] didn't think a thing about it." (Evans Depo., p 75). Second, a review of the Purchase and 
Sale Agreement by and between Sherman Storage, LLC and Sherman Self Storage, Inc. reveals 
no reference to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Second Wing Aff., Exhibit "Q"). Finally, 
Sherman Storage's title work makes no inquiry of the east half of vacated 24th Street. (Third 
Wing Aff., Exhibit "V"). All this, together with the admission of Kirk Evans and Steve Cooney 
that any discussion of the east half of vacated 24th Street was merely in a cursory fashion, at the 
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time of closing, and was neither part of earlier discussions nor a condition precedent to closing, 
leads inextricably to the conclusion that Sherman Storage is not a bona fide purchase for value 
of the east half of vacated 24th Street. (See, Cooney Aff., ,r 9; Evans Aff., ,r 4). 
Having exchanged nothing for the east half of vacated 24th Street, Sherman Storage 
cannot claim the protection of being a bona fide purchaser. Therefore, any interest Sherman 
Storage may have in vacated 24th Street is subject to Global Signal's leasehold interest. 
9 E. In the Alternative, the Lease Area Boundary was Established by Acquiescence. 



















and Record of Survey do not adequately fix the boundaries of the lease area, Global Signal and 
its successor and the Wallace Trust fixed the lease area boundary by acquiescence or agreement. 
"The doctrine of boundary by agreement is firmly established in Idaho's case law." Wells v. 
Williams, 118 Idaho 36, 40 (1990). The phrase "boundary by acquiescence" is interchangeable 
with "boW1dary by agreement". Id. "Boundary by agreement or acquiescence has two elements: 
(1) there must be an uncertain or disputed boundary and (2) a subsequent agreement fixing the 
boW1dary." Downey v. Vavold, 144 Idaho 592, 595 (2007). 
"[A]n agreement, either express or implied, must exist to establish a boundary by 
agreement or acquiescence." Wells v. Williams, 118 Idaho at 40. "The agreement may be either 
express or implied by the landowners' conduct." Flying Elk Investment, LLC v. David F 
Cornwall, 35853 (Idaho, April 26, 2010) (citing, Teton Peaks Investment Co. v. Ohme, 146 
Idaho 394 (2008)). That is, acquiescence may be evidence of the agreement; the period of 
acquiescence may be regarded as competent evidence of the agreement. Id. Therefore, "[a] long 
period of acquiescence by one party to another party's use of the disputed property provides a 
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factual basis from which an agreement can be inferred." Downey v. Vavold, 144 Idaho at 595. 
In Teton Peaks Investment Co. v. Ohme, the Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the district 
court's finding of a boundary by acquiescence at summary judgment where there "had originally 
been an agreement fixing the fence as the boundary line", and where that "boundary line was 
originally fixed because of an uncertainty or dispute." Teton Peaks Investment Co. v. Ohme, 
146 Idaho 394, 195 P.3d 1207, 1211 (2008). What is more, "Teton Peaks offered no evidence 
that would tend to show otherwise, except for the legal descriptions which show that the fence 
is not the true property line." Id. Similarly, in the case at hand, there was a lease agreement 
establishing the boundary line, albeit arguably internally conflicting, and the only evidence 
Sherman Storage offers to the contrary is the legal description contained in the Memorandum of 
PCS Site Agreement, out of context from the accompanying diagram and the PCS Site 
Agreement itself. 
In Downey v. Vavold, the Court affirmed the district court's not finding a boundary by 
agreement because there was "no evidence that ... acceptance of the boundary was conveyed" 
to the other party. Downey v. Vavold, 144 Idaho 592, 596 (2007). In contrast, in this case, 
acceptance of the boundary was conveyed by and between the parties and evidenced by the PCS 
Site Agreement itself, recording the Record of Survey, and by the Wallace Trust's execution of 
the Estoppel Certificate, together with Global Signal and its predecessor's continuous access and 
use of the subject property and the Wallace Trust's continuous agreement with said access and 
use. The landlords have also continuously accepted rent paid for the site at its current location. 
Recently, in Flying Elk Investment, LLC v. Cornwall, the Court affirmed the district 
court's finding of boundary by acquiescence where the subject fence had been treated as the 
property line for a number of years, there was no information about precisely why the fence was 
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built, and therefore no evidence to disprove that the fence was intended to be a boundary. Flying 
Elk Investment, LLC v. Cornwall, 35853 (Idaho, April 26, 2010). In this matter, not only has 
the lease area boundary been treated by the Wallace Trust and by Global Signal and its 
predecessors as the true lease area boundary for a number of years, but all evidence indicates 
that the lease site perimeter fence was in fact established for the purpose of marking the lease 
area boundary. 
Assuming there is an ambiguity respecting the lease area as depicted in the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement vis a vis the PCS Site Agreement, and thus uncertainty 
about the lease area boundary, Global Signal and its predecessor and the Wallace Trust have, 
for more than fourteen years, acquiesced and thereby agreed to Global's occupation of the lease 
area as presently situated. This is also supported by the Wallace Trust's uninterrupted 
acceptance ofrent for fourteen years. Finally, this is supported by the Wallace Trust's execution 
of an Estoppel Certificate on May 10, 2005, certifying among other things that "the lease is in 
full force and effect" and that "[n]o default exists under the lease ... " (Third Wing Aff., "U"). 
The parties have therefore established the lease area boundary by agreement and this boundary 
is binding on "the parties and those claiming under them". Wells v. Williams, 118 Idaho at 41. 
F. Any Ambiguity in the Lease Area Description was the Product of a Mutual 
Mistake. 
In the alternative, assuming arguendo that the PCS Site Agreement, Memorandum of 
PCS Site Agreement, and Record of Survey do not clearly and adequately fix the boundaries of 
the lease area, said failure to clearly and adequately fix the lease area boundary is the result of a 
mutual mistake that should be remedied pursuant to the equitable power of this Court. "A 
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mistake is an unintentional act or omission arising from ignorance, surprise, or misplaced 
confidence." Dennett v. Kuenzli, 130 Idaho 21, 27 (Idaho App. 1997) (citing, Bailey v. Ewing, 
105 Idaho 636, 639 (Ct.App.1983)). "A mutual mistake occurs when both parties, at the time of 
contracting, share a misconception about a basic assumption or vital fact upon which they based 
their bargain." Id. (citing, Moore v. Mullen, 123 Idaho 985, 988 (Ct.App.1993)). "Mutual 
mistake permits a party to rescind or modify a contract as long as the mistake is so substantial 
and fundamental as to defeat the object of that party." O'Connor v. Harger Const., Inc., 145 
Idaho 904, 909 (Idaho 2008) (citing, Primary Health Network, Inc. v. State, Dep't of Admin., 137 
Idaho 663, 668 (2002). ''[W]here the mistake has a material effect on the agreed exchange of 
performances, the contract is voidable. However, rescission is not the exclusive remedy for 
mutual mistake; a court may consider other equitable remedies in fashioning a just result. 
Indeed ... the materiality of the parties' mistake may be alleviated by other equitable relief [ such 
as] by supplying a new term or otherwise modifying the agreement as justice requires, thus 
protecting the parties' reliance interests." Thieme v. Worst, 113 Idaho 455, 458-59 (Idaho App. 
1987) (citing, RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF CONTRACTS§ 152 (1979)). 
In this case, assuming the parties mistakenly designated the lease area as only impacting 
Lot 4, rather than beginning 17 feet east of the center line of vacated 24th Street and thereby 
impacting both Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street, the placement of the cell tower site 






Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement and the Record of Survey depict the cell tower cite as 
being located 17 feet east of the center line of vacated 24th Street, which all parties agree is 
located partly on the eastern half of vacated 24th Street, which was and is attached to Lot 4 by 
operation of law. Furthermore, the lease area is and has been located for more than fourteen 
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years, nearly precisely 17 feet east of the centerline of 24th Street. Global Signal and its 
predecessors have paid rent on this 2,500 square foot site for more than fourteen years and the 
Wallace Trust has accepted said rent. Finally, the acceptability of the location of Global Signal's 
cell tower site has been evidenced by the Wallace Trust's execution of an Estoppel Certificate on 
May 10, 2005, certifying among other things that "the lease is in full force and effect" and that 
"[n]o default exists under the lease ... " (Third Wing Aff., Exhibit "U"). 
Given the fact that the 2500 square feet cell tower cite, being 50 feet by 50 foot, could 
not be located entirely on Lot 4, and given that fact that the Wallace Trust has recently conveyed 
the subject property, and the potential logistical hardship and cost that would be imposed on 
Global Signal should it be required to relocating the cell tower cite, this mutual mistake should 
be considered substantial and fundamental and as having a material effect on the agreed 
exchange. Therefore, the Court should use its equitable powers to supplying a new term or 
otherwise modifying the Lease to clearly provide that the cell tower cite be located 17 feet east 
of the centerline of vacated 24th Street or otherwise resting where it has for the preceding 
fourteen years. 
G. Sherman Storage's Action For "Ejection" From Lot 3 is Improper. 
First, Sherman Storage made no claim for ejection in its complaint respecting Lot 3 and 
cannot now sustain an action for ejection absent amendment of its complaint. Second, an action 
for ejection is an action to remedy an encroachment. In contrast, an action to quiet title is an 
action to remedy an encumbrance. Sherman Storage's action is one for ejection. Global Signal, 
however, is not encroaching on any portion of Lot 3 and Sherman Storage makes no claim that 
Global Signal is encroaching on any portion of Lot 3. Therefore, where as here, there is no 
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alleged encroachment of Lot 3 but merely an alleged encumbrance, an action for ejection is 
improper. 
Finally, to the extend Global Signal is deemed to have encumbered Lot 3, Global Signal 
was just made aware of said alleged encumbrance. That is, Sherman Storage did not apparently 
come into title to Lot 3 until June 9, 2010. Global Signal was first made aware of the alleged 
encumbrance of Lot 3 on July 13, 2010 with Sherman Storage's service of its motion for 
summary judgment. This notice, however, is deficient under the PCS Site Agreement as it was 
not delivered directly to Global Signal's address of record by certified U.S. Mail. (Exhibit "E" 
paragraph 12) Having just received notice of the alleged encumbrance of Lot 3, and despite the 
deficiency of said notice, Global Signal has, within 30 days of receiving notice, undertaken with 
due diligence whatever actions are necessary, if any, to fully cure the encumbrance as expressly 
provided for under the Lease. For these reasons, Sherman Storage's action for ejection 
respecting Lot 3 should be denied as a matter of law7. 
H. Sherman Storage Has Not Properly "relocated" Global Signal's Access Easement 
as Required Under the Lease. 
Despite Sherman Storage's contention that the Wallace Trust "relocated the Defendant's 
access easement", the Wallace Trust's letter of June 3, 2010, sent on June 8, 2010, addressing the 
access easement does not claim to unilaterally relocated said easement. (Third Wing Aff., 
Exhibit "X"). What is more, the Wallace Trust did not have standing under the Lease to 
unilaterally relocate the access easement, and there is a serious question as to whether the 
Wallace Trust even owned the subject property at the time of the supposed relocation. 
27 7 Having only recently been notified that Lot 3 might be improperly referenced in recorded documents, Global 
Signal is in the process of having said recorded documents corrected and will hopefully have said issue remedied by 
28 August 11, 2010. 
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First, the Wallace Trust's letter describes the proposed relocated easement as 
"preliminary", which is in conflict with Sherman Storage's characterization of the easement's 
relocation as a foregone conclusion. Second, assuming the Wallace Trust's letter describes an 
easement that has been relocated from the Trust's point of view, said relocation is ineffective 
because it is not in compliance with the Lease. 
The Wallace Trust has not properly "relocated" Global Signal's access easement 
pursuant to Exhibit D of the PCS Site Agreement. Exhibit D to the PCS Site Agreement 
provides that "Owner will have the one-time right to relocate the access easement, as defined in 
Exhibit A ... provided, however, that such relocated will ... be performed exclusively by 
[Global Signal] ... " Exhibit D goes on to provide the following: 
Owner will exercise its relocation right ... by (and only by) 
delivering written notice (the "notice") to [Global Signal]. In the 
notice, Owner will propose an alternate site on Owner's property 
to which [Global Signal] may relocate it access easement ... 
[Global Signal] will have a period of sixty (60) days after 
execution of a written agreement between the parties concerning 
the location and dimensions of the Relocation Site to relocate (at 
Owner's expense) its access easement. 
Therefore, the Wallace Trust can not simply dictate the location of Global Signal's access 
easement, and Global Signal has never agreed in writing to any relocated access easement. 
There is a serious question as to whether the Wallace Trust even owned the subject 
property at the time of the supposed relocation and therefore had any rights under the Lease to 
request a relocation of the access easement. That is, the Wallace Trust's "relocation" letter was 
dated June, 3, 2010, but not sent until June 8, 2010. (Wing Aff., Exhibit "X"). Global Signal 
also received a letter from the Wallace Trust, dated June 3, 2010, wherein it was indicated that 
the Trust "recently sold the property ... indentified [in the] PCS Site Agreement ... " (Wing Aff., 
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Exhibit "Y"). Therefore, at some point in the past, prior to June 3, 2010, the Wallace Trust sold 
its interest in Lots 3 and 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street.8 
Finally the undisputed facts establish that Sherman Storage has interfered with Global 
Signal's access easement by placing a building on said easement. (Dale Aff.) 
For these reasons, Sherman Storage's motion for summary judgment should be denied as 
a matter of law. Global Signal's Motion for Summary Judgment on its counter-claim for 
interference with easement should be granted. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
Because the east half of vacated 24th Street attached to Lot 4 as a matter of common law, 
and because Plaintiff Sherman Storage cannot prove an unbroken chain of title to the east half 
of vacated 24th Street, Defendant Global Signal is entitled to Summary Judgment of dismissal of 
the ejectment action as a matter of law. Even if Sherman Storage has some title to the east half 
of vacated 24th Street, it took such interest subject to Global Signal's Lease. 
DATED this ~ 't day of July, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Jo~ P. Hazel 
Jason S Wing 
8 These facts bring into further doubt the accuracy of Mary Jo Wallace's and Kirk Evan's affidavits filed in support 
28 of Plaintiffs motion for summary judgment. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the _at__ day of July, 2010, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated 
below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
D U.S.Mail 
~ Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 
Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT - 1 
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Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
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COMES NOW Global Signal Acquisitions, by and through its attorney, Joel P. Hazel of 
the law firm of Witherspoon Kelley, and hereby moves the Court for an Order Setting Aside the 
Default entered by Judge Lansing Haynes on December 1, 2009, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 55(c) and 
an agreement by the parties. 
Global Signal hereby specifically reserves the right to reenter a default should the 
Wallace Family Trust's Answer be stricken for any reason and that the default is set aside 
without prejudice. Global Signal requests that the Order to Set Aside Default, provided 
herewith, be signed without oral argument or hearing. 
DATED this ]0 day of July, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
By:~~ Joe P. Hazel,IB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
Attorneys for Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
MOTION FOR ORDER TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT - 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the 2Q_ day of July, 2010, I caused a true and correct 
copy of the MOTION FOR ORDER TO SET ASIDE DEFAULT to be forwarded, with all 
required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
~ U.S.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
w· u.S.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 








Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





















THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 





) __________ ) 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY MEMORANDUM - 1 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY MEMORANDUM 
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COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an 
Idaho Limited Liability Company, by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. 
SMITH, and hereby replies to Defendant Global Signal's Response 
Memorandum, filed herein on or about July 28, 2010. 
After receiving the Defendant's Response, the Plaintiff is entitled to 
Summary Judgment on its claim of ejectment because the parties agreement 
unambiguously requires the Defendant's lease site to be solely on Lot 4, and at 
this point in the litigation, the Defendant has not produced one document or one 
sworn Affidavit that alters the parties' agreement. 
THE DEFENDANT'S RESPONSE DOES NOT CONTAIN 
UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
As an initial point of contention, the Defendant's Response adds allegedly 
"additional undisputed material facts". However it is clear, that much of these 
material facts are argument of counsel. The quantity of incorrect "undisputed 
facts" are so numerous that the Plaintiff requests that the Court uses its 
discretion to strike those portions that are disputed or to treat them as mere 
argument of counsel. However, some of the arguments will be address 
specifically below. 
1. The first example of this argument or speculation is found in the very 
first paragraph 1, line 1. The Wallace Family Trust did not transfer to 
Sherman Storage, LLC, any property until the date that the 
transactions were closed and then recorded. The Defendant's 
repeated reference to other dates that concern Purchase and Sale 
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Agreements, proposed closing days, and dates of signature, are 
without basis in law, speculate, and should be considered argument, 
as they lack any foundation. 
2. In paragraph 4 of the Defendant's Response, it states that Sherman 
Storage "took both Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street in 
April and May of 2010 ... ". Possession of real estate does not occur 
until the closing and recordation of the conveyance. Further, to state 
that the Plaintiff took ownership over a sixty (60) day period of time is 
vague to the point of being misleading to the Court. 
3. On June 9, 2010, The Wallace Family Trust transferred by Warranty 
Deed to Sherman Storage, LLC, the east half of vacated 24th Street. At 
that time, the Plaintiff already owned the land. The Warranty Deed 
was obtained only to clear up the recent quiet title claim. 
4. On June 9, 2010, The Wallace Family Trust transferred by Warranty 
Deed to Sherman Storage LLC, Lots 3 and 4 of Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition. That is undisputed, and no other dates matter to this 
proceeding. 
5. The Defendant now says that the "recent purchase of both Lot 4 and 
the east half of vacated 24th Street from The Wallace Family Trust ... is 
a tacit if not actual acknowledgment of The Wallace Family Trust 
continued ownership of said properties until said recent transfers." 
This statement, in the undisputed material facts portion of the 
Defendant's Response, is without basis in fact, and does not recite any 
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authority. There was no purchase of the east half vacated 24th Street 
from The Wallace Family Trust. The Plaintiff already owned it. It was 
deeded without additional monetary compensation to clear up the 
Defendant's bizarre litigation tactics contained in the recent quiet title 
claim by Defendant Global Signal. (See original and Supplemental 
Affidavits of Kirk Evans and Mary Jo Wallace in Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion for Summary Judgment). 
6. The purchase of Lot 4, however, is an acknowledgment that The 
Wallace Family Trust owned Lot 4. For the Defendant to combine Lot 
4 and 24th Street in this way is again, misleading. 
7. Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement does not depict the "current 
actual lease area" as set forth in Defendant's Response, paragraph 6. 
The Defendant uses the term "lease area" to refer to a variety of 
documents and ultimately tries to equate the "lease area" with where 
they are now. However, as contained in Plaintiff's Memorandum in 
Support of Motion Summary Judgment, the lease area is that which is 
described in the lease. Where they are currently located is the basis 
for the original Ejectment claim. Simply "being there" is not a defense 
to an Ejectment claim, it is an acknowledgment of its merit. 
8. Most alarming is that which is contained in paragraph 8, page 4, of 
Defendant's Response Memorandum. The Defendant states that the 
lease provides that "real property consisting of 2,500 square feet of 
land ... in a location shown on Exhibit A". However, this statement is so 
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severely misleading that it is beyond even the point of argument. The 
actual quote is as follows: 
1. Premises and Use. Owner leases to Sprint Spectrum, 
L.P., a Delaware limited partnership ("SSLP"), d/b/a Sprint 
Spectrum, the site described below: 
[Check appropriate box(es)] 
~ Real property consisting of approximately 2,500 square 
feet of land; 
~ Space required for cable runs to connect PCS equipment 
and antennas, in the location(s) ("Site") shown on Exhibit A, 
together with a non-exclusive easement for reasonable 
access thereto and to the appropriate, in the discretion of 
SSLP, source of electric and telephone facilities. 
This misquote highlights the Defendant's entire strategy: complicate a 
simple issue. In this case, the Lease in this matter is quite clear. To 
misquote it in such a way continues to transform this case from a 
simple lease into bizarre litigation. 
9. The Defendant's tactics focus solely on Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement. The Defendant has completely ignored Exhibit B, which 
does in fact determine the parties' Lease, and now refers to it as a 
"scrivener's error". A scrivener is "one whose occupation is to draw 
contracts, write deeds and mortgages, and prepare other species of 
written instruments". Black's Law Dictionary, 6th Ed. In this case, the 
Defendant itself was the scrivener. If the Defendant made an error, the 
Defendant should make it right. Errors are not without consequence. 
To completely ignore the Memorandum of the Lease as found in 
Exhibit B, and then call it a scrivener's error is to acknowledge that 
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Exhibit B is the applicable document, and that it is damaging to the 
Defendant. 
10. The Defendant also states that the pictorial in Exhibit A depicts the 
"lease area" seventeen feet from the centerline of 24th Street. Any 
rationale viewing of Exhibit A shows the clear intention of the pictorial, 
that the lease area is adjacent to the edge of 24th Street. The pictorial 
does not show the "lease area" on 24th Street. 
11. The Defendant exhausted every possible argument why Exhibit A 
gives them permission to be on 24th Street. The Defendant also 
ignores the fact that Exhibit A has a legal description within the 
document itself, at the very top, which restricts the whole site to Lot 4 
of Block 22. 
12. The Defendant repeatedly states that the Record of Survey is more 
than it is. In Defendant's Response, it states that the Record of Survey 
depicts the "exact four corners of the lease site". Defendant's 
Response, page 4-5. The Defendant's use of the term " lease site" 
and "lease area" is misleading throughout its Response. The leased 
site or leased area (or that which is granted by the lease) can only be 
found in the lease. The fact that the Defendant's improvements are on 
some other area than that which is described in the lease does not 
create a "lease area" or a "lease site". That is the very definition of an 
encroachment. 
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13. Furthermore, this Record of Survey cannot be a cloud on title. This 
Record of Survey did not create an interest in land, and therefore 
would not create any cloud on title. See Supplemental Affidavit of Sam 
Johnson. 
CARNEY V. HEINSON DOES NOT CREATE ANY 
PRESUMPTION IN THIS CASE 
The case of Camey v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275 (1999) is heavily relied 
upon by the Defendants. In that case, the Warranty Deed for the lot did not 
contain a description that specifically included the one-half of the vacated 
alleyway adjacent to the lot. Id. at 277. However, the three previous transfers of 
the property, including the initial transfer of the property, did in fact include a 
separate description that included the one-half of the vacated alleyway adjacent 
to the lot. Id. The trial judge in Camey received evidence that encompassed an 
eighteen-year period concerning the actual intentions and practices of the 
parties. Id. at 281. 
The holding in Camey is that where land adjoining the previously vacated 
area is conveyed in a sale without mentioning the vacated area, half of the 
vacated area is presumed to be included in the grant, which presumption is 
subject to being rebutted by the surrounding facts and circumstances showing 
our intention to the contrary. Id. at 280. The Court looked first to the granting 
instrument and second to the surrounding circumstances to determine the intent 
of the parties. Id. at 278. 
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The Camey Court stated that I.C. § 50-311 has as its "primary intent" to 
both settle ownership of property after vacation and to provide that the newly 
vacated parcel becomes part of the adjoining property. Id. at 278. The intent 
has nothing to do with leasehold interests. The Court goes on to say that the 
presumption provides that a conveyance of land abutting the vacated alley 
conveys title to the center of the alley, unless the granting instrument or 
surrounding circumstances illustrate a contrary intent. Id. at 279 (emphasis 
added). 
The Defendant's reliance on Carney is misguided. First, Camey concerns 
a conveyance <?f property. In this matter, the Defendant itself drafted a lease 
document. Secondly, the instrument in this matter is the parties' PCS Site 
Agreement. The PCS Site Agreement, clearly and unequivocally refers to the 
abandoned 24th Street and provides a legal description that is "east of and 
adjacent to" that very abandoned street. This legal description acknowledges 
that the Defendant, as the drafter or scrivener of the Agreement, had knowledge 
that the lease site was adjacent to the abandoned street. Therefore, the granting 
instrument in this case, shows a clear intent not to "convey" or encumber any 
portion of the vacated street. 
After reviewing the parties' intention found in the granting instrument, then 
the Court must look at the surrounding circumstances of these parties. The 
Defendant itself, has recorded several documents without reference to the 
abandoned 24th Street. There is no evidence the parties intended to encroach 
upon 24th Street. All of the several parties to this consolidated matter were 
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shocked to discover the encroachment years after the cell tower was 
constructed. In fact, the only evidence of intent offered by Defendant is that The 
Wallace Family Trust executed an Estoppel Certificate, which had no direct 
bearing on this issue and was prepared for a completely different purpose. This 
falls far short of the analysis of the parties' intent found in Carney when it viewed 
the landowners actions concerning the property over eighteen years. 
The Carney holding is simply another application of black letter real 
property law. The primary goal of interpreting a deed is to seek and give effect to 
the real intention of the parties. See Gardner v. Fliegel, 92 Idaho 767, 770 
(1969); Bumgarner v. Bumgarner, 124 Idaho 629, 637 (Ct.App.1993). Only 
where a deed is ambiguous does the interpretation of the grantor's intent become 
a question of fact to be determined from the instrument itself, as well as from the 
surrounding facts and circumstances. Latham v. Gamer, 105 Idaho 854, 857 
(1983); Dille v. Doerr Dist. Co., 125 Idaho 123, 125 (Ct.App.1993). 
When a deed is unambiguous, however, the parties' intent must be 
ascertained from the language of the deed as a matter of law without resort to 
extrinsic evidence. Id.; see also Gardner, 92 Idaho at 770 (if the language of a 
deed is plain and unambiguous the intention of the parties must be ascertained 
from the deed, and parol evidence, that is, documentary, oral or real evidence 
extrinsic to the deed itself, is not admissible to ascertain intent); Hines v. Hines, 
129 Idaho 847, 854 (1997) ("there is no need to resort to extrinsic evidence to 
interpret or modify the terms of what appears to be a clearly written document"). 
In deciding whether a document is ambiguous, the Court seeks to determine 
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whether it is "reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation." Bondy v. Levy, 121 
Idaho 993, 996 (1992); C & G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 766 (2001 ). 
If a deed is ambiguous, interpretation of the instrument is a factual issue 
for the trier of fact. In Nationsbanc Mortgage Corporation of New York v. Cazier 
the Court applied several rules of construction of Deeds, including that 
uncertainties should be treated as ambiguities subject to being cleared up by 
resorting to the intention of the parties as gathered from the deed, circumstances 
attending and leading up to its execution, subject matter, and situation of the 
parties. Nationsbanc Mortgage Corporation of New York v Cazier, 127 Idaho 879 
(Ct.App. 1995). 
In this case, the instrument is clear: "east of and adjacent" to the 
abandoned 24th Street. For arguments' sake, if the Court considers it to be 
ambiguous, all the circumstances found in the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit B, 
and Exhibit A leave no doubt that the lease is to be next to 24th Street and solely 
on Lot 4. 
No Idaho statute expressly requires inclusion of a legal description of real 
property in an instrument of conveyance; however, the Idaho courts have 
required that a written instrument purporting to convey real property contain a 
sufficient description of the property. In re Miller, 260 BR 158 (Bankr. D. Idaho 
2001 ). Any such instrument is void when it does not provide an adequate 
description to identify the land it purports to convey, using means either directly 
from its language or by something extrinsic to which it refers. Id. 
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A description is sufficient so long as the quantity, identity or boundaries of 
the property can be determined from the face of the instrument or by reference to 
extrinsic evidence. Haney v Molko, 123 Idaho 132 (Ct.App. 1992). The property 
description needs only designate the land to be conveyed with reasonable 
certainty since the purpose of the deed description is not to identify the land, but 
to the furnish the means of identification. In re Miller, 260 BR 158 
(Bankr.D.ldaho 2001). 
In this case, Exhibit A can be considered as part of the surrounding facts 
and circumstances of the lease since it was recorded as part of the 
Memorandum of the Lease, pursuant to Camey. Exhibit A has two purposes with 
regard to the lease in question. One, to show the access and utility easements. 
Two, to show the property of the Owner/Landlord. See PCS Site Agreement, 
introductory paragraph. As a surrounding circumstance, Exhibit A, viewed in 
any reasonable manner, depicts the lease site to be next to, adjacent to, and not 
across 24th Street. Exhibit A does not show any intent of the parties to encroach 
upon 24th Street. 
While it is true that I.C. § 50-311 raises a presumption that The Wallace 
Family Trust owned the easterly half of 24th Street, that is not the same 
presumption used by the Defendant's in this matter. Even assuming for 
argument sake, that this case was about a conveyance, and assuming that the 
PCS Site Agreement was a sale of land, all of the evidence contained in the 
granting instruments, the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit A and Exhibit B, and the 
surrounding circumstances of the parties' intentions and subsequent recordings, 
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all would overcome the presumption that this lease would have encumbered 
vacated 24th Street. There is no evidence of such intent, except the glaring fact 
that the cell tower site encroaches upon abandoned 24th Street. 
THE RECORD OF SURVEY IN THIS MATTER IS NOT A CONVEYANCE AND 
IS NOT AN AS-BUil T DRAWING 
This case is distinguished from Adams v. Anderson, in that the Record of 
Survey in this matter did not and could not change the parties' agreement as 
found in the lease. The Record of Survey did not "supplement" the parties' 
agreement as the Defendant states, and the Record of Survey is not "part and 
parcel" to the parties' agreement, whatever that means. The Record of Survey is 
just a Survey. It does not create a lease area, or a leasehold interest. It merely 
memorializes that which was there. As evidence that the Record of Survey is an 
as-built, the Defendant quotes Plaintiff's own expert who in December of 2009 
says that the Record of Survey appeared to locate the cell tower "as 
constructed". Then the Defendant tries to say that an as-built or an as-
constructed Record of Survey are the· same thing. Clearly, Plaintiff's expert has 
defined an as-built drawing, and the Defendant's Record of Survey is not an as-
built drawing. See Affidavit of Scott Rasor. 
Curiously, the Defendant's own expert never makes the simple statement 
that "the Record of Survey is in fact an as-built drawing". This clearly implies that 
it is not an "as-built". The Defendant's own expert can only use circuitous logic 
that determines that Exhibit A "nearly" accomplishes the Defendant's goals. 
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Assuming for argument sake that, the Record of Survey was done 
pursuant to Exhibit A with full knowledge and cooperation of The Wallace Family 
Trust. Further assuming it was an "as-built drawing". Even in that case, pursuant 
to the PCS Site Agreement, the as-built drawing would only replace Exhibit A, not 
Exhibit B. Therefore, giving all inference to the Defendant's arguments, the 
Record of Survey would merely replace Exhibit A, which is there to show the 
utility and access easements and to show the totality of the Owner/Landlord's 
property. Even Defendant's arguments that the Record of Survey is an as-built 
drawing does not mean that the legal description found in Exhibit B is altered or 
replaced. The lease, as recorded in the Memorandum Exhibit B, still would be 
the only legal description in this matter. 
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE TO PROVE A BOUNDARY BY AGREEMENT 
"A long period of acquiescence by one party to another party's use of the 
disputed property provides a factual basis from which an agreement can be 
inferred." Griffel v. Reynolds, 136 Idaho 397, 400 (2001 ). The period of 
acquiescence need not continue for the amount of time necessary to establish 
adverse possession because acquiescence is merely competent evidence of an 
agreement of the parties. Stafford v. Weaver, 136 Idaho 223, 225 (2001 ); 
Downey v. Vavold, 144 Idaho 592, 595 (2007). 
In this case, the Defendant Global has the burden of proving a boundary 
by agreement. Downey v. Vavold, 144 Idaho 592, 595 (2007). 
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Acquiescence, by itself, does not constitute a boundary by agreement. 
Although an agreement can be inferred from a long period of acquiescence, the 
trial court is not required to draw that inference. "Acquiescence in the location 
and maintenance of a line fence for a great length of time may be presumptive 
evidence of an agreement as to the true boundary line, but is not conclusive 
evidence." Brown v. Brown, 18 Idaho 345, 357 (1910). 
In this case, any agreement establishing an uncertain boundary would 
have to be inferred from the conduct of the parties [most likely The Wallace 
Family Trust] viewed in light of the surrounding circumstances. There is no 
evidence of any agreement other than the fact that the encroachment exists. 
THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THE PLAINTIFF INTERFERED WITH THE 
DEFENDANT'S ACCESS EASEMENT 
The Defendant is still claiming the Plaintiff has interfered with its access 
easement to the cell tower site without any actual evidence of interference or 
trespass. This is in the face of years of uninterrupted use, and the 
Landlord/Owner's recent relocation of the access easement to conform to the 
Defendant's long-term actual practice. 
However, there is a fundamental reason the Plaintiff cannot interfere with 
Defendant's easement. That is because the Defendant's access easement, as 
defined and recorded in Exhibit A, should only occur on Lot 4. The Defendant 
has produced no actual evidence of interference or trespass. See Plaintiff's 
Motion to Strike, filed concurrently herewith. The Defendant cannot even show 
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any right to use Lots 1-12 in Block 21 for its easement. Therefore, the Plaintiff is 
entitled to Summary Judgment against the Defendant, dismissing its 
Trespass/Interference Counterclaim 
DATED this+ day of August,~--
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the l( day of August, 2010, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
'(J'"faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
ERIK P. SMITH, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify to the matters set 
forth below based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am the attorney of record for Plaintiff herein, and an officer of this 
Court. 
3. That in footnote No. 2, page 3 of Defendant's Response, the 
Defendant claims: "Recall that Plaintiff requested Defendant's Motion 
for Summary Judgment to be moved from April 15, 201 O". This quote 
is under the Defendant's "ADDITIONAL UNDISPUTED MATERIAL 
FACTS". As a result, counsel for Defendant labels Plaintiff as 
"disingenuous". 
4. That certainly there have been various motions re-scheduled. The 
scheduling is not done by Plaintiff or Defendant, but by their attorneys. 
5. Attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "A", a true and correct 
copy of a letter from Mr. Hazel suggesting he move his Motion for 
Summary Judgment from April 15, 2010, to a later date. 
6. Footnote 2 clearly does not contain material, or undisputed facts. 
DATED this 4 day of August, 2010. 
E~ 
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SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me a Notary Public, on the 
_l_day of August, 2010. 
Q===i>~ 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Resides at: It.ft 4 I 
Commission Expires:, e - 2 ,-r i> 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 4 day of f-+..,,, ()~' 2010, a true copy 
of the foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
~xedto: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
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{II WITHERSPOON•KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
JOEL P. HAZEL 
liamed1011111COQ1illldabom1WulliD,pon 
iph@witherspoonkel/e:.,1.com 
February 22, 2010 
Via Facsimile: 765-9110 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
RE: Sherman Storage v. Global Signal 
Dear Erik: 
SPOK/\N~ I srATTlr. I COWK D' /\LlNt I POR"ILAND 
I note that you are planning to re-note ym.1r Motion for Relief from Judgment and that the 
court has set this matter for Status Conference and a couple of other motions for March 30, 2010. 
1foon (:hed".i!lf'.': of mv calen02r. thi!I. dete! doe~ riot work for m!! nr "T'! ?.5:~nc!~te .fa"'.O"l ... ,._ ... , - " 
Wing. March 30, 2010 falls during School District 27l's sp:ring break and my wife and family 
are traveling to Florida. for that week. Jason Wing's spouse is also a teacher for the Coeur 
d'Alene School District and is planning to go on vacation that week as well. 
I request that we set a different date for the Status Conference and your Motion for Relief 
from Judgment and my Motion to Amend and Join a Involuntary Party. 
I suggest that we move those hearings to the date that I have secured for my Motion for 
Summary Judgment on April 15, 2010, and that I simply obtain a different Motion for Summary 
Judgment date in early to mid May 2010. 
Please contact me regarding the March 301 20 l 0, date. 
JPH:mp 
608 Northwest Boulevard. Suite 300 Tel: 208.667.4000 
Coewr d'Alene, lci1;1ho 83814,2174 fa><; 208.667.8470 
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From:Kootenai County Title Comoany 208 666 0410 08/"4/2010 13:49 1694 P.002/005 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
. Tel. (208) 667 ~2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 · 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
·STATE OF IOAHO 1 cou~ny OF MOTENA!f ss 
FILED: 
2010 AUG -4 PH· ii: 42 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR .THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
) SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





















THE WALLACE-FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, } 





) ______________ ) 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
SUPPLEME~TAL 
AFFIDAVIT OF SAM JOHNSON IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
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From:Kootenai County Title Cmnnany 
STATE OF IDAHO 
County of KOOTENAI 




OB/"412010 13:49 tt694 P.003/005 
SAM JOHNSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) and competent to testify to the _matters 
co-ntained herein based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am intimately familiar with the title issues in this case and have issued 
title commitments and/or policies to the Plaintiff concerning Lots 3 and 4, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition, and the vacated 24th Street. 
3. I have also reviewed the Defendant's recorded lease, the Memorandum of 
PCS Site Agreement, and all its other subsequently recorded documents 
in Kootenai County. 
4. That I worked for Kootenai Title Company as the head of the Posting 
Department from 2002 through 2005. That while head of the Posting 
Department, I was responsible for posting and indexing all documents 
recorded in Kootenai_ County to the company database. 
5. That from 2005 to the present, I have continued to work for Kootenai Title 
Company as a Title Officer. As a Title Officer I am responsible for 
researching and examining the chain of title for parcels within Kootenai 
County, determining fee simple interest, encumbrances, easements, and 
issuing Title Commitments and lnsuranc~ Polices based _on those findings. 
6. I· have consulted with my Title Department ·Manager and our legal counsel 
concerning the particular title issues in this case. 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF SAM JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
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7. I reviewed my prior Affidavit with my Title Department Manager prior to its 
execution. 
DATED this dt:-day of August, 2010 
~~/ _ ....... 
SamJ~n. . 
. Title Officer, Kootenai County Title 
· $UBS</~ED AND SWORN to before me, the undersigned Notary 
Public, this day of August, 2010. · · 
................. ~ . . ~ .. , I)~,, . :y0U : Ii ,"l"-r.s:.,..,..;\<r,; ~ 
11~ ,_. "" ~ ..._-, ... 
/ 4o-tABt_-~ .. i Not~ry Public for Idaho · · 
! { ""i -·- c.ii ·! Residing at: ~ r d 'A l.o-w..(_. 
\. \_ Pu-Y.\.' Q ! My Commission Expires: p_J:;.o..,J;.o1d 
. I ,IP~ ~ ~~ I 
i\6!'1')' •••••• \O~r+~ 
~"#,. -1 rs of i.•''~ 
~6"1t"h111aaeo•''' 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the __,L('--_ day of (-t_.,.,~ X. 2010, a true copy 
of the foregoing was: U 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[ ] inter-office: · 
){faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
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ERIK P. SMITH. Attorney at Lsw 
ERIK P. SMITH, P .C. 
607 Lakeside Avenua 
Coeur d1 Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667 .. 2000 
Fax (208) 755 .. 9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
-Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE OF IDAHO i 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI? SS 
FILf.D: 
201n AUG -4 PH f.i: 42 
IN THE blStRICt COURT OF iHE: FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
sr ATE OF lt>AHO IN ANO FOR THe COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN stOAAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
llmited llablllty company, ) Case No. CV-03-7690 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUJSITIONS II 
LLC, a Delawal"e limited llabillty 
Company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
lLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
~ (Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
) 
) SUPPLEMENTAL 
) AFFIDAVIT OF' MARY JO WALLACE IN 









Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) ) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Famlly Trust, ) 





) __ __._ _________ ) 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
County of Clark 
11V, VV I I I, L 
MARY JO WALLACE, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and 
' 
states as follows: 
1. I am ovar 18 years of age and competent to testify to the matters set 
forth below based upon personaLknowledge. 
2. I was the sole trustee for The Wallace Family Trust. 
3, Th8 Wallace Family Trust was the former owner of the Kootenai 
County real estate at issue in this matter known as Lot 3 and Lot 4 of 
Block 22, Glenrnore Addition. 
4. the first time I met Kirk Evans was the Mediation in Coeur d'Alene on 
April 16_ On that day, I spoke fur the first time wrth Kirk and his 
attorney. His attorney also served me a Subpoena. 
5. Initially, I did not want to speak to him. As I stat~d before, Joel Hazel 
told me I could avoid Mr. Evans, and I did just that despite his 
telephone calls and letters. Mr. Evans made me understand the true 
nature of the Assignment wherein I had sued him. 
6. J told Mr. Evans that Joel Hazel had told me that the Notice of Default 
would be voided if I appeared at this mediation. r told Mr. Evans I 
expected the default to be voided that day. 
7. Immediately after mediation, l wanted to rneet with Kirk Evans and we 
did meet st his attomey'e office. 
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8. At the meeting, we discussed many things including the 
communioation that had been m~de between Joel Hazel and myself, 
and the fact that I had met with Global's representative the night prior. 
9. I explalned that I did not want any fUrther legal occurrences and just 
wanted to go back to Vegas. In order to show good faith) Mr. Evans 
aaid I needed-to sign a Warranty oe-ed In order to clear up the newly 
created oloud on tltle. He explained that a Warranty Deed would make 
the Quiet Tltle Action against him go eway, 
1 o. I agreed to sign the Warranty Deed to show good faith, but instructed 
him NOT to record same because of my concerns Involving Joel Hazel. 
I was moat concerned about the Notice of Default that had baen 
obtained and that I was stlll hopeful that Joel Hazel would cause this to 
be voided. 
11. I also claimed that although I was. interested tn selling him propa~ for 
the pteviously agreed upon $300,000, I needed time to have my 
daughter's attorney review all the facta. 
12. A few weeks later, I called Kirk Evan8 and at that tlma I Informed him 
that I was only riow prepared to algn the Purchase and Sales 
Agreement, but I wanted to add lariguage that my attorney na~ded to 
approve the transaction. 
13. I told Mr. Evans to set up a closing date In late May or aarly June to 
consummate the transactiori. 
DATED this~ day of . A YlG !L>~ I 2010. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the If day of .&g k:U+, 2010, 11 true copy 
of the foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
- -- ,,,301axec:no: -
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 0~~70 
~~L-
Lora Henderson 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-911 O 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATt OF IDAHO I SS 
COUNTY OF tlDOTENAlf 
FILED: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE STATE OF 
IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 

















Defendantrrhird Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 
Third Party Defendant 
) 
) 
) __________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
SUPPLEMENTAL 
AFFIDAVIT OF KIRK EVANS IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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STATE OF IDAHO 




KIRK EVANS, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of eighteen (18) and competent to testify to the matters 
contained herein based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am the managing member of the Plaintiff, Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company. 
3. The first time I ever met Mary Jo Wallace was at the Mediation. It was a 
complete surprise to hear that she was at the office of our mediator. 
4. Initially upon entering the office where Mary Jo Wallace had been placed, 
Mary Jo Wallace did not want to speak to me. 
5. I introduced myself and explained that in no uncertain terms, I was her only 
friend in this case. I explained the efforts I had taken to contact her since the 
time I first learned of the encroachment. As I had previously, I again 
approached Mary Jo Wallace about my purchasing her two parcels. I did not 
receive any reply at that time. I told her on that day that Global had sued her, 
and furthermore had obtained a Notice of Default against her. My question 
specifically being, "why would you get into bed with the very firm that sued 
you and additionally Assign them the right to sue me on your behalf?" I 
explained that as a result of this Assignment, I was now being forced to sue 
her as the only means to protect my property ownership. 
6. I told Mary Jo Wallace that she was being lied to and that Global would never 
void the Notice of Default as she claimed she had been promised. 
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7. I asked my attorney to approach Mary Jo Wallace during mediation and at 
that point, Mary Jo Wallace simply stated that she wanted to sell her property. 
8. After a couple of give and takes from both of us while in mediation Mary Jo 
Wallace agreed to consider selling her property for $300,000.00. 
9. After mediation, while walking back to my attorney's office I received a call 
from Mary Jo Wallace's son. He said they wanted to meet immediately and 
we did meet at my attorney's office shortly after the mediation had concluded. 
10. At my attorney's office we discussed the possible terms of the sale. 
11. It was agreed that we would meet again the next day, (as she was soon 
leaving for Vegas) at Kootenai Title. 
12. Upon meeting Mary Jo Wallace at Kootenai Title, upon further thought, I 
explained that I was prepared to defend myself against her for her assigning 
her "rights" to sue me to Global. I said I could not involve myself any further 
with her while she was suing me. 
13. I explained that to show good faith she need only to sign a Warranty Deed 
regarding 24th Street in order to clear up the alledged cloud on title that had 
been created by Global's action on her behalf. I explained that since she had 
only assigned her right to try and take my property back, a Warranty Deed 
would make the Quiet Title Action against me go away, (since the outcome of 
the action could have involved giving the property back to her). 
14. Mary Jo Wallace agreed to sign the Warranty Deed that day, to show good 
faith, but instructed me NOT to record same that day. At this point Mary Jo 
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Wallace signed the Warranty Deed and this document was notarized by a 
representative of Kootenai Title. 
15. I explained that I would be in a position to close the escrow within a few 
weeks and that I had absolutely no problem with her taking as much time as 
she needed to make the decision in which to sell or not sell. 
16. A couple weeks later, I received a can from Mary Jo Wallace and at thattime 
she informed me that she was only now prepared to sign the Purchase and 
Sales Agreement that I had hastily created the last time we had met. She 
wanted to add language that her attorney needed to approve and I told her 
she was free to add whatever she wanted and that we would close the 
escrow when she instructed. 
17. Joel Hazel is aware of all the contacts he had with Mary Jo Wallace as 
outlined in the former Wallace Affidavit. As such, in his two notes at the 
bottom of page 3 of the Defendant's Response is nothing short of an absolute 
distortion of the truth. While I can appreciate aggressive defenses raised by 
counsel, in this particular reference I find it appalling that an officer of the 
court would be involved in such a tactic. Mr. Hazel induced Mary Jo Wallace 
to appear at the mediation and certainly knew by having her appear at this 
session, he wouid be successfui in defeating our motion to depose him the 
very next day. It is highly doubtful Mr. Hazel could have contemplated that by 
having Mary Jo Wallace show up at the mediation, it would end up that I 
would purchase the property from Mary Jo Wallace. 
DATED this !L_ day of August, 2010. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIST 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




MARY JO WALLACE, an unmarried 
person, JOHN and JANE DOES 1 
Through 100, and all other persons 
claiming any interest in the real 
property which is subject to this 
action, 
Defendants. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC., an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 
II, LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
CASE NO. CV-03-7690 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(consolidated cases) 
DECISION ON MOTION FOR 
RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
Case No. CV-09-3915 
(consolidated cases) 
DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
DECISION ON MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT AND DECISION ON 1 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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VS. 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; 
MARY JO WALLACE, Trustee of the 
Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendant. 
- -Snerman - Storage brought an action - for evictiofl 
against Global Signal alleging a lease site 
encroachment upon a small portion of a parcel of 
real estate. Action consolidated with a case 
resulting in a judgment quieting title in the 
disputed parcel subject to an effort by Sherman 
Storage to seek relief to vacate and modify 
judgment. Cross motions for summary judgment also 
presented. 
Erik P. Smith and Charles M. Dodson, attorneys for 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
Joel P. Hazel and Jason 
KELLEY DAVENPORT & TOOLE 





FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
This litigation involves a large, complicated and convoluted dispute 
over a very small portion of a parcel of real property. While the property 
in question is relatively small the financial consequences and interest to 
the parties is obviously substantial. This embrolio concerns Defendant's 
communication cell tower located on leased property on East Sherman 
Avenue in the city of Coeur d'Alene. 
In 1987 the Wallace Family Trust was formed with Gary A. Wallace 
and Mary Jo Wallace serving as joint trustees. Included in the financial 
holdings of the trust were several parcels of property on East Sherman 
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Avenue where a business known as the Cove Bowl was located. This 
property consisted of lots 1-12 (Glenmore Addition, Block 21) situated to 
the west of 24th Street and lots 3 and 4 (Glenmore Addition, Block 22) to 
the east of 24th street. In 1989 the city vacated 24th street where it 
abutted lots 3 and 4 in block 22 and lots 1 and 2 in block 21. By 
operation of law the properties each acquired the adjacent one half 
portion of vacated 24th Street. 
On June 14, 1996 Gary Wallace entered into a lease agreement on 
behalf of the Wallace Family Trust with defendant Global Signal's 
predecessor in interest Sprint Spectrum, L.P. regarding lot 4 in block 22. 
The PCS Site Agreement (personal communication system) related to the 
construction and operation of related antenna equipment and fixtures. 
The location of the lease site was described under Exhibit Bas follows: 
Such Agreement provides in part that Owner leases 
to SSLP a certain site ("Siten) located to the east 
of and adjacent to the abandoned 24th St. right of 
way at the Sherman Ave./I-90 overpass, City of 
Coeur d' Alone County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, within the property of Owner which is 
described in Exhibit A attached hereto, -· 
Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement provided a legal description as well 
as a (not to scale) site plan sketch. The sketch included a highlighted 
Lease Area drawn in a trapezoid shape located to the east of what is 
depicted as 24th Street. At the bottom of Exhibit A was the following: 
Note: Owner and SSLP may, at SSLP's option, replace 
this Exhibit with an exhibit setting forth the 
legal description of the property on which the Site 
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is located and/or an as-built drawing depicting the 
Site. 
On January 31, 1997 a record of survey was recorded in Kootenai 
County by Welch Comer and Associates. The stated purpose of survey 
reflects that the survey was performed at the request of Capital Land 
Services, Inc. for the purposes of monumenting~a~1e~affe~site~'fhe~survey-~-~~~----
purports to position the trapezoid shaped lease site on lot 4 in such a 
way as to include a portion of the eastern half of vacated 24th Street. 
In August of 2002 after becoming the sole trustee for the Wallace 
Family Trust Mary Jo Wallace entered into a Buy-Sell Agreement with 
Plaintiff's predecessor in interest for parcels 1-12 in block 21. The 
agreement also provided for the transfer of the vacated roadway 
including all of 24th Street (60 feet). The agreement also included 
language indicating that it was contingent upon review by attorneys. 
Consequently a warranty deed was executed by Mary Jo Wallace on 
September 19, 2002 conveying the parcels together with the vacated 24th 
Street that attached by operation of law rather than the entire vacated 
street as contemplated in the Buy-Sell Agreement. 
In October 2003 Sherman Self Storage, Inc. filed a Complaint in 
Case No. CV-03-7690 for Quiet Title naming Mary Jo Wallace as a 
defendant. The complaint sought to quiet title under Idaho Code § 6-401 
as well as specific performance regarding the entire vacated portion of 
24th Street. On May 1, 2006 Mary Jo Wallace and Sherman Storage, Inc. 
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entered into a settlement agreement that resulted in the entry of a 
judgment by the court. The Judgment provided that title to the easterly 
½ of vacated 24th Street be quieted in Plaintiff. 
On May 19, 2009 plaintiff Sherman Self Storage, LLC. Filed an 
action against Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC. in Case No. CV-09-3915 
---------------------------------------- ---
alleging that the cell phone tower facility was encroaching upon 
Sherman's property and seeking ejectment. Global filed an answer with 
various affirmative defenses and counterclaimed raising issues of 
trespass and interference with their access easement. Global also filed a 
third party complaint against the Wallace Family trust seeking 
indemnification from the encroachment claim. On December 1, 2009 
default was entered on the third party complaint. On December 23, 2009 
Global executed a document referred to as a Stipulation with Mary Jo 
Wallace as trustee for the Wallace Family Trust which essentially 
assigned to Global its cause of action to quiet title to the vacated 24th 
Street. 
On January 4, 2010 Global filed the present Motion for Summary 
Judgment seeking dismissal of all of Plaintiff's claims in Case No. CV-09-
3915 and for an order quieting title to the east half of vacated 24th Street 
in the Wallace Family Trust. 1 Global filed a supporting memorandum 
that in part noted that the 2006 quiet title action in which Sherman Self 
Storage allegedly acquired title to the disputed vacated portion of 24th 
1 The quiet title relief sought by Global is based upon the assignment of the cause of action by the Wallace 
Family Trust. 
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Street was defective. This claim was based upon the fact that actual title 
to the property was held by the Wallace Family Trust and the trust was 
never named as a party to the quiet title action. 
On January 26, 2010 Sherman Self Storage, Inc. filed a Motion for 
Relief from Judgment in Case No CV-03-7690 seeking to amend the May 
1, 2006 judgment to include the Wallace Family Trust as a defendant. 
Case No. CV-03-7690 remained assigned to Judge Luster, whereas the 
ejectment action in Case No. CV-09-3915 was assigned by the court clerk 
to District Judge Lansing Haynes. On February 9, 2010 Judge Haynes 
entered an order consolidating the cases before Judge Luster to proceed 
under Case No. CV-03-7690. 
On April 16, 2010 Global filed an Amended Answer, Counterclaim 
and Third Party Complaint. This pleading added a cause of action 
against Sherman Self Storage for breach of the site lease agreement. This 
claim is based upon the assumption that any interest that Sherman Self 
Storage has in the disputed portion of vacated 24th Street was derived 
from the Wallace Family Trust and therefore is subject to the lease 
agreement. 
In May of 2010 Sherman Self Storage entered into negotiations 
with Mary Jo Wallace as trustee of the Wallace Family Trust for the 
purchase of lots 3 and 4 of Block 22 of the Glenmore Addition. The 
property was transferred by warranty deed on May 28, 2010 and 
recorded on June 9, 2010. Having acquired the property subject to the 
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lease with Global, Sherman Self Storage took the position that Global 
was in violation of the lease by locating outside the lease site and served 
Global with a notice of default. On July 7, 2010 Sherman Self Storage 
filed a Motion to Amend their complaint to include a cause of action for 
breach of contract and a claim for mesne profits. On July 13, 2010 
Sherman Self Storage filed their Motion for Summary Judgment. 
On July 28, 2010 Global filed a Motion to Strike certain portions of 
the affidavits filed in support of Sherman Self Storage's Motion for 
Summary Judgment. On July 30, 2010 Global filed a Motion to Set 
Aside Default against the Wallace Family Trust entered by the court on 
December 1, 2009. On August 3, 2010 Sherman Self Storage filed 
Another Motion to Amend Complaint; this time seeking to add a claim for 
quiet title with respect to lot 3 block 22 of the Glenmore Addition. On 
August 4, 2010 Sherman Self Storage filed a Motion to Strike Portions of 
the Affidavit of Walter 0. Dale. 
If this dispute was not complicated enough the parties have 
engaged in actions over the past nine months to significantly torture the 
landscape of this litigation, including but not limited to the following: 
Global obtaining default against Wallace and then entering into an 
agreement with that party to assign a cause of action, then seeking relief 
from default by the very party that obtained the default; Sherman 
seeking relief from a judgment entered four years earlier; Global 
amending the answer and counterclaim; Sherman seeking to amend 
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their complaint on repeated occas10ns; both parties pursuing the 
obligatory motions to strike; and finally Sherman purchasing the real 
property that is the subject of this dispute. Much of this legal 
maneuvering has occurred at the eleventh hour after briefing on the 
cross motions has been submitted and with some indifference to the 
----·~--------
court's ability to provide a timely and efficient resolution for the parties. 
Before proceeding to an individual analysis of the issues before the 
court, and with some concern for over simplifying the facts and the 
issues the court will engage in the following: 
Sherman Self Storage 
In 2002 the entity acquired certain real estate for the purpose of 
operating their business in Coeur d' Alene. Sherman understood this 
purchase to include all of a vacated street. Upon discovery that their 
deed included only half of the street they went to court in 2006 and 
secured the entire portion by a judgment that has questionable value. 
Upon discovering that a cell tower lease encroaches upon their property 
Sherman seeks relief for a judicial determination of their right to control 
the property. 
Global Signal Acquisition 
This company holds a long term lease on certain property from 
which they operate a communication tower. The site upon which the 
tower is located includes a portion of the vacated street. Global takes the 
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position that the tower site is defined under the lease and any property 
claim by Sherman is subject to the lease. 
Question: Can Sherman obtain a modification of the quiet title 
judgment? 
Answer: No. While Mary Jo as trustee is legally entitled to transfer 
trust property the narrow procedural issue precludes altering the quiet 
title judgment to be entered against a non party. 
Question: Who owns the real property upon which the lease 
equipment is situated? 
Answer: That depends. When the lease was entered into in 1996 
the property was owned by the Wallace Family Trust. While Sherman 
believes they acquired the property in 2006 by quiet title this court 
concludes otherwise. As of May of 2010 Sherman Storage owns the 
property. 
Question: Where did the lease agreement provide for the lease site? 
Answer: The lease is unambiguous. The lease excludes the site 
from the vacated street and the note at the bottom of exhibit A simply 
allows the lessee to memorialize the property upon which the lease is 
located and does not allow the lease site to be relocated upon the vacated 
street. 
Question: Can Sherman evict Global and/ or secure compensation 
for the encroachment? 
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Answer. That depends. Since the lease site does not include the 
vacated street then Global has encroached. Sherman should be allowed 
to pursue mesne profits if ejectment is proper. In this situation 
Sherman's ability to prevail, however, is dependant upon the affirmative 
defenses of estopple and laches. A material issue of fact is present on 
these defenses. 
MOTIONS TO STRIKE 
Before evaluating the substantive motions the court will address 
the motions by the parties seeking to strike certain portions of the 
supporting affidavits. The form of affidavits is addressed under I.R.C.P. 
56 (e) which provides, in part, that: "affidavits shall be made on personal 
knowledge, set forth facts as would be admissible in evidence, and shall 
show affirmatively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters 
stated therein." The decision to grant or deny a motion to strike is 
reviewed under the abuse of discretion standard. State v. Campbell, 
123 Idaho 922, 925, 854 P.2d 265, 268 (Ct.App. 1993). 
On July 28, 2010, Global filed a motion to strike the Affidavits of 
Mary Jo Wallace, Steve Cooney, Scott Rasor, Sam Johnson, and Kirk 
Evans, or portions thereof. As to Section II of Global's memorandum in 
support of motion to strike, paragraph 6 does set forth matters of which 
Mary Jo Wallace had personal knowledge; the fact that she identifies 
there having been a dispute between herself, Sherman Self Storage and 
the Wallace Family Trust does not lead to the conclusion that the Trust 
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was part of the earlier Quiet Title action. Similarly, paragraph 23 states 
matters of which Mary Jo Wallace had personal knowledge. Paragraph 7, 
on her transferring property on behalf of the Wallace Family Trust, 
however, likely amounts to a legal conclusion. Section III of Global's 
memorandum in support of motion to strike seeks to strike reference to 
-------- ---------------------------------- --- ------
the Wallace Family Trust in Steve Cooney's Affidavit. The paragraph 
substantively regards Cooney's having entered into a contract to sell 
property, reference to the Wallace Trust is only with regard to the timing 
of his entering into the contract. In Section IV, Global seeks to strike the 
portion of Scott Rasor's Affidavit which states Exhibit 3 thereto shows all 
property owned by the Wallace Family trust in June of 1996. Global also 
seeks to strike Rasor's statements about the meaning of "by operation of 
law'' with regards to vacated streets and alleys. The entirety of the 
matters Global seeks to strike are matters of which Rasor has personal 
knowledge. Therefore, the weight to be given the affidavit is a matter for 
this Court. City of McCall v. Seubert, 142 Idaho 580, 588, 130 P.3d 
1118, 1126 (2006) 
The Affidavit of Sam Johnson, which Global seeks to strike in its 
entirety, is set forth as his opinion throughout the affidavit. In addition 
to giving the affidavit the appropriate weight, this Court may also 
consider that Johnson's testimony is likely that of a lay witness (whose 
competency is a matter for this Court under I.R.E. 601 and must only be 
rationally based on his perception, be helpful to a clear understanding of 
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witness testimony or a fact in issue, and not be. based on specialized 
knowledge within the scope of Rule 701). 
Finally, Section VI relates to portions of the Affidavit of Kirk Evans. 
Global seeks to strike paragraphs 14, 15, 16, and 17 as violating hearsay 
rules and paragraph 20 as amounting to speculation on Evans' part as to 
what Global knew. Again, the matter in paragraphs 14-17 likely amount 
to matters of which Evans had personal knowledge, but Global's 
argument regarding paragraph 20 is well-taken. Evans is permitted to 
testify about what he knew, but it does likely amount to speculation for 
Evans to testify about what Global knew regarding the legal issue of 
encroachment. 
On August 4, 2010, Sherman Storage field its own motion to 
strike, seeking to strike paragraph 11 of Walter 0. Dale's affidavit as not 
being based on personal knowledge and lacking foundation. Again, this 
Court is entitled to give the affidavit the appropriate weight; Dale states 
only he is familiar with the property at issue, not that he has personally 
seen Sherman Storage's fences being located on, over, and across 
Global's access easement. The statement made by Dale at paragraph 11 
amounts to a legal conclusion. 
According this Court will deny the entirely of Global's motion to 
strike with the exception of paragraph 7 of Mary Jo Wallace's affidavit 
and paragraph 20 of Kirk Evans' affidavit. This Court also grants 
Sherman Storage's motion to strike. 
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MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 
Motions for relief from a judgment are committed to the discretion 
of the Court. Federal Land Bank of Spokane v. Wright, 120 Idaho 32, 
from a judgment is in the sound discretion of the Court and such 
decisions will not be disturbed on appeal absent manifest abuse of that 
discretion.); Jones v. Watson, 98 Idaho 606, 570 P.2d 284 (1977) 
Sherman Storage filed its motion for relief from Judgment (of this 
Court's May 5, 2006 Judgment Quieting Title) on January 26, 2010. 
Sherman Storage argues reiief from the judgment pursuant to i.R.CP. 
60(a) is appropriate because "Plaintiff is seeking relief of a clerical 
mistake because it does not affect the rights of any party, but simply 
clarifies the chain of title." Sherman Storage notes for the Court that 
Mary Jo Wallace's having been named individually in the Judgment, 
rather than in her capacity as trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, 
should not prevent the Court from now "reforming" the Judgment to "add 
the words 'as trustee for The Wallace Family Trust' after Mary Jo 
Wallace." 
Sherman Storage claims The Wallace Family Trust is an "other 
person claiming an interest in the real property'' within the meaning of 
I.R.C.P. 17(d); that Mary Jo Wallace's failure to raise the defense that 
The Wallace Family Trust in fact owned the property results in her waiver 
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of defenses now; and that Sherman Storage should now be permitted to 
amend its motion for the entry of judgment, nune pro tune to May 4, 2006 
under I.R.C.P. 15(a) and (c). 
Sherman Storage also argues Mary Jo Wallace should be 
collaterally estopped from claiming The Wallace Family Trust retains any 
interest in the property at issue; and Sherman Storage seeks indemnity 
and attorney's fees pursuant to the parties' Mutual Release and 
Settlement Agreement. 
Global responds that the failure to sue the correct party is more 
than a mere clerical mistake within the meaning of I.R.C.P. 60(a). Global 
also notes Mary Jo Wallace, appearing pro se in this matter, cannot 
represent The Wallace Family Trust. Global argues Sherman Storage's 
Rule 17(d) argument (seeking to have this Court determine The Wallace 
Family Trust was simply another person with an interest in the property 
and "were therefore properly named and provided with sufficient notice 
through Mary Jo Wallace.") must fail because the Wallace Trust was not 
an "unknown party." Global states any failure by Mary Jo Wallace to 
raise affirmative defenses was "personal only as to Mary Jo Wallace" and 
cannot result in the Trust's (or Global's predecessor, Sprint's) waiver of 
affirmative defenses. 
Global further argues there can be no amendment of the 
Judgment here, nune pro tune or otherwise, because Rule 15 applies to 
the pleadings, listed in Rule 7(a), not a Judgment or an Amended 
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Judgment. Global also argues the requirements of res judicata are not 
met where, inter alia, the 2003 case was a quiet title action and the 2009 
case an ejectment action. Global's final argument is that neither Global, 
it predecessor Sprint, nor the Wallace Family Trust were parties to the 
settlement agreement which Sherman Storage now seeks indemnity and 
fees under. 
Global's contention with regard to Rule 60(a) is well-taken and is 
dispositive on this question. The Idaho Supreme Court, in Silsby v. 
Kepner, 140 Idaho 410, 95 P.3d 28 (2004) discusses Rule 60(a) in some 
detail. In Silsby, the Supreme Court reversed the decisions of the 
Magistrate, District Court, and Court of Appeals, holding that it was 
error to reduce child support based on a pro rata share of the tax benefit 
which should have been awarded at the time the divorce decree was 
entered. The allocation of the tax benefit was not a clerical error, 
according the Supreme Court, but was rather a legal error which falls 
outside the remedy of Rule 60(a): 
Rule 60 (a) applies to those errors in which the 
" ... type of mistake or omission [is] mechanical in 
nature which is apparent in the record and which 
does not involve a legal decision or judgment by an 
attorney. The clerical mistake under Rule 60 (a) 
may be differentiated from the mistake or 
inadvertence ref erred to in Rule 60 (b) ( 1) , upon 
the ground that the latter applies primarily to 
errors or omissions committed by an attorney or by 
the Court which are not apparent on the record." 
(citation omitted) Dursteler v. Dursteler, 112 
Idaho 594, 597, 733 P.2d 815, 818 (Ct.App. 1987). 
"Errors of a more substantial nature are to be 
corrected by a motion under Rules 59 (e) or 60 (b). 
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Thus, a motion under Rule 60(a) can only be used to 
make the judgment or record speak the truth and 
cannot be used to make it say something other than 
what originally was pronounced." (citation 
omitted) Dursteler, 112 Idaho at 597, 733 P.2d at 
818. 
Here, not only is Sherman Storage attempting to correct a mistake 
or omission involving a legal decision or judgment by an attorney (i.e. the 
decision to name or not name The Wallace Family Trust as a def end ant 
in the 2003 quiet title action), but any change contemplated by Sherman 
Storage would make the Judgment say something that was not originally 
pronounced in this Court's May 4, 2006 Judgment. Additionally, as 
argued by Global, Mary Jo Wallace cannot represent anyone other than 
herself pro se. In Weston v. Gritman Memorial Hospital, 99 Idaho 
717, 720, 587 P.2d 1252, 1255 (1978). The Idaho Supreme Court has 
stated: 
We recognize the inherent right of a natural person 
to represent himself Pro Se, but this right does 
not extend to representation of other persons or 
corporations. 
In the case cited by Atkinson, Indian Springs LLC v. Indian 
Springs Land Inv., LLC, 147 Idaho 737, 215 P.3d 457 (2009), the Idaho 
Supreme Court discussed its holdings in two previous cases. In White v. 
Idaho Forest Indus., 98 Idaho 784, 572 P.2d 887 (1977) and Kyle v. 
Beco Corp., 109 Idaho 267, 707 P.2d 378 (1985), the Court adopted the 
rule that business entities must be represented by attorneys before the 
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Idaho Industrial Commission; the rule applies equally to the practice of 
law before any judicial body. 
In Indian Springs, the Idaho Supreme Court specifically noted that 
although individuals are permitted to represent their property interest in 
a pro se capacity, trustees may not do so. The court noted that "It is 
fairly well-established that a trustee's duties in connection with his or 
her office do not include the right to present an argument pro se in the 
courts." 2 
It follows then, that Mary Jo Wallace cannot have represented the 
Wallace Family Trusts interests prose at any time during this litigation. 
And, therefore, having not named the Trust as a defendant, this Court 
will likely be unable to find the Trust was properly named and provided 
sufficient notice through Mary Jo Wallace. To now provide relief from, 
alter and/ or amend the May 4, 2006 Judgment would operate to give 
Sherman Storage relief beyond that contemplated in Rule 60(a). 
Accordingly Sherman Storage's Motion for Relief from Judgment and 
Motion for Amendment of Judgment is hereby denied. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Rule 56, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, provides for summary 
judgment where there is no genuine issue and the moving party is 
entitled to judgment as a matter of law. In order to make that 
2 The propriety of Mary Jo Wallace's filing of the Wallace Family Trust's Answer to the Third Party 
Complaint has not yet been challenged by Plaintiffs, but it is likely she can not appear and answer for 
anyone other than herself prose. 
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determination, the court must look to "the pleadings, depositions, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any .... " 
On a motion for summary judgment, the facts in the record are to 
be liberally construed in favor of the party opposing the motion. Where a 
jury has been requested, the party opposing the motion is to be given the 
benefit of all favorable inferences which might be reasonably drawn from 
the evidence. If the record contains conflicting inferences or if 
reasonable minds might reach different conclusions, a summary 
judgment must be denied. Roell v. City of Boise, 130 Idaho 197, 938 
P.2d 1237 (1997); Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 808 P.2d 876 
( 1991). 
Once the moving party has properly supported the motion for 
summary judgment, the non-moving party must come forward with 
evidence which contradicts the evidence submitted by the moving party 
and which establishes the existence of a material issue of disputed fact. 
Zehm v. Associated Logging Contractors, Inc., 116 Idaho 349, 775 
P.2d 1191 (1988). 
The opposing party cannot rest upon mere allegations or denials, 
but the party's response, by affidavits or otherwise, must set forth 
specific facts showing that there is a genuine issue of material fact. 
I.R.C.P. 56(e); Smith v. Meridian Joint School District No. 2, 128 
Idaho 714, 918 P.2d 583 (1996); G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 
119 Idaho 514,808 P.2d 851 (1991); Edwards v. Conchemco, Inc., 111 
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Idaho 851, 727 P.2d 1279 (Ct.App. 1986). Motions for summary 
judgment must be decided upon facts shown, not upon facts that might 
have been shown. Verbillis v. Dependable Appliance Co., 107 Idaho 
335, 689 P.2d 227 (Ct.App. 1984). 
When there is a conflict m the evidence which is presented, a 
determination should not be made on summary judgment if the 
credibility can be tested by testimony in court before the trier of fact. 
Argyle v. Slemaker, 107 Idaho 668, 691 P.2d 1283 (Ct.App. 1984). 
Where both parties file motions for summary judgment relying on 
the same facts, issues and theories, the judge, as trier of fact, may 
resolve conflicting inferences if the record reasonably supports the 
inferences. Riverside Dev. Co. v. Ritchie, 103 Idaho 515, 518-20, 650 
P.2d 657, 661-62 (1982) 
If there are no genuine issues of material fact, the court will 
determine whether a party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. 
Zumwalt v. Stephan, Balleisen & Slavin, 113 Idaho 822, 748 P.2d 
405 (Ct.App. 1987), rev. denied (1988). 
According to Berg v. Fairman, 107 Idaho 441, 444, 690 P.2d 896, 
900 (1984), the "purpose of summary judgment proceedings is to 
eliminate the necessity of trial where facts are not in dispute and where 
existent and undisputed facts lead to a conclusion of law which is 
certain." 
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Scope of the lease site 
The first question for the court to determine regarding the cross 
motions for summary judgment is the location of the lease site according 
to the PCS Site Agreement. This is integral to this litigation because if the 
lease site as agreed by the original parties to the agreement includes the 
disputed east portion of abandoned 24th Street then all subsequent 
transfers of the property are taken subject to the lease. If the lease site is 
solely within the original boundaries of Lot 4 (i.e. as defined prior to any 
acquisition of the abandoned street by operation of law) then an action 
for ejectment by the owner would be present. 
When the court examines the express terms of the lease there are 
two basic controlling paragraphs pertaining to the location of the lease: 
Such Agreement provides in part that Owner leases 
to SSLP a certain site ("Site") located to the east 
of and adjacent to the abandoned 24th St. right of 
way at the Sherman Ave./I-90 overpass, City of 
Coeur d' Alene ·, County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, within the property of Owner which is 
described in Exhibit A attached hereto, .... 
Note: Owner and SSLP may, at SSLP's option, replace 
this Exhibit with an exhibit setting forth the 
legal description of the property on which the Site 
is located and/or an as-built drawing depicting the 
Site. 
As a matter of contract interpretation, this Court must first look to 
the contract language, and absent any ambiguity, construe the contract 
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according to its plain meaning. As noted in Potlatch educ. Ass'n v. 
Potlatch School Dist. No. 285, 148 Idaho 630, 226 P.3d 1277, 1280 
(2010) the Idaho Supreme Court has written: 
When interpreting a contract, this Court begins 
with the document's language. Cristo Viene 
Pentecostal Church v. Paz, 144 Idaho 304, 308, 160 
P.3d 743, 747 (2007). "In the absence of ambiguity, 
the document must be construed in its plain, 
ordinary and proper sense, according to the meaning 
derived from the plain wording of the instrument." 
C & G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 765, 25 P.3d 
76, 78 (2001). Interpreting an unambiguous contract 
and determining whether there has been a violation 
of that contract is an issue of law subject to free 
review. Opportunity, L.L.C. v. Ossewarde, 136 Idaho 
602, 605-06, 38 P.3d 1258, 1261-62 (2002). A 
contract term is ambiguous when there are two 
different reasonable interpretations or the 
language is nonsensical. Swanson v. Beco Constr. 
Co., 145 Idaho 59, 62, 175 P.3d 748, 751 (2007). 
Whether a contract is ambiguous is a question of 
law, but interpreting an ambiguous term is an issue 
of fact. Bakker v. Thunder Spring-Wareham, L.L.C., 
141 Idaho 185, 190, 108 P.3d 332, 337 (2005) 
(quotation omitted). 
The plain language of the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, 
recorded July 9, 1996 in Instrument No. 143059, is unambiguous. That 
is, the plain language of the agreement indicates the lease site is to the 
east of and adjacent to the abandoned 24th Street right of way. As 
argued by Sherman Storage, this language appears to rebut the 
presumption set forth in Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275, 985 P.2d 
1137 (1999), and discussed in detail by Global. In Carney, the Idaho 
Supreme Court stated the common law presumption that a conveyance 
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of land abutting a vacated alley conveys title to the center of the 
alleyway, "unless the granting instrument or surrounding circumstances 
illustrate a contrary intent." The Carney Court discussed a Missouri 
Supreme Court case, Prewitt v. Whittaker, 432 S.W.2d 240 (Mo. 1968) 
and noted the presumption that a deed conveys fee simple title to the 
center of a vacated abutting street was rebutted where evidence showed 
the Prewitts had no intention of conveying the previously vacated portion 
of the street, the deed made no mention of the street, and the Prewitts 
remained in possession of the street, inter alia. Id. Here, the agreement 
made mention of the abandoned 24th Street, but such mention was by 
way of specifically excluding the lease site from the area. It is unlikely 
that the parties' intent, as manifested in the agreement, was anything 
other than contrary to the presumption that one-half of vacated 24th 
Street be included. 
Further the second paragraph which is Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement, p. 1. sets forth language that is also unambiguous as a 
matter of law. The Note permits Global's predecessor in interest to 
replace Exhibit A, the legal description of the lease site with either a legal 
description of the property or an as-built drawing or both. The Note does 
not, however, permit Global or its predecessor to reconfigure the lease 
site; rather, it provides the opportunity for a memorialization of the 
already agreed upon lease site area. In fact, the plain language of the 
Note specifically permits memorialization of the entire property on which 
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the leasehold site is located. This language cannot be read to permit 
Global to expand the lease site, as set forth in Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement, beyond the "to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 
24th St. right of way" language. 
Accordingly the court concludes that as a matter of law and for 
purposes of summary judgment that any portion of the lease site located 
upon the east half of the abandoned 24th Street right of way exceeds the 
scope of the PCS Site Agreement. Therefore, for the purposes of this 
litigation and pursuant to Rule 59(d), there is no dispute regarding the 
fact that Global's cell tower cite physically encroaches on property not 
contemplated under the original lease. 
As previously determined by the court above, the property upon 
which this encroachment is situated was not acquired by Sherman 
Storage until the warranty deed was executed on April 16, 2010 and 
recorded June 9, 2010. The question that remains is whether Sherman 
Storage can now prevail on their ejectment claim.3 There is no question 
that the interest acquired in Lot 4 by Sherman Storage was taken subject 
to the terms of the lease.4 As also determined by the court, however, the 
lease agreement does not allow for the encroachment. 
3 A great deal of the briefing and argument centered on the question of notice as provided under Idaho 
Code § 55-811 and under an assertion by Global of constructive notice. This question is no longer as 
germane to the discussion because the court has determined that Sherman Storage did not acquire the 
disputed portion of the abandoned 24th Street until the purchase and executed warranty deed in April of 
2010. 
4 The PCS Site Agreement sets forth in paragraph 15 that This agreement applies to and binds the heirs, 
successors, executors, administrators and assigns of the parties to this agreement. 
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An action for ejectment requires proof of: (1) ownership; (2) 
possession by defendants; and (3) refusal of defendants to surrender 
possession. PHH Mortg. Services Corp v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631, 200 
P. 3d 1180 (2009). It is undisputed that Sherman Storage now owns the 
vacated east portion of 24th Street upon which a portion of Global's cell 
tower site is positioned and that Global has refused to surrender 
possession. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has determined that suits for quiet title 
and ejectment are both equitable in nature. Loomis v. Union Pac. R.R. 
Co., 97 Idaho 341 (1975); Ada County Highway Dist. v. Total Success 
Investments, LLC, 145 Idaho 360 (2008). Global has raised the equitable 
defenses of estopple and laches. Quasi-estopple prevents a party from 
asserting to another party's disadvantage a right that is inconsistent with 
a previous position; it applies when it would be unconscionable to allow 
the party to maintain the inconsistent position. Grover v. Wadsworth, 
14 7 Idaho 60, 205 P.3d 1196 (2009). The defense of laches is a specie of 
equitable estopple. The necessary elements are (1) defendant's invasion 
of the plaintiff's rights, (2) delay in ascertaining plaintiff's rights, the 
plaintiff having had notice and an opportunity to institute a suit, (3) lack 
of knowledge by defendant that plaintiff would assert [plaintiff's] rights, 
and (4) injury or prejudice to defendant in event relief is accorded to 
plaintiff or the suit is held not to be barred. Devil Creek Ranch v. Cedar 
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Mesa Reservoir, 123 Idaho 634,851 P.2d 348 (1993) citing Huppert v. 
Wolford, 91 Idaho 249 P.2d 11 (1966). 
The court concludes that there are sufficient material facts in 
dispute regarding the equitable defenses raised that would preclude the 
entry of summary judgment to either party on the claim for ejectment. As 
noted in Devil Creek Ranch by the Supreme Court: "It would be an 
unusual case where such a defense as laches could be resolved on 
summary judgment, raising as it does complex factual issues." 
It should be noted that the lease in question was entered into in 
1996 between the parties' predecessors in interest. The site was 
constructed beyond the scope of the agreement. Until the present suit no 
action was taken to address the ejectment. The lease has been extended 
for two additional terms. Confusion certainly exists regarding the 
understanding of the lease site and the nature of any notice regarding 
the encroachment. These are all factual issues that shall remain for the 
trier of fact. 
This court has been presented with cross-motions for summary 
judgment and therefore may resolve conflicting inferences if the record 
reasonably supports the inferences. Because of the many remaining 
questions of material fact the cross motions are hereby denied. Further 
Global's motion for summary judgment on the interference with 
easement claim and Sherman Storage's motion for summary judgment 
regarding trespass/interference are likewise denied. 
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MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 
On July 7, 2010, Sherman Storage filed a motion to amend its Complaint 
to add two causes of action: (1) termination of the parties' Agreement 
[breach] and (2) mesne profits or the ascertainable damages caused by 
occupation of plaintiff's land by defendant's encroachment. Motion to 
Amend Complaint, p. 2. 
The reason the Plaintiff's motion to amend 
its complaint should be granted is that an 
"action for mesne profits is closely tied to 
an action for ejectment." As such, an action 
for mesne profits must necessarily be 
available as a remedy only where there has 
been an ouster or dispossession of the 
plaintiff, as this is a prerequisite to an 
action in ejectment. 
Sherman Storage thereafter filed another motion for leave to amend its 
complaint to add a cause of action to quiet title concerning Lot 3, Block 
22, Glenmore Addition on August 3, 2010. Global objects to the motion 
to amend, arguing: if the Court grants Global's motion for summary 
judgment, the claims for breach and mesne profits would become moot. 
Global also argues the motion is untimely, made in bad faith with 
dilatory motives and is not based on newly discovered evidence; 
ultimately, Global argues it would be prejudiced were the amendment 
permitted by the Court. 
The decision to grant or deny permission to amend is left to the 
sound discretion of the trial court. Jones v. Watson, 98 Idaho 606, 570 
P. 2d 284 ( 1977). In the interest of justice, district courts should favor 
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liberal grants of leave to amend complaints. Hines v. Hines, 129 Idaho 
847, 934, P.2d 20 (1997). But, where an amended petition does not set 
out a valid claim, or if the opposing party would be prejudiced by the 
delay in adding a new claim, or where the opposing party has an 
available defense, such as a statute of limitations, it is not abuse of 
discretion to deny a motion to file an amended complaint. Black 
Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First National Bank, 119 
Idaho 171, 804 P.2d 900 (1991). The Idaho Supreme Court has held the 
district court's not considering whether an amendment would cause 
delay or prejudice the defendants to be abuse of discretion. Carl H. 
Christensen Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 993 P.2d 
1197 (1999). 
In Carl H. Christensen Family Trust, the Idaho Supreme Court 
identified the controlling factors a district court is to consider in 
determining the timeliness of a motion for leave to amend: 
In the absence of any apparent or declared 
reason- such as undue delay, bad faith or 
dilatory motive on the part of the movant, 
repeated failure to cure deficiencies by 
amendment previously allowed, undue 
prejudice to the opposing party by virtue of 
allowance of the amendment, futility of 
amendment, etc.- the leave sought should, as 
the rules require, be freely given. 
133 Idaho 866, 871, 993 P.2d 1197, 1202. Global argues Sherman 
Storage's having received warranty deeds to the property at issue 
amounts it its having "sought to craft entirely new facts in an effort to 
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thwart Global Signal's summary judgment on the merits." However, 
Global concedes that not all requests to move hearings on the instant 
motion for summary judgment, originally scheduled for February 2, 
2010, were made by Sherman Storage. And, Global has presented this 
Court with no authority for the proposition that Sherman Storage moved 
the summary judgment dates to obtain the time necessary for 
consummation of the property purchase. 
This matter is scheduled for a four-day jury trial commencing on 
January 10, 2010. The instant motion for leave to amend is being heard 
at the time set for hearing on the cross motions for summary judgment. 
It is unlikely that any prejudice due to delay or otherwise will inure to 
Global; Global has not identified an available defense to the proposed 
new claims and has not established the proposed claims are invalid. The 
scope of the proposed amended complaint may be limited based upon the 
rulings contained within this opinion; however, this court shall exercise 
its discretion and grant the motion to amend. 
Dated this 3rd day of September, 2010 
John Patrick Luster 
District Judge 
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COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, hereinafter referred to as "SHERMAN 
' 
STORAGE (EVANS)", by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and 
hereby moves this Court for an Order, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B), 
reconsidering the "Decision For R!=!lief From Judgment" and the "Decision on 
Summary Judgment", entered herein on October 4, 2010. 
This Motion is made for and b..as.ed upc:,r! the following reasons: 
A. That the Court's Decision appears to misunderstand the parties1 
identities and the relief sought by each respective party. 




That this misunderstanding is fund~m~nt~I, .in that if reconsidered and 
; .·-rL-.. JY ~-:.·Lr 1" :.~ .· :t. _·r 
clarified, could change the Court's various rulings in the Decision, 
r;t.;.:, ·1r ·::;·; 1.i;: ~ : · .. .- ·· 
--~L;ph i :) "tii~:'yt <~/ .:~( :.~. 
The misunderstanding regarding the two parties concerns the two 
: .. :·· - 1'~,;:_-;.,.i;. '( I/ 
Plaintiffs: SHERMAN SELF STORAGE (COONEY) and SHERMAN 
.~·.,:.;:,;:,,. ·.;-, 1·.:~.1G,~·-:,ji.: .. 1 i 1 
STORAGE (EVANS}. The two entities are .unrelated, but have similar 
\ ('1 ( :~. "i :: .... ,. - • : •. ·:.~· ,,_ : • 
names. This misunder~~~nding Js ,tc,un~,.,,throughout the Decision. 
Initially, even the pleading'';~ption, fail~,i~"~'~i-r~ctly identify SHERMAN 
.;· ::·:_.~d·....; b·.1· . r ;~.: ...: 
[SELF] STORAGE, INC. In addition, the Decision incorrectly asserts 
that Global Signal filed a·:_6~.~nter~l~j~ ·,~;~i~;(Sherman Self Storage, 
. . ;; i'.., L~ ~-~- i 1c ... t, i L :-nl ·t. 
Inc., that Sherman Self Storage, Inc., negotiated a purchase of Lots 3 
and 4 of Block 22. and that it sought t9 amend its complaint in this 
, .·1 I~.. :·j1 ,.'1.u::·; ,;·~! 1·t t 
matter. (Decision, p.6) fv1,ost alarmiD9 i_s}he,P~cision's analysis of the 
._-t;, ,_, o I, •.JI _. .-,\,· I , , 1 •: ·~• 
parties where the two Plaintiffs are'merged into one. (Decision, p.8) 
2. The reason this is a fundamental jnisimderstanding is that it implies 
t- .. ~-~-i~-~ \ .. ~ ·~/-./1.; ~-.,, ., 
that SHERMAN STORA~.E (EVANS) filed the. 2003 quiet title action 
··.·~... ~.:;: ~.1.~:r:~ ::· .. -~-
and therefore, SHERMAN· STORAGE ·(EVANS) is on notice of the 
. _';-,_~_ . . :-: ;~:.·_, ~ :; .. ~), ,' 
various facts that are in dispute since 2003. However, SHERMAN 
CsTORAGE (EVANS) on1y\6~came ·~~ ;~~f ~:r-.1~ the disputed property iG 
,• . .. 
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r. , : 
: .~· I . • ' 
.~:j; ~.f i ·1 ·, ;~~!J.C-_ij.- .. : .. 
": .. : . ~: :.,, ~ ;' ' 
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2006, when SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) purchased Lots 1-12, 
Block 21, and 24th Street from SHERMAN SELF STORAGE 
(COONEY). 
3. One of the most disputed facts is the discovery Global Signal's 
encroachment onto vacated 24th Street. SHERMAN STORAGE 
(EVANS) was not a party to the 2003 quiet title action and had no 
knowledge of the encroachment until 2008. 
4. This fundamental misunderstanding is carried into the Decision's 
Question: "who owns the real property upon which the lease 
equipment is situated?" While the Decision does affirm that 
SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) owns all the property as of May, 
2010, it does not address who owned the property from 2006 to 2010. 
(Decision, p.9) 
5. The Decision concludes that two equitable defenses raised by Global 
Signal preclude the entry of summary judgment in favor of SHERMAN 
STORAGE (EVANS). 
6. One defense i~ equitable estoppel. However, there is no possibility 
that SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) is taking an inconsistent position 
because it was not a party to the 2003 action. SHERMAN STORAGE 
(EVANS) initiated this current cause of action with the ejectment claim. 
The only possibility of an inconsistent position would be if SHERMAN 
SELF STORAGE (COONEY) were confused with SHERMAN 
STORAGE (EVANS). 
7. The other stated defense is laches. The salient portion of that 
affirmative defense requires a "delay in ascertaining plaintiff's rights" 
when the plaintiff had notice and opportunity to institute a suit. 
(Decision, p. 24). 
8. However, in this case, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) caused no 
delays and instituted the ejeetment suit in an expeditious manner. 
9. Therefore, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) is concerned that the 
Decision confused the two plaintiffs in a matter that attributed to 
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SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS} all the facts and circumstances of 
both SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) and SHERMAN SELF 
STORAGE (COONEY). 
10. Because SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) purchased the property in 
2006, discovered the encroachment in October of 2008, initiated 
immediate correspondence and negotiations, and then filed the instant 
ejectment suit. these actions should preclude the application of 
estoppel and laches to SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS). 
11. Altia,mi:ttivtily, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) seeks clarlflcation as to 
what time periods are relevant with regard to the two equitable 
defenses, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) asserts the longest 
relevant time period could only be from 2006 to the present. 
12. Therefore, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) is moving the Court to 
reconsider its entire Decision, entered herein on October 4, 2010, as 
set forth above, to determine if in fact any material issues exist in the 
ejectment claim. 
DATED this (~of October, 2010. 
ERIKP<$ == 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) Case No. CV03-7690 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
~ (Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
) 
~ AMENDED COMPLAINT BY SHERMAN 










Defendantrrhird Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) ) 
THE WALLACE FAMIL V TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 
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COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, 
an Idaho limited liability company, hereinafter, by and through its attorneys of 
record, ERIK P. SMITH, and for cause of action against GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, alleges as follows. 
PARTIES 
1. Plaintiff SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, (hereinafter referred to as 
"SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANSt) is an Idaho limited liability company 
which owns real property located in Kootenai County, State of Idaho 
[the "Subject Property"]. The managing member of SHERMAN 
STORAGE, LLC is Mr. Kirk Evans. 
2. SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, Inc., a Montana Corporation, was the 
Plaintiff in former Kootenai County Cas·e No. CV 03-7690, and its CEO 
is Mr. Steve Cooney, (hereinafter referred to as "SHERMAN SELF 
STORAGE (COONEY). 
3. SHERMAN SELF STORAGE (COONEY) is not a complaining party to 
this Amended Compliant. 
4. Defendant. GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 11, LLC., is a Delaware 
Corporation authorized to do business in Idaho (hereinafter referred to 
as "GLOBAL SIGNAL"). 
5. THE WALLA.CE FAMILY TRUST is a former owner of the Subject 
Property and a predecessor in interest to both SHERMAN SELF 
STORAGE (COONEY) and SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS). 
6. MARY JO WALLACE was the Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust. 
RELEVANT PRIOR PROCEEDINGS 
7. The lawsuit concerning SHERMAN SELF STORAGE (COONEY), 
designated as Kootenai Count Case No. CV03-7690, was consolidated 
AUet.11'\r'n l"r'\Ul"U Alt.l"r ov C'UC0fu11\M C'Tl"'IOAl":!.C I I~ /C\/AII.IQ\ _? 
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with this SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) matter, designated as 
Kootenai County Case No. CV09-3915, by Order of Consolidation 
entered herein on February 9, 2010. 
8. This Amended Complaint is filed pursuant to the Motion to Amend 
Complaint filed herein on July 7, 2010, and Another Motion to Amend 
complaint, filed herein on August 3, 2010. Both Motions were granted 
by the Court in the Decision on Summary Judgment entered hereon on 
October 4, 2010. 
COUNT I - EJECTMENT 
9. SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) is the owner of the Subject Property, 
more particularly described as Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition 
to Coeur d'Alene, the entirety of vacated 24th Street, and Lots 3 and 4 
of Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
10. GLOBAL SIGNAL, through its predecessor in interest, entered into a 
lease with The Wallace Family Trust for the placement of a cell tower 
and improvements on Lot 4, Block 22. 
11. The lease was memorialized in the PCS Site Agreement, executed on 
or around June 24, 1996. The PCS Site Agreement is the only 
contract concerning the cell tower and the PCS Site Agreement was 
not recorded. 
12. Pursuant to The PCS Site Agreement. GLOBAL SIGNAL's 
predecessor in interest caused to be recorded on July 9, 1996, in the 
Records of Kootenai County, Idaho, instrument number 1453059, the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
13. The Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit 11B", described the 
burdened property to be "located to the east of and adjacent to the 
abandoned 24th Street Right of Way ... :" 
14. The Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit "A", describes the 
total real property owned by the landlord as "Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
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Addition to Coeur d'Alene'', and provides in note 1 to replace Exhibit A 
with a legal descr.iption of the site, as-built drawing, or both. Exhibit "A" 
does not permit a modification of the PCS Site Agreement. 
15. On June 7, 2005, a document named Site Designation Supplement to 
Master Lease and Sublease Agreement was recorded in Kootenai 
County Records by GLOBAL SIGNAL, ("Lessee") as instrument 
number 19550261 which described the burdened property as "a parcel 
of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene" as 
well as an additional Parcel described as "a parcel of land being Lot 3 
and 4, Block 22 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. This land was 
further identified as "A Leasehold Estate'\ 
16. On July 25, 2005, GLOBAL SIGNAL caused to be recorded a 
document called Leasehold Deed of Trust. Assignment of Leases and 
Rents, Security Agreement and Financing Statement, as instrument 
number 1967338, that also defined the leased area, and further 
identified as "A Leasehold Estate" as being Lot 3 and Lot 4, Block 22 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
17. On October 17, 2005, GLOBAL SIGNAL caused to be recorded an 
Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title in Kootenai County Records as 
instrument number 1988802, that identified as "A Leasehold Estate", 
as Lot 4, Block 22, and again included in the legal description Lot 3, 
Block 22 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
18. By the terms and legal descriptions contained in the PCS Site 
Agreement and Memorandum thereof, the cell tower facility should not 
9ncompatt 3ny port of tho vacated 24th ~tl'eet. The e~II t.:iwc:, :=;l1uulu 
be entirely situated upon Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. 
19. GLOBAL SIGNAL's cell tower facility is encroaching on vacated 24th 
Street, and GLOBAL SIGNAL, therefore, is possessing a portion of 
vacated 24th Street. 
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20. GLOBAL SIGNAL has refused to surrender said property since first 
requested to do so by SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) in October 
2008. 
21. Therefore, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) is entitled to an order 
ejecting GLOBAL SIGNAL from any and all property that is not Lot 4, 
Block 22 of Glenmore Addition. 
WHEREFORE, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) prays that this Court: 
1. Enter Judgment requiring GLOBAL SIGNAL to remove any 
encroachments from SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS)'s property not 
Lot 4, Block 22. 
2. Enter Judgment awarding SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) its 
reasonable attorneys fees, costs of litigation, and expert fees incurred 
in this action pursuant to statute, I.R.C.P., and the PCS SITE 
AGREEMENT: and 
3. Enter Judgment providing SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) any other 
relief that this Court deems fair and equitable. 
COUNT II - MESNE PROFITS 
22. SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) re-alleges and incorporates all 
paragraphs herein. 
23. That SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) is entitled to damages, in the 
form of mesne profits, for the use and occupation of the Subject 
Property during the time it is wrongfully possessed by GLOBAL 
· SIGNAL. 
WHEREFORE, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) prays for relief as follows: 
1. For a Judgment granting SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) damages and 
profits from GLOBAL SIGNAL for its wrongful possession of the property 
of SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS); 
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2. For an award of attorneys fees, costs of litigation, and expert witness fees 
pursuant to statute, I.R.C.P., and the PCS SITE AGREEMENT; and 
3. For such other relief, at law or equity, as the Court deems just and proper. 
COUNT Ill - BREACH OF CONTRACT 
24. SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) re-alleges and incorporates all 
paragraphs herein. 
25. The SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) became the owner in fee simple 
of Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition in June, 2010. 
26, As the owner of Lot 4, the SHERMAN STORAGE {EVANS) purchased 
the real property subject to the parties' PCS Site Agreement and 
became a party to the PCS Site Agreement. 
27. The SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) considers the Defendant's 
current encroachment outside of Lot 4 to be a default of the 
Agreement. 
28. Pursuant to the terms of the PCS Site Agreement, the procedure to 
provide notice of default is found in paragraph No. 12, DEFAULT. 
Default. If either party is in default under this Agreement for 
a period of (a) 10 days following receipt of notice from the 
non-defaulting party with respect to a default which may be 
cured solely by the payment of money, or {b) 30 days 
following receipt of notice from the non-defaulting party with 
respect to a default which may not be cured solely by the 
payment of money, then in either event, the non-defaulting 
party may pursue any remedies available to it against the 
defaulting party under applicable law, including, but not 
limited to, the right to terminate this Agreement. If the non-
monetary default may not reasonably be cured within a 30 
day period, this Agreement may not be terminated if the 
defaulting party commences action to cure the default within 
such 30 day period and proceeds with due diligence to fully 
cure the default. 
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29. On June 16, 2010, the Plaintiff gave the Defendant notice to cure the 
default. 
30. The Defendant provided notice that it was refusing to cure the default 
on June 30, 2010, and is presently still encroaching. 
31. The PCS Site Agreement allows ~laintiff to seek all remedies against 
the Defendant, including the right to terminate the Agreement 
32. SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) has been damaged by such breach in 
an amount in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00). 
WHEREFORE, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) prays for relief as 
follows: 
1. For an Order declaring that GLOBAL SIGNAL has breached the PCS Site 
Agreement; 
2. For an Order declaring the PCS Site Agreement to be null and void; 
3. For an award of attorneys fees, costs of litigation, and expert witness fees, 
pursuant to statute, I.R.C.P., and the PCS Site Agreement; and 
4. For such other relief, at law or equity, as the Court deems just and proper. 
COUNT IV - QUIET TITLE. 
33. SHERMAN STOARGE (EVANS) re-alleges and incorporates all 
paragraphs herein. 
34. A "Leasehold Deed of Trust Assignment of Leases and Rents, Security 
Agreement and Financing Statement" was recorded on July 25, 2005, 
as Instrument No. 1967338 on the Records of Kootenai County, State 
of Idaho. 
35. An "Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title" was recorded on October 17, 
2005, as Instrument No. 19B802 on the Records of Kootenai County, 
State of Idaho. 
36. An "Assignment Agreement'' was recorded on May 23, 2006, as 
Instrument No. 2032972000 on the Records of Kootenai County, State 
of Idaho. 
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37. That by such recording, the Defendant and its predecessor in interest 
have placed a cloud on the title to Lot 3, Block 22, and SHERMAN 
STORAGE (EVANS) has been damaged thereby. 
38. That GLOBAL SIGNAL has failed and refused to remove the cloud on 
title. 
WHEREFORE, SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) prays for relief as 
follows: 
1. For an Order Quieting title to Lot 3, Block 22, in SHERMAN STORAGE 
(EVANS): 
2. For an Order declaring that Defendant and all persons claiming 
thereunder have no estate, right, title, lien, or interest in Lot 3, Block 22. 
3. For an award of attorneys fees, costs of litigation, and expert witness fees, 
pursuant to statute, I.R.C.P., and the PCS Site Agreement; and 
4. For such other relief, at law or equity, as the Court deems just and proper 
DATED this Gav of October, 2010. 
ERIK P. SMITH, ._____ 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
SHERMAN STORAGE (EVANS) 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the J£ day of October, 2010, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ J mailed postage prepaid to: 
[ ] inter-office: 
Kfaxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
Charles Dodson 
Attorney at Law 
1424 Sherman Ave. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Fax: 666-9211 
SASE: v 
Mary Jo Wallace 
1112 Maserati Drive 
Las Vegas, NV 89771 
~~L~ 
Lora Henderson 
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SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
24 liability company; and THE WALLACE 
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Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE ANSWER AND NOTICE OF 
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COMES NOW, Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC by 
and through its counsel of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm Witherspoon 
Kelley and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(f) and other authority cited herein, hereby moves this court 
for an order striking, in its entirety, The Wallace Family Trust's Answer to the Third Party 
Complaint, filed by Mary Jo Wallace as prose Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file herein, the Memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Strike, and the arguments to be made at the time set for hearing this Motion. Notice 
is given that Global Signal intends to introduce oral argument at the hearing upon this Motion. 
DATED this~ day of October, 2010. 
J oeyP. Hazel 
Jason S. Wing 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Attorneys for Global Signal Acquisitions, LLC 
DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO STRlKE ANSWER AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
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NOTICE OF HEARING 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Strike Answer 
will be held at the Kootenai County Court House, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on the 28th day of 
December 28, 2010, at the hour of 3:00 p.m. before John P. Luster, District Judge at the 
Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, or as 
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard at which time said motion will be considered. 
DATED this __ day of October, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Jof P. Hazel 
Jason S. Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant, 
Global Signal Acquisitions 
DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO STRIKE ANSWER AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the&../Q__~y of October 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE ANSWER AND NOTICE OF HEARING to be forwarded, with all required charges 
prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
P .0. Box 30332 













DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO STRIKE ANSWER AND 
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Delaware limited liability company, THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, MARY JO 25 




Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING 
DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO 
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HEARING 
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Claimant/ Third Party 
Plaintiff/ Involuntary 
Third Party Plaintiff 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 
Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party 
Defendants. 
Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC ("Global Signal") is entitled to an Order 
striking The Wallace Family Trust's Answer to the Third Party Complaint, as the Answer was 
impermissibly filed by a pro se Trustee. 
I. NATURE OF CASE AND RELIEF SOUGHT 
On April 16, 2010, Global Signal filed its Amended Third Party Complaint against The 
Wallace Family Trust. On July 26, 2010, Mary Jo Wallace, appearingpro se, filed The Wallace 
Family Trust's Answer to the Third Party Complaint. 
Because the Answer filed on behalf of the Wallace Family Trust was impermissibly 
filed by a Trustee appearing prose, Global Signal is entitled to an Order striking the Answer. 
Global Signal hereby seeks an Order striking The Wallace Family Trust's Answer to the Third 
Party Complaint. 
II. ARGUMENT 
A. A Trustee Cannot Represent a Trust Pro Se. 
A Trust cannot be represented by a Trustee appearing pro se. As the Idaho Supreme 
Court has noted, "[i]t is fairly well-established that a trustee's duties in connection with his or 
MEMORANDUM SUPPORTING DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TC 
STRIKE ANSWER AND NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
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her office do not include the right to present an argument pro se in the courts." Indian Springs, 
LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC, 147 Idaho 737, 215 P.3d 457, 465 (2009). The Court 
went on to note that "[a]lthough a non-attorney may appear pro se on his own behalf, that 
privilege is personal to him. By representing the trust pro se, the trustee would be representing 
the interests of other, i.e. the beneficiaries, and would therefore be engaged in the unauthorized 
practice of law." Id. 
In this case, The Wallace Family Trust's Answer to the Third Party Complaint was filed 
by Trustee Mary Jo Wallace, appearing prose. Because The Wallace Family Trust may not be 
represented by a pro se Trustee, the Trust's Answer should be stricken. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Because the Answer filed on behalf of the Wallace Family Trust was impermissibly 
filed by a Trustee appearing pro se, Global Signal hereby seeks an Order striking The Wallace 
Family Trust's Answer to the Third Party Complaint. 
DATED this~ day of October, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Jason S Wing 
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Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
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COMES NOW, Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC by 
and through its counsel of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm Witherspoon 
Kelley and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(f) and other authority cited herein, hereby moves this court 
for an order striking, in its entirety, The Wallace Family Trust's Answer to the Third Party 
Complaint, filed by Mary Jo Wallace as prose Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust. 
This Motion is supported by the pleadings on file herein, the Memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Strike, and the arguments to be made at the time set for hearing this Motion. Notice 
is given that Global Signal intends to introduce oral argument at the hearing upon this Motion. 
DATED this Z°t_ day of October, 2010. 
Joel r/. Hazel 
Jason S. Wing 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Attorneys for Global Signal Acquisitions, LLC 
DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO STRIKE ANSWER AND 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
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NOTICE OF HEARING 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that a hearing on Defendant's Motion to Strike Answer 
will be held at the Kootenai County Court House, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, on the 28th day of 
December 28, 2010, at the hour of 3:00 p.m. before John P. Luster, District Judge at the 
Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 W. Garden Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, or as 
soon thereafter as counsel may be heard at which time said motion will be considered. 
DATED this~ day of October, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Jason S. Wing 
Attorneys for Defendant, 
Global Signal Acquisitions 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the a0. day of October 2010, I caused a true and 
correct copy of DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO 
STRIKE ANSWER AND NOTICE OF HEARING to be forwarded, with all required charges 
prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
P.O. Box 30332 
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WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
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GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
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Case No. CV 03-7690 
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SHERMAN STORAGE'S AMENDED 
COMPLAINT 
27 Third Party Defendants. 
28 
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COMES NOW Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC (hereafter "Global Signal") by and through its attorneys, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing, 
of Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., and hereby submits the following Answer 
and Affirmative Defenses to the Amended Complaint of Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
(hereinafter "Plaintiff'). 
Global Signal denies each and every claim and allegation unless expressly and 




In answer to paragraph 1, Global Signal admits that Plaintiff is an Idaho limited 
liability company, that it owns real property located in Kootenai County, Idaho, and that its 
managing member is Kirk Evans. Global Signal denies that all real property owned by Plaintiff 




In answer to paragraph 2, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 3, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 4, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
· 5. In answer to paragraph 5, Global Signal admits that prior to June 2010, The 
Wallace Family Trust owned Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
Global Signal denies that The Wallace Family Trust is a predecessor in interest to Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc., respecting Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, or any part thereof. 
6. In answer to paragraph 6, Global Signal admits that Mary Jo Wallace was Trustee 
of The Wallace family Trust, but denies the inference that Mary Jo Wallace is no longer the 
Trustee of said Trust for lack of knowledge. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL'S ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN STORAGE'S 
AMENDED COMPLAINT - 2 
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RELEVANT PRIOR PROCEEDINGS 
7. In answer to paragraph 9, Global Signal denies that Case No. CV 03-7690 was 
consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915, but rather alleges that Case No. CV 09-3915 was 
consolidated with Case No. CV 03-7690 by Order dated February 9, 2010. 
8. In answer to paragraph 8, Global Signal admits only that the Court granted 
Plaintiff leave to file an Amended Complaint. Global Signal denies all other allegations 
contained in paragraph 8. 
COUNT I - EJECTION 
9. In answer to paragraph 9, Global Signal admits that Plaintiff is the owner of Lots 
1-12, Block 21 and Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and those 
portions of vacated 24th Street that attach by operation of law. Global Signal denies all other 
allegation contained in paragraph 9. 
10. In answer to paragraph 10, Global Signal admits that its predecessor entered into 
17 a lease with The Wallace Family Trust. Global Signal alleges that the lease speaks for itself. 











11. In answer to paragraph 11, Global Signal admits that the PCS Site Agreement 
executed on June 24, 1996 is the lease concerning the cell tower, and that said lease was not 




In answer to paragraph 12, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 13, Global Signal admits only that Exhibit B to the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement speaks for itself. Global Signal denies the remaining 
allegations contained in this paragraph. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL'S ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN STORAGE'S 
A1v1ENDED COMPLAINT - 3 
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14. In answer to paragraph 14, Global Signal admits only that Exhibit A to the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement speaks for itself. Global Signal denies the remaining 
allegations contained in this paragraph. 
15. In answer to paragraph 15, Global Signal admits only that the Site Designation 
















In answer to paragraph 16, Global Signal admits only that the Leasehold Deed of 
for itself. Global Signal denies the remaining allegations contained in this 
In answer to paragraph 17, Global Signal admits only that the Affidavit of Facts 
speaks for itself. Global Signal denies the remaining allegations contained in this paragraph. 
18. In answer to paragraph 18, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
19. In answer to paragraph 19, Global Signal denies that its cell tower facility is 












20. In answer to paragraph 20, Global Signal admits only that it has not surrendered 
Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, or that portion of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way that attached thereto by operation of law. Global Signal denies the remaining 
'" 
allegations contained in this paragraph. 
21. In answer to paragraph 21, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of Plaintiffs prayer for relief, Global Signal denies 
that Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief prayed for therein. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL'S ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN STORAGE'S 
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COUNT II - MESNE PROFITS 
In answer to paragraph 22, Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all prior 
In answer to paragraph 23, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of Plaintiffs prayer for relief, Global Signal denies 
that Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief prayed for therein. 
COUNT III - BREACH OF CONTRACT 
24 In answer to paragraph 24, Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all prior 
paragraphs. 
25 In answer to paragraph 25, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
26 In answer to paragraph 26, Global Signal admits only that Plaintiff purchased Lot 
4 subject to the PCS Site Agreement. 
27 In answer to paragraph 27, Global Signal states that it is without information or 






28. In answer to paragraph 28, Global Signal denies that "the procedure to provide 
notice of default" is found in paragraph No. 12 of the PCS Site Agreement. 
29. In answer to paragraph 29, Global Signal denies that effective notice was given 






30. In answer to paragraph 30, Global Signal denies that it "refused to cure the 
default" but rather asserted in its June 30, 2010 letter that "it is not I default" and is therefore 
"not obligated to cure any default". 
31. In answer to paragraph 31, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL'S ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN STORAGE'S 
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32. In answer to paragraph 32, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Plaintiffs prayer for relief, Global Signal denies 







COUNT IV - QUIET TITLE 
In answer to paragraph 33, Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all prior 
In answer to paragraph 34, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 35, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 36, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 37, Global Signal denies the allegations as Global Signal 
has quit claimed any and all interest in or to Lot 3, Block 22, to Plaintiff, as of October 8, 2010. 
38. In answer to paragraph 38, Global Signal denies the allegations, as any alleged 
cloud was removed on October 8, 2010. 
In answer to paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Plaintiffs prayer for relief, Global Signal denies 
that Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief prayed for therein. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
In further answer to Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, and by way of affirmative defenses, 
Global Signal alleges as follows: 
1. The PCS Site Agreement was modified by the doctrine of boundary by agreement 
or boundary by acquiescence. 
2. The relief sought by Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the doctrine of mutual 
mistake 
GLOBAL SIGNAL'S ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN STORAGE'S 
AMENDED COMPLAINT - 6 
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3. Plaintiff has failed to mitigate its damages, and Plaintiffs alleged damages, if 
any, were caused, in whole or in part, by its own actions, omissions, and/or negligence. 
4. The relief sought in Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense of laches or 
estoppel by laches. 
5. The relief sought in Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense of estoppel or 
quasi estoppel. 
6. The relief sought in Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense of unclean 
hands. 
7. The relief sought in Plaintiffs Complaint is barred because Plaintiff had actual 

















8. Plaintiffs Complaint is barred because, notwithstanding the courts judgment 
entered on or about May 1, 2006, as any interest Plaintiff may have acquired in the property at 
issue by way of said judgment was acquired subject to the Lease recorded July 9, 1996 as 
Instrument No. 1453059, and June 7, 2005 as Instrument No. 1955026. 
9. Global Signal reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as 
discovery progresses. 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal prays for relief as follows: 
1. That Plaintiff's Complaint be denied in full; 
2. That Global Signal have judgment for attorneys' fees and costs as allowed at law 
or equity; and 
GLOBAL SIGNAL'S ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN STORAGE'S 
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3. For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 
DATED this Z '1 day of October, 2010. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
J son S. Wing 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300, 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the [IL day of October, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of 
the GLOBAL SIGNAL'S ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN 
STORAGE'S AMENDED COMPLAINT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by 
the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
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3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
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4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV 03-7690 
liability company, 
13 (Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
14 ~~~tiff/Counter Defendant, 
16 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUI.SITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company; THE 
17 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
18 Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
19 Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
21 
22 
Defendantrfhird Party Plaintiff 
23 vs. 
24 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
li~bility company; and THE WALLACE 
2S "f'AMILY TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
26 The Wallace Family Trust, 
27 ThiTd Party Defendants. 
28 
GLOBAL SIGNAL'S AMENDED 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSES TO SHERMAN STORAGE'S 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 
GLOBAL SIG'NAL'S AMENDED ANSWER AND AFFillMATIVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN 
STORAGE'S AMENDED COMPLAINT• I 
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3 
COMES NOW Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC (hereafter "Global Signal") by and through its attorneys, Joel P. Hazel and Jason s. Wing, 













and Affirmative Defenses to the Amended Complaint of Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
(hereinafter "Plaintifr'). 
Global Signal denies each and every claim and allegation unless expressly and 
specifically admitted herein. 
ANSWER 
PARTIES 
1. In answer to paragraph 1, Global Signal admits that Plaintiff is an Idaho limited 
liability company, that it owns real property located in Koor.enai County, Idaho, and that its 
managing member is Kirk Evans. Global Signal denies that all real property owned by Plaintiff 

















In answer to paragraph 2, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
In answer to -paragraph, 3, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
In answer to paragraph 4. Global Signal admits the allegations. 
5. In answer to paragraph 5, Global Signal admits that prior to June 2010, The 
Wallace Family Trust owned Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
Global Signal denies that The Wallace Family Trust is a predecessor in interest to Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc., respecting Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, or any part thereof. 
6. In answer to paragraph 6, Global Signal admits that Mary Jo Wallace was Tru:stc::e 
of The Wallace family Trust, but denies the inference that Mary Jo Wallace is no longer the 
Trustee of said Trust for laok of knowledge. 
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RELEVANT PRIOR PROCEEDINGS 
7. In answer to paragraph 9, Global Signal denies that Case No. CV 03-7690 was 
consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915, but rather alleges th.at Case No. CV 09-3915 was 
consolidated with Case No. CV 03-7690 by Order dated February 9, 2010. 
8. In answer to paragraph 8, Global Signal admits only that the Court granted 










contained in paragraph 8. 
COUNT I - EJECTION 
9. In answer to paragraph 9, Global Signal admits that Plaintiff is the owner of Lots 
1-12. Block 21 and Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and those 
portions of vacated 24th Street that attach by operation of law. Global Si.gnal denies all other 
allegation contained in paragraph 9. 
1 0. In answer to paragraph 10, Global Signal admits that i~ predecessor entered into 
17 a lease with The Wallace Family Trust. Global Signal alleges that the lease speaks for itself. 




11. In answer to paragraph 11. Global Signal admits that the PCS Site Agreement 
executed on June 24. 1996 is the lease concerning the cell tower, and that said lease was not 
recorded. Global Signal denies that the PCS Site Agreement is the only contract concerning the n 






12. In answer to paragraph 12, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
13. In answer to paragraph 13, Global Signal admits only that Exhibit B to the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement speaks for itself. Global Signal denies the remaining 
allegations contained in this paragraph. 
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14. ln answer to paragraph 14, Global Signal aclmits only that Exhibit A to the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement speaks for itself. Global Signal denies the remaining 
allegations contained in this paragraph. 
15. In answer to paragraph 15, Global Signal admits only that the Site Designation 
6 Supplement speaks fo_r itself. Global Sign.al denies the remaining allegations contained in this 
7 paragraph. 
s 
16. In answer to paragraph 16. Global Signal admits only that the Leasehold Deed of 
9 









17. In answer to paragraph 17, Global Signal admits only that the Affidavit of Facts 
speaks for itself. Global Signal denies the remaining allegations contained in this paragraph. 
18. In answer to paragraph 18, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
19. In answer to paragraph 19, Global Signal denies ~ its cell tower facility is 
17 encroaching on any portion of the vacated "street". 
18 20. 1n answer to paragraph 20, Global Sign.al admits only that it has not surrendered 










right-of-way that attached thereto by operation of law. Global Signal denies the remaining 
alleiations contained in this paragraph. 
21. In answer to paragraph 21, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of Plaintiff's prayer for relief, Global Signal denies 
that Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief prayed for therein. 
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COUNT 11- MESNE PROFITS 
22. In answer to paragraph 22, Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all prior 
paragraphs. 
23. In answer to paragraph 23, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of Plaintiff's prayer for relief, Global Signal denies 










~OUNT III- BREACH OF CONTRACT 
24 In answer to paragraph 24, Global Signal re-alleges and incorporates all prior 
paragraphs. 
25 In answer to paragraph 25, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
26 In answer to paragraph 26, Global Signal admits only that Plaintiff purchased Lot 
4 subject to the PCS Site Agreement. 
27 In answer to paragraph 27, Global Signal states that it is without information or 
l7 belief sufficient to form an opinion as to what Plaintiff "considers" and. therefore denies the 





28. In answer to paragraph 28, Glob.al Signal denies that "the procedure to provide 
notice of default" is found in paragraph No. 12 of the PCS Site Agreement 
29. In answer to paragraph 29, Global Signal denies that effective notice was given 





30. In answer to par8.il'aph 30, Global Signal denies that it "refused to cure the 
default" but rather asserted in its June 30, 2010 letter that "it is not I default" and is therefore 
"not obligated to cure any det'ault". 
31. In answer to paragraph 31, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL'S AMENDED ANSWER. AND AFFIRM.A 'T'IVE DEFENSES TO SHERMAN 
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32. In answer to paragraph 32, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
In answer to paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Plaintiff's prayer for relief, Global Signal denies 
that Plaintiff is cntitl~ to any of the relief prayed for therein. 
COUNT IV - QUlET TITLE 


















34. In answer to paragraph 34, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
35. In answer to paragraph 35, Global Signal admits the allegations. 
36. In answer to paragraph 36, Global Signal denies the allegations. 
37. In answer to paragraph 37, Global Signal denies the allegations as Global Signal 
has quit claimed any and all interest in or to Lot 3, Block 22, to Plaintifl~ as of October 8, 2010. 
38. In answer to paragraph 38, Global Signal denies the allegations, as any alleged 
cloud was removed on October 8, 2010. 
In answer to paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Plaintiff's prayer for relief, Global Signal denies 
that Plaintiff is entitled to any of the relief prayed for therein. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
In further answer to Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, and by way of affirmative defenses, 
Global Sjgnal alleges as follows: 
1. The PCS Site Agreement was modified by the doctrine of boundary by agreement 





2. The relief sought by Plaintiff's Complaint is barred by the doctrine of mutual 
mistake 
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3. Plaintiff bas failed to mitigate its damages, and Plaintiff's alleged damages, if 
any, were caused, in whole or in pan, by its own actions, omissions, and/or negligen~. 
4. The relief sought in Plaintiff's Complaint is barred by the defense of laches or 
estoppel by laches. 
s. The relief sought in Plaintiff's Complaint is baITed by the defense of estoppel or 
quasi estoppel 
6. The relief sought in Plaintiffs Complaint is barred by the defense of unclean 
hands. 
7. The relief sought in Plaintiff's Complaint is barred because Plaintiff had actual 

















8. Plaintiff's Complaint is barred because, notwithstanding the courts judgment 
entered on or about May 1, 2006, as any interest Plaintiff may have acquired in the property at 
issue by way of said judgment was acquired subject to the Lease recorded July 9, 1996 as 
Instrument No. 1453059, and June 7, 2005 as Instrument No. 195S026. 
9. Plainti.:ffs Complaint is baITed from the statute of limitations. 
10. Global Signal reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as 
discovery progresses. 
WHEREFORE, Global Signal prays for relief as follows: 
1. That Plaintiffs Complaint be denied in full; 
That Global Signal have judgment for attorneys· fees and costs as allowed at law 
or equity; and 
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3. For such other and furthcl' -relief as the Court deems just and equitable under the 
circumstances. 





The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Boulevard. Suite 300, 
Coeur d'Alene. Idaho 83814-2146 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the ..:it' day ot'November, 2010, I caused a true and oorrect copy of 

























SHERMAN STORAGE'S AMENDED COMPLAINT to be forwarded, with all required charges 
prepaid, by the metbod(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wa1lace 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas. NV 89173 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 




















Via Fax: (20&) 666-9211 
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Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, Wallace Family Trust 
STA"!E OF lOA.HO 1 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI{ SS 
FILED: 4qqsi 
2010 NOV 19 PH 2: 58 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, AN IDAHO 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMP ANY, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMP ANY, THEW ALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMP ANY, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, AN IDAHO 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMP ANY; AND 
THEWALLACEFAMILYTRUST;MARY 
JO WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 1 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
Category I.1 $58 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 360 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201- 346 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-B522 



































Sherman Storage, LLC, plaintiff/counter defendant; 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, Defendant/Counter Claimant/ 
Third Party Plaintiff; and Sherman Storage, LLC,and 
Erik P. Smith; Charles M. Dodson of Dodson & Raeon Law Offices; and 
Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of Witherspoon Kelley, 
your attorneys: 
YOU WILL PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Defendant/Counter Claimant/ Third Party 
Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust, hereby appears in the above cause and requests that all 
further pleadings and papers herein, except process, be served upon its attorney, the undersigned, 
at the address below stated. 
All rights of the Defendant/Counter Claimant/ Third Party Defendant are reserved to raise all 
legal defenses, including defenses as to personal and subject matter jurisdiction and adequacy of 
service of process, by Motion or Answer at a later date. 
DATED this 18th day of November, 2010. 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 2 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P .S. 
By: ~11.PL 
Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
Attorney for The Wallace Family Trust 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 3B0 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 88201-2346 
PHONE: (508)455-4151 
FAX: (508)455-8522 

































CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on November 18, 2010, I caused a true and correct copy of THE 
WALLA CE FAMILY TRUST' s Notice of Appearance to be forwarded, with all required charges 
prepaid, by the methods indicated below, to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE - 3 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
















Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
Michele A. Robbins 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 360 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201·2346 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-8522 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No, 4980 
, Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THB COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
13 liability oompa.ny, 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC~ a 
11 Delaware limited liability company; THE 
tR WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace. Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, ·~ Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
20 GLOBAL SIONAL ACQUISITIONS TI, LLC~ a 
21 Delaware limited liability company, 




SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
25 liability compan)'; and THE WALLACE 
26 FAMILY TR.UST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
27 
28 
Third PB.l'l:V Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
ORDER CONTlNUlNO TRIAL SETTINO 
AND CONTINUE COURT'S PRETRIAL 
DEADLINES 
STIPULATION TO CONTINUE TRIAL AND CONTINUE COURT'S PRETIUAL DEADLINES• l 
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l The parties hereto havin9 stipulated to vacate the trial presently scheduled for January 1 0, 
2 .,011. thi . d d . th ~ MlcJ,o.e.l m. 'H-...-k-e.,.. '" 09r ~ :in s action, an soa cause appear1ns ere~or; per plion-e. c:.o.lt u,il,h Joel 
3 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the trial currently scheduled for January 10, 2011 is 
4 hereb)' vacated and reset to April 4, 2011 at 9:00 a.m. 
S IT 1S FURTHER ORDERED that the deadlines set forth in the Court's pretrial order are 
' h=by continued to be consistent with the new trial elate. 























JUDGE JOHN P. LUSTER 
DISTRICT COURT JtJDOB 
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TEOF ERV~ 
2 l, the undersigned, certify that on the clay of£~£...r, 2010, l caused a true and 
3 oorrcot copy of STlPULATlON TO CONTINUE TRiAL AND CONTINUE COURT'S 
PR.ETl'UAL DEADLINES to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
4 indicated below, to the followmg person(s): 
5 
BrikSmith 
6 607 Bast Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
7 
8 
Joel P. Hazel 
9 Witherspoon Kelley 
10 
608 Northwest Blvd. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
11 
12 Mll')'JoWallace The Wal~ Family TNlt 
l3 P.O. Box 30332 
14 
Las Vegas, NV 89173 
1, Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson·& Raeon Law Offices 
16 1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
17 
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Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 North.west Blvd .• Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
, ., , '• • • ; ' •• '. ~ ~ ~~-1 r 
Attorneys for Defendant Global Signa(Agqy}s.itions l!, µc , ,,, ·. 
8 ·' .,, .... J. '•S: ,. 
10 
11 
IN TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIB 
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
: ·. ,.: : ,. ... ·,." ' 
Case'.No: CV 03-7690 
•;;, · -- -
13 
14 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho liriiited 
liability company~ 









GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, ~ 
DelaW3l'e limited liability company; THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TR.UST, Mary Jq '\rli,• i 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Defendant/Counter CJajmant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC;:a 
Delaware limited liability company, 





SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
26 FAMil, Y TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust. 
27 
28 
Third Party Defendants. 
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This matter came on for hearing on the 28tl) day of December, 2010 upon Plain.tiff 
2 Shcnnan Storage, LLC, an Idaho limited li~tiillty conipanf ~;·1(b.er~inafter "Plaintiff') motion to 
3 this Court seeking this Court to reconsider its Decision·f~r ReliefFrom Judgment and the 
4 Decision on Summary Judgment which this Court entered onO,ctober 4, 2010. Plaintiff was 
• •J .t 'J~H :-, .. : 
5 represented by Erik Smith. Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions. H. LLC was represented by 
6 Joel P. Haze of Witherspoon Kelley. 
7 This Court having heard the arguments of counsel and having reviewed the records and 
, . ·:<P · 1:,, .~ l ·~· 
8 files therein, and being fully advised on the premises finds as follows: 




















the Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration is hereby DENIED. 
.,..v-
bATED this -1.lL day of \.L®~ ·}~t h,,,em b .1. 
1·,, ,• 
.: . ..:.., 
': c ,, .. JUD:GEJOI:I'N'.:P. LUSTER 
DIS~B¼QLQQYI\T JUDGE 
' r.::- ·::;! 1'1:!1:; . ~ ., 
.·: ... ·,,,·,·. 
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TE OF SERVICE 
I. the undersigned, certify that oµ the day of Jan:r,:iary, 2011, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid. by the method(s) indicated below. to the 
following person(s): · 
Erik.Smith 
607 East Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon Kelley 
608 Northwest Blvd. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Michael Parker 
Attomey at Law 
316 W. Boone. Ste. 380 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
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U.S. Mail 
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Overnight Mail 
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Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 8 3 814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 







IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 














GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, , 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
WHEREAS, Defendant/Counter-Claimant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereafter 
"Global Signal"), by and through its attorneys of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of 
ORDER TO COMPEL-PAGE 1 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\ 16239\0003\C002 l 466.DOC 















Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., filed in the above entitled action a Motion to 
Compel. Defendant The Wallace Family Trust, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace 
Family Trust (hereafter "Wallace") has appeared in this action through its counsel of record 
Michael Parker. 
Wallace has failed to respond to Global Signal's First Set of Requests for Production of 
Documents and Interrogatories. Wallace has failed to respond to Global Signal's Second Set of 
Requests for Production of Documents. Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust 
has failed to appear at any of the four (4) depositions noticed in this matter. 
NOW THEREFORE, based on Global Signal's motion and good cause appearing, IT IS 
HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
1. Defendant Wallace shall provide a complete response to the above noted 
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents, wi-thi-n-t-en-(-l..O~ days af 1:M-dat-e-of 
·entry oftfos Order; b~ YV\o../'c.. ""'- 'r? ·, ~O\ \ ' ~ ~ ~ 
2. Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of Defendant The Wallace Family Trust shall appear 
for the taking of her deposition as currently noticed for March 8, 2011; 
3. That should Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of Defendant The Wallace Family Trust 
fail to timely appear for her deposition noticed for March 8, 2011,..the tJ.:ial iB--this matter n.o~t 
16 













4. That Defendant The Wallace Family Trust, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The 
Wallace Family Trust, shall face further sanctions as provided under Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 37(b) if The Wallace Family Trust or Mary Jo Wallace fail to comply with this Order. 
5. Global Signal is awarded its costs and fees incurred in bringing its Motion to 
Compel. t-V"' 
DATED this~ day of February, 2011. 
John P. Luster, District Judge 
ORDER TO COMPEL-PAGE2 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the$-- day of February, 2011, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the ORDER TO COMPEL to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, 
by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Joel P. Hazel D U.S. Mail 
Witherspoon Kelley D Hand Delivered 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 D Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 ~ Via Fax: (208) 667-8470 
Erik P. Smith D U.S. Mail 
Attorney at Law D Hand Delivered 
607 Lakeside A venue 
~ 
Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
Michael Parker U.S. Mail 
Attorney at Law [J Hand Delivered 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 D Overnight Mail ~ 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 cy. Via Fax: QC) CJ-'-/65 , 
Charles M. Dodson D U.S. Mail 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices D Hand Delivered 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 D Overnight Mail I 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 ia Fax: (208) 66-9211 ; 
/ 
~------· 
ORDER TO COMPEL-PAGE3 
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Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 30 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 146 
Telephone: (208) 667-400 





Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Defendant/Counter laimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLA CE 
FAMILY TRUST; Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
[PROPOSED] ORDER A WARDING 
ATTORNEYS' FEES ON MOTION TO 
COMPEL 
WHEREAS, Defendant/Counter-Claimant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereafter 
"Global Signal"), by and through its attorneys of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of 
ORDER AW ARD ING ATTORNEYS' FEES ON MOTION TO COMPEL -PAGE I 
K:\wdocslcdamainl 1623910003\C002 I 577 .DOC 
\ 




























Witherspoon, Kelley, Davenport & Toole, P.S., filed in the above entitled action a Motion to 
Compel. The Court having granted the Motion to Compel and entered an Order compelling 
complete answers and responses to discovery requests propounded on The Wallace Family 
Trust, compelling Mary Jo Wallace to attend deposition, and awarding fees incurred in pursuing 
said Motion, Global Signal has filed in the above entitled action an Affidavit of Attorneys' Fees 
and Costs Pursuant to Motion and Order to Compel. 
NOW THEREFORE, based on the Affidavit of Attorneys' Fees and good cause 
appearing, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 
1. Defendant Wallace shall, within ten (10) days of the date of entry of this Order, 
pay to Global Signal, its attorneys' fees incurred in bringing its Motion to Compel, in the amount 
of $2,037.00. 
-t""' 
DATED this _2J_ day of February, 2011. 
John P. Luster, District Judge 
ORDER A WARDING ATTORNEYS' FEES ON MOTION TO COMPEL -PAGE 2 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SER IC:q j 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the}.::_ day o~~,~11, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the ORDER AWARDING ATTORNEYS' FEES ON MOTION TO COMPEL 
to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the 
following person(s): 
Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon Kelley 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Michael Parker 








Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 






ViaFax:5o CJ Jt-}55--....,_,_-"--" 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 







Via Fax: (208 
ORDER A WARDING ATTORNEYS' FEES ON MOTION TO COMPEL -PAGE 3 
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COUNTY OF KOO TENA! J ~re 
F!LED:q~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICTiQ~~~ PM 3: 36 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOO ~j 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) Case No. CV-03.7690 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
~ (Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09 
) 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liabmty 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 














Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
THE WAL~CE FAMILY TRUST; MARY) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 
) 
vs. 




STIPULATION AND ASSIGNMENT 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST TO 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC 
-----~--~----> COMES NOW, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust 
("TRUST"}, represented by its attorney, Michael Parker, and Sherman Storage, 
LLC ("SHERMAN"), represented by its attorney, Erik P. Smith, and hereby 
Stipulate to an Assignment as set forth below: 
1. That SHERMAN is the Plaintiff in this action and filed its Amended 
Complaint on October 15, 2010. 
STIPUIATION AND AS IGNMENT OF THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST TO SHERMAN 
STORAGE, LLC - 1 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 882 of 1621
03/03/2011 16:26 FAX 2087659110 ERIK P SMITH Ill 002/005 
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2. That the Wallace Family Trust has been named as a Third Party 
Plaintiff. 
3. The TRUST is a Third Party Plaintiff solely because of the Motion of 
Defendant Global Signal, and the Stipulation/Assignment executed by 
Global Signal and TRUST on or around December 28, 2009. 
4. The TRUST has recently revoked such Assignment to Global Signal by 
written document signed by TRUST and its attorney and delivered to 
Global Signal. 
5. The Assignment to Global Signal was based upon the misperception 
by the TRUST that the ownership to the easterly one-half of vacated 
24th Street was in dispute. 
6. The TRUST does not dispute the ownership of the easterly one-half of 
vacated 24th Street since 2006, and the TRUST hereby acknowledges 
it was transferred from the TRUST to SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, 
INC., in 2006. 
7. Now, the TRUST hereby agrees and assigns its various rights and 
causes of action since July, 1996 to the present, to SHERMAN 
STORAGE, LLC, as follows: 
a. Standing to sue Defendant Global Signal; 
b. Jurisdiction, both in person and subject matter, by which to sue 
Global Signal; 
c. Mesne Profits from Global Signal; 
STIPULATION AND ASSIGNMENT OF THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST TO SHERMAN 
STORAGE. LLC M 2 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 883 of 1621
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ERIK P SMITH lgi 003/00~ 
I 
MAr 02 11 D4:44p ~irk 7143"tuu82B p.1 
d. The ejectmeot of Global Signal from the easterly one-half of 
vacated 24th Street: 
e. To quiet title to Lot 3, Block 22; 
f. To quiet title to easterly one-half of vacated 241t1 Street; 
g. Breach of Contract regarding the PCS Site Agreement: and 
h. Attorney's fees and costs. 
8. The TRUST also agrees and acknowledges that SHERMAN will 
pursue and prosecute any and all causes of action held by the TRUST 
against Defendant Global Signal. 
DATED this _ day of February, 2011. 
MARY JO WALLACE, Trustee for 
The Wallace Family Trust 
DATED this_ day of February, 2011. 
Michael Parker, Attorney tor 
The Wallace Family Trust 
DATED this day of March, 2011. 
~ id'RVANs,anaQing Member 
of Sherman Storage, LLC 
DATEOthis_Ldayof~, 2011. 
ErlkP.~ 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STIPULATION ANO ASSIGNMENT OF THE WAI.LACE FAMILY TRUST TO SHERMAN 
STORAGE, LLC - 3 
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d. The ejeclment of Global Signal from the easlBrly OM, half 
vacalad 21t• street 
e. To quiflt tHle to Lot 3, Block 22; 
f .. To quiet tft1e to ..ae,ty one-hllf ot'-..t&d 24'8 Stlwt: 
g. Breach of Contract 19111rdlng the PCS Slbl Agreernan1; and 
h. Attorney'& fees and oastl. 
a. The TRUST also ag,- and acknoWleclges that SHERMAN 
pul'lllle and proca cute.-, end all cauw or aallon hald by 1he 
against Defendant Global Signal. 
DATED thl9~ clay of Febluary, 2011. 
DATED thle _ day of F..,,_,, J011. 
' 
KIRK EVANS, Managing Member 
Df Sherman Storage, LLC 
DATED this_ d-, d February. 2011. 
Eric P, 8mlll'I, 
Attorney for Plalnllll' 
&TIPUl.4110N AND ASS1CaNMENT OFTHI WAL.LACE FAMILY TRU8T TO IH!AMM 
STORAGE. UC -s 
~ 004/00:, 
-•1••~·-·· ...... ..... • ..._._ ....... . .... , ...... 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
L : 
I hereby certify that on the 3 , d day of1~~~ 2011, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
,ff taxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
Michael Parker 
Attorney at Law 
316 W. Boone, Ste, 380 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
fax: 509-455-8522 
Charles M. Dodson 
Attorney at Law 
1424 Sherman Ave., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 666-9211 
Lora Henderson 
STIPULATION AND AS IGNMENT OF THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST TO SHERMAN 
STORAGE, LLC • 4 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR Tnfi /~AP_ P"' r;i. 1 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI . . ,, 3 'h .. ,. v 6 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) Case No. CV-03-7690 
_ _ __ __ -~lflimittt 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 11 1 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
~ {Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
) 











Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) ) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 







COMES NOW, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee for The Wallace Family Trust, 
hereby submits the following: 
1. That The Wallace Family Trust is represented by attorney Michael 
Parker. 
2. That on the 23rd day of December, 2009, I signed a Stipulation, a true 
and correct copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A". 
3. The Wallace Family Trust was not represented by counsel at that time. 
REVOCATION OF ASSIGNMENT/STIPULATION - 1 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 887 of 1621
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4. Ttud on behalf of the Wlllam Family Tn.lst. I h8Nby l8VOke and 
compfeteJy nullify said Aaaignment. arid this l8VOClltfon fa e«ectJve 
upon dabvery.' 
DATED thllt fJ 1!::.day of Februa,y, 2011. 
~~~Tnld 
~TION o, ABSIGNMENT/8TIPULAT10N,. 2 
lgJVV~/VVO 
,, 
HIHIH11. 'l'lltf 11&11 (,IQB 1(0. S,1•1 '2100, 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
~ J\,,( ~IL 
I hereby certify that on the 3 ,. cay of-MFijJfy'7'2011, a true copy of the 
foregoing was; 
[-Jmailed_postage prepaid to: 
[ ) inter-office: 
~axed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-84 70 
Michael Parker 
Attorney at Law 
316 W. Boone, Ste, 380 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
fax: 509-455-8522 
Charles M. Dodson 
Attorney at Law 
1424 Sherman Ave., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 666-9211 
~*~~-Lora Henderson 
~P:Vt'lC'!ATION OF ASSIGNMENT/STIPULATION• 3 
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1 
2 Joel P. Hazel,ISB No, 4980 
WITHERSPOON,KELLEY, 
3 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
4 608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8 3 814 
5 J'elephone: (208) 667_..4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-84 70 




Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
9 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
10 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 




13 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 




Case No. CV-09-3915 
STIPULATION 
16 COMES ~OW the parties to this stipulation and hereby stipulate and agtee as follows: 
~ 004/006 
17 1. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho limited liability company, 
18 filed suit against Global Signal Acqui;tions Il, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company 
19 (hereinafter "Global Signal") defendant, 
20 2, The nature of the complaint filed by Sherman Storage, LLC v. Global Signal was 
21 tG e-ject Global Signal fr<>m property allegeelly owneel by Plaintiff. The property ~ quest!~ is 
22 the eastern half of vacated 24th Stteet, located in the City of Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai County, 
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3. On July 30, 2009, Global Signal filed its Answer. Affirmative Defenses, 
2 Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint 
3 4. One of the defenses asserted by Global Signal is that Global Signal also brought a 
4 third party complaint against the true owner of the property, the Wallace Family Trust and Mary 
· s Jo Wallace as trustee of the Wall~ce Family Trust. 
6 s. The Wallace_ Fa.mµy Trust, via Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee, hereby stipulates to 
7 assign its cause of action to quiet title to the vacated 24th Street to Global Signal for purposes of 
8 this lawsuit. 
9 
10 
6. The Wallace Family Trust also 'understand that Global Signal will list it as an 
involµntary counter claimant against Sherman Storage, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company, 
11 .. 
on the sole issue of quieting title to the abo:ve disputed property as The Wallace Family Trust is 12 · . 
13 not in a position to prosecute that claim. 
14 6. The Wallace Family Trust also agrees and consents to Global Signal prosecuting 
1s the counter-claim td quiet title to·the disputed property in the Wallace Family-Trust. 
16 DATED this<'l~ay ofDecember, 2009. DATED this '27 day of December, 2009 










STIPULATION- PAOE 2 
eooo~uDoc 
JOP~i, 
Attorn~y for Global Signal Ac'quisitions, II 
~ 0001001:, 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 1 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on the A_ day of January, 2010; I caused a true and 
3 correct copy of STIPULATION to be forwaxded, with all required chaxges prepaid, by tb.e 
4 method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 





















607 East Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
STIPULATION-PAGE 3 
rM/\'1111 ... ~ 
1__ U.S. Mail 
,,,_. Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: (208) 765-9110 
lgjUUl:i/UUl:i 
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Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boone. Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201·2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
-Attomey-forDefendanl, The Wall-ace Fam.ily Trust 
STA!!: Ui- ilJA1-K1 1 c::c:. 
COUNlJ OF !<DOTEN!~ f 'j/": 
F!LED:11 ;J._,? q~ 
JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DTSTRTCT OF THE 
STATE OF ID.AHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAl 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, AN IDAHO 
LIMIT.ED LIABILITY COMP ANY, 
Plaintiffi'Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMP ANY, THE WALLACE 
FAMTL V TRUST 
Defendant/Counter CJa-imant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUTSTTTONS IT, 
LLC, A DELA WARE LTMTTED 
LTABTLTTY COMPANY, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAOE, LLC, AN lDAl-1O 
LIMITED LJABlLITY COMPANY; AND 
THE WALLACE FAM.IL Y TRUST; MARY 
JO WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACEFAMil-YTRUST, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION/ 
VACATION OF ORDER AND 
JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO I.C. 
60(b))(l) & (6) 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION/ VACATION 
OF ORDER. 1 
&.&w o••io• o• 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A r,r,.OFE!il810NA~ HAI/ICE OOAOOT,.ATION 
~18 W, 800/le 4\V&., flOCJ< POINT&TOW&fi, .ST&, 380 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON OQ201.234g 
PHONE: (GOIJ)4GG'41G1 
rNC: 10001d'"8d:I:* 
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Thlrd Parcy Defendanls 
COMES NOW third party defendant, The Wallace Family Trust, by and through its attorney, 
Michael M. Parker, of Powell, Kl1n1ctz & Parker, P.S., and moves the Court for and order vacating 
Lhe Order to Compel entered onFobrusry9, 2011 and Judgment Granting Attorney Fees of$2037 
entered on February 25, 2011, both against The Wallace Family Trust. The basis of this motion is 
that said entry of~oth the Order and Judgment were based on mistake, inadvertence, surprise, 
and/or excusable neglect pursuant to CR 60(b)(l). Furthermore, the facts and circumstances of 
entry of the Order to Compel and JudgmenL for attorney fees justify relief :from the operation of 
both the order to compel ai,djudgmcmt pursuant to l.C. 60(b)(6). 
The order to compel was entered based upon tho alleged fact that third party defendant The 
Wallace Family Trust failed to provide answers or responses to discovery. In fact, those answers 
and responses to discovery were timely provided. See Affidavit of Michael M. Parker dated 
February 24, 2011, attached as Ex. "A" and incorporated by reference herein. Global Signal's 
application for attorney's fees and costs pursuant to sald order was received by counsel for The 
Wallace Family Trust and an order approving the fees entered within a matter ofless than three 
business days. On Fcbruar.y 24th, 2011 counsel for The Wallace Fmnily Trust filed an objection to 
said application for fees with an affidavit in su.pport of said objection, as required by l.C. 54(c)(6). 
Said objection is attached as Ex. ""B" and incorporated by reference herein. 
fo addition to the objection to the proposed entry of the attorney fee a.ward contained in Ex. 
"B •• said entry of the Order to Compel allowing attomey fees was in violation of the very Uniform 
Pretrial Order issued by this Coun which pursuant Lo paragraph S, states specifically: 
MOTION FOR RECONSlDERATION / VACATION 
OF ORDER - 2 
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"For example, if the sufficiency of an answer to an interrogatory is in issue, the motion 
shall contain, verbatim. both the interrogatozy and the allegedly insufficient answer, 
followed by each pany's contentions, separately stated." 
No such specific motion was filed by c0uns0l for Global Signal in this matter. The entire 
motion was based upon the fact that no answers wore provided. Thero was not sufficient notice, 
nor anyn-otico,-given to counsel for 'F-he-Wallaoe Family 'Frnstof-any specific objections to the 
answers prior to the hearing and the order to compel being entered by the Court. 
Based upon the foregoing, including the Supplemental Affidavit of Michael M. Parker 
previously filed with the court. The Wallace Family Trust requests that the Court vacate the 
judgment for attorney fees in this maner entered February 25, 2011, and vacate the order 011 
motion to compel entered on Febmary 9th, 2011 .. 
Dated thie3,Jday ofMa:rch, 2011. 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P.S. 
BY.--i:./A-i-R_--..;,_~_1 d____,;,___,_ 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION/ VACATION 
OFORDER -3 
Michael M. Parker, WSBA #16968 
Attorney for Third Party Defendant 
The Wallace Family Trust 
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Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL. KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
3t6 w. Boone. Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455~4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
_ Atlomey_for_Dcfcndant, Wallace Family Trust _ 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
CCtJt-fiY CIF KOOiENAI/ SS 
f'ILf:D: 
201 I Ff.B 26 PM 12: 02 
CLERX 01srn1cr COURT 
OEPIJTV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FJRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE. LLC. AN IDAHO 
LIMITED LIABll..ITY COMP ANY. 
Plaintifti'Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISmONS II,· 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIAB1LITY COiv.1PANY, THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claim.ant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS ll, 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMP ANY, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, AN IDAHO 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMP ANY; AND 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY 
JO WALLA CE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
AFFJDAVlT OF MICHAEL M. PARKER - 1 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL M. 
PARKER IN RESPONSE TO 
AFFIDAVIT OF ATTORNEY FEES 
AND COSTS PURSUANT TO 
MOTTON AND ORDER TO COMPEL 
• 1,111w orr,oc: or 
POWi;;L.L., KUZNETZ & PARKCR 
A rnorcoo10N111. OCtmCH: ~~OMTIQN 
:1-11 w.111Q0N.:.4vi:, 1 IIQCIC ,,OUJTE TOWCR, ST.. NO 
.SPOl<A~~~~~~.~l•mG 
. l'~(GOIJ~ 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON 




Michael M. Parker, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states: 
1. I am attorney for Third Party Defendant The Wallace Fw.n.ily Trust in the abovo-
captioncd matter. 
2. I appeared for The Wallace Family Tmst somewhat late in this matter on November 
18, 2010. 
3. Mary Jo Wallace. the Trustee for The Wallace Family Trust resjdes j-n the State of 
Nevada. I have attempted in good faith to deal with all attorneys in the case, including Global 
Signal Acqufaitions II, LLC's attorneys in arranging discov0ry. This includ0s th0 taking ofth0 
deposition ofMary Jo Wallace as Trustee for The Wallace Family Trust. 
4. Evidence of this good faith included my obtainment through all attorneys involved in 
this: matter an agreeable date for the talcing of Mary Jo Wallace's deposition. That dale is March 8, 
2011. l further agreed and was involved in arrangi11g an order stipulating to the fact that if Ms. 
Wallace did not appear at the scheduled deposition dates. that sanctions may be imposed. 
5. Mary Jo Wallace, as Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust answered in writing Global 
Signal Acquisitions .ll, LLC's First and Second Requests for Production of Document, Requests 
for Admissions, and Interrogatories. Ms. Wallace, in good faith, provided those answers in a 
timely manner, on February 8, 2011 to Mr. Hazel, Global S-ignal's attorney. 
6. Those responses to discovery requests were accompanied by a cover letter that l signed 
dated February 8, 2011 and were provided by facsimile and mailing to Mr. Hazel on that same 
date. A copy ot' said cover letter to Mr. Ha?.el is attached as Ex. "A" and incorporated by reference 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL M. PARKER· 2 
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herein. I provided in that letter that the discovery documents enclosed were provided to .. alleviate 
the February 9th hearing .. which was the motion to compel slated by Mr. I-Iazel for February 9th, 
2011. 
7. Mr. Hazel, after timely rocoiving the executed responses and answers along with the 
ex.ecu.ted. stipulatedorder-and-without-further-notiee proceeded to the·hearing and-requested-
sanctions be imposed. 
8. Mr. Hazel did not give me the courtesy of informing me that he was going to proceed 
with the hearing on the motion to compel. Had he done so, I would have attended and addressed 
his objections. It is unfortunate that Mr. Hazel failed to provide me that professional counesy. 
9. Furthermore, Mr. Hazel' is motion to compel was not based upon any rules of evidence 
or specific objection to responses. The motion to compel was solely based upon a. lack of receipt 
of discovery requests. Responses to those discovery requests were timely provided. If Mr. Hazel 
had an objection to those responses, he should have informed me and allowed Ms. Wallace an 
opportunity to argue the matter. No such opportunity was given OT notice provided by Mr. Hazel 
lhat he objected to those responses. 
10. Based upon the foregoing, it is inappropriate that any sanctions be ordered or fees be 
granted to Mr. Hazel or his firm. The order entc::r~ by the court without notice on February 9th, 
2011 bases the award of sanctions and/or attorney fees on the promise that the di scovcry rcspon3cs 
in the matter bad not been provided. Said order i.s attached as Exhibit "B" and incorporated by 
reference herein. Specifically, the order a.t page 2, lines s. 7, states 
''Wallace has failed to respond to Global Signal's set of Requests for Production of 
Documents and Interrogatories. Wallace has failed to respond to Global Signal's Second Set 
of Requests for Production of Documents.'' 
AFFJDAVIT OF MICHAEL M. PARKER - 3 
U.W CUl'S'IOli CS 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
I. PA0••1U110N.t.S UA.VIQI= ClOlll>OIH,TION 
31G W. BCONUIIE., ROCK POINTETQWER, ST&, 384 
SPOMNE, WAISHINGT0N IIDZ01-234G 
""IONI!: 1~08)~-41G1 
FAI!, (608~6&,,8622 
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This statement is completely false and unsupported by the facts. The discovery responses in 
fact had been timely provided but Mr. Hazel objected to them. unbeknownst to me. The order of 
February 9, 2011 specifically states that the: motion was based upon the failure to provide 
responses when in fact responses were provided subject to reasonable objection by Ma:ry Jo 


























Dated this 24th day ofFcbnmry, 2011. 
Michael M. Parker 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 24th day of February. 2011. 
Isl 
Michele A. Robbins 
Notary Public i11 and for the State 
of Washington, residing at Spokane 
My commission expires: 4114/ 13 
AFFlDAVlT OF MICHAEL M. PARKER - 4 
!AW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
4 OROFES9ION4~ 9ER.UICS COR.OOAA'flON 
,1e w, Afi?JIJl~w~~~~is1~.ZAm. 31Ml 
l'rlONlt: C000J,t01:W1D1 
o...c, l!IOlll466-IIUZ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Tho undersigned certifies that on February 24, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of Affidavit 
of Michael M. Parker in Response to Affidavit of Attorney's Fees and Costs Pursuant to Motion 
and Order to Compel lo be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the methods indicated 


























Joel R. :Hazel; Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard. Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avmuc 
Coeur d' Alono, JD 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
AFFIDAVIT OF MTCHAEL M. PARK.ER- S 
[x] U.S. Ma.il 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
(x] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ) Overnight Mail 
[x] Via. Fax: 208-765-9110 
[") U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
( ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fa.,c; 208-666-9211 
'" Michele A. Robbins 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKliR 
A 0110ro!$$10NAL. ll.....,,CC COAIIORATICIN 
,iew. ~~w~a:~.m.&TE. 3811 
MtQNC!~111 
"""" (GOIIJ4GG,llllll 
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) 
.LAWO"1'!C80P 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER TELBPIIONB (SOY)CSS~Ut 
A PllOll!Wll'Olll.o\l,$,SKVJC£ C01ll'OllA'110N 
l'AX 
Rocle Pointe Tower 
(S09} 4»-&m 
Joel R. Hazel 
Witherspoon Kelley 
316 W. Boone /\.-.muG, SaitG 360 
Sl'OJ<A.NE. WASHINGTON 99201,2l46 
FCrbruary 8, 2011 
- The-Spokesman Review-Bldg. --
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d,Alene, ID 83814-2146. 




I have enclosed the signed Stipulation regarding Mrs. Wallace's appear.ance for 
he:, depo$ition on March 8th in your: offices. Please provide me with a conformed 
copy once it has been entered with the court. 
To alleviate the February 9d• hearing, I have also enclosed the 
• Thlrd Party Defendant, The Weillace Family Truot, Mary Jo Wallace, 
Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust's Response to Global Signal's Second 
Set of Requests for Production of Documents Propounded to Maty Jo 
Wallace, Individually and as Trustee . · 
• Third ?arty Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust, Mary Jo Wallace, 
Tnistee of the Wallace Family Trust's Answers and Responses to Global 
Signars to Global Signal's First Set of Interrogatories a.nd Requests for 
Production of Documents Propounded to Mary Jo Wallace. Indivld.ually 
and as Trustee. 
Mrs. Wallace's faxed signature on behalf of The Wallace Trust is attached to the 




cc: Erik Smith 
Charles Dodson 
Very truly yours, 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P.S. 
Mi&-~d'.. 
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1 
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No, 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Buildmg 
608 Northwest Blvd.. Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
-
'I 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FJR.ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THB 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
12 . liability company, 
13 Plaintift7COunter Defendant, 
14 vs. 
1.S 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISmONS It LLC, il 
16 Dela.ware limited liability company; THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TR.UST, Mary Jo 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS n, LLC, a 
20 Delaware limited liability company, 
2) 
22 
·Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff · 
23 vs. 
24 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and~ WALLACE 
2, F .AMIL Y TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
,26 
r, Third Pmtv Defendants. 
28 
ST.IPULATION • 1 
1'~\lcWHOOl~l>OC 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No, CV 09-3915) 
STIPULATION 
lgj018/028 
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' . 
1 CO.MES NOW Global Signal Acquisition, by and through it, attorney, Joel P, Hazel, 
2 Mary Jo. Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, by at through her attorney, Micbae 
3 
Parker and hereby stipulate to the entry of an Order requiring Mary Jo Wallace's attendance a: 
s her scheduled deposition on March s. 2011 at 9:00 a.m. at the offices of Witherspoon Kelley a 
6 608 Northwest Boul~ Ste. 300~ Coeur d'Alene:, Idaho 83814. 
7 The failure to attend said deposition as ordered will result in sW1ctions up to on 
8 including attorneys' fees, costs and/or strildng pleadings. 
9 
10 
DATED this_ do.y of February, 2011. 
li 
. ,-r--


















Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney,, for Defendant 
Miltr1! 1'1·/t:L 
Attorneys for Mary Jo Wallace; Tnutee o 
the Wallace Family Trust 
im 019/028 
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/- . im 020/028 
EXHIBIT "B" 
EX. "Bi 
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Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ &: PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boon0, St0. 3 80 




Attorney for Defendant, Wallace Family Trust 
ST,!\~ c (Jr ID ?.HO ' S 
COUNTY OF KOOTE:NAt? S 
F'ILE:J! 
-2011 FEB 28 PM 12: 02 . 
CLERK 'QI STRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICJAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. AN IDAHO 
L1MITED LIABil.ITY COMP ANY, 
· Plai.ntiff/Coun:tcr Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITTONS II, 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMP ANY, THEW ALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS Il, 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LIABILITY COMP ANY, 
D0fendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, AN IDAHO 
LJMITED LIABlLil'Y COMPANY; AND 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY 
JO WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WAI.LACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER - 1 
case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09· 
3915) 
THE WALLACE FAMJLY TRUST'S 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER 
AWARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES ON 
MOTION TO COMPEL 
IJI.W OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARl<liR 
A PROFESSIONAi.SERViCE CORIIOFC.\tlON 
~ID w. BOONE 11ve. ROCIC POINTE TOWER, STU. ;ao 
,VQ!WiC. WA$t11NGTON ffZ\11•2.WG 
"wo~;, (50•1466~''' 
F.AJC: 1500l&5W&22 
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COMES NOW Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, by and through her 
attorney. Michael M. Parker, of Powell, Kuznctz & Parker, P.S., and objects to the proposed order 
submitted by Global Signal Acquisitions, TT, LLC. requesting attorney fees on its motion to 
compel. 
The basis foT this objection is that the discovery documents forming the basis of the motion to 
compel were answered and provided to Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's attorney the day prior 
to the hearing 011 motion to compel. Clobal's motion to compel was based upon lack of receipt of 
answers to discovery, not upon objections to lhe nature and extent of the answers. The order to 
compel entered on February 9. 2011 is based upon the failure of Wallace to respond at all to 
Global Signal's discovery requests. This basis is factually incorrect. The Wallace Family Trust's 
counsel provided responses to Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's attorney with the 
nnderstandint their receipt would alleviate the need for the hearing on the motion to compel set for 
the following day. Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's counsel, despite receiving tho discovery 
responses prior to the hea.ring, proceeded with the hearing on its motion to compel. He did not 
notify counsel for Toe Wallace Family Trust of the fact that he had objections to the responses to 
documents and answers and/or intended to proceed with the motion to compel. Consequently. the 
proposed order should be denied, and no fees awarded. 
This objection ia based upon the files and t'Ooords herein and tho affidavit of Michael M. 
Parker filed contemporaneously herewith. 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER - 2 
1.6W000IC"OO 
FIOWlil.l., KUZNETZ & PARKliR 
.& DIIQO .. IUIION.t.C KDIIVI~ C!011D011.&T10N 
310 W. BOONE AVE,, ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE, 380 
SPOKANE, WAGHINGT0N "201•2340 
PHONI!: l008Jc:!~1~1 
FN(: (60ll)4Sl'-9HI 
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DATED this 2'11h day of February, 2011. 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PAR.KER. P .S. 
By: Isl 
Mic.hael M. Parker, TSB #4031 
Attorney for Tho Wallace Family Trust 
CERT1FTCATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on February 24, 201 lcaused a true and correct copy of Objection to 
Proposed Order Awarding Attorney's Fees on Motion to Compel be fo.iwardcd, with all required 
charges prepaid, by the methods indicated below, to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason s. Wing 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 1D 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Shem1an Ave11ue, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
/s/ 
OBJECTION TO PROPOSED ORDER - 3 
[x) U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
(x] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fax: 208-765-9110 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[')(] Via Fax: 208·666-9Zll 
Michele A. Robbins 
1,Aw 0••1cs o• 
POWi:LL, KUZNliTZ & PARKER 
,. CIRO0IS510NAI. $1RVIClt COUOMTIO"' 
310 W, B00NEAVll .. ROCK P01N1f TOW CR. Ste. auo 
$1'0KANe. WASHINGTON QJla01·2~e 
PHONE! (50D),ISM1S1 
r-u: CGCOl•GG-O!:im: 
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CE'RJIFJCATE Of SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on March~ 2011. T caused a true and correct copy of Motion for 
R~onsidcration/Vacation of Order and Judgment Pursuant to J.C. 60(b)(1) & (6) to be forwarded, 
with all required charges prepaid, by the methods indicated below, to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing [x] U.S. Mail 
Witherspoon Kelley [ ] Hand Dclivorod 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. [ ] Overnight Mail 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 [x ] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith [x] U.S. Mail 
607 Lakeside Avenue [ ] Hand Delivered 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83814 ( ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fax: 208-765-911 0 
Charles M. Dodson [x] U.S. Mail 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices [ ] Hand Delivered 
1424 Shcm1an Avcmu0, Ste. 300 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Cocurd'Alono, :1D 83814 [x] Via Fax: 208·666-9211 
Michele A. Robbins 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION/ VACATION 
OFORDER -4 
U.W0~J:'l~QJ:' 
POWeLL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
.1. l)IIO•IUIONloS ,l!M\110,: COIIDO ... TION 
316 w. BQOIIIE AIIE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, $TE. sao 
&l'OKANE, WASHINGTON IIDJDl,~G 
l'HONE: (6DUJW••151 
FM: (60e)46&-8522 
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MichaclM. Parker, !SB :#4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PAR.KER, PS 
316 w. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane. WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDTCTAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, JN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STO~GE, LLC, AN IDAHO 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS TT, 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED 
LlABlLlTY COMPANY, THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, A DEL.AW ARE LIMITED 
LTABTLTTY COMPANY, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE. LLC, AN IDAHO 
LIMITED LIABILITY COMP ANY; AND 
THE WALLACE FAMTL Y TRUST; MARY 
JO WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMTLYTRUS1', 
Third Party Defendants 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
MICHAEL M. PAR.KER - 1 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
MICHAEL M. PARKER 
<AW orrici:.or 
POWl!LL, KU2NETZ Q PARKER 
A r-norcGGIONAI. CCftVIOC oon,.Qn.A,TION 
110 W. 1100Nlt.&VC::,, ll001C 1101NTC:: T0WC::Rt ~. II.DO 
$POMNI!. WIISl'IINGTON 99201·2:Ka 
Pt,00/c: (5!1G,.S.~1$1 
~AXJ (!IOIJO!I-MZZ 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON 




Michael M. Parker, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states: 
1. lam attorney for Third Party Defendant The Wallace Family Trust in the above-
captioned mutter. 
2. This affidavit is in support of The Wallace F~tmily Trust's motion lo vacate the Order 
to Compel Answers to Djscovery entered on February 9, 2011 and Judgment for Attorney Fees 
entered on February 25, 2011 against The Wallace Family Tmst. 
3. This supplemental affidavit should be read in conjunction with the affidavit of Michael 
M. Parker dated February 24, 2011 and attached as Ex. "A" to The Wallace Family Tmst's motion 
in this mutter. 
4. Late on the afternoon of February 23 rd, 2011 I received by facsimile an application and 
proposed order for attorney fees from Global Signal's attorney. 
5. I promptly prepared an 0bjectior1 and affidavit in support of the objection to those 
attorney's fees which was faxed to counsel and placed in the U.S. Mail the very next day, 
Thursday. February 241h.2011. for enttywith the co1.11t. 
6. For reasons unbeknownst to me, the affidavit and objection were not fikd by the court 
until Monday, February 28th, 2011. 
7. 1n the meantime, the court signed the order granting Global Signal's application for 
attorney. foes and entry of judgment in the sum of $2037 against The Wallace Family Trust. 
SUPPLEMENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
MICHAEL M. P ARI<ER - 2 
~wo~~,c,;~ 
POWELL, KUZN~ & PARKER 
A DRO~•S:$10NAl.. ~CRVle,G, C0J.tO()RATl0N 
~10 w. ClOONcr IIVC... ROCK POINT!: TOW(!ft $TC. ~uo 
SPOl<ANc, WI\SfoilNGTON 002~1-~8 
PHONE! 150!1)'55-4151 
t"NC: ,000.-1»0~ 
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8. lt appears the entry of the order was done without consideration by the court of my 
affidavit and The Wallace Family Trust's objection. 
Dated this 3rd day of Marc~ 2011. 
Michael M. Parker 
Subscribed and sworn to before me th.is 3rd day of March, 2011. 
g111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111g 
:! Not~ Public -
§ S&ate of Waahington j 
§ MICHELE A. ROBBINS ~ · 
§ MY COMMJSSION l:.XPIRES ;; 
- A1ml 14, 2013 = 
·, CIIHll!!~lltlllHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIJIIUIIIIIIHfl 
SUPPLEMEN'fAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
MICHAEL M. PARK.ER - 3 
kha~ 
Michele A. Robbins 
Notary Public in and for the State 
of Washington. residing at Spokane 
My commission expires: 4/14/13 
IJIW QOOIQC QO 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A rnorc~t,ONAS GCM¥1CC COMN)MTION 
.:116 W, Cl00N~AVO.,, RCICI( POINTt; T~U, .1.Tft. ,.0,0 
SPOl<A~~~Q~~JiJ:'..m01·23A8 
~""' !!IClll)OH-l!IZZ 
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CE:UJEICAJ'E OF SERVICE 
The undg-signcd certifies that on March 3, 2011, T caused a true and correct copy of Supplemental 
Affidavit of Michael M. Parker to be forwarded, with all required charges prq,aid, by the methods 
indiQa.ted below, to the following -persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesm.an Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charlc5 M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Shcnnan Avcnuo, Sto. 300 
Coeurd'Alene,lD 83814 
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MICHAEL M. PARKER - 4 
(x] U.S. Mail 
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[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] ViaFax: 208-667-8470 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] ViaFax: 208-76.5-9110 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
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Michele A. Robbins 
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Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust 
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LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
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LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSES TO DEFENDANT 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 
II, LLC'S THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 
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WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
COMES NOW Third Party Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust, by and through its attorney, 
Michael M. Parker, of Powell, Kuznetz & Parker, P.S., and in response to Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, hereinafter "Global Signal's" Third Party Complaint filed on 
or about April 6, 2010 submits the following Answer and Affirmative Defenses. 
1. The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraph 4.1 of said Third Party Complaint in that 
they do not currently own real property in Kootenai County, Idaho. The last date The Wallace 
Family Trust owned subject property in Kootenai County, Idaho was on or about April 15, 2010. 
2. The Wallace Family Trust is without information and belief as to whether Sherman 
Storage, LLC is an Idaho limited liability company. Without waiving any objection thereto, they 
admit the same. 
3. The Wallace Family Trust is without information and belief to either answer or deny 
paragraph 4.3 of the Third Party Complaint. Without waiving any objection thereto, they admit the 
same. 
4. The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.4 of the Third Party Complaint. 
5. The Wallace Family Trust denies in its entirety paragraph 4.5 of the Third Party 
Complaint, and further avers that Sprint Spectrum received only Lot 4 as indicated in a schematic 
attached and did not receive, whether by deed of otherwise, any interest in the vacated portion of 
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GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 - 2 
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A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 380 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201-2346 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-8522 

































6. The Wallace Family Trust is without sufficient information to either admit or deny 
paragraph 4.6 of the Third Party Complaint and therefore denies the same. 
7. The Wallace Family Trust does not have sufficient information to either admit or deny 
paragraph 4.7 of the Third Party Complaint. Without waiving any objection thereto, they admit to 
the same. 
8. The Wallace Family Trust admits that portion of paragraph 4.8 of the Third Party 
Complaint in that Mary Jo Wallace, individually, did assign whatever interest she may have had in 
the east half of vacated 24th St. to Sherman Storage. She has also assigned all rights to the quiet 
title action involving said vacated street to Sherman Storage and has sold all interest in Lots 3 and 






The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.9 of the Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.10 of the Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.11 of the Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraph 4.12 of the Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.13 of the Third Party Complaint in that 
Global Signal does possess a leasehold interest in Lot 4,, however, The Wallace Family Trust 
denies Global Signal possessed a leasehold interest in the vacated portion of 24th St. Furthermore, 
The Wallace Family Trust has revoked their assignment of the right of a quiet title action to Global 
Signal as the initial assignment was made under duress and/or without adequate consideration and 
therefore is void. The Wallace Family Trust has subsequently revoked said assignment and 
assigned interest in the quiet title action to Sherman Storage. 
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PHONE: (509)455-4151 
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14. The Wallace Family Trust has addressed provisions of paragraph 4.14 in its previous 
answers. 
15. The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraph 4.15 of the Third Party Complaint in that 
the property leased by Global Signal includes only Lot 4 and does not include the vacated portion 
of 24th St. 
16. The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraphs 4.16 and 4.1 7 of the Third Party 
Complaint. 
17. The Wallace Family Trust in response to paragraph 4.18 denies that it has conveyed 
any interest in the vacated portion of 24th St. to which Global Signal has a leasehold interest in. 
Any improper encroachment on the vacated 24th St. has been by Global Signal. Said 
encroachment does not encompass Lot 4, but encroaches on vacated 24th St. in which Global 
Signal has no interest. 
18. The Wallace Family Trust in response to paragraph 4.19 denies that Global Signal 
should be indemnified by The Wallace Family Trust. Any fees and costs that have been incurred 
in this matter have been a result of Global Signal's encroachment and/or use of a portion of the 
vacated 24th St. which was never part of the lease between the parties. 
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WHEREFORE third party defendant The Wallace Family Trust having answered Third Party 
Plaintiffs Complaint, makes the following AFFIRMATNE DEFENSES against Global Signal 
and alleges as follows: 
1. Global Signal's Third Party Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
2. Global Signal failed to mitigate its damages and/or if any damages were caused, they 
were as a result of their own acts. 
3. 
4. 
Global Signal's Third Party Complaint is barred by the statute oflimitations. 
Global Signal's Third Party Complaint is barred by the fact that they failed to receive 
an interest in the disputed property, whether by grant deed or otherwise. 
WHEREFORE The Wallace Family Trust having fully answered Global Signal's Third Party 
Complaint, respectfully prays for the following relief: 
1. 
2. 
An order quieting title in the vacated portion of 24th St. in Sherman Storage, LLC. 
An order dismissing all claims by Global Signal against The Wallace Family Trust in 
their entirety. 
3. An award for any and all damages including mense profits due as a result of Global 
Signal's encroachment on the vacated 24th St. and Lot 3 which are not part of their lease. 
4. An award of attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho law and PSC Site Agreement 
executed between the parties and/or their predecessors on or about June 14, 1996. 
5. For such other and further relief as the court deems just and equitable. 
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Dated this 1, rs,.day of March, 2011. 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P.S. 
By______.~'-----~_/j1A_, i_~_ 
Michael M. Parker, 
Attorney for Third Party Defendant 
The Wallace Family Trust 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on March 8, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to Global Signal Acquisitions, II, LLC's Amended Third Party Complaint 
dated April 10, 2010 to be hand delivered to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing [ ] U.S. Mail 
Witherspoon Kelley [x] Hand Delivered 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. [ ] Overnight Mail 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 [ ] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith [ ] U.S. Mail 
607 Lakeside A venue [x] Hand Delivered 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 [ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] ViaFax: 208-765-9110 
Charles M. Dodson [ ] U.S. Mail 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices [ x] Hand Delivered 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Ste. 300 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 [ ] Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
Michael M. Parker 
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PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-8522 

































Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARK.ER, PS 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, THEW ALLA CE FAMILY 
TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATNE 
DEFENSES TO DEFENDANT 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 
II, LLC'S THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT DATED JUNE 30, 2009 
ANSWER TO GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, 
LLC'S THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT DATED JUNE 
30, 2009 - 1 
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WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
COMES NOW Third Party Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust, by and through its attorney, 
Michael M. Parker, of Powell, Kuznetz & Parker, P.S., and in response to Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, hereinafter "Global's" Third Party Complaint dated July 30, 
2009 and alleges as follows: 
1. The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraph 4.1 of Global's Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust further avers that it has not owned real property in Kootenai County, 
Idaho since approximately May 1, 2010. 
2. The Wallace Family Trust is without sufficient information either to admit or deny 
paragraph 4.2 of Global's Third Party Complaint and therefore without waiving any objection 
thereto, they admit the same. 
3. The Wallace Family Trust denies that portion of paragraph 4.3 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint indicating that Ex. "A" is a true and correct copy of the lease described therein. In 
further clarification the "lease" of the premises was contained in the PSC Site Agreement dated 
June 14, 1996 with attachments. 
4. The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraphs 4.4 and 4.5 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint. 
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5. The Wallace Family Trust has fully answered all previous paragraphs concerning 
Global's Third Party Complaint and therefore no further answer is required for paragraph 4.6 
Global's Third Party Complaint. 
6. The Wallace Family Trust admits a portion of paragraph 4.7 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint in that Global has a leasehold interest in the property, however, The Wallace Family 
Trust denies that they own the property described in the "lease" attached thereto. 
7. The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraphs 4.8 and 4.9 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint. 
8. The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraphs 4.10 and 4.11 of Global' s Third Party 
Complaint. 
WHEREFORE third party defendant The Wallace Family Trust having answered Global' s 
Third Party Plaintiffs Complaint, makes the following AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES against 
Global Signal and alleges as follows: 
1. Global Signal's Third Party Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
2. Global Signal failed to mitigate its damages and/or if any damages were caused, they 
were as a result of their own acts. 
3. 
4. 
Global Signal's Third Party Complaint is barred by the statute of limitations. 
Global Signal's Third Party Complaint is barred by the fact that they failed to receive 
an interest in the disputed property, whether by grant deed or otherwise. 
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WHEREFORE The Wallace Family Trust having fully answered Global Signal's Third Party 
Complaint, respectfully prays for the following relief: 
1. 
2. 
An order quieting title in the vacated portion of 24th St. in Sherman Storage, LLC. 
An order dismissing all claims by Global Signal against The Wallace Family Trust in 
their entirety. 
3. An award for any and all damages including mense profits due as a result of Global 
Signal's encroachment on the vacated 24th St. and Lot 3 which are not part of their lease. 
4. An award of attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho law and PSC Site Agreement 
executed between the parties and/or their predecessors on or about June 14, 1996. 
5. For such other and further relief as the court deems just and equitable. 
Dated this ~ay of March, 2011. 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P.S. 
fo..1-P /k (} _L By _____________ _ 
Michael M. Parker, 
Attorney for Third Party Defendant 
The Wallace Family Trust 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on March 8, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to Global Signal Acquisitions, II, LLC's Amended Third Party Complaint 
dated June 30, 2009 to be hand delivered to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing [ ] U.S. Mail 
Witherspoon Kelley [x] Hand Delivered 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. [ ] Overnight Mail 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 [ ] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith [ ] U.S. Mail 
607 Lakeside A venue [x] Hand Delivered 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 [ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Via Fax: 208-765-9110 
Charles M. Dodson [ ] U.S. Mail 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices [x] Hand Delivered 
1424 Sherman A venue, Ste. 300 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 [ ] Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
Michael M. Parker 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARY JO 
WALLACE IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO VACATE 
DEFAULT ORDER DATED 
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WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
STATE OF WASHINGTON ) 
:ss 
County of Spokane ) 
Mary Jo. Wallace, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states: 
1. 
2. 
I am over the age of 18 and competent to testify to the matters herein. 
I make this affidavit in my capacity as Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust dated 
August 12, 1985. 
3. The purpose of this affidavit is in support of an order to vacate the default which was 
entered against The Wallace Family Trust on December 1, 2009, by Global Signal Acquisitions II, 
LLC (Global Signal). 
4. Since September of 2004, I have been a resident of the State of Nevada. Also, The 
Wallace Family Trust was a trust drafted, prepared and governed under the laws of the State of 
Nevada. 
5. I was never served personally or on behalf of The Wallace Family Trust, a copy of the 
alleged complaint by Global Signal dated July 30, 2009 that formed the basis of its default on 
December 1, 2009. 
6. In a letter dated April 7, 2010, Mr. Hazel had indicated to my attorney at the time, 
Alyssa Swartz, that ifl "appeared either pro se or with counsel in the current lawsuit" he "would 
set aside the default Global has taken against her." Said letter is attached as Ex. "A" and 
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incorporated by reference herein. I attempted to appear pro se, and also have retained counsel, but 
Mr. Hazel has not vacated the default. 
7. The case in which the default was entered has been consolidated with another cause 
number. That being Case No. CV-09-3915. Global has also filed a Third Party Complaint for 
Indemnity in that matter based upon indemnification and breach of lease against The Wallace 
Family Trust. It would be inequitable and unjust, I believe, for the court to proceed with trial in 
this matter based upon the default entered in the 2003 case, which frankly I thought had already 
been resolved, and involves the same claim of indemnification. 
8. I don't believe there is any prejudice to Global Signal by being able to file a complaint 
in the 2003, and vacating the default. I have enclosed my answer to Global's third party complaint 
filed in the 2009 case on April 16, 2010, attached as Ex. "B", and a proposed answer in the 2003 
case concerning Global's third party complaint dated July 30, 2009 which is attached as Ex. "C". 
The court can see that the answers are nearly identical and therefore no prejudice would occur to 
Global Signal by vacating the order of default in the 2003 case. To my knowledge, no default has 
been entered against The Wallace Family Trust in the 2009 case which was consolidated with the 
2003 case. 
~~ ~~,:-\. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this ?111 day of March, 2011. eL 
0111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~ /z- !:.....-/) A. • 
: Notary Public :: . _ IG-.-{;:"/.,.. 
i State of Washington § 
i MICHAEL M. PARKER i Notary Public in and for the State 
~ MV COMMISSION EXPIRES 5 Of Washington, residing at Spokane 
= June 01, 2011 = My commission expires: 1 - .Z, /-,~I \ 
Euummm111111111111111111111111111111111a '° "'" 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on March 8, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of Affidavit of 
Mary Jo Wallace in Support of Motion to Vacate Default Order Entered December 1, 2009 to be 
hand delivered to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing [ ] U.S. Mail 
Witherspoon Kelley [x] Hand Delivered 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. [ ] Overnight Mail 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 [ ] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith [ ] U.S. Mail 
607 Lakeside A venue [x] Hand Delivered 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 [ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] ViaFax: 208-765-9110 
Charles M. Dodson [ ] U.S. Mail 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices [ x] Hand Delivered 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Ste. 300 [ ] Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 [ ] Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
Michael M. Parker 
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lll WJTHERSPOON•KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
JOEL l'. HAZEL u.a-,.-....... w..._ 
u,h®.wilhmpponlrellty.com 
April 7, 2010 
VIA FACSIMILE AND REGULAR MAIL 
Fax# 667-6546 
Alyssa Swartz 
118 N. 7th Street, C-16 
P.O. Box: 1813 
Coeur d'Alene, JD 83816 
RE: C!Rims of Mary Jo Wallace 
Dear Alyssa: 
I 
As I know now that you represent Mary Jo Wallace individually, I'm directing this 1 
correspondence to you. ; 
It has come to my attention that Mary Jo Wallace is claiming that I promised her a release 
of Crown Castle's claims against her. This is not the case. What actually ocCUITed is in 
discussions related to the assignment of a chose in action to quiet title to the eastern half of 
vacated 24111 Street. I did tell Mary Jo Wallace that if she appeared either prose or with oounsel 
in the current lawsuit, l would set aside the default Global Signal has taken against her. That 
offer still stands and I urge you and Mary Jo Wallace to seriously consider actively participating i 
in this litigation. · 
Enclosed please find correspondence I recently received from Erik Smith in which he is 
amending the·original complaint to add various causes of action against Mary Jo Wallace and 
The Wallace Family Trust. It is my understanding from conveISations with Mr. Smith, that he 
will serve Ms. Wallace and The Wallace Family Trust by publication as be claims Mary Jo 
Wallace is actively avoiding service of process in LM Vegas. 
Also please be advised that Erik Smith and I have agreed to attempt to settle this dispute 
by mediation with Pete Erbland on April 14, 2010, at 9:00 a.m. at Mr. Erbland's office. I also 
urge you attend this mediation as Mary Jo Wallace's and The Wallace Family Trust's 
involvement would very likely further a resolution of the entire case. My client will want the 
entire lawsuit dismissed with prejudice, including claims against Mary Jo Wallace and the 
Wallace Family Trust in order to resolve the issues once and for all. Again, I urge you to contact 
Ms. Wallace as her rights and the rights of The Wallace Family Trust will very likely be 
impacted by whatever resolution comes out of this lawsuit. 
600 Not1hweet Boulevard. S~ite 300 Tel: 208.6'7.4000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2174 Fax: 200.667.6470 
www.wilh!!rspoonkclley.cl)m 
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(.J-,.~ ·- ••. ----: 
Alyssa Schwartz 
April 7, 20 I 0 
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Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, THE WALLA CE FAMILY 
TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACEFAMILYTRUST;MARY JO 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE 
DEFENSES TO DEFENDANT 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 
II, LLC'S THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 - 1 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 380 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 89201-2346 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455·6522 

































WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
COMES NOW Third Party Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust, by and through its attorney, 
Michael M. Parker, of Powell, Kuznetz & Parker, P.S., and in response to Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, hereinafter "Global Signal's" Third Party Complaint filed on 
or about April 6, 2010 submits the following Answer and Affirmative Defenses. 
1. The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraph 4.1 of said Third Party Complaint in that 
they do not currently own real property in Kootenai County, Idaho. The last date The Wallace 
Family Trust owned subject property in Kootenai County, Idaho was on or about April 15, 2010. 
2. The Wallace Family Trust is without information and belief as to whether Sherman 
Storage, LLC is an Idaho limited liability company. Without waiving any objection thereto, they 
admit the same. 
3. The Wallace Family Trust is without information and belief to either answer or deny 




The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.4 of the Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust denies in its entirety paragraph 4.5 of the Third Party 
Complaint, and further avers that Sprint Spectrum received only Lot 4 as indicated in a schematic 
attached and did not receive, whether by deed of otherwise, any interest in the vacated portion of 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 - 2 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 360 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201-2346 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-8522 

































6. The Wallace Family Trust is without sufficient information to either admit or deny 
paragraph 4.6 of the Third Party Complaint and therefore denies the same. 
7. The Wallace Family Trust does not have sufficient information to either admit or deny 
paragraph 4.7 of the Third Party Complaint. Without waiving any objection thereto, they admit to 
the same. 
8. The Wallace Family Trust admits that portion of paragraph 4.8 of the Third Party 
Complaint in that Mary Jo Wallace, individually, did assign whatever interest she may have had in 
the east half of vacated 24th St. to Sherman Storage. She has also assigned all rights to the quiet 
title action involving said vacated street to Sherman Storage and has sold all interest in Lots 3 and 
4, including the vacated street, to Sherman Self Storage. 




The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.10 of the Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.11 of the Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraph 4.12 of the Third Party Complaint. 
13. The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraph 4.13 of the Third Party Complaint in that 
Global Signal does possess a leasehold interest in Lot 4,, however, The Wallace Family Trust 
denies Global Signal possessed a leasehold interest in the vacated portion of 24th St. Furthermore, 
The Wallace Family Trust has revoked their assignment of the right of a quiet title action to Global 
Signal as the initial assignment was made under duress and/or without adequate consideration and 
therefore is void. The Wallace Family Trust has subsequently revoked said assignment and 
assigned interest in the quiet title action to Sherman Storage. 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 - 3 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 380 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 88201-2348 
PHONE: (509)455,4151 
FAX: (509)455-8522 







14. The Wallace Family Trust has addressed provisions of paragraph 4.14 in its previous 
answers. 
15. The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraph 4.15 of the Third Party Complaint in that 
the property leased by Global Signal includes only Lot 4 and does not include the vacated portion 



























16. The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraphs 4.16 and 4.17 of the Third Party 
Complaint. 
17. The Wallace Family Trust in response to paragraph 4.18 denies that it has conveyed 
any interest in the vacated portion of 24th St. to which Global Signal has a leasehold interest in. 
Any improper encroachment on the vacated 24th St. has been by Global Signal. Said 
encroachment does not encompass Lot 4, but encroaches on vacated 24th St. in which Global 
Signal has no interest. 
18. The Wallace Family Trust in response to paragraph 4.19 denies that Global Signal 
should be indemnified by The Wallace Family Trust. Any fees and costs that have been incurred 
in this matter have been a result of Global Signal's encroachment and/or use of a portion of the 
vacated 24th St. which was never part of the lease between the parties. 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 - 4 · 
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WHEREFORE third party defendant The Wallace Family Trust having answered Third Party 
Plaintiffs Complaint, makes the following AFFIRMATNE DEFENSES against Global Signal 
and alleges as follows: 
1. Global Signal's Third Party Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be 


























2. Global Signal failed to mitigate its damages and/or if any damages were caused, they 
were as a result of their own acts. 
3. 
4. 
Global Signal's Third Party Complaint is barred by the statute of limitations. 
Global Signal's Third Party Complaint is barred by the fact that they failed to receive 
an interest in the disputed property, whether by grant deed or otherwise. 
WHEREFORE The Wallace Family Trust having fully answered Global Signal's Third Party 
Complaint, respectfully prays for the following relief: 
1. 
2. 
An order quieting title in the vacated portion of 24th St. in Sherman Storage, LLC. 
An order dismissing all claims by Global Signal against The Wallace Family Trust in 
their entirety. 
3. An award for any and all damages including mense profits due as a result of Global 
Signal's encroachment on the vacated 24th St. and Lot 3 which are not part of their lease. 
4. An award of attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho law and PSC Site Agreement 
executed between the parties and/or their predecessors on or about June 14, 1996. 
5. For such other and further relief as the court deems just and equitable. 
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC'S THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 - 5 
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Dated this 1 11'-day of March, 2011. 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARK.ER, P .S. 
By____.µ_O;L---~ 1;14_, f._~_ 
Michael M. Parker, 
--- 7 ~---- --------



























ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES TO 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, H, LLC'S THIRD 
PARTY COMPLAINT FILED APRIL 16, 2010 - 6 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
318 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 380 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201-2348 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-8522 
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Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, THEW ALLA CE FAMILY 
TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS Il, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
AfsJSWER AND AFFIIDAATIVE 
DEFENSES TO DEFENDANT 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 
IT, LLC' S THIRD PARTY 
COMPLAINT DATED JUNE 30, 2009 
ANSWER TO GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, 
LLC'S THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT DATED JUNE 
30, 2009 - 1 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER. STE. 380 
SPOKANE. WASHINGTON 99201-2346 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-6522 


































WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
COMES NOW Third Party Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust, by and through its attorney, 
Michael M. Parker, of Powell, Kuznetz & Parker, P.S., and in response to Third Party Plaintiff, 
-------- -- --
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, hereinafter "Global's" Third Party Complaint dated July 30, 
2009 and alleges as follows: 
1. The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraph 4.1 of Global's Third Party Complaint. 
The Wallace Family Trust further avers that it has not owned real property in Kootenai County, 
Idaho since approximately May 1, 2010. 
2. The Wallace Family Trust is without sufficient information either to admit or deny 
paragraph 4.2 of Global's Third Party Complaint and therefore without waiving any objection 
thereto, they admit the same. 
3. The Wallace Family Trust denies that portion of paragraph 4.3 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint indicating that Ex. "A" is a true and correct copy of the lease described therein. In 
further clarification the "lease" of the premises was contained in the PSC Site Agreement dated 
June 14, 1996 with attachments. 
4. The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraphs 4.4 and 4.5 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint. 
ANSWER TO GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, 
LLC'S THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT DATED JUNE 
30, 2009 - 2 
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SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201·2346 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-6522 


































5. The Wallace Family Trust has fully answered all previous paragraphs concerning 
Global's Third Party Complaint and therefore no further answer is required for paragraph 4.6 
Global's Third Party Complaint. 
6. The Wallace Family Trust admits a portion of paragraph 4.7 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint in that Global has a leasehold interest in the property, however, The Wallace Family 
---------------
Trust denies that they own the property described in the "lease" attached thereto. 
7. The Wallace Family Trust admits paragraphs 4.8 and 4.9 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint. 
8. The Wallace Family Trust denies paragraphs 4.10 and 4.11 of Global's Third Party 
Complaint. 
WHEREFORE third party defendant The Wallace Family Trust having answered Global' s 
Third Party Plaintiff's Complaint, makes the following AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES against 
Global Signal and alleges as follows: 
1. Global Signal's Third Party Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
2. Global Signal failed to mitigate its damages and/or if any damages were caused, they 
were as a result of their own acts. 
3. Giobai Signal's Third Party Complaint is barred by the statute of limitations. 
4. Global Signal's Third Party Complaint is barred by the fact that they failed to receive 
an interest in the disputed property, whether by grant deed or otherwise. 
ANSWER TO GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, 
LLC'S THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT DATED JUNE 
30, 2009 - 3 
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WHEREFORE The Wallace Family Trust having fully answered Global Signal's Third Party 
Complaint, respectfully prays for the following relief: 
1. 
2. 
An order quieting title in the vacated portion of 24th St. in Sherman Storage, LLC. 
An order dismissing all claims by Global Signal against The Wallace Family Trust in 
their-entirety. ----------------------------- --
3. An award for any and all damages including mense profits due as a result of Global 
Signal's encroachment on the vacated 24th St. and Lot 3 which are not part of their lease. 
4. An award of attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho law and PSC Site Agreement 
executed between the parties and/or their predecessors on or about June 14, 1996. 
5. For such other and further relief as the court deems just and equitable. 
Dated this ~ay of March, 2011. 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P.S. 
jlA.:U) ft, (}-'-By _____________ _ 
Michael M. Parker, 
Attorney for Third Party Defendant 
The Wallace Family Trust 
ANSWER TO GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, II, 
LLC'S THIRD PARTY COMPLAINT DATED JUNE 
30, 2009 - 4 
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POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
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SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201-2346 
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Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust 
~~· -~-~.7~ . ~ ·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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IN" THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 


















SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, THEW ALLA CE FAMILY 
TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
MOTION TO VACATE DEFAULT ORDER 
ENTERED DECEMBER 1, 2009 - 1 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
MOTION TO VACATE 
DEF AULT ORDER DATED 
DECEMBER 1, 2009 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 380 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201-2346 
PHONE: (509)455,4151 
FAX: (509)455-8522 

































COMES NOW Third Party Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust, by and through its attorney, 
Michael M. Parker, of Powell, Kuznetz & Parker, P.S., and moves the Court for an order vacating 
the default order signed by Judge Lansing L. Haynes dated December 1, 2009. The basis for this 
motion to vacate is pursuant to LC. 60(b)(l) and (6), and the attached Affidavit of Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust. 
Dated this ±day of March, 2011. 
MOTION TO VACATE DEFAULT ORDER 
ENTERED DECEMBER 1, 2009 - 2 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P.S. 
By~;µ-e~..__1111_____.__fU__ 
MichaelM.Parker, 
Attorney for Third Party Defendant 
The Wallace Family Trust 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
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SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201-2346 
PHONE: (509)455-4151 
FAX: (509)455-6522 

































CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on March 8, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of Motion to 
Vacate Default Order Entered December 1, 2009 to be hand delivered to the following persons: 
. loelR._Haz.el;_Ias_on_S_._Wing ___ --- ------
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
MOTION TO VACATE DEFAULT ORDER 
ENTERED DECEMBER 1, 2009 - 3 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[x] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[x] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Via Fax: 208-765-9110 
[ ] U.S. Mail 
[x] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
Michael M. Parker 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
316 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, STE. 380 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 99201·2346 
PHONE: (509)455,4151 
FAX: (509)455-8522 
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Michael M. Parker. !SB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
31 <5 W. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 ; 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fa~: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust 
2ill l MAR 17 PM I: 38 
I J GOUR.'} _(_) /4&,euL/ 
~ 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE. LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiffi'Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS ll, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, THEW ALLACE FA.MIL Y 
TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Detendant/Third Parcy Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL M. PARKER IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW AS A'ITORNEY OF RECORD 
FOR THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST - 1 
CaseN~ 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) ....-
.--
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL M. 
PARKER 1N SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR LEA VE TO WITHDRAW AS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD FOR THE 
WALLACEFAM!LYTRUST 
U.WO~C:l~OC: 
POWELL, KUZNE:TZ & PARKER 
/lo 01>.0FE~ION.t.l, 81,P.UIC'; CORDQ"4Tl0_, 
318 w, BOOM; AVE., ROr;K POINTE TOW~R, $TS. seo 
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON 00201.Z.G 
PHONE: (G08J4C',l!,4101 
FI\X, (~)466-862! 
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Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
WALLACE. TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACEFAMlLY TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
- STATE-OF WASHINGTON 








J am over the age of 18 and competent to testify to the matters herein. 
On November 18, 2010 I appeared as counsel for The Wallace Family Trust. 
On thi= afternoon of March 16, 20111 was informed by Mary Jo Wallace, as Trustee of 
Tho Wallace Family Trust that The Wallace Family TTUst was tenninating my services as attorney 
for said trust and demanded my withdrawal as a.ttomey for said trust, effective immediately. 
4. 
5. 
This case is set for trial before The Honorable Judge John Luster on April 4, 2011. 
I have filed contemporaneously herein my Notice of Withdrawal effective immediately 
as l believe is required by RP.C l.l.6(a)(3) and comment [4] to said RPC. 
6. Alternatively, if it is determined that leave of coun is necessary, I have filed herein a 
motion to grant said leave pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 l(b)(2). 
Dated this lih dayofMarch, 2011. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL M. PARKER IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
FOR THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST• 2 
Michael M. Parker, !SB #4031 
IAW 0FF1Cli. OP 
POWELL, KUZNIITZ & PAR.KliR 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORAT10N 
,,aw. BQCNE AYE., ROI.I< POINTE TOWER, STE. ~ao 
SPOKAN!l, w11sn1NGYON 99l!01·2'.11~ 
~nONC: (008),tOG-1101 
OW(, (C00)lOIUl-
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.• , : I; I II """'""'"'"""""IIHllltllltC 
Not81'y Public = 
.:i State of Washtneton j 
~ MICHElE A. ROBBINS i · = . M'f" CC1_MMl6810N l!XPIAES i: = Aprll 1 .. , 201;.:i : 
. CHHl!.!HHHIIUIHHIIUHUIUHHIHll,UQ 
Notary Public in and for the State 
of Washington, residing at Spokan~ 
My commission expires: 4/14/13 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL M. PARKER IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
FOR THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST - 3 
14] 012/013 
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CERTTf{CATE OF SERVICE 
Toe undersigned certifies that on March 17. 2011. I caused a true and correct copy of Affidavit of 
Michael M. Parker in Support of Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Record for The 
Wallace Family Trust to be forwarded, with all rc:quircd c;harges prc:paid, by the mc:thod:s indicatc:d 
below, to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur a· Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Ste. 300 
Coeur d' Alono, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173-0332 
mjorchard@aol.com 
AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL M. PARKER IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF RECORD 
FOR THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST • 4 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Via Fax: 208-76j-9110 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[x] Via Email 
Michele A. Robbins 
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Michael M. Parker, !SB #4031 
POWELL .. KUZNETZ & PARK.ER, PS 
316 W. Bqone. Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane:, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455--4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family 'Fruet 
: ',·,·-,-~-~ 
"!All ' Ui- h:,:: ! ,, ' 
COUlff , ,OLJ'i·:·ii,\J .~s 
FILED: -····, 1 
ZOil MAR 17 PM I: 37 1,~v 
~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICJAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company. 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS TI, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, THE WALLACE FAMlL Y 
TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO WITHDRAW AS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD FOR THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST- 1 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF 
RECORD FOR THEW ALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST 
!AW Ol'FICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNET2 & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPORATION 
318 W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TQWER, STE. '80 
~CIKANE, WASHINGTON 89201•2;,,&Q 
,.,,,or,e:: t1'01)11®'-4101 
FA>(, (!'GO~~ 
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WALLACE. TRUSTEE OF THE 
·w ALLACE P AM1L Y TRUST, 
Thlrd Party Defendants 
TO: Mary Jo Wallace, Tmstcc of Tho Wallace Family Trust, defendant/third party 
defendant; 
1'0: Sherman Storage,-LLC, plaintiff/counter defendant; 
Global Signal Acquisitions ll, LLC, Defendant/Counter Claimant/ 
Third Party Plaintiff; and Sherman Storage, LLC; and 
TO: .Erik P. Smith; Charles M. Dodson of Dodson & Raeon Law Offices; and 
Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of Witherspoon Kelley, 
your attorneys: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY CIVEN that Michael M. Parker intends to withdraw as counsel for The 
Wallace Family Trust effective Marc:h 16, 2011. The last known addrc:s:s for the:: dc::fc::ndant, The:: 
Wallace Family Trust, is P.O. Box 30332. 
Dated: MaTch 17, 2011. 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO WITHDRAW AS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD FOR THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST - 2 
POWEll, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P.S. 
By-#-foJ--{)______:;._fL?._f-_~_ 
Michael M. Parker. ISB #4031 
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CERTIFTCA TE O'F SE~ICE 
The undersigned certifies that on March 17, 2011, I caused a true and correct copy of Notice of 
mtcnt to Withdraw as Attorney for The Wallace Family TTust to be forwarded, with all required 
charges prepaid, by the methods indicated below, to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Eri.k P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
ChaTlc5 M. Dodson 
Dodson & Racon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, TD 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las V cgas, NV 89173-0332 
mjorchaTd@aol.com 
NOTICE OF INTENT TO WITHDRAW AS 
ATTORNEY OF RECORD FOR THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST- 3 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x ] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] ViaFax: 208-765-9110 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[xJ Via Email 
· Michele A. Robbins 
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Michael M. Parker, !SB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455M4151 
Fax.: 509-455-8522 
7 · - Attorney for Defendant; The W alfoce Family 'fmst 
8 
'b 
.. , u··· :~o :::.1Pdc. 1 r iu;...ri' \"'( 
COUHTY OF KOOTENAl/:i" 
FILED: 


























1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FlRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE. LLC. an Tdaho 
Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL STGNAL ACQlJTSTTTONS TT, 
LLC, a Dela.ware Limited Liability 
Company, THE WALLACE FAMILY 
TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plamtiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE F AMil., Y TRUST; MARY JO 
WAI.LACE, TRUSTEB OF THB 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW -1 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY OF 
RECORD FOR THEW ALLACE 
FAMJL Y TRUST 
~w cu,,.c-. as 
POWEiLI., KUZNETZ & PARKEiR 
, 6 PIIOOl<MION.t.~ IIJ:INIC!lt C!O""OD<ITICIN 
,11 W, BOONE AVE,, ROCK POIPITE TOWER, &TE, 380 
SPOKANE, WA$11ING't0N "9m·2~•G 
~110NC: t0081'1e~1e1 
•AlllC&OO~ 
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WALLACE FAMILY TRUST. 
Third Pa.rtY Defendants 
COMES NOW Michael M. Parker of Powell, Kuznctz & Parker, P.S., and move~ the Court 
for an order allowing lea\le of court to withdraw as attorney for defendant/third party defendant, 
The Wallace Family Trust. 
This motion is made puTSuant to T.R.C.P. l l(b )(2) and the affidavjt of Mic:hael M. Parker filed 
herein. 
Dated this 1 t 11 day of March, 2011. 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW - 2 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & P ARKBR, P.S. 
;u:.LP /'· U-BY, ____________ _ 
Michael M. Parker, ISB #4031 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POW6LL, ICUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE CORPDIIATION 
,1t W, IIOONli All&., ROCIC POINTE TOWER, !l1E. 880 
SPOKANE, WA&HINGTON llfZOhz;MO 
~: IODIJ8CKM1:,1 
FAIC=~Z! 
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The undersigned certifies that on March 17, 2011, I caused a true and conect copy of Motion for 
Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Record for The Wallace Family Trust to be forwarded, with all 
required charges prepaid, by the methods indicated below, to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wittg 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smit11 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charli:,s M. Dodson 
Dodson & Racon Law Offices 
1424 ShennM Avenue, Ste. 300 
Coeu.r d'Alene, TD 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace, TTUstee 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV &9173-0332 
mjorcliard@aotcom 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 
WITHDRAW - 3 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x ] Via Fax: 208-76S-9110 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Dc::livcrcd 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[x] Via Fax: 208-666-9211 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[x] Via Email 
Michele A. Robbins 
LAW OFFICE OF 
POWELL. KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAL SERVICE COADOIIATION 
316 W. BOONE IIVE,.f«)CK POINTE TOWER. STf. ;ioO 
SPQKAIIIE, wASHINCTON 11111111-asq 
P>ICINe: (!IOl)ISM1S1 --
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03/31/2011 THU 9: 39 FAX 509 4M~ .8522 PKP LAW OFFICES 

































MichaclM. Parker, ISB #4031 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boon~, St~. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
STATE OF ICW-0 . } SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ALEO: 
2011 MAR 31 AH 11: 4 I 
CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
~lj'tb 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE. LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiffi'Coumer Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SlGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, THE WALLACE FAM1L Y 
TRUS'l' 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Jdaho 
Limited Liability Company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 
WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMlL Y TRUST, 
Third Party Defendants 
NOTlC.E PURSUANT TO J.C. 1 l(b)(2)(3) RE 
ORDER GRANTJNG M!CHABL M. PARK.BR 
LEA VE TO WITHDRAW· 1 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV-09-
3915) 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO I.C. 
1 l(b)(2)(3) RE ORDER GRANTING 
MlCHAEL M. PARKER LEA VE TO 
WITHDRAW AS ATTORNEY FOR 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST 
I.AW OFFICE OF 
POWELL KUZNETZ & PARKER 
A PROFESSIONAi. SERVICE CORPORATION 
J1G w. BOONE AVll.. ROC!< f>OUIITE TOWER. sre. '>OU 
"'"OM""', Vf/\3r11NGTON Hto,-~o 
P..,ONE! (.C.OO)U-C....1C1 
FAX, {5®1'5!>.e522 
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TO: Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee:, The: Wallace Family Trust, Defendant/ 
Third Party Defendant: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN that an order has been entered by the court granting leave to 
Micha.el M. Parker of Powell, Kuznetz & PaTker, J>.S., to withdTaw as attorney for The Wallace 
Family Trust immediately. 
Please be advised that pursuant to I.C. l l(b)(3), you have as the trustee of The Wailaec 
Family Trust the following rights and obligations: 
1. Within 20 days from the date of service or mailing of the Order GTanting Leave you 
must appoint an attorney to appear on behalf of The Wallace Fan1ily Trust and file notice of such 
appeaTance with the court a.11d serve it on all parties; 
2. No further proceedings which affect the rights of The Wallace Family Trust may be 
had for a period of20 days after service or mailing of the Order Granting Leave to Withdraw; and 
3. If you fail to file and serve the additional written appearance of your new attorney(s) 
within 20 days of service or mailing of the order grating lease to withdraw. such failure shall be 
sufficient grounds for entry of default and default judgment against The Wallace Family Trust or 
dismissal of any action by The Walla.co Family Trust with prejudice and without further notice to 
you. 
Dated: /tvv-1, 31 2011 
NOT!CE PURSUANT TO I.C. 1 l(b)(2)(3) RE 
ORDER GRANTil"lG MICHAEL M. PARKER 
LEA VE TO WITHDRAW - 2 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER, P.S. 
~'llt11.U By_~~~-----------
~ichael M. Parker. ISB #4031 
CAW OFFICE OF 
POWELi.. KUZNETZ & PARKER 
4 PRQF~SSIQNAL SERVICE CQRPQRATU)N 
01G W. BOONE AVE., ROCK POINTE TOWER, 6'ra. 380 
;sfll'OAA~ WAi.'P1lflftn'ON ffZO'l•n,,10 
PHONE, 1~00)'~µ 1;1 
FJ\X! (500)'55-8522 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned certifies that on frl a.,.J.. 3 / 2011, I oaused o. true and correct copy of Notice 
Pursuant to I.C. 1 l(b)(2)(3) Re Order Granting Leave to Withdraw to be forwarded, with all 
required. charges prepaid, by the methods indicated below, to the following persons: 
Joel R. Hazel; Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon Kelley 
The Spokesman Review Bldg. 
608 Northwest Boulevard, Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2 l 46 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside Avonuo 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace 
P .0. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 891. 73-0332 
mjworchard~ol.com 
NOTICE PURSUANT TO I.C. l l(b)(2)(3) RE 
ORDER GRANTING MICHAEL M. PARKER 
LEAVE TO WITHDRAW - 3 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Via Fax: 208-667-8470 
[x] U.S. "Mail 
[ ] Hand Dclivcn-c:d 
[ ] Ovomight Mail 
[x] ViaFax: 208-76S-9110 
[x] U.S. Mail 
[ j Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mai I 
[ x] Via Email 
Michele A. Robbins 
UIW OFFICE OF 
POWELL, KUZNETZ & PARKER 
11 PROl'ESSIONALSERVICE CORPORATION 
$18 W. 800NE AVE .. ROCK POINTE TOWER, .ST'- ~00 
fO'Of<ANI:, W,W,."'8TCIN 99801-0 
PW011~C~1C1 
FAJC: IGODl4GG-8'J22 
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F~x sent by : ~HHbb'lH4'lH WlIH~H~t'UUn H~LLY 
2 Joel P. Ha:1.el. lSB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, !SB Nu. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesi:nan Review Building 
S 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
... -6- Coeur_d'Alenc, ld.aho_j3_ll~~l46 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
7 .Facsimile: (208) 667•8470 
SlAf t Ur ll)AHiJ }. ~ c 
QOUNTY OF KDOTENt'\l vv3 /., rlLED: . i '(1-V 




IN THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRS't JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF 1DAHO, 1N AND FOR TH.H COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho lianiled Case No. CV 03• 7690 





GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, I .. LC, 
17 Delaware limited liability company, THE 
IH WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
19 Defendant/Counter Claimant, 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS ll, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability compuny, 
21 
22 
Delendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
23 V5, 
24 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
25 FAMI-L Y TRUST; MARY JO WALLACE, 
26 Trtu~tcc of The Wallace ramily Trust, 
27 
28 
Third Purl Defendants, 
SF.CONO APPi ,ICA 1·10N POR. DEF AUL 1' L:.NTRV 
1t.:\..docllcdaM1lftll6l!!NNMl~\(:002~19P,W(: 
(Consolidaled with Case No. CV 09-391S) 
SECOND APPLICATION FOR ORDliR 
POR DEFAULT ENTRY 
• 1 • 
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.e;a1:11:>t>fl:l"tfU 
.&:~. ,:., .J 
STATE OF TDAHO ) 
2 
) ss. 
County of Knnle1,ai ) 
4 
JASON S. WTNCl, bcins first dul)' swom on oath, deposes and Rays: 
That T a1n the attorney for the Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, OLOBAL SIGNAL 
s 
ACQUTSTT!ONS II, LtC in the above-enLilled action. The Third Party Defendant, THE 
(j WALLACE_ FAMlLY-TRUST;MaryJo Wallace;-Trus1ee or the Walhicc-Farntly Trust appeared-
7 in this matter and filed ils Answer. Therea!lcr, counsel for said Trust sought leave or Court to 
H withdraw. Leave to withdrawal was gro.nled on April 14, 2011, with notiQe or withdrawal 




















file and acrve a writtea, appearance in person or through n newly appointed auorney, and said 
Trust havinii failed to file and ser\le a written appearance In person or through a newly appointed 
au,.,mey within such 20·day period, the default of said TrusL should duly entered by the Clerk of 
Court according to law and pursuant to \he Court's Order Re: Whhdrawal, 
That thls application and affidavit is executed by Affiant herein in accordance with Rule 
55(a) of the ldaho Code of Civil Procedure, for the purpose of' enabling Third Party Plaintiff 
herein Lo obtain en1.ry of default against the said Third Party Defendant for Third Party 
Defendant's ru.ilurc to appear in person or through a newly appointed attorney. 
DA'l'BD this~ day of May, 2011. 
WITIIERSPOO 1LLEY 
By: 
SUBSCRlBl:.D AND SWORN Lo b~fore me lhiK ( Lef'day nl'May, 2011. 
.,,,,111111qa 
'--"~eL£'"ftii,I '-..... ~~~ ....... ~~-;,,,t,~~---Pi ectilS 
Notary Public in and tor the State or 
~l?COND APPL,ICATION FOR. USF(\•ULT ~NTRY 
1i1•"""'8e11H111111l•\IAmllOOO'JICOOU8UII.IM'1t: 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on lhis the ~y of May, 2011, l caused a true and con-eci 00:py of the 
APPLICATION FOR DEFAULT ENTRY to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by 
the method(s) indioatcd below, to the following person(s): 
Erik Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, JO 83814 
Tho Wallace Family.,J)ust 
P.O. Rox 30332 
Las Ve"as, NV 89173 
Charles M, Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon T..nw Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, TD 83814 














• 3 • 
··---------------
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Michael M. Parker. ISB #4031 
POWELL. KUZNETZ & PARKER, PS 
316 W. Boone, Ste. 380 
Rock Pointe Tower 
Spokane, WA 99201-2346 
Tele: 509-455-4151 
Fax: 509-455-8522 
Attorney for Defendant, The Wallace Family Trust 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Fm.ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 11, 
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, THE WALLACE FAMILY 
TRUST 
Defendant/Counter Claimant 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC. a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited Liability CompMy; and THE 
WALLACEFAMil,YTRUST;MARY JO 
WALLACE, TRUSTEE OF THE 
WALLACE FAMaY TRUST, 
ORDER RE WITHDRAW AL 
OF MICHAEL M. PARK.ER- 1 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with case No. CV-09-
3915) 
ORDER RE: WITHDRAW AL OF 
MICHAEL M. PARKER AS 
ATTORNEY FOR THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST 
~002/003 
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Third Pany Defendants 
The parties hereto having stipulated to order granting leave for Michael M. Parker to 
withdraw as attorney for The Wallace Family Trust, and the Court :finding that pursuant to I.C. 
---
11 (b)(6)(3) good cause exists for entry ofthls order, 
IT IS ORDERED 
1. Leave is granted to Michael M. Parker to withdraw as attorney for The Wallace Family 
Trust ai,d said wHhclrawal is effective immediately 
2. Within 20 days of the date of service or mailing of this Order, Mary Jo Wallace, as 
Trustee of Tho Wa1lacc Family Tru.st, shall appoint another attorney to appear on behalf of The 
Wallace Family Trust; 
3. FoT a period of 20 days after service or mailing of this order upon Mary Jo Wallace as 
Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, no further proceedings may be had in this action which will 
affect the rights of Toe Wallace Family Trust; 
4. Should The Wallace Family Trust fai I to file and serve a written appearance of its 
n0wly appointed attorney within 20 days of service or mailing of this Order, such failUTe sha11 be 
sufficient gtoLmd for entry of default and default judgment against The Wallace Family Trust or 
dismissal of any action by The Wallace Family Trust, with prejudice and without further notice. 
·,t'- A,.. , I 
Dated this _I_ day of cyr, I • 2011. 
ORDER RE WITHDRAWAL 
OF MrCHAEL M. PARKER· 2 
The Honorable John L. Luster 
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F~x ~ent by : 20866?84?0 WITHERSPOON MELLY 05-16-1110:16 Pg: 4/9 
2 Joel P, Hazel, JS'B No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing~ ISB No. 79S t 
WITHERSPOON 'KELLEY 
4 The Spokosma1, Review lluilding 
5 60& Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Cneur d 'Alone, T dah,, 83 814.2146 
G Tt!lephono: -(208)667-4000- -
Facsimile: (208) 667•8470 
7 





IN Tl IF. DISTRICT COURT OF Tl IF. FIRST JUD!CI.AL DISTR1c.:T OF THE 
STAT!:: OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTF.NAI 
SITF.RMAN s·roRAOE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
13 liability compu11y1 
14 
15 
Plnlnti mcountcr Defendant, 
'V£i, 
Iii 
17 GLO'RAL SlONAl. ACQUISJTTONS 11, LLC, 
Delaware limited li1.1bility c01npa11y~ THE 
IK WAJ .. tACli FAMTLY TRUST, 
I!> Defendant/Counter Claimant, 
211 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
21 Delaware liniilcd Jlablllty company, 




SHERMAN S'rORAOlia LLC, an Jclaho limited 
25 liability colnpany; and TH B WALLACU 
26 FAMILY TRtJS'i': MARV JO WALLACE, 
Trustee ot'Th~ Wallace Family Trust, 
27 
28 
Third PartY Defendants, 
Case No, CV 03-7690 
(Consolidtiied with Case No. CV 09-391 S) 
!) /<=25 
[ · , SDCOND ORDER FOR 
C:LRRK'S E TRY OF DEFAULT 
AGAINST DEFENDANT WALLACJ:: 
f'AMIL Y TRUST 
ISECONO ORDER l'OR. CL'F.RK'S 1:1NTRY OF DUl'AULT AOAINST DBFBNDANT WALLACE FAMILY 
'l'P.UST-PM~E 1 
Ki\wm\wiiHoalu\l ~U~IUW~\C'IIIIWAOI l"ltl(: 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 966 of 1621
:t·ax sent by : 2t1Bbb71:14-ftl 
( ., 
WIIHEH~POON KELLY tlS-lb-11 1t1:10 Pg: SI'~ 
Ocfendanl Olobal Signal Acquh:dlions II, LLC (hereinafter "Global Signal"), having 
2 filed herein an Applic.:atinn for the Court to enter it~ Order directh1g Lhc entry of default in the 
3 above-entitled matter, and there appearing no just reason for delay in Ordering the Clerk's entry 
4 default against Defendant The Wallace Fan,ily Trust, 
' __ NO_W_,_TUER.F.FORE, Il'jSJl,eRRBV Q~DERED_:_ 
That the Cl1..-rk1s &try of Default against Defendant The Wallace Family Trust shall be 
7 entered by the Clerk ,,t' the Court. 
+-r 





















JOHN P. 1,USTER 
District Judge 
SECOND OR.DER FOR CLRRK'S L::NTRV OF 1.)1:.FAUT..T AOAINST DEFRNOANT WAI.I.AC~ r-AMU.V 
TR.UST-flAClE 2 
1e:1~11ulcitam11n11•m,ono!l(~Hlat801,DOC 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 967 of 1621
F.ax sent b!,.I 20B6678470 WITHERSPOON KELLY 05-16-11 10:16 Pg: 6/9 
2 
3 
RK'S CF.RTIFlCATE OP SJ::RV!C.:J:: 
. lH1C / 
l, the undersigned, ~cnify thaL on Lhc: ,... day of , 20 h; 1 ~cused c true &mu 
correct copy of Lhe SECOND ORD.ER FOR CLERK'S ENTRY OF DEFAUT,T AOATNST 
4 DEFENDANT WALLACE FAMJl,V TRUST to be forwarded, wiLh an required ~harges 
























607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alenc, 11) 83814 
The Wallace Family Tn1st 
P.O. l3ox 30332 
L2U1 Vegas, NV 89173 
Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon Kelley Davenport & Toole, J?.S. 
608 Northwest Blvd, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83854 
Cllorles M. Dodson 
Dodson & .Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman A venue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Oven,ight Mail + Facsimile: 1iP5-1 J J 0 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 





r~simile: //0 v<./~Ro 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail /_/ 
Fac.:similc: (;(J0.., 
S~CONO ORDUR. FOR CLl::M.K'S ENTRY Of DBFAlJL'I' AOAJ'NST OEPliNOA'NT WAU,AC::S 'FAMILY 
TRUST-PAG'F. 3 
l(.;\wdD11J\llla111&1n\l d2JP\OOO)\l,~INiltA~ I ,DOC 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 968 of 1621
t·ax sent b!:J : ~tlHbb (tl'lftl WiiN~H~ruun n~LLY 
,_ .. ,, 
2 Joel P. Ha1.el, lSB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KEU,EV 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2.146 
_ 6 _ Telephone_: __ (20~)_667-400~ 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
7 
) 




IN THE DlSTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDlCIAL DISTRTCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR ·r1-1E COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, tLC, an ldaho limited 
u liability oompa,,~. 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUTSTTIONS II, LLC, 
17 Delaware limiled liability company; THE 
lB WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee or The Wallace f amiJy Trust, 
19 
DefendanVCounter Claimant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
21 Delaware limilcd Uablllty company, 




SH:GRMAN STOR.b.OS, LLC, Bn Idaho limited 
25 liabillty company; and THE WALLACE 
Cai;e No, CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
SECOND CLERK'S ENTRY OF 
DEFAULT 
26 FAMll.V TR.UST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
------=.::-1. -T-hc-W-allace-F-arnily-T-rust;.--, ------1---------------+-----
27 
Third Part Defendants, 
28 
SECOND CLERK'S ENTllV 01' L>EFAULT-1 
K lwMtl~Rll6'1UIIMll!2\COO,~M',l)UI.~ 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 969 of 1621
w 1. J. n,1;,n.-:.r uun n.r..~~ .a. 
'"' .... ~"" -- --·---· .. a~ -· -
Jn thh1 action, the attorney or rcoord tbr Third Party Defendant THE WALLACE 
2 FAMTLV TRUST, Michael M. Parker, having sou,zhl leave lo withdraw, and the Cnurl having 
3 enlered its Order granling leave to withdraw on April 14, 2011, and 20 days having passed 
4 since acrvioe or n,ailins of said Order of withdrawal to sa.id Third Party Defendant, 11.nd said 
s Third Party ·Defendant having failed to file and serve a written appearance in person or through 
- --,, - a newly t1ppointca atton,e)' within suoh 20 clay period, the-default of suid-ThirclParty Defendant_ 
? is hereby duly entered according to law and pursuant to lhe Court' 




















S'llCOND Cl;BRK'S ENTRY OF DE.FAUL 1' • 2 
li:1\Wllwl\W1HO•;•\l(12!1o\GOOJIC002Mill?.IIUC': 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 970 of 1621
t· ax sent by : t:tJtlbb ftl'l rtJ 
g.a-..LU .L.L .LU• .LI ... ::::, . ., . ., 
' ,I 
2 
~F.R~ATE Of SERVICE 
I certify that on this lhe E. day of ~. I caused a true and correct oopy of the 
3 CLERK'S ENTRY OF DEFAULT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the 
4 mcthod(s) indicated below, lo the following person(s): 

















607 Lakeside Avenue Hand Delivered 
Coeur d'Alene, JD 83814 Overnight Mail X Facsimile: ":J&5~C/ / )L) 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P,0, Box 30332 





111----------------+---:-:--:-:-:-:-::~--------tl Joel P, Hazel U.S. Mail 
Witherspoon Kelley Davenport A Toole, P.S. Hand Delivered 
608 Northwest Bivd. Suite 300 Overnight Mail · 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838S4 :::x: Facsimile: u&'l-S 1?0 
Ch11Tles M, Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 






SECOND CLF:RK'S ENTRY OF l>EFAUT.T- 3 
K:lwdCIOllodtlll al•II ~3:1\l\lltJO)IC.002'6117,UC,IC 
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r ,<lX sen1. D!:J , o1.ouooo r o"Z r u 
• >:' 
2 Joel P, Hazel, 1S'R Nn. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing~ ISB No. 79S1 
WITHERSPOON 'KELLEY 
4 Tho Spokcsmaii Revi~w 13uildinB 
5 60K Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Cne~,r d 'Alone, Tdaht) 83 814-2146 
- c; --1"elephonc:-- -t20R) 66"/--4000-
F acsimile: (208) 667-8470 
7 
w .a. J. nr.11.:,.1.· vvn n.a:,...,..., .a. U«J .LU .L.L .LU• .LW 





IN T1IR DlSTRlCT COURT OF Tl TF. FIRST JUDlClAl. DISTR1c.:T OF THE 
STATI:: OF IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTRNAI 
SITF.RMAN S'fORAGE, !..LC, an Tdaho limited Case No. CV 03-7690 






17 OLORAL SlONAT.. ACQUISJTTONS 11, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability co1npai,)'~ THE 
IK WAJ .. T.ACli FAMTLY TRUST, 
19 Dofondant/Counter Claimant, 
211 GLOBAL STGNAL ACQlJISlTIONS 11, LLC, a 
21 Delaware liniiLcd liablllty company, 




SHERMAN STO'R.AO!i, LLC, an Idaho limited 
2~ liability co1npany~ and THE WALLACE 
(Consoliduled with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
1:)/~ 
[Pk"'88n~ S0COND ORDER FOR 
Ct.BRK'S E TRY OF DEFAULT 
AOAINST DEFENDANT WALLACB 
FAMILY TRUST 
.a.;,. .. .. ., 
26 FAMlL Y TR.tJS'l': MARY JO WALLACE, 
-----H-T--rustee-of-~h~Wallace-Family-tJ".uSt.,___ __ 1 _____________ ----,L __ _ 
27 
28 
Third Party Defendants. 
SECOND OIU'JER l'OR CLERK'S liNTRY OF DEf'AULT AGAINST DEFENDANT WALLACE FAMILY 
'l'R.UST-PAOE 1 
K:\wd\11:t\woH .. lnll~U~\IIW)\('\ICl:W~I nnc: 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 972 of 1621
.&. QA ~~,,Ir U'::J • MW'-1''-l'WI W &I W 
r - .... 
l)efenda1,l Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereinafter "Global Signal"), having 
2 filed heroin an Applicatinn for the Court to enter itK Order directing lhc entry of default in the 
3 above-entitled matter, and there appearing no just reason for delay in Ordering the Clerk's entry 
-1 delaull against Defendant The Wallace Family Trust, 
' 
6 
NOW, TUERRFORE, 11' lS HERRRV ORDER.ED: 
--- - - ---- -- - --- - --
That the Clerk's Bntry of Delhult against Defendanl The Wallace Family. Trust shall be 
7 entered by the Clerk ot' the Court. 
+v-























SECOND OR.DER FOR CLRRK'S ENTlW OP 1.)1:,FAlJLT AGAINST DEFF.NOANT WAl.l,ACl:: foAMil,V 
'l'R.UST-PACll:! 2 
K ;\WilM11&cl&ffl11n11 m,10no~1t:002tn 1,DOC' 
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l, Lhe undersigned, certify thal on Lhe ,,.... day ot' ~~ ~cuscd c true uml 
correct copy of Lhe SECOND ORDER FOR CLERK'S ENTRY OF DEFAUT,T AOATNST 
4 DEFENDANT WALLACE FAMTI,V TRUST to be forwarded, wilh all r13quired 'charges 























607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, 1D 83814 
The Wallace Family Tntst 
P.O. Box 30332 
Lu Vegas, NV 89173 
Joel P. Hazel 
Wilherspoo:n Kelley Davenport & Toole, P .S. 
608 Northwest Blvd, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83854 
Cborles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 













Ovi,might Mail ;j 
Fac.:similc: (;(J(o.., 
S~CONO OROURfOR CLL::K.K'S JSNTR'T' OF DBFAlJL'I' AOArNST DEFliN.OANT WAl.L.AC:S FAMILY 
T'R.UST-PAGF. 3 
K;\wd111111.1ti11!1alftll ,2JP\OOO)ll,)INI:-~ I, DCC 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 974 of 1621
.t·ax sent by ; .l!:t:Jl:lbb fl:l':l ft, W 11Ht.tl;).t'UVn J\t.LL Y 
2 .lool P. Hazel, TSB No. 4980 
:1 Jason S, Winy, lSB No, 7951 
WJ'fHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
s Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814-2146 
STA1E OF ID.AHO } SS 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAI . 
FILED: 





Facsimilc: (208) 667-8470 
7 




TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAOE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV 03-7690 
13 liabmty company, 





11 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company: THE 
18 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
19 Wallaoe, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
20 Defendant/Counter Claimant, 
OLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISlTJONS 11, LLC, a 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
25 SHERMAN STORAOE, LLC, an Idaho Hmitcd 
liability company; and "fHB WALLACE 
26 FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo Wollaoe, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
27 
2H Third ParlY Defendants, 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
SECOND MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST 
DEFENDANT THE WALLACE FAMILY 
TRUST 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT Or SBCOND MOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDOMEN1' AOAINST 
DEFENDANT THE WALLACE FAMILY TRU'ST-PAClE:! l 
K,\W1100!lldlllllln11UlPIIIUtr.1\l'i00117a~,l:IUIJ 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 975 of 1621
Fax sent b~ : 2086&78470 WllHEH~PUUN RELLY 
2 
Defendant Global Sjgnal Acquisitions II, LLC (hereinafter "Global Signal") is entitled 
3 to DefA\Jlt Judgment against Defendant The Wallace Family Trust (hereinafter "Wallace'') 
4 beca\Jse Wallace fQilecl Lo limcly file and serve a written appearance in person or throuah a 
s _____ _._.newly~appointed attome)' within the statutorily prescribed 20 day period, after entry of the 
6 





Plaintiff Shennan Storage, LLC tiled its Complaint in this matter on May 19, 2009, 





Wallace on July 30, 2009. On March 17, 2011, Michael M. Parker, counsel of record for 
Wallace, filed his Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Re,ord for Walb~ce. On April 
14, 2011, the Court entered it11 Order grAntin~ Miehacl M, Parker leave to withdraw as counsel 
1' for Walh1oe. Michael M, Parker's Notice of' Intent to Withdraw and the Court's Order grantine 
16 leAve to withdraw were served on Wall&Qe on April lS, 201 l. More than 20 days have elapsed 
17 








GLOBAL SIGNAL IS ENTITLED TO DEFAULT .TUDQMENT FOR WALLACE'S 
FAILED TO FILE AND SERVE A WRITTEN APPEARANCE IN PERSON OR 
THROUGH A NEWLV APPOlNTED ATTORNEY. 
23 
On March 17, 2011, Michael M. Parker, counsel of record for Wllloce, tiled a Motion 
24 
25 for Leave tu Withdraw as Attomey of Record for Wallace pursuant to l.R.C.P, l l(b)(2). On 
26 April 14, 2011, The Court entered its Order pursuant to 1.R.C,P. 1 l(b')(3) granting Michael M. 
2' Parker leave to withdraw as counsel for Wallace. Pursuant to I.R.C.P 1 l(b)(3), "[a]fter the 
28 
MEMORANDUM TN SUPPORT OF S£COND MOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST 
DEFENDAN'r THB WALLACE FAMILY TRUST-PAOE 2 
K:\wdll0t'"1111ainll ~2'0\000l\t;llll2~723,D~ 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 976 of 1621





order ls entered, the Withdrawing atLomey shall forthwith, wilh due diligcn,c, serve copies of 
the same upon the client and all other parties to the aotion and shall file proof of service with 
the court," Michael M. Parker served said Notice of Intent to Withdraw and the Court's Order 
granting leave to withdraw on Wallace on April I S1 2011. 
Ai\er service or mailing of the order of withdrawal lo lhe party, no further proceedlngs 
7 can be had in an action which wili affett the rights of the party of the withdrawing attorney for 
R a i,eriod of 20 days. I.R.C.P. ll(b)(3). Pursuant to Rule 1 l(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules of Civil 
9 






either in person or through a newly appointed attorney within such 20 day period, such failure 
shall bo sufficient ground for entty of default and default judgment against su~h party.,," In 
this case, more than 20 days have elapsed since service of said Notice and Order on Wallmie, 
and Wallace has failed to file and scn-c a written appearance ln person or throuyh a newly 
appointed attorney within such 20-day period. For these reasonss Global Signal respectfully 
16 





Q)aim for cost11 and fees incurred in this action defending avainst Plaintifl1s claims. 
Because this matter is not yet resolved, and because the total a.mount of costs and fees is 
not yet ascertainable, Global Signal requests that the Court enter default judgment with the 








Because more than 20 days have elapsed since servigQ on Wallace of Michael M. 
Parker's Notice of lntent to Withdraw and the Court's Order grantins leave to whhdraws and 
because Wallace has t'ailcd to iilc and »crvc a wrilt.cn appearanoo 1n person or through a newly 
appointed anorney within suuh 20-clay -period, The Court should enter Default Judgment 
MllMOR.A'NOUM IN SUPPORT OF Sl=:COND MO'l'lON FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT 1UDOMENT AOAINST 
DEFENDANT THE WALL.ACF. FAMILY TRUST-PAGE 3 
K1\Wll~iU\od~m11n\162lP\00'.l,\(':lln257U,CIOC 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 977 of 1621



























against Wallace with the total judgment amount to be determined &il the conclusion of this 
matter. 




Jason S. Wing 
Allorney,rfor DeJendanr, 
Global Signal Acqutstttcms JI, LLC 
MEMOU'NDUM IN SUPPORT OF SECOND MOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST 
L>EFENDANT THE WALLACE FAMILY TR.UST----'PAOE 4 
IC:\w~Ulil~~m&lft\l f23'\00ll!IC:rn,mu ,DIX: . 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 978 of 1621



























CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Lh~ undersigned, certify that on the JQ_ day of June, 2011, 1 caused a true and 
correct copy of the Memorandum ln Support of Motion for Entry of Default Judgment 
Against Defendant The Wallace Family Trust to be forwarded, with all required charues 
prepaid, hy the methocl(s) indicated below, to the following persons: 
Erik -Smlth - -
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Racon Law Offices 
1424 Shennan Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 
Mary Jo W allEM.c 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Veuas, NV 89173 
- - - ---tJ-;-S-;-Mail- -- --
0 Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mai! 
D Via Fax: (208) 76,-911 0 
U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Ovcmight Mail 
D Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 
U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
D Oven1ight Mail 
D ViaFax: 
MEMORANDUM lN SUJ'IPOR'I' OF SBCONO MOTION FOR BN1'RV OF DEFAULT JUOOMENT AOAINST 
DBFENOANT THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST-PACES ' 
K ~wd 11\oi1m1III\ I ~UIIUOtn\C~ m~ ,nnr. 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 979 of 1621
F~x sent b~ : 2086678470 WITHEH8POON KELLY 
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 .Tason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Jluildin,& 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
---- _Coeur_~lene.J_daho 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
7 
STATI: OF IDM-10 } SS 
roMYOFKOOTE~ 
FILED: 
201 I JUN -6 PH 4: 23 \.J 
~o 
~~~ 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDlCJAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAOB, LLC, an Jdaho limited Case No. CV 03-7690 
13 liability company, 





17 OLODAL SlONAL ACQUISITIONS 11, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company; THE 
18 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
19 Wallace. Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
20 Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 11, LLC, a 
21 Delaware limited liability company, 
22 Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
23 
VS, 
25 SHERMAN STOMOE, LLC, an Tdaho limited 
llablUly company; and THE WALLACE 
~6 FAMILY TRUST, Mazy Jo Wallaoe, Trustee or 
'!'he Wullace Pamil)' 'l'Nst, 
2'7 
28 Third P1rl Defendants, 
SECOND MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT AGAINST 
DEFENDANT THE WALLACE FAMILY 
TRUST 
SECOND MO'l'lON FOR 1:!NTRY OF Dl!FAULT JUDOMENT AGAINST DEPENDANT THE WALLACE 
FAMILY 'r.RUST-PAOE I 
~:\1WIIOC!ICCl&m11n11 es,111uml\C'lftOU ?H,l>UU 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 980 of 1621
Fax sent b~ : 2086678470 
I. 






COMES NOW, Defendant Olobal Signal Acquisitions JI, LLC (hcrcinal\er 11OlobaJ 
Signal"), by and lhrough its cttomeys of record, Joel P, Ha~l and Jason S. Wing of the firm 
Witherspoon Kelley, and respectfully moves this Court for entry ot' Default Judgment against 
Defondant The Wallace Famil)' Trust, 
Thisi Motion is made and based upon Global Si~al's (a) AppHoation inSupport of- --- --
7 Default Entry; (b) the Order for Entry of Default entered by the Court on june 1. 2011; (e) the 
8 Clerk's Entry of Default entered by the Clerk of the District Court on June 11 2011 i and (d) the 
9 



















Wallace Family Trust filed herewith. 
DATED this J_ day of June, 2011. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Joelf.(JJ:r 
Jason S. Wing 
Attorneys for D~fendant, 
Global Signal Acqui.ttitlons Tl, LLC 
SECO'N0 MOT1ON FOR EN'fllV OF oaFAULT J'UDOMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT THE WALL.ACE 
FAMILY '1'.RUST-PAOB 2 
IC ~111rlnc1\ai1m1inll ~2:1v\OOOJ\C1oo;,,22.IX'li: 
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CERTIFICA 1'B OF SERVICE. 
I, the 1.1ndcrsigned, certify that on the ~ay of June, 2011, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the Seoond Motion tor lintry or Default Judgment Againsl Defendant The 
Wa.111100 Family Trust to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, b)' the method(s) 
indicated below, to the following person(s): 
rITT~~--==-~=--------iMl""~iiri'T:5'i"""""""""'~== ............. ~ Erik Smith U.S. Mai 
607 East Lakeside Avenue D Hand Delivered 
Coeur d'Alene, TD 83814 D overnight Mall 
Charles M. Dodson 
Dodson & Racon Law Offices 
1424 Shennan Avenue, Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814 




Via Fax: (208) 666-9211 
12 Mary Jo Wallace U.S. Mail 
D Hanel Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D ViaFax: 
P.O. Bo~ 30332 
















SBCONO MOTION FOR ENT.RY OF DEFAULT JUDOMENT AGAINST DEFENOA'NTTHE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST-PAOB 3 
IC1\111110o1"d1mllnlloi)QU>Ull'J1COOZ,m uni': 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 982 of 1621
Fax sent b~ : 2086678470 WITHEHSPOON KELLY 
2 Joel P, Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jcson S. Wing, !SB No, 79S 1 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
--··~··-- _Co_e_ur_d~AleJle, Tdaho 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
7 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORA.OE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV 03-7690 





17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITlC)NS 11, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company; THE 
18 WALLACE FAMlL V TRUST, Mary Jo 
19 Wallace, Trustee ot'The Wallace Family Trust, 
20 Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
21 GLOBAL SIONAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
. 23 Defendant/l"hird Party Plaintiff 
24 vs, 
2S SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Jdaho limited 
26 liability company; and THR WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
2, The Wallace Family Trust, 
28 Thfrd Pa Defendants, 
(Consolidated with Case No, CV 09-391 S) 
ORDER FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT 
JUDGMENT AGAINST DEFENDANT THE 
WALLACE !•AMIL Y TRUST 
ORDER. l"OR 'F.NTRY Ol7 DP.FAULT JUDOMENT AOAlNST D'E'FENDANT THE WAL.1..ACB F'AMILV 
TRUST-Pt\OE I 
K;lww~11.lftam1ln\1d23~\0CO)l~~I02S72•.Dt>r. 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 983 of 1621
1·ax sent l>!,I .!,;t,l:Jbb (l:l'l (t, WllH~H~ruun n~LLY rg. .u:v .1.1 
2 
3 
Defendant Olobal Signal Acquisitions n, U.C (hercinancr 110lobal Signal11), having 
filed herein an AppHcation for the Court to enter its Order directing the entry of default and 
4 having tiled a Motion for Entry of Default Judgment against Defendant The Wallace Family 
5 Trust in tM above-entiLled matter and there appearing no just reason for delay in enlerina 
6 nefault Judgment aga1nsrDefen:dant~wanace~Fmnily~1"rus~~~~-
7 
NOW, THEREFORE, !TIS HERBBV ORDliRED: 
I:! 
That the Default Judgment shall be entered by the Court, against Defendant The 
9 Wallace Pam.Uy Trust, for Olobal Signal's lndemnifi~ation ~ause of action, and Defendant The 
10 Wallace Fa.mil)' Trust shall thereby indemnify Global Signal for all of its reasonable attorneys' 
11 
fees and costs incurred defending thls actlon1 which amount shall be determined at the 
conclusion of this matter. 
12 -I"" 















!)..e... Rt-! c_ ~w-t_ 
.JOHN P. LUSTER 
District Judge 
OP..DBR FOR. liNTRY OF OEFt\lJLT JUDGMENT A0/\1NST DBFBNDANT TH:E WALLACB FAM[LV 
TRUS1'-.PAG'E 2 
J<;lw,1no1\c.11m11nlld2)PIM11lr.t10U72~.I)()~: 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 984 of 1621
Fax sent by Gt:ll:lbb.f1:14ltJ W11Ht~~rvvn ~tLLY 1:10-1:10-.L.L .LO• C."Z r~ • .a..1., .a..&. 
2 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATEgERVICE 
I, tho undersigned, cortify that on t~ do~ ol' June, 2011, I CI\ISCd a true and 
3 correct copy of the Order for Entry of Default Judgment Against Defendant The Wallace 
4 FQmil)' Trust to bo forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the mcthod(s) indicated 
























Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon Kelley 
608 Northwest Boulevard~ Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, JD 83814-2146 
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Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
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608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
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Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
STA:;s_ OF IDAHO 1 
f:OUI, I y n.~- KOOTf~Alf SS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST illDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITION'S TRIAL BRIEF 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC ("Global")1 is entitled to remain on the 2,124 square 
1 The Original tenant of the Lease at issue was Sprint Spectrum, L.P., a Delaware Limited Partnership. Sprint 
Spectrum, L.P., subsequently assigned this lease to its subsidiary, Sprint Spectrum Realty Company, L.P., a 
Delaware Limited Partnership. (Defendant's Exh., A-2 and A-3). Sprint Spectrum Realty Company, L.P., by 
unrecorded assignment, conveyed all of its rights, title and interest to STC FIVE LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
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foot site lease site it has occupied since 1996 and paid over $200,000 in rent for. 
The facts Global will introduce a trial are set forth in its Proposed Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law filed concurrently herewith and won't be repeated here to avoid 
redundancy. 
I. PLAINTIFF IS NOT ENTITLED TO AN ORDER OF EJECTMENT. 
-6-. _ J_n __Qrder__!9_prnvail on an action for e1e~!111ent, Sherm~ Storage, LLC (!1Sherma11") must 























property, (2) Giobai Signai Acquisitions II, LLC ("Global") is in wTOngfo.l possession of the 
subject property, and (3) refusal of Global to surrender possession. See, Pro Indiviso, Inc. v. 
Mid-Mile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 741, 745 (Idaho 1998). Sherman cannot prevail on its claim 
for ejectment because Global is not in wrongful possession of the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way, and as a matter of equity Global's right to occupy said right-of-way was 
established by agreement or acquiescence, was the product of mutual mistake, Sherman was not 
a bona fide purchaser of the subject property and took it subject to Global's interest, and 
Sherman is subject to quasi-estoppel, and estoppel by laches. 
A. GLOBAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE SUBJECT 
PROPERTY BECAUSE THE BOUNDARIES OF THE LEASE AREA WERE 
ESTABLISHED BY AGREEMENT OR ACQUIESCENCE. 
1. Elements of Boundary by Agreement. 
The doctrine of Boundary by Agreement or Acquiescence exists where there is (1) an 
unknown, uncertain or disputed boundary, and (2) a subsequent agreement fixing the boundary. 
2. Uncertain or disputed boundary. 
The doctrine rests upon uncertainty concerning location of the true boundary. Gameson 
v. Remer, 96 Idaho 789 (1975). And where the location of the true boundary line is unknown to 
either of the parties, and is uncertain or in dispute, such conterminous owners may fix the 
boundary by agreement. Hyde v. Lawson, 94 Idaho 886, 889 (Idaho 1972). Thus, where 
uncertainty exists, agreement binds the consenting parties. Gameson v. Remer, 96 Idaho at 791. 
company. (Defendant's Exh., C-10). STC FIVE LLC then subleased its right to the site in question to Defendant 
Global Signal Acquisitions II LLC, a Delaware limited liability company. (Defendant's Exh., C-10). 
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3. Agreement or acquiescence. 
An unknown, uncertain or disputed boundary is fixed by subsequent agreement which 
may be express or implied. That is, "[t]he agreement may be either express or implied by the 
landowners' conduct." Flying Elk Investment, LLC v. Cornwall, 149 Idaho 9 (2010). 
5 Acquiescence is regarded as competent evidence of the agreement. Id. Specifically, an 










defined by erection of a fence ... followed by such adjoining landowners treating [the fence] as 
fixing the boundary for such length of time that neither ought to be allowed to deny the 
correctness of its location" Drether v. Powell, 120 Idaho 715, 718 (1991). And allowing an 
adjoining landowner to improve the disputed land is evidence of an agreement. Stafford v. 
Weaver, 136 Idaho 223,225 (2001). Moreover, "[a] long period of acquiescence by one party to 
another party's use of the disputed property provides a factual basis from which an agreement 
can be inferred." Downey v. Vavold, 144 Idaho 592,595 (2007). 
4. Boundary was agreed to and accepted by the parties. 
Where a lease area is unknown, uncertain, or in dispute due to a misunderstanding by the 
original parties or for any other reason, as here, the boundaries of the lease area may be agreed 
16 to by said original parties. In this case, the parties' agreement is evidenced by Sprint Spectrum's 












1996, the Record of Survey dated January 22, 1997 which was recorded on January 31, 1997 as 
Instrument No. 1478042, the Amendment to PCS Site Agreement dated April 23, 2001, the 
Memorandum of Agreement dated January 25, 2002, and the Agreement Regarding Ground 
Lease and the Estoppel Certificate contained therein, dated May 10, 2005. (Defendant's Exh., A-
l, A-2, A-4, A-5, C-6, and H-3). 
Indeed, on January 25, 2002, the Wallace Family Trust Agreed that: 
The portion of the Parcel which is effected by the Agreement, as modified (the 
"Site") is described or depicted in Exhibit B annexed hereto and may include 
certain additional easement, rights and appurtenances. 
(Defendant's Exh., A-4, 1 5.) Exhibit B to the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement 
depicts that site as follows: 
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This diagram depicts the exact historical location of the cell tower site, partially upon the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way, but changed the access easement. 
Further, since 1996, Global and its predecessors have continuously accessed and used the 
subject property, improved the property, and The Wallace Family Trust has never disputed or 
denied said access and use. It was also recognized in testimony in 2003 by Mary Jo Wallace, 
individually, that Global's predecessor's access to the cell tower site must not be encumbered by 
any judgment of the Court. (Defendant's Exh., B-29; and Plaintiffs Exh., 25, p. 2). Finally, The 
Waiiace Famiiy Trust and Sherman have continuousiy, without interruption, accepted rent of 
over $200,000.00 for· the entire lease area paid by Global and its predecessors since 1996. 
(Defendant's Exh., G-1 and G-2). 
5. Established boundary is binding on subsequent owners. 
Once a boundary line is established by agreement or acquiescence it is binding upon 
successors in interest who purchase with notice of the agreement. Herrmann v. Woodell, 107 
Idaho 916, 921 (1985) (citing, Paurley v. Harris, 75 Idaho 112 (1954)); see also Anderson v. 
Rex Hayes Family Trust, 145 Idaho 741 (2008). Moreover, one purchasing property is put on 
notice as to any claim of title or right of possession which a reasonable investigation would 
reveal." Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851 (2010). A party has notice of the agreement if there is a 
fence marking the agreed upon boundary line and the property owners are using and cultivating 
the property up to said fence. Herrmann v. Woodell, 107 Idaho 916, 921 (1985). 
Global's cell tower cite has always been surrounded by a six foot chain link fence 
topped with barbed wire, which encloses a number of structures and a cell phone tower 
monopole of more than one hundred feet in height; which together put Sherman on notice of the 
agreed upon lease area. (Defendant's Exh., D-22 - D-27, and F-2 - F-4). Moreover, when 
Sherman ultimately acquired the subject property in June of 2010, it was by then intimately 
familiar with the universe of documents describing and depicting the lease area as including the 
East half of vacated 24th Street, and the Estoppel Certificate contained in the May 10, 2005 
Agreement Regarding Ground Lease. (Defendant's Exh., A-5, 12). 
B. GLOBAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE SUBJECT 
PROPERTY BECAUSE THE DESCRIPTION OF THE CELL TOWER SITE AS 
DESCRIBED IN EXHIBIT B TO THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT WAS THE 
PRODUCT OF A MUTUAL MISTAKE. 
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1. The Court may reform the lease. 
A court can properly reform an instrument when the evidence shows that "the 
instrument does not reflect the intentions of the parties and that such failure is the product of a 
5 mutual mistake." Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho 985,987 (Ct. App. 1993). 























A mutual mistake occurs when (1) both parties, (2) at the time of contracting, (3) have a 
misconception about a basic assumption or vital fact. Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho at 988. The 
parties to the PCS Site Agreement at the time of execution were Sprint Spectrum and The 
Wallace Family Trust. At the time of contracting, there was a misconception about whether the 
cell tower site would be located solely on Lot 4, or Lot 4 and a portion of the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached to Lot 4 by operation of law. (Defendant's 
Exh., I-1, p. 54-55). 
There is a common misconception among lay persons regarding the difference in the 
width of a street and the width of a street right-of-way. (Depo of Doug Black, Defendant's Exh., 
I-1, p. 45, lines 10-19). Platted rights of way in the relevant part of Coeur d'Alene are 60 feet 
wide while the paved streets are 34 feet curb to curb, 17 feet on either side of the center line 
(Defendant's Exh., I-1, p. 45-47). This cell tower site, as depicted in the Site Description 
attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, is 17 feet East of the centerline of vacated 
24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and partly on 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-1, and I-1, p. 46-48). Evidence 
adduced at trial will establish that the cell tower site was to be constructed adjacent to the 
existing paved street surface, next to the curb. The cell tower site, as monumented by surveyor 
Douglas Black, is located adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street 
curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., C-6, and I-1, p. 55). 
As depicted in the Site description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, as 
surveyed and monumented by Douglas Black, and as constructed, the cell tower site is located 
adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, partly on the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way and 17 feet east of the center line of vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's 
Exhibit I-1, p. 54-55, and 59). No portion of the cell tower site was ever constructed on the 
paved surface of the vacated 24th Street. 
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The Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, the Record of 
Survey, and the actual location of the cell tower site conflict only with the description of the 
cell tower site contained in Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement (the Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement), which describes the cell tower site as being located adjacent to the 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-1). Moreover, Exhibit B's own attached exhibit A (Exhibit 























tower site as being located 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, just like the Site 
Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, and the Record of Survey. 
(Defendant's Exh., A-1 ). Several subsequent amendments executed by the Wallace Trust only 
use the Lot 4 description, including a January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement executed 
by the Wallace Family Trust. (Defendant's Exh., A-4). 
Also indicative of the view that the description contained in Exhibit B was the product 
of a mutual mistake is the fact that Global's cell tower site, as configured, could not fit entirely 
on Lot 4. (Defendant's Exhibit I-1, p. 69, lines 10-16). Because Global's cell tower site could 
not have been located entirely on Lot 4 as described in Exhibit B without utilizing a portion of 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way which had attached to Lot 4 by operation of law, the 
description contained in Exhibit B must have simply been a mi~take. What-is-more, in 1996, as 
part of the PCS Site Agreement, Sprint paid off The Wallace Family Trust's past and current tax 
assessments on both Lot 4 and the East half of vacated 24th Street that had attached to Lot 4 by 
operation of law. (Defendant's Exh., A-1 and H-3). Finally, on May 10, 2005 the Wallace 
Family Trust executed an Agreement Regarding Ground Lease wherein the Wallace Family 
Trust reaffirmed, by Estoppel Certificate, that no breach or default existed under the PCS Site 
Agreement respecting the lease site located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-5). 
If Global's cell tower site was not to be located partly on the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way, Lot 4 could not have been used as contemplated by the parties, and would 
necessarily frustrate and defeat the purpose of the ground lease. (Defendant's Exh., I-1, p. 54 ). 
It is thus a basic assumption or vital fact of the PCS Site Agreement that Global's cell tower site 
be situated on both Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, adjacent to 
the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb. 
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1 c. SHERMAN IS NOT A BONA FIDE PURCHASER AND THUS TOOK THE 
EAST HALF OF VACATED 24™ STREET SUBJECT TO ALL ADVERSE 



























A party acquiring property without exchanging valuable consideration, or acquiring 
property with actual or constructive notice of any outstanding adverse right of another, is not a 
bona fide purchase, and thus takes said property subject to all outstanding adverse rights. See, 
- -
Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc., v. Ifurl,-123 Iaaho-862-, 866 (Idalio App:-T993J:-Wnere no -
consideration is exchanged; the acquiring party takes the property subject to all adverse interests 
whether recorded or secret. See, Boller v. Sun Valley Shamrock Resources, Inc., 119 Idaho 1060, 
1063 (Idaho App. 1990); Haugh v. Smelick, 126 Idaho 481,483 (Idaho 1993). 
Regardless of whether Sherman acquired the East half of vacated 24th Street in 2006 by 
quitclaim deed from Sherman Self Storage, Inc., or in June of 2010 by warranty deed from The 
Wallace Family Trust, Sherman paid no consideration for the East half of vacated 24th Street, is 
not a bona fide purchaser, and thus took said property subject to all adverse rights whether 
recorded or secret. 
The Court has already found that Sherman did not come into title to the East half of 
vacated 24th Street until June, 9, 2010. (Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 9 and 23). By that 
date, Global had filed a summary judgment motion and Sherman had received hundreds of 
pages of discovery in this case including all four of the Amendments to the PCS Site 
Agreement, which including the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement (Defandant's 
Exh., A-4) and the May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease which contained an 
Estoppel Certificate executed by The Wallace Family Trust. (Defendant's Exh., A-5, ,r 2). 
Included in these voluminous record are facts that reveal that Sprint and The Wallace Family 
Trust intended for the cell tower site to be located exactly where it has always been. 
1. Sherman is not a bona fide purchaser if it acquired the property in 2006. 
If Sherman acquired the subject property in 2006, by quitclaim deed from Sherman Self 
Storage, Inc., said property was acquired without paying any consideration, as admitted by 
Sherman's managing member Kirk Evans in deposition, and Sherman thus took said property 
subject to all adverse rights of Global whether recorded or secret. (December 8, 2009 
Deposition of Kirk Evans, p. 74 and 75). 
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24 Q. Do you recall what the -- if the real 
25 property description in the title commitment from 2006 
p.74 
1 dealt with any property that was located within Block 
2 22 of Glenmore Addition or whether -- or whether or not 
- -- ---- -- -- ------ - --- ------ -- -
3 all the property was in Block 21? 
• • I couldn't tell you . 'I A. 
5 Q. You couldn't tell. You just don't remember? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. All right. But nothing about your review of 
8 the title commitment before closing gave you any alarm 
9 about there being a dispute as to ownership or 
10 encroachment? 
11 A. No, not at all. 
12 Q. All right. How was it communicated to you at 
13 closing? You said Mr. Cooney said something about the 
14 lawsuit. To the best of your recollection, what did he 
15 say? 
16 A. I didn't say he said anything about a 
17 lawsuit. I -- I'm trying to -- we went around -- I'm 
18 trying to think exactly when we met. I know it was at 
19 the closing. But it was something that was so 
20 insignificant, I didn't have a clue what he was talking 
21 about. And I didn't even care. 
22 Q. What did he say? 
23 A. I think he mentioned something about he's 
24 still working on another piece of land or something 
25 like that. But I just -- it's one of those things that 
p.75 
1 went right over my head. And I have no idea what he 
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2 was talking about. 
3 
4 
Q. Why didn't you care? 
A. Because I didn't think it had anything to do 
5 with me. It sounded like what he was -- Steve had more 
---6--- -
6 than one holdings out in that area. And he was trying 
























8 before we closed. And I remember him saying 
9 something-- I don't recall anything mentioned about a 
10 lawsuit or anything. I just remember him saying 
11 something about, I'm still working on this other piece, 
12 or something like that. 
13 And to be honest with you, I was on the phone 
14 and I don't even remember-- I was shocked, frankly, a 
15 few weeks later -- I can't remember how long -- when --
16 when he said, hey, by the way, I just quitclaimed the 
17 property to you that I was talking about. And I said, 
18 Oh, cool. I didn't think a thing about it. 
Further, even assuming Sherman paid consideration for the East half of vacated 24th 
Street, said property was transferred by quitclaim deed, which transferred to Sherman only what 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. possessed and was thus acquired by Sherman subject to all 
encumbrances of which Sherman Self Storage, Inc.'s ownership was subject to, which included 
Global's interest in the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. Finally, Sherman had 
at least constructive notice in 2006, if not actual notice, of Global's interest and Sherman thus 
acquired the subject property subject to said interest. (Defendant's Exh., C-6, and F-5). 
2. Sherman is not a bona fide purchaser when it acquired the property in 2010. 
This Court has found that Sherman did not come into ownership of the East half of 24th 
Street until June of 2010. (Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 9 and 23). When Sherman took 
title to the East half of vacated 24th Street in June of 2010, by warranty deed from The Wallace 
Family Trust, Sherman took said property with full and actual knowledge of Global's interest. 
Further, said property was acquired by Sherman without paying any consideration and Sherman 
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thus took said property subject to all adverse rights of Global whether recorded or secret. That 
is, the warranty deed respecting the East half of vacated 24th street was executed by The 
Wallace Family Trust on April 16, 2010, and was not part of the purchase and sale agreement 
by and between Sherman and The Wallace Family Trust executed almost a month later on May 
11, 2010. (Defendant's Exh., C-16, C-17, and H-26). Both Kirk Evans and Mary Jo Wallace 
concede that no consideration was paid for the April 16, 2010 Deed from the Wallace Trust to 























Sherman. (Defendant's Exh., C-16). 
T'-u. THE EQUITABLE DEFENSES OF QUASI-ESTOPPEL Ail\.~D ESTOPPEL BY 
LACHES PRECLUDE SHERMAN FROM EJECTING GLOBAL FROM THE 
SUBJECT PROPERTY. 
1. An equitable defense, if established as against The Wallace Family Trust, binds 
Sherman as successor in interest to The Wallace Family Trust. 
Equity is defined as "[t]he body of principles constituting what is fair and right ... " 
Black's Law Dictionary, p. 579. Equitable defenses include mistake, laches, and estoppel, 
among other things. Id., at p. 451. An equitable defense may be asserted against and thus bind 
both the party creating the equity, and its successor or assign. That is, an equitable interest may 
be enforced or an equitable defense may be asserted as against both a principal and its 
successor. See, Andrus v. Nicholson, 145 Idaho 774, 186 P.3d 630, 633 (2008) (the equitable 
doctrine of res judicata may bar a claim in a subsequent lawsuit between the same parties or 
their privies); West Wood Investments, Inc. v. Acord, 141 Idaho 75, 106 P.3d 401, 409 (2005) 
(an equity is attached to the property by the owner, no one purchasing with notice of that equity 
can stand in a different situation from the party from who he purchased); Cancienne v. 
Lafourche Parish Police Jury, 423 So.2d 662, 670-71 (La.App. 1 Cit 1982) (finding no case 
holding that where an owner at time of construction acquiesces, the acquiescence of the 
subsequent owner is also necessary). 
The doctrine of Laches by Estoppel may be applied against both The Wallace Family 
Trust, and against Shermaii, who is the Trust's successor and assign respecting Lot 4 and the 
East half of vacated 24th Street, with any delay of The Wallace Family Trust being imputed to 
Sherman. See, Wertheimer v. Cirker's Hayes Storage Warehouse, Inc., 300 A.S.2d 117 
(N.Y.Sup.Ct. 1 Dept. 2002) (laches barred recovery of personal property by successor, where 
prior owner failed to exercise due diligence in seeking recovery); Sanchez v. Trustees of the 
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University of Pennsylvania, 2005 WL 94847 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (laches successfully applied 
against plaintiff, whose predecessor failed to exercise diligence in recovering property). 
Similarly, the equitable defense of Quasi-Estoppel may be asserted against both 
Wallace, and its successor Sherman. See, Birdwood Subdivision Homeowners' Ass'n, Inc. v. 
Bulotti Constr., Inc., 175 P.3d 179, 185 (Idaho 2007) (it is assumed that quasi-estoppel if 
applicable to predecessor, binds successor). "The doctrine of quasi-estoppel is distinguishable 























from equitable estoppel in that no concealment or misrepresentation of existing facts on the one 
side, nor ignorance or reliance on the other, is a necessary ingredient." Schiewe v. Farwell, 125 
Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 (1995); Keesee v. Fetzek, 111 Idaho 360, 362, 723 P.2d 904, 
906 (Ct.App.1986). "The doctrine applies where it would be unconscionable to allow a person 
to maintain a position inconsistent with one in which he acquiesced or of which he accepted a 
benefit." Garner v. Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430, 427, 80 P.3d 1031 (Idaho 2003) (citing, Eastern 
Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402, 410, 987 P.2d 314, 322 (1999)). 
Thus, where it would be unconscionable to permit The Wallace Family Trust to take an 
inconsistent position, as here, it would be similarly unconscionable to permit Sherman, as 
successor and assign to The Wallace Family Trust respecting Lot 4 and the East half of vacated 
24th Street, to take an inconsistent position from that previously taken by The Wallace Family 
Trust. 
2. The equitable defense of Ouasi-Estoppel precludes Sherman from ejecting 
Global from the subject property. 
Assuming for the sake of argument that Global is not properly in possession of the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from 
said property by the equitable doctrine of quasi-estoppel. "Quasi-estoppel prevents a party 
from asserting to another party's disadvantage a right that is inconsistent with a previous 
position." Grover v. Wadsworth, 147 Idaho 60, 205 P.3d 1196, 1200 (2009). "[T]he essence of 
the proper application of the doctrine of quasi estoppel is the focus of the Court's attention upon 
the specific facts and circumstances of the case at bar." KTVB, Inc. v. Boise City, 94 Idaho 279, 
282 (Idaho 1971). "The doctrine applies where it would be unconscionable to allow a person to 
maintain a position inconsistent with one in which he acquiesced or of which he accepted a 
benefit." Garner v. Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430, 427, 80 P.3d 1031 (Idaho 2003) (citing, Eastern 
Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402, 410, 987 P.2d 314, 322 (1999)). 
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"The doctrine of quasi-estoppel is distinguishable from equitable estoppel in that no 
concealment or misrepresentation of existing facts on the one side, nor ignorance or reliance on 
the other, is a necessary ingredient." Schiewe v. Farwell, 125 Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 
(1995); Keesee v. Fetzek, 111 Idaho 360,362, 723 P.2d 904, 906 (Ct.App.1986). 
Specifically, quasi-estoppel may be asserted against both The Wallace Family Trust, and 
its successor Sherman. See, Birdwood Subdivision Homeowners' Ass'n, Inc. v. Bulotti Constr., 























Inc., 175 P.3d 179, 185 (Idaho 2007) (it is assumed that quasi-estoppel if applicable to 
predecessor, binds successor). Therefore, the defense of quasi-estoppel is applicable against 
Sherman because it is both successor to and in privity with The Wallace Family Trust. 
In this case, Sherman's action to eject Global from the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way is inconsistent with the fourteen (14) year position of its predecessor to the PCS 
Site Agreement, The Wallace Family Trust, and thus it would be unconscionable to allow 
Sherman to maintain such an inconsistent position from the one under which it or its predecessor 
accepted a benefit, gained an advantage, and produced a disadvantage to Global. Specifically, 
The Wallace Family Trust, as part of the PCS Site Agreement, permitted Sprint to pay off The 
Trust's past and current tax assessments on both Lot 4 and the East half of vacated 24th Street. 
(Defendant's Exh., A-1 and H-3). The Wallace Family Trust accepted rent payments from 
Sprint and its successor from 1996 until it transferred the subject property to Sherman in 2010. 
All told, Global and its processor have paid rent totaling $172,786.40 to the Wallace Family 
Trust and $29,502.14 to Sherman for an agreed upon 2,124 foot lease area. (Defendant's Exh., 
G-1 & G-2). 
The Wallace Family Trust also executed a number of amendments to the PCS Site 
Agreement. On April 23, 2001, both Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of the 
Wallace Family Trust, executed an Amendment to PCS Site Agreement, wherein the Wallace 
Family Trust agreed to the co-location of Ubiquitel and Verizon Wireless on the subject lease 
area in exchange for the receipt of additional monthly rent of $300.00. (Defendant's Exh., A-2). 
In January of 2002, the Wallace Family Trust executed a Memorandum of Agreement that 
included a legal description of Lot 4, which under the Carney v. Heinson presumption 
necessarily includes the East half of the vacated 24th street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-
4). The 2002 Memorandum of Agreement also contained a graphical depiction of the lease area 
as being located on the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. And significantly, on 
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May 10, 2005, the Wallace Family Trust executed an Agreement Regarding Ground Lease 
wherein the Wallace Family Trust reaffirmed by Estoppel Certificate that no breach or default 
existed under the PCS Site Agreement respecting the lease site located on Lot 4 and the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-5). 
Mary Jo Wallace and Sherman's predecessor, Sherman Self Storage, Inc., were also well 
aware of the location of the lease area as evidenced by their April 26, 2006 Mutual Release and 
Settlement Agreement. The Agreement provides that "Wallace shall have an easement to access 
the existing cell tower on her remaining property consistent with the existence of the present 
easement for that purpose, as set forth on attached Exhibit A." (Plaintiffs Exh., 25). Exhibit A 
to the Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement provides for " [a] legal description for ingress -
egress easement located on 24th Street along Block 22, Glenmore Addition, Kootenai County, 
Idaho, described as follows: The East half of the vacated 24th Street along the West boundary of 
the remainder of Lots 3 and 4, Block 22 ... excluding that portion of land described in a Record 
of Survey, Book 18, Page 404, Records of Kootenai County, Idaho. (Plaintiffs Exh., 25). The 
property excluded from the easement and described in the Record of Survey is Global's existing 
cell tower lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
(Defendant's Exh., C-6). Moreover, a legal description and graphical depiction of the easement 
and lease area was "requested" by Mary Jo Wallace's attorney Jeff Andrews, and "paid for" by 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc. (Defendant's Exh., B-14 ). The graphical depiction of the easement 
and lease area prepared by Tate Engineering in conjunction with its development of the 
easement legal description attached to the Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement as Exhibit 
A is consistent with the Record of Survey in clearly showing Global's existing cell tower lease 
area as being located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
(Defendant's Exh., B-10 and B-14). 
For these reasons, Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from the East half of 
vacated 24th Street. 
3. Sherman is estopped by Laches from ejecting Global from the subject property. 
Assuming for the sake of argument that Global is not properly in possession of the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from said 
property by the doctrine of Laches. Laches by Estoppel applies where (1) a plaintiff shows that 
the defendant is invading plaintiffs rights, and the defendant then shows (2) a delay by plaintiff 
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m asserting its rights, having had notice and opportunity to institute a suit, (3) lack of 
knowledge by the defendant that plaintiff would assert its rights, and ( 4) injury or prejudice to 
the defendant in the event relief is accorded to plaintiff. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 
Idaho 352, 48 P.3d 1241, 1248 (Idaho 2002). 
The equitable doctrine of Laches may be applied against both The Wallace Family 
Trust, and against Sherman who is The Wallace Family Trust's successor and assign, with The 
Trust's delay being imputed to Sherman. That is, the doctrine of Laches may be applied equally 
against a principal or its successor. See, Wertheimer v. Cirker's Hayes Storage Warehouse, Inc., 
300 A.S.2d 117 (N.Y.Sup.Ct. 1 Dept. 2002) (laches barred recovery of personal property by 
successor, where prior owner failed to exercise due diligence in seeking recovery); Sanchez v. 
Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, 2005 WL 94847 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (laches 
successfully applied by museum against plaintiff, whose predecessor failed to exercise 
diligence in recovering stolen property). 
In this case, as the record shows, The Wallace Family Trust had actual knowledge since 
1996 that Global's cell tower site was located on the paved and fenced location, partially on the 
East half of the vacated 24th Street right of way. (Defendant's Exh., A-1, A-4, A-5, and F-2 - F-
5). In 1996, Sherman's predecessor, The Wallace Family Trust permitted Sprint Spectrum to 
pay past and current tax assessments on both Lot 4 and the East half of vacated 24th Street. 
(Defendant's Exh., A-1 and H-3). Sherman's predecessor entered into four amendments to the 
PCS Site Agreement respecting the Site in its current location. (Defendant's Exh, A-2 - A-5). 
Sherman's predecessor, The Wallace Family Trust, executed an Estoppel Certificate regarding 
the location of Global's cell tower site. (Defendant's Exh., A-5). Finally Sherman's predecessor, 
The Wallace Family Trust, accepted substantial rent since 1996, from Global and its 
predecessor Sprint, for the use of Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
(Defendant's Exh., G-1 & G-2). 
Not until after The Wallace Family Trust transferred the East half of vacated 24th Street 
in April of 2010, and sold Lot 4 in May of 2010, all recorded in June of 2010, and not until 
March of 2011 when Global received The Wallace Family Trust's Revocation of Assignment to 
Sherman, did Global receive any indication that The Wallace Family Trust would attempt to 
assert any alleged right adverse to Global's. Finally, the injury or prejudice to Global if relief is 
accorded to Sherman would be substantial. Specifically, evidence in this case will show that it 
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will cost $80,000.00 or more to Preconfigure and move the cell tower site solely onto Lot 4, and 



























II. SHERMAN IS NOT ENTITLED TO MESNE PROFITS 
Mesne Profits means intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation of 
land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). In order to be held liable for Mesne Profits, one must wrongfully 
possess the property. Global has not wrongfully possessed the subject property and is thus not 
liable to Sherman for Mesne Profits. 
A. GLOBAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE SUBJECT 
PROPERTY AND IS THUS NOT LIABLE FOR MESNE PROFITS. 
1. Boundary by Agreement. 
There was an unknown, uncertain or disputed boundary as between the parties to the 
PCS Site Agreement regarding the ultimate location of Global's cell tower site. The uncertainty 
or disagreement was resolved by agreement, which agreement is evidenced by the acquiescence 
of The Wallace Family Trust since 1996 to the cell tower site's current location, which includes 
a portion of the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
2. Mutual Mistake. 
At the time The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint entered into the PCS Site Agreement, 
there was a misunderstanding as to whether Global's cell tower site would be located adjacent 
to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface, or adjacent to the vacated 24th Street right-of-
way. While the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, the Record 
of Survey, and the actual location of the cell tower site are consistent in describing the location 
of the cell tower site, they are all in conflict with the description of the cell tower contained in 
the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, 
which Memorandum stands by itself in describing the cell tower site as being located "adjacent" 
to the 24th Street right-of-way. However, Exhibit B's own site description attached as exhibit A 
thereto internally contradicts Exhibit B's description by depicting the cell tower site as being 
located 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, just like the Site Description 
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attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, and the Record of Survey. Finally, Global's 
2 cell tower site as configured could not fit entirely on Lot 4 without utilizing that portion of the 
3 vacated 24th Street right-of-way which had attached thereto by operation of law, as depicted in 
4 the Record of Survey and Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement. 
5 (Defendant's Exhibit I-1, p. 69, lines 10-16). Therefore, the description of the cell tower site 
6 contained in the Memorandum attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement could only 
7 have been the product of a mutual mistake. 
8 B. 
9 
PLAINTIFF IS ESTOPPED FROM CLAIMING MESNE PROFITS. 
1. Ouasi-Estoppel. 
IO Sherman is estopped by the doctrine of quasi-estoppel from asserting a claim for mesne 
11 profits, because such a claim is inconsistent with the previous position of its predecessor The 
12 Wallace Family Trust, and said inconsistent position is to Global's disadvantage. 
13 2. Estoppel by Laches. 
14 Sherman is estopped by Laches from asserting a claim for mesne profits because such a 
15 claim was not brought by its predecessor, The Wallace Family Trust, at any time in the 14 years 
16 that The Wallace Family Trust owned the subject property, which delay is imputed to Sherman. 
17 3. Plaintiff has mitigated its damages by accepting rents. 
18 Sherman is not entitled to mesne profits because Sherman has mitigated all of its 
19 damages, if any, by accepting all rents due for the entire 2,124 square foot area used by Global, 
20 of the total 2,500 square foot area permitted under the Lease, from and after June 9, 2010 when 
21 title to Lot 4 and the East half of vacated 24th Street passed to Sherman. (Defendant's Exh., G-,. 
22 2). 
23 c. PLAINTIFF CANNOT CLAIM MESNE PROFITS BECAUSE THE LEASE 
AREA INCLUDES THE EAST HALF OF VACATED 24™ STREET. 
24 
25 1. Exhibit A describes the lease area, not Exhibit B. 
26 As argued below in Global's request for reconsideration, the PCS Site Agreement is the 
27 lease governing the lease area, and Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement exclusively describes 
28 the lease area, not Exhibit B or any exhibit attached thereto. Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement provides a description and site depiction that includes both Lot 4, Block 22, and the 
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East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. Moreover, that certain Memorandum of 
Agreement dated January 25, 2002, by and between Sprint Spectrum and The Wallace Family 
Trust, unambiguously describes the "Site" and being Lot 4, Block 22, and depicts the "Site" as 
including the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-4). 
Therefore, Global's cell tower site was always meant to be 17 feet east of the center line 
of vacated 24th Street. Global's cell tower facility has been located on Lot 4, Block 22, and a 
portion of the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way since 1996. Global's cell tower 
facility is thus properly located on property described in the Lease, is not wrongfully 
encroaching on Sherman's property, and Sherman is not entitled to Mesne Profits. 




















1. The statute of limitations applicable to an action based on a written agreement 
prevents Sherman from Claiming Mesne Profits. 
Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation of land 
during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 Idaho 61, 
62 (Idaho 1977). Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on an alleged breach of the PCS 
Site Agreement by Global. The applicable statute of limitations for an "action upon any 
contract, obligation or liability founded upon an instrument in writing" is five years. LC. § 5-
216. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace Family 
Trust on June 14, 1996. Sherman is the successor and assign of the Wallace Family Trust 
respecting the PCS Site Agreement and Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street right-of-
way. Sherman acquired Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way subject 
to the PCS Site Agreement. Moreover, Sherman acquired Lot 4 and the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way with actual knowledge of the location of Global's cell tower 
site. More than five years have lapsed since Global's alleged breach of the PCS Site 
Agreement. Therefore Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is barred by the statute of limitations. 
2. The statute of limitations applicable to an action for trespass prevents Sherman 
from Claiming Mesne Profits. 
Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation of land 
during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 Idaho 61, 
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62 (Idaho 1977). Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on Global's alleged trespass. The 
applicable statute of limitations for "an action for trespass upon real property" is three years. 
LC. § 5-218. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace 
Family Trust on June 14, 1996. Sherman is the successor and assign of the Wallace Family 
Trust respecting the PCS Site Agreement and Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. Sherman acquired Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way 
subject to the PCS Site Agreement. Moreover, Sherman acquired Lot 4 and the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way with actual knowledge of the location of Global's cell tower 
site. More than three years have lapsed since Global's alleged trespass. Therefore, Sherman's 
claim for Mesne Profits is barred by the statute of limitations. 
E. PLAINTIFF CANNOT RECOVER MESNE PROFITS BECAUSE IT HAS 
MITIGATED ALL OF ITS DAMAGES. 
Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation of land 
during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 Idaho 61, 
62 (Idaho 1977). The PCS Site Agreement entitles Global to access, use, and improve a 2,500 
square foot lease area, described in the PCS Site Agreement. Since 1996, Global and its 
predecessor have accessed, used and improved only 2,124 square feet of the 2,500 square feet 
permitted under the PCS Site Agreement. Since 1996, Sprint Spectrum and its successor 
Global have continuously paid all rent due under the PCS Site Agreement for their access, use, 
and improve of a full 2,500 square foot lease area. From June of 1996 to July of 2010, the 
Wallace Family Trust accepted all rent paid by Sprint Spectrum and Global for their access, 
use, and improve of a full 2,500 square foot lease area. From July of 2010 to the present, 
Sherman has accepted all rent paid by Global for its access, use, and improve of a full 2,500 
square foot lease area. Because Sherman and its predecessor the Wallace Family Trust have 
accepted all rent due under the PCS Site Agreement since 1996, they have mitigated their 
damages and are not entitled to Mense Profits. 
F. PLAINTIFF CANNOT RECOVER MESNE PROFITS BECAUSE IT HAS 
UNCLEAN HANDS. 
Mesne Profits is an equitable remedy. See, United States v. Mid-Continent Petroleum 
27 
28 
Corp., 67 F.2d 37 (10th Cir. 1933). Imposition of an equitable remedy requires a balancing of 
the equities. West Wood Investments, Inc. v. Acord, 141 Idaho 75, 82, 106 P.3d 401 (Idaho 
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2005). In seeking equitable relief, the claimant is required to enter the court with clean hands. 
Campbell v. Kildew, 141 Idaho 640, 648, 115 P.3d 731 (Idaho 2005). Thus the doctrine of 
unclean hands is based on the maxim that, "he who comes into equity must come with clean 
hands." Gilbert v. Nampa School Dist. No. 131, 104 Idaho 137, 145, 657 P.2d 1, 9 (1983). The 
doctrine of unclean hands allows a court to deny equitable relief to a litigant on the ground that 
his or her conduct has been "inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to 
the controversy at issue." Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 250, 92 P.3d 492 (Idaho 2004); 
Campbell v. Kildew, 141 Idaho 640, 648, 115 P.3d 731 (Idaho 2005). In this case, Sherman 
should be denied mesne profits because it has not entered court with clean hands. 
Throughout this litigation, Sherman's conduct has been inequitable, unfair or dishonest. 
Specifically, Sherman initiated this litigation without possessing clear title to Lot 4 and the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. Having neither bargained for, nor paid 
consideration for the East half of 24th Street in 2006, Sherman could not have believed it was a 
bona fide purchaser of said property in 2006. Sherman's hands are unclean from its payment of 
$300,000.00 in 2010 for Lot 4 in an effort to revive its law suit against Global, for Sherman's 
lack of title to Lot 4 and the East half of 24th• Sherman's hands are also unclean from its 
repeated efforts to interfere with Global's contractual relationships with its co-location 
affiliates. Because Sherman has not entered this Court with clean hands, it should be denied 
the equitable remedy of mesne profits. 
III. GLOBAL IS NOT IN BREACH OF THE LEASE 
Global is not in default under the Lease because any failure of Global to locate its cell 
tower site within the bounds of the "Site" as defined under the Lease does not constitute a 
"default" under the Lease for which Sherman may terminate the Lease. To the extent that the 
location of Global's cell tower site constitutes a "default" under the Lease, Sherman may not 
terminate the Lease because any such default does not constitute a monetary default, cannot be 
cured within a 30 day period, and Global has proceeded with due diligence to fully cure any 
such default as permitted under the Lease. Moreover, Sherman is precluded from terminating 
the Lease as expressly provided under that certain Agreement Regarding Ground Lease dated 
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May 10, 2005 and must therefore enter into a new lease under the same terms as the original 
1996 PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant Exh., A-5, ,r 3(e)). 
IV. PLAINTIFF IS NOT ENTITLED TO AN ORDER 
QUIETING TITLE TO LOT 3 
Sherman is not entitled to an Order from the Court quieting title in Sherman, as to Lot 3, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. An action to quiet title is appropriate where 
another "claims an estate or interest in real or personal property adverse" to him claiming an 
interest in the same property. See, LC. § 6-401. Necessarily, there must be an adverse claim of 
interest in the property to which Sherman claims an interest for Sherman to sustain an action to 
quiet title. Global has no interest, and claims no interest, in Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene. What is more, Global proffered a Quitclaim Deed of Lot 3 to 
Sherman on October 19, 2010, which was recorded on March 14, 2011. (Defendant's Exh., C-
20). Therefore, Sherman cannot sustain a quiet title action against Global respecting Lot 3, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
V. GLOBAL IS ENTITLED TO INDEMNIFICATION 
BY THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST 
The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum entered into that certain PCS Site 
Agreement on or about June 14, 1996. (Defendant's Exh., A-1). The court has already entered 
an Order For Entry of Default Judgment against the Wallace Family Trust on June 21, 2011. 
VI. RECONSIDERATION 
Global is mindful of the Court's Decision on Summary Judgment filed October 4, 2010. 
However, at the hearing on Sherman and Global's respective Motions for Summary Judgment, 
Sherman mischaracterized Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement as being subordinate to and 
somehow following Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, and Exhibit B as defining the lease 
area. This mischaracterization appears to have created a material misunderstanding of the 
nature and relationship of Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement, and Exhibit A to the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. Moreover, it does not 
appear the Court fully considered the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement by and 
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1 between Sprint Spectrum and The Wallace Family Trust. For these reasons, Global hereby 
2 respectfully moves the Court to reconsider its Decision on Summary Judgment pursuant to 


























A. ONLY THE "SITE DESCRIPTION" ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT "A" TO THE 
PCS SITE AGREEMENT WAS MEANT TO DESCRIBE THE LEASE AREA, 
NOT EXHIBIT "B", AND THUS GLOBAL IS NOT IN WRONGFULL 
POSSESSION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY. 
Sherman cannot eject Global from the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way 
because Global is not in wrongful possession of said property. The PCS Site Agreement and 
amendments thereto constitute the lease respecting the subject property. Exhibit A to the PCS 
Site Agreement is unmistakably designated the "Site Description" for the lease area. Exhibit B 
to the PCS Site Agreement is merely the "Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement" providing 
record notice of the existence of the PCS Site Agreement. 
Despite the clear priority in both order and authority of Exhibit A over Exhibit B, at the 
hearing on Sherman and Global's Motions for Summary Judgment, Sherman mischaracterization 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement as being subordinate to and following Exhibit B in the 
PCS Site Agreement, and Exhibit B as defining the lease area. This mischaracterization created 
a material misunderstanding by the Court of the nature and relationship of Exhibit A and Exhibit 
B to the PCS Site Agreement. 
1. Exhibit "A" describes and depicts the lease area, not Exhibit "B". 
The PCS Site Agreement and amendments thereto provide the terms and conditions 
governing the ground lease of Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. There are 
seven (7) exhibits attached to the PCS Site Agreement, appearing in the following order: 
Exhibits A, Al, B, Bl, C, D and E. In addition to Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, which 
is unambiguously designated the "Site Description," a second separate and unique exhibit A is 
attached to Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, which separate and unique exhibit A is titled 
"Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site Agreement." Only the "Site Description" attached as 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement defines the lease area, not Exhibit B which is simply the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, or Exhibit B's separate "Exhibit A to Memorandum of 
Site Agreement." 
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a. The PCS Site Agreement conveys the area described m the 11 Site 
Description'1 attached as Exhibit A thereto. 
Paragraph 1 of the PCS Site Agreement provides that "Owner leases to Sprint Spectrum 
... the site described below ... consisting of approximately 2500 square feet of land." The "site 
described below" are 11the location(s) ("Site") shown on Exhibit A. 11 Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement is designated the "Site Description. 11 In contrast, Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement expressly provides that "[t]his memorandum evidences that a lease was made ... 11 
Thus, Exhibit B neither describes or defines the lease area, nor purports to contain the 
conveyance. Rather, Exhibit B merely gives notice of the existence of the PCS Site Agreement; 
it merely "evidences that a lease was made." Similarly, Exhibit B's separate and unique Exhibit 
A to 11Memorandum of Site Agreement 11 does not define the lease area, but merely provides 
record notice of the lease area. 
Because Exhibit B is not a conveyance and is not the legal description describing the 
site, it does not convey any interest in the subject property, and is not a "granting instrument" for 
purposes of the rule set down by the Court in Carney v. Heinson. See, Carney v. Heinson, 133 
Idaho 275 (1999). It is "the settled law of this state that a lease of real property is a conveyance 
or encumbrance of real estate." Intermountain Realty Co. v. Allen et ux., 60 Idaho 228, 232 
(1939). The court in Carney v. Heinson held that there is a common law presumption that a 
conveyance of land abutting a vacated alley conveys title to the center of the alleyway. Carney 
v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275,278 (1999). As such, only the "conveyance 11 should be considered in 
determining what property is conveyed. Here, only the PCS Site Agreement is a conveyance 
and only the 11 Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is identified in 
the PCS Site Agreement as defining the area conveyed. Therefore, the common law 
presumption identified in Carney v. Heinson should be applied only with respect to the property 
identified and shown on Exhibit A to PSC Site Agreement (the 11 Site Description"), not Exhibit 
B to the PCS Site Agreement (the 11Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement"), or the 
Memorandum's separate and unique exhibit A ( 11Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site 
Agreement"). 
2. Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement exclusively defines the lease area. 
Paragraph 1 of the PCS Site Agreement recites that the "Owner11 is leasing 11the site 
described ... in the location ("site11 ) shown on Exhibit A ... 11 The 11 Site Description" attached as 
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1 Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is the first exhibit referenced in the PCS Site Agreement, 










document defining the area being leased by the Owner. 
Exhibit B is not referenced until paragraph 15 of the PCS Site Agreement, under 
"Miscellaneous", and merely provides that "if requested ... Owner agrees to execute and deliver 
... a recordable Memorandum of this Agreement in the form of Exhibit B." Therefore, Exhibit 
B is merely an electively recordable notice of the existence of the PCS Site Agreement, and is 
not intended to change the terms of the Agreement or the "Site Description" attached to the PCS 
Site Agreement as Exhibit A. 
The nature and significance of Exhibit A and Exhibit B, and their relationship, are 
reinforced by the language at the bottom of page 1 of the PCS Site Agreement, which provides 
that attached is "Exhibit A - Site Description and Exhibit B - Memorandum of PCS Site 









Lease and each other, and serve decidedly different purposes. 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is also independent and distinct from the exhibit A 
attached to Exhibit B. Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement expressly provides this it is 
"Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement." In contrast, the separate and unique exhibit A attached 
to Exhibit B is titled "Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site Agreement." Therefore, Exhibit A to 
the PCS Site Agreement is the principal exhibit to the PCS Site Agreement, is the first exhibit 
attached to the PCS Site Agreement, is independent of the recordable memorandum and its 
attachments, and provides the overarching "Site Description" for the lease area. 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement must also be viewed as the exclusive Site 
21 Description for the lease area because it internally mandates that it serves as the overarching 
22 lease area description with respect to all other Lease exhibits. That is, Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
23 Agreement expressly provides as follows: use "this Exhibit A for PCS Site Agreement, 





Agreement." This mandate is significant because clearly Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement 
is distinct from Exhibit B - Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, and was to serve as the 
exclusive overarching Site Description with respect to the PCS Site Agreement, the recordable 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, and option agreements. 
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Because Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement exclusively defines the lease area, and 
because said Exhibit A defines the lease area as including Lot 4, Block 22 and the East half of 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Global is not in wrongful possession of the subject 
property, and Sherman cannot eject Global from said property. 
3. The January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement by and between Sprint 
Spectrum and The Wallace Family Trust describes and depicts the Lease Site as 
including the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
Just as the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement describes 
and depicts the lease area as being situated on Lot 4, Block 22, 17 feet east of the center line of 
vacated 24th Street and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, the January 25, 2002 
Memorandum of Agreement similarly describes and depicts the lease area as being in said 
location. That is, The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum entered into a Memorandum 
of Agreement on January 25, 2020 in order to modify the PCS Site Agreement as described 
therein. Consistent with the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, 
the Memorandum of Agreement and its "Description of Land" attached as Exhibit A and Exhibit 
B, describes the lease area as being Lot 4, Block 22, and depicts the lease area as being situated 
17 feet east of the center line of vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Exh., A-4). Thus the January 
25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement reaffirmed that the cell tower was to be located precisely 
where it was build and has existed for almost 16 years, Global is not in wrongful possession of 
the subject property, and Sherman cannot now eject Global from said property. 
4. In the alternative, there is an ambiguity created by Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement which should permit Global to introduce extrinsic evidence to clarify 
the lease area conveyed by the PCS Site Agreement. 
In the event the Court finds that the lease area is not clearly and exclusively defined by 
the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, an ambiguity exists as 
between Exhibit A and Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement and Exhibit B's separate exhibit A 
in describing the intended lease area. If an ambiguity exists, Global should be permitted to 
introduce extrinsic evidence of the intended lease area conveyed by the PCS Site Agreement. 
"Only when the language of the contract is ambiguous may a court tum to extrinsic 
evidence of the contracting parties' intent." Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., Inc., 175 P.3d 748, 
753 (Idaho 2007). Where a contract contains absurdities or contradictions, the contract is 
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deemed ambiguous and the court may look to extrinsic evidence to determine the parties' intent. 
Roeder Min., Inc. v. Johnson, 118 Idaho 96, 97, 794 P.2d 1152 (Idaho App. 1990). 
In this case, the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement 
clearly depicts the lease area as being located 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street. 
Moreover, the legal description contained in Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement describes Lot 
4, Block 22, which under the rule articulated by the Court in Carney v. Heinson, necessarily 
includes the East half of vacated 24th Street which had attached thereto by operation of law. 
This is precisely where the cell tower site has always been situated: on Lot 4, Block 22, 17 feet 
east of the center line of vacated 24th Street and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
way. 
The legal description and depictions contained in the "Site Description" attached as 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement conflict with the description contained in Exhibit B to the 
PCS Site Agreement, the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, which was recorded to 
evidence the existence of the PCS Site Agreement. Specifically, Exhibit B contains a 
description that represents the lease area as being "located to the east of and adjacent to the 
abandoned 24th St. right of way." While Exhibit B does not purport to be the site description to 
the PCS Site Agreement, and conveys no interest under Idaho law, it can be construed as 
conflicting with the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, and 
thus creates an ambiguity within the lease documents. Moreover, Exhibit Bis in conflict with 
its own site description attached as exhibit A thereto, which just like Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement depicts the lease area as including a portion of the East half of vacated 24th Street. 
The ambiguity in the PCS Site Agreement is further evidenced by the undisputed fact 
that the 2,124 square foot 50' x 50' x 35' x 52' lease area as currently configured, of the 2,500 
square feet permitted under the PCS Site Agreement, cannot fit solely on Lot 4. (Defendant's 
Exhibit 1-1, p. 69, lines 10-16). Therefore, the lease area must necessarily include that portion 
of the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way depicted in Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement in order for the purpose of the lease to be fulfilled. For this reason, the Court should 
consider extrinsic evidence to determine the parties' intent. 
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VII. SHERMAN HAS BREACHED THE COVENANT OF QUIET 
ENJOYMENT 
3 "In Idaho there is an implied covenant in every lease for quiet enjoyment of the 
4 property." Worden v. Ordway, 105 Idaho 719, 722 (Idaho 1983) (citing, McCullough v. 





tenant's use and enjoyment of the premises he has breached this covenant." Id. In this case, 
there is no question that Sherman "acquired the property subject to the lease with Global ... " 
(Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 6-7). Therefore, Sherman is held to the covenant of quiet 
enjoyment implied in the PCS Site Agreement. Moreover, the PCS Site Agreement expressly 
provides at Paragraph 4 that Global is entitled to "quiet possession of the Site," which "Site" 




Despite Global's right to quiet possession and enjoyment of the subject property, 
13 Sherman pursued its cause of action for ejectment before possessing clear title to the subject 















continuing its ill-conceived cause of action for ejectment. Finally, Sherman has sought to 
interfere with Global's co-location contracts. This breach of the express and implied covenant of 
quiet enjoyment and possession has damaged Global. Global is therefore entitled to recover its 
attorney's fees and costs from Sherman. 
VIII. CONCLUSION 
Because Global is not in wrongful possession of the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way, Sherman may not eject Global from said right-of-way, and is not entitled to 
mesne profits. 
DATED this L> day of January, 2012. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the~ day of January, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITION'S TRIAL BRIEF to be 
forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the 
following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 









Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 




























Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
STATE OF IOAHO ~ SS 
coutnY (1• KOOTENAI! 
::-11 
2012 JhN 23 PH 3: 30 
Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions IL LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company; THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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COMES NOW, Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, by 
and through its attorneys of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm Witherspoon 
Kelley, and hereby moves this Court to reconsider its Decision on Summary Judgment 
respecting the Court's finding that Global Signal's cell tower is physically encroaching on 
property not contemplated under the PSC Site Agreement. 
This Motion is brought pursuant to I.R.C.P 1 l(a)(2)(B) which provides in relevant part 
that "[a] motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at 
any time before the entry of final judgment ... " Therefore this Motion to reconsider is timely. 
This Motion is supported by Section VI of Defendant Global Signal's Trial Brief, the 
pleadings, files, affidavits and records in this matter, and the evidence to be presented and 
testimony solicited at the trial on this matter. Global moves that this Court reconsider its 
Decision at the conclusion of the trial on this matter. 
DATED this Z) day ofJanuary, 2012. 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions IL LLC 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on th~ day of January, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, 
by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith U.S. Mail 
6 607 Lakeside A venue 




























Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-911 o 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF KOOTENA1}ss 
Fll£0: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 

















Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 





) ____________ ) 
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Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
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COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. 
("Sherman Storage") by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and 
submits this Trial Brief pursuant to the Court's Pretrial Order. 
I. INTRODUCTION: PARTIES AND THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT 
1. The Plaintiff, Sherman Storage, LLC, is an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company which owns real estate in Kootenai County. The managing 
member of Sherman Storage, LLC, is Mr. Kirk Evans. 
2. An unrelated company with a similar name, Sherman Self Storage, 
Inc., a Montana corporation, through its CEO Steve Cooney, and Mary 
Jo Wallace previously litigated their differences in Kootenai County 
Case No. CV 03-7690 (now consolidated herein), which resulted in a 
Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement and the Judgment entered 
by this Court on May 4, 2006. 
3. The Defendant. Global Signal Acquisition II, is a successor in interest, 
the attorney in fact, and assignee for Sprint Spectrum, LP. 
4. Sprint Spectrum and The Wallace Family Trust entered into a contract 
in 1996 called the PCS Site Agreement. The PCS Site Agreement is 
Sherman Storage's Trial Exhibit No. 4. 
s. The PCS Site Agreement is a lease of real property for the installation 
and maintenance of Defendant's cell tower facility and improvements. 
6. A Memorandum of the lease was created and recorded. The 
Memorandum of the PCS Site Agreement (Exhibit "B") describes the 
leased site as that "located to the east of and adjacent to the 
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abandoned 24th Street right of way at the Sherman Avenue/1-90 
overpass". 
7. In Exhibit "A" to the PCS Site Agreement, there is a legal description 
that only refers to Lot 4 of Block 22, and there is also a non-surveyed 
pictorial representation. That pictorial clearly delineates the leased 
area without any encroachment onto 24th Street. 
II. COURSE OF LITIGATION 
8. On May 19, 2009, Sherman Storage filed the Complaint in this matter, 
seeking an Order of Ejectment, simply stating that the Defendant's cell 
tower infrastructure is encroaching on Sherman Storage's property, 
and that the Defendant has refused to surrender the property. 
9. On July 30, 2009, the Oefendant filed its Answer, Affirmative Defenses, 
and Counterclaim, and Third Party Complaint. The Defendant's 
Counterclaim alleged interference with its easement by Sherman 
Storage, 
10. Additionally, the Defendant filed a Third Party Complaint for 
Indemnification against The Wallace Family Trust. On December 1, 
2009, the Order for Default of The Wallace Family Trust was entered in 
this matter. 
11. Then, after obtaining the Order for Default, on or around the 23rd day of 
December, 2009, the Defendant entered into a Stipulation with the 
Wallace Family Trust and received an assignment of the cause of 
action to again quiet title to the vacated 24th Street. Ever since the 
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Assignment, the Defendant has sought to re-litigate the quite title 
action concerning the abandoned 24th Street by way of its 
Counterclaim, its Motion for Summary Judgment, and Motion in Limine. 
12. Sherman Storage was allowed to amend its Complaint. The Amended 
Complaint was filed on October 15, 2010. Sherman Storage alleged 
causes of action for ejectment, mesne profits, and breach of the PCS 
Site Agreement. (Sherman Storage's quiet title cause of action 
concerning Block 22, Lot 3, has been addressed by the Defendant's 
preparation and recordation of a Satisfaction of Mortgage and 
Quitclaim of Lot 3 for the benefit of Sherman Storage. Therefore, 
Sherman Storage will not pursue that quiet title action in trial.) 
13. On November 4, 2010, the Defendant filed its Amended Answer and 
Affirmative Defenses to the amended Complaint. 
14. Both parties filed Motions for Summary Judgment. The Court issued 
its Decision on Summary Judgment on October 4, 2010. The Court 
ruled in favor of Sherman Storage that the PCS Site Agreement was a 
clear unambiguous contract and that the Defendant's facilities were an 
encroachment upon abandoned 24th Street. 
Ill. SYNOPSIS OF LIKELY TRIAL EVIDENCE 
15. The professional land surveyor who was contracted by the Defendant's 
predecessor in interest to establish the legal description of the 
leasehold site in 1996 was Doug Black. Doug Black's testimony is that 
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he would create a legal description by using a title report, sketch of the 
site, and his professional expertise. 
16. The land surveyor's job was to create the legal description and field 
survey used for the leasehold site. However, in this case, the scope of 
his employment excluded marking the land owner's boundaries of the 
property. 
17. This was caused by the fact that cell towers in 1996 were going up "as 
quickly as possible to be the first one to gather market shareJJ. 
18. Doug Black also created a Site Survey that included metes and 
bounds legal descriptions for the least site, the utility easement, and 
access easement. 
19. The original landlord of the PCS Site Agreement was The Wallace 
Family Trust. Mary Jo Wallace will present testimony regarding the 
intent of the parties in 1996. As the owner and landlord of the 
property, her testimony will be that the parties' intent was to solely stay 
on Lot 4. As evidence of this, she will testify as to the other historic 
uses of Block 21 and abandoned 24th Street, and the fact that she 
never raised the issue of the cell tower lease during the lengthy 
litigation and settlement with Sherman Self Storage, Inc. concerning 
abandoned 24th Street. 
20. Ms. Wallace will testify that in the signing of the PCS Site Agreement, 
the Defendant was very clear they only wanted to pay for the use of 
Lot 4, and did not want to pay for the use of any other property. 
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21. As landlord of the property, she did not have the property surveyed or 
have any other notice of the encroachment until notified by Mr. Evans. 
22. Mary Jo Wallace '1nd Sharman Self Storage, Inc. litigated their 
differences over the ownership of the easterly one-half portion of the 
abandoned 24th Street. 
23. Throughout the litigation, neither party had any reason to know of the 
Defendant's encroachment. 
24. On or around May 1 o, 2006, Sherman Storage purchased Lots 1 
through 12, Block 21 of Glenmore Addition, and the vacated portions of 
Lakeside Avenue and 24th Street. At the closing of the real estate 
transaction, the seller represented to Kirk Evans that he was working 
to clear up a problem concerning the ownership of a portion of vacated 
24th Street. and that upon the resolution of the problem, would notify 
Kirk Evans. 
25. One month later, on or around June 12, 2006, the Plaintiff did in fact 
receive a Quitclaim Deed from Sherman Self Storage, Inc. CEO Steve 
Cooney, transferring the remaining and disputed portion of the property 
to Sherman Storage. 
26. The conveyance occurred shortly after the entry of the Judgment in 
Kootenai County Case No. CV 03-7690 (now consolidated in this 
matter). 
27. On or around October, 2008, Sherman Storage became aware of a 
boundary dispute with Mary Jo Wallace, as the Trustee of The Wallace 
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Family Trust. Thereafter, Sherman Storage caused a survey to be 
completed of Sherman Storage's property by Meckel Engineering to 
verify property lines and in order to construct a fence to delineate 
Sherman Storage's property line. 
28. Upon completion of the survey, it became clear to Sherman Storage 
that the Defendant's cell tower infrastructure was encroaching onto 
Sherman Storage's property. 
29. Immediately upon discovering the encroachment, Sherman Storage 
repeatedly contacted various agents and employees of the Defendant. 
Sherman Storage even provided to the Defendant its own survey from 
Meckel engineering and title report. The Defendant sent various return 
correspondence to Sherman Storage. 
30. Throughout the correspondence, Sherman Storage repeatedly 
requested from the Defendant any documentation to show that the cell 
tower site had authority to be located on vacated 24th Street, which 
would presumably end the matter. 
31. After much correspondence, the Defendant communicated that it could 
not resolve the encroachment. In order to resolve the problem. the 
Defendant needed to order a new title report and prepare its own 
additional survey before it would concede the encroachment. 
32. The Defendant did in fact order a title report in December, 2008. 
33. The Defendant did in fact order a survey of the property in December, 
2008. 
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34. After the Defendant obtained a title report and its own survey, the 
Defendant made the decision to enter into negotiations with Sherman 
Storage. The Defendant sought a perpetual easement from Sherman 
Storage for the portion of Sherman Storage's land upon which the cell 
tower infrastructure encroached. 
35. Sherman Storage refused to enter into a perpetual easement with the 
Defendant. Thereafter. the Defendant offered to Sherman Storage a 
new PCS Site Agreement for 30 years for the encroachment portion. 
36. Sherman Storage refused to execute the ground-lease as written. 
Sherman Storage and Defendant had further negotiations concerning 
the value of the ground-lease and an extension that exceeded the PCS 
Site Agreement by 20 years. 
37. This litigation ensued. 
38. In April of 2010, Mary Jo Wallace on behalf of The Wallace Family 
Trust, signed a Warranty Deed to the easterly one-half of vacated 24th 
Street. Ms. Wallace and Mr. Evans will testify that the Warranty Deed 
was to eliminate any lingering cloud on title caused by the Defendant's 
quiet title claims (pursued by the Assignment to the Defendant from 
The Wallace Family Trust). 
39. In June of 20101 Sherman Storage purchased from The Wallace 
Family Trust by Warranty Deed Lots 3 and 4 of Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition. 
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40. The effect was that all of Block 21 and 22 is owned by Sherman 
Storage. 
A. THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT 
41, The Defendant entered into the PCS Site Agreement with The Wallace 
Family Trust on or around June 24, 1996. The PCS Site Agreement is 
a ground-lease for the maintenance of a cell tower and its 
infrastructure and for utility and access easements, (See paragraph 
No. 1) 
42. The PCS Site Agreement was not recorded. 
43. The Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, as Exhibit "B", Instrument 
No. 1453059 was recorded on the Records of Kootenai County, Idaho, 
on July 9, 1996. 
44. Concerning Exhibit "A", in paragraph No. 1 of the PCS Site Agreement. 
the Agreement states that: 
''Space required for cable runs to connect PCS equipment 
and antennas, in the location(s) ("Site") shown on Exhibit 
"A", together with a non-excluslve easement for reasonable 
access thereto and to the appropriate, in the discretion of 
SSLP, source of electric and telephone facilities." 
45. Concerning Exhibit "B", the PCS Site Agreement states in paragraph 
15: 
"(c) If requested by SSLP, Owner agrees promptly to 
execute and deliver to SSLP a recordable Memorandum of 
this Agreement in the form of Exhibit 118". 
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46. Further, the bottom unnumbered sentence located on the PCS Site 
Agreement states ''Attach Exhibit "A" - Site Description and Exhibit 118" 
- Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement". 
47. The one-page PCS Site Agreement does not provide a legal 
description for the lease area. 
B. EXHIBIT "B"! MEMORANDUM OF SITE AGREEMENT 
48. Exhibit 11811 is titled: "Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement". Although 
titled Exhibit 11811 , it preceded Exhibit "A" in the PCS Site Agreement 
and the Memorandum. 
49. The Memorandum (Exhibit "B") was recorded in lieu of the entire PCS 
Site Agreement, and is the only document to provide record notice as 
to this ground lease. 
50. Additionally, the Memorandum (Exhibit 118") is the only document that 
contains a legal description for the actual cell tower lease. That legal 
description states that the lease site is: 
"located to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 
24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./1-90 overpass, 
City of Coeur d'Alene, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, 
within the property of Owner which is described in Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto .... " (emphasis in original) 
S1. The description uses the term "abandoned" in reference to 24th Street, 
Therefore, the Defendant had knowledge that 24th Street was vacated 
at the time it executed the PCS Site Agreement. 
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52. The Memorandum (Exhibit 11B") includes a reference to Exhibit "A". It 
equates Exhibit "A" with the total real property owned by landlord, as 
follows: "within the property of owner which is described in Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto ... ". That property is ·described in Exhibit "A" as: "A 
parcel of land bejng Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition". 
53. The clear legal description found in the Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement (Exhibit 11 B") using the language of 11east of and adjacent 
to the abandoned 24th Street" is never again used by the Defendant 
in its multiple recordings of thjs site. 
C. EXHIBIT "A": SITE DESCRIPTION 
54. Exhibit "A" to the PCS Site Agreement has a legal description and a 
pictorial representation, although "not to scale", As referenced in 
paragraph 1 of the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit "A" is merely to show 
the area necessary for the Defendant's infrastructure: (cable runs, 
antennas, electric, and telephone facilities). It does not describe the 
actual tease site. 
55. The legal description in Exhibit "A" states: "A parcel of land being Lot 
4 ... " Vacated 24th Street was not included in the legal description. 
56. The central purpose of the pictorial in Exhibit "A" is to show the utility 
and access easements. That is why they are cross-hatched. 
57, The pictorial clearly shows that the lease area should not encroach 
onto vacated 24th Street. 
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D. RECORD OF SURVEY 
58. It is anticipated that the Defendant will again present evidence 
concerning Doug Black's 1996 Record of Survey. (Sherman Storage's 
Trial Exhibit No. 5) 
59. The note on the bottom of Exhibit 11A" to the PCS Site Agreement 
states that: 
"Owner and SSLP may, at SSLP's option, replace this 
exhibit with an exhibit setting forth the legal description of the 
property on which the site is located and/or an as-built 
drawing depicting the site". 
60. On January 22, 1997, Doug Black caused to be recorded a Record of 
Survey and filed the same on the Records of Kootenai County, Idaho, 
as Instrument No. 1478042. The Record of Survey states as its only 
references were two prior records of survey and the Amended Plat of 
Glenmore Addition. The PCS Site Agreement and the Memorandum 
of PCS Site Agreement were not listed as references to create the 
Record of Survey. 
61. There is no evidence that the Record of Survey is an "as-built 
drawing". The testimony of Doug Black is that it is not an as-built 
drawing. The Record of Survey did not refer to Exhibit 11A11 or state that 
its purpose was to replace Exhibit "A". The Wallace Family Trust and 
the Defendant did not consent to or participate in the recording of the 
Record of Survey. 
62. In addition, under the Survey Note, 2, the Record of Survey states 
"there was no attempt made to show all physical features of the 
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property, or to show all recorded or non-recorded easements, except 
for those that are specifically noted herein." The very purpose of an 
as-built drawing is to show all the physical features existing for a 
particular site, for example, the actual location of the cell-tower 
antenna, fences, buildings, and structures. The Record of Survey 
does not show one physical feature that would be located on an as-
built drawing. 
63. The January 22, 1997, Record of Survey, did not change the legal 
description of the PCS Site Agreement. 
64. The Defendant did create an as-built drawing in 2001. It hired RFK 
Land Survey and Kaufman Engineers to create the as-built drawing 
which clearly attempts to show all existing structures. (See Sherman 
Storage Trial Exhibits Nos. 17 and 19) 
E. OTHER RECORDED DOCUMENTS 
65. Starting in 2005, the Defendant and Defendant's predecessor in 
interest recorded several documents concerning this lease. 
66. On June 7, 2005, the Defendant caused to be recorded the Site 
Designation Supplement to Master Lease, as Instrument No, 1955026. 
(Sherman Storage Trial Exhibit No. 21) 
67. On July 25, 2005, the Defendant caused to be recorded on the 
Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho as Instrument No. 
1967338, a "Leasehold Deed of Trust Assignment of Leases and 
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Rents, Security Agreement and Financing Statement". {Sherman 
Storage Trial Exhibit No. 23) 
68. On October 17, 2005, the Defendant caused to be recorded on the 
Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho as Instrument No. 
1988802, "Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title". (Sherman Storage Trial 
Exhibit No. 24) 
69, On May 23, 2006, the Defendant caused to be recorded in the Records 
of Kootenai County, State of Idaho, as Instrument No. 2032972000, an 
"Assignment Agreement". {Sherman Storage Trial Exhibit No. 28) 
70. The Defendant created a legal description that varied from the PCS 
Site Agreement for these four recorded documents. 
71. These 2005 documents portray the legal description of the ground 
lease as follows: 
A Leasehold Estate, said lease area being a portion of the 
following described parent parcel: 
Parcel No. 54-R: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded in the office of 
the County Recorder in Book B of Plats at Page 123, records 
of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion 
lying with in the right of way boundaries of Interstate 
Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgment 
and Decree of Condemnation No. F17866 dated September 
5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1060 in Book 226 at page 304 
records of said Kootenai County. 
Parcel No, 57-R: 
A parcel of land being Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, according to the Plat recorded to the office of 
the County Recorded in Book B of Plats at page 123 records 
of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion 
lying within the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 
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72. The Defendant created a legal description for the leasehold as being 
portions of Lot 4 and Lot 3, without any reference to abandoned 24th 
Street and the correct legal description. 
73. All of these recordings occurred after the Defendant had knowledge 
that 24th Street was "abandoned". Additionally, an of the recordings 
occurred after the Defendant had knowledge of the encroachment 
according to their own record of eurvoy, internal records, co-locator 
contracts, and title insurance commitments. (See Sherman Storage 
Trial Exhibit Nos. 2. 3, 5, 6, 9, 13, 14, 17, 18, and 19) 
74. All of the Defendant's publicly recorded documents fail to correctly 
identify the Defendant's leasehold interest as described in Exhibit 118 11 • 
75. One document right in the middle this time-period is different from 
those llsted above. on May 10, 2005, the Defendant and The Wallace 
Family Trust entered into an Agreement Regarding Ground Lease. 
(Sherman Storage Trial Exhibit No. 20) This Agreement properly 
described the leasehold property as that "contained in the PCS Site 
Agreement". However, the Defendant chose not to record the 
Agreement Regarding Ground Lease. 
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IV. ARGUMENT 
A. Sherman Storage Should Be Granted A Writ Of Ejectment Because 
The Defendant Does Not Have A Leasehold Interest In Any Part Of Vacated 24th 
Street. 
In an action for ejectment, Sherman Storage must allege and prove (1) 
ownership of the property, (2) possession of the property by the defendants, and 
(3) refusal of the defendants to surrender possession. Petty v. Petty, 70 Idaho 
473, 223 P.2d 158 (1950); Pro lndiviso, Inc. v. Mid-Mile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 
741, 745 (1998). 
1. Sherman Storage has proven q,wnership of vacated 24th street. 
a. Sherman Storage was a bona fide purchaser for value. 
In 2006, Sherman Storage purchased Lots 1 through 12 in Block 21 of the 
Glenmore addition from Sherman Self Storage, Inc. Shortly thereafter, Sherman 
Storage received that parcel which had been the subject of the first litigation in 
this matter, i.e., the remaining portions of 24111 Street. Sherman Storage did not 
receive a Gift Deed, but a Quitclaim Deed. It was the clear intent of the parties 
to transfer all of 24th Street to Sherman Storage. This just occurred in two 
different deeds. 
A bona fide purchaser is one who, at the time of the purchase, paid 
valuable consideration without actual or constructive notice of any outstanding 
adverse rights of another. Haugh v. Smelick, 126 Idaho 481, 483, 887 P.2d 26, 
28 (1993). Adams v. Anderson, 142 Idaho 208,213, 127 P.3d 111, 116 (2005). 
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One who relies for protection upon the doctrine of being a bona fide 
purchaser must show that at the time of the purchase he paid a valuable 
consideration and upon the belief and the validity of the vendor's claim of title 
without notice, actual or constructive, of any outstanding adverse rights of 
another. Imig v. McDonald, 77 Idaho 314, 318-319 (1955), Further, one who 
purchases property with sufficient knowledge to put him, or a reasonably prudent 
person, on inquiry is not a bona fide purchaser. Imig v. McDonald, 77 Idaho 314, 
318·319 (1955) citing Froman v. Madden, 13 Idaho 138 ("One who has notice or 
knowledge of a previous sale of real property, or who has notice or knowledge of 
such facts and circumstances as would lead a reasonably prudent man to 
discover that a previous sale had been made, is not a purchaser in good faith"), 
As a final measure, Sherman Storage received the Warranty Deed for the 
easterly one-half of 24th Street from The Wallace Family Trust in June 201 O. 
2. Sherman Storage has proven possession of vacated 24th Street by the 
Defendants, and the Defendant's have refused to surrender possession of 
Sherman Storage's property. 
The Defendant, in its defense to Sherman Storage's Motion for Summary 
Judgment, could not provide one document that shows that it is entitled to 
possess any part of "abandoned 24th Street", This Court's Decision pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 56(d) has established the encroachment. Decision, pp. 22-23. 
Additionally, the Defendant has not made a claim that the Agreement between 
the parties gives any interest in 24th Street. In effect, the Defendant concedes 
that their cell tower is an encroachment, yet have failed to surrender the property. 
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B. Sherman Storage is Entitled to Compensation for the Time the 
Defendant has been Encroaching. 
The term, 'mesne profits' means 'intermediate profits; i.e., is, profits which 
have been accruing between two given periods.' Blacks Law Dictionary, Rev. 6th 
ed, 1 1990. Mesne profits is most often defined as the value of the use or 
occupation of the land during the time it was held by one in wrongful possession 
and is commonly measured in terms of rents and profits. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
Idaho 61, 62 (1977). 
The Court has made its decision that the encroachment was not 
contemplated by the PCS Site Agreement. 
The Defendant pays rent only for the leasehold right to occupy Lot 4, 
Block 22. Sherman Storage is entitled to compensation for the time in which the 
Defendant's encroachment occupied Sherman Storage's property. 
~ Defendant is in Breach of the Agreement. 
The PCS Site Agreement did not permit the location of Defendant's 
facilities outside of Lot 4. The Court has concluded the Defendant is in fact 
encroaching in a manner not contemplated by the Agreement. That 
encroachment is a breach of the Agreement. Despite knowledge of the breach, 
the Defendant has not removed the encroachment or cured the breach. 
Therefore, Sherman Storage is entitled to terminate the Agreement as well as 
pursue its other remedies at law. Upon termination, the Agreement demands 
that the Defendant indemnify Sherman Storage from any and all costs including 
reasonable attorney fees and enforcement costs. 
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CONCLUSION 
Judgment should be entered in favor of Sherman Storage, establishing the 
Breach of the PCS Site Agreement by the Defendant, terminating the Agreement, 
and entering an Order to remove its personal property. 
DATED this 2..2, day of January, 2012. 
it3~. 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ? '3 day of January, 2012, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
K,faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
12 liability company, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 



















GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST; Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITION'S PROPOSED 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
ORI GINA 
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This matter came on for trial on January 30, 2012 through February 1, 2012, on the 



























1. Whether Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's ("Global") cell tower 
site is encroaching on property not contemplated under the PCS Site Agreement; 
2. Whether Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC ("Sherman") may eject Defendant 
Global-fr0m the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way; 
3. Whether Defendant Global is in breach of the PCS Site Agreement, and if so, 
whether Plaintiff Sherman may terminate the Agreement; 
4. Whether Plaintiff Sherman is entitled to Mesne Profits, and if so, how much; 
5. Whether Plaintiff Sherman is entitled to an Order quieting title to Lot 3, Block 




Whether Plaintiff/Counter Defendant Sherman breached the covenant of quiet 
Whether Plaintiff Sherman's claims are barred by Defendant's Global's 
affirmative defenses of boundary by agreement or boundary by acquiescence, failure to 
mitigate damages, statute of limitations, unclean hands, laches, estoppel by laches, estoppel, 
quasi-estoppel, actual and constructive notice, that Sherman is not a bona fide purchaser, and/or 
mutual mistake. 
This Court hereby enters its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law as follows: 
I. FINDINGS OF FACTS 
1. On April 10, 1987, Gary A. Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace established the 
Wallace Family Trust. (Decision on Motion for Relief from Judgment and Decision on 
Summary Judgment, p. 2) (hereinafter "Decision"). 
2. On February 19, 1988 the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the 
Wallace Family Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. (Defendant's Exh. C-3). 
3. On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated the 24th Street right-of-
way where it abuts Lots 3 and 4 in Block 22, and Lots 1 and 12 in Block 21, Glenmore 
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Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Decision, p. 3). 
4. At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's October 17, 1989 vacation of the 24th 
Street right-of-way, the adjacent property owner to the west of 24th Street (Lots 1 and 12, Block 
21, Glenmore Addition) was Mary Jo Wallace, individually. 
5. At the time of the City of Coeur d'Alene's October 17, 1989 vacation of the 24th 
Street right-of-way, the adjacent property owner to the east of 24th Street (Lots 3 and 4, Block 
22, Glenmore Addition) was the Wallace Family Trust. 
6. As a result of the City of Coeur d'Alene's October 17, 1989 vacation, and by 
operation of law, the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way attached to Lots 3 and 4, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition. (Decision, p. 3). 
7. As a result of the City of Coeur d'Alene's October 17, 1989 vacation, and by 
operation of law, the West half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way attached to Lots 1 and 
12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition. (Decision, p. 3). 
8. On June 14, 1996, Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of the Wallace 
Family Trust, entered into a PCS Site Agreement with Global's predecessor in interest, Sprint 
Spectrum. (Decision, p. 3). 
9. The PCS Site Agreement provides for a 2,500 square foot ground lease of Lot 4, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way, together with an easement for ingress and egress. (Decision, p. 3; and Defendant's 
Exh. A-1). 
10. The location of the lease area provided for in the PCS Site Agreement is 
described and depicted in the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement. (Defendant's Exh. A-1). 
11. The lease site as depicted in Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement depicts a 50' x 
50' x 35' x 53' trapezoidal site located 17 feet east of the center line of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way, and 6 feet west of the East boundary of Lot 4. (Defendant's Exh. A-1). 
12. The Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement legally 
describes the lease area as being situated on Lot 4, Block 22, which legal description is entitled 
to the Carney v. Heinson presumption that Lot 4 includes that portion of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way that had attached thereto by operation of law. See, Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 
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13. The Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement depicts 
the lease area as being situated on Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-1). 
14.. On July 9, 1996, a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement in the form attached as 
Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement was recorded in the Records of Kootenai County for the 
-
sole purpose of "evidenc[ing] that a lease was made." (Defendant's Exh., C-5) 
15. Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement does not alter or modify the lease area 
described and depicted in the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement. 
16. The description of the lease area contained in Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement is not consistent with the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-1 ). 
17. The description of the lease area contained in Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement is internally inconsistent with the site description attached as Exhibit A to Exhibit 
B, the Exhibit A Memorandum of Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., C-5). 
18. The cell tower as contemplated and configured in the PCS Site Agreement could 
not fit entirely on Lot 4 as described in Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's 
Exh., I-1, p. 69). 
19. The description of the lease area contained in Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement does not reflect the intent of the parties to the PCS Site Agreement. 
20. The description of the lease area contained in Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement is the product of a mutual mistake. 
21. Because of the conflict between the lease area description contained in the Site 
Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, and the description contained in 
Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, and the resulting uncertainty respecting the location of 
the lease area, the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum agreed to fix the location of the 
lease area on Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
22. Douglas Black, PLS, performed a survey of the subject property to prepare a 
legal description for the lease site on August 13, 1996. (Defendant's Exhibit D to Exhibit I-1). 
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24. On January 22, 1997, Douglas Black prepared and recorded a Record of Survey 
for the purpose of monumenting the lease area described in the Site Description attached as 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement. (Decision, p. 4; Defendant's Exh. C-6; and I.1, p. 57). 
25. In the summer of 1996 Sprint Spectrum built the cell tower site as depicted in 
the Record of Survey, and the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement, which accurately depicts the location of the lease area as being on Lot 4, Block 22, 
and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., C-6). 
26. As part of the PCS Site Agreement, in 1996 Sprint Spectrum paid the Wallace 
Family Trust's past and then current tax assessments on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 
24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-1, and H-3). 
27. Global and its predecessor Sprint Spectrum continuously paid rent for the lease 
area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, to the Wallace 
Family Trust, from June of 1996 through July of 2010. (Defendant's Exh., G-1 and G-2). 
28. The Wallace Family Trust continuously accepted Global's and its predecessor 
Sprint Spectrum's payment of rent on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
way, from June of 1996 through July of 2010. 
29. Global and its predecessor Sprint Spectrum have continuously, since 1996, 
accessed, used, and improved the lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 
24th Street right-of-way. 
30. 
31. 
The Wallace Family Trust never disputed the location of the lease area. 
The Wallace Family Trust has never disputed Global and its predecessor Sprint 






32. The agreement of the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum to fix the 
location of the lease area on Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-
of-way is evidenced by the more than 14 year acquiescence of the Wallace Family Trust to 
Sprint Spectrum and its successor's access to, and use and improvement of said lease area. 
3 3. Sherman had actual and constructive notice of the agreement of the Wallace 
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Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum fixing the location of the lease area. 
34. The agreement of the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum fixing the 
location of the lease area as being on Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way is binding on Sherman. 
35. On April 23, 2001, both Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of the 
Wallace Family Trust, executed an Amendment to PCS Site Agreement, wherein the Wallace 
Family Trust agreed to the co-location of Ubiquitel and Verizon Wireless on the subject lease 
area in exchange for the receipt of additional monthly rent of $300.00. (Defendant's Exh., A-2). 
36. On September 19, 2001, both Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of 
the Wallace Family Trust, executed another Amendment to PCS Site Agreement, wherein the 
Wallace Family Trust agreed to the co-location of Cricket on the subject lease area in exchange 
for the receipt of additional monthly rent of $350.00. (Defendant's Exh., A-3). 
37. On January 25, 2002, the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum entered 
into a Memorandum of Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-4). 
38. The January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement provides at paragraph 5 that 
"The Parcel which is the subject of the Agreement is described in Exhibit A annexed hereto. 
The portion of the parcel which is effected by the Agreement, as modified, (the "Site") is 
described or depicted in Exhibit B annexed hereto and may include certain additional 
easements, rights and appurtenances." (Defendant's Exh., A-4). 
39. Exhibit A annexed to the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement 
describes Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, which legal description is 
entitled to the Carney v. Heinson presumption that Lot 4 includes that portion of the vacated 
24th Street right-of-way that had attached thereto by operation of law. See, Carney v. Heinson, 
133 Idaho 275 (1999). (Defendant's Exh., A-4). 
40. Exhibit B annexed to the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement depicts 
the lease area as being located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right of way, 
and changes the access easement. (Defendant's Exh., A-4). 
41. On September 19, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, an individual, transferred to Sherman 
Self Storage, Inc., by Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. (Decision, p. 4; and Defendant's Exh. C-7). 
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42. The Warranty Deed by and between Mary Jo Wallace, an individual, and 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc., did not include the East half of vacated 24th Street. (Decision, p. 4). 
43. On October 24, 2003, Sherman Self Storage, Inc. filed a quiet title action against 
Mary Jo Wallace, individually, respecting the East half of vacated 24th Street not included in 
the September 19, 2002 Warranty Deed. (Decision, p. 4). 
44. In the quiet title action by Sherman Self Storage, Inc., against Mary Jo Wallace, 
individually, Mary Jo Wallace appeared prose. (Decision, p. 16). 
45. In the quiet title action by Sherman Self Storage, Inc., against Mary Jo Wallace, 
individually, neither the Wallace Family Trust, nor Sprint Spectrum nor its successors were 
given notice of, served, or made a party to said action. (Decision, p. 14-17). 
46. On May 10, 2005, the Wallace Family Trust entered into an Agreement 
Regarding Ground Lease with Sprint Spectrum, therein reaffirming by Estoppel Certificate that 
no breach or default existed under the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-5, ,r 2). 
47. On December 23, 2005, Kirk Evans on behalf of Sherman, entered into a 
Purchase and Sale Agreement with Sherman Self Storage, Inc., for the purchase of Lots 1-12, 
Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene (Defendant's Exh., J-4). 
48. The December 23, 2005 Purchase and Sale Agreement did not include the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., J-4). 
49. On April 7, 2006, Sherman Self Storage, Inc. transferred to Sherman, by 
Corporate Warranty Deed, Lots 1-12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
(Defendant's Exh. C-12). 
50. The April 7, 2006 Corporate Warranty Deed did not include the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. C-12). 
51. On May 1, 2006, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
entered into a Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement respecting the East half of vacated 
24th Street. (Decision, p. 4 and 5; Plaintiffs Exh., 25). 
52. The May 1, 2006 Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement specifically 
provides that "Wallace shall have an easement to access the existing cell tower on her 
remaining property consistent with the existence of the present easement for that purpose, as set 
forth on attached Exhibit A." (Plaintiffs Exh., 25). 
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53. Exhibit A to the May 1, 2006 Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement 
provides for "[a] legal description for ingress - egress easement located on 24th Street along 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition, Kootenai County, Idaho, described as follows: The East half of 
the vacated 24th Street along the West boundary of the remainder of Lots 3 and 4, Block 22 ... 
excluding that portion of land described in a Record of Survey, Book 18, Page 404, Records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. (Plaintiffs Exh., 25). 
-- --- -- -- ----------~------+---
54. The May 1, 2006 Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement referenced and 
acknowledged the Record of Survey that establishes Global's existing cell tower lease area 
located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., 
C-6). 
55. On May 4, 2006, the District Court for the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, County of Kootenai entered a Final Order in Case No. CR-03-7690, quieting title to the 
East half of vacated 24th Street, in Sherman Self Storage, Inc., as against Mary Jo Wallace 
individually. (Decision, p. 5; Defendant's Exh. B-30). 
56. At the time Mary Jo Wallace individually transferred Lots 1-12, Block 21, to 
Sherman Self Storage, Inc., and Sherman Self Storage, Inc. instituted the quiet title action 
against Mary Jo Wallace, and at the time of the District Court's Order, title to the East half of 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way was vested in the Wallace Family Trust, not Mary Jo 
Wallace, individually. (Decision, p. 9). 
57. Because title to the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way was vested 
in the Wallace Family Trust, and because the Wallace Family Trust was not named as a 
defendant in the action subject to the Court's May 4, 2006 judgment, said judgment "has 
questionable value" and thus title to the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way 
remained vested in the Wallace Family Trust. (Decision, p. 8 and 9). 
58. On June 7, 2006, Sherman Self Storage, Inc., without consideration, transferred 
to Sherman, by Quitclaim Deed, the East half of vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Exh. C-14). 
59. Because Sherman Self Storage, Inc. did not have valid title to the East half of 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, the June 7, 2006 Quitclaim Deed to Sherman did not 
transfer valid title to the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Decision, p. 9; 
Defendant's Exh. C-14). 
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60. On May 19, 2009, Sherman filed its Complaint for ejection, against Global, as to 
the East half of vacated 24th Street. (Decision, p. 5). 
61. Global filed an answer with various affirmative defenses and counter-claims, 
and a third party complaint against The Wallace Family Trust. 
62. Global filed its original motion for summary judgment on January 4, 2010 

























63. While Global's motion for summary judgment was pending, on April 16, 2010, 
the Wallace Family Trust executed and delivered to Sherman a Warra.r1ty Deed respecting the 
East half of vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Exh., C-16). 
64. The Wallace Family Trust's April 16, 2010 Warranty Deed respecting the East 
half of vacated 24th Street was provided without consideration. (Defendant's Exh., C-16 and H-
26). 
65. On May 11, 2010, Sherman entered into a Purchase and Sale Agreement with 
the Wallace Family Trust for the purchase of Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene for $300,000.00 while Global's Motion for Summary Judgment was pending. 
(Decision, p. 6; and Defendant's Exh., H-26). 
66. On May 25, 2010, The Wallace Family Trust executed and delivered to Sherman 
Storage, LLC a warranty deed respecting Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. (Decision, p. 6; and Defendant's Exh., C-17). 
67. On June 9, 2010, the Warranty Deed respecting Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, 
Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and the Warranty Deed respecting the East half of 
vacated 24th Street were recorded in the records of Kootenai County. (Decision, p. 6 and 7). 
68. Sherman had actual knowledge of the lease area located on Lot 4, Block 22, and 
the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way when it acquired Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, 
and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way in June of 2010. 
69. Sherman had actual knowledge of the terms of the 1996 PCS Site Agreement, 
1997 Record of Survey, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement, and 2005 Agreement Regarding 
Ground Lease when it acquired Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way in June of 2010. 
70. Sherman was not a bona fide purchaser of Lot 4, Block 22 or of the East half of 
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vacated 24th Street. 
71. Global and Sherman argued their respective motions for summary judgment on 
August 11, 2010. 
72. On October 4, 2010, the Court entered its Decision on Summary Judgment 
respecting Global and Sherman's respective motions for summary judgment. 
73. The Court's October 4, 2010 Decision was made without the benefit of certain 
---------
evidence and testimony offered at the trial on this matter. 
74. In March of 2011 the Wallace Family Trust allegedly assigned to Sherman its 
right to bring various causes of action against Global. (Plaintiffs Exh., 46 and 47). 
75. The claims purportedly assigned by the Wallace Family Trust, to Sherman, have 
never been plead or raised by the Wallace Family Trust while it was a party to this action. 
76. On June 21, 2011 Default Judgment was entered against the Wallace Family 
Trust for Global's indemnification cause of action. 
77. Global has continuously paid rent on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way, to Sherman, from and after June of 2010. (Defendant's Exh., G-1 and G-2). 
78. Sherman has continuously accepted Global's payment of rent on Lot 4 and the 
East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, from and after June of 2010. 
A. 
II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
SHERMAN IS NOT ENTITLED TO EJECT GLOBAL BECAUSE EXHIBIT "A" 
TO THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT DESCRIBES THE LEASE AREA AS 
INCLUDING THE EAST HALF OF THE VACATED 24TH STREET RIGHT-OF-
WAY. 
1. An action for ejectment requires a showing by plaintiff that (1) plaintiff is vested 
with ownership of the subject property, (2) defendant is in wrongful possession of the subject 
property, and (3) refusal of defendant to surrender possession. See, Pro Indiviso, Inc. v. Mid-
Mile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 741, 745 (Idaho 1998). 
2. The PCS Site Agreement and all amendments thereto constitute the lease 
respecting the subject property. (Defendant's Exh., A-1). 
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3. Paragraph 1 of the PCS Site Agreement provides that "Owner leases to Sprint 
Spectrum ... the site described below ... consisting of approximately 2500 square feet of land." 
(Defendant's Exh., A-1 ). 
4. The "site described below" are "the location(s) ("Site") shown on Exhibit A." 
5 (Defendant's Exh., A-1). 
5. Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is the "Site Description" to the PCS Site 























Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-1 ). 
6. The property described and depicted in Exhibit A to t.he PCS Site Agreement 
includes Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's 
Exh., A-1). 
7. The Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement does not define the lease area, but merely "evidences that a lease was made." 
(Defendant's Exh., A-1 and C-5). 
8. It is "the settled law of this state that a lease of real property is a conveyance or 
encumbrance of real estate." Intermountain Realty Co. v. Allen et ux., 60 Idaho 228, 232 
(1939)). 
9. The PCS Site Agreement is a granting instrument that coveys the property 
described in the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement. 
10. There is a common law presumption that a conveyance of land abutting a 
vacated area conveys title to the center of the area. Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275, 278 
(1999). 
11. In light of the Carney v. Heinson presumption, the PCS Site Agreement conveys 
a leasehold interest in Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
12. Under the Carney v. Heinson presumption, the Memorandum of Agreement 
dated January 25, 2002, which described Lot 4, changed the access easement, and depicted the 
current location of the lease area, conveys an interest in Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way (Defendant's Exh., A-4). 
13. Because the PCS Site Agreement conveys an interest in the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Global is not in wrongful possession of said right-of-way and 
may not be ejected therefrom. 
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1 B. SHERMAN MAY NOT EJECT GLOBAL FROM THE EAST HALF OF THE 
VACATED 24TH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY BECAUSE THE LEASE AREA 




1. An action for ejectment requires a showing by plaintiff that (1) plaintiff is vested 
with ownership of the subject property, (2) defendant is in wrongful possession of the subject 
5 
property, and (3) refusal of defendant to surrender possession. See, Pro Indiviso, Inc. v. Mid-
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there must be an uncertain or disputed boundary, and (2) a subsequent agreement fixing the 
boundary. Flying Elk Investment, LLC v. Cornwall, 149 Idaho 9, 232 P.3d 330, 334 (Idaho 
2010) (citing, Luce v. Marble, 142 Idaho 264,271, 127 P.3d 167, 174 (2005). 
3. The doctrine rests upon uncertainty concerning the location of the true 
boundary. Gameson v. Remer, 96 Idaho 789 (1975). 
4. Where the location of the true boundary line is unknown to either of the parties, 
and is uI1certain or in dispute, such conterminous owners may fix.the boundary by agreement. 
Hyde v. Lawson, 94 Idaho 886,889 (Idaho 1972). 
5. Where uncertainty exists, agreement binds the consenting parties. Gameson v. 
Remer, 96 Idaho at 791. 
6. The agreement may be either express or implied by the landowners' conduct. 
Flying Elk Investment, LLC v. Cornwall, 149 Idaho 9 (2010). 
7. Acquiescence is regarded as competent evidence of the agreement. Id. 
8. An agreement will be presumed to arise between neighbors where "such a right 
has been definitely defined by erection of a fence ... followed by such adjoining landowners 
treating [ the fence] as fixing the boundary for such length of time that neither ought to be 
allowed to deny the correctness of its location" Drether v. Powell, 120 Idaho 715, 718 (1991). 
9. Allowing an adjoining landowner to improve the disputed land is evidence of an 
agreement. Staffordv. Weaver, 136 Idaho 223,225 (2001). 
10. "A long period of acquiescence by one party to another party's use of the 
disputed property provides a factual basis from which an agreement can be inferred." Downey 
v. Vavold, 144 Idaho 592, 595 (2007). 
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11. There was uncertainty among the parties to the PCS Site Agreement in 1996 
regarding the location of the lease area due to the conflict in the lease area description and 
depiction contained in the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, 
and the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-1, C-5, and C-6). 
12. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum fixed the boundary of the lease 























area by subsequent agreement at its original and present location. 
13. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by 
Sprint Spectrum and its successor's continuous uninterrupted access to, and use and 
improvement of the lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way, since 1996. 
14. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced the use 
and improvement of the lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way, which includes a six foot chain link fence topped with barbed wire, which 
encloses a number of structures and a cell phone tower monopole of more than one hundred 
feet in height. (Defendant's Exh., D-10-D-28, and F-2-F-4). 
15. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by 
Sprint Spectrum's payment in 1996 of past and then current tax assessments on Lot 4 and the 
East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-1, and H-3). 
16. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by the 
Record of Survey dated January 22, 1997, recorded on January 31, 1997, depicting the lease 
area as including Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's 
Exh., C-6). 
17. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by the 
Memorandum of Agreement dated January 25, 2002 depicting the lease area as including Lot 4 
and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-4). 
18. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by a 
May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease wherein the Wallace Family Trust 
reaffirmed by Estoppel Certificate that no breach or default existed under the PCS Site 
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Agreement respecting the lease site located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-5). 
19. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by The 
Wallace Family Trust's continuous acceptance of rent, without dispute, from Sprint Spectrum 
and its successor since 1996 in the total amount of $172,786.40 (Defendant's Exh., G-1 and G-
2). 
20. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by the 
Wallace Family Trust's fourteen year acquiescence to these aforementioned acts. 
21. Once a boundary line is established by agreement or acquiescence it is binding 
upon successors in interest who purchase with notice of the agreement. Herrmann v. Woodell, 
107 Idaho 916, 921 (1985) (citing, Paurley v. Harris, 75 Idaho 112 (1954)); see also Anderson 
v. Rex Hayes Family Trust, 145 Idaho 741 (2008). 
22. One purchasing property is put on notice as to any claim of title or right of 
possession which a reasonable investigation would reveal." Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851 
(2010). 
23. A party has notice of the agreement if there is a fence marking the agreed upon 
boundary line and the property owners are using and cultivating the property up to said fence. 
Herrmann v. Woodell, 107 Idaho 916, 921 (1985). 
24. Sherman had notice of the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's 





Sherman 1s bound by the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's 
Global Signal is not in wrongful possession of the East half of the vacated 24th 
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C. GLOBAL SIGNAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE EAST 
HALF OF THE VACATED 24™ STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY BECAUSE THE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CELL TOWER SITE CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT B TO 
THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT WAS THE PRODUCT OF A MUTUAL 
MISTAKE. 
1. A court can reform an instrument when the evidence shows that "the instrument 
does not reflect the intentions of the parties and that such failure is the product of a mutual 
-- - --- -- - --- -- -- --- -- - --- -- -- -
mistake." Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho 985, 987 (Ct. App. 1993). - --------
2. A mutual mistake occurs when (1) both parties, (2) at the time of contracting, (3) 
have a misconception about a basic assumption or vital fact. Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho at 
988. 
3. The parties to the PCS Site Agreement at the time of execution were Sprint 


















4. At the time of contracting, there was a misconception about whether the cell 
tower site would be located solely on Lot 4, or on Lot 4 and a portion of the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached to Lot 4 by operation of iaw. (Defendant's 
Exh., A-1, C-5, and C-6). 
5. There is a common misconception among lay persons regarding the difference 
in the width of a street and the width of a street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., I-1, p. 45). 
6. Platted rights of way in relevant parts of Coeur d'Alene are 60 feet wide while 
the paved streets are 34 feet curb to curb, 17 feet on either side of the center line. (Defendant's 
Exh., I-1, p. 46 and 47). 
7. The cell tower site, as depicted in the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to 
the PCS Site Agreement, is 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the 
vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-1 ). 
8. The cell tower site as constructed is located 1 7 feet east of the centerline of 
vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and 
partly on the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., C-6). 
9. The cell tower site was not constructed on any portion of previously paved 24th 
Street. (Defendant's Exh., I-1, p. 55). 
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10. The cell tower site as monumented by surveyor Douglas Black and described in 
his Record of Survey is located 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to 
the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Defendant1s Exh., C-6, and I-1, p. 57 - 60). 
11. The Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, the 
Record of Survey, and the actual location of the cell tower site are in conflict with the 
· ~aesciipfion of tlie cell tower site contamed m tlie~Memorandum orPCS S1teAgreemenc ·· 
attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-1, C-5, C-6, and I.1, p. 
54-55). 
12. Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement describes the cell tower site as being 
located adjacent to and outside of the 24th Street right-of-way, not adjacent to the paved portion 
of 24th Street and within the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., C-5). 
13. Exhibit B's own attached exhibit A (Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site 
Agreement) internally contradicts Exhibit B in depicting the cell tower site as being located 17 
feet east of the centeriine of vacated 24t'1 Street, just like the Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement, and the Record of Survey. (Defendant's Exh., A-1, C-5, and C-6). 
14. Global's cell tower site, as configured, could not fit entirely on Lot 4 as 
described in Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement without utilizing a portion of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., I-1, p. 69). 
15. It is a basic assumption and vital fact of the PCS Site Agreement that the lease 
area includes Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
16. The lease area description contained in Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement 
was the product of a mutual mistake. (Defendant's Exh., I.1, p. 67 - 68). 
17. Because Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement does not reflect the intentions of 
the parties to the PCS Site Agreement, Global Signal is not in wrongful possession of the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman may not ejected Global from said right-of-
way, and the Court will reform the legal description in the PCS Site Agreement to include the 
East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
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1 D. PLAINTIFF IS NOT A BONA FIDE PURCHASER OF LOT 4 AND THE EAST 
HALF OF VACATED 24TH STREET AND THUS TOOK SAID PROPERTY 








1. A party acquiring property without exchanging valuable considerations, or 
acquiring property with actual or constructive notice of any outstanding adverse right of 
another, is not a bona fide purchase, and talces said property subject to all outstanding adverse 
rights. See, Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc., v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866 (Idaho App. 
1993). 
2. Where no consideration is exchanged, the acquiring party talces the property 
9 subject to all adverse interests whether recorded or secret. See, Boller v. Sun Valley Shamrock 
10 Resources, Inc., 119 Idaho 1060, 1063 (Idaho App. 1990); Haugh v. Smelick, 126 Idaho 481, 









3. Sherman acquired the East half of vacated 24th Street in June of 2010 by 
warranty deed from the Wallace Family Trust. (Decision, p. 9, 23; and Defendant's Exh., C-16). 
4. Sherman paid no consideration for the East half of vacated 24th Street. 
(Defendant's Exh., H-26). 
5. Sherman acquired the East half of vacated 24th Street with actual knowledge of 
Global's interest in the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
6. Sherman acquired Lot 4, Block 22 in June of 2010 by warranty deed from the 
Wallace Family Trust. (Defendant's Exh., C-17). 
7. Sherman acquired Lot 4, Block 22 with actual knowledge of Global's interest in 









8. Sherman is not a bona fide purchaser of Lot 4 and of the East half of vacated 
24th Street. 
9. Sherman took Lot 4 and the East half of vacated 24th Street subject to Global's 
right to access, use, and improve the lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 
24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., H-26, p. 2). 
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1 E. QUASI-ESTOPPEL PRECLUDES SHERMAN FROM EJECTING GLOBAL 













1. "Quasi-estoppel prevents a party from asserting to another party's disadvantage a 
right that is inconsistent with a previous position." Grover v. Wadsworth, 147 Idaho 60, 205 
P .3d 1196, 1200 (2009). 
2. "The doctrine applies where it would be unconscionable to allow a person to 
maintain a positiori inconsistent with one in which he acquiesced or of which he accepted a 
benefit." Garner v. Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430,427, 80 P.3d 1031 (Idaho 2003) (citing, Eastern 
Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402,410, 987 P.2d 314,322 (1999)). 
3. Quasi-estoppel does not require proof of concealment or misrepresentation of 
existing facts on the one side, nor ignorance or reliance on the other. Schiewe v. Farwell, 125 
Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 (1995); Keesee v. Fetzek, 111 Idaho 360, 362, 723 P.2d 904, 
906 (Ct.App.1986). 
4. Quasi-estoppel if applicable to the Wallace Family Trust also binds is successor 
14 to the subject property and the PCS Site Agreement. See, Birdwood Subdivision Homeowners' 














estoppel if applicable to predecessor, binds successor). 
5. Sherman is the Wallace Family Trust's successor and assignee respecting the 
PCS Site Agreement, Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
(Defendant's Exh., C-16, C-17, and H-26, p. 2). 
6. The Wallace Family Trust, for more than fourteen years, accepted the benefit of 
Global and its predecessor's continuous payment of rent respecting Lot 4 and the East half of 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., G-1 and G-2). 
7. The Wallace Family Trust, for more than fourteen years, acquiesced to Global 
and its predecessor's continuous access to, and use and improvement of the lease area located 
on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
8. Sherman's action to eject Global from the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way is inconsistent with the fourteen year position of its predecessor, the Wallace 
Family Trust, which inconsistent position has produced a disadvantage to Global. 
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9. It would be unconscionable to allow Sherman to maintain such an inconsistent 
2 position from the one under which it and its predecessor the Wallace Family Trust accepted a 


























10. Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way for the duration of the original PCS Site Agreement and its extensions. 
F.- SHERMAN IS ESTOPPED BY LACHES FROM EJECTING GLOBAL SIGNAL 
FROM THE EAST HALF OF THE VACATED 24™ STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY. 
1. The elements required to maintain a defense of !aches are: (1) defendant's 
invasion of plaintiff's rights; (2) delay in asserting plaintiff's rights, the plaintiff having had 
notice and an opportunity to institute a suit; (3) lack of knowledge by the defendant that 
plaintiff would assert his rights; and ( 4) injury or prejudice to the defendant in the event relief 
is accorded to plaintiff or the suit is not held to be barred. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 
137 Idaho 352, 48 P.3d 1241, 1248 (Idaho 2002). 
2. The doctrine of !aches may be applied equally against a principal or its 
successor. See, Wertheimer v. Cirker's Hayes Storage Warehouse, Inc., 300 A.S.2d 117 
(N.Y.Sup.Ct. 1 Dept. 2002) (!aches barred recovery of personal property by successor, where 
prior owner failed to exercise due diligence in seeking recovery); Sanchez v. Trustees of the 
University of Pennsylvania, 2005 WL 94847 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (!aches successfully applied by 
museum against plaintiff, whose predecessor failed to exercise diligence in recovering stolen 
property). 
3. Sherman is the Wallace Family Trust's successor and assignee respecting the 
PCS Site Agreement, Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
(Defendant's Exh., C-16, C-17, and H-26, p. 2). 
4. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, had actual knowledge since 
1996 that Global's cell tower site was located in its current cemented and fenced location, 
partially on the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
5. In 1996, as part of the PCS Site Agreement Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace 
Family Trust, permitted Sprint Spectrum to pay past and then current tax assessments on both 
Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Exh., A-1 and H-3). 
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6. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, entered into four amendments 
2 to the PCS Site Agreement respecting the cell tower site as currently location on Lot 4 and on 





7. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, executed an Agreement 
Regarding Ground Lease on May 10, 2005 wherein the Wallace Family Trust reaffirmed by 
· Estoppel Certificate that no breach or default existed under the PCS Site Agreement respecting 
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(Defendant's Exh., A-5). 
8. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, accepted $172,786.40 in rent 
since 1996 from Sprint Spectrum and its successor Global, for the use of Lot 4 and the East half 
of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., G-1 and G-2). 
9. Not until after the Wallace Family Trust transferred the East half of vacated 24th 
Street in April of 2010, and sold Lot 4 in May of 2010, all recorded in June of 2010, and not 
until March of 2011 when Global received the Wallace Family Trust's Revocation of 
Assignment to Sherman, did Global receive any indication that the Wallace Family Trust would 
attempt to assert any alleged right adverse to Global's. (Plaintiffs Exh., 46 and 47). 
10. The injury or prejudice to Global if relief is accorded to Sherman would be 
substantial. 
11. Because Sherman's predecessor the Wallace Family Trust failed to bring a claim 
for Mesne Profits at any time in the 14 years that the Wallace Family Trust owned the East half 
of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is estopped by laches from ejecting Global 
from the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
23 G. 
24 
GLOBAL SIGNAL IS NOT LIABLE TO SHERMAN FOR MESNE PROFITS 
BECAUSE GLOBAL SIGNAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE 





1. Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and reflect the value of the use or 
occupation of land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. 
Ropp, 98 Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). 
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2. Global is in possession of Lot 4 and a portion of the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way. 
3. Global's right to access, use and improve Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 
24th Street right-of-way is provided under the PCS Site Agreement, was established by 
agreement or acquiescence, and/or was established by mutual mistake. (Defendant's Exh., A-1 
and A-5, p. 2). 
-- -
4. Global Signal is not is wrongful possession of Lot 4 or the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
5. Because Global is not is wrongful possession of Lot 4 or the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is not entitled to Mesne Profits. 



















1. Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation 
of land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). 
2. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on an alleged trespass or breach of 
the PCS Site Agreement by Global and its predecessor Sprint Spectrum. 
3. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace 
Family Trust on June 14, 1996. (Defendant's Exh., A-1). 
4. "Quasi-estoppel prevents a party from asserting to another party's disadvantage a 
right that is inconsistent with a previous position." Grover v. Wadsworth, 147 Idaho 60, 205 
P.3d 1196, 1200 (2009). 
5. "The doctrine applies where it would be unconscionable to allow a person to 
maintain a position inconsistent with one in which he acquiesced or of which he accepted a 
benefit." Garner v. Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430,427, 80 P.3d 1031 (Idaho 2003) (citing, Eastern 
Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402,410, 987 P.2d 314,322 (1999)). 
6. The doctrine of quasi-estoppel does not reqmre concealment or 
misrepresentation of existing facts on the one side, nor ignorance or reliance on the other. 
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Schiewe v. Farwell, 125 Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 (1995); Keesee v. Fetzek, 111 Idaho 
2 360, 362, 723 P.2d 904, 906 (Ct.App.1986). 
3 7. Quasi-estoppel if applicable to the Wallace Family Trust also binds is successor 
4 to the subject property and the PCS Site Agreement. See, Birdwood Subdivision Homeowners' 


















estoppel if applicable to predecessor, binds successor). 
8. Sherman is the Wallace Family Trust's successor to the subject property and the 
PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., C-16, C-17, and H-26, p. 2). 
9. The Wallace Family Trust accepted a benefit and gained an advantage from 
Sprint Spectrum and its successor Global's payment of taxes and rent since 1996. (Defendant's 
Exh., A-1, G-1, G-2, and H-3). 
10. The Wallace Family Trust has, for more than fourteen years, acquiesced to 
Global and its predecessor's continuous access to, and use and improvement of the lease area 
located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
11. Sherman's action to eject Global from the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way is inconsistent with the fourteen year position of its predecessor to the subject 
property and the PCS Site Agreement, the Wallace Family Trust, which inconsistent position 
has produces a disadvantage to Global. 
12. It would be unconscionable to allow Sherman to maintain such an inconsistent 
position from one which it and its predecessor the Wallace Family Trust accepted a benefit, 
gained an advantage, and produced a disadvantage to Global. 










1. Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation 
of land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). 
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1 2. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on an alleged trespass or breach of 



























3. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace 
Family Trust on June 14, 1996. (Defendant's Exh., A-1). 
4. Laches by Estoppel applies where (1) a plaintiff shows that the defendant is 
invading plaintiffs rights, (2) the defendant shows a delay by plaintiff in asserting its rights, 
having had notice and opportunity -to institute a suit, (3) lack of knowledge by the defendant 
that plaintiff would assert its rights, and (4) injury or prejudice to the defendant in the event 
relief is accorded to plaintiff. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 Idaho 352, 48 P.3d 1241, 
1248 (Idaho 2002). 
5. The doctrine of Laches may be applied equally against a principal or its 
successor. See, Wertheimer v. Cirker's Hayes Storage Warehouse, Inc., 300 A.S.2d 117 
(N.Y.Sup.Ct. 1 Dept. 2002) (laches barred recovery of personal property by successor, where 
prior owner failed to exercise due diligence in seeking recovery); Sanchez v. Trustees of the 
University of Pennsylvania, 2005 WL 94847 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (laches successfully applied by 
museum against plaintiff, whose predecessor failed to exercise diligence in recovering stolen 
property). 
6. Sherman is the Wallace Family Trust's successor and assign to the subject 
property and the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., C-16, C-17, and H-26, p. 2). 
7. The Wallace Family Trust had actual knowledge since 1996 that Global's cell 
tower site was located at its present location. (Defendant's Exh., A-1, A-4, A-5, and F-2-F-5). 
8. In 1996, Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust permitted Sprint 
Spectrum to pay past and then current tax assessments on both Lot 4 and the East half of 
vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Exh., A-1 and H-3). 
9. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, entered into four amendments 
to the PCS Site Agreement respecting the cell tower site as currently location on Lot 4 and on 
the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh, A-2 - A-5). 
10. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, executed an Estoppel 
Certificate regarding the location of Global's cell tower site. (Defendant's Exh., A-5). 
11. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, accepted substantial rent 
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since 1996, from Global and its predecessor Sprint Spectrum, for the use of Lot 4 and the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., G-1 & G-2). 
12. Not until after the Wallace Family Trust transferred the East half of vacated 24th 
Street in April of 2010, and sold Lot 4 in May of 2010, all recorded in June of 2010, and not 
until March of 2011 when Global received the Wallace Family Trust's Revocation of 









attempt to assert any claim for Mesne Profits. 
13. The injury or prejudice to Global if relief is accorded to Sherman would be 
substantial. 
14. Because Sherman's predecessor the Wallace Family Trust failed to bring a claim 
for Mesne Profits at any time in the 14 years that the Wallace Family Trust owned the East half 
of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is estopped from claiming Mesne Profits. 
13 J. 
14 
THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON AN ACTION BASED ON A WRITTEN 







1. Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation 
of land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). 
2. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on an alleged breach of the PCS Site 
Agreement by Global. 
3. The applicable statute of limitations for an "action upon any contract, obligation 
or liability founded upon an instrument in writing" is five years. I.C. § 5-216. 
21 4. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace 
22 Fa.tnily Trust on June 14, 1996. (Defendant's Exh., A-1). 
23 5. Construction of Global's cell tower on the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
24 right-of-way was completed prior to January of 1997. (Defendant's Exh., C-6). 





7. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is barred by the statute of limitations. 
K. THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON AN ACTION FOR TRESPASS 
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PREVENTS SHERMAN FROM CLAIMING MESNE PROFITS. 
1. Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation 
of land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). 
2. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on Global's alleged trespass. 
3. The applicable statute of limitations for "an action for trespass upon real 
property" is three years. LC.§ 5-218. 
4. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace 
Family Trust on June 14, 1996. (Defendant's Exh., A-1) 
5. Construction of Global's cell tower on the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way was completed prior to January of 1997. (Defendant's Exh., C-6). 
11 



















7. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is barred by the statute of limitations. 
SHERMAN CANNOT RECOVER MESNE PROFITS BECAUSE IT HAS 
MITIGATED ALL OF ITS DAMAGES. 
1. Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation 
of land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). 
2. The PCS Site Agreement entitles Global to access, use, and improve a 2,500 
square foot lease area, d~scribed in the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-1). 
3. Since 1996, Global and its predecessor have accessed, used and improved 2,124 
square feet of the 2,500 square feet permitted under the PCS Site Agreement. 
4. Since 1996, Sprint Spectrum and its successor Global have continuously paid all 
rent due under the PCS Site Agreement for their access, use, and improve of a 2,500 square feet 
lease area. (Defendant's Exh., G-1 and G-2). 
5. From June of 1996 to May of 2010, the Wallace Family Trust accepted all rent 
paid by Sprint Spectrum and Global for their access, use, and improve of a 2,500 square feet 
lease area. (Defendant's Exh., G-1 and G-2). 
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6. From June of 2010 to the present, Sherman has accepted all rent paid by Global 
for its access, use, and improve of a 2,500 square feet lease area totaling $29,502.14. 
(Defendant's Exh., G-2). 
7. Because Sherman and its predecessor the Wallace Family Trust have accepted 
all rent due under the PCS Site Agreement since 1996, they have mitigated their damages and 
are not entitled to Mense Profits. 
M. SHERMAN M__AY NOT TERMINATE THE LEASE BECAUSE THE 
LOCATION OF GLOBAL SIGNAL'S CELL TOWER DOES NOT 
CONSTITUTE A MONETARY DEFAULT UNDER THE LEASE. 
1. Under the PCS Site Agreement, only a monetary default or a default that can be 
cured within 30 days, and is not cured, enables Sherman to terminate the PCS Site Agreement. 
(Defendant's Exh., A-1 and A-5). 
2. To the extent the location of Global's cell tower constitutes a default under the 
PCS Site Agreement, it is not a monetary default. 
3. To the extent the location of Global's cell tower constitutes a default under the 
PCS Site Agreement, it is not a default that can be cured within 30 days. 
4. To the extent the location of Global's cell tower constitutes a default under the 
PCS Site Agreement, Global has proceeded with due diligence to cure any such default. 
5. To the extent the location of Global's cell tower constitutes a default under the 
PCS Site Agreement, Sherman is precluded from terminating the PCS Site Agreement by the 
terms of that certain Agreement Regarding Ground Lease dated May 10, 2005. (Defendant's 
Exh., A-5). 
6. Because the location of Global's cell tower is not a default under the PCS Site 
Agreement, Sherman cannot terminate the PCS Site Agreement. 
N. SHERMAN IS NOT ENTITLED TO AN ORDER QUIETING TITLE TO LOT 3. 
1. An action to quiet title is appropriate where another "claims an estate or interest 
in real or personal property adverse" to him claiming an interest in the same property. LC. § 6-
401. 
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2. Sherman claims an interest in Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene. (Defendant's Exh., C-17). 
3. Global does not have an adverse claim of interest in Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition to Coeur d'Alene. 
4. Global presented a quit claim deed to Sherman for Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore 
Addition, on October 19, 2010, four days after Sherman added a cause of action related to Lot 
3. (Defendant's Exh., C-20). 
5. Sherman cannot sustain a quiet title action against Global respecting Lot 3, 
Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene because that issue is moot. 
0. SHERMAN HAS BREACHED THE COVENANT OF QUIET ENJOYMENT 
WITH GLOBAL. 
1. "[T]here is an implied covenant in every lease for quiet enjoyment of the 
property." Worden v. Ordway, 105 Idaho 719, 722 (Idaho 1983) (citing, McCullough v. 
Cuthbert, 46 Idaho 294,267 P. 828 (1928)). 
2. Sherman "acquired the property subject to the lease with Global ... " (Decision on 
Summary Judgment, p. 6-7, and H-26, p. 2). 
3. Sherman is held to the covenant of quiet enjoyment implied in the PCS Site 
Agreement. 
4. PCS Site Agreement provides that Global is entitled to "quiet possession of the 
Site," which "Site" is "shown on Exhibit A" to the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-
l, 11 and 4). 
5. The "Site" described in Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement includes Lot 4, and 
the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh., A-1). 
6. Sherman pursued a cause of action for ejectment without possessing clear title to 
the subject property. (Decision, p. 9). 
7. Sherman has interfered with Global's co-location contracts. 
8. Sherman has breached Global's quiet enjoyment and possession of Lot 4, and the 
East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
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1 9. Global has been damaged in the amount of the attorney's fees and costs it has 


























DATED this ---12._ day of January, 2012. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the 2/!J day of January, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITION'S PROPOSED FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, 
by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith U.S. Mail 
6 607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
D 























D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
in/? trtJ 2 7 P' ,.._ ' "·'•'. - ,·1 3: 28 
(t/y._Rr; 01srn1crluRr ~ 
~In)~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





















THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 





) _________ ) 
.... ----
Gas 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
OBJECTION TO GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
OBJECTION TO GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISISIONS 11, LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
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COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, by 
and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby objects to the 
Defendant GLOBAL SIGNAL's Motion to Reconsider Decision on Summary 
Judgment, as follows: 
1. The Motion to Reconsider was filed approximately fourteen (14) 
months after the Court's Decision on Summary Judgment, entered 
October 4, 2010. 
2. The Motion to Reconsider was not filed twenty-one (21) days prior to 
trial in violation of the Court's Pretrial Order entered on December 8, 
2010. 
3. The Notice of Hearing for Motion to Reconsider attempts to schedule 
the Motion at the conclusion of the trial, which violates I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3), 
and is unfair surprise. The Plaintiff is unable to prepare for the Motion 
because it is preparing for trial on this matter. Therefore, the Motion 
should be noted 14 days after an appropriate Notice is filed pursuant to 
the I.R.C.P. and in fairness to Plaintiff. 
4. Most disturbing, in the body of the Motion, it attempts to rely upon 
"evidence to be presented and testimony solicited at the trial in this 
matter". The Defendant is requesting 3-days worth of evidence in 
support of its Motion. 
5. In effect, the Defendant is ignoring Judge Luster's Decision in October 
2010, and asking the Trial Court to re-litigate, over the course of the 
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entire trial, the very ruling made in October 2010, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
56(d). 
6. It is conceded that while the Defendant may file a Motion to 
Reconsider, it may not use the trial to support its Motion, and must 
note the Motion pursuant to the rules. 
The Plaintiff requests the right to present oral argument, testimony and 
evidence and to cross-examine the other party, their witnesses and affiants at 
any hearing hereon. 
DATED this L];fay of January, 2012. 
[~ 
ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney for Plaintiff 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ";;} 7 day of January, 2012, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[ ] inter-office: 
faxed to: 
Joel P. Haze! 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
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LIST OF EXHIBITS 
CASE NO. CV-03-7690 (Consolidated with CV09-3915) 
TRIAL DATE: January 30, 2012. 
STATE OF IDAHO 1-ss 
~~tro~F KOr.:i'-, -- / d-:t 
AT~:=.,.,-=O'CLOCK-M 
CLERK, DISTRIC OURT 
TITLE OF CASE:SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC vs. GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 11 
X Plaintiff's Exhibits (List Numerically) 
___ Defendant's Exhibits (List Alphabetically) 
___ Third Party Exhibits (State Party) 
___ Additional Defendants (Contact Judge's Clerk for Directions) 
No. Description Admitted By Offered Admitted Refused 
Stipulation 
1 Site Survey 
Date:1996 --./ 
GSA: 004 
2 Pioneer Title Company 
Commitment --./ 
Date: May 31, 1996 
GSA: 747, 754-760 
3 PCS Installation 




4 PCS Site Agreement 
Dates: June 14, 1996 --./ 
GSA: 173-185 
5 Record of Survey 
Date: January 22, 1997 --./ 
GSA: 001 
6 FATCO Commitment of 
Title Insurance --./ 
Date: Feb.26, 1998 
GSA: 85-94 
7 Master Collocation 
Sublease Agreement --./ 
Date: Sept. 30, 1999 
GSA: 1050-1093 
8 Master Sublease --.J 
Agreement (SLA) 
PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF EXHIBITS - 1 
Reserve 
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Date: April 14, 2000 
GSA: 1094-1125 
9 Exhibit "A" to Master 
Collocation Sublease -.J 
Agreement 





- --·-,.J -----·- -andAmendments- --- ---·· -- -- - -- ----- -- - - - . - -
Date: April 20, 2001 -
July 1, 2009 
GSA: 1126-1171 
11 Environmental Site 
Assessment -.J 
Date: December, 2000 
12 Amendment to PCS 
Site Agreement -.J 
Date: April 23, 2001 
GSA: 210-211 
13 FATCO Commitment 
for Title insurance -.J 
Dated: June 20, 2001 
GSA: 647-655 
14 FATCO Commitment 
for Title Insurance ~ 
Issued to Cricket 
Date: AUQUSt 6, 2001 
15 Site Lease 
Acknowledgment -.J 
(SLA) 
Date: August 9, 2001 
16 Amendment to PCS 
Site Agreement ~ 
Date: Sept. 19, 2001 
GSA: 253-273 
17 Cricket Installation -
Tubbs Hill Co-
Location ~ 
Date: Sept. 6, 2001 
GSA: 00002; 627-646 
18 Site Lease 
Acknowledgment 
(SLA) ~ 
Date: Sept./Oct. 2001 
GSA: 837-859 
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19 Cricket Drawings 
(Stamped) -v 
Date: October 1, 2001 
20 Agreement Regarding 
Ground Lease -v 
Date: May 10, 2005 
GSA: 186 - 191 
21 Site Designation 
Supplement to Master 
- ----- -Cease and-Su6Iease- ·· -- 1- ---- -- ----- --- - ---- --- - - -- -----
Agreement 
Date: June 7, 2005 
GSA: 00113-120 
22 Title Policy for Morgan 
Stanley -v 
Date: July 25, 2005 
GSA: 0059-65 
23 Leasehold Deed of 
Trust -v 
Date: July 25, 2005 
GSA: 121-152 
24 Affidavit of Facts 
Relating to Title -v 
Date: October 17, 2005; 
GSA: 0095-103 
25 MRSA Between 
Sherman Self Storage, -v 





Date: May 23, 2006 
GSA: 153-165 
27 Exhibit "A" to the 
Master Collocation 
Sublease Agreement 
{Site Lease -v 
Acknowledgment) 
Date: March 28, 2008 
GSA: 915-918 
28 Land America Policy of 
Title Insurance -v 
Date: Nov. 14, 2008 
GSA: 487-489 
29 Pacific Northwest Title 
PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF EXHIBITS - 3 
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Insurance Company, -,J 
Inc 
Date: Nov. 17, 2008. 
30a Email from/to David 
Yates and Kirk Evans ~ 
Date: December, 2008 
30b Email from/to David 
Yates ~ 
Date: Dec. 2, 2008 
30c Emails from/to Jonn-- --- - -- - - -- -- --- - -- ---- - - - --
Tyke ~ 
Date: January 26, 2009 
30d Emails from/to John 
Tyke ~ 
Date: Feb. 4, 2009 
30e Email to/from John 
Tyke ~ 
Date: Feb. 7, 2009 
30f Email to Lisa Sedawick -,J 
30g Emails from/to John 
Tyke ~ 
Date: Feb. 23, 2009 
30h Letter from/Email to 
Ms. Charlton ~ 
Date: March 18, 2009 
30i Emails from/to Global 
re: Purchase of Lot 3 ~ 
and Lot4 
Date: June 11, 2011 
31 Third Amendment And 
Memorandum ~ 
Date: March, 2009 
GSA: 232-246 
32 Letter To Mary Jo 
Wallace ~ 
Date: March 19, 2009 
GSA: 286--287 
33 Kootenai Title 
Commitment ~ 
Date: Aoril 10, 201 0 
34 First Amendment of 
Site Designation 
~ Supplement To Master 
Lease and SLA 
Date: AuQUSt 11, 2010 
35 Sprint Document List 
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Date: Nov. 12, 2010 ..J 
36 Document Log 
Date: Feb. 24, 2011 -v 
37 Notice of Default -
Certified Letter to 




_ Date: January 12, 2011 
-_ Febru-arv 9~L0f1 - - -- - - --- - - ---
38 Replacement Exhibit 
"A" to PCS Site 
Agreement and -v 
Amendments 
Date: Feb.10. 2011 
GSA: GSA 501 
39 Meckel Engineering 
Documents -v 
Dated: Nov. 2, 2009 
39a Wallace Access 
Easement Relocation -v 
Date: June 3, 2010 
40 Affidavit of Steve 
Cooney 
Date: July, 2010 
41 Doug Black Deposition . 
Date: Dec.21,2010 -v 
42 Site Photo (1) 
Date: After final Storage -v 
Unit Built 
43 Recent Site Photos 
Date: March, 2011 -v 
44 Warren PCS Site 
Agreement -v 
Date: June 4, 2996 
45 Hazel letter to Wallace 
and Wallace -v 
Assignment 
Date: Dec. 15, 2009 
46 Revocation of 
Assignment -v 
Date: Filed March 3, 
2011 
47 Wallace Family Trust 
Assignment to -v 
Sherman Storage 
PLAINTIFF'S LIST OF EXHIBITS - 5 
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Date: March 3, 2011 
48 Rule 30(b)(6) -v 
Deposition of Dawn without 
Krein waiving any 
Date: Feb. 18. 2011 deposition 
objections 
49 PCS Site Agreement 
(first three pages 
enlarged) 
- Bate: 611-4/96 -
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Version 2.1 
Site Name: Tubbs' Hill 
PCS SITE AGREEMENT ORIGINAL 




1. Premises and Use. Owner leases to Sprint Spectrum, LP., a Delaware 
limited partnership ("SSLP"), d/b/a Spriht Spectrum, the site described below: 
[ Check appropriate box(es)] ! 
!&I Real property consisting of approxirJ1ately 2,500 square feet of land; 
o Building interior space consisting of approximately ____ square feet; 
D Building exterior space for attachment of antBnnas; 
D Building exterior space for placemen~ of base station equipment; 
D Tower antenna space; 
~LSpace required for cable runs to connect PCS equipment and antennas, 
L ,e location(s) ("Site") shown on Exhibit A, together with a non-exclusive 
easement for reasonable access thereto and to the appropriate, in the 
discretion of SSLP, source of electric and telephone facilities. The Site will be 
used by SSLP for the purpose of installing, removinq, r~placing, r:naintaining 
and operating, at its expense, a personal communications service system 
facility ("PCS"), including, without limi~ation, related antenna equipment and 
fixtures. SSLP will use the Site in a manner which will not unreasonably 
disturb the occupancy of Owner's other tenants. 
2. Term. The term of this Agreeme:nt (the "Initial Term") is five years, 
commencing on the date ("Commencement Date") SSLP signs this 
Agreement. This Agreement will be au1tomatically renewed for four additional 
terms (each a "Renewal Term") of five years each, unless SSLP provides 
Owner notice of intention not to renew not less than 90 days prior to the 
expiration of the Initial Term or any Renewal Term. 
3. Rent. Rent will be paid monthly in advance beginning on the 
Commencement Date. Until the earlier of (a) the date which is 30 days after 
u- ·· ·1suance of a building permit for ins;tallation of the PCS, or (b) the first day 
01 ., 1e month following commencement of physical preparation of the Site, the 
rent will be $100.00, the receipt of which Owner acknowledges. Thereafter 
the monthly rent will be Five Hundred Dollars and No Cents ($ 500.00 }, 
partial months to be prorated. The monthly rent for each Renewal Term will be 
the monthly rent in effect for the final y~ar of the Initial Term or prior Renewal 
Term, as the case may be, increased by Fifteen percent ( 15 %). 
4. Title and Quiet Possession. Owner represents and agrees (a) that it is 
the Owner of the Site; (b) that it has the right to enter into this Agreement; 
(c) that the person signing this Agreement has the authority to sign; (d) that 
SSLP is entitled to access to the Site at all times and to the quiet possession 
of the Site throughout the Initial Term', and each Renewal Term so long as 
SSLP is not in default beyond the expiration of any cure period; and (e) that 
Owner shall not have unsupervised I access to the Site or to the PCS 
equipment. 
5. Assfgnment/Subletting. SSLP will! not assign or transfer this Agreement 
or sublet all or anv oortinn nf fhA SitA withni 1t thi:i nriM 1uritton ,...,.,n,-nn+ ,.,4 
·11. Termination. SSLP rna1r terminate this Agreement at any time by notice 
to Owner without further liability if SSLP does not obtain all permits or other 
approvals (collectively, "approval") required from any governmental authority 
or any easements rEiquired from any third party to operate the PCS system, or 
if any such approval is canceled, expires or is withdrawn or terminated, or if 
Owner fails to have proper ownership of the Site or authority to enter into this 
Agreement, or if SSLP, for any other reason, in its sole discretion, determines 
that it will be unable to use the Site for its intended purpose. Upon termination, 
all prepaid rent shall be retained by Owner. 
·12. Defa.ul.t. If either party is in default under this Agreement for a period of 
(a) 1 O days following receipt of notice from the non-defaulting party with 
respect to a default which may be cured solely by the payment of money, or 
(b) 30 days following receipt of notice from the non-defaulting party with 
respect to a default which may not be cured solely by the payment of money, 
then, in either event, the non-defaulting party may pursue any remedies 
available to it against the defaulting party under applicable law, including, but 
not limited to, the right .to terminate this Agreement. If the non-monetary 
default may not reasonably be cured within a 30 day period, this Agreement 
may not be terminated if the defaulting party commences action to cure the 
default within such 30 day period and proceeds with due diligence to fully cure 
the default. 
13. Indemnity. Owner and SSLP each indemnifies the other against and 
holds the other harmless from any and all costs (including reasonable 
attorneys fees) and claims of liability or loss which arise out of the use and/or 
occupancy of the Site by the indemnifying party. This indemnity does not 
apply to any ~claims arising from the sole negligence or intentional misconduct 
of the indemnified party. 
14. Hazardous Substances. Owner represents that it has no knowledge of 
any substance, chemical or waste (collectively, "substance") on the Site that is 
identified as hazardous, toxic or dangerous in any applicable federal, state or 
local law or regulation. SSLP shall· not introduce or use any such substance 
on the Site in violation of any applicable law. 
15. Miscellaneous. (a) This Agreement applies to and binds the heirs, 
successors, executors, administrators and assigns of the parties to this 
Agreement; (b) This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State in which 
the Site is located; (c) If requested by SSLP, Owner agrees promptly to 
execute and deliver to SSLP a recordable Memorandum of this Agreement in 
the form of Exhibit B; (d) This Agreement (including the Exhibits) constitutes 
the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior written and 
verbal agreements, representations, promises or understandings between the 
parties. Any amendments to this Agreement must be in writinQ and executed 
' . 
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prior written consent to any party controlling, controlled by or u~der common 
control 1•1ith SSLP or to any party which acquires substantially all of the assets 
ciSSLP. · 
6. Notir;es. All notices must be in writing and are effective when deposited in 
the U.S. mail, certified and postage prepaid, or when sent via overnight 
qe_ll\'.e.ry,Jq .th.e .. add.ress set forth below, or. as otherwise .provided by law. 
7. Improvements. SSLP may, at its expense, make such improvements on 
the Site as it deems necessary from time to time for the operation of a 
transmitter site for wireless voice and data communications. Owner agrees to 
cooperate with SSLP with respect to obtaining any required zoning approvals 
for the Site and such improvements. Upon termination or expiration of this 
Agreement, SSLP may remove its equipment and improvements and will 
restore the Site to the condition existing on the Commencement Date, except 
for ordinary wear and tear. 
B. Compliance with Laws. Owner represents that Owner's property 
(ir ding the Site), and all improvements located thereon, are in substantial 
co111pliance with building, life/safety, disability 'and other laws, codes and 
regulations of applicable governmental authorities. SSLP will substantially 
comply with all applicable laws rel?-ting to its possession and use of the Site. 
9. Interference. SSLP will resolve technical interference problems with other 
equipment located at the Site on the Commencement Date or any equipment 
that becomes attached to the Site at any future date when SSLP desires to 
add additional equipment to the Site. Likewise, Owner will not permit the 
installation of any future equipment which res'ults in technical interference 
oroblems with SSLP's then existing equipment. 
1 O. Utilities. Owner represents that utilities adequate for SSLP's use of the 
Site are available. SSLP will pay for all utilities used by it at the Site. Owner 
Nill cooperate with SSLP in SSLP's efforts to obtain utilities from any location 
::irovided by Owner or the servicing utility. 
I 
I -
me app11carIon or such provision to persqns other than those as to whom it is 
held invalid or unenforceable, will not b~ affected and each provision of this 
Agreement will be valid and enforceable to the fullest extent permitted by law; 
and (f) The prevailing party in any actioln or proceeding in court or mutually 
agreed upon arbitration proceeding to er1force the terms of this Agreement is 
entitled to receive its reasonable attdrneys' fees and other reasonable 
enforGement costs and e:cpenses from thf non-prevailing party. 
The following Exhibits are attached1 to and made a part of this 




0 See Exhibit A 1 for continuatior of Owner signatures 
Address: P.O. Box 1 '101 
Haydnn, ID 83835 .,,,. 1/·' ,,,.,, I 
Qate:_~LR=-+-/-+, __ lf_....._.,/__,Y'---JO_ .... _ 
SPRINT ~(;;pRUM, LP., ,;-Del.ware limited partnership 
By: _ _.....(Ed,,.__..;.._~ 1 Steve Kingwell 
Its: Market Directc;r, gineenn@ d Operations 
Address: E. 11707 rague Ave., Bldg. F, Suite 201 
Spokane, A 99206 ~ltrJ;;..,_ <..,,J./!Cf 
D
1
ate: _____ ~r__[_ __ ~~--
Attach Exhibit A - Site Description and Exhibit B - Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT NO. '-( 4 
IDENTIFICATION/EVIDENCE 
cAsE No~ vo:5 ·?t,?D 
DATE: I - "SO - ( d-
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Site Name: Tubbs' Hill PCS Site Agreement Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
This. memorandum evidences Ith at a lease was made and entered into by written PCS Site Agreement dated ~¼. ,_;(, 2,f , 
19 "lb, between The Wallace Family Trust ("Owner"), and Sprint Spectrum, a Delaware limited partnership ("SSLP"), d/b/a Sprint 
Spectrum, the terms and conditions of which are incorporated herein by reference. 
-- I 
I 
Such Agreement provides in part that Owner leases to SSLP a certain site ("Site") locatyd to the east of and adjacent to the 
abandoned 24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./1-90 overpass , City of Coeur d'Alene , County of Kootenai , State of Idaho , 
within the property of Owner which is described in Exhibit A attached hereto, with grant of e:Jement for u11-~estricted_r:ights of access 
thereto and to electric and telephone facilities for a term of five (5) years commencing on l..tNJ;; Z- 't' , 19_'-k;, which term is 
subject to four (4) additional five (5) year extension periods by SSLP. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Memorandum as of the day and year first above written. 
"OWNER" 
The Wal~e Family Trust. 
By: )'dd"7 a ukvik.e Gary A. Wallace 
Name: Gary A. Wallace 
Title: Trustee 
0· See Exhibit B1 for continucl!tion of Owner signatures 
Address: P.O. Box 1101 
Havden. ID 83835: 
"SSLP" 
Sprint Spectrum',' a D 
By: ~ Steve Kingwell 
Name: Steve Ki 
Title: MTA Director, Engineering and Operations 
Address: E. 11707 Sprague Ave., Bldg. F, Suite 201 










































1Owner Initials-~~ ~ 
SSLP Initials &J .~ I 
Attach Exhibit A - Site Description 





Site Name: Tubbs' Hill PCS Site Agreement Site I. D. Sp03xc024 
Site Description 
Site situated in the City of Coeur d'Alene , County of Kootenai , State of Idaho , commonly described as follows: 
Legal Description: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded in the office of the 
County Recorder in Boo~ B of Plats at Page 123, records of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion lying 
within the right of way bdundaries of Interstate Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgment and Decree of 
Condemnation No. 17866
1 




F-343 TUBBS HILL 
Sketch of Site: 2315 Sherman Hill 
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Existing Parking .., 
Lot Entrance 
(NOT TO ~CALE) 
Owner Initial~: ~ 
SSLP Initials & 
Site Plan 
Sherman Avenue r=;· 
,J 
NORTH 
Note: Owner and SSLP may, al SSLP's option, replace this Exhibit with an exhibit setting forth the legal description of the property on which the Site is 
located and/or an as-built drawihg depicting the Site. 
*[Use this Exhibit A tor PCS Sit~ Agreement, Memorandum of PCS Sile Agreement. Option Agreement and Memorandum ·of Option Agreemenl.] 
I 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, 
4 DAVENPORT & TOOLE, P.S. 
The Spokesman Review Building 
5 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
6 . Coeur d'Alene, Idah() 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 -
7 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
STATE OF IOAHO t 
fWJNTY or KOOTENA rSS 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV-03-7690 
13 liability company, 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
17 Delaware limited liability company; THE 
18 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 




21 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 





Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY JO 




Third Party Defendant. 
(Consolidated with Case No. 09-3915) 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING 
SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION 
ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0043863.DOC 





STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Jason S. Wing, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am a member of the firm of WITHERSPOON, KELLEY, DAVENPORT 
& TOOLE, P.S., attorneys for Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, 
- _§ - -and have personal knowledge of- the files-ana rncords in this case and-of the matters set forth-
7 herein. 
8 2. That attached hereto as Exhibit A is a complete, true and correct copy of the 
9 transcript of the Perpetuation Deposition of Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee for the Wallace Family 



















3. That attached hereto as Exhibit B is a complete, true and correct copy of 
Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 25, which is a Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement by and 
between Mary Jo Wallace, individually, and Sherman Self Storage, Inc., the admission of which 
was stipulated to by the parties to this matter. 
DATED this~ day of March, 2012. 





SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO t me this~ day of March, 2012, 
\\'''''''''' d ,,,,~\.. HAztf:1,,. o-¼., 
~ QV ••eooow.,. , ~ --',~~-=----'--___,.'--'----------
~ 'S •• •••• ···~ ~ otary Public for the State of Idaho 
f / ~o1AFiJ,- \ Residing at: Loevr J '}'>t J-e.,.e,. -:s:D 
: \ -•-0 : : My commission expires: 
~ \ /,)UB\.~ I s 
~ ... ._f)~ 
,,. Q'I,_•. .. .. ~-" "' , .if.;:········· ~,- '!II.~ 
,,,, 1 E Of~ ,,, ,,,,,,, .. ,,,,, 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION 
ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 2 
K:\wdocs\cdamainll6239\0003\ 0043863.DOC 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on th0~ay of March, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all 
required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
ErikP. Smith l,!d' U.S. Mail 
























Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 D 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION 
ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
K:\wdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0043863.DOC 
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Exhibit A 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
v-s .-
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 












) ________________ ) 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The 
Wallace Family Trust, 

















Case No. CV03-7690 
(Consolidated with 
Case No. CV09-3915) 
DEPOSITION OF MARY JO WALLACE 
TAKEN ON BEHALF OF THE PLAINTIFF 
AT COEUR D'ALANE, IDAHO 
FEBRUARY 1, 2012, AT 9:00 A.M. 
REPORTED BY: 
NEIL COOLEY, C.S.R. 
Notary Public 




3. MR. ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law, 607 Lakeside 
4 Avenue, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814, appearing for 
5 and on behalf of the Plaintiff, Sherman Storage, 
6 LLC. 
7 
8 MR. JOEL P. HAZEL, Attorney at Law, of the firm of 
9 Witherspoon Kelley Davenport & Toole, The Spokesman 
10 Review Building, 608 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 300, 
_lL Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146, appearing for and 
12 on behalf of the Defendant. 
13 
14 ALSO ATTENDING: 














3 TESTIMONY OF MARY JO WALLACE: PAGE 
4 Examination by Mr. Smith 5 
Examination by Mr. Hazel 86 
5 Further examination by Mr. Smith 136 
6 
DEPOSillON EXHIBITS: MARKED 
7 
F-1 25 
8 F-2 25 
P-1 29 
9 P-2 30 
P-3 31 
10 P-6 31 
P-5 31 
11 P-9 32 
D-11 33 
12 D-13 33 
P-18 34 
13 P-27 36 
P-32 36 
14 P-11 39 
P-25 39 
15 H-11 44 
H-12 44 
16 H-13 44 
H-14 44 
17 H-15 44 
H-16 44 
18 32 Letter 48 
P-31 50 
19 P-45 57 
H-24 63 
20 45(a) Letter 64 
P-46 85 
21 C-3 89 
C-4 89 
22 B-20 91 
B-3 95 
23 H-2 97 
A-2 103 
24 A-3 105 
G-1 109 








































































THE DEPOSillON OF MARY JO WALLACE, was 
taken on behalf of the Plaintiff on this, the 1st 
day of February 2012, at 608 Northwest Boulevard, 
Suite 300, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, before M & M Court 
Reporting Service, Inc., by Neil Cooley, Court 
Reporter and Notary Public within and for the State 
of Idaho, to be used i_n an action pending in the 
District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, 
said cause being Case No. CV-03-7690 in said court. 
THEREUPON, the following proceedings were 
adduced, to wit: 
MARY JO WALLACE, 
a witness having been first duly sworn to tell the 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, 
relating to said cause, deposes and says: 
MR. SMITH: Just as a preliminary matter 
just for us to put on the record, we had a trial 
scheduled for Monday; it was vacated. Ms. Wallace 
is in from out of town. We agreed informally to 
take her deposition to perpetuate her trial 
testimony. It isn't technically within the pretrial 
order. I did request and notice it up, and then 
defendant requested that it be videod as well, and 
that's all okay with me, is that okay with you? 
www.mmcourt.com WALLACE, MARY JO 2/1/2012 
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1 MR. HAZEL: I agree with what your 1 and Pacific and did the -- inventory management 
2 estimate is, and I consent to the perpetuation 2 specialist was my title for the ships in the 
3. deposition so Ms. Wallace doesn't have to travel up 3 Atlantic and the Pacific. 
4 here later. 4 After that I went to Las Vegas, and I was 
5 MR. SMITH: Correct, and that we have 5 employed there for four years at the front desk of 
6 kind of agreed that we are going to use trial 6 the Tropicana Hotel, which was about a 700 unit 
7 exhibits and trial numbering as much as possible, 7 hotel, in the hotel section, the front desk. 
8 just for the ease of the court later on in the 8 And then I went into real estate and I --
9 trial. 9 which was 1972. I then got my broker's -- corporate 
10 MR. HAZEL: Understood and agree. 10 broker's license in 1973 .. I ~as the youngest 
~~~~=11=--- EXAMINATION 11 corporate broker in Nevada at that time. And I 
12 QUESTIONS BY MR. SMITH: -i-2~pursu-ed-that-eaFeer-iA-6as-\legas_untiL19_8_Z_,_w~h=i=ch~~~ 
13 Q. Is it all right if I call you Mary Jo? 13 -- then I returned to Idaho and I worked primarily 
14 A. Yes. 14 in Spokane. 
15 Q. And you are welcome to call me Erik if 15 I changed into insurance and worketj for a 
16 you need to address me. Please state your name. 16 company which was later acquired by Westcorp, and I 
17 A. Mary Jo Wallace. 17 was there as an insurance agent in 50 states doing 
18 Q. And where do you reside right now? 18 telecommunications, new policies for existing policy 
19 A. I reside in Las Vegas, Nevada. 19 holders for about seven different companies. 
20 Q. You have had your deposition taken 20 And after that I returned to Las Vegas in 
21 before? 21 2004 and I have worked for several different hotels, 
22 A. Yes. 22 basically in their corporate office and marketing, . 
23 Q. In this matter even? 23 such as the Hilton Grand Vacations for two years, 
24 A. Yes. 24 Westgate Corporation, Marriot, and Diamond Resorts. 
25 Q. I want to talk about the property that 25 And that kind of brings it up to date. 
Page 7 Page 9 
1 you call the Cove Bowl property. So can you tell me 1 Q. Okay, were you licensed in other states 
2 a little bit about yourself? First of all, how old 2 to be a realtor or a broker? 
3 are you? 3 A. Yes, Nevada was my first state, and then 
4 A. Iam67. 4 in 1992 I got my Washington license, and shortly 
5 Q. And tell me about your education. 5 after that I got my Idaho license. 
6 A. I have a B.S. degree in business and 6 Q. Let's talk about what you call the Cove 
7 public administration from the University of 7 Bowl property. Initially you came to inherit some 
8 Maryland. I also, of course, went to school here 8 property? 
9 locally, one year at Gonzaga, one year at Washington 9 A. Yes. 
10 State University, and then University of Maryland 10 Q. And that was in 1983? 
11 for three years. 11 A. No, it was In -- oh, excuse me, yes, I 
12 And after that several different hats, 12 guess when the estate settled -- actually, I think 
13 but most notably I worked in Washington D.C. for the 13 the Cove Bowl property was put into my name in 
14 Bureau of Mines under -- I did the seven safety 14 around '83, yes, my mother passed away In late '81. 
15 competitions for the United States. 15 Q. Okay, so around that time, and you 
16 And also after that worked for H.E.W., 16 inherited that? 
17 Health Education and Welfare in Bethesda, Maryland 17 A. Yes, I did. 
18 at a -- I worked under direction of Dr. Goldsmith 18 Q. And do you know legally what you 
19 doing demographic preparation for the mental health 19 inherited? 
20 study centers throughout the United States for 20 A. Yes. 
21 several years, and then returned to Coeur d'Alene 21 Q. Which property did you inherit? 
22 for a couple of years. 22 A. Lots one through 12. I always get mixed 
23 And then I went back to Washington D.C. 23 up on the block numbers. I think that was Block 20 
24 at the request of the Department of Navy and worked 24 -- I would have to guess, somewhere between 22 and 
25 under the direction of the commander of the Atlantic 25 24. And then also north of that, the half block 
www .mmcourt.com WALLACE, MARY JO 2/1/2012 




















































which faces on Lakeside, which is lot seven, eight 
on one tax bill, and then nine, ten, and eleven, and 
a portion of twelve on another, and that's the 
property I inherited, commercially; prior to that a 
residence at Hayden. 
Q. And was the Cove Bowl already on the 
property? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And at that time you owned the property 













Q. So at that time when abandoned 24th --
when 24th Street was abandoned, the Wallace Family 
Trust owned lots one through twelve of Block 21? 
A. Um-hmm. 
Q. And it owned lots three and four of Block 
22? 
A. Correct. 
Q. You were contacted by Sprint Spectrum 
about the cell tower site? ., 
/L_y_es_. 11 
Q. And you created the Wallace Family Trust? 12 
A. My husband initially was -- Gary Wallace _ 
-=---------:-:--=:----:-=-~~ i--;-;_~w~as___._.c-_on~t-_a~ct~e-=a 6y an rrrdivtdual---that-came-t-o-1:he~~-~~; 
A. Yes. 
Q. You and Mr. Wallace did? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you transferred that lots one through 
twelve in Block 21, I think it is, into the Wallace 
Family Trust? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know when you did that? 
A. It would be -- I don't remember the exact 
date, but it was -- the trust was formed, I believe, 
in '85, so it would have been sometime shortly after 
that. Our attorney in Las Vegas, Patricia Brown, 
prepared all the documents and then recorded them up 
Page 11 
here. 
Q. And the State of Idaho Department of 
Transportation deeded you some property? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And when I mean you, I mean it went into 
the Wallace Family Trust? 
A. .. Wallace Family Trust. 
Q. And what did they deed? 
A. Lot three and lot four, which were on one 
tax bill. And that was directly to the east of lots 
one through twelve, the Cove Bowl property. 
Q. And then you are aware the next year the 
city abandoned 24th Street? 
A. Correct. 
Q. Did the trust come into ownership of 
abandoned 24th Street? 
A. Yes. 
Q. So at that time on the abandonment of 
24th Street did the Wallace Family Trust own all of 
Block 22 and 21 then? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, leading. 
THE WITNESS: At that time -- your 
question --
BY MR. SMITH: 







































property one day, yes. / 
Q. Okay. 
A. And then a subsequent meeting was set up, 
which I participated in attending. 
Q. Was that in 1996? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember which month it was in 
'96? 
A. I believe it was around March. 
Q. And you said you had a meeting, where was 
the meeting and who was present? 
A. in the cafe at 2315 East Sherman Avenue, 
and a gentleman representing Sprint was there, my 
Page 13 
husband and I. 
Q. And you said the cafe, you mean the cafe 
at the Cove Bowl? 
A. Yes, The Captain's Table. 
Q. And how long was the meeting? 
A. Maybe 45 minutes to an hour. 
Q. And what did the Sprint representative 
say the purpose of the meeting was for? 
A. He said that he was there to -- they had 
looked at -- prior to this I guess they were 
interested or had gotten approval or had submitted 
an application for a site location; however, due to 
the dislike of several of the residents in Fernan 
Village and the area above on the hill, it never got 
approved, and he was looking for an alternate site 
now to go to. And he was contacting us regarding 
lot four, that adjoined Sherman Avenue, to erect a 
cell tower. 
Q. Did you talk about the actual business 
deal, what it would be to become a landlord of the 
cell tower? 
A. He went over the basics, and we knew 
nothing about it, absolutely. We had never at that 
point ever came in contact even remotely with the 
idea. 
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1 Q. What did he tell you about the business 
2 transaction? 
3 . MR. HAZEL: Objection, it is hearsay. 
4 THE WITNESS: What did we discuss as far 
5 as the business transaction? They were interested 
6 in a lease. They would provide all costs -- they 
7 would be responsible for all costs as far as the 
8 construction; they would be responsible for all the 
9 permits that would be required. And he was looking 
10 for a basic lease, plus opportunity for future 
11 extensions. And we, of course, explored -- you 
-------- --=-----:-:--=-----~~-~~~ 
12 know, asked him, well, like what woulatnis gain us 
13 and what our responsibilities would be. 
14 And it was kind of a basic introductory 
15 meeting just to gather facts and for him to have an 
16 opportunity to present his idea to us. 
17 Q. Did he talk about any costs that the 
18 Wallace Family Trust would have to incur? 
19 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. Go ahead 
20 and answer. 
21 THE WITNESS: He basically told us that 
22 there would be none, that they would be responsible 
23 -- they would be doing preliminary required tests, I 
24 guess, on the property itself, the land, the soii, 
25 and they would be paying for all that. And then he 
Page 15 
1 explained that there would be a certain amount of 
2 time that they would then -- after they got the 
3 results of their tests, that they would have a time 
4 to consider everything. And then he would, of 
5 course, then come back to us with a yes or a no 
6 whether they were going to proceed. 
7 Q. Did he talk to you about the cost of 
8 surveys? 
9 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. Go ahead 
10 and answer. 
11 THE WITNESS: No. No, because we asked 
12 him, was any of the preliminary -- any costs were 
13 going to incurred. 
14 MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
15 BY MR. SMITH: 
16 Q. Let me back up a little bit. Did this 
17 gentleman -- did he introduce himself or give you 
18 his business card or a CV, or anything like that? 
19 A. Yes, he gave me his business card. 
20 Q. And do you remember what it said? 
21 A. I believe -- well, I remember it had a 
22 Spokane, Washington address on it and it had, of 
23 course, his name and had a contact phone number. 
24 Q. What was the name of the company? 
25 A. Capital something, I think. I'm not 
1 quite sure. I remember his name was Dean Ball. I 
2 looked at it twice. At first I couldn't see and the 
3 writing was Dean Bar or Dean Ball, but then I had 
4 the card and it said Ball on it. 
5 Q. Okay, did Mr. Ball talk to you about any 
6 title reports? 
7 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. Go ahead 
8 and answer. 
9 THE WITNESS: No, at that time we just 
10 talked about their procedure of how they go about 
11 things that needed to be done before they made a 
r2--dedsion-;-I-was-not-into-aRy-e0n-v-eFsati0F1-abo1Jt-- ---
13 title reports, if they needed one, or if they were 
14 going to get a preliminary title report; that they 
15 would, of course, make a decision on that. 
16 Q. Are you sure that the gentleman you were 
17 talking to wasn't from Sprint Spectrum? You just 
18 said it was from a company named Capital. 
19 A. I think it was from Capital something. 
20 His office was in Spokane and so he wasn't -- you 
21 know, as the situation -- or as the months went on I 
22 was -- I mean, we were -- papers came that were 
23 originated in other locations of Sprint, you know, 
24 that -- but they were prepared other places. 



























basically he was serving in the capacity as a 
contact coordinator type person. I don't think he 
was employed directly by Sprint; that's my memory. 
Q. All right, did he talk to you about 
collocater agreements in that conversation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what did he say? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. Go ahead 
and answer. 
THE WITNESS: Well, he said that the main 
lease, of course, is with Sprint; and that as time 
would go on there would be a possibility that they 
would want us to approve additional equipment that 
would by placed on their tower by other companies 
that they would enter into an agreement with. In 
fact, at that time I didn't even know what a 
collocater was. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Well, did he explain what it is? 
A. Yes. 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. And what did he say that it was? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. Go ahead 
and answer. 
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1 THE WITNESS: He said it could be other 
2 cell phone companies that wouldn't want to go to the 
3 . expense of putting up their main cell phone tower, 
4 and I could see why; and that they would then enter 
5 into an agreement with them to put their equipment 
6 on Sprint's Tower, and in return, you know, they 
7 would derive a monthly or a yearly rental, but that 
8 before this would happen they would always send us 
documents and would it be determined in advance as 
to what monthly additional rents that we would 
receive. 
Page 20 
1 Obviously, it was a blacktop, curbed street. 
2 BY MR. SMITH: 
3 Q. At that day that you met with them did 
4 you know where lot four was located? 
5 A. No, I just know we had lot three and lot 
6 four on a separate tax bill, and it was east of the 
7 block that contained lots one through twelve. 




and Mr. Wallace signed the PCS site agreement, did 
you have any more face-to-face meetings with anyone 
;i; 
concerning the cell tower? 
9 
10 
-~ -- ~-1L 
12 
13 
So it was going to be rent in adaition~~--t2 A-. -No,I-dit!fl~t..-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Q. You did sign some documents in between the main rent, which he had suggested as $500. He 13 
14 told me that that was the going rate that they had 
15 with other land owners in the basic area, and of 
16 course we had no way to know if that was true or 
17 not. 
18 MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
19 BY MR. SMITH: 
20 Q. Okay, let me ask you another question. 
21 Did you talk about which property the tower would be 
22 on? 
23 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 
24 THE WITNESS: Yes, he indicated he was 
25 only interested in the lot that was adjoining 
Page 19 
1 Sherman Avenue .. 
2 BY MR. SMITH: 
3 Q. Did you offer him any other piece of 
4 property? 
5 A. He knew that --
6 Q. Well, no I am asking, did you offer him 
7 another parcel? 
8 A. Yes, we told him we had lot three, which 
9 was directly adjoining on the same tax bill to the 
10 north of lot four, and he said that they were only 
11 interested in lot four, that that would be adequate. 
12 And, well, we said, "Well, you know, 
13 after you do your research, if you have a problem we 
14 just want you to know that we do have lot three also 
15 that we have been basically holding on to for future 
16 expansion of maybe possible things that we night 
17 want to do in the future in conjunction with Cove 
18 Bowl; and that it certainly was an understanding 
19 that he could come back to us and talk to us about 
20 that if it was needed. 
21 Q. Did abandoned 24th Street come up in the 
22 conversation? 
23 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 
24 THE WITNESS: I don't remember talking 
25 anything about the street, other than it was there. 
14 then? 
15 A. Yes, there was one. A document, I 
16 believe, was presented to me at the last deposition, 
17 and I did sign that. 
18 Q. And so did someone -- how did you get the 
19 PCS site agreement, the blank one, for your 
20 signature? 
21 A. It was mailed to us, as far as I know. 
22 Q. And what did you do when you got it? 
23 A. My husband and I went and had it 
24 notarized. 




























Q. Okay, and you read it at that time? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What was your understanding of where the 
cell tower was supposed to be located? 
A. On lot four. It was clearly stated right 
on the PCS site agreement, it just said lot four. 
Q. And what was the Wallace Family Trust's 
plans for 24th Street in 1996? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: We were looking at -- one 
of our employees who had come to my husband with the 
idea that they actually had made a preliminary 
drawing foi: a miniature -- 18 hole miniature golf 
that would like wrap around the east half of the 
building, and then also somewhere close by to that, 
batting cages to practice, baseball batting cages. 
Q. And was 24th Street included in the 
miniature golf course? 
A. I don't remember the exact drawing. 
Q. And at that time did you understand the 
difference between a paved street and a right of 
way? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the difference? Well, what 
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1 difference did you know of in 1996? 1 
2 A. Well, it is pretty much the same in any 2 
3. situation. You can have a street, but the right of 3 
4 way can be an area that is much larger than a paved 4 
5 street. In this case, as I remember the right of 5 
6 way on 24th was a total of 60 feet. But probably 6 
7 there was only about 30 or so feet paved. 7 
8 The right of way can extend beyond the 8 
9 physical paved street, because you have -- used 9 
10 commonly, it is for utilities, if there is -- 10 
11 MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 11 
12 THE-WITNESS~ --=-vvaterlines;-eTectricaT - -12 
13 services, that is usually always noted in a title 13 
14 report. 14 
15 BY MR. SMITH: 15 
16 Q. Did you observe the construction of the 16 
17 cell tower and the cell tower site? 17 
18 A.· No, I did not. 18 
19 Q. You never saw them building it in any 19 
20 way? 20 
21 A. I came down to the property maybe once a 21 
22 week. I mean, I saw that there was things going on, 22 
23 buM wasn't there on a daily basis so I wasn't a 23 
24 spectator every day watching the construction of the 24 · 
25 cell tower. 25 
Page 23 
1 Q. But you did see it go up in increments? 1 
2 A. Yes. 2 
3 Q. And you saw originally what it looked 3 
4 like? 4 
5 A. Yes. 5 
6 Q. Was there a fence initially around the 6 
7 tower? 7 
8 MR. HAZEL: Objection, foundation. 8 
9 BY MR. SMITH: 9 
10 Q. Let me ask you another question. 10 
11 A. At the conclusion of construction there 11 
12 was. 12 
13 Q. Okay, so you saw what it looked like when 13 
14 they were done building it in 1996? 14 
15 A. -Yes. 15 
16 Q. And you saw the tower? 16 
17 A. Yes. 17 
18 Q. And you saw the fence around the tower? 18 
19 A. Yes. 19 
20 Q. And did you see if they paved any part of 20 
21 the cell tower site? · 21 
22 A. There was paving there, but my 22 
23 recollection is that there was also kind of a buffer 23 
24 of unpaved land directly to the east of the curb. 24 
25 In other words, their paving didn't come right up to 25 
Page 24 
the curb. There was an area that was dirt, raw 
dirt, and then there was a paved area. And then 
they had a fence on the west -- a gate, I should 
say, on the west side that gave them access onto the 
property. 
Q. What was between the gate and the curb of 
24th Street? 
A; My recollection was that there was just 
the unimproved ground to the east of the curb. 
Q. How much, six ine:bes, six feet? 
A. Probably a good five -- I think about 
five -fe-et-minimam,maybe-possibly- t11:)waFds-t0 ten 
feet. 
Q. And did the fence around the cell tower 
site -- what shape was it? 
A. I think they used the term trapezoid, I'm 
not quite sure because it was not square. On the 
east side on Sherman Avenue it proceeded northwest 
at an angle, and so it was smaller at the top. On 
the east side it was going on an angle; the north 
side it was shorter; and then it went directly down 
to Sherman Avenue and across. And as I remember, 
from looking at the map it was 35 feet at the top 
and I believe 50 feet at the south of the 
property. That was the Sherman Avenue site. 
Page 25 
Q. I am showing you what has been previously 
marked as Defendant's Exhibit F-1? 
A. Okay. 
Q. Is that the Cove Bowl and the cell tower 
site before the cell tower was there? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now I'm showing you Defendant's Exhibit 
F-2, Defendant's Trial Exhibit F-2. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Have you looked at that? 
A. I don't think that was presented to me 
during our first deposition, I don't remember an F-2 
exhibit. 
Q. Okay. No, I am just saying to 
familiarize yourself with that. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Is Defendant's Exhibit F-2, is that what 
you remember of the site right after they 
constructed it? 
A. I couldn't say when that was -- I think 
this is a much later -- you say -- I am thinking, if 
I may get clarification on your question, are you 
asking me If it was like at the end of the 
construction? Because I think that this is much 
further out. 
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1 Q. That is my question. When they were done 1 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 
2 constructing it in 1996 did it look like that 2 THE WITNESS; Yes, they said that they 
3. picture in Defendant's Exhibit F-2? 3 had previously had a site selection, and I -- my 
4 MR. HAZEL: Objection, foundation. 4 understanding was that it had gotten turned down 
5 THE WITNESS: No. 5 during the initial submission of permits to the city 
6 BY MR. SMITH: 6 of Coeur d'Alene; that residents in the area came in 
7 Q. Okay. And so what did you observe in 7 and strongly objected, that the cell tower visually 
8 1996 that is different than Defendant's Exhibit F-2? 8 would block their view of the lake. 
9 A. Well, it looks like, from that aerial 9 BY MR. SMITH: 
10 photograph, this was taken perhaps -- I'm not sure, 10 Q. Let me interrupt you again. The question 
11 I'm just looking at how it goes. It looks -- at 11 was about lot four. 
TZ -onetime quite-iater-on---theyputin-an-eciuipment------12 --- A._ Lotfo_u_e.______ _ __ ~~-~-
13 what they call a mechanical equipment building that 13 Q. They told you they wanted to use lot 
14 ran on the Sherman Avenue side. And it looks like 14 four? 
15 in that, if I can -- I am looking at the color 15 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 
16 differentiation. 16 THE WITNESS: Only lot four. 
17 It looks like that possibly this picture 17 BY MR. SMITH: 
18 -- or this aerial photograph possibly could have 18 Q. Okay, did they -- in that meeting that 
19 been taken after that equipment building, because it 19 you had did they give any reason why they wanted to 
20 is not exactly a square area there. It looks like 20 use just lot four? 
21 there is a colored smaller attached area there to 21 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 
22 the south, on the south side of it. 22 THE WITNESS: They didn't need the 
23 Q. Around the time you signed the PCS site 23 additional property; it was sufficient to handle 
24 agreement did you see any title reports for the 24 their needs. 
25 property? 25 BY MR. SMITH: 
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1 A. No. 1 Q. Okay. Now I am going to show you some 
2 Q. Did you see any engineering documents at 2 documents and ask you when you first came to see the 
3 that time? 3 documents, okay? 
4 A. No. 4 A. Okay. 
5 Q. Did you see any survey documents? 5 Q. If you will familiarize yourself with 
6 A. No, he provided us with no papers at all 6 that document, and that's Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1, 
7 at that meeting that I attended. 7 and tell me when you first came to see that document 
8 Q. Well, all the way up to the time you 8 or receive that document? 
9 signed the documents did you see anything? Up to 9 A. I saw this document for the first time, · 
10 the time you signed documents did you see any title 10 basically I think it was when we had -- when you had 
11 reports? 11 the first deposition and when I was -- after that I 
12 A. No, I never came in contact with any 12 was going through the -- some of the discovery 
13 paperwork for approval or just for -- that were sent 13 documents that had been put together. But prior to 
14 to us or glimmered, no. 14 that I had never seen it. I would say roughly when 
15 Q. I will ask you another question. Did 15 I saw it was sometime in latter April. 
16 you, prior to signing the PCS site agreement, see 16 Q. Of 2010? 
17 any engineering documents? 17 A. When we did the deposition. 
18 A. No. 18 Q. Oh, 2011? 
19 Q. And prior to signing the PCS site 19 A. 2011. 
20 agreement did you ever see any surveys or record of 20 Q. Okay, so you didn't see that in any of 
21 surveys? 21 your negotiations with Sprint Spectrum? 
22 A. No. 22 A. Oh, no, no. 
23 Q. In your initial meeting with the 23 MR. HAZEL: Can we go off the record for 
24 representative for the cell tower did they give any 24 just a second? 
25 explanation why they wanted to use lot four? 25 (Off the record at 9:46 a.m and back on 
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1 the record at 9:52 a.m.) 1 in 19977 
2 BY MR. SMITH: 2 A. No. 
3 . Q. Mary Jo, I am showing you what has been 3 Q. Did you ever see it prior to this 
4 marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2, if you will 4 litigation? 
5 familiarize yourself with that? 5 A. No. 
6 A. Okay. 6 Q. It was never shared with you by Sprint 
7 Q. And I will tell you generally that it was 7 Spectrum? 
8 a title report from in the nineties? 8 A. No. 
9 A. Um-hmm, 5/16/96. 9 Q. Now I am going to show you Plaintiffs 
10 Q. Did you see that or around the time that 10 Exhibit No. 9, if you will, l~ok through that. It 
11 you signed the PCS site agreement? 11 is entitled Exhibit 8 of a master collocation 







































Q. Did you see that in any of the years 13 document around April 2000 -- well, excuse me. Were 
foiiowing? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you only see that as a result of this 
litigation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. I am going to show you --
A. And if I may always clarify, we never 
ordered --
MR. HAZEL: Objection nonresponsive. 
THE WITNESS: We never ordered this, and 
it has the Wallace Family Trust as the purchaser and 
I did not purchase that. 
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BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Now I am going to show you what has been 
marked Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 3. It is a five page 
document, if you will look through those? 
A. Okay. 
Q. Let me ask you, did you ever see any of 
those documents around the time that you signed the 
PCS site agreement? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you only see those as a result of 
this litigation? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Thank you. Now I am showing you what has 
been marked Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 6, familiarize 
yourself with that and I will ask you a question 
about it. I tell you it is generally a title policy 
from 1998. Did you see that around 1998? 
A. No. 
Q. Did you see that anytime prior to this 
litigation? 
A. No. 
Q. Now I am showing you what has been marked 
Plaintiff's Exhibit 5. Plaintiff's Exhibit 5 was a 
record of survey filed in 1997 with the recorder's 






































you ever given that document around the year 2000? 
A. No, and I see something here --
MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
THE WITNESS: -- that I've never seen 
before. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Let me ask you another question. You 
didn't sign that document either? 
A. No, I would never sign this document 
because it is totally wrong, it has --
Q. Let me ask you another question. 
A. -- lot three on there. 
Page 33 
Q. Let me ask you another question. I 
interrupted you and I am going to stop talking. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Do you see the legal description on the 
last page? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What strikes you as unusual about that 
legal description? 
· A. It is incorrect, that isn't the 
correction description of the land that was leased. 
They have added lot three on to this, in addition to 
lot four. 
Q. Okay, and the last paragraph purports to 
include 24th Street as well? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now I am showing you Defendant's Exhibit 
11 and tell you that that was an environmental site 
assessment from approximately the year 2000. Had 
you ever seen that document prior to this 
litigation? 
A. No. 
Q. Had you ever seen this document before? 
A. l'_Jo. 
Q. I am going to ask you about Defendant's 
Exhibit 13. I am going to purport to you that 
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1 Defendant's Exhibit 13 is a title policy and a 
2 record of survey and a site survey. 
3 . MR. HAZEL: I will just note an 
4 objection, that Exhibit 13 does not appear to be a 
5 complete document, or there are documents that are 
6 unrelated to each other but grouped together as 
7 Plaintiff's Exhibit 13. Go ahead and answer. 
8 BY MR. SMITH: 
9 Q. Did you see that document around 2001? 
10 A. No. And again, I am amazed that First 
11 American Title has falsified the land here in this 
-- -12- -description,beeause-1:chey-are-including_the..legaL __ _ 
13 description of lot three, which is not part of the 
14 lease, and they issued a commitment on property that 
15 was not leased. 
16 Q. Now I am going to show you Plaintiffs 
17 Exhibit 18, which is titled site lease 
18 acknowledgement, and it is from around the year 
19 2001, I believe. Did you see that document around 
20 2001? 
21 A. Just a moment, let me leaf through it. 
22 Q. Let me call your attention to page 
23 GSA-857, the one:previous. Is that your signature 
24 at the bottom of GSA-857? 
25 A. Yes. 
Page 35 
1 Q. Do you remember receiving that letter 
2 from Sprint Sites? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. Do you remember if the surrounding 
5 document was included with the letter that you 
6 received from Sprint? In other words, had you seen 
7 the remainder of that exhibit I have handed you, 
8 Exhibit 18, in 2001 when you signed it? 
9 A. And you are referring to the pages that 
10 are behind this signed --
11 Q. Before. 
12 A. Before. 
13 Q. Before and behind it. 
14 A. No, I don't have a memory of ever seeing 
15 that, other than, of course, with the exception of 
16 the original PCS site agreement that is here that 
17 has been attached as part of it. The other pages, 
18 no. 
19 Q. In 2001 did Sprint periodically send you 
20 letters? 
21 A. In 2001 they could have sent letters. 
22 However, on -- not anything germatic that I 
23 remember. When I really started getting a lot of 
24 letters from them was after that, It was after my 
25 husband passed away. 
1 Q. Now I am showing you Plaintiff's Exhibit 
2 No. 27, if you will, review that document. 
3 A. Okay. 
4 Q. Do you remember seeing Exhibit No. 27 
5 around 2008? 
6 A. No. 
7 Q. Did you ever see that document prior to 
8 this litigation? 
9 A. No, because this is simply between Sprint 
10 and Ubiquitel, it doesn't have any place on here 
;,,;-
11 where we would have signed or presented it for 
_l2 ___ JI.QJ>roval; and also, they __t.J_!>ed the incorrect_ --
13 MR. HA_ZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
14 THE WTTNESS: -- legal description again. 
15 They have both lot three and lot four description on 
16 the last page. Seems like they weren't telling the 
17 whole story to --
18 MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
19 BY MR. SMITH: 
20 Q. Yes, let me ask you the questions. Go 
21 ahead and review this letter which has been marked 
22 Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 32. 
23 A. Okay. 
24 Q. I am going to switch gears a little bit 
25 here, so you can place that back in here for now. 
Page 37 
1 A. Okay. 
2 Q. Let's talk a little bit about the site. 
3 You said you saw it when it was done being 
4 constructed? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And you saw it with your own eyes? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Was it in 1996? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Did you ever see the site change in any 
11 way? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. When did you see that? 
14 A. There were a few changes that happened 
15 through the years. They changed the outer fence and 
16 also a gate moved -- they moved that. 
17 Q. Do you remember when that was? 
18 
19 
A. I don't remember an exact date, no. 
Q. Okay. 
20 A. And also, the other thing Is, they went 
21 and brought an equipment building on to the south 
22 side of the tower, which they never informed us that 
23 they were going to do that. 
24 Q. Let me ask you another question. I am 
25 again showing you Plalniff's Exhibit No. 11, ask you 
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1 to read paragraph 3.3 to yourself. 
2 A. All right. 
3 . Q. Okay, now I am going to ask you to look 
4 at this pictorial on page 141. 
5 A. All right. 
6 Q. Did the site ever look like those two 
7 descriptions, from what you saw? 
8 MR. HAZEL: Objection, foundation. 
9 THE WITNESS: No. 
10 BY MR. SMITH: 
11 Q. How did it differ from that? 
12 A. In what yea rt -- - - --
13 Q. Any year. Let me just ask you. In the 
14 beginning was -- well, hold on a second, let me ask 
15 a different question. 
16 Did you ever see a cell tower site that 
17 was enclosed by a 40 by 40 foot chain link fence? 
18 MR. HAZEL: Objection, foundation. 
19 THE WITNESS: No. 
20 BY MR. SMITH: 
21 Q. Then let's go back to the question I was 
22 asking you a little while ago. You said that the 
23., site had changed, do you remember approximately when· 
24 you saw the site change? 
25 A. I don't remember the exact date, but I do 
Page 39 
1 know that they made changes to the fencing and the 
2 gate and their ingress and egress at one time. 
3 Q. Okay. I am going to show you Plaintiff's 
4 Exhibit No. 26 -- no, not 26. Actually, I am going 
5 to show you 25, Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 25. If you 
6 will, review that document. 
7 A. Okay. 
8 Q. Mary Jo, do you remember that document? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. And do you remember signing it? 
11 A. Yes, I signed it. 
12 Q. And do you remember initialing the bottom 
13 of each page? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. And what was your intent In signing that 
16 document? 
17 MR. HAZEL: Objection, the document 
18 speaks for itself, relevance, and calls for a legal 
19 conclusion. Go ahead and answer. 
20 THE WITNESS: Could you ask that question 
21 again? I forgot it. 
22 BY MR. SMITH: 
23 Q. What was your intent in signing that? 
24 What was the purpose of signing that? 
25 MR. HAZEL: Same objections. 
1 THE WITNESS: I was -- after the close of 
2 escrow with Sherman Self Storage, the Montana 
3 corporation, they -- even though they had a policy 
4 of title insurance and they closed escrow and all 
5 the property descriptions everybody had agreed on, 
6 at a later time they came bJ;lck and entered a suit 
7 for quiet of title. 
8 Q. Hold on, I know I am going to interrupt 
9 you, that's a long story. That was the settlement 
10 document at the end of sorpe litigation; correct? 
11 A. Yes. 
- -H-' - Q-.-Aml-it-was-near the end oLth.e 
13' litigation; right? 
14· A. Yes. · 
15' Q. So I'm not talking about the litigation, 
16 I'm just talking about that document. What was the 
17 purpose of that document? 
18 MR. HAZEL: Objection, same objections, 
19 calls for a legal conclusion, the document speaks 
20 for itself. Go ahead and answer. 
21 THE WITNESS: The conclusion of this 
22 document was, it was something that had been worked 
23 out or suggested with Judge Luster as a way to 
24 settle out the pending action so that I wouldn't 
25 have to -- the Wallace Family Trust would be 
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1 incurring additional fees in the same respect. This 
2 document was sent to me without -- I just want to 
3 clarify --
4 BY MR. SMITH: 
5 Q. Let me ask you another question. 
6 A. -- without the signatures. 
7 Q. No, don't do that, let me ask other 
8 questions. If I interrupt you, let me interrupt 
9 you. 
10 A. Okay. 
11 Q. Did you receive $750 sometime around the 
12 signing of that document? 
13 A. About two weeks after I signed the 
14 document. 
15 Q. And did you intend for that to resolve 
16 the litigation that had been going on? 
17 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. Go 
18 ahead and answer. 
19 THE WITNESS: Yes, except I was supposed 
20 to· receive a copy of the easement, which I never 
21 received 
22 BY MR. SMITH: 
23 Q. I will talk about that, okay? I 
24 understand that. 
25 A. Okay. 
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1 Q. And so if you will, turn to the last 1 Q. And he raised the issue that there was a 
2 page. 2 problem with the cell tower to you; correct? 
3. A. Okay. 3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. When you received a copy of this 4 Q. But that was in the form of letters? 
5 document, are you saying that that last page was not 5 A. Yes. 
6 attached? 6 Q. Did you actually talk to Kirk in 20087 
7 A. No, I am saying that there was no drawing 7 A. I might have had a phone call from him as 
8 of where the easement was supposed to happen at, and 8 a follow up to my reply to him. I had received, I 
9 they had -- the judge had instructed Art Bistline to 9 think in 2008, possibly two to three letters. 
10 prepare that and to get -- that was supposed to be 10 Q. Okay, in 2008 were you receiving 
11 taken care of after the telephone call that day that 11 correspondence from Jon Arrowood from Global? 
-12- we naawrth-Jotlge-taster,and-it-was,to-my-- -- -- --1-2---- A~-Y'es,-1"1r,_Ar.row_o_o_d --_ _____ -~-
13 knowledge up until I didn't even know that he had 13 Q. I am going to interrupt you. Let me show 
14 even done it until April of 2010 when somebody 14 you something to refresh your memory. 
15 finally produced that schematic drawing that was 15 A. Okay. Are we done with this one? 
16 prepared. I never received it, so -- but up to that 16 Q. Yes. Let's see, I am going to show you 
17 date I always -- I thought that Art Bistline had not 17 Defendant's Exhibit -- if you will, just peruse 
18 completed his instruction that Judge Luster had 18 Defendant's Exhibits H-11, H-12, H-13, H-14, H-15, 
19 given him. In fact, I had my son go to Art . 19 H-16? 
20 Bistline's office twice -- 20 A. Okay. 
21 Q. Hold on, I don't need you to talk about 21 Q. So generally I will ask you the same 
22 those matters. 22 question again. In 2008 was Jon Arrowood from 
23 A. Okay. 23 Global corresponding with you? 
24 Q. Let me ask you a question. Why did you 24 A. Yes. 
25 require the easement, as it is listed in this 25 Q. And what was the general nature of the 
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1 Exhibit A to Exhibit 25? 
2 A. Because my years of real estate, I always 
3 -- we have always had designated, you know, drawing 
4 or plat map that showed exactly where the easement 
5 would be in case -- you know, as proof that you had 
6 the right to be on that easement. In other words, 
7 so it was a -- everybody knew where that easement 
8 definitely was, not just vaguely a bunch of words on 
9 paper. 
10 Q. Okay, what was the purpose of the 
11 easement? 
12 A. To guarantee that I would forever have a 
13 right to ingress and egress on lot three so it 
14 wouldn't be landlocked, because they went and put 
15 fencing up on Sherman Avenue so I couldn't get in to 
16 the property from Sherman Avenue. The whole 
17 property, they suddenly changed --
18 MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
19 THE WITNESS: -- it and fenced the whole 
20 thing in. I was provided no key, no way to get to 
21 my property. 
22 BY MR. SMITH: 
23 Q. Mr. Evans contacted you in 2008 for the 
24 first time? 




























A. The first letter was to inform me that 
they had a change of ownership, and he went into --
he was proposing that changes possibly could be made 
between them and Wallace Family Trust, and one was 
for extending out the present -- as of at that time 
I thought it was just an extension of years onto the 
existing lease. 
He also brought up, you know, being them 
purchasing the land, I can't remember what the third 
one was. But there were three proposals, and I had 
just been -- gotten so many letters, you know, 
repeatedly about almost every month regarding 
changes to it. And I just thought it was a bunch 
of, you know, form letters, so at first I never 
corresponded or called him back. I think there was 
maybe four letters that came, then I finally did 
call him back to see what he had to say. 
Q. Was the third thing you couldn't think of 
was the perpetual easement? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you did eventually call him back? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And you were interested at that time in 
maybe extending the lease? 
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1 A. Yes, he was really pushing for the buying 
2 out, I guess you would put it, of Wallace Family 
3 . Trust's interest, and I told him that it was more 
4 than myself involved in the Wallace Family Trust. I 
5 had to take into consideration all of my children at 
6 that time. My husband was, you know -- in 2008 he 
7 was deceased, so basically it was my three children. 
8 And I did speak with the oldest one, 
9 because she had basically been -- had the most 
10 knowledge of what had transpired. And I asked -- he 
11 sent me like on paper, like a slide presentation of 
12 reasons why land owners should take them up on the 
13 -- one of the three options. 
14 And I told him that I wanted him to send 
15 that proposal to my oldest daughter, which he did, 
16 and then she and I discussed it. And we came to an 
17 agreement on it at that time, and she wanted --
18 since I was widowed she thought it was in my best 
19 interest just to keep things status quo, not to make 
20 any dramatic changes, so that I would be assured 
21 that I would have an income coming in each month. 
22 Q. Did either you or John -- well, let me 
23 back up. Did you speak to Mr. Arrowood on the phone 
24 in addition to the letters? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q, Did you or he, in any written or oral 
2 correspondence back and forth, raise the issue of 
3 Kirk Evans and Sherman Storage? 
4 A. It wasn't until very -- at the end he 
5 sent me a letter and divulged information to me that 
6 I didn't know. I had no knowledge that there was a 
7 pending legal action between Mr. Evans and Global 
8 Signal. And so only at that time did I know that 
9 Mr. Evans was involved in it, but --
10 Q, Is Plaintiff's Exhibit 32 -- is this that 
11 letter you are referring to? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 MR. HAZEL: I would object to Plaintiff's 
14 Exhibit 32, not on foundational grounds, as I agreed 
15 by stipulation that this is part of the Crown 
16 Castle's file, but this letter in this form, as I 
17 understand it, was never sent, it is not signed. 
18 But go ahead and answer. 
19 THE WITNESS: Oh, I did receive this 
20 letter. 
21 MR. SMITH: Hold on, let's just clear it 
22 up right now. Could we go off the record? 
23 (Off the record at 10:30 a.m. and back on 
24 -the record at 10:30 a.m.) 
25 (Deposition Exhibit No. 32 marked for 
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1 identification.) 
2 BY MR. SMITH: 
3 Q. Mary Jo, we have identified a document, 
4 would you review that document letter, Exhibit 32? 
5 Do you remember receiving that letter, 
6 Mary Jo? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. Had you ever had any kind of 
9 communication with Jon Arrowood about Kirk Evans or 
10 Sherman Storage prior this~tetter? 
11 A. Sherman Storage, LLC1 or Sherman Storage, 
12 Inc.? 
13 Q. Sherman Storage1 LLC1 the Montana 
14 corporation was Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
15 A. Okay. 
16 Q. So I will ask you the question again. 
17 Prior to this letter had you and Mr. Arrowood ever 
18 talked about Kirk Evans and Sherman Storage, LLC? 
19 A. No. 
20 Q. So this is the first time that this had 
21 been brought up? 
22 A. Right. 
23 Q. And prior to rer.eiving this letter -7 you 
24 did receive this letter? 



























Q. And prior to receiving this letter you 
had never personally spoken with Mr. Evans? 
A. No. 
Q. And I am going to go through the letter 
with you1 and the first paragraph,. the middle of the 
paragraph it says, "If he is correct--" let me back 
up. 
Mr. Evans claims he owns approximately 
one third of the lease area. If he is correct he 
would be due approximately one third of the rental 
payments under the lease1 both now and in the 
future1 together with approximately one third of 
rental payments paid to you since May 2006, the date 
of the judgment. What did that mean to you when you . 
received this letter? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: Well, I felt it was almost 
like a threat that I was receiving from him that I 
would be responsible to somehow come up with the 
prorated rents from May 1st of 2006 when Mr. Evans 
came into ownership on the property adjoining lots 
three and four. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Did that make you -- how did that make 
you feel about Mr. Evans and Sherman Storage, LLC? 
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1 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
2 THE WITNESS: I was very upset, because 
3. here I had been dealing in good faith with them on 
4 the expansion of the term of the lease and suddenly 
5 they are coming back and telling me that I had to 
6 solve an action that I didn't even know about that 
7 was ongoing between Mr. Evans and them. And I 
8 wasn't a part of Mr. Evans's LLC, nor was I a part 
9 of, you know, anything to do with their company. So 
10 I had no way .-- he was asking me to do something 
11 that was impossible and would have no legal bearing 
12 'because I wasn't affiliated with either one of them, 
13 ; and at the same time he was putting forth the idea 
14 here that I would have to somehow come up with a 
15 ., huge sum of money to pay back to -- to pay to Mr. 
16 Evans, because this the first time that I knew that 
17 there was this dispute going on and that, you know, 
18 one third of the rental payments or one third of 
19 over -- a little over $1,400 a month for all that 
20 time would have to be paid to him and I didn't have 
21 the resources for that. 
22 Q. Now I am showing you Plainiff's Exhibit 
23 No. 31. Dtd this proposed third amendment come with 
24 that letter from Mr. Arrowood? 
25 A. I do remember viewing this document prior 
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1 to today, but I don't know for sure if it was 
2 attached as a part of this letter itself. Just a 
3 moment, let me look and see if he refers to it being 
4 attached. 
5 It doesn't make a -- it doesn't make a 
6 reference to an attachment. 
7 Q. Well, did you receive this letter from 
8 Global? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. Or this proposed third amendment? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. Was it approximately the same March of 
13 2009? 
14 A. It was in the same time frame. 
15 Q. And did you read It at that time? 
16 A, Yes, I did. 
17 Q, But you did not execute it at that time? 
18 You didn't agree to it? 
19 A. Absolutely not. 
20 Q. What was objectionable about it? 
21 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
22 THE WITNESS: They were -- the situation 
23 between Mr. Evans and them clearly had to be 
24 resolved before I would proceed to sign anything. 




















































Q. If you look at paragraph six entitled 
indemnification --
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A. Yes, just a minute -- yes, the bold print 
paragraph? 
Q. Correct. What did you understand that to 
be? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: Well, this is a revision of 
-- or addition of terms to the original PCS 
agreement. And this, I believe, is in bold print 
:41; 
because it is something that was new and added by 
Crown Castle, and it was something that was 
unacceptable. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Why was it unacceptable? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: As I stated before, in this 
letter he said it was my duty to resolve their legal 
complaint by Mr. Evans, and I knew that I couldn't 
do that, it was beyond my scop~ of my situation. I 
didn't have the monetary or legal way to do that. 
So I didn't sign it because it just was something 
that I felt was not in my best interest or in the 
interest of the trust. 
Q. Was this the end of the contact that you 
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had with Mr. Arrowood at that time? 
A. No, I believe I had had one or two 
telephone calls with Mr. Arrowhead after that. And 
he -- basically I had questions, when I got this, 
you know, what is this all about? 
And he said, "Oh, I know, I would have to 
check this through our in-house legal department," 
is the term that he used, that he was going to 
consult back with the in-house legal department and 
that he would get back to me. 
And then I -- and then I received some 
correspondence that came from a lady, I don't 
remember her name, after the phone conversation from 
him, and --
MR. HAZEL: I am going to object, this is 
non responsive. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Let me ask you another question then. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Then did you start communicating with Mr. 
Hazel regarding Global? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevancy. 
THE WITNESS: I didn't communicate with 
Mr. Hazel until In December. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
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Q. Did you have any contact between March of 1 
2009 and December of 2009 with anybody from Global 2 
Signal or Crown? 3 
A. Yes, I had a conversation by phone with 4 
Mr. Arrowood. I called him because I had received 5 
in the mail a notice of default, and I remember I 6 
had a phone call from him. And I told him, "I don't 7 
know what this is about and I have not been served," 8 
I had not been served any papers. And he said he -- 9 
Q. Hold on a second, hold on. You had a 10 
phone call with whom? 11 
A. Jon Arrowood, Jonathan Arrowood. 12 
Q. And then go ahead and continue. What did 13 
you tell him? 14 
A. And he said that -- 15 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 16 
THE WITNESS: -- he would again contact 17 
their in-house legal department and check into it 18 
and get back to me. 19 
BY MR. SMITH: 20 
Q. And what happened with him next? 21 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 22 
THE WITNESS: I believe he returned -- he 23 
gave me a return phone call, and at that point found 24 
out that Witherspoon was the legal department in 25 
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Idaho that they -- that was representing their 1 
interest, under their employment. 2 
BY MR. SMITH: 3 
Q. So did you initiate contact with 4 
Witherspoon Kelley? 5 
A. Yes, I did. 6 
Q. What did you do? 7 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 8 
THE WITNESS: Made a phone call. 9 
BY MR. SMITH: 10 
Q. Who did you talk to? 11 
A. I think the first person I talked to was 12 
the secretary by the name of Myrna, and she said 13 
that Mr. Hazel wasn't available that day but she 14 
would take a message and have him get back in 15 
contact with me, which he did. 16 
Q. And when was that? 17 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 18 
THE WITNESS: Mid December, I don't know 19 
the exact date. 20 
BY MR. SMITH: 21 
Q. And was it by telephone or in person? 22 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 23 
THE WITNESS: Telephone. 24 
BY MR. SMITH: 25 
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Q. And tell me about the conversation. 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: I informed Mr. Hazel that I 
thought it was very unfair that this default had 
been filed against me, that I felt it was very 
improper that I had not been served any papers, and 
so therefore how could I reply in 21 days if I 
hadn't been served the papers to begin with? 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. And you hadn't seen the papers filed 
against you? 
A. No, I hadn't, until I got the notice of 
default that was mailed. 
Q. What else was said in that conversation? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: In the conversation, the 
best as I can recall, we --
MR. HAZEL: And hearsay. 
THE WITNESS: -- he said that they were 
-- he said, yes, that they were the legal counsel_ in 
the state of Idaho for the company, and that there 
was a possibility we could undo this unfortunate 
d~fault notice. And he verbally discussed about a 
stipulation, if I was to sign it, that might be a 
way that it could conclude it and remove it, and 
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also relieve the Wallace Family Trust and me 
personally from future expenses, and that since they 
were -- he was representing the company in the 
matter with Mr. Evans, that would possibly be a 
solution. And he told me that he would draw up the 
stipulation and get it to me in a few days. And 
that was the focus of the conversation that day. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. I am going to show you Plaintiff's 
Exhibit 45. 
A. Are we through with this one? · 
Q. Correct. 
Q. Did you receive this shortly after that 
conversation? 
A. __ Yes. 
Q. And did you in fact sign that? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q, And why did you sign that? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: I signed it because I was 
desirous of getting the notice of default removed 
and putting an end to it, and also to obtain 
satisfaction on future monies that would have --
possibly I would be incurring on behalf of Wallace 
Family Trust to protect the interest of the 
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1 property. 
2 BY MR. SMITH: 
3 . Q. Did you guys discuss Mr. Evans and 
4 Sherman Storage, LLC? 
5 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay, 
6 relevance. Go ahead and answer. 
7 THE WITNESS: Did I discuss with whom, 
8 may I ask? 
9 BY MR. SMITH: 
10 Q. With Mr. Hazel? 
11 A. With Mr. Hazel, yes. 
12 Q. What did you talk about? 
13 MR. HAZEL: Same objection, hearsay, 
14 relevance. 
15 THE WITNESS: I recall talking to Mr. 
16 Hazel that -- you know, that I had received a couple 
17 of letters from Mr. Evans, you know, previously 
18 after he came into ownership, and I thought that we 
19 -- because I felt -- I felt sympathetic in that I 
20 felt, from what I learned from Mr. Evans, that he 
21 had been misled by several people as to where the 
22 land boundaries lied in his previous escrow with 
23 Sherman Storage, the Montana corporation, that he 
24 bought from them. 
25 And he had -- when I had contacted him 
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1 previously he acted upon my request after he 
2 investigated it. He also had sent me a letter 
3 saying that he wanted to know if I wanted to get a 
4 survey done on the -- you know, on the property. 
5 And I said, well, you know, like there has been four 
6 or five surveys done, you know, back into the early 
7 nineteen hundreds, I didn't see what -- you know, 
8 why I should, just for the heck of it, spend out 
9 anywhere from $3- to $5,000 for a survey when I had 
10 no reason to doubt the validity of the previous 
11 surveys that had been done in past years. 
12 MR. HAZEL: I am going to object to the 
13 previous answer as nonresponsive. 
14 BY MR. SMITH: 
15 Q. I am going to ask you another question. 
16 Everything you just said, did that come up in your 
17 conversation with Mr. Hazel? 
18 A. Yes, with him, and also with Mr. 
19 Arrowood. 
20 Q. Okay, and did you understand that 
21 document you are looking at as having the effect of 
22 returning the east side of 24th Street to the 
23 Wallace Family Trust? 
24 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
25 THE WITNESS: Yes --
1 BY MR. SMITH: 
2 Q. If I can call your attention to the --
3 A. Yes, because they had -- I think in the 
4 letter that I had gotten from Mr. Arrowood, he kept 
5 saying there was a misunderstanding. As far as I 
6 was concerned there was no misunderstanding. What I 
7 had sold to Sherman Storage, the Montana 
8 corporation, I went through escrow, Pioneer Title, 
9 paid for a policy of title insurance. If there was 
10 discrepancies here, both they and I would have the 
11 right to go back against Pioneer Title for sloppy 
12 work. 
13 Q. So you did sign the stipulation contpined 
14 in Plaintiff's Exhibit 45? 
15 A. I did. 
16 Q. And going back to the question, did you 
17 and Mr. Evans -- did you and Mr. Hazel talk about 
18 Mr. Evans? 
19 MR. HAZEL: Objection, cumulative, 
20 relevance, and hearsay. 
21 THE WITNESS: Mr. Evans's --
22 BY MR. SMITH: 
23 Q. Yes? 
24 A. -- yes, it did come up in conversation, 



























Because I was at that point --
Q. Hold on, let me keep asking you 
questions. Did Mr. Hazel tell you not to contact 
Mr. Evans? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what were his words? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 
THE WITNESS: There was nothing to be 
gained by contacting Mr. Evans; that he basically 
led me to believe that my -- because of my lease 
agreement with -- that was inherited by Global 
Signal, that I -- or that he had like a fiduciary _ 
relationship, kind of like we were in the same camp, 
so to speak, and that nothing -- they had, you know, 
lots of lawyers that handle all their problems, and 
things, and they were going to be resolving this 
with their funds, and that therefore I wouldn't have 
to have any -- it would be at my option if I wanted 
to go out and hire additional legal at a later 
date. But they were basically being held 
accountable for the representation on the property 
and what was going on. 
Q, Did you try to contact Mr. Hazel's office· 
after signing that? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
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1 THE WITNESS: Yes, I did. 1 
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write that letter? 
2 BY MR. SMITH: 2 A. April 7th, it looks like. 
3. Q. And what happened? 3 Q. And in that letter you asked about the 
notice of default? · 4 A. I was -- the lady I had spoke to first, 4 
5 Myrna, called me back, and she said that Mr. Hazel 5 A. I did. 
6 would not be returning my phone call because he was 6 Q. Why was that? 
7 employed by Crown Castle and that I should seek my 7 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
8 own legal representation, which I felt was a hundred 8 THE WITNESS: Because it was my 
understanding that after the stipulation was signed 
in December, that I would be receiving some sort of 
correspondence that the notice of default was 
9 and eighty degree reversal of what I was told in 9 
10 December, and -- 10 
11 MR. HAZEL: Objection to the last portion 11 
12 of that ans~er as not nonresponsive. 12 removed. . 
13 BY MR. SMITH: 13 (Deposition ~xhibit No. 45(a) marked for 
identification.) 14 Q. Why did you think that was different than 14 
15 your conve~sation you had had with Mr. Hazel in 15 BY MR. SMITH: 
" 16 December? 16 Q. I am showing you what has been marked 
17 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance and 17 Plaintiff's Exhibit 45(a), do you remember receiving 
this letter? 18 hearsay. Go ahead. 18 
19 THE WITNESS: Because I was led to 19 MR. HAZEL: Again relevance, objection. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, I do remember 
receiving this letter. 
20 believe that by signing the stipulation, basically 20 
21 they were going to be doing the legal actions that 21 
22 might come in the future. 22 BY MR. SMITH: 
23 BYMR.SMITH: 23 Q. And. what was the effe~t of that letter on 
24 Q. Okay, when was the next time you spoke 24 you? 
25 with Mr. Arrowood or Mr. Hazel? 25 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
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1 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance, 1 THE WITNESS: I was upset, because in the 
2 compound. 2 letter he told her that that I guess sometime 
3 THE WITNESS: Just give me a minute and 3 previous to this that they had set up an appointment 
4 review that in my mind. 4 with Peter Erbland, I think that's how you pronounce 
5 BY MR. SMITH: 5 his name's office, for mediation on April 14th, and 
6 Q. Actually, let me -- I will ask you a 6 no one had told me about it. And then she got this 
7 different question. I am going to have you review, 7 letter and so she faxed it to me, and that was the 
8 to help refresh your memory, Defendants Exhibit 8 first I found out about the mediation meeting being 
9 H-24. 9 planned, and I was not apprised of that so that I 
10 So my question would be: A~er that you 10 could make arrangements to attend that mediation. 
11 did seek the advice of your own attorney; correct? 11 BY MR. SMITH: 
12 A. I did. 12 Q. In the first full paragraph, the second 
13 Q. And then did you ever contact Mr. Hazel's 13 paragraph, actually, of this letter, did Witherspoon 
14 office about the default? 14 Kelley again talk about your notice of default? 
15 A. Not after that point. Ms. Schwartz went 15 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
16 and made the appointment directly with him to come 16 THE WITNESS: Yes. 
17 to Witherspoon's office. She reported back to me 17 BY MR. SMITH: 
18 that she went there to -- 18 Q. On the date of this letter had you still 
19 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 19 been requesting that the notice of default be 
20 THE WITNESS: -- she went there to review 20 vacated? 
21 documents that was in the files there so that she 21 A. Yes. 
22 could obtain a better understanding of what had 22 Q. Did you make plans to in fact attend 
23 preceded. 23 mediation? 
24 BY MR. SMITH: 24 A. I had no plans made at that time when I 
25 Q. Looking at Defendant's H-24, when did you 25 received the letter because I didn't know it was 
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1 occurring. And after I received the letter and 1 MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay, 
2 spoke to her on the phone, I decided -- I just 2 relevance. 
3 . quickly within two days took a leave of absence from 3 THE WITNESS: He said he was an attorney. 
4 work and my son and I basically drove through five 4 BY MR. SMITH: 
5 blizzards to get here in time for it. 5 Q. And he said he worked for Global Signal? 
6 Q. And did you meet with anybody from Global 6 A. Yes. 
7 when you got to Coeur d'Alene? 7 Q. And at your meeting at Red Robin did he 
8 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 8 say anything else about this litigation or the cell 
9 THE WITNESS: Yes. 9 tower? 
10 BY .MR. SMITH: 10 MR. HAZEL: ObjeGjion, hearsay, 
11 Q. Who did you meet with? 11 relevance. 
12 A. The day before I left I put in a phone 12 THE WITNESS: I would say we had about a 
13 call to an office -- several offices of Global 13 45 minute casual-over meeting. Because he was late 
14 Signal, which kept directing me to another telephone 14 getting there, we had eaten. Maybe it was even less 
15 number. I finally ended up speaking to someone in 15 than that. And he said that, you know, that he was 
16 the Philadelphia area, Pennsylvania, and they said 16 here for the mediation'. 
17 that they were in contact with a gentleman that was 17 And he did make the remark that he didn't 
18 going to be coming on their behalf to Coeur d'Alene 18 understand why it had gotten to this stage, that he 
19 for the mediation and they would have him call me 19 thought it should have been settled differently. 
20 back to confirm that. 20 What he meant by that I don't knoy,.,. But that he was 
21 And he called back, gave me his name, 21 here basically as additional representative for 
22 said that he didn't know at that time where he was 22 Crown Castle as their direct employee. 
23 going to be staying, but he was planning on coming 23 BY MR. SMITH: 
24 to the mediation and gave us his phone number and 24 Q. Did he offer to buy your property? 
25 encouraged us to call him once we got in town, that 25 A. Not then. 
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1 he would like to meet with me and my son prior to 1 MR. HAZEL: Objection, ER-408. 
2 the mediation. 2 BY MR. SMITH: 
3 Q. Did you meet with him? 3 Q. Not then? 
4 A. Yes, I did. 4 A. No. 
5 Q. Where did you meet? 5 Q. Did you see him the next day at 
6 A. At Red Robin Restaurant right across from 6 mediation? 
7 the hotel that he was staying at. 7 A. I did. 
8 Q. Did he tell you what he did for Global? 8 Q. And did he offer to buy the property 
9 A. Yes. 9 then? 
10 Q. What was his position? 10 MR. HAZEL: Objection, Evidence Rule 408 
11 A. He said that basically he is employed by 11 offer in compromise --
12 Global to go all over putting out their fires, is 12 THE WITNESS: After the mediation -- oh. 
13 how he phrased it. And he did share with me that he 13 MR. HAZEL: Let me get my stuff on the 
14 had been educated in New York, I believe he said he 14 record. 
15 had his license was in New York, because I think I 15 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry. 
16 asked him whether he was licensed in Idaho, like why 16 MR. HAZEL: No problem. 
17 was he here. 17 THE WITNESS: After the mediation was 
18 Q. What do you mean licensed? 18 over, out in the parking lot I had bought some 
19 A. I mean had a bar -- been approved by the 19 things, and we walked out to my car. I believe at 
20 Idaho State Bar. And he said that he was basically 20 that time was the first time he said to me, you . 
21 a direct employee of Crown Castle so he didn't need 21 know, "Has anybody offered, from Crown Castle, to 
22 to be, and that they had a company, Witherspoon, 22 settle this in a different way? We would b~ 
23 that was representing -- their Idaho representative. 23 very--" 
24 Q. So he told you he was an attorney? 24 I am pretty sure I said, "Yes, I did 
25 A. He was an attorney. 25 receive correspondence from Mr. Arrowood sometime --
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regard to which meeting? 1 you know, a couple of years before that with a price 1 
2 that was stated in a letter, not to purchase the 2 MR. SMITH: Let me back up. 
3 . property, but it was to purchase out the lease. And 3 BY MR. SMITH: 
4 I told him at that time -- you know, he says, well, 4 Q. So that meeting in Coeur d'Alene in April 
of 2010 --5 he wasn't in a capacity to make a decision on that, 5 
6 but that after that -- during that time after he 6 A. Fourteen. 
7 left us he was going to get a hold of someone in his 7 Q. Fourteen. You were meeting with Mr. 
8 company that dealt with I guess acquisition of real 8 Aruse and Mr. Hazel, Is that who was in the room? 
9 property outside of leasing, and that he had to 9 A. Mr. Aruse, Mr. Hazel, yes. 
10 check and see if that price that was stated in the 10 MR. HAZEL: And this was during the 
mediation? 11 letter was still current or would be a different 11 
12 price. 12 THE WITNESS: This was prior, that day 
before Mr. Erbland walked in and the other people . 
came, it was just my son, myself, and Dale in the 
room. 
13 BY MR. SMITH: 13 
· 14 Q. Okay. When did you discover that the 14 
' 15 cell tower was in fact encroaching onto 24th Street? 15 
16 MR. HAZEL: Objection, assumes facts not 16 MR. HAZEL: I would object to this line 
17 in evidence. Go ahead and answer. 
18 THE WITNESS: About five minutes before 
19 the mediation procedure started in the conference 
20 room at Mr. Erbland's office. 
21 BY MR. SMITH: 
22 Q. Okay, did you, in the whole litigation 
23 with Sherman Self storage, Inc., did you realize 
24 that any part of the cell tower or its fence was on 
25 24th Street? 
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1 A. I did not. 
2 Q. In any of the correspondence that Kirk 
3 had sent you prior to that day of the mediation, did 
4 it have the effect of alerting you that the cell 
5 tower or any of its facilities was on the 24th 
6 Street right-of-way? 
7 MR. HAZEL: Objection, calls for a legal 
8 conclusion. 
9 THE WITNESS: It did. 
10 BY MR. SMITH: 
11 Q. And you just didn't believe it at the 
12 time? 
13 A. Yes, I just didn't believe it. I 
14 thought, you know, as -- I'm not a surveyor, you 
15 know? Certainly just as a normal owner of a 
16 property, you know, I felt that it was what it was, 
17 exactly what the documents called for, a lease on 
18 lot four. And they were supposed to pay for all 
19 their surveys and preparation and investigation of 
20 the property and that was their 60 day due diligence 
21 time period, and I felt that they had completed 
22 that. 
23 Q. Did you ask, in that meeting, to have the 
24 notice of default against you vacated? 
25 MR. HAZEL: Objection, foundation with 
17 of questioning with regard to, one, the mediation 
18 privilege, and ER-408. Go ahead. 
19 BY MR. SMITH: 
20 Q. And in that meeting you are talking about 
21 did you ask them to vacate the notice of default? 
22 A. I asked, you know, why haven't I received 
23 the notice of default? And then secondly I said, I 
24 . think this is so ridiculous because it was supposed 
25 to be taken care of, you know -- you know, I -- he 
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1 basically had said -- Mr. Hazel had said in the 
2 letter to Ms. Schwartz, that if I showed up at the 
3 mediation this would be vacated. And I didn't know 
4 if he meant that on that day I would receive a 
5 document, that's what I thought that it -- during 
6 the time that he sent the letter and the mediation 
7 day that he would take the steps to vacate that 
8 default. And so I did ask, you know -- you know, 
9 "Where is the document?" 
10 I also secondly asked him, I said, "You 
11 know, I just think this is so ridiculous. Thousands 
12 of dollars have been spent," and prior to this, 
13 obviously, in legal fees. And I says, you know, "I 
14 don't understand. It seems so simple. If you truly 
15 believe that Mr. Evans, what he is saying isn't 
16 true, why didn't Global Signal, or you folks," I 
17 think is how I put it, "why didn't they have a 
18 survey done on the property to prove that Mr. Evans 
19 isn't correct?" 
20 And because I had not seen a completed 
21 survey, I believe Mr. Evans did somewhere along the 
22 line send me a survey that was prepared by a survey 
23 company that he employed, but it was not a recorded 
24 document, it was like a preliminary document. 
25 So I asked him, you know, "Like why 
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hasn't Global Signal gone ahead, if they have this 1 
-- they are taking this stand, why didn't they go 2 
ahead and prepare the survey?" 3 
And he simply told me there is no need 4 
to, because they did do a survey back in 1996, 1997, 5 
somewhere in that, which I never received a copy of. 6 
And he said they already knew that they -- where 7 
those boundary lines had been exceeded and 8 
encroached upon, so it would serve no purpose for 9 
them to have another survey done. 10 
But of course you have to understand, I 11 
never received any copy of that survey or knowledge 12 
of that survey, so I didn;t know that. And that was 13 
-- my first concern is -- 14 
Q. Hold on, hold on, who is "he"? 15 
A. Mr. Hazel. 16 
(Off the record at the videographer's 17 
request.) 18 
(Recess from 11:14 a.m to 11:20 a.m.) 19 
BY MR. SMITH: 20 
Q. Did you on that day make the decision 21 
that you did in fact want to sell lot four? 22 
A. No. 23 
Q, When did you make the decision that you 24 
wanted to sell lot four? 25 
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A. I would think it was somewhere -- you 1 
mean my final decision? 2 
Q. No. 3 
A. Really, I didn't really decide for sure 4 
until sometime in May. 5 
Q. After that? 6 
A. Yeah. 7 
Q. But my question to you is, the decision 8 
to sell, not the sale itself but -- 9 
A. Oh, I see what you are saying. 10 
Q. Yeah. 11 
A. Yes, I think -- 12 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. Go 13 
ahead and answer. 14 
THE WITNESS: Actually, probably two days 15 
later around the 16th, or somewhere in that range 16 
when I -- 17 
BY MR. SMITH: 18 
Q. Let me ask you another question. Did you 19 
-- again, after what you have already testified to, 20 
did you again ask either Mr. Aruse or Hazel about 21 
the notice of default against you? 22 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 23 
THE WITNESS: I didn't come in contact 24 
with either party after that mediation. 25 
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BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. No, I am talking about the mediation, 
outside of the mediation. 
A. Outside of the mediation, after the 
mediation was over and we were out in the parking 
lot, he told me that he had --
MR. HAZEL: Objection --
THE WITNESS: Mr. Aruse said that he 
had --
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Hold on, hold on --
A. -- that he had to --
Q. Hold on, hold on, I always interrupt you, 
and so can Joel, okay? 
A. Okay. 
Q. It is not polite, but that's just the way 
it works. 
A. Okay. 
Q. We were talking about a conversation 
earlier that you had in the building~ correct? 
A. In the building prior to the mediation. 
Q. Right, and you testified earlier that you 
asked about the notice of default; correct? 
A. Yes.· 
Q. Okay, did you ever ask again, in that 
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mediation process or anytime that you were here in 
Coeur d'Alene, about the notice of default? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, ER-408 and 
mediation privilege. 
THE WITNESS: No, I had Alicia Schwarts,· 
who was the attorney on -- my personal attorney, I 
had direct -- or communication through her at that 
point. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. You didn't ask them out in the parking 
lot to vacate the notice of default? 
MR. HAZEL: Who is him? 
MR. SMITH: Mr. Aruse. 
THE WITNESS: Not out in the parking lot. 
I talked to him and Mr. Hazel prior to the mediation 
inside the building. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q, Okay, then I will go back to that 
conversation. What was their response about the 
notice of default? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, ER-408 and 
mediation privilege. 
THE WITNESS: I understood that it was --
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. No, what did they say to you? 
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A. That I would get it after the mediation 1 
was concluded. 2 
Q. Okay. 3 
A. That was what they -- what Mr. Hazel 4 
meant in his correspondence to Ms. Schwartz. 5 
Q. Well, that's not what I asked you. Is 6 
that what they said in mediation that day or are you 7 
just referring to letters? 8 
A. They didn't offer nor did they give me 9 
any sort of paper with a vacation of the notice of 10 
default in that meeting. 11 
Q. Let me ask you the same question again 12 
jusfso we are -- 13 
A. Okay. 14 
Q. In mediation, you said that you asked 15 
them about the notice of default? 16 
A. Prior to the mediation meeting. 17 
Q. But you are sitting in the same table? 18 
A. Yeah, I am sitting in the room. 19 
Q. Who did you address? 20 
MR. HAZEL: And again, I am going to 21 
object -- 22 
THE WITNESS: Mr. Hazel -- 23 
MR. HAZEL: -- ER-408 and mediation 24 
privilege, and a continuing objection with regard to 25 
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that. 1 
THE WITNESS: Mr. Hazel. 2 
BY MR. SMITH: 3 
Q. Okay, and so what did you say? Exactly 4 
what did you say? 5 
A. I asked him if he had the release of the 6 
notice of default for me, because I had appeared at 7 
the mediation, I was here for the mediation. 8 
Q. And what was the response? 9 
A. No, he didn't have it. 10 
Q. Was that the end of the conversation 11 
about the default? 12 
A. Yes. 13 
Q. Okay, did you ever bring it up again? 14 
A. Not to him directly, because I -- the 15 
next time I brought it up was through Alicia 16 
Schwartz. 17 
Q. You earlier testified that you thought by 18 
being in mediation the notice of default would be 19 
vacated? 20 
A. Yes. 21 
Q. Just by being in mediation? 22 
A. Yes. 23 
Q. And then later in 2010 you had a meeting 24 
with Mr. Hazel in his office in November of 2010? 25 
A. Yes. 
Q. Do you remember that meeting? 
A. Yes. 
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Q. What was the purpose of the meeting? 
A. It wasn't a planned meeting, I was just 
stopping by to pick up whatever documents had been 
filed that week after I had left Las Vegas. He had 
told me on the phone that there were some documents 
that had been filed and they would have been sent to 
my Las Vegas address. I was in town, so I had met 
with Mr. Parker the day befo"re, I think a couple of 
days before, and I called up· Mr. Hazel. We had a 
couple of phon~ conversations back and forth. I 
remember I was trying to get my car fixed and he was 
-- he offered to pick up me up out at Tom Addis, and 
I said -- well, because I didn't know if I was going 
to be able to take it in that day, I said I would 
get a ride over to his office and wanted to get --
to review what were in those documents that had been 
filed, because I was curious. 
And then when -- I had one of my son's 
friends drive me over here, and I thought I was just 
coming here to pick up an envelope of papers, and 
then he asked me if I would come into this 
conference room. Then he had a whole prepared list 
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of questions that he asked me and like a display 
board put up that he referred to. 
And then at the end of it he had a 
document prepared that he wanted me to sign, and 
there were several things on it that I didn't agree 
with. And I told him no, I would not sign that 
document. And he didn't offer to give me the 
document to take with me, so I -- I can't remember 
all -- which exact questions I didn't agree with, 
but there was more than two or three of them that I 
didn't agree with that were incorrect, so I just 
said no, I couldn't sign it, because I knew I was 
going to be meeting with Mr. Parker the next day or 
so. 
And also the other thing was, they had 
said that they wanted to do a deposition on me. And 
so I had asked him while I was here, "Do you want to 
--" could we with do this deposition within -- you 
know, before I left. And then he called me back and 
-- or else Myrna called me back and told me that one 
of the people, perhaps I think maybe it was you, 
would not be available to get the deposition done, 
so that was the end of it. 
And then I reported back to Mr. Parker 
that I was unable to get a deposition meeting set up 
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1 and that was the end of that. 
2 Q. That was the end of -- we were talking 
3 . about the meeting you had with Mr. --
4 A. Yeah, that was --
5 Q. That was the end of the meeting? 
6 A. That was the end of the meeting. 
7 Q. In that conversation did you bring up the 
8 notice of default at all? 
9 MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. Go 
10 ahead and answer. 
11 THE WITNESS: No, that wasn't the purpose 
12 of me coming here, it was just to pick up those 
13 documents that had been recorded that week. 
14 BY MR. SMITH: 
15 Q. Okay, after mediation in April 2010 you 
16 met for the first time with Mr. Evans; correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And it was in my office the next day or 
19 two? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. Correct? And you had communicated in · 
22 mediation, I think through me, that you would be 
23 willing to sell the property to Mr. Evans; correct? 
24 A. I wanted to hear what the proposal would 
25 be. 
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1 Q. Meaning you offered it for sale? 
2 A. Yes, I did. 
3 Q. And then you met with Evans maybe twice 
4 in the next couple of days in April, or just the 
5 once? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Twice? 
8 A. Once with my son and my oldest daughter, 
9 and I believe there was another meeting that 
10 involved just my son and myself; it was very short. 
11 Q. And he asked you to sign a deed for the 
12 east half of 24th Street? 
13 A. Correct. 
14 Q. And you eventually did sign that deed? 
15 A. I did, because then I had been shown the 
16 copy of the --
17 MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
18 THE WITNESS: -- schematic of --
19 BY MR. SMITH: 
20 Q. Hold on. Why did you sign that document? 
21 A. Well, first off in the prior --
22 MR. HAZEL: Object, relevance. Go ahead 
23 and answer. 
24 THE WITNESS: -- settlement agreement, 
25 that was what I told Judge Luster I would do --
1 BY MR. SMITH: 
2 Q. Why did you --
3 A. Provided that I would get a designated 
4 easement, both written and pictorial easement, drawn 
5 up, and he instructed Mr. Bistline to do that. 
6 Q. But the question is: Why did you sign 
7 that deed? 
8 A. To complete the previous agreement that I 
9 had told Judge Luster I would do. I needed the 
10 easement, and I am a perssm of my word and that's 
11 why I did it. 
12: Q. And did you receive any money for that 
13, deed? 
14- A. No. 
15! Q. Was it signed differently than the deed 
16 to lots three and four at a different time? 
17 A. It was signed in itself. Oh, that was 
18 separately by itself. 
19 Q. Okay. And then you also entered into the 
20 transaction and sold lots three and four to the 
21 Sherman Storage; correct? 
22 A. Several weeks later. 
23 Q. _:Separately? 
24 A. Yes. 



























Exhibit 46, can you review that document? 
A. All rig ht, I have reviewed it. 
Q. That is -- Plaintiff's Exhibit 46 is your 
revocation of the stipulation and assignment to 
Global Signal? 
MR. HAZEL: I am going to interpose an 
objection, that this exhibit is subject to a motion 
in limine that hasn't been heard yet, that it was 
disclosed past the discovery cutoff, and that it is 
irrelevant. Go ahead and answer. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. What was your purpose in signing that 
document? 
MR. HAZEL: Same objection. 
THE WITNESS: To end the stipulation, 
revoke the stipulation that was signed back in 
December 23rd of 2009. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. And why did you do that? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: Well, the reason why, 
primarily, was because I felt that I had been -- was 
misled on what was going to occur after I -- if I 
was to sign the stipulation with Global Signal, and 
I felt so many things had transpired since then that 
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1 came to light that put a totally different viewpoint 
2 on everything. 
3. And the primary thing was, when I found 
4 out that they had done the survey, that I had never 
5 been -- never had been shared with me, and that when 
6 I found out they had done the survey and that they 
7 knew all along, since that survey was done, that 
8 they had exceeded the boundary that had been leased 
9 to them -- and I didn't agree with that, and I just 
10 didn't -- after speaking to my attorney, Mike 
11 Parker, I decided that this is the way I would 
12 request to revoke that. It was done for the wrong 
13 promises and the wrong reasons that never came to 
14 closure. 
15 MR. SMITH: Okay, thank you. Let's go 
16 off the record for a second. 
17 (Off the record at 11:35 a.m. and back on 
18 the record at 11:35 a.m.) 
19 MR. SMITH: That's all the questions I 
20 have right now. Thank you, Mary Jo. 
21 THE WITNESS: Thank you. Are we done 
22 with this? 
23 MR. SMITH: Yes, I will take that. 
24 THE WITNESS: I don't want to get things 
25 out of order. 
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1 MR. SMITH: And then Mr. Hazel is going 
2 to ask you some questions. 
3 THE WITNESS: Okay. 
4 EXAMINATION 
5 QUESTIONS BY MR. HAZEL: 
6 Q. Good morning, Mary Jo -- or Ms. Wallace. 
7 Would you prefer calling you Ms. Wallace? 
8 A. That's fine. 
9 Q. You worked in the real estate field as a 
10 realtor or a broker for 20 years more or less; 
11 correct? 
12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. You inherited lots one through twelve, 
14 Glenmore Addition -- or block 21 Glenmore Addition, 
15 which is the old Cove Bowl site, from your mother in 
16 1982? 
17 A. Right. 
18 Q. Before that your parents owned the Cove 
19 Bowl; correct? 
20 A. Yes, they owned the Cove Bowl building, 
21 the real estate, they did not own the business. 
22 Q. Understood. So they were essentially a 
23 landlord? 
24 A. Yes. 





























Q. You would agree with me that that is a 
warranty deed transferring the Cove Bowl property, 
lots one through twelve and lots seven, eight, nine, 
ten and eleven, from the Wallace Family Trust to you 
individually, and that was dated in June of 1997? 
A. Okay, I looked at that date and it is so 
blurred I couldn't --
Q. Can you see the notary stamp? 
A. Yeah, it is notarized in June of 1997. 
It could have been recorded -- it looks like it 
might have been recorded in 1998 up at the top. 
Q. But it was executed on --
A. It was executed in '97, and for all 
intents and purposes it transfers on the day that 
you execute it, not the day you record it. 
Q. Understood. But prior to this time, 
prior to June 10th of 1997, both the Cove Bowl 
property, if I can just call it that for shorthand, 
and lots three and four of the Glenmore Addition 
Block 22 were all owned by the Wallace Family Trust; 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. For some period of time? 
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1 A. They came in at different times, but, 
2 yes. 
3 Q. Immediately prior to this deed they were 
4 owned by the Wallace Family Trust? 
5 A. Correct. 
6 Q. And on the date that you and Gary Wallace 
7 signed the PCS site agreement on June 14th, 1996 
8 both the Cove Bowl and lots three and four were 
9 owned by the Wallace Family Trust; correct? 
10 A. Correct. 
11 Q. I am going to hand you Trial Exhibit C-3, 
12 you can put that in the pile --
13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. Exhibit C-3, and I will represent to you 
15 that is the deed which the Idaho Department of 
16 Transportation conveyed to the Wallace Family Trust 
17 lots three and four, Block 22 Glenmore Addition, 
18 would you agree with me? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. And that is dated February 19th, 1998; 
21 correct? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q, All right, I will hand you exhibit C-4. 
24 Do you recognize Exhibit C-4 to be the ordinance 
25 whereby the city of Coeur d'Alene vacated 24th 
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1 Street; correct? 
2 A. Correct. 
3. Q. And you understand that the legal effect 
4 of that was that the east half of vacated 24th 
5 Street, that portion of the east half of vacated 
6 24th Street attached by operation of law to lot 
7 three and four; correct? 
8 MR. SMITH: I will object to the form of 
9 the question, calls for a legal conclusion. You can 
10 answer it, if you know. 
11 THE WITNESS: It was what it was. 
12 BY MR. HAZEL: 
13 Q. Okay. 
14 A. I am not going to reinterpret it. 
15 Q. And would you agree with me the west half 
16 of vacated 24th Street attached to the Cove Bowl 
17 property? 
18 A. It did by tax bill, yes. 
19 Q. And you agree that the tax bill for lots 
20 three and four, Block 22 also included the east half 
21 of vacated 24th Street from the time after the 
22 vacation? 
23 A. It says the vacated portion, but I'm not 
24 sure as to what -- you know, what the specifics was. 
25 I don't think it said the east or the west, I think 
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1 it just said vacated portion of 24th Street. 
2 Q. Okay, you would agree with me that you 
3 took -- let's take a look at Exhibit B --
4 A. You handed me two exhibits here, 4 and --
5 I mean, C-4 and B-20. 
6 Q. Oh, why don't you take a look at B-20, 
7 that's why I couldn't find it. 
8 A. So we are done with C-4. 
9 Q. We are done with C-4. 
10 A. Okay. 
11 Q. You would agree that you took the 
12 position on April 20th, 2005 that the east half of 
13 24th Street adjacent to lots three and four were, 
14 quote, an intragal taxable part of lots three and 
15 four in a letter you sent to Art Bistline? 
16 A. I used the same words that Mr. Bistline 
17 used in his letter so there would be no 
18 misunderstanding, but as far as the word integral, 
19 that was Mr. Bistline's language. So I just -- you 
20 know, in forming this letter I just used his exact 
21 wording. 
22 Q. And your intent in drafting that letter 
23 back in April, April 20th of 2005, was to tell Mr. 
24 Bistline, and by extension his client, Steve Cooney, 




















































corporation, that you didn't intend to convey the 
east half of vacated 24th Street as part of the sale 
of the Cove Bowl; correct? 
A. I would have to say no, I don't agree 
with that, because Mr. Cooney was never an owner. 
He was, he told me, the best friend of the partners, 
but that he was a silent assisting friend. So he 
wasn't an owner, he wasn't -- I think he was signing 
papers to represent them, but he was not any part of 
their corporation, he was not in their corporation. 
Q. Let me ask that question again. 
A. Okay. 
Q. Your intent, in drafting; the April 20, 
2005 letter to Art Bistline, was to tell Sherman 
Self Storage, Inc., a Montana cprporation, that you 
didn't intend to convey the east half of vacated 
24th Street to them as part of the Cove Bowl 
transaction that had occurred earlier; correct? 
MR. SMITH: I will object to the form of 
the question, the letter speaks for itself. 
THE WITNESS: In the first paragraph I 
wanted -- my intent was so that he knew. All the 
previous times, anytime we had any portion of the 
property for sale, lots three and four were never 
for sale. That property was never intended to be 
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sold and that's what -- that was one of my main 
focuses on this letter was focusing to the fact 
that --
Q. Let me ask another question. 
A. -- I wasn't selling it separately. 
Q. Let me ask the question. In Exhibit B-20 
you specifically write, "Dear Mr. Bistline: I 
received the correspondence addressed to Jeff 
Andrews from you on April 18, 2005 in which you 
related an offer to purchase by your client the east 
half of vacated 24th Street, which is an integral 
taxable part of lots three and four, Glenmore 
_Addition. This property has been continuously owned 
by the Wallace Family Trust for 20 years and it has 
never been offered for sale at any ti.me, nor was it 
offered on any previous times when the adjoining 
parcels were listed for sale on the Coeur d'Alene 
MLS." That's what you put in that the letter; 
correct? 
A. Right. 
Q, You did not have a great deal of input in 
the negotiations with Sprint for the lease of the 
cell tower site back in 1996; correct? 
A. That's true. 
Q, Your husband Gary had more contact with 
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1 the Sprint representatives, or the Capital Land 1 A. We didn't have 20,000 laying around. In 
2 Service representatives? 2 fact, it wasn't until that time that we even knew 
3 . A. Right, and there was very little 3 through the years -- because actually we had another 
4 negotiating. They just basically -- we asked them, 4 associate at Lukins and Annis do all -- most of the 
5 "Well, what is the average or the best price that 5 majority of the -- Mike Medger, I think in the 
6 you think you could come up with for leasing it?" 6 Spokane office, actually was the lawyer that did 
7 He said, "$500." We said, "Okay," you know? But we 7 most of the legal work on the corporation. And back 
8 didn't sit there and -- 8 in '88 -- and all that was paid. Sid used to --
9 Q. Let me cut off -- 9 Q. Would you agree with me that as of the 
10 A. -- negotiate back and forth like a 10 
11 bidding war. 11 
12 MR. HAZEL: I am going to move to strike 12 
13 the last portion of that answer as unresponsive. 13 
14 BY MR. HAZEL: 14 
15 ' Q. You and Gary were having some financial 15 
16 difficulties in 1996; is that correct? 16 
17 A. In 19967 We -- I believe in 19 -- 17 
18 somewhere along that time we decided to do a remodel 18 
19 on the property. Also, we had a -- 19 
20 Q. That's a yes or no question. Were you or 20 
21 were you not in -- 21 
22 A. 1996, financial problems? 22 
23 Q. Correct. 23 
24 A. Not any more than any other year. I 24 
25 mean, paying taxes, you know, promote the business. 25 
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1 I mean -- 1 
2 Q. Sure. I am handing you Exhibit B-3. You 2 
3 agree that Exhibit B-3 is a deed of trust to Lukins 3 
4 and Annis, a law firm, dated February 5th, 19967 4 
5 A. Correct. 5 
6 Q. And that deed of trust was secured by 6 
7 lots one through twelve? 7 
8 A. Yes. 8 
9 Q. The Cove Bowl property? 9 
10 A. Right. 10 
11 Q. And that was for some $20,000; correct? 11 
12 A. Right. 12 
13 Q. And that was for unpaid legal bills? 13 
14 A. Well, the truth of the matter was, my 14 
15 understanding was that Sid was -- Sid Smith, the 15 
16 attorney, was going to be going Into semi 16 
17 retirement, and he -- he came down and met with my 17 
18 husband, and he said that he wanted us to -- like he 18 
19 wanted to separate off his billings from the Lukins 19 
20 and Annis corporation, I guess because he was going 20 
21 to semi retire and no longer be taking on new cases, 21 
22 and things. 22 
23 Q. But at the time you owed -- 23 
24 A. So I didn't have -- 24 
25 Q. -- Lukins -- 25 
date of signing of this deed of trust and recording 
~" ... 
of this deed of trust you a~d Gary owed Lukins and 
Annis approximately 23,000 bucks in attorney fees? 
Yes or no. 
A. Yes .. 
Q. And1you provided a deed of trust and 
secured that obligation with this -- you put up the 
Cove Bowl property as collateral; correct? 
A. True. 
Q. In 1996 you did not know exactly where 
the boundary line was between lot four and the east 
half of 24th Street right-of-way; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. You did know the specific dimensions of 
lot four at that time; correct? 
A. Correct. 
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Q. I am going to hand you Exhibit H-2, and 
this.was a document that you signed on April 30, 
1996; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And in that document Sprint stated it 
wanted to lease a 50 by 50 by 55 by 35 foot lease 
area; correct? 
A. That 50 by 50 by 35 was not on this paper 
when we signed it. It's in a darker -- something 
that has been added. 
Q. How do you know that? 
A. Because it's a -- it's a totally 
different -- I saw the document and it was much 
darker, it is with a different -- obviously a 
different pen or writing instrument. And also the 
thing that is crazy is, they have lot three, which 
never was our intention or this gentleman, Dean, had 
never talked to us about, he said only lot four, 
so --
Q, Would you agree that it originally said 
.50 by 50? 
A. That 50 by 50 was written in there and --
but what wasn't written in there was all these 
cumulative figures on the right-hand side of the 
page, and then the line underneath ttie 50 by 50, 
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1 that was not written in there. That was added --
2 maybe he retained this in his files, or something, 
3 . afterwards. I don't know what clarification it 
4 really served. But that wasn't on this paper when 
5 we signed it. 
6 Q. I am going to hand you Exhibit A-1, which 
7 is the 1996 PCS site agreement. You would agree 
8 that Sprint wanted to lease from you 2,500 square 
9 feet of land, approximately; correct? 
10 MR. SMITH: I would object to the form of 
11 the questions, leading, and the document speaks for 
12 itself. 
13 MR. HAZEL: It's cross-examination. 
14 THE WITNESS: I don't know if it was 
15 2,500 square feet on lot four. Our understanding 
16 and focus was it was on lot four. 
17 BY MR. HAZEL: 
18 Q. You would agree with me that on the first 
19 page of Exhibit A-1 that the square footage 
20 indicated that site to be leased was approximately 
21 2,500 square feet; correct? 
22 A. Yes, but you understand I did not sign on 
23 the page one. I might have been given the page to 
24 sign by my husband, which he often did, "Here, sign 
25 this and get it notarized." I did not -- at that 
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1 time --
2 MR. SMITH: I am going to object --
3 THE WITNESS: -- it was not --
4 MR. SMITH: Mary Jo, you are not 
5 responding to the question. 
6 BY MR. HAZEL: 
7" Q. Take a look, you would agree that page 
8 one of Exhibit A-1 says approximately 2,500 square 
9 feet on it; correct? 
10 A. It does. 
11 Q. Let me have you take a look and show you 
12 Exhibit A to Exhibit A-1. 
13 A. Okay. 
14 Q. And you would agree that that site 
15 depicts a 50 by 50 by 35 square foot trapezoid; 
16 correct, on the drawing? 
17 A. Well, I couldn't agree with this before 
18 when I did the first deposition. 
1~ Q. Can you agree with it now? 
20 A. No, because there is no square -- there 
21 is no dimensions, other than the 50 feet on Sherman 
22 and a 50 feet somewhere off in the east on the --
23 maybe it was an old property line, or something that 
24 is east, it is actually where the I-90 is. 
25 Q. So you are unwilling to agree that that 
1 shows a 50 by 50 by 35 square foot trapezoid; 
2 correct? 
3 A. That's correct, I can't agree with that. 
4 Q. Okay. You understood that as part of the 
5 lease Sprint was going to put its own antenna at the 
6 top of the pole; correct? 
7 A. Yes, they were going to put equipment. 
8 Q. And they did that in 1996. 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. After you signed the lease you would 
11 agree that Sprint paid the'past due property taxes 
12 for the years 1994 and 1995 for lots three four and 
13 the east half of vacated 24th Street? 
14 A. Okay, we went through this before, and I 
,15 told you then that we had decided on a rent, but it 
16 was only for -clarification, because we actually 
17 weren't -- wanted to have everything paid current, 
18 just like, you know, an escrow was closing, we 
19 wanted everything paid current. So it was more of 
20 an accounting procedure. They could very well have 
21 given us a check for the full amount and we could 
22 have cut a check to Kootenai County for the prorated 
23 taxes·: up to the date .. 
24 Q. But that's not what happened. 



























Q. They paid your property tax. 
A. We had them -- they went ahead and took a 
portion of our rents that were going to be for that 
year and paid. And then they also later sent me a 
correction and saying that it was actually a lesser 
amount than what we had approved when they actually 
got the figures from Kootenai County taxes. 
Q. But they did in fact pay some of the 
taxes for lot three and four and the east half of 
vacated 24th Street? 
MR. SMITH: I will object to the form of 
the question, it has been asked and answered. 
THE WITNESS: No. 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. Sometime in August of 1996 somebody, 
presumably Sprint, built a cell tower site right 
next to the curb of old 24th Street; correct? 
A. Sprint, yes. 
Q. And the cell tower site, a portion of It 
had a fence around It; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. None of the cell tower site was located 
on the old paved surface of the 24th Street; right? 
A. Correct, it was not over the surface of 
the paved street. 
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1 Q. Right, it was never off -- 1 Q. And it is dated April 23rd, 2001; 
2 A. Which was a vacated -- later was that 2 correct? 
3 . portion the vacated 24th Street. 3 A. Correct. 
4 Q. But when they built it, the curbs and the 4 Q. And in this agreement Sprint told you 
5 paved street was still in existence and you could 5 that they had transferred or subleased to their 
6 see it? 6 contractual affiliate, Ubiquitel, their equipment on 
7 A. Yes. 7 the lease? 
8 Q. And over the years you and your husband 8 A. That was their proposal, they were going 
9 never objected to the location of the cell tower 9 to -- there are several of these I think that from 
10 site; correct? 10 time to time we would receive. Sometimes they 
11 A. It was always on lot four, we were 11 wouldn't go through with them, but they would tell 
12 perfectly happy with lot four. 12 us ahead of time to get our permission, and then we 
13 Q. You assumed that it was located on lot 13 might not know for months whether or not they went 
14 four; correct? 14 ahead with it. 
15 A. Yes. 15 Q. Okay, but this is an amendment to the 
16 Q. You thought it was located on lot four? 16 lease --
17 A. Yes. Like I told you previously, they 17 A. Okay. 
18 didn't share with us the survey that they did in '96 18 Q. -- where you greed that Ubiquitel -- that 
19 so we did not know. 19 Sprint could assign its right to have equipment on 
20 Q. You knew how to contact Sprint if there 20 the tower to Ubiquitel; right? 
21 was an issue with the cell tower site after 1996; 21 A. Correct. 
22 · correct? 22 Q. And then it also allowed Verizon to 
23 A. Yes, they had that in our agreement, we 23 collocate or put equipment on the towe-.r; right? 
24 had our address and their address. 24 A. Where does it say Verizon? Okay, it does 
25 Q. And from time to time you did contact 25 mention Verizon to collocate. 
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1 them; correct? 1 Q. And they agreed that commencing on the 
2 A. Correct. 2 first day of the first month following the execution 
3 Q. In fact, your husband contacted then over 3 of this document that Sprint would pay you an 
4 some bushes that died in the landscaping; right? 4 additional sum of 300 bucks a month for the 
5 A. Correct. 5 Ubiquitel transfer and Verizon to collocate; is that 
6 Q. You contacted them over the Verizon 6 correct? 
7 mechanical building that you didn't like because it 7 A. That's what it says, yes 
8 didn't -- 8 Q. Right, and that's something you agreed 
9 A. It blocked the view. 9 to; correct? 
10 Q. It blocked the view. 10 A. Correct. 
11 A. It blocked the view of our business, and 11 Q. All right, and then I am going to hand 
12 we thought all the equipment -- when they told us 12 you Exhibit A-3, is that attached there? 
13 basically the equipment for collocaters would go on 13 A. That's A-2, this is A-2. 
14 the tower, that's what Mr. Ball told us. He didn't 14 Q. Here we go. I am going to hand you 
15 tell us that they were going to be moving buildings 15 Exhibit A-3. 
16 in. 16 A. Okay. 
17 Q, That was back in '96 before you signed 17 Q. And my first question is, is that a 
18 the lease; right? 18 document that bears you and your husband Gary's 
19 A. Right, that is correct, '96, that's the 19 signature? 
20 only time I met with the man. 20 A. Yes, except on this one it is notarized 
21 Q. I am going to hand you Exhibit A-2. 21 and the p·revious one was not notarized, so I don't 
22 A. Okay. 22 know if that makes any difference. 
23 Q. And that's a document you signed; right? 23 Q. It probably doesn't, but you signed it, 
24 A. Just let me look at it first. Yes, I 24 is what I am asking. 
25 signed this. 25 A. We signed it. 
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Q. And the date of that document is 1 
September 19th, 2001, correct? 2 
A. Correct. 3 
Q. And on this agreement you allowed Sprint 4 
permission to collocate equipment from Cricket on 5 
the cell tower; correct? 6 
A. Correct. 7 
Q. And they agreed to pay you 4,200 bucks 8 
per year after that? 9 
A. Yes. 10 
Q. Or 350 bucks a month? 11 
A. Somebody wrote that 350 a month in after 12 
-- that wasn't on the paper when we signed it. 13 
Q. But you were supposed to get 4,200 bucks 14 
more a year to!have Cricket on the site? 15 
A. Yeah, and they were getting like 41,000 a 16 
year I found out afterwards. 17 
Q. But you agreed to this back in 2001; 18 
right? 19 
A. Right. 20 
Q. And so after 2001 you knew that Sprint 21 
had transferred its equipment to Ubiquitel; correct? 22 
A. Well, I don't know if they transferred 23 
their equipment to Ubiquitel. I understood that 24 
they were like a collocater; that Sprint was still 25 
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the owner of the main tower and they were just 1 
putting their equipment on the top of the tower. 2 
Q, Right. Sprint always had equipment on 3 
the top of the tower since it built it; correct? 4 
A. Right. 5 
Q. And so it transferred the right to use 6 
the equipment on the top of the tower to Ubiquitel; 7 
right? 8 
A. If you say so, I don't know how -- I 9 
mean, I don't know if they -- I would have to read 10 
this in depth to say yes to that. My understanding 11 
was these were collocaters. There were a series of 12 
companies that got like merged or bought out, so we 13 
never really knew who in the heck was in 14 
negotiations to buy out the other one. 15 
Q, But if you look at Exhibit A-2, go back 16 
to A-2 -- 17 
A. Okay. 18 
Q, After signing A-2 you knew that Ubiquitel 19 
had equipment on the cell tower, or the right to 20 
have equipment on the tower; correct? 21 
A. Um-hmm. 22 
Q, Yes? 23 
A, Yes. 24 
Q. And you knew that Verizon had the right 25 
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. to have equipment on the tower? 
A. And Ubiquitel was enabling, they use the 
word, Verizon to have equipment on the tower. I 
don't know if it's, you know, the same equipment, 
who knows. 
Q. But they had the right to do it? 
A. Right. 
Q. Based on the -- you do agree that --
A. Based on the fact that they were going to 
pay an additional $300 a month. 
Q. Right. And then the Cricket agreement, 
A-3, is separate? 
A. Is separate. 
Q. And you allowed or consented to Cricket 
having equipment on the tower; correct? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And then after that period of time Sprint 
paid you additional rent; correct? 
A. They did for --
Q. For both --
A. -- for a time period, but in 2000 and --
around in 2004, after I moved to Las Vegas I got --
it was like nine months went by and I got no checks 
in the mail, nothing. Nobody could figure out where 
the money was and --
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Q. That's not the question I asked. 
A. -- and finally they made right by us. 
Q. Let me take you back. Right after 2001, 
I am going to hand you Exhibit G-1, which is a 
spread sheet from Sprint, shortly after you signed 
Exhibits A-2 and A-3 they started paying you more 
rent; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. For the Cricket-Verizon-Ubiquitel 
collocate rs? 
A. Collocaters, yes. 
Q. And as I understand from your previous 
testimony there was a time where Sprint stopped 
paying you for a while, but then they made it all 
right; corr.ect? 
A. Yes, they sent me a check for those 
unpaid months. They didn't send me any late 
charges, they didn't send me any interest on the 
money --
MR. HAZEL: That's not what I. asked, and 
I am going to move to strike that as unresponsive. 
THE WITNESS: I just got that one check. 
MR. HAZEL: Let more forward and take a 
look at another Exhibit A-4. 
THE WITNESS: Okay. 
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1 BY MR. HAZEL: 1 
2 Q. My first question with regard to Exhibit 2 
3 . A-4 is, that contains your signature; correct? 3 
4 A. Yes, because my husband was deceased at 4 
5 that point. 5 
6 Q. And you would agree that this -- 6 
7 A. Could I just look at this again more 7 
8 carefully? 8 
9 Q. Sure. 9 
10 · A. Okay, I have read it. 10 
11 Q. And you did sign that agreement? 11 
12 A. I did. 12 
13 Q. And it is dated January 25, 2002; 13 
14 correct? 14 
15 A. Correct. 15 
16 Q. And it modified the original PCS site 16 
17 agreement; correct? 17 
18 A. It made some modification. I mean, it 18 
19 makes reference to the collocaters agreement of 19 
20 September 19, 2001. I don't know, really, just 20 
21 glancing at this what it -- what it was changing 21 
22 here. 22 
23 Q. If you look at Exhibit A it describes lot . 23 
24 four; correct? 24 
25 A. Yeah, it does describe lot four. 25 
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Q. So you agreed to let them put the access 
easement as depicted on Exhibit B? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you would agree that Exhibit B, the 
schematic shows a 50 foot wide lease site along 
Sherman Avenue? 
A. Well, it shows 50 feet from the west 
boundary line of lot four to the southeast corner of 
lot four, yes. 
Q. And then it also ~nows the dimension of 
the cell tower site being 50 feet along the length 
of vacated 24th Street? 
MR. SMITH: I will object to the form of 
the question, the document speaks for itself. 
THE WITNESS: Well, there is a line going 
through that shows 50 feet on this arrowed area, but 
for some reason they are like breaking it to I guess 
where their boundary line is for their new driveway. 
So they have that from north to south 35 feet and 
they have the other one, which is to the left of 
that at 50 feet. 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. Which matches up with the other 50 feet? 
A. Fifty feet. 
Q. Then at the top it shows the site being 
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1 Q. And it also says there is a common 1 35 feet --
2 address of 2315 Sherman Hill? 2 A. It does. 
3 A. Yeah, they have always used the wrong 3 Q. -- at the top, and then on the diagonal 
4 address. 4 of the trapezoid it shows a dimension of 52.3 feet; 
5 Q. Sherman Hill isn't right? 5 correct? 
6 A. No, Sherman Avenue. 6 A. 52 feet 3 inches, that's correct. 
7 Q. And then they refer to an assessor's 7 Q. Right. 
8 parcel number or tax parcel number 4320-022-044, 8 A. Which wasn't on the previous schematics. 
9 that's on there; correct? 9 Q. But this is something you agreed to? 
10 A. Right. 10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. I am going to hand you Exhibit H-4. You 11 Q. And was part of a document where you 
12 would agree with me that Exhibit A-4 shows Kootenai 12 amended the 1996 PCS cell agreement? 
13 County Tax parcel number 022-004-A as comprising 13 A. Correct. They never --
14 lots three, four, and the east half of vacated 24th 14 Q. Not responsive, sorry. 
15 Street? 15 A. Okay. 
16 A. Yes. 16 Q. Okay, I am going to hand you Exhibit C-7. 
17 Q. And then Exhibit B to Exhibit A-4, if you 17 You can put those in the pile of cast-off documents. 
18 turn to the next page after the legal description -- 18 A. C-7, yes. 
19 A. Oh. 19 Q. C-7 is a deed whereby you individually 
20 Q. There is a drawing; correct? 20 conveyed the Cove Bowl property, lots one through 12 
21 A. All right. 21 Block 21, to Sherman Self Storage, Inc.; correct? 
22 Q. And they changed the access, do you 22 A. Correct. 
23 agree? 23 Q. And that was on September 20th, 2002; 
24 A. Oh, that was the access when they put up 24 correct? 
25 the other date. 25 A. Correct. 
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1 Q. It was your intent at that point not to 
2 transfer any portion of the east half of vacated 
3. 24th Street; correct? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And that conveyance in fact did not 
6 include any portion of the east half of vacated 24th 
7 Street? 
8 A. That's what the policy of title insurance 
9 said. 
10 Q. Right, You would agree that at the time 
11 you sold the Cove Bowl property in 2002 to Sherman 
12 Self Storage, Inc., the Montana corporation, you did 
13 not want to jeopardize your contract with Sprint; 
14 . correct? 
15 A. Correct. 
16 Q. You were getting a healthy monthly income 
17 from that cell tower site; correct? 
18 A. I was deriving an income, yes. 
19 Q. 1,400 hundred bucks a month? 
20 A. The family trust was, yeah. 
21 Q. Right. You would agree that Sherman Self 
22 Storage sued you individually over the east half of 
23 vacated 24th Street in 2003? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. And for a while you defended that lawsuit 
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1 with the help of an attorney, Jeff Andrews; correct? 
2 A. Correct. 
3 Q. And during that defense of the lawsuit 
4 you maintained that you never intended to convey the 
5 east half of vacated 24th Street to Sherman Self 
6 Storage, Inc., the Montana corporation? 
7 A. Right, it was not in the policy of title 
8 insurance nor in the legal description. 
9 Q. Taking a look at Exhibit H-8, the first 
10 question will be, does your signature appear on the 
11 last page of that document? 
12 A. The last page, yes, that's my signature. 
13 Q. And you swore under oath in front of a 
14 notary that the answers to the questions in answer 
15 to the interrogatories were true to the best of your 
16 knowledge; correct? 
17 A. Correct. 
18 Q. I direct your attention to page two of 
19 that document and your answer to Interrogatory No. 
20 1. Will you read the highlighted portion, the 
21 portion that I have highlighted? 
22 A. "I would not have landlocked my property, 
23 nor would I have jeopardized my contract with 
24 Sprint. 11 
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A. At the time, yes. 
Q. And then page three, you also stated 
under oath -- read the highlighted portion. 
A. "Under no circumstance would I have 
landlocked my two pieces of property that were not 
subject to the sale and done anything to disrupt my 
access to these properties." 
Q. And that was true at the time? 
A. Correct. 
Q. And you swore to that under oath; 
correct? 
A. Yes, 
Q. All right, if you look at page four? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Would you read the highlighted portion? 
A. "Additionally, plaintiff, without right, 
has obstructed access to the defendant's property by 
obstructing_ fencing and other barriers and has also 
blocked access to the Sprint tower and blocked the 
easement thereto interfering with the business 
relationship of the defendant, all of which are 
contracted to the contract of sale." 
Q. "Contrary to the contract of sale"? 
A. Or "contrary to the contract of sale. 11 
Q. And that was true at the time; correct? 
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A. Yes, I guess maybe I should have put the 
-- more specifically. They did -- Sprint did have 
an agreement, I guess. I didn't find out about this 
until later, but they had an agreement that they 
could get to the property by going through the new 
gates that were on the -- that face the street. I 
guess they had a combination lock on there, and they 
were given the combination by Sherman Self Storage, 
but I never was given a key or a combination of the 
gate. So, you know, I and members of my family 
could not get to our property. 
Q. And the cell tower site, back when you 
executed Plaintiff's Exhibit H-8, which was June 
22nd, 2004, the cell tower site is in the exact 
position it Is today; correct? 
A. I don't know that --
MR. SMITH: Objection. 
THE WITNESS: -- I haven't been down 
there so I don't know what it Is. 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. You just don't know one way or the other? 
A, No. 
Q, I am going to hand you Exhibit A-5. The 
first question with regard to Exhibit A-5, is that a 
document that you signed? 
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1 A. If I could have a minute to read through 
2 it. Where is the document dated February 14th that 
3. it is referring to? Because I don't remember --
4 Q. You don't get to ask questions, I guess. 
5 A. Well, then, I will just say no to it 
6 because I don't know --
7 Q. This is your perpetuation testimony, and 
8 I am not going to try to ask you anything about 
9 documents that you don't know anything about. 
10 A. Okay. 
11 Q. What I am asking you about is Exhibit 
12 A-5, and did you sign Exhibit A-5? 
13 A. Yes, I did. 
14 Q. And you understood --
15 A. Just a moment, where is my signature, 
16 though? I see a notary. Is this -- oh, this is the 
17 notary that goes with -- there are pages missing 
18 from the original --
19 Q. Look at page five, the one -- a couple of 
20 pages before that? 
21 A. That's before it. 
22 Q. One more after that. That's your 
23 signature on page five of Exhibit A-5, which is 
24 also --
25 A. That's my signature. 
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1 Q. -- GSA No. 00190; correct? And you 
2 agreed to the transfer of the rights in the PCS site 
3 agreement to the current owner, Global Signal; 
4 correct? 
5 MR. SMITH: I object, it's a legal 
6 conclusion, the document speaks for itself. 
7 THE WITNESS: Are you saying that this is 
8 like a memorandum of the transfer of Sprint to 
9 Global Signal? 
10 BY MR. HAZEL: 
11 Q. Correct. Is that your understanding of 
12 the document? 
13 A. I don't know what this is. I would have 
14 to really read through this carefully to see what is 
15 all in here. 
16 Q. I don't think that is necessary. Let's 
17 turn to Plaintiff's Exhibit 25. 
18 A. Just a moment. 
19 Q. Ms. Wallace I have handed you Plaintiff's 
20 Exhibit 25. 
21 A. Okay. 
22 Q. This is a document that Mr. Smith 
23 previously asked you questions about that is the 
24 mutual release and settlement agreement with Sherman 



























A. This is the original paper that was sent 
to me, it looks like, but it doesn't have the date 
filled in on the first page, which usually I don't 
leave things undated. 
Q. Your initials have dates; correct? 
A. My initials have a date, but -- yeah, it 
is. 
Q. All right, and looking at page two of 
that document under paragraph 2-B -- or the 
paragraph two, it says, "In order to settle the 
lawsuit the parties hereby agree as.follows: 
Wallace will execute a warranty deed for the east 
half of vacated 24th Street, and B, Wallace shall 
have an easement to access the existing cell tower 
site on the remaining property consistent with the 
existence of the present easement for that purpose 
as set forth on attached Exhibit A." That's what it 
says; right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right, and then turning to attached 
Exhibit A is the legal description of the access 
easement?. 
A. Just a second, you an': saying --
Q. The very last page. 
A. The very last page. 
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1 Q. That's the legal description that you 
2 found incomplete because it didn't have a drawing; 
3 correct? 
4 A. Correct. 
5 Q. And at some point you saw the drawing 
6 that went with that; correct? 
7 A. April 16th, 2010 is when I finally saw 
8 the ~- I went to the title company here and saw the 
9 actual drawing. 
10 Q. And would you agree that Exhibit B-10, 
11 the first page of Exhibit B-10 is the same legal 
12 description, although much more legible than the one 
13 that is attached to Plaintiff's Exhibit 25? 
14 A. You are saying that this is blown up, a 
15 larger font on that page? 
16 Q. On Exhibit B-10, and that's the same 
17 thing. 
18 A. If you could move it closer --
19 Q. You betcha. 
20 A. Okay. Yes, that's exactly the same 
21 wording, it's just legible. 
22 Q. And page two of Exhibit B-10 is a site 
23 schematic; correct? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. That was sent in the same fax by Steve 
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1 Cooney; correct? 
2 A. No, it was not, that never got faxed to 
3. me. And then when I found out it wasn't even my fax 
4 number when they faxed some of the documents, I 
5 don't know who they were faxing to, but it was not 
6 my telephone number. 
7 Q. This is the map that you saw --
8 A. Finally this last year. 
9 Q. And by this, I mean page two of Exhibit 
10 B-10; correct? 
11 A. This never was sent to me. That's why I 
12 thought/Mr. Bistline had not completed what Judge 
13 Luster had told him to do. 
14 Q. You would agree that Exhibit A to the 
15 mutual i-elease and settlement agreement refers to a 
16 record of survey at Book 18, page 404, records of 
17 Kootenai County? 
18 A. Where does it say that? It says -- okay, 
19 Book 18, excluding that portion of land described --
20 so small -- something of a record of survey, Book 
21 18, page 404 of records, records of Kootenai County, 
22 Idaho. Is that what you are referring to, that last 
23 iine? 
24 Q. Yes, and I am handing you Exhibit C-6, 
25 which is, would you agree with me, that has the 
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1 marking: Book 18, page 404, and that it is in fact 
2 a record of survey. 
3 MR. SMITH: I will object, the document 
4 speaks for itself. 
5 THE WITNESS: Well, it is what it is. I 
6 mean I didn't do the survey so I don't really know 
7 who wrote in -- you know, if this is exactly -- you 
8 know, this is the same thing that they are referring 
9 to on here. You know, I have limited knowledge as 
10 far as surveys go. 
11 Q. You didn't go and take a look at that? 
12 A. No, I did not. 
13 Q. Do you remember appearing telephonically 
14 at a hearing before Judge Luster? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. About the settlement agreement; correct? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. I am going to hand you Exhibit B-297 
19 A. Okay. 
20 Q. I will represent to you that that is a 
21 transcript of those proceedings in front of Judge 
22 Luster that was in the court file and that we got 
23 from Mr. Bistline's file. Would you agree with me 
24 on the second page that you stated to Judge Luster 



























outlined and I didn't get the actual pictorial, and 
legal description didn't arrive until one week 
later," that's what you said to Judge Luster; 
correct? 
A. That's what they have down here, yes. 
Q. And you represented to Judge Luster that 
you had received a pictorial drawing at that time; 
correct? That's what this transcript says. 
MR. SMITH: I will object to the form of 
the question, it speaks for itself. 
THE WITNESS: No, I didn't -- your 
question before WpS that easement document, had I 
received it? No, I had never received it. As I 
said, when I went. back and looked at some of the 
documents they -~ 
MR. SMITH: I will object and interrupt 
you --
THE WITNESS: The fax number was not my 
number. 
MR. SMITH: Let us interrupt you, that's 
our job. I am going to interrupt you, it is not 
responsive to the question. 
MR. HAZEL: And good, I will ask another 
question. 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
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1 Q. But you did say, "The agreement sent to 
2 me didn't have anything outlined and I didn't get 
3 the actual pictorial and description," space, 
4 "didn't arrive until one week later." That's what 
5 you said; right? 
6 A. That's what they have recorded here, but 
7 what I did receive -- what I am telling you, what I 
8 did receive --
9 Q. I'm not asking what you received --
10 A. What I received one week later --
11 Q. Let me ask the question, Mr. Smith can 
12 ask you some other questions if he wants --
13 A. Okay, okay. 
14 Q. And then you also stated, "The property 
15 is leased out and there are certain things that need 
16 to be complied with for the FCC." That's what you 
17 said; right? 
18 A. Yeah, I mean I was in the middle of a 
19 doctor's appointment and people chasing around me. 
20 But basically what I was saying is, you know, you 
21 have certain things that -- like Sprint had to get 
22 permission for, their licensing and thing. I did 
23 not want to be in a position where I was doing 
24 something that would interfere with anything that 
25 they had agreed to with -- regarding the cell tower 
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1 usage, and things like that. I --
2 Q, Let me interrupt you. These are the 
3. words you said to Judge Luster at that telephone 
4 hearing, and while you were at the doctor, I 
5 understand --
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. It is true you never informed Sprint or 
8 Global or any of its predecessors that the cell 
9 tower site was in the wrong place; correct? 
10 A. That's correct. 
11 Q. You accepted monthly rent on the cell 
12 - tower site from 1996 until It was sold to Mr. Evans 
13 and Sherman Self Storage in June of 2010? 
14 A. Correct. 
15 Q. You were willing to extend the lease with 
16 Global Signal for a cell tower at its current 
17 location until 2041; is that correct? 
18 A. No, not when they sent me all the stuff 
19 about the indemnification, and then they informed me 
20 that they had been contacted by Mr. Evans and the 
21 things that were going on between Mr. Evans and 
22 Global Signal. They never paid me the $7,100 that 
23 they said they were going to pay Wallace Family 
24 Trust for entering into the proposal, and so --
25 Q. Let me interrupt you. 
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1 A. -- there was not a contract. 
2 Q, You received and signed Exhibit H-21; 
3 correct? 
4 A. Yes. 
5 Q, And that's your signature on the third 
6 page of H-21; correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And they sent you a hundred bucks and you 
9 kept the hundred bucks; right? 
10 A. It was a hundred dollars, they said that 
11 should cover my expenses if I had to go and get 
12 transportation to get things notarized and whatever. 
13 Q. But you accepted the hundred bucks? 
14 A, Yeah. 
15 Q, And you were going to accept the $7,100 
16 signing bonus upon the consummation of a new lease; 
17 right? 
18 A. Yeah. 
19 Q, And you agreed that you would give 
20 Global, or Crown, the right of first refusal to 
21 purchase the property If anyone else offered you . 
22 money to buy lots three and four; correct? 
23 MR. SMITH: I will object to the 
24 question, the document speaks for itself. 




















































Q. Turn to page two --
A. Okay. 
Q. -- you see it says, "Right of first 
refusal", do you understand what that means? 
A. I do understand a right of first refusal, 
but they never signed this and sent it back to me so 
it meant basically nothing. 
Q. But you signed it and kept the hundred 
bucks? 
A. If they would -- b~t as I said, in going 
through the discovery documents I saw that the 
original amount that was supposed to be offered to 
me was somewhere around 24,000. Mr. Arrowood cut 
that down to 7,100. So I never got the offer that 
the acquisition people had originally appended to be 
offered to me, they just never gave it to me. 
Q. When you signed Exhibit H-21, which was a 
letter agreement to enter into an extension of the 
1996 lease, you knew that Global didn't want to move 
the cell tower site from its existing location; 
correct? 
MR. SMITH: Objection, calls for 
speculation. 
THE WITNESS: I don't know what they 
would want to do in the future. I just know that 
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they were there for the duration of the time that 
they had been allotted on our original signed 
agreement. 
BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. And they were trying to extend it and you 
were at that point nl;!gotiating with them to extend 
the lease? 
A. Well, yes. Mr. Arrowood had specifically 
told me that someone in the company had made a big 
mistake and they signed a a collocater's agreement 
with one of the collocaters that went to 2041. 
Q. I am going to have to interrupt you and 
say that is not responsive, so let me ask another 
question so we can move this along. 
I am going to hand you Exhibit C-16. And 
that's the deed whereby you transferred the east 
half of vacated 24th Street to Mr. Evans? 
A. Correct. 
Q, Or Sherman Self Storage? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And that was -- you signed that on what 
date? 
A. April 16th when I went to the title 
company; 
Q, What did you do with that? Did you leave 
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it at the title company or did you hand it to Mr. 1 
Evans or Mr. Smith? 2 
A. I gave it back to Mr. Evans. 3 
Q. When did you give it to Mr. Evans? 4 
A. April 16th. 5 
Q. At the title company? 6 
A. At the title company. 7 
Q, But it wasn't recorded until June? 8 
A. I don't know when I -- you know -- 9 
Q, There is a recording sticker on it. 10 
A. Okay, so it says it was recorded in June. 11 
Q, And you previously testified and continue 12 
to assert that Mr. Evans paid you no money for the 13 
· deed to convey the east half of vacated 24th Street; 14 
· right? 15 
A. That's right. 16 
Q, Mr. Evans did pay you $300,000 for lots 17 
three and four; correct? 18 
A. Yes. 19 
Q. And you never let Global know of your 20 
negotiations with Mr. Evans for lots three and four; 21 
correct? 22 
A. Actually, no. I had the contact -- I 23 
mean the discussion on selling was first with 24 
Global, and the day after the mediation he told me 25 
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he would get back with me, and then the next day he 1 
communicated to me that they had so much money 2 
wrapped up in legal fees that they had decided that 3 
they couldn't abide by their original offer of -- I 4 
think it was -- there they had tendered previously. 5 
Q. For an outright purchase? 6 
A. And that they would not -- and they would 7 
not be interested in purchasing it. So then I met 8 
the next day or two days later and Mr. Evans made 9 
the proposal to me. But Global Signal had -- they 10 
had the right, and they decided not to go ahead with 11 
the purchase. 12 
Q, But after you -- 13 
A, They told me they weren't Interested now, 14 
they had changed their mind. 15 
Q, After you met with Mr. Evans and he 16 
offered to give 300 grand for lots three and four -- 17 
A. I said I would have to think about it. 18 
Q, But you never went back alter that point, 19 
you never went back to Mr. Aruse and said, "Hey, I 20 
have got an offer for 300 grand, do you want to -- II 21 
A. No, because Mr. Aruse was very definite 22 
when he made the statement, that he said that they 23 
were -- they had so much money wrapped up In it and 24 
was be beyond their budget at this point, they 25 
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weren't in a position. We didn't talk any price 
after that, he just -- that was it, they were just 
not interested, they were changing their mind 
totally. 
Q. You recall your first deposition in this 
case; correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you recall that in that deposition 
that you testified that after Mr. Evans agreed to 
pay the Wallace Trust 300 grand for lots.three and 
four you had five face-to-face meetings with him; . 
correct? 
A. I think the question was, you know, how 
many time have I come in contact with him, and I 
said maybe five times, counting the day at the 
mediation, starting on the day of the mediation, 
that was the first time I met Mr. Evans. And then 
the next day there were two more, and then after 
that -- · 
Q. You also testified at the deposition that 
you had about 20 phone calls with him, about? 
A. Between that time, between 2008 and the 
day of the deposition, I said maybe I had somewhere 
between 15 to 20 phone calls, contacts. 
Q. Since your deposition, your first 
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deposition, not today, obviously, how many 
additional contacts with Mr. Evans have you had? 
A. Well, I have to think about this. There 
was one in December of 2011, and then I saw him 
December of 2011 and I saw him again at the 
deposition day. 
Q. After that how many times have you --
A. And then those two meetings at the title 
company. So I think that's about it. I mean, I 
haven't --
Q. You are telling me you haven't --
A. I live in Nevada, he lives in California 
and here. 
Q. Let me --
A, I think maybe a total of maybe five. 
Q. Additional? 
A. Five times. I don't know if it's 
additional. If you are getting out the calendar --
you are saying, "How many times have you ever seen 
Mr. Evans In person?11 
Q. No, no. What I am asking you is, your 
original deposition occurred on March 8th, 2011, 
almost a year ago but not quite, eleven months ago. 
A. Yes, okay. 
Q, Since March 8th, 2011 how many times have 
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1 you talked with Mr. Evans on the phone? 
2 A. I really haven't had much contact with 
3 . Mr. Evans on the phone at all. I mean maybe a total 
4 of -- might have gotten four or five phone calls. I 
5 mean it's been very slim. 
6 Q. All right, how many times after March 
7 8th, 2011 did you meet with Mr. Evans or Mr. Smith 
8 in person after your deposition the first time? 
9 A. After the first deposition? With Mr. 
10 Smith and Mr. Evans. I would say maybe four times. 
11 Q. Four times since the deposition? 
12 A. Yeah, maybe'maximum. 
13 Q. I am handing you Exhibit H-25. And that 
14 -- you signed that document; correct? 
15 A. Let me look. ,'Just a moment, let me read 
16 through this, this doesn't look real familiar. 
17 I signed it here on the first page, yes. 
18 Q. You didn't type that letter out, right, 
19 Mr. Evans did? 
20 A. Mr. Evans prepared this and gave it to me 
21 and I signed it. 
22 Q. Signed it? 
23 A. And sent it. 
24 Q. Mr. Evans wrote it for you; correct? 
25 A. I assume it was Mr. Evans. I can't 
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1 remember. I think Mr. Evans did prepare this and --
2 because they had this -- I did not have this 
3 schematic prepared or this, this came from them 
4 then. But, you know, this was June 3rd, this was 
5 before the property closed escrow. 
6 Q. Mr. Evans prepared that for you; correct? 
7 A. Yes. 
8 Q. And you signed it? 
9 A. Right, and forwarded it on to Global 
10 Signal. 
11 Q. And you didn't FedEx it, you didn't fill 
12 out that FedEx slip, somebody else did, right? 
13 A. I am looking at the writing and I --
14 there are certain things here that look very 
15 familiar that would be my writing. This top part, I 
16 would say yes, I did fill this out. I don't know if 
17 I filled out the G on the Global Signal,.that 
18 doesn't look like my handwriting. But the top part, 
19 that definitely is from -- you know, where it says 
20 Mary Jo Wallace, telephone number, the Maserati 
21 Drive, Las Vegas, Nevada, that's my writing. 
22 Q. Okay, and that's dated June 8th, 2010; 
23 right? 
24 A. Yes, and you can see the difference 
25 between the three --
1 Q. There was no question pending? 
2 A. Yeah, the top part I filled out. I don't 
3 know who filled out Global Signal's address. 
4 Q. I understand. You agree that you thought 
5 the cell tower site was built where it was supposed 
6 to be built; right? 
7 A. I think I said the cell tower was I 
8 thought on lot four. I mean --
9 Q. You thought it was in the right place? 
10 A. Right. ... 
·r.• 
11 Q. And always did? 
12 A. We trusted, you know, pprint to do those 
13 preliminary surveys or site desi~nations. 
14 Q. And because you thOUQht it was in the 
15 right place you never complained about the location; 
16 right? 
17 A. That's correct. I didn't really --
18 myself, I didn't start complaining until that 
19 building appeared on the property and I saw -- I 
20 basically did a lot of the analysis of sales, and 
21 when I saw the drop in the sales in the restaurant, 
22 especially that, then I --
23 MR. HAZEL: I object to that as being 
24 nonresponsive. Let me ask another question. 



























BY MR. HAZEL: 
Q. You knew where, approximately, lot three 
is; correct? 
A. Yes, it is north of lot four. 
Q. And Sprint Spectrum has never built 
anything or occupied any portion of lot three; 
correct? 
A. That's correct, to my knowledge. I don't 
know where the exact dividing line is between three 
and four, but they told me they were on lot four so 
I trust that to be correct. 
MR. HAZEL: Okay, I have no further 
questions. 
MR. SMITH: I have a couple of follow up. 
FURTHER EXAMINATION 
QUESTIONS BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. So you say you know where lot three is; 
correct? 
A. North of the lot four, correct. 
Q. And so you know where lot four is in 
relation to lot three; correct? 
A. Correct, south of lot three. 
Q. And you know where lot four is in 
relation to the abandoned 24th Street right-of-way? 
A. It is to the east. 
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1 Q. Right. And you knew all that when you 
2 signed the the PCS site agreement, is that true? 
3. A. Yes. 
4 . Q. So earlier when Mr. Hazel asked you a 
5 question, you don't know the dimensions of lot four, 
6 did you just mean you didn't know the metes and 
7 bounds description or the square footage? 
8 MR. HAZEL: Objection, leading, and 










10 THE WITNESS: The reason why I said 
11 that --
12 BY MR. SMITH: 
13 Q. Let me ask you another question then. 
14 Did you hear the earlier question by Mr. Hazel about 
15 tt1e dimensions of lot four? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. Do you remember what your answer was? 
18 A. I didn't know the exact dimensions of lot 
19 four. I know that --
20 · Q. Let me ask you a question. What does 
21 that mean, what does dimensions of lot four mean to 
22 you? 
23 A. I think he was pointing out a schematic 
24 drawing that had 50 feet on the south boundary line, 











































the 35 feet like on the north, in reviewing the 1 
discovery documents there was one where it shows 2 
that they actually had -- they didn't take the east 3 
boundary line, like they didn't fence -- put the 4 
fence right on the boundary line. They added about 5 
5.2 feet to the west on the one -- on one of the 6 
plat maps. 7 
But I just -- I just knew that from the 8 
tax bill it was a little under -- the two lots 9 
together was, I think, point two four off of the tax 10 
bill. It doesn't really tell you the exact -- 11 
because it is an irregular shape, it is not like a 12 
rectangular fifty by a hundred lot, like the lots 13 
that were on the previous. But from what I could 14 
determine in going back and looking at the previous 15 
surveys before they put In the I-90, it looked like 16 
everything that was in that block to the east of the 17 
Cove Bowl property at one time were the same 18 
dimensions, fifty by a hundred. But everything got 19 
-- with the easements that had to be taken out for 20 
the I-90, that's how it originated that all the 21 
exact dimensions, the remaining property of three 22 
and four, you know, weren't like a scale fifty by a 23 
hundred any more. 24 
Q. Sure. Let me ask you another question. 25 
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When you settled with Cooney, you wanted an easement 
over the east half of 24th Street, that's what you 
wanted; correct? 
A. Yes, because he had --
Q. Just yes or no. Yes, he did? 
A. Yes, the east half, yes. 
Q. And when you were requesting that 
easement over the east half of 24th Street did you 
know that there was anything built on the east half 
of 24th Street? 
A. No. 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, leading. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Ok~y, and if you -- would you have been 
able to -- let me ask you a different question. 
Going back to your property, in i996 you 
knew what the .Wallace Family Trust holdings were? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And your question to Mr. Hazel about not 
knowing the dimensions, does that mean you just 
didn't go out and walk the property? What do you 
mean by the idea that, "I didn't know what the 
dimensions of lot four were"? Are you just talking 
about the borders of it? You just tried to answer 
that question and I am trying to --
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A. Right, I don't know where the dividing 
line is between lots three and four. The only thing 
I knew is, basically there was a small, about a five 
or six foot fence that was on the east perimeter, 
and --
Q. Okay, let me ask you another question. 
If I showed you a plat map of Block 22 and Block 21 
would you know where all the lots are located? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And isn't the whole reason that you 
fought so strongly about Cooney trying to take the 
east half of 24th street was because, one, you were 
landlocked, is that true? 
A. True. 
Q, And two woul_d be that you thought that 
the cell tower people needed access to the tower? 
A. Correct. And also, may I add, that Mr. 
Bistline --
MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
MR. SMITH: Yes, unfortunately you are 
not supposed to. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. The question was asked to you, and I 
apologize if I didn't hear the answer, but is the 
cell tower and all of its improvements, all its 
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facilities in the same place that it was in 1996? 
A. No. 
Q. You also started to say that Jon Arrowood 
had told you, in and around November of 2008, that 
somebody made a big mistake, what did he tell you? 
A. He told me that one of their executives, 
that it wasn't him, but somebody that did work with 
the collocaters, which he led me to believe he 
didn't have anything to do with collocaters, he just 
dealt with the land owners, that they had signed 
formal documents agreeing to lease, a lease to a 
collocater that would go through the year 2041. 
Because I asked him, you know, 2041, that's really 
an odd year. Like why would you want to go all the 
way out to 2041? 
"Because," he said, "we are trying to 
cover a. mistake. We already have a signed agreement 
with a collocater, that we gave them the right to 
sublease until 2014, or through 2014." He says, "I 
am trying to get the two in line with one another." 
In other words, he wanted to bring the 
lease that they had with Wallace Family Trust up to 
the same date that they already by mistake had 
signed with this collocater. 
So he was basically trying to correct a 
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mistake that some other person at their company had 
made. They didn't check, obviously, the dates of 
the contracts. 
Q. Well, how was he proposing to correct the 
mistake? 
A. That's when he started sending me all the 
letters about extending either to the three 
alternatives that he gave me in that letter. He 
wanted to bring it up to 2041, or he wanted for them 
to buy out the interest of the lease. And I can't 
think of the third one again --
Q. Perpetual easement? 
13 A. Perpetual easement. 
14 Q. So in other words, he was trying to get 
15 you to extend it to the length of the existing 
16 collocater contract? 
17 A. Correct. 
18 Q. And did he say who made the mistake? 
19 A. Someone in his company. Because he 
20 basically indicated to me he thought it was pretty 
21 stupid that they didn't check the underlying lease, 
22 you know, and -- or else had only made the agreement 
23 with the two coinciding so that there wasn't a 
24 mistake. But they had already -- he indicated to me 







































And I said, "Well, like how could you 
lease out the property --" 
MR. _HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
THE WITNESS: "-- the property when you 
don't even have it?" 
have. 
MR. SMITH: That's the last question I 
MR. HAZEL: No questions. 
MR. SMITH: Okay, thank you. 
(Deposition concl'uded at 12:50 p.m.) 
(Signature requested.) 
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CERTIFICATE OF MARY JO WALLACE 
I, MARY JO WALLACE, being first duly 
sworn, depose and say: 
That I am the witness named in the 
foregoing deposition consisting of 143 pages; that I 
have read said deposition and know the contents 
thereof; that the questions contained therein were 
propounded to me, and that the answers therein 
contained are true and correct, except for any 
changes that I may have listed on the change sheet 
attached hereto. 
DATED this ________ _, 2012; 
14 MARY JO WALLACE 
15 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this __ _ 
16 day of __________ . 2012 
17 
18 NAME OF NOTARY PUBLIC 
19 NOTARY PUBLIC FOR. _____ _ 
20 RESIDING~---------
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4 That the foregoing proceedings were taken 
5 before me at the time and place therein set forth, 
6 at which time any witnesses were placed under oath; 
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9 thereafter transcribed by me or under my direction; 
10 That the foregoing is a true and correct 
11 record of all testimony given, to the best of my 
12 ability; 
13 That I am not a relative or employee of 
14 any attorney or of any of the parties, nor am I 
15 financially interested in the action. 
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All OTQ1 W0 Wx\lU;ln tt",P~Utionl!, COY~tli, ~~1.S ~r,,,l CQJl~Tll d6ic1t1sod or 
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d~11te whh~ l:.iw~ui~ whcth«'luli:>wn or'll!U:,QQWlt Cir whether lhlo/ \1'.-.·6' ~A)l't lll'i~, 
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Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited Case No. CV 03-7690 


















GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company; THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLA CE 
FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I 
K:lwdocs\cdamain\16239\0003\C0043864.DOC 





COMES NOW, Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, by 
and through its attorneys of record, Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing of the firm Witherspoon 
Kelley, and hereby moves this Court to reconsider its Decision on Summary Judgment 
respecting the following: 
1. The Court's determination that the electively recordable Memorandum of PCS 
Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement is the lease agreement and 






conveying document, as opposed to the PCS Site Agreement. 
2. The Court's determination that the electively recordable Memorandum of PCS 
Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement provides the controlling 
description of the lease area, as opposed to the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the 
PCS Site Agreement. 
3. The Court's determination that Global Signal's lease site is located on the 
12 vacated 24th Street paved street surface, as opposed to being located on a portion of the vacated 















4. The Court's determination that where the lease site is located outside of the lease 
area described in the PCS Site Agreement, a default exists under the lease, as opposed to 
simply amounting to a trespass to other property. 
5. The Court's determination that the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement is unambiguous, as opposed to being 
ambiguous where Exhibit B's own attached Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site Agreement 
contradicts the description contained in Exhibit B, and the Site Description attached as Exhibit 
A to PCS Site Agreement contradicts the description contained in Exhibit B. 
This Motion is brought pursuant to I.R.C.P 1 l(a)(2)(B) which provides in relevant part 
that 11 [a] motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be made at 
any time before the entry of final judgment ... 11 Therefore this Motion to reconsider is timely. 
This Motion is supported by the Global's Memorandum Supporting Motion to 
Reconsider Decision on Summary Judgment, and the Affidavit of Jason S. Wing, filed 
herewith, Plaintiff and Defendant's respective Trial Exhibits,1 and the pleadings, files, affidavits 
1 Global cites to both Global and Sherman's Trial Exhibits, the admission of which was stipulated to by the parties 
28 prior to the trial of this matter previously set for January 30, 2012 - February 1, 2012. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 2 
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and records in this matter, and the arguments to be made at the time set for hearing this Motion. 
Global hereby requests the opportunity to present oral argument at the hearing on this Motion. 
DATED this \ ~ day of March, 2012. 
ttorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
'Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT· 3 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on the=2~ay of March, 2011, I caused a true and 
3 correct copy of GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, 
4 by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
5 
Erik P. Smith 
-6-· 609-:Cakeside Avenue 































Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 4 
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Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company; THE 
WALLA CE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of 
The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION 
ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT- I 
K:lwdocslcdamainl I 6239\0003\C0042478.DOC 





This Memorandum is filed in support of Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff Global Signal 
Acquisitions II, LLC's Motion to Reconsider the Court's Decision on Summary Judgment. 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC ("Global") moves this Court to reconsider its decision on 
Summary Judgment because Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC ("Sherman") mischaracterized the 
nature and relationship of the documents previously before the Court and thus a material 
. _0 . mlsunderstandgig_of_!he nature and relationship ~f sai~ documents exists. Moreover, new 





Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement provides the description of the 
lease area, and that said lease area includes the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
I. MATTERS FOR RECONSIDERATION 
1. The Court's determination that the electively recordable Memorandum of PCS 
11 Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement is the lease agreement and 
12 conveying document, as opposed to the PCS Site Agreement. (Compare, Decision, p. 3, 20, 21, 















2. The Court's determination that the electively recordable Memorandum of PCS 
Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement provides the controlling 
description of the lease area, as opposed to the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the 
PCS Site Agreement. (Compare, Decision, p. 3, 10, 20, 21, 22, 23; with Defendant's Trial Exh., 
A-1). 
3. The Court's determination that Global Signal's lease site is located on the 
vacated 24th Street paved street surface, as opposed to being located on a portion of the vacated 
24th Street right-of-way. (Compare, Decision, p. 4, 8, 9, 10; with Defendant's Trial Exh., C-6). 
4. The Court's determination that where the lease site is located outside of the lease 
area described in the PCS Site Agreement, a default exists under the lease, as opposed to 
simply amounting to a trespass to other property. (Compare, Decision, p. 23; with Defendant's 
Trial Exh., A-1 and A-5). 
5. The Court's determination that the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement is unambiguous, as opposed to being 
1 Global herein cites to both Global and Sherman's Trial Exhibits, the admission of which was stipulated to by the 
28 parties prior to the trial of this matter previously set for January 30, 2012 - February 1, 2012. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-2 
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ambiguous where Exhibit B's own attached Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site Agreement 
2 contradicts the description contained in Exhibit B, and the Site Description attached as Exhibit 
3 A to PCS Site Agreement contradicts the description contained in Exhibit B. (Compare, 
4 Decision, p. 9 and 21; with Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
5 
























1. The PCS Site Agreement is a lease agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1 ). 
2. A lease is a conveyance. lntermountain Realty Co. v. Allen et ux., 60 Idaho 228, 
232 (1939). 
3. The PCS Site Agreement contains seven (7) identified exhibits attached in the 
following order: A, Al, B, Bl, C, D, and E. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
4. The PCS Site Agreement provides that "Owner leases to Sprint Spectrum ... the 
site described below . . . consisting of approximately 2500 square feet of land." (Defendant's 
Trial Exh., A-1 ). 
5. . The "site described below" in the PCS Site Agreement are "the location(s) 
("Site") shown on Exhibit A." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
6. Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is designated as the lease area "Site 
Description," and is necessarily titled "Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement." (Defendant's Trial 
Exh., A-1) (emphasis added). 
7. Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement legally describes the lease site conveyed 
as being located on Lot 4. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
8. Under the Carney v. Heinson presumption, the conveyance of a lease interest in 
Lot 4 also conveys an interest in the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had 
attached thereto by operation oflaw. Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275,278 (1999). 
9. Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement graphically depicts the lease area as being 
located on Lot 4 and a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached to Lot 4 
by operation of law, 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, immediately to the east 
of and adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb. (Defendant's Trial 
Exh., A-1). 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-3 
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10. The Record of Survey monuments the lease area as being located on Lot 4 and a 
2 portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached to Lot 4 by operation oflaw, 17 
3 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, immediately to the east of and adjacent to the 
4 
vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb. (Defendant's Trial Exh., C-6). 
5 
11. Aerial photographs of the lease area taken in 1995, 2001 and 2003 reveal that 























way that had attached to Lot 4 by operation of law, 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th 
Street, immediately to the east of and adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface 
and street curb. (Defendant's Trial Exh., F-1, F-2 and F-3). 
12. Aerial photographs of the lease area taken in 1995, 2001 and 2003 reveal that 
the cell tower facility was not constructed on any portion of the vacated 24th Street paved street 
surface. (Defendant's Trial Exh., F-1, F-2 and F-3). 
13. The Wallace Family Trust concedes that the cell tower facility was not 
constructed on any portion of the vacated 24th Street paved street surface. (Affidavit of Jason S. 
Wing filed in Support of Motion to Reconsider, Exh., A, p. 101, lines 15-25). 
14. The PCS Site Agreement providers, under "Miscellaneous", that "if requested ... 
Owner agrees to execute and deliver . . . a recordable Memorandum of this Agreement in the 
form of Exhibit B." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
15. Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement is designated as the Memorandum of PCS 
Site Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1 ). 
16. Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement provides that "[t]his memorandum 
evidences that a lease was made ... " (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1 ). 
17. The "lease" that is evidenced by Exhibit B is the PCS Site Agreement. 
(Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
18. Exhibit Bis not a lease agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
19. Exhibit Bis not a conveyance. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
20. Exhibit Bis not the "site description" to a lease. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
21. Exhibit B is an electively recordable memorandum that provides record notice 
of the existence of the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-4 
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22. Exhibit B mistakenly describes the lease area as being located "to the east of and 
adjacent to the abandoned 24th St. right of way ... " as opposed to being located to the east of 
and adjacent to the abandoned 24th Street paved street surface and curb. (Defendant's Trial 
Exh., A-1). 
23. Exhibit B to PCS Site Agreement includes a separate site description attached as 
Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) ( emphasis added). 
24. The separate site description attached to Exhibit B as Exhibit A to Memorandum 
of Site Agreement contradicts the description contained in Exhibit B by depicting the lease area 
as being located on Lot 4 and a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached 
to Lot 4 by operation oflaw, 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, immediately to 
the east of and adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb. 
(Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) (emphasis added). 
25. Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement precedes Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement 
follows. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) (emphasis added). 
26. Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement precedes Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site 
Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) ( emphasis added). 
27. On January 25, 2002, the Wallace Family Trust entered into a Memorandum of 
Agreement with Sprint Spectrum, modifying the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., 
A-4). 
28. The January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement contained a "Description of 
Land" attached at Exhibit A thereto, wherein the subject property was legally described as 
including Lot 4, Block 22, which under the Carney v. Heinson presumption necessarily 
includes the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached thereto by 
operations oflaw. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-4). 
29. The January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement also contained a "Description 
of Land" attached at Exhibit B thereto, wherein the subject property was depicted as including 
the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way lying to the east of and adjacent to the 
vacated 24th Street paved street surface. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-4). 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-5 
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30. On May 10, 2005, the Wallace Family Trust entered into an Agreement 
2 Regarding Ground Lease, wherein the Wallace Family Trust certified, by Estoppel Certificate, 



























Global is mindful of the Court's Decision on Summary Judgment filed October 4, 2010. 
However, at the hearing on Sherman and Global's respective motions for summary judgment, 
Sherman mischaracterized the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement as being subordinate to and somehow following Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
Agreement, and Exhibit B as defining the lease area. This mischaracterization appears to have 
created a material misunderstanding of the nature and relationship of PCS Site Agreement, 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, and Exhibit A to 
the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. (See, Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) ( emphasis 
added). Moreover, it does not appear the Court fully considered the April 23, 2001 and 
September 19, 2001 Amendments to PCS Site Agreement, the January 25, 2002 Memorandum 
of Agreement, the May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease, and the March 13, 2008 
Letter Agreement, each by and between Sprint Spectrum and the Wallace Family Trust, or 
Global Signal and the Wallace family Trust. For these reasons, Global hereby respectfully 
moves the Court to reconsider its Decision on Summary Judgment pursuant to I.R.C.P 
1 l(a)(2)(B). 
A. ONLY THE "SITE DESCRIPTION" ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT A TO THE PCS 
SITE AGREEMENT WAS MEANT TO DESCRIBE THE LEASE AREA, NOT 
EXHIBITB. 
Sherman cannot eject Global from the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way 
because Global is not in wrongful possession of said property. The PCS Site Agreement and 
amendments thereto constitute the lease respecting the subject property. Exhibit A to the PCS 
Site Agreement is unmistakably designated the "Site Description" for the lease area. 
(Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1 ). In contrast, Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement is merely the 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-6 
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"Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement" providing record notice of the existence of the PCS 
2 Site Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) (emphasis added). 


























hearing on Sherman and Global's Motions for Summary Judgment, Sherman 
mischaracterization Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement as being subordinate to and following 
Exhibit B in the PCS Site Agreement, and Exhibit B as both embodying the lease and defining 
the lease area. Moreover, Sherman mischaracterized and truncated the text of Paragraph 1 of 
the PCS Site Agreement referencing the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement. (See, Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment, p. 7, 1 30). 
These mischaracterizations have resulted in a Decision that does not reflect the terms of the 
PCS Site Agreement. 
1. The PCS Site Agreement is the lease agreement, and Exhibit A to PCS Site 
Agreement describes and depicts the lease area, not Exhibit B. 
The PCS Site Agreement provides the terms and conditions governing the ground lease 
of Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. Paragraph 1 of the PCS Site 
Agreement provides that "Owner leases to Sprint Spectrum . . . the site described below ... 
consisting of approximately 2500 square feet of land." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) ( emphasis 
added). The "site described below" in the PCS Site Agreement are "the location(s) ("Site") 
shown on Exhibit A." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). There are seven (7) exhibits attached to 
the PCS Site Agreement, appearing in the following order: Exhibits A, Al, B, Bl, C, D and E. 
(Defendant's.Trial Exh., A-1). The first exhibit to the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit A to PCS 
Site Agreement, is designated the "Site Description." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1 ). In 
contrast, Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement expressly provides that "[t]his memorandum 
evidences that a lease was made ... " (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) (emphasis added). Thus, 
Exhibit B neither describes or defines the lease area, nor purports to be a conveyance. Rather, 
Exhibit B merely gives notice of the existence of the conveyance embodied in the PCS Site 
Agreement; it merely "evidences that a lease was made." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) 
( emphasis added). 
In addition to Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, which is unambiguously designated 
the "Site Description," a second separate and unique exhibit A not specifically referenced in the 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION ON SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT-7 
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1 PCS Site Agreement is attached to Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement. (see, Defendant's 
2 Trial Exh., A-1 ). This separate and unique exhibit A is necessarily titled "Exhibit A to 
3 Memorandum of Site Agreement." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) (emphasis added). It is this 
4 unique exhibit A not referenced in the PCS Site Agreement that Sherman used to confuse and 
5 mischaracterize the nature and relationship of the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit A to PCS Site 







following Exhibit B, and Exhibit B as somehow containing the terms of the lease. (Compare, 
Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1, and Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment, p. 
8, ,r,r 35 and 40). 
a. The PCS Site Agreement conveys the area described in the "Site 
Description" attached as Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement. 
Paragraph I of the PCS Site Agreement recites that the "Owner" is leasing "the site 
12 described ... in the location ("site") shown on Exhibit A ... " Specifically, Paragraph I of the 
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(Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1 ). Thus it is clear from the sentence structure and by the use of a 
colon, several semicolons, and other punctuation in the first paragraph of the PCS Site 
Agreement that the "Site" being leased, "the site described below," consists of the 2,500 square 
feet of land, and the space required for cable runs, equipment and antennas, all as shown on 
Exhibit A. Sherman's interpretation however, and that argued by Sherman at the hearing on 
summary judgment, is that Exhibit A only describes the space required for cable runs, 
equipment and antennas. (Plaintiffs Memorandum in Support of Summary Judgment, p. 7). 
This tortured view ignores the comma after "antennas," and the other punctuation used in the 
paragraph. Such an interpretation would render the paragraph nonsensical. 
Not only does Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement described the site being leased, but 
the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is the first exhibit 
referenced in the PCS Site Agreement, the first exhibit attached to the PCS Site Agreement, 
and is clearly intended to be the only document defining the area being leased by the Owner. 
In contrast, Exhibit B is not referenced until paragraph 15 of the PCS Site Agreement, under 
"Miscellaneous", and merely provides that "if requested ... Owner agrees to execute and 
deliver ... a recordable Memorandum of this Agreement in the form of Exhibit B." Therefore, 
Exhibit B is merely an electively recordable notice of the existence of the PCS Site Agreement, 
and is not intended to change the terms of the lease or the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit 
A to the PCS. Site Agreement. 
Because Exhibit B is not a conveyance and does not provide the legal description 
defining the lease area, it does not convey any interest in the subject property, and is not a 
"granting instrument" for purposes of the rule set down by the Court in Carney v. Heinson. See, 
Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275 (1999). It is "the settled law of this state that a lease of real 
property is a conveyance or encumbrance of real estate." Intermountain Realty Co. v. Allen et 
we., 60 Idaho 228, 232 (1939). And as the court in Carney v. Heinson articulated, there is a 
common law presumption that a conveyance of land abutting a vacated alley conveys title to 
the center of the alleyway. Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275, 278 (1999); see also, Shaw v. 
Johnson, 17 Idaho 676,678 (1910). As such, only the "conveyance" should be considered in 
determining what property is conveyed. Here, only the PCS Site Agreement is a conveyance 
and only the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is identified in 
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the PCS Site Agreement as defining the area conveyed. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1 ). 
Therefore, the common law presumption identified in Carney v. Heinson should be applied 
only with respect to the property identified and shown on Exhibit A to PSC Site Agreement 
(the "Site Description"), not Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement (the "Memorandum of PCS 
Site Agreement"), or the Memorandum's separate and unique exhibit A ("Exhibit A to 
Memorandum of Site Agreement"). (See, Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) (emphasis added). 
b. Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement exclusively defines the lease area. 
The significance of Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement, and the nature and relationship of 
Exhibit A and Exhibit B are reinforced by the language at the bottom of page I of the PCS Site 
Agreement, which provides that attached is "Exhibit A - Site Description and Exhibit B -
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). Thus, Exhibit A and 
Exhibit B are independent exhibits as they relate to both the PCS Site Agreement and each 
other, and serve decidedly different purposes: Exhibit A defines the lease area; and Exhibit B 
provides notice of the existence of the lease agreement. 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is also independent and distinct from the separate 
and unique exhibit A attached to Exhibit B. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). Exhibit A to the 
PCS Site Agreement expressly provides this it is "Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement." 
(Defendant's. Trial Exh., A-1). In contrast, the separate and unique exhibit A attached to 
Exhibit Bis titled "Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site Agreement." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-
l) ( emphasis added). Therefore, Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is the principal exhibit 
to the PCS Site Agreement, is the first exhibit attached to the PCS Site Agreement, is 
independent of the recordable memorandum and its attachments, and provides the overarching 
"Site Description" for the lease area. 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement must also be viewed as the exclusive Site 
Description for the lease area because it internally mandates that it serves as the overarching 
lease area description with respect to all other exhibits. That is, Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement expressly provides as follows: use "this Exhibit A for PCS Site Agreement, 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, Option Agreement and Memorandum of Option 
Agreement." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1) (emphasis added). This mandate is significant 
because clearly Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is distinct from Exhibit B, and was to 
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serve as the exclusive overarching Site Description with respect to the PCS Site Agreement, 
and the recordable Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
Because (1) the PCS Site Agreement is the lease, (2) Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement exclusively defines the lease area, (3) Exhibit A to PCS Site agreement defines the 
lease area as being on Lot 4, (4) the description of Lot 4 under the common law presumption 
identified in Carney v. Heinson necessarily includes the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way, and (5) Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement depicts the lease area as being on Lot 4 
and a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, the lease area necessarily including Lot 4, 
Block 22 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. Therefore, Global is not in 
wrongful possession of the subject property, and Sherman cannot eject Global from said 
property. 
2. Amendments to the PCS Site Agreement reinforce that the PCS Site Agreement 
is the lease agreement, and that Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement describes and 
depicts the lease area, not Exhibit B. 
a. The April 3, 2001 and September 19, 2001 Amendments to the PCS Site 
Agreement reinforce that the PCS Site Agreement is the lease agreement, 
not Exhibit B. 
In April of 2001 and September of 2001, the Wallace Family Trust executed two 
separate "Amendments to PCS Site Agreement," in exchange for an additional $300.00 and an 
addition $350.00 per month in rent for use of the lease area. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-2 and 
A-3). Because only the PCS Site Agreement is a lease agreement and thus the only conveyance 
by and between the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum, the amendments necessarily 
reference only the "PCS Site Agreement." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-2 and A-3). 
Significantly, the amendments make no reference to the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, 
or Exhibit B. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-2 and A-3). Thus the April 3, 2001 and September 19, 
2001 Amendments to the PCS Site Agreement reaffirm that the cell tower was to be located 
precisely as described in the PCS Site Agreement, as described and depicted in the Site 
Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, where it was build and has 
existed for almost 16 years, that Global is not in wrongful possession of the subject property, 
and that Sherman cannot now eject Global from said property. 
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b. The January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement reinforces that the 
PCS Site Agreement is the lease agreement, and describes and depicts 
the lease site as including Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way. 
Just as the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement describes 
and depicts the lease area as being situated on Lot 4, Block 22, 17 feet east of the center line of 
vacated 24th Street and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, the January 25, 
2002 Memorandum of Agreement similarly describes and depicts the lease area as being in said 
location. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum entered into a Memorandum of 
Agreement on January 25, 2002 in order to modify the PCS Site Agreement as described 
therein. Consistent with the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, 
the Memorandum of Agreement and its "Description of Land" attached as Exhibit A and 
Exhibit B, describes the lease area as being Lot 4, Block 22, and depicts the lease area as being 
situated on the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-4). 
The "Description of Land" attached as Exhibit A to the January 25, 2002 Memorandum 
of Agreement describes the lease area as being "A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, 
Glenmore addition to Coeur d'Alene ... " (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-4). Under the Carney v. 
Heinson presumption, this description of Lot 4 necessarily includes the East half of the vacated 
24th Street right-of-way that had attached to Lot 4 by operation of law. Carney v. Heinson, 133 
Idaho at 278. The "Description of Land" attached as Exhibit A to the January 25, 2002 
Memorandum of Agreement also describes the subject property by reference to Tax Parcel No. 
4320-022-004. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-4; and Affidavit of Jason S. Wing Filed in Support of 
Motion to Reconsider, Exh., A, p. 111, lines 7-10). And Tax Parcel No. 4320-022-004 includes 
Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached to Lot 4 by 
operation oflaw. (Defendant's Trial Exh., H-4; and Affidavit of Jason S. Wing Filed in Support 
of Motion to Reconsider, Exh., A, p. 111, line 11-16). Further, the "Description of Land" 
attached as Exhibit B to the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement depicts the familiar 
50' x 50' x 35' x 52' lease area as being immediately to the east of and adjacent to the vacated 
24th Street paved street surface, consistent with the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to 
PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-4, and A-1). 
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Finally, it is significant that the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement expressly 
modifies the "PCS Site Agreement" not the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. Thus the 
January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement reaffirms that the cell tower was to be located 
precisely where it was build and has existed for almost 16 years, that Global is not in wrongful 
possession of the subject property, and Sherman cannot now eject Global from said property. 
C. The May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease reaffirms that 
the PCS Site Agreement is the lease agreement, and that the lease site 
includes Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
On May 10, 2005, the Wallace Family Trust executed an Agreement Regarding Ground 
Lease respecting the subject property. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-5). In describing the lease 
area, the May 10, 2005 Agreement attaches and annexes a complete copy of the PCS Site 
Agreement with its Exhibits A, Al, B, Bl, C, D and E, not merely the Memorandum of PCS 
Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh., A-5). The Agreement Regarding Ground Lease describes 
the PCS Site Agreement as the "Lease" and that the PCS Site Agreement "conveys certain real 
property ... " (Defendant's Exh., A-5). Thus the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement is neither 
considered a lease nor a conveyance by the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum. 
The Wallace Family Trust also affirmed in the May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding 
Ground Lease, by estoppel certificate, that the PCS Site Agreement is the lease agreement 
between the parties: "Tenant is the current tenant under the Lease (a full copy of which, 
including all amendments thereto, is annexed as Exhibit A)." (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-5). 
More importantly, the Wallace Family Trust affirmed by estoppel certificate that "no default 
exists under the Lease ... " (Defendant's Exh., A-5). Thus the May 10, 2005 Agreement 
Regarding Ground Lease reaffirms that the cell tower was to be located precisely where it was 
build and has existed for almost 16 years, that Global is not in wrongful possession of the 
subject prope:rty, and Sherman cannot now eject Global from said property. 
d. The April 26, 2006 testimony of Mary Jo Wallace reinforces that the 
lease area includes Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. 
Not only do the four agreements regarding and amendments to the PCS Site Agreement, 
executed by the Wallace family Trust since 1996 demonstrate and reaffirm that the PCS Site 
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Agreement is the lease and that the cell tower was to be located precisely where it was build 
and has existed for almost 16 years, the prior testimony of Mary Jo Wallace, in her individual 
capacity, evidences that the cell tower was to be located precisely where it was built. 
Specifically,-on April 26, 2006, Mary Jo Wallace, who is also the Trustee for the Wallace 
Family Trust, appeared before this Court in her individual capacity in the matter of Sherman 
Self Storage, Inc. v. Mary Jo Wallace. (Defendant's Trial Exh., H-10). In that testimony, Mary 
Jo Wallace acknowledged the cell tower ground lease in representing that "[t]he property is 
leased out and there are certain things that need to be complied with for the FCC - access to the 
tower and also lot 3 ... " (Defendant's Trial Exh., H-10, at 16:00:32 - 16:00:54). More 
importantly, in connection with the contemplated settlement with Sherman Self Storage, Inc., 
Mary Jo Wallace acknowledged receipt of a "pictorial and legal description" of the subject 
property. (Defendant's Trial Exh., H-10, at 16:00:10). A review of the pictorial description of 
the subject property prepared by Tate Engineering on behalf of Sherman Self Storage, Inc., and 
Mary Jo Wallace, individually, clearly shows the lease area as being located on Lot 4 and the 
East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Trial Exh., B-10 and B-14). 
Finally, the pictorial description of the subject property specifically describes the location of 
the cell tower lease area by reference to Record of Survey No. 1478042, which Record of 
Survey monuments the cell tower site as being on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th 
Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Trial Exh., B-10, B-14, and C-6). Thus the April 26, 2006 
testimony of Mary Jo Wallace, together with the pictorial description of the subject property 
contained in the easement description prepared by Tate Engineering, and Record of Survey 
referenced therein, reaffirms that the cell tower was to be located precisely where it was build 
and has existed for almost 16 years, that Global is not in wrongful possession of the subject 
property, and Shermai7. cannot now eject Global from said property. 
e. Sherman's predecessor's purported April 26, 2006 Mutual Release and 
Settlement Agreement describes and depicts the lease area as being 
located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
On April 26, 2006, Mary Jo Wallace, individually, purportedly entered into a Mutual 
Release and Settlement Agreement with Sherman's predecessor, Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
(Plaintiffs Trial Exh., 25). Paragraph 2.b. of the Settlement Agreement provides that 
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"WALLACE shall have an easement to access the existing cell tower on her remaining property 
consistent with the existence of the present easement for that purpose, as set forth on attached 
Exhibit A." (Plaintiffs Trial Exh., 25). The easement described in the Settlement Agreement 
was specifically "requested" by Mary Jo Wallace, and "paid for" by Sherman Self Storage, Inc. 
(Defendant's Trial Exhibit B-14). The legal description of the easement attached as Exhibit A 
to the Settlement Agreement provides as follows: 
A legal description for ingress-egress easement located on 24th 
Street along Block 22, Glenmore Addition, Kootenai County, 
Idaho, described as follows: 
The East half of the vacated 24th Street along the West boundary of 
the remainder of Lots 3 and 4, Block 22 of said Glenmore 
Addition, Westerly of the 1-90 right of way. Excluding that 
portion of land described in a Record of Survey, Book 18, Page 
404, Records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
(Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 25; Defendant's Trial Exhibits B-10 and B-14). Thus not only was 
Sherman's predecessor and Mary Jo Wallace individually on notice of the subject lease area, 
but their purported Settlement Agreement excludes the lease area described in the Record of 
Survey, with lease area includes Lot 4 and a portion of the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Plaintiffs Trial Exhibit 25; and Defendant's Trial Exhibits B-10 and B-14). 
Moreover, the graphical depiction of the easement created by Tate Engineering in conjunction 
with the legal description clearly shows the lease site occupying Lot 4 and a portion of the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Trial Exhibits B-10 and B-14, and C-
6). And similar to the legal description of the easement, the graphical depiction of the 
easement excludes the lease area described in the Record of Survey, which lease area 
necessarily includes Lot 4 and a portion of the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
(Defendant's Trial Exhibits B-10 and B-14, and C-6). 
f. The November 12. 2008 Letter Agreement reinforces that the PCS Site 
Agreement is the lease agreement. and that the lease site includes Lot 4 
and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way 
In November of 2008, the Wallace Family Trust entered into a Letter Agreement with 
Global Signal. Specifically, on November 18, 2008, the Wallace Family Trust executed a 
Letter Agreement dated November 12, 2008, respecting a contemplated extension of the lease 
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term provided under the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., H-21). And the Wallace 
Family Trust received and acceptance $100.00 from Global in connection with the Letter 
Agreement. (Defendant's Trial Exh., H-21; and Affidavit of Jason S. Wing Filed in Support of 
Motion to Reconsider, Exh., A, p. 127, lines 13-14). Significantly, the Letter Agreement 
identifies the June 14, 1996 PCS Site Agreement as the "lease" respecting the subject property, 
not the Memorandum of Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement. 
(Defendant's-Trial Exh., H-21). Together, the Letter Agreements identification of the PCS Site 
Agreement as the lease agreement, and the Wallace Family Trust's continued acceptance of 
consideration and willingness to extend the term of the lease provided under the PCS Site 
Agreement, evidences that the cell tower was to be located precisely where it was build and has 
existed for almost 16 years. 
12 B. THE LEASE SITE HAS NEVER BEEN LOCATED ON ANY PORTION OF 

















The Court's October 4, 2010 Decision on Summary Judgment provides that the Record 
of Survey "position[ s] the trapezoid shaped lease site on lot 4 in such a way as to include a 
portion of the east half of vacated 24th street," and that "[t]he site upon which the tower is 
located includes a portion of the vacated street." (Decision, p. 4 and 8) ( emphasis added). The 
evidence is uncontroverted however, that the lease site is not, and has never been, located on 
any portion of vacated 24th Street. Rather, the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the 
PCS Site Agreement and the numerous agreements and amendments to the PCS Site 
Agreement, the Record of Survey, the pictorial description of the subject property prepared in 
connection with Sherman Self Storage, Inc. and Mary Jo Wallace's purported settlement, the 
testimony of Plaintiffs survey expert, Defendant's survey expert, and third-party surveyors, 
historic aerial photographs of the subject property, and the 16 year presence of the cell tower 
evidence that the subject lease area has always been located to the east of and adjacent to the 
vacated 24tht Street paved street surface and street curb. Thus the cell tower and cell tower 
infrastructure have never been located on any portion of the vacated 24th Street paved street 
surface. 
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Specifically, for example, Sherman's survey expert Scott Razor testified that "I 
understand they built the cell tower according to - according to where the street was paved 
previously ... and so there was a curb line there that they built up to." (Third Wing Affidavit 
Supporting Summary Judgment, Exh. W, p. 20 - 21). This is reinforced by the deposition 
testimony of professional surveyor Douglas Black, and the January 22, 1997 Record of Survey 
he prepared of the monumented lease site. (Defendant's Trial Exh., I-1, p. 55, lines 5 - 10; and 
Exh., C-6). That is, in disposition testimony, Mr. Black agreed that the site "is located to the 
east of and adjacent to the paved street of vacated 24th Street. .. " Id. Similarly, historic aerial 
photographs of the subject property taken from 1995 through 2006 clearly show that the lease 
area has never been located on any portion of vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Trial Exh., F-1 -
F-5). Finally, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee for the Wallace family Trust, concedes that "[n]one of 
the cell tower site was located on the old paved surface of the 24th Street ... " (Affidavit of Jason 
S. Wing filed in Support of Motion to Reconsider, Exh., A, p. 101, lines 15-25). Rather, the 
lease site has always been located to the east of and adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved 
street surface, on a portion of Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
For these reasons, the cell tower is not located on any portion of vacated 24th Street. 
C. LOCATING THE LEAST SITE OUTSIDE OF THE LEASE AREA DESCRIBED 
IN THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A DEFAULT 
UNDER THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT. 
In the Court's Decision on Summary Judgment, it implicitly found that the cell tower's 
encroachment onto the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way constitutes a default 
under the PCS Site Agreement. (Decision, p. 23). Specifically, the Court determined that "the 
lease agreement does not allow for the encroachment." Id. A finding of default, however, is not 
supported by the lease documents. While an encroachment may amount to a trespass, it does 
not, however, amount to a default under the lease documents. 
Assuming for the sake of argument that the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement provides the controlling description of the 
lease area, as opposed to the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, 
Global is not in "default" under the lease documents and/or is not in default under the lease 
documents such that Sherman may terminate the lease. 
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1. Global is not in default of the lease and therefore Sherman may not terminate the 
lease. 
The PCS Site Agreement, the lease agreement, was executed by the Wallace Family 
Trust on June 24, 1996. (Defendant's Trial Exh., A-1). On May 10, 2005, the Wallace Family 
Trust executed an Agreement Regarding Ground Lease for the purpose of authorizing certain 
assignments and sublease transactions resecting the PCS Site Agreement, which PCS Site 
Agreement was expressly attached and annexed to the Agreement Regarding Ground Lease. 
(Defendant's Trial Exh., A-5). 
In executing the Agreement Regarding Ground Lease, the Wallace Family Trust 
affirmed by estoppel certificate that "no default exists under the Lease ... " (Defendant's Exh., 
A-5). Thus while Global may arguably be encroaching and thus trespassing on the East half of 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, it is not in default of the lease, and therefore Sherman may 
not terminate the lease. 
2. Global is not in monetary default of the lease and therefore Sherman may not 
terminate the lease. 
Sherman has not alleged that Global is in monetary default of the lease. Rather, 
Sherman has only alleged that Global is trespassing which necessarily can only amount to a 
non-monetary default. A non-monetary default, however, does not permit Sherman to 
terminate the lease. That is, paragraph 12(b) of the PCS Site Agreement provides in part: "If 
the non-monetary default may not reasonably be cured within a 30 day period, this Agreement 
may not be terminated if the defaulting party commences action to cure the default within such 
30 day period and proceeds with due diligence to fully cure the default." (Defendant's Trial 
Exh., A-1). The PCS Site Agreement does not define what amounts to "action to cure the 
default." But assuming without conceding that the notice of default provided by Sherman is 
sufficient under the lease documents, the legal proceedings commenced in this matter well 
before said notice of default was served, to determine whether Global is in fact in default of the 
PCS Site Agreement, must necessarily amount to "action" to cure the alleged default. And it 
has not been alleged by Sherman that Global has not proceeded with due diligence in this 
action. Thus Sherman may not terminate the lease so long as Global continues to seek 
resolution of the alleged non-monetary default. 
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The May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease also precludes Sherman from 
terminating the lease. Specifically, Section 3(c) provides in part that "[f]or non-monetary 
defaults, Landlord shall not terminate the Lease for so long as a Lender or [Global Signal] is 
diligently pursuing a cure of a default, and if curing such non-monetary default requires 
possession of the Property, then Landlord agrees to give the Lender or [Global Signal] a 
reasonable time to obtain possession of the Property and to cure such default." (Defendant's 
Trial Exh., A-5). Moreover, Section 3(e) provides that "[i]f the Lease is terminated by 
Landlord for any reason, or otherwise rejected in bankruptcy, Landlord will enter into a new 
lease with either Lender or [Global Signal] on the same terms as the Lease ... " (Defendant's 
Trial Exh., A-5). Thus again, Sherman may not terminate the lease, where, as here, Global is 
proceeds with due diligence in this legal action. And since Sherman is required by the terms of 
the Agreement Regarding Ground Lease to enter into a new lease in the event of termination, 
any said termination is a nullity and Sherman may not effectively terminate the lease. 
D. THERE IS AN AMBIGUITY IN THE LEASE AREA DESCRIPTION 
CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT B TO THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT. 
In the event the Court finds that the lease area is not clearly and exclusively defined by 
the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, an ambiguity exists as 
between Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement and Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, and 
between Exhibit B and Exhibit B's own site description attached as exhibit A thereto. 
(Defendant's Trial Exh. A-1). Where an ambiguity exists, Global should be permitted to 
introduce extrinsic evidence of the intended lease area conveyed by the PCS Site Agreement. 
"Only when the language of the contract is ambiguous may a court turn to extrinsic 
evidence of the contracting parties' intent." Swanson v. Beco Constr. Co., Inc., 175 P.3d 748, 
753 (Idaho 2007). Where a contract contains absurdities or contradictions, the contract is 
deemed ambiguous and the court may look to extrinsic evidence to detennine the parties' intent. 
Roeder Min., Inc. v. Johnson, 118 Idaho 96, 97, 794 P.2d 1152 (Idaho App. 1990). In this case, 
the Court's Decision on Summary Judgment provides that "the lease is unambiguous" and that 
"the plain language of the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement . . . is unambiguous." 
However, a court must look to the contract as a whole and give effect to every part thereof in 
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interpreting a contract. See, Wright v. Village of Wilder, 63 Idaho 122, 125, 117 P.2d 1002, 
1003 (1941 ). And a review of the PCS Site Agreement and each of its exhibits as a whole, 
including the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, draws the inescapable conclusion that the 
PCS Site Agreement contains material contradictions and absurdities and is thus ambiguous. 
(Defendant's Trial Exh. A-1 ). 
In this case the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement 
clearly depicts the lease area as being located 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th 
Street. This places the lease area on Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
way, to the east of and adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and curb. 
(Defendant's Trial Exh. A-1 ). Moreover, the legal description contained in the "Site 
Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement describes the lease area as being 
located on Lot 4, Block 22, which under the rule articulated by the Idaho Supreme Court in 
Carney v. Heinson, necessarily includes the East half of vacated 24th Street and the 24th Street 
right-of-way that had attached thereto by operation of law. Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho at 
278; (Defendant's Trial Exh. A-1). This is precisely where the cell tower site has always been 
situated: on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, 17 feet east of the 
center line of vacated 24th Street. 
The legal description and depiction contained in the "Site Description" attached as 
Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement conflicts with the description contained in the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, which 
was recorded to evidence the existence of the PCS Site Agreement. Specifically, Exhibit B 
contains a description that represents the lease area as being "located to the east of and adjacent 
to the abandoned 24th St. right of way." While Exhibit B does not purport to be the site 
description to the PCS Site Agreement, and conveys no interest under Idaho law, it can be 
construed as conflicting with the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement, and thus creates an ambiguity within the lease documents. 
Exhibit B is also contradicted by its own site description attached as Exhibit A to 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, which just like the "Site Description" attached as 
Exhibit A to. the PCS Site Agreement, depicts the lease area as including a portion of the East 
half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Trial Exh. A-1) (emphasis added). 
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Specifically, the site description attached as exhibit A to Exhibit B depicts the lease area as 
being located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, 17 feet east of 
the center line of vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Trial Exh. A-1). This internal contradiction 
within Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement and its exhibit A necessarily creates an inherent 
ambiguity within the lease documents. 
Finally, if the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement attached as Exhibit B to the PCS 
Site Agreement provides the description of the lease area as found by the Court in its Decision 
on Summary Judgment, an absurdity exists within the lease documents. (See, Decision, p. 3, 9, 
20, 21, 23). It is an undisputed fact that the 2,124 square foot 50' x 50' x 35' x 52' lease area as 
contemplated and currently configured, of the 2,500 square feet permitted under the PCS Site 
Agreement, cannot fit solely on Lot 4. (Defendant's Exhibit I-1, p. 69, lines 10-16). Therefore, 
the lease area must necessarily include that portion of the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way depicted in the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement 
in order for the purpose of the lease to be fulfilled, and thus to avoid an absurd result. See, 
Roeder Min., Inc. v. Johnson, 118 Idaho at 97. For these reasons, the Court should consider 
extrinsic evidence to determine the parties' intent. 
III. CONCLUSION 
Because Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement exclusively defines the lease area, and 
because, in light of the holding in Carney v. Heinson, Exhibit A defines a lease area that 
including Lot 4, Block 22 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Global 
Signal Acquisitions II, LLC is not in wrongful possession of the subject property, and Sherman 
Storage, LLC cannot eject Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC fro id property. 
DATED this \ ~~ay of March, 2012. 
c_), 
7 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
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I CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I, the. undersigned, certify that on th~ay of March, 2012, I caused a true and 
3 correct copy of MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER DECISION 
ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
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GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
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LLC, a Delaware limited liability ) 
company, ) 
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THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 





) _____________ ) 
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(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
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COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. 
("Sherman") by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and submits 
this Amended Objection to Defendant's Motion to Reconsider. The reason 
Plaintiff is required to amend its Objection is that the Plaintiff received 
Defendant's Motion within the Defendant's trial briefing. The Defendant also 
purported to Notice the Motion during the trial. Therefore, Plaintiff's Objection 
addressed the untimeliness and unfairness of the Defendant's requested 
procedure. Now the Plaintiff addresses the substantive provisions of the Court's 
Decision on Summary Judgment and the Defendant's Motion for 
Reconsideration. 
Introduction 
In its motion, the Defendant cites two grounds the Court should change its 
opinion in the Decision on Summary Judgment, entered October 4, 2010. 1 The 
first is the mischaracterization of Exhibits A and B to the PCS Site Agreement. 
The second is the subsequent Memorandum of Agreement in 2002. Both will be 
addressed below. 
Both are further attempts by the Defendant to continue to cloud these 
otherwise clear waters regarding the PCS Site Agreement. The Defendant's goal 
in the Motion to Reconsider is to create an ambiguity in the Agreement. By 
locating some ambiguity, this enables the Defendant to create all sorts of other 
1 At the trial setting before Judge Simpson, counsel made reference to "new evidence" in support 
of the motion for reconsideration, but none is contained in the written motion, and therefore no 
speculation will be made as to its nature. 
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arguments. However, the Court has correctly stated the PCS Site Agreement is 
unambiguous. 
I. The PCS Site Agreement - Decision on Summary Judgment 
1. In October of 2010 the Court stated that the PCS Site Agreement is 
unambiguous: 
"The lease is unambiguous. The lease excludes the site from the 
vacated street and the note at the bottom of exhibit A simply allows 
the lessee to memorialize the property upon which the lease is 
located and does not allow the lease site to be relocated upon the 
vacated street." 
Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 9. 
Further the second paragraph which is Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement p. 1. sets forth language that is also unambiguous as a 
matter of law. The Note permits Global's predecessor in interest to 
replace Exhibit A, the legal description of the lease site with either a 
legal description of the property or an as-built drawing or both. The 
Note does not, however, permit Global or its predecessor to 
reconfigure the lease site; rather it provides the opportunity for a 
memorialization of the already agreed upon lease site area. In fact 
the plain language of the Note specifically permits memorialization 
of the entire property on which the leasehold site is located. This 
language cannot be read to permit Global to expand the lease site, 
as set forth in Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, beyond the to 
the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 24th street right of way 
language. 
Accordingly the court concludes that as a matter of law and for 
purposes of summary judgment that any portion of the lease site 
located upon the east half of the abandoned 24th street right of way 
exceeds the scope of the PCS Site Agreement. Therefore, for the 
purposes of this litigation and pursuant to Rule 59(d) there is no 
dispute regarding the fact that Globals cell tower cite physically 
encroaches on property not contemplated under the original lease." 
Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 22-23. 
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2. The Court's decision and the parties' Agreement is clear. The 
PCS Site Agreement is a ground-lease for the maintenance of a 
cell tower, infrastructure, and easements. It is the only written 
contract at issue in this matter. 
3. Th~PC§__Sit~ Agreement was not recorded. The Defendant 
caused to be recorded a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, 
Instrument No. 1453059 on the Records of Kootenai County, 
Idaho. 
II. The PCS Site Agreement - The Exhibits 
4. The Order of the Exhibits is not confusing or open to conflicting 
interpretations. As the Defendant points out, the PCS Site 
Agreement does have exhibits and they are placed in 
alphabetical order. This is different from the Memorandum of 
the PCS Site Agreement, which essentially recorded only 
Exhibit B and then Exhibit A, in that order. 
5. Although in different order and placement within the entire 
Agreement, Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement and Exhibit A 
to the Memorandum of the PCS Site Agreement are the same 
document. In fact, the footer of Exhibit A states that the same 
document is used for the PCS Site Agreement and the 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
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6. All the Exhibits are part of the Agreement. None of the exhibits 
makes the Agreement ambiguous. 
7. Concerning Exhibit A, in paragraph No. 1 of the PCS Site 
Agreement, the Agreement states that: 
----- -- ---- - - - - -"Space-r-equir-ed-foccable_rnns_to_c_onne_cLeC_S_e_q_ujpment 
and antennas, in the location(s) ("Site") shown on Exhibit A, 
together with a non-exclusive easement for reasonable 
access thereto and to the appropriate, in the discretion of 
SSLP, source of electric and telephone facilities." 
Ill. Exhibit 8: Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
8. Exhibit B of the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement is titled: 
"Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement". 
9. Concerning the Memorandum (Exhibit "B"), the PCS Site 
Agreement states in paragraph 15: 
"(c) If requested by SSLP, Owner agrees promptly to 
execute and deliver to SSLP a recordable Memorandum of 
this Agreement in the form of Exhibit B". 
10. The Memorandum (Exhibit "B") was recorded in lieu of the entire 
PCS Site Agreement, and is the only document to provide 
record notice as to this ground lease. 
11. Additionally, the Memorandum (Exhibit "B") contains the legal 
description for the actual cell tower lease. It is referred to in the 
document as the "Site". (quotations in original) 
12. That legal description states that the Site is: 
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"located to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 
24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./1-90 overpass, 
City of Coeur d'Alene, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, 
within the property of Owner which is described in Exhibit A 
attached hereto ... ". (emphasis in original) 
13. Most interesting when viewed in Defendant's subsequent 
conduct, the Defendant's own legal description uses the term 
"abandoned" in reference to 24th Street. Therefore, the 
Defendant had knowledge that 24th Street was vacated at the 
time it executed the PCS Site Agreement. With that knowledge, 
the Defendant, as the drafter of the Agreement, chose to omit 
any language to include 24th Street as part of the leasehold 
estate, and has failed to include any reference to 24th street in 
the numerous subsequent recorded documents. 
14. The Memorandum (Exhibit "B") includes a reference to Exhibit 
A. It equates Exhibit A with the total real property of Owner, as 
follows, "within the property of owner which is described in 
Exhibit A attached hereto ... ". (emphasis added). 
15. "Within" the property means within all of the landlord's property 
in Lot 4. "Within" the property of the Owner as described in 
Exhibit A means all of Lot 4, not the Site that is the subject of 
the Agreement. 
16. Therefore, Exhibit A is termed the "Site Description" necessary 
for Defendant's access and utility easements. That property is 
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described in Exhibit A as: "A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 
22, Glenmore Addition". 
17. The clear legal description found in the Memorandum of PCS 
Site Agreement (Exhibit B) uses the language of "east of and 
adjacent to the abandoned 24th Street". This legal 
description is never again used by the Defendant despite 
multiple recordings concerning this Site. This omission by the 
Defendant is clearly deliberate. 
IV. Exhibit A: Site Description 
18. Exhibit A to the Agreement has a legal description and a 
pictorial representation, although not drawn to scale. As 
referenced in paragraph 1 of the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit A 
is to show the property necessary for the Defendant's 
infrastructure: (cable runs, antennas, electric, and telephone 
facilities). It does not describe the actual lease site. 
19. Exhibit A is titled: "Site Description". 
20. The legal description clearly found in Exhibit A simply states Lot 
4, Block 22. 
21. Vacated 24th Street was not mentioned. "That which attaches 
by operation of law" was not mentioned for the simple reason 
being that abandoned 24th street was not to be used. 
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22. The pictorial clearly shows that the lease area is not 
encroaching onto vacated 24th Street. The central purpose of 
the pictorial in Exhibit A is to show the utility and access 
easements. That is the reason each is highlighted with cross-
. hatcbing. 
V. Subsequent Illegal Recordings By Defendant 
23. Starting in 2005, the Defendant and Defendant's predecessor in 
interest recorded several documents concerning this lease. 
24. On July 25, 2005, the Defendant caused to be recorded on the 
Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho as Instrument No. 
1967338, a "Leasehold Deed of Trust Assignment of Leases 
and Rents, Security Agreement and Financing Statement". 
25. On October 17, 2005, the Defendant caused to be recorded on 
the Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho as Instrument 
No. 1988802, "Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title". 
26. These 2005 documents describe the ground lease as follows: 
"A leasehold estate, said lease being a portion of the 
following described parcel: Lot 4 and Lot 3". 
27. Now the Defendant is including and encumbering Lot 3 in the 
legal description of the leasehold. 
28. The Defendant used a legal description for the leasehold estate 
as being portions of Lot 4 and Lot 3, without any reference to 
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29. 
abandoned 24th Street, and without any reference to those 
portions that may attach by operation of law. 
On May 23, 2006, the Defendant caused to be recorded in the 
Records of Kootenai County, State of Idaho, as Instrument No. 
2032972000, an "Assignment Agreement". AgaLn, the 
Defendant stated that the legal description (as evidenced by a 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement) is a portion of Lot 4 and 
Lot 3, without reference to the vacated 24th Street or those 
portions that may attach by operation of law to Lot 4. 
30. All of these recordings occurred after the Defendant had 
knowledge that 24th Street was "abandoned". Additionally, all of 
the recordings occurred after the Defendant had knowledge of 
the encroachment according to their own record of survey. 
31. To summarize these recordings, the Defendant deliberately 
avoided using the correct legal description found in the PCS 
Site Agreement. Because of the need to hide the error, the 
Defendant fabricated additional and incorrect legal descriptions 
in order to keep the encumbrance unknown. 
V. A. The 2002 Memorandum 
32. The one subsequent document the Defendant refers to in its 
Motion is the January 25, 2002 Memorandum Agreement 
(hereinafter referred to as the "2002 Memorandum") (See 
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Affidavit of Erik P. Smith where the entire 2002 Memorandum is 
attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "1" for 
completeness). 
33. The purpose of the 2002 Memorandum was to depict and agree 
upon new access easement and gate as shown in Exhibit B. 
34. The 2002 Memorandum has two exhibits, Exhibits A and B. 
35. The 2002 Memorandum uses Exhibits A and B similarly to the 
1996 PCS Site Agreement. 
36. Exhibit A describes 'The Parcel" which is the subject of the 
Agreement. This is consistent with the PCS Site Agreement. 
37. Exhibit A also describes The Parcel as Lot 4, Block 22. 
38. Exhibit B is that portion of The Parcel effected by the 2002 
Memorandum, called the "Site" just like in the PCS Site 
Agreement Exhibit B. 
39. Exhibit B shows "24th Street Vacated", and it clearly shows the 
Site to be east of and adjacent to that vacated street. Because 
of the similarity of this exhibit to Exhibit A in the PCS Site 
Agreement, the landowner would not be placed on notice of the 
encroachment. 
40. The 2002 Memorandum and the PCS Site Agreement are 
consistent and in harmony with the Decision on Summary 
Judgment. 
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41. Even if the 2002 Memorandum showed some inconsistency, it 
would not control since the 2002 Memorandum states in 
paragraph 6 that "any inconsistency between this Memorandum 
and the Agreement, as modified, the Agreement shall control." 
V. B. The 2011 "As Built" Drawing 
42. On February 10, 2011, the Defendant claimed to revised the 
parties' Agreement by the use of a purported "as built" drawing. 
(See Affidavit of Erik P. Smith, Exhibit "2"). 
43. This occurred four months after the Court's Decision stating: 
Further the second paragraph which is Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
Agreement p. 1. sets forth language that is also unambiguous as a 
matter of law. The Note permits Global's predecessor in interest to 
replace Exhibit A, the legal description of the lease site with either a 
legal description of the property or an as-built drawing or both. The 
Note does not, however, permit Global or its predecessor to 
reconfigure the lease site; rather it provides the opportunity for a 
memorialization of the already agreed upon lease site area. In fact 
the plain language of the Note specifically permits memorialization 
of the entire property on which the leasehold site is located. This 
language cannot be read to permit Global to expand the lease site, 
as set forth in Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement, beyond the to 
the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 24th street right of way 
language. 
Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 22. 
44. However, in contradiction to the Court's Decision, the Defendant 
claims that "The attached replacement Exhibit A sets forth the 
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legal description of the property in which the site is located and 
an as built drawing depicting the site." 
45. Curiously, the "new" legal description created by Defendant is 
inconsistent with its own arguments contained in the current 
motion to reconsider. 
46. However, this "new" legal description is consistent with the 
Plaintiff's positions and the Court's Decision: in order to 
encumber vacated 24th street, the legal description must refer to 
vacated 24th street. 
V. C. Defendant's Fifth Affidavit of Counsel 
47. Apparently, even in 2010 the Defendant agreed with Plaintiff's 
arguments and the Court's Decision on Summary Judgment 
regarding the correct legal description. 
48. Filed on the very day of the hearing for the Summary Judgment 
motions, the Defendant submitted the Fifth Affidavit of counsel, 
attaching the purported FIRST AMENDMENT OF SITE 
DESIGNATION SUPPLEMENT TO MASTER LEASE AND 
SUBLEASE AGREEMENT. (See Affidavit of Erik P. Smith, 
Exhibit "3"). 
49. In this document, the Defendant acknowledges that 24th street 
needed to be included in the legal description. 
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50. The document is signed by a representative of the Defendant. 
However, that one person has such authority that she signed for 
the Defendant, Sprint Spectrum, LP., and STC Five, LLC. 
51. The attached legal description included: "The Lease Site is also 
located on a portion of vacated 24th Street that attached to the 
above described property by operation of law." 
52. The Defendant has correctly given us the legal description for 
where its property currently encroaches, and admits that it is not 
as contemplated by the parties' PCS Site Agreement. 
VI. Extrinsic Evidence Consistent with Court's Decision. 
53. The Plaintiff believes the PCS Site Agreement is an 
unambiguous contract. 
54. However, for argument's sake, if the Court were to reverse itself 
and now find that an ambiguity exists in the PSC Site 
Agreement, the Plaintiff can refer the Court to extrinsic evidence 
to support Plaintiff's positions. 
55. The plain language of a contract, if unambiguous, is 
controlling. Cont'/ Nat'/ Am. Group v. Allied Mut. Ins. Co., 95 
Idaho 251, 253 (1973); Steel Farms, Inc. v. Croft & Reed, Inc., 
37776 (IDSCCI) (2012). 
56. A court must look to the contract as a whole and give effect to 
every part thereof. Wright v. Village of Wilder, 63 Idaho 122, 
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125, (1941). "For a contract term to be ambiguous, there must 
be at least two different reasonable interpretations of the term, 
or it must be nonsensical." Swanson v. Beco Const. Co., 145 
Idaho 59, 62, (2007) (citing Armstrong v. Farmers Ins. Co. of 
Idaho, 143 Idaho 135, 138 (2006) and Purdy v. Farmers Ins. Co. 
ofldaho, 138 Idaho 443, 446-47, (2003)). 
57. Only after the Court determines that there are two different 
reasonable interpretations of the PCS Site Agreement or it 
would be nonsensical, can it look to parol evidence to aid itself 
in determining the intent of the drafter of a document. In re 
Estate of Kirk, 127 Idaho 817, 824 (1995) (citing Hall v. 
Hall, 116 Idaho 483, 484 (1989)); Steel Farms, Inc. v. Croft & 
Reed, Inc., 37776 (IDSCCI) (2012). 
58. The Defendant has not cited any extrinsic testimony to support 
the motion for reconsideration. However, extrinsic evidence 
concerning the intent of the contracting parties does exist. The 
Wallace Family Trust entered the PCS Site Agreement in 1996. 
Repeatedly, the Trustee of the Trust has held firm that only Lot 
4 was being leased, not any portion of vacated 24th Street. (See 
Affidavit of Erik P. Smith, Exhibit "4", deposition page 4, lines 4-
7). 
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59. This is the only testimony concerning the evidence of the 
parties' actual intent at the time of contracting and is consistent 
with the Court's Decision. 
VI. Applicable Rules of Construction 
60. Again, only for argument's sake, if the Court were to reverse 
itself and find an ambiguity in the PSC Site Agreement, the 
Court may resolve the ambiguity by resorting to the rule of 
construction that the language of an agreement must be 
construed against the Defendant as the drafter of the 
agreement. 
61. Courts have generally construed deeds against the grantor (i.e., 
the drafter) and in favor of the grantee. Typically, it is done only 
to resolve an ambiguity. Northwest Pipeline Corp. v. Luna, 149 
Idaho 772, 774 (2010); C & G, Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 766 
(2001) citing Wilson v. Brown, 320 Ark. 240, 244 (1995) ("If the 
language of the deed is ambiguous or doubtful, it should be 
construed against the party who prepared it.") and Clark v. CSX 
Transp., Inc., 737 N.E.2d 752, 759 (lnd.Ct.App.2000) ('Where a 
deed is ambiguous as to the character of the interest conveyed 
and the railroad was responsible for the form of the deed, we 
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will construe the language of the deed in favor of the grantor 
and against the railroad."). 
VI. Statutory Construction of Conflicting Provisions 
62" If for argument's sake, the Couct were to rev~rse itself a_nd find 
an ambiguity between Exhibit A and Exhibit B in the PSC Site 
Agreement, the Court may resolve the ambiguity by reference to 
Idaho Code§ 29-109: 
Title 29. CONTRACTS 
Chapter 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO CONTRACTS 
§ 29-109. CONSTRUCTION OF CONFLICTING PROVISIONS 
Where a contract is partly written and partly printed, or where part 
of it is written or printed under the special directions of the parties, 
and with a special view to their intention, and the remainder is 
copied from a form originally prepared without special reference to 
the particular parties and the particular contract in question, the 
written parts control the printed parts, and the parts which are 
purely original control those which are copied from a form, and if 
the two are absolutely repugnant, the latter must be so far 
disregarded. 
63. In the case at hand, the PSC Site Agreement is clearly a form 
contract prepared by the Defendant. 
64. As proof that the Defendant used a form contract, the Court can 
compare another unrelated Memorandum of a PCS Site 
Agreement that was recorded on the same day as the 
Agreement in this case. (See Affidavit of Erik P. Smith, Exhibit 
"5"). 
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65. The form contract was created on "2-27-96" as is shown on the 
upper right hand corner of both contracts. The obvious 
similarities between the two confirm that it is a form contract. 
66. However, the PSC Site Agreement in this case has a legal 
- -- descl'iption_tbaLstaie_s_: ___ --~--
~~~~ 
"located to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 
24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./1-90 overpass, 
City of Coeur d'Alene, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, 
within the property of Owner which is described in Exhibit A 
attached hereto ... ". 
67. The emphasis (bold) was in the original PCS Site Agreement, 
and is printed "under the special directions of the parties, and 
with a special view to their intention" pursuant to Idaho Code § 
29-109. 
68. Therefore, these "purely original" portions should control in 
cases of any conflict. 
CONCLUSION 
In the case at hand, there is no reasonable interpretation of "east of and 
adjacent to the abandoned 24th St. right of way" that can be imagined that 
would allow this encroachment to be on the abandoned 24th Street. The parties' 
Agreement is clear that the Defendant does not have the right to be on 24th 
Street. For the reasons stated above, Plaintiff requests an Order denying the 
Defendant's Motion to Reconsider. 
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DATEDthi~dayof ~,2012 ~---
ERIKP. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the :;) l-\ day of 11 wt~ , 2012, a true copy 
of the foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
~axed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-84 70 
ctO'.'!'~~---
Lora Henderson 
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I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
) SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, ) Case No. CV-03-7690 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





















THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 
Third Party Defendant 
) 
) __________ ), 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK P. SMITH IN 
SUPPORT OF AMENDED OBJECTION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
ERIK P. SMITH, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as 
follows: 
1. I am over 18 years of age and competent to testify to the matters set 
forth below based upon personal knowledge. 
2. I am the attorney of record for Plaintiff herein. 
3. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "1" is a true and 
correct copy of the "Memorandum of Agreement", dated January 25, 
2002. 
4. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "2" is a true and 
correct copy of the "Replacement Exhibit "A" to PCS Site Agreement", 
under cover letter from Joel Hazel dated February 10, 2011. 
5. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "3" is a true and 
correct copy of the "Fifth Affidavit of Jason S. Wing Supporting 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment" and attached "First 
Amendment of Site Designation Supplement to Master Lease and 
Sublease Agreement", dated August 11, 2010. 
6. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "4" is a true and 
correct copy of relevant portions of the deposition transcript of Mary Jo 
Wallace, dated February 1, 2012. 
7. That attached and incorporated hereto as Exhibit "5" is a true and 
correct copy of "Exhibit B to PCS Site Agreement", recorded on 
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January 9, 2011, as Instrument No. 1453057 on the Records of 
Kootenai County, Idaho. 
DATED this g.& day of March, 2012. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me a Notary Public, on the ";;J r 
day of March, 2012. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Resides at: Athol 
Commission Expires: 10-25-16 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK P. SMITH IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION - 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the .2_j_ day of March, 2012, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[ ] inter-office: 
_____ _ 1'f faxed to:__ __ 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
--------
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667 -84 70 
P~~~ 
Lora Henderson 
AFFIDAVIT OF ERIK P. SMITH IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S 
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··.wJTNESs~gRD.ED} T THE REQUEST OF ~ND 
, HEN RE CORDE , RETDRN TO: 
,print Sites USA 
';/0 Mericom Corporation 
(700 Northgate Blvd., Suite 160 · 
:iacramento, CA 95834 · 
l...ttn: Project Coordinator 
f:JJeY of oitb, N~u,_r 
S~ti). JV/ew,.otlAtJDtlM 
-
------,---------Space above this !irie for County _Recorder-------------
MEt,.w10RANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
·. This Memorandum of Agreement is entered into on this. oJ5 · day of ~ , 
~002,- by and betwe_en Wallace Family Trust, with an address of 9741 North Easy, aydenLak,JD 83835 
hereinaf\er referred to as "OWNERn), and Sprint Spectr:um Realty Company, LP., a Delaware limited partnership, 
vith a_n· office at 4457 Willow Ro:\'.ld, Suite 202, Pleasanton, California 94588 {hereinafter referred to as "SSLP"). · 
· 1. Owner, or·9wner's predecessor(s) in interest, and Sprint Spectrum Realty Company (SSLP's pred~cessor 
· · in interest and hereinafter referred to as "Lessee"), entered into .a PCS Site Agreement ("Agreement") on· · 
June 24, 1996, for_ the purpose of installing, removing, replacing, maintaining and operating a. personal 
·communications 3ervice system facility. All of the terms and conditions of the Agreement are incorporated: 
herein by ref~rence. · 
2. SSLP is ·now the o'wner and. holder of all of th_e Lessee's rights to the Agreement: 
3. · The term. of the Agreement ("Initial ~erm") is five (5). years, commencing on a date ("C.ommencement 
Date") as defined in the Agreement and automatically renews for four (4) additional terms (each "Renewal 
Term") of five '(5) years each pursuant to certain terms and·conditions contained in the Agreement. 
4. The Agreement has·been modified by the following subsequent instruments: 
a. September 1.9, 2001 
5 .. The Parcel wllich is the. subje.ct of the. Agreemen't is.-described in Exhibit A annexe_<:l hereto. The portion of 
the Parcel vvhich 'is effected by the Agreement, as modified, (the "Site") is described or.depicted in Exhibit B 
a·nnexed hereto and may include certain additional easements: rights and appurtenances ... . . . . . 
6. In the event of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement, as modified, the 
Agreem~nt _shall c.~ntrol. 
t. This Memorandum and the Agreement, as modified, sh!3II bind and inure to the·behefit of the parties and. 
-their respective heirs, successors and assigns .. 
SIGNATURES TO FOLLOW 
Exhibit \ · 
Page ·t di, s:: = 
"ubbs Hill.SP0JXCO24 1/312002 
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: .. EXHIBITA 
DESCRIPTION OF LAND 
\ ! . 
-.· _This Exhibit "A" -is atta heito and rnade a_ p~rt of th~t ·certai~ Memorandum of Agieemen_t 
entered 1nto··ori . · · . - _; , 2002, by and _between· Wallace Faniily.Ti-us_t, as 
"OWNERn and· Sprint pectrum Realty Company, L.p.," a Delaware limited partnership, as 
."SSLP". . . 
. All that'real prope·rty situated .in the City of Coeur d'Alene, County of Kootenar, State of_ Id.aha, 
· and is more particularly desc::ribed as follows: · · 
' . . . . 
A parcel cif land being- Lot 4,: Block 22, GLENMORE ADDITlo"~.J to Coeur. d'Alene,_· . 
according to the plat recorded."in the office of the County Recorder _in Bqqk- B of Plats· 
· 143!_- rec;ords of Koptenai County, Idaho excepting th_erefrom that portion lying withiri the ·:. ·: 
. right c;,f ._way.boun~aries of Interstate· Highwa~/ ~O. a·s described ln ttiat certain .s·econ,d ·. _. 
. Judgme~t a·nd Decree·of Condemnation_No. 17:866 dat~d.Septeniber 5, 19q8-·rec6rded .· '. 
. June 16, 1°9~0 in B_ook 26 ~t Pag~ 304·records o_f said Kootenai County. _ _ _ · -- - . ·._ · ___ - . 
.. -
. '•. 
- . ·,: 
· .. · ... 
. . . . '.:· ·; 
----------,...-- . -------- - -- --~--'--. . ·. -=..:.-~- -·.- - .- - -:- ..-_--· - - -
... - ... 
.. _ -- _:_., _- .. _"------'._-- _ .. __ --_---.'-<:- ·-_-- --_._ · ___ -____ :_ ~ -- ---~--------
.. Co~~-~~lyk~q~a~:-~~1~-~~e~anHill.'-to~-~rd'Al~ne,~ID_ ~3814 )--_-_l~ --. _' -_ :-- _-- -.. 
,'."':_-_- · _ _:-:- ~-~~o(s ~~'~:'-~~::~-r_~~~--,~'~-~~i°No_.:_;'43_2~0~~-0-~- ,) :_-: __ : \ __ - : -__ ; ____ __ -
._ ... ___ ;.:·: ·: 
. . . : 
- - -· .. · 
.. ... :,·:: 
' ,: .·· .: . 
- .. : :- ·- .. _ .. -_::. ---_ - I 
. : ·' . ....... ·· ,··.··: .. . . 
.. : · ... :. : . . :: . . . 
.·· .... 
',• • I ~ 
.. ·.·.:·:_. ·: . ··· .. '~ : 
- - . - : - -__ -_ _.--- -_"·- -.- - __ ·. _.- :11- -
-- --~.- -_- -, --,-_ ·::\)<'·;:_:_:_\:\--:\---:) [;,. ----: .. -.. - :-- '\.. 
. . :.. . ~ , , . • . . L 
' ... - - - - I j --
! 
.··. . ... 
- - ' ··',• .. =· ·. ·. 
··<·,.' . 
.. . . ·, 
-Exh~bit .' - \ --: -- -,: -
- ---P.a.ge:2."b ~--
. .· . 
. ·.·.: .· . 
I -
L-_;..-...1 .. _ _.- -- --- .. 
- ·- __ - Tubbs l:iill.SPQJXC02-I · I /• .... 
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WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Memorandum of Agreem~~t as of the day an·ct year first above 
written. · · · 
OWNER: LESSEE: . 
Wallace Famjly Trust Sprint Spectrum Realty Company,_ L.P., a Delaware 
limitE:d part~ership · 
By ~,y(\fff~ 
T"tl • '--l . J\_ 4~ ] , 1 e. J(i J ioA-iL-.i... JPi:...-,'-"--. --,-________ _ · Title:._._.' =----!-~c:l....~c..L.--=l""'--'..___,..,µ,:;l""-'---'->G.l-..!....!.::c..!...!'-"""'--





Title:,..:.·-_ _;__ ___ _;_._--'...,....--..:.--____, 
Date:. ___________ _,.. __ _ 
By:._·-----'---'-------
Title:. _____________ ·_·_·_ 
Date:. ___ -'--~---------
-r---;; "'7'" - ..:... ._ - - "-;- ...:. -- _: - - .,:.. _·_ - .....: - - - _,_ - ,- -'-: __: - - _._ -·-.- - -; - --; -- - - _.:. - - - - - -- - - - - -:---- ~ -_- - - -- -_ - - - - ,- - - - - - - - : - -
.. ,' 
' . . " . 
. ·. · .. 
T.u.bbs Hill.~!"03XC0~4 
. . , 
. ... : 
\ .. ' 
. -:· . 
.·.·· . . . . 
· .. • .. 
·. , . . ··I 
Exhib~t.. . s::: 
·page "51, . 
.. 2- 1/3/2002 




DESCRIPTION OF LAND 
· This _E;<hibit "~'-'·is attacti_ed to and made a part of th.at certain· Memorandum of Agreement entered into on · ·. cf(£ 5: · · , 2002, bX and between Wallace· i=amily Trust, as "OWN~R'.' and Sprint Spectrum _ 
~atty pmpany, ~.P., a-Dela""'.are ljmited ~artne~s~ip, as "SSLP". · · . _.: - _. 




. PARKING LOT 
EXISTING 111"GATE 
TO IIE RELOCATED 
alsTING 





• NEWPROPOSED I 
_ ~2'/lCC~EASEMENrj-; . I - .. 
I f _. : - . I' .· 1 
2..-1~1--·.. .L 
1 ! '... Z41hSTREET 
• j :_ VAC.,.TED 
--------~ ...L•;- -~ 
... 
• 3S' I . 
.. ·· .. · ..... 
• ¾. 
,: 
-;---:-_:_.~_-a..·--:--··.----------·-·-:---.- ....:.----=-~---.- ·-----·--- _---· ----.- ·. ----·---: 
.... 
• ,'! ., . . . ..· . 
- .. ·.·· ... . .. I.. •••• 
~ ; :. . . - : .. . . .. . . .· .. : ~ . . . .:· . . . :; . ,•.: .. .. ' ' . 
• · · Thii E;hi~ii may n"otbe .t~ seal~ and niay be,re~laced by a_l~~d ~-urvex·~f-the Premises a~~io~ s·i1~ o~c'e it.is received by SSLP .. 
. • \ Seiback of. the Site. fro!)'l the.Premises' boµnqaries shall be 'the distance required by.·lhe app\icable g'overrmiental authoJities •. ·• , · · 
:, - ~- ·:'. Wicl!h cif"ae<;ess"i'oacl sh~ll be_-thewitjlh.requirecfby the applicaql~fgoyernmental aulhorities,'inc;tuding p91ii:e and fire·d~p~ftinenls. >. . 









: .': '• 'typ.es, ntimb1;1rs, mouri~n·g' positions rriay"var'y_ frqrh what is s~own above/ ,: ' . . ' : .. ,' . .:·-. : .: ' .. '' : ,, '' :_: .. ' .· ·. "~-.. .. . . " . " . .·' ' 
. . . . .. . . . . . .· ... . ··•. . . . ·. . . . . ~ . . .. ' . . . . . ~ .. . . . . . : ', .· '• ,.. :· .: -~ . ' . .. : --: ::. :- . ·· .. ·: :-·. 
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. know, · or · have satisfactory · evidence ·- · that 
/' 
: . at _.,..s:::":J.jC.::__ _ ...L;~-----,~--..~· 
· ·My-ap_pm_n~ent expires: ..:..·---;,,-::.....--,t.._--=::.......=-------
- ·_ ·sTATEOF ____ --'-_ _;_ __ _ 
GOUN1Y OF-_--:--------'----
1· hE'.lreby certify · th at· know, .or have. . . satisfac~ory : evidence .. that ' 
----'--is-the person (s) who appeared before me ar:i\'.I said person (s) acknowledged that (he) signed . · 
. ·- this instrument and_ acknowledged it to be. . "free· and voluntary act for the uses and purposes . . 
· mentioned iri this instrum_ent.'·· . · · : · · · 
O.A.j"EO: _______ ~ __ ___,__ 
Notary Public in ar:id for t_he State of · _ 
· · · · · - ;·residing. 
at _________ _;__;_ ___ . 
·:··My appointment expires: ____ _ ;"· 
. ~. 
- .- . . .. :__ ___ ._--;----- .· -:.----- .. · _____ · .-.-· --.----· -- ·-- ··..,__ · .. --·---. ~-- -
. . . 
·- STATEOF-'-----------....a.-----
' ··,co(JNTY_OF _________ _ 
h·~reby · .-c_ert_ify ·_ · 'that.·- 'I .. ' . . . . 
.. 
. . .. . _-:, . .-, satisf~ctory . evideri"~e. .. lha.~ .. ;. . . . 
_"·: ·: : · ··is the person· (s) Y.,_ho-a~p~ar~d. befq~e me and sai_d person (s)'ackn~wledged that"( .h~ )" ~ign~_ ·: .. · . __ 
- "_:"'·: \.this instrur11ent _and acknqwledged it to" be -· " · · : .free and\16luntar.y ?~t .. f.or. the_ use(arid pufP?s~- .. _--.-. ::· . ·. 
·,_,:_·.-mentior\edin·thisinstrument.· .,_ ._..', .. :-·-·.-.-,·_,.': ... · ·.. . ·.·._._·::,,: ·:·· ... _:-· .. 
. . .. . ' ... ' . : . . :.· . . . ,. · ... •, . :- .. ·. .. .. : ., . .. ,.,, . . ... - ... ,• ,• ... '•· .. ··.: ... :·. ,. 
::._.-_.· ... _DATEP:_..:.-_,:_ ··---·· ·· ... -. ,. . . ·.·.···-= .. - -· ·-· .. ·.-
. '; .. . ·.·· . . ' . 
·.: .. '• . . . .. . · ..... . 
, :N.otary-_Public in and for the State of ._ 
. •.' .. : ... : ' _-. . ., . , residing·-. 
: · - · at_·_· -----....;....'-'--=------
.. .- ·_. ·My appo_i_n~enf"e~pires: --------------'----,,.. 




... . . . ·~ 
. ' .... . .. .. . · ..... . 
;, 
-s-----··,_:--_,:.--
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\ 
l'J! WITHERSPOON•KELLEY 
Attorneys & Counselors 
JOEL P. HAZEL 
liccn.sed to practice in Idaho and Washington 
jph@witherspoonkelley.com 
Erik Smith 
607 East Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
SPOKANE I SEATTLE I COEUR D'ALENE I PORTLAND 
February 10, 2011 
RE: Replacement Exhibit ''A" to PCS Site Agreement and Amendments. 
Dear Erik: 
Pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement which was fully executed on June 25, 1996, by Sprint 
Spectrum and the Wallace Family Trust together will all amendments thereto including the 
Amendment dated May 10, 2005. My client Global Signal Acquisition hereby exercises its 
option to replace the original Exhibit "A" to the PCS Site Agreement. The attached replacement 
Exhibit "A" sets forth the legal description of the property in which the site is located and an "as 
built" drawing depicting the site. · 
This Exhibit A depicts what was always intended to be the lease site by the original parties. 
JPH:kwb 
Enclosure 
cc: Lance Jones 
608 Northwest Boulevard. Suite 300 Tel: 208.667.4000 
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REPLACEMENT EnIIBIT "A" 







SHERMAN A VENUE 
10 20 40 <) ~~~AN~UR~~~2~~!!~ ~ 1-1 J 
( IN FEET ) 
1 INCH = 20 Fi. 
1004 N. ATLANTIC AVENUE • SPOKANE, WA 99201 
(509) 325-4529 • {f'AX) 325-4520 
SW 1/4 SE 1/4 S. 18, T.50 N., R.3 W., B.M. 
CITY Of' COEUR D'ALENE, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
W.0. NUMBER: 08-82 f".8. NUMBER: 2008 PRINT DATE: 12-21-2010 
Exhibit __:-;;J.:..,_ _ _ 
Dn~A "'\ !"fl / _ 
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WALTER 0. DALE 
PRESIDENT 
December 20, 2010 
TUBBS HILL 
/ \ ' \ 
B.LJ1~THIN & ASSO(,_.._ATES 
PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYING AND PLANNING 
1004 NORTH ATLANTIC STREET• SPOKANE, WA. 99201-2209 
(509) 325-4529 • (FAX) 325-4520 • SURVEY@GPS-SURVEYOR.COM 
SCOTT A. DALE 
SECRETARY 
LEASE AREA DESC_RlffiQn_;_· _____________________ _ 
(Per Sprint Spectrum Site Cascade # SPO3XC024 site plan dated August 13, 1996 and Record 
of Survey Book 18, Page 404) 
A portion of Lot 4, Block 22,(AMENDED) GLENMORE ADDITION as recorded in Book "B" of 
Plats, Page 140; records of Kootenai County, Idaho; TOGETHER WITH a portion of the vacated 
24th street right-of-way, as vacated by City of Coeur d'Alene ordinance 2245 on October 17, 
1989 more particularly described as follows: 
Beginning at the northeast corner of Lot 1, Block 20 of said GLENMORE ADDITION, said 
corner being monumented by a State of Idaho right-of-way monument, said monument bears 
S89°52'11"E, 1019.59 feet from a 4" by 4" concrete monument with a 1" by 1" steel bolt to 
monument the northwest corner of Lot 6, Block 13, of said GLENMORE ADDITION; thence 
N31 °01 '24"E, 93.23 feet to a point on the northerly right-of-way line of Sherman Avenue, said 
point on line being the southwest corner of said lease area, also being the True Point of 
Beginning for this description; thence N00°01'54"E, 50.00 feet to the northwes(corner of said 
lease area; thence S89°52'11 "E, 35.00 feet to the northeast corner of said lease area; thence 
S16°43'03"E, 52.24 feet to a point on said northerly right-of-way of Sherman Avenue, said point 
also being the southeast corner of said lease area; thence along said right-of-way line 
N89°52'11 "W, 50.00 feet to the Point of Beginning. 
Containing 2, 124 sq ft more or less. 
Exhibit ~ -----
-:Jt3132UE !::_:C.di:.:c: 
Page !, ~ l, 
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WALTER 0. DALE 
PRESIDENT 
December 20, 2010 
TUBBS HILL 
PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYING AND PLANNING 
1004 NORTH ATIANTIC STREET• SPOKANE, WA. 99201-2209 
(509) 325-4529 • (FAX) 325-4520 ·• SURVEY@GPS-SURVEYOR.COM 
SCOTT A. DALE 
SECRETARY 
LEASE AREA ACCESS EASEM_aLT~D_ESCRIPTION.~· ----------~--~--~ 
(Prepared by Profesional Land Surveyor} 
An easement for ingress, egress and utilities over, across and through a portion of the vacated 
24th street right-of-way, as vacated by City of Coevr d'Alene ordinance 2245 on October 17, 
1989, Instrument Number 1164732, lying between Block 21 and Block 22, AMENDED 
GLENMORE ADDITION as recorded in Book "8" of Plats, Page 140; records of.Kootenai . ·1 <'· ;'l 
County, Idaho; mpre particularly described as follows: . . 
The South 50.00 feet thereof, lying East of the West 18.00 feet and west of and with a common 
boundary to that Lease Area as shown on Record of Survey recorded in Book 18, Page 404 of. 
Surveys, records of Kootenai County, Idaho. 
Exhibit ~;2_=-----r---
Page l{ '5 L? 
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', 
j 
A 1 O' UTILITY EASEMENT LOCATED IN A PORTION OF THE VACATED 24TH 
STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY REFERRED TO IN THE ABOVE LEASE AREA 
DESCRIPTION, MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE SAID NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE LEASE AREA, SAID 
POINT ALSO BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING OF THIS EASEMENT 
DESCRIPTION, THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY EXTENSION OF THE 
WESTERLY LINE OF SAID LEASE AREA N. 00'01 '54" W. 131.51 FEET TO A 
POINT ON A LINE 10.00 FEET WESTERLY MEASURED RADIALLY AND 
PARALLEL WITH THE WESTERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF INTERSTATE 
HIGHWAY NUMBER 90, FEDERAL AID PROJECT I-90-1 (7) 11, SAID POINT 
BEING A POINT OF NON TANGENT CURVATURE. 
THENCE ALONG SAID PARALLEL 50.58 FEET, ALONG THE ARC OF A 3679.72 
FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCA VE TO THE SOUTHWEST, SAID CURVE 
HAVING A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00'47'15" AND WHOSE CHORD BEARS N. 
15'51'39" W. 50.58 FEETTOAPOINTONTHE SOUTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY 
LINE OF LAKESHORE A VENUE AS SHOWN ON THE SAID PLAT OF 
GLENMORE ADDITION. 
THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINES. 89'52'11" E. 10.42 FEET TO A 
POINT ON SAID WESTERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 
NUMBER 90. 
THENCE ALONG SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY 49.14 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF A 
3689.72 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVED TO THE SOUTHWEST, SAID 
CURVE HAVING A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00'45'47" AND WHOSE CHORD 
BEARING IS S. 15'49'39" E. 49.14 FEET TO A POINT ON A LINE OFFSET 10.00 
FEET EASTERLY AND PARALLEL WITH THE SAID NORTHERLY EXTENSION 
OF THE WESTERLY LINE OF THE LEASE AREA. 
THENCE ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINE S. 00'01 '54" E. 132.86 FEET TO A POINT 
ON THE NORTHERLY LINE OF SAID LEASE AREA. 
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• __ .., ----·• .., uo:::, • G.UUUU I 0-:t f CJ WlTHE~SPOON MELLY 02-07-11 11:28 Pg: 3/3 
March 26, 2009 
TUBBS HILL 
., ) 
BENTHIN & ASSOCIATES 
PROFESSIONAL LAND· SURVEYING AND PLANNING 
1004 NoRniA'l'tAtmc STREl:T• SPOKANE, WA. 98201-2200 
(509) 325-4529 • (FM) 325-4520 • S\ffiEY«;GPS-SURVEYOR.COM 
ScOTT A. DALE 
SliCRETARY 
.LEASE AREA DESCRIPTION: . 
{Per Sprint Spectrum Site Cascade # SPO3XC024 site .Plan dated AUgust 13, 1996 and Record 
of Survey Baok 1s. Page 404) 
A portion of Lot 4, Block 22, GLENMORE ADDITION as recorded in Book "B'' of Plats, Page 
140i records of Kootenai County, Idaho; TOOETHl;.R WITH a portion of the vacated 24111 street 
right-of-way, as vacated by City of Coeurd' Alene ordinance 2245 on October 17, 1989 more 
particularty descrl~ ae follows: 
Beginning at the northeast comer of Lot 1, Block 20 of said GLENMORE ADDITION, said 
corner being monumented by a State of Idaho right--0f-way monument, said monument bears . 
S89°5~'11"E, 1019,59 feet from a 411 by 4~ concre.te monument with a 1" by 1" steel bolt to 
monument the northwest corner Of Lot 6, Block 13, of said GLENMORE ADDITION; thence 
N31"01'24"E, 93.23 feet to a poir:rt on the northerly right-of-way line of Sherman Avenue, said· 
point on line being the southwest comer of-said lease area, also being the True Point of 
Beginning for this· detcription; thence N00°01 '54·E·, 50. 00 feet to the northwest comer of said 
lease area; thence S89°52'11"E, 35.00 feet to the northeast comer of said lease area; thence 
S16°43'03"E, 52.24 feet to.a point an said northerly rtght-of-way of Sherman Avenue, said point 
also being the &autheast comer of said lease- area~ them:e along said right-of-way line 
N89°52'11"W, 50.00 fe~ to the Point of Beginning. . 
·Containing 2,124 sq ft mare or less. 
0882DE$C.doc 
· Exhibit t;-;;)_ t; =-
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2 
3 J~l P, IlazcL, ISB No, 4980 
Jason S. Win;1 ISB No. 7951 
4 WlTHllSPOON KELLBY 
The Spokmnar:i Review BulldJns 
' 608 Northwest Blvd •• Suite 300 
6 Coi:mr d'Alene, ldeho 83814-2146 
Tolcphone: (208) 667-4000 
7 Faosimilc: (208) 667-84 70 
... --., 
8 Allumeysfo1' ~fondant. Global Signal .A.cqulsltitmJ lT, LLC 
9 
u 
rN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THB 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN A.ND FOR nm COl.JNTY ,OP KOOTENAI 






Hi GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
Delctware limited liability company, THE 
17 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, 
18 
19 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISmONS II, LLC, 
De.lo..~ timl~ 1~.Uty company, 
21 
22 VS, 
23 SHERMAN STORAOE, LLC, 1UI. Id.tho Lirnitcd 
24 liability~; and THE WALLACE 
FAMILYTR.USTi MARY 10 WALLACEi 
~ Trustee of Th~ Wallace FIJnlly T~ 
(Con.solldlted with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
PDTH AFFlDAVlT OF JASON S. WING 
S'UPPOR.TING DEFENO.AlllT'S MOTION 
FORSUMMAR.YJUOOMBNT 
Pll"fli AFPID,Wrr OF J-'50N S, WINO !~T.INO.Dl!~B MCn0N Z'OJt stJMM..lAY ~ • 1 
K.~~-,1~)'(l)Ol4~ 
i::LO/ZOO~ H!Il'lS d >!n!3 
--, • ,J 
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-·· 
1 STATEOFIDAHO ) 
) ss. 
2 County of Kootenai ) 
3 
WI 1'HERSPOON MELL':( 
. ....----. 
Ja.so.n S. Wing, being first duly sworn urion oath, dopo&es and as.ya; 
$ 
l. That l am a member of the ti.rm of WITHERSPOON KELLBY attom.ey1 for 
6 Defendant/Count.er--Plaintiff Global Siana! Acquisitions Il, LLC, and have personal knowledge 
1 ofthi: files and. teQords in this case and oftb raattcis S& forth hel'ciIL 
8 
2. That tttach«l hereto as Exhibit '1.AA" is a true and correct QOP)' of the First 
l l O.ll August 9, 2010. 













SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before 
lllJITI{ l.fflDAVrr 01' JASON S. WINO StmOkTZNO OlilDa'CMNT'S MO'M0N FOR SUMMARY J'C~ • 2 
-=~,1~14~ 
- ·--·-
__ ,.. 't 3 
E,-.ul I \ \ 
pag :2 "b 
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~B-11-16 11;59 Pg: 3/11 
t CERTIFICATE QF SERVICE 
2 I, tho undmiped, cartify that o.u tho Ji_ day of' August, 2010, T caused a. uue and 
3 correct copy ofthe FIFl'B AFFIDAVIT OF JASON S. WING SUPPORTING DEFENDANTS 
MOTION FOR. SUM'.MARY .TUDG'MENT tO be forwarded, with all required. clwaes pnpdd, 
4 by the method(s) indicated below, to the followillg person(s): 
.s Erik P. Smith § U.S. Man 
6 607 Lakeside Avenue Hand Delivered 
Coeur d'~, ID 83814 W __.0vemight Mail 



















Mary Io Wllllace 
The Wallaoe Family Trust 
P .o. Box :30332 
La8 Vcaaa, NV 89173 
CharlesM.Dod&on 
Dodson & Raeon Law Offices 
1424 Sbezman Avenue, Snlte 300 













V1* Fax: (208) 666-9'211 
E ibit_.3 __ _ 
p e "3c:1(.)ll 
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EXHUIIT "AA., .EXBlBIT "AA" 
7.LO/Goolu! 
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W-11-18 11 iSS Pg: Ew'U 
Thul inst.rument 'WIS prepared by Md when record~ mall to: 
Crown C3st.1e USA In~. 
Artn: Nick I.imberopoulos 
2000 Corporate Urive 
Cmlomtburg1 PA 15317 
!JRST AMENDMENT OF SITE PESIGNAIJQN SU.PPLEMMT 
IQ MASTER,LltASE AND SUBLEASE A.GREEMltNI 
This FIRST AMENDMEN'f OJ/ Sl'l'I3 DilSlONATlON SUPPLEMENT TO MASTRR T,BASR 
AND SUBLEASB AO~T '(tbl! "Amondmenf') ls m.odo ihfs 'i!±:._ day of 
~ ~ J.. , 20/!, by and between STC FIVE LLC, a. Del.&wan, limited liability company 
(" 7). lobal Signal A.cqulslt.lons n LLC, a Dclawarc llt:nttod liability company (4'T..esa~e"), 
and Sprint Spectrum L.J>., a Del.aware limitod ~p ("Sprint Collocator'i:). 
RECITALS 
'WHP,RRAS, referonoc is hereby made to that ccrtmin Master Lease und Sublease Agreement 
d4ted Muy 20, 2005 (the 11Agroomcnt1') by and amofii Lessor, Lcs11ee, SprinL CollocatoT and 
Global Pnrent (as defined in the Agroom.ont); and 
WIJF.ll'EA$, th~ pu:rties dosiro that the terms and condhi0na of t~ Ag~ent sh.all sovorn tho 
relationship of the partlcs under this Arn~dmen1, and 
WHRRF',AS. LeH!«>T ill the own.or o! a leasehold eat;.kl or othf!T' inll:l'reSt in. and to oe.rtalc. real 
property located ln Kootenai Cotmty, Idaho (the 0 Lcascd P.remlset'), being local.ed on 11 portion 
of i:h.,; rc•i property 'Wilh a Tax ID Number of 137539 (tht, "l?arcm?. Parool'?, Utld.or that certain 
PCS Site ~,mt dated July 24, 1 ,;96) originally by and bet.weon the Wallace Family Trust, 
and Sprin1 Spectrwn, ll!i ovi.danocd by a Memoranduxn or PCS Sito .Aareemcmt recorded on July 
9, 199~ in Tn1.etrwnont No. 140359, Mid l1 Record of Survoy mcnumcntlng tho Ta.Re Sito rocorclcid 
JanWtt)' 27, l997 as i:am.smenl No. J478042 and further affltQted by 8fi Affidavlt of Fact:i 
R~lnting ~> Titlo :rooordod on Oc1Qber 17, 2005 i.'1 l..11stru.mQrit No. 1988802; and 
Wlll.SRllAS, pumumt. io llnd subjec't to the tcnna, conditiontt, mid reservations 1n thei Agreemel'lt, 
Lessor has sub!wcd or otherwise made the Leued Prernh1es avai1abl0 to Lc5soo. and in 
conncctio.11 therewith, a Site DeaiiZl4tlon Supplement ~\ Mwrter Lease and Subl~ .Avreement 
(tho 11Suppl11rumt1i waa rocotded on June 7, 2005 in Ins\rumcc.t No. 1955026; and 
\VHBREAS, the putlcs des.lro to modi I}' tho dcscnptlon of the Lc:a.sed Promlsc,s as set forth in 
the Supplement, 
srrn ID: Tuhbii Hill 
BUN: 880070 
ZLO/soolfl 
c:, • ...J 
HlI~S d )ln!3 
Exhibit .... ~IL l l -=-
page __ c;~u'!-1-r~-
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,,.-...,,, 
NOW, TH.ER!WO!lli. for valuable consideral.ton, the receipt and suffieiOMy of which is hcrcb;y 
a.ckt,,owJcd~Dd, tho pal'tic,s her-oby a.sr• B!i followK: 
OPERATIVE PROVISIONS 
I , The rocita.ls hcrcmabove w-e true and correct and arc io.corpormd here.in by I.his 
reflmmce. 
l, Unless oth~e de.flnod homn, capiusli:,.t:d. imnl'I shall have tho meaning set forth in 
tho Aarcmumt The pani(,a Qp,0 that 'tbs \ermu Bnd cond.itions of the Agro=mcnt shall glwem 
the rdatlonshlp of the parties W1der thJs /unerulme.nt and the Agreement is inoorporatcd herein 
by~- ln th~ evml ora comllotor 1ncan1d11tency betwt9m I.he terms ofthl!I Aareemcnt u.."Ui 
tbis Amendmen~ the tClffnS of the ~enl shall gov om and comro!. 
:.,, The legal dell0rlption of tbci Lc11t1cd Pmni11~s in Exhibit A of the Su;pplement is 
hereby deleted in U.11 entiroty and replaced with such real property as is idcntifl~ in P$jb1J A 
attaohod bore'° and incorporated herein. b,Y this ref~oc. Accordingly, tho partlcs hereby 
release. rcmisc, and disohm-ge all risht. title, and interest in such roa1 property as i11 more 
particularly identified in ;f.xhimt B attachod hereto. 
4, ExcepL us expro&sl.y set forth in Section 3 ab0"'/Q1 the rcnwnder c,f the SU'pplemcnt 
sha.Jl rcwun uamodified, 
s. ~ p&rtje$ consent tc the recording ur lhis Amendmoot in~ public records of the 
county l.n which the I .cued Prcmls=5 l5 silWlled, and agf'C() that 1hia Amendmont sbal..l be 
exceuted in recordable :f'o.rm. 
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,,..,....._ 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the ,Pllrties hereto lui.w set thclr hands and seals as on.he date first 
above written, 
STATE OF &L~ 
COUNTY OF _ntoc.opa-. 
Le-!t111or: 
STC FIVE LLC1 a Delaware limited 
U11.hllity company 
By: Global Signal Acqul11itlon• II 
LLC, a I>elfflare 1.tm.itad llabillty 
C4'.lmpauy. ltM Attorn.ey in Fact 
Perswwly uppeared hefcrre mo, the underslpd authority in. and for the said "-ow:ity and. state, on 
th.111_ qf)'i duy or A~T _, 20_.ro_. by wlthul ln .my Jurisdiction~ the within nwned 
n • n who aoknawlcd"cd that (he) CW) .ls 
--..1.-~......, .... .:..ac~~--... - _ of Global Signal Aoguiaitions IT LLC, a Dclawarc limited 
lillbili ou pan}\ that for a.ttd en behalf af' th~ hid oompmy, and us it:.1 act and deed. (hlEI) 
4shv ex~utod tho above and fon:iiioing iruitrument, afler first having ~ duly authori:z:oo by 
~a.Id corporation KO to do. (Ho} (Sh.oj 0 1XGQP@l1l known to ml! or ,lw!/have produced 
________ (type of idontiii.oa:tio.ii) as 1denililcati0ll. 
NOTARIAL SEAL 
ZlO/BOO!e] 
n • ..J 
Nam~: ...!:!::~~~;..:t!::z:w..s::Jco::._ 
Notary Staie of no. 
My Ccmmisirion F~ircs: -~,--r-f;;;? 
Hlil'IS d '.l!Hl3 
Exhibit 3 11 
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Fax :sr,mt b!,I : 2886f:i7517! 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQmSITOINS n 
.LLC, a Delaware lhnittd. llabiUty 
company, It\ Attorney in Fa.ct 
lly:~-
Name~Dawtirein 
Tts: PP6perty Man!lger 
Per..o~aj}y appoerodtt;xe me, the undersi~ u.utbotily in ~d for Lhe Silid aounty and stale, on 
1his ~~ 4 , 20..J!2.., by wilhin in my jurisdiction, 1hc wldiln nrmcd = II who aclmowlellstd that (ho) .bluo} is 
a ~ of Cllobel SJ.anal A.cquisltians ll LLC, a. I>elaware limitM 
liar ::;; an'ftbat for and an behalf of the saicl. company. and a& its a.ct and dood (he) 
(~) cxocutad \hi, obova end foroaoint ln.strumm\ after first having beon duly a.ut.hori:z:od by 
said corpc,raLion so to do. (He) <Sfw pemona,Jly B 10 me m h.wba.vo producod 
... ·~-·-· _____ (type ()r i&mtiflcatlon) as idontitlca on. ,-, 
.NO'l'AlUAL SRAL 
4 Exhibit -:; 
Page ~~;---:'B:=--;lr-rl-
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NOTAR.W.. SEAL 
ZLO/OLOie] 
n T • _J 
s 
aa-11-10 12:ae p8 : 9...-11 
Sprint C~ator: 
SPlUN'l' SPECTR'tJM LP,, R 
I>elawaro Umlted pa'rtaenhip 
By: Global $1sraal ~ui1Jiti.om II 
LLC. a Delaw&n U~ed Jlability 
company, Iii Attorney in Fact 
By:Uwnvbt<~ 
Namo: Dewn Krein 
Its: - Proptifty Manager 
Exhibit -:s 
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Lceaed Pnmtw Do:c:rlptJon 
The ~ac Silo is (J(Jfl.Uuned on a. parcel of land bolng loL 4, Block. 22J Gicnm.C'Jre Addition to 
Co~ d' Alone. aoootdln£ to tho plat reeordtd in the office of the Collllty R.ooarder in Book 8 or 
Plats at Page 123; rocarcfs of Kootenai County, Idaho exceptina therefrom that portion l}'Uli 
within the right of way b(,~ oft Ilm:wtatc Highway 90 WI ducrlbed in that certa1n Second 
Judgment and Decree or Condemnation No, 17866 dated Soptombcr s~ 19S8, recigrclecl June 16, 
1960 in B,mk 26 at. 'Pa.gs 304, records of said .K.ootcnal County, 
The ~ Sl~ Ls also ~ o.n a portiOll of vacated 24111 S1.r0et that at~ to the above 
deS0rlbed property by operation of law. 
The Lease Sito .l! further dcscrlbc<l and depl~d .In that ccrla.Ul Record of Survey rcoorded 
January 27, 1997 u ln5trUlnmlt # 1478042, Book 18, .Paao 404, .records of .Kootollai Couz:ity. 
GLO/LLO~ 
T T • .-J 
HlI~S d )lil:!3 
Exhibit 3 
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FAX se:,nt hy : 2BB66?B470 1'g: :11/1.1. 
EXHimT B 
A r,m-ool ot"lii.nd being I.ot 3, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, accardins to tho 
p!aL ~rded in lhe omc.e or the County R.eoor&r in Book B of Plat.a at Pap 123, lCCOrds of 
.Kootonal Cou:11:y, ldaho excepting therefrom thal portion lytni within the rlght of way 
boundaries oft IAtcrstattl Hlib,wa)' 90 as described in that certllin ~Cld Judament Bnd ~ 
of Condemnation Ne. 17866 dated Septc:mbcr S, 19S8, recorded June 16, 1960 b1 Book 26 at 
.Pa&o 3041 t000rd11 of Aid Koi:nenai Counly, 
7 
Hlil'lS d >IHl3 O~L6SSL80~ x~~ eL:so OL02/7.L/Rn 








THE WITNESS: He said it could be other 
cell phone companies that wouldn't want to go to the 
expense of putting up their main cell phone tower, 
and I could see why; and that they would then enter 
into an agreement with them to put their equipment 
on Sprint's Tower, and in return, you know, they 
would derive a monthly or a yearly rental, but that 
before this would happen they would always send us 
documents and would it be determined in advance as 
to what monthly additional rents that we would 
receive. 
So it was going to be rent in addition to 
the main rent, which he had suggested as $500. He 
told me that that was the going rate that they had 
with other land owners in the basic area, and of 
course we had no way to know if that was true or 
not. 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, nonresponsive. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Okay, let me ask you another question. 
Did you talk about which property the tower would be 
on? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, hearsay. 
THE WITNESS: Yes, he indicated he was 
only interested in the lot that was adjoining 
Page 19 
Sherman Avenue. 
BY MR. SMITH: 
Q. Did you offer him any other piece of 
property? 
A. He knew that --
Q. Well, no I am asking, did you offer him 
another parcel? 
A. Yes, we told him we had lot three, which 
was directly adjoining on the same tax bill to the 
north of lot four, and he said that they were only 
interested in lot four, that that would be adequate. 
And, well, we said, "Well, you know, , 
after you do your research, if you have a problem we 
just want you to know that we do have lot three also 
that we have been basically holding on to for future 
expansion of maybe possible things that we night 
want to do in the future in conjunction with Cove 
Bowl; and that it certainly was an understanding 
that he could come back to us and talk to us about 
that if it was needed. 
Q. Did abandoned 24th Street come up in the 
conversation? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, he'arsay. 
THE WITNESS: I don't remember talking 
anything about the street, other than it was there. 
/W.mmrn11r-t rnn-, \AIII I I 
Page 20 
1 Obviously, it was a blacktop, curbed street. 
2 BY MR. SMITH: 
3 Q. At that day that you met with them did 
4 you know where lot four was located? 
5 A. No, I just know we had lot three and lot 
6 four on a separate tax bill, and it was east of the 
7 block that contained lots one through twelve. 
8 Q. Between that meeting and the day that you 
9 and Mr. Wallace signed the PCS site agreement, did 
10 you have any more face-to-face meetings with anyone 
11 concerning the cell tower? 
12 A. No, I didn't. 
13 Q. You did sign some documents in between 
14 then? 
15 A. Yes, there was one. A document, I 
16 believe, was presented to me at the last deposition, 
17 and I did sign that. 
18 Q. And so did someone -- how did you get the 
19 PCS site agreement, the blank one, for your 
20 signature? 
21 A. It was mailed to us, as far as I know. 
22 Q. And what did you do when you got it? 
23 A. My husband and I went and had it 
24 notarized. 
25 Q. So you signed it? 
Page 21 
1 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Okay, and you read it at that time? 
3 A. Yes. 
4 Q. What was your understanding of where the 
5 cell tower was supposed to be located? 










on the PCS site agreement, it just said lot four. 
Q. And what was the Wallace Family Trust's 
plans for 24th Street in 1996? 
MR. HAZEL: Objection, relevance. 
THE WITNESS: We were looking at -- one 
of our employees who had come to my husband with the 
idea that they actually had made a preliminary 
drawing for a miniature -- 18 hole miniature golf 
that would like wrap around the east half of the 
16 building, and then also somewhere close by to that, 
17 batting cages to practice, baseball batting cages. 
18 Q. And was 24th Street included in the 
19 miniature golf course? 
20 A. I don't remember the exact drawing. 
21 Q. And at that time did you understand the 





Q. What is the difference? Well, what 
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EXHIBIT B 2-27-96 
Srtia I, D. Sp03xr:055 
to 
Site Name: Olal City Hall. PCS Site Agreement 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
This· memorandum evidences that a lease was made and entered into by written PCS Site Agreement dated .___\'{.-.Jc tf , 
19'lb, between Wesley L. and G,e11-e /,,Warran ("Owner"), and Sprint Spectrum, a Delaware limited partnership ("SS"}, cl/b/a Sprint 
Spectrum, the terms and conditions of which are incorporated herein by reference. 
Such Agreement ·provides in part that Owner leases to SS a certain site ("Site") located at 418 N. 2nd St. ., 
City of Coeur d'l1lene , County or Koote11al , State of Idaho , within the prqpeity of Owner which is described In Exhibit A attached 
hereto, with grant of easement for unr&stricted rights of access thereto and to electric and telephone facilities for a term al five {5) 
years commencing on r,,,._4r -!~:-' I , 1 sjb which term Is subject to three (3) additional five (5) year extension periods by SS. 
l 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Memorandum as of the day and year first above written. 
"OWNER" w:¥ . By: ~- ~~ Wesley L. Warren 
Name: esley L. Warren 
Title: OWne:· 
It.I See Exniblt B1 for contir.ua~:on of Owner. signatures 
Address: 418 N. 2nd St. 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Owner Initial~ .wd 
" 
--s-s-,n-ili;,-s -----ur_,......::;;.._ ____ _ 
Allach Exhibit A· Site Descripllon 
"SS" 
Address: ::. 11707 Sar,1gue Ave., Bldg. F, Suite 201 
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\ f?rsu,:,n 2. t 
Site Name: Old Clly Hall 
"OWNER": Oe1i,e }.... Warren 
EXHIBIT Bi 
to 
Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
Contlnuatfom of Owner Signatures 
"OWNER": 
i 
. ............. ,,: .. ,,,.: .. _:~~ 
~ . ®8MH 
2,27-.{l(j 






By:g{}ruztf cdtzJ.z.d,,(tbc~.,e I.· Warren 
/ 
By:. ______________ _ 
Its: Owner 








SS Initials - cJ[ 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - . 
Its:. _________________ _ 
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...... , 1· 
..... ......... ---------------------'--~ii6,a..J 
:·N"OR"(H Site Ptan 
·· .. ,--~.- .·.:: ...... !".: -
/:' 
;!"~' )::;.:,,l~<l:L•• I 
.... i·,. 
... ,... , .~r,;.-,.··~ ·;rz.-,;;1,;'c' •::-·; ~,..,,t,,t ..... 111 a.11 ex.hit/it setlir.g forth the tegar descrip!fon orthe p:oparty on which the Site is 
,• :!,, ... ..:···, -~·;,~· r.-. ..-~ F~-, $:!<t 
, . . __ ,, .. , .: 
.?) 
~ .. ,. 
r 
~. 
1..1,,,...-:• ;,"'C~:1r-• 1;>f PCS Site Agr,;.ernent, Optfan Agrc-13rnen! and Memora11dum of Oprion Agreement! 
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ST ATE OF ~::1'.:;;~E:t:::,~·4 ~-:::/):::==::::::.,.:---
COUNTY OF -,&-_.,.,..-J:.'"C,_,~~-7.1,,..-t.£.t:...'4u{,"'-"a.!:l..-4.[....:.·--
STATE OF ~~ID() _________ _ 
COUNTY OF s,~ 
•• ,, • ••• ...................................... ; ..... : ..... :r ...... , .. .:,:,.•.,.,:;J 
. . . ·:~ 
~ ~ fr--WQ 
(PRINT!:~ n'PED OR STAMPED NAME OF NOTARY) 
s--Exhibit --,-,.-,,,.-,-t--, 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
) 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
V. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company; THE WALLACE FAMILY 
TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, trustee of 














) _________ ) 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISISTIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability, 
company, 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
V. 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company; and 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary 
Jo Wallace, trustee of the Wallace 
Family Trust, 

















CASE NO. CV-2003-7690 
CV-2009-3915 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER RE: GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS II, LLC's MOTION 
TO RECONSIDER DECISION 
ON SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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Erik P. Smith, ATTORNEY AT LAW, for Plaintiff / Counter Defendant 
Sherman Self Storage LLC. 
Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing, WITHERSPOON KELLEY, for 
Defendant I Counterclaimant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC. 
I. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE 
The Plaintiff commenced this action against Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, 
("Global") in Case No. CV-09-3915 on May 19, 2009. Throughout the pleadings the 
Plaintiff alleges that a cell phone tower located on the Plaintiff's property as per a lease 
encroached upon another portion of the Plaintiff's property. The Plaintiff claims that 
Global breached the lease agreement by encroaching on another portion of the 
Plaintiff's property. The Plaintiff seeks ejectment and mesne profits. Global answered 
and raised counterclaims and affirmative defenses.1 
Global filed a "Motion for Summary Judgment" seeking dismissal of the Plaintiff's 
claims on January 4, 2010, and seeking to quiet title to the easterly ½ of vacated 24th 
Street in the Wallace Family Trust. The Plaintiff responded with a "Motion for Relief 
from Judgment." This Court issued its "Decision on Motion for Relief from Judgment 
and Decision on Summary Judgment" ("Decision") on October 4, 2010. The Plaintiff 
filed a motion to reconsider on October 15, 2010, but the hearing on the motion was 
vacated. On June 21, 2011, this Court entered default against the Wallace Family Trust. 
Trial in this matter was originally set for January 30, 2012. Prior to trial, on 
January 23, 2012, Global filed a "Motion to Reconsider Decision on Summary 
Judgment" ("Motion to Reconsider") and the Plaintiff filed a "Motion in Limine." The trial 
was then vacated in order for this Court to consider Global's Motion to Reconsider. 
Global supplemented its Motion to Reconsider with the "Affidavit of Jason Wing" and a 
1 Case No. CV-03-7690 was consolidated with Case No. CV-09-3915 on February 9, 2010. 
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memorandum in support. The Plaintiff filed an "Amended Objection to Defendant's 
Motion for Reconsideration" ("Objection") and Global filed a "Reply to Plaintiff's 
Amended Objection to Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration." This Court heard from 
the parties on April 10, 2012, before taking the matter under advisement. 
II. LEGAL STANDARDS 
Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) provides: "A motion for reconsideration of the trial court may be 
made at any time before the entry of final judgment .... " A party making a motion for 
reconsideration may present new facts, but the trial court is not required to search the 
record to determine if there is new information. Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First 
National Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 800 P .2d 1026 (1990). Granting or denying a motion to 
reconsider is a discretionary decision. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 473, 147 
P.3d 100, 105 (Ct. App. 2006), citing Watson v. Navistar lnt'I Transp. Corp., 121 Idaho 
643, 654, 827 P.2d 656, 667 (1992) and Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 
979 P.2d 107 (1999). 
Ill. AMENDED FACTUAL FINDINGS 
This Court hereby grants Global's Motion to Reconsider in part, and hereby 
issues the following amended findings of fact. 
In 1987 the Wallace Family Trust was formed with Gary A. Wallace and Mary Jo 
Wallace serving as joint trustees. Included in the financial holdings of the trust were 
several parcels of property on East Sherman Avenue where a business known as the 
Cove Bowl was located. This property consisted of lots 1-12 (Glenmore Addition, Block 
21) situated to the west of 24th Street and lots 3-4 (Glenmore Addition, Block 22) to the 
east of 24th Street. In 1989 the city vacated 24th street where it abutted lots 3 and 4 in 
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block 22 and lots 1 and 2 in block 21. By operation of law the properties each acquired 
the adjacent one half portion of the formerly 24th Street. 
On June 14, 1996, "The Wallace Family Trust" and "Sprint Spectrum, LP.," 
entered into a "PCS Site Agreement." (Exhibit A, Affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace (July 12, 
2012); Defendant's Trial Exhibit A-1 ). Paragn:iph 1 provides: 
1. Premises and Use. Owner leases to Sprint Spectrum, L.P., a Delaware 
limited partnership ("SSLP'J, d/bla Sprint Spectrum, the site described 
below: [(Check Appropriate box(es)] 
0 Real property consisting of approximately 2,500 square feet to land: 
0 Space required for cable runs to connect PCS equipment and 
antennas, in the location(s) ("Site'J shown on Exhibit A, together with a 
non-exclusive easement for reasonable access thereto and to the 
appropriate, in the discretion of SSLP, source of electric and telephone 
facilities. The Site will be used by SSLP for the purpose of installing, 
removing, replacing, maintaining facility ("PCS'J, including without 
limitation, related antenna equipment and fixtures. SSLP will use the Site 
in a manner which will not unreasonably disturb the occupancy of Owner's 
other tenants. 
(Id.) Paragraph 15 of the PCS Site Agreement states: 
(Id.) 
15. Miscellaneous . ... (c) if requested by SSLP, Owner agrees promptly 
to execute and deliver to SSLP a recordable Memorandum of this 
Agreement in the form of Exhibit B; (d) This Agreement (including the 
Exhibits) constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and 
supersedes all prior written and verbal agreements, representations, 
promises or understandings between the parties. Any amendments to this 
Agreement must be win writing and executed by both parties. 
The following Exhibits are attached to and made part of this Agreement: 
Exhibits A, A 1, B, B 1, C, D, and E. 
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Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is a "Site Description." This document sets 
forth the "Legal Description" of the "site" as follows: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur 
d'Alene, according to the plat recorded in the office of the County 
Recorder in Book B of Plats at Page 123, records of Kootenai County, 
Idaho excepting therefrom that portion lying within the right of way 
b_oundaries ot_Jnf§rstate Highway 90 as described in that certain Second 
Judgment and Decree of Condemnation No. 17866 dated September 5, 
1958, recorded June 16, 1960 in Book 26 at Page 304, records of said 
Kootenai County. 
(Id.) Exhibit A includes a drawing that is "Not to Scale" of the site. The drawing depicts 
a trapezoidal shape titled "Lease Area." The west edge of the "Lease Area" is depicted 
as running parallel and adjacent to the east edge of the former 24th Street. Both parties 
initialed Exhibit A, and at the bottom near the initials is a "Note" that states: 
Owner and SSLP may, at SSLP's option, replace this Exhibit with an 
exhibit setting forth the legal description of the property no which the Site 
is located and/or an as-built drawing depicting the Site. 
{Use this Exhibit A for PCS Site Agreement, Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement, Option Agreement and Memorandum of Option Agreement.] 
(Id.) Exhibit A 1 to the PCS Site Agreement is a signature page titled "Continuation of 
Owner Signatures." This is signed by "Mary Jo Wallace" and initialed by both parties to 
the agreement. (Id.) 
Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement is titled "Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement," and is document referred to in Paragraph 15 of the PCS Site Agreement. 
(Id.) The plain language of Exhibit B is that the "Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
is evidence of a lease, that being the PCS Site Agreement." Exhibit B further provides: 
Such Agreement provides in part that Owner leases to SSLP a certain site 
("Site'? located to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 24th St. right 
of way at the Sherman Ave./I-90 overpass, City of Coeur d'Alene, County 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho within the property of Owner which is 
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described in Exhibit A attached hereto, with grant of easement for 
unrestricted rights of access subject to four (4) additional five (5) year 
extension period by SSLP. 
(Id.) The document is signed by the parties to the PCS Site Agreement and was 
recorded on July 9, 1996 as Instrument No. 143059. (Id.; Exhibit D, Affidavit of Erik P. 
- Smith (July 9, 2010).) Exhibit B1 to the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement is a 
signature page signed by Mary Jo Wallace, and initialed by the parties to the PCS Site 
Agreement. Somewhat confusing is Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site Agreement 
(Exhibit B) titled "Site Description." This document is identical to Exhibit A to the PCS 
Site Agreement and contains the same legal description and the same drawing 
depicting the Lease Area. (Id. )2 
On January 31, 1997, a "Record of Survey" was recorded in Kootenai County by 
Welch Comer and Associates. (Ex.C; Aff. Smith (July 9, 2010).) According to the 
document, the survey was "performed at the request of Capital Land Services, Inc., for 
the purpose of monumenting the Lease Site, their Project Name 'Tubbs Hill' (Cascade 
No SP03XC024)." (Id.) The trapezoidal area depicted in the Record of Survey shows 
that the western edge of the lease area runs parallel and adjacent to the center of the 
former 24th Street, and thus includes the eastern half of the former 24th Street. (Id.) 
On August 16, 2002, Mary Jo Wallace, the trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, 
entered into a "Buy-Sell Agreement" with the Plaintiff's predecessor in interest 
2 Exhibit C to the PCS Site Agreement is titled "Taxes" and states that "SSLP will be responsible for 
payment of all personal property taxes assessed directly upon and arising solely from its use of the 
communications facility on the Site. Owner will be responsible for payment of all real property taxes." (Id.) 
Exhibit D to the PCS Site Agreement is titled "Relocation Right." This document allows for the "Owner" of 
the property (at that time the Wallace Family Trust) a "one time right to relocated the access easement, 
as defined in Exhibit A, to an alternate ground location on the Owner's property." (Id.) Exhibit E to the 
PCS Site Agreement is titled "Satisfaction of Encumbrances in Lieu of Rent," and allows for SSLP will pay 
certain amounts to "cure" some outstanding property tax liens. 
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"Sherman Self Storage Inc." for parcels 1-12 in block 21. (Exhibit 2, Affidavit of Arthur 
Bistline (January 26, 201 O); Defendant's Exhibit B-4 and B-5). In the Buy-Sell 
Agreement, Mary Jo Wallace agreed to sell: "The Cove Bowl, 2315 E. Sherman Ave, in 
the City of Coeur d'Alene, County of Kootenai Idaho, Blk 21 and Vacated roadways all 
_ of 24tll St. (60J & ½ of La_keside Ave (30 Feet)." (Id.) Subsequently on September 20, 
2002, Mary Jo Wallace executed a "Warranty Deed" conveying: 
Lots 1 through 12, in Block 21, GLENMORE ADDITION TO THE CITY OF 
COEUR D'ALENE, according to the plat recorded in Book "B" of Plats at 
Page 140. 
TOGETHER WITH the vacated alley lying within Block 21; also together 
with those portions of vacated Lakeside Avenue and vacated 24th Street, 
that affected by operation of law. 
(Ex. 2, Aff. Bistline; Defendant's Trial Exhibit C-7.) 
As previously found by this Court, in 2002 when the Plaintiff's predecessor in 
interest Sherman Self Storage, Inc., acquired the subject property from the Wallace 
Family Trust for the purpose of operating their business and the purchaser understood 
the purchase to include all of the formerly 24th Street.3 At the time that the Plaintiff's 
predecessor in interest acquired the property, and since that time, a cell tower owned by 
Global (and its predecessor SSLP) has been located in the same place on the property: 
on Lot 4 and on the formerly 24th Street. 
IV. ANALYSIS 
Global's Motion for Reconsideration seeks reconsideration of five findings and 
conclusions made by this Court in the October 4, 2010, Decision. This Court hereby 
3 This Court does not amend its findings of fact and conclusions of law in regards to the quiet title action and the 
ownership of the property as set forth in pp.5-10, 13-17 of its "Decision on Motion for Relief from Judgment and 
Decision on Summary Judgment (October 4, 2010). 
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grants in part and denies in part paragraphs 1 and 2 in Global's Motion to Reconsider, 
and hereby denies the requests made in paragraphs 3, 4, and 5. 
First, this Court hereby clarifies its finding and conclusion regarding what 
comprises the entire lease agreement between the parties. This Court finds and 
col"lcludes that the entire document submitted by the Plaintiff as Exhibit A to the Affidavit 
of Mary Jo Wallace (July 12, 2012) and the identical document submitted by Global as 
Defendant's Trial Exhibit A-1 is the lease agreement between the parties. Specifically, 
the lease agreement is comprised of the documents with the following titles: "PCS Site 
Agreement", "Exhibit A to PCS Site Agreement," "Exhibit A-1 to PCS Site Agreement," 
"Exhibit B to PCS Site Agreement," "Exhibit 8-1 to Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement," "Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site Agreement," "Exhibit C to PCS Site 
Agreement," "Exhibit D to PCS Site Agreement," and "Exhibit E to PCS Site 
Agreement." This finding is supported by the statement in the PCS Site Agreement that 
"the following Exhibits are attached to and made a part of this Agreement: Exhibits A, 
A-1, B, B-1, C, D, and E." 
Second, this Court hereby clarifies its ruling regarding the "controlling description 
of the lease area." This Court hereby finds and concludes that "Exhibit A to PCS Site 
Agreement" provides a legal description of "Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition, to 
Coeur d'Alene," and contains a drawing of the "site" identified as "F-343 Tubbs Hill, 
2315 Sherman Hill, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814," and that the drawing is not to scale. 
This Court hereby finds and concludes that the trapezoidal shape in the Exhibit A 
drawing does not extend to the formerly 24th Street, and that the trapezoidal shape is 
titled "lease area." This Court hereby finds and concludes that as per paragraph 15 of 
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'\ 
the "PCS Site Agreement," the parties executed and delivered "Exhibit B to PCS Site 
Agreement," which defines the lease area as "to the east of and adjacent to the 
abandoned 24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./I-90 overpass, City of Coeur 
d'Alene . . . within the property of Owner which is described in Exhibit A attached 
he_reto, _with grant of easement for unrestricted rights of access subject to four (4) 
additional five (5) year extension periods by SSLP." 
V. CONCLUSION 
Global's Motion to Reconsider is hereby GRANTED IN PART an DENIED IN 
PART as to paragraphs 1 and 2 in the Motion to Reconsider. Global's Motion to 
Reconsider is DENIED as to paragraphs 3, 4, and 5 in the Motion to Reconsider. 
DATED this j tj day of April, 2012. 
r~o-CL R¾-Jc o(J~ 
John Patrick Luster 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM 
DECISION AND ORDER RE: GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC'S MOT ON TO 
RECONSIDER DECISIONON SUMMARY JUDGMENT was sent by U.S. Mail, p stage 
prepaid, sent by facsimile transmission, or sent by interoffice mail on the R day of 
May, 2012 to the following: 
-
Joel P. Hazel 
Jason S. Wing 
Witherspoon Kelley 
Fax: (208) 667-8470 
Erik P. Smith 
Attorney at Law 
Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
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SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
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LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
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COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, 
by and through its attorney of record, and hereby submits the attached list of 
exhibits, pursuant to the Pretrial Order. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the "9 '1 day of May, 2012, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[ ] inter-office: 
paxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
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LIST OF EXHIBITS 
CASE NO. CV-03-7690 (Consolidated with CV09-3915) 
TRIAL DATE: June 4, 2012. 
TITLE OF CASE:SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC vs. GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
X Plaintiff's Exhibits (List Numerically) 
___ Defendant's Exhibits (List Alphabetically) 
___ Third Party Exhibits (State Party) 
___ Additional Defendants (Contact Judge's Clerk for Directions) 
No. Description Admitted By Offered Admitted Refused 
Stipulation 
1 Site Survey 
Date:1996 -y 
GSA: 004 
2 Pioneer Title Company 
Commitment -y 
Date: May 31, 1996 
GSA: 747, 754-760 
3 PCS Installation 




4 PCS Site Agreement 
Dates: June 14, 1996 -y 
GSA: 173-185 
5 Record of Survey 
Date: January 22, 1997 -y 
GSA: 001 
6 FATCO Commitment of 
Title Insurance -y 
Date: Feb.26, 1998 
GSA: 85-94 
7 Master Collocation 
Sublease Agreement -y 
Date: Sept. 30, 1999 
GSA: 1050-1093 
8 Master Sublease -.J 
Agreement (SLA) 
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Date: April 14, 2000 
GSA: 1094-1125 
9 Exhibit "A" to Master 
Collocation Sublease '1 
Agreement 
Date: Nov. 13, 2000 
10 Co-Locator 
Agreements-Master 
_ Sublea$e Ag_re~111_ents 
and Amendments '1 
Date: April 20, 2001 -
July 1, 2009 
GSA: 1126-1171 
11 Environmental Site 
Assessment '1 
Date: December, 2000 
12 Amendment to PCS 
Site Agreement '1 
Date: April 23, 2001 
GSA: 210-211 
13 FATCO Commitment 
for Title Insurance '1 
Dated: June 20, 2001 
GSA: 647-655 
14 FATCO Commitment 
for Title Insurance '1 
Issued to Cricket 
Date: AuQust 6, 2001 
15 Site Lease 
Acknowledgment '1 
(SLA) 
Date: AuQust 9, 2001 
16 Amendment to PCS 
Site Agreement '1 
Date: Sept. 19, 2001 
GSA: 253-273 
17 Cricket Installation -
Tubbs Hill Co-
Location '1 
Date: Sept. 6, 2001 
GSA: 00002; 627-646 
18 Site Lease 
Acknowledgment 
(SLA) '1 
Date: Sept./Oct. 2001 
GSA: 837-859 
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19 Cricket Drawings 
(Stamped) -y 
Date: October 1, 2001 
20 Agreement Regarding 
Ground Lease -y 
Date: May 10, 2005 
GSA: 186 - 191 
21 Site Designation 
-- Supplement to Master 
-
Lease and Sublease -y --
Agreement 
Date: June 7, 2005 
GSA: 00113-120 
22 Title Policy for Morgan 
Stanley -y 
Date: July 25, 2005 
GSA: 0059-65 
23 Leasehold Deed of 
Trust -y 
Date: July 25, 2005 
GSA: 121-152 
24 Affidavit of Facts 
Relating to Title -y 
Date: October 17, 2005; 
GSA: 0095-103 
25 MRSA Between 
Sherman Self Storage, -y 





Date: May 23, 2006 
GSA: 153-165 
27 Exhibit "A" to the 
Master Collocation 
Sublease Agreement 
(Site Lease -y 
Acknowledgment) 
Date: March 28, 2008 
GSA: 915-918 
28 Land America Policy of 
Title Insurance -y 
Date: Nov. 14, 2008 
GSA: 487-489 
29 Pacific Northwest Title 
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Insurance Company, ~ 
Inc 
Date: Nov. 17, 2008. 
30a Email from/to David 
Yates and Kirk Evans ,I 
Date: December, 2008 
30b Email from/to David 
Yates ,I 
Date: _De_c. 2, 2008 
30c Emails from/to John 
- -
Tyke ,I 
Date: January 26, 2009 
30d Emails from/to John 
Tyke ,I 
Date: Feb. 4, 2009 
30e Email to/from John 
Tyke ,I 
Date: Feb. 7, 2009 
30f Email to Lisa Sedgwick ~ 
30g Emails from/to John 
Tyke ,I 
Date: Feb. 23, 2009 
30h Letter from/Email to 
Ms. Charlton ,I 
Date: March 18, 2009 
30i Emails from/to Global 
re: Purchase of Lot 3 ,I 
and Lot 4 
Date: June 11, 2011 
31 Third Amendment And 
Memorandum ,I 
Date: March, 2009 
GSA: 232-246 
32 Letter To Mary Jo 
Wallace ,I 
Date: March 19, 2009 
GSA: 286--287 
33 Kootenai Title 
Commitment ,I 
Date: April 10, 201 0 
34 First Amendment of 
Site Designation 
,I Supplement To Master 
Lease and SLA 
Date: AUQUSt 11, 2010 
35 Sprint Document List 
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I f , I 
Date: Nov. 12, 2010 '1 
36 Document Log 
Date: Feb. 24, 2011 .J 
37 Notice of Default -
Certified Letter to 
Sprint Spectrum and .J 
2/9/11 confirmation 
letter 
Date: January 12, 2011 
- February 9, 2011 
38 Replacement Exhibit 
"A" to PCS Site 
Agreement and .J 
Amendments 
Date: Feb.10.2011 
GSA: GSA 501 
39 Meckel Engineering 
Documents .J 
Dated: Nov. 2, 2009 
39a Wallace Access 
Easement Relocation .J 
Date: June 3, 2010 
40 Affidavit of Steve 
Cooney 
Date: July, 2010 
41 Doug Black Deposition 
Date: Dec.21,2010 .J 
42 Site Photo (1) 
Date: After final Storage .J 
Unit Built 
43 Recent Site Photos 
Date: March, 2011 .J 
44 Warren PCS Site 
Agreement .J 
Date: June 4, 2996 
45 Hazel letter to Wallace 
and Wallace .J 
Assignment 
Date: Dec. 15, 2009 
46 Revocation of 
Assignment .J 
Date: Filed March 3, 
2011 
47 Wallace Family Trust 
Assignment to .J 
Sherman Storage 
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Date: March 3, 2011 
48 Rule 30(b)(6) 'Y 
Deposition of Dawn without 
Krein waiving any 
Date: Feb.18.2011 deposition 
objections 
49 Deposition of Mary Jo 
Wallace 
Date: March 8, 2011 
50 Deposition of~aryJo- ------ --- --- --- -- -- - ---- - --- -- - - - - - --- -- ---- -- - -
Wallace 
Date: Feb. 1,2012 
51 Mary Jo Wallace Errata 
SheetforFeb.1,2012 
Deposition 
Date: April 30, 2012 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH1 P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
1.5.8.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DIS.TRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THI! 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 











Defendant. ) _____________ 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, ) 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability ) 
oompany, ) 
) 




THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ~ 
JO WALIACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 
/ 
Third Party Defendant. ~ -
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COMES NOW the above-named Plaintnf, by and through its attorney of 
record, ERIK P. SMITH, and the above-named Defendant, by and through its 
attorney of record, JOEL P. HAZEL, and hereby stipulate that PlaintHJs' Trial 
Exhibit 30j should be admitted into evidence in the Trial in this matter consistent 
with the other admitted exhibits. 
DATED this~ of June, 2012. 
ERIK p -~c:::::::§;~. A-=:·o~rn:.:ey forPllintiff 
DATED this R day of June, 2012. 
JOEi/P. HAZEL. Attomey for Defendant 
--· 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
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Attorney for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
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This matter came on for trial on June 4, 2012 through June 6, 2012, on the 
following causes of action: 
1. Whether Global's breach of the PCS Site Agreement ("Agreement") 
is grounds for Sherman to terminate the Agreement; 
2. In the alternative, whether Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
("Sherman") may eject Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC's ("Global") 
from the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way; 
3. Whether Sherman is entitled to Mesne Profits in conjunction with its 
Writ of Ejectment, and if so, how much; 
4. Whether Global is justified in their current location by one of their 
equitable defenses. 
The Court hereby enters its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law as 
follows: 
I. FINDINGS OF FACTS 
A. The parties to the PCS Site Agreement were The Wallace Family Trust 
and Sprint Spectrum. The parties' intent was to encumber only Lot 4, and Sprint 
withheld all documents from The Wallace Family Trust regarding 24th Street. 
1. Garry Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace established The Wallace Family 
Trust in 1987. (Decision Re: Motion to Reconsider, p. 3). 
2. In 1996, The Wallace Family Trust owned all of Block 21 and Block 
22 of the Glenmore Addition. (Decision Re: Motion to Reconsider, p. 3). 
3. In 1996, Sprint Spectrum was denied approval at other locations for a 
cell tower site. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 13). 
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4. Sprint Spectrum approached The Wallace Family Trust in 1996 for a 
proposed cell tower lease site. (Plaintiff's Ex. 49, p. 49-50). 
5. Sprint Spectrum and The Wallace Family Trust are the only parties to 
the PCS Site Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, p. ·1 ). 
6. A representative of Sprint Spectrum personally met with and 
negotiated the PCS Site Agreement with The Wallace Family Trust. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 50, p. 12-21). 
7. In negotiating the PCS Site Agreement, Sprint Spectrum represented 
that they would be responsible for all costs of construction, surveying, 
engineering, and title insurance. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 14 and Plaintiff's Ex. 49, pp. 
56-57). 
8. In negotiating the PCS Site Agreement, the parties' intent was clear 
that only Lot 4 would be encumbered. The parties' negotiations are consistent 
with terms of the Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 49, p. 47; Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 19-
21). 
9. Sprint Spectrum itself stated that Lot 4 was sufficient to handle the 
cell tower lease area. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 27-28). 
10. The dimensions of Lot 4 exceed 3,000 square feet, and can therefore 
accommodate the requirements of the PCS Site Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, p. 
1; Testimony of Walter Dale). 
11. The intent of the parties was to only lease Lot 4 and not the east half 
of 24th Street. (Plaintiff's Ex. 49, p. 49-50; 86-87). The reason behind the parties 
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intent was that Sprint Spectrum did not want to incur additional expense, and 
was only interested in paying for a lease on Lot 4. (Plaintiff's Ex. 49, p. 55). 
12. The Defendant did not present any evidence of the intent of the 
parties. 
13. All of Plaintiff's evidence of the parties' intent is consistent with the 
terms of the PCS Site Agreement. 
14. In 1996, The Wallace Family Trust had specific knowledge regarding 
the difference between a street and a right-of-way. (Plaintiff's Ex. 49, p. 57-58 
and Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 21). 
15. Sprint Spectrum did not share with The Wallace Family Trust any 
engineering document, title report commitment, site survey, or record of survey. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 49, pp. 100-111, 106; Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 26-27). 
B. Sprint Spectrum was motivated by financial cost in executing the PCS Site 
Agreement. 
16. In the summer of 1996, cell phone service was just beginning in the 
United States. Sprint Spectrum and other cell tower companies were in a frantic 
land grab in order to quickly get cell towers constructed and gather market share. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 10). 
17. In 1996, Sprint's agent, Capital Land Services, was tasked with hiring 
a professional land surveyor to commence work on this cell tower site. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 41, p. 9). 
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18. Capital Land Services did in fact contract with Welch Comer and 
Associates (who employed Doug Black) as professional land surveyors. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 8-9). 
19. Welch Comer and Doug Black did work on twenty-five to thirty cell 
tower sites in the summer of 1996 for Capital Land Services. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, 
p. 9). 
20. The professional land surveyor had to compete with other surveyors 
to earn the contract to this site. (Plaintiff's Exhibit 41, page 9-10). The contract 
had both a qualifications-based proposal and a cost component. (Plaintiff's Ex. 
41, p. 10). 
21. The scope of the contract was to create a legal description for the 
proposed lease site, identify utility and access easements and create legal 
descriptions for these easements. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 11 ). 
22. A rigid time schedule was imposed for the performance of the survey, 
including a five-day turn around to complete and deliver the site survey. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p.10-11). 
23. When the professional land surveyor arrived on the site the Radio 
Frequency Engineers had already marked the exact location of the monopole 
location. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p.15-16). 
24. In order to perform the survey, the surveyor was provided documents 
which included a Kootenai County tax parcel map, a title report, and a sketch of 
the site. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 16). 
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25. The surveyor's scope of work specifically excluded doing any location 
of the landowner's property boundaries. (Plaintiffs Ex. 41, p. 17). 
26. The surveyor was not paid to establish the landowner's boundaries 
because there were a large number of cell tower sites being installed at that time, 
and establishin the landowner's ro ert line would be time consuming and 
expensive. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 17). 
27. The rationale for not paying to establish the landowner's property 
lines was that the cell tower sites should not be near the boundaries of any other 
adjoining property. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 18). Therefore, the professional land 
surveyor made an effort to stay away from any known property boundaries to 
create a comfort level that the site would not be encroaching on another's 
property. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 18-19). 
28. The professional land surveyor did not have any contact with Sprint 
Spectrum. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 25). The professional land surveyor did not have 
any contact with the landowners. The professional land surveyor was not 
provided a copy of the PCS Site Agreement. Therefore, the professional land 
surveyor could not know the intention of the parties. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 26). 
29. In 1996 the professional land surveyor prepared a proposed legal 
description for the cell tower lease and utilities by metes and bounds description. 
He set forth these exact legal descriptions on his site survey. (Plaintiffs Ex. 41, 
Deposition Ex. D-1, D-2). 
30. The professional land surveyor was well aware that 24th Street had 
been vacated by the city. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, Deposition Ex. D-1, D-2). 
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31. The professional land surveyor clearly used abandoned 24th Street in 
his legal description. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, Deposition Ex. D-1, D-2). 
32. The site survey prepared for Sprint Spectrum was not recorded. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 38, Deposition Ex. D-1). 
33. The site survey done in 1996 was not an as-built drawing. The 
record of survey done in 1997 was not an as-built drawing. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 
39). 
34. Neither Capital Land Services nor Sprint Spectrum showed any 
interest in the final 1997 Record of Survey, it was recorded simply as a 
requirement of Idaho law. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41. p. 28). 
35. The professional land surveyor was not tasked to exactly establish 
the abandoned 24th Street right of way in an east-west direction. (Plaintiff's Ex. 
41,p.31). 
36. Lot 4, Block 22, is a legal entity that cannot change its dimensions 
simply by operation of law. Lot 4 cannot grow or expand beyond how it was 
originally platted simply because 24th Street was vacated by the city. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 41, p. 35). 
37. The definition of the lease area used by Sprint Spectrum in the PCS 
Site Agreement is clearly different than the lease area description created by the 
professional land surveyor. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 35-36). 
38. Sprint Spectrum did not use the professional land surveyor's legal 
description in the PCS Site Agreement. This legal description was not given to 
the landowner. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 66-68). 
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39. Sprint Spectrum did not provide the professional land surveyor a 
copy of the PCS Site Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 61). 
40. Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement does not accurately describe 
the lease site as created by the professional land surveyor. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 
66. 
41. Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement does not accurately describe 
the lease site as created by the professional land surveyor. (Plaintiff's Ex. 41, p. 
68). 
42. The reason Sprint Spectrum did not use the legal description created 
by the professional land surveyor in the Agreement was that they provided the 
landowner with a legal description that only referenced Lot 4 to make them happy 
at that time in order to obtain signatures for the PCS Site Agreement. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 41, p. 70). 
C. The PCS Site Agreement is a valid, integrated, and unambiguous 
contract and The Agreement has an unambiguous legal description. 
43. On June 14, 1996, The Wallace Family Trust entered into the PCS 
Site Agreement with Sprint Spectrum. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4; Decision Re: Motion to 
Reconsider, p. 4). 
44. The Agreement is an integrated document based upon the inclusion 
of a merger clause on page 1, paragraph 15(d): 
This Agreement (including the Exhibits) constitutes the entire 
agreement between the parties and supersedes all prior 
written and verbal agreements, representations, promises or 
understandings between the parties. Any amendments to 
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this Agreement must be in writing and executed by both 
parties. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, p. 1). 
45. The terms of the PCS Site Agreement exclude the lease site from 
vacated 24th Street. (Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 9). 
46. Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is a "Site Description." This 
document sets forth the "Legal Description" of the site as follows: "A parcel of 
land being Lot 4, Block 22. . . . " (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, and Decision on Motion to 
Reconsider, p. 5). 
47. Exhibit A to the Agreement includes a drawing that is "Not to Scale" 
of the site. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, and Decision on Motion to Reconsider, p. 5). 
48. Exhibit A to the Agreement depicts the west edge of the "Lease Area" 
as running parallel and adjacent (but not upon) to the east edge of the former 
24th Street. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, and Decision on Motion to Reconsider, p. 5). 
49. At the bottom there is a "Note" that states: Owner and SSLP may, at 
SSLP's option, replace this Exhibit with an exhibit setting forth the legal 
description of the property on which the Site is located and/or an as-built drawing 
depicting the Site. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, and Decision on Motion to Reconsider, p. 5). 
50. The note at the bottom of Exhibit A is unambiguous and only allows 
the lessee to memorialize the property upon which the lease is located and does 
not allow the lease site to be relocated upon the vacated street. (Decision on 
Summary Judgment, p. 9). 
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51. From 1996 to 2011, both Sprint and Global had possession of an as-
built drawing and an exact legal description of the site, but failed to use either 
pursuant to Exhibit A to the Agreement. (Testimony of Randy Labeff). 
52. The central purpose of the pictorial in Exhibit "A" is to show the utility 
_____ a_n_d_a __ cc_e_s_s_e_a_se_m_e_nt_s_._T_h_at~p~u_r~p_o_se_is_s_h_o_w_n_b~y~cr_o_s_s-_h_a_tc_h_in~g~,_i_.e~.,_t_he_a_re_a _____ _ 
necessary for infrastructure like cable runs, antennas, electric, and telephone 
facilities. The pictorial clearly shows that the lease area should not encroach onto 
vacated 24th Street. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4). 
53. The parties executed and delivered Exhibit B to PCS Site Agreement, 
which defines the lease area as "to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 
24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./1-90 overpass, City of Coeur 
d'Alene . . . ." (Decision on Motion to Reconsider, p. 9). 
54. The plain language of Exhibit B is that the Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement is evidence of the lease. (Decision on Motion to Reconsider, p. 5-6). 
55. Exhibit B provides an unambiguous legal description in bold lettering 
that states: 
Owner leases to SSLP a certain site ("Site") located to the 
east of and adjacent to the abandoned 24th St. right of 
way at the Sherman Ave//-90 overpass, City of Coeur 
d'Alene, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho within the 
property of Owner which is described in Exhibit A attached 
hereto, with grant of easement for unrestricted rights of 
access subject to four (4) additional five (5) year extension 
period by SSLP. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, and Decision on Motion to 
Reconsider, p. 5-6). 
D. In 1996 the Defendant breached the PCS Site Agreement as a matter of 
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56. The plain language of the PCS Site Agreement is unambiguous as 
to the location of the lease site. The Defendant's lease site is to be east of and 
adjacent to the abandoned 24th Street right of way. Decision on Summary 
Judgment, p. 21. 
57. The Defendant has been encroaching upon 24th Street for sixteen 
(16) years without any compensation. The portion of the lease site located upon 
the east half of the abandoned 24th Street right of way exceeds the scope of the 
PCS Site Agreement. (Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 23). 
E. Sprint had actual knowledge of the encroachment in 1996 and its 
subsequent duplicitous actions prove it purposefully deceived the landowner. 
58. In 1996, Sprint Spectrum had actual knowledge that The Wallace 
Family Trust holdings included Lot 4, Lot 3, and a portion of abandoned 24th 
Street. Sprint Spectrum's actual knowledge of abandoned 24th Street came from 
its own commitment for title insurance. The commitment clearly showed the 
landowner's three different parcels, including 24th Street. (Plaintiff's Ex. 2). 
59. The 1996 title insurance commitment was addressed to the exact 
same address for Sprint Spectrum as is listed on page 1 of the PCS Site 
Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4 and 2). 
60. Because the PCS Site Agreement was in conflict with Sprint's actual 
construction in 1996, it was prevented from purchasing an actual policy of title 
insurance. Had Sprint purchased such a policy, the encroachment would have 
been an insured event. (Plaintiff's Ex. 2, p. 1; Plaintiff's Ex. 4, p. 1 ). 
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:\ 
61. Again, in 1998, Sprint Spectrum obtained another title insurance 
commitment for the leasehold site. The purpose of the 1998 commitment is 
unknown. (Plaintiff's Ex. 6). 
62. That title insurance commitment again confirmed Sprint Spectrum's 
-----~a~ct=u--=a-'----I ---'----'k,n_----'-o-=---w'---'---I=----=--e--=-d·ge that 24th Street had been vacated by the city, and that 
abandoned 24th Street should be included in the legal description of the lease. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 6). Again, in 1998, Sprint Spectrum did not purchase a policy of 
title insurance from this commitment. The reason it was prevented from 
purchasing the title insurance was the conflict in legal descriptions and the 
encroachment. Id. 
63. In 2000, Sprint Spectrum entered into a Sublease Agreement ("SLA") 
with Ubiquitel Leasing Company. (Plaintiff's Ex. 8 and 9). Sprint Spectrum has 
acquired all of the assets of Ubiquitel (Testimony of John Arrowood). 
64. In 2000, Sprint Spectrum provided a legal description of the site to its 
subsidiary Ubiquitel that was inconsistent with the Agreement, but clearly 
included 24th Street consistent with its recent commitments for title insurance. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 9, p. 4). 
65. In 2001, Sprint Spectrum entered into a Co-Locator Agreement with 
Cricket. The Agreement included land-owner consent. (Plaintiff's Ex. 18, p. 
857). Because the landowner was to see this document, Sprint Spectrum 
caused the legal description to include only Lot 4. (Plaintiff's Ex. 19, p. 841 ). 
That legal description (using only Lot 4) has never been used before or after by 
Sprint or Global. The description was inconsistent with the same title 
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commitment prepared especially for Cricket at that same time. The legal 
description was intended to deceive the landowner. 
66. In order to execute the Co-Location Agreement with Cricket, Cricket 
ordered a commitment for title insurance. (Plaintiff's Ex. 14). 
67. That same commitment for title insurance placed Cricket on notice 
that The Wallace Family Trust owed three parcels: Lot 3, Lot 4, and vacated 24th 
Street. (Plaintiff's Ex. 14). 
68. However, in order to issue an actual title insurance policy, the title 
company required Cricket to record their lease. Cricket did not record their 
lease, and again, no title insurance policy was issued. (Plaintiff's Ex. 14, p. 7 
subparagraph g). 
69. Also in 2001, Sprint Spectrum contracted with Verizon for co-location. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 10). The legal description in the document (as provided) was 
blank. (Plaintiff's Ex. 10, p. 1162). 
70. Verizon obtained an Environment Site Assessment but did not 
provide a policy of title insurance. (Plaintiff's Ex. 11). 
71. In the same year of 2001, Sprint Spectrum prepared and executed an 
amendment to the PCS Site Agreement for the landowner. (Plaintiff's Ex. 12). 
Sprint did not record this Amendment despite that the normal practice is to record 
at the County Recorder's Office any amendments to the PCS Site Agreement. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 48, p. 65-66). Sprint could not record the Amendment without 
exposing their deception. 
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72. In this landowner document, Sprint did not use the legal description 
simultaneously provided to Ubiquitel, Cricket, and Verizon. 
73. In that same year, 2001, Sprint Spectrum amended the PCS Site 
Agreement with the landowner for a second time. Sprint Spectrum again failed to 
______ _1:>lace the landowner on notice of the encroachment. (Plaintiff's Ex. 16). 
74. This failure to notify the landowner occurred simultaneously as Sprint 
contracted with Ubiquitel, Cricket, and Verizon. Sprint and the co-locators were 
made aware of the encroachment by title policy commitments, but failed to 
ultimately purchase title insurance policies. 
75. Sprint's duplicitous conduct with the landowner and co-locators in 
2001 was intended to deceive the landowner and conceal the encroachment. 
F. In 2005, Global continued the duplicity of Sprint by creating a new legal 
description. 
76. In 2005, Sprint Spectrum and The Wallace Family Trust signed an 
Agreement Regarding Ground Lease that was prepared by Defendant Global. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 20). In Global's first document with The Wallace Family Trust they 
failed to give a specific legal description, but instead attached the entire PCS Site 
Agreement and all its Exhibits in order to conceal the discrepancy from the 
landowner. 
77. This Agreement was prepared by Global (Plaintiff's Ex. 20, p. 186) 
and signed by Sprint. (Plaintiff's Ex. 20, p. 189). Global and Sprint are both 
considered tenants (Plaintiff's Ex. 20, p. 186). 
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78. In this document, Global and Sprint conspired to deceive the 
landowner of its encroachment. 
79. The Defendant failed to record the Agreement although it is Global's 
normal practice to record Amendments. The decision not to record the 
Agreement was made by Global's in-house legal counsel. (Plaintiff's Ex. 48, pp. 
65-66). 
80. Global Signal recorded its first document concerning the subject 
property, the Site Designation Supplement to Master Lease, as Instrument No. 
1955026. (Plaintiff's Ex. 21 ). 
81. The Site Designation was a management agreement between Sprint 
and Global Signal. (Plaintiff's Ex. 21, p. 113). Global became Sprint's attorney 
in fact. An attorney in fact is a vague and undefined role. (Plaintiff's Ex. 48, p. 
69; Testimony of John Arrowood). 
82. The Site Designation specifically acknowledges that Global had 
notice of the PCS Site Agreement and Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement. 
The Site Designation was Global's first opportunity to notify the public of the legal 
description of the leasehold estate. They failed to notify the public. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 21, p. 119). 
83. In fact, the legal description actually used by Global had never been 
used in any Agreement, survey, title insurance commitment, or any other 
document concerning this site. Global and Sprint co-authored the landowner 
Agreement and the site designation, but with different legal descriptions. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 20 and 21). Global intentionally created a fictitious legal description 
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for the Site Designation to continue the duplicity with the landowner. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 21, p. 120). 
84. On July 25, 2005, the Defendant recorded in Kootenai County, as 
Instrument No. 1967338, a "Leasehold Deed of Trust Assignment of Leases and 
Rents, Security Agreement and Financing Statement". (Plaintiff's Ex. 23). 
Global created the leasehold Deed of Trust to obtain financing through Morgan 
Stanley. (Plaintiff's Ex. 23, p. 1 ). Global provided the same fictitious legal 
description to its lender. (Plaintiff's Ex. 23, p. 152). 
85. On October 17, 2005, the Defendant recorded in Kootenai County, as 
Instrument No. 1988802, "Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title". (Plaintiff's Ex. 24). 
The Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title acknowledges that a lease exists as 
evidence by the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, yet continues to record 
the fictitious legal description. (Plaintiff's Ex. 24, p. 103). 
86. The stated purpose of the Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title was to 
"clarify the record chain of leasehold ownership". (Plaintiff's Ex. 24, p. 95). There 
is no stated reason why the chain of title needed clarification. The only reason to 
file the document was to give the appearance of clear title. However, the use of 
the fictitious legal description did not clarify title but continued the deception. The 
Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title contained a false statement in an official 
document made under oath, and was submitted as evidence in this judicial 
proceeding. (Defendant's Ex. C-10). The Affidavit constitutes perjury. (Black's 
Law Dictionary, 6th ED. 1990). 
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87. On May 23, 2006, the Defendant recorded in Kootenai County, as 
Instrument No. 2032972000, an "Assignment Agreement". (Plaintiff's Ex. 26). 
Again, Global used the same fictitious legal description. 
88. The Defendant used the fictitious legal description that varied from 
the PCS Site Agreement for these four public documents. These documents 
purport that the legal description of the Agreement is as follows: 
A Leasehold Estate, said lease area being a portion of the 
following described parent parcel: 
Parcel No. 54-R: 
A parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, according to the plat recorded in the office of 
the County Recorder in Book B of Plats at Page 123, records 
of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion 
lying with in the right of way boundaries of Interstate 
Highway 90 as described in that certain Second Judgment 
and Decree of Condemnation No. F17866 dated September 
5, 1958, recorded June 16, 1060 in Book 226 at page 304 
records of said Kootenai County. 
Parcel No. 57-R: 
A parcel of land being Lot 3, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
Coeur d'Alene, according to the Plat recorded to the office of 
the County Recorded in Book B of Plats at page 123 records 
of Kootenai County, Idaho excepting therefrom that portion 
lying within the right of way boundaries of Interstate Highway 
90 as described in that certain Second Judgment and 
Decree of Condemnation No. 17866 dated September 5, 
1958 recorded June 16, 1960 in Book 26 at page 304 
records of said Kootenai County. 
89. The Defendant created a legal description for the leasehold as 
encumbering Lot 4 and Lot 3, without any reference to abandoned 24th Street. 
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90. This unusual and totally new legal description was deliberately 
created by Global to continue the deception of the landowner and the public. 
91. The legal description used by Global had never been used in any 
Agreement, Amendment, survey, title insurance commitment, SLA, co-locator 
contract, or any other document concerning this site. Global intentionally created 
this fiction for the sole purpose of concealing the encroachment. (Plaintiff's Ex. 
21,p.120). 
92. The legal description created by Global failed to include specific 
language regarding abandoned 24th Street. 
93. All of these recordings occurred after the Defendant had knowledge 
that 24th Street was "abandoned". Not including 24th Street was intentional. 
94. Additionally, all of the recordings occurred after the Defendant had 
actual knowledge of the encroachment according to their own internal records, 
site survey, record of survey, co-locator contracts, and title insurance 
commitments. (Plaintiff's Ex. 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, 13, 14, 17, 18, and 19). 
95. The legal description created by Global now encumbered Lot 3 for 
reasons only known to the Defendant. The creation of the new legal description 
was not accidental or negligent, it was clearly intentional by Global. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 21, p. 120). 
96. In 2005, the first and only actual Policy of Title Insurance was 
obtained on the lease site. (Plaintiff's Ex. 22). The title policy purposefully had a 
legal description not found in earlier or later title commitments received by Sprint 
or Global. (Plaintiff's Ex. 21, 23, 24, and 26). The policy only insured the fictitious 
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legal description recently created by Global. (Plaintiff's Ex. 22, p. 65). Therefore, 
Global's four recent recordings would be consistent and insured. (Plaintiff's Ex. 
21, 23, 24, and 26). 
97. Because the four recorded documents contained Global's fictitious 
legal description, any subsequent title search on abandoned 24th Street would 
not show Global's recorded documents. (Plaintiff's Ex. 23). 
98. Chronologically, the very next document prepared by Sprint was 
Exhibit A to the SLA. (Plaintiff's Ex. 27). In Exhibit A to the SLA, Sprint and 
Ubiguitel prepare another agreement regarding the site. Ubiquitel is a subsidiary 
of Sprint. (Testimony of John Arrowood). The legal description now reverts back 
to Lot 3, Lot 4, and that portion of vacated 24th Street. This document was, of 
course, unrecorded. (Plaintiff's Ex. 27, p. 918). 
99. That Global could simultaneously treat the landowner differently from 
every other entity is proof they were concealing the encroachment. 
G. Global continued to deceive Plaintiff and the landowner even after the 
encroachment was undeniable. 
100. Through Mr. Evans' efforts, the Defendant was on notice of the 
encroachment no later than November of 2008. (Trial Testimony of Mr. Evans; 
Plaintiff's Ex. 30 a-j). 
101. Upon discovering the encroachment in 2008, Mr. Evans paid for a 
survey and a commitment for title insurance. Mr. Evans shared the title report 
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r. ' 
and survey with Global in 2008, and received actual proof of the encroachment. 
(Testimony of Kirk Evans; Plaintiff's Ex. 29 and 39). 
102. After receiving the complaint of the encroachment from the Plaintiff, 
the Defendant ordered a report of title insurance. (Trial Testimony of Mr. Evans; 
Plaintiff's Ex. 30a and 28). 
103. To further hide the encroachment, the Defendant's employee, John 
Tyke, restricted the scope of the title insurance starting from 7/25/2005 and 
ending on 11/10/2008. (Plaintiff's Ex. 28 and 30c). The legal description given to 
the title insurance company was back to parcel No. 54-R and 57-R. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 28). Even when the Defendant is specifically placed on notice of the 
encroachment, it did not seek information regarding the encroachment. The 
restricted scope given to the title insurance company is evidence of Defendant's 
intent to deceive Plaintiff as they deceived The Wallace Family Trust. 
104. Usually, Global does not limit the scope of title insurance policies. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 48, p. 41 ). 
105. The reason Global did not pay for this title insurance policy (or the 
policies in 1996 and 1998) is that Global, as a large management corporation, 
has blanket title insurance policies for its cell tower sites. (Plaintiff's Ex. 48, p. 
40-42). 
106. By way of contrast, the Plaintiff contemporaneously requested a title 
insurance commitment specifically delineating the east half of vacated 24th Street 
as the first parcel and Lots 3 and 4 as the second parcel. (Plaintiff's Ex. 29, p. 2). 
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107. This commitment for title insurance did in fact show that the previous 
litigation, the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement, the Record of Survey, and 
the four documents recorded by the Defendant only concerned Lot 4. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 21, 23, 24, 26 and 29, pp. 4-6). 
108. The survey and title work showed that: (a) Defendant's cell tower 
site was encroaching on 24th Street; (b) that there was no easement of record for 
the Defendant or The Wallace Family Trust; (c) the PCS Site Agreement was 
only encumbering Lot 4; (d) the Defendant's subsequent recordings only 
encumbered Lot 4; (e) the Record of Survey did not encumber 24th Street; and 
(f) ·the 1996 Site Survey was not recorded. (Trial Testimony of Mr. Evans and 
Plaintiff's Ex. 29). 
109. Global Signal corresponded with Mr. Evans in 2008 that Global was 
frustrated and was also the "victim" of the encroachment. This admission is 
further proof of Defendant's knowledge of the encroachment. (Plaintiff's Ex. 30b). 
110. To resolve the encroachment, Global's employee John Tyke offered 
the Plaintiff a perpetual easement agreement and another land lease agreement. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 30d, 30e and 30g). 
111. The Plaintiff's response was a simple request that Defendant relocate 
the cell tower improvements onto Lot 4. That would have solved the problem 
caused by the encroachment and prevented any litigation. (Plaintiff's Ex. 30d). 
112. Global's response was to write a threatening letter making an 
unfounded allegation that Plaintiff had restricted the Defendant's access 
easement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 30h). 
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113. With full knowledge of the encroachment and Plaintiff's allegations, in 
March of 2009, Global sought to modify and expand the PCS Site Agreement 
with The Wallace Family Trust. (Plaintiff's Ex. 32). The cover letter was copied to 
seven people (five blind copies) within Global. (Plaintiff's Ex. 32, p. 1). 
114. In the proposed modification and expansion of the lease site, Global 
sought indemnification from The Wallace Family Trust for its own encroachment 
even though The Wallace Family Trust was an innocent party to the 
encroachment. (Plaintiff's Ex. 31, p. 4). 
115. Later, Global's representative denied sending the proposed 
Amendment to The Wallace Family Trust, and also denied writing the letter 
containing his signature. (Testimony of John Arrowood; Plaintiff's ex. 31 and 32). 
116. Mr. Arrowood recanted in part by denying authorship but 
acknowledging his signature of the letter. He claimed in-house legal counsel 
prepared the letter. (Testimony of John Arrowood). 
H. Upon notice of the encroachment, the Defendant made no attempts to 
cure the default, instead Defendant made attempts to obscure the encroachment. 
117. On May 1, 2009, Plaintiff filed this action against Global Signal 
Acquisitions II, LLC, alleging that the cell phone tower facility was encroaching 
upon Sherman's property and seeking ejectment. 
118. Global filed an answer with various affirmative defenses. Global also 
counterclaimed raising issues of trespass and interference with their access 
easement. Global also filed a third party complaint against The Wallace Family 
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Trust in 2009 seeking indemnification from the same encroachment claim. 
(Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 5). 
119. In 2008 and 2009, Global Signal was negotiating with The Wallace 
Family Trust while it knew of pending legal action with the Plaintiff. (Plaintiff's Ex. 
50, p. 47). 
120. Global sought a longer lease with The Wallace Family Trust to cover 
over a mistake. The mistake was signing a Co-locator Agreement to the year 
2041 that extended beyond the PCS Site Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p.129; 
142; Testimony of John Arrowood). 
121. By correspondence in March of 2009, Global Signal threatened The 
Wallace Family Trust that the Trust would have to pay back one-third of the rent 
received from the Agreement and relinquish one-third of future rents. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 50, p. 48-50). 
122. In 2009, Global Signal instructed The Wallace Family Trust not to 
communicate with Mr. Evans. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 60-61). 
123. On December 1, 2009 Global obtained a default against The Wallace 
Family Trust for indemnification in defending the encroachment claim. 
124. On December 23, 2009 Global executed a Stipulation with Mary Jo 
Wallace as trustee for the Wallace Family Trust which assigned to Global its 
cause of action to quiet title to the vacated 24th Street. The basis for the 
Assignment was the promise that they "would set aside the default Global has 
taken against her". (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 63-65, Deposition Ex. 45(a)). 
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125. In August 2010, the Defendant tried to modify the legal description of 
the leased premises. (Plaintiff's Ex. 34, p. 1 ). A representative of Global had 
authority to sign for Global, Sprint Spectrum, and STC Five. Global and Sprint 
are interchangeable for all purposes. (Plaintiff's Ex. 34; Plaintiff's Ex. 48, pp. 67-
69). Global's representative signed for all three entities without actual knowledge 
of the legal description on advice of in-house legal counsel. (Plaintiff's Ex. 48, 
pp. 68-69). In Global's attempt to change the legal description of the lease, they 
now accurately use a portion of vacated 24th Street in the legal description. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 34, p. 6). 
126. Both Sprint Spectrum and Global were served notice by Plaintiff 
regarding the breach of the PCS Site Agreement and the relocation of the access 
easement pursuant to Exhibit D of the PCS Site Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 37). 
127. The Defendant did not object to the Notice. The Defendant has not 
made any attempts to cure the default. (Plaintiff's Ex. 37). 
128. On February 10, 2011, Global again attempted to change the legal 
description of the PCS Site Agreement by way of a recently created as-built 
drawing. (Plaintiff's Ex. 38). This attempt to expand the lease site was done 
almost fifteen years after the PCS Site Agreement and six months after the 
Court's Decision on Summary Judgment wherein the Court ruled that Exhibit A 
would not be used to expand the lease site. 
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I. Defendant has changed the Site since 1996. 
129. The physical cell tower configuration has changed over the years. 
Sprint Spectrum or its co-locators moved gates, fencing, and access. (Plaintiff's 
Ex. 11, 17, and 49, p. 94-95). 
130. The cell tower improvements are not in the same place that they 
were constructed in 1996. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 142). 
131. Sprint Spectrum's original lease site as completed was no more than 
35' by 35' according to the as-built or record drawings of the site in 1996. 
(Testimony of Randy Labeff, Plaintiff's Ex. 3, p. 2). 
132. The original lease site was not built right next to the curb of the 
abandoned 24th Street. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 23-24). 
133. Initially, the cell tower facility was built a cars-width from the curb of 
abandoned 24th Street. (Plaintiff's Ex. 49, p. 111 ). 
134. By 2000, the lease site had changed from a 35' by 35' enclosure to a 
40' by 40' fenced enclosure. (Plaintiff's Ex. 11, p. 141, 143, 148). 
135. As a potential co-locator, Verizon noted that the site allowed for a 
possible 1 0' addition to the north of the existing site. In fact, Verizon expanded 
the site in a westerly direction. (Plaintiff's Ex. 11, p. 141 and 148). 
J. The Plaintiff properly relocated Defendant's access easement, and the 
relocation is historically accurate, reasonable, and supported by the PCS Site 
Agreement. 
136. Since 2006, the Plaintiff has reasonably accommodated the 
Defendant and its agents' access to the site. (Testimony of Kirk Evans). 
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137. The PCS Site Agreement only provided Sprint with a 12' wide access 
easement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4). 
138. The Plaintiff relocated the access easement in 2011 pursuant to 
Exhibit D of the PCS Site Agreement. (Trial Testimony of Mr. Evans and 
Plaintiff's Ex. 4, attached Exhibit D, and Plaintiff's Ex. 37). 
139. A 12' wide access easement directly west of the existing site is 
reasonable and sufficient for the Defendant. (Testimony of Kirk Evans; Plaintiff's 
Ex. 19, p. 3 and 4). 
140. Defendant presented no evidence in any form that the Plaintiff has 
interfered with its access to the site. 
141. Defendant presented no evidence in any form that Plaintiff's 
relocation of the access easement is not historically accurate, reasonable, and 
supported by the PCS Site Agreement. 
K. Upon discovery of the encroachment in 2010, the landowner immediately 
set out to rectify the problem, but Global frustrated those attempts. 
142. The Wallace Family Trust contacted Global Signal after it had 
received a Notice of Default. The Wallace Family Trust disputed service. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 54-55). 
143. Global promised The Wallace Family Trust that they would vacate 
the Notice of Default by the execution of a Stipulation for an Assignment. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 56-57). 
144. The Wallace Family Trust entered into a stipulation with Global based 
upon based upon that promise. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 59-60). 
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145. Global broke that promise. 
146. Global's attorney again promised The Wallace Family Trust that they 
"would set aside the Default" if she appeared in the lawsuit or at mediation in 
April of 2010. Mary Jo Wallace did in fact appear at mediation. (Plaintiff's Ex. 
50, p. 63-65, Deposition Ex. 45(a).). 
147. Only in April of 2010 did The Wallace Family Trust discover-the 
encroachment from the Defendant's own admission. (Plaintiff's Ex. 49, p. 131; 
Plaintiff's Ex. 56, pp. 70-71). 
148. Global admitted to The Wallace Family Trust that they knew of the 
encroachment since 1996. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 74). 
149. Because of that admission, The Wallace Family Trust made a 
decision to end its relationship with Global and sell Lots 3 and 4 to the Plaintiff. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 78). 
150. The motivation for The Wallace Family Trust in deeding the east half 
of 24th Street to the Plaintiff was to complete the transaction that resulted from 
the 2006 Judgment and to clear up any confusion caused by the Assignment to 
Global. (Plaintiff's Ex. 49, p. 144). 
151. At mediation, The Wallace Family Trust again asked Global Signal to 
honor their agreement to vacate the Notice of Default. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 71-
74). 
152. Global again broke their promise. 
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153. Global Signal then promised to vacate the Notice of Default against 
The Wallace Family Trust at the conclusion of mediation. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, p. 
78). 
154. At the conclusion of mediation, Global broke its promise for a third 
time. 
155. Therefore, The Wallace Family Trust revoked in writing the 
Assignment to Global because of Defendant's misleading information and broken 
promises. (Plaintiff's Ex. 50, pp. 84-86; Plaintiff's Ex. 46). 
L. The Defendant is a large management company who directed and hid 
employees. 
156. Plaintiff first deposed Global's property specialist John Tyke, who 
was assigned to this case. 
157. Later, Global's corporate designee stated under oath that John Tyke 
did not continue to work for Global and his whereabouts were uncertain. 
(Plaintiff's Ex. 48, p. 70-71). 
158. At the trial, the Defendant's other representative admitted that John 
Tyke was still employed by Global in the same capacity. (Testimony of John 
Arrowood and Plaintiff's Ex. 48. pp. 70-71). 
159. The decision whether to record the PCS Site Agreement and to not 
records its Amendments was made by in-house counsel. This practice continued 
the deception of the landowner and public. (Plaintiff's Ex. 48, pp. 65-66). 
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II. CONSLUSIONS OF LAW. 
A. The PCS Site Agreement is a valid, unambiguous, and integrated contract. 
1. Sprint entered into the PCS Site Agreement with The Wallace 
Family Trust on June 24, 1996. The PCS Site Agreement is a valid and 
integrated contract. 
2. The PCS Site Agreement is an unambiguous contract. The 
agreement excludes the site from vacated 24th Street and the note at the bottom 
does not allow the lease site to be relocated upon the vacated street. 
3. All provisions found in the Agreement are valid and enforceable. 
B. The Defendant's encroachment is a breach of the PCS Site Agreement. 
4. Global's cell tower site physically encroaches on property not 
contemplated under the PCS Site Agreement. (Decision on Summary Judgment, 
p. 22-23). 
5. The PCS Site Agreement did not permit the location of Defendant's 
facilities outside of Lot 4. Id. 
6. That encroachment is a breach of the Agreement. The breach 
occurred in 1996. Id. 
7. The legal description states in Exhibit B to the lease that the site is: 
"located to the east of and adjacent to the abandoned 
24th St. right of way at the Sherman Ave./1-90 overpass, 
City of Coeur d'Alene, County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, 
within the property of Owner which is described in Exhibit "A" 
attached hereto. . . . " 
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8. The description uses the term "abandoned" in reference to 24th 
Street. Therefore, the Defendant had knowledge that 24th Street was vacated at 
the time it executed the PCS Site Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4). 
9. The agreement, and the parties' intent, was to locate the cell tower 
lease only on Lot 4. 
C. Sprint and Global had actual knowledge of the encroachment. Sprint and 
Global purposefully deceived the landowner. 
10. Since 1996, Sprint had actual knowledge of the encroachment and 
the discrepancy between the PCS Site Agreement and all other documents. 
11. Since 2005, Global had actual knowledge of the encroachment and 
the discrepancy between the PCS Site Agreement and all other documents. 
12. From 1996 to 2011, Sprint and Global, individually, and in concert, 
conspired to deceived the landowner of the encroachment. 
13. The duplicitous conduct of Sprint and Global proves their deceipt. 
D. Global's breach is a substantial and material breach of the Agreement that 
justifies termination of the Agreement. 
14. Despite knowledge of the breach for 16 years, the Defendant has not 
removed the encroachment or cured the breach. Therefore, pursuant to the PCS 
Site Agreement, Sherman is entitled to terminate the Agreement as well as 
pursue its other remedies at law. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, p. 1, paragraph 12). 
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15. Termination of a contract is available when one of the parties has 
committed a material breach which destroys the entire purpose of entering into 
the contract, as opposed to an incidental or subordinate purpose. Crowley v. 
Lafayette Life Ins. Co., 106 Idaho 818, 821 (1984). 
16. A substantial or material breach of contract is one which touches the 
fundamental purpose of the contract and defeats the object of the parties in 
entering into the contract. Enterprise, Inc. v. Nampa City, 96 Idaho 734, 7 40 
(1975); Mountain Restaurant Corp. v. Parkcenter Mall Assocs., 122 Idaho 261, 
265 (Ct.App.1992). 
17. Whether a breach of contract is material is a factual question. 
Mountain Restaurant Corp. v. Parkcenter Mall Associates, 122 Idaho 261, 265 
(Ct.App. 1992); Higgins v. Green Top Dairy Farms, 75 Idaho, 436, 447 (1954). 
18. Substantial and competent evidence supports the conclusion that the 
breach of the contract occurred in 1996, was substantial, and the breach 
destroyed the entire purpose of the contract. Ervin Const. Co. v. Van Orden, 125 
Idaho 695, 699-700 (1993). 
19. Global's subsequent course of conduct justifies termination of the 
PCS Site Agreement. (Plaintiff's Ex. 4, p. 1, paragraphs 12, 13, and 15d). 
20. Global shall remove its personal property and restore the site to its 
previous condition as set forth in the PCS Site Agreement. 
E. Sherman is Granted A Writ Of Ejectment. 
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21. Sherman has proven ownership of the property, possession of the 
property by the defendants, and refusal of the defendants to surrender 
possession. Petty v. Petty, 70 Idaho 473, 223 P.2d 158 (1950); Pro lndiviso, Inc. 
v. Mid-Mile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 741, 745 (1998). 
F. The Defendant has possessed vacated 24th Street illegally, and the 
Defendant has refused to surrender possession. 
22. The Defendant has possessed 24th Street in violation of the parties' 
Agreement. The Defendant has made no effort to cure the default pursuant to 
the PCS Site Agreement. 
G. Sherman is entitled to compensation for the time the Defendant has been 
encroaching. 
23. The Defendant pays rent pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement only 
for the right to occupy Lot 4, Block 22. 
24. Sherman is entitled to compensation for the time in which the 
Defendant's encroachment occupied Sherman's property on vacated 24th street. 
Plaintiff is entitled to mesne profits for the time the Plaintiff came into ownership 
of the property to the present. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 Idaho 61 (1977). 
25. The measure of Plaintiff's compensation is $350.00 per month. 
(Trial Testimony of Kirk Evans). 
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Ill. CONCLUSION 
The only parties to the PCS Site Agreement were The Wallace Family 
Trust and Sprint Spectrum. The parties' clear intent was to encumber only Lot 4. 
The PCS Site Agreement is a valid, integrated, and unambiguous contract, and 
The Agreement has an unambiguous legal description. In 1996, the Defendant 
has breached the PCS Site Agreement as a matter of law. 
In 1996 Sprint withheld all documents from The Wallace Family Trust 
regarding 24th Street. Sprint had actual knowledge of the encroachment in 1996 
and its subsequent actions prove it purposefully deceived the landowner. In 
2005, Global continued the duplicity of Sprint by creating a new legal description. 
Global and Sprint, individually, and in concert, conspired to conceal the 
encroachment. Global continued to deceive Plaintiff and the landowner even 
after the encroachment was undeniable. Upon notice of the encroachment, the 
Defendant made no attempts to cure the default, instead Defendant made 
attempts to obscure the encroachment. Upon discovery of the encroachment in 
2010, the landowner immediately set out to rectify the problem, but Global 
attempted to frustrate those attempts. 
The Defendant's encroachment is a substantial and material breach of the 
PCS Site Agreement because it touches on the fundamental purpose of the 
contract and defeats the object of the parties. The Defendant has possessed 
vacated 24th Street illegally, and the Defendant has refused to surrender 
possession. Defendant's subsequent conduct justifies the termination of the PCS 
Site Agreement. 
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Therefore, it is the Order of the Court that Judgment should be entered in 
favor of Sherman Storage, LLC, establishing the Breach of the PCS Site 
Agreement by the Defendant, terminating the Agreement, and entering an Order 
for Global to remove its personal property in a timely manner. 
DATED!~ day of July, 2012. 
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Dr. Seuss once famously said, "sometimes the questions are complicated and the 
answers are simple." Instead of seeking a simple answer however, Sherman in its Proposed 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law has engaged in a bizarre, convoluted argument 
detached from reality. 
It is worth remembering that when Sherman started its lawsuit on May 19, 2009, it did 
not have title to the land in dispute. While a summary judgment motion was pending, Sherman 
paid $300,000.00 to resurrect this claim. Sherman has since persisted in its attempt to eject 
Global Signal from property it occupied since 1996 and for which over $200,000.00 in rent has 
been paid and accepted. Despite paying for Mary Jo Wallace's property (and apparently 
testimony), Global is still entitled to remain on the property it has occupied for sixteen years 
based upon a variety of theories. 
I. PLAINTIFF IS NOT ENTITLED TO AN ORDER OF EJECTMENT. 
14 Sherman Storage, LLC ("Sherman") has failed to establish its claim for ejectment or 
15 termination of the Lease. Rather, Sherman has manufactured a fantastically improbable 
16 conspiracy theory of fraud and deceit spanning 16 years and involving numerous entities and 
1 7 countless people dispersed across the country. 
18 In this case, the answers are simple and an elaborate fantasy cannot save Sherman from 
19 the unavoidable reality that it has failed to prove by clear and convincing evidence that Global 
20 Signal Acquisitions II, LLC ("Global") is in wrongful possession of the subject property. See, 
21 Pro lndiviso, Inc. v. Mid-Mile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 741, 745 (Idaho 1998). Sherman is 
22 unable to prevail on its claim for ejectment because Global simply is not in wrongful 
23 possession of the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, 1 and as a matter of equity, 





1 While Global is mindful of the Court's previous Decisions on Global's respective Motions to Reconsider, it 
should be noted that the only expert land surveyors who testified at the trial of this matter, Douglas Black, and 
Walter Dale, consistently testified that the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement 
depicts the lease area as being 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, and includes a portion of the 
East half of the vacated 241h Street right-of-way, adjacent to the former street curb and paved street surface, 
where the cell tower site presently sits and has existed since 1996. 
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acqmescence. Moreover, any under-description of the lease area that is inconsistent with where 
2 the lease area was constructed and has existed since 1996 was simply the product of a mutual 
3 mistake in the legal description. Finally, Sherman was not a bona fide purchaser of the subject 
4 property and took it subject to Global's interest, and Sherman is subject to quasi-estoppel, and 





A. GLOBAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE SUBJECT 
PROPERTY BECAUSE THE BOUNDARIES OF THE LEASE AREA WERE 
ESTABLISHED BY AGREEMENT OR ACQUIESCENCE. 
1. Elements of Boundary by Agreement. 
IO The doctrine of Boundary by Agreement or Acquiescence exists where there is (1) an 
11 unknown, uncertain or disputed boundary, and (2) a subsequent agreement fixing the boundary. 
12 2. Uncertain or disputed boundary. 
13 The doctrine rests upon uncertainty concerning location of the true boundary. Gameson 
14 v. Remer, 96 Idaho 789 (1975). And where the location of the true boundary line is unknown 
15 to both of the parties, and is uncertain or in dispute, such conterminous owners may fix the 
16 boundary by agreement. Hyde v. Lawson, 94 Idaho 886, 889 (Idaho 1972). Thus, where 
17 uncertainty exists, agreement binds the consenting parties. Gameson v. Remer, 96 Idaho at 791. 
18 3. Agreement or acquiescence. 
19 An unknown, uncertain or disputed boundary is fixed by subsequent agreement which 
20 may be express or implied. That is, "[t]he agreement may be either express or implied by the 
21 landowners' conduct." Flying Elk Investment, LLC v. Cornwall, 149 Idaho 9 (2010). 
22 Acquiescence is regarded as competent evidence of the agreement. Id. Specifically, an 
23 agreement will be presumed to arise between neighbors where "such a right has been definitely 
24 defined by erection of a fence ... followed by such adjoining landowners treating [the fence] as 
25 fixing the boundary for such length of time that neither ought to be allowed to deny the 
26 correctness of its location" Drether v. Powell, 120 Idaho 715, 718 (1991). Allowing an 
27 adjoining landowner to improve the disputed land is also evidence of an agreement. Stafford v. 
28 Weaver, 136 Idaho 223, 225 (2001). Moreover, "[a] long period of acquiescence by one party 
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to another party's use of the disputed property provides a factual basis from which an 








4. Boundary was agreed to and accepted by the parties. 
Where a lease area is unknown, uncertain, or in dispute due to a misunderstanding by 
the original parties or for any other reason, as here, the boundaries of the lease area may be 
agreed- to by the original parties. In this case, there was uncertainty, lack of knowledge, or a 
misunderstanding on the part of the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint. Mary Jo Wallace, 
Trustee for the Wallace Family Trust, testified that she neither knew where the boundaries of 
Lot 4 or the vacated 24th Street right-of-way were, nor where the boundaries between Lot 4 and 
10 the vacated 24th Street right-of-way were. The following are salient excerpts from the 
11 depositions of Mary Jo Wallace dated March 8, 2011 (hereinafter referred to as the "2011 MJW 

















Q. At that day that you met with them did you know 
where lot four was located? 
A. No, I just know we had lot three and lot four on a 
separate tax bill, and it was east of the block that contained lots 
one through twelve. 
(2012 MJW transcript, pp. 19 - 20.) 
Q. In 1996 you did not know exactly where the 
boundary line was between lot four and the east half of 24th Street 
right-of-way, correct? 
A. Correct. 
(2012 MJW transcript, p. 96.) 
A. It was - we had not had a survey done on the 
property. We had - I had no idea of where the - the curb fell. ... 
Q. You didn't do anything to verify that -
A. No. 
(2011 MJW transcript, p. 57.) 
Q. Wouldn't 17 feet east of the center line be 13 feet 
2 All depositions cited herein were admitted into evidence at trial. 
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into the right of way? 
A. I don't know where the right of way was. 
Q. . ... Before this lawsuit did you understand where 
lot 4, just lot 4, where the boundary - the west boundary of lot 4 
was? Did you have an idea -
A. No. 
(2011 MJW transcript, pp. 63 - 64.) 
Q. Wouldn't you agree that [the 1996 Randy Labeff 
photograph, Defendant's Exh. E-3] generally depicts the area of 
lot 3 and 4 and vacated 24th Street before they built the cell tower 
site? 
A. Well, lots 3 and 4 were somewhat east of the curb, 
I mean, I don't know exactly how much, looking back on this 
schematic over here that had some footages on it. 
But if you were in general, this weeded area here would 
be 3 and - 3 and 4, and possibly it might have even included area 
behind the curb that actually was part of that right of way. I 
don't-
Q. You just don't know? 
A. I don't know. 
(2011 MJW transcript, pp. 76 - 77.) 
The Wallace Family Trust saw what the subject property looked like before 
construction of the cell tower site commenced, witnessed the construction of the cell tower site 
and fenced lease area, saw the cell tower site and fenced lease area at the conclusion of 
construction in 1996, and witnessed changes to the fencing around the lease area, the location 
of the gate accessing the lease area, and the addition of a building within the fenced lease area. 
Q. 
A. 
You never saw them building it in any way? 
I came down to the property maybe once a week. 






But you did see it go up in increments? 
Yes. 
And you saw originally what it looked like? 
Yes. 
Was there a fence initially around the tower? 
A. At the conclusion of construction there was. 
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Q. Okay, so you saw what it looked like when they 
were done building it in 1996? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you saw the fence around the tower? 
A. Yes. 
(2012 MJW transcript, pp. 22-23.) 






And you saw it with your own eyes? 
Yes. 
Was it in 1996? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you ever see the site change in any way? 
A. Yes. 
Q. When did you see that? 
A. There were a few changes that happened through 
the years. They changed the outer fence and also a gate moved -
they moved that. 
A. And also, the other thing is, they went and brought 
an equipment building on to the south side of the tower .... 
(2012 MJW transcript, p. 3 7.) 
A. I don't remember the exact date, but I do know 
that they made changes to the fencing and the gate and their 
ingress and egress at one time. 
(2012 MJWtranscript,pp. 38-39.) 
Q. But when they built it, the curbs and the paved 
street was still in existence and you could see it? 
A. Yes. 
(2012 MJW transcript, p. 102.) 
27 Moreover, Mary Jo Wallace testified that it was her understanding that the cell tower 
28 site was constructed where it was intended, as provided in the PCS Site Agreement. 
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A. It was always on lot four, we were perfectly happy 
with lot four. 





You thought it was located on lot four? 
A. Yes. 
(2012 MJW transcript, p. 102.) 
Q . ... did you realize that any part of the cell tower or its 
fence was on 24th Street? 
A. I did not. 
A. . .. I felt that it was what it was, exactly what the 
documents called for, .... 
(2012 MJW transcript, pp. 70- 71.) 
It should also be noted that Mary Jo Wallace was not primarily responsible for 
negotiating the tenns of PCS Site Agreement, rather her now deceased husband Gary Wallace 
was primarily responsible in 1996 and until his death in 2001, and no evidence has been 
presented that Gary Wallace did anything but agree to the current location of the lease area. 
Q. . .. so did the person that was representing Sprint 
for the cell tower site mostly deal with you or mostly deal with 
your husband? 
A. With my husband. 
(2011 MJW transcript, p. 50.) 
A. . . . I went to the one meeting . . . . But as far as 
other negotiations on - I don't think there was much negotiations. 
I mean, other than I attended that one meeting that day. And I 
didn't - my recollection I didn't have any other meeting with that 
agent of Sprint's. 
(2011 MJW transcript, p. 54.) 
A. 




.... We had - I had no idea of where the - the 
You didn't do anything to verify that-
No. 
-- during this lease negotiation? 
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A. No. I was not involved in that, and I don't believe 
my husband was either. 
(2011 MJW transcript, p. 57.) 
Q. You did not have a great deal of input in the 
negotiations with Sprint for the lease of the cell tower site back in 
1996; correct? 
A. That's true. 
(2012 MJWtranscript, p. 93; See also 2012 MJWtranscript,p. 102.) 
Thus the agreement to fix the location of the lease area on Lot 4 and a portion of the 
east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way is clearly evidenced by the parties' conduct and 
their uninterrupted acquiescence should be regarded as competent evidence of the agreement. 
The Wallace Family Trust's conduct should also be viewed in light of Mary Jo 
Wallace's recent deposition testimony regarding her understanding of the difference between a 
right-of-way and paved street. Mary Jo Wallace now claims to understand that the paved 
portion of vacated 24th Street was approximately 30 feet wide, and that the 24th Street right-of-
way was 60 feet wide. Mary Jo Wallace also observed the condition of the subject property 
prior to improvement of the lease area, witnessed improvement of the lease area, and saw the 
lease area after construction of improvements, which improvements were located 17 feet east of 
the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and 
street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. Thus in light of this 
understanding of the width of the paved portion of the street, and the width of the right-of-way, 
and of the location of the lease area 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent 
to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, the Wallace Family Trust must 
have understood and agreed to the location of the lease area on a portion of the East half of the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
The parties' conduct and their acquiescence is further illustrated by: (1) Sprint 
26 Spectrum's payment of past and then current tax assessments on Lot 4 and the east half of 
27 vacated 24th Street in 1996, (2) the Record of Survey dated January 22, 1997 which was 
28 recorded on January 31, 1997 as Instrument No. 1478042, (3) the Amendment to PCS Site 
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Agreement dated April 23, 2001, (4) the Memorandum of Agreement dated January 25, 2002, 
(5) the Agreement Regarding Ground Lease and the Estoppel Certificate contained therein, 
dated May 10, 2005, and the November 17, 2008 Letter Agreement. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1, A-
2, A-4, A-5, C-6, H-3, and H-21.) 
Indeed, on January 25, 2002, the Wallace Family Trust Agreed that: 
The portion of the Parcel which is effected by the Agreement, as 
modified (the "Site") is described or depicted in Exhibit B 
annexed hereto and may include certain additional easement, 
rights and appurtenances. 
(Defendant's Exh. A-4, ,r 5; 2012 MJWtranscript, p. 110.) Exhibit B to the January 25, 2002 
Memorandum of Agreement depicts that site as follows: 
II I I I 
II I I I 
II I I I 
II II/ 
II II/ 
I II I I 
II I I I 
II II I 
I II I I 
Ill// 
II I I I 
II II I 
II I I I 
II II I 
II II/ 
I I II I 
II I I I 
II I I I 
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This diagram depicts the exact historical location of the cell tower site, partially upon 
the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, but changed the access easement. The changing of the 
access easement obviously necessitates a specific location of the cell tower site at its current 
location. 
Further, since 1996, Global and its predecessors have continuously accessed and used 
the subject property, improved the property, and the Wallace Family Trust has never disputed 
or denied said access and use. 
Q. You never - you never - you never asked them to 
move the site ever, correct? 
9 A. Correct. 






















the question I asked is you didn't ask them to 
No. I didn't ask them to move it. 
You didn't think it was necessary for them to 
move it, did you? 
A. Not at that time. 
(2011 MJW transcript, p. 139.) 
Q. And over the years you and your husband never 
objected to the location of the cell tower site; correct? 
A. It was always on lot four, we were perfectly happy 
with lot four. 
(2012 MJWtranscript,p. 102.) 
Q. It is true you never informed Sprint or Global or 
any of its predecessors that the cell tower site was in the wrong 
place; correct? 
A. That's correct. 
Q. · You accepted monthly rent on the cell tower site 
from 1996 until it was sold to Mr. Evans and Shennan Self 
Storage in June of2010? 
A. Correct. 
(2012 MJWtranscript, p. 126; See also 2012 MJWtranscript, p. 102.) 
28 / // / / 
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It was also recognized in testimony in 2003 by Mary Jo Wallace, individually, that 
Global's predecessor's access to the cell tower site must not be encumbered by any judgment of 
the Court. (Defendant's Exh. B-29; and Plaintiff's Exh. 25, p. 2.) 
Q. . ... You would agree that at the time you sold the 
Cove Bowl property in 2002 to Sherman Self Storage, Inc., the 
Montana corporation, you did not want to jeopardize your 
contract with Sprint; correct? 
A. Correct. 
(2012 MJWtranscript, p. 114.) 
9 Finally, The Wallace Family Trust and Sherman have continuously, without 
10 interruption, accepted rent of over $200,000.00 for the entire lease area paid by Global and its 
11 predecessors since 1996. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2.) 
12 5. Established boundary is binding on subsequent owners. 
13 Once a boundary line is established by agreement or acquiescence it is binding upon 
14 successors in interest who purchase with notice of the agreement. Herrmann v. Woodell, 107 
15 Idaho 916, 921 (1985) (citing, Paurley v. Harris, 75 Idaho 112 (1954)); see also Anderson v. 
16 Rex Hayes Family Trust, 145 Idaho 741 (2008). Moreover, one purchasing property is put on 
17 notice as to any claim of title or right of possession which a reasonable investigation would 
18 reveal." Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851 (2010). A party has notice of the agreement ifthere is 
19 a fence marking the agreed upon boundary line and the property owners are using and 
20 cultivating the property up to said fence. Herrmann v. Woodell, 107 Idaho 916,921 (1985). 
21 Global's cell tower cite has always been surrounded by a six foot chain link fence which 
22 encloses a number of structures and a cell phone tower monopole of more than one hundred 
23 feet in height; which together put Sherman on notice of the agreed upon lease area. 
24 (Defendant's Exhs. D-22 -D-27, and F-2 -F-4.) 
25 Moreover, when Sherman ultimately acquired the subject property in June of 2010, it 
26 was by then intimately familiar with the universe of documents describing and depicting the 
27 lease area as being located on Lot 4 and a portion of the east half of the vacated 24th Street 
28 right-of-way, and particularly the Bstoppel Certificate contained in the May 10, 2005 
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Agreement Regarding Ground Lease. (Defendant's Exh. A-5, ,r 2.) For these reasons, Sherman 
2 acquired the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way in 2010 subject to Global and the 
3 Wallace Family Trust's agreement that the lease area be located on a portion of said vacated 
4 24th Street right-of-way. 
5 B. GLOBAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE SUBJECT 
PROPERTY BECAUSE THE DESCRIPTION OF THE CELL TOWER SITE AS 
DESCRIBED IN EXHIBIT B TO THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT WAS THE 
PRODUCT OF A MUTUAL MISTAKE. 
6 
7 
8 1. The Court may reform the lease. 
9 A court can properly reform an instrument when the evidence shows that "the 
1 o instrument does not reflect the intentions of the parties and that such failure is the product of a 
11 mutual mistake." Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho 985,987 (Ct. App. 1993). 
12 2. Elements of Mutual Mistake. 
13 A mutual mistake occurs when (1) both parties, (2) at the time of contracting, (3) have a 
14 misconception about a basic assumption or vital fact. Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho at 988. The 
15 parties to the PCS Site Agreement at the time of execution were Sprint Spectrum and the 
16 Wallace Family Trust. At the time of contracting, there was a misconception between the 
17 parties as to whether the cell tower site would be located solely on Lot 4, or on Lot 4 and a 
18 portion of the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached to Lot 4 by 
19 operation oflaw. (Defendant's Exh. I-1, p. 54 - 55.) 
20 In 1996 the Wallace Family Trust was not aware of the precise location of the 
21 boundaries of Lot 4 or of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (2012 MJW transcript, pp. 20 
22 and 96; 2011 MJW transcript, pp. 57, 63, 64 - 65, 76 - 77.) While Mary Jo Wallace now 
23 conveniently claims to understand the difference and significance between the width of a paved 
24 street· surface and a right of way, there is nonetheless a common misconception among lay 
25 persons regarding the difference in the width of a street and the width of a street right-of-way. 
26 (Deposition of Doug Black, Defendant's Exh. I-1, p. 45, ll. JO- 19; Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
27 Platted rights of way in the relevant part of Coeur d'Alene are 60 feet wide while the paved 
28 streets are 34 feet curb to curb, 17 feet on either side of the center line (Defendant's Exh. I-1, 
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pp. 45 - 47.) This cell tower site, as depicted in the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to 
the PCS Site Agreement, is 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the 
vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Testimony of Walter Dale; Testimony of Doug Black; Defendant's Exhs. A-1, 
and 1-1, pp. 46 - 48.) The cell tower site, as monumented by surveyor Douglas Black, is 
located adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and partly on the 
vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exhs. C-6 and 1-1, p. 55.) As depicted in the Site 
Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, as surveyed and monumented by 
Douglas Black, and as constructed, the cell tower site is located adjacent to the vacated 24th 
Street paved street surface and street curb, partly on the vacated 24th Street right-of-way and 17 
feet east of the center line of vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Exh. 1-1 (Deposition of Doug 
Black), pp. 54 - 55 and 59; Testimony of Walter Dale.) Moreover, no portion of the cell tower 
site was ever constructed on the paved surface of vacated 24th Street. 
Q. None of the cell tower site was located on the old 
paved surface of the 24th Street; right? 
· A. Correct, it was not over the surface of the paved 
street. 
(2012 MJW transcript, p. 101.) 
The Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, the Record of 
Survey, and the actual location of the cell tower site conflict only with the description of the 
cell tower site contained in Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement (the Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement), which describes the cell tower site as being located adjacent to the 24th Street 
right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-1.) Moreover, Exhibit B's own attached exhibit A (Exhibit A 
to Memorandum of Site Agreement) contradicts Exhibit B's legal description by depicting the 
cell tower site as being located 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, just like the 
Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, and the Record of Survey. 
Defendant's Exh. A-1.) Subsequent amendments executed by the Wallace Trust, including a 
January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement, similarly use only a Lot 4 legal description 
together with a graphical depiction of the lease area located on the east half of the vacated 24th 
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Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-4.) 
Also indicative of the view that the description contained in Exhibit B was the product 
of a mutual mistake is the fact that in 1996, as part of the PCS Site Agreement, Sprint paid the 
Wallace Family Trust's past and current tax assessments on both Lot 4 and the east half of 
vacated 24th Street that had attached to Lot 4 by operation of law. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and 
H-3.) 
Q. And you agree that the tax bill for lots three and 
four, Block 22 also included the east half of vacated 24th Street 
from the time after the vacation? 
A. It says the vacated portion .... 
(2012 MJWtranscript, p. 90.) 
Q. Sprint did in fact pay your past-due taxes on the -
on the - on lots 3, 4 and the vacated east half of 24th Street, right? 
A. They physically cut the check. 
(2012 MJWtranscript,p. 91.) 
15 Finally, on May 10, 2005 the Wallace Family Trust executed an Agreement Regarding 
16 Ground Lease wherein the Wallace Family Trust reaffirmed, by Estoppel Certificate, that no 
17 breach or default existed under the PCS Site Agreement respecting the lease site located on Lot 
18 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-5.) 
19 If Global's cell tower site was not to be located partly on the east half of the vacated 24th 
20 Street right-of-way, Lot 4 could not have been used to accommodate the trapezoidal lease area 
21 contemplated by the parties, and would necessarily frustrate and defeat the purpose of the 
22 ground lease. (Defendant's Exh. 1-1, p. 54 (Deposition of Doug Black).) It is thus a basic 
23 assumption or vital fact of the PCS Site Agreement that Global's cell tower site be situated on 
24 both Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, adjacent to the vacated 24th 
25 Street paved street surface and street curb, and not adjacent to the entire right-of-way. 
26 I I I I I 
27 / / / / / 
28 / / / / / 
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2 
3 
C. SHERMAN IS NOT A BONA FIDE PURCHASER AND THUS TOOK THE 
EAST HALF OF VACATED 24TH STREET SUBJECT TO ALL ADVERSE 
INTERESTS OF GLOBAL. 
4 A party acquiring property without exchanging valuable consideration, or acqumng 
5 property with actual or constructive notice of any outstanding adverse right of another, is not a 
6 bona fide purchase, and thus takes said property _subject to all outstanding adverse rights. See, 
7 Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc., v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866 (Idaho App. 1993.) Where no 
8 consideration is exchanged, the acquiring party takes the property subject to all adverse 
9 interests whether recorded or secret. See, Boller v. Sun Valley Shamrock Resources, Inc., 119 
10 Idaho 1060, 1063 (Idaho App. 1990); Haugh v. Smelick, 126 Idaho 481,483 (Idaho 1993). 
11 It is a settled matter that Sherman did not come into title to the east half of the vacated 
12 24th Street right-of-way until June of 2010. (Decision on Summary Judgment, pp. 9 and 23; 
13 Motion in Limine ruling.) By that date, Global had filed a summary judgment motion and 
14 Sherman had received hundreds of pages of discovery in this case including all four of the 
15 Amendments to the PCS Site Agreement, which included the January 25, 2002 Memorandum 
16 of Agreement (Defendant's Exh. A-4) and the May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground 
17 Lease which contained an Estoppel Certificate executed by the Wallace Family Trust 
18 (Defendant's Exh. A-5, ,I 2). These voluminous records reveal the current and historic location 
19 of the lease area, and reveal the fact that Sprint and the Wallace Family Trust intended for the 
20 cell tower site to be located exactly where it has always been. 
21 1. Sherman is not a bona fide purchaser. 
22 This Court has found that Sherman did not come into ownership of the east half of the 
23 vacated 24th Street right-of-way until June of 2010. (Decision on Summa,y Judgment, p. 9 and 
24 23.) When Sherman took title to the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way in June of 
25 2010, by warranty deed from the Wallace Family Trust, Sherman took said property with full 
26 and actual knowledge of Global's interest. By June of 2010 Sherman had received and 
27 reviewed hundreds of pages of discovery in this matter, revealing and detailing the current and 
28 historic location of the lease area. (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) Further, said property was 
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acquired by Sherman without paying any consi~eration and Sherman thus took said property 
2 subject to all adverse rights of Global whether recorded or secret. (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) 
3 That is, the warranty deed respecting the east half of the vacated 24th street right-of-way was 
4 executed by the Wallace Family Trust on April 16, 2010 and was not part of the purchase and 
5 sale agreement by and between Sherman and the Wallace Family Trust executed almost a 
6 month later on May 11, 2010. (Defendant's Exhs. C-16, C-17 and H-26.) Both Kirk Evans and 
7 Mary Jo Wallace concede that no consideration was paid for the April 16, 2010 Deed from the 
8 Wallace Family Trust to Sherman. (Defendant's Exh. C-16.) Because Sherman was not a bona 
9 fide purchaser of the east half of the vacated 24th street right-of-way, it took said right-of-way 



















D. THE EQUITABLE DEFENSES OF QUASI-ESTOPPEL AND ESTOPPEL BY 
LACHES PRECLUDE SHERMAN FROM EJECTING GLOBAL FROM THE 
SUBJECT PROPERTY. 
1. The equitable defense of estoppel and guasi-estoppel bind Sherman as 
successor-in-interest to the Wallace Family Trust. 
Equity is defined as "[t]he body of principles constituting what is fair and right ... " 
Black's Law Dictiona,y, p. 579. Equitable defenses include mistake, laches, and estoppel, 
among other things. Id., at p. 451. An equitable interest may be enforced or an equitable 
defense may be asserted as against both a principal and its successor. See, Andrus v. Nicholson, 
145 Idaho 774, 186 P.3d 630, 633 (2008) (the equitable doctrine ofres judicata may bar a claim 
in a subsequent lawsuit between the same parties or their privies); West Wood Investments, Inc. 
v. Acord, 141 Idaho 75, 106 P.3d 401, 409 (2005) (an equity is attached to the property by the 
owner, no one purchasing with notice of that equity can stand in a different situation from the 
party from who he purchased); Cancienne v. Lafourche Parish Police Jwy, 423 So.2d 662, 
670-71 (La.App. 1 Cit 1982) (finding no case holding that where an owner at time of 
construction acquiesces, the acquiescence of the subsequent owner is also necessary). 
The doctrine of Laches by Estoppel may be applied against Sherman just as against the 
Wallace Family Trust because Sherman is the Trust's successor and assign respecting Lot 4 and 
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the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, with any delay of the Wallace Family Trust 
2 being imputed to Sherman. See, Wertheimer v. Cirker's Hayes Storage Warehouse, Inc., 300 
3 A.S.2d 117 (N.Y.Sup.Ct. 1 Dept. 2002) (laches barred recovery of personal property by 
4 successor, where prior owner failed to exercise due diligence in seeking recovery); Sanchez v. 
5 Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, 2005 WL 94847 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (laches 
6 - successfully applied against plaintiff, whose predecessor failed to exercise diligence in 
7 recovering property). 
8 The equitable defense of Quasi-Estoppel may similarly be asserted against both the 
9 Wallace Family Trust and its successor, Sherman. See, Birdwood Subdivision Homeowners' 
IO Ass'n, Inc. v. Bulotti Constr., Inc., 145 Idaho 17, 23, 175 P.3d 179, 185 (Idaho 2007) (it is 
11 assumed that quasi-estoppel if applicable to predecessor, binds successor). "The doctrine of 
.12 quasi-estoppel is distinguishable from equitable estoppel in that no concealment or 
13 misrepresentation of existing facts on the one side, nor ignorance or reliance on the other, is a 
14 necessary ingredient." Schiewe v. Farwell, 125 Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 (1995); Keesee 
15 v. Fetzek, 111 Idaho 360,362, 723 P.2d 904, 906 (Ct.App.1986). "The doctrine applies where 
16 it would be unconscionable to allow a person to maintain a position inconsistent with one in 
17 which he acquiesced or of which he accepted a benefit." Gamer v. Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430, 
18 427, 80 P.3d 1031 (Idaho 2003) (citing, Eastern Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 
19 133 Idaho 402, 410, 987 P.2d 314, 322 (1999)). Thus, where it would be unconscionable to 
20 permit the Wallace Family Trust to take an inconsistent position, it would be similarly 
21 unconscionable to permit Sherman, as successor and assign to the Wallace Family Trust 
22 respecting Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way to take an inconsistent 
23 position from that previously taken by the Wallace Family Trust. 
24 
25 
2. The equitable defense of Ouasi-Estoppel precludes Sherman from ejecting 
Global from the subject property. 
26 Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from the east half of the vacated 24th Street 
27 right-of-way by the equitable doctrine of quasi-estoppel. "Quasi-estoppel prevents a party from 
28 asserting to another party's disadvantage a right that is inconsistent with a previous position." 
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Grover v. Wadsworth, 147 Idaho 60,205 P.3d 1196, 1200 (2009). "[T]he essence of the proper 
application of the doctrine of quasi estoppel is the focus of the Court's attention upon the 
specific facts and circumstances of the case at bar." KTVB, Inc. v. Boise City, 94 Idaho 279, 282 
(Idaho 1971). "The doctrine applies where it would be unconscionable to allow a person to 
5 maintain a position inconsistent with one in which he acquiesced or of which he accepted a 
-6 benefit."-Garner v. Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430, 427, 80 P.3d 1031 (Idaho 2003) (citing, Eastern 
7 Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402, 410, 987 P.2d 314, 322 (1999)). 
8 "The doctrine of quasi-estoppel is distinguishable from equitable estoppel in that no 
9 concealment or misrepresentation of existing facts on the one side, nor ignorance or reliance on 
10 the other, is a necessary ingredient." Schiewe v. Farwell, 125 Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 
11 (1995); Keesee v. Fetzek, 111 Idaho 360, 362, 723 P.2d 904, 906 (Ct.App.1986). Quasi-
12 estoppel may be asserted against both the Wallace Family Trust, and its successor Sherman. 
13 See, Birdwood Subdivision Homeowners' Ass'n, Inc. v. Bulotti Constr., Inc., 175 P.3d 179, 185 
14 (Idaho 2007) (it is assumed that quasi-estoppel if applicable to predecessor, binds successor). 
15 In this case, Sherman's action to eject Global from the east half of the vacated 24th 
16 Street right-of-way is inconsistent with the fourteen (14) year position of its predecessor to the 
17 PCS Site Agreement, the Wallace Family Trust, and thus it would be unconscionable to allow 
18 Sherman to maintain such an inconsistent position from the one under which both it and its 
19 predecessor accepted a benefit, gained an advantage, and produced a disadvantage to Global. 
20 Specifically, the Wallace Family Trust, as part of the PCS Site Agreement, permitted Sprint to 
21 pay off the Trust's past and current tax assessments on both Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 
22 24th Street. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and H-3; 2012 MJW transcript, p. 90; 2011 MJW 
23 transcript, p. 91.) The Wallace Family Trust accepted rent payments from Sprint and its 
24 successor from 1996 until it transferred the subject property to Sherman in 2010. All told, 
25 Global and its processor have paid rent totaling $172,786.40 to the Wallace Family Trust and 
. 26 $29,502.14 to Sherman for an agreed upon 2,500 square foot lease area, of which only 2,124 
27 square feet have been used. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 & G-2; Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood.) 
28 The Wallace Family Trust also executed a number of amendments to the PCS Site 
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Agreement. On April 23, 2001, both Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of the 
Wallace Family Trust, executed an Amendment to PCS Site Agreement, wherein the Wallace 
Family Trust agreed to the co-location of Ubiquitel and Verizon Wireless on the subject lease 
area in exchange for the receipt of additional monthly rent of $300.00. (Defendant's Exh. A-2; 
2012 MJW Transcript, p. 105.) In January of 2002, the Wallace Family Trust executed a 
Memorandum of Agreement that included a legal description of Lot 4, which under the Carney 
v. Heinson presumption necessarily includes the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
way. (Defendant's Exh. A-4.) 
Q. 
A. 
And you did sign that agreement? 
I did. 
(2012 MJW transcript, p. 1 JO.) 
The 2002 Memorandum of Agreement also contained a graphical depiction of the lease 
area as being located on the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
Q. And then they refer to an assessor's parcel number 
or tax parcel number 4320-022-044, that's on there; correct? 
A. Right. 
Q. You would agree with me that Exhibit A-4 shows 
Kootenai County Tax parcel number 022-004-A as comprising 
lots three, four, and the east half of vacated 24th Street? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then Exhibit B to Exhibit A-4, if you turn to 




There is a drawing correct? 
all right. 
Q. So you agreed to let them put the access easement 
as depicted on Exhibit B? 
A. Yes. 
(2012 MJW transcript, pp. 111-113.) 
27 And significantly, on May 10, 2005, the Wallace Family Trust executed an Agreement 
28 Regarding Ground Lease wherein the Wallace Family Trust reaffirmed by Estoppel Certificate 
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that no breach or default existed under the PCS Site Agreement respecting the lease site located 
on Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-5.) 
Q. . .. did you sign Exhibit A-5? 
A. Yes, I did. 
(2012 MJW transcript, p. 118.) 
6 Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee for the Wallace Family Trust and Sherman's predecessor, 
7 Sherman Self Storage, Inc., were also well aware of the location of the lease area as evidenced 
8 by their April 26, 2006 Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement. The Agreement provides 
9 that "Wallace shall have an easement to access the existing cell tower on her remaining 
1 o property consistent with the existence of the present easement for that purpose, as set forth on 
11 attached Exhibit A." (Plaintiffs Exh. 25; 2012 MJW transcript, p. 39.) Exhibit A to the 
12 Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement provides for "[a] legal description for ingress -
13 egress easement located on 24th Street along Block 22, Glenmore Addition, Kootenai County, 
14 Idaho, described as follows: The east half of the vacated 24th Street along the West boundary of 
15 the remainder of Lots 3 and 4, Block 22 ... excluding that portion ofland described in a Record 
I 6 of Survey, Book 18, Page 404, Records of Kootenai County, Idaho." (Plaintiff's Exh. 25.) The 
17 property excluded from the easement and described in the Record of Survey is Global's existing 
18 cell towerlease area located on Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
19 (Defendant's Exh. C-6.) The graphical depiction of the easement and lease area contained in 
20 Exhibit A to the Mutual Release and Settlement Agreement is consistent with the Record of 
21 Survey in clearly showing Global's existing cell tower lease area located on Lot 4 and the east 
22 half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Compare, Defendant's Exhs. B-10 and B-14.) 
23 For these reasons, Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from the east half of the 
24 vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
25 
26 
3. Sherman is estopped by Laches from ejecting Global from the subject 
property. 
27 Assuming for the sake of argument that Global is not properly in possession of the east 
28 half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from 
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said property by the doctrine of Laches. Laches by Estoppel applies where (1) a plaintiff shows 
2 that the defendant is invading plaintiffs rights, and the defendant then shows (2) a delay by 
3 plaintiff in asserting its rights, having had notice and opportunity to institute a suit, (3) lack of 
4 knowledge by the defendant that plaintiff would assert its rights, and ( 4) injury or prejudice to 
5 the defendant in the event relief is accorded to plaintiff. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 
6 Idaho~52, 48P.3d 1241, 1248 (Idaho 2002). 
7 The equitable doctrine of Laches may be applied against both the Wallace Family Trust, 
8 and against Sherman who is the Wallace Family Trust's successor and assign, with the Trust's 
9 delay being imputed to Sherman. That is, the doctrine of Laches may be applied equally 
10 against a principal or its successor. See, Wertheimer v. Cirker's Hayes Storage Warehouse, Inc., 
11 300 A.S.2d 117 (N.Y.Sup.Ct. 1 Dept. 2002) (laches barred recovery of personal property by 
12 successor, where prior owner failed to exercise due diligence in seeking recovery); Sanchez v. 
13 Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania, 2005 WL 94847 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (laches 
14 successfully applied by museum against plaintiff, whose predecessor failed to exercise 
15 diligence in recovering stolen property). 
16 As the record shows, the Wallace Family Trust had actual knowledge since 1996 that 
17 Global's fenced lease area was located immediately adjacent to the paved portion of 24th Street, 
18 and partially on the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1, A-
19 4, A-5 and F-2 - F-5.) Significantly, Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee for the Wallace Family Trust, 
20 testified that in 1996 she understood the difference between the paved portion of a street, and a 









Q. And at the time did you understand the difference 
between a paved street and a right of way? 
A. Yes. 
Q. What is the difference? Well, what difference did 
you know of in 1996? 
A. . . . . You can have a street, but the right of way 
can be an area that is much larger than a paved street. In this 
case, as I remember the right of way on 24th was a total of 60 
feet. But probably there was only about 30 or so feet paved. 
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(2012 MJW transcript, p. 21-22.) 
2 Mary Jo Wallace also testified that she and her husband Gary Wallace saw what the 
3 subject property looked like before construction of the cell tower site commenced, witnessed 
4 the construction of the cell tower site and fenced lease area, saw the cell tower site and fenced 
5 lease area at the conclusion of construction in 1996, and witnessed changes to the fencing 
6 around the lease area, the location of the gate accessing the lease area, and the addition of a 
7 building within the fenced lease area. (2012 MJW transcript, pp. 22 - 23, 37, 39, and 102.) In 
8 this case, there is no question that the lease area was constructed on a portion of the vacated 
9 24th Street right-of-way, immediately adjacent to the paved street surface and curb of former 
10 24th Street. (Defendant's Exhs. F-1, F-2 and F-3.) Randy Labeff, the engineer who designed 
11 the cell tower testified it was built right next to the curb of 24th Street pursuant to his plans in 
12 1996. (Exh. 3.) Labeff based his construction plans on Doug Black's site survey (Exh. E-21.) 
13 The specific location of the tower site was important to obtain FAA approval. (Testimony of 
14 Labeff, Exh. E-15.) Necessarily, if the 24th Street right-of-way is 60 feet wide, the paved 
15 portion of 24th Street is 30 feet wide, and the lease area was constructed and located 
16 immediately adjacent to the former paved portion of 24th Street, the lease area was obviously 
17 within the 24th Street right-of-way and the Wallace Family Trust was clearly apprised of this 
18 fact. 
19 Not only was the Wallace Family Trust admittedly aware of the location of the lease 
20 area within the 24th Street right-of-way, but as part of the PCS Site Agreement in 1996, 
21 Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust permitted Sprint Spectrum to pay past and 
22 then current tax assessments on both Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
23 way. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and H-3; 2012 MJW transcript, p. 90; 2011 MJW transcript, p. 
24 91.) Sherman's predecessor also entered into four amendments to the PCS Site Agreement 
25 respecting the lease area in its current location. (Defendant's Exhs. A-2 - A-5.) Sherman's 
26 predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, executed an Estoppel Certificate which was broad 
27 enough to include the location of Global's cell tower site. (Defendant's Exh. A-5; 2012 MJW 
28 transcript, p. 118.) Finally Sherman's predecessor, The Wallace Family Trust, accepted 
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substantial rent since 1996, from Global and its predecessor Sprint, for the use of Lot 4 and the 
2 east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2; Testimony of 
3 Jonathan Arrowood.) 
4 Not until after the Wallace Family Trust transferred the east half of the vacated 24th 
5 Street right-of-way in April of 2010, and sold Lot 4 in May of 2010, all recorded in June of 
6 -2010, -and not until March of 2011 when Global received the Wallace Family Trust's 
7 Revocation of Assignment to Sherman, did Global receive any indication that the Wallace 
8 Family Trust would attempt to assert any alleged right adverse to Global's. (Testimony of 
9 Jonathan Arrowood.) Indeed, Mary Jo Wallace told Mr. Arrowood that Sherman was wrong in 
10 its assertion the tower was in the wrong place. (Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood.) Finally, the 
11 injury or prejudice to Global if relief is accorded to Sherman would be substantial. 
12 Specifically, Jonathan Arrowood testified that it will cost $80,000.00 or more to reconfigure 
13 and move the cell tower site solely onto Lot 4, and substantially more to entirely relocate the 
14 cell tower site. (Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood.) 
15 
16 II. SHERMAN IS NOT ENTITLED TO MESNE PROFITS 
17 Mesne Profits means intermediate profits, and is the value of the use or occupation of 
18 land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
19 Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). Necessarily in order to be held liable for Mesne Profits, one must 
20 wrongfully possess the property. For all the reasons discussed above, Global has not 
21 wrongfully possessed the subject property and is thus not liable to Sherman for Mesne Profits. 
22 
23 A. BECAUSE GLOBAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE 
SUBJECT PROPERTY, IT IS NOT LIABLE FOR MESNE PROFITS. 
24 
25 1. Defendant Failed to meet its burden of proof with regard to lost profits. 
26 Sherman did not offer one iota of evidence as to what Global's profits on the site 
27 actually were during the relevant time period. The mesne profits cause of action should be 
28 dismissed for this reason alone. 
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2. Plaintiff failed to prove damages. 
2 Sherman conclusorily asserts that it has lost income of $350.00 per month because of 
3 the alleged encroachment. (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) The lease area consists of a total of 
4 2,124 square feet. (Testimony of Doug Black and Walter Dale.) Kirk Evans admitted that the 
5 portion of the lease area located upon vacated 24th Street is 626 square feet or approximately 
6 · 29% 0f the cell tower site occupied. 
7 From June 2010 through May of 2011 Global paid Sherman $1,460.50 per month. 
8 (Defendant's Exhibit G-2.) 29% of that amount is $423.00. (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) From 
9 June of 2011 to the present, Global has paid Sherman $1,679.85 per month. 29% of that 
IO amount is $487.00. 
11 It is undisputed that Sherman has received far more than the $350.00 per month it 
12 claims in damage from Global for the alleged encroachment since it came into possession of 
13 the last half of 24th Street. 
14 Moreover, the portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way that Sherman alleges it has 
15 lost profits from due to Global's occupation thereof, could not have in fact been utilized by 
16 Sherman as said area is subject to Global's easement for ingress and egress, and the easement 
17 necessarily could not have been obstructed by Sherman with boats, cars, recreation vehicles or 
18 any other rent generating property. (Testimony of Walter Dale and Kirk Evans.) 
19 
20 
3. The statute of limitations applicable to an action based on a written 
agreement prevents Sherman from Claiming Mesne Profits. 
21 Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on an alleged breach of the PCS Site 
22 Agreement by Global. The applicable statute of limitations for an "action upon any contract, 
23 obligation or liability founded upon an instrument in writing" is five years. (1 C. § 5-216.) The 
24 PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace Family Trust on 
25 June 14, 1996. Sherman is the successor and assign of the Wallace Family Trust respecting the 
26 PCS Site Agreement and Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
27 Sherman acquired Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way in June of2010 
28 subject to the PCS Site Agreement. More than five years have lapsed since Global's alleged 
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breach of the PCS Site Agreement. Therefore Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is barred by 




4. The statute of limitations applicable to an action for trespass prevents 
Sherman from Claiming Mesne Profits. 
Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on Global's alleged trespass. The applicable 
6_ statute of-limitations for "an action for trespass upon real property" is_ three years. (LC. § 5-
7 218.) The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace Family 
8 Trust on June 14, 1996. Sherman is the successor and assign of the Wallace Family Trust 
9 respecting the PCS Site Agreement and Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-
IO of-way. Sherman acquired Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way 
11 subject to the PCS Site Agreement. More than three years have lapsed since Global's alleged 
12 trespass. Therefore, Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is barred by the statute oflimitations. 
13 
14 B. PLAINTIFF CANNOT RECOVER BECAUSE IT HAS UNCLEAN HANDS. 
15 Mesne Profits is an equitable remedy. See, United States v. Mid-Continent Petroleum 
16 Corp., 67 F.2d 37 (10th Cir. 1933). Imposition of an equitable remedy requires a balancing of 
- 17 the equities. West Wood Investments, Inc. v. Acord, 141 Idaho 75, 82, 106 P.3d 401 (Idaho 
18 2005). In seeking equitable relief, the claimant is required to enter the court with clean hands. 
19 Campbell v. Kildew, 141 Idaho 640, 648, 115 P.3d 731 (Idaho 2005). Thus the doctrine of 
20 unclean hands is based on the maxim that, "he who comes into equity must come with clean 
21 hands." Gilbert v. Nampa School Dist. No. 131, 104 Idaho 137, 145, 657 P.2d 1, 9 (1983). The 
22 doctrine of unclean hands allows a court to deny equitable relief to a litigant on the ground that 
23 his or her conduct has been "inequitable, unfair and dishonest, or fraudulent and deceitful as to 
24 the controversy at issue." Sword v. Sweet, 140 Idaho 242, 250, 92 P.3d 492 (Idaho 2004); 
25 Campbell v. Kildew, 141 Idaho 640, 648, 115 P.3d 731 (Idaho 2005). In this case, Sherman 
26 should be denied mesne profits because it has not entered court with clean hands. 
27 Throughout this litigation, Sherman's conduct has been inequitable, unfair or dishonest. 
28 Specifically, Sherman initiated this litigation without possessing clear title to Lot 4 and the east 
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half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. Having neither bargained for, nor paid 
2 consideration for the east half of the 24th Street right-of-way in 2006, Sherman could not have 
3 believed it was a bona fide purchaser of said property in 2006. Sherman's hands are also 
4 unclean from its payment of $300,000.00 in 2010 for Lot 4 and the east half of the 24th Street 
5 right-of-way in an effort to revive its lawsuit against Global while a summary judgment motion 
6 on the very issue was pending. 
7 Sherman's spiteful motives are evidence by Kirk Evans' contradictory testimony in this 
8 matter. Specifically, Mr. Evans testified that he purchased the subject property from the 
9 Wallace Family Trust in 2010 so that he could have direct business dealings with Global. 
1 O (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) However, when asked why Sherman wanted to terminate the PCS 
11 Site Agreement, Mr. Evans stated that he did not want to do business with Global. (Testimony 
12 of Kirk Evans.) It thus begs the question why Sherman would pay $300,000.00 for the subject 
13 property, in the midst of litigation, to have a more direct business relationship with Global 
14 when Sherman did not in fact want to do business with Global, unless Sherman's real motive 
15 for acquiring the property was to buy his way back into the litigation and revive his faltering 
16 claim against Global to get even for some perceived slight or out of pure spite. Finally, Evans 
17 had 5 to 6 face-to-face meetings and fifteen to twenty phone prep sessions with Mary Jo 
18 Wallaceoncehepaidher$300,000.00. (2011 MJWtranscript,p. 74, ll. 13-16.)3 
19 Sherman's hands are unclean from its interference with Global's efforts to secure 
20 options on alternative lease area in the vicinity of the current lease site. Specifically, Matt King 
21 testified that Kirk Evan's discouraged him from offering Global an option to lease his property 
22 while at the same time pursuing this litigation to terminate the 1996 lease agreement. 
23 (Testimony of Matt King.) Because Sherman has not entered this Court with clean hands, it 
24 should be denied the equitable remedy of mesne profits. 
25 // // / 
26 // // / 
27 
2g 3 Global has elected not to substantively address Sherman's allegations regarding the entry of default against the 
Wallace Family Trust because that issue is irrelevant as to any current issues in the case. A default against the 
Wallace Family Trust has been properly entered by this Court under the I.R.C.P. 
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III. GLOBAL IS NOT IN BREACH OF THE LEASE 
SHERMAN CANNOT TERMINATE THE LEASE BECAUSE GLOBAL HAS 
NEITHER BREACHED THE LEASE NOR ENGAGED IN ANY FRAUDULENT 
CONDUCT. 
Sherman's case for termination of the lease, which consumes most of Sherman's 
ii Proposed Findings of FacLand Conclusions_ of_Law _(_Sb_enn_an's PropQsed Firnlings), r~lies on _a__ __ 
7 fantastically improbable conspiracy theory of fraud and deceit spanning more than 14 years and 
8 involving numerous entities and countless people dispersed across the country. Not only is this 
9 theory simply unbelievable, but the theory is founded on alleged facts wholly absent from the 
1 o record. Despite Sherman's sweeping and tortured conclusions and painstaking attempt to 
11 connect non-existent dots in the evidence, Sherman has simply failed the prove fraud or any 
12 other alleged misconduct that would entitle it to terminate the lease - there is simply no 
13 evidence in the record to support Sherman's claims of conspiracy, concealment, deception or 
14 any other fraudulent conduct by Global and its predecessors. 
15 The following allegations of Sherman are wholly unsupported by the record: 
16 1. Sherman concludes that the intent of the parties was for use only of Lot 4 and 
17 that Lot 4 was adequate to handle the cell tower site. (Sherman 's Proposed Findings, ,r,r 8 and 
18 9.) Contrary to Sherman's contention, the record cited by Sherman in fact only provides that 
19 use of Lot 3 was not desired, and that the unpaved portion of vacated 24th Street right of way 
20 was not discussed, which is to state something completely different than what Sherman 
21 represents. Id. 
22 2. Sherman contends that Global did not present any evidence of the intent of the 
23 parties. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 12.) Douglas Black specifically testified, however, 
24 that the "intended" lease area was to be on Lot 4 and a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-
25 of-way, and that it was not the "intent" of the parties that the lease site be located only on Lot 4. 
26 (Deposition of Douglas Black, pp. 43 - 49 and 54 - 55.) Similarly, Walter Dale testified that 
27 the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, which is virtually 
28 identical to the site diagram utilized by Douglas Black in monumenting the lease area, depicts 
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the lease area as being located on Lot 4 and a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
2 (Testimony of Walter Dale; Deposition of Douglas Black, pp. 47 - 49 and 54 - 55.) Moreover, 
3 despite Mary Jo Wallace's recent testimony, influenced by at least twenty-one prep sessions 
4 with Evans, the numerous documents executed by the Wallace Family Trust since 1996 lead to 
5 but one conclusion: the parties intended for the lease site to be located on Lot 4 and a portion of 
---~6 ---1 -the-vacated-24th StreeLright-c_oL__waj',_pr_e_cis_elj' where it has existed since 199_Q.__ __________ _ 
7 3. Sherman contends that without a copy of the PCS Site Agreement in hand, or in 
8 the absence of first-hand communications with the property owner, a professional land 
9 surveyor cannot know the intent of the parties. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 28.) This 
10 sweeping contention, however, denies the nature of a professional land survey's work and 
11 particularly Douglas Black's work in this case. First, Douglas Black specifically testified that 
12 his job was to monument the parties "intended lease site." (Deposition of Douglas Black, p. 
13 43.) Second, where a surveyor is tasked with monumenting a lease area based on a site map 
14 and other materials provided by the parties, as here, the surveyor must necessarily derive the 
l5 intent of the parties from the materials provided. In this case, it was Douglas Black's specific 
16 understanding that the parties "intended" for the lease area to be located on Lot 4 and a portion 
17 of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Deposition of Douglas Black, pp. 43 - 49 and 54 - 55.) 
18 4. Sherman contends that the lease area description used in the PCS Site 
19 Agreement is different than the lease area description created by Douglas Black. (Sherman's 
20 Proposed Findings, ,r 37.) While it is true Douglas Black's metes and bounds description 
21 created two months after the signing of the PCS Site Agreement, was not included in the PCS 
22 Site Agreement, Sherman's contention ignores the fact that Douglas Black's metes and bounds 
23 description was specifically derived from materials that were virtually identical to the Site 
24 Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement. Therefore, the "definition of the 
25 lease area" used in the PCS Site Agreement describes the same area as that described in the 
26 lease area description created by Douglas Black, and thus the lease area descriptions are not 
27 clearly different. Further, Douglas Black testified that Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement 
28 very closely represents what was surveyed. (Deposition of Douglas Black, Exhibit 1-1, pp. 43 -
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49, 54 - 55, and 66 - 67; Testimony of Walter Dale; Exhibit E-21.) 
2 5. Sherman contends that Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement does not accurately 
3 describe the lease site. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 40.) The record, however, provides 
4 the exact opposite which is made evident in the very next line of Douglas Black's deposition 
5 following that portion cited by Sherman. That is, Douglas Black specifically testified that 
6 ... ExhibiLA_to.the...P.CS.Site.Agrn.em~nt very closely re.12resents what was surveyed. (DeJ2.ositio11,_ ~ ·-· __ _ 
7 of Douglas Black, pp. 43 - 49, 54 - 55, and 66 - 67.) 
8 6. Sherman concludes that Sprint Spectrum did not provide the Wallace Family 
9 Trust with a copy of Douglas Black's metes and bounds description to appease the Trust and 
IO obtain a signed PCS Site Agreement. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 42.) Simply, there is 
11 no evidence in the record to support such a conclusion, and neither Sherman's nor Douglas 
12 Black's speculation amounts to evidence of such a motive. (Deposition of Douglas Black, p. 
13 70.) In fact, Mr. Black's site survey is dated August 13, 1996, two months after the PCS Site 
14 Agreement was signed .. (Exhibit E-21 blow-up.) 
15 7. Sherman concludes that the PCS Site Agreement excludes the lease site from 
16 vacated 24th Street. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 45.) The testimony of both Douglas 
17 Black and Walter Dale provides, however, that the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the 
18 PCS Site Agreement in fact depicts the lease area as including a portion of the vacated 24th 
19 Street right-of-way although not in the paved portion of the street. (Deposition of Douglas 
20 Black, pp. 43 - 49, 54 - 55, and 66 - 67; Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
21 8. Sherman contends that the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS 
22 Site Agreement depicts the lease area as being adjacent to 24th Street. (Sherman's Proposed 
23 Findings, ,r 48.) The record provides, however, that the Site Description attached as Exhibit A 
24 to the PCS Site Agreement depicts the lease area as being adjacent to the former paved portion 
25 of vacated 24th Street, but including a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
26 (Deposition of Douglas Black, pp. 43 - 49, 54 - 55, and 66 - 67; Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
27 9. Sherman continues to claim that the central purpose of the Site Description 
28 attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement is to show the utility and access easements. 
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(Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 52.) This contention, however, is not supported by the 
2 testimony or evidence in this matter and ignores the clear and complete language contained in 
3 the first paragraph of the PCS Site Agreement which also provides that "the Site will be used 
4 by SSLP for the purpose of installing, removing, replacing, maintaining and operating, at its 
5 expense, a personal communication service system facility ('PCS')" as follows: 
18 
19 (Defendant's Exhibit A-1.) 
20 10. Sherman contends that Global has been encroaching upon 24th Street for sixteen 
21 years without any compensation. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 57.) This contention 
22 ignores the fact that the PCS Site Agreement provides for a 2,500 square foot lease area, that 
23 Global and its predecessor have only utilized a 2,124 square feet area, and that at all times 
24 relevant, Lot 4 and the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way were contiguously 
25 owned by either the Wallace Family Trust or by Sherman, and thus all lease payments required 
26 under the PCS Site Agreement for a 2,500 square foot lease area have been made to a single 
27 property owner whether or not a portion of said lease payments should be apportioned to the 
28 east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Exhs. G-1 and G-2.) 
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11. Sherman concludes, without the slightest support, that Sprint Spectrum was 
2 "prevented" from purchasing a policy of title insurance on the subject property. (Sherman's 
3 Proposed Findings, ,r,r 60 - 62, 68, 70, and 74.) This curious and irrelevant conclusion is 
4 wholly unsupported by the record and it is simply incomprehensible how Sherman can jump to 
5 the conclusion that because Sprint Spectrum obtained a commitment for title insurance, but did 
6 _not _ultimatel)[_pm·chas_e_a __ p_olic_)'_o_f title insurance, that it was somehow revented from 
7 purchasing a policy or failed to purchase a policy because of a conflict in legal descriptions, an 
8 encroachment, or some nefarious motive. Id. Moreover, Sherman failed to elicit any testimony 
9 regarding why Sprint Spectrum did not purchase a policy of title insurance. (Testimony of 
IO Jonathan Arrowood.) 
11 12. Sherman alleges Global intentionally excluded reference to the vacated 24th 
12 Street right-of-way in documents meant for the Wallace Family Trust's consideration, to 
13 "deceive" the Wallace Family Trust. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 65.) Not only is there 
14 zero support for this outlandish theory, but Sherman cites to Plaintiff's Exhibit 19 as an 
15 example of a misleading document provided to the Wallace Family Trust. This document, 
16 however, contains at page 4 therein, a legal description that includes vacated 24th Street and 
17 specifically references the Record of Survey which, as we know, depicts the lease area as 
18 including the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Plaintiff's Exh. 19, p. 4; 
19 Deposition of Doug Black.) Again, Doug Black's site survey was not completed until 









13. Sherman alleges that Sprint Spectrum did not record a 2001 Amendment to the 
PCS Site Agreement or 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease, as part of a conspiracy and 
to conceal their "deception." (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r,r 71 and 76 - 79.) In support of 
this whacky theory, Sherman cites to the deposition of Dawn Krein. The cited deposition, 
however, provides no such support for Sherman's claim. Rather, Dawn Krein testified that 
while it is usually the policy of Crown Castle today to record amendments, the amendment and 
agreement at issue were executed during Global Signal's tenure, before the merger of Global 
Signal and Crown Castle, and that she was unable to say whether it was or was not their policy 
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to record amendments or agreement or why the amendment and agreement were not recorded. 
(Deposition of Dawn Krein, pp. 65 - 67.) 
14. Sherman alleges that Sprint Spectrum made Ubiquitel, Cricket and Verizon 
aware of the encroachment but simultaneously failed to notify the Wallace Family Trust of the 
encroachment. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 7 4.) First, this claim assumes facts not in the 
IecDrd_~that Sprint Spectrum was aware_that an~encroachment~existed. Second, thi~~clai11L ~- __ _ 
assumes that the commitment for title insurance revealed an inconsistency between the location 
of the lease area and the PCS Site Agreement. Again, it does not. Indeed, what motive would 
Ubiquitel, Cricket and Verizon have in entering into such a conspiracy? 
15. Sherman alleges that Global "intentionally created a fictitious legal description" 
for the Site Designation Supplement, Leasehold Deed of Trust and Affidavit of Facts Related to 
Title that included Lot 3. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r,r 83 - 90.) Sherman further makes 
the incendiary claim that the Affidavit of Facts Related to Title amounts to "perjury" in this 
14 matter. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 86.) Ignoring for a second the reference to Lot 3 
15 contained therein, which it is now well established was nothing more than a simple error and 
16 which was the subject of a Motion in Limine and is thus a settled matter in this litigation, the 
17 legal description in the Site Designation Supplement, Leasehold Deed of Trust and Affidavit of 
18 Facts Related to Title simply describe Lot 4 just as so many other documents respecting the 
19 lease area. Thus there is nothing fictitious about the legal description and there is certainly 
20 nothing unusual about the description of Lot 4. What likely happened is that someone copied 
21 the legal description from a title report. 
22 16. Sherman claims that Global intentional and deliberately used legal descriptions 
23 that did not include 24th Street. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r,r 92-95.) This claim simply 
24 ignores the fact that there is zero evidence of any bad intent. 
25 17. Sherman also claims that the original lease site was not constructed next to the 
26 curb of the formerly paved 24th Street. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r,r 132-133.) This 
27 claim however is in direct contradiction to the testimony of Randy Labeff, Douglas Black, and 
28 the clear and uncontroverted historic aerial photographs of the subject property, all of which 
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2 
3 
corroborate that the fenced lease area was constructed immediately adjacent to the formerly 
paved 24th Street and street curb. (Exhs. F-1, F-2, F-3, F-4 and F-5; Plaintiff's Exh. 3.) 
18. Sherman contends that a 12' access easement parallel to and to the west of the 
4 
5 
lease area is adequate. (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r,r 139 -141.) This contention ignores 
the location of Sherman's gate approaching from Sherman Avenue, and the testimony of 























fence and access gate configuration. (Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
19. Sherman finally makes the astonishing claim that "John Tyke [is] still employed 
by Global in the same capacity." (Sherman's Proposed Findings, ,r 158). This is simply untrue 
and no such testimony was elicited. No portion of John Tyke's deposition was made part of the 
record and there is no evidence in the record that he possessed any relevant evidence. This 
outlandish claim is indicative of Sherman's paranoia and unreasonable view of this case. 
Suffice it to say, there is no tangible support for Sherman's extraordinary claims of 
fraud, conspiracy, or bad intent on the party of Global, Crown Castle, Sprint Spectrum, 
Verizon, Cricket, Ubiquitel, or any employee, agent, affiliate, or partner. Rather, there is a 
simply and un-convoluted answer for any alleged deficiency in the lease documents: innocent 
human error back in 1996 which under described the property depicted in Exhibit A to the PCS 
Site Agreement. Simply, it was believed that the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the 
PCS Site Agreement adequately described the intended lease area. It was believed that the 
lease area was constructed where the parties intended. It was believed that Global and its 
predecessors had a right to be where their lease site had been located for 16 years: on Lot 4 and 
the east half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood; 
Testimony of Mary Jo Wallace.) 
Because Global believes it has a right to occupy the current lease area, it has proceeded, 
as provided under the lease documents, to cure the alleged default by having this Court 
determine its rights under the PCS Site Agreement. That is, to the extent that the location of 
Global's cell tower site constitutes a "default" under the Lease, Sherman may not terminate the 
Lease because any such default does not constitute a monetary default, cannot be cured within a 
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! 
30 day period, and Global has proceeded with due diligence to fully cure any such· default as 
2 permitted under the Lease. Moreover, any alleged right to terminate the lease is a moot point 
3 as Shennan is effectively precluded from tenninating the Lease under that certain Agreement 
4 Regarding Ground Lease dated May 10, 2005 since it must enter into a new lease under the 
5 same tenns as the original 1996 PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh. A-5, ~ 3(e).) 
6 
1 V. CONCLUSION 
8 Sherman would have the Court believe that sixteen years ago, Sprint Spectrum initiated 
9 a conspiracy that over the ensuing years would grow to include Capital Land Services, Welch 
10 Comer, Verizon, Cricket, Ubiquitel, Crown Castle, Global Signal and an untold number of 
11 professionals and front-line employees across the country, all with the single-minded purpose 
12 of swindling the Wallace Family Trust out of a 626 square foot sliver ofland for which it was 
13 paying continuous rent. Where an overly complex, conspiratorial and convoluted theory is 
14 posited, the Court should consider the "Rule of Ockham's Razor" which provides that "all 
15 other things being equal, a simpler explanation is better than a more complex one." Thus, both 
16 the conventional wisdom of contemporary children's author, Dr. Seuss, and the explanatory 
11 principle of 14th Century philosopher and theologian, Father William Ockham, directs us to 
18 look beyond Sherman's convoluted and unbelievable theory for a simpler answer: Exhibit B to 
19 the PCS Site Agreement is the product of a mutual mistake, and/or the location of the lease area 
20 was established by agreement or acquiescence. 
21 Because Global is not in wrongful possession of the east half of the vacated 24th Street 
22 right-of-way, Sherman may not eject Global from said right-of-way, may not terminate the 
23 lease, and is not entitled to mesne profits. Global is also entitled to an award of fees and costs 
24 in defending Sherman's claim as the prevailing party. 
25 I I II I 
26 I I I I I 
27 / / / / / 
28 /III I 
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DATEDthis_l_dayof A~ , 2012. 
WITHERSPOON•KELLEY 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions IL LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the /d-day of&~ , 2012, I caused a true 
and correct copy of GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS ll, IJlC'SGLOSING ARGUMENT 
BRIEF to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to 
the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 








Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
13 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 





17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
18 a Delaware limited liability company; 
19 Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 





Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
25 limited liability company; and THE 
26 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
27 
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Third P Defendants. 
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This matter came on for trial on June 4, 2012 through June 6, 2012 on the following 
2 causes of action and defenses: 
3 1. Whether Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC ("Sherman") may eject Defendant 
4 Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's ("Global") from the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
5 right-of-way; 
6 2. Whether the location of Defendant Global's cell tower site is sub·ect to the 
7 equitable defenses of boundary by agreement or boundary by acquiescence, laches, estoppel by 





Whether Plaintiff Sherman is entitled to Mesne Profits; 
Whether Defendant Global breached the PCS Site Agreement such that Plaintiff 
11 Sherman may terminate the Agreement; 
12 5. Whether Plaintiff Sherman's claims are subject to the equitable defenses of 
13 failure to mitigate damages, statute of limitations, unclean hands, actual and constructive 
14 notice, and that Sherman is not a bona fide purchaser. 







I. FINDINGS OF FACTS 
OWNERSIDP OF LOT 4 AND THE VACATED OF THE 24TH STREET RIGHT-
OF-WAY. 
1. On April 10, 1987, Gary A. Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace established the 
21 Wallace Family Trust. (Decision on Motion for Relief from Judgment and Decision on 
22 Summary Judgment, p. 2 (hereinafter "Decision'').) 
23 2. On February 19, 1988 the Idaho Transportation Department transferred to the 
24 Wallace Family Trust, by Warranty Deed, Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
25 Coeur d'Alene. (Defendant's Exh. C-3.) 
26 3. On October 17, 1989, the City of Coeur d'Alene vacated the 24th Street right-of-
27 way where it abuts Lots 3 and 4 in Block 22, and Lots 1 and 12 in Block 21, Glenmore 
28 Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Decision, p. 3.) 
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4. As a result of the City of Coeur d'Alene's October 17, 1989 vacation, and by 
2 operation of law, the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way attached to Lots 3 and 4, 
3 Block 22, Glenmore Addition. (Decision, p. 3.) 
4 5. As a result of the City of Coeur d'Alene's October 17, 1989 vacation, and by 
5 operation of law, the West half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way attached to Lots 1 and 




B. THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT HAS THE CORRECT DIAGRAM BUT 
MISTAKEN LEGAL DESCRIPTION. 
1. In March of 1996 Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of the Wallace 
10 Family Trust, and an agent or representative of Sprint Spectrum, met to discuss the ground 
11 lease of property owned by the Wallace Family Trust. (2011 Mary Jo Wallace (hereinafter 
12 "MJW" Deposition, p. 5 0; 2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 12 - 13.) 
13 2. Gary Wallace, who is now deceased, was primarily responsible for negotiating 
14 the terms of the PCS Site Agreement, and Mary Jo Wallace met only once with the agent or 
15 representative of Sprint Spectrum prior to consummation of the PCS Site Agreement. (2011 
16 MJW Deposition, pp. 50, 54, 56 and 57; 2012 MJW Deposition, p. 93.) 
17 3. In preliminary negotiations, Sprint Spectrum indicated it was interested in 
18 property that adjoined Sherman Avenue. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 18-19.) 
19 4. In preliminary negotiations, Sprint Spectrum and the Wallace Family Trust 
20 neither discussed the blacktop and curbed portion of vacated 24th Street, nor was the lease area 
21 constructed on the paved portion of former 24th Street. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 19 - 20 and 
22 101.) 
23 5. On June 14, 1996, Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of the Wallace 
24 Family Trust, entered into a PCS Site Agreement with Global's predecessor in interest, Sprint 
25 Spectrum. (Decision, p. 3.) 
26 6. As of June 14, 1996, Lots 1 through 12, Block 21, Glenmore Addition and the 
27 West half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, and Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore 
28 Addition and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way were all owned by the 
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Wallace Family Trust. (2012 MJW Deposition, p. 89.) 
2 7. The PCS Site Agreement provides for a 2,500 square foot ground lease of Lot 4, 
3 Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene. (Decision, p. 3; and Defendant's Exh. A-1.) 
4 8. The location of the lease area provided for in the PCS Site Agreement is legally 
5 described and graphically depicted in the "Site Description" attached as Exhibit A to the PCS 
6 Site A eement. (Defendant's Exh. A-1.) 
7 9. The Site Described attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement depicts a 
8 50' x 50' x 3 5' x 53' trapezoidal lease area located 17 feet east of the center line of vacated 24th 
9 Street, and 6 feet west of the 1-90 right-of-way fence. (Defendant's Exh. A-1; Testimony of 
1 O Walter Dale; Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 41 - 4 l.) 
11 10. The Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement depicts 
12 the lease area situated on Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
13 way. (Defendant's Exh. A-1; Testimony of Walter Dale; Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 46 and 
14 49./ 
15 11. On July 9, 1996, a Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement in the form attached as 
16 Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement was recorded in the Records of Kootenai County for the 
17 purpose of evidencing that a lease was made. (Defendant's Exh. C-5.) 
18 12. Consistent with the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
19 Agreement, the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement contains a site description of the lease 
20 area which graphically depicts the lease area as being located 17 feet east of the center line of 
21 vacated 24th Street and includes a portion of the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
22 way. (See Testimony of Walter Dale and Deposition of Douglas Black, pp. 54 - 55, and 






1 The deposition of Doug Black is admitted as Defendant's Exh. 1-1. 
2 While Global is mindful of the Court's previous Decisions on Global's respective Motions to Reconsider, the 
expert land surveyors at the trial of this matter, Douglas Black and Walter Dale, uniformly testified, without 
objection, that the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement clearly depicts the lease area 
as being 17 feet East of the center line of vacated 24th Street, and includes a portion of the East half of the vacated 
24 th Street right-of-way, adjacent to the former street curb and paved street surface, where the cell tower site 
presently sits and has existed since 1996. 
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13. Douglas Black, PLS, performed a survey of the subject property on August 13, 
2 1996 to prepare a legal description for the lease site. (Exh. D to Deposition of Doug Black and 
3 Exh. E-21 (blowup).) 
4 14. Douglas Black's survey of the lease area was based on information and a 
5 diagram virtually identical to the diagram contained in the Site Description attached as Exhibit 
__ 6 -1--1 A to the PCS Site Agreement, and the diagram attached as exhibit_A_tLLthe~emmandunLDf 1-----------
7 PCS Site Agreement. (Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 44 and 45.) 
8 15. Randy Labeff created the construction plans of the cell tower site from Douglas 
9 Black's August 13, 1996 Site Survey. (Testimony of Randy Labejf; Plaintiff's Exh. 3.) 
IO 16. The cell tower site was constructed pursuant to Randy Labeffs construction 
11 plans immediately adjacent to the east curb of 24th Street (Testimony of Randy Labejf; 
12 Plaintiff's Exh. 3.) 
13 17. A portion of the cell tower site was enclosed by a 6 foot high chain link fence in 
14 its original construction plans and as originally built. (Testimony of Randy Labeff; Plaintiff's 
15 Exh. 3.) 
16 18. On January 22, 1997, Douglas Black prepared and recorded a Record of Survey 
17 to monument the lease area described in the PCS Site Agreement. (Decision, p. 4; Defendant's 
18 Exh. C-6; Deposition of Doug Black, p. 57.) 
19 19. The Record of Survey prepared by Douglas Black depicts the lease area as being 
20 located on Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
21 (Defendant's Exh. C-6.) 
22 20. Although the cell tower site's internal configuration has changed over the years, 
23 it is located in the exact location originally depicted in the Site Description attached as Exhibit 
24 A to PCS Site Agreement, as legally described by Douglas Black in his August 13, 1996 Site 
25 Survey, and as designed by Randy Labeff. (Deposition of Douglas Black, Exh. D; Testimony of 
26 Randy Labejf; Plaintiff's Exh. 3; Defendant's Exhs. F-1, F-2, F-3, F-4 and F-5.) 
27 21. The legal description of the lease area contained in the Memorandum of PCS 
28 Site Agreement is not consistent with the Record of Survey prepared and recorded by Douglas 
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1 Black. (Compare Exh. A to Defendant's Exh. A-1 and Defendant's Exh. C-6.) 
2 22. The legal description of the lease area contained in the Memorandum of PCS 
3 Site Agreement is not consistent with the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
4 Agreement. (Defendant's Exh. A-1; Testimony of Walter Dale; Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 
5 54 - 55 and 67 - 69.) 
____ 6 _____ ~23.~~he~legaLdes_crip_tion oLthe lease area contained in the Memorandum of PCS 
7 Site Agreement is not consistent with the site description attached thereto. (Defendant's Exh. C-
8 5; Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
9 24. The legal description of the lease area contained in the Memorandum of PCS 
IO Site Agreement is not consistent with where the lease area was monumented by Douglas Black. 
11 (Defendant's Exh. A-1; Testimony of Walter Dale; Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 54 - 55 and 
12 67 - 69.) 
13 25. The legal description of the lease area contained in the Memorandum of PCS 
14 Site Agreement is not consistent with where the lease area was actually constructed. 
15 (Defendant's Exh. A-1; Testimony of Walter Dale; Testimony of Randy Labeff.) 
16 26. The legal description of the lease area contained in the Memorandum of PCS 
17 Site Agreement is not consistent with where the cell tower site has existed since 1996. 
18 (Defendant's Exh. A-1; Testimony of Walter Dale; Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 54 - 56; 
19 Testimony of Randy Labeff.) 
20 27. The legal description of the lease area contained in the Memorandum of PCS 
21 Site Agreement does not reflect the intent of the parties to the PCS Site Agreement who 
22 intended the lease to be constructed at its current location. (Deposition of Doug Black, p. 54.) 
23 28. The legal description of the lease area contained in the Memorandum of PCS 




C. BOUNDARY OF THE LEASE AREA WAS ESTABLISHED BY AGREEMENT 
OR ACQUIESCENCE. 
1. The Wallace Family Trust was not aware of the location of the boundaries of, or 
28 boundaries between, Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way at the time it 
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negotiated and executed the PCS Site Agreement. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 19- 20 and 96; 
2 2011 MJW Deposition, pp. 57, 63, 64 and 76.) 
3 2. The Wallace Family Trust was aware of what the subject property looked like 
4 before construction of the cell tower site commenced and witnessed the construction of the cell 
5 tower site and fenced lease area at the conclusion of construction in 1996. (2012 MJW 
____ 6-+, DeQosition, R . 22 - 23 27 and 102. 
7 3. Since 1996 the cell tower site has always remained in the same location. 
8 (Testimony of Randy Labeff; Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
9 4. The Wallace Family Trust assumed and believed that the cell tower site was 
IO constructed as provided in the PCS Site Agreement and as intended. (2012 MJW Deposition, p. 
11 102.) 
12 5. Confusion or uncertainty existed respecting the location of the lease area as 
13 provided under the PCS Site Agreement. (2011 MJW Deposition, p. 86, lines 23 - 25, p. 87, 
14 lines 9 - 11.) 
15 6. Because of confusion or uncertainty respecting the location of the boundaries of 
16 Lot 4 and of the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, and confusion or uncertainty 
17 respecting the location of the lease area, the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum fix the 
18 location of the lease area on Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-
19 of-way by agreement. 
20 7. The agreement of the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum to fix the 
21 location of the lease area on Lot 4, Block 22, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-
22 of-way is evidenced by the more than 14 year acquiescence of the Wallace Family Trust to 
23 Sprint Spectrum and its successor's access to, and use and improvement of said lease area at the 
24 present and historical location. 
25 8. As part of the PCS Site Agreement, in 1996 Sprint Spectrum paid the Wallace 
26 Family Trust's past and then current tax assessments on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 
27 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and H-3.) 
28 9. Global and its predecessor, Sprint Spectrum, continuously paid substantial rent 
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1 totaling $172,786.40 for the lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th 
2 Street right-of-way, to the Wallace Family Trust, from June of 1996 through June of 2010. 
3 (Testimony of Mary Jo Wallace; Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2.) 
4 10. Global and its predecessor Sprint Spectrum have continuously, smce 1996, 
5 accessed, used and improved the lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 
____ 6 __ _24~_S_tr_e_et_right--_.0f~way:. ___ _ ---------------------+-------- ---- ---
7 11. From June of 1996 through June of 2010, the Wallace Family Trust never 
8 disputed the location of the lease area or the cell tower site or asked that it be moved. (2011 
9 MJW Deposition, pp. 131-132 and 139; 2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 102 and 126.) 
10 12. From June of 1996 through June of 2010, the Wallace Family Trust 
11 continuously accepted rent for the lease area without dispute. (2011 MJW Deposition, pp. 131 -
12 132; 2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 109 and 126; Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood) 
13 13. On April 23, 2001, both Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of the 
14 Wallace Family Trust, executed an Amendment to PCS Site Agreement, wherein the Wallace 
15 Family Trust agreed to the co-location of Ubiquitel and Verizon Wireless on the subject lease 
16 area in exchange for the receipt of additional monthly rent of $300.00. (Defendant's Exh. A-2; 
17 2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 103 -105.) 
18 14. On September 19, 2001, both Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of 
19 the Wallace Family Trust, executed another Amendment to PCS Site Agreement, wherein the 
20 Wallace Family Trust agreed to the co-location of Cricket on the subject lease area in exchange 
21 for the receipt of additional monthly rent of $350.00. (Defendant's Exh. A-3; 2012 MJW 
22 Deposition, pp. 105 - 108.) 
23 15. On January 25, 2002, the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum entered 
24 into a Memorandum of Agreement. (Defendant's Exh. A-4; 2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 110 -
25 113.) 
26 16. The January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement provides at paragraph 5 that 
27 "The Parcel which is the subject of the Agreement is described in Exhibit A annexed hereto. 
28 The portion of the parcel which is effected by the Agreement, as modified, (the "Site") is 
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described or depicted in Exhibit B annexed hereto and may include certain additional 
2 easements, rights and appurtenances." (Defendant's Exh. A-4; 2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 110 -
3 113.) 
4 17. Exhibit A annexed to the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement legally 
5 describes Lot 4, which legal description is entitled to the Carney v. Heinson presumption that a 
6 reference to Lot 4 includes that ortion of the vacated 24th Street ri ht-of-wa that had attached 
-------l 
7 thereto by operation oflaw. See, Carney v. Heinson, 133 Idaho 275 (1999). (Defendant's Exh. 
8 A-4; 2012 MJW Deposition, p. 110.) 
9 18. Exhibit A annexed to the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement refers to 
10 an assessor's parcel number or tax parcel number, which tax parcel number includes Lot 4, 
11 Block 22, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and the East half of the vacated 24th street 
12 right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-4; 2012 MJW Deposition, p. 111.) 
13 19. Exhibit B annexed to the January 25, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement depicts 
14 the lease area as being located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
15 way, and changes the access easement. (Defendant's Exh, A-4; 2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 111 -
16 113.) 
17 20. On May 10, 2005, the Wallace Family Trust entered into an Agreement 
18 Regarding Ground Lease with Sprint Spectrum, therein reaffirming by Estoppel Certificate that 
19 no breach or default existed under the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh. A-5, ,i 2; 2012 
20 MJW Deposition, p. 118.) 
21 21. The May I 0, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease provides that should the 
22 landlord terminate the PCS Site Agreement for any reason, that Landlord will enter into a new 
23 lease on the same terms as the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh. A-5, ,i 3(e).) 
24 22. On November 17, 2008, the Wallace Family Trust executed a Letter Agreement 
25 whereby it accepted $100 and was prepared and willing to accept a $7,100.00 signing bonus to 
26 extend the lease term until 2041 at the present location of the cell tower site. (H-21; 2012 MJW 
27 Deposition, p. 127.) 
2s II I II 
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I D. SHERMAN ACQUIRED THE SUBJECT PROPERTY FROM THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST IN JUNE OF 2010 WHILE A SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MOTION WAS PENDING. 
2 
3 
4 1. On December 23, 2005, Kirk Evans on behalf of Sherman, entered into a 
5 Purchase and Sale Agreement with Sherman Self Storage, Inc., for the purchase of Lots 1-12, 
6 Block 21, Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene (Defendant's Exh. J-4.) 
7 2. Sherman thought it was purchasing everything but the fenced cell tower lease 
8 area. (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) 
9 3. The December 23, 2005 Purchase and Sale Agreement did not include the East 
10 half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. J-4.) 
11 4. On May 19, 2009, Sherman filed its Complaint for ejection against Global as to 
12 the East half of vacated 24th Street. (Decision, p. 5.) 
13 5. Global filed its original motion for summary judgment on January 4, 2010 
14 (Decision, p. 5.) 
15 6. While Global's Motion for Summary Judgment was pending, on April 16, 2010, 
16 the Wallace Family Trust executed and delivered to Sherman a Warranty Deed respecting the 
17 East half of vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Exh. C-16.) 
18 7. The Wallace Family Trust's April 16, 2010 Warranty Deed respecting the East 
19 half of vacated 24th Street was provided without consideration. (Testimony of Kirk Evans; 
20 Defendant's Exhs. C-16 and H-26.) 
21 8. On May 11, 2010, Sherman entered into a Purchase and Sale Agreement with 
22 the Wallace Family Trust for the purchase of Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
23 Coeur d'Alene for $300,000.00 while Global's Motion for Summary Judgment was pending. 
24 (Testimony of Kirk Evans; Decision, p. 6; Defendant's Exh. H-26.) 
25 9. On June 9, 2010, the Warranty Deed respecting Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, 
26 Glenmore Addition to Coeur d'Alene, and the Warranty Deed respecting the East half of 
27 vacated 24th Street were recorded in the records of Kootenai County. (Decision, pp. 6 and 7.) 
28 10. Sherman did not come into title to Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition to 
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Coeur d'Alene, and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way until June of 2010 
2 while Global' s Motion for Summary Judgment was pending. (Decision on Defendant's Motion 
3 in Limine.) 
4 11. Kirk Evans had 5 to 6 face-to-face conversations and 15 to 20 telephone 
5 conversation with May Jo Wallace after Sherman paid $300,000.00 for Lot 4 and acquired the 
6 East Half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way in 2010 to influence her testimony. (Testimony 
7 of Kirk Evans; 2011 MJW Deposition pp. 73- 74.) 
8 12. Sherman had actual knowledge of the lease area located on Lot 4, Block 22, and 
9 the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way when it acquired Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, 
10 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way in June of 2010. 
11 13. Sherman had actual knowledge of the terms of the PCS Site Agreement, Record 
12 of Survey, 2002 Memorandum of Agreement, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease, and 
13 2008 Letter Agreement when it acquired Lots 3 and 4, Block 22, and the East half of the 
14 vacated 24th Street right-of-way in June of 2010. 
15 14. Sherman was not a bona fide purchaser of Lot 4, Block 22 or of the East half of 
16 vacated 24th Street. 
17 15. Global has continuously paid rent on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th 
18 Street right-of-way, to Sherman, from and after June of 2010. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2; 
19 Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood; Testimony of Kirk Evans.) 
20 16. Sherman has continuously accepted Global's payment of rent on Lot 4 and the 
21 East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, from and after June of 2010. (Testimony of 
22 Kirk Evans.) 
23 17. The total square footage of the lease area that is located on the East half of the 
24 vacated 24th Street right-of-way is 616.5 square foot. (Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
25 18. 616.5 square feet is 24.66% of the total 2,500 square foot lease area provided for 
26 under the PCS Site Agreement. (Testimony of Walter Dale; Defendant's Exh. A-1.) 
27 19. The monthly rent paid to Sherman for the 2,500 square foot lease area provided 
28 under the PCS Site Agreement is as follows: $1,460.50 per month from June 2010 through May 
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2011; and $1,679.58 per month from June 2011 through January 2012. (Testimony of Jonathan 
2 Arrowood; Defendant's Exh. G-2.) 
3 
4 
20. 24.66% of $1,460.50 is $360.16, and 24.66% of $1,679.58 is $414.18. 
21. At his February 10, 2011 deposition, Kirk Evans could not explain how or by 
5 how much Sherman had been damaged by Global's alleged encroachment. (2011 Evans 
6 Deposition, p. I 0.) 
7 22. At the trial of this matter, Kirk Evans gave conclusory testimony that Sherman 
8 had been damaged in the amount of $350.00 per month in lost rent for Global's alleged 
9 encroachment, from the time Sherman acquired the subject property in June of 2010. 
10 (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) 
11 23. At the trial of this matter, Sherman failed to establish Global's profits derived 
12 from the subject property. (Testimony of Kirk Evans; Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood) 
13 24. At the trial of this matter, Kirk Evans conceded that Sherman receives more for 
14 the 616.5 square feet of area located on the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way 
15 than the $350.00 per month he claims in damages ($360.16 > $350.00 and $414.18 > $350.00). 
16 (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) 
17 25. At the trial of this matter, Kirk Evans conceded that Sherman could not build or 
18 store anything on the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way because of the easement 






26. Sherman has failed to prove damages. 
SHERMAN INTERFERED WITH GLOBAL'S EFFORTS TO OBTAIN AN 
ALTERNATIVE LEASE AREA. 
1. Kirk Evans had 5 to 6 face-to-face conversations and 15 to 20 telephone 
24 conversation with May Jo Wallace after Sherman paid $300,000.00 for Lot 4 and acquired the 
25 East Half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way in 2010 to influence her testimony. (Testimony 
26 ofKirkEvans; 2011 MJW Deposition pp. 73 - 74.) 
27 2. Matt King testified in this matter that Kirk Evans actively tried to dissuade him 
28 from entering into a lease option agreement with Global. (Testimony of Matt King.) 
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3. Kirk Evans has sought to both eject Global from the lease area and terminate the 
2 lease, and to also prevent Global from securing an alternative lease site anywhere in the vicinity 








II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
SHERMAN MAY NOT EJECT GLOBAL FROM THE EAST HALF OF THE 
VACATED 24TH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY BECAUSE THE LEASE AREA 
WAS ESTABLISHED BY AGREEMENT OR ACQUIESCENCE. 
1. An action for ejectment requires a showing by plaintiff that (1) plaintiff is vested 
10 with ownership of the subject property, (2) defendant is in wrongful possession of the subject 
11 property, and (3) refusal of defendant to surrender possession. See, Pro Indiviso, Inc. v. Mid-
12 Mile Holding Trust, 131 Idaho 741, 745 (Idaho 1998). 
13 2. The doctrine of boundary by agreement or acquiescence has two elements: (1) 
14 there must be an uncertain or disputed boundary, and (2) a subsequent agreement fixing the 
15 boundary. Flying Elk Investment, LLC v. Cornwall, 149 Idaho 9, 232 P.3d 330, 334 (Idaho 
16 2010) (citing, Luce v. Marble, 142 Idaho 264,271, 127 P.3d 167, 174 (2005). 
17 3. The doctrine rests upon uncertainty concerning the location of the true 
l8 boundary. Gameson v. Remer, 96 Idaho 789 (1975). 
19 4. Where the location of the true boundary line is unknown to both of the parties, 
20 and is uncertain or in dispute, such conterminous owners may fix the boundary by agreement. 
21 Hyde v. Lawson, 94 Idaho 886, 889 (Idaho 1972). 
22 5. Where uncertainty exists, agreement binds the consenting parties. Gameson v. 
23 Remer, 96 Idaho at 791. 
24 6. The agreement may be either express or implied by the landowners' conduct. 





Acquiescence is regarded as competent evidence of the agreement. Id. 
An agreement will be presumed to arise between neighbors where "such a right 
28 has been definitely defined by erection of a fence ... followed by such adjoining landowners 
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1 treating [the fence] as fixing the boundary for such length of time that neither ought to be 
2 allowed to deny the correctness of its location" Drether v. Powell, 120 Idaho 715, 718 (1991). 
3 9. Allowing an adjoining landowner to improve the disputed land is evidence of an 
4 agreement. Stafford v. Weaver, 136 Idaho 223,225 (2001). 
5 10. "A long period of acquiescence by one party to another party's use of the 
6 disputed property provides a factual basis from which an agreement can be inferred." Downey 
7 v. Vavold, 144 Idaho 592,595 (2007). 
8 11. There was uncertainty among the parties to the PCS Site Agreement in 1996 
9 regarding the location of the lease area. 
10 12. Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, was in 1996 uncertain as 
11 to the boundaries of Lot 4 and the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (2011 MJW Deposition, pp. 
12 63 - 65; 2012 MJW Deposition, p. 96.) 
13 13. Douglas Black did not establish the boundaries of Lot 4 or the vacated 24th 
14 Street right-of-way in 1996 and thus he and Sprint Spectrum were uncertain as to the 
15 boundaries of Lot 4 and the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 30 
16 - 31.) 
17 14. Mary Jo Wallace understood the difference between a right-of-way and paved 
18 street in 1996. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 21 - 22.) 
19 15. Mary Jo Wallace understood the paved portion of vacated 24th Street to be 
20 approximately 30 feet wide, and understood the 24th Street right-of-way to be 60 feet wide. 
21 (2012 MJW Deposition, p. 22.) 
22 16. Mary Jo Wallace observed the condition of the subject property prior to 
23 improvement of the lease area, witnessed improvement of the lease area, and saw the lease area 
24 after construction of improvements, which improvements were located 1 7 feet east of the 
25 centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and 
26 street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 21 -
27 23, 37 and 101.) 
28 17. In light of the Wallace Family Trust's understanding of the width of the paved 
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portion of the street, and the width of the right-of-way, and of the location of the lease area 17 
2 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street 
3 surface and street curb, the Wallace Family Trust understood and agreed to the location of the 
4 that lease area located on a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
5 18. The Wallace Family Trust believed the lease area was where it was intended. 
6 (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 71 and 102.) 
7 19. Douglas Black monumented the lease area where he believed the parties 
8 intended. (Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 43, 47 and 54.) 
9 20. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum fixed the boundary of the lease 
1 o area by agreement at its original and present location. 
11 21. Sprint Spectrum and its successor's, smce 1996, have had continuous and 
12 uninterrupted access to and use of, and have improved the lease area located on Lot 4 and the 
13 East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way in its exact current location. 
14 22. Sprint Spectrum and its successor's used and improved the lease area located on 
15 Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way by constructing a six foot chain 
16 link fence, which encloses a number of structures and a cell phone tower monopole of more 
17 than one hundred feet in height. (Defendant's Exhs. D-10- D-28, and F-2 - F-4.) 
18 23. In 1996, Sprint Spectrum's paid the past and then current tax assessments on Lot 
19 4 and on the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and H-3.) 
20 24. The Wallace Family Trust never, in more than fourteen years, disputed the 
21 location of the lease area on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
22 25. The Wallace Family Trust accepted $172,786.40 in rent from Sprint Spectrum 
23 and its successors for their lease of Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-
24 way. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2; Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood.) 
25 26. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by the 
26 Memorandum of Agreement dated January 25, 2002 depicting the lease area as including Lot 4 
27 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-4.) 
28 27. The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's agreement is evidenced by a 
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May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease wherein the Wallace Family Trust 
2 reaffirmed by Estoppel Certificate that no breach or default existed under the PCS Site 
3 Agreement respecting the lease site located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
4 right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-5.) 
5 28. Once a boundary line is established by agreement or acquiescence, as here, it is 
6 binding upon successors in interest who purchase with notice of the agreement. Herrmann v. 
7 Woodell, 107 Idaho 916, 921 (1985) (citing, Paurley v. Harris, 75 Idaho 112 (1954)); see also 
8 Anderson v. Rex Hayes Family Trust, 145 Idaho 741 (2008). 
9 29. One purchasing property is put on notice as to any claim of title or right of 
10 possession which a reasonable investigation would reveal." Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851 
11 (2010). 
12 30. A party has notice of the agreement if there is a fence marking the agreed upon 
13 boundary line and the property owners are using and cultivating the property up to said fence. 
14 Herrmann v. Woodell, 107 Idaho 916, 921 (1985). 
15 31. Sherman had notice of the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's 
16 agreement regarding the lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
17 right-of-way. 
18 32. Sherman 1s bound by the Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum's 
19 agreement. 
20 33. Global Signal is not in wrongful possession of the East half of the vacated 24th 
21 Street right-of-way, and thus Sherman may not ejected Global from said right-of-way until the 
22 expiration of the PCS Site Agreement and options thereunder which expires in 2021. 






B. GLOBAL SIGNAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF THE EAST 
HALF OF THE VACATED 24TH STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY BECAUSE THE 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CELL TOWER SITE CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT B 
TO THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT WAS THE PRODUCT OF A MUTUAL 
MISTAKE. 
1. A court can reform an instrument when the evidence shows that "the instrument 
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1 does not reflect the intentions of the parties and that such failure is the product of a mutual 
2 mistake." Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho 985,987 (Ct. App. 1993). 
3 2. A mutual mistake occurs when (1) both parties, (2) at the time of contracting, (3) 
4 have a misconception about a basic assumption or vital fact. Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho at 
5 988. 
6 3. The parties to the PCS Site Agreement at the time of execution were Sprint 
7 Spectrum and the Wallace Family Trust. (Defendant's Exh. A-1.) 
8 4. At the time of contracting, there was a misconception about whether the cell 
9 tower site would be located solely on Lot 4, or on Lot 4 and a portion of the East half of the 
10 vacated 24th Street right-of-way that had attached to Lot 4 by operation of law. (Defendant's 
11 Exhs. A-1, C-5 and C-6.) 
12 5. Douglas Black believed, based on a diagram virtually identical to the Site 
13 Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, and on other materials, that the 
14 parties intended for the lease area to be located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th 
15 Street right-of-way. (Deposition of Doug black, pp. 46 - 47 and 54.) 
16 6. Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, understood the 
17 difference between a right-of-way and paved street in 1996 but did not know where the 
18 boundaries of Lot 4 and the vacated 24th Street right-of-way were located. (2012 MJW 
19 Deposition, pp. 21 - 22 and 96; 2011 MJW Deposition, pp. 63 - 65.) 
20 7. Mary Jo Wallace understood the paved portion of vacated 24th Street to be 
21 approximately 30 feet wide, and understood the 24th Street right-of-way to be 60 feet wide. 
22 (2012 MJW Deposition, p. 22.) 
23 8. Mary Jo Wallace observed the condition of the subject property pnor to 
24 improvement of the lease area, witnessed improvement of the lease area, and saw the lease area 
25 after construction of improvements, which improvements were located 1 7 feet east of the 
26 centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and 
27 street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 22-
28 23 and 37.) 
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9. In light of the Wallace Family Trust's understanding of the width of the paved 
2 portion of the street, and the width of the right-of-way, and of the location of the lease area 17 
3 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street 
4 surface and street curb, the Wallace Family Trust understood that the lease area was located on 
5 a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
6 10. Mary Jo Wallace believed that the lease area was constructed where it was 
7 intended to be. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 71 and 102.) 
8 11. Platted rights of way in relevant parts of Coeur d'Alene are 60 feet wide while 
9 the paved streets are 34 feet curb to curb, 17 feet on either side of the center line. (Deposition of 
10 Doug Black, pp. 46 and 47.) 
11 12. The cell tower site, as depicted in the Site Description attached as Exhibit A to 
12 the PCS Site Agreement, is 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the 
13 vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street 
14 right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. A-1; Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
15 13. The cell tower site was constructed 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th 
16 Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and partly on the 
17 vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. C-6; Testimony of Randy Labeff.) 
18 14. The cell tower site was not constructed on any portion of previously paved 24th 
19 Street. (Deposition of Doug Black, p. 55; 2012 MJW Deposition, p. 101; Testimony of Randy 
20 Labeff.) 
21 15. The cell tower site as monumented by surveyor Douglas Black and described in 
22 his Record of Survey is located 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to 
23 the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street 
24 right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. C-6; Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 57 - 60.) 
25 16. The Site Description attached as Exhibit A to the PCS Site Agreement, the 
26 Record of Survey, and the actual location of the cell tower site are in conflict only with the 
27 legal description of the cell tower site contained in the Memorandum of PCS Site Agreement 
28 attached as Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1, C-5, C-6; Deposition 
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1 of Doug Black, pp. 54-55.) 
2 17. Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement inconsistently describes the cell tower site 
3 as being located adjacent to and outside of the 24th Street right-of-way, not adjacent to the 
4 paved portion of 24th Street and within the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exh. 
5 C-5.) 
6 18. Exhibit B's own attached Exhibit A (Exhibit A to Memorandum of Site 
7 Agreement), however, internally contradicts Exhibit B by depicting the cell tower site as being 
8 located 17 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, just like Exhibit A to the PCS Site 
9 Agreement, and the Record of Survey. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1, C-5 and C-6.) 
10 19. Global's cell tower site, as configured in its original and current trapezoidal 
11 form, could not fit entirely on Lot 4 as described in Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement 
12 without utilizing a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Deposition of Doug Black, 
13 p. 69; Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
14 20. It is a basic assumption and vital fact of the PCS Site Agreement that the lease 
15 area includes Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
16 21. The precise location of the cell tower site was important in obtaining FAA 
17 approval for the cell tower (Deposition of Doug Black, p. 56; Testimony of Randy Labejf.) 
18 22. The lease area legal description contained in Exhibit B to the PCS Site 
19 Agreement was the product of a mutual mistake. (Deposition of Doug Black, pp. 67 - 68.) 
20 23. Because Exhibit B to the PCS Site Agreement does not reflect the intentions of 
21 the parties to the PCS Site Agreement, Global Signal is not in wrongful possession of the East 
22 half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman may not ejected Global from said right-of-
23 way until June 14, 2021, and the Court will reform the legal description in the PCS Site 





C. PLAINTIFF IS NOT A BONA FIDE PURCHASER OF LOT 4 AND THE EAST 
HALF OF VACATED 24TH STREET AND THUS TOOK SAID PROPERTY 
SUBJECT TO ALL ADVERSE INTERESTS OF DEFENDANT. 
1. A party acquiring property without exchanging valuable consideration, or 
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1 acquiring property with actual or constructive notice of any outstanding adverse right of 
2 another, is not a bona fide purchaser, and takes said property subject to all outstanding adverse 
3 rights. See, Sun Valley Land and Minerals, Inc., v. Burt, 123 Idaho 862, 866 (Idaho App. 
4 1993). 
5 2. Where no consideration is exchanged, the acquiring party takes the property 
6 subject to all adverse interests whether recorded or secret. See, Boller v. Sun Valley Shamrock 
1 Resources, Inc., 119 Idaho 1060, 1063 (Idaho App. 1990); Haugh v. Smelick, 126 Idaho 481, 
8 483 (Idaho 1993). 
9 3. Sherman acquired the East half of vacated 24th Street in June of 2010 by 
10 warranty deed from the Wallace Family Trust. (Decision, pp. 9 and 23; Defendant's Exh. C-
11 16.) 
12 4. Sherman paid no consideration for the East half of vacated 24th Street. 
13 (Defendant~Exh.H-26.) 
14 5. Sherman acquired the East half of vacated 24th Street with actual knowledge of 
15 Global's interest in the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
16 6. Sherman acquired Lot 4, Block 22 in June of 2010 by warranty deed from the 
17 Wallace Family Trust. (Defendant's Exh. C-17.) 
18 7. Sherman acquired Lot 4, Block 22 with actual knowledge of Global's interest in 
19 the Lot 4. (Defendant's Exh. H-26, p. 2.) 
20 8. Sherman is not a bona fide purchaser of Lot 4 or of the East half of vacated 24th 
21 Street. 
22 9. Sherman took Lot 4 and the East half of vacated 24th Street subject to Global's 
23 right to access, use, and improve the lease area located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 





D. QUASI-ESTOPPEL PRECLUDES SHERMAN FROM EJECTING GLOBAL 
FROM THE SUBJECT PROPERTY. 
1. "Quasi-estoppel prevents a party from asserting to another party's disadvantage a 
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right that is inconsistent with a previous position." Grover v. Wadsworth, 147 Idaho 60, 205 
2 P.3d 1196, 1200 (2009). 
3 2. "The doctrine applies where it would be unconscionable to allow a person to 
4 maintain a position inconsistent with one in which he acquiesced or of which he accepted a 
s benefit." Garner v. Bartschi, 139 Idaho 430, 427, 80 P.3d 1031 (Idaho 2003) (citing, Eastern 
6 Idaho Agricultural Credit Ass'n v. Neibaur, 133 Idaho 402, 410, 987 P .2d 314, 322 (1999)). 
7 3. Quasi-estoppel does not require proof of concealment or misrepresentation of 
8 existing facts on the one side, nor ignorance or reliance on the other. Schiewe v. Farwell, 125 
9 Idaho 46, 49, 867 P.2d 920, 923 (1995); Keesee v. Fetzek, 111 Idaho 360, 362, 723 P.2d 904, 
10 906 (Ct.App.1986). 
11 4. Quasi-estoppel if applicable to the Wallace Family Trust also binds is successor 
12 to the subject property and the PCS Site Agreement. See, Birdwood Subdivision Homeowners' 
13 Ass'n, Inc. v. Bulotti Constr., Inc., 175 P.3d 179, 185 (Idaho 2007) (it is assumed that quasi-
14 estoppel if applicable to predecessor, binds successor). 
15 5. Sherman is the Wallace Family Trust's successor and assignee respecting the 
16 PCS Site Agreement, Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
17 (Defendant's Exhs. C-16, C-17 and H-26, p. 2.) 
18 6. The Wallace Family Trust, for more than fourteen years, accepted the benefit of 
19 Global and its predecessor's continuous payment of rent respecting Lot 4 and the East half of 
20 the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2.) 
21 7. The Wallace Family Trust, for more than fourteen years, acquiesced to Global 
22 and its predecessor's continuous access to, and use and improvement of the lease area located 
23 on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
24 8. Sherman's action to eject Global from the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
25 right-of-way is inconsistent with the fourteen year position of its predecessor, the Wallace 
26 Family Trust, which inconsistent position produces a disadvantage to Global. 
27 9. It would be unconscionable to allow Sherman to maintain such an inconsistent 
28 position from the one under which it and its predecessor the Wallace Family Trust accepted a 
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benefit, gained an advantage, and produces a disadvantage to Global. 
2 10. Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from the East half of the vacated 24th 





E. SHERMAN IS ESTOPPED BY LACHES FROM EJECTING GLOBAL 
SIGNAL FROM THE EAST HALF OF THE VACATED 24TH STREET 
RIGHT-OF-WAY. 
1. The elements estoppel by laches are: (1) defendant's invasion of plaintiffs 
8 rights; (2) delay in asserting plaintiffs rights, the plaintiff having had notice and an opportunity 
9 to institute a suit; (3) lack of knowledge by the defendant that plaintiff would assert his rights; 
10 and ( 4) injury or prejudice to the defendant in the event relief is accorded to plaintiff or the suit 
11 is not held to be barred. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 Idaho 352, 48 P.3d 1241, 1248 
12 (Idaho 2002). 
13 2. The doctrine of !aches may be applied equally against a principal or its 
14 successor. See, Wertheimer v. Cirker's Hayes Storage Warehouse, Inc., 300 A.S.2d 117 
15 (N.Y.Sup.Ct. 1 Dept. 2002) (laches barred recovery of personal property by successor, where 
16 prior owner failed to exercise due diligence in seeking recovery); Sanchez v. Trustees of the 
17 University of Pennsylvania, 2005 WL 94847 (S.D.N.Y. 2004) (laches successfully applied by 
18 museum against plaintiff, whose predecessor failed to exercise diligence in recovering stolen 
19 property). 
20 3. Sherman is the Wallace Family Trust's successor and assignee respecting the 
21 PCS Site Agreement, Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
22 (Defendant's Exhs. C-16, C-17 and H-26, p. 2.) 
23 4. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, had actual knowledge since 
24 1996 that Global's cell tower site was located in its current fenced location, partially on the East 
25 half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
26 5. Mary Jo Wallace understood the difference between a right-of-way and paved 
27 street in 1996. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 21 - 22.) 
28 6. Mary Jo Wallace understood the paved portion of vacated 24th Street to be 
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approximately 30 feet wide, and understood the 24th Street right-of-way to be 60 feet wide. 
(2012 MJW Deposition, p. 22.) 
7. Mary Jo Wallace observed the condition of the subject property pnor to 
improvement of the lease area, witnessed improvement of the lease area, and saw the lease area 
after construction of improvements, which improvements were located 17 feet east of the 
centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street surface and 
street curb, and partly on the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 22 -
23 and 37.) 
8. In light of the Wallace Family Trust's understanding of the width of the paved 
10 portion of the street, and the width of the right-of-way, and of the location of the lease area 17 
11 feet east of the centerline of vacated 24th Street, adjacent to the vacated 24th Street paved street 
12 surface and street curb, the Wallace Family Trust understood that the lease area was located on 
13 a portion of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
14 9. The Wallace Family Trust believed the lease area was built where it was 
15 intended. (2012 MJW Deposition, pp. 71 and 102.) 
16 10. In 1996, as part of the PCS Site Agreement Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace 
17 Family Trust, permitted Sprint Spectrum to pay past and then current tax assessments on both 
18 Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and H-3.) 
19 11. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, entered into four amendments 
20 to the PCS Site Agreement respecting the cell tower site as currently location on Lot 4 and on 
21 the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exhs. A-2, A-3, A-4 and A-5.) 
22 13. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, executed an Agreement 
23 Regarding Ground Lease on May 10, 2005 wherein the Wallace Family Trust reaffirmed by 
24 Estoppel Certificate that no breach or default existed under the PCS Site Agreement respecting 
25 the lease site located on Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
26 (Defendant's Exh. A-5.) 
27 13. Sherman's predecessor, the Wallace Family Trust, accepted $172,786.40 in rent 
28 since 1996 from Sprint Spectrum and its successor Global, for the use of Lot 4 and the East half 
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of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2.) 
2 14. Not until after the Wallace Family Trust transferred the East half of vacated 24th 
3 Street in April of 2010, and sold Lot 4 in May of 2010, all recorded in June of 2010, and not 
4 until March of 2011 when Global received the Wallace Family Trust's Revocation of 
5 Assignment to Sherman, did Global receive any indication that the Wallace Family Trust would 
6 attempt to assert any alleged right adverse to Global's. (Plaintiff's Exhs. 46 and 47.) 
7 15. The injury or prejudice to Global if relief is accorded to Sherman would be 
8 substantially due to the cost and time of relocating the lease area. 
9 16. Because Sherman's predecessor the Wallace Family Trust failed to bring a claim 
IO for ejectment or trespass at any time in the 14 years that the Wallace Family Trust owned the 
11 East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is estopped by laches from ejecting 




F. GLOBAL SIGNAL IS NOT LIABLE TO SHERMAN FOR MESNE PROFITS 
BECAUSE SHERMAN HAS FAILED TO ESTABLISH GLOBAL'S PROFITS. 
1. Mesne Profits are intermediate profits, and reflect the value of the use or 
16 occupation of land during a term in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. 
17 Ropp, 98 Idaho 61, 62 (Idaho 1977). 
18 2. Sherman has failed to establish Global's profits, if any, respecting the Lot 4 or 
19 the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
20 3. Because Sherman has failed to establish any profits of Global for its use or 
21 occupation of Lot 4 or the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is not 




G. SHERMAN CANNOT RECOVER MESNE PROFITS BECAUSE IT HAS 
FAILED TO PROVE DAMAGES. 
1. The PCS Site Agreement entitles Global to access, use, and improve a 2,500 
26 square foot lease area, described in the PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh. A-1.) 
27 2. Since 1996, Global and its predecessor have accessed, used and improved only 
28 2,124 square feet of the 2,500 square feet permitted under the PCS Site Agreement. 
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3. Since 1996, Sprint Spectrum and its successor Global have continuously paid all 
2 rent due under the PCS Site Agreement for their access, use, and improve of a 2,500 square feet 
3 lease area. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2.) 
4 4. From June of 1996 to June of 2010, the Wallace Family Trust accepted all rent 
5 paid by Sprint Spectrum and Global for their access, use, and improvement of a 2,500 square 
6 feet lease area. (Defendant's Exhs. G-1 and G-2.) 
7 5. From June of 2010 to the present, Sherman has accepted all rent paid by Global 
8 for its access, use, and improvement of a 2,500 square feet lease area totaling $29,502.14. 
9 (Defendant's Exh. G-2.) 
10 6. Because Sherman has accepted all rent due under the PCS Site Agreement since 





H. GLOBAL SIGNAL IS NOT LIABLE TO SHERMAN FOR MESNE PROFITS 
BECAUSE GLOBAL SIGNAL IS NOT IN WRONGFUL POSSESSION OF 
THE EAST HALF OF THE VACATED 24m STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY. 
1. Global is in possession of Lot 4 and a portion of the East half of the vacated 24th 
16 Street right-of-way. 
17 2. Global's right to access, use and improve Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 
18 24th Street right-of-way is provided under the PCS Site Agreement, and was further established 
19 by agreement or acquiescence. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and A-5, p. 2.) 
20 3. Any representation in the PCS Site Agreement that Global is not entitled to 
21 access, use and improve both Lot 4 and the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way was 
22 the product of a mutual mistake. (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and A-5, p. 2.) 
23 4. Global Signal is not is wrongful possession of Lot 4 or the East half of the 
24 vacated 24th Street right-of-way. 
25 5. Because Global is not is wrongful possession of Lot 4 or the East half of the 
26 vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is not entitled to Mesne Profits. 
27 / / / / / 
28 / / / / / 
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I. QUASI-ESTOPPEL AND ESTOPPEL BY LACKES PRECLUDES SHERMAN 
FROM CLAIMING MESNE PROFITS. 
1. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on a claimed encroachment by 
Global and its predecessor Sprint Spectrum. 
2. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace 
6 Family Trust, and Sprint Spectrum on June 14, 1996. (Defendant's Exh. A-1.) 
7 3. As argued above, quasi-estoppel prevents a party from asserting to another 
8 party's disadvantage a right that is inconsistent with a previous position, and if applicable to the 
9 Wallace Family Trust also binds is successor to the subject property and the PCS Site 
1 O Agreement. 
11 4. Laches by Estoppel applies where (1) a plaintiff shows that the defendant is 
12 invading plaintiffs rights, (2) the defendant shows a delay by plaintiff in asserting its rights, 
13 having had notice and opportunity to institute a suit, (3) lack of knowledge by the defendant 
14 that plaintiff would assert its rights, and (4) injury or prejudice to the defendant in the event 
15 relief is accorded to plaintiff. 
16 5. The doctrine of Laches may be applied equally against a principal or its 
17 successor. 
18 6. Sherman is the Wallace Family Trust's successor to the subject property and the 
19 PCS Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exhs. C-16, C-17 and H-26, p. 2.) 
20 7. Sherman is estopped from ejecting Global from the East half of the vacated 24th 
21 Street right-of-way and collecting Mesne Profits. 
22 8. Similarly, because Sherman's predecessor the Wallace Family Trust failed to 
23 bring a claim for Mesne Profits at any time in the 14 years that the Wallace Family Trust 
24 owned the East half of the vacated 24th Street right-of-way, Sherman is estopped from claiming 
25 Mesne Profits. 
26 //Ill 
21 II I I I 
28 / // / / 
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THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON AN ACTION BASED ON A 
WRITTEN AGREEMENT PREVENTS SHERMAN FROM CLAIMING 
MESNE PROFITS. 
1. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based a claimed breach of the PCS Site 
5 Agreement by Global. 
6 2. The applicable statute of limitations for an "action upon any contract, obligation 
7 or liability founded upon an instrument in writing" is five years. (1 C. § 5-216.) 
8 3. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace 
9 Family Trust on June 14, 1996. (Defendant's Exh. A-1.) 
10 4. Sherman is the Wallace Family Trust's successor and assign under the PCS Site 
11 Agreement. 
12 5. Construction of Global's cell tower on the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
13 right-of-way was completed prior to January of 1997. (Defendant's Exh. C-6.) 
14 6. More than five years have lapsed since Global's alleged breach of the PCS Site 
15 Agreement. 
16 7. Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is barred by the statute of limitations. 
11 K. 
18 
THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS ON AN ACTION FOR TRESPASS 





Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is based on Global's alleged trespass. 
The applicable statute of limitations for "an action for trespass upon real 
21 property" is three years. (LC.§ 5-218.) 
22 3. The PCS Site Agreement was executed by Sherman's predecessor the Wallace 
23 Family Trust on June 14, 1996. (Defendant's Exh. A-1.) 
24 4. The Wallace Family Trust transferred, without consideration and with notice, 
25 the property subject to the alleged trespass in June of 2010, and thus Sherman is the Wallace 
26 Family Trust's successor and assign respecting the property. 
27 5. Construction of Global's cell tower on the East half of the vacated 24th Street 
28 right-of-way was completed prior to January of 1997. (Defendant's Exh. C-6.) 
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More than three years have lapsed since Global's alleged trespass. 
Sherman's claim for Mesne Profits is barred by the statute of limitations. 
SHERMAN MAY NOT TERMINATE THE LEASE BECAUSE THE 
LOCATION OF GLOBAL SIGNAL'S CELL TOWER DOES NOT 
CONSTITUTE A MONET ARY DEFAULT UNDER THE LEASE. 
1. Under the PCS Site Agreement, only a monetary default or a default that can be 
7 cured within 30 days, and is not cured, enables Sherman to terminate the PCS Site Agreement. 
8 (Defendant's Exhs. A-1 and A-5.) 
9 2. To the extent the location of Global's cell tower constitutes a default under the 
1 o PCS Site Agreement, it is not a monetary default. 
11 3. To the extent the location of Global's cell tower constitutes a default under the 
12 PCS Site Agreement, it is not a default that can be cured within 30 days. 
13 4. To the extent the location of Global's cell tower constitutes a default under the 
14 PCS Site Agreement, Global has proceeded with due diligence to cure any such default through 
15 its defense of this action. 
16 5. To the extent the location of Global's cell tower constitutes a default under the 
17 PCS Site Agreement, Sherman may not effectively terminate the PCS Site Agreement pursuant 
18 to the terms of that certain Agreement Regarding Ground Lease dated May 10, 2005 which 
19 requires Sherman to enter into a new and identical lease in the event of termination of the PCS 
20 Site Agreement. (Defendant's Exh. A-5.) 
21 6. Because the location of Global's cell tower is not a default under the PCS Site 
22 Agreement, Sherman cannot terminate the PCS Site Agreement. 
23 /Ill/ 
24 //Ill 
25 II II I 
26 Ill// 
21 I I I I I 
28 II I I I 
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DATED this _I _ day of A11~ , 2012. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys for Defendant, 
Global Signal Acquisitions IL LLC 
By: fth< 
Joel P. Hazel 
Jason S. Wing 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
12 I, the undersigned, certify that on the _M day of /)_It./~, 2012, I caused a true 
13 and correct copy of DEFENDANT GLOBAL SIGNA~TION'S PROPOSED 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW to be forwarded, with all required 















Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 







Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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ERIK .P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
"C:I ...... , ..... 
---- r -· -·· ·- ----- ----
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs, 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 














GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, ,.,. ) 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability ) 
company, ) 
) 
DefendanVfhird Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) ) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALU\CE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 
Third Party Defendant 






Case No. CV-03-7890 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
PLAINTIFF'S REPLY BRIEF 
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COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, by and through its attorney of 
record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby submits the following Reply Brief in this 
matter. 
A. The Defendant's Allegations Regarding the Parties' Intent is Without 
Foundation or Supporting Evidence. 
The intent of the parties is a central theme of Global's defenses. The only 
parties to the PCS Site Agreement are The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint 
Spectrum. The only evidence of intent of The Wallace Family Trust came from 
the PCS Site Agreement itself and subsequent statements by Mary Jo Wallace 
admitted into evidence by way of depositions. (Plaintiff's Exhibits Nos. 49, 50, 
and 51), Mary Jo Wallace consistently said only one thing regarding her intent: 
the cell tower was supposed to be on Lot 4. 
Global has failed to prove Sprint Spectrum's intent in 1996 with clear and 
convincing evidence. To accurately prove Sprint Spectrum's intent. Global 
needed the testimony of Steve Kingwell, who was the Sprint Spectrum 
~ 
representative who negotiated and signed the PCS Site Agreement on behalf of 
Sprint. Without his testimony, any evidence of Sprint Spectrum's intent is 
speculative. As a result, Global repeatedly relied upon evidence of intent derived 
by implication from subsequent documentation or just the simple fact that it has 
been there. Not surprisingly, Global did not produce Steve Kingwell as a 
witness. 
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B. . The Defendant's Allegation that the Parties each Participated in a Mutual 
Mistake is Without Foundation or Supporting Evidence. 
In order for a court to resort to the reformation of an instrument there must 
be proof of the necessary circumstances. Houser v. Austin, 2 Idaho 204 (1886); 
Bilbao v. Krettinger, 91 Idaho 69 (1966). 
'As a general rule, where parties to a transaction have an 
identical intention as to the terms to be embodied in a 
proposed agreement or in the extent of property to be 
conveyed by a deed or other instrument, and the writing 
executed by them is materially at variance with such 
intention, a court of equity will, upon appropriate application, 
reform the writing so that it will truly express the intention of 
the parties, provided innocent third parties will not be 
adversely affected thereby,' 
Bilbao v. Krettinger, 91 Idaho 69, 73 (1966). 
In utilizing the remedy, the court is not making a new contract, but rather 
enforcing the agreement the parties would have made but for the mistake. Exum 
v. Portneuf-Marsh Valley Irr. Co., 38 Idaho 155 (1923). Therefore, a court is 
,.. 
acting properly in reforming an instrument only when it appears from the 
evidence that the instrument does not reflect the intentions of the parties and that 
such failure is the product of a mutual mistake on the part of all parties to the 
instrument. Collins v. Parkinson, 96 Idaho 294, 296 (1974). 
Global has the burden to prove mutual mistake, and the standard of 
evidence necessary to prove a mutual mistake is by clear and satisfactory 
evidence, and a mere preponderance of evidence will not suffice. Metropolitan 
Lffe Ins. Co. v. McClelland, 57 Idaho 139, 63 (1936); Collins v. Parkinson, 96 
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Idaho 294,296 (1974). Global must also prove by clear and convincing evidence 
that the mistake was common to both parties. O'Connor v. Harg9r Const., Inc., 
145 Idaho 904, 911 (2008). 
Generally, a court of equity may not reform a contract only because of a 
mistake of law. I~ the case of Brinton v. Johnson, 41 Idaho 583 (1925), it was 
determined that the language in the contract was the precise language the 
parties intended to use. However, one of the parties was mistaken as to its legal 
effect. The Court held that such a mistake was not sufficient grounds for 
reformation. Id. In Bilbao v. Krettinger, 91 Idaho 69 (1966), the Court stated that 
equity will not ordinarily reform the contract merely because one or both of the 
parties were mistaken as to its legal consequence. Id. at 73. Only when a 
mistake of the parties or the draftsman causes a failure to express the actual 
intent of the parties should a court of equity reform the writing so as to effectuate 
the intention of the parties. Id. 
In addition to reformation, re'Scission is also a proper remedy if 
a mutual mistake is material or fundamental to the contract. Mun- v. Selag 
Corp., 113 Idaho 773, 777 (Ct.App.1987). Mutual mistake may permit a party to 
rescind or modify a contract only when the mistake is so substantial and 
fundamental as to defeat the object of that party. O'Connor v. Harger Const., 
Inc., 145 Idaho 904, 911 (2008). Rescission is an equitable remedy which brings 
the parties to their pre-contract status quo. Mu" v. Selag Corp., 113 Idaho 773, 
777 (Ct.App.1987); Barnard & Son, Inc. v. Akins, 109 Idaho 466 (1985). 
Pl AINTll='I=''~ ~FPI V 1:11~11::i=. ~ 
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Rescission abrogates the contract and restores parties to their original position, 
as if the contract had never occurred, Primary Health Network, Inc. v, State, 
Dep'tof Admin., 137 Idaho 663,668 (2002). 
So, should this Court determine that Global has met its burden of proof on 
each element_ of mutual mistake, it can still rescind the contract between Global 
and Sherman Storage. 
C. The 2005 Agreement does not Require Sherman Storage to Enter Into a 
New Lease with Global. 
Defendant alleges the May 10, 2005 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease 
allows Global to breach the PCS Site Agreement with impunity and then demand 
a new contract. (Defendant's Exhibit A-5). For argument's sake, if the 
Agreement of 200S did represent such an idea It would be void as unenforceable 
and unconscionable. However, paragraph 3(e) only concerns Sprint Spectrum's 
"lender" (who is unknown) or Sprint Spectrum's "subtenant" (who is an unnamed 
"affiliate of Global Signal"). (Defendant's Exhibit A-5). Neither the lender nor 
affiliate are named in the Agreement and are not named in this litigation. The ~-
Court does not have jurisdiction over such unknown entities and cannot reform 
the PCS Site Agreement to include such parties. In addition, the paragraph in 
question purports to obligate landlord to enter into a new agreement only when 
breached by Sprint Spectrum, and also requires Sprint to cure its default. Global 
has failed to cure it breach throughout this litigatlon. 
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D. The Defendant Cannot Prove Boundary by Agreement. 
In the case at hand, the boundaries of the platted lots were never in 
dispute. If there were disputed portions of the PCS Site Agreement in this 
litigation, the dispute could only be between Sprint Spectrum and The Wallace 
Family Trust. Any evidence of the intent of a land surveyor or engineer is 
irrelevant under the facts of this case. (Defendant's Proposed Findings, p. 14 
and 15). There is no evidence of the parties' intent that show a mutual mistake 
by Sprint and The Wallace Family Trust. On the contrary, there was voluminous 
evidence that neither party made a mistake. The Wallace Family Trust clearly 
understood the lease to cover only Lot 4, and Sprint never referenced anything 
beyond Lot 4 in any dealings with either the public or direct communication with 
The Wallace Family Trust. This is contrasted with all the internal documents of 
Sprint and Global that show their knowledge that the improvements were located 
outside of Lot 4. 
DATED this / s;; of August, 2012. 
~~~ 
ERIKP. SMIT~ 
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I hereby certify that on the 1-S- day of August, 2012, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ 1 mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
~faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
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Erik P. . Smith, . ATTORNEY AT LAW, for Plaintiff I Counter Defendant 
Sherman Storage, LLC. 
Joel P. Hazel and Jason S. Wing, WITHERSPOON KELLEY, for 
Defendant I Counterclaimant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC. 
I. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE 
Sherman Storage, LLC, ("Sherman") commenced this action against Global 
Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, ("Global") in Case No. CV-09-3915 on May 19, 2009. This 
case was consolidated with Case No. CV-03-7690 on February 9, 2010. Throughout 
the pleadings Sherman has alleged that a cell phone tower located on Sherman's 
property as per a lease ("Cell Tower Site") encroached upon another portion of 
Sherman's property. Sherman seeks ejectment and mesne profits. This Court issued 
its "Decision on Motion for Relief from Judgment and Decision on Summary Judgment" 
("Decision") on October 4, 2010, and concluded that the Cell Tower Site encroached on 
a portion of Sherman's property known as the eastern half of what was formerly 24th 
Street. This Court then issued its "Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Global Signal 
Acquisitions II, LLC's Motion to Reconsider Decision on Summary Judgment" on May 3, 
2012 ("D~ci~ion 0.11. B~~QDSideratiqnJ't 
This Court heard from the parties on June 4, 2012, during a three day court trial. 
This Court then requested post-trial briefing from the parties before taking the matter 
under advisement. This Court, after carefully reviewing the record, evidence presented, 
and arguments of the parties, and otherwise being fully advised, renders the following 
decision: 
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II. FINDINGS OF FACT 
This Court hereby adopts its findings of fact as set forth in the October 4, 2010, 
Decision and the May 3, 2012, Decision on Reconsideration. This Court additionally 
finds as follows: 
1. A portion of the Cell Tower Site was enclosed by a six (6) foot high chain link 
fence. (Testimony of Randy Labeff; Plaintiff's Ex. 3). The location of the Cell Tower 
Site has not changed since originally built, though fencing and access has changed, 
resulting in a 40' x 40' enclosure. (Plaintiff's Exs. 3, 11, 49, and 50.) 
2. On April 23, 2001, both Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of the 
Wallace Family Trust, executed an "Amendment to PCS Site Agreement," wherein the 
Wallace Family Trust agreed to the co-location of Ubiquitel and Verizon Wireless on the 
subject lease area in exchange for the receipt of additional monthly rent of $300.00. 
(Defendant's Ex. A-2; Plaintiff's Ex. 12). 
3. On September 19, 2001, both Gary Wallace and Mary Jo Wallace, on behalf of 
the Wallace Family Trust, executed another Amendment to PCS Site Agreement, 
wherein the Wallace Family Trust agreed to the co-location of Cricket on the subject 
lease- area in exchange .for- the-. receipt of additional monthly rent of $350.00. 
(Defendant's Ex. A-3; Plaintiff's Ex. 16.) 
4. On January 25, 2002, the Wallace Family Trust executed a "Memorandum 
Agreement" ("2002 Memorandum Agreement") with SSLP, which identifies the Cell 
Tower Site as being located on a tax parcel number that applies to both Lot 4, Block 22 
and the eastern half of the formerly 24th Street. (Defendant's Ex. A-4; Plaintiff's Ex. 5) 
The exhibits to the 2002 Memorandum Agreement show the Cell Tower Site located on 
the eastern portion of the formerly 24th Street. The 2002 Memorandum Agreement also 
incorporates the PCS Site Agreement. (Id.) 
5. On May 10, 2005, the Wallace Family Trust entered into an "Agreement 
Regarding Ground Lease with Sprint Spectrum" ("Estopple Agreement"), therein 
affirming by "Estoppel Certificate" that no breach or default existed under the PCS Site 
Agreement. (Defendant's Ex. A-5; Plaintiff's Ex. 20). 
6. On November 17, 2008, the Wallace Family Trust executed a Letter Agreement 
whereby it accepted $100 and was prepared and willing to accept a $7,100.00 signing 
bonus to extend the lease term until 2041 at the present location of the cell tower site. 
(H-21; 2012 MJW Deposition, p. 127.) 
7. In 2008, Sherman paid for a survey of Lot 4 and the Cell Tower Site, and 
informed Global of the encroachment. (Testimony of Kirk Evans; Plaintiff's Exs. 29 and 
39.) Global ordered a report of title insurance in response. (Plaintiff's Ex. 30a and 28). 
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Plaintiff the!J _r,eql!.E3~t_E3,d _9Jitle ir)l:>~r~r,c~. commitment specifically delineating the eastern 
half of the formerly 24th Street as the first parcel and Lots 3 and 4 as a second parcel. 
(Plaintiff's Ex.29.) 1 
8. Since the inception of the agreement, Global and its predecessor in interest 
SSLP have paid to the Wallace Family Trust, Sherman, and Sherman's predecessors in 
interest, rent for use of the Cell Tower Site. Since the inception of the agreement, the 
Wallace Family Trust, Sherman, as well as Sherman's predecessors in interest have 
accepted rental payments from SSLP and Global. The amount paid totals $172,786.40 
for the period of June 1996 through June 2010 (Defendant's Ex.s G-1 and G-2). 
9. Since June 10, 2010, when Sherman obtained fee simple title to Lot 4, the 
eastern half of formerly 24th Street, and the Cell Tower Site, Sherman accepted Global's 
rental payments. (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) 
10. The total square footage of the lease area that is located on the eastern half of 
the formerly 24th Street-is 616:5 square feet. (Testimony of Walter Dale.) 
11. 616.5 square feet is 24.66% of the total 2,500 square foot lease area provided for 
under the PCS Site Agreement. (Testimony of Walter Dale; Defendant's Ex. A-1.) 
12. The monthly rent paid to Sherman for the 2,500 square foot lease area provided 
under the PCS Site Agreement is as follows: $1,460.50 per month from June 2010 
through May 2011; and $1,679.58 per month from June 2011 through January 2012. 
(Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood; Defendant's Ex. G-2.) 
13. 24.66% of $1,460.50 is $360.16, and 24.66% of $1,679.58 is $414.18. 
14. Sherman claimed that Sherman had been damaged in the amount of $350.00 
per month in lost rent for Global's alleged encroachment, from the time Sherman 
acquired the subject property in June of 2010. (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) 
~ -.. 
15. Global's profits derived from the subject property are not established or 
supported by evidence. (Testimony of Kirk Evans; Testimony of Jonathan Arrowood.) 
16. Sherman receives more for the 616.5 square feet portion of the Cell Tower Site 
encroaching on eastern half of the formerly 24th Street, than the $350.00 per month 
claimed in damages because he receives $360.16 and $414.18. (Testimony of Kirk 
Evans.) 
17. The evidence at trial did not establish that Sherman could build or store anything 
on the eastern half of the formerly 24th Street right-of-way because of the easement 
over and across said right-of-way. (Testimony of Kirk Evans.) 
1 This Court refers to its former findings of fact and conclusions of law regarding the transfer of title to Lot 
4, the Cell Tower Site, and the eastern half of formerly 24th Street, from the Wallace Family Trust, 
Sherman, and Sherman's predecessor in interest Sherman Storage, Inc. 
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111. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
This Court hereby adopts its previous conclusions of law set forth in October 4, 
2010, Decision and the May 3, 2012, Decision on Reconsideration. Specifically, this 
Court concluded that the Cell Tower Site as it currently exists encroaches on 
Sherman's property as per the terms of the 1996 PCS Site Agreement. However, the 
parties engc1ged in. ci se.ri~s of a_ctions c3nd agreements in regards to the boundaries of 
the Cell Tower Site since 1996. 
This Court hereby additionally concludes as follows: 
A. Global Did Not Materially Breach the PCS Site Agreement; Global has Not 
Proven Mutual Mistake Occurred; The Boundaries of the Cell Tower Site 
Were Established by Agreement 
The parties seek relief as per two legal theories: 1) material breach and 2) 
boundary by agreement. Global raises the defense of mutual mistake. This Court shall 
address both legal theories and Global's defense. 
1. The Current Location of the Cell Tower Site is Not a Material Breach of the 
PCS Agreement, or Any Subsequent Agreement Between the Parties. 
Sherman argues that by placing the Cell Tower Site in its current location in 
1996, SSLP and Global materially breached the PCS Site Agreement and continued to 
materially breach the PCS Site Agreement by expanding the Cell Tower Site. A 
"substantial or material breach" of a lease is "one that touches the fundamental purpose 
of the contract and defeats the object of the parties in entering into the contract." 
Enterprise, Inc. v. Nampa City, 96 Idaho 734, 740, 536 P.2d 729, 735 (1975). "Whether 
a breach of c_ontract_ is rr,aterial is a factual question." See Enterprise, Inc., 96 Idaho at 
740, 536 P.2d at 735. The remedy for a material breach is rescission, but: 
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[r]escission is not warranted where the breach is incidental and 
subordinate to the main purpose of the contract. Huggins, supra. There is 
no material breach of contract where substantial performance has been 
rendered. See J. CALAMARI & J. PERILLO, THE LAW OF CONTRACTS 
§ 11-22 (2d ed. 1977). "Substantial performance is performance which 
despite d-eviafion - or omission provides the important and essential 
benefits of the contract to the promisee." Gilbert v. City of Caldwell, 112 
Idaho 386,394,732 P.2d 355,363 (Ct.App.1987). 
Mountain Rest. Corp. v. ParkCenter Mall Associates, 122 Idaho 261, 265, 833 P .2d 
119, 123 (Ct. App. 1992) 
In this case, Global's predecessor in interest SSLP and the Wallace Family Trust 
entered into a contract that provided for a specific area for the Cell Tower Site. 
However, as previously found by this Court, the current Cell Tower Site was built on a 
location that differed from the area described in the PCS Site Agreement. Thus, 
Global's predecessor in interest SSLP breached the PCS Site Agreement by 
encroaching on the eastern half of the formerly 24th Street. 
However, this breach does not amount to a material breach. While the 
fundamental purpose of the contract was to provide for a specific cell tower location, the 
Cell Tower Site as-built does not defeat the fundamental purpose of the PCS Site 
Agreement, because, as shown by the actions of the parties since 1996, substantial 
performance of the PCS Site Agreement has been rendered by both parties. The 
Wallace Family Trust collected the rent offered by SSLP and Global, and ultimately 
extended the term of the PCS Site Agreement and allowed for expansion of the Cell 
Tower Site to an area of 40' x 40' over a period of fourteen years. Global, on the other 
hand, continued to use the Cell Tower Site and met its financial obligations to the 
Wallace Family Trust. Sherman has also accepted rental payments from Global in the 
same manner since June 2010 and Global has met its obligations under the PCS Site 
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Agreement to Sherman, while Global has benefited from continued use of the Cell 
Tower Site. 
Given the events since 1996, this Court cannot say that, despite the 
encroachment, either party has not received the "important and essential benefits of the 
cQntract." Gilbert, 1_12 Idaho at 394, 732 P.2d at 363. No material breach has occurred. 
Because there is no material breach, then, Sherman is not entitled to rescission of the 
PCS Site Agreement. 
Regarding.the. breach. that occurred when the Cell Tower Site was built on a 
location different than that set forth in the 1996 PCS Site Agreement, the parties' 
agreements in January 25, 2002, May 10, 2005, and November 17, 2008, appear to 
remedy the breach by providing for the Cell Tower Site to be located in its current 
location. As found above, when Sherman took title to Lot 4, the eastern half of the 
formerly 24th Street, and the Cell Tower Site, Sherman knew of the agreements and the 
location of the Cell Tower Site. Sherman took title to the property subject to the PCS 
Site Agreement and the subsequent agreements anyway, and began accepting rental 
payments. Thus, Sherman knew of the breach and the remedial measures taken by 
SSLP and Global since 1996. Sherman cannot now claim that the immaterial breach 
was not remedied at the time it took title to the property. This Court, then, finds in favor 
of Global and concludes that no material breach occurred, and rescission is not 
available as a remedy to Sherman. 
2. Global has Not Shown a Mutual Mistake Between the Wallace Family Trust 
and SSLP in Regards to the Cell Tower Site 
A court can reform an instrument when the evidence shows that "the instrument 
does not reflect the intentions of the parties and that such failure is the product of a 
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mutual mistake." Moore v. Mullan, 123 Idaho 985, 987 (Ct. App. 1993). A mutual 
mistake occurs when (1) both parties, (2) at the time of contracting, (3) have a 
misconception about a basic assumption or vital fact. Moore, 123 Idaho at 988. Global 
has not met its burden of showing that there was a mutual mistake of fact as to whether 
the CelLTo_wer Slle_wQulc:1_ incluci_e the eastern half of the formerly 24th Stn~et b~cause, 
as this Court previously concluded, the PCS Site Agreement signed by both parties 
clearly anticipated that the Cell Tower Site would be located adjacent to the area in 
dispute. What is clear is that SSLP did not follow the terms of the PCS Site Agreement 
and located the Cell Tower Site on the eastern half of the formerly 24th Street. As 
described above, this is an immaterial breach of the PCS Site Agreement that is not a 
mistake made by the parties to the PCS Site Agreement. 
3. The Parties Established the Boundaries of the Cell Tower Site by 
Agreement otAf::(IUies(?ence. 
Global asserts that the doctrine of "boundary by agreement" applies to this case. 
The Idaho Supreme Court recently set forth the standards for the doctrine of "boundary 
by agreement" in the case of Flying Elk Investment, LLC v. Cornwall: 
Boundary by agreement or acquiescence has two elements: (1) there 
must be an uncertain or disputed boundary and (2) a subsequent 
agreement fixing the boundary." Luce v. Marble, 142 Idaho 264, 271, 127 
P.3d 167, 174 (2005). Ignorance of the true boundary creates the 
uncertainty necessary to satisfy the first element. Morrissey v. Haley, 124 
Idaho 870, 873, 865 P.2d 961, 964 (1993). The agreement may be either 
express or implied by the landowners' conduct. Teton Peaks Investment 
Co. v. Ohme, 146 Idaho 394, 397, 195 P.3d 1207, 1210 (2008). 
Because the party holding title to property is presumed to be the legal 
owner, someone claiming ownership of that property must prove his or her 
claim by "clear, satisfactory, and convincing evidence." Anderson v. Rex 
Hayes Family Trust, 145 Idaho 741, 744, 185 P.3d 253, 256 (2008). 
"Though our cases often use the phrase 'boundary by acquiescence' 
interchangeably with 'boundary by agreement,' . . . the latter phrase more 
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accurately describes the doctrine." Wells v. Williamson, 118 Idaho 37, 40, 
794 P.2d 626, 629 (1990). Where the boundary is uncertain or disputed, 
coterminous owners "may orally agree upon a boundary line" and such an 
agreement can become binding on successors if the parties to the oral 
agreement take possession under it. Downing v. Boehringer, 82 Idaho 52, 
56, 349 P.2d 306, 308 (1960). Since there must be an agreement, 
acquiescence "is merely regarded as competent evidence of the 
agreement," and alone is not enough to establish a boundary by 
~ c:1gceeme~nt. Griffel v. Reynolds, 1~6 Idaho 397, 400, 34 P.3d 1080, 1083 
(2001) (citing Paurley v. Harris, 75 ~Idaho 112, 117, 268 P.2d 351, 353 ~ 
(1954)). Allowing an adjoining landowner to improve the disputed land is 
evidence of an agreement. Stafford v. Weaver, 136 Idaho 223, 225, 31 
P.3d 245, 247 (2001). 
In evaluating the existence of an implied agreement, courts are guided by 
two related presumptions: 
First, when_ a.fence line has been erected, and then coterminous 
landowners have treated that fence line as fixing the boundary 
between their properties for such a length of time that neither ought 
to be allowed to deny the correctness of its location the Jaw 
presumes an agreement fixing that fence line as the boundary .... 
Second, coupled with the Jong existence and recognition of a fence 
as a boundary, the want of any evidence as to the manner or 
circumstances of its original location, the law presumes that it was 
originally located as a boundary by agreement because of 
uncertainty or dispute as to the true line. 
Luce. 142 Idaho at 271-72, 127 P.3d at 174-75 (citations and quotations 
omitted). These presumptions can be rebutted by contrary evidence. See 
Griffin v. Anderson, 144 Idaho 376, 378-79, 162 P.3d 755, 757-58 (2007) 
(finding that direct contradictory evidence disproved a boundary by 
agreement). 
149 Idaho 9, 13-14, 232 P.3d 330, 334-35 (2010). 
The doctrine of boundary by agreement, however, has only been applied to 
matters regarding adjacent land owners, not in regards to the interpretation of a long 
term cell tower lease and a land owner. However, this Court finds that expansion of the 
doctrine of boundary by agreement may be appropriate in this limited case because the 
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dispute regards a fenced real estate boundary that has stood, and will stand, for a 
significant period of time. 
Because Sherman is the legal owner, Global, as the party claiming a right to use 
the Cell Tower Site as it now exists, has the burden to show a boundary by agreement 
_ _ by_ c_l_ear c1_ncl_co_nvinclng evidence. Global has met its burden. The i=>_gs Site AgEeement 
did not, by its terms, contemplate allowing the Cell Tower Site to be constructed on the 
eastern half of the.formerly 24th Street,- but the Wallace Family Trust and SSLP built the 
Cell Tower Site on that location. The boundaries and location of the Cell Tower Site are 
now disputed by Sherman. The first element required to show a boundary by 
agreement has been met. 
The second element has also been proven by clear and convincing evidence. 
Between 1996 and June 2010, the Wallace Family Trust and Global continually agreed 
and reaffirmed that the Cell Tower Site was in the location that the parties anticipated 
that it would be located. As found above, the parties put these agreements and 
affirmations in writing and continued to behave as if the Cell Tower Site was in the 
correct location. Moreover, the Wallace Family Trust accepted rental payments from 
Global and allowed the fence constructed around the Cell Tower Site to expand from 
35' x 35' to 40' x 40'. Thus, the actions of the parties and written amendments to the 
PCS Site Agreement subsequently fixed the boundary of the Cell Tower Site. 
The agreement establishing the boundary of the Cell Tower Site is binding on 
Sherman. Once a boundary line is established by agreement or acquiescence, as here, 
it is binding upon successors in interest who purchase with notice of the agreement. 
Herrmann v. Woodell, 107 Idaho 916, 921 (1985) (citing, Paurley v. Harris, 75 Idaho 
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112 (1954)); see also Anderson v. Rex Hayes Family Trust, 145 Idaho 741 (2008). 
One purchasing property is put on notice as to any claim of title or right of possession 
which a reasonable investigation would reveal." Weitz v. Green, 148 Idaho 851 (2010). 
-- ' ~ 
A party has notice of the agreement if there is a fence marking the agreed upon 
bo_uo_dacy line_ and_ the property owners are 1..1sing and cultivating the property up to said 
fence. Woodell, 107 Idaho at 921. Because Sherman knew of not only the location of 
the Cell Tower Site on June 2010, but of the prior written agreements between the 
Wallace Family Trust and SSLP or Global, as well as the fence surrounding the Cell 
Tower Site, Sherman was a purchaser who had notice of the boundary by agreement. 
Again, given the unique facts of this case, this Court hereby concludes that 
Global has shown that a boundary by agreement exists and the current location of the 
Cell Tower Site need not be disturbed. Because the Cell Tower Site is properly within 
its boundaries as established, Sherman is not entitled to the remedy of ejectment. 
8. Latches 
Even if there is a material breach or the boundary of the Cell Tower Site was not 
set by agreement, Global correctly argues that Sherman is estopped from ejecting 
Global from the Cell Tower Site because of latches. As set forth by the Idaho Supreme 
Court in Sword v. Sweet, "the defense of laches is a creation of equity and is a specie of 
equitable estoppel." Huppert v. Wolford, 91 Idaho 249, 420 P.2d 11 (1966). The 
decision to apply laches is committed to the sound discretion of the trial court. 140 
Idaho 242, 249, 92 P.3d 492, 499 (2004). 
The doctrine of latches certainly may be applied by a successor in interest 
against either a principle or a successor in interest, if the successor in interest took title 
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to the property with knowledge of the claim. See Alma Water Co. v. Darrington, 95 
Idaho 16,501 P.2d 700 (1972) (considering whether one successor water right holder's 
claims against another successor water right holder is barred by the doctrine of !aches). 
As found and concluded above, Sherman took title to the Cell Tower Site, Lot 4, and the 
e_as1ero llillf_ofthe formerly 24th Street on June 2010, with knowledge of the PCS Site 
Agreement, the current location of the Cell Tower Site, and the agreements between the 
Wallace Family Trust and Global or SSLP. 
The elements of estoppel by !aches are: (1) defendant's invasion of plaintiff's 
rights; (2) delay in asserting plaintiff's rights, the plaintiff having had notice and an 
opportunity to institute a suit; (3) lack of knowledge by the defendant that plaintiff would 
assert his rights; and (4) injury or prejudice to the defendant in the event relief is 
accorded to plaintiff or the suit is not held to be barred. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, 
Inc., 137 Idaho 352, 48 P.3d 1241, 1248 (2002). 
As concluded above, Global invaded the rights of the Wallace Family Trust by 
encroaching on the eastern half of the formerly 24th Street. However, the Wallace 
Family Trust never asserted its rights to the encroached area, even after Mary Jo 
Wallace was placed on notice when she viewed the Cell Tower Site as-built, and after 
signing additional agreements setting the boundary of the Cell Tower Site. Certainly, 
given that the Wallace Family Trust accepted rental payments from Global and 
continued to extend the term of the PCS Site Agreement, as well as agree to the Cell 
Tower Site's expansion, Global did not know that the Wallace Family would assert any 
right to the eastern half of the formerly 24th Street. Lastly, Global would be substantially 
prejudiced by an ejectment. Global would incur a great expense in relocating the Cell 
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Tower Site to another location, as well as face potential losses of not only profits, but 
payments due under contracts with companies who use or lease the cell tower. 
Thus, because the Wallace Family Trust failed to bring a claim between 1996 
and 2010, Sherman is estopped by laches from ejecting Global from the Cell Tower Site 
_ oLany pact th_ereof. 
C. Sherman is Not Entitled to Damages 
Even if Sherman successfully proved its claims, which it did not, Sherman did not 
prove that it is entitled to damages. First, as found above, Sherman claimed that it had 
been damaged in the amount of $350 per month. However, the total square footage of 
the lease area that is located on the eastern half of the formerly 24th Street is 616.5 
square feet, which is 24.66% of the total 2,500 square foot lease area provided for 
under the PCS Site Agreement. The monthly rent paid to Sherman for the 2,500 square 
foot lease area provided under the PCS Site Agreement is as follows: $1,460.50 per 
month from June 2010 through May 2011; and $1,679.58 per month from June 2011 
through January 2012. 24.66% of $1,460.50 is $360.16, and 24.66% of $1,679.58 is 
$414.18. This means that Sherman receives more for the 616.5 square feet portion of 
the Cell Tower Site encroaching on eastern half of the formerly 24th Street, than the 
$350. 00 per month claimed in damages because Sherman receives $360.16 and 
$414.18. As a result, Sherman has not been damaged. 
Sherman's claim for mesne profits must also be denied. Mesne profits are 
intermediate profits, and reflect the value of the use or occupation of land during a term 
in which it was held by one in wrongful possession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 Idaho 61, 62 
(1977). As found and concluded above, however, Global was not in wrongful 
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possession of the property. Even so Sherman did not establish Global's profits derived 
from the subject property. 
A. CONCLUSION 
This Court, then, finds for the Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions, Ill. The 
Defendant shall prepare and submit a judgment to this Court that complies with the 
provisions of Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54(a) . 
.,.,.. 
DATED this /9 day of September, 2012. 
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District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
13 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
14 limited liability company, 
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17 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
18 a Delaware limited liability company, 
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20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
21 
22 
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COMES NOW, the Defendant, Third-Party Complainant, GLOBAL SIGNAL 
2 ACQUISITIONS, II, LLC, by and through its attorneys ofrecord, Joel P. Hazel of Witherspoon 
3 • Kelley ("GLOBAL"), and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54, LC. § 12-121 and the PCS Site Agreement 
4 and amendments thereto, respectfully moves this Court for an Order awarding attorney's fees 
5 and costs to GLOBAL. 
6 This Motion is supported by the Affidavit and Memorandum of Costs and Attorney's 
7 Fees filed in this action on October 5, 2012, and further supported by GLOBAL'S 
8 Memorandum in Support of an Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs. 
9 GLOBAL is entitled to an award of attorney's fees on the basis it is the prevailing party 
1 o in this action. 
11 GLOBAL gives notice of its intention to produce testimony, evidence, and oral 
12 argument at the hearing upon this Motion. 
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Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
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SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
26 Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
27 
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GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC ("GLOBAL") is entitled to an award of 
attorney's fees and costs against SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC ("SHERMAN") because there 
are both contractual and statutory bases for an award. 
I. GLOBAL SIGNAL Is THE PREVAILING p ARTY AND Is ENTITLED To ATTORNEY'S FEES 
AND COSTS. 
As this Court knows, to determine whether there is a prevailing party, the Court should 
first look to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l) which incorporates I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(B) which provides: 
Prevailing Party. In determining which party to an action is a 
prevailing party and entitled to costs, the trial court shall in its 
sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of the 
action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. 
12 From the inception of this case, SHERMAN has sought to eject GLOBAL'S cell phone 
13 tower site from the east half of vacated 24th Street. Indeed, after the Amended Complaint was 
14 filed, SHERMAN sought to terminate the PCS Site Agreement and eject GLOBAL from the 
15 east half of the street and Lot 4. GLOBAL has succeeded in obtaining a judgment which 
16 allows it to remain at the present location of the cell tower site on both the east half of the 
17 vacated street and Lot 4 until 2021. SHERMAN also sought mesne profits but the Court ruled 
18 that SHERMAN failed to carry its burden of proof and such relief was improper. 
19 GLOBAL has always asserted that it was not in breach or substantial breach of the PCS 
20 Site Agreement and the amendments thereto. As such, since the Court has ruled that GLOBAL 
21 is entitled to stay on the current lease site through 2021, GLOBAL is the prevailing party in this 
22 action for purposes of costs and attorney's fees. 
23 The definition of a prevailing party in I.R.C.P. 54(b)(l)(B) applies to a determination of 
24 attorney's fees under a contract as well as a statute. Bernum v. Bray, 104 Idaho 550, 554 - 555 
25 (Ct.App. 1983). In this case, SHERMAN failed on each and every cause of action asserted in 
26 its original and amended Complaints. On the other hand, GLOBAL prevailed on three out of 
27 four of its affirmative defenses and will be allowed to remain at the present site until the 
28 expiration of all options in the PCS Site Agreement because GLOBAL prevailed in the lawsuit 
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despite SHERMAN'S persistent and unreasonable efforts to eject GLOBAL from the site. The 
PCS Site Agreement also provides for an award of attorney's fees to GLOBAL in this case. 
The Court should consider the resultant judgment or judgments obtained. This Court 
should exercise its discretion and determine that GLOBAL is the prevailing party for all 
purposes in this case and is entitled to an award of costs and attorney's fees under both 
statutory grounds and contractual grounds. 
II. GLOBAL Is ENTITLED To ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS UNDER I.C. § 12-121 FOR 
THE ENTIRE CASE. 
Idaho Code§ 12-121 provides in pertinent part: 
In any civil action, the judge may award reasonable attorney's 
fees to the prevailing party or parties, provided that this section 
shall not alter, repeal or amend any statute which otherwise 
provides for an award of attorney's fees. 
Idaho Courts have held that LC. § 12-121, read together with I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l), limits 
attorney's fees to those situations in which the Court finds that the action was "brought, 
pursued or defended frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation." Ortiz v. Reamy, 115 
Idaho 1099, 1101, 772 P.2d 737, 739 (Ct. App. 1989). 
In this case, the frivolity and unreasonableness of SHERMAN'S positions throughout 
this litigation is exemplified in its proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law dated 
July 3, 2012. SHERMAN'S foolish and impudent rant, peppered with conspiracy theories, 
could not be a clearer example of a litigant pursuing litigation in an unreasonable fashion. 
SHERMAN engaged in a conspiratorial and bizarre argument with no reality referent in its 
proposed findings. Asking the Court to find a conspiracy between multiple parties dating back 
to 1996 is facially unreasonable and frivolous. 
In addition, SHERMAN'S decision to purchase Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th 
Street for $300,000.00 for the sole purpose of thwarting GLOBAL'S defense and summary 
26 judgment to the original Complaint is also unreasonable and an example of dilatory litigation 
27 tactics. 
28 SHERMAN further engaged in the following acts during litigation which were 
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SHERMAN actively sought to interfere with GLOBAL'S ability to contract 
with another landowner for an alternative cell tower site (trial testimony of Matt 
King); 
SHERMAN sought to depose GLOBAL'S counsel and counsel's staff during 
the case; 
SHERMAN initiated the lawsuit against GLOBAL having neither bargained for, 
nor paid consideration for, the east half of 24th Street; 
SHERMAN paid $300,000.00 in 2010 for Lot 4 in order to thwart GLOBAL'S 
ultimately successful claim that SHERMAN lacked clear title to the east half of 
24th Street' 
' 
SHERMAN'S Managing member, Kirk Evans, had five to six face-to-face 
13 meetings and 15 to 20 phone preparation sessions with Mary Jo Wallace after he 
14 paid $300,000.00 in order to influence her testimony. 
15 The Court should find that GLOBAL is entitled to an award of attorney's fees under 
16 LC.§ 12-121. 
17 
18 
A. In the alternative, SHERMAN pursued this matter unreasonably after its 
surveyor admitted it did not have title to the property. 
19 In the alternative, assuming SHERMAN might have initiated the original Complaint in 
20 a reasonable fashion, it pursued the case unreasonably shortly after the case commenced. Early 
21 in this case, SHERMAN took the deposition of SHERMAN'S surveying expert, Scott Rasor, 
22 on December 8, 2009. 1 Mr. Rasor admitted that SHERMAN did not have clear title to the east 
23 half of vacated 24th Street because the original quiet title action against Mary Jo Wallace, an 
24 individual, was brought against the wrong party. From that point forward, GLOBAL contends 
25 that the action was pursued frivolously, unreasonably or without foundation. 
26 Courts have found that even though an action might be proper at its commencement, 
27 
28 1 Relevant portions of the deposition transcript of Scott Rasor are attached to the Affidavit of Jason Wing 
supporting Defendant's first Motion for Summary Judgment filed with this Court on January 4, 2010. 
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facts might thereafter develop which indicate that it was thereafter "pursued" frivolously, 
unreasonably or without foundation. See Vortize v. Reamy, 115 Idaho 1099, 1101 Ct. App. 
1989. 
While GLOBAL steadfastly maintains that SHERMAN'S actions throughout the entire 
course of this litigation have been frivolous, unreasonable and without foundation, an 
alternative ground for the court to exercise its discretion is to find that the matter was pursued 
unreasonably after the deposition of Scott Rasor on December 8, 2009. 
Indeed, Kirk Evans has always admitted that he did not believe he was buying any part 
of the cell tower site surrounded by a chain link fence at the time he purchased the old Cove 
Bowl property west of vacated 24th Street. Trial testimony of Evans, Evans' deposition, p. 79, 
ll. 1 -15, p. 80, l. 1. 
The Court should grant GLOBAL all of its attorney's fees under LC.§ 12-121 against 
SHERMAN. 
III. GLOBAL Is ENTITLED To AN AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS AFTER 
SHERMAN PURCHASED LOT 4 UNDER THE TERMS OF THE PCS SITE AGREEMENT 
AND AMENDMENTS AND I.C. § 12-120(3). 
A. GLOBAL is entitled to attorney's fees under the PCS Site Agreement. 
18 Admittedly, GLOBAL and SHERMAN had no contractual privity from the filing of the 
19 Complaint on May 19, 2009 to June 10, 2010, the date that this Court has found that 
20 SHERMAN came into fee simple title to Lot 4 and the east half of 24th Street. (See Decision 
21 Re Court Trial, p. 4, 19.) Ironically and fittingly, SHERMAN'S act of paying $300,000.00 for 
22 Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street, gives GLOBAL its clearest argument for an award 
23 of attorney's fees. 
24 Immediately upon consummating the purchase of Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th 
25 Street, SHERMAN asserted rights under the PCS Site Agreement and its amendments. 
26 Immediately after coming into title to Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street, SHERMAN 
27 asserted its right as the landlord to GLOBAL under the PCS Site Agreement, thereby admitting 
28 it was the successor-in-interest to the Wallace Family Trust as to all the provisions of the PCS 
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Site Agreement and its amendments thereto. See e.g. Plaintiff's Exhibit 37, moving the access 
easement to the site. 
SHERMAN filed its Amended Complaint on October 15, 2010. SHERMAN asserted in 
its Amended Complaint that it was the landlord and admits it became a party to the PCS Site 
Agreement. See Amended Complaint, p. 6, 1 26. As such, there is no dispute that SHERMAN 
is a successor party to the PCS Site Agreement. Exhibit A-1. Indeed, this Court in its Decision 
Re Court Trial on page 12 found that SHERMAN took title to the cell tower site, Lot 4 and the 
east half of vacated 24th Street on June 10, 2010 with knowledge of the PCS Site Agreement, 
the current location of the cell tower and the agreements between the Wallace Family Trust and 
GLOBAL or SSLP. 
The 1996 PCS Site Agreement, Defendant's Exhibit A-1, contains the following clause 
related to attorney's fees at paragraph 15(±): 
The prevailing party in any action or proceeding in court or 
mutually agreed upon arbitration proceeding to enforce the terms 
of this Agreement is entitled to receive its reasonable attorney's 
fees and other reasonable enforcement costs and expenses from 
the non-prevailing party. 
17 All the fully executed amendments to the PCS Site Agreement (Exhibits A-2, A-3, A-4 
18 and A-5) all incorporate by reference the attorney's fees clause set forth in the original PCS 
19 Site Agreement. 
20 Since SHERMAN purchased Lot 4 and the east half of vacated 24th Street, it became a 
21 party to the PCS Site Agreement and is bound by the attorney's fees clause. As argued above, 
22 GLOBAL is the prevailing party in this case. 
23 It is well established under Idaho law that attorney's fees can be awarded by the trial 
24 court when provided for by contract. Thomas v. Arkoosh Produce, Inc., 137 Idaho 352, 361, 48 
25 P3d 1241, 1250 (2002); lR.C.P. 54(e)(l). Indeed, once SHERMAN came into title of the 
26 property in question in June of 2010, it amended its Complaint to allege a breach of contract 
27 under the terms of the 1996 PCS Site Agreement and sought attorney's fees against GLOBAL 
28 thereunder. GLOBAL has successfully defended this action and the Court has found that 
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GLOBAL has substantially performed the relevant terms of the contract. At a minimum, 
SHERMAN should be required to pay all of GLOBAL'S attorney's fees under the contractual 
provision contained in the 1996 PCS Site Agreement (trial exhibit A-1) from June 10, 2010 
through the entry of the order of attorney's fees. This amount totals $283,539.50. 
B. GLOBAL is entitled to attorney's fees under I.C. § 12-120(3) because the 
gravamen of the dispute was a commercial transaction after June 10, 2010. 
7 SHERMAN admittedly became GLOBAL'S landlord under the PCS Site Agreement 
8 and all its amendments on June 10, 2010. 
9 LC. § 12-120(3) provides another basis for an award of attorney's fees to GLOBAL 
10 since the gravamen of the transaction involved the alleged breach of a commercial cell tower 
11 lease. SHERMAN admits as much in its Amended Complaint, alleging breach of the PCS Site 
12 Agreement and its own prayer for an award of attorney's fees if it had prevailed. (See 
13 SHERMAN'S Amended Complaintfiled October 15, 2010.) 
14 The Idaho Supreme Court has held that "[w]here a party alleges the existence of a 
15 contractual relationship of a type embraced by LC. § 12-120(3) ... that claim triggers the 
16 application of [LC. § 12-120(3)] and a prevailing party may recover fees even though no 
17 liability under a contract was established." Farmers Nat'l Bank v. Shirey, 126 Idaho 63, 73, 
18 878 P.2d 762, 772 (1994). 
19 Here, LC. § 12-120(3) provides GLOBAL with yet another alternative basis for an 
20 award of attorney's fees and costs from June 10, 2010 since a commercial transaction was the 
21 gravamen of the litigation from that point forward. 
22 
IV. GLOBAL IS ENTITLED TO COSTS UNDER I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D) SINCE THEY 
23 WERE NECESSARILY AND EXCEPTIONAL COST REASONABLY 
INCURRED. 
24 
25 A. Costs as a matter of right. 
26 As the prevailing party as argued above, GLOBAL is entitled to costs as a matter of 
27 right including: (1) court filing fees, (2) actual fees for service of any pleading or document in 
28 the action whether served by public officer or other person, (3) reasonable costs of the 
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preparation of models, maps, pictures, photographs and other exhibits admitted into evidence as 
exhibits in the hearing or trial of the action but not to exceed a sum of $500.00 for all such 
exhibits of each party, ( 4) reasonable expert fees for an expert who testifies at a deposition or 
at a trial of an action not to exceed the sum of $2,000.00 for each expert witness for all 
appearances; (5) charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in preparation of 
tri<.tl of 3!1 action, whetli_er or not re<l._d into evidence in the trial or action ( charges of one copy 
7 for any deposition). 















Court filing fee: ........................................................... $72.00 
Service of process fees .............................................. $597 .10 
Blow up trial exhibits ................................................ $500.00 
Expert fees: 
a. Walter Dale .................................................. 2,000.00 
b. Randy LaBeff. ............................................. .2,000.00 
Court reporting and deposition transcripts .............. .4,677.70 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT: ................. $9,846.80 
Discretionary costs. 
18 GLOBAL also seeks an award of discretionary costs, specifically for the amounts 
19 incurred by GLOBAL'S experts in excess of the $2,000.00 limit set forth in I.R.C.P. 
20 54(d)(l)(C)(8). Given the complicated nature of this case, it was imperative to hire and call at 
21 trial both Randy LaBeff, P.E. and surveyor, Walter Dale. The Court should award 100% of 
22 their expert fees as necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred and in the interest of 
23 justice assessed against the adverse party. GLOBAL should also be awarded Westlaw charges 
24 in this case. 
25 Discretionary costs sought in this matter total: $12,657.33. 
26 / / / / / 
27 / / / / / 
28 / / / / / 
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GLOBAL is the prevailing party in this matter and is entitled to an award of attorney's 
fees under Idaho Code § 12-121, under the contract between the parties, and under LC. § 12-
120(3). GLOBAL is also entitled to an award of costs under I.R.C.P. 54(d)(l)(D) and under 
the contract entered into between the parties. 
_ _Jn ~dditio!]-, CJLOBAL should receive an award of all of its attorney's fees and costs 
against the WALLACE FAMILY TRUST on its indemnity cause of action. 
DATED this _f_ day of October, 2012. 
WITHERSPOON•KELLEY 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the ff'""-- day of October, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC'S MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to be forwarded, with all 
required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 




Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
~bt2fkur ar aAnthony 
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Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
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The Spokesman Review Building 
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Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Kootenai ) 
Joel P. Hazel, being first duly sworn, on oath, deposes and says: 
1. That he is a member of the firm of WITHERSPOON KELLEY attorneys for 
the Defendant/Third-Party Plaintiff, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC 
-- (''v:tOBA.T::;")-:-'fharhe-makes-this affidavit-on-the-basis-ef-his-personal-kn0wleclge-;--- - - -- -
2. That your affiant is well informed as to the attorney's fees and costs incurred 
in this action and states and represents that the fees and costs below set forth were in fact 
incurred in this action. 
3. This Affidavit is made in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). 
4. That the attorney's fees were calculated on the basis of my hourly rate of 
$225.00 to $255.00 per hour, Edward J. Anson's hourly rate of $240.00 to $265.00 per hour, 
and Jason S. Wing's hourly rate of$150.00 to $170.00 per hour. 
5. That the time and labor required for this action is summarized below and 
further itemized as set forth in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein, and is 
typical for a case of this nature and duration. 
6. The skill required to perform the legal service is above average. I am lead 
counsel on this case and a principal with Witherspoon Kelley. I have been licensed to 
practice law in the State of Idaho since 1994. I practice primarily in the areas of real 
property, civil litigation and insurance defense litigation. Edward J. Anson is a principal with 
Witherspoon Kelley, has been licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho since 1977, and 
practices primarily in the areas of banking, real property, commercial, and litigation. Jason S. 
Wing is an associate with Witherspoon Kelley, has been licensed to practice law in the state 
of Idaho since 2008, and practices primarily in the areas of business and corporate law, real 
estate, land use and zoning, and litigation. 
7. That your Affiant is well informed as to the hourly rates of counsel with 
similar skill, knowledge, and experience in the state of Idaho, and states that the attorneys' 
fees sought are similar to prevailing charges for like work. 
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8. The fees charged were fixed and based upon the hourly rates. 
9. 
10. 
The case involved novel and difficult questions of law. 
The time limitations imposed by the circumstances of the case were typical of 
4 a case of this nature. 
5 11. The case involved causes of action seeking damages upon a claim of 
6 encroachment and breach of contract. In addition to damages, the Plaintiff sought ejectment 
·-- ----- -- -
7 of the Defendant, mesne profits, and an order quieting title. The result that GLOBAL 
8 obtained was the dismissal in its entirety of the Complaint of the Plaintiff as against 
9 GLOBAL with prejudice and indemnification by the WALLACE FAMILY TRUST 
IO ("WALLACE") for costs and fees GLOBAL has expended as a result ofthis action. 
11 12. That a substantial amount of time and labor was required in this case and it is 







There is nothing particularly desirable or undesirable about the case. 
GLOBAL is an established client of the law firm Witherspoon Kelley. 
The award of attorney's fees sought is similar to the awards in similar cases 
16 that went through trial and given the multiple delays in this case. 
17 16. That other than the Court filing fees, service fees, deposition costs and expert 
18 witness fees, all costs sought hereunder are discretionary costs that were necessary and 
19 exceptional costs reasonably incurred and should in the interest of justice be assessed against 
20 SHERMAN and WALLACE. Your affiant believes it was reasonable and necessary to use 
21 computer-assisted legal research in the preparation of the case. It was necessary to obtain a 
22 litigation guarantee and incur significant copying expense for the voluminous document 
23 production and trial exhibit preparation required. The costs incurred in the defense of this 
24 action are summarized below and further itemized in Exhibit "B" attached hereto and 
25 incorporated herein by reference. 
26 17. That the following is a true and accurate account of the fees and costs 
27 associated with this action as charged to GLOBAL: 
28 /III I 
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SUMMARY OF FEES 
Attorney/Provider Name Total Hours Total Fees 
Joel P. Hazel 896.50 $216,477.00 
Edward J. Anson 17.30 4,372.50 
Jason S. Wing 826.80 132,363.00 
TOTAL FEES: 1740.60 $353,212.50 
... .. SIIMMARYOE.COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT. 
Description Amount 
Filing fee( s) $72.00 
Service fee(s) 597.10 
Preparation of trial exhibits 500.00 
Expert Witness fee(s) 4,000.00 
Deposition and transcript fees 4,677.70 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT $9,846.80 
SUMMARY OF DISCRETIONARY COSTS 
Description Amount 
Document production 1,248.98 
Appearance fee 695.00 
Discretionary expert fee( s) 8,001.22 
W estlaw research 2,212.13 
TOT AL DISCRETIONARY COSTS $12,157.33 
18. That your affiant states that to the best of his knowledge, all items set forth in 
this Memorandum are correct, and all items claimed are in compliance with I.R.C.P. Rule 54. 




WITHERSPOON • KELLEY 
Residing in:--""'::....::..:..:.!f!+--.,.,..------
My Commission Expires: _____ _ 




























CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the tf'u day of October, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL P. HAZEL AND MEMORANDUM OF ATI'ORNEY'S 
FEES AND COSTS to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
601-Lakeside-Avenue- -
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
D U.S. Mail 
-~g:~:::t 
D Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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EXHIBIT '' A'' 
Exhibit "A" Exhibit "A" Exhibit "A" 
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Time Report 
Crown Castle USA, lnc./Sherman Storage, LLC 
06/26/2009 Jason S. Wing Travel to/from recorder's office to obtain lease and 3.00 450.00 
abandonment (1.5); review file in preparation for drafting 
answer (1.5). 
06/29/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft answer, affirmative defenses and counterclaims. 2.20 330.00 
07/06/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review file (1.0); telephone conference with Atty. Charlton 2.10 472.50 
(.5); review new material; telephone conference to Atty. 
Bistline (.6). 
07/08/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review document from Atty Charlton. 1.20 270.00 
07/09/2009 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Bistline (.5); visit to cell 1.30 292.50 
site (.6); letter to Lance Jones re report (.2) 
07/14/2009 Jason S. Wing Research re street vacation; draft memo re same. 1.80 270.00 
07/14/2009 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re initial report. 0.30 67.50 
07/15/2009 Jason S. Wing Research case law (2.8); travel to/from recorder's office re 7.40 1,110.00 
deed search (2.5); draft memo re same (2.1 ). 
07/15/2009 Joel P. Hazel Draft preliminary budget and report as requested by client 1.60 360.00 
(1.1 ); office conference with Atty. Wing re real property 
dispute (.5) 
07/16/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft memo and research re claims and defenses for 3.50 525.00 
encroachment. 
07/16/2009 Joel P. Hazel Draft preliminary analysis and budget re Global Signal 1.50 337.50 
litigation. 
07/17/2009 Joel P. Hazel Finalize report and budget. 1.20 270.00 
07/21/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review title policies related to real property dispute (.7); 0.90 202.50 
correspondence with Lance Jones re same (.2). 
07/23/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft interrogatories and requests for production of 2.10 315.00 
documents. 
07/24/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft answer and counterclaim. 0.80 120.00 
07/27/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft answer and crossclaim (.9); draft requests for 1.50 225.00 
production of documents and requests for admission (.6). 
07/28/2009 Edward J. Anson Office conference with Attys. Hazel and Wing re issues of 0.40 96.00 
pending action. 
07/28/2009 Jason S. Wing Office conference with Atty. Hazel re answer, counterclaim 0.80 120.00 
and affirmative defenses; commence drafting answer. 
07/28/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review and revised answer counter claim and third party 1.40 315.00 
complaint (.8); review title report (.4); correspondence to 
Lance Jones regarding same (.2). 
07/29/2009 Jason S. Wing Revise answer, counterclaim, affirmative defense and third 0.60 90.00 
party complaint for filing. 
07/29/2009 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Lance Jones re answer. 0.20 45.00 
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07/30/2009 Jason S. Wing Review litigation guarantee (.3); travel to/from recorder's 0.80 120.00 
office to obtain copy of quitclaim deed (.5). 
07/30/2009 Joel P. Hazel Finalize answer for filing. 1.60 360.00 
08/19/2009 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty Smith re his substitution in 1.40 315.00 
on the case and settlement possibilities (1.2); review court 
docket for substitution (.2). 
08/20/2009 Joel P. Hazel Re-draft discovery requests re real property dispute. 1.10 247.50 
08/24/2009 Joel P. Hazel Finalize discovery. 0.50 112.50 
09/02/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review discovery and finalize (1. 7); telephone conference 2.20 495.00 
with Jonathon Arrowood re location of Mary Jo Wallace 
(.5). 
09/22/2009 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Beaudoin (.2); review 1.90 427.50 
correspondence from defendant to Crown Castle (.5); file 
review re legal description (1.2). 
09/28/2009 Jason S. Wing Research "boundary by agreement" issues (2. 7); draft 5.00 750.00 
defendant's answer to interrogatories, requests for 
production of documents and requests for admission (2.3). 
09/29/2009 Jason S. Wing Finalize time line and continue drafting answers and 1.70 255.00 
responses to discovery requests. 
10/01/2009 Jason S. Wing Research boundary by agreement; finalize time line; draft 1.60 240.00 
research memo re boundary by agreement. 
10/02/2009 Jason S. Wing Compare legal descriptions among documents. 0.50 75.00 
10/09/2009 Joel P. Hazel File review ( 1.1 ); review and revise chronology timeline 5.80 1,305.00 
(3.5); review documents in claim of title (1.2). 
10/12/2009 Jason S. Wing Continuing drafting answer to requests for admission, 0.40 60.00 
requests for production of documents, and interrogatories. 
10/12/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review preliminary survey; telephone conference with 0.50 112.50 
surveyor to potentially hire as expert. 
10/14/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft requests for admission and notice of service. 0.10 15.00 
10/14/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review, revise and finalize request for admissions. 0.50 112.50 
10/15/2009 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting interrogatories and requests for production; 0.30 45.00 
draft email correspondence to client for review. 
10/20/2009 Jason S. Wing Review email correspondence and communications of 0.20 30.00 
plaintiff with client and assess causes of action for tort on 
contract. 
10/21/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review emails; letter to Atty. Smith. 0.80 180.00 
10/23/2009 Jason S. Wing Office conference with expert witness/surveyor. 0.50 75.00 
10/23/2009 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith (.4); office 1.90 427.50 
conference with surveyor/expert (1.5). 
10/27/2009 Jason S. Wing Finalize discovery responses; compile production of 3.30 495.00 
documents for service. 
10/28/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review discovery responses from Plaintiff (1.2); draft 1.50 337.50 
correspondence to Atty. Smith re depositions (.3). 
11/02/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence re depositions. 0.30 67.50 
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11/10/2009 Jason S. Wing Review timeline. 0.10 15.00 
11/12/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft letters (x2) and supplemental discovery response. 3.70 555.00 
11/13/2009 Jason S. Wing Review discovery objections; draft supplemental 0.80 120.00 
responses. 
11/16/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft 30(b)(6) motion; draft discovery letter. 2.30 345.00 
11/16/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review 30(b)(6) notice; review correspondence re 0.50 112.50 
discovery. 
11/17/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise discovery (1.2); file review (.3). 1.50 337.50 
11/18/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental responses to requests for admission 3.20 480.00 
and interrogatories, draft correspondence to opposing 
counsel re same. 
11/18/2009 Joel P. Hazel Multiple telephone conferences with Atty. Smith to 1.70 382.50 
schedule depositions (.6); review discovery supplements 
( 1.1 ). 
11/24/2009 Jason S. Wing Prepare discovery supplemental response. 0.30 45.00 
11/25/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Atty. Smith (.3); draft 2.40 540.00 
objection to interrogatories (.5); telephone call with Atty. 
Smith (.3); draft stipulation for protective order (.5); two 
letters to Atty. Smith (.8) 
11/28/2009 Jason S. Wing Review file for discovery request and email document 0.30 45.00 
request to clients. 
11/30/2009 Jason S. Wing Call Lance Jones and John Tyke to follow up discovery. 0.20 30.00 
12/01/2009 Jason S. Wing Download and review discovery documents; email to client. 1.00 150.00 
12/02/2009 Jason S. Wing Teleconference with client and in-house attorney; 1.80 270.00 
supplemental response to first interrogatory and second 
interrogatory. 
12/04/2009 Joel P. Hazel Deposition prep. 0.50 112.50 
12/07/2009 Joel P. Hazel Deposition preparation; gather exhibits for three 8.50 1,912.50 
depositions. 
12/08/2009 Jason S. Wing Three depositions. 4.70 705.00 
12/08/2009 Joel P. Hazel Conduct depositions of Kirk Evans (3.0), Scott Rasor (2.5) 9.00 2,025.00 
and Scott Skolrud (1.5); deposition preparation (.5); 
instructions to Atty. Wing re summary judgment motion, 
discovery and correspondence (.5). 
12/09/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft letter to Smith re: discovery. Meet with Joel P. Hazel. 2.80 420.00 
Draft second set of interrogatories. 
12/09/2009 Joel P. Hazel Draft litigation report (2.1 ); multiple telephone calls with 4.50 1,012.50 
Tonya Travis, Title Officer (.8); review new interrogatories 
(.5); review and revise letter to Atty. Smith re inadequate 
discovery (.5); telephone conference with Walter Dale, 
Crown Castle Surveyor, re easement interference (.6). 
12/10/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft subpoena; draft notice of subpoena; review rule 3.80 570.00 
45(b); draft notice of service of interrogatories. 
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12/10/2009 Joel P. Hazel Instruction to Atty. Wing re litigation (.5); telephone 8.10 1,822.50 
conference with Jeff Wallace re Wallace Family Trust (1.0); 
telephone conference with Mary Jo Wallace (1.5); research 
property issues (1.5); telephone conference with Art 
Bistline re documents (.4); draft motions (3.2). 
12/11/2009 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty Hazel. 0.40 96.00 
12/11/2009 Jason S. Wing Site visit; easement inspection; meeting with Atty. Hazel; 0.80 120.00 
telephonic meeting with client. 
12/11/2009 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re litigation plan 2.50 562.50 
(.5); instructions to Atty. Wing (.5); research assessments 
of causes of action and addition involuntary parties (1.5). 
12/14/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft synopsis to client; research attorney fees in quiet title 1.00 150.00 
action. 
12/14/2009 Joel P. Hazel Coordinate with Atty. Wing re motion to join and summary 0.50 112.50 
judgment. 
12/15/2009 Joel P. Hazel Revise stipulation regarding adding the Wallace Family 0.70 157.50 
Trust as an involuntary counter-claimant. 
12/16/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft cover letter; serve subpoena on Atty. Bistline. 0.40 60.00 
12/17/2009 Jason S. Wing Issue Bistline subpoena; review 2006 settlement 1.60 240.00 
agreement. 
12/17/2009 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re motion strategy. 0.50 112,50 
12/18/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft summary judgment motion. 2.00 300.00 
12/18/2009 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith re discovery 0.70 157.50 
compliance (.3); instructions to Atty. Wing (.4). 
12/22/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to amend; draft summary judgment motion. 3.80 570.00 
12/23/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft summary judgment motion. 5.00 750.00 
12/23/2009 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Geoffrey Wallace re stipulation; 2.50 562.50 
telephone conference with Mary Jo Wallace. 
12/28/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to amend complaint and motion to join 2.50 375.00 
involuntary party; draft summary judgment motion. 
12/28/2009 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise summary judgment memorandum and 2.50 562.50 
Rule 19 memorandum to join Wallace Trust as involuntary 
third party Plaintiff. 
12/29/2009 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel; draft summary judgment motion 0.40 60.00 
and motion to amend. 
12/30/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft affidavit re summary judgment motion. 2.60 390.00 
12/31/2009 Jason S. Wing Draft affidavit re summary judgment motion; draft motion to 3.40 510.00 
amend and summary judgment motion. 
01/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize summary judgment motion and Rule 19 motion, 1.20 180.00 
affidavit and memorandum. 
· 01/04/2010 Jason S. Wing Review summary judgment motion cites for filing. 0.40 60.00 
01/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review, revise and finalize summary judgment motion and 6.00 1,350.00 
motion to add involuntary party (5.5); telephone conference 
with Atty. Art Bistline re Sherman Self Storage, Inc. (.5). 
01/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re discovery. 0.10 15.00 
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01/07/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone call with Erik Smith (.3); instructions re 1.70 382.50 
discovery (.4); prepare for summary judgment (1.0). 
01/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Review supplemental interrogatories (.4); draft proposed 1.70 255.00 
amended complaint (1.1 ); draft letters to Atty. Smith and 
court (.2). 
01/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Email response to client re status of case. 0.20 30.00 
01/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re strategy against Atty. Smith's 4.10 615.00 
new motion. 
01/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review plaintiffs motions in 2003 case (1.9); review 5.20 1,170.00 
response to motion to amend (.5); research finality of 
judgments (1.5); outline plan(1.3). 
01/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to consolidate (.6); draft motion to shorten 4.40 660.00 
time (.4); draft memorandum in support of motion (1.8); 
draft affidavit in support of motion (1.6). 
01/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing and Atty. Beaudoin re 6.40 1,440.00 
response to various motions and issues (2.9); review files 
of Attorney Bistline received via subpoena (2.1 ); outlined 
_various motions (1.1); correspondence to Lance Jones (.4). 
02/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft amended complaint; email with Atty. Varallo re 0.20 30.00 
complaint. 
02/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review motions for hearing (.6); review documents from 1.80 405.00 
Atty. Bistline (1.2) 
02/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re consolidation of cases and 0.40 60.00 
objection to amend judgment. 
02/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re amended complaint. 0.70 105.00 
02/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft order consolidating cases (.5); report Lance Jones 1.00 225.00 
(.5). 
02/04/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection. 1.30 195.00 
02/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Lance Jones (.2); telephone 0.60 135.00 
conference with Erik Smith re mediation (.4). 
02/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to motion for relief from judgment. 2.60 390.00 
02/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to motion to amend judgment. 3.20 480.00 
02/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting objection to motion to amend I relief; 3.30 495.00 
meeting with Atty. Hazel re objection to motion. 
02/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise memorandum in opposition to motion 1.80 405.00 
for relief from judgment. 
02/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review motion to strike stipulation; telephone conference 2.90 652.50 
with Atty. Swartz, attorney for Mary Jo Wallace. 
02/18/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel. 0.10 15.00 
02/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend hearing with various motions. 2.50 562.50 
02/22/2010 Joel P. Hazel Letter to Erik Smith re continuance of March 30, 2010, 0.50 112.50 
hearing. 
02/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft/modify amended complaint re cause of action. 4.00 600.00 
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02/26/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone call with court clerk (.5); telephone conference 1.50 337.50 
with Erik Smith (.4); correspondence to Jones re offer to 
purchase (.6). 
03/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft proposed amended complaint. 1.40 210.00 
03/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise amended answer/complaint. 0.80 120.00 
03/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise proposed amended counterclaim (1.5); 2.20 495.00 
redraft motion and notice of hearing (.7). 
03/16/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel and Atty. Anson re deposition of 0.50 75.00 
Atty. Hazel and objection thereto. 
03/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re deposition, 2.20 495.00 
mediation and case; office conference with Atty. Wing re 
strategy. 
03/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Arrange summary judgment date. 0.30 67.50 
03/19/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review subpoena for Atty. Smith; instructions to Atty. 1.50 337.50 
Wing. 
03/22/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re subpoena objection. 0.20 30.00 
03/22/2010 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re objection to 0.50 112.50 
subpoena. 
03/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft motion for protective order; proposed order and 2.70 405.00 
affidavit in support. 
03/23/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review case law regarding conditions when opposing 2.00 450.00 
counsel can be deposed (.9); review and revise motion 
/objection re same (1.1 ). 
03/24/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Erik Smith; review motions. 1.90 427.50 
04/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Erik Smith (.3); 1.10 247.50 
correspondence with Lance Jones re mediation dates (.4); 
instructions to Atty. Wing re discovery (.4). 
04/06/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting proposed amended answer reflecting 3.70 555.00 
amended complaint. 
04/06/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise answer and third party complaint. 1.90 427.50 
04/07/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft mediation statement (2.3); letter to Atty. Swartz re 2.50 562.50 
Mary Jo Wallace (.2). 
04/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft mediation statement. 4.40 990.00 
04/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Review chronology and case history (.7); draft mediation 3.70 555.00 
statement (3.0). 
04/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft response to 30 (b)(6) deposition notice re designees. 0.40 60.00 
04/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Steven Aruz re Mary Jo 3.90 877.50 
Wallace (.5); telephone with Eric Smith (.4); finalize 
mediation statement (3.0). 
04/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for mediation (3.0); conference with Steve Aruz 5.00 1,125.00 
(.5); site visit with Steve Aruz (1.5). Steve Aruz (.5); site 
visit with Steve Aruz (1.5). 
04/14/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise amended answer (.3); conference with Atty. Hazel 0.60 90.00 
(.1 ); draft 30(b)(6) designation (.2). 
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04/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Attend mediation (6.0); multiple teleconference calls with 7.50 1,687.50 
Steven Aruz (.8); teleconference with Atty. Smith (.7). 
04/15/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery responses re 3rd set. 1.50 225.00 
04/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with Atty. Dodson (.5); prepare for and 4.50 1,012.50 
attend hearing (3.6); review issues (.4). 
04/16/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery responses RFA, RFP (5.8); conference 6.10 915.00 
with Atty. Hazel re discovery strategy post-mediation (.3). 
04/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Atty. Williamson (.4); instruction to Atty. 1.50 337.50 
Wing re discovery (.5); draft order granting protective 
orders; motion to add involuntary party and motion to 
amend (.6). 
04/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare discovery responses. 2.90 435.00 
04/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft second request for admissions (.8); answer request 1.00 150.00 
for admissions (.1 ); answer request for productions (.1 ). 
04/20/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review discovery request (.5); correspondence with Amy 0.80 180.00 
Williamson and Lance Jones (.3). 
04/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference call with client. 0.30 45.00 
04/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with Atty. Williamson and Lance Jones re 0.60 135.00 
30(b)(6) designees (.3); review fourth set of interrogatories 
(.3). 
04/22/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with John Tyke (.8); review 3.30 742.50 
correspondence (.5); review documents produced by 
Arrowood and Tyke (2). 
04/26/2010 Jason S. Wing Research inquiry notice. 3.10 465.00 
04/26/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with John Arrowood; draft correspondence 1.10 247.50 
with Erik Smith re deposition scheduling. 
04/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Research re inquiry notice (.7); draft memo re same (2.1). 2.80 420.00 
04/27/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for deposition of Mary Jo Wallace (3.1); wait for 7.60 1,710.00 
Mary Jo Wallace who did not arrive (.8); revise summary 
judgment memo (3. 7). 
04/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Revise summary judgment memorandum. 0.50 112.50 
04/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft inquiry notice argument for motion for summary 3.70 555.00 
judgment (3.0); response to request for admissions (.5); 
notice of service (.2). 
04/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise summary judgment memo. 2.50 562.50 
04/30/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft and compile answer to fourth request for production 1.40 210.00 
of documents. 
04/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize summary judgment memorandum. 3.90 877.50 
05/03/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.30 75.00 
05/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare default paperwork. 1.20 288.00 
05/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Revise summary judgment memo and add deposition cite. 1.50 360.00 
05/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Research bona fide purchaser for additional summary 1.70 272.00 
judgment argument. 
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05/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare and forward affidavit for summary judgment with 0.70 112.00 
purchase and sale agreement. 
05/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Research and draft summary judgment section re bona 1.20 192.00 
fide purchaser. 
05/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Review supplemental affidavit and exhibits re summary 0.40 64.00 
judgment. 
05/14/2010 Jason S. Wing Review, sign and file notice of motion for summary 0.20 32.00 
judgment; prepare exhibit for motion for summary 
judgment. 
05/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalized summary judgment; finalize exhibits; instructions 3.90 936.00 
for chambers copy. 
05/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Review documents produced; review letter of Atty. Smith; 0.70 112.00 
research; answer letter to Atty. Smith re production of 
unsigned documents. 
05/19/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with John Tykes; review 30(b)(6) notice; 1.80 432.00 
teleconference with Atty. Smith. 
05/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with John Tyler re deposition; review file. 1.10 264.00 
06/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Review discovery for deposition of John Tyke. 0.40 64.00 
06/02/2010 Joel P. Hazel Meet with John Tyke for deposition preparation (2); review 3.50 840.00 
Crown Castle documents for deposition (1.5). 
06/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new emails to prepare for deposition. 2.30 368.00 
06/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend deposition of John Tyke; review file 7.50 1,800.00 
and new disclosed emails. 
06/04/2010 Jason S. Wing Email client re discovery of hardcopy file. 0.20 32.00 
06/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend deposition of Arrowood. 5.50 1,320.00 
06/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Discovery email request to client. 0.80 128.00 
06/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare supplemental responses to fourth request for 0.50 80.00 
production. 
06/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Atty. Smith re discovery. 0.20 48.00 
06/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft another supplementary response to motion for 1.50 240.00 
summary judgment. 
06/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Evans re purchase from 0.50 120.00 
Wallace. 
06/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence re Sherman's claimed purchase of 0.50 120.00 
real property, teleconference with Atty. Smith. 
06/16/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery request re new purchase documents. 1.00 160.00 
06/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Instructions to Atty. Wing re discovery issues; 1.80 432.00 
teleconference with Atty. Smith re Sherman's purported 
purchase of the cell tower site. 
06/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re sale and privilege log; draft third 1.80 288.00 
request for production; follow up on survey production; 
draft and file supplementary responses to request for 
production. 
06/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review deed; review correspondence from Atty. Smith; 1.20 288.00 
instructions to Atty. Wing. 
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06/18/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft privilege log. 3.50 560.00 
06/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Teleconference with client. 2.00 320.00 
06/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review PCS settlement agreement; review record of 3.50 840.00 
survey; teleconference with several people re response to 
recent events. 
06/22/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft supplementary discovery response with privilege log. 0.70 112.00 
06/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents; email to Harrison counsel. 1.00 160.00 
06/23/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research attorney's fees as element of damage in 1.80 432.00 
indemnity and breach of contract course of action. 
06/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new discovery request. 0.20 32.00 
06/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Atty. Smith 4.90 1,176.00 
re direct subpoena to an expert; teleconference with 
survey expert Walter 0. Dale; review discoveries to 
determine what has been produced; planning related to 
letters and summary judgment. 
06/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new discovery requests; conference with Atty. 0.60 96.00 
Hazel re motion for summary judgment and new discovery. 
06/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Conference with Atty. Anson re default and letter to Atty. 2.40 576.00 
Smith re direct contact with experts and subpoena. 
06/30/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with expert witness. 1.00 160.00 
06/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft letter to Eric Smith re default; draft letter to Eric Smith 5.50 1,320.00 
requesting copies of documents obtained via subpoena; 
teleconference with Stan of Welch Comer. 
07/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare supplementary discovery response and 0.70 112.00 
production. 
07/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting and compiling supplemental discovery 0.50 80.00 
response. 
07/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents on Wallace family trust; draft 1.30 208.00 
affidavit of Walt Dale. 
07/07/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence; instructions to Atty. Wing on 1.50 360.00 
motion to compel. 
07/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Begin objection to motion to amend; schedule motion to 0.50 80.00 
compel; review motion to amend; conference with Atty. 
Hazel re same. 
07/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review motion to amend complaint; instructions to Atty. 0.90 216.00 
Wing. 
07/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Research; review memo re objection to motion to amend; 2.40 384.00 
review discovery; draft motion to compel and affidavit. 
07/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize motion to compel. 0.40 64.00 
07/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Legal research re basis to object to motion to amend. 3.30 528.00 
07/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Initial review of Sherman's motion for summary judgment 1.00 240.00 
and affidavits. 
07/14/2010 Edward J. Anson Review summary judgment pleadings. 2.00 500.00 
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07/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with John Tyke; Teleconference with Atty. 1.80 432.00 
Smith; review summary judgment filed by Sherman and 
outline response. 
07/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Work on responsive brief. 1.90 456.00 
07/16/2010 Edward J. Anson Review file; research; draft memorandum. 3.50 875.00 
07/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Review plaintiff's motion for summary judgment and 8.40 1,344.00 
supplemental affidavits; draft response to motion to 
amend; research motion to amend objections. 
07/19/2010 Joel P. Hazel Outline, draft and research summary judgment response 7.50 1,800.00 
brief. 
07/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Teleconference with Walt Dale re Rasor affidavit and his 2.60 416.00 
affidavit; meet with Atty. Hazel re same; research property 
description in conveyance; research boundary by 
acquiesence. 
07/20/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research and draft summary judgment response memo; 7.00 1,680.00 
correspondence to Lance Jones and Amy Williamson. 
07/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft memorandum re summary judgment. 7.90 1,264.00 
07/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research; instructions to Atty. Wing re response brief and 4.00 960.00 
arguments. 
07/22/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review voluminous title documents sent by Lance Jones. 2.30 552.00 
07/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Research mutual mistake; research boundary by 6.40 1,024.00 
agreement; draft summary judgment response brief and 
affidavits. 
07/23/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with Lance Jones; letter to Atty. Smith; 4.50 1,080.00 
draft motion to strike portions of affidavit. 
07/25/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review draft of summary judgment response memo. 2.50 600.00 
07/26/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft summary judgment response brief; research mutual 5.30 848.00 
mistake; research boundary by agreement. 
07/26/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Lance Jones re lot 3 issue; review 5.40 1,296.00 
voluminous title document; revise the summary judgment 
pleadings; review answer by the Wallace Family Trust; 
teleconference with Atty. Smith; teleconference with Lance 
Jones; teleconference with Atty. Limberopoulos. 
07/27/2010 Edward J. Anson Review case law; review draft of brief; conference with 1.30 325.00 
Atty. Hazel. 
07/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft memo re plaintiff's summary judgment. 10.30 1,648.00 
07/27/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise summary judgment filings; finalize 9.50 2,280.00 
memo; finalize affidavits and exhibits; finalize motion to 
strike; research conveyances of property after vacation of 
a street. 
07/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize memo response to summary judgment; finalize 3.10 496.00 
affidavit of Atty. Wing and exhibits. 
07/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to motion to amend complaint. 3.90 624.00 
07/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize memo, affidavit and exhibit in summary judgment 6.50 1,560.00 
response and reply; finalize motion to strike portions of 
affidavit. 
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07/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting objection to motion to amend. 1.90 304.00 
07/30/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting objection to motion to amend. 3.00 480.00 
07/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare argument outline. 0.60 144.00 
08/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting objection to motion to amend. 5.50 880.00 
08/03/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
08/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new motions of plaintiff to set aside default and 2.70 432.00 
amend; finalize objection to motion to amend; prepare for 
argument on motion for relief. 
08/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise objection to plaintiff's motion to amend; 2.50 600.00 
review various motion filed by plaintiff. 
08/04/2010 Jason S. Wing Review reply brief and supplemental affidavits of plaintiff. 1.00 160.00 
08/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review response brief (1.1 ); outline oral argument (1 ); 2.60 624.00 
finding objection to motion to amend (.5). 
08/05/2010 Edward J. Anson Review summary judgment briefing; conference with Atty. 1.40 350.00 
Hazel. 
08/05/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re Sherman's reply brief and 0.40 64.00 
supplemental affidavits. 
08/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for summary judgment argument. 0.90 216.00 
08/09/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for summary judgment; outline argument; draft 7.00 1,680.00 
quit claim deed; review documents to be recorded. 
08/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re argument; review motion and 5.40 864.00 
objection; prepare outline for oral argument. 
08/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare summary judgment, argument, motion to amend, 5.10 1,224.00 
and objection to relief from judgment. 
08/11/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.50 125.00 
08/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Review argument outline. 4.60 736.00 
08/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend oral arguments. 7.50 1,800.00 
08/12/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
08/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re summary judgment 0.10 16.00 
argument and objection to motion for relief. 
08/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft litigation update to Atty. Williamson (1.0); review 1.30 312.00 
correspondence from Atty. Smith (.3) 
08/16/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery to Mary Jo Wallace. 1.30 208.00 
08/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence for response to Mary Jo Wallace's 0.50 120.00 
claim. 
08/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting discovery for Mary Jo Wallace. 0.80 128.00 
08/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with Atty. Smith re Lot 3 issues. 0.50 120.00 
08/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue discovery to Mary Jo Wallace; review Mary Jo 3.50 560.00 
Wallace affidavit. 
08/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting discovery to Mary Jo Wallace. 0.60 96.00 
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08/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Review discovery from Bistline file; follow up on Mary Jo 2.60 416.00 
Wallace deposition in 2004; continue discovery to Mary Jo 
Wallace. 
08/25/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery requests to Mary Jo Wallace. 0.40 64.00 
09/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Amy Williamson. 0.30 72.00 
09/14/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft expert witness disclosure. 0.60 96.00 
10/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Lance Jones re case update. 0.20 48.00 
10/04/2010 Edward J. Anson Review decision; conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.70 175.00 
10/04/2010 Jason S. Wing Review court's decision on motion for summary judgment; 0.90 144.00 
meet with Atty. Hazel re same. 
10/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Judge's opinion on cross motions for summary 4.50 1,080.00 
judgment (2.0); draft correspondence including litigation 
plan to Lance Jones and Amy Williamson (2.5). 
10/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Careful review of court's decision (2.0); outline affirmation 3.50 840.00 
defenses and trial strategy (1.5). 
10/06/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft memo re defenses and elements for trial. 4.70 752.00 
10/06/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review file to determine witnesses and trial preparation. 1.80 432.00 
10/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Review judgment on summary judgment. 0.90 144.00 
10/07/2010 Joel P. Hazel Renew memo on elements of affirmative defenses (.5); 3.30 792.00 
telephone conference with Atty. Williamson re litigating 
plan and strategy (.8); telephone conference with Lance 
Jones re litigation plan and next steps, witnesses (8); 
review documents for witnesses (1.2). 
10/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft disclosure of experts. 0.30 48.00 
10/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement 0.90 216.00 
possibilities (.5); correspondence to client contacts re 
same (.4). 
10/12/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
10/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Email to client for bio on expert; draft expert witness 2.60 416.00 
disclosure. 
10/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize expert witness disclosures (.7); telephone 3.20 768.00 
conference with Dawn Krein (.5); review elements of 
affirmative defenses and search for witnesses (2.0). 
10/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize Motion to Strike; draft discovery to Mary Jo 2.50 400.00 
Wallace, individually. 
10/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Review Nevada rules re foreign deposition subpoena. 0.50 80.00 
10/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review subpoena rules re Nevada deposition (.3); 1.60 384.00 
telephone conference with Arrowood re negotiation 
strategies and terms for permanent easement (.6); outline 
affirmative defenses and witnesses for trial preparation 
(.7). 
10/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement 0.50 120.00 
generally (.3); review correspondence from Arrowood (.2). 
10/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review motion for reconsideration; correspondence to 0.60 144.00 
Lance Jones and Arrowood. 
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10/18/2010 Jason S. Wing Review motion to reconsider; review amended complaint. 0.70 112.00 
10/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re settlement (.2); 0.50 120.00 
correspondence to Arrowood; review amended complaint 
and motion to reconsider (.3). 
10/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answer to amend complaint. 2.90 464.00 
10/19/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise requests for admissions to Mary Jo 3.00 720.00 
Wallace; review and revise interrogatories and requests for 
production of documents to Mary Jo Wallace. 
10/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Due diligence re building permits and photos of site. 2.90 464.00 
10/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Email to county re aerial photos; draft defendant's 1.30 208.00 
supplemental discovery response. 
10/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Outline trial strategy (1.5); review aerial photo (.5). 2.00 480.00 
10/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answer to amended complaint. 0.60 96.00 
10/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery. 0.40 64.00 
10/26/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re settlement (.2); 1.80 432.00 
telephone conference to Erik Smith (.2); letter to Atty Smith 
with settlement offer (.2); review and revise answer to 
amended complaint. (1.2). 
10/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference call with client re settlement and witnesses. 0.30 48.00 
10/27/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Amy Williamson, Lance Jones, 1.20 288.00 
Dawn Kime; draft to do list. 
10/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review offer from Erik Smith/Kirk Evans (.4); 0.80 192.00 
correspondence re same. (.4) 
10/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft fourth set of discovery to Sherman; draft motion to 4.40 704.00 
strike, memorandum in support. 
10/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference Jonathan Arrowood (.5); review 2.30 552.00 
correspondence from Arrowood (.2); draft correspondence 
to client contact (.9); draft trial outline (1.8). 
11/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Research rules re strike expert disclosures; draft motion to 1.50 240.00 
strike expert disclosure. 
11/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones and Amy 3.80 912.00 
Williamson re case status and settlement (1.0); telephone 
conference with Arrowood (.5) multiple telephone 
conference calls with Atty. Eric Smith (.8); Prepare for 
deposition of Mary Jo Wallace (1.5). 
11/02/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 8.20 1,968.00 
settlement authority on thirty year lease (.5); telephone 
conference with Atty. Smith re same (.4); draft ER 408 
settlement offer for 30 year lease (.5); review and revise 
motion to strike plaintiff's experts for late disclosure (1.2); 
telephone conference with Arrowood (.5); go through 
documents for trial exhibits (2.9); telephone conference 
with witness Walter Dale (.6); brief affirmative defenses for 
trial brief (2.1 ). 
11/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Gather property value information; review Evan's meeting 1.30 208.00 
notes; research Implied in fact contract. 
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11/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review statute of limitations as a possible defense (.9); 8.00 1,920.00 
office conference with Atty. Wing re division of labor, trial 
strategy and briefing (1.0); multiple telephone calls to find 
1996 surveyor Doug Block (2.2); office conference with 
surveyor at Welch Comer re work done in 1996 ( 1. 9); 
travel to and from Welch Comer office (.5); compile trial 
exhibits (.5); draft notice of deposition and subpoena duces 
tecum for Mary Jo Wallace (.5). 
11/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Travel to and from Spokane to meet with surveyor Rudy 4.50 1,080.00 
Kitzan (1.2); meet with Kitzan (2.4); review documents for 
exhibits (.9). 
11/05/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
11/05/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re summary; copy of trial exhibits; 3.10 496.00 
prepare foreign subpoena to Mary Jo Wallace's daughter 
in Washington; research "implied-in-fact contracts". 
11/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review voluminous documents for trial exhibits (2.5); 3.70 888.00 
instructions on out of state deposition of Mary Jo Wallace 
(.7) and Wallace's daughter (.5). 
11/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft miscellaneous action; review of subpoena and 1.60 256.00 
subpoena to Lisa Wardian. 
11/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones (.2); email to Mike 4.00 960.00 
Hawthoway, P.L.S. of Welch Comer re contact in for 
original surveyor Doug Black (.9); Prepare trial brief (2.9). 
11/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting foreign subpoena. 0.30 48.00 
11/09/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Doug Block, 4.20 1,008.00 
original surveyor (1.3); draft boundary by agreement 
portion of trial brief (2.9). 
11/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery supplement witness disclosure; meet with 3.90 624.00 
expert witness; draft foreign subpoena. 
11/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace phone call; 0.70 112.00 
draft affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace. 
11/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with expert Walter Dale (2.2); telephone 4.90 1,176.00 
conference with Mary Jo Wallace (2.1 ); prepare of Wallace 
depo (.6). 
11/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace and claim 5.50 880.00 
elements; draft Mary Jo Wallace affidavit (reviewing prior 
affidavits). 
11/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise and finalize Mary Jo Wallace Affidavit. 0.30 48.00 
11/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Redraft proposed Mary Jo Wallace Affidavit (.6); prepare 2.60 624.00 
for Mary Jo Wallace depo. (2.0). 
11/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Travel to and from Kellogg, Idaho (2.0); office conference 5.40 1,296.00 
with Dale Brown, realtor from Kellogg who has listed the 
property on several occasions (1.2); Inspection of building 
in Kellogg, Idaho (2.2). 
11/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re meeting with Mary Jo Wallace; 0.40 64.00 
revise Mary Jo Wallace affidavit. 
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11/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Erick Smith re depositions (.5); 4.20 1,008.00 
review letter from Erik Smith re lot 3 and depositions; 
telephone conference with Erik Smith and Atty. Dodson re 
deposition and possible stipulation to reset trial (.4); office 
conference with Mary Jo Wallace re various facts relevant 
to affirmative defenses (2.2); draft proposed affidavit for 
Mary Jo Wallace (1.1 ). 
11/15/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace meeting. 0.30 48.00 
11/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re continuance 0.70 168.00 
(.2); telephone conference with Erik Smith and Judge 
Luster re trial continuance (.5). 
11/16/2010 Edward J. Anson Telephone conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.30 75.00 
11/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to reconsider. 6.60 1,056.00 
11/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Erik Smith re deposition 0.80 192.00 
scheduling (.4); correspondence to witnesses re same (.4). 
11/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Michelle of First American Title 2.90 696.00 
re previous title policy (.5); telephone conference with Erik 
Smith re depositions (.5); review motion to reconsider. 
11/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting motion to reconsider. 1.30 208.00 
11/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft motion for reconsideration. 4.50 720.00 
11/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft letter to Mary Jo Wallace's attorney re deposition 0.40 64.00 
dates. 
11/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize motion to reconsider and memorandum. 2.00 320.00 
11/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft responses; review prior document production; review 1.50 240.00 
new discovery requests. 
11/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Wallace Family Trust response to requests for 2.70 648.00 
admissions (.7); telephone call to counsel for Mary Jo 
Wallace (.2); meeting with First American Title Officer 
Michelle Young re 1998 and 2001 title policies (1.8); 
correspondence to counsel re deposition (.2); review 
discovery requests. 
11/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Parker re deposition of 0.50 120.00 
Mary Jo Wallace and document production. 
12/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re motion to reconsider; 1.90 304.00 
telephone conference with Lance Jones re discovery; draft 
demand letter to Atty. Smith re interference with contract. 
12/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise memo in support of motion for 2.80 672.00 
reconsideration. 
12/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to reconsider; obtain certified permit from 3.70 592.00 
city; obtain affidavit from county re aerial photo. 
12/02/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Court re motion to reconsider (.2); 1.50 360.00 
office conference with Atty. Wing re plan on motion to 
reconsider (.5); telephone conference to opposing counsel. 
12/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to consider and add citations; draft affidavit 2.10 336.00 
in support; telephone conference with Sprint Spectrum; 
telephone conference with Capital Land; to city hall for 
permit; telephone conference with Avista Utilities re power 
on date to site and aerial photos. 
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12/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Alex Herman email; instructions to Atty. Wing re 0.50 120.00 
contacting Herman. 
12/06/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to motion to reconsider and research re 6.00 960.00 
same. 
12/06/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Judge Luster re scheduling x's 1.00 240.00 
2 (.5); review motion to reconsider (.5). 
12/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to reconsider and research re same. 4.50 720.00 
12/08/2010. Jason S. Wing Finalize objection to motion for reconsideration. 2.90 464.00 
12/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise opposition to motion to reconsider (2.5); 3.00 720.00 
telephone conference with Eric Smith (.5). 
12/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize objection to motion to reconsider. 1.00 160.00 
12/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft/revise motion to reconsider and memorandum re 0.80 128.00 
same. 
12/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and finalize memorandum in opposition to motion 0.90 216.00 
to reconsider. 
12/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re status and motion; finalize 2.90 464.00 
motion to reconsider, memorandum, three affidavits in 
support of memorandum with exhibits. 
12/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize memorandum in opposition to motion for 1.50 360.00 
reconsideration. 
12/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with surveyor Doug Black; 1.10 264.00 
telephone conference with Walter Dale re survey in 1996. 
12/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Walter Dale; review case law 1.10 264.00 
on boundaries. 
12/20/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for meeting with original surveyor Doug Black, 5.70 1,368.00 
PLS (1.0); review all documents disclosed in discovery 
(2.2); review newly disclosed documents from Sprint (1.7); 
office conference with retained surveyor Walter Dale (.5); 
office conference with Doug Black, PLS re testimony and 
process in this case ( 1.5); prepare outline for perpetuation 
deposition (.5). 
12/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Review discovery documents; prepare for disclosure. 1.80 288.00 
12/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend perpetuation deposition of Doug 5.90 1,416.00 
Black, PLS (5.0); coordinate deposition dates for Krein (.2); 
correspondence to Williamson and Jones re new exhibit A 
12/22/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare discovery responses. 0.90 144.00 
12/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answers to third set of interrogatories. 2.30 368.00 
12/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft and prepare discovery responses. 1.90 304.00 
12/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize discovery responses; attend hearing re motion to 4.10 656.00 
reconsider. 
12/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Attend and prepare for motion to reconsider hearing (2.1 ); 2.60 624.00 
office conference with opposing counsel re possible 
settlement and issues for trial (.5). 
12/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Travel to and from Spokane to meet with engineer Randy 2.50 600.00 
LaBeff re original location of the cell tower site. 
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01/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re discovery. 0.30 73.50 
01/05/2011 Jason S. Wing Review recent document production for Labeff; revise 2.00 320.00 
discovery responses; draft supplemental disclosure of 
witnesses. 
01/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith re discovery. 0.20 49.00 
01/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize discovery response; prepare supplemental 1.00 160.00 
discovery response. 
01/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery responses and file. 0.40 64.00 
01/13/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re services of 0.80 196.00 
subpoenas to third parties (.3); review history of 
negotiations (.5). 
01/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial prep list. 0.20 32.00 
01/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowroot re status 0.50 122.50 
of negotiations. 
01/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Review correspondence history; review discovery history; 3.10 496.00 
draft motion to compel discovery responses; draft motion 
to compel depositions; draft supporting affidavit. 
01/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Draft litigation update and settlement update at request of 1.50 367.50 
Lance Jones; review subpoenas to third party co-locators, 
Cricket and Verizon. 
01/20/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft memorandum in support of motion to compel and file, 2.70 432.00 
01/20/2011 Joel P. Hazel Revise litigation update (.5) review motion, memorandum 2.10 514.50 
and affidavit for motion to compel deposition and motion to 
compel discovery (.9); correspondence to Arrowood re 
settlement offers to Evans (.7). 
01/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial prep meeting; meet with Atty. Hazel re 2.00 320.00 
trial. 
01/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re trial prep, trial brief, 1.90 465.50 
witnesses and subpoenas. 
01/24/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 3.00 480.00 
01/26/2011 Jason S. Wing Expert witness for mense profits. 1.00 160.00 
01/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Research expert witness on mense profits. 3.10 496.00 
02/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Compile witness list draft trial notice letters to all 2.50 400.00 
witnesses; continue editing trial brief. 
02/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief. 3.90 624.00 
02/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Doug Black deposition transcript (1.0); draft trial 5.50 880.00 
brief (4.5). 
02/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Research re trial brief; continue drafting trial brief (5.2); 5.70 912.00 
meet with Atty. Hazel re same (.2). 
02/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith (.5); telephone 2.50 612.50 
conference with Arrowood (.2); prepare for deposition (1.7) 
02/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Research evidence rule 702 and expert testimony for 2.00 320.00 
mense profits. 
02/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft proposed order compelling discovery. 0.90 144.00 
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02/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Evans deposition (3.2); telephone conference 4.50 1,102.50 
with Dawn Krein re deposition and scheduling (.5); 
telephone conference with Arrowood (.5); convey offer of 
settlement (.3). 
02/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Review file and prepare for motion to compel hearing. 5.40 864.00 
02/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft affidavit of attorney fees and motion to compel. 0.30 48.00 
02/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Attend motion to compel. 1.50 367.50 
02/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Gather exhibits for deposition of Evans and Wallace 4.50 1,102.50 
prepare for same. 
02/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Deposition of Kirk Evans (2.5); prepare trial exhibits (2.5). 5:00 800.00 
02/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft affidavit of attorney fees re order to compel and 1.20 192.00 
proposed order. 
02/10/2011 Joel P. Hazel Deposition preparation (1.5); take deposition of Kirk Evans 6.00 1,470.00 
(2.5); office conference with Erik Smith and Kirk Evans re 
settlement after deposition (.5); review correspondence of 
Smith (.5); review lease; draft letter to Smith (.7); 
correspondence with Krein re deposition (.3). 
02/11/2011 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.50 127.50 
02/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare documents for Krein deposition (3.0); draft letter to 3.30 528.00 
Smith re discovery documents received at deposition (.3). 
02/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare witness list with exhibits to be admitted (.5); 1.30 208.00 
prepare trial argument order (.6); prepare outline re 
meeting with Atty. Hazel (.2). 
02/11/2011 . Jason S. Wing Research whether an "encroachment" is a default. 0.30 48.00 
02/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Gather trial exhibits (1.5); office conference with Atty. Wing 4.30 1,053.50 
re trial strategy (1.0); review of PCS Site Agreement and 
all amendments (.8); correspondence to Erik Smith re 
Crown's right to remove equipment after lease termination 
or expiration (.7); correspondence with Art Bistline re Steve 
Cooney (.3). 
02/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental expert witness disclosure. 0.60 96.00 
02/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Research whether an "encroachment" is a "default" under 1.20 192.00 
lease. 
02/14/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by organizing exhibits and review of 2.50 612.50 
documents. 
02/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 3.30 528.00 
02/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare trial exhibits. 2.70 432.00 
02/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Dawn Krein to prepare for 4.30 1,053.50 
deposition (.8); telephone conference with Erik Smith re 
discovery and settlement (.5); prepare for trial by outlining 
witnesses and exhibits (3.0). 
02/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief; research re same. 3.40 544.00 
02/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Jones(.5); gather 4.60 1,127.00 
organize exhibits (2.1 ); deposition prep meeting with Dawn 
Krein (2.0). 
02/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 5.50 880.00 
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02/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend deposition of Dawn Krein (3.0); trial 7.00 1,715.00 
prep including gathering and organizing exhibits (2.0); trial 
brief and witness outline (2.0). 
02/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial prep meeting with Atty. Hazel re trial exhibits and 3.00 480.00 
strategize witness and cross. 
02/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Review trial exhibits; continue drafting trial brief. 4.00 640.00 
02/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by organizing arguments; review and 4.00 980.00 
revise trial brief. 
02/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief (1.8); prepare and file affidavit of fees and 3.30 528.00 
costs (1.5). 
02/22/2011- · Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Property committee Atty. 2.30 563.50 
Williamson, Jonathan Arrowood and others re litigation 
review and alternative site potential (.8); telephone 
conference with Arrowood (.5); review trial brief and 
summary judgment decisions in preparation for trial (1.0). 
02/23/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief and prepare trial exhibits. 0.70 112.00 
02/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference to Chris Mooney (left message) (.2); 3.10 759.50 
review correspondence (.3); telephone conference with 
Erik Smith re settlement and trial issues (.8); review and 
revise trial brief (1.8). 
02/24/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 2.60 416.00 
02/24/2011 Joel P. Hazel Office conference witness Randy LaBeff for trial prep (2.2); 3.70 906.50 
telephone conference with witness Art Bistline (.3); 
correspondence to and from Randy LaBeff including 
review of new documents (1.2). 
02/25/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft new motion to reconsider (.5); draft findings of fact, 4.40 704.00 
conclusions of law (2.6); continue drafting trial brief (.4); 
continue preparing trial exhibits (.5); prepare supplemental 
discovery (.4). 
02/25/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re discovery and pictures (.4); office 1.10 269.50 
conference with Mirna and Atty. Wing re trial prep (.7). 
02/27/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial exhibit notebook. 4.90 784.00 
02/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Lance Jones (.5); finalize trial exhibits 3.30 528.00 
(2.1 ); meeting with Atty. Hazel re discovery disclosures 
(.2); prepare final discovery disclosures (.5). 
02/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Amy Williamson and Lance 3.20 784.00 
Jones (.5); review voluminous documents produced by 
Verizon (1.8); trial prep (.9). 
03/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial preparation. 1.30 208.00 
03/01/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood (.2); telephone 3.40 833.00 
conference with Aruz (.3); review Verizon documents 
produced per subpoena (.8); review Sprint documents 
produced per subpoena (2.1 ). 
03/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial setting update email to client; email to Sprint re 0.50 80.00 
privilege log. 
03/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Evans deposition transcript. 0.40 64.00 
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03/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and research re legal authority; 3.50 560.00 
review Mary Jo Wallace's objection to order for costs and 
fees; review Mary Jo Wallace revocation of assignment. 
03/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue assembling trial exhibits. 5.10 816.00 
03/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial with trial director exhibit software. 1.10 176.00 
03/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Organize and prepare exhibits for trial ( 1.1 ); review recent 4.10 1,004.50 
filings by Wallace Family Trust and Sherman Storage (.9); 
correspondence with Lance Jones, Dawn Krein and 
Arrowood(1.0); review Sprint documents (1.1 ). 
03/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and revise trial brief; research re certain defenses. 3.60 576.00 
03/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Wallace deposition. 3.10 759.50 
03/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Go to courthouse and trial exhibit presentation systems. 2.90 464.00 
03/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response to objection to award of fees. 0.50 80.00 
03/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Walter Dale (.5); review 5.90 1,445.50 
discovery produced by Sherman Storage for Trial (1.0); 
prepare for Wallace deposition (2.9); visit courtroom for 
trial set up of A/V (1.5). 
03/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Mary Jo Wallace deposition. 5.50 880.00 
03/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial brief revision and drafting. 2.50 400.00 
03/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and depose Mary Jo Wallace (7.0); review 7.50 1,837.50 
documents filed by Atty. Mike Parker(.5). 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Copy exhibits and argument; meet with Atty. Hazel re 0.10 16.00 
additions to trial exhibit book. 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Review recent document production by Mary Jo Wallace. 0.30 48.00 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial exhibit notebooks; review exhibits. 3.40 544.00 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery responses and notice. 0.90 144.00 
03/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re depositions (.5); 1.60 392.00 
trial preparation ( 1.1 ). 
03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial exhibit book. 0.70 112.00 
03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Review procedural rule 43(f); research case law re same 2.00 320.00 
and draft; draft motion to view premises; memorandum in 
support of motion. 
03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Calculate area of Lot 3 and of Lot 4. 0.20 32.00 
03/10/2011 Joel P. Hazel Deposition of Arrowood (1.9); telephone conference with 6.60 1,617.00 
Arrowood re deposition x 2 (.6); prepare for deposition of 
Surveyor Rasor (2.0); Prepare for deposition of Sam 
Johnson (2.1 ). 
03/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and finalize trial brief draft. 3.00 480.00 
03/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and depose Title Expert Sam Johnson (2.0); 3.60 882.00 
prepare for and depose survey Expert Scott Rasor (2.5); 
telephone conference with Rose Wessman re lot 3 issue 
(.5); correspondence to Arrowood, Krein and Lance 
Jones(.6). 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Review exhibit book and pull documents and group 0.30 48.00 
documents. 
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03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response to motion to vacate compel order; draft 2.80 448.00 
motion for sanctions; review with Atty. Hazel re motions in 
limine and motion for sanctions. 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Research rule re sanctions; draft motion for sanctions, 2.20 352.00 
memo and affidavit. 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft motions in limine. 1.70 272.00 
03/14/2011 Joel P. Hazel Coordinate Motions in Limine, Motion for Sanctions and 2.60 637.00 
other motions (1.9); telephone call to Lance Jones (.5); 
telephone call and letter to Eric Smith re Lot 3 issue (1.2). 
03/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft motions in limine; research rules supporting motions. 4.40 704.00 
03/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 1.70 272.00 
03/15/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review court records for recent filings (.5). Review and 5.00 1,225.00 
revise Trial Brief (2.5). Review of Trial Exhibits notebook 
(1.5). Correspondence with Atty. Smith re Ubiquetel. 
03/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize and note for hearing; continue drafting motions in 1.30 208.00 
limine and research legal basis. 
03/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and edit the proposed motions in limine. 1.50 367.50 
Telephone conference with Eric Smith re pre-trial motions. 
03/17/2011 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.60 153.00 
03/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft findings of fact and conclusions of law; meeting with 6.40 1,024.00 
Atty. Hazel re trial documents; findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. 
03/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and prepare for access easement issue (2.1 ); 3.60 882.00 
review motion to withdraw (.5); correspondence re same 
(.2); telephone conference with opposing counsel re 
withdrawal motion (.5); telephone conference with Court 
Clerk to arrange scheduling conference (.3). 
03/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting/revising findings of fact conclusions of 3.20 512.00 
law. 
03/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Final review and revision of trial brief. 1.50 240.00 
03/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith re exhibits. 0.50 122.50 
Correspondence with Atty. Williamson. 
03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact conclusions of law. 2.10 336.00 
03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to reconsider. 2.20 352.00 
03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft notices to witnesses of trial date change. 0.90 144.00 
03/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Modify and revise trial brief (.9); attend scheduling 2.90 710.50 
conference (1.5); correspondence re same (.5) 
03/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with surveyor Rudy Kitzan re 1.40 343.00 
historic location of cell tower site and fences (.5); changes 
to trial brief (.9). 
03/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Arrowood; review 0.40 98.00 
correspondence from Atty. Swartz. 
04/01/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re Evans contact 0.70 171.50 
Chris Mooney (.5); review correspondence (.2). 
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04/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review cost estimates for moving site onto Lot 4 and 1.10 269.50 
relocation of site to another location (.5); telephone 
conference with Arrowood re negotiations (.4) telephone 
call with Eric Smith (.2). 
04/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Bistline re Tate 0.50 122.50 
Engineering drawing. 
04/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Letter to Atty. Parker re order allowing withdrawal. 0.30 73.50 
04/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Evans letter to Mooney; meeting with Atty. Hazel 0.40 64.00 
re same. 
04/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review lengthy letter from Kirk Evans to Chris Mooney; 2.50 612.50 
multiple telephone conferences re same. 
04/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence from Lance Jones. 0.20 49.00 
04/26/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood re alternative site. 0.20 49.00 
04/27/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re motion to reconsider and default 0.90 144.00 
of Wallace. 
05/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents. 0.90 144.00 
05/09/2011 Jason S. Wing File Clerk's entry re default of Wallace. 0.10 16.00 
05/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review settlement proposed to Crown Castle (.7); 1.20 294.00 
correspondence to Arrowood re same (.5). 
05/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft default judgment, application, motion and order. 1.20 192.00 
05/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and revise memorandum on motion to reconsider. 2.70 432.00 
05/12/2011 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting new memo re motion to reconsider. 2.20 352.00 
05/13/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise and add citations to memorandum re summary 1.60 256.00 
judgment and affidavits. 
05/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft Clerk's entry of default, order and application. 0.40 64.00 
05/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re status conference and witness 1.00 160.00 
status; emails to witnesses re trial conflicts. 
05/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence and telephone conference with Arrowood. 0.50 122.50 
05/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Attend status conference (1.2); review default pleadings 2.10 514.50 
(.6); correspondence to Jones, Williamson and Arrowood 
(.3). 
05/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft letters to witnesses re new trial date and mail. 0.50 80.00 
05/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with City Attorney Mike Gridley re 0.50 122.50 
cell tower approvals. 
05/20/2011 Jason S. Wing Follow up on status of default. 0.20 32.00 
06/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft default judgment and motion re same. 0.90 144.00 
06/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize default judgment, motion, memorandum and 1.50 240.00 
order. 
06/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Krein re 0.20 49.00 
Evans. 
07/12/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 2.70 661.50 
settlement options; telephone conference with Arrowood re 
negotiations strategy. 
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09/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Arrowood re negotiations 0.30 73.50 
with Evans. 
09/26/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement; draft 0.90 220.50 
email to Arrowood. 
09/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith; telephone 1.10 269.50 
conference with Jonathan Arrowood. 
09/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood; telephone 0.80 196.00 
conference with Eric Smith re negotiations; 
correspondence with Arrowood. 
10/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 1.00 245.00 
escalation rate in settlement proposal (.5); correspondence 
to Eric Smith re settlement (.5). 
10/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement; 0.60 147.00 
correspondence to Atty. Arrowood re same. 
10/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Arrowood. 0.50 122.50 
10/26/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response letter to Smith's email; review Jones, Atty. 2.00 320.00 
Hazel and Atty. Smith's emails; review Ubquitel 
agreement; review estoppel cert. 
11/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Lance Jones re Ubiquetel issue. 0.20 32.00 
11/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Review PCS Site Agreement and 2005 Grand Lease 0.90 144.00 
Agreement and email exchange with Arrowood re same; 
review Smith letter re agreement breach. 
11/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Arrowood, Jones, etc. re settlement 0.60 96.00 
strategy. 
11/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Eric Smith. 0.30 48.00 
11/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood re settlement. 0.50 122.50 
11/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft settlement and release. 1.40 224.00 
11/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re settlement; 1.10 269.50 
oversee settlement and release agreement. 
11/23/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting settlement and release. 1.50 240.00 
11/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood; correspondence to 1.50 367.50 
and from Eric Smith re settlement. 
11/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Lance Jones re 1.50 367.50 
settlement; finalize settlement and release agreement 
11/30/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise settlement agreement as per Lance Jones. 1.60 256.00 
11/30/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence re proposed 1.50 367.50 
settlement agreement (.7); telephone conference with 
Lance Jones; correspondence with Eric Smith (.3); 
instructions to Atty. Wing (.5). 
12/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Emails to Crown re settlement terms; revise settlement 1.30 208.00 
agreement. 
12/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue revising settlement.agreement and release. 2.60 416.00 
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12/02/2011 Joel P. Hazel Careful review of settlement and release agreement (1.5); 4.40 1,078.00 
double check legal description of tower site and access 
easement (.6); correspondence with Lance Jones re claims 
against Mary Jo Wallace (.8); file review to prep for trial 
(1.5). 
12/05/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re trial prep if settlement falls 0.10 16.00 
through. 
12/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review of amended and restated PCS Site Agreement 4.90 1,200.50 
(1.5); trial prep by review case file (3.4). 
12/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re draft lease agreement; attain 1.10 176.00 
updated title commitment; conference call with Crown 
Castle real estate counsel. 
12/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review lease (1.2); telephone conference with attorney 3.20 784.00 
Kris Bailey re amended PCS Site Agreement (.5); review 
exhibits for trial (1.5). 
12/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft property legal description; review revised lease. 2.90 464.00 
12/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review of various legal descriptions; redraft lease; 6.50 1,592.50 
correspondence to Eric Smith. 
12/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with PLS Walter Dale (.5); review 4.00 980.00 
title reports (.5); correspondence re issue identifiable in title 
report (2. 0); review new exhibits and legals ( 1. 0). 
12/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re lease 0.50 122.50 
negotiations. 
12/12/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief; revise findings of fact; meet with Atty. 2.20 352.00 
Hazel re trial prep. 
12/12/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep meeting (.5); review status of case, witness, 4.00 980.00 
exhibit lists, motions in limine and trial brief. 
12/13/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising trial brief and findings of 3.60 576.00 
fact. 
12/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with JPH re trial prep; findings of fact; witness 0.40 64.00 
notification. 
12/15/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re counter proposal 1.10 269.50 
re termination clause (. 7); correspondence to Arrowood re 
negotiations (.4). 
12/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare trial witness notices; continue drafting findings of 1.00 160.00 
fact. 
12/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re lease terms (.6); 5.10 1,249.50 
correspondence to Arrowood re negotiation (.5); trial prep 
by review of witnesses for direct (2.1 ); review and revise 
trial brief (1.9). 
12/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re witness notification and trial prep; 0.10 16.00 
finalize and send witness notifications. 
12/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith (.4); telephone call 1.70 416.50 
to Lance Jones (.2); review trial exhibits (1.1 ). 
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12/20/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood (.2); telephone 2.70 661.50 
conference with Atty. Smith re termination period x 2 (.5); 
telephone conference with City Planner Sean Holmes (.2); 
telephone conference to City Atty. Wilson (.2); trial prep by 
re-organizing trial brief (1.5). 
12/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re revisions to trial brief and begin 0.30 48.00 
revisions re same. 
12/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial; telephone conference re settlement. 1.10 269.50 
12/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 2.30 368.00 
12/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re settlement (.3); 0.60 147.00 
telephone conference with Eric Smith re same (.3). 
12/27/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep by outlining cross examination of surveyor. 1.10 269.50 
12/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re trial prep. 0.40 64.00 
12/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Erik Smith re failed 1.50 367.50 
negotiations (.5); correspondence to Jonathan Arrowood 
(.2); trial outline (.8). 
12/29/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief; meet with Atty. Hazel re same. 1.00 160.00 
12/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep by review of summary judgment materials and 1.50 367.50 
exhibits. 
12/30/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial strategy meeting. 1.60 256.00 
12/30/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep session with Atty. Wing (1.5); review exhibits for 3.30 808.50 
trial (1.5); telephone conference with Atty. Smith re exhibits 
and stipulation (.3). 
01/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for meeting with Eric Smith re exhibits. 1.10 269.50 
01/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Locate survey witness Doug Black. 0.10 16.00 
01/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 4.10 656.00 
01/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review exhibits (.8); office conference with Eric Smith to 5.50 1,347.50 
stipulate to exhibits (2.0); telephone conference with 
Jonathan Arrowood re trial prep (.5); trial prep by 
document review and fine tuning exhibits (3.0). 
01/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft witness letters (x3) re testimony not needed; meeting 0.90 144.00 
with Atty. Hazel re motion in limine. 
01/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion in limine. 1.40 224.00 
01/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by reviewing trial perpetuation deposition 5.80 1,421.00 
of original surveyor, Doug Black to determine position to 
present at trial (2.8); review pleading to focus trial 
presentation (1.5); outline direct and cross (1.5). 
01/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief. 5.60 896.00 
01/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Jones (.3); trial prep 3.30 808.50 
by outline examination of witnesses (3.0). 
01/08/2012 Jason S. Wing Review final motion in limine content. 0.20 32.00 
01/09/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief; review Black deposition in 4.60 736.00 
preparation for trial. 
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01/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prep for trial by meeting with engineer Randy Labeff re 7.00 1,715.00 
original location of cell tower site (3.5); review entire 
correspondence file for potential exhibits (2.0); redraft 
general motions in limine (1.5). 
01/10/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief and add citations to trial 3.50 560.00 
exhibits. 
01/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Attend evening special use permit meeting at City Hall; 5.40 1,323.00 
very long wait for hearing (4.2); prepare for building 
commission meeting by review of application (1.2). 
01/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief and add citations to trial exhibits; draft 3.20 512.00 
findings of facts. 
01/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to reconsider. 3.00 480.00 
01/11/2012 Joel P. Hazel Multiple telephone conferences with Arrowood re planning 2.80 686.00 
commission hearing (.9); telephone conference with City 
Attorney Wilson re de novo appeal of planning commission 
denial (.4); telephone conference with several members of 
the planning commission re proposed cell tower site (1.5); 
telephone call to Atty. Smith re various items (.5); trial prep 
(.5). 
01/12/2012 Edward J. Anson Conference with Joel Hazel. 0.70 178.50 
01/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact and conclusions of law. 7.20 1,152.00 
01/12/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by review of all pleading; motions, 6.50 1,592.50 
affidavits and decisions (4.0); telephone conference with 
court clerk re scheduling issues (.5). 
01/13/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting conclusions of law; meeting with Atty. 7.10 1,136.00 
Hazel re trial prep. 
01/13/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise trial brief (4.2); correspondence with 4.80 1,176.00 
Arrowood (.2); correspondence with court clerk re 
scheduling (.4). 
01/16/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize exhibit list and review all exhibits (2.5); prepare 5.40 1,323.00 
outline for Scott Rasor examination (1.9); telephone 
conference with Atty. Smith re stipulations to exhibits (.5). 
01/17/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact. 1.60 256.00 
01/17/2012 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with Atty. Smith to attempt to stipulate to exhibits 4.60 1,127.00 
(1.5); telephone conference with Wesley Warren, witness 
disclosed by plaintiff who is the owner of a different site 
built by Sprint in 1996 (1.0); organized trial presentation 
(2.1 ). 
01/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft findings of fact. 6.50 1,040.00 
01/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings. 0.80 128.00 
01/18/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial including review of Evans deposition 4.50 1,102.50 
transcripts; prepare for cross examination. 
01/19/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion in limine re plaintiff's exhibits. 2.90 464.00 
01/19/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep including careful review of all plaintiff proposed 6.10 1,494.50 
exhibits; review Dawn Krein deposition transcript to see if 
we should publish any portion of the deposition at trial. 
01/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings of fact. 6.10 976.00 
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01/20/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize findings of fact and conclusions of law required by 7.10 1,739.50 
court's pretrial order (3.2); finalize trial brief (3.1 ); 
telephone conference with John Dohm of Crown re appeal 
of planning commission denial (.3); correspondence with 
expert LaBeff and Dale to set up trial prep meeting (.5). 
01/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings of fact. 4.00 640.00 
01/22/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on Walter Dale direct (1.2); draft opening statement 3.00 735.00 
outline ( 1.8). 
01/23/2012 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial brief; finalize findings of fact and file. 5.30 848.00 
01/23/2012 Joel P. Hazel Final review of trial brief and findings of fact (4.2); prepare 6.50 1,592.50 
opening (1. 7); telephone conference with expert Dale (.3); 
telephone conference with expert Labeff (.3). 
01/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcript of Razor; continue trial prep; 5.80 928.00 
review exhibits; meeting with Atty. Hazel re same. 
01/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition of Black. 2.00 320.00 
01/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on Opening (3.5); prep trial outline (3.0). 6.50 1,592.50 
01/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft notice re motion to view; draft trial prep outlines. 3.20 512.00 
01/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with surveyor Walter Dale to prepare direct (1.5); 6.30 1,543.50 
telephone call with Arrowood to prepare for direct (.5); 
telephone call with engineer Randy LaBeff to prepare for 
direct (.5); prepare motions in limine arguments and 
responses to plaintiff's motions in limine (1.8); update 
Arrowood direct outline (1.2). 
01/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by organizing materials to bring to court. 1.80 441.00 
01/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on trial presentation including cross of plaintiff's 7.20 1,764.00 
witnesses, Evans, Wallace and Rasor (6.5); review 
objections to motion to reconsider (.4); telephone 
conference with Matt King, owner of lease option site (.3). 
01/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial; draft motion to dismiss; draft 6.80 1,088.00 
reconsideration outline; draft direct examination outline. 
01/29/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for opening; review rules on involuntary dismissal 7.70 1,886.50 
of claims. 
01/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial; start trial and review with Atty. Hazel upon 3.20 512.00 
trial vacation. 
01/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial Day 1: Prepare for opening; motions in limine and 5.70 1,396.50 
organize documents to bring to court (2.5); attend trial 
indicating argument for motion in limine and (2.5); 
instructions to Atty. Wing on motion to reconsider (.5); 
email to court clerk (.2). 
01/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft new brief re motion to reconsider. 5.10 816.00 
01/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Wallace perpetuation deposition. 2.50 612.50 
02/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting renewed motion to reconsider and trial 6.30 1,071.00 
exhibits referenced. 
02/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend second perpetuation deposition of 5.00 1,275.00 
Mary Jo Wallace. 
02/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review memorandum in support of motion to reconsider. 2.00 510.00 
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02/07/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Jon Dohm re City Council meeting 0.50 127.50 
(.3); correspondence to/from Erik Smith re Randy Labeff 
(.2). 
02/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re scheduling conference. 0.20 51.00 
02/13/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review perpetuation deposition transcript of Mary Jo 2.50 637.50 
Wallace. 
02/14/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence to the court re trial 0.50 127.50 
scheduling. 
02/17/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from court clerk re trial scheduling 3.10 790.50 
and respond (.3); telephone conference with Dawn Krein, 
Arrowood and others re case strategy (1.0); telephone 
conference with Arrowood re trial availability (.3); 
telephone conference with Randy Labeff re trial (.3); 
telephone conference with Walter Dale re trial (.3); 
telephone conference with Sandy Young of Verdis re 
contract and plan (.9). 
02/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting memorandum in support of motion to 5.90 1,003.00 
reconsider. 
02/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting memorandum in support of motion to 3.50 595.00 
reconsider. 
02/23/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from court clerk regarding trial 0.90 229.50 
schedule (.5); correspondence to witness regarding trial 
conflicts for the next several months (.4). 
02/28/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue research, drafting and revising memorandum in 3.10 527.00 
support of motion to reconsider. 
02/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue research and finalize drafting brief in support of 5.70 969.00 
motion to reconsider. Review Wallace perpetuation 
deposition. 
03/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Finalize memorandum in support of motion to reconsider; 2.60 442.00 
draft notice of hearing for motion to reconsider; draft 
affidavit of Jason Wing in support of motion to reconsider 
and attach exibits; draft motion to reconsider. 
03/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and finalizing motion to reconsider. 1.10 280.50 
03/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prep for attending status conference( long wait for case to 2.00 510.00 
be called); email re trial setting to all witnesses. 
03/08/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review newest depo transcript of Mary Jo Wallace. 0.70 178.50 
03/16/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Sandy Young re replacement 0.30 76.50 
cell tower site 
03/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiffs Brief and Affidavit in Opposition to 2.50 425.00 
Reconsideration; review Crown's Memorandum in Support 
of Reconsideration. 
03/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiffs Objection to Reconsideration and draft 6.00 1,020.00 
Reply Brief 
04/02/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise and finalize Reply Brief to Plaintiff's Amended 0.90 153.00 
Objection to Motion to Reconsider. 
04/02/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review response to Motion to Reconsider. 0.60 153.00 
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04/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise, finalize and file Reply to Plaintiffs Amended 1.50 255.00 
Objection. 
04/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise Reply to Motion to Reconsider; office 4.00 1,020.00 
conference with Atty. Wing re same. 
04/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Court Clerk re exhibits. 0.20 51.00 
04/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Motion to Reconsider. 2.50 637.50 
04/10/2012 Edward J. Anson Consulted with Joel Hazel. 0.40 106.00 
04/10/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for and attend hearing on Motion to Reconsider 2.40 408.00 
summary judgment decision. 
04/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and argue Motion to Reconsider Motion for 6.80 1,734.00 
Summary Judgment decision and trial Motions in Limine. 
04/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Review hearing on Motion for Consideration and Motion in 0.20 34.00 
Limine with Atty. Hazel. 
04/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re trial preparation; review trial 0.70 119.00 
notebook and begin eliminating unnecessary exhibits. 
04/12/2012 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing to pare down trial 0.50 127.50 
exhibits. 
04/16/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft letters to witnesses re testimony needed at trial and 1.40 238.00 
review exhibit books for trial. 
04/17/2012 Jason S. Wing Review all trial exhibits and eliminate duplicate and 4.50 765.00 
unnecessary exhibits. Confirm Motion to Reconsider 
citation to affidavits. 
04/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Review all reconsideration documents for citations to 1.50 255.00 
affidavits. 
04/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Motion/Memorandum re Reconsideration for 1.00 170.00 
Authority not supported by Affidavit. 
05/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Review decision on Motion to Reconsider. 0.40 68.00 
05/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review decision on Motion to Reconsider. 1.00 255.00 
05/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and defend deposition of Randy LaBeff; 3.10 790.50 
correspondence with Veridis re alternative cell tower site. 
05/18/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation. 0.50 127.50 
05/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Phone conference with witnesses and continue trial 0.40 68.00 
preparation. 
05/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Labeff deposition transcript for changes; prepare 2.60 663.00 
for trial. 
05/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation; review video deposition of Mary Jo 3.50 892.50 
Wallace; update trial outlines. 
05/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Review decision on Motion to Reconsider and prepare for 0.50 85.00 
trial. 
05/29/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by identifying portions of PCS Scott Rasor 4.80 1,224.00 
deposition; prepare for cross of Atty. Evans; prepare for 
opening; review trial briefs. 
05/30/2012 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Joel Hazel. 0.30 79.50 
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05/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Walt Dale; meeting with Atty. Hazel re 0.60 102.00 
trial preparation and witness testimony. 
05/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by fine tuning motions in limine, opening, 7.60 1,938.00 
cross of Evans and review of Court's decisions. 
05/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Review witness exhibits and prepare direct examination 3.60 612.00 
outline of expert witness, Walt Dale. 
05/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by reviewing Plaintiff's exhibits, defense 7.90 2,014.50 
exhibits and depositions of Crown's 30(b )(6) depositions. 
06/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial. 5.90 1,003.00 
06/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation including review of all Plaintiff's proposed 4.50 1,147.50 
exhibits; review deposition transcript; fine tune trial and 
witness outlines. 
06/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial. 5.20 884.00 
06/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation; prepare opening; review trial briefs; office 7.00 1,785.00 
conference with Atty. Wing to prepare for trial; telephone 
conference with Jonathan Arrowood. 
06/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Attend trial (first day); trial preparation for second day. 8.20 1,394.00 
06/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial - day 1: Prepare for opening, Motions in Limine and 10.20 2,601.00 
Plaintiff's case in chief. 
06/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Second day of trial. 6.20 1,054.00 
06/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial, Day 2, including cross of Evans, Mary Jo Wallace 9.00 2,295.00 
testimony, view video deposition. 
06/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Third day of trial. 4.10 697.00 
06/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial - day 3 - including: direct of Arrowood; impeachment 7.40 1,887.00 
of witness Matt King view of property; office conference 
with Atty. Wing re post trial briefs; draft update to Crown 
Management. 
06/07/2012 Jason S. Wing Outline closing brief. 1.90 323.00 
06/07/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re closing argument and brief 0.40 68.00 
content; begin preparation of closing arguments and brief 
outline. 
06/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting post trial outline re closing argument and 0.30 51.00 
brief. 
06/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Research claim elements and draft closing argument. 3.90 663.00 
06/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re closing brief. 0.10 17.00 
07/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Read and review Plaintiff's closing brief filings and 2.30 391.00 
conclusions and review record cited. 
07/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Plaintiff's Proposed Findings of Fact; email to 1.60 408.00 
Lance Jones and Amy Williamson. 
07/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Review record of trial and prepare brief outline. 1.30 221.00 
07/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Outline re closing brief. 1.20 306.00 
07/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft closing brief and review trial exhibits. 3.40 578.00 
07/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcripts and trial exhibits. 4.40 748.00 
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07/13/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcripts; continue drafting findings of 3.00 510.00 
fact. 
07/16/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact; review deposition 4.60 782.00 
transcripts. 
07/17/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft closing brief and findings of fact. 6.00 1,020.00 
07/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact and conclusions. 2.30 391.00 
07/19/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting closing brief; review deposition 5.30 901.00 
transcripts. 
07/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting closing brief and findings of fact .. 5.00 850.00 
07/23/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue to revise and draft closing brief. 1.90 323.00 
07/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief and Proposed 4.80 816.00 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
07/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review draft of closing brief. 1.60 408.00 
07/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting Closing Brief. 4.20 714.00 
07/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Initial review of closing brief. 2.50 637.50 
07/26/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief. 4.90 833.00 
07/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise closing brief; review trial notes and trial outline to 4.70 1,198.50 
add to memorandum. 
07/27/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Brief. 3.80 646.00 
07/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Redraft closing brief; redraft findings of fact. 5.50 1,402.50 
07/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief and Proposed 6.10 1,037.00 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
07/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re Closing Brief; revise 2.00 510.00 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
07/31/2012 Edward J. Anson Review pleadings. 1.50 397.50 
07/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting Closing Brief and citations and cite check 2.20 374.00 
Brief. 
07/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Redraft Closing Argument Brief; redraft Proposed Findings 6.90 1,759.50 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
08/01/2012 Edward J. Anson Office conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.50 132.50 
08/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare final brief. 0.20 34.00 
08/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize Closing Brief and Findings of Fact and 5.90 1,504.50 
Conclusions of Law. 
08/15/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiff's Reply Brief and validity of case authority 0.40 68.00 
cited therein. 
08/15/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Plaintiff's Reply Brief; correspondence re same. 0.90 229.50 
09/11/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to email from Judge's clerk. 0.20 51.00 
09/18/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re timing of opinion. 0.30 76.50 
09/19/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Court's opinion (1.2); correspondence to/from 1.70 433.50 
client (.5); review Rule 54(d)(5). 
09/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Court's decision in favor of Crown Castle. 0.50 85.00 
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09/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Review and revise proposed Judgment and Affidavit and 0.80 136.00 
memorandum of Attorneys' Fees and Costs 
09/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Court opinion; draft Attorney's Fee Affidavit. 3.50 892.50 
09/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Research attorney's fees available in ejectment, trespass 5.50 1,402.50 
and breach of contract cases; draft memorandum in 
Support of Attorney's Fees; letters to Amy Williamson and 
Lance Jones; telephone conference with Eric Smith 
10/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review email from Lance Jones and respond re access 0.50 127.50 
easement issue. 
10/02/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise memorandum in Support of Award of Attorney's 3.0 765.00 
Fees (2); review offer from Eric Smith and forward (1 ). 
10/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise Memorandum in Support of Award of Attorney's 5.9 1,504.50 
Fees (2.5); review Attorney's Fees Affidavit (2); review 
Court Rules (.5); review offer from Atty. Smith (.3); 
telephone conference to Arrowood re offer (.2); telephone 
conference with Lance Jones re offer (.4). 
10/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Final changes to Motion for Entry of Judgment; finalize 2.5 637.50 
Memorandum in Support of an Award of Attorney's Fees 
and Affidavit; telephone conference with Arrowood re 
negotiations. 
10/04/2012 Edward J. Anson Review/revise Memorandum in support of Attorney's Fees .4 106.00 
and Affidavit. 
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Cost Report 
Crown Castle USA, Inc./ Sherman Storage, LLC (16239-3) 
02/17/2012 Appearance fee 695.00 
04/14/2011 Consultation fees 180.00 
01/11/2012 Consultation fees 180.00 
09/17/2009 Copy expense - document production 5.00 
08/12/2010 Copy expense - document production 34.45 
03/08/2011 CQpy_s,f Tr~n~cript-b~ari_ri_g _ 47.50 
- -- - ---
03/19/2012 Deposition - Mary Jo Wallace 359.55 
01/19/2011 Deposition-D. Black 159.37 
02/28/2011 Deposition-D. Krein 180.25 
03/16/2011 Deposition-J. Arrowood 350.22 
06/21/2010 Deposition-J. Tyke 202.78 
12/31/2009 Deposition-K. Evans 551.36 
03/08/2011 Deposition-K. Evans 296.32 
03/30/2011 Deposition-M. Wallace 1,548.91 
05/31/2012 Deposition-R. Lebeff 99.43 
06/20/2011 Deposition-S. Johnson 229.90 
12/31/2009 Deposition-S. Rasor 304.86 
04/11/2011 Deposition-S. Rasor 282.25 
12/31/2009 Deposition-S. Skolrud 65.00 
04/30/2011 Document production 4.00 
01/24/2012 Document production 19.08 
02/08/2012 Document production 291.33 
02/08/2012 Document production 137.37 
04/27/2012 Document production 1.00 
04/01/2011 Expert fee-original date 3/10/11 250.00 
06/22/2009 Filing fee 58.00 
07/28/2009 Filing fee 14.00 
12/28/2010 Outside Copy expense - document production 184.18 
01/31/2011 Outside Copy expense - document production 36.55 
02/25/2011 Outside Copy expense - document production 1.57 
03/28/2011 Outside Copy expense - document production 1,034.45 
12/31/2009 Professional Services 300.00 
08/23/2010 Professional Services 300.00 
12/16/2010 Professional Services 540.00 
01/10/2011 Professional Services 264.00 
01/10/2011 Professional Services 576.00 
03/08/2011 Professional Services 72.00 
04/14/2011 Professional Services 240.00 
01/24/2012 Professional Services 366.96 
02/16/2012 Professional Services 600.00 
02/22/2012 Professional Services 1,895.00 
02/29/2012 Professional Services 2,105.00 
03/08/2012 Professional Services 132.00 
03/23/2012 Professional Services 650.00 
04/09/2012 Professional Services 400.00 
05/08/2012 Professional Services 632.50 
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Cost Report 
Crown Castle USA, Inc./ Sherman Storage, LLC (16239-3) 
05/31/2012 Professional Services 264.00 
07/11/2012 Professional Services 1,120.00 
07/11/2012 Professional Services 683.76 
08/08/2012 Professional Services 30.00 
09/17/2012 Professional Services 220.00 
08/17/2009 Service fee 42.50 
08/26/2009 Service fee 42.50 
09/08/2009 Service fee 69.60 
09/22/2009 Service fee 42.50 
12/09/2009 Service fee 180.00 
06/23/2010 Service fee 85.00 
11/16/2010 Service fee 60.00 
07/31/2009 Service fee-add'I chain fee 75.00 
04/14/2010 Westlaw Research 42.46 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 869.07 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 63.44 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 68.51 
08/31/2010 Westlaw Research 48.00 
08/31/2010 Westlaw Research 210.41 
09/01/2010 Westlaw Research 87.45 
01/13/2011 Westlaw Research 131.84 
01/21/2011 Westlaw Research 350.11 
03/30/2012 Westlaw Research 138.21 
04/26/2012 Westlaw Research 114.54 
12/31/2011 Westlaw Research PEOPLE SEARCH 20.00 
09/25/2012 Westlaw Research 68.09 
~lfo~&'IIIDl ·- .~ "'· .__ -~~-a. -l 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.8.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
~ ..... , -- . 
STATE OF UJAH0 } SS 
OOUNTY OF KOOTENAI . 
FR.ED: 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNlY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





















THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 





) ____________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
JUDGMENT 
OBJECTION TO MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT • 1 
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IV/ IU/G.VI~ ,.., • .,..., 1n,, c..vu1u-..,u11v 
COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, by 
and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby objects to the 
Defendant GLOBAL SIGNAL's Motion for Entry of Judgment, as follows: 
1. The Defendant's Motion is seeking to insert into the proposed 
-Judgment provisions not-foand-in-the-6ourt!s-9EGISI0N-RE.:-COURI- ... 
TRIAL, entered on September 19, 2012, including but not limited to 
Exhibit Band C, which are legal descriptions for an Access Easement 
and Utility Easement that are not found in the PCS Site Agreement or 
the Court's Decision. 
2. The Defendant's Motion is seeking entry of a proposed Judgment that 
Global is a "prevailing party", though no such determination was made 
in the Court's DECISION RE: COURT TRIAL, entered on September 
19, 2012, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1)(B). 
The Plaintiff requests the right to present oral argument, testimony and 
evidence and to cross-examine the other party, their witnesses and affiants at 
any hearing hereon. 
DATED this .Lf._ day of October, 2012. 
~~ 
laintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the I S" day of October, 2012, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
_L]__maileg_ postage prepaid to: 
[ ] inter-office: -- - --- - - -
.~axed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
Lora Henderson 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-911 O 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff Sherm'an Storage, LLC 
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COMES NOW the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, by 
and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
54(d)(6), hereby objects to Global Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC's Motion for Award 
of Attorney's Fees and Costs, as set forth in the Memorandum in support thereof, 
filed concurrently herewith. 
The Plaintiff requests the right to present oral argument, testimony and 
evidence and to cross-examine the other party, their witnesses and affiants at 
any hearing hereon. 
DATED this ffay of October, 2012. 
ERIK ~evTor Plaintiff 
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I hereby certify that on the I~ day of October, 2012, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
}!faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-84 70 
Lora Henderson 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.8.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
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COMES NOW the above-named Plajntiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. 
("Sherman") by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and submits 
this Memorandum in support of its Motion to Disallow and Objection to an Award 
of Attorney's Fees and Costs as follows: 
Idaho follows the "American Rule" when determining whether attorneys 
are entitled to attorney fees and costs. In Jenkins v. Commercial National Bank, 
19 Idaho 290, 297 (1911), the Court said: 
It is the general rule that attorney's fees cannot be 
recovered in an action unless authorized by statute or 
by express agreement of the parties. There are, 
however, exceptions to this general rule, in the case 
of fraud, willful wrong or gross negligence. 
See also Idaho Power Co. v. Idaho Public Utilities Commission, 102 Idaho 744, 
750 ( 1981 ); Kidwell & Heiser v. Fenley, 96 Idaho 534 (1975). 
1. The Defendant cannot prove it is the Prevailing Party. 
The Defendant must initially prove to the satisfaction of this Court that it is 
the clear prevailing party of this litigation. The determination of a prevailing party, 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d)(1 )(8), involves a three-part inquiry. .The court must 
examine ( 1) the result obtained in relation to the relief sought; (2) whether there 
were multiple claims or issues; and (3) the extent to which either party prevailed 
on each issue or claim. Chadden:Jon v. King, 104 Idaho 406, 411, 659 P.2d 160, 
165 (Ct.App) 1983). The rule states as follows: 
Rule 54(d)(1 ). Costs - Items allowed 
(8) Prevailing Party. In determining which party to an 
action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs, the 
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trial court shall in its sound discretion consider the 
final judgment or result of the action in relation to the 
relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court 
in its sound discretion may determine that a party to 
an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in part, 
and upon so finding may apportion the costs between 
and among the parties in a fair and equitable manner 
after considering all of the -issues and claims involved 
in the action and the resultant judgment or judgments 
obtained. 
2. The case presented varied and multiple claims. 
Plaintiff's Amended Complaint filed October 15, 2010, alleged four causes 
of action: (1) Ejectment, (2) Mesne Profits, (3) Breach of Contract, and (4) Quiet 
Title To Lot 3. The Plaintiff failed at trial on its first two actions. The Plaintiff did 
establish a breach of the PCS Site Agreement, however, the Court ruled it was 
not a material breach. The Plaintiff was successful in pleading the fourth action, 
which was cured by the Defendant, and then withdrawn by the Plaintiff. 
Defendant filed its Amended Answer, Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim, 
and Third Party Complaint. The Defendant set forth its affirmative defenses as 
follows: failure to state a claim; failure to mitigate; Plaintiffs damages were 
caused by its own acts or negligence; laches: estoppel; unclean hands; statute of 
limitations; actual or constructive notice; Plaintiff's rights were subject to the PCS 
Site Agreement and its Amendments; and that Plaintiff did not hold title to the 
property in question. Defendant subsequently plead the defense of boundary by 
agreement and mutual mistake. The Court found in favor of Oef~ndant pursuant 
to its equitable defenses of boundary by agreement and laches only. The Court 
denied all its other defenses including but not limited to mutual mistake. 
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Defendant's three Counterclaims against Sherman: were as follows: (1) 
Trespass/ Interference with Easement, (2) Breach of PCS Site Agreement and 
Violation of Covenant of Quiet Possession, and (3) Quiet Title to 24th Street. 
(Defendant's Amended Answer, Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim, and Third 
Party-complaint, filea nerein; pp. 5-1 O). The Defendant failed to establish its first 
two counterclaims. The first counterclaim was a real property claim for trespass. 
The second counterclaim was a contractual claim and alleged breach of the PCS 
Site Agreement, and the Defendant failed to prove that claim. The Defendant 
considered the third counterclaim moot upon the deed from The Wallace Family 
Trust to Sherman Storage. 
Defendant's Third Party Complaint alleged one count against the Wallace 
Family Trust: Indemnification. Global received a default and default judgment 
against The Wallace Family Trust because of its failure to make further 
appearance. As a result of that default, Global is the prevailing party, Global 
may be entitled to a judgment of indemnification for its fees and costs pursuant to 
the PCS Site Agreement. Therefore, it is not necessary for Global to seek 
another judgment for fees and costs from Sherman Storage. 
3. The Defendant did not prevail on all its claims. 
The Defendant must prove it is the prevailing party on one of the claims or 
issues set forth above, and connect that claim with a statutory or contractual 
basis for an award of attorney fees. 
The lengthy litigation and resulting decisions in this matter do not leave a 
clear prevailing party. The Plaintiff prevailed on its motion for summary judgment 
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regarding its main contention that Global's improvements exceeded the terms of 
the PCS Site Agreement as a matter of law pursuant to l.R.C.P. 56(d). (Decision 
on Summary Judgment, entered Oct. 4, 2010, p. 9, 23). The ·oefendant was 
successful at trial only regarding two of their equitable defenses, and none of 
--
their counterclaims. 
In addition, the Defendant must allocate which attorney fees and costs 
were associated with each prevailing claim. The Defendant has not associated 
which attorney fees and costs were associated with its various claims. The 
Defendant has also not separated the fees claimed against its Third Party 
Defendant. A defendant's successful defense of a suit for sales commissions on 
the ground of breach of fiduciary duty was in an action on contract within the 
scope of Idaho Code§ 12-120(3); however, where the attorney's fees jncurred in 
that defense could not be separated from those incurred in the prosecution of a 
tort for breach of fiduciary duty, none of the fees could be recovered. Rockefellar 
v. Grabow, 136 Idaho 637 (2001). 
The issue of contract interpretation as regarding attorney fees arose in the 
2003 Idaho Supreme Court case of J.R. Simplot Co. v. Rycair, Inc. In that case, 
the Court had before it the following lease provision: 
22. Attorney Fees and Costs. In the event that either 
party to the Lease utilizes an attorney to enforce any 
of the provision hereof, the unsuccessful party agrees 
to pay the prevailing party all costs and expenses, 
including reasonable attorney's fees incurred thereon 
by the prevailing party, and such may be included in 
the judgment entered in such action. 
J.R. Simplot Co. v. Rycair, Inc., 138 Idaho 557, 564-65 (2003). 
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Based on the express language of the contract and pursuant to 12-120(3), 
the Court found that attorney fees were properly awarded as to the contract 
claims at issue, but not the negligence claims, However, the Court remanded the 
case to the trial Court for the issue of separating the fees, In this case, the 
Defendant has not done ttlis. ·· -- --
4. The Defendant is not entitled to attorney's fees by statute or contract. 
According to the Rule, th.e Defendant must provide authority for the Court 
to award fees and costs, 
IRCP 54(e)(1). Attorney's Fees. 
In any civil action the court may award reasonable 
attorney fees, which at the discretion of the court may 
include paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or 
parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(1 )(B), when _provided 
for by an\! statute or contract. Provided, attorney fees 
under section 12-121, Idaho Code, may be awarded 
by the court only when it finds, from the facts 
presented to it, that the case was brought, pursued or 
defended frivolously, unreasonably or without 
foundation; but attorney fees shall not be award13d 
pursuant to section 12-121, Idaho Code, on a default 
judgment. (emphasis added). 
5. The Defendant cannot recover its attorney's fees and costs pursuant to 
the PCS Site Agreement. 
Where there is a valid contract between the parties which contains a 
provision for an award of attorney fees and costs, the terms of that contractual 
provision may establish the right to seek an award of attorney fees and costs. 
LeaseFirst v, Bums, 131 Idaho 158, 163 (1998) (quoting Farm Credit Bank v. 
Wissel, 122 Idaho 565, 568 .. 69 (1992)). However, if the party ba·ses its claim for 
attorney fees upon a contract, then the party must (1) identify that portion of the 
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contract upon which the party relies as authority for the awarding of attorney 
fees; and (2) provide a reasoned argument explaining why that contractual 
provision entitles the party to an award of attorney fees in this instance. 
Wattenbarger v. A.G. !Edwards & Sons, /no. 2010 WL 5186735, 13 
(Idaho) (laaho 201 0) (quoting Bream v. Benscoter, 139 Idaho 364, 369 ~2003)) .. 
In this case, the Defendant must prove both elements. The parties were 
bound by the terms of the terms of the PCS Agreement concerning the leasehold 
interest. The Agreement addresses attorney fees as follows: 
15(f) The prevailing party in any action or proceeding 
in court or mutually agreed upon arbitration 
proceeding to enforce the terms of this Agreement is 
entitled to receive its reasonable attorneys' fees and 
other reasonable enforcement costs and expenses 
from the non-prevailing party. (emphasis added). · 
(Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 4, PCS Site Agreement (June 24, 1996) between 
The Wallace Family Trust and Sprint Spectrum, L.P.) 
6. The Defendant did not prevail in a proceeding to enforce the terms of the 
PCS Site Agreement. 
While the Plaintiff and Defendant may have contractual privity pursuant to 
the PCS Site Agreement since 2010, the PCS Site Agreement cannot be used by 
Defendant for the award of fees and costs. The PCS Site Agr~ement allows a 
"prevailing party" ... "to enforce the terms of this Agreement", As set forth 
above, the Defendant is not the clear prevailing party. In addition, the Defendant 
did not prevail in a proceeding to enforce the terms of the PCS Site Agreement. 
The Court repeatedly stated the Defendant's improvements exce~ded the "terms 
of this Agreement" and so ruled pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56(d) even after hearing 
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Defendant's Motion to Reconsider. The Defendant violated the terms of the PCS 
Site Agreement. The Defendant may have been the prevailing party at trial 
pursuant to an equitable defense, but such a defense is an exception to or an 
avoidance of the terms of the PCS Site Agreement not a proceeding to enforce 
tbe _te_rrn$ Qf the PCS Site Agr~ement, and therefore paragraph 1 S(f) is 
inapplicable to Defendant's equitable defenses. 
7. Defendant is not entitled to attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(3) 
because this defense was in equity, not contract. 
In its entirety, Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) states as follows: 
(3) In any civil action to recover on an open account. 
account stated, note, bill, negotiable instrument. 
guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale 
of goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any 
commercial transaction unless otheiwise provided by 
law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable 
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and 
collected as costs. 
The term "commercial transaction" is defined to mean 
all transactions except transactions for personal or 
household purposes. The term "party" is defined to 
mean any person, partnership, corporation, 
association, private organization, the state of Idaho or 
political subdivision thereof. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has consistently held that in order for a suit to 
fall under Section 12-120(3), the "commercial transaction" must be the 
"gravamen" of the suit. It must be integral to the claim. Attorney fees are not 
appropriate under I.C. § 12-120(3) unless the commercial transaction is integral 
to the claim, and constitutes the basis upon which the party is attempting to 
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recover. C&G, Inc. v, Rule, 135 Idaho 763, 769 (2001). J.R. Simplot Co. v. 
Rycair, Inc., 138 Idaho 557 (2003). 
In the 2005 Idaho Supreme Court case Freiburger v. J·U-B Engineers, 
Inc., the Court found that an employment agreement was integral to the elaim 
and-- 12-120(3) _applied even though the claim was broughLas a de_claratory __ 
judgment claim. 
Here, the gravamen of both Freiburger's declaratory 
judgment action and J-U-B's counterclaim was the 
enforceability of a covenant contained in an 
employment agreement. The term "commercial 
transaction" Is defined In § 12~120(3) as "all 
transactions except transactions for personal or 
household purposes.'' Thus, "[w)here a party alleges 
the existence of a contractual relationship of a type 
embraced by section 12-120(3), .. , that claim triggers 
the application of the statute. 11 Continental Cas. Co. v. 
BradyJ 127 Idaho 830, 835, 907 P.2d 807, 812 (199p). 
There must, however, be a nexus between the 
commercial transaction and the lawsuit. Id. There is 
no question that a 11commercial transaction" as 
defined in I.C. § 12-120(3) is involved here. Both 
parties entered into an employment agreement which 
contained a restrictive covenant. Freiburger brought 
this action seeking a judicial declaration regarding his 
potential contractual obligations under the Covenant. 
This obligation is clearly grounded in a "commercial" 
contract. 
Freiburger v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 141 Idaho 415, 423-424 (2003). 
In J.R. Simplot Co. v. Rycair, Inc. cited above, the Court bifurcated the 
award of attorney fees. The Court found that fees were warranted under the 
contract clalms as penainlng to the parties· lease, but denied claims that arose 
out of the negligence claims. The case is cited at length as follows: 
Simplot contends that the district court erred in 
awarding the portion of attorney fees to Ryoair related 
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to the negligence claim. Rycair points out that 
Simplot's allegations and action in this case were 
based upon the lease and thus the defense presented 
by Rycair was based upon the lease. Therefore, 
Rycair asserts that it was proper for the district court 
to award attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(3). 
Even if the award under I.C. § 12~120(3) was 
improper, Rycair contends that the lease provides for 
attorney fees in defending these claims. - · 
Idaho Code § 12-120(3) allows for the recovery of 
attorney fees by the prevailing party in a civil action to 
recover on any commercial transaction. The term 
"commercial transaction," as defined by I.C. § 12-
120(3), includes all transactions except transactions 
for personal or household purposes. This Court h,as 
previously held that " '[a]ttorney fees are not 
appropriate under I.C. § 12-120(3) unless the 
commercial transaction is integral to the claim, and 
constitutes the basis upon which the party is 
attempting to recover.' 11 (citations omitted). 
J.R. Simplot Co. v. Rycair, Inc., 138 Idaho 557, 564-65 (2003). 
The Simplot Court set aside the district court's award of attorney fees and 
remanded the case to recalculate the award of fees, disallowing fees incurred in 
defending the negligence cause of action. J.R. Simplot Co. v. Rycair, Inc., 138 
Idaho 557, 564-65 (2003). 
The case at hand does not contain a commercial transaction, but a lease 
of reai estate and does not fit the definition found in I.C. § 12-120(3). For 
argument's sake, if this Court were to consider the lease to be a commercial 
transaction, the PCS Site Agreement was not integral or the g_ravamen of the 
defenses presented. There was no nexus between the equitable defenses as 
presented and the terms of the underlying lease. In fact, the contract, as written, 
was breached by the Defendant. The Defendant avoided the terms of the PCS 
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Site Agreement by its presentation of equital defenses, not contractual defenses. 
The Defendant did not assert a right or defense found in the terms of the PCS 
Site Agreement. 
8. The actions for quiet title, ejeetment, mesne profits, and boundary 
disputes are rearestate claims,· not commerciartransactions~~ ·~~·~ 
The Plaintiffs claims for ejectment and mesne profits were denied. 
However, an action for ejectment or mesne profits is closely tied to a quiet title 
action. Mesne profits is available only where there has been a dispossession of 
the plaintiff, and in general, any acts of ownership or control over the property to 
the exclusion of the plaintiff can constitute a dispossession. Dumas v. Ropp, 98 
Idaho 61, 62-63 (1977). A quite title action is brought pursuant to Idaho Code § 
6-401. 
An action may be brought by any person against 
another who claims an estate or interest in real or 
personal property adverse to him, for the purpose of 
determining such adverse claim, provided that all 
actions to adjudicate water rights and obtain a decree 
as to water source, quantity, point of diversion, place 
of use, nature of use, period of use, and priority as 
against other water users shall be brought under the 
provisions of chapter 14, title 42, Idaho Code. 
The appellate courts have repeatedly held that there is no statutory or 
contractual basis for attorney's fees for the cause of action for quiet title, 
boundary disputes, ejectment, or mesne profits. On an action for quiet title, wife 
was not entitled to attorney fees on husband's appeal from summary judgment in 
favor of wife quieting title to marital residence pursuant to divorce decree, even 
though former wife was prevailing party, since she could cite no legal authority by 
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which such an award would be authorized. McKoon v. Hathaway, 146 Idaho 106 
(2008); Treasure Valley Concrete, Inc. v. State, 132 Idaho 673, 978 P.2d 233 
(1999) (action to quiet title in real estate challenging state's reservation of mineral 
interests not based on commercial transaction within scope of Idaho Code § 12-
f 20(3)); SunValley Hot-springs Ranch, -Jnc~ v. Kelsey, 131 Idaho 657, 962-P-;-2d-
104 i (1998) (action claiming obligation to complete subdivision following 
foreclosure was primarily a property dispute to enforce covenants against 
adjacent landowner, not a commercial transaction under Idaho Code § 12-
120(3)). 
In an action in which an assignee of a deed of trust sought ejectment of 
trustors, and in which trustors filed a counterclaim that contested the foreclosure 
· sale of their residence, the Court found that it was not an action to recover in a 
commercial transaction, as would provide a statutory basis for an attorney fee 
award on appeal. PHH Mortg. Services Corp. v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631 (2009). 
Likewise, the prevailing party in boundaiy dispute was not entitled to award of 
attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(3), because the action to quiet title was 
not a commercial transaction. Anderson v. Rex Hayes Family Trust 145 Idaho 
741 (2008). 
The Defendant's presentation of its equitable defenses is not based upon 
a commercial transaction contemplated by I.C. § 12-120. 
9. The Defendant has not proven the case was frivolous, unreasonable, or 
without foundation. 
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Awarding attorney fees under I.C. § 12-121 and I.R.C.P. 54(8)(1} is within 
the discretion of the trial court. Bums v. Baldwin, 138 Idaho 480 (2003), 
Attorney fees pursuant to I.C, § 12-121 is only appropriate "when [the] Court is 
left with an abiding belief that the [action) has been brought or defendod 
f1iv_0_loy_sly, unreeson~bly, or without foundcltion." Page v. Pasquali, 15Q Idaho 
150 (2010). In Nampa & Meridian Irrigation Dist. V. Washingto~ Fed. Savings, 
135 Idaho 518, (2001), the Idaho Supreme Court held that the entire course of 
the litigation must be taken into account. If there is a legitimate, triable issue of 
fact, attorney fees cannot be awarded to the prevailing party even though the 
losing party has asserted factual or legal claims that are frivolous, unreasonable, 
or without foundation. 
This litigation was certainly not straight forward. Arguably, the Court, the 
Third Party Defendant. the Plaintiff, and the Defendant. all contributed to the 
length of the litigation. 
This Court issued a Judgment on May 5, 2006, in the companion 
consolidated case. In this litigation, the Court ruled its previous Judgment had 
"questionable value". (Decision on summary Judgment, p. 8). That Judgment 
and the ambivalent statement directly contributed to the length and complexity of 
this iitigation. 
The Third Party Defendant assigned its rights to the Defendant. revoked 
them, sold the property to the Plaintiff, and hired/fired her counsel very late in the 
litigation causing the trial to be continued. As a party to this case and the 
companion case, the behavior of the Third Party Defendant added to the length 
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and complexity of this litigation, Ultimately, the Third Party Defendant was 
defaulted and did not participate in the trial. Her uncertain participation 
necessitated multiple depositions. 
The Plaintiff asserted from the beginning that an encroachment existed, 
an-d4t-wa-s not-contemplated by-the PGS-Site-Agreement. Sucn .. assertion was 
reasonable and supported by the PCS Site Agreement and was confirmed by this 
Court's ruling on Summary Judgment, and Memorandum Decision and Order 
Re: Motion to Reconsider. The Plaintiff did seek and obtain permission to amend 
its complaint, which amendment did not delay the litigation. The amendment was 
not frivolous or unreasonable. The purchase of Lot 4 had no ulterior motive as 
alleged by the Defendant. Plaintiff paid market value and assumed all rights and 
duties of the PCS Site Agreement upon the purchase. 
The Defendant certainly added to the tortured landscape of this litigation. 
After the Court's Summary Judgment Decision that ruled the Defendant's 
improvements exceeded the PCS Site Agreement, the Defendant filed its 
amended claim against the Third Party Defendant Wallace Family Trust for 
indemnification for the very same encroachment. (Amended Answer, Affirmative 
Defenses, Counterclaim, and Third Party Complaint), That. portion of the 
litigation did not concern Sherman Storage. Then the Defendant obtained a 
default against the Third Party Defendant. Then Defendant sought an 
assignment from the same unrepresented and defaulted party. (Plaintiff's Trial 
Exhibit 45). After such assignment was received, the Defendant advised the 
Third Party Defendant not to communicate with the Plaintiff. (Plaintiff's Trial 
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Exhibit 50, p. 60-61). The assignment's purpose was to re-litigate the old quiet 
title action, while Defendant knew it would be indemnified by the same defaulted 
party for its costs to do so. That quiet title portion of the litigation was not caused 
by Sherman Storage. 
-rtie Defendant then promise-d~on-more-than--occasion~-to withdraw the-
default in return for signing the stipulation/assignment, and even filed a Motion to 
Vacate the Default. {Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 50, pp. 63-65 and deposition exhibit 
45(a)). The Defendant did not fulfill its promise to vacate the default. In fact, it 
filed another motion to obtain a second Default. It is now seeking a judgment of 
indemnification from the Third Party Defendant. 
Global has known of the encroachment since 1996. (Plaintiff's Trial 
Exhibit 50, p. 74) Global filed pleadings with the correct legal description while 
simultaneously refusing to acknowledge the encroachment. (Plaintiff's Trial 
Exhibits 34, 38, 48). The Defendant also proceeded with a Motion for 
Reconsideration fourteen (14) months after the Court's ruling on summary 
judgment. The Defendant had its Motion heard by another Judge on the morning 
of the trial, which delayed the trial in this matter by four months and required the 
return of witnesses and another deposition. 
To make an award pursuant to 12-121, the Court must make written 
findings that document how the entire case was pursued frivolously by the 
Plaintiff. I.R.C.P. 54 (e)(1). For many other reasons, I.C. §12-121 is not 
appropriate. The case had unusual facts and legal issues. Where a case 
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involves a novel legal question, attorney fees should not be granted to the 
prevailing party pursuant to§ 12-121. Campbell v. Ki/dew, 141 Idaho 640 (2005) 
In this case, the Plaintiff had a meritorious claim, since the Defendant was 
in fact encroaching beyond the terms of the lease. Neither party was entitled to 
costs or attorneffees, wnere parties' claims and counterclaims were-brought-in 
good faith and were meritorious, and joint trial prevented trial court from finding 
that there was any one "prevailing party." Jones v, Whiteley, 112 Idaho 886 
(1987). 
As stated in its Decision on Summary Judgment, there were issues of fact 
necessitating the trial (Decision on Summary Judgment, p. 25). If there is a 
legitimate, triable issue of fact, attorney fees may not be awarded under§ 12-121 
even though losing party has asserted factual or legal claims that are frivolous, 
unreasonable, or without foundation. McGraw v. McGraw, 139 Idaho 551 (2003). 
An award of attorney fees is permitted only if the entire claim or defense is 
frivolous. Payne v. Wallace, 136 Idaho 303 (2001 ), In determining whether to 
award attorney fees pursuant to § 12-121, the sole question is whether losing 
party's position is so plainly fallacious as to be deemed frivolous, unreasonable 
or without foundation. Severson v. Hermann, 116 Idaho 497 (1989). Where 
questions of law are raised, attorney fees should be awarded ~nly if the non-
prevailing party advocates a plainly fallacious, and therefore, not fairly debatable 
position. Lowery v. Board of County Com'rs for Ada County, 115 Idaho 64 
(1988). 
10. The fees sought by Defendant are not reasonable. 
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The Oefendant employed three attorneys in addition to In-house counsel, 
which was unnecessary, duplicative, and not reasonable pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54. 
The Defendant's request includes fees on claims where it was not the prevailing 
party. The Defendant has requested fees for work done for and against the Third 
_ earty _DefenJtant._ Bona~arl~ \I. Neff_, 11§_ ldabo _60 (1_989). (not all costs ... 
associated with third party claims may be asserted against other non-prevailing 
party). 
CONCLUSION 
The Defendant is not a prevailing party on a claim with a direct nexus to a 
commercial transaction or the enforcement of the terms of the PCS Site 
Agreement. Defendant cannot separate its fees and costs from actions and 
defenses that it did not prevail upon, and Defendant's requested fees are not 
reasonable pursuantJ':.;~~)(3). 
DATED this ~ay of October, 2012. -~~ 
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I hereby~certify that Gn~the Jct day of October, 2012, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[ ] inter-office: 
;(4faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
~~-Lora Henderson 
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IN TiiE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 






15 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
16 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
18 
Defendant/I'b.ird Party Plaintiff, 
19 
20 vs. 
21 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and THE 
22 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Parrv Defendants. 
Casi:: No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidat.ed with Case No. CV 09-.3915) 
GLOBAL'S REPLY MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF EN1RY OF 
JUDGMENT AND AWARD OF 
ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS 
23 
24 
25 COMES NOW Defendant/Counter Claimant/Third Party Plaintiff, GLOBAL SIGNAL 
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1 ACQUISITIONS ll, LLC (hereinafter referred to as "Globar'), by and through its attorney of 
2 record, Joel P. Hazel of the fum of Witherspoon • Kelley, and hereby responds to 
3 Plaintiff/Counter Defendant/Third Party Defendant, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC'S 
4 (hereinafter referred to as "Sherman') Objection to· Motion for Entry of Judgment as follows: 
5 _ _ _ Sherman has filed b~th_an obj~tion to MQtiQ!l for :gntry ~}_udgtl!~nt _~~ an Objection 
6 to Costs and Attorney's Fees on October 11, 2012. Global submits this reply to the two 
7 objections and reasserts that the judgment should be entered as submitted by Global in its 
8 Motion for Entry of Judgment and Global should be awarded attorney's fees and costs under a 
9 variety of theories: 
10 
11 L GLOBAL IS ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT RESOLVING THE LEASE AREA, 
THE LEASE ACCESS EASEMENT AND THE LEASE UTILITY EASEMENT. 
12 
13 Litigation surrounding this vezy small parcel of property has been going on for close to 
14 a decade. It is therefore extremely important that all aspects of the lease area to be specifically 
15 defined in the final judgment in this case, given the contentious and lengthy nature of this 
16 litigation. If the Court does not clarify all rights related to the four comers of the lease area, the 
17 current access easement and the utility easement, then litigation over this 2,124 square foot 
1 s piece of land will likely continue on. 
19 Exhibit A to th~ proposed Judgment is undisputedly the current location of the 2,124 
20 square foot lease area historically occupied by Global and its predecessors. (See testimony of 
21 Walter Dale; see trial Exhibit D-3.) 
22 Exhibit B to the proposed Judgment is the access easement Evans admits exists to the 
23 lease area. (Testimony of Evans; Plaintiffs Exhibit 37, Plaintiffs proposed Findings of Fact.) 
24 While Global would prefer the Court define the access easement as defined by Walter 
2s Dale in Exhibit D-2, which would include a portion of the West half of vacated 24th Street, 
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Global is mindful that the Court did not make this specific finding; however, Sherman is 
2 judicially estoppe.d from claiming that Global does not have at least an access easement to its 
3 CUITent location on the East half of vacated 24ill Street. 
4 Finally, Exhibit C to the proposed Judgment is the historic utility easement that serves 
S the cell tower site. There is no disput.e that a utility easement exist.s and Wll3 contemplated in 
-
6 the PCS Site Agreement and Exhibit C is the legal description of said utility easement. 
7 If the Court leaves any of these three legal descriptions unresolved, litigation is iikeiy to 
s re-erupt given the litigious nature of Sherman. 
9 The Court should enter the Judgment, together with proposed Exhibits A, B and C as 




GLOBAL IS THE PREVAILING ~ARTY AND ENTITLED TO ATTORNEY'S 
FEES AND COSTS FOR THIS LITIGATION UNDER STATUTORY AND 
CONTRACTUAL GROUNDS. 
14 A. Global is the prevaillna party in this litigation. 
lS The analytical framework determining which party prevailed in an action is well known 
16 to this Court. "In determming which party prevailed where there are claims and counterclaims 
17 between opposing parties, the Court determines who prevailed in the 'action'; that is, the 
18 prevailing party question is examined and determined from an overall view. not a claim-by-
19 claim analysis:" Shore v. Peterson, 146 Idaho 903, 914, 204 P3d 1114, 1125 (citations 
20 omtned) 2005. The law in Idaho is clear that the trial court must examine the final outcome of 
21 the entire litigation to determine who is the prevailing party. As stated by the Idaho Court of 
22 Appeals, "The determination of a prevailing party involves a three-part inquiry. The Court 
23 must examine: (1) the result obtained in relation to the relief souibt; (2) whether there were 
24 multiple "'laims or issues; and (3) the e,.,"tent to which either party prevailed on each issue or 
2s claim." JerryJ. Joseph CLU Ins. Inc. v. Vaught, 117 Idaho 555, 557, 789 P2d 1146, 1148 (CT. 
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1 App. 1990). 
2 From an overall view. this case bas always involved Sherman's attempt to eject Global 
3 from all or a portion of the cell tower site. Global has prevailed in thwarting this attempt. As 
4 such, Global is the prevailing party in this litigation. 
5 Global does not intend to repeat its entire argum.e.n.t found in its Memorandum in 
6 Support of Motion for an Award of Attorneys' Fees filed on October s. 1012 but will 




















Global is entitled to anomeys· fees and costs under I.C. § 12-121 because 





Shemian has acted unreasonably, .frivolously and without foundation 
during the course of this litigation. 
In the altemative, Sherman pursued this litigation unreasonably once its 
surveyor admitted Sherman did nc;,t have clear title to the East half of 
vacated 24th Street on December 8, 2009. 
Global is entitled to $283,539.50 in attorneys' fees from June 10, 2010 through 
judgment under the terms of the PCS Site Agreement 
Global is entitled to attomeys' fees under I.C. § 12-120(3) because $e gravamen 
of the dispute was a commercial transaction after June 10, 2010. 
The Court should ignore Sherman's Lot 3 misdirection. 
Sherman makes the disingenuous argument that it prevailed on quieting title to Lot 3 in 
23 this litigation. Shennan fails to inform the Court that the Lot 3 issue was resolved before it 
24 amended its Complaint to add the quiet title aotion to Lot 3. Indeed, Sherman was not 
2s successful in its action to quiet title to Lot 3; rather, said cause of action was completely 
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1 unnecessary. 
2 Before the filing of the Amended Complaint on October 15, 2010, Global submitted a. 
3 First Amendment to Site Designation Supplement to Master Lease Agreement on August 9. 
4 2010 to Sherman's counsel. (See Defendant's Trial Exhibit C-18.) The sole pwpose of this 
s document was to clarify the legal description of the cell tower site being solely on Lot 4 and the 
-- --- -- -- - -- -- ---- -- - - -- ---- -- - - -- ------------ --- --- ----- - -- -- -- --
6 East half of vacated 24th Street. Four days after Sherman filed its Amended Complahlt, Global 
7 sent a Quitclaim Deed to Lot 3 to counsel for Sher:matl: {Defendant's Exhibit C-19.) 
s Consequently, title to Lot 3 was a non-issue in this case and the Court was never asked to 
9 address title to Lot 3. Sherman's Lot 3 misdirection should not confuse the: Court as it was a 
10 non-issue throughout the entirety of this litigation. 
Jl 
12 ID, CONCLUSION 
13 Global is undoubtedly the prevailing party since it has successfully thwarted Sherman's 
14 attempts to eject it from the East half of vacated 24th Street and Lot 4. Global is-entitled to its 
15 attorneys' fees and costs as set forth in the Ajfuiavit of Attorneys' Fees and Costs under both 










DA TED this~ day of November, 2012. 
WITHERSPOON•K.ELLEY 
Attorneys for Defendant/Counter Claimant/Third 
Party Plaintiff, Global Signal Acquisitions 1l LLC 
By:._,_,~~~-'---=-f1.:. __ 
Jpe!P~azel 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on thed!L~Y of November, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of GLOBAL 'S REPLY ME,MORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF ENTRY OF 
3 JUDGJ,,,fE,NT AND AWARD OF ATTORNEYS' FEES AND COSTS to be forwarded, with all 





















Erik P. Smith 
... EnkP. Smith, P.C. 
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Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
D U.S.Mail 
13 Hand-Delivered-
D Overnight Mail 
00 Via Fax: (208) 765~9110 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THEC0UNTY N 
FIL t;):~~{--1-....J/IH~~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
Limited liability company, ) 
) 




GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, ) 
A Delaware limited liability company, ) 
) 
Defendant/Counter Claimant.) 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
A Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff) 
) 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
Limited iability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo Wallace, 
Trustee of the Wallace Family Trust, 









_ -~ASE NO. CV 03-7690 ___ _ 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
Judgment 
THIS MATTER having come on regularly for trial, the Court having issued its Decision re: 
Court Trial on the 19th day of September, 2012, finding for the Defendant, GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS, II ("GLOBAL"), GLOBAL being entitled to a judgment against SHERMAN 
STORAGE, LLC ("SHERMAN") pursuant to said Decision and THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST 
("WALLACE") PURSUANT TO THE Court's Order for Entry of Default Judgment Against Defendant 
The Wallace Family Trust entered by this Court on the 13th day of June, 2011, for the causes of 
1 
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action as set forth in Defendant's Amended Answer, Affirmative Defenses, Counterclaim and 
Third Party Complaint, and good cause otherwise appearing. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that SHERMAN'S Complaint and 
Amended Complaint be, and the same hereby is, dismissed with prejudice and SHERMAN shall 
~·~~ ·~·~. ~~~· take~nothlng thereby ... 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has a leasehold 
interest in the real property described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein 
by reference, pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has an easement 
interest in the real property as presently described in Exhibit "B" attached hereto and 
incorporated by reference. Said easement is subject to GLOBAL'S one-time relocation right 
pursuant to the PCS site agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has a utility easement 
in the real property described in Exhibit "C" attached hereto and incorporated by reference, 
pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
t-"' 
DATED this I '8 day of December, 2012. 
~~ P..:i_Ae- if-::t__ 
John Patrick Luster, District Judge 
2 




























I, the undersigned, certify that on the L15.._ day of December, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the 
method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Joel P. Hazel D U.S. Mail 
Witherspoon • Kelley D Hand Delivered 
--J;;_~~:i:~~~J.~e~i~e~fg:g -~---~-- -~Ia~1a:~~-2~~~667~8-¥10-------- --, 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 




Via Fax: (208) 765-9 
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WALTER 0. DALE 
·. PRESIDENT 
December 20, 2010 
TUBBS HILL 
B~-:~TiiIN & Asso( ' . LATES 
PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYING AND PLANNING 
· 1004 NORTH ATLANTIC STREET• SPOKANE, WA. 99201·2209 
(509) ~25-4529 • (FAX) 325.:.i520 • SURVEY@GPS·SURVEYOJtCOM 




of Survey Book 18, Page 404) 
A portion of Lot 4, · Block ~2,(AMENDED) GLENMORE ADDITION as recorded in Book "B" of 
Pia~. Pag~ 140; records of Kootenai County, Idaho; TOGETHER WITH a portion of the vacated 
24th street right-of-way, as vacated by City of Coeur-d'Alene ordinance 2245 on October 17, 
1989 more particularly describecfas·follows: 
Beginning at the northeast corner of Lot 1, Block 20 of said GLENMORE ADDITION, said 
comer being monumented by a State of Idaho· right-of-way monument, said monument bears 
S89°52'11"E; 1019.59 feet from a 4" by 4" concrete monument with a 1" by 1" steel bolt to 
monument the northwest corner of Lot 6, Block 13, of said GLENMORE ADDITION; thence 
N31°01 '24"E, 93.23 feet to a point on the northerly right-of-way line of Sherman Avenue, said 
point on line being the southwest. corner of said lease area, also being the True Point of 
Beginning for this description; thence N00°01 '54"E, 50.00 f~et to the northwesf comer of said 
lease area; thence S89°52'11"E, 35.00 feet to the northeast corner of said lease area; thence 
S16°43'03"E, 52.24 feet to a point on said northerly right-of-way of Sherman Avenue, said point 
also being the southeast corner of said lease area; thence along said right-of-way line 
N89°52'11 "W, .50.00 feet to the Point of Beginning. · 
Containing 2, 124 sq ft more or less. 
EXHIBIT ,4 
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Sec. 18, T50N, R3W 
ACCESS EASEMENT FOR 
TUBBS HILL SITE 1.D. Sp03xc024 
·LEGAL DESCRlPTION 
------------ ----------
A parcel of land for ingress and egress purposes, lying over, under and across a portion of 
the vacated 24th Street, on file under Instrument Number 1114441, along the West boundary 
of Lot 4, Block 22, Glenmore Addition, ~m file in Plat Book B, at Page 140, located in the 
Southeast Quarter of Section 18, Township 50 North, Range 3 West, Boise Meridian, 
Kootenai County, Idaho, more particularly described as follows: 
Beginning at the point of intersection at the centerline of the said vacated 24th Street and the 
North right of way line of Sherman Av~nue; 
thence around the subject parcel in a clockwise manner, the following four (4) courses: 
1. leaving said right of way line and along said centerline of Vacated 24th Street, North 
00°10'04" West, a di~tance of 105.00 feet; 
2. thence leaving said centerline, South 89°58'00" East, a distance of 30.00 feet to the 
East right of way of said vacated 24th Street on the West boundary line of said Lot 4; 
3. thence along said West boundary line, South 00°10'04" East, a distance of 105.00 
feet, to an existing iron rod, 5/8 inch diameter with a plastic cap marked PLS 6374, on 
the said north right of way line of Sherman Avenue, as shown on Record of Survey on 
file under Instrument Number 2201883000; 
4. thence along said right of w.ay line, North 89°58'00" West, a distance of 30.00 feet to 
the Point of Beginning, containing 0.072 acres of land more or less. 
,, 
EXHIBITL 
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AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INCH DIAMElER, 'M1H A PLAS11C CAP MARKED •VELCH 
COMER PLS 5573•, OR AS NOTED 
AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INCH DIAMElER, 'M1H A PLAS11C CAP MARKED •pLS 
5374• 
AN IRON ROD, 1/2 INCH DIAME1ER, WITH A PLASTIC CAP MARKED •uNE 
POINT PLS 5374• 
A-CONCRE-1'.E-MONUM.ENt- S -INCH- D~AMEliR,. v.mf.-A- &RASS. CAP,. 3-4/4 
INCHES DIAMETER, MARKED •toAHO STAlE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WA'f 
CALCULAlED POINT (NOililNG FOUND OR SET) 
P.0.8. POINT OF' BEGINNING 
RECORDS OF SURVEY 
DENOTES ACCESS EASEMENT AREA 
OTHERS AS NOTED 
EXHIBIT FOR ACCESS EASEMENT 
FOR TUBBS HILL SITE I.D. Sp03xc024 
FOR A PART OF VACATED 24TH SlREET ALONG LOT 4, BLOCK 22, GLENMORE ADDITION, 
SE 1/4, SEC. 18, T,50N., R.3W,,_B.M., CITY OF COEUR D'ALENE, l<OOlENAI COUNTY, lOAHO 
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( 
A 10' UTILITY EASEMENT LOCATED IN A PORTION OF THE VACATED 24TH 
STREET RIGHT-OF-WAY REFERRED TO IN THE ABOVE LEASE AREA 
DESCRIPTION, MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE SAID NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE LEASE AREA, SAID 
POINT ALSO BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING OF THIS EASEMENT 
DESCRIPTION, THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY EXTENSION OF THE 
WESTERLY LINE OF SAID LEASE AREA N. 00'01 '54" W. 131.51 FEET TO A 
POINT ON A LINE 10.00 FEET WESTERLY MEASURED RADIALLY AND 
-- -- -- ---------
PARALLEL WITH THE WESTERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF INTERSTATE 
HIGHWAY NUMBER 90, FEDERAL AID PROJECT I-90-1(7)11, SAID POINT 
BEING A POINT OF NON TANGENT CURVA Tl.JRE. 
THENCE ALONG SAID PARALLEL 50.58 FEET, ALONG THE ARC OF A 3679.72 
FOOT l_lAI)IDS CURVE, CONCA VE TO THE SOUTHWEST, SAID CURVE 
HAVING A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00'47'15" AND WHOSE CHORD BEARS N. 
15'51 '39" W. 50.58 FEET TO A POINT ON THE SOUTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY 
LINE OF LAKESHORE AVENUE AS SHOWN ON THE SAID PLAT OF 
GLENMORE ADDITION. 
THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE S. 89'52'11" E. 10.42 FEET TO A 
POINT ON SAID WESTERLY RIGHTaOF~WAY LINE OF Il'ffERSTATE HIGHWAY 
NUMBER 90. 
THENCE ALONG SAID RIGHT-OF-WAY 49.14FEET ALONG THE ARC OF A 
3689. 72 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVED TO THE SOUTHWEST, SAID 
CURVE HAVING A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00'45'47" AND WHOSE CHORD 
BEARING IS S. 15'49'39" E. 49.14 FEET TO A POINT ON A LINE OFFSET 10.00 
FEET EASTERLY AND PARALLEL WITH THE SAID NORTHERLY EXTENSION 
OF THE WESTERLY LINE OF THE LEASE AREA. 
THENCE ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINES. 00'01'54" E. 132.86 FEET TO A POINT 
ON THE NORTHERLY LINE OF SAID LEASE AREA. 
THENCE ALONG SAID LINEN. 89'52'11" W. 10.00 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
EXHIBITL 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTE~t}.JE OF !DAHO 
) 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company, ) 
) 
) MEMORANDUM DECI ON A 
- -Pla:inti:ff-/-eounterd-efend-ant~, ---+-----0IIDBR-~HbWAb-SIQNAL--
V. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 











GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISISTIONS II, ) 











SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; and ) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary ) 
Jo Wallace, trustee of the Wallace ) 





ACQUISITIONS II, LLC's MOTION 
FOR A WA_RD OF ATTORNEY'S 
FEES AND COSTS 
Erik P. Smith, ATTORNEY AT LAW, for Plaintiff/ Counterdefendant Sherman Storage, LLC. 
Joel P. Hazel, WITHERSPOON KELLEY, for Defendant/ Counterclaimant Global Signal 
Acquisitions II, LLC. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER RE: GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC'S MOTION FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS- I 
I 
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I. Summary of Facts and Procedure 
Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions (Global) has moved for costs and reasonable 
attorney's fees against Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC (Sherman) after the conclusion of this 
case's 2012 bench trial. Sherman initiated this action, CV-2009-3915, against Global in 2009, 
and the case was eventually consolidated with CV-2003-7690. In 1996 Global had entered into a 
lease, the PCS Site Agreement, which allowed for a cell tower site on a portion of land owned by 
Sherman's predecessor in interest. [Global Trial Exhibit A-1.] 
When Sherman succeeded in interest to the property on June 10, 2010, Sherman became 
a successor to the lease agreement with Global. Sherman then brought suit against Global, 
alleging that the cell tower site encroached upon land not permitted by the original lease. In its 
amended complaint, Sherman alleged Global to be in default of the agreement and sought, inter 
alia, to terminate the agreement, to eject Global from the property, and to collect mesne profits 
for Global's alleged wrongful possession of the property. In Global's answer, it alleged several 
affirmative defenses, including the following: the PCS Site Agreement was modified by 
subsequent agreement or acquiescence; Sherman's requested relief was barred by mutual 
mistake; and Sherman's requested relief was barred by the doctrine oflaches. 
This case was tried in June of 2012, and the Court issued its decision in September of 
2012. In its Decision Re: Court Trial, incorporated by reference, this Court found the following, 
which is summarized here. First, the Court held that Global was not in a material breach of the 
PCS Site Agreement. However, this Court found that Global did not meet its burden of showing 
that the parties had made a mutual mistake in regards to whether the cell tower site would 
include the eastern half of former 24th Street. This Court also found that the boundaries of the 
cell tower site were established by a subsequent agreement or acquiescence, and the subsequent 
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agreement was binding on Sherman. However, even if there were no material breach or the site 
boundaries were not set by agreement, this Court held that Sherman is estopped from ejecting 
Global because of the doctrine of laches; Sherman was a successor in interest that took the 
property with knowledge of the claim. This Court held that Sherman was not entitled to 
damages, and this Court also denied Sherman's claim for mesne profits. 
After the Court issued its decision, Global moved for an award of costs and reasonable 
attorney's fees, asserting that it was the prevailing party in this case. This Court now takes up 
the motion for costs and reasonable attorney's fees. 
II. Discussion 
A prevailing party in litigation is entitled to certain costs and may also be awarded 
reasonable attorney's fees by the court. See Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l), 54(e)(l). "A 
determination on prevailing parties is committed to the discretion of the trial court." Eighteen 
Mile Ranch, LLCv. Nord Excavating and Paving, Inc., 141 Idaho 716, 718m 117 P.3d 130, 132 
(2005). A trial court may determine whether the party prevailed in whole, or in part, and the 
court may apportion costs accordingly. Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(d)(l)(B). In determining whether a 
party prevailed entirely or partially, a court must consider three things: "(a) the final judgment or 
result obtained in the action in relation to the relief sought by the respective parties; (b) whether 
there were multiple claims or issues between the parties; and ( c) the extent to which each of the 
parties prevailed on each of the issues or claims." Chadderdon v. King, 104 Idaho 406,411, 659 
P.2d 160,165 (1983). See alsoJerryJ Joseph C.L.U Ins. Assoc., Inc. v. Vaught, 117 Idaho 555, 
557, 789 P.2d 1146, 1148 (Ct. App. 1990). 
In this case, Sherman asserted several causes of action that were based upon the same set 
of alleged facts, which were that the cell tower site encroached beyond the boundaries set forth 
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in the PCS Site Agreement. Based on the encroachment, Sherman sought relief that included 
finding Global in default of the agreement and terminating the agreement so that Sherman could 
then eject Global from the site. Alternatively, Sherman sought to collect mesne profits based on 
this encroachment. This Court denied finding a material breach of the agreement and did not 
grant Sherman the ejectment that it sought. This Court additionally denied Sherman mesne 
profits. In summary, the Court granted Sherman none of the relief that it sought. Although 
Global did not prevail on all of its affirmative defenses, the overall result of the litigation is that 
Sherman did not succeed in its objective; Global could continue its occupancy of the cell tower 
site and did not owe Sherman mesne profits for the previous occupancy. Therefore, this Court 
holds that Global is the prevailing party and addresses Global's requests for costs as a matter of 
right, discretionary costs, and attorney's fees. 
A. Costs as a Matter of Right 
Because this Court holds that Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC is the prevailing party, 
Global is entitled to certain costs. Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( d)(l )(C) entitles the 
prevailing party to the following costs: 
1. Court filing fees. 
2. Actual fees for service of any pleading or document in the action whether 
served by a public officer or other person. 
6. Reasonable costs of the preparation of models, maps, pictures, photographs, or 
other exhibits admitted in evidence as exhibits in a hearing or trial of an action, 
but not to exceed the sum of $500 for all of such exhibits of each party. 
8. Reasonable expert witness fees for an expert who testifies at a deposition or at a 
trial of an action not to exceed the sum of $2,000 for each expert witness for all 
appearances. 
9. Charges for reporting and transcribing of a deposition taken in preparation for 
trial of an action, whether or not read into evidence in the trial of an action. 
10. Charges for one [] copy of any deposition taken by any of the parties to the 
action in preparation for trial of the action. 
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Under the allowances ofldaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( d)( 1 )( C), Global has submitted 
the following costs: 
----------
Court filing fees: 
Service of process fees: 





a. Walter Dale $2,000.00 
- - -b;-R:ancly-ba-Beff----- -~$2,000.00--------------- ----- -------- -- -- -------- -- - ---- ----- -- --
Court reporting and 
deposition transcripts: $4,677.70 
Because Global is the prevailing party, the Court grants the above costs as a matter of 
right pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 54( d)(l )(C). 
B. Discretionary Costs 
Global also seeks discretionary costs pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
54( d)(l )(D). Specifically, Global seeks reimbursement for the costs incurred by Global for its 
experts. These costs exceeded the limit of awards for experts imposed by Rule 54( d)( 1 )( C). In 
Global's memorandum supporting its motion for costs, Global also had initially requested the 
Court to award Westlaw research costs under the category of discretionary costs. In oral 
argument, however, Global limited its request for discretionary costs to only the extra costs 
incurred for the two experts; Global requested that the Court consider the Westlaw research costs 
with the Court's assessment ofreasonable attorney's fees. Thus, this Court decides discretionary 
costs only as they pertain to the costs of the experts beyond the $2,000 limit in Rule 54(d)(l)(C). 
Rule 54(d)(l)(D) gives a court power to award discretionary costs when a party's costs 
exceed monetary limits imposed by Rule 54(d)(l)(C): 
Additional items of cost not enumerated in, or in an amount in excess of that 
listed in subparagraph (C), may be allowed upon a showing that said costs were 
necessary and exceptional costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of 
justice be assessed against the adverse party. The trial court, in ruling upon 
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objections to just discretionary costs contained in the memorandum of costs, shall 
make express findings as to why such specific item of discretionary cost should or 
should not be allowed. In the absence of any objection to such an item of 
discretionary costs, the court may disallow on its own motion any such items of 
discretionary costs and shall make express findings supporting such disallowance. 
This rule certainly permits the award of additional costs for expert testimony when necessary and 
-------£,-xc;gptional,-b-ut-awarding-these-costs_is_no1-required_andis_the_discretion_o_f_the_triaLc_o_urt._S_e_e ________ _ 
Turner v. Willis, 116 Idaho 682, 686, 778 P.2d 804, 808 (1989). 
Global has submitted that the expenditures for each expert, Mr. Walter Dale and Mr. 
Randy LaBeff, exceeded the $2,000 limit that Rule 54(d)(l)(C) permits for each. The additional 
expenditure for both experts amounted to $8,001.22. Other than merely stating that these costs 
were necessary, exceptional, and reasonably incurred, Global has not shown the Court how the 
additional expenditure on its experts was necessary and exceptional for this case. The affidavit 
that itemizes the costs does not explain these expenditures. This Court is not satisfied that the 
costs were necessary, exceptional, or reasonably incurred, and this Court denies Global's request 
for discretionary fees for both experts. 
C. Reasonable Attorney's Fees 
A court may award reasonable attorney's fees to a prevailing party, but the award of fees 
must be authorized either by a contract or by a statute. Wattenbarger v. A.G. Edwards & Sons, 
Inc., 150 Idaho 308,324,246 P.3d 961,977 (2010); Bream v. Benscoter, 139 Idaho 364,369, 79 
P.3d 723, 728 (2003); Idaho R. Civ. P. 54(e)(l). In this case, the authority for awarding Global 
reasonable attorney's fees can be found in both a contract and a statute. The PCS Site 
Agreement between Global and Sherman provides for attorney's fees to the prevailing party in 
litigation that enforces the contract. Additionally, because the PCS Site Agreement constitutes a 
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commercial transaction, Idaho Code § 12-120(3) authorizes the award of attorney's fees to the 
prevailing party. 
1. Reasonable attorney's fees authorized by contract 
A party that moves for attorney's fees based upon a contract must provide the relevant 
contract language and an explanation of why the cited provision supports an award of reasonable 
attorney's fees. Wattenbarger, 150 Idaho at 324,246 P.3d at 977; Kuhn v. Coldwell Banker 
Landmark, Inc., 150 Idaho 240,256,245 P.3d 992, 1008 (2010); Bream v. Benscoter, 139 Idaho 
364,369, 79 P.3d 723, 728 (2003). Global has cited the PCS Site Agreement, which contains the 
following clause regarding attorney's fees: 
15. Miscellaneous. 
(f) The prevailing party in any action or proceeding in court or mutually agreed 
upon arbitration proceeding to enforce the terms of this Agreement is entitled to 
receive its reasonable attorneys' fees and other reasonable enforcement costs and 
expenses from the non-prevailing party. 
In addition to the contract language, Global has argued that Sherman succeeded in ownership of 
the property related to the PCS Site Agreement. On June 10, 2010, Sherman acquired the 
property with the cell tower site and lease. As the new landowner, Sherman considered itself a 
party to the agreement with Global concerning the cell tower site. This was demonstrated, 
Global argues, by Sherman's request in its amended complaint for an award of attorney's fees 
under the PCS Site Agreement should Sherman succeed on its causes of action. 
Sherman sought attorney's fees under the PCS Site Agreement in its Amended Complaint 
filed on October 15, 2010. Sherman was a party to the PCS Site Agreement, and asserted a 
breach of contract in its complaint. Because this case tried the issue of whether the PCS Site 
Agreement had been breached, and 15(f) of the agreement grants attorney's fees to the prevailing 
party in any action to enforce the agreement, this Court holds that Global is entitled to reasonable 
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attorney's fees from the point in time that Sherman became a party to the contract, June 10, 
2010. 
2. Reasonable attorney's fees authorized by statute 
Global is also entitled to reasonable attorney's fees under statute as well. Idaho Code§ 
12-120(3) provides for a prevailing party to collect reasonable attorney's fees when litigation 
involves a commercial transaction: 
In any civil action to recover on an open account, account stated, note, bill, 
negotiable instrument, guaranty, or contract relating to the purchase or sale of 
goods, wares, merchandise, or services and in any commercial transaction unless 
otherwise provided by law, the prevailing party shall be allowed a reasonable 
attorney's fee to be set by the court, to be taxed and collected as costs. 
Under this provision, "commercial transaction" is also defined: "all transactions except 
transactions for personal or household purposes." IDAHO CODE§ 12-120(3) (2012). The 
commercial transaction cannot have an attenuated connection to the litigation, however. "[T]he 
test is whether the commercial transaction comprises the gravamen of the lawsuit." Brower v. 
E.I DuPont De Nemours and Co., 117 Idaho 780, 784, 792 P .2d 345, 349 (1990). The 
commercial transaction must be integral to the claim. Id. See also C&G Inc. v. Rule, 135 Idaho 
763, 769, 25 P.3d 76, 82 (2001). 
This Court holds that the PCS Site Agreement is a commercial transaction that is integral 
to the case. Because the agreement leased property to a company for a cell tower cite in return 
for rent, this agreement was not for a household purpose, and was thus a commercial transaction 
as defined in Idaho Code§ 12-120(3). This commercial transaction was also integral to the 
litigation. In Sherman's Amended Complaint, it sought to terminate the PCS Site Agreement 
based on Global's alleged breach of that agreement. Sherman also sought ejectment as a remedy 
for the breach and subsequent termination of the PCS Site Agreement. Mesne profits constituted 
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the alternative remedy in the case Sherman could not prevail on its primary claim and remedy. 
The outcome of the case turned upon the PCS Site Agreement; the Court examined whether there 
was a material breach of the contract and it could be terminated or whether there was a mutual 
mistake when the contract was formed. Accordingly, this Court holds that the PCS Site 
Agreement was integral to the case, and Global may collect reasonable attorney's fees under 
Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) accrued since June 10, 2010, the date that Sherman became a party to 
the PCS Site Agreement. 
At oral argument, in the event that the Court decides to grant reasonable attorney's fees to 
Global, Sherman requested an opportunity to contest the reasonable attorney's fees that have 
been submitted by Global. This Court will grant Sherman 14 days to file a motion contesting the 
reasonableness of Global's proposed attorney's fees. Ifno motion is filed by that date, the Court 
will award the reasonable attorney's fees proposed by Global. 
III. Conclusion 
For the above reasons, this Court holds that Global is the prevailing party in this 
litigation. Global's motion for costs that it is entitled to as a matter of right under 54(d)(l)(C) is 
GRANTED. Global's request for discretionary costs under Rule 54(d)(l)(D) is DENIED. 
Global's request for reasonable attorney's fees that have accrued since June 10, 2010, is 
GRANTED. This Court also holds that Global is entitled to reasonable attorney's fees in an 
amount to be determined. 
DATED this~ ?t. ~ay of December, 2012. 
jL//:1-:,J~ 
John Patrick Luster 
District Judge 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
3 
The Spokesman Review Building 
4 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
5 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
16 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant, 
vs. 
17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
18 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
19 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
24 limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 




Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL P. 
HAZEL AND MEMORANDUM OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
ORIGINAL 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Kootenai ) 
Joel P. Hazel, being first duly sworn, on oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am a member of the firm of WITHERSPOON KELLEY attorneys for 
6 the Defendant/Third-Party Plaintiff, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC 
- - - - ---------- --------------- ----- -------- ----
7 ("GLOBAL"). That I make this affidavit on the basis of my personal knowledge. 
8 2. This Affidavit is made in response to the Court's lvf emorandum Decision and 
9 Order Re: Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and 
10 Costs entered herein on the 18th day of December, 2012, for the purpose of conforming 
11 GLOBAL'S attorney's fees and costs figures to said Order by eliminating the discretionary 
12 costs and including only attorney's fees as awarded from June 10, 2010 (with additional fees 
13 through the date of this Amended Affidavit) and including the Westlaw research to date with 
14 the attorney's fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K). 
15 3. That your affiant is well informed as to the attorney's fees and costs incurred 
16 in this action and states and represents that the fees and costs below set forth were in fact 





This Affidavit is made in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). 
That the attorney's fees were calculated on the basis of my hourly rate of 
20 $225.00 to $255.00 per hour, Edward J. Anson's hourly rate of $240.00 to $265.00 per hour, 
21 and Jason S. Wing's hourly rate of $150.00 to $170.00 per hour. 
22 6. That the time and labor required for this action is summarized below and 
23 further itemized as set forth in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein, and is 
24 typical for a case of this nature and duration. 
25 7. The skill required to perform the legal service is above average. I am lead 
26 counsel on this case and a principal with Witherspoon Kelley. I have been licensed to 
27 practice law in the State of Idaho since 1994. I practice primarily in the areas of real 
28 property, civil litigation and insurance defense litigation. Edward J. Anson is a principal with 
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Witherspoon Kelley, has been licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho since 1977, and 
2 practices primarily in the areas of banking, real property, commercial, and litigation. Jason S. 
3 Wing was an associate with Witherspoon Kelley, has been licensed to practice law in the 
4 state of Idaho since 2008, and practiced primarily in the areas of business and corporate law, 
5 real estate, land use and zoning, and litigation. 
6 8. That your Affiant is well informed as to the hourly rates of counsel with 
7 similar skill, knowledge, and experience in the state of Idaho, and states that the attorneys' 







The fees charged were fixed and based upon the hourly rates. 
The case involved novel and difficult questions of law. 
The time limitations imposed by the circumstances of the case were typical of 
12 a case of this nature. 
13 12. The case involved causes of action seeking damages upon a claim of 
14 encroachment and breach of contract. In addition to damages, the Plaintiff sought ejectment 
15 of the Defendant, mesne profits, and an order quieting title. The result that GLOBAL 
16 obtained was the dismissal in its entirety of the Complaint of the Plaintiff as against 
17 GLOBAL with prejudice and indemnification by the WALLACE FAMILY TRUST 
18 ("WALLACE") for costs and fees GLOBAL has expended as a result of this action. 
19 13. That a substantial amount of time and labor was required in this case and it is 







There is nothing particularly desirable or undesirable about the case. 
GLOBAL is an established client of the law firm Witherspoon Kelley. 
The award of attorney's fees sought is similar to the awards in similar cases 
24 that went through trial and given the multiple delays in this case. 
25 17. Your affiant believes it was reasonable and necessary to use computer-assisted 
26 legal research in the preparation of the case which costs incurred in the defense of this action 
27 are summarized below and further itemized in Exhibit "A". 
28 18. That the following is a true and accurate account of the fees and costs 
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1 associated with this action as charged to GLOBAL from June 10, 2010 to the present: 














Attorney/Provider Name Total Hours Total Fees 
Joel P. Hazel 714.60 $175,684.50 
Edward J. Anson 17.00 4,317.50 
Jason S. Wing 666.40 108,212.00 
TOTAL FEES: 1,398.00 $288,214.00 
Westlaw Research 2,224.81 
TOTAL FEES AND RESEARCH: ~?¥Jl$i,_Q';:4J.$~~~;~J 
SUMMARY OF COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
Description Amount 
Filing fee(s) $72.00 
Service fee( s) 597.10 
Preparation of trial exhibits 500.00 
Expert Witness fee(s) 
a. Walter Dale 2,000.00 
b. Randy LaBeff 2,000.00 
Deposition and transcript fees 4,677.70 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT ~~~~~:~~\t~1~¥!t8!6.:iitl~V:lq{~~1 
16 These costs as a matter of right were already awarded pursuant to the Court's Memorandum 







19. That your affiant states that to the best of his knowledge, all items set forth in 
this Memorandum are correct, and all items claimed are in compliance with I.R.C.P. Rule 54. 
DATED this __lj_ day of December, 2012. 
UHy Joe . Hazel 
W ~RS¥00N • KELLEY 
24 /~ SUBsc;im,~ SWORN to before me the undersigned Notary Public this 
25 Cl._dayofD~ 1~,t,.,,. ~~
~~~0~ ..... -..; .. ~ -~~ . ~ . 
26 , ., ~ · ¥ ~ ~ fl'Y :, _.,,,,..-.........,f-"<.-'-....<..a...__,_,..__'""'""'"--'--"-......a....---,,;,-_---
27 si I ., g , o_: NotPub1~ rJ;druw 
\1, '~ P\)9-.,.. .· . J:i Residing in: zK 
28 ~ • • ._ , ~ § My Commission Expires: -,.,2/-1. 
.,,,,. -,,~. . ,,...'<. !Ila~ 
~, 8tA'.TJ "'\~ 
AMENDED AFF;{f J,_~,j,v,i~L P. HAZEL AND MEMORANDUM OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS - 4 
K:\WDOCS\CDAMAlN\16239\0003\C0060463.DOC 





CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the ~day of December, 2012, I caused a true and 
correct copy of AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL P. HAZEL AND MEMORANDUM OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the 
method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith D U.S.Mail 
6 Erik P. Smith, P.C. D Hand Delivered 
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EXHIBIT '' A'' 
Exhibit "A" Exhibit "A" Exhibit "A" 
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Time Report 
Crown Castle USA, lnc./Sherman Storage, LLC 
06/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Atty. Smith re discovery. 0.20 48.00 
06/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft another supplementary response to motion for 1.50 240.00 
summary judgment. 
06/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Evans re purchase from 0.50 120.00 
Wallace. 
06/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence re Sherman's claimed purchase 0.50 120.00 
of real property, teleconference with Atty. Smith. 
06/16/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery request re new purchase documents. 1.00 160.00 
06/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Instructions to Atty. Wing re discovery issues; 1.80 432.00 
teleconference with Atty. Smith re Sherman's purported 
purchase of the cell tower site. 
06/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re sale and privilege log; draft third 1.80 288.00 
request for production; follow up on survey production; 
draft and file supplementary responses to request for 
production. 
06/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review deed; review correspondence from Atty. Smith; 1.20 288.00 
instructions to Atty. Wing. 
06/18/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft privilege log. 3.50 560.00 
06/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Teleconference with client. 2.00 320.00 
06/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review PCS settlement agreement; review record of 3.50 840.00 
survey; teleconference with several people re response to 
recent events. 
06/22/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft supplementary discovery response with privilege 0.70 112.00 
log. 
06/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents; email to Harrison counsel. 1.00 160.00 
06/23/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research attorney's fees as element of damage in 1.80 432.00 
indemnity and breach of contract course of action. 
06/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new discovery request. 0.20 32.00 
06/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Atty. Smith 4.90 1,176.00 
re direct subpoena to an expert; teleconference with 
survey expert Walter 0. Dale; review discoveries to 
determine what has been produced; planning related to 
letters and summary judgment. 
06/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new discovery requests; conference with Atty. 0.60 96.00 
Hazel re motion for summary judgment and new 
discovery. 
06/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Conference with Atty. Anson re default and letter to Atty. 2.40 576.00 
Smith re direct contact with experts and subpoena. 
06/30/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with expert witness. 1.00 160.00 
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06/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft letter to Eric Smith re default; draft letter to Eric 5.50 1,320.00 
Smith requesting copies of documents obtained via 
subpoena; teleconference with Stan of Welch Comer. 
07/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare supplementary discovery response and 0.70 112.00 
production. 
07/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting and compiling supplemental discovery 0.50 80.00 
response. 
07/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents on Wallace family trust; draft 1.30 208.00 
affidavit of Walt Dale. 
07/07/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence; instructions to Atty. Wing on 1.50 360.00 
motion to compel. 
07/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Begin objection to motion to amend; schedule motion to 0.50 80.00 
compel; review motion to amend; conference with Atty. 
Hazel re same. 
07/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review motion to amend complaint; instructions to Atty. 0.90 216.00 
Wing. 
07/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Research; review memo re objection to motion to amend; 2.40 384.00 
review discovery; draft motion to compel and affidavit. 
07/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize motion to compel. 0.40 64.00 
07/13/201"0 Jason S. Wing Legal research re basis to object to motion to amend. 3.30 528.00 
07/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Initial review of Sherman's motion for summary judgment 1.00 240.00 
and affidavits. 
07/14/2010 Edward J. Anson Review summary judgment pleadings. 2.00 500.00 
07/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with John Tyke; Teleconference with Atty. 1.80 432.00 
Smith; review summary judgment filed by Sherman and 
outline response. 
07/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Work on responsive brief. 1.90 456.00 
07/16/2010 Edward J. Anson Review file; research; draft memorandum. 3.50 875.00 
07/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Review plaintiffs motion for summary judgment and 8.40 1,344.00 
supplemental affidavits; draft response to motion to 
amend; research motion to amend objections. 
07/19/2010 Joel P. Hazel Outline, draft and research summary judgment response 7.50 1,800.00 
brief. 
07/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Teleconference with Walt Dale re Rasor affidavit and his 2.60 416.00 
affidavit; meet with Atty. Hazel re same; research property 
description in conveyance; research boundary by 
acquiesence. 
07/20/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research and draft summary judgment response memo; 7.00 1,680.00 
correspondence to Lance Jones and Amy Williamson. 
07/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft memorandum re summary judgment. 7.90 1,264.00 
07/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research; instructions to Atty. Wing re response brief and 4.00 960.00 
arguments. 
07/22/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review voluminous title documents sent by Lance Jones. 2.30 552.00 
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07/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Research mutual mistake; research boundary by 6.40 1,024.00 
agreement; draft summary judgment response brief and 
affidavits. 
07/23/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with Lance Jones; letter to Atty. Smith; 4.50 1,080.00 
draft motion to strike portions of affidavit. 
07/25/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review draft of summary judgment response memo. 2.50 600.00 
07/26/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft summary judgment response brief; research mutual 5.30 848.00 
mistake; research boundary by agreement. 
07/26/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Lance Jones re lot 3 issue; review 5.40 1,296.00 
voluminous title document; revise the summary judgment 
pleadings; review answer by the Wallace Family Trust; 
teleconference with Atty. Smith; teleconference with 
Lance Jones; teleconference with Atty. Limberopoulos. 
07/27/2010 Edward J. Anson Review case law; review draft of brief; conference with 1.30 325.00 
Atty. Hazel. 
07/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft memo re plaintiffs summary judgment. 10.30 1,648.00 
07/27/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise summary judgment filings; finalize 9.50 2,280.00 
memo; finalize affidavits and exhibits; finalize motion to 
strike; research conveyances of property after vacation of 
a street. 
07/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize memo response to summary judgment; finalize 3.10 496.00 
affidavit of Atty. Wing and exhibits. 
07/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to motion to amend complaint. 3.90 624.00 
07/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize memo, affidavit and exhibit in summary judgment 6.50 1,560.00 
response and reply; finalize motion to strike portions of 
affidavit. 
07/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting objection to motion to amend. 1.90 304.00 
07/30/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting objection to motion to amend. 3.00 480.00 
07/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare argument outline. 0.60 144.00 
08/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting objection to motion to amend. 5.50 880.00 
08/03/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
08/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new motions of plaintiff to set aside default and 2.70 432.00 
amend; finalize objection to motion to amend; prepare for 
argument on motion for relief. 
08/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise objection to plaintiffs motion to amend; 2.50 600.00 
review various motion filed by plaintiff. 
08/04/2010 Jason S. Wing Review reply brief and supplemental affidavits of plaintiff. 1.00 160.00 
08/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review response brief (1.1 ); outline oral argument (1 ); 2.60 624.00 
finding objection to motion to amend (.5). 
08/05/2010 Edward J. Anson Review summary judgment briefing; conference with Atty. 1.40 350.00 
Hazel. 
08/05/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re Sherman's reply brief and 0.40 64.00 
supplemental affidavits. 
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08/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for summary judgment argument. 0.90 216.00 
08/09/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for summary judgment; outline argument; draft 7.00 1,680.00 
quit claim deed; review documents to be recorded. 
08/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re argument; review motion and 5.40 864.00 
objection; prepare outline for oral argument. 
08/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare summary judgment, argument, motion to amend, 5.10 1,224.00 
and objection to relief from judgment. 
08/11/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.50 125.00 
08/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Review argument outline. 4.60 736.00 
08/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend oral arguments. 7.50 1,800.00 
08/12/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
08/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re summary judgment 0.10 16.00 
argument and objection to motion for relief. 
08/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft litigation update to Atty. Williamson (1.0); review 1.30 312.00 
correspondence from Atty. Smith (.3) 
08/16/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery to Mary Jo Wallace. 1.30 208.00 
08/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence for response to Mary Jo 0.50 120.00 
Wallace's claim. 
08/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting discovery for Mary Jo Wallace. 0.80 128.00 
08/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with Atty. Smith re Lot 3 issues. 0.50 120.00 
08/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue discovery to Mary Jo Wallace; review Mary Jo 3.50 560.00 
Wallace affidavit. 
08/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting discovery to Mary Jo Wallace. 0.60 96.00 
08/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Review discovery from Bistline file; follow up on Mary Jo 2.60 416.00 
Wallace deposition in 2004; continue discovery to Mary Jo 
Wallace. 
08/25/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery requests to Mary Jo Wallace. 0.40 64.00 
09/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Amy Williamson. 0.30 72.00 
09/14/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft expert witness disclosure. 0.60 96.00 
10/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Lance Jones re case 0.20 48.00 
update. 
10/04/2010 Edward J. Anson Review decision; conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.70 175.00 
10/04/2010 Jason S. Wing Review court's decision on motion for summary judgment; 0.90 144.00 
meet with Atty. Hazel re same. 
10/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Judge's opinion on cross motions for summary 4.50 1,080.00 
judgment (2.0); draft correspondence including litigation 
plan to Lance Jones and Amy Williamson (2.5). 
10/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Careful review of court's decision (2.0); outline affirmation 3.50 840.00 
defenses and trial strategy (1.5). 
10/06/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft memo re defenses and elements for trial. 4.70 752.00 
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10/06/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review file to determine witnesses and trial preparation. 1.80 432.00 
10/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Review judgment on summary judgment. 0.90 144.00 
10/07/2010 Joel P. Hazel Renew memo on elements of affirmative defenses (.5); 3.30 792.00 
telephone conference with Atty. Williamson re litigating 
plan and strategy (.8); telephone conference with Lance 
Jones re litigation plan and next steps, witnesses (8); 
review documents for witnesses (1.2). 
10/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft disclosure of experts. 0.30 48.00 
10/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement 0.90 216.00 
possibilities (. 5); correspondence to client contacts re 
same (.4). 
10/12/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
10/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Email to client for bio on expert; draft expert witness 2.60 416.00 
disclosure. 
10/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize expert witness disclosures (.7); telephone 3.20 768.00 
conference with Dawn Krein (.5); review elements of 
affirmative defenses and search for witnesses (2.0). 
10/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize Motion to Strike; draft discovery to Mary Jo 2.50 400.00 
Wallace, individually. 
10/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Review Nevada rules re foreign deposition subpoena. 0.50 80.00 
10/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review subpoena rules re Nevada deposition (.3); 1.60 384.00 
telephone conference with Arrowood re negotiation 
strategies and terms for permanent easement (.6); outline 
affirmative defenses and witnesses for trial preparation 
(.7). 
10/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement 0.50 120.00 
generally (.3); review correspondence from Arrowood (.2). 
10/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review motion for reconsideration; correspondence to 0.60 144.00 
Lance Jones and Arrowood. 
10/18/2010 Jason S. Wing Review motion to reconsider; review amended complaint. 0.70 112.00 
10/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re settlement 0.50 120.00 
(.2); correspondence to Arrowood; review amended 
complaint and motion to reconsider (.3). 
10/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answer to amend complaint. 2.90 464.00 
10/19/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise requests for admissions to Mary Jo 3.00 720.00 
Wallace; review and revise interrogatories and requests 
for production of documents to Mary Jo Wallace. 
10/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Due diligence re building permits and photos of site. 2.90 464.00 
10/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Email to county re aerial photos; draft defendant's 1.30 208.00 
supplemental discovery response. 
10/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Outline trial strategy (1.5); review aerial photo (.5). 2.00 480.00 
10/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answer to amended complaint. 0.60 96.00 
10/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery. 0.40 64.00 
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10/26/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re settlement 1.80 432.00 
(.2); telephone conference to Erik Smith (.2); letter to Atty 
Smith with settlement offer (.2); review and revise answer 
to amended complaint. (1.2). 
10/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference call with client re settlement and witnesses. 0.30 48.00 
10/27/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Amy Williamson, Lance 1.20 288.00 
Jones, Dawn Kime; draft to do list. 
10/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review offer from Erik Smith/Kirk Evans (.4); 0.80 192.00 
correspondence re same. (.4) 
10/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft fourth set of discovery to Sherman; draft motion to 4.40 704.00 
strike, memorandum in support. 
10/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference Jonathan Arrowood (.5); review 2.30 552.00 
correspondence from Arrowood (.2); draft 
correspondence to client contact (.9); draft trial outline 
(1.8). 
11/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Research rules re strike expert disclosures; draft motion 1.50 240.00 
to strike expert disclosure. 
11/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones and Amy 3.80 912.00 
Williamson re case status and settlement (1.0); telephone 
conference with Arrowood (.5) multiple telephone 
conference calls with Atty. Eric Smith (.8); Prepare for 
deposition of Mary Jo Wallace (1.5). 
11/02/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 8.20 1,968.00 
settlement authority on thirty year lease (.5); telephone 
conference with Atty. Smith re same (.4); draft ER 408 
settlement offer for 30 year lease (.5); review and revise 
motion to strike plaintiff's experts for late disclosure ( 1.2); 
telephone conference with Arrowood (.5); go through 
documents for trial exhibits (2.9); telephone conference 
with witness Walter Dale (.6); brief affirmative defenses 
for trial brief (2.1 ). 
11/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Gather property value information; review Evan's meeting 1.30 208.00 
notes; research Implied in fact contract. 
11/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review statute of limitations as a possible defense (.9); . 8.00 1,920.00 
office conference with Atty. Wing re division of labor, trial 
strategy and briefing (1.0); multiple telephone calls to find 
1996 surveyor Doug Block (2.2); office conference with 
surveyor at Welch Comer re work done in 1996 (1.9); 
travel to and from Welch Comer office (.5); compile trial 
exhibits (.5); draft notice of deposition and subpoena 
duces tecum for Mary Jo Wallace (.5). 
11/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Travel to and from Spokane to meet with surveyor Rudy 4.50 1,080.00 
Kitzan (1.2); meet with Kitzan (2.4); review documents for 
exhibits (.9). 
11/05/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
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11/05/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re summary; copy of trial 3.10 496.00 
exhibits; prepare foreign subpoena to Mary Jo Wallace's 
daughter in Washington; research "implied-in-fact 
contracts". 
11/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review voluminous documents for trial exhibits (2.5); 3.70 888.00 
instructions on out of state deposition of Mary Jo Wallace 
(.7) and Wallace's daughter (.5). 
11/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft miscellaneous action; review of subpoena and 1.60 256.00 
subpoena to Lisa Wardian. 
11/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones (.2); email to 4.00 960.00 
Mike Hawthoway, P.L.S. of Welch Comer re contact in for 
original surveyor Doug Black (.9); Prepare trial brief (2.9). 
11/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting foreign subpoena. 0.30 48.00 
11/09/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Doug Block, 4.20 1,008.00 
original surveyor (1.3); draft boundary by agreement 
portion of trial brief (2.9). 
11/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery supplement witness disclosure; meet with 3.90 624.00 
expert witness; draft foreign subpoena. 
11/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace phone call; 0.70 112.00 
draft affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace. 
11/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with expert Walter Dale (2.2); telephone 4.90 1,176.00 
conference with Mary Jo Wallace (2.1 ); prepare of 
Wallace depo (.6). 
11/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace and claim 5.50 880.00 
elements; draft Mary Jo Wallace affidavit (reviewing prior 
affidavits). 
11/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise and finalize Mary Jo Wallace Affidavit. 0.30 48.00 
11/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Redraft proposed Mary Jo Wallace Affidavit (.6); prepare 2.60 624.00 
for Mary Jo Wallace depo. (2.0). 
11/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Travel to and from Kellogg, Idaho (2.0); office conference 5.40 1,296.00 
with Dale Brown, realtor from Kellogg who has listed the 
property on several occasions (1.2); Inspection of building 
in Kellogg, Idaho (2.2). 
11/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re meeting with Mary Jo Wallace; 0.40 64.00 
revise Mary Jo Wallace affidavit. 
11/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Erick Smith re depositions 4.20 1,008.00 
(.5); review letter from Erik Smith re lot 3 and depositions; 
telephone conference with Erik Smith and Atty. Dodson re 
deposition and possible stipulation to reset trial (.4); office 
conference with Mary Jo Wallace re various facts relevant 
to affirmative defenses (2.2); draft proposed affidavit for 
Mary Jo Wallace (1.1). 
11/15/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace meeting. 0.30 48.00 
11/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re continuance 0.70 168.00 
(.2); telephone conference with Erik Smith and Judge 
Luster re trial continuance (.5). 
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11/16/2010 Edward J. Anson Telephone conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.30 75.00 
11/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to reconsider. 6.60 1,056.00 
11/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Erik Smith re deposition 0.80 192.00 
scheduling (.4); correspondence to witnesses re same 
(.4). 
11/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Michelle of First American 2.90 696.00 
Title re previous title policy (.5); telephone conference 
with Erik Smith re depositions (.5); review motion to 
reconsider. 
11/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting motion to reconsider. 1.30 208.00 
11/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft motion for reconsideration. 4.50 720.00 
11/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft letter to Mary Jo Wallace's attorney re deposition 0.40 64.00 
dates. 
11/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize motion to reconsider and memorandum. 2.00 320.00 
11/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft responses; review prior document production; 1.50 240.00 
review new discovery requests. 
11/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Wallace Family Trust response to requests for 2.70 648.00 
admissions (. 7); telephone call to counsel for Mary Jo 
Wallace (.2); meeting with First American Title Officer 
Michelle Young re 1998 and 2001 title policies (1.8); 
correspondence to counsel re deposition (.2); review 
discovery requests. 
11/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Parker re deposition of 0.50 120.00 
Mary Jo Wallace and document production. 
12/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re motion to reconsider; 1.90 304.00 
telephone conference with Lance Jones re discovery; 
draft demand letter to Atty. Smith re interference with 
contract. 
12/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise memo in support of motion for 2.80 672.00 
reconsideration. 
12/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to reconsider; obtain certified permit from 3.70 592.00 
city; obtain affidavit from county re aerial photo. 
12/02/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Court re motion to reconsider (.2); 1.50 360.00 
office conference with Atty. Wing re plan on motion to 
reconsider (.5); telephone conference to opposing 
counsel. 
12/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to consider and add citations; draft affidavit 2.10 336.00 
in support; telephone conference with Sprint Spectrum; 
telephone conference with Capital Land; to city hall for 
permit; telephone conference with Avista Utilities re power 
on date to site and aerial photos. 
12/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Alex Herman email; instructions to Atty. Wing re 0.50 120.00 
contacting Herman. 
12/06/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to motion to reconsider and research re 6.00 960.00 
same. 
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12/06/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Judge Luster re scheduling x's 1:00 240.00 
2 (.5); review motion to reconsider (.5). 
12/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to reconsider and research re same. 4.50 720.00 
12/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize objection to motion for reconsideration. 2.90 464.00 
12/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise opposition to motion to reconsider 3.00 720.00 
(2.5); telephone conference with Eric Smith (.5). 
12/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize objection to motion to reconsider. 1.00 160.00 
12/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft/revise motion to reconsider and memorandum re 0.80 128.00 
same. 
12/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and finalize memorandum in opposition to motion 0.90 216.00 
to reconsider. 
12/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re status and motion; finalize 2.90 464.00 
motion to reconsider, memorandum, three affidavits in 
support of memorandum with exhibits. 
12/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize memorandum in opposition to motion for 1.50 360.00 
reconsideration. 
12/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with surveyor Doug Black; 1.10 264.00 
telephone conference with Walter Dale re survey in 1996. 
12/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Walter Dale; review case law 1.10 264.00 
on boundaries. 
12/20/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for meeting with original surveyor Doug Black, 5.70 1,368.00 
PLS (1.0); review all documents disclosed in discovery 
(2.2); review newly disclosed documents from Sprint (1. 7); 
office conference with retained surveyor Walter Dale (.5); 
office conference with Doug Black, PLS re testimony and 
process in this case (1.5); prepare outline for perpetuation 
deposition (.5). 
12/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Review discovery documents; prepare for disclosure. 1.80 288.00 
12/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend perpetuation deposition of Doug 5.90 1,416.00 
Black, PLS (5.0); coordinate deposition dates for Krein 
(.2); correspondence to Williamson and Jones re new 
exhibit A 
12/22/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare discovery responses. 0.90 144.00 
12/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answers to third set of interrogatories. 2.30 368.00 
12/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft and prepare discovery responses. 1.90 304.00 
12/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize discovery responses; attend hearing re motion to 4.10 656.00 
reconsider. 
12/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Attend and prepare for motion to reconsider hearing (2.1 ); 2.60 624.00 
office conference with opposing counsel re possible 
settlement and issues for trial (.5). 
12/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Travel to and from Spokane to meet with engineer Randy 2.50 600.00 
LaBeff re original location of the cell tower site. 
01/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re discovery. 0.30 73.50 
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01/05/2011 Jason S. Wing Review recent document production for Labeff; revise 2.00 320.00 
discovery responses; draft supplemental disclosure of 
witnesses. 
01/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith re discovery. 0.20 49.00 
01/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize discovery response; prepare supplemental 1.00 160.00 
discovery response. 
01/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery responses and file. 0.40 64.00 
01/13/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re services of 0.80 196.00 
subpoenas to third parties (.3); review history of 
negotiations (.5). 
01/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial prep list. 0.20 32.00 
01/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowroot re status 0.50 122.50 
of negotiations. 
01/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Review correspondence history; review discovery history; 3.10 496.00 
draft motion to compel discovery responses; draft motion 
to compel depositions; draft supporting affidavit. 
01/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Draft litigation update and settlement update at request of 1.50 367.50 
Lance Jones; review subpoenas to third party co-locators, 
Cricket and Verizon. 
01/20/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft memorandum in support of motion to compel and 2.70 432.00 
file, 
01/20/2011 Joel P. Hazel Revise litigation update (.5) review motion, memorandum 2.10 514.50 
and affidavit for motion to compel deposition and motion 
to compel discovery (.9); correspondence to Arrowood re 
settlement offers to Evans (.7). 
01/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial prep meeting; meet with Atty. Hazel re 2.00 320.00 
trial. 
01/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re trial prep, trial brief, 1.90 465.50 
witnesses and subpoenas. 
01/24/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 3.00 480.00 
01/26/2011 Jason S. Wing Expert witness for mense profits. 1.00 160.00 
01/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Research expert witness on mense profits. 3.10 496.00 
02/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Compile witness list draft trial notice letters to all 2.50 400.00 
witnesses; continue editing trial brief. 
02/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief. 3.90 624.00 
02/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Doug Black deposition transcript (1.0); draft trial 5.50 880.00 
brief (4.5). 
02/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Research re trial brief; continue drafting trial brief (5.2); 5.70 912.00 
meet with Atty. Hazel re same (.2). 
02/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith (.5); telephone 2.50 612.50 
conference with Arrowood (.2); prepare for deposition 
(1.7) 
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02/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Research evidence rule 702 and expert testimony for 2.00 320.00 
mense profits. 
02/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft proposed order compelling discovery. 0.90 144.00 
02/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Evans deposition (3.2); telephone conference 4.50 1,102.50 
with Dawn Krein re deposition and scheduling (.5); 
telephone conference with Arrowood (.5); convey offer of 
settlement (.3). 
02/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Review file and prepare for motion to compel hearing. 5.40 864.00 
02/09/2011 - Jason S. Wing Draft affidavit of attorney fees and motion to compel. 0.30 48.00 
02/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Attend motion to compel. 1.50 367.50 
02/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Gather exhibits for deposition of Evans and Wallace 4.50 1,102.50 
prepare for same. 
02/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Deposition of Kirk Evans (2.5); prepare trial exhibits (2.5). 5.00 800.00 
02/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft affidavit of attorney fees re order to compel and 1.20 192.00 
proposed order. 
02/10/2011 Joel P. Hazel Deposition preparation (1.5); take deposition of Kirk 6.00 1,470.00 
Evans (2.5); office conference with Erik Smith and Kirk 
Evans re settlement after deposition (.5); review 
correspondence of Smith (.5); review lease; draft letter to 
Smith (.7); correspondence with Krein re deposition (.3). 
02/11/2011 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.50 127.50 
02/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare documents for Krein deposition (3.0); draft letter 3.30 528.00 
to Smith re discovery documents received at deposition 
(.3). 
02/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare witness list with exhibits to be admitted (.5); 1.30 208.00 
prepare trial argument order (.6); prepare outline re 
meeting with Atty. Hazel (.2). 
02/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Research whether an "encroachment" is a default. 0.30 48.00 
02/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Gather trial exhibits (1.5); office conference with Atty. 4.30 1,053.50 
Wing re trial strategy (1.0); review of PCS Site Agreement 
and all amendments (.8); correspondence to Erik Smith re 
Crown's right to remove equipment after lease termination 
or expiration (. 7); correspondence with Art Bistline re 
Steve Cooney (.3). 
02/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental expert witness disclosure. 0.60 96.00 
02/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Research whether an "encroachment" is a "default" under 1.20 192.00 
lease. 
02/14/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by organizing exhibits and review of 2.50 612.50 
documents. 
02/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 3.30 528.00 
02/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare trial exhibits. 2.70 432.00 
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02/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Dawn Krein to prepare for 4.30 1,053.50 
deposition (.8); telephone conference with Erik Smith re 
discovery and settlement (.5); prepare for trial by outlining 
witnesses and exhibits (3.0). 
02/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief; research re same. 3.40 544.00 
02/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Jones(.5); gather 4.60 1,127.00 
organize exhibits (2.1 ); deposition prep meeting with 
Dawn Krein (2.0). 
02/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 5.50 880.00 
02/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend deposition of Dawn Krein (3.0); 7.00 1,715.00 
trial prep including gathering and organizing exhibits (2.0); 
trial brief and witness outline (2.0). 
02/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial prep meeting with Atty. Hazel re trial exhibits and 3.00 480.00 
strategize witness and cross. 
02/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Review trial exhibits; continue drafting trial brief. 4.00 640.00 
02/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by organizing arguments; review and 4.00 980.00 
revise trial brief. 
02/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief (1.8); prepare and file affidavit of fees and 3.30 528.00 
costs (1.5). 
02/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Property committee Atty. 2.30 563.50 
Williamson, Jonathan Arrowood and others re litigation 
review and alternative site potential (.8); telephone 
conference with Arrowood (.5); review trial brief and 
summary judgment decisions in preparation for trial (1.0). 
02/23/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief and prepare trial exhibits. 0.70 112.00 
02/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference to Chris Mooney (left message) 3.10 759.50 
(.2); review correspondence (.3); telephone conference 
with Erik Smith re settlement and trial issues (.8); review 
and revise trial brief (1.8). 
02/24/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 2.60 416.00 
02/24/2011 Joel P. Hazel Office conference witness Randy LaBeff for trial prep 3.70 906.50 
(2.2); telephone conference with witness Art Bistline (.3); 
correspondence to and from Randy LaBeff including 
review of new documents (1.2). 
02/25/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft new motion to reconsider (.5); draft findings of fact, 4.40 704.00 
conclusions of law (2.6); continue drafting trial brief (.4); 
continue preparing trial exhibits (.5); prepare 
supplemental discovery (.4). 
02/25/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re discovery and pictures (.4); office 1.10 269.50 
confer~nce with Mirna and Atty. Wing re trial prep (.7). 
02/27/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial exhibit notebook. 4.90 784.00 
02/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Lance Jones (.5); finalize trial 3.30 528.00 
exhibits (2.1); meeting with Atty. Hazel re discovery 
disclosures (.2); prepare final discovery disclosures (.5). 
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02/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Amy Williamson and Lance 3.20 784.00 
Jones (.5); review voluminous documents produced by 
Verizon (1.8); trial prep (.9). 
03/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial preparation. 1.30 208.00 
03/01/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood (.2); telephone 3.40 833.00 
conference with Aruz (.3); review Verizon documents 
produced per subpoena (.8); review Sprint documents 
produced per subpoena (2.1 ). 
03/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial setting update email to client; email to Sprint re 0.50 80.00 
privilege log. 
03/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Evans deposition transcript. 0.40 64.00 
03/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and research re legal 3.50 560.00 
authority; review Mary Jo Wallace's objection to order for 
costs and fees; review Mary Jo Wallace revocation of 
assignment. 
03/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue assembling trial exhibits. 5.10 816.00 
03/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial with trial director exhibit software. 1.10 176.00 
03/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Organize and prepare exhibits for trial (1.1 ); review recent 4.10 1,004.50 
filings by Wallace Family Trust and Sherman Storage (.9); 
correspondence with Lance Jones, Dawn Krein and 
Arrowood(1.0); review Sprint documents (1.1 ). 
03/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and revise trial brief; research re certain defenses. 3.60 576.00 
03/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Wallace deposition. 3.10 759.50 
03/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Go to courthouse and trial exhibit presentation systems. 2.90 464.00 
03/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response to objection to award of fees. 0.50 80.00 
03/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Walter Dale (.5); review 5.90 1,445.50 
discovery produced by Sherman Storage for Trial (1.0); 
prepare for Wallace deposition (2.9); visit courtroom for 
trial set up of AN (1.5). 
03/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Mary Jo Wallace deposition. 5.50 880.00 
03/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial brief revision and drafting. 2.50 400.00 
03/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and depose Mary Jo Wallace (7.0); review 7.50 1,837.50 
documents filed by Atty. Mike Parker(.5). 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Copy exhibits and argument; meet with Atty. Hazel re 0.10 16.00 
additions to trial exhibit book. 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Review recent document production by Mary Jo Wallace. 0.30 48.00 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial exhibit notebooks; review exhibits. 3.40 544.00 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery responses and notice. 0.90 144.00 
03/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re depositions (.5); 1.60 392.00 
trial preparation (1.1 ). 
03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial exhibit book. 0.70 112.00 
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03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Review procedural rule 43(f); research case law re same 2.00 320.00 
and draft; draft motion to view premises; memorandum in 
support of motion. 
03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Calculate area of Lot 3 and of Lot 4. 0.20 32.00 
03/10/2011 Joel P. Hazel Deposition of Arrowood (1.9); telephone conference with 6.60 1,617.00 
Arrowood re deposition x 2 (.6); prepare for deposition of 
Surveyor Rasor (2.0); Prepare for deposition of Sam 
Johnson (2.1 ). 
03/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and finalize trial brief draft. 3.00 480.00 
03/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and depose Title Expert Sam Johnson (2.0); 3.60 882.00 
prepare for and depose survey Expert Scott Rasor (2.5); 
telephone conference with Rose Wessman re lot 3 issue 
(.5); correspondence to Arrowood, Krein and Lance 
Jones(.6). 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Review exhibit book and pull documents and group 0.30 48.00 
documents. 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response to motion to vacate compel order; draft 2.80 448.00 
motion for sanctions; review with Atty. Hazel re motions in 
limine and motion for sanctions. 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Research rule re sanctions; draft motion for sanctions, 2.20 352.00 
memo and affidavit. 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft motions in limine. 1.70 272.00 
03/14/2011 Joel P. Hazel Coordinate Motions in Limine, Motion for Sanctions and 2.60 637.00 
other motions (1.9); telephone call to Lance Jones (.5); 
telephone call and letter to Eric Smith re Lot 3 issue (1.2). 
03/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft motions in limine; research rules supporting 4.40 704.00 
motions. 
03/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 1.70 272.00 
03/15/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review court records for recent filings (.5). Review and 5.00 1,225.00 
revise Trial Brief (2.5). Review of Trial Exhibits notebook 
(1.5). Correspondence with Atty. Smith re Ubiquetel. 
03/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize and note for hearing; continue drafting motions in 1.30 208.00 
limine and research legal basis. 
03/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and edit the proposed motions in limine. 1.50 367.50 
Telephone conference with Eric Smith re pre-trial motions. 
03/17/2011 · Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.60 153.00 
03/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft findings of fact and conclusions of law; meeting with 6.40 1,024.00 
Atty. Hazel re trial documents; findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. 
03/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and prepare for access easement issue (2.1 ); 3.60 882.00 
review motion to withdraw (.5); correspondence re same 
(.2); telephone conference with opposing counsel re 
withdrawal motion (.5); telephone conference with Court 
Clerk to arrange scheduling conference (.3). 
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03/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting/revising findings of fact conclusions of 3.20 512.00 
law. 
03/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Final review and revision of trial brief. 1.50 240.00 
03/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith re exhibits. 0.50 122.50 
Correspondence with Atty. Williamson. 
03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact conclusions of law. 2.10 336.00 
03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to reconsider. 2.20 352.00 
03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft notices to witnesses of trial date change. 0.90 144.00 
03/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Modify and revise trial brief (.9); attend scheduling 2.90 710.50 
conference (1.5); correspondence re same (.5) 
03/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with surveyor Rudy Kitzan re 1.40 343.00 
historic location of cell tower site and fences (.5); changes 
to trial brief (.9). 
03/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Arrowood; review 0.40 98.00 
correspondence from Atty. Swartz. 
04/01/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re Evans contact 0.70 171.50 
Chris Mooney (.5); review correspondence (.2). 
04/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review cost estimates for moving site onto Lot 4 and 1.10 269.50 
relocation of site to another location (.5); telephone 
conference with Arrowood re negotiations (.4) telephone 
call with Eric Smith (.2). 
04/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Bistline re Tate 0.50 122.50 
Engineering drawing. 
04/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Letter to Atty. Parker re order allowing withdrawal. 0.30 73.50 
04/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Evans letter to Mooney; meeting with Atty. Hazel 0.40 64.00 
re same. 
04/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review lengthy letter from Kirk Evans to Chris Mooney; 2.50 612.50 
multiple telephone conferences re same. 
04/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence from Lance Jones. 0.20 49.00 
04/26/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood re alternative site. 0.20 49.00 
04/27/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re motion to reconsider and default 0.90 144.00 
of Wallace. 
05/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents. 0.90 144.00 
05/09/2011 Jason S. Wing File Clerk's entry re default of Wallace. 0.10 16.00 
05/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review settlement proposed to Crown Castle (. 7); 1.20 294.00 
correspondence to Arrowood re same (.5). 
05/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft default judgment, application, motion and order. 1.20 192.00 
05/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and revise memorandum on motion to reconsider. 2.70 432.00 
05/12/2011 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting new memo re motion to reconsider. 2.20 352.00 
05/13/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise and add citations to memorandum re summary 1.60 256.00 
judgment and affidavits. 
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05/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft Clerk's entry of default, order and application. 0.40 64.00 
05/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re status conference and witness 1.00 160.00 
status; emails to witnesses re trial conflicts. 
05/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence and telephone conference with 0.50 122.50 
Arrowood. 
05/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Attend status conference (1.2); review default pleadings 2.10 514.50 
(.6); correspondence to Jones, Williamson and Arrowood 
(.3). 
05/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft letters to witnesses re new trial date and mail. 0.50 80.00 
05/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with City Attorney Mike Gridley re 0.50 122.50 
cell tower approvals. 
05/20/2011 Jason S. Wing Follow up on status of default. 0.20 32.00 
06/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft default judgment and motion re same. 0.90 144.00 
06/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize default judgment, motion, memorandum and 1.50 240.00 
order. 
06/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Krein re 0.20 49.00 
Evans. 
07/12/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 2.70 661.50 
settlement options; telephone conference with Arrowood 
re negotiations strategy. 
09/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Arrowood re negotiations 0.30 73.50 
with Evans. 
09/26/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement; draft 0.90 220.50 
email to Arrowood. 
09/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith; telephone 1.10 269.50 
conference with Jonathan Arrowood. 
09/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood; telephone 0.80 196.00 
conference with Eric Smith re negotiations; 
correspondence with Arrowood. 
10/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 1.00 245.00 
escalation rate in settlement proposal (.5); 
correspondence to Eric Smith re settlement (.5). 
10/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement; 0.60 147.00 
correspondence to Atty. Arrowood re same. 
10/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Arrowood. 0.50 122.50 
10/26/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response letter to Smith's email; review Jones, Atty. 2.00 320.00 
Hazel and Atty. Smith's emails; review Ubquitel 
agreement; review estoppel cert. 
11/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Lance Jones re Ubiquetel issue. 0.20 32.00 
11/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Review PCS Site Agreement and 2005 Grand Lease 0.90 144.00 
Agreement and email exchange with Arrowood re same; 
review Smith letter re agreement breach. 
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11/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Arrowood, Jones, etc. re settlement 0.60 96.00 
strategy. 
11/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Eric Smith. 0.30 48.00 
11/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood re settlement. 0.50 122.50 
11/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft settlement and release. 1.40 224.00 
11/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re settlement; 1.10 269.50 
oversee settlement and release agreement. 
11/23/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting settlement and release. 1.50 240.00 
11/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood; correspondence to 1.50 367.50 
and from Eric Smith re settlement. 
11/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Lance Jones re 1.50 367.50 
settlement; finalize settlement and release agreement 
11/30/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise settlement agreement as per Lance Jones. 1.60 256.00 
11/30/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence re proposed 1.50 367.50 
settlement agreement (.7); telephone conference with 
Lance Jones; correspondence with Eric Smith (.3); 
instructions to Atty. Wing (.5). 
12/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Emails to Crown re settlement terms; revise settlement 1.30 208.00 
agreement. 
12/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue revising settlement agreement and release. 2.60 416.00 
12/02/2011 Joel P. Hazel Careful review of settlement and release agreement (1.5); 4.40 1,078.00 
double check legal description of tower site and access 
easement (.6); correspondence with Lance Jones re 
claims against Mary Jo Wallace (.8); file review to prep for 
trial (1.5). 
12/05/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re trial prep if settlement falls 0.10 16.00 
through. 
12/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review of amended and restated PCS Site Agreement 4.90 1,200.50 
(1.5); trial prep by review case file (3.4). 
12/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re draft lease agreement; attain 1.10 176.00 
updated title commitment; conference call with Crown 
Castle real estate counsel. 
12/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review lease (1.2); telephone conference with attorney 3.20 784.00 
Kris Bailey re amended PCS Site Agreement (.5); review 
exhibits for trial (1.5). 
12/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft property legal description; review revised lease. 2.90 464.00 
12/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review of various legal descriptions; redraft lease; 6.50 1,592.50 
correspondence to Eric Smith. 
12/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with PLS Walter Dale (.5); review 4.00 980.00 
title reports (.5); correspondence re issue identifiable in 
title report (2.0); review new exhibits and legals (1.0). 
12/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re lease 0.50 122.50 
negotiations. 
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12/12/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief; revise findings of fact; meet with Atty. 2.20 352.00 
Hazel re trial prep. 
12/12/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep meeting (.5); review status of case, witness, 4.00 980.00 
exhibit lists, motions in limine and trial brief. 
12/13/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising trial brief and findings of 3.60 576.00 
fact. 
12/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with JPH re trial prep; findings of fact; witness 0.40 64.00 
notification. 
12/15/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re counter proposal 1.10 269.50 
re termination clause (.7); correspondence to Arrowood re 
negotiations (.4). 
12/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare trial witness notices; continue drafting findings of 1.00 160.00 
fact. 
12/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re lease terms (.6); 5.10 1,249.50 
correspondence to Arrowood re negotiation (.5); trial prep 
by review of witnesses for direct (2.1 ); review and revise 
trial brief (1.9). 
12/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re witness notification and trial prep; 0.10 16.00 
finalize and send witness notifications. 
12/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith (.4); telephone call 1.70 416.50 
to Lance Jones (.2); review trial exhibits (1.1 ). 
12/20/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood (.2); telephone 2.70 661.50 
conference with Atty. Smith re termination period x 2 (.5); 
telephone conference with City Planner Sean Holmes (.2); 
telephone conference to City Atty. Wilson (.2); trial prep 
by re-organizing trial brief (1.5). 
12/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re revisions to trial brief and begin 0.30 48.00 
revisions re same. 
12/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial; telephone conference re settlement. 1.10 269.50 
12/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 2.30 368.00 
12/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re settlement (.3); 0.60 147.00 
telephone conference with Eric Smith re same (.3). 
12/27/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep by outlining cross examination of surveyor. 1.10 269.50 
12/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re trial prep. 0.40 64.00 
12/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Erik Smith re failed 1.50 367.50 
negotiations (.5); correspondence to Jonathan Arrowood 
(.2); trial outline (.8). 
12/29/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief; meet with Atty. Hazel re 1.00 160.00 
same. 
12/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep by review of summary judgment materials and 1.50 367.50 
exhibits. 
12/30/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial strategy meeting. 1.60 256.00 
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12/30/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep session with Atty. Wing (1.5); review exhibits for 3.30 808.50 
trial (1.5); telephone conference with Atty. Smith re 
exhibits and stipulation (.3). 
01/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for meeting with Eric Smith re exhibits. 1.10 269.50 
01/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Locate survey witness Doug Black. 0.10 16.00 
01/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 4.10 656.00 
01/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review exhibits (.8); office conference with Eric Smith to 5.50 1,347.50 
stipulate to exhibits (2.0); telephone conference with 
Jonathan Arrowood re trial prep (.5); trial prep by 
document review and fine tuning exhibits (3.0). 
01/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft witness letters (x3) re testimony not needed; 0.90 144.00 
meeting with Atty. Hazel re motion in limine. 
01/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion in limine. 1.40 224.00 
01/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by reviewing trial perpetuation deposition 5.80 1,421.00 
of original surveyor, Doug Black to determine position to 
present at trial (2.8); review pleading to focus trial 
presentation (1.5); outline direct and cross (1.5). 
01/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief. 5.60 896.00 
01/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Jones (.3); trial prep 3.30 808.50 
by outline examination of witnesses (3.0). 
01/08/2012 Jason S. Wing Review final motion in limine content. 0.20 32.00 
01/09/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief; review Black deposition in 4.60 736.00 
preparation for trial. 
01/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prep for trial by meeting with engineer Randy Labeff re 7.00 1,715.00 
original location of cell tower site (3.5); review entire 
correspondence file for potential exhibits (2.0); redraft 
general motions in limine (1.5). 
01/10/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief and add citations to trial 3.50 560.00 
exhibits. 
01/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Attend evening special use permit meeting at City Hall; 5.40 1,323.00 
very long wait for hearing (4.2); prepare for building 
commission meeting by review of application (1.2). 
01/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief and add citations to trial exhibits; draft 3.20 512.00 
findings of facts. 
01/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to reconsider. 3.00 480.00 
01/11/2012 Joel P. Hazel Multiple telephone conferences with Arrowood re planning 2.80 686.00 
commission hearing (.9); telephone conference with City 
Attorney Wilson re de novo appeal of planning 
commission denial (.4); telephone conference with several 
members of the planning commission re proposed cell 
tower site (1.5); telephone call to Atty. Smith re various 
items (.5); trial prep (.5). 
01/12/2012 Edward J. Anson Conference with Joel Hazel. 0.70 178.50 
01/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact and conclusions of law. 7.20 1,152.00 
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01/12/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by review of all pleading; motions, 6.50 1,592.50 
affidavits and decisions (4.0); telephone conference with 
court clerk re scheduling issues (.5). 
01/13/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting conclusions of law; meeting with Atty. 7.10 1,136.00 
Hazel re trial prep. 
01/13/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise trial brief (4.2); correspondence with 4.80 1,176.00 
Arrowood (.2); correspondence with court clerk re 
scheduling ( .4 ). 
01/16/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize exhibit list and review all exhibits (2.5); prepare 5.40 1,323.00 
outline for Scott Rasor examination (1.9); telephone 
conference with Atty. Smith re stipulations to exhibits (.5). 
01/17/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact. 1.60 256.00 
01/17/2012 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with Atty. Smith to attempt to stipulate to exhibits 4.60 1,127.00 
(1.5); telephone conference with Wesley Warren, witness 
disclosed by plaintiff who is the owner of a different site 
built by Sprint in 1996 (1.0); organized trial presentation 
(2.1). 
01/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft findings of fact. 6.50 1,040.00 
01/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings. 0.80 128.00 
01/18/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial including review of Evans deposition 4.50 1,102.50 
transcripts; prepare for cross examination. 
01/19/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion in limine re plaintiffs exhibits. 2.90 464.00 
01/19/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep including careful review of all plaintiff proposed 6.10 1,494.50 
exhibits; review Dawn Krein deposition transcript to see if 
we should publish any portion of the deposition at trial. 
01/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings of fact. 6.10 976.00 
01/20/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize findings of fact and conclusions of law required 7.10 1,739.50 
by court's pretrial order (3.2); finalize trial brief (3.1 ); 
telephone conference with John Dohm of Crown re 
appeal of planning commission denial (.3); 
correspondence with expert LaBeff and Dale to set up trial 
prep meeting (.5). 
01/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings of fact. 4.00 640.00 
01/22/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on Walter Dale direct (1.2); draft opening statement 3.00 735.00 
outline (1.8). 
01/23/2012 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial brief; finalize findings of fact and file. 5.30 848.00 
01/23/2012 Joel P. Hazel Final review of trial brief and findings of fact (4.2); prepare 6.50 1,592.50 
opening (1.7); telephone conference with expert Dale (.3); 
telephone conference with expert Labeff (.3). 
01/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcript of Razor; continue trial prep; 5.80 928.00 
review exhibits; meeting with Atty. Hazel re same. 
01/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition of Black. 2.00 320.00 
01/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on Opening (3.5); prep trial outline (3.0). 6.50 1,592.50 
01/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft notice re motion to view; draft trial prep outlines. 3.20 512.00 
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01/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with surveyor Walter Dale to prepare direct (1.5); 6.30 1,543.50 
telephone call with Arrowood to prepare for direct (.5); 
telephone call with engineer Randy LaBeff to prepare for 
direct (.5); prepare motions in limine arguments and 
responses to plaintiff's motions in limine (1.8); update 
Arrowood direct outline (1.2). 
01/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by organizing materials to bring to court. 1.80 441.00 
01/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on trial presentation including cross of plaintiff's 7.20 1,764.00 
witnesses, Evans, Wallace and Rasor (6.5); review 
objections to motion to reconsider (.4); telephone 
conference with Matt King, owner of lease option site (.3). 
01/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial; draft motion to dismiss; draft 6.80 1,088.00 
reconsideration outline; draft direct examination outline. 
01/29/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for opening; review rules on involuntary dismissal 7.70 1,886.50 
of claims. 
01/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial; start trial and review with Atty. Hazel 3.20 512.00 
upon trial vacation. 
01/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial Day 1: Prepare for opening; motions in limine and 5.70 1,396.50 
organize documents to bring to court (2.5); attend trial 
indicating argument for motion in limine and (2.5); 
instructions to Atty. Wing on motion to reconsider (.5); 
email to court clerk (.2). 
01/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft new brief re motion to reconsider. 5.10 816.00 
01/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Wallace perpetuation deposition. 2.50 612.50 
02/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting renewed motion to reconsider and trial 6.30 1,071.00 
exhibits referenced. 
02/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend second perpetuation deposition of 5.00 1,275.00 
Mary Jo Wallace. 
02/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review memorandum in support of motion to reconsider. 2.00 510.00 
02/07/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Jon Dohm re City Council meeting 0.50 127.50 
(.3); correspondence to/from Erik Smith re Randy Labeff 
(.2). 
02/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re scheduling conference. 0.20 51.00 
02/13/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review perpetuation deposition transcript of Mary Jo 2.50 637.50 
Wallace. 
02/14/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence to the court re 0.50 127.50 
trial scheduling. 
02/17/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from court clerk re trial 3.10 790.50 
scheduling and respond (.3); telephone conference with 
Dawn Krein, Arrowood and others re case strategy (1.0); 
telephone conference with Arrowood re trial availability 
(.3); telephone conference with Randy Labeff re trial (.3); 
telephone conference with Walter Dale re trial (.3); 
telephone conference with Sandy Young of Verdis re 
contract and plan (.9). 
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02/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting memorandum in support of motion to 5.90 1,003.00 
reconsider. 
02/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting memorandum in support of motion to 3.50 595.00 
reconsider. 
02/23/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from court clerk regarding trial 0.90 229.50 
schedule (.5); correspondence to witness regarding trial 
conflicts for the next several months (.4). 
02/28/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue research, drafting and revising memorandum in 3.10 527.00 
- - - support of motion to rec,onsider. 
02/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue research and finalize drafting brief in support of 5.70 969.00 
motion to reconsider. Review Wallace perpetuation 
deposition. 
03/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Finalize memorandum in support of motion to reconsider; 2.60 442.00 
draft notice of hearing for motion to reconsider; draft 
affidavit of Jason Wing in support of motion to reconsider 
and attach exibits; draft motion to reconsider. 
03/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and finalizing motion to reconsider. 1.10 280.50 
03/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prep for attending status conference( long wait for case to 2.00 510.00 
be called); email re trial setting to all witnesses. 
03/08/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review newest depo transcript of Mary Jo Wallace. 0.70 178.50 
03/16/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Sandy Young re replacement 0.30 76.50 
cell tower site 
03/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiff's Brief and Affidavit in Opposition to 2.50 425.00 
Reconsideration; review Crown's Memorandum in 
Support of Reconsideration. 
03/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiff's Objection to Reconsideration and draft 6.00 1,020.00 
Reply Brief 
04/02/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise and finalize Reply Brief to Plaintiff's Amended 0.90 153.00 
Objection to Motion to Reconsider. 
04/02/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review response to Motion to Reconsider. 0.60 153.00 
04/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise, finalize and file Reply to Plaintiff's Amended 1.50 255.00 
Objection. 
04/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise Reply to Motion to Reconsider; office 4.00 1,020.00 
conference with Atty. Wing re same. 
04/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Court Clerk re exhibits. 0.20 51.00 
04/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Motion to Reconsider. 2.50 637.50 
04/10/2012 Edward J. Anson Consulted with Joel Hazel. 0.40 106.00 
04/10/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for and attend hearing on Motion to Reconsider 2.40 408.00 
summary judgment decision. 
04/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and argue Motion to Reconsider Motion for 6.80 1,734.00 
Summary Judgment decision and trial Motions in Limine. 
04/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Review hearing on Motion for Consideration and Motion in 0.20 34.00 
Limine with Atty. Hazel. 
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04/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re trial preparation; review trial 0.70 119.00 
notebook and begin eliminating unnecessary exhibits. 
04/12/2012 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing to pare down trial 0.50 127.50 
exhibits. 
04/16/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft letters to witnesses re testimony needed at trial and 1.40 238.00 
review exhibit books for trial. 
04/17/20f2 Jason S. Wing Review all trial exhibits and eliminate duplicate and 4.50 765.00 
unnecessary exhibits. Confirm Motion to Reconsider 
citation to affidavits. 
04/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Review all reconsideration documents for citations to 1.50 255.00 
affidavits. 
04/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Motion/Memorandum re Reconsideration for 1.00 170.00 
Authority not supported by Affidavit. 
05/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Review decision on Motion to Reconsider. 0.40 68.00 
05/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review decision on Motion to Reconsider. 1.00 255.00 
05/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and defend deposition of Randy LaBeff; 3.10 790.50 
correspondence with Veridis re alternative cell tower site. 
05/18/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation. 0.50 127.50 
05/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Phone conference with witnesses and continue trial 0.40 68.00 
preparation. 
05/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Labeff deposition transcript for changes; prepare 2.60 663.00 
for trial. 
05/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation; review video deposition of Mary Jo 3.50 892.50 
Wallace; update trial outlines. 
05/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Review decision on Motion to Reconsider and prepare for 0.50 85.00 
trial. 
05/29/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by identifying portions of PCS Scott 4.80 1,224.00 
Rasor deposition; prepare for cross of Atty. Evans; 
prepare for opening; review trial briefs. 
05/30/2012 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Joel Hazel. 0.30 79.50 
05/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Walt Dale; meeting with Atty. Hazel 0.60 102.00 
re trial preparation and witness testimony. 
05/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by fine tuning motions in limine, opening, 7.60 1,938.00 
cross of Evans and review of Court's decisions. 
05/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Review witness exhibits and prepare direct examination 3.60 612.00 
outline of expert witness, Walt Dale. 
05/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by reviewing Plaintiffs exhibits, defense 7.90 2,014.50 
exhibits and depositions of Crown's 30{b)(6) depositions. 
06/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial. 5.90 1,003.00 
06/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation including review of all Plaintiffs proposed 4.50 1,147.50 
exhibits; review deposition transcript; fine tune trial and 
witness outlines. 
06/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial. 5.20 884.00 
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06/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation; prepare opening; review trial briefs; 7.00 1,785.00 
office conference with Atty. Wing to prepare for trial; 
telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood. 
06/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Attend trial (first day); trial preparation for second day. 8.20 1,394.00 
06/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial - day 1: Prepare for opening, Motions in Limine and 10.20 2,601.00 
Plaintiff's case in chief. 
06/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Second day of trial. 6.20 1,054.00 
06/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial, Day 2, including cross of Evans, Mary Jo Wallace 9.00 2,295.00 
testimony, view videe depesitien. 
06/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Third day of trial. 4.10 697.00 
06/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial - day 3 - including: direct of Arrowood; impeachment 7.40 1,887.00 
of witness Matt King view of property; office conference 
with Atty. Wing re post trial briefs; draft update to Crown 
Management. 
06/07/2012 Jason S. Wing Outline closing brief. 1.90 323.00 
06/07/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re closing argument and brief 0.40 68.00 
content; begin preparation of closing arguments and brief 
outline. 
06/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting post trial outline re closing argument 0.30 51.00 
and brief. 
06/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Research claim elements and draft closing argument. 3.90 663.00 
06/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re closing brief. 0.10 17.00 
07/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Read and review Plaintiff's closing brief filings and 2.30 391.00 
conclusions and review record cited. 
07/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Plaintiff's Proposed Findings of Fact; email to 1.60 408.00 
Lance Jones and Amy Williamson. 
07/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Review record of trial and prepare brief outline. 1.30 221.00 
07/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Outline re closing brief. 1.20 306.00 
07/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft closing brief and review trial exhibits. 3.40 578.00 
07/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcripts and trial exhibits. 4.40 748.00 
07/13/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcripts; continue drafting findings 3.00 510.00 
of fact. 
07/16/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact; review deposition 4.60 782.00 
transcripts. 
07/17/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft closing brief and findings of fact. 6.00 1,020.00 
07/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact and conclusions. 2.30 391.00 
07/19/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting closing brief; review deposition 5.30 901.00 
transcripts. 
07/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting closing brief and findings of fact.. 5.00 850.00 
07/23/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue to revise and draft closing brief. 1.90 323.00 
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07/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief and Proposed 4.80 816.00 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
07/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review draft of closing brief. 1.60 408.00 
07/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting Closing Brief. 4.20 714.00 
07/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Initial review of closing brief. 2.50 637.50 
07/26/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief. 4.90 833.00 
07/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise closing brief; review trial notes and trial outline to 4.70 1,198.50 
- - - add to memorandum. 
07/27/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Brief. 3.80 646.00 
07/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Redraft closing brief; redraft findings of fact. 5.50 1,402.50 
07/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief and Proposed 6.10 1,037.00 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
07/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re Closing Brief; revise 2.00 510.00 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
07/31/2012 Edward J. Anson Review pleadings. 1.50 397.50 
07/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting Closing Brief and citations and cite 2.20 374.00 
check Brief. 
07/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Redraft Closing Argument Brief; redraft Proposed 6.90 1,759.50 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
08/01/2012 Edward J. Anson Office conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.50 132.50 
08/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare final brief. 0.20 34.00 
08/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize Closing Brief and Findings of Fact and 5.90 1,504.50 
Conclusions of Law. 
08/15/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiff's Reply Brief and validity of case authority 0.40 68.00 
cited therein. 
08/15/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Plaintiff's Reply Brief; correspondence re same. 0.90 229.50 
09/11/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to email from Judge's clerk. 0.20 51.00 
09/18/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re timing of opinion. 0.30 76.50 
09/19/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Court's opinion (1.2); correspondence to/from 1.70 433.50 
client (.5); review Rule 54(d)(5). 
09/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Court's decision in favor of Crown Castle. 0.50 85.00 
09/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Review and revise proposed Judgment and Affidavit and 0.80 136.00 
memorandum of Attorneys' Fees and Costs 
09/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Court opinion; draft Attorney's Fee Affidavit. 3.50 892.50 
09/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Research attorney's fees available in ejectment, trespass 5.50 1,402.50 
and breach of contract cases; draft memorandum in 
Support of Attorney's Fees; letters to Amy Williamson and 
Lance Jones; telephone conference with Eric Smith 
10/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review email from Lance Jones and respond re access 0.50 127.50 
easement issue. 
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10/02/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise memorandum in Support of Award of Attorney's 3.0 765.00 
Fees (2); review offer from Eric Smith and forward (1 ). 
10/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise Memorandum in Support of Award of Attorney's 5.9 1,504.50 
Fees (2.5); review Attorney's Fees Affidavit (2); review 
Court Rules (.5); review offer from Atty. Smith (.3); 
telephone conference to Arrowood re offer (.2); telephone 
conference with Lance Jones re offer (.4). 
10/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Final changes to Motion for Entry of Judgment; finalize 2.5 637.50 
Memorandum in Support of an Award of Attorney's Fees 
-- - - and-Affidavit;_telephone_conference with Armwoodre 
negotiations. 
10/04/2012 Edward J. Anson Review/revise Memorandum in support of Attorney's Fees .4 106.00 
and Affidavit. 
10/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with court clerk re scheduling. 0.20 51.00 
Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Crown Castle representative 0.70 178.50 
10/12/2012 re next steps (.5); prepare for call (.2). 
Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with J. Arrowood re negotiations 0.40 102.00 
10/15/2012 with Sherman Storage, LLC. 
Edward J. Anson Review memorandum in objection to award of attorney 0.80 212.00 
10/22/2012 fee; conference with Atty. Hazel. 
Joel P. Hazel Review Atty. Smith's opposition to Judgment and 1.50 382.50 
attorney's fees; office conference with Atty. Anson re 
10/22/2012 response. 
Joel P. Hazel Outline response to attorney's fees application and 2.50 637.50 
11/08/2012 research. 
Joel P. Hazel Draft Reply Memorandum in support of award of 3.50 892.50 
11/21/2012 attorneys' fees. 
11/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize Reply Brief. 2.10 535.50 
Joel P. Hazel Outline argument on attorneys' fees; prepare for and 6.50 1,657.50 
12/04/2012 argue Motions for Entry of Judgment and Attorneys' Fees. 
Joel P. Hazel Email to Amy Williams and Jonathan Arrowood with 0.10 25.50 
12/11/2012 update. 
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04/14/2010 Westlaw Research 42.46 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 869.07 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 63.44 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 68.51 
08/31/2010 Westlaw Research 48.00 
08/31/2010 Westlaw Research 210.41 
09/01/2010 Westlaw Research 87.45 
01/13/2011 Westlaw Research 131.84 
01/21/2011 Westlaw Research 350.11 
03/30/2012 Westlaw Research 138.21 
04/-26/-201-2 - - - Westlaw-Research- ... -114.54 
12/31/2011 Westlaw Research PEOPLE SEARCH 20.00 
09/25/2012 Westlaw Research 68.09 
10/31/2012 Westlaw Research 12.68 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, !SB No. 4980 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman Review Building 
• 608 Northwest Blvd.. Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
5 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
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IN TIIB DISTRJCT COURT OF TIIB FIRST JUDICIAL DISlRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 






17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limlted liability company, 
18 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
19 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISillONS II, LLC, 
20 a Delaware limited liability company, 
21 Defendant/Thiro Party Plaintiff; 
22 vs. 
23 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
24 limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Macy Jo 




Third Pmv Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL P. 
HAZEL AND MEMORANDUM OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
AMENDED AFFl!>AVITOF JOELP. HAZELANDMEMORANDIJM OF 
ATTORNEY'S PEl!S AND COSTS· I 
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----
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH. P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N. 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
I . 
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DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





















THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust. ) 





) ____________ ) 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER " 1 
Case. No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, 
by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and hereby moves this 
Court for an Order, pursuant to liR.C.P. 11{a)(2)(B), reconsidering the 
"Judgment" entered on December 19, 2012, and the "Decision ~e: Court Trial", 
--- -- --
entered on September 19, 2012. 
This Motion is made for the following reasons: 
1. The Court's Judgment included three Exhibits. 
2. The Judgment and attached Exhibit "B" provides Global with an 
easement and a "one-time relocation right pursuant to the PCS Site 
Agreement dated June 14, 1996". 
3. Sherman Storage disputes the Court's award of an easement 
relocation right to Global, and requests that the Court: reconsider this 
conclusion of law. 
4. The Court's Decision Re: Court Trial was entered on 09/19/2012. 
Sherman Storage is requesting the Court to reconsider its finding of 
fact and conclusions of law on the following issues: 
A. That the 2002 Memorandum Agreement shows the cell tower 
site on the eastern portion of 24th Street. (Decision, p. 3). 
B. That the November 17, 2008, Letter Agreement concerned the 
"present location of the cell tower site". (Decision, p. 3). 
C. That Global did not materially breach the PCS Site Agreement. 
(Decision, p. 6). 
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D. That the parties' Agreements dated January 25, 2002, May 10, 
2005, and November 17, 2008, remedied Global's breach. 
(Decision, p. 7). 
E, That the parties agreed to keep the cell tower site in its current 
location by subsequent written agreement. (Decision, p. 12). 
F. That Global met its burden of proof in applying the doctrine of 
boundary by acquiesce to this case. (Decision, p. 8). 
G. That The Wallace Family Trust failed to assert· its rights under 
the PCS Site Agreement. (Decision, p. 12). 
H. That Global proved that the encroachment was known by The 
Wallace Family Trust prior to the current litigation. (Decision, p. 
12), 
The Plaintiff desires to file a Brief in Support of the Motion to Reconsider 
within 14 days pursuant to I.LR.C.P. 7(b)(3)(c). 
DATED this kv of January, 2013. 
~~~""""'i 
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I hereby certify that on the ;2 day of January, 2013, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[] inter-office: 
;ttffaxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
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607 Lakeside Avenue 
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Fax (208) 765-9110 
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Attorney for Plaintiff Sherman Storage, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN ANO FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 

















Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST: MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, · ) 






Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
MOTION CONTESTING REQUESTED 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
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COMES NOW, the above-named Plalntiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, 
by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
54(d)(6) and 54(e)(6) and the Court's Memorandum Decision dated December 
18, 2012, hereby moves this Court for entry of an Order Disallowing part of 
Defendant's Attorney's fees. 
1. The question of what constitutes a "reasonable" attorney fee is a 
discretionary determination by the trial court. Kelly v. Hodglls, 11 g 
Idaho 872, 876 (Idaho App. 1991 ); Spidell v. Jflnkins, 111 Idaho 
857 (Ct.App. 1986). In exercising this discretion, the trial court must act 
consistently with the applicable legal standards listed in I.R.C.P. 
54(e)(3). Kelly v. Hadges, at 876; Associates Northwest v. Beets, 112 
Idaho 603,605 (Ct.App.1987). 
2. A reasonable attorney fee pursuant to I.C. § 12~120(3) may be more or 
less than the sum which the prevailing party is obligated to pay its 
attorney under their particular fee 9reement. Na/en v. Jenkins, 114 
Idaho 973, 976 (Ct.App.1988). 
3. Determining a a "reasonable" by the criteria of I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) can 
include "(a]ny other factor which the court deems appropriate in the 
particular case." I.R.C.P. 54{e)(3)(L). Daisy Manufacturing Co., Inc. v. 
Paintba/1 Sports, Inc., 134 Idaho 259, 262 (Idaho App. 2000). The time 
and labor actually expended by an attorney is to be considered, but it 
is also to be evaluated under a standard of reasonableness. Id. 
"A court is permitted to examine the reasonableness of the 
time and labor expended by the attorney under I.R.C.P. 
54(e)(3)(A) and need not blindly accept the figureo advanced 
by the attorney .. __ An attorney cannot 'spend' . his time 
extravagantly and expect to be compensated by the party 
who loses at trial. 11 Craft Wall of Idaho. Inc. v. 
Stonebraker, 108 Idaho 704, 706 (Ct.App.1985). 
4. Hence, this Court may disallow the portion of Defendant's fees that 
were unnecessarily and unreasonably incurred or that were the 
product of attorney "churning." Daisy Manufacturing Co:, at 262. 
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6. Sherman Storage disputes the reasonableness of the Defendant's 
requested attorney's fees as set forth in the Amended Affidavit of 
Counsel filed herein on or about December 19, 2012. The claimed 
fees are not reasonable because: 
a. The Defendant employed multiple attorneys as _well as multiple 
in-house attorneys which resulted in fees which were 
unnecessary, duplicative. and therefore not reasonable 
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54; 
b. 
C, 
The Defendant has requested attorney's fees for work done for 
and against a third party defendant; and 
The fees are excessive and unreasonable. 
6. The employment of multiple attorneys is not, per se. unreasonable. 
However, ·;n this case the .second attorney only played a supervisory 
rote according to counsel at oral argument. While this may be 
customary for this firm, the fees requested are $4,317.50, which are 
excessive and therefore unreasonable. These fees should be 
disallowed. 
7. The Defendant employed a third local attorney for this case. The third 
attorney submitted fees that are also excessive and therefore 
unreasonable. amounting to over six hundred and sixty-six (868) 
hours, almost as many as the first attorney. Those requested fees of 
$108,212.00 are excessive and unreasonable. These fees should be 
disallowed. 
6. Plaintlff moves the court to disallow all the requested fees from the 
Defendant's second and third attomeys in the amount of $112,629.60. 
9. In the alternative, should the Court chose to took at specific instances 
of what constitutes unreasonable fees, the Plaintiff has set forth the 
following instances that are not reasonable attorney's fees. 
1 o. As an example of the unreasonableness of the fees. reference is 
made to the Amended Affidavit of Counsel filed herein on Oeoember 
19, 2012. 
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11. The entry for 6/18/2010 by the third attorney states an invoice for 3.5 
hours in which to draft a privilege log, which resulted in only a one 
page document. These requested fees are unreasonable and should 
be disallowed in the amount of $560.00. 
12. Another instance of fees which are excessive and unreasonable 
include the Defendant's Response to Plaintiff's Motion to Amend its 
Complaint. The Plaintiff's Motion to Amend was not unusual or 
lengthy. Very little briefing occurred by either party. The Defendant's 
entries for such work are on 07/13/2010, 07/19/2010, 07/28/2010, 
07/29/2010, 07/30/2010, 08/02/2010 and 08/03/2010. These entries 
total $5,182.00 merely to respond to Plaintiff's Motio,n to Amend its 
Compliant. That issue was not novel or fact specific to this case. 
These requested fees are excessive and therefore unreasonable. 
These fees should be disallowed in the amount of $5,182.00. 
13. Another example is the time spent just to prepare oral argument for a 
summary judgment hearing. These entries are in addi~ion to those for 
the actual work on the Motion for Summary Judgment and supporting 
documents. This is just preparing for oral argument. The entries for 
this work are listed on 08/05/2010, 08/09/2010, 08/10/2010 (x2) and 
08/11/2010 (x3). The total hours spent just in preparation of oral 
argument totals $6,520.00. These requested fees are excessive and 
therefore unreasonable. These fees should be disallowed. 
14. The Defendant has requested fees for work done on behalf of The 
Wallace Family Trust. The fees were incurred for assisting an 
unrepresented party or for the assignment of another cause of action 
to the Defendant. These fees should not be assessed against the 
Plaintiff. 
15. The Defendant could have sought indemnification against the third 
party defendant The Wallace Family Trust in another action. Then, the 
fees would not be a part of its current request. In fact, Defendant has 
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now obtained :a judgment for indemnification from ·the third party 
defendant. 
16. The lncluslon of the Third PartY Claim was done as a matter of 
convenience for the Defendant, not nec.eseity. A party m~y refrain 
from impleading a third•party defendant in favor of asserting the claim 
in an independent action. Bonaparte v. Neff, 116 Idaho 60, 66 (1989). 
A defendant who voluntarily brings a third party action for Indemnity 
must bear the costs relating to the third-party controversy. Id. 
17. The Defendants are requesting fees for time spent litigating the third 
party claim with The Wallace Family Trust. The request includes the 
following entries: 08/18/2010 (x2), 08/17/201(!1 08/19/2010, 
08/20/2010, 08/23/2010, 08/25/2010, 10/13/2010 (X3), 11/10/2010 
(one-half) (X2). 11/11/2010 (x3). 1111212010, 11/15/2010, 05/20/2011, 
06/03/2011, and 06/06/2011. These entries do not inc.lude the taking of 
multiple depositions of the Trustee of the Trust. The Trustee was a 
named witness, and these are not disputed as unreasonable, 
Therefore, they are not included here. These requested fees amount 
to $5,164.00. These fees should be disallowed in their entirety. 
18. Anther example of unreasonable fees is the entry for 02/09/2011. The 
Defendant's third attorney has an entry in preparation for oral 
argument on a Motion, but did not appear at the hearing. The hearing 
was for a Motion to Compel against the third party The Wallace Family 
Trust. The pleadings had already been prepared, this was just 
preparation for oral argument. The requested fees were $854.00. 
These fees should be disallowed. 
19. Another example of unreasonable fees is the entry for 11/11/2010, 
where the first attorney traveled to Kellogg, Idaho, lo meet with a 
realtor and inspect a Kellogg, Idaho building. This entry is unrelated to 
the trial in this matter. That request was for $1,296.00. These fees 
should be disallowed. 
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20. Another unreasonable entry is 03/07/2011. The requested fees are to: 
"go to courthouse and trial exhibit presentation systems". In this trial, 
the defense presented no unusual multimedia presentations. The 
requested fees are $464.00. These fees should be disallowed. 
21. Another example of unreasonable fees concern the Defendant's 
entries for the Motion to Reconsider. The entries listed for the 
preparation of the Motion and Memorandum to Reconsider are set 
forth on 05/11/2011, 05/12/2011, 01/11/2012, 02/21/2012, 02/22/2012, 
02/28/2012, 02/29/2012, 03/01/2012, 04/03/2012 (x2), 04/09/2012, 
04/10/2012 (first entry), and 04/11/2012. The fees sought in preparing 
for the Motion to Reconsider is $5,535.00. These fees are 
unreasonable and excessive. These fees should be disallowed. 
22. The Defendant employed two attorneys at trial despite the third 
attorney having minimal participation. See entries for 06/04/2012, 
06/05/2012, and 06/06/2012. These requested fees for the third 
attorney at trial are $3,145.00. These fees should be disallowed. 
23. Another example is an invoice for an unrelated entry. The Defendant 
is requesting fees concerning its request for a special use permit to 
move its tower to another site. Those fees are for land use planning 
and are not related to this litigation because the Defendant will 
eventually have to move its tower upon the expiration of the PCS Site 
Agreement. The requested fees are $1,323.00. These fees should be 
disallowed. 
24. The total amount set forth above totals, $30.073,Q0. These are 
specific instances of requested fees that are not reasonable and 
should be disallowed. 
25. As a reference and guide for the Court's determination as to the 
reasonableness of the requested fees, Plaintiff's attorney's fees for the 
same time periods are relevant. As an officer of. the Court, the 
undersigned states that Plaintiff's total attorney's fees and costs for the 
same time period total approximately $95,000.00. The Defendant's 
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requested fees are significantly higher, The Defendant's fees for the 
first attorney are almost double that amount. The Qefendant's total 
requested fees since June of 2010 are more than triple that amount. 
26. The Plalntlff motions the court to disallow the Defendant's requested 
fees for its second and third attorney in the amount of $112,529.50. 
Should the Court instead review specific instances within the 
requested fees, the Plaintiff has set forth above numerous examples of 
unreasonable fees. 
DATED this µY of January, 2013. 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of January, 2013, a 'true copy of the 
fore9oin9 was: 
[ ] mailed postage prepaid to: 
[ ] inter-office: 
_H:faxedto: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-84 70 
q-'.""--*-~ --· Lora Henderson 
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Attorneys for Defendant, Global Signal Acquisitions JI, LLC 
rN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
10 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 




14 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS TI, LLC, 
15 a Delaware limited liability company, 
16 Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
17 a Delaware limit.eel liability company, 
18 
19 vs. 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
zo SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
21 limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
22 Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party.Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
. / 
NOTICE OF HEARING OF SHERMAN 
STORAGE, LLC's MOTION 
CONTESTING REQUESTED 




February 19, 2013 
3:00 p.m. 
John Patrick Luster 
23 
24 NOTICE IS HEREBY GNEN that on the 19th day of February, 2013, at the hour of 
25 3 :00 p.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard, in the courttqom of the above-entitled 
NOTICE OF HEARING OF SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC's MOTION CONT£$Tlt,1G REQUESTED 
ATTORNEY'S FEES - Page 1 
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1 court, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho before the Honorable John Patrick Luster, GLOBAL SIGNAL 
2 ACQUISITIONS II, LLC will call on for hearing SHERMAN STORAGE. LLC's MOTION 









DATED this ...!i__ day of January, 2013. 
WlTHERSPOON•KELLEY 
Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acqutstttons II, LLC 
By:.~0-=i-0/4--L..!-J.l.J...,__ _ 
J/el P. Hazel 
c.ERIIEICAIE QF SERVICE 
12 I, the undersigned, certify that on the~ day of January, 2013, I caused a true and 
13 correct copy of NOTICE OF HEARING OF SHERM.AN STORAGE, LLC 's MOTION 
CONTESTING REQUESTED ATTORNEY'S FEES to be forwarded, with all reqwred charges 












Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
D U.S.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
@ Via Fax: (208) 76.5-911 o 
<'~a~ 
Narda L. Anthony (I 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 
Fax (208) 765-9110 
I.S.B.N, 5008 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 

















Defendantrrhird Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) ) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust } 





) ____________ ) 
Case No. CV-03-769O 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
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COMES NOW, the above-named Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC. 
("Sherman'') by and through its attorney of record, ERIK P. SMITH, and submits 
this Memorandum in support of tts Motion to Reconsider filed herein on January 
2, 2013. 
I. The Judgment Entered December 19, 2012. 
A. Only the Plaintiff Has The Right to Relocate the Access Easement 
Pursuant to Exhibit "011 of the PCS Site Agreement. 
The Court's Judgment included three (3) exhibits. The Judgment grants to 
Global an easement interest in Sherman Storage's real property and is 
designated as Exhibit "B". The Judgment states that "Said easement is subject 
to GLOBAL'S one.time relocation right pursuant to the PCS site a_greement dated 
June 14, 1996." (Judgment, p. 2). However, this is contrary to the parties' 
Agreement. 
The parties' PCS Site Agreement grants to Global a "non-exclusive 
easement for reasonable access". (Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 114", p.1) 
Exhibit 11D" to the PCS Site Agreement is titled "Relocation Right". That 
paragraph states: 
A. Owner will have the one-time right to relocate the access 
easement, as defined in Exhibit 11A11 , to an alternate 
ground location on owner's property provided, however, 
that such relocation will be (1) at owner's sole cost and 
expense, (2) be performed exclusively by SSLP or its 
agents, (3) not result in any interruption of the 
communication services provided by SSLP on owner's 
property, (4) not impair, or in any manner alter, the 
quality of communication service provided by SSLP on 
and from owner's property, and (5) to be done in 
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accordance with the terms and conditions contained in 
paragraphs B and C below. 
B. Owner will exercise its relocation right under paragraph 
A., above, by (and only by) delivering written notice (the 
notice) to SSLP,., . 
(Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit "4", Exhibit "D", p. 12) 
The access easement is defined in the PCS Site Agreement merely by a 
drawing, found in Exhibit "AH to the Agreement. Since 1996, it is undisputed the 
various parties to the PCS Site Agreement have in fact not used the access 
easement as described in the drawing. The current configuration of the site 
makes the access easement as set forth in Ex~ibit "A" of the PCS Site 
Agreement impossible. For a number of years, Global and Sprint have used the 
current access and gate. The legal description of the current access and gate are 
accurately set forth in the Court's Judgment in Exhibit "8''. 
However, Sherman is still the property owner. Sherman still has all of its 
common law property rights and contractual rights found in the PCS Site 
Agreement. These rights include the right to relocate the access easement in a 
reasonable manner according to common law 1, and pursuant to Exhibit "D" of the 
PCS Site Agreement. The Court's Judgment has granted to Global a contrary 
right to relocate their access easement. In fact, the PCS Site Agreement grants 
Sherman, not Global, the right to relocate the access easement. 
Therefore, the Plaintiff is requesting the Court reconsid~r its Judgment. 
Sherman concedes that Exhibit 11B" to the Judgment accurately reflects the legal 
1 See I.C. § 55-313; Statewide Construction, Inc., v. Pietri, 150 Idaho 423,427 (2011), 
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description of the current egress and ingress. Sherman disputes that Global has 
any right to relocate its access easement. 
II. Decision Re: Court Trial, entered September 19, 2012, 
The Decision Re: Court Trial specifically adopted its previous findings and 
conclusions found in its Decisions dated October 4, 2010, and May 3, 2012. 
(Decision Re: Court Trial, p. 3, 5). The Court now concludes that the parties 
engaged in a series of actions and agreements to the boundaries of the Cell 
Tower Cite. (Decision Re: Court Trial, p. 5). Plaintiff respectfully asserts that the 
new findings and conclusions in its Decision of September 19, 2012, are 
inconsistent with those previous findings and conclusions. Therefore, Plaintiff will 
address each subsequent agreement of the parties to demonstrate that they did 
not amend the cell tower location. 
A. April 23. 200t Amendment to PCS Site Agreement 
The April 23, 2001, Amendment to PCS Site Agreement did not change 
the legal description of the PCS Site Agreement. (See Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 
"12"), The contract was merely to facilitate co-location, and did not contain any 
reference to a legal description or the location of the cell tower site. 
B. September 19, 2001, Amendment to PCS Site Agreement. 
The September 19, 2001, Amendment also was to add CC?·locators to the 
cell tower. (See Plaintiff's Trial Exhibit 16"). This Amendment incorporated in full 
the PCS Site Agreement. This Amendment did not refer to any other legal 
description, drawing, or location of the cell tower site. The September 19, 2001, 
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Amendment did not change the legal description found in the PCS Site 
Agreement. 
C. The January 25, 2002, Memorandum Agreement, 
The September 19, 2012, Decision Re: Court Trial, adopted findings and 
conclusions that are inconsistent with its prior findings and conclusions regarding 
this Memorandum Agreement. Specifically, the Court has found that the January 
25, 2002, Memorandum Agreement, in its Exhibits, 
"show the cell tower site located on the eastern portion of the 
formerly 24th Street. The 2002 Memorandum Agreement 
also incorporates the PCS Site Agreement." 
(Decision, p. 3). 
However, this finding is contrary to the plain language and drawings of 
the Memorandum Agreement itself, and the Court's prior findings. 
The 2002 Memorandum Agreement had as it primary function to relocate 
the access easement in order to accommodate Sprint's reconfiguration of the site 
and its gates. That purpose is stated in the body of the document and in several 
places in the drawing. The Memorandum Agreement does not purport anywhere 
in the document to amend the legal description of the site. In fact, the 
Memorandum Agreement specifically states that "in the event of any 
inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement (meaning PCS 
Site Agreement) the Agreement shall control." (Defendant's Trial Exhibit "A4", p. 
1). 
1. Exhibit 11A" 
The Memorandum Agreement makes two attempts to descrjbe the site in 
a manner very consistent with the PC Site Agreement. It contains a written legal 
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description in Exhibit 11A" and a drawing in Exhibit 11B". The legal description 
contained in the Memorandum Agreement in Exhibit "A" merely states it is a 
parcel of land being Lot 4. The legal description in Exhibit "A" of the 
Memorandum Agreement does not show "the cell tower site located on the 
eastern portion of the formerly 24th Street". (Judgment, p. 3). Exhibit "A11 refers 
only to Lot 4. This legal description is exactly the same as set forth in the PCS 
Site Agreement Exhibit ''A''. The effect of that legal description has been fully 
briefed by both sides in this case. The Defendant has previously and 
unsuccessfully argued that the 2002 Memorandum Agreement amended the 
legal description set forth in the PCS Site Agreement (see Memorandum 
Decision Re: Reconsideration, p. 8), The Court previously disagreed. 
The Court's recent Decision Re: Court Trial, now finds that the 2002 
Memorandum Agreement "identifies the cell tower site as being iocated on a tax 
parcel number that applies to both Lot 4, Block 22, and the eastern half of the . 
formerly 24th Street". (Decision, p. 3). The Court's prior finding and the law of 
the case state: 
The plain language of the Memorandum of PCS Site 
Agreement, recorded July 9, 1996 in Instrument No. 143059, 
is unambiguous, That is, the plain language of the 
agreement indicates the lease site is to the east of and 
adjacent to the abandoned 24th Street right of way. 
Accordingly the court concludes that as a matter of law and 
for purposes of summary judgment that any portion of the 
lease site located upon the east half of the abandoned 24th 
Street right of way exceeds the scope of the PCS Site 
Agreement. Therefore, for the purposes of this litigation and 
pursuant to Rule 59(d), there is no dispute regarding the fact 
that Global's cell tower cite physically encroaches on 
property not contemplated under the original lease. 
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(Decision on Motions, entered October 4, 2012, p. 21, 23). 
This Court's Memorandum Decision Re: Reconsideration entered May 3, 
2012, included a finding that the PCS Site Agreement, Exhibit 11A": 
11sets forth a legal description of the "site'' as follows: "A 
parcel of land being Lot 4, Block 22" 
(Memorandum Decision, p. 5). 
This Court also found and concluded that: 
"Exhibit "A11 to the PCS Site Agreement" provides a legal 
description of "Lot 4, Block 22 ... 11 
(Memorandum Decision, P. 8). 
The Court's recent Decision Re: Court Trial, now finds that the 2002 
Memorandum Agreement 
"identifies the cell tower site as being located on a tax parcel 
number that applies to both Lot 4, Block 22, and the eastern 
half of the formerly 24th Street". · 
(Decision, p. 3). 
The incidental inclusion of an assessor's tax parcel number at the bottom 
of page 3 is hardly conclusive evidence of an intent to amend the PCS Site 
Agreement. This may be construed as a mere inconsistency, in. which case the 
PCS Site Agreement would control pursuant to paragraph 6 of the Memorandum 
Agreement. By the terms of the two documents, the Memorandum Agreement 
could not amend, revise, or change the legal description of the site. 
2. Exhibit "B". 
Exhibit "B 11 to the Memorandum Agreement has a drawing of the site. The 
purpose of the drawing is to show the location of the new access easement. The 
drawing shows the lease area as a trapezoid and abandoned 24th Street clearly 
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separate from each other. This drawing, for all relevant purposes here, has the 
same legal effect as Exhibit "B" of the PCS Site Agreement. Now, the Court has 
made a finding that the site is located on the eastern half of the 24th Street. It is 
impossible to construe the drawing as showing "the cell tower site located on the 
eastern portion of the formerly 24th Street". In Exhibit "B'', the existing Sprint 
Lease area and vacated 24th Street are both clearly set forth, and one does not 
cover the other. This recent finding is inconsistent with the Court's prior findings 
and the law of the case: 
The drawing depicts a trapezoidal shape titled "Lease Area". 
The west .edge of the 'Lease Area" is depicted as runnin~ 
parallel and adjacent to the east edge of the former 24 
Street. 
(Memorandum Decision Re: Reconsideration, p. 5). 
The Court has previously found that the "controlling de~cription" of the 
lease area is "Lot 4, Block 22 ... " and that ''the trapezoidal shape in the Exhibit 
"A" drawing does not extend to the formerly 24th Street, and that the trapezoidal 
shape is titled "Lease Area". (Decision Re: Defendant's Motion to Reconsider, 
p. 8). 
There is no Inconsistency Between the PCS Site Agreement and the 
2002 Memorandum Agreement. The purpose of the 2002 Memorandum 
Agreement was to relocate an access easement, not to change the legal 
description of the PCS Site Agreement. The two documents are very similar in 
their form with an Exhibit "A" and Exhibit 11B". The Court seemingly has reversed 
the law of the case by citing a tax parcel number provided by the Kootenai 
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County Assessor's Office that is on the bottom of one page. In all other ways, 
the two documents are consistent. 
D. Ma~ 10, 2005, Agreement Regarding Ground Lease. 
This Agreement allowed Global to assign some of its contractual rights to 
others. The Wallace Family Trust also signed the document There is an 
attached legal description in this Agreement: the PCS Site Agreement itself. 
Therefore. this document could not change the legal description. The Court has 
found that the Agreement affirmed that no breach or default existed under the 
PCS Site Agreement. In 2005, when Global took over the management of this 
site, no party knew of the encroachment except Global. By signing this, The 
Wallace Family Trust is proving they did not know of the encroachment. This 
boiler plate language regarding a default does not impute knowledge of the 
encroachment to The Wallace Family Trust or remedy an unknown breach. 
E. November 17, 2008, Letter Agreement. 
The 2008 letter sought an extension of the Agreement and a right of first 
refusal. The agreement was never prepared. This letter was the parties' attempt 
to memorialize the terms of a future agreement, or in essence it was the parties' 
written negotiations. Because the extension never materialized, this. letter cannot 
amend the terms of the PCS Site Agreement.2 
The Court now finds this letter amended the PCS Site Agreement by 
extending the lease 11at the present location of the cell tower site". (Decision Re: 
Court Trial, p. 3). Nowhere in the letter is the current location of the site 
2 This letter was sent to The Wallace Family Trust, after Global had been informed by Mr. Evans 
of the encroachment. (See Court's Decision Re: Court Trial, p. 3, finding 7). 
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confirmed. In fact, no description of the site is ever mentioned., The letter only 
proposes that the legal description "will be clarified by the survey". (Defendant's 
Exhibit "H-15", p.1). The letter further states that the extension "shall include a 
legal description of the property to be inserted by Grantee upon Grantee's receipt 
of the Survey.'' (Id. at p. 2). The Court's finding that this letter concerns "the 
present location of the cell tower site" is not found anywhere in the document. 
F. The Subseguent Agreements Did Not Remedy the Breach. 
The Court has made two findings that the Plaintiff is respectfully 
requesting that it reconsider: 
"the parties engaged in a series of actions and agreements 
in regards to the boundaries of the Cell Tower Site since 
1996" 
(Decision, p. 5). 
"the parties' agreements in January 25, 2002, May 10, 2005, 
and November 13, 2008, appear to remedy the b'reach by 
providing for the Cell Tower Site to be located in its current 
location." 
{Decision, p. 7). 
These findings beg the question: how does one remedy a breach? In 
order to remedy a breach the parties must at least address th~ problem. This 
breach is an encroaehment outside the terms of the PCS Site Agreement's legal 
description. However, these three documents are silent as to the encroachment. 
They do not, and cannot, amend the legal description found in the PCS Site 
Agreement as set forth above. 
The Court describes these three documents as "remedial measures", and 
that the parties "continually agreed and reaffirmed that the cell tower site was in 
the location that the parties anticipated that it would be located. (Decision, p, 7, 
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10). The Plaintiff is respectfully requesting more clarification, and_ a better record, 
as to how these documents remedied the encroachment and amended the legal 
description of the PCS Site Agreement. 
Ill. The Location of the Cell Tower is the Fundamental Purpose. 
The Court has found that Global's payment of rent has made their breach 
immaterial and that the location of the cell tower site is incidental or subordinate 
to its main purpose. (Decision Re: Court Trial, pp. 5-6). The Idaho Supreme 
Court has stated that a material breach effects the principal obligation or defeats 
the object of the parties, despite honest efforts to honor the agreement. State v. 
Chacon, 146 Idaho 520, 523 (2008). 
The Court has said The Wallace Family Trust received the benefit of the 
Agreement by collecting rent and 
"ultimately extended the term of the PCS Site Agreement 
and allowed for expansion of the Cell Tower Site to an area 
of 40' x 40' over a period of fourteen years" 
(Decision Re: Court Trial, p.6.) 
Upon this basis the Court finds the encroachment immaterial. The Plaintiff 
respectfully states that no such thing occurred. The PCS Site Agreement has 
never been extended except by its own term, the legal description of the Cell 
Tower Site has never been amended, and the site was never expanded to a 40' 
by 40' area by any document cited by the Court in its Decision. 
In this lease of real estate, · the wrong land was used. That was the 
fundamental purpose of the contract. Not only was the wrong land used, but 
Global became aware of the encroachment and made great efforts to keep that 
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knowledge from The Wallace Family Trust. (See Plaintiff's Proposed Findings of 
Fact, pp. 11-19, and Plaintiff's Trial Brief, pp. 13-15). The encroachment is a 
complete restriction on the private property rights for the owner of former 24th 
Street. This may be highlighted by envisioning a different person owning 24th 
Street. Just because the owner of Lot 4 and 24th Street have _been the same 
person during this litigation does not negate the effect of the encroachment. The 
parties contracted to lease Lot 4, and it is a material breach to use other 
property. 
In addition, this encroachment caused this entire litigation. The salient 
facts and circumstances of the encroachment took years to uncover. The 
encroachment stole the quiet enjoyment of the property for several years during 
this litigation, and now it actually stole the property. 
IV. Boundary by AgreemenLand Latches both Require Proof of Prior 
Knowledge by The Wallace Family Trust. 
The Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust was deposed several times and 
all such transcripts were stipulated Trial Exhibits. The Court's Decision Re: Trial 
states that The Wallace Family Trust knew of the encroachment, but provides no 
citation for such knowledge other than seeing the cell tower as built, and the 
written Agreements discussed above. The reason the Decision lacks any 
citations is that they do not exist. Global never recorded . any document 
encumbering 24th Street. The Plaintiff has already briefed the numerous 
documents prepared by the Defendant, and pointed out that Global's recorded 
documents and landowner correspondence all refer to Lot 4 only, but their co-
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locator and internal documents refer to the eastern portion of 24th Street and Lot 
4. (See Plaintiff's Proposed Findings of Fact, pp. 11-19, and PlainUfFs Trial Brief, 
pp. 13-15). None of these documents could place The Wallace Family Trust or 
any private citizen on notice of the encroachment. The Trustee repeatedly and 
emphatically denied any prior knowledge of the encroachment and there exists 
no documentary proof of any prior knowledge. While her credibility will surely be 
attacked by Global, there exists a body of work which completely corroborates 
her testimony on this point. That is the Kootenai County Case CV 03-7690. That 
case was entirely about 24th Street. Had anyone known of the encroachment by 
Global, everything would have changed in that case. It was never referred to in 
any document, by any lawyer, or any party. That litigation commenced in 2003, 
and ended three years later in the Court's Order of May 5, 2006. The case had 
three attorneys of record, discovery, motions, and a stipulated resolution. The 
Wallace Family Trust had eve,y motive and opportunity to bring to light any 
encroachment at that time, but never did. Each attorney would be required to 
notify Global if the encroachment was discovered, and they never did. This 
proves The Wallace Family Trust did not have prior knowledge of Sprint's 
encroachment. Without proof of prior knowledge, the defenses of Boundary by 
Agreement and Latches fail. 
DATED this J6_ day of January, 2013. ---
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the I t, day of January, 2013, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
[ J mailed postage prepaid to: 
[ l inter-office: 
pl faxed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667-8470 
~--Lora Henderson 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
16 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant, 
vs. 
17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
18 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
19 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 





WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
SECOND AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF 
JOEL P. HAZEL AND MEMORANDUM 
OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS 
ORIGINAL 
AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL P. HAZEL AND MEMORANDUM OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS- I 
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County of Kootenai ) 
Joel P. Hazel, being first duly sworn, on oath, deposes and says: 
1. That I am a member of the firm of WITHERSPOON KELLEY attorneys for 
- - - 6- -th~ Defondant/-Third-Farty- Flaintiff, -GLOBAL--SIGNAL-ACQIJISIIIONS __ Il, __ LLC ___ _ 
7 ("GLOBAL"). That I make this affidavit on the basis ofmy personal knowledge. 
8 2. This Affidavit is made in response to the Court's Memorandum Decision and 
9 Order Re: Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and 
10 Costs entered herein on the 18th day of December, 2012, for the purpose of conforming 
11 GLOBAL'S attorney's fees and costs figures to said Order by eliminating the discretionary 
12 costs and including only attorney's fees as awarded from June 10, 2010 (with additional fees 
13 through the date of this Second Amended Affidavit) and including the Westlaw research to 
14 date with the attorney's fees pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3)(K). 
15 3. That your affiant is well informed as to the attorney's fees and costs incurred 
16 in this action and states and represents that the fees and costs below set forth were in fact 





This Affidavit is made in compliance with I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). 
That the attorney's fees were calculated on the basis of my hourly rate of 
20 $225.00 to $255.00 per hour, Edward J. Anson's hourly rate of $240.00 to $265.00 per hour, 
21 and Jason S. Wing's hourly rate of $150.00 to $170.00 per hour. 
22 6. That the time and labor required for this action is summarized below and 
23 further itemized as set forth in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated herein, and is 
24 typical for a case of this nature and duration. 
25 7. The skill required to perform the legal service is above average. I am lead 
26 counsel on this case and a principal with Witherspoon Kelley. I have been licensed to 
27 practice law in the State of Idaho since 1994. I practice primarily in the areas of real 
28 property, civil litigation and insurance defense litigation. Edward J. Anson is a principal with 
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Witherspoon Kelley, has been licensed to practice law in the State of Idaho since 1977, and 
practices primarily in the areas of banking, real property, commercial, and litigation. Jason S. 
Wing was an associate with Witherspoon Kelley, has been licensed to practice law in the 
state of Idaho since 2008, and practiced primarily in the areas of business and corporate law, 
real estate, land use and zoning, and litigation. 
- 6- - - - -s:- -- 'fhat-your-Affiant-is-weH-informed-as-t0-the h0UFly-rates-0f Gounsd--with-
7 similar skill, knowledge, and experience in the state of Idaho, and states that the attorneys' 







The fees charged were fixed and based upon the hourly rates. 
The case involved novel and difficult questions of law. 
The time limitations imposed by the circumstances of the case were typical of 








12. The case involved causes of action seeking damages upon a claim of 
encroachment and breach of contract. In addition to damages, the Plaintiff sought ejectment 
of the Defendant, mesne profits, and an order quieting title. The result that GLOBAL 
obtained was the dismissal in its entirety of the Complaint of the Plaintiff as against 
GLOBAL with prejudice and indemnification by the WALLA CE FAMILY TRUST 
("WALLACE") for costs and fees GLOBAL has expended as a result of this action. 
13. That a substantial amount of time and labor was required in this case and it is 







There is nothing particularly desirable or undesirable about the case. 
GLOBAL is an established client of the law firm Witherspoon Kelley. 
The award of attorney's fees sought is similar to the awards in similar cases 
24 that went through trial and given the multiple delays in this case. 
25 17. Your affiant believes it was reasonable and necessary to use computer-assisted 
26 legal research in the preparation of the case which costs incurred in the defense of this action 
27 are summarized below and further itemized in Exhibit "A". 
28 18. That the following is a true and accurate account of the fees and costs 
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Attorney/Provider Name Total Hours Total Fees 
Joel P. Hazel 714.60 $175,684.50 
Edward J. Anson 17.00 4,317.50 
Jason S. Wing 666.40 108,212.00 
SUBTOTAL: 1,398.00 $288,214.00 
- .. ··--·--
Subtraction of erroneous billing entry 5.40 r~296.ou·-
Additional attorney's fees from 
12/11/12 to present 19.60 4,998.00 
TOTAL FEES: 1,412.20 $291,916.00 
Westlaw Research 2,224.81 
TOTAL FEES AND RESEARCH: ~it~/$~:,,}~'4.d'l~lft?: 
SUMMARY OF COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT 
Description Amount 
Filing fee( s) $72.00 
Service fee(s) 597.10 
Preparation of trial exhibits 500.00 
Expert Witness fee(s) 
a. Walter Dale 2,000.00 
b. Randy LaBeff 2,000.00 
Deposition and transcript fees 4,677.70 
TOTAL COSTS AS A MATTER OF RIGHT '~tZfJ~f/'}8';6V//i'J:fl·1f". 
These costs as a matter of right were already awarded pursuant to the Court's Memorandum 
Decision dated December 18, 2012. 
19. That your affiant states that to the best of his knowledge, all items set forth in 








DATED this _Li_ day of February, 2013. 
Joe/ P. Hazel 
WITHERSPOON • KELLEY 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the J/i:..~ay of February, 2013, I caused a true and 
correct copy of SECOND AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF JOEL P. HAZEL AND 
MEMORANDUM OF ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to be forwarded, with all required 
charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
ErikP. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 








Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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Time/Cost Report 
Crown Castle USA, lnc./Sherman Storage, LLC 
06/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Atty. Smith re discovery. 0.20 48.00 
06/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft another supplementary response to motion for 1.50 240.00 
summary judgment. 
06/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Evans re purchase from 0.50 120.00 
Wallace. 
06/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence re Sherman's claimed purchase 0.50 120.00 
of real property, teleconference with Atty. Smith. 
06/16/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery request re new purchase documents. 1.00 160.00 
06/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Instructions to Atty. Wing re discovery issues; 1.80 432.00 
teleconference with Atty. Smith re Sherman's purported 
purchase of the cell tower site. 
06/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re sale and privilege log; draft third 1.80 288.00 
request for production; follow up on survey production; 
draft and file supplementary responses to request for 
production. 
06/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review deed; review correspondence from Atty. Smith; 1.20 288.00 
instructions to Atty. Wing. 
06/18/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft privilege log. 3.50 560.00 
06/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Teleconference with client. 2.00 320.00 
06/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review PCS settlement agreement; review record of 3.50 840.00 
survey; teleconference with several people re response to 
recent events. 
06/22/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft supplementary discovery response with privilege 0.70 112.00 
log. 
06/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents; email to Harrison counsel. 1.00 160.00 
06/23/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research attorney's fees as element of damage in 1.80 432.00 
indemnity and breach of contract course of action. 
06/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new discovery request. 0.20 32.00 
06/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Atty. Smith 4.90 1,176.00 
re direct subpoena to an expert; teleconference with 
survey expert Walter 0. Dale; review discoveries to 
determine what has been produced; planning related to 
letters and summary judgment. 
06/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new discovery requests; conference with Atty. 0.60 96.00 
Hazel re motion for summary judgment and new 
discovery. 
06/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Conference with Atty. Anson re default and letter to Atty. 2.40 576.00 
Smith re direct contact with experts and subpoena. 
06/30/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with expert witness. 1.00 160.Q0 
Time Report Crown Castle/Sherman Storage Page 1 of 28 
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06/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft letter to Eric Smith re default; draft letter to Eric 5.50 1,320.00 
Smith requesting copies of documents obtained via 
subpoena; teleconference with Stan of Welch Comer. 
07/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare supplementary discovery response and 0.70 112.00 
production. 
07/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting and compiling supplemental discovery 0.50 80.00 
response. 
07/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents on Wallace family trust; draft 1.30 208.00 
- - -- -- -- - affieavit0f-Walt G>ale •.. ---- - - - .. - ---------
07/07/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence; instructions to Atty. Wing on 1.50 360.00 
motion to compel. 
07/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Begin objection to motion to amend; schedule motion to 0.50 80.00 
compel; review motion to amend; conference with Atty. 
Hazel re same. 
07/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review motion to amend complaint; instructions to Atty. 0.90 216.00 
Wing. 
07/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Research; review memo re objection to motion to amend; 2.40 384.00 
review discovery; draft motion to compel and affidavit. 
07/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize motion to compel. 0.40 64.00 
07/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Legal research re basis to object to motion to amend. 3.30 528.00 
07/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Initial review of Sherman's motion for summary judgment 1.00 240.00 
and affidavits. 
07/14/2010 Edward J. Anson Review summary judgment pleadings. 2.00 500.00 
07/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with John Tyke; Teleconference with Atty. 1.80 432.00 
Smith; review summary judgment filed by Sherman and 
outline response. 
07/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Work on responsive brief. 1.90 456.00 
07/16/2010 Edward J. Anson Review file; research; draft memorandum. 3.50 875.00 
07/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Review plaintiff's motion for summary judgment and 8.40 1,344.00 
supplemental affidavits; draft response to motion to 
amend; research motion to amend objections. 
07/19/2010 Joel P. Hazel Outline, draft and research summary judgment response 7.50 1,800.00 
brief. 
07/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Teleconference with Walt Dale re Rasor affidavit and his 2.60 416.00 
affidavit; meet with Atty. Hazel re same; research property 
description in conveyance; research boundary by 
acquiesence. 
07/20/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research and draft summary judgment response memo; 7.00 1,680.00 
correspondence to Lance Jones and Amy Williamson. 
07/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft memorandum re summary judgment. 7.90 1,264.00 
07/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Research; instructions to Atty. Wing re response brief and 4.00 960.00 
arguments. 
07/22/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review voluminous title documents sent by Lance Jones. 2.30 552.00 
Time/Cost Report Crown Castle/Sherman Storage Page 2 of 28 
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07/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Research mutual mistake; research boundary by 6.40 1,024.00 
agreement; draft summary judgment response brief and 
affidavits. 
07/23/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with Lance Jones; letter to Atty. Smith; 4.50 1,080.00 
draft motion to strike portions of affidavit. 
07/25/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review draft of summary judgment response memo. 2.50 600.00 
07/26/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft summary judgment response brief; research mutual 5.30 848.00 
mistake; research boundary by agreement. 
--- - ---
---·-----
07/26/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Lance Jones re lot 3 issue; review 
--------
5.40 1,296.00 
voluminous title document; revise the summary judgment 
pleadings; review answer by the Wallace Family Trust; 
teleconference with Atty. Smith; teleconference with 
Lance Jones; teleconference with Atty. Limberopoulos. 
07/27/2010 Edward J. Anson Review case law; review draft of brief; conference with 1.30 325.00 
Atty. Hazel. 
07/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft memo re plaintiffs summary judgment. 10.30 1,648.00 
07/27/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise summary judgment filings; finalize 9.50 2,280.00 
memo; finalize affidavits and exhibits; finalize motion to 
strike; research conveyances of property after vacation of 
a street. 
07/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize memo response to summary judgment; finalize 3.10 496.00 
affidavit of Atty. Wing and exhibits. 
07/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to motion to amend complaint. 3.90 624.00 
07/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize memo, affidavit and exhibit in summary judgment 6.50 1,560.00 
response and reply; finalize motion to strike portions of 
affidavit. 
07/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting objection to motion to amend. 1.90 304.00 
07/30/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting objection to motion to amend. 3.00 480.00 
07/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare argument outline. 0.60 144.00 
08/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting objection to motion to amend. 5.50 880.00 
08/03/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty Hazel.· 0.40 100.00 
08/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Review new motions of plaintiff to set aside default and 2.70 432.00 
amend; finalize objection to motion to amend; prepare for 
argument on motion for relief. 
08/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise objection to plaintiffs motion to amend; 2.50 600.00 
review various motion filed by plaintiff. 
08/04/2010 Jason S. Wing Review reply brief and supplemental affidavits of plaintiff. 1.00 160.00 
08/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review response brief (1.1 ); outline oral argument (1 ); 2.60 624.00 
finding objection to motion to amend (.5). 
08/05/2010 Edward J. Anson Review summary judgment briefing; conference with Atty. 1.40 350.00 
Hazel. 
08/05/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re Sherman's reply brief and 0.40 64.00 
supplemental affidavits. 
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08/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel 
08/09/2010 Joel P. Hazel 
08/10/201 O Jason S. Wing 
08/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel 
Prepare for summary judgment argument. 
Prepare for summary judgment; outline argument; draft 
quit claim deed; review documents to be recorded. 
Meet with Atty. Hazel re argument; review motion and 
objection; prepare outline for oral argument. 
Prepare summary judgment, argument, motion to amend, 
and objection to relief from judgment. 
08/11/201-Q_ __ Edward _.)_._Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 
08/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Review argument outline. 
08/i 1/2010 Joel P. Hazei Prepare for and attend oral arguments. 
08/12/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 
08/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re summary judgment 
argument and objection to motion for relief. 
08/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Draft litigation update to Atty. Williamson (1.0); review 
correspondence from Atty. Smith (.3) 
08/16/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery to Mary Jo Wallace. 
08/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence for response to Mary Jo 
Wallace's claim. 
08/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting discovery for Mary Jo Wallace. 
08/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Teleconference with Atty. Smith re Lot 3 issues. 
08/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue discovery to Mary Jo Wallace; review Mary Jo 
Wallace affidavit. 
08/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting discovery to Mary Jo Wallace. 
08/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Review discovery from Bistline file; follow up on Mary Jo 
Wallace deposition in 2004; continue discovery to Mary Jo 
Wallace. 
08/25/201 O Jason S. Wing Draft discovery requests to Mary Jo Wallace. 
09/08/201 O Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Amy Williamson. 
09/14/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft expert witness disclosure. 
10/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Lance Jones re case 
update. 
10/04/2010 Edward J. Anson Review decision; conference with Atty. Hazel. 
10/04/201 O Jason S. Wing Review court's decision on motion for summary judgment; 
meet with Atty. Hazel re same. 
10/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Judge's opinion on cross motions for summary 
judgment (2.0); draft correspondence including litigation 
plan to Lance Jones and Amy Williamson (2.5). 
10/05/201 O Joel P. Hazel Careful review of court's decision (2.0); outline affirmation 
defenses and trial strategy (1.5). 
10/06/201 O Jason S. Wing Draft memo re defenses and elements for trial. 
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,, 
10/06/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review file to determine witnesses and trial preparation. 1.80 432.00 
10/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Review judgment on summary judgment. 0.90 144.00 
10/07/2010 Joel P. Hazel Renew memo on elements of affirmative defenses (.5); 3.30 792.00 
telephone conference with Atty. Williamson re litigating 
plan and strategy (.8); telephone conference with Lance 
Jones re litigation plan and next steps, witnesses (8); 
review documents for witnesses (1.2). 
10/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft disclosure of experts. 0.30 48.00 
----- --- -------
10/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement 0.90 216.00--
possibilities (.5); correspondence to client contacts re 
same (.4). 
10/12/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
10/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Email to client for bio on expert; draft expert witness 2.60 416.00 
disclosure. 
10/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize expert witness disclosures (.7); telephone 3.20 768.00 
conference with Dawn Krein (.5); review elements of 
affirmative defenses and search for witnesses (2.0). 
10/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize Motion to Strike; draft discovery to Mary Jo 2.50 400.00 
Wallace, individually. 
10/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Review Nevada rules re foreign deposition subpoena. 0.50 80.00 
10/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review subpoena rules re Nevada deposition (.3); 1.60 384.00 
telephone conference with Arrowood re negotiation 
strategies and terms for permanent easement (.6); outline 
affirmative defenses and witnesses for trial preparation 
(.7). 
10/14/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement 0.50 120.00 
generally (.3); review correspondence from Arrowood (.2). 
10/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review motion for reconsideration; correspondence to 0.60 144.00 
Lance Jones and Arrowood. 
10/18/2010 Jason S. Wing Review motion to reconsider; review amended complaint. 0.70 112.00 
10/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re settlement 0.50 120.00 
(.2); correspondence to Arrowood; review amended 
complaint and motion to reconsider (.3). 
10/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answer to amend complaint. 2.90 464.00 
10/19/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise requests for admissions to Mary Jo 3.00 720.00 
Wallace; review and revise interrogatories and requests 
for production of documents to Mary Jo Wallace. 
10/20/2010 Jason S. Wing Due diligence re building permits and photos of site. 2.90 464.00 
10/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Email to county re aerial photos; draft defendant's 1.30 208.00 
supplemental discovery response. 
10/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Outline trial strategy (1.5); review aerial photo (.5). 2.00 480.00 
10/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answer to amended complaint. 0.60 96.00 
10/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery. 0.40 64.00 
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10/26/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re settlement 1.80 432.00 
(.2); telephone conference to Erik Smith (.2); letter to Atty 
Smith with settlement offer (.2); review and revise answer 
to amended complaint. (1.2). 
10/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference call with client re settlement and witnesses. 0.30 48.00 
10/27/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Amy Williamson, Lance 1.20 288.00 
Jones, Dawn Kime; draft to do list. 
10/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review offer from Erik Smith/Kirk Evans (.4); 0.80 192.00 
-cor-r-espondence resame.(.4) ____________ _i 
10/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft fourth set of discovery to Sherman; draft motion to 4.40 704.00 
strike, memorandum in support. 
10/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference Jonathan Arrowood (.5); review 2.30 552.00 
correspondence from Arrowood (.2); draft 
correspondence to client contact (.9); draft trial outline 
(1.8). 
11/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Research rules re strike expert disclosures; draft motion 1.50 240.00 
to strike expert disclosure. 
11/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones and Amy 3.80 912.00 
Williamson re case status and settlement (1.0); telephone 
conference with Arrowood (.5) multiple telephone 
conference calls with Atty. Eric Smith (.8); Prepare for 
deposition of Mary Jo Wallace (1.5). 
11/02/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 8.20 1,968.00 
settlement authority on thirty year lease (.5); telephone 
conference with Atty. Smith re same (.4); draft ER 408 
settlement offer for 30 year lease (.5); review and revise 
motion to strike plaintiff's experts for late disclosure (1.2); 
telephone conference with Arrowood (.5); go through 
documents for trial exhibits (2.9); telephone conference 
with witness Walter Dale (.6); brief affirmative defenses 
for trial brief (2.1). 
11/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Gather property value information; review Evan's meeting 1.30 208.00 
notes; research Implied in fact contract. 
11/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review statute of limitations as a possible defense (.9); 8.00 1,920.00 
office conference with Atty. Wing re division of labor, trial 
strategy and briefing (1.0); multiple telephone calls to find 
1996 surveyor Doug Block (2.2); office conference with 
surveyor at Welch Comer re work done in 1996 (1.9); 
travel to and from Welch Comer office (.5); compile trial 
exhibits (.5); draft notice of deposition and subpoena 
duces tecum for Mary Jo Wallace (.5). 
11/04/2010 Joel P. Hazel Travel to and from Spokane to meet with surveyor Rudy 4.50 1,080.00 
Kitzan (1.2); meet with Kitzan (2.4); review documents for 
exhibits (.9). 
11/05/2010 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.40 100.00 
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11/05/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re summary; copy of trial 3.10 496.00 
exhibits; prepare foreign subpoena to Mary Jo Wallace's 
daughter in Washington; research "implied-in-fact 
contracts". 
11/05/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review voluminous documents for trial exhibits (2.5); 3.70 888.00 
instructions on out of state deposition of Mary Jo Wallace 
(.7) and Wallace's daughter (.5). 
11/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft miscellaneous action; review of subpoena and 1.60 256.00 
subpoena to Lisa Wardian. 
11/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones (.2); email to 4.00 960.00 
Mike Hawthoway, P.L.S. of Welch Comer re contact in for 
original surveyor Doug Black (.9); Prepare trial brief (2.9). 
11/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting foreign subpoena. 0.30 48.00 
11/09/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Doug Block, 4.20 1,008.00 
original surveyor (1.3); draft boundary by agreement 
portion of trial brief (2.9). 
11/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft discovery supplement witness disclosure; meet with 3.90 624.00 
expert witness; draft foreign subpoena. 
11/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace phone call; 0.70 112.00 
draft affidavit of Mary Jo Wallace. 
11/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with expert Walter Dale (2.2); telephone 4.90 1,176.00 
conference with Mary Jo Wallace (2.1 ); prepare of 
Wallace depo (.6). 
11/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace and claim 5.50 880.00 
elements; draft Mary Jo Wallace affidavit (reviewing prior 
affidavits). 
11/11/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise and finalize Mary Jo Wallace Affidavit. 0.30 48.00 
11/11/2010 Joel P. Hazel Redraft proposed Mary Jo Wallace Affidavit (.6); prepare 2.60 624.00 
for Mary Jo Wallace depo. (2.0). 
11/12/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re meeting with Mary Jo Wallace; 0.40 64.00 
revise Mary Jo Wallace affidavit. 
11/12/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Erick Smith re depositions 4.20 1,008.00 
(.5); review letter from Erik Smith re lot 3 and depositions; 
telephone conference with Erik Smith and Atty. Dodson re 
deposition and possible stipulation to reset trial (.4); office 
conference with Mary Jo Wallace re various facts relevant 
to affirmative defenses (2.2); draft proposed affidavit for 
Mary Jo Wallace (1.1 ). 
11/15/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re Mary Jo Wallace meeting. 0.30 48.00 
11/15/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Lance Jones re continuance 0.70 168.00 
(.2); telephone conference with Erik Smith and Judge 
Luster re trial continuance (.5). 
11/16/2010 Edward J. Anson Telephone conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.30 75.00 
11/17/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to reconsider. 6.60 1,056.00 
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11/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Erik Smith re deposition 0.80 192.00 
scheduling (.4); correspondence to witnesses re same 
(.4). 
11/18/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Michelle of First American 2.90 696.00 
Title re previous title policy (.5); telephone conference 
with Erik Smith re depositions (.5); review motion to 
reconsider. 
11/19/2010 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting motion to reconsider. 1.30 208.00 
11/23/2010 Jascm S. Wing Draft motion for reconsideration. _4.5_0 720._0_0 
11/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft letter to Mary Jo Wallace's attorney re deposition 0.40 64.00 
dates. 
11/24/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize motion to reconsider and memorandum. 2.00 320.00 
11/29/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft responses; review prior document production; 1.50 240.00 
review new discovery requests. 
11/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Wallace Family Trust response to requests for 2.70 648.00 
admissions(. 7); telephone call to counsel for Mary Jo 
Wallace (.2); meeting with First American Title Officer 
Michelle Young re 1998 and 2001 title policies (1.8); 
correspondence to counsel re deposition (.2); review 
discovery requests. 
11/30/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Parker re deposition of 0.50 120.00 
Mary Jo Wallace and document production. 
12/01/2010 Jason S. Wing Conference with Atty. Hazel re motion to reconsider; 1.90 304.00 
telephone conference with Lance Jones re discovery; 
draft demand letter to Atty. Smith re interference with 
contract. 
12/01/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise memo in support of motion for 2.80 672.00 
reconsideration. 
12/02/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to reconsider; obtain certified permit from 3.70 592.00 
city; obtain affidavit from county re aerial photo. 
12/02/2010 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Court re motion to reconsider (.2); 1.50 360.00 
office conference with Atty. Wing re plan on motion to 
reconsider (.5); telephone conference to opposing 
counsel. 
12/03/2010 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to consider and add citations; draft affidavit 2.10 336.00 
in support; telephone conference with Sprint Spectrum; 
telephone conference with Capital Land; to city hall for 
permit; telephone conference with Avista Utilities re power 
on date to site and aerial photos. 
12/03/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review Alex Herman email; instructions to Atty. Wing re 0.50 120.00 
contacting Herman. 
12/06/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to motion to reconsider and research re 6.00 960.00 
same. 
12/06/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Judge Luster re scheduling x's 1.00 240.00 
2 (.5); review motion to reconsider (.5). 
12/07/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft objection to reconsider and research re same. 4.50 720.00 
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12/08/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize objection to motion for reconsideration. 2.90 464.00 
12/08/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise opposition to motion to reconsider 3.00 720.00 
(2.5); telephone conference with Eric Smith (.5). 
12/09/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize objection to motion to reconsider. 1.00 160.00 
12/10/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft/revise motion to reconsider and .memorandum re 0.80 128.00 
same. 
12/10/2010 Joel P. Hazel Review and finalize memorandum in opposition to motion 0.90 216.00 
to reconsider. - - - ------ - - ----------
12/13/2010 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re status and motion; finalize 2.90 464.00 
motion to reconsider, memorandum, three affidavits in 
support of memorandum with exhibits. 
12/13/2010 Joel P. Hazel Finalize memorandum in opposition to motion for 1.50 360.00 
reconsideration. 
12/16/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with surveyor Doug Black; 1.10 264.00 
telephone conference with Walter Dale re survey in 1996. 
12/17/2010 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Walter Dale; review case law 1.10 264.00 
on boundaries. 
12/20/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for meeting with original surveyor Doug Black, 5.70 1,368.00 
PLS (1.0); review all documents disclosed in discovery 
(2.2); review newly disclosed documents from Sprint (1.7); 
office conference with retained surveyor Walter Dale (.5); 
office conference with Doug Black, PLS re testimony and 
process in this case (1.5); prepare outline for perpetuation 
deposition (.5). 
12/21/2010 Jason S. Wing Review discovery documents; prepare for disclosure. 1.80 288.00 
12/21/2010 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend perpetuation deposition of Doug 5.90 1,416.00 
Black, PLS (5.0); coordinate deposition dates for Krein 
(.2); correspondence to Williamson and Jones re new 
exhibit A. 
12/22/2010 Jason S. Wing Prepare discovery responses. 0.90 144.00 
12/23/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft answers to third set of interrogatories. 2.30 368.00 
12/27/2010 Jason S. Wing Draft and prepare discovery responses. 1.90 304.00 
12/28/2010 Jason S. Wing Finalize discovery responses; attend hearing re motion to 4.10 656.00 
reconsider. 
12/28/2010 Joel P. Hazel Attend and prepare for motion to reconsider hearing (2.1 ); 2.60 624.00 
office conference with opposing counsel re possible 
settlement and issues for trial (.5). 
12/29/2010 Joel P. Hazel Travel to and from Spokane to meet with engineer Randy 2.50 600.00 
LaBeff re original location of the cell tower site. 
01/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re discovery. 0.30 73.50 
01/05/2011 Jason S. Wing Review recent document production for Labeff; revise 2.00 320.00 
discovery responses; draft supplemental disclosure of 
witnesses. 
01/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith re discovery. 0.20 49.00 
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01/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize discovery response; prepare supplemental 1.00 160.00 
discovery response. 
01/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery responses and file. 0.40 64.00 
01/13/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re services of 0.80 196.00 
subpoenas to third parties (.3); review history of 
negotiations (.5). 
01/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial prep list. 0.20 32.00 
01/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowroot re status 0.50 122.50 
of negotiations:-
. 01/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Review correspondence history; review discovery history; 3.10 496.00 
draft motion to compel discovery responses; draft motion 
to compel depositions; draft supporting affidavit. 
01/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Draft litigation update and settlement update at request of 1.50 367.50 
Lance Jones; review subpoenas to third party co-locators, 
Cricket and Verizon. 
01/20/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft memorandum in support of motion to compel and 2.70 432.00 
file, 
01/20/2011 Joel P. Hazel Revise litigation update (.5) review motion, memorandum 2.10 514.50 
and affidavit for motion to compel deposition and motion 
to compel discovery (.9); correspondence to Arrowood re 
settlement offers to Evans (.7). 
01/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial prep meeting; meet with Atty. Hazel re 2.00 320.00 
trial. 
01/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re trial prep, trial brief, 1.90 465.50 
witnesses and subpoenas. 
01/24/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 3.00 480.00 
01/26/2011 Jason S. Wing Expert witness for mense profits. 1.00 160.00 
01/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Research expert witness on mense profits. 3.10 496.00 
02/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Compile witness list draft trial notice letters to all 2.50 400.00 
witnesses; continue editing trial brief. 
02/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief. 3.90 624.00 
02/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Doug Black deposition transcript (1.0); draft trial 5.50 880.00 
brief (4.5). 
02/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Research re trial brief; continue drafting trial brief (5.2); 5.70 912.00 
meet with Atty. Hazel re same (.2). 
02/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith (.5); telephone 2.50 612.50 
conference with Arrowood (.2); prepare for deposition 
(1. 7) 
02/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Research evidence rule 702 and expert testimony for 2.00 320.00 
mense profits. 
02/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft proposed order compelling discovery. 0.90 144.00 
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02/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Evans deposition (3.2); telephone conference 4.50 1,102.50 
with Dawn Krein re deposition and scheduling (.5); 
telephone conference with Arrowood (.5); convey offer of 
settlement (.3). 
02/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Review file and prepare for motion to compel hearing. 5.40 864.00 
02/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft affidavit of attorney fees and motion to compel. 0.30 48.00 
02/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Attend motion to compel. 1.50 367.50 
02/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Gather exhibits for deposition of Evans and Wallace 4.50 1,102.50 
- prepare for same.- - -
---
02/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Deposition of Kirk Evans (2.5); prepare trial exhibits (2.5). 5.00 800.00 
02/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft affidavit of attorney fees re order to compel and 1.20 192.00 
proposed order. 
02/10/2011 Joel P. Hazel Deposition preparation (1.5); take deposition of Kirk 6.00 1,470.00 
Evans (2.5); office conference with Erik Smith and Kirk 
Evans re settlement after deposition (.5); review 
correspondence of Smith (.5); review lease; draft letter to 
Smith (.7); correspondence with Krein re deposition (.3). 
02/11/2011 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.50 127.50 
02/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare documents for Krein deposition (3.0); draft letter 3.30 528.00 
to Smith ie discovery documents received at deposition 
(.3). 
02/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare witness list with exhibits to be admitted (.5); 1.30 208.00 
prepare trial argument order (.6); prepare outline re 
meeting with Atty. Hazel (.2). 
02/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Research whether an "encroachment" is a default. 0.30 48.00 
02/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Gather trial exhibits (1.5); office conference with Atty. 4.30 1,053.50 
Wing re trial strategy (1.0); review of PCS Site Agreement 
and all amendments (.8); correspondence to Erik Smith re 
Crown's right to remove equipment after lease termination 
or expiration (.7); correspondence with Art Bistline re 
Steve Cooney (.3). 
02/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental expert witness disclosure. 0.60 96.00 
02/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Research whether an "encroachment" is a "default" under 1.20 192.00 
lease. 
02/14/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by organizing exhibits and review of 2.50 612.50 
documents. 
02/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 3.30 528.00 
02/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare trial exhibits. 2.70 432.00 
02/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Dawn Krein to prepare for 4.30 1,053.50 
deposition (.8); telephone conference with Erik Smith re 
discovery and settlement (.5); prepare for trial by outlining 
witnesses and exhibits (3.0). 
02/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief; research re same. 3.40 544.00 
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02/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Jones(.5); gather 4.60 1,127.00 
organize exhibits (2.1 ); deposition prep meeting with 
Dawn Krein (2.0). 
02/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 5.50 880.00 
02/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend deposition of Dawn Krein (3.0); 7.00 1,715.00 
trial prep including gathering and organizing exhibits (2.0); 
trial brief and witness outline (2.0). 
02/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial prep meeting with Atty. Hazel re trial exhibits and 3.00 480.00 
- - -strategize-witness-and eress, -- - --
02/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Review trial exhibits; continue drafting trial brief. 4.00 640.00 
02/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by organizing arguments; review and 4.00 980.00 
revise trial brief. 
02/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief (1.8); prepare and file affidavit of fees and 3.30 528.00 
costs (1.5). 
02/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Property committee Atty. 2.30 563.50 
Williamson, Jonathan Arrowood and others re litigation 
review and alternative site potential (.8); telephone 
conference with Arrowood (.5); review trial brief and 
summary judgment decisions in preparation for trial (1.0). 
02/23/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief and prepare trial exhibits. 0.70 112.00 
02/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference to Chris Mooney (left message) 3.10 759.50 
(.2); review correspondence (.3); telephone conference 
with Erik Smith re settlement and trial issues (.8); review 
and revise trial brief (1.8). 
02/24/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft trial brief. 2.60 416.00 
02/24/2011 Joel P. Hazel Office conference witness Randy LaBeff for trial prep DDDOy 906.50 
(2.2); telephone conference with witness Art Bistline (.3); 
correspondence to and from Randy LaBeff including 
review of new documents (1.2). 
02/25/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft new motion to reconsider (.5); draft findings of fact, 4.40 704.00 
conclusions of law (2.6); continue drafting trial brief (.4); 
continue preparing trial exhibits (.5); prepare 
supplemental discovery (.4). 
02/25/2011 Joel P. Haze! Correspondence re discovery and pictures (.4); office 1.10 269.50 
conference with Mirna and Atty. Wing re trial prep (.7). 
02/27/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial exhibit notebook. 4.90 784.00 
02/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Lance Jones (.5); finalize trial 3.30 528.00 
exhibits (2.1 ); meeting with Atty. Hazel re discovery 
disclosures (.2); prepare final discovery disclosures (.5). 
02/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Amy Williamson and Lance 3.20 784.00 
Jones (.5); review voluminous documents produced by 
Verizon (1.8); trial prep (.9). 
03/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial preparation. 1.30 208.00 
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03/01/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood (.2); telephone 3.40 833.00 
conference with Aruz (.3); review Verizon documents 
produced per subpoena (.8); review Sprint documents 
produced per subpoena (2.1 ). 
03/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial setting update email to client; email to Sprint re 0.50 80.00 
privilege log. 
03/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Evans deposition transcript. 0.40 64.00 
03/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and research re legal 3.50 560.00 
authority; review Mai-y-Jo-Wallace's objection to order for 
costs and fees; review Mary Jo Wallace revocation of 
assignment. 
03/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue assembling trial exhibits. 5.10 816.00 
03/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial with trial director exhibit software. 1.10 176.00 
03/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Organize and prepare exhibits for trial ( 1. 1 ); review recent 4.10 1,004.50 
filings by Wallace Family Trust and Sherman Storage (.9); 
correspondence with Lance Jones, Dawn Krein and 
Arrowood(1.0); review Sprint documents (1.1). 
03/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and revise trial brief; research re certain defenses. 3.60 576.00 
03/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Wallace deposition. 3.10 759.50 
03/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Go to courthouse and trial exhibit presentation systems. 2.90 464.00 
03/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response to objection to award of fees: 0.50 80.00 
03/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Walter Dale (.5); review 5.90 1,445.50 
discovery produced by Sherman Storage for Trial (1.0); 
prepare for Wallace deposition (2.9); visit courtroom for 
trial set up of A/V (1.5). 
03/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Mary Jo Wallace deposition. 5.50 880.00 
03/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial brief revision and drafting. 2.50 400.00 
03/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and depose Mary Jo Wallace (7.0); review 7.50 1,837.50 
documents filed by Atty. Mike Parker(.5). 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Copy exhibits and argument; meet with Atty. Hazel re 0.10 16.00 
additions to trial exhibit book. 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Review recent document production by Mary Jo Wallace. 0.30 48.00 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial exhibit notebooks; review exhibits. 3.40 544.00 
03/09/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft supplemental discovery responses and notice. 0.90 144.00 
03/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re depositions (.5); 1.60 392.00 
trial preparation (1.1 ). 
03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial exhibit book. 0.70 112.00 
03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Review procedural rule 43(f); research case law re same 2.00 320.00 
and draft; draft motion to view premises; memorandum in 
support of motion. 
03/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Calculate area of Lot 3 and of Lot 4. 0.20 32.00 
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03/10/2011 Joel P. Hazel Deposition of Arrowood (1.9); telephone conference with 6.60 1,617.00 
Arrowood re deposition x 2 (.6); prepare for deposition of 
Surveyor Rasor (2.0); Prepare for deposition of Sam 
Johnson (2.1). 
03/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and finalize trial brief draft. 3.00 480.00 
03/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and depose Title Expert Sam Johnson (2.0); 3.60 882.00 
prepare for and depose survey Expert Scott Rasor (2.5); 
telephone conference with Rose Wessman re lot 3 issue 
(.5); correspondence to Arrowood, Krein and Lance 
--Jones(-:-6)-. ~-------- ------ ---
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Review exhibit book and pull documents and group 0.30 48.00 
documents. 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response to motion to vacate compel order; draft 2.80 448.00 
motion for sanctions; review with Atty. Hazel re motions in 
limine and motion for sanctions. 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Research rule re sanctions; draft motion for sanctions, 2.20 352.00 
memo and affidavit. 
03/14/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft motions in limine. 1.70 272.00 
03/14/2011 Joel P. Hazel Coordinate Motions in Limine, Motion for Sanctions and 2.60 637.00 
other motions (1.9); telephone call to Lance Jones (.5); 
telephone call and letter to Eric Smith re Lot 3 issue (1.2). 
03/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft motions in limine; research rules supporting 4.40 704.00 
motions. 
03/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 1.70 272.00 
03/15/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review court records for recent filings (.5). Review and 5.00 1,225.00 
revise Trial Brief (2.5). Review of Trial Exhibits notebook 
(1.5). Correspondence with Atty. Smith re Ubiquetel. 
03/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize and note for hearing; continue drafting motions in 1.30 208.00 
limine and research legal basis. 
03/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and edit the proposed motions in limine. 1.50 367.50 
Telephone conference with Eric Smith re pre-trial motions. 
03/17/2011 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.60 153.00 
03/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft findings of fact and conclusions of law; meeting with 6.40 1,024.00 
Atty. Hazel re trial documents; findings of fact and 
conclusions of law. 
03/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and prepare for access easement issue (2.1 ); 3.60 882.00 
review motion to withdraw (.5); correspondence re same 
(.2); telephone conference with opposing counsel re 
withdrawal motion (.5); telephone conference with Court 
Clerk to arrange scheduling conference (.3). 
03/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting/revising findings of fact conclusions of 3.20 512.00 
law. 
03/18/2011 Jason S. Wing Final review and revision of trial brief. 1.50 240.00 
03/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Smith re exhibits. 0.50 122.50 
Correspondence with Atty. Williamson. 
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03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact conclusions of law. 2.10 336.00 
03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise motion to reconsider. 2.20 352.00 
03/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft notices to witnesses of trial date change. 0.90 144.00 
03/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Modify and revise trial brief (.9); attend scheduling 2.90 710.50 
conference (1.5); correspondence re same (.5) 
03/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with surveyor Rudy Kitzan re 1.40 343.00 
historic location of cell tower site and fences (.5); changes 
--- __ to_trial briet(,_9)_. ________ 
--
03/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Arrowood; review 0.40 98.00 
correspondence from Atty. Swartz. 
04/01/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re Evans contact 0.70 171.50 
Chris Mooney (.5); review correspondence (.2). 
04/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review cost estimates for moving site onto Lot 4 and 1.10 269.50 
relocation of site to another location (.5); telephone 
conference with Arrowood re negotiations (.4) telephone 
call with Eric Smith (.2). 
04/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Bistline re Tate 0.50 122.50 
Engineering drawing. 
04/11/2011 Joel P. Hazel Letter to Atty. Parker re order allowing withdrawal. 0.30 73.50 
04/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Review Evans letter to Mooney; meeting with Atty. Hazel 0.40 64.00 
re same. 
04/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review lengthy letter from Kirk Evans to Chris Mooney; 2.50 612.50 
multiple telephone conferences re same. 
04/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence from Lance Jones. 0.20 49.00 
04/26/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood re alternative site. 0.20 49.00 
04/27/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re motion to reconsider and default 0.90 144.00 
of Wallace. 
05/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft default documents. 0.90 144.00 
05/09/2011 Jason S. Wing File Clerk's entry re default of Wallace. 0.10 16.00 
05/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review settlement proposed to Crown Castle (. 7); 1.20 294.00 
correspondence to Arrowood re same (.5). 
05/10/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft default judgment, application, motion and order. 1.20 192.00 
05/11/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft and revise memorandum on motion to reconsider. 2.70 432.00 
05/12/2011 Jason S. Wing Finish drafting new memo re motion to reconsider. 2.20 352.00 
05/13/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise and add citations to memorandum re summary 1.60 256.00 
judgment and affidavits. 
05/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft Clerk's entry of default, order and application. 0.40 64.00 
05/17/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re status conference and witness 1.00 160.00 
status; emails to witnesses re trial conflicts. 
05/17/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence and telephone conference with 0.50 122.50 
Arrowood. 
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05/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Attend status conference (1.2); review default pleadings 2.10 514.50 
(.6); correspondence to Jones, Williamson and Arrowood 
(.3). 
05/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft letters to witnesses re new trial date and mail. 0.50 80.00 
05/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with City Attorney Mike Gridley re 0.50 122.50 
cell tower approvals. 
05/20/2011 Jason S. Wing Follow up on status of default. 0.20 32.00 
06/0_3[20_11 _ _Jason__S. Wing _[)raft default j11dgment_and motiori_ re~arn~.-~ 0.90 144.00 
-- --- ---
06/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Finalize default judgment, motion, memorandum and 1.50 240.00 
order. 
06/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence from Krein re 0.20 49.00 
Evans. 
07/12/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 2.70 661.50 
settlement options; telephone conference with Arrowood 
re negotiations strategy. 
09/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from Arrowood re negotiations 0.30 73.50 
with Evans. 
09/26/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement; draft 0.90 220.50 
email to Arrowood. 
09/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith; telephone 1.10 269.50 
conference with Jonathan Arrowood. 
09/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood; telephone 0.80 196.00 
conference with Eric Smith re negotiations; 
correspondence with Arrowood. 
10/04/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood re 1.00 245.00 
escalation rate in settlement proposal (.5); 
correspondence to Eric Smith re settlement (.5). 
10/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re settlement; 0.60 147.00 
correspondence to Atty. Arrowood re same. 
10/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Arrowood. 0.50 122.50 
10/26/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft response letter to Smith's email; review Jones, Atty. 2.00 320.00 
Hazel and Atty. Smith's emails; review Ubquitel 
agreement; review estoppel cert. 
11/03/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Lance Jones re Ubiquetel issue. 0.20 32.00 
11/04/2011 Jason S. Wing Review PCS Site Agreement and 2005 Grand Lease 0.90 144.00 
Agreement and email exchange with Arrowood re same; 
review Smith letter re agreement breach. 
11/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Arrowood, Jones, etc. re settlement 0.60 96.00 
strategy. 
11/08/2011 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Eric Smith. 0.30 48.00 
11/18/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood re settlement. 0.50 122.50 
11/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft settlement and release. 1.40 224.00 
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11/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re settlement; 1.10 269.50 
oversee settlement and release agreement. 
11/23/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting settlement and release. 1.50 240.00 
11/23/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood; correspondence to 1.50 367.50 
and from Eric Smith re settlement. 
11/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Lance Jones re 1.50 367.50 
settlement; finalize settlement and release agreement 
--- 1-1/JQ/20-'1-1- - JasonS.-Wing _ _Re~tJs_e_sattl~ment ag reem~nl?sJ:>_e_r'j .. a!)_ce .)_ones. 1.60 256.00 
11/30/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence re proposed 1.50 367.50 
settlement agreement (.7); telephone conference with 
Lance Jones; correspondence with Eric Smith (.3); 
instructions to Atty. Wing (.5). 
12/01/2011 Jason S. Wing Emails to Crown re settlement terms; revise settlement 1.30 208.00 
agreement. 
12/02/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue revising settlement agreement and release. 2.60 416.00 
12/02/2011 Joel P. Hazel Careful review of settlement and release agreement (1.5); 4.40 1,078.00 
double check legal description of tower site and access 
easement (.6); correspondence with Lance Jones re 
claims against Mary Jo Wallace (.8); file review to prep for 
trial (1.5). 
12/05/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re trial prep if settlement falls 0.10 16.00 
through. 
12/05/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review of amended and restated PCS Site Agreement 4.90 1,200.50 
(1.5); trial prep by review case file (3.4). 
12/06/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with Atty. Hazel re draft lease agreement; attain 1.10 176.00 
updated title commitment; conference call with Crown 
Castle real estate counsel. 
12/06/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review lease (1.2); telephone conference with attorney 3.20 784.00 
Kris Bailey re amended PCS Site Agreement (.5); review 
exhibits for trial (1.5). 
12/07/2011 Jason S. Wing Draft property legal description; review revised lease. 2.90 464.00 
12/07/2011 Joel P. Hazel Review of various legal descriptions; redraft lease; 6.50 1,592.50 
correspondence to Eric Smith. 
12/08/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with PLS Walter Dale (.5); review 4.00 980.00 
title reports (.5); correspondence re issue identifiable in 
title report (2.0); review new exhibits and legals (1.0). 
12/09/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re lease 0.50 122.50 
negotiations. 
12/12/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief; revise findings of fact; meet with Atty. 2.20 352.00 
Hazel re trial prep. 
12/12/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep meeting (.5); review status of case, witness, 4.00 980.00 
exhibit lists, motions in limine and trial brief. 
12/13/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising trial brief and findings of 3.60 576.00 
fact. 
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12/15/2011 Jason S. Wing Meeting with JPH re trial prep; findings of fact; witness 0.40 64.00 
notification. 
12/15/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re counter proposal 1.10 269.50 
re termination clause (.7); correspondence to Arrowood re 
negotiations (.4). 
12/16/2011 Jason S. Wing Prepare trial witness notices; continue drafting findings of 1.00 160.00 
fact. 
12/16/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith re lease terms (.6); 5.10 1,249.50 
---- -- -- ------ -e0FFesi::,onElenGe-t0-Am;,wood-i-e negotiation-(.5};-ti-ial-prep 
by review of witnesses for direct (2.1 ); review and revise 
trial brief (1.9). 
12/19/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re witness notification and trial prep; 0.10 16.00 
finalize and send witness notifications. 
12/19/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Eric Smith (.4); telephone call 1.70 416.50 
to Lance Jones (.2); review trial exhibits (1.1 ). 
12/20/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood (.2); telephone 2.70 661.50 
conference with Atty. Smith re termination period x 2 (.5); 
telephone conference with City Planner Sean Holmes (.2); 
telephone conference to City Atty. Wilson (.2); trial prep 
by re-organizing trial brief (1.5). 
12/21/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with ,L\tty. Hazel re revisions to trial brief and begin 0.30 48.00 
revisions re same. 
12/21/2011 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial; telephone conference re settlement. 1.10 269.50 
12/22/2011 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 2.30 368.00 
12/22/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Arrowood re settlement (.3); 0.60 147.00 
telephone conference with Eric Smith re same (.3). 
12/27/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep by outlining cross examination of surveyor. 1.10 269.50 
12/28/2011 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re trial prep. 0.40 64.00 
12/28/2011 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Atty. Erik Smith re failed 1.50 367.50 
negotiations (.5); correspondence to Jonathan Arrowood 
(.2); trial outline (.8). 
12/29/2011 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief; meet with Atty. Hazel re 1.00 160.00 
same. 
12/29/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep by review of summary judgment materials and 1.50 367.50 
exhibits. 
12/30/2011 Jason S. Wing Trial strategy meeting. 1.60 256.00 
12/30/2011 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep session with Atty. Wing (1.5); review exhibits for 3.30 808.50 
trial (1.5); telephone conference with Atty. Smith re 
exhibits and stipulation (.3). 
01/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for meeting with Eric Smith re exhibits. 1.10 269.50 
01/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Locate survey witness Doug Black. 0.10 16.00 
01/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief. 4.10 656.00 
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01/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review exhibits (.8); office conference with Eric Smith to 5.50 1,347.50 
stipulate to exhibits (2.0); telephone conference with 
Jonathan Arrowood re trial prep (.5); trial prep by 
document review and fine tuning exhibits (3.0). 
01/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft witness letters (x3) re testimony not needed; 0.90 144.00 
meeting with Atty. Hazel re motion in limine. 
01/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion in limine. 1.40 224.00 
01/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by reviewing trial perpetuation deposition 5.80 1,421.00 
-of-original-surveyor, ·Deug-Blaek-t0-determ ine-position-to 
present at trial (2.8); review pleading to focus trial 
presentation (1.5); outline direct and cross (1.5). 
01/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief. 5.60 896.00 
01/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Arrowood and Jones (.3); trial prep 3.30 808.50 
by outline examination of witnesses (3.0). 
01/08/2012 Jason S. Wing Review final motion in limine content. 0.20 32.00 
01/09/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief; review Black deposition in 4.60 736.00 
preparation for trial. 
01/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prep for trial by meeting with engineer Randy Labeff re 7.00 1,715.00 
original location of cell tower site (3.5); review entire 
correspondence file for potential exhibits (2.0); redraft 
general motions in limine (1.5). 
01/10/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue revising trial brief and add citations to trial 3.50 560.00 
exhibits. 
01/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Attend evening special use permit meeting at City Hall; 5.40 1,323.00 
very long wait for hearing (4.2); prepare for building 
commission meeting by review of application (1.2). 
01/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise trial brief and add citations to trial exhibits; draft 3.20 512.00 
findings of facts. 
01/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion to reconsider. 3.00 480.00 
01/11/2012 Joel P. Hazel Multiple telephone conferences with Arrowood re planning 2.80 686.00 
commission hearing (.9); telephone conference with City 
Attorney Wilson re de novo appeal of planning 
commission denial (.4); telephone conference with several 
members of the planning commission re proposed cell 
tower site (1.5); telephone call to Atty. Smith re various 
items (.5); trial prep (.5). 
01/12/2012 Edward J. Anson Conference with Joel Hazel. 0.70 178.50 
01/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact and conclusions of law. 7.20 1,152.00 
01/12/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by review of all pleading; motions, 6.50 1,592.50 
affidavits and decisions (4.0); telephone conference with 
court clerk re scheduling issues (.5). 
01/13/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting conclusions of law; meeting with Atty. 7.10 1,136.00 
Hazel re trial prep. 
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01/13/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise trial brief (4.2); correspondence with 4.80 1,176.00 
Arrowood (.2); correspondence with court clerk re 
scheduling (.4). 
01/16/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize exhibit list and review all exhibits (2.5); prepare 5.40 1,323.00 
outline for Scott Rasor examination (1.9); telephone 
conference with Atty. Smith re stipulations to exhibits (.5). 
01/17/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact. 1.60 256.00 
01/17/2012 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with Atty. Smith to attempt to stipulate to exhibits 4.60 1,127.00 
- -- - - - -(-1.5}-;-telephone-conference_with-Wesley_Wacren,_wltness_. _____ 
disclosed by plaintiff who is the owner of a different site 
built by Sprint in 1996 (1.0); organized trial presentation 
(2.1 ). 
01/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft findings of fact. 6.50 1,040.00 
01/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings. 0.80 128.00 
01/18/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial including review of Evans deposition 4.50 1,102.50 
transcripts; prepare for cross examination. 
01/19/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft motion in limine re plaintiff's exhibits. 2.90 464.00 
01/19/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial prep including careful review of all plaintiff proposed 6.10 1,494.50 
exhibits; review Dawn Krein deposition transcript to see if 
we should publish any portion of the deposition at trial. 
01/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings of fact. 6.10 976.00 
01/20/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize findings of fact and conclusions of law required 7.10 1,739.50 
by court's pretrial order (3.2); finalize trial brief (3.1 ); 
telephone conference with John Dohm of Crown re 
appeal of planning commission denial (.3); 
correspondence with expert LaBeff and Dale to set up trial 
prep meeting (.5). 
01/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting trial brief and findings of fact. 4.00 640.00 
01/22/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on Walter Dale direct (1.2); draft opening statement 3.00 735.00 
outline (1.8). 
01/23/2012 Jason S. Wing Finalize trial brief; finalize findings of fact and file. 5.30 848.00 
01/23/2012 Joel P. Hazel Final review of trial brief and findings of fact (4.2); prepare 6.50 1,592.50 
opening (1. 7); telephone conference with expert Dale (. 3); 
telephone conference with expert Labeff (.3). 
01/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcript of Razor; continue trial prep; 5.80 928.00 
review exhibits; meeting with Atty. Hazel re same. 
01/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition of Black. 2.00 320.00 
01/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on Opening (3.5); prep trial outline (3.0). 6.50 1,592.50 
01/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft notice re motion to view; draft trial prep outlines. 3.20 512.00 
01/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Meeting with surveyor Walter Dale to prepare direct (1.5); 6.30 1,543.50 
telephone call with Arrowood to prepare for direct (.5); 
telephone call with engineer Randy LaBeff to prepare for 
direct (.5); prepare motions in limine arguments and 
responses to plaintiff's motions in limine (1.8); update 
Arrowood direct outline (1.2). 
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01/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for trial by organizing materials to bring to court. 1.80 441.00 
01/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Work on trial presentation including cross of plaintiffs 7.20 1,764.00 
witnesses, Evans, Wallace and Rasor (6.5); review 
objections to motion to reconsider (.4); telephone 
conference with Matt King, owner of lease option site (.3). 
01/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial; draft motion to dismiss; draft 6.80 1,088.00 
reconsideration outline; draft direct examination outline. 
01/29/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for opening; review rules on involuntary dismissal 7.70 1,886.50 
-of-claim . 
01/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial; start trial and review with Atty. Hazel 3.20 512.00 
upon trial vacation. 
01/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial Day 1: Prepare for opening; motions in limine and 5.70 1,396.50 
organize documents to bring to court (2.5); attend trial 
indicating argument for motion in limine and (2.5); 
instructions to Atty. Wing on motion to reconsider (.5); 
email to court clerk (.2). 
01/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft new brief re motion to reconsider. 5.10 816.00 
01/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Wallace perpetuation deposition. 2.50 612.50 
02/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting renewed motion to reconsider and trial 6.30 1,071.00 
exhibits referenced. 
02/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and attend second perpetuation deposition of 5.00 1,275.00 
Mary Jo Wallace. 
02/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review memorandum in support of motion to reconsider. 2.00 510.00 
02/07/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with Jon Dohm re City Council meeting 0.50 127.50 
(.3); correspondence to/from Erik Smith re Randy Labeff 
(.2). 
02/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re scheduling conference. 0.20 51.00 
02/13/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review perpetuation deposition transcript of Mary Jo 2.50 637.50 
Wallace. 
02/14/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to correspondence to the court re 0.50 127.50 
trial scheduling. 
02/17/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from court clerk re trial 3.10 790.50 
scheduling and respond (.3); telephone conference with 
Dawn Krein, Arrowood and others re case strategy (1.0); 
telephone conference with Arrowood re trial availability 
(.3); telephone conference with Randy Labeff re trial (.3); 
telephone conference with Walter Dale re trial (.3); 
telephone conference with Sandy Young of Verdis re 
contract and plan (.9). 
02/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting memorandum in support of motion to 5.90 1,003.00 
reconsider. 
02/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting memorandum in support of motion to 3.50 595.00 
reconsider. 
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02/23/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review correspondence from court clerk regarding trial 0.90 229.50 
schedule (.5); correspondence to witness regarding trial 
conflicts for the next several months (.4). 
02/28/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue research, drafting and revising memorandum in 3.10 527.00 
support of motion to reconsider. 
02/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue research and finalize drafting brief in support of 5.70 969.00 
motion to reconsider. Review Wallace perpetuation 
deposition. 
--~-0310112012- - --Jason-S.-Wing - --Finalize-mem0Faneum-in-su1c>130rt-0fm0tkm-t0-reconsider-; - -- -2.60 - - 442.00 _ 
draft notice of hearing for motion to reconsider; draft 
affidavit of Jason Wing in support of motion to reconsider 
and attach exibits; draft motion to reconsider. 
03/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and finalizing motion to reconsider. 1.10 280.50 
03/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prep for attending status conference( long wait for case to 2.00 510.00 
be called); email re trial setting to all witnesses. 
03/08/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review newest depo transcript of Mary Jo Wallace. 0.70 178.50 
03/16/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Sandy Young re replacement 0.30 76.50 
cell tower site 
03/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiff's Brief and Affidavit in Opposition to 2.50 425.00 
Reconsideration; review Crown's Memorandum in 
Support of Reconsideration. 
03/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiff's Objection to Reconsideration and draft 6.00 1,020.00 
Reply Brief 
04/02/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise and finalize Reply Brief to Plaintiff's Amended 0.90 153.00 
Objection to Motion to Reconsider. 
04/02/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review response to Motion to Reconsider. 0.60 153.00 
04/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Revise, finalize and file Reply to Plaintiff's Amended 1.50 255.00 
Objection. 
04/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and revise Reply to Motion to Reconsider; office 4.00 1,020.00 
conference with Atty. Wing re same. 
04/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Court Clerk re exhibits. 0.20 51.00 
04/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for Motion to Reconsider. 2.50 637.50 
04/10/2012 Edward J. Anson Consulted with Joel Hazel. 0.40 106.00 
04/10/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for and attend hearing on Motion to Reconsider 2.40 408.00 
summary judgment decision. 
04/10/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and argue Motion to Reconsider Motion for 6.80 1,734.00 
Summary Judgment decision and trial Motions in Limine. 
04/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Review hearing on Motion for Consideration and Motion in 0.20 34.00 
Limine with Atty. Hazel. 
04/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re trial preparation; review trial 0.70 119.00 
notebook and begin eliminating unnecessary exhibits. 
04/12/2012 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing to pare down trial 0.50 127.50 
exhibits. 
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04/16/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft letters to witnesses re testimony needed at trial and 1.40 238.00 
review exhibit books for trial. 
04/17/2012 Jason S. Wing Review all trial exhibits and eliminate duplicate and 4.50 765.00 
unnecessary exhibits. Confirm Motion to Reconsider 
citation to affidavits. 
04/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Review all reconsideration documents for citations to 1.50 255.00 
affidavits. 
04/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Motion/Memorandum re Reconsideration for 1.00 170.00 
- Authority-not-s1:1pp0Fl:ed-0y-Affieavit. 
05/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Review decision on Motion to Reconsider. 0.40 68.00 
05/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review decision on Motion to Reconsider. 1.00 255.00 
05/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Prepare for and defend deposition of Randy LaBeff; 3.10 790.50 
correspondence with Veridis re alternative cell tower site. 
05/18/2012 DDDDDDDDDD Trial preparation. 0.50 127.50 
05/22/2012 Jason S. Wing Phone conference with witnesses and continue trial 0.40 68.00 
preparation. 
05/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Labeff deposition transcript for changes; prepare 2.60 663.00 
for trial. 
05/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation; review video deposition of Mary Jo 3.50 892.50 
Wallace; update trial outlines. 
05/29/2012 Jason S. Wing Review decision on Motion to Reconsider and prepare for 0.50 85.00 
trial. 
05/29/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by identifying portions of PCS Scott 4.80 1,224.00 
Rasor deposition; prepare for cross of Atty. Evans; 
prepare for opening; review trial briefs. 
05/30/2012 Edward J. Anson Conference with Atty. Joel Hazel. 0.30 79.50 
05/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Conference call with Walt Dale; meeting with Atty. Hazel 0.60 102.00 
re trial preparation and witness testimony. 
05/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by fine tuning motions in limine, opening, 7.60 1,938.00 
cross of Evans and review of Court's decisions. 
05/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Review witness exhibits and prepare direct examination 3.60 612.00 
outline of expert witness, Walt Dale. 
05/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation by reviewing Plaintiff's exhibits, defense 7.90 2,014.50 
exhibits and depositions of Crown's 30(b)(6) depositions. 
06/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial. 5.90 1,003.00 
06/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation including review of all Plaintiff's proposed 4.50 1,147.50 
exhibits; review deposition transcript; fine tune trial and 
witness outlines. 
06/03/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare for trial. 5.20 884.00 
06/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial preparation; prepare opening; review trial briefs; 7.00 1,785.00 
office conference with Atty. Wing to prepare for trial; 
telephone conference with Jonathan Arrowood. 
06/04/2012 Jason S. Wing Attend trial (first day); trial preparation for second day. 8.20 1,394.00 
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06/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial - day 1: Prepare for opening, Motions in Limine and 10.20 2,601.00 
Plaintiffs case in chief. 
06/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Second day of trial. 6.20 1,054.00 
06/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial, Day 2, including cross of Evans, Mary Jo Wallace 9.00 2,295.00 
testimony, view video deposition. 
06/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Third day of trial. 4.10 697.00 
06/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Trial - day 3 - including: direct of Arrowood; impeachment 7.40 1,887.00 
of witness Matt King view of property; office conference 
wlth Atty--:-Wing re post trial briefs;-araffupaateto-c-rown-
-- -- -
Management. 
06/07/2012 Jason S. Wing Outline closing brief. 1.90 323.00 
06/07/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re closing argument and brief 0.40 68.00 
content; begin preparation of closing arguments and brief 
outline. 
06/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting post trial outline re closing argument 0.30 51.00 
and brief. 
06/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Research claim elements and draft closing argument. 3.90 663.00 
06/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Meet with Atty. Hazel re closing brief. 0.10 17.00 
07/05/2012 Jason S. Wing Read and review Plaintiffs closing brief filings and 2.30 391.00 
conclusions and review record cited. 
07/05/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Plaintiffs Proposed Findings of Fact; email to 1.60 408.00 
Lance Jones and Amy Williamson. 
07/06/2012 Jason S. Wing Review record of trial and prepare brief outline. 1.30 221.00 
07/06/2012 Joel P. Hazel Outline re closing brief. 1.20 306.00 
07/11/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft closing brief and review trial exhibits. 3.40 578.00 
07/12/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcripts and trial exhibits. 4.40 748.00 
07/13/2012 Jason S. Wing Review deposition transcripts; continue drafting findings 3.00 510.00 
of fact. 
07/16/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact; review deposition 4.60 782.00 
transcripts. 
07/17/2012 Jason S. Wing Draft closing brief and findings of fact. 6.00 1,020.00 
07/18/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting findings of fact and conclusions. 2.30 391.00 
07/19/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting closing brief; review deposition 5.30 901.00 
transcripts. 
07/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting closing brief and findings of fact.. 5.00 850.00 
07/23/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue to revise and draft closing brief. 1.90 323.00 
07/24/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief and Proposed 4.80 816.00 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
07/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review draft of closing brief. 1.60 408.00 
07/25/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting Closing Brief. 4.20 714.00 
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07/25/2012 Joel P. Hazel Initial review of closing brief. 2.50 637.50 
07/26/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief. 4.90 833.00 
07/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise closing brief; review trial notes and trial outline to 4.70 1,198.50 
add to memorandum. 
07/27/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Brief. 3.80 646.00 
07/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Redraft closing brief; redraft findings of fact. 5.50 1,402.50 
07/30/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting and revising Closing Brief and Proposed 6.10 1,037.00 
-------- -- -- --- - -Findings-0f-Faet-and-G0nel1;1sions ef-law-c-- -- -- -- -- ---- - --
07/30/2012 Joel P. Hazel Office conference with Atty. Wing re Closing Brief; revise 2.00 510.00 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
07/31/2012 Edward J. Anson Review pleadings. 1.50 397.50 
07/31/2012 Jason S. Wing Continue drafting Closing Brief and citations and cite 2.20 374.00 
check Brief. 
07/31/2012 Joel P. Hazel Redraft Closing Argument Brief; redraft Proposed 6.90 1,759.50 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
08/01/2012 Edward J. Anson Office conference with Atty. Hazel. 0.50 132.50 
08/01/2012 Jason S. Wing Prepare final brief. 0.20 34.00 
08/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize Closing Brief and Findings of Fact and 5.90 1,504.50 
Conclusions of Law. 
08/15/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Plaintiff's Reply Brief and validity of case authority 0.40 68.00 
cited therein. 
08/15/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Plaintiff's Reply Brief; correspondence re same. 0.90 229.50 
09/11/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review and respond to email from Judge's clerk. 0.20 51.00 
09/18/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re timing of opinion. 0.30 76.50 
09/19/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Court's opinion (1.2); correspondence to/from 1.70 433.50 
client (.5); review Rule 54(d)(5). 
09/20/2012 Jason S. Wing Review Court's decision in favor of Crown Castle. 0.50 85.00 
09/21/2012 Jason S. Wing Review and revise proposed Judgment and Affidavit and 0.80 136.00 
memorandum of Attorneys' Fees and Costs 
09/24/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Court opinion; draft Attorney's Fee Affidavit. 3.50 892.50 
09/27/2012 Joel P. Hazel Research attorney's fees available in ejectment, trespass 5.50 1,402.50 
and breach of contract cases; draft memorandum in 
Support of Attorney's Fees; letters to Amy Williamson and 
Lance Jones; telephone conference with Eric Smith 
10/01/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review email from Lance Jones and respond re access 0.50 127.50 
easement issue. 
10/02/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise memorandum in Support of Award of Attorney's 3.0 765.00 
Fees (2); review offer from Eric Smith and forward (1 ). 
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10/03/2012 Joel P. Hazel Revise Memorandum in Support of Award of Attorney's 5.9 1,504.50 
Fees (2.5); review Attorney's Fees Affidavit (2); review 
Court Rules (.5); review offer from Atty. Smith (.3); 
telephone conference to Arrowood re offer (.2); telephone 
conference with Lance Jones re offer (.4). 
10/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Final changes to Motion for Entry of Judgment; finalize 2.5 637.50 
Memorandum in Support of an Award of Attorney's Fees 
and Affidavit; telephone conference with Arrowood re 
negotiations. 
10/04/2012 Edward J. Anson Review/revise Memoranaumin support ofAttorney's Fees ·~~· A -·- -106.00 -
and Affidavit. 
10/09/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with court clerk re scheduling. 0.20 51.00 
10/12/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with Crown Castle representative 0.70 178.50 
re next steps (.5); prepare for call (.2). 
10/15/2012 Joel P. Hazel Telephone conference with J. Arrowood re negotiations 0.40 102.00 
with Sherman Storage, LLC. 
10/22/2012 Edward J. Anson Review memorandum in objection to award of attorney 0.80 212.00 
fee; conference with Atty. Hazel. 
10/22/2012 Joel P. Hazel Review Atty. Smith's opposition to Judgment and 1.50 382.50 
attorney's fees; office conference with Atty. Anson re 
iesponse. 
11/08/2012 Joel P. Hazel Outline response to attorney's fees application and 2.50 637.50 
research. 
11/21/2012 Joel P. Hazel Draft Reply Memorandum in support of award of 3.50 892.50 
attorneys' fees. 
11/26/2012 Joel P. Hazel Finalize Reply Brief. 2.10 535.50 
12/04/2012 Joel P. Hazel Outline argument on attorneys' fees; prepare for and 6.50 1,657.50 
argue Motions for Entry of Judgment and Attorneys' Fees. 
12/11/2012 Joel P. Hazel Email to Amy Williams and Jonathan Arrowood with 0.10 25.50 
update. 
12/18/2012 Joel p. Hazel Initial review of Judgment and Opinion re attorneys' fees 0.50 127.50 
12/19/2012 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence to Amy Williamson and J. Arrowood re 1.9 484.50 
judgment and Attorneys' Fees Opinion (.5); careful review 
of Judgment and opinion (1); review and revise Amended 
Affidavit of Attorney's Fees (.4) 
01/03/2013 Joel P. Hazel Review Motion to Reconsider (1); review Motion 1.80 459.00 
Contesting Attorneys' Fees (.8) 
01/04/2013 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence re Motion to Reconsider and Motion 0.70 178.50 
Objecting to Attorneys' fees (.4); telephone conference 
with Eric Smith re appellate issues and potential 
negotiation (.3) 
01/07/2013 Joel P. Hazel Draft audit response letter 1.50 382.50 
01/17/2013 Joel P. Hazel Correspondence with opposing counsel re hearing on 1.70 433.50 
attorney's fees (.2); review memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Reconsider 
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01/18/2013 Joel P. Hazel 
01/25/2013 Joel P. Hazel 
01/28/2013 Joel P. Hazel 
01/29/2013 Joel P. Hazel 
-- -- --




Draft response to Opposition to Attorneys' Fees (1.5); 
review memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider 
(1.6) 
Telephone call to Atty. Smith; revise Attorney's Fees 
Motion; correspondence to Arrowood and Williamson 
Draft Response Memo in Opposition to Motion to 
Reconsider; review of all three Court opinions 





Telephone conference w11:l1Amy Williamson re response -----2-:-00--- ---510-:-00- - --
to Erik Smith's recent correspondence. Finalize briefing 
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04/14/2010 Westlaw Research 42.46 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 869.07 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 63.44 
08/13/2010 Westlaw Research 68.51 
08/31/2010 Westlaw Research 48.00 
08/31/2010 Westlaw Research 210.41 
09/01/2010 Westlaw Research 87.45 
01/13/2011 Westlaw Research 131.84 
01/21/2011 Westlaw Research 350.11 
03/30/2012 Westlaw Research 138.21 
04/26/2012 Wesflaw Research. 114.54 
12/31/2011 Westlaw Research PEOPLE SEARCH 20.00 
09/25/2012 Westlaw Research 68.09 
10/31/2012 Westlaw Research 12.68 
Wi~tlll 
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11 
IN-THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
12 
SHERMAN STORAOE, LLC, an Idaho 
13 limited liability company, 
14 Plaintiff/Counter Dofendan~ 
VI, 
16 
17 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaw=llmlted liability company, 
11 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
19 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS ll, LLC, 
20 a Delaware: limited liability company, 
21 Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
22 VS, 
23 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
~ limited liabilily COllll'IDY: and THB 
WALLAC1! FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 




Third P,_, Defendants, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
SECOND AMENDED AFFIDAVIT OF 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 








GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
19 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 





WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
RESPONSE MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
ORIGINAL 
RESPONSE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO RECONSIDER - 1 
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This case must be starting to remind the Court of the movie, "Ground Hog Day", the 
Bill Murray comedy where the main character wakes up in a time-loop and relives the same 
day over and over again. Plaintiff, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC (hereafter "SHERMAN"), 
once again redundantly raises arguments that it has made unsuccessfully at the summary 
5 judgment level, the trial level, and in opposition to Motion for Entry of Judgment. 
_____ i_ ___ -· _Gbren that the Court has addressed and decided the issues raised in SHERMAN'S 
1 Motion to Reconsider on multiple occasions, Defendant GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS, 




SHERMAN HAS JUDICIALLY ADMITTED THE EXISTENCE OF AN ACCESS EASEMENT AT 
ITS PRESENT LOCATION. 
12 SHERMAN objects to the Court, including the legal description of the access easement 
13 to the cell tower property, as part of the Judgment entered on December 19, 2012. This 
14 position is, frankly, puzzling. SHERMAN admits that "the legal description of the current 
15 access and gate are accurately shown in the Court's Judgment in Exhibit "B". (Memorandum 
16 in Support of Motion to Reconsider, p. 3.) 
11 SHERMAN has contended throughout the litigation that SHERMAN relocated the 
18 access easement to the location legally described on Exhibit "B" to the Judgment. GLOBAL 
19 agrees that Exhibit "B" is the current access easement. GLOBAL suspects that SHERMAN 
20 objects to Exhibit "B" being contained in the Judgment simply because it is something 
21 GLOBAL, not SHERMAN, asked for. This position exemplifies SHERMAN'S contrarian 
22 attitude throughout the litigation. SHERMAN cannot deny that Exhibit "B" to the proposed 
23 Judgment is the access easement SHERMAN admits exists to the leased area. (Testimony of 
24 Evans; Plaintiff's Exhibit 37 admitted at trial; Plaintiff's proposed Findings of Fact, p. 25, ~~ 
25 136 and 138.) 
26 SHERMAN is judicially estopped from claiming that GLOBAL does not have the 
21 access easement set forth in Exhibit "B" to the Judgment entered on December 19, 2012. 
28 SHERMAN'S current position that Exhibit "B" should not be part of the Judgment in 
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this case is :frivolous and contrary to its previous judicial admissions. 
2 
3 II. THE DECISION RE TRIAL COURT ENTERED SEPTEMBER 19, 2012 IS SUPPORTED BY 
THE RECORD. 
4 
5 SHERMAN essentially asks the Court to second-guess its findings of fact in the 























to Reconsider, pp. 4 - 10.) SHERMAN does not cite a single case in support of its position and 
merely asks the Trial Court to second-guess its findings. Notably, SHERMAN offers no new 
or additional facts to support its Motion to Reconsider, relying on essentially the same 
arguments that it proffered unsuccessfully at the trial in this matter. The Idaho Supreme Court 
has long held that: 
"On a motion for reconsideration of the specification of facts deemed 
established . . . the trial Court should consider those facts in light of any new or 
additional facts that are submitted in support of the motion." 
This view of the effect of I.R.C.P. ll(a)(2)(b) is consistent with the discussion of 
reconsideration in JI Case Company v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223, 280 P.2d 1070 (1955). 
There, the Court said: 
"A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or 
additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law in fact. 
Indeed, the chief virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete 
presentation of all available facts, so that the truth may be ascertained and 
justice be done as nearly as may be." Id. At 229,280 P.2d 1033. 
Coeur d'Alene Mining Company v. First National Bank, 118 Idaho 812, 823; 
800 P.2d 1026 (1990). 
The Coeur d'Alene Mining Company Court went on to find when considering a motion for 
reconsideration of an interlocutory order pursuant to I.R.C.P. 1 l(a)(2)(b), 
"The trial court should take into account any new facts presented by the moving 
party that bear on the correctness on the interlocutory order. The burden is on 
the moving party to bring the trial court's attention to the new facts. We will not 
require the trial court to search the record to determine if there is any new 
information that might change the specification of the facts deemed to be 
established." 
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The Coeur d'Alene Mines Court went on to find that because the moving party did not properly 
bring the trial court's attention to newly-established facts, the motion for reconsideration was 
properly denied. 
The same result should occur here. SHERMAN has brought no new facts to the Court's 
attention by affidavit. Indeed, SHERMAN relies exclusively on SHERMAN'S exhibits 
- --- ___ 6_ --admitt€d-at-tr-ial-and-rear.gues-its-case-in-hopes_the_CourLwilLsecond--guess.itself_o_n_the_facts_ _ _____ _ 






















Decision Re Trial Court because SHERMAN has failed to introduce any new facts or 
arguments. 
A party filing a motion to reconsider pursuant to Rule 1 l(a)(2)(b), carries the burden of 
bringing to the trial court's attention the new facts. Id. 
While new evidence is not required, the decision to grant or deny a request for 
reconsideration generally rests in the sound discretion of the trial court. Watson v. Navistar 
International Transportation Corp., 121 Idaho 643, 654; 827 P2d 656 (1992). 
All of the Court's findings of fact are based on substantial and competent evidence. 
SHERMAN goes to great lengths to state that the Court's finding of fact that "the 
exhibits to the 2002 Memorandum Agreement show the cell tower site located on the eastern 
portion of the formerly 24th Street". However, the testimony of Walter Dale, the only surveyor 
who testified live at trial, and Randy LaBeff, show that the cell tower site was always located 
on the east half of vacated 24th Street and the Court is correct in its finding that the "location of 
the cell tower site has not changed since originally built though fencing and access has 
changed, resulting in a 40 x 40 enclosure." (Decision Re Trial Court, p. 3.) The Court has not 
strayed from its original findings that the legal description in the 1996 PCS Site Agreement 
included only Lot 4. However, the undisputed and overwhelming evidenced produced at trial 
showed that the cell tower site was originally built next to a curb of former 24th Street which is, 
indeed, 12 feet into the east half of vacated 24th Street. There is no doubt that the cell tower site 
has always been on a portion of the east half of vacated 24th Street since 1996. The Court's 
findings of fact in the Decision Re Trial Court, Nos. 4 and 5, are absolutely correct in that the 
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exhibits to said Agreement depict the cell tower site and its access easement in the current 
location. Contrary to SHERMAN'S contention that the Court "reversed the law of the case", 
the Court has consistently held that the description of Lot 4 did not include the east half of 
vacated 24th Street. What the Court did conclude is that there was no material breach of the cell 
tower lease, that the parties amended the location of the lease by acquiescence in subsequent 
--agreements-ana that-undei---a-th€or-y-of-€stopp€l-hy-laches,-SHERMAN-is-estopped-from ,__ ___ _ 
claiming the cell tower site is in the wrong location because of GLOBAL'S long history of 
paying rent for the site in its current location. The Court was perfectly within its broad 
discretion, based on the evidence and the law in this case, to conclude that "the parties engaged 
in a series of actions and agreements in regards to the boundaries of the cell tower site since 
1996". (Decision, p. 5.) The Court was also correct in concluding "the parties' agreements in 
January 25, 2002, May 10, 2005, and November 13, 2008, appear to remedy the breach by 
providing for the cell tower site to be located in its current location." The Court was within its 
discretion to conclude, based on all the facts in this case, that the breach was incidental and 
subordinate to the main purpose of the contract. It is also important to note that SHERMAN 
knew full well of the alleged breach in the current location in the cell tower site encroaching on 
the east half of vacated 24th Street when it voluntarily paid $300,000.00 for the property 
underlying the site. As such, SHERMAN has never been a bona fide purchaser for value of the 
site with no knowledge of the cell tower site's current location on the portion of the east half of 
vacated 24th Street. The Court should refuse to reconsider these findings. 
Ill. THERE IS No VALID REASON FORWARDED BY SHERMAN TO OVERTURN THE 
COURT'S DECISION ON THE BOUNDARY BY AGREEMENT AND LACHES CAUSE OF 
ACTION. 
There was ample evidence before the Court that the WALLACE FAMILY TRUST 
(hereafter "WALLACE") knew of the encroachment on the east half of vacated 24th Street. 
Indeed, the Court need look no further than its own Court minutes dated April 26, 2006, which 
dealt with the matter of quieting title solely to the east half of vacated 24th Street. (See 
Defendant's Trial Exhibit "H-10".) MARY JO WALLACE stated to the Court: "The property 
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is leased out and there are certain things that need to be complied with for FCC access to the 
2 tower and also Lot 3. They may need the extra land." The testimony of MARY JO 
3 WALLACE was consistently inconsistent, depending on which party she viewed would favor 
4 her more. SHERMAN made that issue a finality once it paid her $300,000.00 for the property 
5 in question. MARY JO WALLACE was deposed twice and admitted the cell tower site never 
____ 6._ -m0ved-and-was-built-r-ight-near-the-old-curb-0Lvacated_24_tli_streeLwhlchis_within_the_easthalf _____ _ 
7 of 24th Street. There was ample evidence upon which to base the Court's conclusion that 
8 WALLACE was aware of the encroachment. 
9 
10 IV. CONCLUSION. 
11 SHERMAN brings forth no new evidence or caselaw for the Court to reconsider its 
12 Judgment and Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law. SHERMAN'S Motion and 
13 Memorandum is merely a rehash of its closing brief and presentation at trial which the Court 
14 has already rejected. It is time to bring finality to this case and deny the Motion to 
15 Reconsideration and award GLOBAL all of its attorneys' fees and costs in defending the same. 














Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions IL LLC 
By:µ(H~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the //~ay of February, 2013, I caused a true and 
correct copy of RESPONSE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated 
below, to the following person(s): 
Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
~-·· 
0 U.S. Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight~M~a~il __ _ 
ia-· Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant, Case No. CV 03-7690 










GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 




26 Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
27 
28 
Third Party Defendants. 
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This Court determined that Defendant GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITION II, LLC 
(hereafter "GLOBAL") is the prevailing party for purposes of this litigation and that it is 
entitled to attorneys' fees under both contractual and statutory grounds. The Court should 
exercise its discretion, taking into account the factors set forth in I.R.C.P. 54(3)(3), and award 
GLOBAL all of its attorneys' fees since June 10, 2010 against SHERMAN. 
_____ _§___ ---- - ----------- -----------
7 I. USE OF MULTIPLE ATTORNEYS Is NOT UNREASONABLE. 
8 Plaintiffs asked this Court to disallow $4,317.50 in attorneys' fees incurred by attorney 
9 Ed Anson as excessive and unreasonable. SHERMAN misrepresents the role that Ed Anson 
10 played in the case. Ed Anson did not play a "supervisory" role; rather, he played a consulting 
11 role in the case. Joel Hazel was the attorney in charge of this case and consulted with Ed 
12 Anson on various legal and strategic matters. Plaintiffs also contend that "multiple in-house 
13 attorneys" were used. This appears to be a misdirection as no fees for GLOBAL'S in-house 
14 attorneys' time are sought in this case. 
15 Indeed, SHERMAN itself used multiple attorneys at times during this litigation. Art 
16 Bistline started the case and Charles Dodson and Erik Smith argued the Motion for Summary 
17 Judgment. Had SHERMAN been the prevailing party, undoubtedly attorneys' fees for all three 
18 attorneys would have been sought as an award. 
19 SHERMAN also asks the Court to disallow $108,212.00 of Jason Wing's attorney's 
20 fees in this case, as excessive and unreasonable. This Court has acknowledged the complex 
21 nature of this litigation and that this litigation was long-standing and convoluted. It was 
22 necessary to use an associate attorney in this case (at a significantly lower hourly rate) for 
23 briefing and reviewing the extraordinarily voluminous documents in this case. In determining 
24 an appropriate amount of attorneys' fees under I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3), Idaho appellate courts have 
25 repeatedly stated that such a determination is within the sound discretion of the trial court and 
26 that it will not be disturbed on appeal unless there is an abuse of discretion. Sun Valley Potato 
27 Growers v. Texas Refinery, 139 Idaho 761, 769, 86 P.3d 475, 483 (2004). The reasonableness 
28 of the amount of attorneys' fees awarded is based on the trial court's consideration of certain 
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factors which are set forth in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3). The factors set forth in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) have 
been previously briefed by GLOBAL but GLOBAL would like the Court to draw particular 
attention to Rule 54(e)(3)(a) through (d). This was a very time-intensive case that involved 
novel and difficult questions. Indeed, this Court has now three times issued significant, lengthy 
rulings to unwind the convoluted history of the property issue. The case took more than 
--- -6- · -average -skiU,s*per.isnG€-and-abilit-Y-in-the-field-of_reaLestate-1itigation._lnde_e_d,_some_Qf_the ______ _ 
7 fees generated in the case were caused by SHERMAN'S excessive approach to discovery in 
8 this matter. The total fees sought are commensurate with similarly complex cases that have had 




THE TOTAL CHARGES SOUGHT ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE PREVAILING CHARGES 
FOR SIMILAR WORK. 
13 SHERMAN disputes, as alleged in paragraph 14 of its Motion, that Defendant has 
14 requested fees for work done "on behalf of the Wallace Family Trust". Counsel for GLOBAL 
15 has never done work "on behalf of' the Wallace Family Trust; indeed, the Wallace Family 
16 Trust was quite hostile and uncooperative through much of the litigation with GLOBAL. In 
17 addition, the indemnification cause of action was only necessary because SHERMAN 
18 STORAGE brought the original action against GLOBAL. It is therefore appropriate that 
19 certain of the attorneys' fees be awarded against SHERMAN after September 6, 2010, as 
20 almost 100% of the effort was directed towards defending the causes of action brought by 
21 SHERMAN. 
22 
23 III. GLOBAL CONCEDES THAT $1,296.00 IN FEES WERE MISTAKENLY INCLUDED IN ITS 
APPLICATION. 
24 
25 GLOBAL concedes one point to SHERMAN on the attorneys' fees. At paragraph 19 of 
26 its Motion, SHERMAN correctly points out that on November 11, 2010, there is an entry 
27 related to travel to Kellogg, Idaho, to meet with a realtor to inspect a Kellogg, Idaho, building 
28 with fees associated with this request for $1,296.00. GLOBAL concedes that the amount of 
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1 $1,296.00 was included in its Application by mistake in that said attorney's fees entry was not 
2 related to the instant litigation. 1 
3 IV. CONCLUSION. 
4 GLOBAL requests a total award of $358,210.50 plus $8,677.70 for a total of 
5 $366,888.20 against the WALLACE FAMILY TRUST.2 GLOBAL is entitled to an award of 
--- ----6-. -att0me-ys-'--fee-s-against-£HERMAN-in-the-amounLoL$29--1,9-16.D0!, plus Westlaw resear~b. _in_ 
7 the amount of$2,224.81 and costs previously awarded in the amount of $8,677.70 for a total of 
8 $302,818.51 against SHERMAN. The amount awarded against SHERMAN should be joint 
9 and several against SHERMAN and WALLACE. 
10 GLOBAL requests that the Court enter the attached proposed Supplemental Judgment 
11 against both the WALLACE FAMILY TRUST for its indemnity damages related to its 
12 indemnity cause of action which the contractual damages in the contract, as well as fees and 
13 costs against SHERMAN from June 6, 2010 until the entry of the Supplemental Judgment. 













Attorneys for Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
26 1 GLOBAL'S bill has been credited with this amount by Witherspoon• Kelley 
2 These figures are the entire amount of attorneys' fees and therefore damages accrued in this case and should be 
27 awarded against THE WALLA CE FAMILY TRUST under GLOBAL' S indemnity cause of action. 
28 3 This figure is derived from the amount ofattomeys' fees sought in the Second Amended Affidavit of Joel P. 
Hazel dated February 11, 2013 which includes fees to date minus the $1,296.00 GLOBAL concedes was 
mistakenly included. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on the .L.f!Aday of February, 2013, I caused a true and 
3 correct copy of REPLY MEMORANDUM TO MOTION CONTESTING REQUESTED 
ATTORNEYS' FEES to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) 
4 indicated below, to the following person(s): 
5 
Erik P. Smith J2r .. U.S. Mail 
- _6___ Erik P. Smith, P.C. D Hand Delivered 
607 Lakeside Avenue -- - ---- ---o- Overnight Mair--------------------
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2 
3 
Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
Jason S. Wing, ISB No. 7951 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 











IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
iimited liability company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant, 














GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
vs. 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Party Defendants. 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
SUPPLEMENTAL FINAL JUDGMENT 
DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE 
AGAINST DEFENDANT AND 
AWARDING DAMAGES, ATTORNEY'S 
FEES AND COSTS 
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THIS MATTER having come on regularly for trial, the Court having issued its Decision 
2 re: Court Trial on the 19th day of September, 2012, finding for the Defendant, GLOBAL 
3 SIGNAL ACQUISIONS, II ("GLOBAL"), GLOBAL being entitled to a judgment against 
4 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC ("SHERMAN") pursuant to said Decision and THE WALLACE 
5 FAMILY TRUST ("WALLA CE") pursuant to the Court's Order for Entry of Default Judgment 
6 Against Defendant The Wallace Family Trust entered by this Court on the 13th day of June, 
7 2011, for the causes of action as set forth in Defendant's Amended Answer, Affirmative 
8 Defenses, Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint, and this Court's Memorandum Decision 
9 and Order Re Global Signal Acquisitions, II, LLC 's Motion for Award of Attorneys' Fees and 
10 Costs dated December 18, 2012, determining that GLOBAL is the prevailing party in this 
11 matter and that reasonable attorney's fees that have accrued since June 10, 2010 in an amount 
12 to be determined, and good cause otherwise appearing: 
13 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that SHERMAN'S 
14 Complaint and Amended Complaint be, and the same hereby are, dismissed with prejudice and 
15 SHERMAN shall take nothing thereby. 
16 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has a 
17 leasehold interest in the real property described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated 
18 herein by reference, pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
19 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has an 
20 easement interest in the real property as presently described in Exhibit "B" attached hereto and 
21 incorporated by reference. Said easement is subject to GLOBAL'S one-time relocation right 
22 pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
23 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has a 
24 utility easement in the real property described in Exhibit "C" attached hereto and incorporated 
25 by reference, pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
26 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that after taking into 
27 account all the factors in I.R.C.P. 54(e), GLOBAL is awarded against Third Party Defendant, 
28 WALLACE, attorneys' fees and costs as damages in the amount of$ _____ and that 
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1 GLOBAL is awarded reasonable attorney's fees and costs against SHERMAN in the sum of 
2 $ _____ , which amount shall be joint and several as against SHERMAN and 
3 WALLACE. 

























JOHN PATRICK LUSTER, 
District Judge 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, IT IS HEREBY 
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Court has determined that there 
is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the Court has and does 
hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution 
may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this __ day of February, 2013 
JOHN PATRICK LUSTER, 
District Judge 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 
I, the undersigned, certify that on the __ day of February, 2013, I caused a true and 
3 correct copy of the SUPPLEMENTAL FINAL JUDGMENT DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE 
AGAINST DEFENDANT AND AWARDING DAMAGES, ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to 
4 be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the 
























Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon • Kelley 
The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 
















Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
CLIFFORD T. HA YES, District Court Clerk 
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho 
By: ___________ _ 
Deputy 
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·Dec. 18. 2012 3:09PM Ju :·Luster No.5559 P. 4/17 
WALt!RO. DALE 
. ' PR~tllDENl' 
Dacembar 20, 201 o 
TUBBS HILL 
B~~:~TIIIN & Asso(CA TES 
PROFESSIONAi.. LAND SURVEY/NS AND PLANNING 
· · 1004 NORTH A'YlANTIC $T'Rltr • SPOKANE, WA, 99201-2208 
(~09) ~M529 • (FAlQ 325~520 • SURVS'(@QP8•8UI\VEYO]tCOM 
LEASE.AREA DESCRIPTION: 
SCOTT A. DALE 
SECkeTARV 
(Per Sprint Spearum Site Cascade # 8POSXC024 site plan dated August 13, 199B and Record 
of Survey Book 18, Page 404) 
A portion of Lot 4,-Blook, ~2.(AMENDED) GLENMORE ADDITION as recorded in Book "Bl' of 
Plat$t P&gft 140; racorda of Kcotenal county, Idaho; TOGETHER WITH a portion of the vacated 
24th street right-of-way, aa vacated by City of Coeur d'Alene ordinance 2245 on October 17, 
1989 more partrcularty descrlbetfas·follows: 
B99lnnlng at the northeast co_rner of Lot 1, Block 20 of said GLENMORE ADDITION, said 
comer being monumented by a State of Idaho· right-of-way monument, said rnanument bears 
S891162111 "E; 1019.59 feet from a 411 by, 411 concrete monument with a 111 by 111 steel bolt to 
monument the northweit earner of Let 6, Black 13, of said GLEl\;JMORE ADDITION; thence 
N31 1101124"E, 93.23 fe~to a point on the northerly rlght-of-wav fine of Sherman Avenue, aaid 
paint on line balrtg the aauthwest-comer of said lease area. also being the True Point of 
Beginning for this description; thence ND0°01'54nE, 50.00 ftiet to the northwest comer of said 
laa&e area; thence S89°52'1111E, 36.00 feet to the nor:theaat corner of said lease area: thence 
S18°43'0311E, 52.24 fe~t to a point on aald northerly right-of-way of Sharman Avenue, said point 
also being the 1outhaast corner of &aid lease area; thence along said right-of-way llna 
N89l>52'11 "W1 ,50.00 feet to the Point of Beginning. · 
containing 2,124 sq ft more or less. 
EXHIBIT ,4 
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,......,_ Ld ..... ..... t rt - ' .. ' 1a or:rt--== ., ±1 4 11 s=s:,:irt t -e· VSQ, • ......,.,,._ zlU iiiilllll!I.._. ( t 
•I• 
Sac.18, T60N, R3W 
ACCESS EASEMENT FOR 
TUBBS HJJ.t. SITE 1.D. Sp03x:.c024 
•J:E!lAL DESCRIPTION 
A parcel of land for ingress and egress purposes, lylng over, under and across a portion of 
1he vacated 24th Stre&t1 on file under Instrument Number 1114441, along \he West boundary 
of Lot .4, Block 221 Glenmora Addltlon1 9n file In Plat Book B, at Page 140, located in the 
Southeast Quarter of Section 18. Township 50 North, Range 3 West, Botse Meridian, 
Kootenai County, ldaho, more particularly described as follows: 
BBg!nnlng at the point of Intersection at the centerline of the said vacated 241h Street and the 
North right of way line of Sharman Av_enue; 
thence around the subject parcel In a clockwise manner, the followJng four (4) courses: 
1. leavlng said right of way line and along said centerline of Vacated 241h Street, North 
00°10'04" West1 a dl~tance of 105.00 feet; 
2. thence leavlng said centerline, South 89°58100w East, a distance of 30.00 feet to the 
East right of way of said vacated 241h Streat on the West boundary line of said Lot 4; 
3, thence along sald West boundary line, South 00°10'04" East. a distance of 105.00 
feet, to an existlng Iron rod, 6/8 Inch diameter with a plastlc cap marked PLS 6374, on 
the sa1d north right of way line of Sherman Avenue, as shown on Record of Survey on 
file urrder \nstrument Number 2201883000; 
4. thence along said right of w~ line, North 891158'00" West, a distance of 30.00 feet to 
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Cell Tow~r Slle 
per PCS Site 
Agreemenl 
recorded July 9, 
1996 08 






















0,072 acres i......1---1--~i _J-
I . . . I 
LEGENtJ 
e AN IRON ROD, 6~ INa-1 DIAME'IER, W11H A PLASTIC OAP MARKED 11WELCH 
COMER PlS 6573~, DR AS N01EO • 
0 AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INat DIAME'IER, WllH A PLASTIC OAP MARKED •p1.5 
837~ 
I> AN IRON ROD, 1 f 2 INCH blAME'TER, Vflll-1 A PLASTIO C/\f' MAAl<E0 •ur1E 
POINT PLS 8374 
.@ 
0 
A. .CONCRE..1£-MONUME)ft. a ~NCH- DlAMtliRr -Vi\tK-A- IIRASS. OAP, 1-V-4 
INCHES DIAMmR, MARKED "IDAHO STAlE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAV-
CAt.CULAlID POINT (NOlHINC FOUND OR S£J) 
P.O.& POINT 0F em1NNINC 
NO RtclORDS OF SUR~ 
~~-~__,..__..,.. DENO'T!S ACctSS EASEMENT AREA 
OlH!RS AS NOTED 
EXHIBIT FOR .ACCESS EASEMENT 
FOR TUBBS HILL SITE I.D. Bp03xc024 
FOR A PART OF VACATED 24Tt-l SlREET ALONG LOT 4, BI..OCK 22, GLENMORE ADDITION, 
SE 1/4. SEC, 1B, T,f50N., R,3W,,,B.M,1 CITY OF OOE:UR O'ALENf, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IDAHO 
Exblbl . ,., 
Pasa J., ieo-~r--
., . 
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De c, 18. 2 0 12 3 : 1 0 PM J L ; Lu s t e r No. 5559 P. 7/17 
('"; ('· 
A 101 UTILITY EASEMENT LOCATED IN A PORTION OF THE VACATED 24TH 
STREET RIOHT-0Fft WAY REFERRED TO. IN THE ABOVE LEASE AREA 
DESCRIPTION., MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE SAID NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE LEASE AREA, SAID 
POINT ALSO BEING THB TRUE POINT OF BEGINNJNO OF THIS EASEMENT 
DESCRIPTION, THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY EXTBNSION OP TIIB 
WESTERLY LINE OF SAID LEASE AREA N.00101 15411 W. 131.51 FEET TO A 
POINT ON A LlNB 10.00 FEET WESTERLY MEASURED RADIALLY AND 
PARALLEL WITH THE WESTERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF INTERSTATE 
HIGHWAY NUMBER 90, FEDERAL AID PROJECT I-90~ 1(7)11, SAID POINT 
BEING A POINT OF NON TANGENT CURVATURE. 
THENCE ALONG SAID PARALLEL 50.58 FEET. ALONG THE ARC OF A 3679.72 
FOOT RADIDS CURVE. CONCA VE TO THE SOUTHWEST, SAID CURVE 
HA VINO A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 0014711511 AND WHOSE CHORD BEARS N. 
lS151'3911 W. SO,S8FEETTOAPOINTONTHESOUTHERLYRlGHT-OF-WAY 
LINE OF LAKESHORE AVENUE AS SHOWN ON THE SAID PLAT OF 
GLENMORE ADDITION. 
THENCE ALONG SAID SOUTHERLY LINE S. 89152'1 l II E. 10.42 FEET TO A 
POINT ON SAID WESTERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 
NUMBER90. 
THENCE ALONG SAID RIOHT .. QF-WAY 49.14 FEET ALONGTIIE.ARC OF A 
3689.72 FOOT RADIUS CURVEJ CONCAVED TO THE SOUTHWEST. SAID 
CURVE HA VINO A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 0014514711 AND WHOSB CHORD 
BEARING IS S. 15'49'3911 E. 49.14 FEET TO A POINT ON A LINE OFFSET 10.00 
FEET BASTERL Y AND PARALLEL WITH THE SAID NORTHBRL Y EXTENSION 
OF THE WESTERLY LINE OF THE LEASE AREA. 
THENCE ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINES. 00'0115411 E. 132.86 FEET TO A POINT 
ON THE NORTHERLY LlNB OF SAID LEASE AREA. 
TiiENCE ALONG SAID LINEN. 89'52111 11 W. 10.00 FEET TO THE '!RUB POINT OF 
BBGINNJNG. 
EXHIBIT_L_ 
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SID WITHERSPOON KELLEY Null'lber 2086678470 
Date/Till'le 2-11 12:01 






*** To he replaced soon Toner 
3 Joel P. HB2jel, ISB No, 4980 
WlTHERSrOON KELLEY 
• The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Nonhwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeurd'~e,Idaho 83814-2146 
6 Telephone:I (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: : (208) 667-8470 




INjTH£ DISTRICT COURT OF nm FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF nm 
· STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TilE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
13 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
14 limited llatliliiy company, 
15 Plaintiff/Counter Defendan~ 
16 vs. 
11 OLOBAL SIONAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
18 a Delaware; limited liability company, 
19 Defendant/Counter Claimant, 
20 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
a Delawar~ limited liability company, 
21 
22 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
23 vs. 
24 SHERMAN STORAOI!, LLC, an Idaho 
limited tiablllty company; and THE 
25 WALLAC¥ FAMILY TRUST, Ma:y Jo 




Third P•"" Defendants, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
REPLY MEMORANDUM TO MOTION 
CONTESTING REQUESTED 
ATTORNEYS' FEES 
Rl!PLY ME~ORANDUM TO MOTION CONTEST!NO REQUESTED ATTORNl!YS' JIBES. I 
ic. ............ ,.~1.zx,r. 
Date 02-11-13 12 :03 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, LLC, an 
Idaho limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/ Counter defendant, 
V. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, 
Defendant / Counterclaimant. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 





























SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, LLC, an ) 
Idaho limited liability company; and ) 
THE WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary ) 
Jo Wallace, trustee of the Wallace ) 






MEMORANDUM DEC ~~ 
RE: SHERMAN SELF STORAGE 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND 
GLOBALS' ATTORNEY FEE AW ARD 
Erik P. Smith, ATTORNEY AT LAW, for Plaintiff/ Counter Defendant Sherman Storage, LLC. 
Joel P. Hazel, WITHERSPOON KELLEY, for Defendant/ Counter Claimant Global Signal 
Acquisitions II, LLC. 
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SUMMARY OF FACTS AND PROCEDURE 
Sherman Storage commenced this action against Global in 2009, and the case was 
ultimately consolidated with CV-03-7690. Sherman alleged that a cell phone tower located on 
Sherman's property permitted by lease encroached upon other parts of Sherman's property. 
Sherman brought an action seeking ejectment and mesne profits. 
The Court held a three-day trial in this matter beginning on June 4, 2012. Sherman 
sought relief based upon a material breach of contract between the parties. On September 19, 
2012 the court entered its Decision on Court Trial. The Court concluded that no material breach 
of the PCS Site Agreement occurred and that Sherman was not entitled to rescission. The Court 
further determined that Global had not established their claim of mutual mistake, but that a 
boundary by agreement had been established. Sherman was estopped from ejecting Global 
from the site based upon the doctrine of !aches, and was not entitled to mesne profits since 
wrongful possession had not been established. 
Global prepared a proposed judgment that included an access easement. Global sought 
an award of cost and attorney fees. On December 17, 2012 the court issued a Decision 
determining that Global was the prevailing party and entitled to an award of attorney fees as 
well as certain cost as a matter of right. Discretionary costs were denied and the court granted 
Sherman an opportunity to address the amount of fees to be awarded. The court also entered a 
judgment that included the access easement along with the following language: Said easement 
is subject to GLOBAL'S one-time relocation right pursuant to the PCS site agreement dated June 
14, 1996. 
Motion to Reconsider 
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Sherman's Motion to Reconsider was filed January 3, 2013 and addresses the Court's 
Decision on Court Trial entered September 19, 2012 as well as the entry of judgment dated 
December 18, 2012. Rule 11(a}(2}(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows for 
reconsideration of any "interlocutory orders" and may be made at any time before the entry of 
final judgment but not later than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A 
motion to reconsider the Court's trial court decision can be properly presented where the 
motion is made within fourteen days of the entry of the final judgment. Sherman's motion is 
timely 
Rule 11(a}(2}(B) allows for consideration of new evidence, but there is no requirement 
to do so. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 100 (Ct. App. 2006). A decision to grant 
or deny a motion for reconsideration is a discretionary decision. In the case of J.I. Case 
Company v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223, 280 P.2d 1070 (1955), as cited by the Idaho Supreme 
Court in Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank of N. Idaho: 
A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or additional 
facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and fact. Indeed, the 
chief virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and complete presentation of all 
available facts, so that the truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as 
may be. 
Sherman's motion with respect to the final judgment has merit. The language granting 
Global a one-time relocation right of the access agreement was erroneously entered by the 
court. Plaintiff's trial exhibit number 4 references the relocation right. Exhibit D to the PCS site 
agreement granted the right to the owner. The "owner" at the time referred to the Wallace 
Family Trust which was Sherman's predecessor in interest. The final judgment should be 
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amended to reflect that: Said easement is subject to SHERMAN'S one-time relocation right 
pursuant to the PCS site agreement dated June 14, 1996. The inclusion of the access easement 
is otherwise appropriate. Sherman has admitted to the existence of an easement and Sherman 
should be estopped from claiming that Global does not have the access easement set forth in 
Exhibit B of the December 19, 2012 judgment. 
The Court will decline to further address the Decision Re: Court Trial. The decision 
accurately sets forth the facts as found from the testimony and evidence presented at trial, and 
properly addresses the applicable legal conclusions. Sherman has not advanced any new 
evidence nor has Sherman presented any legal argument that supports a different result. The 
motion to reconsider is denied. 
Attorney Fee Amount 
The remaining question for the court to determine is the amount of attorney fees that 
should be awarded to Global as the prevailing party in this case. It is well established that the 
determination of the amount of an attorney fee award is within the sound discretion of the 
court. Sun Valley Potato Growers v. Texas Refinery, 139 Idaho 761, 86 P.3d 475 (2004). Rule 54 
(e) (3) enumerates the factors that should be considered in determining the amount of the 
award: 
In the event the court grants attorney fees to a party or parties in a civil action it shall 
consider the following factors in determining the amount of such fees. 
(A) The time and labor required. 
(B) The novelty and difficulty of the question. 
(C) The skill requisite to perform the legal service properly and the experience and 
ability of the attorney in the particular field of law. 
(D) The prevailing charges for like work. 
(E) Whether the fee is fixed or contingent 
(F) The time limitations imposed by the client or the circumstances of the case. 
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(G) The amount involved and the result obtained. 
(H) The undesirability of the case. 
(I) The nature and length of the professional relationship with the client. 
(J) Awards in similar cases. 
(K) The reasonable cost of automated legal research (Computer Assisted Legal 
Research), if the court finds it was reasonably necessary in preparing a part's 
case. 
(L) Any other factor which the court deems appropriate in the particular case. 
In support of its request for fees Global has submitted a Second Amended Affidavit of Joel 
Hazel setting forth the attorney fee request and outlining the Rule 54 (e)(3) factors. Global's 
fees are summarized based on work by three attorneys. Joel Hazel expended over 700 hours 
on the case at his hourly rate between $225 and $250. Jason Wing worked 666 hours at his rate 
of $150 to $170 per hour. Ed Anson consulted for 17 hours at his rate of $240 to $265 per hour. 
More than 1400 hours have been billed in connection with .this case for a total of $294,140.81 
in legal fees and related research. Global has submitted a twenty eight page Time/Cost Report 
itemizing the specific charges 
Global argues that the case was very time consuming and labor intensive; involving a 
number of interlocutory rulings during the course of the litigation. The case was complicated 
and convoluted and required extensive review of multiple documents. The dispute was 
between two corporate entities that involved a very valuable leasehold interest. Global further 
argues that its fees were commensurate with other similarly complex commercial litigation. 
Sherman challenges the reasonableness of the fees requested based upon a number of 
grounds. Sherman argues that the use of multiple attorneys was duplicative and unnecessary. 
Sherman challenges specific charges that accrued over a period of time where Global's fees 
were significantly higher than fees incurred by Sherman over that comparable period. Sherman 
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also notes that certain charges are sought for work unrelated to the litigation, as well as 
pointing to certain line items that appeared more time consuming than necessary. 
The Court recognizes that the time and labor required to achieve a successful result for 
a client is not dispositive. A court is permitted to examine the reasonableness of the time and 
labor expended by an attorney, and not blindly accept the figures advanced by the attorney. 
Craft Wall of Idaho v. Stonebraker, 108 Idaho 704, 701 P.2d 324 (Ct. App. 1985). The Court 
also recognizes its obligation to consider the Rule 54 (e)(3) factors, however it is not required to 
make specific findings regarding employment of each of those factors in reaching its 
determination. The bottom line in considering an award of attorney fees is reasonableness. 
This is a question for the court to determine, taking into consideration the nature of the 
litigation, the amount involved in controversy, the length of time utilized in preparation for and 
the trial of the case and other related factors viewed in the light of the knowledge and 
experience of the court as a lawyer and judge. Beco Cost. Co., Inc. v. J-U-8 Engineers Inc., 149 
Idaho 294 (2010) 
Global has addressed a few of Sherman's challenges such as removing the sum of $1, 
296.00 that were charged by mistake, as well as showing the need to provide work related to 
the Wallace Family Trust. A primary question concerns the use of multiple attorneys by Global. 
The case was primarily handled by Mr. Hazel, however Mr. Anson provided some consultation 
and Mr. Wing assisted in trial preparation and attended the trial. Sherman disputes the 
reasonableness of two lawyers at trial and asks that the court disallow the $108,212.00 
requested for Mr. Wing's services. 
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The mere fact that one side to the litigation uses multiple attorneys does not render 
some of those services unreasonable. The court recognizes that using multiple attorneys in a 
case may be an efficient way to divide the resources between the more experienced senior 
partners that may bill a greater amount and the less experienced junior associates who charge 
a smaller hourly fee. The critical examination should be upon whether multiple attorneys have 
simply provided duplicate services; the costs of which would be unfair to pass on to the non-
prevailing party. Likewise, this court is mindful that while a client's desire to secure the best and 
consequently most expensive legal services available may be a reasonable business 
consideration; it is not always a reasonable concern when the court considers a fee award. 
In this case it appears that a majority of Mr. Wing's time was appropriate, but some of 
the work provided is unavoidably duplicative. Mr. Anson's consultation may have certainly 
been helpful in such a complex matter; however, Sherman has a justifiable basis to raise a 
concern about the necessity of having to pay all of those charges. Litigation can be expensive 
and the court recognizes that this case involved complexities that resulted in the reasonable 
need to generate substantial costs. Global should be able to recover their costs in the form of 
legal fees with certain adjustments based upon the discussion above. 
Based upon the foregoing and having fully considered the factors enumerated under 
Rule 54 (e) (3) it is the opinion of the court that Global should be awarded a reasonable 
attorney fee in the amount of $250,000.00. 
Dated this 8th day of April, 2013 
~ o-L ~o¾_J ~ 
John Patrick Luster 
District Judge 
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I hereby certify that on the gth day of April, 2013, a true and correct copy of the foregoing 
MEMORNADUM DECISION RE: SHERMAN SELF STORAGE MOTION TO RECONSIDER AND GLOBALS' 
ATTORNEY FEE AWARD was sent via FAX to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
FAX 667-8470 
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2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
3 
The Spokesman Review Building 
4 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83 814-2146 
5 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
12 limited liability company, 
13 Plaintiff/Counter Defendant, 
14 vs. 
15 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
16 a Delaware limited liability company, 
17 Defendant/Counter Claimant. 
18 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
22 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and THE 
23 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
24 Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
25 
26 
Third Party Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
AMENDED FINAL WDGMENT 
DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE 
AGAINST DEFENDANT AND 
AWARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
COSTS AS AGAINST SHERMAN 
STORAGE, LLC AND THE WALLACE 
FAMILY TRUST 
ORIGINAL 
27 THIS MATTER came on regularly for trial, the Court having issued its Decision re: 
28 Court Trial on the 19th day of September, 2012, finding for the Defendant, GLOBAL SIGNAL 
AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE AGAINST DEFENDANT AND 
A WARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AS AGAINST SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC AND THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST - l 
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ACQUISIONS, II ("GLOBAL"), GLOBAL being entitled to a judgment against SHERMAN 
2 STORAGE, LLC ("SHERMAN") pursuant to said Decision and THE WALLACE FAMILY 
3 TRUST ("WALLACE") pursuant to the Court's Order for Entry of Default Judgment Against 
4 Defendant The Wallace Family Trust entered by this Court on the 13th day of June, 2011, for 
5 the causes of action as set forth in Defendant's Amended Answer, Affirmative Defenses, 
6 Counterclaim and Third Party Complaint, and this Court's Memorandum Decision and Order 
7 Re Global Signal Acquisitions, IL LLC's Motion/or Award of Attorneys' Fees and Costs dated 
8 December 18, 2012, determining that GLOBAL is the prevailing party in this matter entitled to 
9 costs as a matter of right in the amount of $9,846.80, and the Court's Memorandum Decision 
10 Re: Sherman Self Storage Motion to Reconsider and Global's Attorney Fee Award dated April 
11 8, 2013 awarding fees in the amount of $250,000.00, and good cause otherwise appearing: 
12 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that SHERMAN'S 
13 Complaint and Amended Complaint be, and the same hereby are, dismissed with prejudice and 
14 SHERMAN shall take nothing thereby. 
15 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADmDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has a 
16 leasehold interest in the real property described in Exhibit "A" attached hereto and incorporated 
17 herein by reference, pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
18 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has an 
19 easement interest in the real property as presently described in Exhibit "B" attached hereto and 
20 incorporated by reference. Said easement is subject to SHERMAN'S one-time relocation right 
21 pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
22 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has a 
23 utility easement in the real property described in Exhibit "C" attached hereto and incorporated 
24 by reference, pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
25 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADmDGED AND DECREED that after taking into 
26 account all the factors in I.R.C.P. 54(e), GLOBAL is awarded reasonable attorney's fees and 
27 costs in the total sum of $259,846.88 against SHERMAN and Third Party Defendant 
28 WALLACE, which amount shall be joint and several as against SHERMAN and WALLACE. 
AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE AGAINST DEFENDANT AND 
A WARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AS AGAINST SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC AND THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST-2 
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DATED this \ S-t- day of April, 2013 
~c>-L~~ 
JOHN PATRICK LUSTER, 
District Judge 
RULE 54(b) CERTIFICATE 
With respect to the issues determined by the above judgment or order, IT IS HEREBY 
CERTIFIED, in accordance with Rule 54(b), I.R.C.P., that the Court has determined that there 
is no just reason for delay of the entry of a final judgment and that the Court has and does 
hereby direct that the above judgment or order shall be a final judgment upon which execution 
may issue and an appeal may be taken as provided by the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
,-rv 
DATED this~ day of April, 2013 
!::)~  x ____ cL~ 
JOHN PATRICK LUSTER, 
District Judge 
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A WARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AS AGAINST SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC AND THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST -3 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICAT 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on the L day of April, 2013, I caused a true and 
3 correct copy of the SUPPLEMENTAL FINAL JUDGMENT DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE 
AGAINST DEFENDANT AND AWARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to be 
4 forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the 
























Joel P. Hazel D 
Witherspoon • Kelley D 
The Spokesman-Review Building ~D 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 tl 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside A venue 











Via Fax: (208) 765- 110 
AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE AGAINST DEFENDANT AND 
A WARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AS AGAINST SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC AND THE 
WALLA CE FAMILY TRUST - 4 
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WALtl!R 0. DALI:. 
B~~}irll1N & Assoc·CATES 
PROFESSIONAL LAND SURVEYING AND PLAN/II/NG Scorr A. DALE SECIU:TARV . ' PRl:81D.EH'r 
· · 1004 NORTH ATLANTIC STRIE'l' • SPOKANE, WA, 99201-2208 
(~09) 325-4529 • (FAX) 325~520 • SURVm:@OPS-8UltVE'f~11.COM (~-· 
Dacembar 20, 201 o 
TUBBS HILL 
LEASE.AREA DESCRIPTION: 
(Per S,Prlnt Spectrum Site Cascade# SPOSXC024 site plan dated August 13, 199B and Record 
of Survay Book 18, Page 404) 
A portion of Lot 4, ·Bloel<. ~2.(AMENDED) GLENMORE ADDITION aa racorded fn Sook NB)! of 
Plat9, Pagat 140; records of Kootenai county, Idaho: TOGETHER WITH a portion of the vacated 
24th street right-of-way, aa vacated by City of Coeurd' Alarie ordinance 2245 on October 17, 
1989 more partfculaliy descrlbed'as·follows: 
B99lnnlng at the northeast corner of Lot 1, Block 20 of said GLENMORE ADDITION, said 
comer being monumented by a State of Idaho· right-of-way monument, said monument bears 
S89.,52'11 11E; 1019.59 feet from a 4" by_4N concrete monument with a 1'' by 111 steel bolt to 
monument the northwest earner of Lot 6, Block 13, of said GLE~MORE ADDITION; thence 
N31 1101'2411E, 93.23 fa~ to a point on the northerly right-Of-way fine of Sherman Avenue, said 
point on line being the aauthwest-corner of said leasa area, also being the True Point of 
Beginning for thfa description: thence ND0°01•54ne, 50.00 f$et to the northwesf comer of said 
leaae area; thence S89°52'11"E, 315.00 feet to the nor.theast corner of said lease area: thence 
S18°43'03"E, 52.24 fa~t ta a point on said northerly right-of-way af Sharman Avenue, said point 
also being the 110uthsast corner of said lease area; thence along said right-of-way line 
N89°52'11 "W, .50.00 feet to the Point of Beginning. · 
containing 2,124 sq ft more or less. 
EXHIBIT A 
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. I' 
Sec.18, T50N, R.3W 
ACCESS EASEMENT FOR 
TUBBS HIJ.L SITE 1.D. Sp03xc024 
•ltEgAL DESCRIPTION 
A parcel of land for ingress and egress purposes, lylng over, under and across a portion of 
the vacated 241h Street1 on file under Instrument Number 1114441, along the West boundary 
of Lot .4, Block 221 Glenmore Addition, ~>n file In Plat Book B, at Page 140, located in the 
Southeast Quarter of Section 18. Township 50 North1 Range 3 West, Bolse Meridian, 
Kootenai County, Jdaho, mo.re particularly described as follows: 
Baglnnlng at the point of Intersection at the centerline of the said vacated 241h Street and the 
North right of way line of Sharman Av_enue; 
thence around the subject parcel In a clockwise manner, the followlng four (4) courses: 
1, leavlng sald right of way line and along said centerline ofVacE1ted 24th Street, North 
00°1010411 West1 a dl~tanc& of 105.00 feet; 
2. thence leaving said centerline, South 89°58'00R east, a distance of 30.00 feet to the 
East right of way of said vacated 241h Streat on the West boundary line of said Lot 4: 
3, thence along sald West boundary llne, South 00°10'04" East, a distance of 105,00 
feet, to an existlng Iron rod, 5/8 Inch diameter with a plastlc cap marked PLS 6374, on 
the sa1d north right of way line of Sherman Avenue, as shown on Record of Survey on 
file urrder lnstrurnent Number 2201883000; 
4. thence along said right of w;ay llne, North 891158'00" West, a distance of 30.00 feet to 
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AN IRON ROD, 5~ INCH DIAM~. WllH A PLASllC CAP MARKED 11\IELCH 
COMER PLS 6673•, OR AS NOlEO . 
AN IRON ROD, 5/8 INCH DIAMElER, 'Willi A PLASTIC CAP MARKED "Pl.S 
5374• 
AN IRON ROD, 1f2 INCH D1AME1ER, \li\TI-1 A PLASTIO CAP MARKED "LINE 
POINT PLS 8374 
A. .CONCREtli.--MONUMEWf.- 4 mc:H- DIAM£1Eff., -V.UK-A- BRASS. OAPr ;J-tj-4 
INCHES DIAt.trn:R, MARKED RIDAHO STA'TE HIGHWAY RIGHT OF WAV-
CAI.CULA1ED POINT (NOTI-IING FOUND dR S£1) 
P,0.8, f'OIMT OF BECINNIHC 
RIO RECORDS OF SURWV 
~...,......,.oi,__,__.... DENOTES ACCESS EASEMENT AREA 
OTHERS AS NO'l'm 
EXHIBIT FOR .ACCESS EASEMENT 
FOR TUBBS HILL SITE 1.D. Sp08xc024 
FOR A PART OP' VACATED 24TH SlR'EET ALONG LOT 4, BLOCK 221 GLENMORE ADDITION, 
SE 1/4, SEO. 1a. T,OON., R,3W,,,a.M., CITY OF OOC:UR D'ALENE, KOOTENAI COUNTY, IOAHO 
Bxblbl . ,..., 
Pase J, 'l,...,....,y--
., . 
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A 10' UTILITY EASEMENT LOCATED rN A PORTION OF THE VACATED 24TH 
STREET RIGHT-OF" WAY REFERRED TO IN THE ABOVE LEASE AREA 
DESCRIPTION .. MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE SAID NORTHWEST CORNER OF THE LEASE AREA, SAID 
POINT ALSO BEING THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING OF THIS EASEMENT 
DF.SCRIPTION, THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY EXTENSION OF TIIB 
WESTBRL Y LINE OF SAID LEASE AREA N. 00101154" W. 131.51 PEET TO A 
POINT ON A LINE 10.00 FEET WESTERLY MEASURED RADIALLY AND 
PARALLEL WITH THB WESTBRL Y RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF INTERSTATE 
HIGHWAY NUMBER 901 FEDERAL AID PROJECT I-90 .. 1(7)11, SAID POINT 
BBINO A POINT OF NON TANGENT CURVATURE. 
THENCE ALONG SAID PARALLEL 50,58 FEET. ALONG THE ARC OF A 3679.72 
FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCA VE TO THE SOUTHWEST, SAID CURVE 
HAVING A CBNTRALANGLB OF 00147115'1 AND WHOSE CHORD BEARS N. 
1S151'39'' w. SO.SB FEET TO A POINT ON TIIE SOUTHERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY 
LINE OF LAKESHORE AVENUE AS SHOWN ON THE SAID PLAT OF 
GLENMORE ADDITION. 
THBNCE ALONG SAID SOUTIIBRL Y LINE S, 89'52'11 11 E. 10.42 FEET TO A 
POINT ON SAID WESTERLY RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE OF INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 
NUMBER90. 
THENCE ALONG SAID RIOffi' .. QF-WAY 49.14 FEET ALONG TIIE .ARC OF A 
3689.72 FOOT RADIUS CURVE, CONCAVED TO THE SOUTHWEST. SAID 
CURVE HA VIl'1G A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 00'4S14711 AND WHOSE CHORD 
BEARING IS S. 15149'39" B. 49.14 FEET TO A POINT ON A LINE OFFSET 10.00 
FEBT EASTERLY AND PARALLEL WITH THE SAID NORTHBRL Y EXTENSION 
OF THE WBSffiRL Y LINE OF THE LEASE AREA. 
THENCE ALONG SAID PARALLEL LINES. 00'0115411 E. 132.86 FEET TO A POINT 
ON THE NORTHERLY LlNB OF SAID LEASE AREA. 
THENCE ALONG SAID LINEN. 89152111 11 W. 10.00 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF 
BEGINNING. 
EXHIBIT~ 
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ERIK P. SMITH, Attorney at Law 
ERIK P. SMITH, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
Tel. (208) 667-2000 




CLERI< DISTRICT COURT 
~~·~-\ Lal'r--0 
DEPUTY W 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Appellant Sherman Storage, LLC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT FOR THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 
VS. 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II 











GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 












THE WALLACE FAMILYTRUST; MARY ) 
JO WALLACE, Trustee of The Wallace ) 
Family Trust, ) 





) __________ ) 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Case No. CV-03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case NO. CV 09-3915) 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Fee Category: L.4 
Fee: $109.00 
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TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS II LLC, AND THE PARTY'S ATTORNEY, JOEL P. HAZEL, AND 
THE CLERK OF KOOTENAI COUNTY, 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named Appellant, SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, appeals 
against the above-named Respondent, GLOBAL SIGNAL 
ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the: 
a. Amended Final Judgment Dismissing Plaintiff's Case Against 
Defendant and Awarding Attorney's Fees and Costs as Against 
Sherman Storage, LLC and The Wallace Family Trust, entered in 
the above-entitled action on the 18th day of April, 2013; 
b. Memorandum Decision Re: Sherman Self Storage Motion to 
Reconsider and Globals' Attorney Fee Award, entered herein on 
the sth day of April, 2013; 
c. Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Global Signal Acquisitions II, 
LLC's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs, entered 
herein on the 18th day of December, 2012; and the 
d. Decision Re: Court Trial, entered herein on the 19th day of 
September, 2012, all by the Honorable John P. Luster, District 
Judge presiding. 
2. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the Appellant 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on 
appeal shall not prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues on 
appeal, are as follows: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
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a. Did the Respondent materially breach the PCS Site Agreement? 
b. Did the parties engage in a series of actions and agreements 
regarding the boundaries of the cell tower site since 1996? 
c. Did the parties' subsequent Agreements dated January 25, 2002, 
May 10, 2005, and November 17, 2008, remedy Respondent's 
breach? 
d. Did the parties agreed to keep the cell tower site in its current 
location by subsequent actions or written agreements? 
e. Did Respondent sufficiently deceive the landowner to have unclean 
hands? 
f. Does equity permit Respondent to prevail on its equitable defenses 
with unclean hands? 
g. Did Respondent met its burden of proof in applying the doctrine of · 
boundary by acquiesce to this case? 
h. Does the doctrine of boundary by acquiesce apply to lease 
agreements? 
i. Did the Respondent prove that its encroachment was known by 
The Wallace Family Trust prior to the litigation? 
j. Did The Wallace Family Trust fail to assert its rights under the PCS 
Site Agreement? 
k. Did the November 17, 2008, Letter Agreement concern the "present 
location of the cell tower site"? 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
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I. Did the 2002 Memorandum Agreement shows the cell tower site on 
the eastern portion of 24th Street? 
m. Did the Appellant receive compensation for the Respondent's 
encroachment? 
n. Should Respondent be allowed to file an additional or supplemental 
Memorandum of Costs? 
o. Are the Respondents entitled to an award of attorney's fees? 
p. Is the award of attorney's fees arbitrary and un-reasonable? 
3. The Appellant has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and 
the Judgments and Decisions described in paragraph 1 above are 
appealable pursuant to Rule 11 (a)(2) of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
4. Is a reporter's transcript requested by Appellant? Yes. The Appellant 
requests the preparation of a supplemental transcript pursuant to Rule 
25, IAR, as follows: 
a. The entire transcript of the oral argument at the hearing on 
February 19, 2013, Motion to Reconsider, before the Honorable 
John P. Luster. 
b. The entire transcript of the trial held in this matter commencing on 
June 4, 2012, before the Honorable John P. Luster. 
c. Appellant requests the transcripts in both hard copy and electronic 
format. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
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5. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
Clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 
28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules: 
CV 2009-3915 
CV 2003-7690 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 5 
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6. Exhibits. Appellant requests that all exhibits admitted in the trial in this 
matter should be copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
7. Has an Order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? 
No. 
8. As attorney of record for the Appellant, I certify: 
a. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the 
reporters Amy Wilkens and Keri Veare. 
b. That the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript of 
$1,186.25 was paid with the Notice of Appeal to the Clerk of the 
Court, Kootenai County. 
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c. That the estimated fee of $100.00 for preparation of the Clerk's 
record was paid to the Clerk of the District Court, Kootenai County 
with the filing of this Notice of Appeal. 
d. That the appellant filing fee in the amount of $109.00 was paid to 
the Clerk of the District Court, Kootenai County, with the filing of the 
Notice of Appeal. 
e. That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 8 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the ":) 'i' day of May, 2013, a true copy of the 
foregoing was: 
p( mailed postage prepaid to: 
Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee 
P.O. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173-0332 
'91axed to: 
Joel P. Hazel 
Attorney at Law 
608 Northwest Blvd., Ste. 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
fax: 667 -84 70 
Charlie M. Dodson 
Attorney at Law 
1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 
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Date: 5/28/2013 
Time: 04:42 PM 
Received of: Erik Smith 




One Thousand One Hundred Eighty-Six and 25/100 Dollars 
Case: CV-2003-0007690 Plaintiff: Sherman Self Storage Inc vs. Mary Jo Wallace, etal. 
Cash bond: 1186.25 
Check:6019 
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Fax se~t ~~ : 2086678470 YITHERSPOON MELLEY 06-07-13 09:33 pg: 1,1~ 
" 
STATE Of 'I AHO l 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAlf }S 
FILfO: 4,_, 
d 
2 JOEL P. HAZEL, ISB No. 4980 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
3 The Spokesman Review Building 
4 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
5 Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
1 .Anorn,ys for D,fendant, Global Signal Acqutslrlons II, LLC 
8 
2013 JUN - At1 9: 59 
9 
10 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIR.ST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THB 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
12 
13 Plaintiff/Counter Defendant/ Appellant, 
14 vs. 
IS GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
16 a Delaware limited liability company, 
17 Defendant/Counter Claimant/Rcsoondcnt, 
18 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS 11, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, 
19 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
20 
21 vs. 
22 SHERMAN STORAGE. LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company~ and THE 
23 WALLACB FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
24 Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
25 Third Partv Defendants. 
Case No, CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No, CV 09·3915) 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
TRANSCRIPT/RECORD 
26 TO: THE ABOVB NAMED APPELLANT, APPELLANT'S ATTORNEY, AND THE 
REPORTER AND CLERK OF THE ABOVE•ENTITLED COURT: 
28 NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Respondent in the above-en'titled proceeding 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPT/RECORD· 1 
K:\wdotl'alnl!D\IH)P\0003~4ffl.DOC 
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Fax sent b~ : 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 06-07-13 09:33 Pg: 2/10 
1 hereby requests pursuant to Rule 19, I.A.R., the inclusion of the following material in the 
2 reporter's transoript or the clerk's record in addition to that required to be included by the I.A,R. 
3 and the Notice of Appeal. Any additional transcript is to be provided in both hard copy and 























1. The entire reporter's standard tranacript as defined in Rule 25(a), I.A.R., 
a. The oral argument at the hearing on March 8, 2005, Motion to Withdraw, 
before the Honorable John P. Lustcri 
b. The oral &riUJTient at the hearing August 11, 201 0, Motion for Summary~ 
Judgment, before the Honorable John P. Luster; reporter: Anne M~Manus; nwnber of 
transcript pages estimated: under 100 pages; 
c. The oral argument at hearing on December 28, 2010, Motion to 
Reconsider, before the Honorable John P. Luster~ reporter: Anne McManus; number of 
transcript pages estimated: under 100 pages; 
d. 'The oral argument at hearing on May 18, 2011, Status Conf1r,11c1, 
before the Honorable John P. Lusteri reporter: Anne MacManus Brownell; number of 
transcript pages estimated: under 100 pages; 
e. The oral argument at hearing on April 10, 2012, Motion to Reconsider, 
before the Honorable John P. Luster; reporter: Keri Veare; number of transcript pagc:s 
estimated: less than 100 pages; 
f, The oral argwnent at hearing on December 4, 2012, Motion For Entry of 
Judgment and Attorney Fees, before the Honorable John P. Luster; reporter: Keri 
V eare: nwnber of transoript pages estimated: less than 100 pages; and 
g. The oral argument at hearing on February 19, 2013, Motion to 
R,con,tder, before the Honorable Jolm P. Luster: reporter: Keri Veare; number of 
transQript pages estimated: set by Joel Hazeli 
h, The oral argument at hearing on February 19, 20131 Motion to 
Reconsider, before the Honorable John P. Luster; reporter: Kerl Veare; nwnbcr of 
~3l-!!!J/,£~~PoJcTIONAL TRANSCRIPT/RECORD • 2 
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transcript pages estimated: less thau 100 pages set by Erik Smith; and 
. 
The oral &rKuntent at hearing on February 19. 2013, Motion/or Attorney 1, 
Fees, before the Honorable John P. Luster; reporter: Kerl Veare; number of transcript 
pages estimated: less than l 00 pages. 
2. Clerk's Record: 
•• In ease number CV 2003-'7690; 
02/15/200S Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Record and Notice of 
Hearin1:t 
02/15/2005 Affidavit of Attomey in Su00ort of Motion to Withdraw 
03/07/2005 Notice of No Obiection to Withdrawal of Counsel for Defendant 
03/08/200S Withdrawal of Attomcy/Jeff Andrews 
03/09/2005 A.ffl.davit ofMailin.2- Marv Jo Wallaoc • 3/8/05 
03/23/200S Notice of Al>l,earance • MarY Jo Wallace Pro Se 
04/18/2006 Motion to Shorten Time 
01/26/2010 Affidavit of Arthur M. Bistline 1n Support of Motion for Relief from 
Judmnent 
01/26/2010 Affidavit of Erik P, Smith in Sum,ort of Motion for Relief from Judmnent 
01/26/2010 Memorandum in Suooort of Motion for Relief from Judmnent 
01/26/2010 Motion for Relief from Judgment ancl motion for Amendment of 
Judmnent 
02/11/2010 Dcfendania Objection to Plaintiffs Motion for Relief from Judpent & 
Motion for Amendment of Judmnent 
07/28/2010 Defendant's Olobal Signal Acquisitions II, LLC's Motion to Strike and 
Notioc of hcarina 
10/26/2010 Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions 11, LLC's Motion to Strike Answer 
and Notice ofHearinu: 
10/26/2010 Memorandwn Supponing Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, 
LLC's Motion to StrJkc Answer and Notice of Hearin2 
10/29/2010 Defendant Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC Motion to Strike Answer 
and Notice of Hearina: 
01/13/2011 Order DenYina Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration 
03/17/2011 Affidavit of Michael M. Parker in Support of Motion .for Leave to 
Withdraw u Attorney of Record for the Wallace Familv Trust 
03/17/2011 Notice of Intent to Withdraw as Attome)' of Record for the Wallace 
Family Trust 
03/17/2011 Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Record for the Wallace 
Family Trust 
03/31/2011 Notioe PW"Suant to I.C. l l(b)(2)(3) RE Order Granting Michael M. Parker 
Leave to Withdraw as AttomeY for the Wallace Familv Trust 
RBQU 
IC1\wdooalod 
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03/31/2011 Stipulation RE: Withdrawal of Michael M. Parker as Attorney for the 
Wallace Family Trust 
04/15/2011 Notioe of Service of notice of intent to Withdraw as Attorney of Record 
for the Wallace Family Trust & oopy of Order re Withdrawal of Michael 
M. Parker as Attomev for the Wallace Family Trust 
OS/16/2011 Second Aoolication for Order for Default Entn' 
06/01/2011 Second Order for Clerks Entry of Default Against Defendant Wallace 
Family Trust 
06/01/2011 Second Clerk's Bntrv of Default (Wallaoe Family Trust) 
03/29/2012 Order of Conditional Dismissal of Anneal 
12/18/2012 Memorandum Deoision and Order re: Global Signal Acquisitions II, 
LLC's Motion for Award of At1:omey's Fees and Costs 
04/18/2013 Amended Final Judgment Dismissina Plaintiff's Cue Agawt Defendant 
and Awarding Attorney Fees and Costs as Against Sherman Storage LLC 
and the Wallace Family Trust 
04/18/2013 Final Juclmnent. Order or Decree Entered 
05/28/13 Bond Posted - Cash (Receil)t 22640 Dated S/28/2013 for 1186,2S) 
b. In case number CV 2009•3915: 
10/28/2009 Affidavit of Service·· MUY Jo Wallace·· 10/5/09 
11/24/2009 Annlication for Order for Default EntrY 
12/01/2009 Order for Entrv of Default of the Wallace Family Trust 
12/01/2009 Clerk's EntrY of Default 
12/02/2009 Stimtlation for Protective Order 
12/07/2009 Prot.eotive Order 
01/04/2010 Rule 19(a)(l) Motion to Join Involuntary Party, Motion to Amend 
Complaint and Notice ofHearina on 02/02/10 at 3:30 PM 
01/04/2010 Memorandum Supporting Defendant's R.ule 19(a)(1) Motion to Join 
Involuntarv Partv and Motion to Amend Comolaint 
01/04/2010 Affidavit of .Jason S Wing Support.ins Defendant's R.ule 19(a)(1) Motion 
to Join Involuntary Party and Motion to Amend Com13laint 
3. 1 certify that a copy of ihls Requesr for ~ddltlonr;,l Tran,criptllReoord has been 
on each oourt reporter of whom a 1ranscript is requested as named below at the 
ses set out below and that the estimated number of additional pages being requested is •: 
Anne MacManus Brownell 
Court Reporter 
324 W. Oarden Avenue 
Cocw d'Alene, ID 83814 
EST FOR. ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPT/RECORD • 4 REQU 
111a,r,ooo3~am.DOC K;I~ 
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324 W. Carden Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, W 83814 
WITHERSPOON MELLEY 06-07-13 09:34 Pg: 5/lH 
4 I further certify that this Requosl for Additional TtaMcrlpts/R,cord has been served 
' upon the Clerk of the District Co\lrt and upon all parti~s required to be served pursuant to Rule 
6 20 (and upon the attorney general of Idaho pwsuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code). 























Attorneys for Respondent, 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPT/RECORD • 5 
IC:l~IIGSNOOIICOO?.a71.DOC 
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Fax sent by : 2086678470 WITHERSPOON HELLEY 
CBRTIFICA TE OF SERVICE 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on the /Jlh day of June, 2013, I caused a true and 
3 ~orrcc;t ~PY of REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL Tii1NSCRIPTIRECORD to be forwarded, with 
all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated below, to the following person(s): 
4 
! Erik P. Smith 8- U.S. Mail 
6 Erik P. Smith,P.C,- HanclDellvered · 
607 Lakeside Avenue D Overnight Mail ,, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 181 Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
8 Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee ~ U.S. Mail 
The Wallaoe Family Trust D Hand Delivered 
9 P. O. Box 30332 D Ovemight Mail 
10 Las Vegas, NV 89173-0332 D Via Fax: 
11 Charlie M. Dodson D U.S. Mail 
Attomey at Law D Hand Delivered 
12 1424 Sherman Avenue, Suite 300 D Overnight Mall 
i3 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 ~ Via Fax: (208) 666·92 l l 
Anne MacManus Brownell CJ U.S. Mail 
14 Court Report.er B Hand Delivered 1, 324 W. Garden Avenue Overnight Mail 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8] 814 ~ . Via Fax: (208) 446-1119 
16 
B Keri Veare U.S. Mall 17 Coun Reporter Hand Delivered 
l8 
324 W. Oarden Avenue ~ Ovemight Mail Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 Via Fax: (208) 446-1119 
19 Clerk of the District Court D U.S. Mail 
20 County of Kootenai D Hand Delivered 
324 W. Garden Avenue ~ Overnight Mail 21 Coeur d'Alene~ ID 83814 Via Fax: (208) 446-1188 
22 Idaho State Attorney General D u.s. Mail 
23 
P. o. Box 83720 B Hand Delivered Boise, ID 83720·001 o Ovemight Meil 
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IC;\wfottlodlnlllA\IQ,f\OOOJ't.007'6?1.DOC 
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....., TRANSMISSION REPORT..,. 
SID WITHERsroon KELLEY Zl966?84"i'9 
Dat.elTh11e 6-8? e:44 







IN TICI mrru,r coua-r 0, THII PIIIIT Nl:IIO!AI. DlfJ'lllCT OIi fflB 
ITATIOPIDAKO. Dr AMDPOA THICOUll'l'Y OP IC.OOIDAI 
" 




QI.OW IIGNAL ACQUIIITIOMI n. U.C, 
.111 ........ ~..,.. 





u r"IIIM~"f'.: '= 
If 'fl~ PMl&Y 'mUIT, Mair IO 
11 w-.rr-on-.w.u••• .. 
C..:Na.CV0M6'0 
(Couolldalld 111m Cul No. r::v OM91SI 
• '(01 THI AIOVI NAM1D ~. APPILLAN'l'I ATl'OINIY, lt1fD TIii 
maP.TD ANDCLllltOPl111AIOVNNffl'l.m>catJI.T1 
t.'O'ID II IIDIIY O%VDI N lhl ......,_II• _,..sided...., 
.t'g; (l'UI 
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06-07-13 09:35 Pg: 8.110 
-- TRAN~M~SS~ON R2PORT ---
SID WITHERSPOON KELLEY Nu"'ber ZB9&&?847tJ 
Datel'Ti111e 6•8? 8:46 
Dialled m&Mbr 288&&&9211 





IN THII l>IITIICTcouaT ('/I nm nut M,IClll,I, DIIITNC'I' 01 THI 
ffATBOf IDAIIO.DI AIG>l'Ol 'IHBcOUlffl'OP KOO'l'IMltl 
11HDMAN INaAOI. 1.1.C, 111 ldlbo lbllllllll~--. 
¥1, 
" ,, -·--.. -:-::'!l·-··-··11.LLC, 1Dtla'Mll llllllld liallllll)' ..... 
" ~PUil' Plllld, so 
11 IIIDWA)I ITOMGI, W:. • IOIIMI 
a, ~~~~.--on: 
,. Wlllal, ,._ otTllt WIIIIN r..U, 'INII, 
- ·-• 
C.. No. aY 0,,780 
CCouou. IIIIIIC.No, CY~ltU) 
UQtlPT FOi ADl)fflONAt. 
lMNICIIPriUCCII> 
If TO: na A10Y1 NAMIID APPIIJ.\tff, APPIL!.AN'l'I ArroaNIY, AND '1111 
11.UOa'l'IAAHD (UH o, m AIIOVloDl'ffl'LI CCIUITI 
• 
Date 86-87-13 ee:41 
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DatelfiM 6-8? 8:48 
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0.. Mo, CV OS-7600 
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Pg: 9/'lH 
Date 86-B?-13 08:49 
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Fax sent by 20866?84?0 
....,. TRAN9M~SSXON R2PORT..,.. 
SlP WITHERSPOON KELLEY NW!lber il:1866?84?8 
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', 
I 
2 JoelP. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
3 WITIIERSPOON KELLEY 
The Spokesman. Review Building 
4 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 , 
- -s . Telephone: 1208) 667:40-00 
6 Facsimile; (208) 667-8470 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DlSTRIGT OF THE 
· STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
12 limited liability company, 
13 Pl~tiffi'Counter Defendant,· 
14 vs. 
15 
GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
16 a Delaware limite4 liability company, · : 
17 Defendant/Counter Claimant 
18 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS :rr, LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company, · 
19 
20 
21 vs . 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
Case No. CV 03-7690 · 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 




SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company; and THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
':'!',, 
23 




Third Partv Defendants. 
COMES NOW Defendant/Judgment Creditor GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, . 
28 LLC (hereafter "GLOBAL"), by and through its attorney of record, Joel P .. Hazel of the firm of 
.. ,.. 
: ... 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 1604 of 1621
Fax sent b!:I 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 07-12-13 16:25 Pg: 2/3 
••• 
1 Witherspoon • Kelley, and pursuant to I.R.c.p'. 58(b) does hereby give notice that the Amended 
2 Final Judgmenr entered against the Defendants SHERMAN STORAGE. LLC and THE 
3 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST on April 1.S, 2013 and recorded on April 18, 2013 in the real 
4 property records of Kootenai County, Idaho, as instrument number 240652, has been satisfied 
s only as. to the award of attorney's fees and costs contained in said Amended Final Judgment. 
6 The portions of the Amended Final Judgment concerning the leasehold interest, access 
7 easement and utility easement set forth therein. remain int.act and uoaffected by this Partial 
8 Satisfaction of Judgment. 







16 STATEOFIDAHO ) 
17 : ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
WITHERSPOON • KELLEY 
Attom~ys for Glr;bal Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
By: ~bl 
18 
On thls Jk"t_y of July, 2012, before me, a Notary Public in and for the State ofldaho, 
19 personally appeared Joel P. Hazel, known or identified to me, to be the person whose name is 
20 subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 








and year in This cenifi.cate first above wrinen. 
~ 
Notary Public for the State ofidaho 
Residing at: Athol, Idaho 
My commission expires! July 21, 2016 
PARTIAL SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENT - Page 2 
J::\wdoc$1cdamaiD\1623~\C0076724.DOC 
\./:~: 
, ... ,. 
····~ 
•, 
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Fax sent b~ : 2086678470 
,. ... . ·-
1 
WITHERSPOON ~ELLEY 07-12-13 16:25 Pg: 3/3 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on the h,__y of July, 2013, I caused a true and correct 
3 copy of PARTIAL SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required charges 

























Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace, Trustee 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P. 0. Box 30332 
Las Vegas. NV 89173-0332 













Via Fax: (208) 765-9110 
U.S.Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail . 
ViaFax: 
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I•ax sent b!:J ; .t.:t:ltlbb r1:1<t rt:1 
Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
2 Edward J. Anson, ISB No. 2074 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
3 Attorneys and Counselors 
4 The Spokesman Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
. -5 _ Coe_ur d'Alen~, Idaho 83814-2146 
Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
11111nr,n.:)CVVl"I nr.LLLX 
7 Email: jph@witherspoonkelley.com 
Email: eja@witherspoonkelley.com 
8 
A tzorneys for Defendant, Third-Party Plaintiff and Respondent, 
9 Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC 
lO 
11 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DlSTRICT 
12 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
13 SHERMAN SELF STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 





·GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS il, LLC,' 





GLOBAL SJGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 






SHERMAN SEI..F STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
25 limited liability company: and THE 
26 WALLACE FAMILY TRUST. Mary Jo 
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TO: THE CLERK OF THE COURT AND ALL PARTlES AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF 
RECORD: 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the Defendant, Third-Party Plaintiff and 
Respondent, GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC. has joi.ned. Edward J. Anson of 
Witherspoon• Kelley, as co-counsel with Joel P. Hazel of Witherspoon~ Kelley. The address 
of each counsel is set forth below. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that all papers and documents in said action to be 
served upon GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC are to be s~~ed upon beth Edward 
J. Anson and Joel P. Hazel. 
Dated this ~·2...day of July, 2013. .· ........ -~ .......... --::: 
. d~;~f.:LE~ 
,. ·. Northwest ijlvd., ·Suite 300 
_..,- Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Dated this 1..1 day of July, 2013. 
1 P. Hazel 
THERSPOON • KELLEY 
(,08 Northwest Blvd., Swte 300 
Coeur d'Alene, to 83814-2146 















"' ' •~ ~ • I 
,,:, ... 




•; .. ... 
' ,:: : 
": 
' ... : 
,' I 1, 
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~t:Jtlt>t> (tl<f: (D w11n.r.n~rvvn n.a:.i.i..a:.x U f -,:,.~·- .LJ .LU• w:EJ 
t CERTIFICATE Of SERVICE 
2 . ,._d . 
I certify that on this c:?; day of July, 2013, I caused a true and correct copy of the: 
3 foregoing to be forwarded, with all required charges prepaid. by the method(s) indicated below,' 




Erik P. Smith 






















607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d1Alene, ID 83.814 
NOTICE OF ASSOCIATJON OF COUNSEL • Pase 3 
C0077668.DOCX 
-o - u.s.Mail--
0 Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
.@ Via Fax: (208) 765~9110 
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J•ax sent l>!:J ; .t:titlbb rts':I: rti 
2 Joel P. Hazel, ISB No. 4980 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
3 The Spokesman Review Building 
4 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 
s Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
6 Facsimile: (208) 667.;8470 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
12 limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant. 
14. vs .. 
ts· ·O1,,OBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, LLC, 
16 a De~aware limited liability company, 
17 Defendant/Counter· Claimant. 




Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
· 22 SHERMAN STOMOE, LLC, an Idtlho 
. · limited liability compony; and THE 
23. · WALL~CE FAMJLY TRUST, Mary Jo 
24 Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
· Third PartY Defendants .. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 
SECOND AMENDED fINAL 
JUDGMENT DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S. 
CASE AGAINST DEFENDANT AND 
AWARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND 
COSTS AS AGAINST SHERMAN 




27 Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(a), this Court enters the following SECOND .AME.NDED FINAL : . 
28 JUDGMENT: . ! 
SBCOND AMENDED FINAL Jl.JDOMENT DISMISSlNG PLAINTIFF'S CASE-AGAINST DEFENDANT 
AND AWARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AS AGAINST SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC AND THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST· 1 ' 
X:IWPOCI\CPAMAJN\IOZJ!l\000J\al07'm0.DOC 
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~t:Jl:lbb (ti'! (ti WllH~H~ruun ~~LL~Y rg; ..:1,1:1 
l IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED !that SHERMAN'S 
2 Complaint and Amended Complaint be, and the same hereby are, dismisse4, with prejudice and 
3 SHERMAN shall take nothing thereby. 
4 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED ttjat GLOBAL has a 
s le~eh~ld}nt:erest in the real property descri~ in Exhibit "A" attached her~to and incorporate~ 
' ' 
6 herein by ~fQrcnce, pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
7. IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED tl$: GLOBAL has an 
S· easement interest in the real property as presently described in _Exhibit "a··: attached hereto and 
9 incorporated by reference. Said easement is subject to SHERMAN'S one-~e relocation right 
10 · · pursuant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
11 IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that GLOBAL has a 
12 utility ,easement in the real property described in Exhibit "C" attached hereto and incorporated 
13 by :reference, p~uant to the PCS Site Agreement dated June 14, 1996. 
14 1r IS FURTHER ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that after talcing into 
1s accomt all the factors in I.R.C.P. 51(e), OLOBAL is awarded rcasonablt\ a.ttomc:::y's fees and 
16 · costs in the total sum of $259,846.88 against SHERMAN and Th4"d Party Defendant 
17 WALLACE, which amount shall be joint and sev~al as against SHERMAN and WALLACE. 











-.ICU'llll'~ S. CHRISTENSEN. 
Judge 
SECOND A.Ml™DED PINAL JUDGMENT DJSMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE AGAINST DEFENDANT 
AND AWARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AS AQAJNST SHERMAN STQRAOB, LLC AND THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST ,2 
1C;\'IVDOCSIC,DJ\MI\JN\\CIZ3ll\0003'0I077ffl.DOC 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 1611 of 1621
WllM~fl~ruun ~~LL~Y 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
2 I, the undersigned, certify that on i'-~-y of July, 2013, I caused a true and correct 
3 copy of the SECOND .AMENDED FIN~MENT DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CASE 
AGAJNST DEFEND.ANT. AND AWARDING ATI'ORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS to be 
4 forwarded, with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indic~d below, to the 
























Joel P. Hazel 
Witherspoon • Kelley 
The Spokesman-Review Building 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2146 
Erik P. Smith 
Erik P. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 






Overnight Mail . 




Via Fax: (208) 765-91 
SECOND .AMENDED FINAL JUDGMENT DISMISSING PLAINTIFF'S CA$£ AGAI~ST DEFENDANT 
AND AWARDING ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS AS AGAINST SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC AND THE 
WALLACE FAMILY TRUST· 3 
K:\WDOCS'a>AMAIN\l6239,000ncooTl180.DOC 
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·. A~r. 1~. 201-l 10:34AM: .. Jud&e Luster No. 703'6 P. 6/8 
O,~. 18. 2012 3:10PM Julge lu~ter Nci, 5559 P. 5/17 
('· . 
..... t ... . ,. ca I a Oscecro ,,..,r Pl I ti ., 9 d I I .. ( 0 rt I 2 I = hrtf'!!M I ~."!' 
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1ht~aoatad 24 $treet.ontHe·unc1ar1nnumentNurnber 1114441, aJOnGffitWtet boundary 
of f.ot~, Bloalc 22, tai.nmore Addlllo"1· pri flit In Plat look a, at Page 140, loGakKI in tl1e 
BouthNlt~erOfseaaon 18. Township 60 North, Ranges W.t. BGta..M~rldlan, 
Koanal OOIJnly, ldilhg., h1li1J9 parUG\llarly cl0Gal1bod aa ~e; : · 
halooloa.at the ~ of lnterseatlon at the oenterHne.of the se1d vaoatad 24111 $net .and:the 
~ rlht of way line of Shlfflll.n A~u.; · 
lh&nct ll'Ollnd thl IUb)ICI. parcel In I DIClok-&)nlU1fflr, OIi falkMlna ftNr (~) oourset: 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1N AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
11 . S~RMAN STORAGE, LLC, an Idaho 
12 .~ted liability company, 
13 Pla.intift7Counter Defendant. 
14 · vs. 
15 · .. QL.OBAL SIGNAL ACQUISlTIONS II, LLC, 
16 · a Delaware µmited liability company, 
' ' 
17 Defendm;rt/Counter Claimant .. 
18 GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II; LLC, 
a Delaware limited liability company,. 
19 
20 
21 vs .. 
D~fendant/Third Party Plaintiff, 
22 SHE~ STORAGE, LLC, an I~o 
limited liability company; 3l1d THE 
23 WALLACE · FAMILY TRUST, Mary Jo 
~ Wallace, Trustee of The Wallace Family Trust, 
Third Partv Defendants. 
Case No. CV 03-7690 
(Consolidated with Case No. CV 09-3915) 




27 CO:MES NOW Defendant/Judgment- Creditor GLOBAL SIGNAL ACQUISITIONS II, 
2s ·1LC (hereafter "GLOBAL"), by and through its attorney of record, Joel P. Hazel of the firm of 
AMENDED PARTIAL SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENT· Page 1 
,K;~\odomoin\l -ICOO"nSOU!OC 
. ·,,• 
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1 Witherspoon• Kelley, and. pursuant to I.R.C.P. 58(b) does hereby give notice that the Second 
2 Amended Final !udgment Dismissing Plaintiff's Case Against Defendant and Awarding 
3 Attorney's Fees and Costs as Against Sherman Storage, LLC and the Wallace. Family n-ust 
4 entered against the Defendants SHERMAN STORAGE, LLC and THE WALLA CE FAMILY 
s TRUST on July 25, 2013, has been satisfied only as to the award of attorney's fees and costs 
6. contained in said Second Amended Fi-nal Judgment. The portions of the s~cond Ame,u;led Final 
1 Judgment concerning the leasehold interest, access easement and utility easement set forth 
s therein, remain intact and unaffected by this Amended Partial Satisfaction of Judgment. 








Attorneys for Global Signal Acquisitions JI, LLC 
CERTIFICAIE QF SERYICE 
}7 I. the undersigned, certify that on th~6~y of July, 2013, I caused a true and correct 
18 copy of AMENDED PARTIAL SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all 











Erik P. Smith 
ErikP. Smith, P.C. 
607 Lakeside Avenue 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Mary Jo Wallace, T~ee 
The Wallace Family Trust 
P. 0. Box 30332 
Las Vegas, NV 89173--0332 
D U.S.Moil 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
~ Via Fax: (208) 765~9110 
181 U.S.Mail 
D Hand Delivered 
D Overnight Mail 
D ViaFax: 
AMENDED PARTIAL SATISFACTION OF JUDGMENT • Page 2 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant 
vs 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 

















Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs 
The Wallace Family Trust; Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family 
Trust, 












Supreme Court Docket #41077-2013 
Kootenai County CV2003-7690 
(consolidated with CV09-3915) 
Clerk's Record 
I, CLIFFORD T HA YES, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the attached list 
of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being forwarded to the Supreme 
Court of Appeals. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the following documents will be submitted as exhibits to the 
record: 
Plaintiff List of Exhibits 
Exhibit #1 Site Survey Admitted 
Exhibit #2 Pioneer Title Company Commitment Admitted 
Exhibit #3 PCS Installation Project plans for Sprint Spectrum Admitted 
Exhibit #4 PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit #5 Record of Survey Admitted 
Exhibit #6 FATCO Commitment of Title Insurance Admitted 
Exhibit #7 Master Collocation Sublease Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit #8 Master Sublease Agreement (SLA) Admitted 
Exhibit #9 Exhibit "A" to Master Collocation Sublease 
Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit #10 Co-Locator Agreements-Master Sublease 
Agreements and Amendments Admitted 
Exhibit #11 Environmental Site Assessment Admitted 
Exhibit #12 Amendment to PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit #13 FA TCO Commitment for Title Insurance Admitted 
Exhibit #14 FA TCO Commitment for Title Insurance Issued 
to Cricket Admitted 
Exhibit #15 Site Lease Acknowledgment (SLA) Admitted 
Exhibit #16 Amendment to PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit #17 Cricket Installation Tubbs Hill Co-Location Admitted 
Exhibit #18 Site Lease Acknowledgment Admitted 
Exhibit #19 Cricket Drawings (Stamped) Admitted 
Exhibit #20 Agreement Regarding Ground Lease Admitted 
Plaintiffs List of Exhibits 
Exhibit #21 Site Designation Supplement to Master Lease 
and Sublease Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit #22 Title Policy for Morgan Stanley Admitted 
Exhibit #23 Leasehold Deed of Trust Admitted 
Exhibit #24 Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title Admitted 
Exhibit #25 MRSA between Sherman Self Storage, Inc and 
Mary Jo Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit #26 Assignment Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit #27 Exhibit "A" to the Master Collocation Sublease 
Agreement (Site Lease Acknowledgment) Admitted 
Exhibit #28 Land America Policy of Title Insurance Admitted 
Exhibit #29 Pacific Northwest Title Insurance Company Inc. Admitted 
Exhibit #30a Email from/to David Yates and Kirk Evans Admitted 
Exhibit #30b Email from/to David Yates Admitted 
Exhibit #30c Emails from/to John Tyke Admitted 
Exhibit #30d Emails from/to John Tyke Admitted 
Exhibit #30e Email to/from John Tyke Admitted 
Exhibit #30f Email to Lisa Sedgwick Admitted 
Exhibit #30g Emails from/to John Tyke Admitted 
Exhibit #30h Letter from/Email to Ms. Charlton Admitted 
Exhibit #30i Emails from/to Global re: Purchase of Lot 3 
and Lot 4 Admitted 
Exhibit #31 Third Amendment and Memorandum Admitted 
Exhibit #32 Letter to Mary Jo Wallace Admitted 
Plaintiffs List of Exhibits 
Exhibit #33 Kootenai Title Commitment Admitted 
Exhibit #34 First amendment of Site Designation Supplement 
to Master Lease and SLA Admitted 
Exhibit #37 Notice of Default- Certified Letter to Sprint 
Spectrum and 2/9/11 Confirmation Letter Admitted 
Exhibit #38 Replacement Exhibit "A" to PCS Site Agreement 
and Amendments Admitted 
Exhibit #39 Meckel Engineering Documents Admitted 
Exhibit #39a Wallace Access Easement Relocation Admitted 
Exhibit #42 Site Photo (1) Admitted 
Exhibit #43 Recent Site Photos Admitted 
Exhibit #44 Warren PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit #45 Hazel Letter to Wallace and Wallace Assignment Admitted 
Exhibit #46 Revocation of Assignment Admitted 
Exhibit #47 Wallace Family Trust Assignment to Sherman 
Storage Admitted 
Exhibit #48 Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of Dawn Krein Admitted 
Exhibit #48a Correction Page Admitted 
Exhibit #49 Deposition of Mary Jo Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit #50 Deposition of Mary Jo Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit #51 Mary Jo Wallace Errata Sheet for 2/2/12 Admitted 
Exhibit #52 Under Seal 
Defendant's List of Exhibits 
Exhibit Al PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit A2 Amendment to PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit A3 Amendment to PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit A4 Memorandum of Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit AS Agreement Regarding Ground Lease Admitted 
Exhibit A6 Third Amendment to PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit A7 Memorandum of Third Amendment to PCS 
Site Agreement and Right of First Refusal Admitted 
Exhibit Bl Administrator's Deed Admitted 
Exhibit B2 Deed of Trust Admitted 
Exhibit B3 Deed of Trust Admitted 
Exhibit B4 Buy-Sell Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit BS Buy-Sell Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit B6 Contract Sale Admitted 
Exhibit B7 Robert M Tate Survey Map Not Admitted 
Exhibit B8 All Inclusive Promissory Note Admitted 
Exhibit B9 Addendum to Real Estate Contract Sale Admitted 
Exhibit Bl0 Tate Easement and Drawing Admitted 
Exhibit Bl l Pioneer Title Letter Admitted 
Exhibit Bl2 Affidavit of Service Admitted 
Exhibit Bl3 Order Allowing Service by Publication Admitted 
Exhibit Bl4 Easement Invoice and Exhibits Not Admitted 
Defendant's List of Exhibits 
Exhibit B15 6/22/04 Court Minutes Admitted 
Exhibit B16 Pioneer Title Letter Admitted 
Exhibit Bl 7 Pioneer Title Letter Admitted 
Exhibit B18 12/22/05 Court Minutes Admitted 
Exhibit B19 Sprint Letter to Trust Admitted 
Exhibit B20 Wallace Letter to Bistline Admitted 
Exhibit B21 Pioneer Title Letter to Bistline Admitted 
Exhibit B22 Release of Claims Admitted 
Exhibit B23 3/8/05 Court Minutes Admitted 
Exhibit B24 Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law Admitted 
Exhibit B25 7 /28/05 Court Minutes Admitted 
Exhibit B26 12/12/05 Court Minutes Admitted 
Exhibit B27 3/13/06 Court Minutes Admitted 
Exhibit B28 Email from Bistline to Dossey Not Admitted 
ExhibitB29 4-26-06 Court Minutes Admitted 
Exhibit B30 Judgment Admitted 
Exhibit B31 Recorded Judgment Admitted 
Exhibit B32 Exhibit A - Easement Not Admitted 
Exhibit Cl Warranty Deed Admitted 
Exhibit C2 Warranty Deed Admitted 
Exhibit C3 Warranty Deed Admitted 
Exhibit C4 Ordinance No 2245 Admitted 
Defendant's List of Exhibits 
Exhibit CS Exhibit B to PCS Site Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit C6 Record of Survey Admitted 
Exhibit C7 Warranty Deed 9/20/02 Admitted 
Exhibit C8 Notice of Lis Pendens Admitted 
Exhibit C9 Site Designation Supplement to Master Lease 
Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit CI0 Affidavit of Facts Relating to Title Admitted 
Exhibit Cl I Judgment Admitted 
Exhibit C12 Corporate Warranty Deed Admitted 
Exhibit C13 Assignment Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit C14 Quitclaim Deed Admitted 
Exhibit C15 Leasehold Deed of Trust Admitted 
Exhibit C16 Warranty Deed Admitted 
Exhibit C17 Warranty Deed Admitted 
Exhibit C18 First Amendment to Site Designation Supplement 
to Master Lease and Sublease Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit C19 Hazel Letter to Smith re: Quitclaim Deed Admitted 
Exhibit C20 Recorded Quitclaim Deed Admitted 
Exhibit DI Surveying Order Admitted 
Exhibit D2 Lease Area Access Easement Description Not Admitted 
Exhibit D3 Lease Area Description Not Admitted 
Exhibit D4 Survey Map Not Admitted 
Exhibit D5 Survey Map Not Admitted 
( 
Defendant's List of Exhibit 
Exhibit D6 Survey Map Not Admitted 
ExhibitD7 Survey Map Admitted 
Exhibit D8 Survey Map Admitted 
ExhibitD9 Hazel Letter to Smith Admitted 
Exhibit D10 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit D11 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit D12 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D13 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit D14 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D15 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D16 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D17 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D18 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D19 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit D20 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D21 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D22 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit D23 Site Photo Admitted 
ExhibitD24 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit D25 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit D26 Site Photo Admitted 
Defendant's List of Exhibits 
Exhibit D27 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D28 Site Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit D29 Aerial Photo Admitted 
Exhibit D30 Survey Map Admitted 
Exhibit D31 Survey Map Admitted 
Exhibit D32 Survey Map Admitted 
Exhibit El Disk Photo Not Admitted 
Exhibit E2 Site Photos Admitted 
Exhibit E3 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit E4 Site Photo Admitted 
Exhibit ES Strata Letter Admitted 
Exhibit E6 Notice to Proceed with Detailed Construction 
Design Admitted 
Exhibit E7 Search Ring Report Admitted 
Exhibit E8 Construction Review Admitted 
Exhibit E9 Site Plan Admitted 
Exhibit EIO Site Plan Admitted 
Exhibit El I Proposal Installation Sketch Admitted 
Exhibit E12 Adams & Clark Documents Admitted 
Exhibit E13 NAC Engineering Letter to LaBeff Admitted 
Exhibit E14 Revised Site Plan for Tubbs Admitted 
Exhibit EIS ASAC Letter Admitted 
Exhibit E16 Geotechnical Engineering Evaluation Withdrawn 
Defendant's List of Exhibits 
Exhibit El 7 Site Catalog Withdrawn 
Exhibit El8 Site Plan Withdrawn 
Exhibit El9 Site Plan Admitted 
Exhibit E20 Communication Pole Record Drawings Not Admitted 
Exhibit E21 Tubbs Hill Site Map Admitted 
Exhibit Fl Aerial Photo Admitted 
Exhibit F2 Aerial Photo Admitted 
Exhibit F3 Aerial Photo Admitted 
Exhibit F4 Aerial Photo Admitted 
Exhibit F5 Aerial Photo Admitted 
Exhibit Gl Rent History Admitted 
Exhibit G2 Rent History Admitted 
Exhibit Hl First Amended Certificate of Revocable Family 
Trust Not Admitted 
Exhibit H2 Sprint Spectrum Letter to the Wallace Family 
Trust Not Admitted 
Exhibit H3 Tax Assessment Notice Not Admitted 
Exhibit H4 Site Map Admitted 
Exhibit HS Sprint Spectrum Letter to Wallace Not Admitted 
Exhibit H6 Sprint Spectrum Letter to Wallace Not Admitted 
Exhibit H7 Sprint Spectrum Email re Landscaping Not Admitted 
Exhibit H8 Notice of Sevice re Defendant's Answers and 
Response to Plaintiffs First Set of 
Interrogatories and Request for Production Admitted 
Defendant's List of Exhibits 
Exhibit H9 Wallace Letter to Bistline Not Admitted 
Exhibit HlO 4/26/05 Court Minutes Not Admitted 
Exhibit Hl 1 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit H12 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit H13 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit H14 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit H15 Letter Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit H16 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit Hl 7 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Not Admitted 
Exhibit H18 Crown Castle Letter to Lisa Wardian Not Admitted 
Exhibit H19 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Not Admitted 
Exhibit H20 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit H21 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Admitted 
Exhibit H22 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Not Admitted 
Exhibit H23 Crown Castle Letter to Wallace Not Admitted 
Exhibit H24 Wallace Letter to Joel Hazel Admitted 
Exhibit H25 Wallace Latter to Global Signal Acquisitions Admitted 
Exhibit H26 Residential Purchase and Sale Agreement Not Admitted 
Exhibit Il Doug Black Deposition Transcript Admitted 
Exhibit JI LandAmerica Lawyers Title Commitment to 
Title Insurance Admitted 
Defendant's List of Exhibits 
Exhibit 12 LandAmerica Lawyers Title Preliminary 
Title Report Admitted 
Exhibit J3 Kootenai Title Preliminary Title Report Admitted 
Exhibit 14 Purchase and Sale Agreement Admitted 
Exhibit Kl Survey Map Admitted 
Exhibit LI Mary Jo Wallace Deposition Transcript Withdrawn 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have I1ereunto set mttnd and affixed the seal of said court 
at Kootenai County, Idaho this L/ day of \/ , 2013. 
I 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE ST ATE OF IDAHO 
) 
Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant 
vs 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
















Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
Delaware limited liability company, 
Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff 
vs 
The Wallace Family Trust; Mary Jo 
Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family 
Trust, 












Supreme Court Docket #41077-2013 
Kootenai County CV2003-7690 
(consolidated with CV09-3915) 
Clerk's Certificate 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Cliff T. Hayes, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is 
a true, full and correct record of the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the Idaho 
Appellate Rules. 
Exhibits were submitted. 
Sherman Storage LLC vs Globel Signal Acquisitions Supreme Court #41077 1619 of 1621
I certify that the Attorneys for the Appellant and Respondent were notified that the 
Clerk's Record was complete and ready to be picked up, or if the attorney is out of town, 
the copies were mailed by U.S. mail, postage prepaid on the 3 (:) day of 
_u__,c;.~*~-' 2013. 
- i-do further certify that the Clerk's Record will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the 
Supreme Court. 
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Kootenai County, Idaho this :SC) day CJJ , 2013. 
Clifford T Hayes 
Clerk of the District Court 
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IN THE SUPPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
) 
Sherman Storage, LLC an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/ Appellant 
vs 
Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 
















Global Signal Acquisitions II, LLC, a 





Defendant/Third Party Plaintiff ) 
vs ) 
) 
The Wallace Family Trust; Mary Jo ) 
Wallace, Trustee of the Wallace Family ) 
Trust, ) 
Third Party Defendant ) 
Supreme Court Docket #41077-2013 
Kootenai County CV2003-7690 
(consolidated with CV09-3915) 
Clerk's Record 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Clifford T. Hayes, Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I have personally 
served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the 
Attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
Erik Smith 
607 Lakeside A venue 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83 814 
Joel Hazel 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene ID 83814 
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IN WITNESS WH~±:' I have unto set my hand and affixed the seal of the 
said Court this3C) day o - , 2013. 
Clifford T Hayes 
Clerk of the District Cou 
